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Preface
The main purpose of this work, commissioned to be part of the
observance ofits 150 th anniversary, has been to stress the history of
Gettysburg College as an educational institution endowed by its
charter with a continuing existence. Its trustees, administrators,
faculty, and students have gained their places by election, appoint-
ment, or admission. For a longer or shorter period of time they have
helped shape College policies and programs. Presumably they have
benefited from the experience. Eventually, allhave yielded (or will
yield) their seats to successors. For more than a century and a half,
Gettysburg College has survived as the generations of all those who
have given it life have come and gone.
Another major purpose of this work has been to stress the history
of the College as an educational institution whose policies and pro-
grams have been influenced invarious ways and invarying degrees
by the surrounding community (since 1863 one nationally, even
internationally, known), by its long continuing relationships with
the Lutheran church, and by its consistent awareness that it is an
integral part of the large and growing American enterprise in
higher education.
A third major purpose has been to present the historical facts of
the College's past in such a way as to leave to the reader ample
(although not complete) opportunity to decide for himself or herself
whether or not the policies and programs pursued by the men and
women responsible for its welfare since 1832 were wise and proper.
Ultimately, those who read this account seriously should evaluate
the evidence presented and then decide for themselves how salutary
an influence Gettysburg College has exercised in advancing the
cause of liberal education.
No person can write an account which completely recreates the
past. The best one can do is search for as many surviving primary
sources as possible, use every available means to determine their
credibility, and then construct an account characterized by what his-
torians sometimes call verisimilitude. That is whatIhave tried to do.
As a former student, alumnus, faculty member, former adminis-
trator, and a Lutheran, my association with Gettysburg College
spans almost 30 percent of its existence to date. This is at once an
advantage and a disadvantage for one who assumes the respon-
sibility for writing about its past.
Many members of the College faculty and staff have responded,
both patiently and willingly,to mynumerous requests for informa-
XII
tion and assistance. Among them are Richard P. Allen, Bruce
Bigelow, Robert L. Bloom, Kirn S. Breighner, Jay P. Brown, G.
Ronald Couchman, Daniel A. Dundon, Ruth S. Groft, Roland E.
Hansen, Barbara J. Herman, Dwight A.Huseman, Robert D. Ken-
worthy, Linda Lagle, Gary Lowe, Robert D. Smith, Janet M.Upton,
and Frank B. Williams. Separate mention must be given to two spe-
cial collections librarians: Nancy C. Scott and David T. Hedrick.
Ihave benefited from the counsel of Bernadine Dorich, Edwin D.
Freed, Carol Kefalas, and Anna Jane Moyer, members of the
editorial board. Several students with whom Iworked either in
individualized study or ina January term course on the history of the
College, especially Gregory J. Landrey, have made their contribu-
tion to my understanding of the subject. Iam deeply indebted to the
late President C. Arnold Hanson, who first asked me to undertake
the task, and also toPresident Charles E. Glassick, who encouraged
me ina number of important ways and who kindly agreed to read
and comment on the final chapter of the work.
There were persons in several other institutions who went out of
their way to search for and send information which was subsequent-
ly used. Among the institutions were Allegheny College, Easton
Area Public Library, Evangelical and Reformed Historical Society,
Franklin and Marshall College, Hamilton College, The Johns Hop-
kins University, Lafayette College, Lutheran Theological Seminary at
Gettysburg, Ursinus College, and Washington and Jefferson College.
Staff members at the following state, regional, and national
educational agencies responded promptly and helpfully to requests
for information: American Association of University Professors,
Association of American Colleges, Association of Governing
Boards of Universities and Colleges, Board ofRegents of the Univer-
sity of the State of New York, and the Middle States Association of
Colleges and Schools.
Few, if any, lists of the debts one incurs in a major piece of
research and writing are ever complete. This one certainly is not
among them, but it should not be closed without mention of Walter
B. Lane, the Gettysburg photographer who was always most
cooperative, and Jane Adams Clarke, who found several key sources
for me among the voluminous Philadelphia county estate papers.
My son, Philip H. Glatfelter, compiled the lists included in the
appendices and helped in other ways. My wife, Miriam G. Glat-
felter, assisted in the task of proofreading.
Since no one else decided what was to be included in this work,
the responsibility for it is entirely mine.
Charles H. Glatfelter
Gettysburg, Pennsylvania
September 17, 1986

Pennsylvania College.
ORDER OF THE PROCESSION,
July 4th, 1832.
The Patrons, Clergy, Students of the
Gymnasium and Seminary, the Orator ofthe
day, Citizens, and Strangers, are requested
to assemble at the Academy, July 4th, at 10
o'clock, a. m. Atthe ringingofthe twobells
inthe German Church, at half past 10 o'-
clock, the procession willmove to the Eng-
lish Presbyterian Church, in this borough,
under the direction of Gen. T. C^ Millies
and Col.M.C. Clarkson. Marshals, in th*
followingorder, viz.
1. The Strangers and Citizens, two and two;
2. The Invited Strangers, do.
3. The Students, do.
4. The Teachers and Professors, do.
6. The Clergy, do.
6. The Patron3, do.
7. The Orator ofthe Day, accompanied hy
the officiating Clergyman.
Having arrived at the Church doors, the
Marshals willorder a halt, and separate the
procession into two files, through which the
Orator and officiating Clergyman willpass,
followed by the Patrons, &c. in inverted or-
der. Allbeing seated in the respective pla-
ces assigned them by the Marshals, the fol-
lowing Hymn willbe sung by the Choir:
PRAISE, happy land!Jehovah's name ;
His goodness, and thy bliss proclaim ;
For thee each blessing* largely flows,
That Freedom's lil/ralhand bestows.
Thy children are secure and blest;
Thy shores have poa.ee, thy cities rest ;
He feeds thy sons with finest wheat,
And adds his blessing to their meat.
Thy changing season? he ordains,
Thine early and thy latter rains ;
His flakes ofsnow like wool he sends,
And wellthe springing corn defends.
But he hath nobler works and ways,
To callhis people to his praise :
To all our land his laws are shown ;
His gospel's through the nation known*
After which a Prayer willbe offered up by
the Rev. WAL PAXTON, D. D.
THEN WILL FOLLOW AN
Oration, by the Hon. C.Blythe.
After which the followingHYMNwillbs
sung by the Choir :—:
—
SAY, should we search the globe around*
Where can such happiness be found,
As dwells in this much favor'd land ?
Here plenty reigns ;here freedom shed«
Her choicest blessings on our heads :
By God supported still we stand.
Here commerce spreads the wealthystore,
Which comes from every foreign shore ;
Science and art their charms display ;
Religion teacheth us to raise
Our voices inour Maker's praise,
As truth and conscience point the way.
These are thy gifts, Almighty King!
From thee our matchless blessings spring;
Th1extended shade, the fruitful skie*,
The raptures liberty bestows,
The eternal joys the gospel shows,
Allfrom thy boundless goodness rise.
Withgratefulhearts, withcheerful tongue*
To God we raise united songs ;
His power and mercy we proclaim;
And still, through ev'ry age, shall own,
Jehovah here hath fix'dhis throne.
And triumph in his mighty name.
Longas the moon her course shall run.
Or man behold the circling sun,
May'st thou o'er fair Columbia reign ;
Stillcrown her counsels with success,
With peace and joyher borders bless,
And'allher sacred rights maintain.
The ceremonies willbe closed by the
Benediction ;and the Procession willreturn
hi the above or<lcr.
(hvisniltrr <fArrangemen t.
Order ofExercises for July 4, 1832
This program recalls the details ofthe formal organization ofwhat isnow
Gettysburg College, which occurred on July 4, 1832. The English Pres-
byterian church was located on the west side of the first block of North
Washington street. Courtesy Adams County Historical Society.
31.
THE BACKGROUND OF
GETTYSBURG COLLEGE (1776-1832)
July 4, 1832
Wednesday, July 4, 1832, was the date chosen for the formal
organization of the newly chartered Pennsylvania College of
Gettysburg. At 10:30 A.M. on that day a procession began moving
northward from the academy building located at the corner of South
Washington and High streets to the Presbyterian church three
blocks away, inthe firstblock ofNorth Washington street. Since the
nationally known public figure who was the first choice as orator of
the day had declined the invitation to speak, those planning the
events had invited Calvin Blythe (1790-1849) inhis stead. Anative of
the area, former Secretary of the Commonwealth and Attorney
General, and now president judge of the Twelfth Judicial District of
Pennsylvania, Blythe quickly directed the attention of his audience
to the very beginnings of the American Republic.
"The day on which we are assembled," he began, "makes it not
only proper, but indispensable, that we should recur to the scenes of
the revolution." Recalling Lexington, Bunker Hill,and Saratoga,
Blythe praised the common soldiers, "their invincible chief," the
other "prominent actors" in the struggle, as well as the "great body
of the people" to whom we are "indebted for our revolution." Itwas
they who had refused to submit to "taxation without their consent,
because they held that the right to govern them was founded on
consent." With probably a few veterans of the American Revolution
in his audience, he noted with pride that one signer of the
Declaration of Independence still survived, a man whom he ranked
among the "most illustrious of the human family." That last
survivor, Charles Carroll, died inBaltimore on November 14, 1832.
Calvin Blythe believed that "the transition from contemplating the
men and principles of the Revolution, to the subject ofEducation, is
not difficult." We must rely on the latter to preserve the former.
Pennsylvania, he declared, while "so distinguished for itswealth, its
improvements, and the understanding of itspeople," had not "given
to Education that attention which, Ithink, her best interests
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demand." To be more specific, "intelligence is not diffused among
her people, in proportion to their wealth and their means of
acquiring it."He was convinced that "the age in which we live, the
form of our institutions, the political position we occupy and our
best interests, allrequire, that the great mass of the people should be
elevated by a higher grade of intelligence." This was needed because
to the people "belongs as well the right to decide, as the con-
sequences of decision, on questions of the last importance."
Realizing that he was discussing a standard of public education
which should be, "as near as possible, universal," Blythe hastened
to add that colleges were needed in Pennsylvania to provide its
people with "the benefits of a systematic education, that willenable
us tokeep pace with the progress of knowledge, and tomaintain our
rank inthe civilized world."He regretted that there appeared tobe in
America an "indifference, which seems even to approach to a
dislike or distrust of what is called a liberal education, among the
great mass of our people." Inhis opinion, there was "no profession,
rank, order, or condition of men, inour commonwealth, to whom a
liberal education is not suitable." Experience having shown that
learning can lead to a life of "happiness and contentment," it should
not be limited "to the few destined for the professions." Pennsyl-
vania College of Gettysburg, he concluded,
there is every reason to believe, willprove a valuable auxiliaryin
the great cause of Education. Located ina healthy country, inthe
midst ofan active and intelligentpeople, under the direction of men
of approved learning and ability, it may with confidence be
predicted, that it willreceive, as it assuredly willdeserve, the
public patronage. 1
A fitting place to begin this sesquicentennial history of Gettys-
burg College - since 1921 the corporate name of the institution
chartered in1832 -is with the American Revolution to which Calvin
Blythe turned his attention and with the state whose name the
college legally bore for almost ninety years.
In 1776 Pennsylvania had a population of about 300,000 and
ranked second innumbers of people to the oldest colony, Virginia.
Its capital, Philadelphia, was the largest city inthe colonies and the
second largest in the British Empire. Its central location between
New England and the South helps explain why the First Continental
Congress met in Pennsylvania in 1774 and why the Second
Continental Congress returned to Philadelphia in the following
spring. As it had been for a generation or more, Pennsylvania in
IC. Blythe, Oration Delivered at the Organization of Pennsylvania College of
Gettysburg (Gettysburg, 1832). This publication became a promotional piece. Itlisted
the trustees and faculty, and reported that the first session of the new college would
begin on November 7, 1832.
BACKGROUND
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1776 was the most heterogeneous of the thirteen colonies inBritish
North America. About one-third of its residents were English or
Welsh, a significantly smaller percentage than was the case inany
other province. About one-third were Scotch-Irish, or Scots-Irish;
these were Scots who moved to Ireland in the seventeenth century
and to America in the eighteenth. Finally, about one-third of all
Pennsylvanians in 1776 were Germans or Swiss.
The Scotch-Irish took the leadership inprosecuting the revolution
in Pennsylvania, not only against the British, but also against the
Quakers and their supporters who had controlled the provincial
government, either directly or indirectly, since itwas established in
1682. After chafing for about twenty years under an arrangement
which gave the three original counties (Philadelphia, Bucks, and
Chester) three-fourths of the seats in the legislature, even though
they had less than one-half of the taxables in the province, the
Scotch-Irish inserted into the Pennsylvania Constitution of 1776 a
provision which gave every one of the eleven counties equal
representation until such time as the apportionment of seats could
be based on the actual number of taxables ineach county. In1779
they moved against the Perm proprietors, divesting them of almost
all of their remaining lands in Pennsylvania
- they were, after all,
the original landlords of the entire province
-
and voting them a
monetary compensation only inrecognition of what they called the
"enterprising spirit" of the long-gone founder, William Perm. Also
in1779, during one of the dark periods of the war, the leaders of the
revolutionary government revoked the charter of the College of
Philadelphia (one of the nine colonial colleges), took away its
properties, and established in its place the University of the State of
Pennsylvania. Convinced that the trustees and faculty of the
college, many of whom were Anglicans, were not genuine support-
ers of the revolution, they provided the new university with a board
of directors which included some from their own ranks and the
senior pastors of six Philadelphia churches.
After the war had ended and Great Britain had formally recog-
nized the independence of the United States, Benjamin Franklin in
1784 acknowledged what had happened in Pennsylvania when he
wrote to an old friend inEnglandthat "the Irish emigrants and their
children are now inpossession of the government of Pennsylvania,
by their majority in the Assembly, as well as of a great part of the
territory."2
2Benjamin Franklin to WilliamStrahan, Passy, August 19, 1784, inThe Works of
Benjamin Franklin; .. ? cd. Jared Sparks 10 (Boston, 1856): 131.
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Two Colleges for Southcentral Pennsylvania
One of the persons most interested inthe Irish emigrants to whom
Benjamin Franklin was referring was Benjamin Rush (1745-1813), a
Philadelphia physician and teacher in the College of Philadelphia,
who in1776 was elected to the Second Continental Congress. Along
with Charles Carroll one of the signers of the Declaration of
Independence, he never wavered in his support of the American
cause. Inthe decade after the Treaty of Paris in1783, Rush worked
assiduously in an effort to reform American behavior in ways
which, he believed, would bring it into harmony with his vision of
what a republican society should be. Inan often-quoted essay which
he published in 1787, Rush asserted that "the American War is over:
but this is far from being the case with the American Revolution."
We have seen but the first act inthat drama, he told his readers. "It
remains yet to establish and perfect our new forms of government;
and to prepare the principles, morals, and manners of our citizens,
for these forms of government, after they are established and
brought to perfection." 3 To advance these ends, he wrote against
war, slavery, and the use ofalcoholic beverages and tobacco. Atthe
same time, he wrote and acted in favor of education.
Benjamin Rush believed that one of the requirements forunityand
stability ina heterogeneous republican Pennsylvania was a system
of education which extended from the elementary school to the
university. An essay which he published in 1787 sketched such a
system, which envisaged public support of elementary education,
four colleges in different parts of the state, and one university in
Philadelphia, where law, medicine, divinity, and other subjects
would be taught. 4
In1782 Rush began promoting the founding of a college which he
proposed to locate west of the Susquehanna river, at Carlisle. By
now strongly opposed to the leadership which had controlled the
state government since 1776, whose policies he believed were too
radical to unite the peoples of Pennsylvania and to make possible
the reform of its society, Rush saw his projected college as an
institution which would appeal first and foremost to Presbyterians.
Since their major strength was inthe central and western parts of the
state, many of their young men might never attend a university in
Philadelphia. As Rush began to solicit the support necessary for
making the college a reality, he encountered opposition from at least
twoquarters. Some argued that there were scarcely enough students
3Benjamin Rush, "On the Defects ofthe Confederation," inThe Selected Writings of
Benjamin Rush, cd. Dagobert D. Runes (New York, 1947), p. 26.
4Benjamin Rush, "Education Agreeable to a Republican Form of Government," in
ibid., pp. 98-99.
BACKGROUND
to enable the university to function properly; what need was there
for a second such institution? Others, especially his political and
personal opponents, some of whom stillcontrolled the university,
saw his proposed college as an act of vengeance against them. But
Rush had done the necessary preliminary work with such skill that
on September 9, 1783 the legislature passed an act chartering
Dickinson College. The new institution was named for John
Dickinson, who was president of the Supreme Executive Council
(the officer closest to a governor in Pennsylvania at the time).
Although much work had already been done in securing subscrip-
tions to the new college and in arranging for a library and some
equipment, itwas notuntil1786 that the college was able toopen for
instruction. 5
Benjamin Rush's major concern inpromoting Dickinson College
may have been to secure an institution for the education of Scotch-
Irish Presbyterian youth, but almost from the very beginning of his
campaign he solicited the support of the German inhabitants of
Pennsylvania. Included among the first trustees were four German
pastors and four prominent German laymen, one each from
Northampton, Berks, York, and Adams counties. Rush worked to
obtain for the new college the blessing ofboth German Lutheran and
Reformed church bodies and urged his fellow-trustees to engage the
services of a German faculty member. 6
In the 1780s, about one-third of the residents of Pennsylvania
were stillof German or Swiss birth or extraction. Between 1727 and
1775 about 65,000 of them had entered the province through the port
of Philadelphia. They had come from many areas of southwestern
Germany and Switzerland, each with its own customs and tradi-
tions. Although they settled in all parts of the province, and
although many went into western Maryland, the Shenandoah valley
of Virginia,and New Jersey, most lived in the present Pennsylvania
counties of Montgomery, Northampton, Lehigh, Berks, Lebanon,
Lancaster, and York. The vast majority were farmers, and con-
temporaries (including Benjamin Rush) praised them as being
excellent husbandmen. Among these Germans were Mennonites,
Dunkards, Moravians, and some Roman Catholics, but perhaps as
many as nine-tenths of them claimed some attachment to the
sLegislative acts are identified in this work by the date on which they became
law. The Pennsylvania legislature has long published the laws passed during each
session. Copies are available incounty lawlibraries and elsewhere. For information
on Dickinson College, see Charles Coleman Sellers, Dickinson CoJiege: A History
(Middletown, Connecticut, 1973]. Hereafter cited as Sellers, Dickinson ColJege.
6For information on Rush's activity onbehalf of Dickinson and Franklin Colleges,
see Letters of Benjamin Rush, cd. L. H. Butterfield l(Princeton, 1951): 290-453.
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Lutheran or Reformed churches. In1776, measured by the numbers
of congregations, these were the two largest churches in Pennsyl-
vania. The Lutherans had 126 congregations and the Reformed had
123. In addition, there were 67 Lutheran and Reformed congrega-
tions inMaryland, Virginia, and West Virginia,as wellas 32 inNew
York and New Jersey which had some affiliation with those in
Pennsylvania. These churches were still growing. By 1793 more
than one hundred new congregations were begun in Pennsylvania
alone. 7
From the beginning of their settlement in America, most Ger-
mans, whether Lutheran, Mennonite, or whatever, were determined
to preserve their own culture, and particularly their own language.
Atthe time of the French and Indian War, which ended the five-year
period ofgreatest German immigration (1749-1754], some provincial
leaders, including Benjamin Franklin, were fearful that these
newcomers with their different political traditions and strange ways
might prove disloyal in the event of war. When the French and
Indians began attacking along the extended Pennsylvania frontier in
1755, killing and carrying off people without first asking from
where inEurope they had come, the question of German loyalty was
answered. Twenty years later, when the revolution began, few
Germans were inpositions of political leadership ;but when the time
came for them to decide whether to obey the many laws passed in an
effort to winBritish recognition of American independence, most
German Lutherans and Reformed elected topay their taxes, accept
the increasingly worthless Continental money, participate in the
militia, and take the controversial required oath of allegiance.
During the war the Scotch-Irish courted the Germans, if only
because of the large block of votes which they commanded inany
election. The Lutherans and Reformed emerged from the revolution
with good reputations. If anything, their performance reinforced
their privilege, or right, touse the German language and retain their
treasured customs. The first published Lutheran liturgy in 1786
included a pastoral prayer which declared that the Lord had used
chiefly the Germans in transforming Pennsylvania into a blooming
garden and an airypasture. This being the case, Lutherans using this
liturgy prayed that God would help them not to deny their
Germanness and assist them in preserving their German churches
and schools. 8
7While there were important differences inbeliefand practice between the German
Lutheran and Reformed churches, there were many more similarities. Perhaps the
strongest tie between their members in Pennsylvania resulted from the many
marriages in which one spouse wasLutheran and the other Reformed. Atleast in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the two churches should be studied together.
•Kirchen-Agende der Evangelisch-Lutherischen Vereinigten Gemeinen in Nord-
America (Philadelphia, 1786), p. 7.
BACKGROUND
In spite of the several gestures which the founders of Dickinson
College made inan effort to secure the support ofGerman Lutherans
and Reformed, itbecame increasingly clear during the year 1785 that
the latters' response was, at best, going to be lukewarm. Assisting
this college "might tend to suppress the German language, and even
our nationality, and might be to the disadvantage of our religion,"
wrote the secretary of the Reformed church body after its 1785
meeting. 9 Aware of what was happening, during the early summer
of that year Benjamin Rush decided to change his approach to the
Germans. Ifthey were unwilling to support a college under Scotch-
Irish and Presbyterian auspices, he would urge them to organize a
college of their own. In August an "Address to the Citizens of
Pennsylvania, of German birth and extraction," appeared in the
leading German newspaper, the PhiladeJphische Correspondenz,
and also in the influential Pennsylvania Gazette. The "friend to
equal liberty and learning inPennsylvania" who signed the address
was certainly Benjamin Rush. 10
"Harmony and Christian friendship between the different re-
ligious societies" inPennsylvania, the author now believed, "is best
promoted by their educating their youth in separate schools."
Several denominations had already realized this truth and had acted
accordingly, but not the Germans:
When we consider the number and wealth of the Germans in
Pennsylvania, we are at a loss to account for their having so long
neglected to establish a College for the education of their youth.
They compose nearly one thirdofthe inhabitants of the state. They
fillthe treasury withtheir taxes, and their blood was shed liberally
in the establishment of the independence of the state. But what
advantages do they derive from their numbers, their wealth, or
their patriotism? How few of their sons, born and educated in
Pennsylvania, fillthe learned professions, or possess offices inthe
state! Instead of this, are not the Germans at the mercy of the
lawyers ofother societies, and of the quacks of their ownnation? ...
Allthis is entirely owing to their want of learning, which would
defend them from mistakes, deceptions, and abuses, inlaw,physic
and in government.
Rush then proceeded to answer several possible objections to a
German college. Admitting that it would tend to preserve the
German language in Pennsylvania, he argued that such a college
would nevertheless "open the eyes of the Germans to a sense of the
importance and utilityof the English language, and become perhaps
the only possible means, consistent with their liberty,of spreading a
9Minutes and Letters of the Coetus of the German Reformed Congregations in
Pennsylvania, 1747-1792 .. . (Philadelphia, 1903), p. 404.
10This address appeared in the Correspondenz on August 9 and in the Gazette on
August 31.
9
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Benjamin Rush (1745-1813)
Rush's championing of a successful college for the German inhabitants of
Pennsylvania bore its earliest actual fruit in Gettysburg College, which
awarded its first baccalaureate degrees in 1834. Courtesy Independence
National HistoricalPark Collection.
knowledge of the English language among them." He had a ready
answer for a second objection: that a college of their own would
make the Germans a people apart from the rest of the citizens. Not
learning, he insisted, but rather "ignorance and prejudice" keep
people apart. "AGerman College, by removing these, willprepare
the way for the Germans to unite more intimately with their British
and Irish fellow-citizens, and thus to form, with them, one homo-
geneous mass of people." Nor didhe give much credence to a third
objection, that society would lose because a German college would
convert "some of our best farmers into scholars." He cited Great
Britain as an example of a society in which improvements in arts,
sciences, and agriculture went hand in hand. The same could
happen inPennsylvania. Equally important tohim was the fact that
the "business of government is incompatible with the duties of the
three learned professions," and thus "our rulers must be taken .. .
from the cultivators of the earth." Rush foresaw "a revolution in our
state, high with human happiness, when the farmer and the scholar
shall be blended together, and when the same men who have been
competitors for fame at our Colleges, shall be competitors for honor
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in the Councils of the State." This had already happened in
Massachusettes and Connecticut, he noted, and it should also
happen in Pennsylvania.
Having answered the objections and sketched the possibilities,
Rush urged his German fellow-citizens, if they concurred in his
sentiments, to begin immediately to seek funds and ask the
legislature for a charter. He suggested Reading, Lebanon, Lan-
caster, or Manheim as possible locations for a German college. "A
village should be preferred to the cityof Philadelphia," he advised,
"not only because education willbe cheaper, but because the youth
willbe kept out of the way of those vices which always prevail in
large towns."
Those who might choose to accept Rush's challenge wouldneed to
take at least four steps before a German college could become a
reality. First, they would have to persuade enough other Germans to
joinwith them to demonstrate to the public that a sizable body of
German opinion favored a college. Second, they would need to win
the support of enough influential non-Germans to convince the
public that their intended college had broad backing. Third, they
would have to secure monetary subscriptions from as many sources
as possible, to demonstrate that they were capable of generating
more than good will.Fourth, they would need to use the results of
these steps in an effort to persuade the legislature to grant them a
charter of incorporation. Inaddition, since even more funds would
probably be required, they would have to ask for public financial
support.
There were four prime movers who responded to Rush's call for a
German college. Henry Helmuth (1745-1825) and Casper Weyberg
(1734-1790) were Lutheran and Reformed pastors in Philadelphia.
Henry Muhlenberg (1753-1815) and William Hendel (1740-1798) were
Lutheran and Reformed pastors in Lancaster. Since most of those
whose support was essential for success lived in the southeastern part
of the state, the two Philadelphia pastors took the lead inpersuading
such men as Peter Muhlenberg, then a member of the Supreme
Executive Council; Chief Justice Thomas McKean; Speaker of the
General Assembly Thomas Mifflin;Robert Morris, financier of the
revolution; and Benjamin Rush to lend their names to the undertaking.
On December 11, 1786 the four pastors and six of their associates
petitioned the legislature for a charter. Five days later, its proposed
text was introduced inthe form of a bill.Afteritwas read for a second
time and debated, the legislature, according to the practice of the time,
ordered the billprinted and published in the newspapers, where it
would be available for public consideration and comment. The prime
movers had done their work so well that the billwas passed without
opposition.
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The act ofMarch 10, 1787 chartered a college inLancaster "for the
instruction of youth in the German, English, Latin, Greek and other
learned languages, in theology and in the useful arts sciences and
literature." Itwas named Franklin College "from a profound respect
for the talents, virtues and services to mankind ingeneral, but more
especially tothis country," ofBenjamin Franklin. At the age ofeighty-
one, he was president ofthe Supreme Executive Council, the post John
Dickinson held when Dickinson College was named in his honor in
1783. The government of the new college was vested in a board of
trustees, not toexceed forty-fiveinnumber, fifteen of whom had to be
members of the Lutheran church, fifteen of the Reformed church, and
the remaining fifteen of "any other society of Christians." Unless the
trustees agreed unanimously otherwise, the presidents of the college
were to be chosen alternately from the Lutheran and Reformed
churches .The charters granted the trustees and faculty the authority to
enact and enforce rules and regulations within the college and to grant
"such degrees inthe liberal arts and sciences ... as are usually granted
and conferred inother colleges inAmerica orEurope." Finally, the act
awarded the college ten thousand acres of unappropriated state land
and directed the land office to confer a proper title to it.
The charter set June 5, 1787 and Lancaster as the time and place for
the first meeting of the trustees. The more than thirty who attended
elected Henry Muhlenberg president and William Hendel vice presi-
dent of Franklin College. They also chose three faculty members.
Frederick Melsheimer, a Lutheran pastor, became professor of Latin,
Greek, and German. Joseph Hutchins, Episcopal rector inLancaster,
took the chair ofEnglish and the Belles Lettres. William Reichenbach,
a recent immigrant, became professor of Mathematics. On the fol-
lowingday the formal opening ofthe college took place, complete with
a procession from the courthouse to the Lutheran church, sermons,
prayers, hymns, and odes. Both German and English were used inthe
exercises.
Unfortunately, the high hopes which were much in evidence in
Lancaster on June 6, 1787 were not to be realized. Benjamin Rush
greatly overestimated the ability, willingness, or both of German
youth inhis time toattend a college, even one of their own. Few came;
those who didbrought littletuition money for the treasury. Not allof
those persons who had made pledges to the college paid when they
became due. The ten thousand acres ofland which the state had given
were located in the present Bradford, Tioga, and Lycoming counties.
While they might have been valuable as a long-term investment, these
acres were worthless inmeeting the pressing immediate needs of the
college. Hutchins left the faculty in1788 and Melsheimer in1789, both
withback salary already due them. No one ofcomparable attainments
ever replaced them.
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Franklin College maintained its separate corporate existence until
1850, but it never granted a baccalaureate degree. The trustees
continued to meet, replenished their numbers, and authorized the use
of their facilities for a series of different educational ventures of less-
than-college grade. 11
Lutheran Ministerial Training
It is evident that Benjamin Rush saw Franklin College as an
institution which would bring the German residents of Pennsylvania
into a closer community with their English and Scotch-Irish fellow-
citizens. While the four prime movers of the college and their
German associates were neither oblivious nor opposed to this
purpose, they acted from different motives. Both Lutheran and
Reformed churches had strong traditions ofa learned clergy, ofmen
trained first in the arts and sciences, and then intheology and those
other subjects long associated with it.Beginning in the 17405, the
theological faculty of the University of Halle had sent a total of
twelve Lutheran pastors to Pennsylvania, while authorities of the
Dutch Reformed church sent thirty-eight Reformed pastors. Allof
these men were regularly trained and ordained. It was their
vanguard which organized the first German church bodies in
America: the Reformed coetus in1747 and the Lutheran ministerium
in 1748. Their members introduced the established principles and
practices of the European churches and adapted them to American
conditions. Atno time were there enough of these men to fillnearly
all of the pulpits being fashioned either in Pennsylvania or in the
adjacent provinces into which the German settlers went. To meet the
incessant demand forpastors, their ranks were supplemented inpart
by ordained men who came from Europe without a regular call from
congregations. While some of these men became useful American
pastors, others, having left Europe because of their own ineptitude
or moral lapses, were scarcely more successful here than they had
been at home. Lutheran and Reformed pastoral ranks were also
supplemented by men, often schoolmasters, who took it upon
themselves to act as pastors without the benefits of the customary
formal training, examination, and ordination. Almost one-third of
the Lutheran and Reformed pastors who began their ministry before
1776 fall into this category of what are called irregular ministers.
Inthe 1780s the leaders ofboth German church bodies inAmerica
knew that they could not hope to continue much longer supplying
their congregations with pastors who were prepared for the ministry
nFor the history ofFranklin College, see Joseph Henry Dubbs, History ofFranklin
aridMarshall College (Lancaster, 1903), pp. 3-147.
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in Europe. Not only were the religious authorities in Halle and
Holland recruiting fewer and fewer men - the last of them arrived in
1786 and 1788, respectively - but also they were sending less
qualified pastors. Even before the revolution, Lutheran and Re-
formed leaders in Pennsylvania were fully convinced that their
churches needed a native ministry, one which was properly trained
and, as some of them expressed it,well-adapted to the customs of
the country. The experiences of the revolution only reinforced this
conviction. The prime movers of Franklin College hoped that it
would offer instruction in the arts and sciences for American-born
ministerial candidates, who would then be able to study theology
and the associated subjects either in Lancaster or under the
instruction of an experienced parish pastor. The almost immediate
failure of the college forced Lutheran and Reformed leaders to
devise alternate ways of supplying their churches with pastors,
while at the same time preserving as best they could the tradition
and reality of a learned clergy.
Long before the revolution a few pastors, including the Lutheran
leader, Henry Melchior Muhlenberg (1711-1787), had begun to train
some promising young men for the ministry in their homes and
parishes, offering them a combination of formal study and practical
experience. When these candidates were able to pass an examina-
tion conducted by several experienced pastors, they were recom-
mended for a call to a parish and ordained, in the hope that they
would be a credit to the profession. With the failure of Franklin
College, this procedure seemed tooffer the greatest promise for both
German churches until such time as institutions of higher learning
under their influence and control could be established and sus-
tained. In1792, when it adopted a new constitution, the Lutheran
ministerium, or synod, tacitlyrecognized that such institutions were
not about tobe formed. One of the provisions of the new organic law
authorized "every ordained minister possessing the requisite qualifi-
cations" to take "young men, desirous of devoting themselves to the
ministry, and by oral instruction, the recommendation of good
books and practical directions, toprepare them for the service of the
Lord." Whenever such a student "obtained a systematic knowledge
of the doctrines of salvation, the gift of speaking, an unblemished
character and evidences of experimental religion," he could be
permitted to preach. Ifa student, having reached this stage, wished
to advance to the ordained ministry through the ranks of catechist
and licensed candidate, he was required to be at least twenty years
old, "have acquired a systematic knowledge of Christian doctrine
and ethics; ...possess some knowledge of human nature, manifest
a giftof speaking, and above all things [have] a practical knowledge
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ofexperimental religion."12 There was, ofcourse, nothing toprevent
a prospective ministerial candidate from attending the University of
Pennsylvania (where Henry Helmuth was professor of the German
and Oriental Languages until 1796), Dickinson College, or some
other college withinor without Pennsylvania. Nevertheless, most of"
the men who entered the Lutheran and Reformed ministries during
the first quarter of the nineteenth century bypassed both colleges
and universities, electing instead to devote their entire period of
preparation (beyond possible time spent in an academy) to an
apprenticeship with an ordained parish pastor.
Soon after 1800 major changes began to occur in the pattern of
American ministerial training. Roman Catholics, Moravians, Con-
gregationalists, Dutch Reformed, Presbyterians, Episcopalians, and
Baptists all established separate educational institutions, called
theological seminaries, designed specifically to train men for the
ministry. The founders of these schools intended that applicants for
admission would have completed a college-level course of study in
the liberal arts and sciences.
The firstLutheran theological seminary, Hartwick, began opera-
tions inOtsego county, New York, in1815. Few of its students either
came from Pennsylvania or later went into parishes there. Two
years after Hartwick opened, in 1817, the Reformed synod ap-
proached its Lutheran counterpart inPennsylvania with a proposal
that the twochurches joininorganizing a theological seminary. The
Lutherans responded favorably, and during the next several years
leaders in both denominations discussed how this goal might be
achieved. They gave serious consideration to how the nearly
defunct Franklin College, inwhich there was still a Lutheran and a
Reformed interest, might be used for that purpose. Several sug-
gested that the two churches should first unite and then begin a
theological seminary. Nothing came of these proposals and dis-
cussions. 13 Eventually the Reformed accepted the offer ofDickinson
College to provide them with classroom and library facilities for
faculty and students if,in return, their theological professor would
join the faculty and offer instruction in the college. InMarch 1825
the first German Reformed theological seminary opened inCarlisle.
Four years later the institution moved to York and in 1837 it
relocated inMercersburg.
12Documentary History of the Evangelical Lutheran Ministerium of Pennsylvania
and Adjacent States . . . (Philadelphia, 1898), pp. 250-252. Hereafter cited as
Documentary History.
13Ibid., pp. 513f.
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Within a year after he took charge of the Reformed seminary,
Professor Lewis Mayer wrote about
how difficult it is to deal with unprepared students
especially if the professor is called upon to teach all
branches of learning. It is not only desirable and fitting, but
is absolutely necessary that those who would pursue
theological studies, first learn to read the Latin and Greek
languages and be wellgrounded in the essential sciences. 14
On several occasions he urged the Reformed synod to authorize
organization of a "scientific and literary" institution in which
theological students could be properly prepared to do the work
expected of them. By 1832 there was a classical institute, or
academy, associated with the seminary. Four years later, on March
31, 1836, the legislature granted a charter transforming what it
called "the high school of the German Reformed church, located at
Mercersburg," into Marshall College. By this time, the spring of
1836, the Lutherans also had their own theological seminary and
college.
Samuel Simon Schmucker
The chief founder of the Lutheran theological seminary and
college was Samuel Simon Schmucker (1799-1873). Born inHagers-
town, Maryland, he was the son of John George Schmucker (1771-
1854), who had come from Germany with his family in the 1780s.
After having studied under several pastors, John George was
licensed as a catechist in 1792 and ordained into the ministry in
1800. Nine years later he resigned his Hagerstown parish inorder to
become pastor in York, where he remained untilhe retired from the
active ministry in 1836. Young Samuel was a student in the York
County Academy from 1812 to 1814 and in the University of
Pennsylvania from 1814 to 1816. He spent the next year inYork as a
teacher in the academy, after which he enrolled in the theological
seminary at Princeton. While he was a student there, from 1818 to
1820, the University of Pennsylvania conferred upon him the degree
ofbachelor of arts (1819). Years later, Schmucker recalled that when
he left Princeton there were three career goals in his mind:
translating some German theological work into English, founding a
Lutheran theological seminary, and establishing a college under
Lutheran auspices. 15
"Quoted in H. M. J. Klein, The History of the Eastern Synod of the Reformed
Church in the United States (Lancaster, 1943), p. 140.
15The most recent biography is Abdel Ross Wentz, Pioneer in Christian Unity:
Samuel Simon Schmucker (Philadelphia, 1967). Hereafter cited as Wentz, Schmucker.
Schmucker's translation of a German theological work was published in two volumes
in 1826, the year in which the theological seminary in Gettysburg began operating.
The college opened six years later.
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Ross Wentz Library,Lutheran Theological Seminary, Gettysburg.
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InMay 1820 Schmucker appeared before the Lutheran synod and
asked to be received into membership. The committee assigned to
examine him reported that they "were entirely satisfied with his
examination, and that they have no hesitation inproposing him as a
candidate." 18 Given a license, inDecember 1820 he took charge of
four small congregations inRockingham and Shenandoah counties,
Virginia. He lived at New Market and conducted his ministry in the
English language. The synod which ordained him in 1821 also
approved him as an instructor of candidates for the ministry. Within
a year or two there were six students under his care. They lived in
the parsonage, pursuing a regular program of instruction and, when
their teacher believed them ready, assisting him with his pastoral
duties.
The Lutheran synodical body organized in 1748 adopted its first
constitution in 1778. Its framers chose a most ambitious name for
the new body: Ministerium of the Evangelical Lutheran Church of
North America. As this church grew innumbers and continued to
expand geographically, itbecame increasingly impractical toexpect
that all pastors and lay delegates from each parish would be able to
attend the annual meetings. A second constitution adopted in1792
recognized as much by creating The German Evangelical Lutheran
Ministerium inPennsylvania and Adjacent States. 17 When Samuel
Simon Schmucker appeared before this body in 1820, there were
already four other regional Lutheran synods in existence: New
York, North Carolina, Ohio, and Tennessee. Several months after
the Pennsylvania Synod licensed him as a candidate for the ministry
he became a member of the Synod ofMaryland and Virginia when it
was organized inWinchester, Virginia,inOctober 1820. Itwas this
synod which ordained him in 1821.
Young Schmucker entered the ministry at the very time when
some Lutheran church leaders were convinced that, given the size of
the country and the continuing increase in the number of con-
gregations, more regional synods would need to be formed. That
being the case, they believed, there should be a general body, to
which each regional synod would send delegates to deal with the
larger concerns of the church. The first meeting of the Evangelical
Lutheran General Synod of the United States of North America
convened inHagerstown inOctober 1820. Four regional synods sent
delegates: Pennsylvania, New York, North Carolina, and Maryland
and Virginia. Samuel Simon Schmucker was in attendance.
The constitution which the General Synod adopted in 1820
16Doc umentary History, p. 566.
17 Subsequent references to this body identify it as the Pennsylvania Synod.
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declared that one of the purposes of the new body was to plan for
"seminaries of education" and, "with the help of God, to carry them
into effect." Accordingly, the president appointed a committee of
five,allof them (including John George Schmucker) chosen from the
Pennsylvania Synod, to draw up a plan for a Lutheran theological
seminary. 18 However, before the General Synod could accomplish
this purpose, it had to survive a major crisis: the defection of the
Pennsylvania and New York Synods. Innumbers of congregations
and members, the former was by far the largest regional synod inthe
country. Inbreaking away, its leaders were responding to the strong
belief among their parishioners that the General Synod, and any
theological seminary itmight establish, represented threats to their
continued use of the German language and to the prized autonomy of
their congregations. Understandably, when the General Synod held
its first business meeting in 1821, the committee of five recom-
mended that the plan for a seminary be deferred for several years. In
the meantime, all pastors in member synods were urged to inform
and remind their congregations of the pressing need for such an
institution.
The revival of momentum for a seminary can be traced, at least in
part, to a sermon which Schmucker preached before the Synod of
Maryland and Virginia inOctober 1824. Four months later, four of
his pastoral colleagues met in Martinsburg, West Virginia, and
resolved to "engage in the important work of founding a theological
seminary to be under the direction and for the benefit of the
Evangelical Lutheran Church, and .. . [to]begin the work at once." 19
They informed Schmucker of their decision and quickly enlisted his
support. When the Synod of Maryland and Virginia met in
Hagerstown in October 1825, the fivepastors persuaded itto name a
committee to bring in a plan for a seminary to be organized as
promptly as possible. Since Schmucker had already prepared the
draft of a plan, it could be presented and adopted on the same day.
The next step was to convince the General Synod that the time had
come to act.
The General Synod met in Frederick in November 1825. Only
three regional synods sent delegates: North Carolina; Maryland and
Virginia; and West Pennsylvania, newly formed by congregations
located in the western part of the territory of the old Pennsylvania
18Minutes of the General Synod (1820). The minutes of this and other Lutheran
synods were published under various titles. The titleused here is a simplified form
which gives the essential information necessary to locate the source.
19 Quoted in Wentz, Schmucker, p. 127. The four pastors were Charles Philip
Krauth (1797-1867) of Martinsburg; Benjamin Kurtz (1795-1865) of Hagerstown;
Frederick Ruthrauff (1796-1859) of Williamsport, Maryland; and John Winter (1799-
1854) of Gerrardstown, West Virginia.
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Synod. 20 The General Synod named a committee of six pastors
(including Samuel Simon Schmucker and Benjamin Kurtz) and
laymen to propose a plan for a seminary. On the same day it
presented, and the synod adopted, a slightly altered version of the
plan which had originated in the Synod of Maryland and Virginia
several weeks earlier.
The plan called upon the General Synod to establish a theological
seminary tobe governed by directors elected bymember synods and
responsible to them. The General Synod undertook to select the
members of the firstboard and the firstprofessor. Instruction was to
be conducted inboth English and German. Without delay, the synod
then elected fifteen persons to the board of directors and chose
Schmucker professor. Itinstructed the board tohold its firstmeeting
inHagerstown on March 2, 1826; at that time to locate the seminary
"in such place as shall, at the close of three months, offer the
greatest advantages"; and to arrange for prompt opening of the new
school. The synod also designated agents to solicit the necessary
funds in many places in the United States and Europe. It ordered
preparation of a pastoral letter urging members of affiliated
congregations to be especially generous in their contributions.
Finally, as though to place on record an expression of their
confidence in what they were doing, the members of the General
Synod decided to hold their next biennial meeting, scheduled for
October 1827, "at such place where the Seminary shall be located." 21
As scheduled, the seminary board of directors held their first
meeting inHagerstown on March 2, 1826. They elected John George
Schmucker president; Charles Philip Krauth secretary; and Charles
A.Barnitz, one of Schmucker's Yorkparishioners, treasurer. Itwas
a foregone conclusion that the nine persons present at this meeting
would choose to locate the seminary somewhere near the center of
the territory of the then-member synods of the General Synod. They
had before them offers from three towns: Carlisle, Hagerstown, and
Gettysburg. The proposal from Carlisle was similar to the one
recently made to and accepted by the German Reformed synod: use
of the classroom and library facilities of Dickinson College if,in
return, the theological professor would be willingto jointhe faculty
and teach Hebrew and Oriental literature. In addition, Carlisle
offered a residence for the professor for five years and $5,000 in
20The West Pennsylvania Synod was organized in September 1825. Its eastern
boundary was the Susquehanna river and its southern boundary the Maryland-
Pennsylvania line.Pastoral members werepresent in1825 from as farnorth as Centre
county and fromas far west as the state of Ohio. John George Schmucker was elected
president. Gettysburg has always been on the territory of this and its successor synod:
the Central Pennsylvania Synod, which was formed in 1938.
21Minutes of the General Synod (1825), pp. 5-8.
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cash, $3,000 of which was committed for a building tobe erected on
a lot of ground which the college would make available from its
campus. Citizens of Hagerstown offered $6,635 incash. The offer
from Gettysburg was $7,000 from its citizens and the use of the
Gettysburg Academy building until such time as the seminary had
its own quarters. After the nine members present considered the
three offers, they took a vote. No location received the required
majority on the first ballot, but on the second Gettysburg received
six votes and Hagerstown, three. Thus the directors decided to
locate the seminary at Gettysburg, the county seat ofAdams county,
Pennsylvania. 22
MARYLAND
Pennsylvania Colleges and Universities in1832
This map shows the location of colleges and universities inPennsylvania
at the close of the year 1832. The three towns whose names are underlined
-
Carlisle and Gettysburg inPennsylvania and Hagerstown inMaryland-were
those considered for the location of the Lutheran theological seminary in
1826.
22The minutes of the seminary board of directors, beginning with those of the first
meeting, are in the AbdelRoss Wentz Library, Lutheran Theological Seminary. The
secretary made a fullrecord of the offers presented by Carlisle, Hagerstown, and
Gettysburg.
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Gettysburg and the Lutheran Theological Seminary
Over the years much has been written about why the seminary
directors chose Gettysburg as the site of their new institution. Some
of the explanation has been based upon factual evidence; much has
been speculation.
The first Europeans who established themselves inthe vicinityof
the present Gettysburg were, almost without exception, Scotch-
Irish Presbyterians. They began coming in the late 1730s and early
17405. The area in which they lived was known as the Marsh Creek
settlement. Untrt 1800 it and the rest of the present Adams county
were part of York county. The Marsh Creek and neighboring Scotch-
Irish settlements contributed more than their fair share of the
political leadership of colonial York county. They sent assembly-
men to Philadelphia and sheriffs, commissioners, justices of the
peace, and other officers to the county seat in York.Benjamin Rush
and his associates in planning Dickinson College in the 1780s
recognized the importance of these settlements by naming four of
their prominent Presbyterian residents to its first board of trustees:
Rev. John Black, Rev. Alexander Dobbin, Rev. John McKnight, and
Robert McPherson. 23
Inthe early 1760s Samuel Gettys, Scotch-Irish and Presbyterian,
was licensed to keep a tavern along the Marsh Creek road whichran
from York through the settlement and into the South mountain. His
establishment soon became one of the best-known in the western
part of York county. Its location was enhanced about ten years later
when a road from Shippensburg to Baltimore passed close by his
tavern door. In 1786 Samuel's son, James Gettys (1759-1815), laid
out a town at the crossroads on land acquired from his father. The
inducements which he and several other citizens of the new town
offered led the legislature to designate Gettysburg as the seat of
justice when itpassed an act creating Adams county in 1800. The
town became a borough in1806 and acquired its first bank, one of
the earliest west of the Susquehanna river, in 1814. By 1826 state
roads and privately constructed turnpikes made iteasily possible to
reach the town from north, east, south, and west. The population of
Gettysburg in 1820 was 1,102 and in 1830, 1,473.
A few years after he became pastor of the Rock Creek Presby-
terian church in 1774, Alexander Dobbin (1742-1809), already
identified as a charter trustee of Dickinson College a decade later,
began conducting an academy in the sturdy stone house which he
built in1776 and which is still standing (1982). Itis now within the
borough limits of Gettysburg. His academy was one of the first of its
"Sellers, Dickinson College, p. 482.
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kind west of the Susquehanna river. Few of its records survive, but
Dobbin may have continued operating it until shortly before his
death in 1809. A year later, on March 19, 1810, eight residents of
Gettysburg, all of them Scotch-Irish and Presbyterian, secured a
charter incorporating the Gettysburg Academy. 24 The measure
included authorization fora grant of$2,000, half of which was tobe
used for operating expenses and half toward the construction of a
building. Two lots were purchased at the corner of High and
Washington streets, on which a two-story brick building was built in
1813-1814. Although the trustees announced early in1814 that they
were receiving applications for teachers of Latin, Greek, and
mathematics, it was not until May 1815 that they could report that
they had "at length the satisfaction of stating to the Public, that the
Institution is now infulland complete operation." There were then
three faculty members, one each inLatin and Greek; mathematics;
and English language and penmanship. 25 Unfortunately, the acad-
emy didnot prosper. Itsbuilding had been erected during a period of
severe wartime inflation, the worst since the revolution, and in1817
the legislature permitted the trustees to use the $1,000 reserved for
operating expenses to help reduce the building debt. The academy
continued to function into the 1820s, but, when the trustees offered
its facilities for the use of the proposed Lutheran seminary in1826, a
troublesome debt stillremained and the future of the institution was
in doubt.
Before the American Revolution, the Germans living in what is
now Adams county had their homes and farms in the eastern
townships. One indication of their presence was the existence of
three Lutheran and three Reformed congregations close to the York
county line. Then, beginning in the 1770s and accelerating in the
1780s, many other Germans from counties to the east began
purchasing farms located in the central and western parts of the
county from Scotch-Irish families who were moving west and south.
By 1832 a remarkable change in the ethnic composition of Adams
county had taken place. There were then no fewer than twenty-six
Lutheran and Reformed congregations in the county. In his
gazetteer of Pennsylvania which was published in1832, Thomas F.
Gordon wrote that the population of Adams county is "principally
composed of the descendants of Germans" and that "the prevailing
religion of the county is Lutheran." 28
24T0 govern the academy, the act empowered the voters of Adams county to elect
eight trustees: two each year to serve four-year terms.
"Gettysburg Sentinel, May 10, 1815. This newspaper appeared under different
titles; the most common one is used in this work.
28Thomas F. Gordon, A Gazetteer of the State ofPennsylvania (Philadelphia, 1832;
reprint cd., 1975), p. 3.
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Gettysburg Academy
Built in1813-1814, this building housed the seminary (1826-1832), classi-
cal school and Gymnasium (1827-1832), and College and its preparatory
department (1832-1838). For much of the time between 1838 and 1871, it
sheltered an academy for young women. Since 1871, it has been used for
private residences. This picture appeared in the 1882 history of the
College.
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Inthe townof Gettysburg, as at many other places inPennsylvania,
the Lutherans and Reformed united to build and then share the use
of one church edifice. Each congregation was entitled to use the
church every other Sunday. Dedicated in 1814, the German church,
as itwas called, stood at the corner of Highand Stratton streets. The
first resident Lutheran pastor was a young man named John Herbst
(1791-1834), who came to Gettysburg from York county in1819. A
friend of both Samuel Simon Schmucker and his father, Herbst
assisted them in numerous ways during the discussions and plans
which preceded the decision to establish a seminary. Itis probable
that he played a major role inpreparing the offer which the town of
Gettysburg presented to the board of directors in 1826. One of
Herbst's parishioners was Samuel H.Buehler (1783-1856), who in
1819 moved toGettysburg from York, where he was a parishioner of
John George Schmucker. InGettysburg, Buehler operated a general
store which specialized in drugs, medicines, and paint. In the
obituary which he wrote for a local newspaper in 1856, Samuel
Simon Schmucker praised Buehler as "an ardent and active friend
and benefactor" of both seminary and college, declaring that "he
took a prominent part in securing to our borough the location of the
Theological Seminary, and thus of the College which grew out of
it.»«7
The formal opening exercises of the Lutheran theological seminary
occurred on September 5, 1826 inthe German church. Although this
was a distinctly Lutheran occasion, with a German sermon by John
George Schmucker and an English sermon by Charles Philip Krauth,
the two prayers were delivered by local Presbyterian ministers,
WilliamPaxton and David McConaughy .Samuel Simon Schmucker
was inaugurated as professor of Christian theology and delivered an
address on the subject of "the theological education of ministers."
The announcements of the forthcoming opening which had begun
appearing innewspapers in July urged prospective students to con-
fer inadvance with the professor concerning their entrance. By Sep-
tember 5 seven men had responded to this call, and during the first
year a total of fifteen students were matriculated. 28
27Gettysburg Star and Banner, September 12, 1856. This newspaper appeared
under different titles; the most common one is used here.
28A letter to the editor of the Evangelical Lutheran Intelligencer which appeared in
the July 1826 issue (p. 120) named eighteen theological seminaries then inexistence in
the United States: five Presbyterian, three Baptist, three Episcopal, two Roman
Catholic, and one each Congregational, Dutch Reformed, Moravian, German
Reformed, and Lutheran (Hartwick). The seminary at Gettysburg was the nineteenth.
For further information on the latter, see Abdel Ross Wentz, Gettysburg Lutheran
Theological Seminary, 2 vols. (Harrisburg, 1964-1965).
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Although some members of the first year's student body at the
seminary were college graduates, it did not take long for Schmucker
toreach the same conclusion regarding the qualifications of most of
them as that being reached by his Reformed counterpart and
contemporary, Lewis Mayer, insimilar circumstances. Reporting to
the General Synod inthe fall of 1827, the seminary board stated that
"in determining the course of instruction . . . [it] thought it best at
once to assume an elevated ground, and presuppose in the
applicants for admission as many preparatory attainments, as are
required in any other similar institution inour country." However,
given "the present imperfect state of education in the Middle and
Southern sections" of the United States, there willalways be some
applicants who cannot afford a college course and older men whose
age makes it impractical for them
"
to spend so many years in the
pursuit of secular learning." 29 There was no reason to believe that
the situation would soon improve, unless something were done
about it.
Classical School and Gymnasium [1827-1832)
When the seminary directors met inMay1827, at the close of their
first year ofoperation, they decided to accept Schmucker's proposal
for action. According to their minutes, they resolved that "a well
conducted Classical School would not only promote the cause of
education in this place, but also be highly conducive to the welfare
of the Seminary." Schmucker and John Herbst were named to a
committee on organization; they were authorized to proceed "if it
shall appear that the income of such a school would defray the
expenses attendant on it."30
The two committee members had few doubts about the prospects
for the new venture. Securing the necessary consent of the trustees
of the academy for this further use of their facilities, on June 5 they
issued an advertisement for the newspapers, announcing the
opening of the Gettysburg Classical School on June 25. The
instructor was to be David Jacobs (1805-1830), a graduate of
Jefferson College and one of the first-year seminary students. The
stated purpose of the classical school was to "qualify young
gentlemen for admission into any College in the Union, and to give
to others, who may wish it, the higher branches of an English and
Scientific Education." Jacobs 5 instructional talents were assumed to
be limitless. He was expected to teach Latin, Greek, English
grammar, arithmetic, mathematics, geography, astronomy, history,
29Minutes of the General Synod (1827), pp. 14-15.
30Quoted in the Sentinel, May 23, 1827.
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composition, elocution, political economy, chemistry, as well as
natural, political, and moral philosophy. The announcement
proclaimed that a "prominent feature" of the classical school would
be the "peculiar attention" to be given "to the morals and the
religious instruction of youth, whilst every thing of a sectarian
nature shall be entirely avoided." Parents were assured that students
coming from a distance would be responsible to the instructor for
their conduct at all times. The Gettysburg Classical School went into
operation in late June 1827, nine months after the opening of the
seminary. 31
The peaceful progress of these twonew schools in Gettysburg was
soon threatened by the debt ofmore than $1,100 which the academy
stillowed to the Bank of Gettysburg. As long as the academy was in
operation, there was at least some prospect that it would earn
enough tomeet the interest payments on this obligation and make a
small reduction in the principal, but since the seminary enjoyed the
use of the building rent free, the academy had no income. Inthe fall
of 1828, the Bank of Gettysburg informed the trustees that, unless
the debt were paid soon, it would appeal to the courts to order the
sheriff to sell the property. At a town meeting held in the
courthouse on December 26, Thaddeus Stevens (1792-1868), a local
attorney, presented, and the body adopted, a motion "that it is
expedient for the Borough of Gettysburg to raise, by Tax, as for
other Borough purposes, a sum sufficient topay the debt charged on
the Gettysburg Academy, and to purchase said Academy for the use
of said Borough - to be applied to Literary purposes only."
Committees were named to obtain the written approval of borough
taxables for the town council to levy the necessary taxes and to
obtain whatever legislation might be needed topermit the change in
ownership. 32
In the months that followed, whatever momentary enthusiasm
there might have been for an increase inborough taxes vanished,
and at the end of July the sheriff announced that, as directed by the
courts, he would sell the academy property on August 15, 1829.
Since one of the strongest assets of the seminary and classical school
was their access to rent-free quarters until such time as they had
their own, this impending sale presented Schmucker with a major
threat to their continuing existence. He responded by entering into
31Ibid., June 6, 1827. In their 1827 report to the General Synod, the seminary
directors publicly thanked the academy trustees for permitting the classical school to
use their facilities and also "the citizens ofGettysburg ingeneral, for the promptness
and cordiality with which they have uniformly co-operated with the Board in
promoting the prosperity of the Seminary." Minutes of the General Synod (1827), p.
15.
32SentineJ, December 31, 1828.
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discussions with men he described as some of the "principal
citizens" of the borough, as a result of which they agreed not to bid
against him when the sheriff sold the property. In return, he made
the followingpromises, which were committed to writing.First, the
building wouldbe used only for purposes ofa "literary and scientific
institution,"but for a "reasonable rent" the seminary could continue
to occupy it until such time as its own quarters could be built.
Second, neither Schmucker nor anyone to whom he might sell the
building could use it for any other purpose than the one agreed upon
without first giving the citizens of Gettysburg the opportunity of
purchasing k at -a fair price. Third, in the event such a sale were
contemplated, the citizens would have three months after due notice
had been given in which to make a decision on purchasing it. On
August 15 Schmucker bought the academy property for $1,160. 33
The next step for the young professor was to find some practical
way to manage the debt which he had transferred from the academy
trustees onto his own shoulders. One thing was certain. He did not
have $1,160 of his own funds. Always resourceful, he soon devised
aplan designed to permit expansion of the classical school while at
the same time raising money to liquidate the indebtedness. He
announced his intention of forming an unincorporated group whose
members would purchase stock valued at $50 per share. The original
issue amounted to $1,100. These stockholders were empowered to
elect five trustees to manage the business affairs of the classical
school, but matters relating to curriculum, instruction, and discipline
were entirely the responsibility of a committee consisting of the
professor and directors of the seminary. Original stockholders could
send their children to the school without paying tuition; all
stockholders were promised dividends ifthe venture proved to be a
financial success. The heading which Schmucker gave to his
statement of these stipulations explains succinctly what his purposes
were: "Articles of agreement for the establishment of a Classical and
Scientific department in subservience to the objects of the Theological
Seminary at Gettysburg, and for the establishment of a fund for the
purchase of the Adams County Academy." 34
In October 1829 some of Schmucker's pastoral colleagues in
Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Virginia began subscribing to his
stock offering.No one took more than one share .Ifthe record can be
33Record Book of Board of Patrons of Pennsyl'a College, Gettysburg College
Archives. Latter hereafter cited as GCA. The price paid for the academy building was
$1,160 and not $1,100, as most accounts have it. Sheriffs Deeds, Insolvent Debtors,
Naturalization Docket, 1819-1833, p. 372. Office of the Prothonotary, Adams
County.
34Record Book of Board of Patrons of Pennsyl'a College, GCA.
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trusted, some of the twenty who committed themselves never paid
the $50 which they had promised, but enough money was received to
liquidate about half of what Schmucker had paid for the academy.
Meanwhile, the reorganization of the classical school occurred.
Michael Jacobs (1808-1871), brother of David and an 1828 graduate
of Jefferson College, agreed tooffer the mathematical and scientific
instruction in what was now called the Gettysburg Gymnasium.
Several months after Michael began his duties, David Jacobs took a
leave of absence in the hope of recovering his health, but he died in
November 1830. Inthe spring of 1831Henry L.Baugher (1804-1868),
an 1826 graduate of Dickinson College, took his place.
Anundated prospectus of the Gymnasium, issued over Schmucker's
signature inlate 1829 or early 1830, described its purpose as follows:
It is designed to prepare young gentlemen for admission
into any class of College, and to give such as desire it, an
acquaintance with the higher branches of a College course.
Parents are permitted to select the Studies, to which they
wish their Children to attend; and, when it is desired, the
Student may be permitted to pursue the whole circle of the
Sciences, and, without attending to the Learned Languages,
to complete a finished English and Scientific Education.
The announced course of studies was divided into five "classes," the
last several of which resembled a college curriculum of the time.
The prospectus promised that "Globes, an Electrical Machine, and an
increasing Chymical and Philosophical Apparatus, have been
provided," and noted that a library was being formed. In the
meantime, students attending the Gymnasium who were interested
in theology had access to the seminary library of more than 6,000
volumes. The new school continued its predecessor's emphasis on
"strict morality" and "true piety," while promising that "every thing
sectarian is absolutely avoided." Unless parents directed otherwise,
students were still held "responsible to the Teachers for their
conduct out of school" and were required to attend weekly worship
services. Both Gettysburg institutions prospered. "We believe there
are now 33 students of Theology, or preparing to enter the
Theological department," wrote David F. Schaeffer in June 1830,
"and, perhaps about 50 pupils in the Classical and Mathematical
departments." 35
35Gettysburg Gymnasium. Copy in the Adams County Historical Society,
Gettysburg. Evangelical Lutheran Intelligencer 5 (June 1830): 119. Schaeffer was vice
president of the seminary board and editor of the Intelligencer.
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t&ttt%&ftonvg Q&mmuM®iutw+
THIS Institution, having recently been enlarged, drtd established on apermanent basis, may be confidently recom-
mended to Parents and Guardians, who wish to send their Children or Wtffd* abroad tb'rectivt an Baucaixon, Itis
under the immediate care of several very excellent ana well qualified Teachers, and undtr the general superintendence of
Professor SCHMUCKER. Additional Teachers willbe atided, as occasion may require. Itis designed to prepare
young gentlemen for admission into any class of Cdttege,'ana togrversuch as desire it, an acquaintance with the higher
brancnes of a College course. Parents are permitted to select the Studies, to which they wish their Children to attend;
and, when it is desired, the Student may topermitted' to pursue the whole circle of thi Sciences; and\MmthmH attending to
the Learned Languages, to complete a finished English and Sdienfijii Education.
The tidtjue, recently purchased for the Institution, is Idrge, ana situated. on a commanamg emirience. Gtptles, an
Electrical Machine, and an increasing Chymtcftl a*ta* Philo&phical Apparatus, have been provided. Students- *fany
denomination, destined for the Ministry of the Gosptt, Aatrrgratuitous access to the very valuable Library of the Theolo-
gical Seminary, containing "upwards ofSix-Thousand Volumes ;and, for ctie aceomrnodaribn of others, a sVpdrtih Li-
brary is forming
Strict morality is required of every Student ;and, whilst true piety is studiously promoted, every thing sectarian is
absolutely avoided. Students from a distance, unless placed by their Parents under the particular charge ofsome citizen
of this Town, are also responsible to the Teachers for their conduct out ofschool ;and, on the Lord's day, they art re-
quired to attend the Public Worship of such one ef tUjtueral Churches, as their Parents may prefer. No applicant
known to be vicious, willbe admitted ;and, tfthe mild, but decisive discipline and instructions of the Institution, be dis-
regarded by any Smdtrtt, he shall be adHstA lo withdraw. A semi-annual Ripdrt of the toHductj td*Aa**)qb), tyc of
each Student, willbe made to Parents and Guardians. Those Scholars, whose Ptfrenls ufis'Kit;<&e tiortfded'in the same
apartment withontof tfit Teachers; nrteonsl failfyunder his tye, and subject to all the regulations of$09ilBoarding-schools.
The year is divided info two tessions, ,ending on the last Wednesday of Aprilan* fofivetooer: B**session is
succeeded by a Public Examination^ arid Hy a vacation of tKree weeks* continuance,. Punctuality irr returning, at the
beginning of eaon session, cflnnoi Up neglected, without mucfc injury to the Student*.
The terms o, tuition are Tivcnttrfotir Dollars per annitm, payable quarterly? tmd no aUowanoe is made^for vaca-
tions, or loss ofunit oy ihfSlUacm, ea*ts of sickness alone except cd. Jr*H6eifWHf&ftQ4#lMHaf<ari*Afty Cents
per week.
On behalf of the Trustees of the Institution,
8» SOXUMnVGIDBIL
Gettysburg Gymnasium
This prospectus for the reorganized classical school was published in1829 or 1830
Courtesy Adams County Historical Society.
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REV. DAVIDJACOBS, Teacher of the Languages.
MR. M. JACOBS, Teacher of the Sciences.
—«•?•• 9*»—
OP STUDIES.
CLASS.
Latin and Greek Grammar, Jacob's Latin Reader,
Caesar's Commentaries, Adams' Roman Anti-
quities, Mair's Introduction toLatin Syntax, and
Greek Testament.
English Grammar and Arithmetic.
CLASS.
Sallust, Virgil's Bucolics and jEneid, Roman Anti-
quities and Mair's Introduction continued, Ja-
cob's Greek Reader, Neilson's Greek Exercises,
and Potter's Grecian Antiquities.
Woodbridge and Willard's Ancient and Modern
Geography, Keith on ihe use of the Globes, and
Bonnycastle's Algebra, as far as Simple Equa-
lions.
CLASS.
Virgil'sGeorgics, Cicero's Select Orations, Livy,
Odes of Horace, Homer's Iliad, Greek Exerci-
ses and Antiquities continued.
Algebra concluded, Elements of Geometry byPlay-
fair, Gummeie's Surveying, Chemistry, and Tyt
ler's General History.
CLASS.
Horace's Satires, Epistles and Artof Poetry, Cice- I Lacroix's Plane and Spherical Trigonometry, Conic
ro de Senectute et de Amicitia, and Graeca Ma- Sections, Differential and Integral Calculus, and
Blair's Rhetoric.jora.
FIFTH CLASS.
Cicero de Oratore, Tacitus, Graeca Majora 2d vol. I Cavallo's Natural Philosophy, Gummere's Astron-
and Hebrew and German Languages. omy,Say's Political Economy, Moral Philosophy,
and Stewart's &.Brown's Philosophy ofthe Mind.
REFERENCES.
£ Rev. Mr.Ernst, Lebanon, Pa.S " B Kurtz, Hagerstown. Md.Rev. Dr. Schjeffer, Philadelphia." C. P. Krauth, do. " D. F. Schjeffer, Frederic k,Md." L.Eichelberger, Winchester, Va." A RfcCK, Middletov*n, Md.Robert RxL^-fon, Esq. do.
Rev. Dr Kurtz, Baltimore.
" M.Meyerheffer, Augusta, Va.
« J. P. Cline, Newmarket, Va.
v G..Shober, Salem, N. Carolina." C. A G. Storch, do. do.Professor Miller, do.
Rev. Di. Schmlcker, York,Pa. I " J Reck, Salisbury, do.
Hon. H.A. Muhi*nberg, Re»di»g, Pa.
* M J. Baohma^, Charleston, S. Carolina.
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FIRST
SECOND
THIRD
FOURTH
" C. R Demme, do." E. S. Ely, do.
\" J. G. Morris, do.tt , Nevins, do.
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Pennsylvania College of Gettysburg (1831-1832)
Although, as its curriculum testifies, the Gettysburg Gymnasium
was obviously a step inthe direction of realizing the third of Samuel
Simon Schmucker's goals, he recognized that it was no more than
that. Before he could have a recognized and accepted college, the
legislature would have to grant a charter authorizing it to confer
baccalaureate degrees and vesting it with the other corporate
powers associated with institutions of liberal learning. Schmucker
knew that he needed major help in securing such a charter and also
that the assistance which his Lutheran pastoral colleagues might be
able to lend was inadequate to the task. Some of them had already
contributed to the Gymnasium; all of them could expect tobe asked
to help pay for the new seminary building then under construction
on the ridge in the western end of town. The cornerstone of the
seminary edifice, as it was called, was laid on May 26, 1831; the
building was under roof by the end of the year.
Itis evident from the rules which Schmucker prescribed for both
the Classical School and the Gymnasium that he believed such
educational institutions should be nonsectarian in character, even
though they were infact under the control of the seminary board of
directors. That being the case, he was not at allreluctant inseeking a
broader base of support when, sometime late in 1831, he decided
that the time had come to make an effort to organize a college. 36
More than thirty years later, inan account in which he used the
third person to describe himself, Schmucker recalled what hap-
pened next:
As the number of students had rapidly increased, and ithad long
been the desire ofProf. Schmucker and ofmany other friends ofthe
Lutheran Church, to have not only a Theological Seminary, but
also a literary institution of the highest class, he resolved on
making the effort to elevate the Gymnasium into a College by
legislative action. Accordingly, he called a meeting of a half-dozen
of the principal citizens ofdifferent denominations at the Bank in
town, and invitedtheir co-operation inthe effort to obtain a charter
from the Legislature for a college. He informed them that the
college he aimed at was to be un-sectarian in its instruction, but at
the same time to be prevailingly under Lutheran influence and
control.37
36 Schmucker was a trustee of Dickinson College from 1828 to1833. There appears
to be no evidence to indicate that he ever considered supporting Dickinson instead of
establishing a new college at Gettysburg. In any event, internal squabbles and
declining enrollment led the Dickinson trustees inFebruary 1832 to announce that the
school would close at the end of the session then in progress. Sellers, Dickinson
College, pp. 487, 181-193.
37 "Early History of Pennsylvania College," College Mercury (March 1895), p. 4.
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Seminary Building
This engraving ofthe edifice ofthe theological seminary appeared inSher-
man Day's Historical Collections of the State of Pennsylvania, which was
published in 1843.
Nowhere does Schmucker identify these "principal citizens" with
whom he conferred, but it is quite possible that they were six men
who were not stockholders of the Gymnasium but who became
members of the firstboard of trustees of the College. Ifso, they were
Thomas J. Cooper (1797-1875), merchant; Samuel Fahnestock (1796-
1861), merchant; Robert G. Harper (1799-1870), editor of the
Sentinel; John F. Macfarlane (1789-1851), farmer; John B.
McPherson (1789-1858), cashier of the Bank of Gettysburg; and
Thomas C. Miller (1789-1860), public official and militia officer.
Three of these men had served as trustees of the now-defunct
Gettysburg Academy. Several had been members of the borough
council, bank directors, or militia officers. Millerhad been county
sheriff. Several were financially interested inlocal turnpike compa-
nies and would soon be involved in efforts tobring the railroad into
Adams county.
Whatever their identity, these "principal citizens" recommended
that Miller accompany Schmucker to Harrisburg once the legisla-
ture met inDecember 1831 and that both men lobby vigorously for a
charter of incorporation. Even before they left Gettysburg,
Schmucker wrote to acquaintances in some thirty counties of the
state, asking them to obtain signatures on the form petitionwhich he
enclosed and then to forward them to their legislators. Schmucker
stated that he spent several weeks in Harrisburg, talking to
individual legislators. He also claimed that Governor George Wolf
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arranged for him to address legislators in the chamber of the lower
house, on which occasion he discussed "the claims of the Germans
in Pennsylvania to legislative sanction in the establishment of a
college for the education of their Anglicised descendants." Many
legislators, the governor, and heads of departments crowded into
the hall, where they were joined by "others of the most intelligent
citizens of Harrisburg." 38
Having done his best to convince legislators individually and as a
group that it would be sound public policy to grant him a charter,
Schmucker learned that it was his responsibility to draft the bill
which,ifpassed, wouldbe the document which he desired. Securing
copies of earlier college charters which the legislature had ap-
proved, he sat ina room inthe Capitol building and prepared a draft.
In some instances, particularly where he was defining the legal
powers of and limitations upon the proposed corporation, he lifted
sentences or whole paragraphs from existing charters. But the
document he was crafting was intended to be the organic law of a
particular college, and therefore it contained distinctive features.
To begin with, the draft proposed, not to create an entirely new
institution,but to "erect" an already existing "literary and scientific
institution in Gettysburg, Adams county, in this Commonwealth,
known by the name of Gettysburg Gymnasium" into a college "for
the education of youth in the learned languages, the arts, sciences,
and useful literature." Second, the draft recognized the cultural
heritage as well as the obligation of the prime movers of the
Gymnasium by stating that, not only was it "resorted to by a large
number of young men from different portions of this state," but also
it "promises to exert a salutary influence in advancing the cause of
liberal education, particularly among the German portion of our
fellow citizens." Third, the draft assigned a name to the college. The
practice of naming colleges after presidents of the Supreme
Executive Council had ceased with the disappearance of that body
in1790. There already were Pennsylvania colleges named after such
heroes of the revolution and early republic as Washington,
Jefferson, Madison, and Lafayette. There was a university which
carried the name of the state itself, but no college. Accordingly,
Schmucker wrote that the "style and title" of his proposed school
"shall be 'Pennsylvania College of Gettysburg.' "39"39
38 Ibid.,pp. 4-5. The journals of the Pennsylvania House ofRepresentatives make
no reference to this occasion, nor do any Harrisburg papers consulted.
39Pennsylvania College of Gettysburg was the tenth such institution chartered in
the state. Its predecessors were the University of Pennsylvania (1779); Dickinson
(1783); Franklin (1787); Jefferson (1802); Washington (1806); Allegheny (1817);
Western University of Pennsylvania, now the University of Pittsburgh (1819);
Lafayette (1826); and Madison (1827). The last named, located at Uniontown,
Fayette county, had a short life.
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Fourth, the draft billcalled for a method of governing the college
which no previous Pennsylvania charter had contained. Because
Schmucker was proposing that the legislature alter the standing of
an existing, although unchartered, institution, the Gettysburg
Gymnasium, he felt obligated to recognize insome way the claims of
its stockholders. He did so by placing the college "under the
management, direction and government of all the subscribers to the
funds of said institution, by whose private contributions the said
funds have been raised, and its present edifice purchased."
Schmucker's draft named twenty-seven of these subscribers. 40
Twenty were Lutheran pastors who had purchased one share of the
original stock issue; one of them was the recently elected second
seminary professor (Ernest L.Hazelius); and the remaining six were
"prominent citizens" of Gettysburg, only one of whom (Samuel
Fahnestock) was Lutheran. These twenty-seven persons, and their
successors, constituted the "Patrons of Pennsylvania College" and
were empowered to elect twenty-one trustees "to transact all
business, and be liable to all the responsibilities of bodies politic."
Schmucker defined the trustees "as a committee of the patrons" and
made the latter "in law responsible for all their acts." Fifth, either
now or after further consultation withlegislators, Schmucker added
a section - itcame at the very end of the charter proper -calling for a
professorship of German, the incumbent of which was to offer
instruction inGerman and English toprospective teachers incertain
schools authorized by the previous session of the legislature. 41
Some provisions of Schmucker's proposed charter were routine.
The trustees were authorized to "hold,enjoy and exercise all such
powers, authorities and jurisdictions as are customary in other
colleges within this commonwealth." The faculty were empowered
"to enforce the rules and regulations enacted by the trustees for the
government and discipline of the students" and, with the consent of
the trustees, to award "such degrees inthe liberal arts and sciences
as have usually been granted inother colleges." Also routine was
40In transcribing the bill, a clerk omitted the names of two original stockholders.
There were only twenty- five names mentioned in the act as finally approved.
41The act of April2, 1831 established a common school fund and allotted to it
certain proceeds from the operations ofthe state land office. When the annual income
fromthis fund amounted to $100,000, itwas to be "applied to the support of common
schools" in Pennsylvania, in a manner yet to be determined. Some people believed
that the legislature passed this measure in an effort to delay as long as possible
beginning a practical program of public education in Pennsylvania.
In 1823 Allegheny College published an address to the German inhabitants in
Pennsylvania and elsewhere inAmerica, announcing a proposed German professor-
ship in the college and asking for German support of the undertaking. Gettysburg
Compiler, November 5, 1823. The act of March 9, 1826, which chartered Lafayette
College, required it to maintain "forever" a professorship in the German language.
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the provision that "at elections either for patrons, or trustees, or
teachers, or other officers, and inthe reception of pupils, no person
shall be rejected on account of his conscientious persuasion in
matters of religion, provided he shall demean himself in a sober
manner, and conform to the rules and regulations of the college. 42
The billfor erecting the Gettysburg Gymnasium into a college was
introduced into the lower house of the legislature inFebruary 1832.
Petitions supporting the measure came from Adams, York, Lan-
caster, Somerset, and Franklin counties. At the end of the month,
the editor of the local Star and Banner wrote (February 28) that
"there appears to-be no doubt of the passage of the bill."Schmucker
and Millerhad done their work so skillfully that when the roll was
called onMarch 29, only twenty of the eighty-one votes cast were in
the negative. They were scattered among twelve districts extending
from the city of Philadelphia to Venango and Warren counties and
from Lehigh to Fayette counties. The billwas then presented to the
Senate, whichpassed it without amendment orrollcall vote on April
6. Governor George Wolf signed the measure into law on Saturday,
April7, 1832. 43
Before he and General Miller went to Harrisburg, Schmucker had
informed some of the stockholders of the Gymnasium of what he
was trying to accomplish, but he had yet to obtain the formal
approval of at least a majority of that group. Now that he had a
charter, he had to meet with them and persuade them to accept it.
The meeting took place in Gettysburg on May 16, but only eight
stockholders, including himself, attended. After extended sessions,
and two adjournments, those present agreed that they would accept
the charter and persuade the others to do likewise, but only under
certain conditions. First, they retained the right of free tuition for
their children. Second, they insisted that each of the seven persons
added to the listof patrons by the charter be required to pay $25 for
the privileges which itconferred upon them. Third, they requested
that two original stockholders whose names were omitted in
transcribing the charter should be elected patrons when the first two
vacancies occurred. Fourth, they reserved the right, by a three-
42 The charters of the following institutions had similar provisions: Dickinson,
Jefferson, Washington, Allegheny, Western University, and Lafayette.
43The progress of the billcan be traced in the published journals of the 1831-1832
legislature, available in the Pennsylvania State Library, Harrisburg, and elsewhere.
Act 142, approved on April7, 1832, is the charter of the College; the state issued no
separate document. Sections 12 and 13 are riders applying to two Clearfield county
academies and having nothing to do withGettysburg College. On April6, 1832 the
governor signed a billincorporating the Adams County Railroad Company. Among
its nine commissioners were Thomas J. Cooper, John B.McPherson, and Thomas C.
Miller.
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TO THE PUBLIC.
THE Trustees ofPennsylvania Col-lege, recently organized and lo-
cated at Gettysburg, would respectfully*
inform the Public, that the Institution
will be opened for the reception ofStu-
dents on the 7th ofNovember next. Thefollowing gentlemen have already been
elected Professors, but an additional
number of Instructors willbe engaged
as soon as the number of Students rea-
ders it necessary :
S. S. Schmucker, A.M.Professor ofIntellectual Philosophy $MoralSctew*.
E. L Hazelius, D.D.Professor of the
Latin Language 8f German Literature.
H. Baugher, A. M. Professor of theGreek Language fy BtHesLettres,
M.Jacobs, A. M.Professor ofMathi"
mattes, Chemistry fy Natural Philosophy,
J. H. Marsden, A. M. Professor ofMineralogy fy Botany.
Ithas been the aim ofthe Trustee!
to adapt this Institution to the wants of
the German population ofour country,
a Professorship of that language hav-
ing already been established, and other
measures adopted which will render U
singularly advantageous to that respec-
table class of the community. Provi-
sion willbe made for instruction in the
other modern languages by competent
teachers, and no pains will be spared to
render this department highlyefficient.
The proximityofGettysburg toBal-
timore and Philadelphia, the healthi-
ness of the place, the morality ofits in-habitants, its being the location of a
flourishing theological seminary, the
cheapness of living,and the high qua-
lifications of the Professors, all recom-
mend the institution to the patronage
ofparents.
Good boarding may be had in the
village at gl 50 per week —the price
of tuition is $24 per year.
There being no other collegiate in-
stitution in central Pennsylvania, this
College willafford uncommon advanta-
ges to parents, who do not wish to send
their sons to a great distance from
home.
CALVIN BLYTHE,
President of the Board,
(^Editors inPennsylvania and elsewhere,
friendly to the Institution, are requested to
give the above one or more insertions.
S?\®2i iSASlffig
& j&^ A FINE YOUNOIV^Cbayhorsb.
To the Public
This advertisement, which began appearing in newspapers in August 1832, an
nounced the forthcoming opening of a new college in Pennsylvania. Gettysburg Sen
tinel, August 21, 1832.
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fourths vote, to reject the charter and resume their earlier organiza-
tionif they should become dissatisfied with the new arrangement. It
was agreed that the absent patrons would have three weeks inwhich
to express their approval or disapproval of what had been done.
Assuming that it would not be rejected, the stockholders then
ratified the choice of July 4, 1832 as the date for the formal
organization of the college. Daniel Webster having turned down an
invitation to speak, Schmucker was authorized to invite President
Judge Calvin Blythe of the Twelfth Judicial District (Dauphin,
Lebanon, and Schuylkill counties) to deliver the oration of the day.
Hearing of these plans, the editor of the Star and Banner observed
(May 22) that the new college "promises to be highly useful,
especially to our German population, who feel a deep interest inits
success. Itcannot be denied, that that portion of our citizens have,
heretofore, too lightly valued the advantages of education."
At 10:30 A.M.on July 4, 1832, the bells in the German church
began ringing. This was the signal for a procession tobegin moving
from the academy building to the Presbyterian church on North
Washington street. Under the direction of two marshals, General
Thomas C. Millerand Colonel Michael C. Clarkson (1799-1871), the
Gettysburg Guards, the local militia unit; townspeople; "strangers";
students; faculty; the clergy; the patrons; and the orator of the day
walked the three blocks and then entered the church, fillingit to
capacity. There were hymns, prayers by the Presbyterian William
Paxton and the Lutheran John George Schmucker, and the address
by Calvin Blythe already discussed. After the benediction, the
procession re-formed and moved to the courthouse in the square,
where it was dismissed. Inhis account of the exercises, the editor of
the Sentinel wrote that he was "much pleased to see the order and
harmony which reigned throughout the whole proceedings -nothing
having occurred with which even the most fastidious could find
fault."**
Following a public dinner in the Franklin House (years later the
site of the Hotel Gettysburg), the patrons withdrew inmidafternoon
to conduct some necessary business. The charter requiring that
three-fourths of the trustees be chosen from their own ranks, they
elected sixteen patron and fivenonpatron trustees. Since the charter
assigned to them the authority to determine the length of trustee
terms, they decided upon three years and divided the newly elected
trustees into three classes, so that the terms of seven would expire
each year. That evening, the board of trustees held its first meeting,
elected officers, chose the firstfaculty, and announced that the rules
of the Gymnasium would continue in force until superseded. Itwas,
indeed, a busy and eventful day.
"Sentinel, July 3 and 10, 1832.
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By mid-August, over the signatures of the newly elected board
president and secretary, Pennsylvania College was announcing to
the public, both in and out of state, that it would open for the
reception of students on November 7, 1832. The names of the first
five faculty members were given and the promise was made to
employ more teachers whenever enrollment required it. The
announcement stressed the desire of the trustees "to adapt this
Institution to the wants of the German population of our country,"
by means of a German professorship "and by other measures
adopted which will render it singularly advantageous to that
respectable class of the community." Since at the time Dickinson
College was not inoperation, the trustees could truthfully say that
"there being no other collegiate institution in central Pennsylvania,
this College willafford uncommon advantages to parents, who do
not wish to send their sons to a great distance from home." 45
The last session of the Gettysburg Gymnasium began on May 23,
1832. Soon after it was concluded four months later, the seminary
moved to its new home on the ridge and Pennsylvania College of
Gettysburg took its place in the old academy building. Both
institutions began their fall terms on November 7, 1832.
45This announcement first appeared in the Lutheran Observer on August 15,1832
and in the Sentinel six days later. Editors "inPennsylvania and elsewhere, friendly to
the Institution," were asked to give the notice "one ormore insertions." According to
the custom of the time, the announcement wouldnot have been complete ifithad not
stressed the advantages ofthe place chosen for the location ofthe College: proximity
to cities, healthfulness of the town, "the morality of its inhabitants," and "the
cheapness of living."
EJevation Drawing and Floor Plan
Undated and uninscribed, this drawing ofthe College edifice was probably
one of the earliest papers which the architect John C. Trautwine submitted to
the building committee in1835. Many changes were made before actual con-
struction began in the spring of 1836.
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2.
ACQUIRING A PROPER COLLEGE
EDIFICE
(1832-1837)
Getting the Money
From the moment of their election inJuly 1832, the first trustees of
Pennsylvania College decided that the four rooms in the academy
building at the corner of High and Washington streets could never
adequately accommodate the two new enterprises for which they
were now responsible: the College and the preparatory department
which quickly replaced the Gymnasium. 1 What they needed and
wanted, as quickly as possible, was a facility large enough to room
and board the students as well as to contain the necessary
classrooms, library, and chapel. The pressing question before them
in the summer of 1832 was where to find the money to construct
such a facility.
The trustees could not hope tocharge their students much, ifany,
more than the going rates at such sister institutions as Jefferson
College or the University of Pennsylvania. Nor could they expect
private gifts to yield the large sums that were urgently needed. There
were as yet no John D.Rockefellers or Andrew Carnegies to visitand
solicit. Citizens of Gettysburg had already contributed generously to
attract the seminary. Lutherans were being asked to support that
school, which now had its own large building to be paid for and
maintained. The trustees could not expect to be able to borrow
heavily from either the Bank of Gettysburg or some other bank.
Even if that were possible, the College required large gifts, not
loans.
There was another possibility, the state treasury, and the trustees
were not unaware of the precedents which they could cite if they
decided to seek a grant from this source. In 1786 and 1787 the
legislature had awarded ten thousand acres of public land each to
Dickinson and Franklin Colleges. Between 1791 and 1819 it had
*See pp. 119-122 for a discussion of the preparatory department
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made a total of seven loans and grants to the former. Since 1820 it
had given Allegheny College $9,000; Dickinson College $31,000;
Jefferson College $17,000; Madison College $5,000; Washington
College $11,500; and Western University $12,000. 2Itis not surprising
then that, when they held their second meeting on September 26,
1832, six weeks before the formal opening of the College, the
Gettysburg trustees voted to name a committee to apply to the
legislature for an appropriation, ifand when, inits judgment, there
was "the probability of success." The committee consisted of two
judges and one professor: Calvin Blythe; Daniel Sheffer, an
associate judge in Adams, county; and Samuel Simon Schmucker. 3
The tentative character of the trustees' charge to their committee
may have reflected a sensitivity to the unsettled political situation in
Pennsylvania in the early fall of 1832. The state had just about
completed construction of the main line of a system of internal
improvements. The purpose of this system was to link together
Pittsburgh and Philadelphia inan effort to recapture for Pennsylvania
much of the western trade which since 1825 the Erie Canal was
diverting to New York. Begun in 1826 with the high hope that
revenues from use of the canals (and some railroads) in the system
would eventually bring prosperity to the inhabitants and large
surpluses to the state treasury, these public works had already cost
much more than anyprevious peacetime venture in the history of the
state. In the face of strong local pressure to construct expensive
branch lines into sections far removed from the main route of the
system, many residents were becoming convinced that retrench-
ment rather than further expenditure was the only way for the state
to preserve its solvency.
In the fall of 1832, Pennsylvania still lacked a system of public
elementary and secondary education, except for that which went
into effect when parents or guardians were willing to give public
testimony that they could not afford to educate the children in their
care. Although there appeared tobe insufficient public sentiment to
warrant immediate passage of legislation beyond that enacted in
1831, there were many vocal residents who were convinced that
Pennsylvania was falling behind her sister states and who wanted to
move beyond the concept of pauper education, even though that
meant inevitably an increase in taxes, both state and local.
The unsettled political situation in 1832 was not confined to
Pennsylvania. The first national party system which developed
2See the several acts passed between 1791 and 1832 appropriating these sums.
3 The original minutes of the trustees and faculty of Gettysburg College are in the
GCA. Except incases where no dates of meetings are given in the text or where there
is some doubt as to clarity, there willbe no further footnote references to these
sources.
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under the Constitution of 1787 and which had pitted Federalists
against Jeffersonians had broken down soon after the War of 1812.
Its successor was slow in emerging. By 1832 it was becoming
evident that the new system was forming inresponse to the political
and economic policies of the administration of Andrew Jackson,
who was president from 1829 to 1837. However, while the Whigs
and Democrats were beginning to take the place of the Federalists
and Jeffersonians, a third party flourished for a time and attracted
wide support. Begun after the 1826 disappearance of William
Morgan, a New York Freemason who had begun toreveal the secrets
of that order, the Antimasonic party attracted some people primarily
because they had no other political affiliation at the moment. Many
others joined because they thought they saw inFreemasonry unfair
privilege, not only firmly entrenched ingovernment, business, and
society, but also taking full advantage of its opportunities to
dominate everything in sight.
In1828 Adams was one of only five Pennsylvania counties which
failed to support Andrew Jackson for the presidency; four years
later, it was one of only nine which opposed his reelection. In1829
and again in 1832 the county gave the majority of its votes to the
Antimasonic candidate for governor of Pennsylvania. In1832 there
were three newspapers in Gettysburg, each one of which, in
common with most others of the time, was strongly partisan. 4 The
oldest paper was the Sentinel, begun in 1800. Its editor was Robert
G. Harper, a trustee of the College and a Mason. The Sentinel
supported the Federalists inyears past and now strongly favored the
emerging Whigs. The second oldest paper was the Compiler, which
first appeared in1818 and was edited by Jacob Lefever, an ardent
supporter of Andrew Jackson. The youngest paper was the Star and
Banner. Begun in1830 as the journal of the Antimasons in Adams
county, it was edited by Robert W. Middleton, but its opponents
claimed that the dominant force behind this paper was the county's
leading opponent of Masonry, Thaddeus Stevens, and that he had
established it primarily to advance his own political career. 5
4AII three were four-page, weekly newspapers.
5A native of Vermont and a graduate of Dartmouth College, Thaddeus Stevens
began the practice of law in Gettysburg in 1816. Within a few years he was widely
recognized inAdams county as a strong and unwavering supporter of education and
as a bitter opponent of slavery, Andrew Jackson, and Freemasonry. Elected as an
Antimason to the lower house of the legislature in1833, he was reelected five times:
1834, 1835, 1837, 1838, and 1841. During the administration of the state's only
Antimasonic governor, Joseph Ritner (1835-1839), he was one of the most powerful
political figures inPennsylvania. Stevens moved toLancaster in1842. The biography
which pays most attention (but not always accurate attention) to this still
controversial person while he resided inAdams county is Fawn M.Brodie, Thaddeus
Stevens: Scourge of the South (New York, 1959).
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Under the state constitution which was in effect in the fall of
1832, senators served four-year and representatives one-year terms
in the General Assembly. The term of Senator Ezra Blythe had one
year to run, but two representatives were to be elected by the voters
of Adams county. At the October election, James Patterson and
James Renshaw, the Antimasonic candidates, won resounding
victories over their Democratic rivals. When they reached Harris-
burg inDecember for the opening sessions of the General Assembly,
all three county legislators learned that the committee from the
College had decided to ask for an appropriation and were planning
to support their request by means of the customary petitions from
various parts of the state. In January 1833 the senate education
committee reported favorably on abilltoaid both Pennsylvania and
Lafayette Colleges, the former with a grant of $18,000. The full
senate added to the bill grants for Washington and Jefferson
Colleges and then passed it without a record vote.6 Just before
adjourning for the session, the lower house on April4 rejected the
measure by a 39-45 vote. James Renshaw voted for the bill,but
James Patterson voted against it,after declaring to the house that the
people of Adams county were opposed to an appropriation for the
College located in his district.
The reaction to this unexpected development was immediate.
What the Star and Banner described as "a very large meeting of the
Citizens of Adams County" gathered in the courthouse on the
evening of April 5. Thaddeus Stevens was elected chairman and
presided over a heated discussion which led to the unanimous
adoption of three resolutions. The first condemned Patterson and
asserted that his reading of the sentiment of his constituents was
"entirely destitute of truth." The second thanked Blythe, Renshaw,
and others who had supported the appropriation bill. The third
named a committee of seven men, including Thomas C. Miller,
Robert G. Harper, and Daniel Sheffer, to proceed to Harrisburg in
order to "correct the ,..misrepresentation of James Patterson, Esq."
During their regular meeting on April17, the College trustees voted
torenew their request for an appropriation when the legislature met
again in December. Before that occurred, however, the voters of
Adams county would have to choose one senator and two represen-
tatives at the election scheduled for October 8, 1833.
As was the practice at the time, county party leaders met in
September to name their candidates. The Antimasonic ticket
included the names of James Patterson and Thaddeus Stevens for the
6The billwhich the senate passed would have reduced the appropriation to $12,000
and required that a professorship of German be established. Star and Banner,
February 5, 1833.
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lower house. The opposition, calling itself the Democratic-
Republican or Democratic party, presented two other names. During
the short campaign which followed, there was little in the
newspapers about the College, but a letter to the editor of the Star
and Banner reminded its readers that both Patterson and Stevens
had pledged themselves to oppose the
"
wasteful expenditure of
public money" on internal improvements, an outlay which the
writer believed was "about to overwhelm us." Letters to the Com-
piler were especially critical of Stevens, asking what he had ever
done for the people of Adams county to warrant their support,
accusing himof never having spoken "favorably of any living crea-
ture" and of making ithis "dailypurpose toabuse and slander every
body," insinuating that he had taken advantage of his position as an
attorney to cheat some of his clients, and charging finally that he
had used devious tactics among his fellow-Antimasons in order to
secure his own nomination for the legislature. One writer accused
Stevens of trying to winvotes by taking twopositions on the College
appropriation question. "When in town (Gettysburg) he is a whole
hog College man," the writer claimed, but "ifin Reading or Con-
ewago township, he goes the whole swine against it."7
On the day of the election, the editor of the Star and Banner
charged that the political opponents of Stevens, among whom were
most of the resident trustees of the College, were trying to secure his
defeat bytaking "advantage of the prejudice existing in the minds of
many against LiteraryInstitutions." They were telling Antimasons,
many of whom opposed public aid for the College, that Stevens was
one of the latter's supporters and favored the aid bill.The editor
insisted that "not a single Anti-Mason has any thing to do with,or
interest in, the management of that Institution! Whatever interest,
as members of one common community, some Anti-Masons may
feel init, care has been taken to exclude them from its direction."
Middleton identified fiveof the resident trustees and every member
of the committee named in Aprilto go to Harrisburg as a Mason or
pro-Mason. The tactics of his political opponents drove Stevens to
issue a handbill, copies of which were distributed on election day in
those parts of the county where opposition to the College appropria-
tion was strongest. "Iwillnow give no pledge [tooppose aid for the
College]," he stated. "Itwould appear like sacrificing my own views
for the sake of office: ButIwillsay, that the College is under the
control of the Masonic party; and they have now forfeited the last
claim upon my services." 8
7Star and Banner and Compiler, September 24, 1833. The latter newspaper
appeared under different titles; the most common one is used here.
BStar and Banner, October 8, 1833 and January 28, 1834.
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On election day 1833 the turnout of voters in Adams county was
more than ten percent greater than in any of the two preceding or
two following years. As editors Harper and Lefever claimed, it was
probably a record poll. Patterson and Stevens were easily elected to
the lower house, but David Middlecoff, the opposition candidate,
won the state senate seat. 9
Inpreparation for the legislative battle which was about to begin
in Harrisburg, eight resident patrons and trustees of the College
prepared a lengthy letter "to the citizens of Adams County." Dated
November 8, itwas published a few days later inall three of the local
newspapers. 10 Inpresenting their case for the College, the authors
made sixpoints. First, they reminded their readers that the seminary
and College were two distinct institutions. The former belongs to
one denomination and is designed for one purpose. The latter "is the
property of all denominations, receives students designed for any
and every future pursuit inlife,and its Trustees and Patrons belong
to five different religious denominations, the Lutheran, the Presby-
terian, the German Reformed, the Associate Reformed, and the
Baptists." Second, inanswering the charge that "Colleges are only
beneficial to the rich," they declared that, in company with most
other Pennsylvania colleges, the trustees at Gettysburg had set
student charges so low that, "emphatically ...,itis the poor man's
institution." Most of the nearly ninety students were described as
being "inlimited circumstances." More than three-fourths were said
to be the sons of farmers and mechanics. Third, the "moderate aid"
sought from the state treasury would permit the College to place
itself on a firm basis, enabling it to continue to serve "persons of
very moderate circumstances" and, infact, grow into an even more
useful institution in the future. Fourth, a strong college inGettys-
burg would help in the campaign to "abolish the aristocracy of
wealth, and counteract the tendency to inequality incident to all
governments."
The fifth argument was that the College already "scatters, every
year, at least $10,000 among the surrounding populace." Operators
of stages, storekeepers, tailors, shoemakers, printers, butchers,
farmers, widows who keep boarders, and others, allbenefit from
having a college in their midst. "This is not money which passes
from one pocket inAdams county to another," the readers were told,
"but itis almost entirelybrought from distant parts of this and other
9The Antimasonic candidate for the senate, James Renshaw, carried Adams county
by a wide margin, but not the rest of the district of which itwas a part.
10The Compiler, for example, printed the address onNovember 12, 1833. The eight
signers were, in order, J. F. Macfarlane, J. B. McPherson, Thomas J. Cooper, S. S.
Schmucker, Samuel Fahnestock, R. G. Harper, Daniel Sheffer, and Thomas C.
Miller.
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States, and expended here." One might well ask "what other public
object is there, which annually brings an equal sum of money into
Adams County, and distributes it so extensively among so large a
portion of her inhabitants." Sixth and finally, since each county in
the state should participate "equally in the benefits of public
appropriations," and since "the public improvements of the State
have hitherto, from the peculiar location of our county, been
prejudicial to our interests," an appropriation to the College would
only return to Adams county a share of what most legislators inthe
last session believed she could justly claim, and indeed would have
granted, "had not a diversity ofopinion existed among our represen-
tatives as to the real wishes of their constituents." Having thus
expressed "their views and motives in desiring the prosperity of
Pennsylvania College," the eight signers closed by expressing "the
pleasing hope, that their efforts will meet the continued and
increasing approbation and aid of an enlightened public."
Ifthe framers of this letter believed that their carefully expressed
arguments would terminate the county debate over the College
appropriation, they were sadly mistaken. Instead, itonly served to
inaugurate a campaign of letter writing to the editors which was
unprecedented in the history of the county. Over a period of ten
weeks between mid-November and the end of January, more than
thirty letters appeared inthe Compiler and the Star. The editor of the
Sentinel declined to cooperate in this unusual expression of reader
sentiment. The authors of the letters identified themselves by such
names as Farmer, Mechanic, One of the People, a Friend to
Learning, Menallen, Darius, and Junius.
Nine of the letters, appearing in the Compiler beginning on
November 19, were signed by Work. Inlanguage which sometimes
bordered on the sarcastic, he chose to answer the arguments of the
College patrons and trustees point by point. Itmight be commend-
able for five denominations tobe included among their number, he
thought, but why should not Catholics, Methodists, and Quakers
also be among the recipients ofpublic funds? One could indeed call
the College a poor man's institution whose students have limited
means and many of whose parents are farmers and mechanics.
However, it is a fact that allpersons have limited means and there
are many wealthy farmers and mechanics. Truly poor people, he
insisted, cannot afford to send their children to college even if no
charge is made for instruction.
There were six major arguments advanced by the letter writers
who opposed the College appropriation. First, the majority of the
people of the county were said to be against it, and they had
registered their sentiments by electing legislators known or believed
at the time to share their opinion. Second, inproper response to the
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large and growing state expenditures, economy must start some-
where, and soon. The people had been told that the canals were
going to cost two, three, then fivemilliondollars, wrote ACitizen of
Adams, but the cost was already more than twenty million and was
still growing. Ifwe receive an appropriation, he pointed out, we
cannot deny similar grants to other counties whose support would
be needed inobtaining ours. "The 'log rolling' system, (that is, 'help
me and I'llhelp you') has led us into the 'Banking System;' and the
'Canalling System,' and now commences the 'College System.'
"
All
of this must stop somewhere. The government willsoon come to a
halt, warned One of the People, "if.the axe be not laid at the very
root of the system." 11
Third, several writers urged that, ifthe legislature wanted to give
money to Adams county, it should be used to support a system of
common schools. "The people are resolved to do not much longer
without public schools," wrote A Farmer. "They are fully sensible
that a certain portion of education is requisite for the maintainance
of their rights, and the continuance of their republican institu-
tions." 12 Instead of one new college building, the county could build
as many as fiftyor even eighty one-room schoolhouses toreplace the
few unsatisfactory log cabins then inuse. These writers rejected the
argument that colleges were needed totrain the teachers required for
these schoolhouses, arguing that most college graduates go into the
traditional professions of ministry, law, and medicine. Few would
ever be content to be common school teachers; these would have to
be trained insome other, as yet undetermined, way. Atone point the
Star and Banner quoted approvingly from the Philadelphia Sun:
Let us take things in their natural order. Let us begin with the
school-house and end withthe college. Letus have the necessaries
and afterwards the luxuries of education. Let us adopt a general
system of common schools, instead of dotting our state with
ricketty colleges, which are heldup awhile by the legislature, turn
off a few batches of petty-foggers and [then] tumble down.13
Fourth, some writers, in opposing the College appropriation,
claimed that it was wrong under any circumstances to use public
money to help an institution which would benefit directly only a
few. They were not impressed by the arguments that the College
nStar and Banner, January 7 and 14, 1834.
12Compiler, January 7, 1834.
13This excerpt from the Sun appeared in the Star and Banner for February 11,1834,
shortly after the issue had been decided. The argument is similar to one advanced by
Work in the Compiler for December 17, 1833: "if the 'populace' must continue to
build, as they have always built, their own schoolhouses at their own expense, then
let the 'aristocracy' build their colleges and academies withtheir own money; and let
them no longer expect, that you willbuildsplendid palaces, for theirchildren, whilst
your own children are seeking instruction in Log Cabins."
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The following; circumstance took
place a few ilavs ;i»o, a short distance
Iron tin1borough ol Gettysburg:
Anh.cnost fat hum* called, one inorn-
ing. on oueof hia neighbor^ statin* titAt
lie had a remonstrance against an ap-jpropi iaiion to Pennsylvania College atjGeitysburj-, and wished him to sign the
Sitiiie. NVhy, friend, replied the neigh*
bur, the thing is wrong
—
altogether
wrong. Thee has been misled by some
designing pvrsoits, I fear: thee is not
aware v nat t!»ee is doing. Why, friend,
thee is op|i«.si:ig thine own interest and
the we! tare of the County. Take a seat
and let us reason the matter together.
Thee, and many of our neighbors, fre-
quently take marketing to Gettysburg,
and as the town increases in popula-
tion, the more pr;>'iuce can be sold
.t-ber?, and the more money is circula-
ting in that neighborhood the more rea-
dy our sales wi ' be; and tliat, surely,
is an advantag to us farmers. Now,
t!)2e must remember that a few years
buck large appropriations Here made to
Colleges in our neighboring counties-
was tiiere any remonstrance then? No:
not one. Many people are perhaps not
*ware, that ifan appropriation is made
lo any College in Peniibylvy : Adams
County would have to pay i : quota,
the same as if it were made to one in
Adams County. Now, let vi simply
take into consideration the advantage
it >v)ullbe to our County. That insti-
tution is in a very flourishing state; it
has :iovv nearly (me huudred students,
;i!i'l, in all proiW>ilitr, in a few years
there willbe two hundred; and the ap-| jjropr-.-stion ia wsiiiied to enlarge its
building?^ wliich are now entirely too
stna!!. Now. fnciui, just make a cal-
culation of (lie advantages: At the low*
est calculation it wouid cost each stu-
dent 150 dollars per year. Now, one
hundred students wntild brinjr into the
County annually Fifteen thousand dol-
lars; and let any impartial man say, if
that would not be an advantage to our
Co:l'!iy.
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Tii*man, fully convinced of his err-
or, committed his remonstrance to the
flauieb.
From the Trenton Emporium.
Jl Timelyuentiment '.— lilr¦. M'Duffi©
has concluiled hi* soecch lor the Bank, becomes a
ftter Favoring the College Appropriation Bill
appeared in the Compiler forJanuary 7, 1834
Letter
This letter which , , was one of more
than thirty which werepublished inGettysburg newspapers during the heated debate
over whether the legislature should grant the College $18,000.
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would grow and that its economic benefit to the county would
increase at the same time. Nor were they moved by the argument
that making grants to colleges was a well-established practice in
Pennsylvania. In all probability the enrollment of the College at
Gettysburg willnever exceed twohundred, wrote Work inone of his
first letters, informing his fellow-countians that at least twenty-nine
of every thirty of their children "must be forever excluded from this
College." 14 Fifth, a few writers insisted that, in spite of anything
which their proponents might say to the contrary, colleges were
incompatible with democratic institutions. Work, for example,
quoted the Philadelphia American Sentinel to the effect that they
"create a privileged and dangerous order of men, a monopoly of
knowledge and power, claiming pre-eminence from superior intelli-
gence, and exclusive privileges from superior ability and influence,
and drawing a broad and offensive line of distinction between the
educated and prosperous few and the ignorant and despised
many." 15 Sixth and finally, several of the letters argued that if
colleges were indeed the worthwhile institutions which their
supporters claimed, they would find ways to support themselves. If
colleges were thrown upon their own resources, wrote A Farmer, "a
more rigid economy would doubtless be practised, the number
would be less, consequently the number of students ineach would
be greater, andIventure to predict, their condition more prosperous
and flourishing." 16
The letters in favor of the College appropriation billwere in the
minority, and most of them were more restrained intone than those
opposing it. The trustees, faculty, and students maintained a low
profile during the debate. As already noted, Robert G. Harper
printed no letters for or against the appropriation. When the trustees
met in September 1833, before the election, they passed two
resolutions, at least inpart prompted by a desire to keep the College
on the sidelines. One instructed the faculty "to see that nothing
relating to party politics be admitted into the exercises of this
Institution." The other prescribed that "no Student, during his
connexion with the Institution, be permitted to attend any political
party celebration."
In one of the strongest letters supporting the College bill,
Menallen reminded its opponents that "ithas always been a part of
the settled policy of the State to grant aid to Colleges" and that this
practice would continue, "notwithstanding your opposition." In-
deed, he warned them that their determined stand might well result
14 Ibid., November 26, 1833.
15 Ibid., December 17, 1833.
16 Ibid., January 7, 1834.
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in an outcome "which you willever have great cause to regret."
Several other towns, including Chambersburg and York, were
already "talking of raising sums sufficiently large to induce those
who have charge of this College tomove away from Gettysburg." It
was obvious to Menallen that the College would continue to exist
and that, wherever located, itwould eventually get an appropriation
from the state. The community had already raised $7,000 to obtain
the seminary. "Shall we, the same people," he asked, "now oppose
an appropriation from the State to an institution which inabusiness
point of view is worth five times as much tous as the Seminary?" In
closing, he asked his opponents: "Willyou continue to fight against
yourselves by banishing from our town an institution to which we
owe a large portion of our present prosperity, and which promises
more for our future welfare than any thing which could possibly be
done?" 17 A Friend to Public Good was much more blunt in his
assessment of the situation. After stating his own reasons for
supporting the College bill,he concluded that
we are paying every year a large sum into the State Treasury, and
while other counties are receiving thousands upon thousands, we
are receiving nothing at all! Why let others suck the marrow, and
you stand lookingon, not content even to "pickthe bones?" ...Let
those then who have signed remonstrances against the College,
without reflection, do as a large number already have done, peti-
tion the Legislature to grant the prayer ofthe Trustees. By so doing,
they willconfer a favor on the community which'willbe felt long
after they shall have been numbered among those who have gone
down to their silent graves. 18
While the newspaper debate continued in Adams county, so did
the progress of the appropriation through the legislature in Harris-
burg. Abill to provide $18,000 for Pennsylvania College -this time
there was no omnibus measure - was introduced into the lower
house inDecember 1833. This was the signal forPatterson, Stevens,
and representatives from other counties to submit many petitions
either favoring or opposing the measure. As he had two years
earlier, Samuel Simon Schmucker traveled to Harrisburg to lobby
for the College. InJanuary, the leaders of the house brought the bill
to the floor for debate, which extended over a period of several days.
Adams county's two members stated their cases and, as was to be
17Ibid. About this time, all three Gettysburg newspapers reprinted a letter which
had appeared in a York paper, describing the opposition to an appropriation as a
"suicidal policy" and urging the people of York to encourage the College to relocate,
"bringing to our townan institution whose healthy influence would be felt throughout
the whole community." The opponents ofthe College appropriation believed that this
letter was an empty threat, possibly nothing more than a trick.
18Star and Banner, January 21, 1834.
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expected, they took opposing sides.
James Patterson rose to speak on January 21, 1834:
The people of Adams county, sir, are a poor people. They
already bear sufficiently public burdens, and pay contributions for
purposes which they do not approve, and inthe results of which
they have no interest. This, intended tobe an addition to that bur-
den, willbe more onerous to their feelings at least; as itwould seem
to particularize them as objects for Legislative infliction. They
have not, and willnot approve ofthe schemes of internal improve-
ment, and the state debt resulting therefrom, for it retards instead
of advancing their interests. Their consistency inopposition to the
state debt, is shown by their remonstrances against the passage of
this bill.
Ifthe members of the legislature are determined to force a bounty of
some sort upon the citizens of Adams county, he suggested, they
should do so by exempting them from taxation. "That would be a
gratuity consistent with every principle of justice," he argued, "for
they are receiving injuries by the construction of the Pennsylvania
canal, for which a court of equity should decree relief." In the
absence of such an order, a compromise solution would be an
appropriation for the support of common schools in the county. In
any event, not one dollar of public money should be spent for
universities, colleges, or academies anywhere in Pennsylvania
"until ample provision shall have been made previously for the
equal and efficient education of all the children of the common-
wealth." 19
Inspite of the fact that Thaddeus Stevens had been elected to the
legislature on the Antimasonic ticket, there was, or should have
been, no question of his position on the College bill.As the debate
and vote approached, several of his close political friends from
different parts of the county wrote to him, asking that he consider
their personal embarrassment and the political consequences for
himself ifhe supported the measure. Consistent in his support of
education at all levels, on January 13 he replied in a friendly but
uncompromising manner. He confessed to his friends his "mortifica-
tion" that an organized political party, "the one to which it was my
pride tobelong," would take a formal stand against a college aid bill,
and informed them that "Ihave already resolved that the weight of
my name shall never again burthen your ticket." He concluded by
telling his friends that, if necessary, "I willwithdraw from your
county to some place, where the advocates of Anti-Masonry may
19 Patterson's speech, as reported in a Harrisburg newspaper, appears in the Sen-
tinel February 3, 1834.
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still be the advocates of Knowledge." 20
Eight days later, when Stevens rose to speak in the house, he
directed his initialremarks tohis Adams county colleague, compar-
ing him to the Roman father who, "in stern and cold integrity," sat in
judgment and pronounced the sentence of death upon his own son.
He criticized Patterson's economy as a threat to the barest operations
of good government, and wondered whether he might decline to
accept the pay due him as a legislator. Noting that Patterson had
voted for appropriations for repairing canals, roads, and bridges,
Stevens concluded that
he, and those who think withhim, deem itof much more impor-
tance, that the mud holes in their roads should be filled up, that
their horses may go dryshod to mill, than that the rubbish of
ignorance should be cleared away from the intellects of their
children.
Regrettably, it was true that if one were to
bring ina billto improve the breed ofhogs, to discover some mode
of fattening them withless corn, ...these worthygentlemen would
be enthusiastic inits favor. But attempt to improve the race ofmen,
and it costs too much!
Stevens then presented this description of the "conditions and
prospects" of the College which was at the center of the debate:
It has been chartered two years; and organized about eighteen
months. Ithas now ninety-eight students, without a house to put
them in; a library or an apparatus. It is under the peculiar pa-
tronage of the German portion of our population. The intelligent
men among them feel a deep interest init. And if this legislature
should deem itworthy of their countenance, it is not difficult to
forsee its complete success, under the industry and talent, and
national pride, which willbe brought to its aid.
After repeating the argument that Adams county was entitled to a
share of the large sums of money which the state was spending and
reaffirming his own lifelong faith inthe value of education, Stevens
addressed himself to the counsel that a representative should obey
the instructions of his constituents and the warning of the conse-
20Star and Banner, January 21, 1834. Stevens toldhis friends that he believed their
opposition to the College billwas based, not in"real hostility to the Institution," but
rather primarily "inthe detestation which every honest man feels at the base conduct
of our opponents immediately preceding the election." But, he asked, willyou then
"sacrifice the interests of Science, and of posterity, for the sake of inflicting
vengeance on a few political knaves?" Obviously, Stevens would not followsuch a
course. He told his friends that, soon after the election, when one of the College
trustees visited him to ask whether he wouldsupport an appropriation bill,he replied
in the affirmative, because "my politics should never interfere with general
legislation."
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quences ifhe did not. Where one's constituents have "formed their
opinions under mistaken impression of facts, or through an
imperfect knowledge of the subject, and under the influence of such
opinions were to order their own destruction," Stevens insisted, it
was the "duty of their representatives to resist their will,and do
them good, however unthankful they may be for it." Nor should
legislators fear the consequences. "Itwas the opinion of the ancients
that itwas necessary to the success ofany great enterprize that some
victim should be offered up on their altars," he said, "and itmay be,
that the great cause of education in Pennsylvania, requires that
some victim should be offered up on the altar of ignorance and
avarice." Without hesitating, he volunteered to be sacrificed and
hurled his challenge to all who would hear:
Let demagogues note it for future use, and send iton the wings of
the wind to the ears of every one of my constituents, inmatters of
this kind,Iwouldrather hear the approving voice ofone judicious,
intelligent, and enlightened mind, than to be greeted by the loud
huzzas of the whole host of ignorance. 21
What more was there to be said on the subject then before the
legislators? They had other business to conduct; they were ready to
make their decision. On January 23, 1834 the lower house passed the
College appropriation billby a vote of 64 to 25. On February 3 the
senate also acted favorably; the vote on second reading was 24 to 8.
Three days later Governor George Wolf signed the billinto law. The
act "for the endowment of Pennsylvania College at Gettysburg"
appropriated $18,000 over a six-year period, with the following
stipulations. First, the initialgrant of$3,000 had tobe applied to the
purchase of land and the erection of a building. Second, no money
would be paid until the trustees satisfied the governor that they had
raised $3,000 from other sources and to be used for the same
purposes. Third, the College was required tooffer free instruction to
"fifteen young men annually, (if that number apply from this
Commonwealth), in the elementary branches of an English education,
in such manner as the said trustees shall deem best calculated to
qualify them for teachers ofcommon schools." Fourth, the maximum
annual room rent to be charged students living in the proposed
building was set at $5.
Samuel Simon Schmucker left Harrisburg after the senate passed
the aid billand before the governor signed it.Before departing the
21Stevens' speech, as reported ina Harrisburg newspaper, appears in the SentineJ,
February 10, 1834. Stevens doubted that many who said they opposed aid to higher
education but favored common schools were sincere. "Itis too late now to attack
education at large," he said, "and therefore its enemies confine their assaults to
literary institutions of the highest order, while they profess to favor common
schools."
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capital, he wrote to the editor of the Lutheran Observer inBaltimore
that it was "with feelings of no ordinary pleasure" that he was able
to report "the final accomplishment of our most sanguine expecta-
tions by the Legislature of our state." Convinced that "this event will
form a new era in the history of education among our German
population," he expressed his hope that the future performance of
the College would demonstrate "that no appropriation inbehalf of
education was ever entrusted to more willing, enterprising, and
diligent hands." He paid tribute to all of those in Adams county and
elsewhere who had supported the cause, either by signing petitions
or in other ways. He thanked Senator David Middlecoff for his
"persevering and faithful efforts," but his warmest praise was
reserved for"our highly talented representative in the lower house,"
Thaddeus Stevens, who, Schmucker wrote, "ina speech of consum-
mate legislative tact and most commanding eloquence, beat down
before him the combined forces of ignorance and prejudice." Itwas
a contented founder who penned the last paragraph of his letter:
To-morrow morning Iexpect to return to my duties at Gettys-
burg, with a heart not a little cheered by the fact, that after three
years of persevering effort we have not onlyobtained a charter for
a College, but succeeded by the divine blessing in placing that
College on a permanent and most respectable basis. 22
The residents of Gettysburg were prompt in responding to the
good news from Harrisburg. They rang the bells in the German
church. Faculty and students brightly illuminated the academy
building and built a bonfire inthe front yard. Owners of some of the
boarding houses inwhich students lived joined inthe celebration by
placing candles in their windows. The students met in the College
chapel and named a committee to thank Middlecoff and Stevens for
their efforts.
In supporting the College appropriation bill,David Middlecoff
and Thaddeus Stevens were representing the sentiments of the 1833-
1834 legislature far better than James Patterson. On February 27 the
governor signed a recently passed bill chartering another new
college inPennsylvania: Bristol, inBucks county. Over the next six
weeks he approved grants of $12,000 to Lafayette College (March
11), $5,500 to Washington College (March 11), and $8,000 to
Allegheny College (April 5). Then, on April1, 1834, he signed into
law "an Act toestablish a General System of Education by Common
Schools." Under the terms of this measure every cityward, borough,
and township in the state (there were 987 of them) was constituted a
school district. On September 19 the voters ineach district were to
be summoned to determine whether they wished to have public
"Lutheran Observer, February 8, 1834.
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Thaddeus Stevens (1792-1868)
In 1838 Jacob Eichholtz made this painting, which recognized Stevens'
recent contributions to secondary and higher education in Pennsylvania.
Other evidence suggests that Eichholtz presented his subject as a more
benign and friendlyperson than he actually was. The originalof the painting
was given to Gettysburg College in 1886.
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schools. Iftheir decision was affirmative, local and state taxes were
to be used to support these free, or common, schools, as they were
called. Ifit was negative, the district would continue as before, and
the only education at public expense would be that provided for
children of paupers.
When the patrons of Pennsylvania College met on April16, 1834,
they elected Thaddeus Stevens to the board of trustees, a position
which he continued tohold until his death thirty-four years later. On
September 19, along with Robert G. Harper, he was elected one of
the first six school directors of the borough of Gettysburg.
Swallowing hard, the Antimasons renominated Stevens for the
legislature. He and his running mate defeated the Democratic slate,
which included James Patterson, when the election was held in
October.
Although there was almost no opposition in the legislature to the
free school law when it was passed in April- only four negative
votes were cast
- the measure became highly controversial when the
general public was at last confronted with a law which, ifaccepted
by a particular district, meant elementary education in the English
language and at public expense. InSeptember only about half of the
987 districts voted to accept common schools. Most of the
opposition came from persons who opposed paying taxes to support-
education and from those of German descent who wanted to retain
their own privately maintained schools, in which their ancestral
language was taught and used. Inheavily German Berks and Lehigh
counties, for example, only five of the forty-eight districts voted for
free schools in September. When the legislature reconvened three
months later, it was deluged with more than five hundred petitions
bearing more than 30,000 signatures and calling for repeal of the
law. As candidates inthe fallcampaign, some of itsmembers inboth
houses had promised that they would so vote when the matter came
before them. The senate passed the repeal measure and sent it to the
lower house which,by a vote of 57 to 30, refused toconcur. Instead,
it sent the senate a measure making a few desired changes inthe act
of 1834 and to which, in the closing days of the session, the senate
agreed. During the debate inthe lower house, on April11, Thaddeus
Stevens delivered one of the most effective speeches of his long
public career. Itdidnot rescue free schools from repeal, as has often
been claimed, since there were always enough votes inthe house to
accomplish that, but it was an able and forceful defense of the
merits of public education. 23
23Louise Gilchriese and Matthew John Walsh, History and Organization of
Education inPennsylvania (Indiana, 1930), pp. 120-131. Stevens' speech can be found
in the Star and Banner for May 4, 1835 and in many other places.
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Building
After passage of the College appropriation bill, the trustees
wasted little time inmaking their next moves. Ata meeting on April
15, 1834 they laidplans for raising the $3,000 which the act required
of them inorder to qualify for the state grant. Ten weeks later they
were able to furnish Governor Wolf with satisfactory evidence of
their success, and on July 11 he ordered the first payment from the
state treasury. When the trustees met again on September 17,
Thaddeus Stevens, attending his first meeting as a board member,
moved and his colleagues adopted a resolution that "Nine Thousand
Dollars of the State -appropriation,, together with the Three Thousand
to be otherwise provided, be applied to the erection of a College
Edifice. "24
The matter of selecting a site was delayed untilthe followingyear.
When the board met on April23, 1835, itadopted Thaddeus Stevens'
suggestion that the nonresident trustees view several possible sites
and make recommendations to their colleagues. Three locations
were then considered by the full board. One was the academy
property at the corner of South Washington and High streets, where
an additional town lothad been purchased the year before. A second
was George Shryock's field, south of town, on what is now known
as Cemetery Hill.The third was described as being along the west
side of the Newville road; itis now the west side of the 300-block of
Carlisle street. On the first ballot, the academy property received
one vote and each of the two other locations, six votes. On a second
ballot, the third site was chosen by a vote of seven to six for the
Shryock property. Stevens, John B. McPherson, and David Gilbert
(1803-1868) - three resident trustees - were named to make the
purchase from the three owners of the Newville road property, at
prices which the board determined. When the trustees met again in
September, they learned that one of the three owners was now
unwilling to sell on terms to which Stevens believed he had earlier
agreed. That being the case, the trustees looked at several alternate
sites and, over the recorded protest of Robert G. Harper, then
decided to reopen the question of location. They now considered
three parcels: one was the Newville road site; one was land
belonging to Thaddeus Stevens; and the third was land belonging to
Thomas C. Miller in the south end of town. On the third ballot, the
second tract of six acres gained the required majority of votes.
Stevens having asked the board to set the price, itwas decided touse
24Stevens withdrewtwo other motions which he made at this meeting. One called
forpurchase of a tract ofnot less than four acres. The other authorized a committee of
three (nonresidents ofGettysburg, nonpatrons, and nontrustees) to select a site for the
new building.
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the average of the figures given by each trustee present at the
meeting: $88 per acre.
Earlier, at the meeting inApril,the trustees named a committee to
solicit and receive plans for the new building. The members of this
committee were Charles P. Krauth, newly elected president of the
College; John B. McPherson, treasurer; David Gilbert; Samuel
Simon Schmucker; and Thaddeus Stevens. Obviously, further
progress had to wait the outcome of the efforts of these five men.
No evidence has come to light to indicate how the plans
committee made its choice of an architect to recommend the form
which the new building should follow. It was not a foregone
conclusion that the services of a trained architect would be secured.
In 1835 the function of architect was still in the process of being
separated from that of builder. Many large projects were yet being
undertaken using plans which the builders themselves devised.
There is no known evidence, for example, that a professional
architect prepared the plans for the building into which the
seminary moved in the fall of 1832.
Without a doubt, one of the three or four best known and most
highly respected architects inthe United States in1835 was William
Strickland (1788-1854). Reared inPhiladelphia, he was apprenticed
at the age of fifteen to Benjamin Latrobe (1764-1820), who is
considered to be the father of the profession of architecture in the
United States. Latrobe is best known for work done while he was
architect of the United States Capitol, but his first major design in
this country was the Bank of Pennsylvania building (1798) in
Philadelphia. Closer to Adams county, he designed the Dickinson
College building (1804-1805) and the Baltimore Cathedral (1805-
1818).
After working for fiveyears with the master, William Strickland
started out on his own. Although he could accurately callhimself an
engineer, surveyor, engraver, or artist, itwas as an architect that he
did his best work. He designed so many halls, churches, theaters,
and houses in the Philadelphia area that he became known as the
"cityarchitect." Among his most memorable projects here were the
Second United States Bank building (1818-1824); the United States
Naval Asylum (1826-1833); the Delaware Breakwater (1828-1841);
the tower for Independence Hall (1828); the United States Mint
(1829); and what many considered his masterpiece, the Philadelphia
Exchange (1832-1834). During the course of his long and successful
career Strickland drew from a number of traditions for the buildings
which he designed, but he is best known as a highly talented and
imaginative promoter of what is often called the Greek Revival
movement in American architecture. Its first monument was
Latrobe's Bank of Pennsylvania in 1798, but almost a generation
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John Cresson Trautwine (1810-1883)
Architect and engineer. Courtesy Historical Society ofPennsylvania
passed before Strickland and other students of Latrobe began
popularizing this design. American sympathy with the Greek
revolution against the Turks in the 1820s made their task much
easier. From then until the 1840s or 1850s, the Greek revival was the
dominant force inAmerican architecture, and Philadelphia was its
major center. 25
The letter which David Gilbert of the plans committee of
Pennsylvania College sent on August 7, 1835 was addressed, not to
William Strickland, but to one of his recent students, John Cresson
Trautwine (1810-1883]. A native of Philadelphia, at the age of
eighteen he had begun studying architecture and engineering with
Strickland and had assisted him with the Delaware Breakwater and
the United States Mint. Now on his own, he had just prepared the
plans for and helped erect the new building at Bristol College, the
institution which the legislature chartered three weeks after it
25TaIbot Hamlin, Greek Revival Architecture in America: ... (Dover edition; New
York, 1964), pp. 62-63, 73-81, and Agnes Addison Gilchrist, Wiliiam Strickland:
Architect and Engineer, 1788-1854 (Philadelphia, 1950).
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granted $18,000 to Pennsylvania College. Closer to Adams county,
Trautwine had designed the Second Presbyterian church inCarlisle,
which was built in 1834. David Gilbert's letter reached him at
Wilmington, Delaware, where he was temporarily located while
serving as principal assistant engineer for a projected Philadelphia-
Baltimore railroad. Inagreeing to Gilbert's request for plans (August
23), the young architect wrote that, as soon as his immediate
pressing obligations had been completed, he would "as you suggest
send at first merely crude outlines from which you may make a
selection and willafterwards prepare a set of working drawings." 26
Gilbert made itquite clear to Trautwine that cost was a key factor in
any plans which his committee would recommend to the other
trustees. Trautwine immediately understood and accepted this as a
firm imperative. "Mydesign for the church at Carlisle," he wrote,
"was executed at an expense . .. vastly inferior to what Ithought
possible." But before proceeding, he toldGilbert, he needed to know
two things: the number of students to be accommodated in the
building and the "size and situation" of the lot on which itwas to be
built.
During the next several weeks the young engineer-architect was
on his own. He was free to draw upon whatever he had learned
directly from Strickland and from his own experience, as well as
indirectly from Latrobe, indesigning a building which, according to
his best judgment, would be both useful and ingood taste. Having
decided, as he had inprevious instances, to follow in the tradition
which we call the Greek Revival, he did not thereby limithimself to
a narrow range of choices. Most of the men who worked in that
tradition were bent upon developing an architecture which would
give expression to what they took tobe the distinctive characteristics
of the American people and their republic. The classical Greek
buildings or their Roman modifications, both of which most of them
knew largely through books of reproductions, were not to be
duplicated exactly upon some American hillor plain. Rather, they
were the models used to provide the initial inspiration which the
architect sought in his efforts to break away from the long-
established and increasingly elaborate British forms. In the sense
that these men were trying to create a genuine American architecture,
the word "revival" is scarcely accurate indescribing their work.27
Inhis correspondence with Dr. Gilbert during the fall and early
winter of 1835, Trautwine explained what he was trying to
accomplish forPennsylvania College and what personal expectations
26There are nine Trautwine letters to David Gilbert in the GCA. Allwere written
between August 23, 1835 and July 25, 1836. They are identified in the textby date.
27Talbot Hamlin, Greek Revival Architecture, pp. 61-62, 88.
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he entertained for the outcome of his plans. "Iconsider the front the
cheapest that can be devised," he explained inhis letter of October
20, "while at the same time, its effect, if properly executed,
according to the detail drawings, willbe exceedingly good." As for
the portico, it"is of the same order ofarchitecture as the Bank ofU. S.
in Philadelphia." Seven weeks later, on December 9, as he was
about to send his plans to Gettysburg, he told Gilbert that "the order
is the Grecian Doric;and based on one of the most chaste remains of
Athens." In the context in which he and his contemporaries in the
Greek Revival used the word "chaste," it meant plain, simple, or
unadorned. These were adjectives which described their conception
of an ideal architecture for the American republic. Trautwine did
not further identify the source of his inspiration, but it is possible
that he had inmind what was left of an Athenian agora, or market
place, which was known as the new market. Trautwine and his
contemporaries were all quite familiar with the pioneer effort of the
English painter, James Stuart, and the architect, Nicholas Revett,
both of whom visited Athens in the early 1750s and had drawings
prepared of all of the architectural remains of Classical Greece
which they could find. The very first specimen discussed inthe first
volume of their work,The Antiquities ofAthens ,is the Doric portico
of the new market, with its four fluted columns. These could have
been the "chaste remains" to which the young engineer-architect
referred. 28
In his letter of December 5, Trautwine revealed that he had
"shown the drawings to Mr. Strickland, who approves of them
entirely." Not content with this statement, he underscored the point
ina letter written four days later: "Istated in a note whichIsent you
a few days ago . . . that Mr. Strickland approves entirely of the
plans, and facade of the building. Itmay be satisfactory to the board
to be aware of that fact." Undoubtedly, it was.
Trautwine's willingness toaccommodate himself to the particular
situation in which the College found itself is evident from his
statement (December 9) that "there are some ornaments peculiar to
the order of architecture which Ihave selected which Ijudged it
expedient to omit, from considerations of expense." At the same
time, he explained that he had placed question marks at several
places in the plans, "intimating that those points had better be
decided on by the Board, as Iwas not certain that my views might (in
those respects) coincide with theirs." Nevertheless, he had the
craftsman's pride inhis work and asked repeatedly that no changes
be made without his approval in the exterior of the building, with
which he was much more concerned than with the interior. "Let me
285 vols. (London, 1762-1830) l(1762):l-6 and plates MIL
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again request," he wrote on December 9, "that no external
alterations be made without first acquainting me of them; as a very
slight deviation insome parts would entirely destroy the effect of the
building." He was not averse to approving changes when he was
consulted, as the correspondence clearly shows. For example, he
had no objection to altering the size of the glass panes. "Aninch one
way or the other is of no importance," he wrote on January 5, 1836,
but he "should like that of the windows to be retained as nearly as
possible." Finally, itis evident from his entire correspondence that
Trautwine was pleased with the plan which he had presented to
Pennsylvania College. "It cannot fail to please you," he wrote on
December 9, ifcarefully and accurately executed."
When the trustees met on September 16, 1835, in addition to
changing the site of their proposed building they examined the initial
plan which Trautwine, acting most promptly, had sent. Then they
adopted Thaddeus Stevens' motion to authorize the construction of a
building about 150 feet by 40 feet, finishing as much ofitas they could
for $12,000. The committee on plans was authorized to select a final
design. The trustees also named a building committee and empowered
it to enter into a contract. Its members were all resident trustees:
McPherson, Schmucker, Gilbert, Thomas C. Miller,and Thomas J.
Cooper. They elected McPherson chairman and Gilbert secretary.
Impatient to get under way, the building committee began inlate
November running advertisements inGettysburg, Harrisburg, York,
and Chambersburg newspapers, soliciting proposals, firstbyDecember
18, and then, since the drawings and specifications were not ready
when the committee expected them, by December 31. The ten bids
received ranged from $13,800 to $21,400, withlesser amounts quoted
ifthe fourth story were left unfinished. When the low bidder asked a
few days later to be withdrawn from further consideration, since he
had made an error incalculating and could not get sufficient security
for finishing the project, the committee decided to ask the nine
remaining bidders to resubmit proposals, with the understanding that
specified changes would be made inthe plans inorder toreduce costs,
it was hoped to an amount below $12,000. This time five bids were
received, one of which contained sentiments which must have
attracted the immediate attention of the committee:
Iknow the importance ofthe trust placed inyour Committee and
in consequence thereof would have the completion of the work
done well, as wellfor the honour of the Committee as myself, as
this not only to be a temporary structure but to continue for ages
and for laudable purposes, should you consider no applicant of
your place, then please let me have a preference. 29
29Henry Winemillerto J. B.McPherson, Chambersburg, January 9,1836, GCA. The
letter is quoted as it was written.
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College Edifice.
Scalal Proposals
WILT*be received by John B. M'-Piiehsos, Chairman of the HuiJ-
p.
ding Committee, on or before the l&th
day ofDecember next, for the erection(and furnishing v\\ the materials) of an
Edifice for PENNSYLVANIA COL-
LEGE, 'nt Gettysburg. The EilihVe to
be 150 feet front, 42 feet back, and four
Ptones high, with a cupola on the centre
building. The drawings* and specifica-
tions of said Building may be seen on or
after the sth day of December next, by
calliifgupon
ih>
pr
La
D. GILBERT,
of
S'l
ex
Scc'y Building Committee.
Gettysburg, Nov. 23. td
OCr^he Editors of the Repository, Cham-
ber6burg", Reporter, Harrisburg, and Repub-
lican, York, willgive the above three inser-
tions, and charge this Office. i
REGISTER'S ACCOUKT. on
ov
lirXolice \a Yifcrelyj Given,
FH^O allLegatees and other Dersons i
Soliciting Proposals for the College Edifice
This notice appeared in the Sentinel for November 30, 1835. Much to the
discomfiture of the building committee, aiJ of the ten contractors whopre-
sented bids quoted figures far higher than the $12, 000 which it was
authorized to spend.
The author of these words, Henry Winemiller, a Chambersburg
contractor, happened to be the low bidder. Unfortunately, even
leaving the fourth story and one entire wingunfinished, and with the
other changes being made, his price was $13,350. Themembers of the
building committee, aware that they lacked authority to commit
themselves for more than $12,000, decided on January 9, 1836 that they
had no alternative toplacing the matter before each trustee in a letter.
Describing what had been done since the last board meeting in
September, the notice stated that the committee had adopted a plan
"drawn by adistinguished architect, which gives universal satisfaction."
Now they had a low bid presented by "an excellent mechanic, and
responsible man." Even though it exceeded $12,000, the members of
the committee were "anxious toaccept" it.Both they and the faculty
were convinced of the urgent need to proceed and, moreover, "every
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body admits that the price is low."30 Unless a majority of the trustees
objected within two weeks, the committee would enter intoa contract.
Since only three did object, the articles ofagreement withWinemiller
were signed on February 9, 1836. By their action, the committee
rejected the pleas contained ina "Memorial of the Mechanics and other
Citizens of the Borough of Gettysburg." Containing sixty-seven
signatures, the memorial reminded the committee that local persons
had supported the College appropriation and made financial contribu-
tions, believing that the contract would be awarded toa local builder,
rather than one from a "foreign" county. 3l When the trustees met in
April, there was considerable discussion of whether to accept the
report of the building committee and thereby sanction the larger
financial commitment which had been made. It was considered a
matter ofsuch consequence that a roll-call vote was taken, and the five
yeas and three nays were identified in the minutes. Themembers of the
building committee, having already voted decisively by entering into a
contract, abstained on this occasion.
Inmid-March 1836, Henry Winemiller began advertising in local
newspapers his need for 400 cords of wood, 1500 to 2000 bushels of
lime, 400 bundles of straw, and scaffold poles, all "to be used in the
erection of the College Edifice ."OnMarch 22he wrote toDavidGilbert
that he was coming to Gettysburg on the following Monday "for the
purpose that you may fix on the precise spot where you intend to
locate the College at your place (of which you confered the honour on
me tocomplete]." Hereminded Gilbert that "the time is drawing near to
commence work and Iam making every possible arrangement to
engage in the undertaking such as procuring materials, carpenters,
stone masons, Brick layers etc. and would be willingtocommence as
early as the season may permit."32 April1was the traditional day for
people to move from one place toanother, to begin working inthe soil
after the long winter, and to commence building operations for the
season. Accordingly, Henry Winemiller began fulfillinghis contract
early in April 1836. By the time the board of trustees met on the
twentieth of that month, the foundation had been dug.
As work on the College building began and progressed, the corre-
spondence between John C. Trautwine and David Gilbert came toan
end. There was no longer any need for it.The committee had acted on
the architect's suggestion that itconsider as early as possible changes it
might want tomake inthe design, before construction actually began.
30Copy of letter sent to all trustees, January 9, 1836, GCA.
31Undated memorial, sometime in January 1836, GCA. A Chambersburg builder
toldDavid Gilberthe couldnot see why localmen "should be any more intitledto a Job
of that Nature then a man from any other part ofthis free Country." Silas Harry to D.
Gilbert, Chambersburg, January 23, 1836, GCA.
32Henry Winemiller to David Gilbert, Chambersburg, March 22, 1836, GCA.
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John George Schmucker Casts a Negative Vote
Inhaste, and forgetting that he was ten days into the new year [1836], this
firmsupporter of the seminary and College registers his opposition tospend-
ing more than $12,000 for the College building. Other opinions,
however, prevailed.
Many alterations were agreed upon even before the committee found
itself at the end ofDecember in the quandary already referred to.Itdid
submit to Trautwine changes which itproposed at that time inorder to
reduce the costs of building.
The engineer-architect was opposed to less sturdy walls and inside
timbers than he had first recommended, but most other suggestions met
with his approval. When the committee proposed a change in the
portico columns which would actually increase costs, he heartily
concurred (December 19): "Irecommended wood instead ofbrick for
the columns of the portico as being cheaper," he wrote, "although in
the end brick is incomparably superior." But,he warned, fluted brick
columns are difficult to construct and, he insisted, "Iwould not liketo
dispense with the Flutes on any consideration ."He had no objection
to painting the building instead of roughcasting it, as he first
proposed, "provided the brickwork be done smoothly." After all,he
explained, "the U.S. Capitol at Washington is painted outside." As
for the College building, he wrote, "the Colour willof course be
white." Quick and decisive was his reaction (January 5, 1836) to the
/
rZ—^y^ r%*-^0 'Irj&¦&¦& *-~*,<r cc.^?
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suggestion that, to save money, it not be painted at all:
Respecting the leaving of the exterior red instead of white, it
wouldentirely destroy all architectural beauty -you say a new coat
wouldbe required every 3 or 4 years -butIthink one every 10 or12
years wouldbe too frequent -Iknow houses that have been pain-
ted 16 years, and to all apearances they willnot require another
coat for 16 more.
In his very first letter to David Gilbert, Trautwine answered the
question of the costs ofhis services by writing(August 23,1835) that "I
cannot exactly tell at present, but they shall at allevents be agreeable
to the Trustees." The figure eventually agreed upon was $100, which
included some free advice toGilbert on at least twoother subjects: the
pillars of Christ Lutheran church, then under construction inGettys-
burg, andrailroads. InMay 1836, by an act of the legislature, six ofthe
active supporters of the College, including three members of the
building committee (Cooper, McPherson, and Miller) were named
commissioners to organize the newly chartered Wrightsville to
Gettysburg Railroad Company. Apparently the railroad fever had
also overtaken David Gilbert, who broached the subject to engineer
Trautwine. There came this pointed reply ina letter written on July
25, 1836: "Respecting your question, as to meddling with Rail-road
matters, Iwould not advise it,unless in company with some good
practical man, of considerable experience."
Although David Gilbert made at least one trip to Wilmington,
there is no evidence that John C. Trautwine ever came toGettysburg,
either when the building was under construction or later, when he
could have determined for himself whether, indeed, his plans had
been "carefully and accurately executed." His failure was not
caused by lack of interest. "It would have afforded me great
pleasure to have been present, to assist in laying the corner stone,"
he told Gilbert on July 10, 1836, after he learned that construction
had already begun. "But business would not permit it."33 After 1836
Trautwine's energies were devoted entirely to engineering, and his
many commissions took him to such places as Tennessee, Georgia,
Colombia, Panama, Honduras, and Canada. In1871 he published the
first of many editions of The CivilEngineer's Pocket-book. Carried
on byhis son and grandson, this work eventually reached more than
twenty editions and 150,000 copies. Many called it the engi-
neer's Bible.34
33There is no evidence either of a formal laying of a cornerstone for the College
building or ofa dedication after itwas completed. Inthis letter, Trautwine cautioned
again: "Ihope you willmake no alterations in the exterior, without consulting me."
34Joseph Jackson, Early Philadelphia Architects and Engineers (Philadelphia,
1923), p. 169. For a good, briefsketch of Trautwine's career, see the obituary written
by Thomas U. Walter, Joseph M. Wilson, and Frederick Graff and published in the
journal of the Franklin Institute, Third Series, 116 (November 1883): 390-396.
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The contract withHenry Winemiller called for the completion ofhis
work by September 1, 1837 and for a schedule of payments determined
by the progress of his workmen. Inaddition to serving as secretary of
the building committee, David Gilbert was its superintendent of
construction. Inthat capacity, he visited the site once or twice a day
and made certain that the plans were being executed to the committee's
satisfaction. By early December 1836 the building was under roof.
Whether because of the national economic downturn which began in
1837 or for other reasons, Henry Winemiller was forced inJuly of that
year into bankruptcy. While this was happening, progress on the
building slowed. "The disappointment to the institution willbe very
great," Gilbert told the assignees of Winemiller in July, "were the
house not ready by the time specified inthe contract." 35BySeptember 1
it was clear that the most important goal -the opening of the winter
session in the building-wouldbe met. "The new and splendid edifice
erected by the Trustees of the College," according to the briefnotice in
the Sentinel for September 25, 1837, "willbe occupied next session,
which willcommence on the 2nd of November." And it was. 36
Unfortunately, itwas not Henry Winemiller, but his assignees, who
turned over the keys to the new College edifice near the end ofOctober.
Even more unfortunately, they were keys to a structure whose interior
was stillfar from completed. Withten rooms ready for the steward and
his family, tworooms for chapel and library, and six classrooms, there
were but fourteen rooms for students. This explains why, when the
trustees met on April19, 1838, they adopted a resolution "that the
college edifice be finished immediately." On May 4 the building
committee entered into a contract withSamuel Hunter of Gettysburg,
whose low bid was $2,400. 'The new College edifice willbe entirely
completed before the Commencement of the session" onNovember 1,
ran the College advertisement in the Sentinel for September 10, 1838,
"and willconveniently room and lodge 100 students."
It is difficult to determine from the records which have survived
what the exact total cost of the College building was. To the $15,750
paid on the Winemiller and Hunter contracts one must add amounts for
land, wells, outbuildings, fill,grading, trees, furniture, and other
items, allof which came toabout $3,000 more. On the other hand, itis
not difficult to determine from the surviving records that this building
program stretched the College close to its financial limits. Itis true that
the state was paying its grant of $18,000 according to the schedule
35D. Gilbert to Messrs. Radebaugh and Berlin, Gettysburg, July 24, 1837, GCA.
36Winemiller and his sureties were released from any further liability for the
building onOctober 20, 1837, "the same being fully finished and completed according
to contract and the workmanship of the same fullyapproved ...withoutexception or
reservation." Addendum to articles ofagreement between the building committee and
Henry Winemiller, February 9, 1836, GCA.
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College Edifice
This engraving appeared inSherman Day's Historical Collections of the
State of Pennsylvania, which was published in1843.
included in the act of 1834 and that the College had secured private
pledges of at least $3,000 more. In addition, it could stillcount the
academy building as an asset, although it was clearly one not easily
converted into cash. On the other side of the ledger, not all of the
pledges were ever paid and some of the state money was used tomeet
current expenses.
Anattempt to get a second grant from the legislature was made inthe
spring of 1837. InMarch of that year the state senate approved a
measure appropriating $5,000 forPennsylvania College, "tobe applied
inthe payment ofdebts contracted inthe erection of a college edifice,
now in the progress of completion." The house of representatives
referred the billto a committee which had just recommended that all
state aid to colleges and academies should cease. There the measure
died. 37 When the College trustees met inApril1838, they learned that
37Pennsylvania Senate Journal, 1836-1837 session, 1:616. The senate bill also
included grants to Allegheny, Dickinson, and Lafayette Colleges. The report of the
house education committee recalls the debate in Adams county in 1833-1834. The
argument went as follows:Itis difficult to decide between colleges truly entitled to
public aid and those "leeches upon the body politic" which depend "entirely upon
legislative beneficence." Truly good colleges should sustain themselves, especially
since they are "inthemselves, aristocratic." Itis wrong to take "the substance from
the poor for the advantage and promotion of the rich." Thus far, colleges and
academies have received large sums of public money. What benefit has the public
received in return? The state should stop supporting colleges and academies and
increase its support of common schools. Pennsylvania House Journal, 1836-1837
session, 2:739-740.
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three members of the building committee had borrowed $3,750 over
their own signatures in order to meet the final payments on the
Winemiller contract. 38
In spite of these financial problems, a new era in the history of
Pennsylvania College opened when the faculty began its sixthacademic
year on November 2, 1837. For the very first time, the educational
program could now be conducted ina facility designed especially to
accommodate it. As Thaddeus Stevens might have said it, the
Gettysburg College now had a house inwhich to put its students. For
that accomplishment, its supporters owed an expression of thanks to
many persons, not the least of whom were the majorityof the members
of the 1833-1834 legislature of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
38The last payment on the Winemiller contract was made in December 1837, at
which time the state had paid the College only $12,000. The last two state payments,
of $3,000 each, were made in June 1838 and June 1839.

College Campus, About 1862
Charles /. and Isaac G. Tyson, early Gettysburg photographers, took this
picture for inclusion in the album which Frank E. BeJtzhoover [1862) pre-
pared for himself at the end of his senior year. It may be the earliest
photograph of the College campus.
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3.
AFTER THE MANNER OF A
WELL-REGULATED FAMILY(1832-1868)
Promoters of educational institutions in 1832 were in general
agreement about what a good college should have and what itshould
be. Certainly there had tobe faculty and students and, as Thaddeus
Stevens put it,library and apparatus. Inaddition, there needed tobe
a "house" in which the students lived, in company with each other
and with one ormore of the faculty. Here, under the watchful eye of
men charged with acting in the place of their parents while they
were away from home, the students would eat, sleep, study, recite,
and take their recreation. Here, also, as they passed intomanhood,
they would develop both intellectually and morally along desirable
lines. These houses were tobe located preferably ina rural area, and
for at least three good reasons. First, it was held to be cheaper than
living in the city. Second, rural air was thought to be cleaner and
more healthful. Third,a location inthe country was considered tobe
removed from those temptations of the city which young men
should avoid. Parents ought to be able to send their sons to a good
college with only the slightest concern for their health, welfare,
and safety.
This, then, was the model which the founders of Pennsylvania
College of Gettysburg had before them, and which they shared with
the founders of most similar institutions, as they moved quickly to
the tasks of getting the College into operation. 1 In their first an-
nouncement to the public, which began appearing in the newspapers in
August 1832, they pointed to five advantages which their chosen
location offered: "the proximity of Gettysburg to Baltimore and
Philadelphia, the healthiness of the place, the morality of its inhabi-
tants, its being the location of a flourishing theological seminary,
the cheapness of living, and the high qualifications of the
Professors."
When the statutes of the College were firstpublished in1834, they
contained the statement, placed under the section dealing with the
a As noted in the first chapter, the corporate name of Pennsylvania College was
changed to Gettysburg College in1921. Inthe text which follows, the present name is
used except where the context suggests that the older name would be more
appropriate.
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faculty, that "the government of the College shall be administered as
nearly as possible after the manner of a well regulated family."2
While the board and faculty attempted to realize this objective as
soon as the first students entered and the first classes were held in
November 1832, they could not function under what they con-
sidered to be the best possible conditions until they moved into their
new building inthe fall of 1837. Only after ithad been completed in
the following year did they insert this statement into the annual
catalogue:
The discipline of the Institution is, as nearly as possible, paren-
tal. The members ofboth departments [college and preparatory],
except inspecial cases, are required to room inthe College edifice.
The President, under whose immediate supervision the buildingis
placed, lives initwithhis family,and together withthe Tutors and
Professors, exercises a constant guardianship over the whole
establishment: so that parents froma distance have all the security
they may desire for the proper government of their children. 3
This chapter deals with the history of the College between the
time of its founding in1832 and 1868, the year in which its second
president, one of its most colorful and controversial trustees, and its
first janitor all died in office. Within five years of their deaths,
almost all of the founders had also passed from the scene and the
College was now in the hands of persons who, from their own
experience, knew littleor nothing of the frustrations and achieve-
ments of the first few years. In1868, both the country and the state
in which the College functioned were being transformed from an
agricultural into an industrial society. The changes which accom-
panied this transformation extended sooner or later to every aspect
of American life, including higher education. While in 1868 the
College stillformally embraced the ideal of the well-regulated fami-
ly, it had abandoned some key parts of it and significantly
altered others.
In this and subsequent chapters, we shall begin our treatment of
the history of the College with an examination of the part played by
those legally charged with the tasks of maintaining and advancing
2This same statement was included in the Dickinson College regulations adopted in
1826. Sellers, Dickinson College, p. 179.
3Except ina few instances, quotations from the College catalogue are identified in
the textby date and there is no footnote reference to them. The first catalogue was
published in February 1837. The faculty saw it as a valuable and inexpensive
advertisement of the College. "This document has been extensively circulated," they
told the board of trustees, "and has been noticed in most of the Newspapers in the
State, and ina considerable number out of it.Inthis wayat a lowprice, the institution
has been extensively presented to the public, and on this point, nothing more can be
desired." Report of the Faculty to the Board of Trustees, April1837, GCA. Hereafter
cited as Faculty Report.
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the institution; then proceed to discuss the physical plant,
curriculum, library, and equipment; then consider the students for
whose benefit the College exists; and finally review a number of
other important concerns, such as the relations between the College
and the community as well as those between the College and The
Lutheran church.
Trustees
The charter ofGettysburg College which Samuel Simon Schmucker
wrote in1832 differed from those of its sister institutions in that it
vested "the management, direction and government" of the College
in a group of twenty-seven patrons. Twenty of these men had sub-
scribed for the purchase of the academy building and were the direc-
tors of the Gymnasium. Six were residents of Gettysburg who had
agreed to support Schmucker's efforts to obtain a charter, in return
for assurance of a voice in the affairs of the new institution. The
remaining member was his colleague on the seminary faculty.
Instead of giving the patrons direct control of the College, Schmucker
specified that they should elect a board of twenty-one trustees, at
least three-fourths from their own number, which board, "as a
committee of the patrons," was given "power to transact all
[College] business," although the patrons were "inlaw responsible
for all their acts." As already noted, at their first meeting the trus-
tees set their terms ofservice at three years, divided themselves into
three classes so that the terms of seven would expire each year, and
specified that they should serve until their successors were
elected. 4
The charter directed the patrons to meet annually inGettysburg.
Between 1832 and 1835 they complied faithfully with this require-
ment and promptly filled the vacancies on the board of trustees as
they occurred. After that they met irregularly: in1838, 1844, 1848,
and 1851. On each of these latter occasions they chose twenty-one
trustees, since the terms of the entire board had expired since their
previous meeting. 5
OnApril19, 1850 the legislature passed an act which changed ina
major way the governing bodies of Gettysburg College. The main
purpose of this legislation was to consolidate Franklin College in
Lancaster and Marshall College inMercersburg into one institution,
under the influence of the German Reformed church. The act dealt
in part with the Lutheran interest in Franklin College, which had
existed since 1787, by adding its fifteen Lutheran trustees to the Gettys-
4See Appendix 1for a list of trustees from 1832 to 1985.
sRecord Book of Board of Patrons of Pennsyl'a College, GCA.
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THE FIRST TWENTY-ONE TRUSTEES
Calvin Blythe, Harrisburg
Alexander Thompson, Chambersburg
John G. Morris, Baltimore, Maryland
John George Schmucker, York
David F. Schaeffer, Frederick, Maryland
John C. Baker, Lancaster
Abraham Reck, Middletown, Maryland
Daniel Sheffer, York Springs
Christian-Frederick Heyer, Somerset
Ernest L. Hazelius, Gettysburg
Samuel Simon Schmucker, Gettysburg
Thomas C. Miller,Gettysburg
John F. Macfarlane, Gettysburg
Robert G. Harper, Gettysburg
John B. McPherson, Gettysburg
Charles P. Krauth, Philadelphia
Jonathan Ruthrauff, Hanover
Jacob Medtart, Martinsburg, West Virginia
Benjamin Kurtz, Chambersburg
Emanuel Keller, Mechanicsburg
Augustus H. Lochman, Harrisburg
The names are listed in the order in which they appeared in the minutes of July
4, 1832.
burg board, thereby increasing the membership of the latter to
thirty-sixpersons. Atthe same time, itmade the Gettysburg board a
self -perpetuating body and authorized its members to fillvacancies
created by death, resignation, or failure to attend meetings for three
successive years. By repealing "so much of the charter of
Pennsylvania College at Gettysburg, as is inconsistent" with the act
of 1850, the legislature brought to an end the board of patrons. They
held their last meeting in 1851, and the fifteen new trustees were
added to the board two years later. Beginning in 1853, therefore,
there were thirty-six Gettysburg trustees. Their terms were
indefinite, but their membership would lapse if they were absent
from meetings for three consecutive years.
At first, the board of trustees met inGettysburg, twice a year, in
Apriland September (the latter meeting coincided with commence-
ment). On several occasions, when the eleven members necessary
for a quorum failed to appear, the scheduled meetings were simply
not held. In1861 the trustees decided that they could transact all of
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their business at one annual meeting. Beginning in1862, they con-
vened each August, at the time of commencement. However, they
soon discovered that at least one special meeting ina year was often
necessary.
Four men were presidents of the board during the years between
1832 and 1868: Judge Calvin Blythe (1832-1835, 1838-1843); Rev.
Benjamin Kurtz (1835-1838); John B.McPherson (1843-1857); and
Moses McClean (1857-1870), a Gettysburg attorney and member of
Congress (1845-1847). Three men served as treasurer: John B.
McPherson (1832-1839); Samuel H.Buehler (1839-1856); and Alex-
ander D.Buehler (1856-1893), who was his father's partner and suc-
cessor inbusiness. Blythe's judicial and political careers kept him
away from Gettysburg; he attended only one board meeting during
his second term as president. Kurtz, who was editor of the Lutheran
Observer from 1833 to 1858, and who livedinBaltimore, was a trus-
tee for most of this period and continued to support the College in
the columns of his journal, but he rarely attended meetings after he
resigned as president in1838, givingillhealth as his reason. As local
men, McPherson, McClean and the Buehlers were able to give the
affairs of the College their close personal attention. Blythe,
McPherson, and McClean were Presbyterian inbackground. Kurtz
and the Buehlers were Lutherans.
Attendance at most board meetings scarcely exceeded a quorum.
Some trustees came to only a few meetings during their entire
tenure. Several, including most of the fifteen persons added by the
act of 1850, attended none at all; they were dropped after three
years. Among the Lutheran pastors who were dependable partici-
pants inboard deliberations for a decade ormore between 1832 and
1868 were John George Schmucker and Augustus H. Lochman
(1802-1891), both of York; Benjamin Keller (1794-1864), of Gettys-
burg and later of Philadelphia; John Ulrich (1808-1862), of Adams
county and later Shippensburg; and John G. Morris (1803-1895), of
Baltimore. The latter's brother, Charles A. Morris (1792-1874), a
York businessman and active churchman, was one of the few non-
resident Lutheran laymen on the board during this period. 6 Thaddeus
Stevens is a special case. Before he moved to Lancaster in1842, he
attended almost every board meeting and never hesitated to express
his views or make motions. Although he came to only three meet-
ings after 1842, his colleagues always reelected him when his mem-
bership lapsed; his name was still on the rolls when he died in
1868.
6This listing does not include anumber ofdependable trustees who joined the board
during the last years ofthisperiod and who willbe discussed in the followingchapter.
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Four Early Nonresident Trustees
Schmucker and Kurtz pictures courtesy Abdel Ross Wentz Library,
Lutheran Theological Seminary, Gettysburg.
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Inthe days before telephones, automobiles, and railroads (the lat-
ter reached Gettysburg from the east in1858), much of the work of
the board fellupon the resident trustees. They manned the commit-
tees named to repair and improve College property; they sometimes
purchased land which they believed the College would need at some
future time and then offered it to their colleagues at the next meet-
ing; and they were the ones for the faculty to consult when some-
thing went wrong and required immediate trustee attention. During
the time they were members of the board and lived in Gettysburg,
John B. McPherson, Robert G. Harper, Thomas C. Miller,John C.
Macfarlane, Thomas^ J. Cooper, Dr. David Gilbert, Samuel H.
Buehler, Samuel Fahnestock (1796-1861), Dr. David Homer (1797-
1858), Moses McClean (1804-1870), David A.Buehler (1821-1887),
Dr. Henry S. Huber (1814-1873), and Alexander D. Buehler (1814-
1893) carried more than their share of the burden which the trustees
bore. Like Thaddeus Stevens, Samuel Simon Schmucker is a special
case. During his forty-one years as a member of the board, he missed
only five meetings.
Given the legal responsibilities for the well-being of the College
which the charter imposed on the board of trustees, no problem was
too small to claim its attention. Each time itmet, the president of the
College presented a report which the faculty had carefully
scrutinized, perhaps amended, and finally approved. Committees
reported on tasks assigned to them at previous meetings. Often there
was little additional information available to the trustees to warrant
their doing anything but accept the recommendations which their
committees made to them. Most of the time their main consideration
was the availability offunds which would permit new expenditures.
The matter of financing the well-regulated family is so important
that it willbe discussed separately in the next section. But if the
money was available, the trustees could be expected to authorize a
needed additional tutor in the preparatory department, deepen or
widen one of the wells,and authorize construction of a bathhouse
on the campus. On the other hand, when persons unknown burned
down one of the privies behind the College edifice, there was little or
no alternative to rebuilding it.7 As time passed, the trustees decided
that they needed several regular standing committees tohelp incon-
ducting their business. By 1868 they had such committees for
finance and investment (1851), auditing (1856), buildings and
grounds (1857), and repairs (1860).
7The treasurer dutifully entered inhis ledger receipt on June 1, 1844 of $120 "from
an unknown person, for damage sustained, in Burning privy." On July 8 he paid
$28.74 to "sundry persons" for repairing the same.
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Insome colleges during these years, the boards of trustees often
chose to exercise their legal authority inorder to impose their will
upon the educational enterprise, inspite of what either faculty or
anyone else might believe was best for the institution.* There is little
evidence of this attitude and behavior at Gettysburg, where the rela-
tions between faculty and trustees appear to have been, with very
few exceptions, genuinely harmonious. One has only to read the
minutes of a board meeting in close conjunction with the text of a
faculty report to realize how often board action on a wide variety of
matters was merely sanction for what the faculty had already
recommended. Obviously this was not always the case. In1837 the
faculty disciplined a group of students who failed to obtain permis-
sion before joining a local military unit which was called out to deal
with a threatened riot by Irish laborers on a railroad construction
site near Gettysburg. 9 Some of the trustees, believing that the stu-
dents had performed a patriotic duty, opposed the idea of censuring
them. Although they disagreed with the faculty in this instance,
they finally decided not tooverrule the action taken. Inthe 1850s the
faculty reached the conclusion that the practice of boarding stu-
dents in the College building was not working and should be aban-
doned. It took some time and several recommendations before they
were able to convince the trustees of the soundness of their
position.
Finances
Itis not difficult to understand why some state legislators in the
1830s opposed financial aid to colleges on the grounds that there
seemed to be no end to their requests for more public money. Every
one of the Pennsylvania colleges chartered before 1832 had
experienced serious financial problems which, in most cases,
required them toclose their doors on at least one occasion and which
drove them more often than that to Harrisburg seeking relief. Few
colleges could hope to pay for their main building without a public
BSaul Sack, History ofHigher Education inPennsylvania, 2 vols.(Harrisburg, 1963)
2:667-670. Hereafter cited as Sack, Higher Education.
9A railroad projected to run from the Susquehanna to the Potomac rivers became
part ofthe planned system ofpublic works inthe state in1836. Thaddeus Stevens was
one of its strongest advocates. The construction crews began in Gettysburg and
moved west into the mountains. The route chosen followedsuch a circuitous path,
one which brought itclose to Stevens' iron interests, that the entire project was soon
referred to as the tapeworm railroad. Many questioned whether the amount of
business which this line could be expected to attract ifcompleted wouldever justify
the extremely high per mile cost of construction already incurred. When the
Antimasonic administration lost power in the state early in 1839, a legislative
investigation soon led to abandonment of the project.
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grant which, if obtained, was often not large enough to cover the
entire costs of construction and furnishing.
Although it was never forced to close its doors, Gettysburg
College had its share of financial difficulties in the period covered
by this chapter. The economic downturns of the 1840s and 1850s and
the Civil War in the early 1860s quickly resulted in a decline in
enrollment and a consequent reduction of income. Payment of
salaries due had to be delayed; plans for improvements, shelved;
and loans, sought.
Between 1832 and 1868 the annual expenditures of the College
averaged slightly less than $6,000. 10 About three- fourths of this
amount was paid each year for faculty salaries. In 1833 the two
professors brought into the College from the Gymnasium, Henry L.
Baugher and Michael Jacobs, were promised up to $500 per year,
depending on whether the money was available. A tutor in the
preparatory department was promised up to $250. The salaries of
Baugher and Jacobs were increased to $700 in 1838. On several
occasions during the financially troubled 1840s the faculty asked for
a further increase, which the board reluctantly turned down,
explaining that the funds for itwere simply not available. An annual
advance of $100 voted in 1847 had to be postponed a year later
because of what the secretary of the board called "pecuniary
deficiencies." Beginning in1853 the salary of a professor was $850
and of a tutor inthe preparatory department, $300. During the early
years of the CivilWar a professor received $900. In1865, following
the wartime inflation, the board raised faculty salaries to $1,300 per
year.11
Funds were also needed to purchase books for the library as well
as equipment and supplies for the science course. From time to time
the trustees appropriated $50 or $100 for each of these purposes, but
never on a regular basis. In1852-1853 the faculty asked the alumni
to contribute at least $1,000 to a library endowment fund, the
proceeds of which were to be used for the purchase of books. By a
split vote early in 1854, the faculty agreed to invest the money
received from this appeal in the name of the board of trustees ,rather
than in their own name. This fund was soon yielding $80 annually
for its intended purpose. The trustees, for their part, were pleased
10 Both expenditures and receipts increased rapidly between 1864 and 1868.
11Allfull-timefaculty held the rank ofprofessor during this period. The president
of the College received $50 and then $100 more than the professors. Inaddition,
President Charles P. Krauth was given room and board inthe College building during
his tenure (1834-1850). His successor, Henry L.Baugher (1850-1868), was paid $100
annually for maintaining his office in the building. In 1860 he gained rent-free
quarters in the newly completed president's house on the campus.
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when other donors came forward. For example, after they had
refused several faculty requests for funds to purchase a telescope,
on the grounds that no money was available for that purpose, Dr.
Hiester H. Muhlenberg (1812-1886), a Reading physician and a
trustee, gave one to the College in1853. Muhlenberg also contributed
many books to the library.
More money had tobe spent on maintaining the physical plant in
good condition than on the purchase of books and laboratory
equipment. The treasurer's records show regular payments for
sweeping chimneys, replacing broken windows, mending locks
(there were ten separate charges for this purpose during the 1847-
1848 fiscal year), repairing roofs, purchasing lightning rods,
painting, whitewashing, building and repairing fences, repairing or
adding outbuildings, and purchasing wood, which until about 1860
was a major item of expense. From the beginning, the trustees were
careful to purchase insurance for the College buildings; in1856 they
secured a separate policy on the library. Before 1868 the College was
often one, two, or three thousand dollars indebt, and interest was an
important item of annual expenditure.
Between 1832 and 1868 the annual receipts of the College, like the
expenditures, averaged slightly less than $6,000. About seventy
percent of this amount came from tuition and room rent, the charges
for which were, as they had to be, competitive with those of sister
institutions. When the new building was first occupied in the fallof
1837, tuition was $30 per year and room rent was $10. Half way
through the period under study, in1852, tuition was $34, but room
rent had been reduced to $5. The tuition for the year 1867-1868 was
$39, while the room rent was $9. The trustees sometimes tried to
gather some additional money by an assessment of 25$ for repairs
and a $5 fee for the diploma. 12
In spite of the increasing sentiment against continuing state
grants for higher education, inApril1838 the legislature, as part ofa
revision of legislation affecting common schools, voted to pay
$1,000 annually for a period of ten years to every Pennsylvania
college and university having four or more instructors and at least
one hundred students. 13 Before this act was repealed in September
12The catalogue gave estimates of the total annual College costs, warning in 1838
that "ofcourse a great deal willdepend upon habits of economy." The estimates were
$100 to $130 in 1838; $115 in 1852; and $211.50 in 1868.
13The fourthannual report of the Superintendent ofCommon Schools, presented to
the 1837-1838 Pennsylvania legislature, listed eight colleges then in operation in the
state and gave their enrollment as follows: Jefferson, 171; Dickinson, 128;
Gettysburg, 118; University of Pennsylvania, 107; Washington, 107; Lafayette, 72;
Marshall, 49; and Allegheny, 38. The total enrollment was 790. Pennsylvania House
Journal, 1837-1838 session, 2:602.
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1843, when the state was near bankruptcy, Gettysburg College had
received $5,500 from this source. In the early 1840s the state grant
was a welcome boon which amounted toabout twenty percent of the
College's total income. Itmade possible debt reduction and paying
faculty salaries on time.
In 1833 and 1834 efforts were still being made to persuade
delinquent patrons to meet their remaining financial obligations to
the College. In the following year, the trustees decided to send out
two collectors, one of whom was asked to exert his influence among
the Germans, on whose behalf, as had been said so often, the
College had been founded. These collectors could be expected to
return with several hundred dollars, from which their own salaries
would have tobe taken. As early as 1835 the board began urging the
president and faculty to use their vacation periods to make the
rounds of potential donors. Presumably, they would expect to be
paid nothing more than their actual out-of-pocket expenses. Ifone
of these collectors returned to Gettysburg and reported that he had
secured $500, that did not mean that he had cash and checks inhand.
Perhaps most of what he had secured was in the form of written
pledges to pay at some future date. When the time for redemption
came, some of the donors were unable or unwilling to honor their
commitment. Occasionally the College threatened to sue inan effort
to collect, but then decided that such action might wellmake itmore
enemies than friends. Obviously, while this source of income did
yield sums which were of significant and immediate help to the
College in the 1830s and early 1840s, it did not produce the large
amounts of money which could have inaugurated a reasonable
endowment.
The first income which the College received in the form of a
bequest came from Isaac Baugher (1786-1848), an Emmitsburg
businessman, brother of Henry L.Baugher, active Lutheran layman,
and a trustee from 1844 untilhis death. Baugher willed the College
$500. The only other bequest received before 1868 was that of Mrs.
Mary Doll, Frederick, Maryland. Paid in 1851, it amounted to
$250.14
14Baugher also made bequests to the seminary, the Parent Education Society, the
American Tract Society, and the Board ofForeign Missions. Mrs. Dollwilled$500 to
the trustees "of the Lutheran Institution at Getysburg for the use and benefit of said
institution of learning." For which Gettysburg school did she intend her bequest? In
the end, seminary and College divided it equally between them. The 1852 College
catalogue suggested that "those of ample means" might remember the College "in
making a testamentary disposition of their property at their decease." In that way
"they might . . . very much contribute to itsusefulness and render itmore worthyof its
position." For some reason this appeal was dropped after only a few years.
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The 1840s were certainly one of the most financially threatening
periods in the life of Gettysburg College. The same economic
downturn which brought the state close to bankruptcy reduced
tuition income from $4,720 in 1840-1841 to $3,242 in1844-1845. It
forced the College to abandon its plans to construct a needed
separate building for the students of the preparatory department
and, in1843-1844, to borrow money in order topay faculty salaries.
A committee named to secure a long-term loan of $3,500 reported its
inability to find anyone willing to extend it, although several
countians did advance smaller sums. Inan effort to obtain funds, the
College sold the academy building in 1844 and also several lots
between Carlisle and Washington streets, which were repurchased
twenty years later. Somewhere, money was found for a second
campus building (Linnaean Hall) in 1846-1847, as well as for a
second and third land purchase from Thaddeus Stevens in 1848-
1849. However, at this very time the trustees found itnecessary to
postpone paying the salary increases which they had only recently
approved for the faculty. Ina circular letter which they addressed in
April1849 to all Lutheran pastors within the constituency, asking
for their support, the faculty gave this estimate of the gravity of the
situation: "We have now arrived at a point inour history, in which
the number of Students is inadequate to the support of the
Institution. We cannot diminish the number of Teachers without
serious injury to instruction." 15
As early as 1844, the faculty strongly urged the trustees toadopt a
method of raising money which many other institutions were then
using. 16 The board agreed, and began offering scholarships for sale.
Inreturn for payment of a specified sum, the College would provide
free tuition for a student of the holder's choosing. A permanent
scholarship, which might sell for from $350 to $500, insured this
privilege inperpetuity. A single, or transient, scholarship, whose
price might be $100 to $150, guaranteed the privilege for one student
through the College course, including the preparatory department.
The proponents of this method of raising revenue claimed that the
income from the invested funds would, in the long run, more than
cover the actual cost of the services rendered in return. They
assumed that not all owners of scholarships would begin touse them
at once and that some would probably never use them. Although
several of these scholarships were sold by Gettysburg College as
early as 1845, the first concerted effort to offer them began in1850.
The following announcement appeared inthe 1852 catalogue, under
15Faculty circular dated April23, 1849, GCA. See pp. 172-178 fora discussion of the
Lutheran constituency of the College.
16 Sack, Higher Education 2:678-683.
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the heading of Endowment:
The trustees are desirous of placing the Institution on a
permanent basis, and at the same time of offering the means of
education, as cheaply as possible, to the great mass of the
community. This they propose to accomplish by the sale of
scholarships, transferable like other property. For $100, a single
scholarship, or the tuitionof one pupilthrough the entire course of
studies, or six years of instruction, is secured; and for $350, a
perpetual scholarship may be purchased. 17
According to the records of the treasurer, which may be
incomplete, between 1850 and 1863 a total of 113 scholarships were
sold, 54 of- which were permanent. Most of the purchasers were
Lutheran congregations and individuals scattered through the
College constituency, from Philadelphia in the east to Indiana
county in the west, and south into Maryland. The amount realized
from these sales was $22,396.62, most of which was used to create
the first College endowment fund. The proceeds were invested in
bank stock, Baltimore ground rents, and local notes and mortgages.
Some of the moneys received were taken to reduce the existing
indebtedness of the College, and more than $3,000 was allocated to
pay for the president's house, built in1860. The balance which the
treasurer reported in August 1864 in what he called the Permanent
Fund was $18,457.66. At that time the annual income from this
source exceeded $1,000 and represented about twenty percent of the
College's receipts.
Itdid not take long for the faculty tohave serious second thoughts
about the wisdom of selling scholarships as a way of building
endowment. They were distressed by the large number of persons
who, contrary to expectation, bought them with the intention of
immediate use, and they warned the trustees that the resulting loss
of current income could have disastrous consequences. AtJefferson
College, scholarships presented between 1857 and 1863 reduced
annual tuition income to less than $100. 18 The fact that nothing
similar happened at Gettysburg, where receipts from tuition during
those same years averaged about $4,000, did not restore the
confidence of the faculty in this practice.
A second source of endowment for the College resulted from the
act of April19, 1850 which created Franklin and Marshall College.
17This announcement was repeated inthe 1853 and 1854 catalogues, but was then
dropped. The prices and conditions of these scholarships changed. For example, in
September 1857 the board declared that single scholarships would sell for $100,
wouldbe nontransferrable, and would not become effective untilthe sum of$100,000
was secured. This latter was a provision which other colleges inserted in their
regulations governing the sale and use of such scholarships.
18Sack, Higher Education 2:681.
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According to the terms of this legislation, the assets of Franklin
College were to be appraised and an amount equal to one-third of
their value -considered tobe the Lutheran interest inthe institution
- was then to be paid to Gettysburg College. Once invested, the
income from this sum would be used to support a Franklin
professorship. Early in 1853 the trustees of Franklin College paid
over $17,169.61, at which time Frederick A. Muhlenberg (1818-
1901) was designated Franklin Professor ofAncient Languages. The
money received was invested in Lancaster and the income was
handled separately from the general account of the College. 19
There was a third source of College endowment in the 1850s. At
the suggestion of the faculty, made early in 1851, the trustees
proposed to the Pennsylvania Synod in June of that year that it
endow a professorship of German Language and Literature in the
College. This was in fact a faculty position called forby the charter
of 1832. While the College had offered instruction inGerman from
time to time since then, there never seemed to be enough money
available to warrant adding another permanent position to the
faculty. This had been especially true during the 1840s. The College
was now directing its request to the Pennsylvania Synod because
that body continued to represent the most German part of its
constituency. Satisfied that the proposal was sound and desirable,
similar to one ithad itself considered a few years earlier, the synod
unanimously accepted the request, and then named as its agent in
raising the necessary funds Benjamin Keller, pastor of St. James
Lutheran church in Gettysburg and a College trustee. 20 Keller
resigned his parish and assumed his new duties inNovember 1851.
During the next three years he made his appeal to more than one
hundred congregations, with remarkable success. In 1855 the
treasurer of the synod reported that a total of $16,010 was already
drawing interest in the German Professorship Fund. According to
the terms of its agreement with the College, the synod retained
control of this fund and exercised the right to nominate condidates
for the position. The first German professor under this arrangement,
Charles F. Schaeffer (1807-1879), joined the Gettysburg faculty in
19The act of1850 authorized the Lutheran trustees ofFranklin College to elect the
first Franklin professor, whose title was to be Professor of Ancient Languages.
Subsequent incumbents were to be nominated by the Pennsylvania Synod and elected
by the Gettysburg board of trustees. Frederick A. Muhlenberg became Professor of
Greek Language and Literature at Gettysburg College in 1850; the Lutheran trustees
ofFranklin College elected him Franklin Professor ofAncient Languages three years
later.
20In 1848 the Lutheran congregation which had worshiped with a Reformed
congregation inthe German church at the corner ofHighand Stratton streets builtand
dedicated its own church, St. James, at the corner of York and Stratton streets.
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April 1856. 21
The inaugurations of the Franklin and German professorships
were events of great importance in the life of the College. Beginning
in 1856, two of the five full-time faculty members were paid, not
from the general treasury, but from endowment funds which yielded
annual sums equal to or greater than the salaries then being paid to
their colleagues. It is little wonder that the board of trustees in
September 1855, acting upon the recommendation of the faculty,
voted to "extend the right to any Evangelical Synod which endows a
Professorship inPennsylvania College to nominate the incumbent
of that Professorship." No synods responded to this invitation,
which in the long run was probably for the best. While this method
of financing the educational enterprise was attractive at the time, as
was the sale of scholarships, itinvited potentially serious troubles
whenever a vacant faculty position was tobe filled from candidates
selected by an agency outside the institution.
In spite of what had been accomplished since 1850, the faculty
was satisfied neither with the progress that was being made nor with
the role which they were being expected to play in endowing the
College. On their behalf, the president told the board of trustees in
September 1853 that "allthe colleges of the state excepting our own
have secured a sufficiency toelevate them above the point of fear ...
From the region whence we derive our support fivecolleges besides
our own have been seeking endowment and they have secured it to
the amount of nearly ifnot quite $400,000." The president identified
Dickinson, Lafayette, Jefferson, and Washington Colleges as mem-
bers of this group. Further endowment was a matter of great urgency
for Gettysburg. "We lay it down as a firstprinciple," he wrote, "that
in an institution like ours the highest form of discipline and
scholarship cannot be secured without adequate endowment."
Members of the faculty had done their best intrying to raise funds
for the College during their vacation periods. Having had limited
success, they were now asking the board "to take this work off of
their hands," since they could not be both successful teachers and
fund raisers at the same time. A year later, inSeptember 1854, the
faculty pointedly asked the board "why there is noprogress made in
the endowment of the institution," especially at a time when
population and wealth in the country were increasing. Too many
people in the constituency seemed to believe "that the institution is
virtually a private enterprise of the Faculty and therefore that they
should give instruction, secure endowment, exercise discipline,
21The synod paid Schaeffer a salary of$900, plus $100 toward rent of a house. Half
of his time was to be given to theological instruction in the German language in the
seminary, of which he was also a faculty member.
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increase the library and philosophical apparatus and in short
accomplish everything." 22
A renewed attempt to increase the financial strength of the
College finally began inSeptember 1857, when the trustees chose a
committee of seven members to frame an endowment planx name
an agent to make most of the necessary solicitations, and supervise
"the whole business." Six months later, the seven reported that they
had not been able to secure an agent, but in September 1858 they
returned with a detailed plan for bringing the endowment fund total
to $100,000. Reckoning the existing endowment at about $30,000
(the sum of the treasurer's Permanent Fund and the Franklin
Professorship Fund), they proposed to raise the remaining $70,000
by securing traditional pledges or subscriptions and by the sale of
450 scholarships, ranging in amounts from $50 to $400. The
committee estimated that it would take five years to realize their
goal. The trustees approved this plan and began the campaign.
Unfortunately, other urgent matters soon occupied the attention of
the president of the College, who was chairman of the endowment
committee, and only about $3,000 in gifts was received by the time
the Civil War began in 1861. 23
By far the most successful endowment campaign of this period
was initiated in 1864 by several alumni and other friends of the
College, including Frederick Benedict (1847), John E. Graeff (1843),
and Charles A. Hay (1839). The editor of the Lutheran Observer,
Frederick W. Conrad (1816-1898), began inJune of that year running
a series of articles designed to create public interest in the project.
Noting that the friends of Wittenberg College were then holding a
convention inDayton, Ohio, inan effort to raise an endowment for
that school, he pronounced this the best way to support a college.
Tuition could never raise enough income; the scholarship system
had failed wherever it was tried; and annual contributions, while
helpful, were never sufficient. Recommending a minimum goal of
$100,000, he believed that this would enable the College to establish
two new professorships, improve the library, and increase the
"apparatus." Conrad lamented the fact that not one Lutheran
institution -neither the seminary, Gettysburg College, Wittenberg
College, nor the Illinois State University-had been able to attain the
standing of the schools of other denominations. The College at Get-
tysburg "is not now what itought to be," he argued. "The time for
"Faculty Reports, September 1853 and September 1854; GCA.
231n 1859 the faculty took note ofthe suggestion of a sister college president that all
of the colleges inthe state unite inpersuading the legislature to revive the practice of
making annual grants to colleges. They urged Baugher to jointhis effort and lobby in
its behalf in Harrisburg. Ifthe proposal had a chance at this time, ittoo became a
wartime casualty.
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shifting along is past; the time for moving along in full vigor has
come." Its faculty "must not be over-burdened with the mere lumber
work of teaching, but should have time to prosecute their researches ,
and enrich the literature of the church by their productions. "24 Few
weeks iivjune, July, and August passed without an article urging
prompt action to endow Gettysburg College.
When the trustees met in August 1864, during commencement
week ; they accepted a recommendation by the faculty and called a
convention tomeet inHarrisburg on October 18. Fifteen pastors and
laymen were named to organize the undertaking. The alumni
association, which was also in session, named a committee to work
with the organizers. Conrad presented four resolutions to the
meeting of the West Pennsylvania Synod in September. When
adopted, they committed that body to support the effort, urged each
member pastor to interest his parishioners in it, and called upon
other synods "on the territory of the institution" to cooperate.
Speaking in favor of these resolutions, President Henry L.Baugher
of the College expressed his regret that "the richmen of our church,
with hardly an exception, had failed to make donations by
thousands, and tens of thousands, to our institutions while they
lived,and forgot them intheir willswhen they died." Bycomparison,
"the rich men of the churches of New England had pursued the
opposite course." The proper endowment of the College had been on
his mind forso long, he stated, that, ifitcould be accomplished now,
he was ready to "lie down satisfied and die inpeace." 25 Meanwhile,
circulars announcing the convention were distributed widely and
Conrad continued using the editorial pages of the Lutheran Observer
to inform his readers of what was approaching.
The endowment convention met on October 18, 1864 in Zion
Lutheran church, Harrisburg, of which Charles A.Hay was pastor.
Forty-three pastors and twenty-one laymen attended. There were
many speeches, during which those present took time out to resolve
unanimously to raise $100,000, "as speedily as possible, for the
more perfect endowment of Pennsylvania College." When the time
came for commitments to be made, John E. Graeff (1820-1898),
alumnus, former pastor, and then a Philadelphia coal merchant,
pledged $20,000 toendow a professorship of English Language and
Literature, reserving the right tonominate the incumbent. Adolphus
F. Ockershausen (1814-1877), a New York sugar refiner, Lutheran
layman, and president of the convention, acting on his own behalf
and also for his brother, George P. Ockershausen, pledged $20,000
24Lutheran Observer, August 5, 1864.
"Quoted in ibid., October 7, 1864.
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for a second professorship. 26 Victor L.Conrad (1848), a New York
businessman, committed himself for $10,000. Additional pledges,
including one for $5,000 from residents of Gettysburg, brought the
total amount subscribed to about $70,000. Since this was less than
the goal which they had set for themselves, the members of the
convention named an executive committee of five persons to
continue and complete the effort. The secretary of the convention
closed his minutes on a high and optimistic note:
The session was short, spirited, and eminently successful. All
present seemed to realize that this congregation ushered in a new
era inthe history ofthe Lutheran church inthe United States -that
the "day of small things," though not to be despised in its season,
has now happily forever passed away - and that under the Divine
blessing, her future operations willbe conducted on a scale
correspondent to the magnitude ofher mission, to the immensity of
her resources, and to the exalted rank she should of right occupy in
the land, and in the world.27
Frederick W. Conrad, named chairman of the executive committee,
lost no time in trying to sweep away "small things." In company
with its other members, he undertook personal solicitations in
Harrisburg, York, and western Pennsylvania. Inaddition to being
editor of the Lutheran Observer, he was a parish pastor in Chambers-
burg. Hard hit by the Confederate burning of that town in July 1864,
his congregation was unable to make a pledge of its own to the
campaign, but it agreed to release part of Conrad's time to enable
him to devote it to the interests of the College. InFebruary 1865 he
and his colleagues were able to announce that they had secured
pledges bringing the total to $85,000. 28 Insuccessive issues of the
Lutheran Observer, Conrad tried to inspire his readers to contribute
by telling them of one remarkable giftafter another. Non-Lutherans
were making contributions. Farmers were giving generously.
Women were persuading their husbands to increase their proposed
pledges. Nevertheless, while all of this effort was commendable, it
did not measure up to the experience of many other colleges at the
time. In February 1865 Conrad claimed that $2,500,000 had been
contributed to American colleges during the preceding two years.
Many institutions had received much more than the $100,000
Gettysburg was asking for.
When the board of trustees met in April 1865, it formally
established the Graeff and Ockershausen professorships, effective
261n1864 an investment of$20,000 at 6 percent yielded more than enough to pay the
salary of a professor.
27The minutes of the "Convention to Promote the Better Endowment of Pennsyl-
vania College" were published in ibid., October 28, 1864. The secretary of the
convention was Rev. Edwin W. Hutter ofPhiladelphia, an erstwhile trustee.
28Ibid., February 10, 1865.
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with the beginning of the new academic year. Atits next meeting, in
August, it named its own committee of five to complete what the
endowment convention had started. The treasurer reported that he
had actually received from the campaign thus far $74,938.05 inthe
form of stocks, bonds, notes, and cash. Inthe months that followed,
little more came in. The effort had run its course. 29
Presidents and Faculty
Gettysburg College was founded to provide earnest opportunities
for teaching and learning to occur. While buildings, books, and
equipment are essential for realizing this purpose, the two most
important ingredients are the teachers and learners. The founders
demonstrated that they realized this intheir initial announcement to
the public, in which they discussed the advantages of the new
institution to prospective students. One of these advantages was
"the high qualifications of the Professors," five of whom were
identified:
S. S. Schmucker, A.M.Professor ofIntellectual Philosophy and
Moral Science.
E. L. Hazelius, D. D. Professor of the Latin Language and
German Literature.
H.Baugher, A.M.Professor of the Greek Language and Belles-
Lettres.
M. Jacobs, A. M. Professor of Mathematics, Chemistry, and
Natural Philosophy.
J. H. Marsden, A. M. Professor of Mineralogy and Botany.
Inother early announcements, a sixth instructor, E. Friederici, was
identified as "Teacher of the French Language." Clearly, the two
major figures inthis first faculty were Baugher and Jacobs, who had
taught in the Gymnasium since 1831 and 1829, respectively. Both
Schmucker and Hazelius (1777-1853) were members of the seminary
faculty who had agreed to teach, without compensation, for one
year. Marsden (1803-1883) and Friederici were teachers in the
Gettysburg Female Academy which was in operation early in1832.
Unlike some nineteenth century colleges, this institution did not
begin with one person who was founder-teacher-administrator, and
who remained the towering figure in the school for a long time
thereafter. It is evident that while Schmucker, the chief founder,
wanted to retain his influence in the venture, he believed that his
first commitment was to the seminary. John G. Morris used the
columns of the Lutheran Observer, of which he was then editor, to
29According to the treasurer's report inAugust 1868, the endowment fund principal
amounted to $92,876.66. This did not include the Franklin professorship fund. In
1873 the treasurer reported that the amount actually realized from the Harrisburg
convention pledges was only $61,200. Two large subscriptions were never paid.
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inform the public on July 1, 1832 that the board of trustees intended
to elect a president of the College when they held their organizational
meeting three days later. He predicted that the members might have
difficultyin finding a good candidate on such short notice and that,
until they did, a faculty member would probably act as chief
executive officer. Never one reluctant to express his own opinions,
Morris toldhis readers that he would prefer a distinguished layman
as president rather than an equally distinguished pastor. July 4 came
and went without an election. At the firstfaculty meeting inOctober
1832, Hazelius was chosen chairman. When he left Gettysburg in
March 1833 to become teacher in a theological school in South
Carolina, Schmucker briefly took his place, but soon yielded the
chairmanship tohis successor as Professor of Intellectual and Moral
Science, Charles P. Krauth. 30
InSeptember 1833 the trustees appointed a committee to determine
the interest of Edward Robinson (1794-1863) inthe presidency of the
College. A mutual friend on the faculty of the Andover Theological
Seminary, Moses Stuart, may have recommended him to Schmucker. 31
A native of Southington, Connecticut, and a Congregationalism
Robinson was graduated by Hamilton College and from 1823 to1826
taught Hebrew at Andover. He spent the next four years studying at
the Universities of Goettingen, Halle, and Berlin, where he was
strongly influenced by some of the world's leading philologists,
theologians, historians, and geographers. In 1830 he returned to
Andover as Professor of Biblical Literature and librarian. InApril
1834 the committee of Gettysburg trustees reported that Robinson
was not a candidate for the presidency of their College. Probably
poor health was the major reason for his asking not tobe considered;
attacks of epilepsy had forced him to resign his Andover position in
1833. Several years later he did jointhe faculty ofUnion Theological
Seminary in New York City. On two occasions he traveled to
Palestine inorder to conduct some of the earliest critical studies of
the geography of the Biblical lands. Before his death in 1863, his
work as an editor and author had firmlyestablished his reputation as
30See Appendix 2 for a listof faculty and administration from 1832 to 1985. Charles
Philip Krauth should not be confused withhis son, Charles Porterfield Krauth (1823-
1883).
31At one time Schmucker considered attending Andover Theological Seminary, a
Congregationalist institution located inAndover, Massachusetts. Moses Stuart was a
member of its faculty from 1810 to 1848. Schmucker was an admirer and
correspondent of Stuart and consulted withhim whenhe was deciding which German
theological work to translate into English. The work which he chose was published in
Andover. Wentz, Schmucker, pp. 107-113.
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Krauth was president of the College from 1834 to 1850. Courtesy Abdei
Ross Wentz Library, Lutheran Theological Seminary, Gettysburg.
the country's leading Biblical scholar. 32
Unable to interest Edward Robinson in the presidency, the
trustees then unanimously elected Charles P. Krauth to that position
in April 1834. He was inaugurated at the beginning of the fall
session, on October 30, 1834. Born inMontgomery county, the son
of a Lutheran parochial schoolmaster, the new president grew up in
Virginia and first chose medicine as a career. Running out of money
before he completed his studies, Krauth gradually came to the
conclusion that he was destined for the ministry. After the usual
apprenticeship with two experienced pastors, he was ordained in
32Dictionary of American Biography 16(1935):39-40. William Foxwell Albright
wrote the sketch. See also Jerry Wayne Brown, The Rise of Bibiicai Criticism in
America, 1800-1870: The New England Scholars (Middletown, Connecticut, 1969),
pp. 111-124. Brown describes Robinson as "the one American scholar to achieve an
international reputation in biblical studies before the CivilWar."
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1821. While serving his first parish inMartinsburg and Shepherds-
town, West Virginia, he became acquainted with Schmucker and
was one of the small group of Lutheran pastors who assisted himin
every stage of his efforts to organize a theological seminary.
Although he took a parish in Philadelphia in1827, Krauth's interest
in the Gettysburg educational ventures continued. For example, he
became a trustee of the seminary in 1826, a patron of the
Gymnasium in 1831, and a trustee of the College in the following
year. InSeptember 1833 his colleagues on the College board named
him to the faculty position which Schmucker had held: Professor of
Intellectual and Moral Science. About the same time the seminary
board elected himProfessor of Biblical and Oriental Literature. The
College set his salary as president at $500 per year, plus rent for a
house, and required that he live inGettysburg.
In defining Krauth's responsibilities as chief executive, the
minutes of the board record that
in addition to his duties as Professor the President shall have a
general superintendence of the students, and of all matters
connected with the instruction, discipline and general management
of the institution, inaccordance withthe laws and regulations from
time to time prescribed by the Board, and that he make a written
report at every regular meeting of the Board, embodying such
suggestions as the faculty may wish to make on the affairs of
the institution.
Krauth was asked to devote seven half days each week tohis College
duties. InApril1839, inan attempt toend a misunderstanding which
had arisen, the trustees declared that the president's powers and
duties extended to the "Preparatory department, as well as ... the
College proper."
In the fall of 1837, as the College prepared to occupy its new
building, everyone assumed that some member of the faculty would
take up residence within its walls. The presence of such an officer
was considered necessary for the proper management of a well-
regulated family. Inthe absence of candidates, and with a marked
lack of enthusiasm, Krauth set down for the consideration of the
trustees (September 1837) a list of seven conditions for his own
residence in the building. These remarks served as preface:
The wish having been expressed that Ishould board at the
College edifice, and believingittobe absolutely necessary that one
of the professors should have the management of the house, Ifeel
disposed, as no other one is willingto do it,tomake the sacrifice of
comfort, and to undergo the additional labour involved, on the
followingconditions -
The Krauths required sufficient family space, separate "necessary
buildings" outside, no reduction incompensation, and several other
concessions. "If the trustees can make another arrangement more
advantageous than the above," the new president wrote, "itwillbe
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entirely agreeable to me."33 Needless to say, the trustees quickly
accepted the offer, without asking questions and before he had a
chance to change his mind.
The Krauth family, consisting of the president, his second wife
(whom he had married in 1834), and a fourteen-year old son by his
first marriage, moved into their quarters in the western wing of the
second floor of the College building. Once they were comfortably
situated, the annual catalogue began to declare that
the President, under whose immediate supervision the buildingis
placed, lives initwithhis family,and together withthe Tutors and
Professors, exercises a constant guardianship over the whole
establishment: so that parents froma distance have all the security
they may desire for the proper government of their children.
During the sixteen years that Charles and Harriet Krauth livedinthe
building, a son (1846) and a daughter (1849) were born to them.
Charles P. Krauth conscientiously carried out the duties of his
office as the board of trustees defined them in1834. 34 He served as
chairman of the faculty, a body inwhich his role was definitely that
of first among equals. He prepared the required written report for
each meeting of the board, but his colleagues reviewed the document
in detail and made their own suggestions for changes before he
submitted it.Public announcements to one or more of the College's
constituencies might come from Henry L. Baugher or Michael
Jacobs as well as from the president. Allof the available evidence
points to the existence of a harmonious relationship among the
faculty during these years. It also suggests that this harmony
prevailed in the faculty's relations with the board of trustees, of
which the patrons elected Krauth a member in 1844. 35
Itshould be recalled that Krauth was elected toboth seminary and
College faculties in1833. After becoming president of the College,
he continued teaching inits sister institution. Soon after he moved
into the building, the board in April1838 asked him to devote his
entire time to the College. Nevertheless, he soon resumed his
"Original dated September 1837, GCA.
341na sketch ofKrauth written for the 1882 history ofthe College, David A.Buehler
(1843) wrote that "he possessed ina high degree the requisites fora successful college
president - dignified bearing, suavity of manner, cool temperament, conservative
judgment, enthusiasm for his work, and large sympathy with young men preparing
for life's struggles ... he was noted forhis courtesy, high sense of honor, kindbut
firm administration, which compelled a return of respect and affectionate regard."
The Pennsylvania College Book, 1832-1882, cd. E. S. Breidenbaugh (Philadelphia,
1882), p. 148. Hereafter cited as 1882 History. Buehler was a local attorney, editor of
the Star and Sentinel (a Gettysburg newspaper resulting from a merger of the SentineJ
and Star and Banner), and long-time trustee of the College.
35Krauth's first term as a member of the board ended in 1834. InApril1838 the
trustees invited him to attend their meetings, but they could not elect him to
membership .
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Baugher was president of the College from1850 to 1868. Photograph from
the BeJtzhoover album.
seminary instruction and continued offering itduring all or most of
the 1840s. Finally, in September 1850, he resigned the presidency in
order to become Professor of Biblical Philology and Ecclesiastical
History in the seminary, a position which he held until his death in
1867. Krauth continued as a trustee of the College for the remainder
of his life.He attended board meetings with great regularity and on
several occasions was present at faculty meetings as an advisory
member.
Krauth's successor as president of the College was Henry L.
Baugher, who was elected by a unanimous vote in September 1850,
at the meeting which accepted his predecessor's resignation. A
native of Abbottstown, Adams county, Baugher was the grandson of
one of the earliest resident Lutheran pastors west of the Susquehanna
river. He studied at the Gettysburg Academy and was graduated by
97
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Dickinson College in 1826. Changing his career direction from law
to ministry, he attended both Princeton Theological Seminary and
the Lutheran Theological Seminary at Gettysburg. Licensed to
preach by the West Pennsylvania Synod in1828, Baugher became
pastor of the Boonsboro, Maryland, parish, but inthe spring of 1831
came to Gettysburg, at Schmucker's invitation, to take the place of
the late David Jacobs on the faculty of the Gymnasium. In the
followingyear he was ordained into the Lutheran ministry and was
elected Professor of Greek Language and Literature inthe College, a
position which he filled for eighteen years. According to John G.
Morris, when he and Robert G. Harper informed Baugher of his
election as president and asked for an immediate answer which they
could take back to their colleagues, who were still in session,
Baugher insisted that he would not accept. Only after further
reflection did he agree to change his mind. 38 He assumed his duties
when the winter session began inOctober 1850. There isno evidence
of a formal inauguration.
Perhaps one reason for Baugher's first response to the news ofhis
election was his unwillingness to leave the spacious and comfortable
home on the Harrisburg road which he and his family had enjoyed
for many years. The trustees anticipated this, since in voting to offer
him the same salary as his predecessor had received, "with
residence and boarding in the house," they stipulated that "in the
event of the President's declining residence inthe house," a member
of the faculty should be asked to take his place. Baugher did decline,
and the trustees prevailed upon Martin L. Stoever (1820-1870),
recently married, to move into the College edifice. This required a
change in the 1851 catalogue, which read that "one of the
Professors, under whose immediate supervision the building is
placed, lives in it with his family, and together with the other
officers, exercises a constant guardianship over the whole establish-
ment." Stoever soon tired of the new quarters and claimed that his
health required him tomove out. The trustees attempted to solve the
dilemma by directing that one of the tutors in the preparatory
department take his place and later, in 1853, by making Baugher
"resident officer of the College," in which capacity he was expected
to spend as much time as possible in the building.37 The catalogue
reflected these changes in the arrangements for the well-regulated
family. The 1858 edition informed the public that "the President,
36John G. Morris, Life Reminiscences of an Old Lutheran Minister (Philadelphia,
1896), p. 309. Hereafter cited as Morris, Reminiscences.
37For serving as resident officer, Baugher was paid $100 annually. Inthe September
1852 faculty report to the board, Baugher stated that he had "removed his study into
the college edifice as a temporary arrangement."
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under whose immediate supervision the building is placed, with the
other officers, exercises a constant guardianship over the whole
establishment." In1860 the board built a house for the president on
the campus; Baugher willinglyoccupied it.This time, no change in
the wording of the catalogue was required.
Except for the inevitable differences instyle traceable to differences
in personality, which were considerable, the College presidency
under Henry L.Baugher was a continuation of that established by
his predecessor. 38 He too was first among equals in the faculty and
enjoyed a good relationship with the board of trustees, of which he
became a member upon election by the patrons at their last meeting
in1851. When he became president, he gave up his professorship of
Greek in favor of that of Mental and Moral Science, which his
predecessor had occupied. After about a year of failing health,
Baugher died inoffice, unexpectedly, on April14, 1868.
Between 1832 and 1865 there were usually five regular full-time
faculty positions, each carrying the rank of professor. Inthe latter
year, the board of trustees increased the number to seven, when it
established the Graeff and Ockershausen professorships. Between
1832 and 1868 about twenty-five men held one or another of these
positions. 39
Of the original five professors of 1832, three soon retired from the
faculty: Hazelius and Schmucker in 1833 and John H. Marsden in
1835. 40 Continuity in the teaching ranks during almost the entire
period covered by this chapter was provided by the two remaining
members of the original faculty: Henry L. Baugher and Michael
38Baugher was considerably more peppery in disposition than Krauth. Ina sketch
prepared for the 1882 history of the College, Frederick W. Conrad wrote: "Sanguine
in temperament, he dideverything withallhis might; frank and candid, he uttered his
sentiments without fear or favor; honest and courageous, he took his stand for the
right, and rather courted than shrank from meeting difficulties and opposition.
Possessed of strong points of character, he was not exempt from corresponding
faults; but he strove earnestly to overcome them." Conrad characterized Baugher as a
"rigid disciplinarian" who believed that "reverence for superiors, submission to
authority, and obedience to the rules and regulations of the College, were
indispensable to the formation of a good character." 1882 History, pp. 150, 153.
Conrad first learned to know Baugher in1837 and was an intimate friend for thirty
years thereafter.
39Under the terms of the charter, the board of trustees elected members of the
teaching faculty, although the faculty as a body made necessary interim arrange-
ments.
40Marsden studied inthe Gettysburg Academy, was graduated by Jefferson College
in1825, and took work at the Theological Seminary of Virginia before entering the
Episcopal ministry. After leaving the College faculty to take a parish, he entered
Jefferson Medical College, by which he was graduated in1847. He then practiced
medicine inYork Springs. Star and Sentinel, September 5, 1883. Ernest Friederici,
engaged as a French teacher in 1832, left in the fall of 1833.
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Four Early Faculty Members
Photographs from the Beltzhoover album.
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Jacobs. The career of the former has already been discussed. A
native of Franklin county, Jacobs was graduated by Jefferson
College in1828. Inthe following year he came toGettysburg to take
over the instruction in science and mathematics in the classical
school and later inthe Gymnasium. In1832 he was elected Professor
of Mathematics, Chemistry, and Natural Philosophy inthe College,
which he continued to serve until his poor health led the trustees to
prevail upon him to retire in the spring of 1866. The title of his
appointment changed from time to time. When he became the first
emeritus professor in the latter year, it was Emeritus Professor of
Mathematics, Astronomy, and Mechanical Philosophy. The West
Pennsylvania Synod ordained Jacobs to the Lutheran ministry in
1834.
A third long-time faculty member during this period was Martin
L. Stoever. Born in Germantown, he was graduated by the College
in 1838 and soon thereafter returned to Gettysburg, first (1839) as
tutor and then (1841) as principal of the preparatory department, a
position which he continued to hold until 1856. In 1843 he was
elected Professor of History and seven years later became Professor
of Latin Language and Literature, which was the title he held at the
time of his death in 1870.
Several other faculty members, whose tenures were much shorter
than those of Baugher, Jacobs, and Stoever, should be noted. One of
these, William M.Reynolds (1812-1876), completed his work at the
seminary in 1830 and was graduated by Jefferson College in1832.
With only a brief interruption, he was principal of the preparatory
department from 1833 to 1841 and Stoever's predecessor as
Professor of LatinLanguage and Literature from 1834 to 1850. 41 He
left Gettysburg tobecome president ofCapital University, Columbus,
Ohio (1850-1853), and later served Illinois State University (1857-
1860) ina similar capacity. Frederick A.Muhlenberg was graduated
by Jefferson College (1836), studied at Princeton Theological
Seminary, and taught at Franklin College (1840-1850) before
becoming Professor of Greek Language and Literature in1850. He
served as Franklin Professor of Ancient Languages from 1853 to
1867, when he resigned to become the first president of Muhlenberg
College. Charles P. Schaeffer, the first Professor of German
Language and Literature under the Pennsylvania Synod endowment,
was a graduate of the University of Pennsylvania and a parish pastor
when he joined the faculties of the College and seminary in1856.
Eight years later he resigned these positions to become chairman of
the faculty of the newly organized Lutheran theological seminary in
41In1835-1836 Reynolds was engaged in collecting money for the College.
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Philadelphia. 42
The tenure of Herman Haupt (1817-1905) on the College faculty
was brief but noteworthy. An 1835 graduate of the United States
MilitaryAcademy at West Point, he resigned his army commission
to serve as a railroad engineer in eastern Pennsylvania. In1836 he
came to Gettysburg in the employ of the state to assist in the
construction of a railroad from there to the Potomac river.43 In the
followingyear the College elected him Instructor in CivilEngineering
and Architecture; in1838 -he was then twenty-one years of age -it
changed the title to Professor. InDecember of that year he resigned,
explaining that the railroad duties which he continued to perform
(but no longer with the Gettysburg railroad) were now taking him
away from Gettysburg for long periods of time. Between 1845 and
1847 he held the rank of Professor of Mathematics in the College,
after which he took a position as engineer with the Pennsylvania
Railroad. During much of the time he was associated with the
Gettysburg community, he was engaged in other educational
ventures, including an academy for young women and one inwhich
he taught engineering to young men. Haupt's subsequent career as
an engineer, inventor, and railroad administrator brought him
national fame. 44
Among the part-time faculty of this period was David Gilbert,
local physician and trustee of the College, who held the rank of
Lecturer on Anatomy and Physiology from 1838 until 1851, after
which he moved to Philadelphia to devote his full time toone of the
medical schools there. His successor was Henry S. Huber, another
local physician, druggist, and College trustee. He served from 1852
until 1865. John G. Morris declined at least one opportunity to
assume a full-time appointment, preferring instead to continue
living in Baltimore and be Lecturer on Zoology (1844-1849) and
Lecturer on Natural History (1868-1870). "The College could not
afford topay me any salary," he wrote years later, "and my services
were gratuitous, excepting for one series of lectures," for which
three friends raised a total of $300 and presented it to him.45
Before the Civil War there were no universities in the United
States, at least none similar to those which were developed after
42The early incumbents of the Graeff and Ockershausen professorships, together
withseveral other faculty whose tenure began inor after 1865, willbe discussed in the
next chapter.
43See pp. 80.
44William C. Darrah, Engineering at Gettysburg College (Gettysburg, 1974), pp. 3-5.
See also James Arthur Ward, That Man Haupt; .. . (Baton Rouge, 1973). Haupt
married a daughter of Benjamin Keller. He served as a College trustee from 1859
to 1873.
45 Morris, Reminiscences, p. 353. The records of the treasurer indicate no payments
to Gilbert or Huber, but Morris was occasionally paid traveling expenses.
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1865 and which included, withinone institution, a group ofgraduate
and professional schools in which candidates for law, medicine,
ministry, as well as for college and university teaching, could be
trained. Inthe absence of such facilities, American college trustees
who wanted to engage the most qualified faculty members ha3two
choices. They could attempt to secure candidates educated abroad,
especially inGermany, or they could search for persons with some
of the best training available in this country who were improving
themselves by continuing study and teaching experience.
In the early history of Gettysburg College, it is clear that those
who were recruiting faculty looked for something more than
academic preparation. They valued prior personal acquaintance
with the candidates and also their affiliation with the Lutheran
church. In the case of Edward Robinson, they were apparently
willingto make an exception. Ifhe had come to Gettysburg in1833
or 1834, the first president of the College would have been a man
none of the founders knew personally (assuming that Schmucker
knew only about him) and who was not a Lutheran, but who was on
his way to becoming a scholar of the first rank inhis field. Charles
P. Krauth, who did become president in 1834, was a man who
never had a college education, but ifwe can believe John G. Morris,
who knew him well,here "was a man of brilliant mind, and he had
a wonderful faculty of acquiring knowledge." According toMorris,
Krauth "was a most industrious reader,. . . and he remembered
everything he read," but "it was only after he went to Gettysburg
that he applied himself to those branches which he taught." 48
Henry L. Baugher was salutatorian of his class at Dickinson
College; Michael Jacobs was valedictorian of his class at Jefferson;
and Martin L. Stoever was salutatorian at Gettysburg. Herman
Haupt has already been identified as a graduate of the United States
Military Academy -at the age of eighteen years. 47 The interests of
John G. Morris inscience were among the several avocations which
this man vigorously pursued during an extremely active life.
Concentrating on entomology, botany, and zoology, he acquired
large collections of specimens bypurchase and his own efforts; he
bought many reference books and consulted others; he corresponded
with amateurs and professionals in the fields of his interest; and he
attended meetings of the American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science. 4B Other colleges recognized the attainments of
46Ibid., p. 134.
47 The 1838 catalogue noted specifically that "the gentleman who has charge of the
department ofEngineering, etc.,has not only had the advantage ofa regular course at
West Point, but is stilla practical Engineer in the employ of the State."
48Morris, Reminiscences, pp. 166-171.
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some of the Gettysburg faculty. Dickinson conferred the D.D.
degree on Baugher; Jefferson and Wittenberg Colleges conferred the
same degree on Jacobs; Union conferred the LL. D. degree and
Hamilton College the honorary Ph. D. on Stoever.
Between 1832 and 1868 the Gettysburg faculty met weekly. The
members were few in number and they often changed the time of
their meeting to suit present convenience. Charles P. Krauth became
chairman of the body inDecember 1833, even before he was elected
president of the College, and he continued to preside during its
meetings until Henry L.Baugher succeeded himin1850. Secretaries
were retained for long periods: Baugher from 1834 to 1850 and
Stoever from then until his»death in1870. Sometimes many weeks
went by with nothing more to be recorded than "met and adjourned,"
but occasionally the secretary noted that breaking up occurred only
after much "interesting conversation." One of the most striking
things about the early faculty minutes is the almost complete
absence ofreferences to the College curriculum. Itis evident that the
faculty was much concerned with general College matters, especially
financial, and that many items which came before the board of
trustees for action originated with the faculty in their meetings. But
most of the time spent inthese weekly sessions, in1868 as well as in
the early 1830s, was devoted to matters of student evaluation and
discipline. Both individuals and groups of students were advised,
exhorted, admonished, interrogated, and punished, as their situations
seemed to warrant. One should not be surprised to find this
preoccupation with scholarship and discipline, or discipline and
scholarship, in men devoted to the ideal of the well-regulated
family.
The Campus
The first campus of the College was located on the southeastern
corner of High and Washington streets. It consisted of three town
lots measuring 180 feet by 180 feet. In1834 the College acquired this
property when it assumed responsibility for the remaining part of
the debt which Samuel Simon Schmucker had taken upon himself in
1829. The academy building had four large rooms, which were used
for instructional purposes. The students roomed and boarded in
private homes. As the trustees prepared to move into their new
building inthe fallof 1837, they named a committee to "attend to the
preservation of the Building (old) and prosecute all they may find
guilty of doing mischief," and to engage the borough constable to
keep a nightly watch.
Meanwhile, the trustees considered what to do with the academy
property, especially after the preparatory department moved into
the new building in 1838. In view of the financial condition of the
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This picture of what is now Pennsylvania HaJl appeared in the 1882
College history.
The first seal of the College, as it appeared on the 1918 com-
mencement program.
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College at the time, the most desirable course of action was to sell it,
but there were, unfortunately, no buyers insight. Thebest available
option, and the one used in 1838, appeared to be rental of the
property for five years, at $75 per year, to the Gettysburg Female
Academy, or Seminary. An act of April 14, 1838 chartered "a
Female seminary or public school for the education of female youth
in the English and other languages, and in the useful arts, sciences
and literature, by the name, style, and titleof the Gettysburg Female
Academy." Among the nine charter trustees were Robert G. Harper,
John F.Macfarlane, John B. McPherson, Samuel Simon Schmucker,
and Thaddeus Stevens. By the time the term of the rental expired,
during the hard timea of the 1840s, the academy was indefault of its
annual payments and the College was eager to sell the property. A
buyer appeared in1844 and was promised a deed on completion of
the agreed-upon schedule ofpayments. The deed which the College
actually executed in the summer of 1848 was to Frederick A.
M.Keller (1838), a Reading pastor and son of Benjamin Keller, who
had purchased the rights of the earlier buyer. This deed was not
given, however, until Schmucker, true to the promise which he had
made to the community in1829, called a town meeting for August
14, 1848, at which he offered the residents an opportunity to take the
property before it was sold for private purposes. The price
determined was $2,500, which included the original cost plus
repairs made since 1829. The large number of citizens who attended
the public meeting voted not to interfere with the sale. 49
The 1838 catalogue informed the public that the new College
building was located "a short distance from the village." This was an
accurate statement. None of the town lots which James Gettys had
laid out in 1785-1786 was located north of the present railroad
tracks, and there were no houses close to the six acres which
Thaddeus Stevens offered to the College in1835. 50 Between that year
49SentineJ, August 21, 1848. Formost ofthe time between 1838 and about 1870, the
academy property was used for the education of young women. Since then, it has
been a private residence.
50 Most of the present College property is located on part of about 380 acres of land
claimed by Samuel Gettys, father ofJames. Inthe 1780s the sheriff sold the real estate
of Samuel Gettys in order to pay his debts. His son purchased the southern third, on
which the family lived, and laid out the town which bears his name. James later
bought the western half of the rest of his father's former property (it extended from
the townlimits north to Oak ridge) and developed itas a farm. In1825, after his death,
Thaddeus Stevens purchased the farm when the sheriff sold the assets ofthe James
Gettys estate. For many years the land immediately surrounding the College
consisted of small farms and town out-lots, the latter used for grazing, cultivation, or
wood lots. When the College needed to expand, purchase of more land was much
easier than would have been the case had the campus stillbeen located in the middle
of the town.
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and 1849, the College purchased three lots from Stevens. These
totaled twelve acres ninety-nine perches and constituted the pre-
CivilWar College campus. Itextended west fromNorth Washington
street about 520 feet, withits northern limitabout fiftyfeet south of
West Lincoln avenue and its southern limit stopping short o£ the
Tiber. Inpreparation for building Stevens Hall, between 1865 and
1868 the College purchased four tracts of land totaling about nine
acres and located within the square bounded by Carlisle, Lincoln,
North Washington, and Stevens streets. Thus, in 1868 the campus
consisted of about twenty-one acres of land. 51
Until long after 1868 the edifice which John C. Trautwine
designed and Henry Winemiller built dominated the campus. Even
after several other buildings appeared, it remained the center of
College activities. The main entrance to the four stories was from
the south portico; the north portico was not built until 1937. There
were about fiftyrooms for student use, most of them about ten by
fourteen feet in size and located on the second, third, and fourth
floors. These rooms could, and often did, accommodate as many as
one hundred students. On the first or ground floor at the west end
lived the steward and his family. The College dining hall was located
under the portico. Rooms in which students of the preparatory
department recited and studied occupied the east end. President
Krauth and his family lived in the west end of the second floor,but
their dining room was downstairs.
Six "recitation rooms," which also served as professors' offices,
were located on the second and third floors. On the third floor the
center section was divided into two large rooms, each forty-two by
twenty feet, separated by a hallway running east and west through
the building. The northern room was the library; the southern room,
the chapel. On the fourth floor, space was reserved for the two
literary societies. 52 Phrenakosmian Hall occupied the western end
and Philomathaean Hall the eastern end; these rooms were nineteen
by forty-two feet. Inaddition, each society had a library located on
the north side of this floor, and later each was assigned space for its
own reading rooms. 53
On several occasions, the faculty reminded the trustees of the
need for a College bell. When a hand bell proved to be inadequate,
the trustees authorized (September 1847} the faculty "to purchase a
"Gregory J. Landrey, "AHistory of the Gettysburg Campus," (Gettysburg College
paper, 1977), pp. 13-24. Much of the land purchased in1865-1868 had been owned by
the College between 1836 and 1850, when it was sold to raise money.
52See pp. 158-162 for a discussion of these societies.
531n September 1845 the trustees named a committee to arrange for care of sick
students. Apparently no action was taken, since inJanuary 1852 the faculty urged the
trustees "to reserve a room in the College edifice for the use of the sick."
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bell not to exceed 300 lbs. in weight." Cast in Philadelphia the
followingyear, the bell was brought toGettysburg by several faculty
members on their way home from a meeting inNew YorkCity, and
then placed in the cupola, or belfry.54 The firstof several schedules
for ringing this bell was 7:55 and 10:55 A.M., and 1:45, 3:45, and
8:20 P.M. Fireplaces and then wood stoves were used to heat every
room in the building until coal stoves began to replace them about
1860. Candles and sperm oilprovided the lightinguntil kerosene and
gas began to replace them about the same time. 55
During the period covered by this chapter there were no major
repairs or renovations to the College building. In 1852 the trustees
did authorize cutting side windows into several rooms whose
natural light was reduced by the portico. Eight years later, when the
steward system was abandoned, the quarters which his family had
occupied were converted into seven additional rooms for students.
Once construction of the College building was completed in1837-
1838, the task ofcreating a "college yard" or campus around ithad to
begin from the beginning. In1838 workmen brought in about one
thousand cubic feet of filland graded the area. Trees were planted
over and over again, more than five hundred of them between 1839
and 1853. What one student, writing years later, remembered as
being "bare as your hand" in1839, another student about a decade
later called "a beautiful yard."56 The transformation occurred after
the faculty inFebruary 1844 named Michael Jacobs and William M.
Reynolds "todevise a plan forornamenting the College grounds and
interesting the students in it." Soon after College and seminary
students organized the Linnaean Association in June of the same
year, they voted to "take under its special care the improvement of
the grounds around the College edifice." Their first project was to
lay a walk from the portico to Washington street, to replace what
one student thought was something in great need of attention. "A
more stony, rough, shin-breaking path could not wellbe conceived,"
54The bell hangs in Christ Chapel.
551n 1850, responding to a faculty suggestion, the trustees prohibited the use of
camphine or burning fluidin the building. This mixture of turpentine and alcohol or
other ingredients was a fire hazard. "Inthe hands of careless persons," wrote Henry
Eyster Jacobs (1862), son of Michael Jacobs, itwas "very dangerous. Inmy memory a
student [his name was Peter Hake] had been burned to death by it in the College."
Nevertheless, he noted, his father used itinhis study. Henry Eyster Jacobs, Memoirs
ofHenry Eyster Jacobs: Notes ona Life ofa Churchman, cd. Henry E. Horn (1974), p.
215. Hereafter cited as Jacobs, Memoirs. The prohibition of 1850 not having
accomplished its purpose, the board tried again in September 1860: "Resolved, that
the students be not permitted to burn etherial oilor fluid in the College edifice, but
that those not using gas, be advised to burn either candles, or Kerosene or Coal oil."
561882 History, p. 443; WilliamH. Cone to Messrs. Bell, Simington, and Gundy,
Gettysburg, May 31, 1851, GCA.
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he wrote, "particularly of a dark night. 1'57 The improvement was
named Via Benedicta, inhonor of Frederick Benedict (1847), who
was in charge of the undertaking.
Subsequent Linnaean projects included replacing fences; planting
about twohundred more trees; making flower beds on both side's of
the ViaBenedicta; and, under the direction of Herman Haupt, laying
out what a student called "all sorts of roads and walks, circles and
curves and ellipses, cutting each other in every direction, and
making to the uninitiated a perfect labyrinth." 58 In1847 the trustees
remitted the tuition of one student "in view of services to the
campus." In the late 1850s and early 1860s the faculty occasionally
suspended some or allof the classes on a spring day so that students
could work on the campus. In 1844 and again in 1856 the trustees
took note of these efforts and formally thanked the students for
what they were doing. Time and again fences were built around the
campus, and occasionally they were taken away. After trying a
wooden gate to keep cattle from entering and roaming through the
property, the trustees in 1861 approved installing an iron gate,
fastened to granite posts.
In the "back yard," north of the College building, several wells
were dug and pumps installed. In fact, the very first facilityon the
campus was a well completed even before Henry Winemiller began
construction inthe spring of 1836. For the use of the steward, there
were a garden and the needed outbuildings: a washhouse, smoke-
house, oven, and stable, all constructed in1837. Aspringhouse was
added in 1840 and a cattleshed in 1851. There were also the
inevitable privies, what was described as an "eight apartment" one
for students and a "two apartment" one for the families of the
president and steward. For some years the students, who were
responsible for heating their rooms, had their own woodpiles inthis
area. Edward S. Breidenbaugh (1868) remembered being told that
"the back yard was the general wood-yard." 59 In 1856 the College
built a large woodhouse, from which the steward could then sell fuel
at a fair price to keep the scholars warm. In1857, using money the
students had contributed, the College built a bathhouse northeast of
the building, near one of the wells. When the steward system was
discontinued in 1860, the trustees converted the washhouse into a
residence for the janitor.Both faculty and trustees were sufficiently
concerned about possible sources ofincome for the College to worry
about renting part of the campus for agricultural purposes, to
57Sketch of the Linnaean Association of Pennsylvania College, . . . (Gettysburg,
1861), pp. 10-11. For information on the Linnaean Association, see pp. 162-163.
58 Ibid., p. 12.
59 Quoted in the 1882 History, p. 443.
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From the 1882 College history.
consider using it for such purposes themselves, and to establish their
ownership of the manure produced by the animals stabled "out
back."
The second major building on the campus was Linnaean Hall, the
impetus for which came from the Linnaean Association, organized
in 1844. One of their first decisions was to attempt to construct a
building tohouse their scientific collections. They resolved to begin
as soon as they had inhand cash amounting to half of the estimated
cost of the undertaking and subscriptions which exceeded the latter
by $1,000. They persuaded the women of Gettysburg to assist them
in conducting a fair at which they proposed to sell food, clothing,
and related items contributed by friends and relatives from as far
distant as Philadelphia, Baltimore, Hagerstown, and Chambers-
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burg. The fair, which was held on July 1-4, 1845, was a decided
success. It raised about $550.60
Upon the recommendation of the faculty, the trustees inSeptem-
ber 1845 granted the petition of the Linnaean Association by
authorizing ittobuild on the campus. The board reserved the right to
determine the site and to set aside a classroom on the ground floor of
the proposed building for the use of the preparatory department. It
agreed to contribute $1,000 toward the cost of the building and
designated several trustees to act with other persons chosen by the
association as the building committee. Early in 1846 Joseph
Clapsaddle, of near Gettysburg, entered into a contract to construct
the building, which Herman Haupt had designed. The amount of the
contract was $2,800; student members of the Linnaean Association
agreed to provide some of the materials and contribute some of the
labor required.
In the early spring of 1846, students began digging the founda-
tions of Linnaean Hall.The site selected was due west of the College
edifice. With appropriate ceremonies, including an address bystate
Representative James Cooper, the cornerstone was laid on July 23,
1846. Dedication took place on September 14, 1847, during the week
of commencement. The main speaker was John G. Morris, who
regarded himself as the founder of the Linnaean Association and
was proud of what had been accomplished:
It is the first time, that an edifice, devoted to Natural History,
conceived, designed, erected and completed through the agency of
Students has been dedicated in this country. Other prouder and
more costly buildings have arisen in other places, which are
depositories ofmore extensive collections than ours, butours isthe
first, which the Students themselves undertook to erect, and for the
existence of which, they alone deserve all the credit... Imost
heartily congratulate you, Linnaeans, on the auspicious event of
this day. You can proudly say, our work is done, - all that we
undertook is completed -we leave to our successors inCollege the
farther prosecution of the work.61
Whatever the long-term legacy of the Linnaeans might have been,
in the short run they left the College trustees with a sheaf of unpaid
bills. In September 1848 the latter had to assume responsibility for
what was stilldue the contractor. They borrowed some money and
on several occasions called upon the Linnaean Association to help
them inmeeting the remaining obligations. Not all of the bills were
paid until after the contractor died in1850. The final transactions
were complicated by the fact that some of the work was improperly
60SentineI, July 7, 1845.
61Sketch of the Linnaean Association of Pennsylvania College, . .. (Gettysburg,
1861), pp. 9-10.
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done and repairs were soon needed. 62 The Linnaeans used the
building to display their growing collection of mineral, botanical,
and other specimens, as well as for their small library. Asplanned,
the College used the ground floor for the preparatory department.
The third major building on the campus was a residence for the
president. Its completion and occupancy in 1860 provided the
solution toa problem which Henry L.Baugher thrust upon the well-
regulated family when he refused to move into the College edifice
ten years earlier. As noted, no faculty member was willing to take
his place, at least not on a permanent basis. The faculty and board
might coerce a tutor in the preparatory department to accept
residence in the building as a condition of employment, but no one
expected any tutor to be as awesome as Baugher, Jacobs, or Stoever
could be. In1853, the same year inwhich the trustees tried toreach
the best solution possible at the time by designating the president the
resident officer in the building, they appointed a committee to
investigate the possibility of constructing a house for the president
on the campus. In April 1854 the committee reported that it had
plans and an estimated cost, both of which it considered unsatis-
factory. There the matter rested until September 1858, when the
board named a new committee to study the matter and bring inits
recommendations. Ayear later, inSeptember 1859, after the faculty
strongly recommended immediate action, the board named a
committee to enter into a contract and supervise construction of a
house, which was not to cost more than $3,500. InNovember the
committee engaged George and Henry Chritzman, local builders, at
a cost of $3,576. Construction was begun in the spring of 1860 and
the Baugher family occupied the new house inDecember. Itwas one
of the first private residences in Gettysburg to be illuminated by
means of gas. The president's house "is a beautiful and much
admired structure," insisted the building committee in its final
report, "adding essentially to the appearance of the place as well as
to the substantial value of the property of the Institution." 63 When
the Baughers were comfortably settled intheir new quarters near the
College edifice, the faculty and trustees could breathe easier every
time they read the statement in the catalogue that the "President,
under whose immediate supervision the building is placed, with the
other officers, exercises a constant guardianship over the whole
establishment."
The completion of a fourth major campus building, Stevens Hall,
in1868 meant the achievement of a desire which faculty and trustees
6?Between 1846 and 1851 the College treasurer paid out about $1,800 for the
construction of Linnaean Hall.
63Report of the building committee, September 18, 1861, GCA. The treasurer's
records show payments totaling $3,576 to the Chritzmans between 1859 and 1864.
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shared almost from the moment the College edifice was occupied in
the fall of 1837. Those administering the College were in full
agreement that a preparatory department was essential for its
success. Their building was planned to accommodate about one
hundred students, but in 1839 there were already about 140 inboth
departments and by 1841 there were about 190. The ideal of the
College as a well-regulated family assumed that almost all of the
students would be livingin the one main building. Obviously, this
was already quite impossible. In addition, the faculty were now
becoming convinced that the different levels of maturity of
preparatory and college students made it highly desirable that they
not be livinginthe same building. Accordingly, the faculty began to
urge the trustees to plan for a second structure, located nearby, to
house the preparatory department.
Impressed with the strength of these arguments, the trustees voted
inJune 1841 to name a committee to select a site, buy the necessary
land, and raise the needed money. In April 1842 they named a
building committee and authorized itto choose a design, enter into a
contract, and begin to build as soon as $3,000 in pledges was
113
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secured. The 1841 catalogue informed the public that
the Board of Trustees are making active preparations to put up
another building for the use of the Preparatory Department. It is
intended to make it 80 feet long, 50 feet wide, and 4 stories high,
and to arrange the whole interior with a view to the greatest
convenience and comfort.
Although this statement was continued in the 1842 catalogue and
the trustees reaffirmed their decision to proceed when they met in
the fall of that year, it was soon evident that there was not nearly
enough money, either in hand or in prospect, to spend $3,000 to
$4,000 on a second building. Inresponse to the economic downturn,
enrollment by 1843 had dropped to about 130 students. In that year
the catalogue statement about the proposed new building disap-
peared. Three years later, when the trustees approved the construction
of Linnaean Hall, they allocated $1,000 from the subscriptions
which they had received for a preparatory building as their share of
its cost, with the understanding that they could use the ground floor
for the preparatory department. There matters rested for almost
twenty years.
During the CivilWar (1861-1865), the College enrollment dropped
about twenty percent from the level of the preceding four years.
Although there were a number of reasons for what had happened,
the trustees concluded inAugust 1864 that they needed torevitalize
the preparatory department and appointed a committee tobring in
its recommendations for achieving this end. One year later, after
considering the committee's report, the trustees decided to propose
revising the course of study, named a principal (the position had
been in disuse for about ten years), and resolved to proceed with
plans for a new building. At the same time, they named a committee
to solicit contributions from the people of Adams county, inpart at
least because many of the students in the preparatory department
were local boys. With the blessing of the trustees, Charles J.
Ehrehart (1850), the new principal, made an addition to his
residence on Carlisle street for the use of his students. 84
Although the campaign to raise money was disappointing, the
trustees decided in January 1867 to proceed and authorized the
building committee to sign a mortgage, if necessary, in order to
secure the required funds. Three months later they reaffirmed this
action and resolved that, "in token of our appreciation of the
valuable services rendered to the cause of Education by the Hon.
Thaddeus Stevens, and of his constant and active interest in the
64The 1866 catalogue explained that "the Principal, who resides near the College,
willreceive into his family a limited number of the younger pupils, for whom
temporary provision has been made by the Board of Trustees, in the erection of an
addition to his residence." The Ehrehart residence was located at 227 Carlisle street.
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growth of Pennsylvania College, the name of the Preparatory
building be the Stevens Hall." The original plan submitted by John
Frazer, a Philadelphia architect, called for construction of a
building 63 by 55 feet, with a 50 by 46 feet wing. A structure of this
size would accommodate about ninety students, the principal and
his family, and the tutors. The contract later made with John R.
Turner, of Carlisle, for $19,160, was for construction of the main
building only, which was intended to accommodate sixty-five
students and the tutors, but not the principal and his family.65
The cornerstone for the new structure was laid during commence-
ment week, on August 8, 1867. After an address by M. Russell
Thayer, Philadelphia, Samuel Simon Schmucker delivered what
might be regarded as his valedictory, as far as Gettysburg College is
concerned. Before he reviewed some of the events in the early
history of the College, he paused to take note of the fact that, inthe
summer of 1867, Thaddeus Stevens was a highly controversial
national figure. Since 1859 a member of the United States House of
Representatives, he was one of the chief promoters of the Recon-
struction Actpassed inMarch 1867. Almost two years after the war
was over, this measure divided the former Confederate states into
military districts and required them to rewrite their constitutions
according to certain federally prescribed guidelines which would
insure that blacks could participate inthe political process. Withina
matter of months, Stevens would become one of the leading
agitators for the impeachment of President Andrew Johnson, which
occurred in February 1868. "As an attempt has been made by a
portionof the public press togive a political aspect" to the naming of
the new building, Schmucker told the gathering, "itseems proper to
state, that this is an unqualified misapprehension." He assured his
hearers that the board had acted entirely "on account of the eminent
and life-long services of the Hon. Thaddeus Stevens to the cause of
popular and collegiate education, throughout the State of Pennsyl-
vania in general, and his services and liberality to Pennsylvania
College, inparticular." Recalling the rule adopted in1833 excluding
"allparty politics from the exercises of the College," he noted that
the faculty had always belonged to "different political schools" and
"claim the right to form their opinions for themselves, on all the
measures of government and interests of our beloved country, and
out of the institution,in their intercourse with theii;fellow citizens,
85Report of the committee on the preparatory building [May 1867], GCA.
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to express them." 86
Responding to a faculty suggestion, the board of trustees in
August 1867 directed the committee which was responsible for the
new preparatory building to have two houses constructed on the
campus for rental by members of the faculty. The committee chose
the site now occupied by Schmucker Hall,where ground was broken
inMarch 1868. About this time itwas decided tobuild one two-story
double frame house instead of two units, as originally planned.
Construction work on Stevens Hall, halted during the winter
months, was resumed in March. Two months later it was being
roofed. By the fallof 1868 both buildings were ready for occupancy,
although the work in and around Stevens Hall was far from
completed.
The total costs attributed to this construction amounted to
$37,352.93. Of this, $27,705.21 was chargeable to Stevens Hall,
$8,692.72 to the professors' houses, and $955 to the temporary
building added to the Ehrehart residence on Carlisle street. 67 Since
this work had been completed with only $12,934.90, scarcely more
than one-third of the cost, actually contributed, the College now
faced a potentially serious financial problem, with which the board
of trustees and a new president would have to deal.
Abuilding which should be considered a functioning part of the
College campus, beginning in1836 and continuing for many years
thereafter, was Christ Lutheran church, on Chambersburg street.
When the College began operating in November 1832, it made
frequent use of the so-called German church at the corner of High
and Stratton streets. While seminary and College were permitted to
use its facilities,and while both students and faculty were welcome
to worship there, the facts that the services were conducted in
German and that the Lutherans had use of the building only every
other Sunday led some seminary and College faculty members to
join with a number of Lutheran townspeople to plan a second
66Addresses Delivered at the Laying of the Corner Stone of Stevens Hall . . .
(Gettysburg, 1867}, pp. 30-31. Thaddeus Stevens was scheduled to give the main
address on this occasion, but cancelled his appearance at the last minute. He did
contribute $500 toward construction of the building named inhis honor. Atits August
1867 meeting, the board asked the faculty "to give increased attention to the rule
requiring the exclusion of partizan politics from the public exercises of the
Institution."
67John R. Turner, the contractor for Stevens Hall, was paid $19,856.30. John
Frazer, the architect, received $600. Land purchased, equipment, furnishings,
leveling the grounds, fencing, and other costs brought the total to $27,705.21.
WilliamC. Stallsmith, Gettysburg, the contractor for the faculty residences, was paid
$7,500. Heating, a water supply, fencing, and other costs brought this total to
$8,692.72. This information is taken from a financial statement presented to the
board of trustees in June 1869.
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From the 1882 College history.
Lutheran congregation in Gettysburg. They purchased a lot in the
first block of Chambersburg street and, on August 10, 1835, laid the
cornerstone for what was then sometimes called the English
Lutheran church. The completed building was dedicated on
November 6, 1836.
Two days after the dedication the faculty accepted the congrega-
tion's invitation for them and the students to worship regularly with
it. Unless they had written permission from their parents to go to
some other church, all students were required to attend services
every Sunday inthis place, which was referred to as College church
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as early as 1843. 68 College organizations met here. Baccalaureate and
commencement exercises were held here. When the cornerstone of
Linnaean Hall was laidin1846, the procession moved from the cam-
pus to the church, where there was a prayer, an address, and music
by a brass band. Then the procession returned to the campus, where
the cornerstone was laid and the ceremonies were concluded.
Until long after 1868, Christ church had no regularly called full-
time pastor. Members of the College and seminary faculties, one of
whom was designated as pastor of the congregation, supplied most
of the preaching, especially when these two schools were in
session. 69 Relations between the College and the congregation were
not always smooth, even though most, sometimes all,of the faculty
were members of the latter. There were occasional disputes over
what should be considered fair charges when the church was used for
College events. Faculty tended to grow weary of preaching respon-
sibilities when College was not in session.
Between 1832 and 1868, some colleges purchased farms, for
which students could then supply the labor and use the wages in
meeting their college expenses. Inmost cases this did notprove tobe
a satisfactory arrangement for very long.70 Gettysburg never had
such an extension of its campus, although the matter was once
brought to the attention of the trustees. InSeptember 1846, in the
midst of financial stringencies, the semiannual faculty report
discussed the "advantages which may be derived from the purchase
of a farm in the immediate vicinityof the College upon which the
Students may labour during the vacation and Sessions, so much as
their health and comfort require." The student plan for the farm
which accompanied the report maintained that "a judicious com-
bination of mechanical and agricultural labour" would benefit
everyone, especially if accompanied by "a course of instruction
upon theoretical and practical agriculture." 71 The board voted to
postpone the matter indefinitely. The proposal was not presented
again.
The rules and regulations which the trustees adopted in Sep-
tember 1837, as the College was preparing to leave the academy
68Beginning in 1838 and for a number of years thereafter, the catalogue stated that
students were "required to attend public worship on the Sabbath ina church of which
the Institution has the use for the occasion, unless they bring written requests from
their parents or guardians, specifying the particular congregation with which they
wish them to worship." Only beginning in 1855 does the catalogue refer to it as the
College church. Nowhere is it identified as a Lutheran church.
69Henry L.Baugher was pastor from 1841 to 1852 and from 1861 to1866. As such,
he was responsible for supplying pastoral services in addition to preaching.
70Sack, Higher Education 2:731-732.
71Faculty Report, September 1846, GCA.
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building and occupy the present campus, contained a provision -
expressed inrather obscure language - that "the lot adjoining that of
the College shall be appropriated for a College campus for the
purpose of exercise and play by the students in leisure hours."
Another section of these rules prescribed fines and possible
suspension for any student who "shall play at hand or foot ballinthe
College edifice or College yard, or throw anything which might
damage the College building or property." The area set aside for
"exercise and play" was that located north of Stevens and east of
Washington streets, but there is no evidence that itwas either much
or long used for this purpose. In the spring of 1840 the students
began to construct what was called a ball alley, which they located
somewhere near the present site of Christ Chapel. At their meeting
in Aprilof that year, the trustees appropriated $50 "toward the
erection ofa battery toa ball alley, inaid to the effort now making by
the students." Several months later, the treasurer paid George
Chritzman, a local contractor, $50 for his work on this project.
Many years later, Joseph B. Bittinger (1844) remembered that "our
campus, inthose days, was the fieldback of the present Preparatory
building. There we played some 'corner-baH 1and much 'long-ball,'
till'town-ball' drove those rustic games out of fashion." 72
The ball alley, which was used for a form of bowling, was
probably abandoned some time before 1850, when the College sold
the land on which it was located. Convinced along with the faculty
that more adequate facilities for "exercise and play" were needed,
the board in 1866 directed that an "arrangement for Gymnastic
exercises" be included inthe preparatory building. Since this did not
happen, itnamed a committee inMay1868 tobring ina plan for and
estimated cost of a gymnasium for the use of all students in the
College. Several years elapsed before this facility could be built.
Preparatory Department
Since there were at the time almost nopublic high schools and few
academies located within the constituency of Gettysburg College, it
is easy tounderstand why the trustees and faculty decided in1832 to
create an institution to replace the Gymnasium which the Pennsyl-
vania legislature had recently transformed into a college of the
liberal arts and sciences. A department to prepare young men for
72 Quoted in1882 History, p. 443. Initsreport to the trustees inSeptember 1840, the
faculty reported that the ball alley was being "made use ofby the Citizens as wellas
the students and there is reason to fear improperly." Students built a ball alley at
Dickinson. Sellers, Dickinson College, p. 180.
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either that or some other school would be a service to the
community; itmight well attract students toGettysburg College who
would otherwise go elsewhere; it could train young men for the
work required in the latter's classes; and it would be a welcome,
perhaps necessary, source of income for the College. At its first
meeting, on July 4, 1832, the board of trustees named a committee to
select a teacher for what the minutes call "the preparatory
department." Atits second meeting, inSeptember, it approved the
committee's recommendation of Ernest Friederici to fillthe post. At
the end of October, the faculty adopted a "course of study and
system of recitations" for the new department.
The purposes of "prep," as it was soon called, were clearly
outlined in the 1838 catalogue and were then repeated with little
change in subsequent issues as well as inother College literature.
The statement in the 1838 catalogue is as follows:
The Preparatory Department, under the supervision of the
Faculty, is designed not only to qualify for entrance into the regular
College Classes, but also to give thorough instruction inthe higher
branches of an English education. It is not merely a LatinGrammar
School, but is intended to furnish a solid business education. The
youth who enter itfor the purpose ofpursuing classical studies, are
not permitted whilst doing so to neglect the every-day wants of
business, or to forget their mother tongue. 73
The course of study as it had developed by the 1850s included
Latin, Greek, reading, writing, grammar, composition, orthoepy
(pronunciation), arithmetic, algebra, bookkeeping, geography, and
history. According to the 1855 catalogue, "throughout the whole
course the students are required to attend to English Grammar, and
particular attention is paid to Orthoepy and the use of grammatical
language incommon conversation." The curriculum was intended to
be completed in three years, but a student's "attainments, abilities,
and application" might result in a longer or shorter attendance.
The academic year of the preparatory department coincided with
that of the College; the charge for tuition was the same. As soon as
the prep students moved into the College building in the fallof 1838
(not 1837), the faculty adopted a set of rules and regulations
designed especially for them. Their comings and goings were more
circumscribed than were those of the College students. Exceptions
to the rule requiring everyone to room in the building were more
difficult for prep students toobtain, unless their parents lived in or
near town. At first, their recitation and study rooms were located in
the eastern end of the ground floor of the building. Beginning in
738y 1868 considerably more space in the catalogue was devoted to the preparatory
department.
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1847, they recited and studied on the ground floor of Linnaean
Hall.74 Prep students were permitted to enroll in College classes
whenever the faculty deemed them qualified.
Ernest Friederici had a short tenure inthe preparatory department.
InApril1833 the trustees asked John George Schmucker to "tenderly
admonish" him for "the alleged harshness of his deportment" as it
related to students. At the next meeting, twelve of these students
submitted a letter repeating the complaints. Advised by the board of
his best course of action, Friederici now resigned. Between 1833 and
1841, with but a brief interruption, William M. Reynolds was
principal of the preparatory department, inaddition to performing
his duties as Professor of Latin Language and Literature. In 1841
Martin L. Stoever became principal. Two years later, the College
catalogue, the newspapers, and a printed brochure informed the
public that Stoever
devotes himself entirely to the duties ofhis station, insuperintend-
ing and instructing his pupils, both during the regular hours of
study and recitation, and at all other times. He boards in the
building withthe Students, visits them intheirrooms, accompanies
them to Church, and enjoying their regard and confidence,
endeavors to occupy the position of a parent or friend in his
government. 7s
This close care was apparently no more to Stoever's likingthan it
was to that of the students. In any event, after a few years the
statement was dropped from the catalogue. In1856, at his request,
Stoever was relieved of the principal's duties and the position was
eliminated. The one or two tutors who customarily provided much
of the instruction in the preparatory department were now answer-
able directly to the president and faculty. Especially after the first
few years of its operation, most of the tutors were recent graduates
of the College who remained inGettysburg for a year or twobefore
leaving topursue their intended careers. George Diehl (1837), Milton
Valentine (1850), EliHuber (1855), and Henry Eyster Jacobs (1862)
were among the tutors who later served the College as trustees or
faculty.
During the period under study, the preparatory department
warranted all of the attention which the board of trustees and
faculty devoted to it.Between 1837, when the College building was
first occupied, and Stoever's resignation in 1856, its enrollment
usually exceeded that of the College itself. For the entire twenty-
year period, the annual average for prep was 86 students, while that
for the College was 73. Each year, many of the students in the
74See pp. 112-113 for a discussion of the unsuccessful efforts in the early 1840s to
get a separate building for this department.
75 See, for example, the Sentinel, April17, 1843.
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department were from Gettysburg or other parts of Adams county.
After the office of principal was abandoned, enrollment inprep
began to decline. By the early 1860s it was but half of what ithad
been a decade earlier, a condition which the faculty attributed to the
competition being offered by an increasing number of preparatory
schools in the area from which the College drew its students.
Disturbed by what was happening, in 1864 the trustees named a
committee to bring in recommendations designed to reverse the
trend. Ayear later, inAugust 1865, after listening to the committee's
report, the board declared that "the interests of the College demand
the immediate resuscitation improvement" of the preparatory
department. To accomplish this end, they resolved to erect a
separate building for its use; to revive the office of principal and
give it the faculty status it formerly possessed; and, finally, to ask
the faculty to revise the course of study in order to "adapt it to
the present wants of the Institution." 76 The board then elected as
principal Charles J. Ehrehart (1850), Lutheran pastor inMiddletown
and a man keenly interested in secondary education wherever he
was serving a parish. Within a few months of his election Ehrehart
joined the faculty which, as the board requested, revised the course
of studies, in June 1866.
During the next two years, Ehrehart moved with great energy to
resuscitate the preparatory department. As already noted, while the
plans for constructing Stevens Hall moved to completion, he used a
temporary addition tohis house on Carlisle street toroom and board
some of his younger students. As the 1866 and 1867 catalogues
advised, the new principal was prepared toreceive these boys "into
his family."Enrollment increased from 40 students in1862 and 1863
to 87 in1867 and 94 in1868. By the time Stevens Hallwas occupied
in the fall of 1868, it appeared that the revival of the preparatory
department was becoming an accomplished fact.
Curriculum
Among the fairly complete records of the organization of the
College in1832 there are none of any discussion of what should be
included inthe first curriculum, nor is there any notation either in
the minutes of the faculty orof the board for that year that a course of
76The board also authorized a committee to visit schools within the College
constituency to recruit students for prep and to determine whether additional
preparatory departments could be established inurban areas "under the fostering care
of the College as the Parent Institution." Nothing came of the latter proposal.
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Course ofInstruction
On August 29, 1832, the facultypresented this course ofstudy "to a num-
ber of gentlemen competent to judge of its merits" and asked for their
"influence in recommending students to our Institution."
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study was ever formally adopted. 77 Nevertheless, on August 29,
1832 the faculty issued a circular outlining the proposed course of
instruction and sent it "to a number ofgentlemen competent to judge
of its merits," in the hope that they would recommend the new
College to prospective students. 78
Upon examination of the outline, it is immediately evident that
the announced College course was the curriculum of the Gymnasium,
with minor revisions and some additions. For example, much of the
scheduled work for the senior year was that of the fifthclass of the
Gymnasium. Henry L. Baugher retained the instruction in Greek
and turned over his Latin work to Ernest L. Hazelius. Michael
Jacobs continued tobe responsible for the offerings in mathematics,
chemistry, astronomy, surveying, and political economy. 79 The
courses in philosophy, logic, and theology which Samuel Simon
Schmucker planned to teach for juniors and seniors represented an
addition to the curriculum, as did those inbotany and mineralogy
assigned to John H. Marsden and those inFrench to be taught by
Ernest Friederici.
The College required students tocomplete most of the work which
it offered, although there were always some "optional studies." 80
The first catalogue, published inFebruary 1837, identified these as
German, Hebrew, navigation, botany, mineralogy, and geology, all
of which were taught either during the second term of the senior
year or "whenever the qualifications and convenience of the
Students may best admit." In subsequent years French, zoology,
anatomy, and physiology were added to the optional list, and were
described as studies "attended to by the members of any Class
having the necessary knowledge and leisure." As we shall see,
German was eventually removed from the enumeration of optional
studies. 81
The early catalogues informed the interested public that the
College offered "lectures on Chemistry with experiments," that the
surveying included "field exercises with the instruments," and that
77The curriculum which the faculty approved at its second meeting, on October 31,
was one for the preparatory department.
78 Pennsylvania College. Course of Instruction. GCA.
79Later, Jacobs sometimes taught botany, mineralogy, and meteorology. InAugust
1856 his faculty colleagues urged him to publish his lectures on the last-named
subject.
80There were no distribution requirements and no major or minor course of study.
81On several occasions (1846, 1852, 1854, and 1866) there are references to teachers
of music, but these were not regular members of the faculty and tuitiondid not cover
the cost oftheir services. Nor was occasional instruction inpenmanship and drawing
covered by the tuition fee. For a briefperiod in the 1840s the catalogue listed subjects
on which the faculty delivered lectures from time to time, outside the classroom.
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the anatomy instruction was "illustrated by an appropriate collection
of Anatomical preparations." The engineering lectures were offered
by a man who "has not only had the advantage of a regular course at
West Point, but is still a practical Engineer in the employ ofthe
State." Among the well-known texts which were used in the early
College were the following: Andrew Dalzel, CoJJectanea Graeca
Majora. . . (1802]; John Playfair, Elements of Geometry (1795);
Thomas Keith, ANew Treatise on the Use ofthe GJobes (1805), in
astronomy; Alexander F. Tytler, Elements of General History
(1801); and Jean Baptiste Say's work on political economy, or
economics, the first of many editions of which was published in
1803.
The curriculum for the 1867-1868 academic year bore unmistak-
able traces of its close kinship with the one announced thirty-five
years earlier. 82 The heavy concentrations in Latin, Greek, and
mathematics remained. Of 122 topics or combinations of topics
listed under "the studies of the several classes" for 1867-1868, 43
dealt with the Greek and Latin language, literature, and culture,
while 13 dealt with mathematics. Philosophy, theology, history,
chemistry, navigation, surveying, and economics were still being
offered. New professors had changed some of the titles of the
"studies" which they taught. Most of them had also adopted more
up-to-date textbooks. Of those used in the 1830s, Thomas Keith's
work on astronomy was probably the only one which remained.
Among the newer texts being used were Asa Gray, Botanical
Textbook (1842), Francois Guizot, History of Civilization inEurope
i(1828), Furman Sheppard, The Constitutional Text-Book: APractical
and Familiar Exposition of the Constitution of the United States
(1855), Francis Wayland, Elements ofMoral Science (1834), Edward
L. Youmans, A Class-Book of Chemistry (1851), and several books
by Elias Loomis, famous mathematician and astronomer.
Between 1832 and 1868 some important new work was added to
the curriculum. As already noted, the College charter contained a
provision that "inaddition to the customary professorships inother
colleges, there shall be in this institution a German Professorship,"
whose incumbent had the specific responsibility of giving instruction
to young men preparing tobe teachers in"those primary schools" in
which both English and German were to be taught. This provision
82Frederick Rudolph concluded that widespread acceptance of the famous Yale
Report of1828, which advocated continuation of the long-established college course
of study withbut few changes, had the effect of stifling curricular reform in the
United States for almost half a century. Frederick Rudolph, The American College
and University: AHistory (New York,1962), pp. 130-131. Hereafter cited as Rudolph,
American CoJJege.
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was an injunction which the College could not ignore, but itproved
to be one which was difficult to obey. The first two catalogues in
1837 and 1838 indicated that there was a professorship of German
Language and Literature, but inplace of the name of the incumbent
there were two conspicuous blanks. Henry I.Smith (1806-1889) was
Professor of German and French Languages and Literature from
1838 until1843, when the hard times of the decade led him to return
to the parish ministry. 83 Neither of his two successors in German
remained very long; by 1848 the position was again vacant. A few
years later the board of trustees took the initiative, already
described, which prompted the Pennsylvania Synod to endow the
German professorship.
When Charles F. Schaeffer became its first incumbent in1856, the
study of German was optional. In the following year, the synod
asked the College "to place the German language on the same
footing with the Latin and Greek languages, in the regular course of
studies, subject to like privileges and restraints." 84 After first
rejecting the proposal, the board of trustees and faculty agreed in
1860 to accept it. Beginning with the 1860-1861 academic year,
German became a required study. Exemptions were granted only
upon written requests of parents or guardians. "Unsurpassed inits
rich stores of literature, science, and theology," explained the 1868
catalogue, German is "a part of the regular College course" and is
"continued throughout the entire course." Not all parents and
guardians were convinced that their sons should be required to study
this language. More than a few asked forexemptions, most of which
were granted.
In addition to German, a second new area of study had been
established inthe curriculum by the end of the period covered by this
chapter. In August 1862 the board of trustees named a committee "to
revise the schedule of studies of the Institution, with a view to
secure a larger attention to English Literature and Rhetoric." The
committee was instructed to work with the faculty and to proceed
with expedition, but at each succeeding meeting it asked for more
time. Perhaps what it was really asking for was more money, since
only after John E. Graeff contributed $20,000 during the 1864
Harrisburg convention could a new faculty position be created and
proper attention be given to the subject. The faculty hastened to list
the Graeff Professor of the English Language and Literature in the
1865 catalogue, but the first incumbent, Edsall Ferrier (1831-1903),
83Between 1839 and 1843 Smith was also a member of the seminary faculty. From
1848 to 1880 he was Professor of German Language and Literature at Columbia
College, New York.Between 1832 and 1868 French was offered only infrequently at
Gettysburg College.
84Mfnutes of the Pennsylvania Synod (1857), p. 29.
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STUDENTS INCOLLEGE AND DEGREES GRANTED
1832-1868
Degree Special Preparatory Total
Candidates Students Students Students Graduates
Sources: Faculty reports to the board of trustees and College catalogues. These
figures do not include one student from each of the following classes whose
degrees were withheld for disciplinary reasons and not awarded until after 1868:
1861, 1864, and 1865. In1880, upon recommendation of the faculty, the board
voted to award a degree to a member ofthe class of1856 who was drowned during
the senior vacation preceding commencement. According to the AJumni Directory
of Pennsylvania College of Gettysburg, 1832-1918 (Gettysburg, 1918), pp. 3-32,
there were 595 students enrolled in the College between 1832 and 1868 who were
not graduated.
418
13.1959401011867-68
151958701081866-67
9156860701865-66
12112510611864-65
12114484621863-64
16123407761862-63
18131405861861-62
21166675941860-61
19151544931859-60
14169717911858-59
11134553761857-58
16151713771856-57
211648310711855-56
101708217711854-55
121648310711853-54
14162836731852-53
71641095501851-52
141538411581850-51
18142669671849-50
10133677591848-49
13144629731847-48
171768114811846-47
1419310811741845-46
4148779621844-45
121427111601843-44
11130755501842-43
131749613651841-42
111891089721840-41
6158884661839-40
14141775591838-39
6123648511837-38
41045012421836-37
0951835-36
8c.lOO1834-35
3861833-34
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did not assume his duties until January 1867. The courses which he
then introduced included study of both language and literature. For
example, students in 1868 were investigating the etymological,
rhetorical, and poetical forms of the English language; itshistorical
elements; Anglo Saxon; as well as Chaucer, Spenser, Shakespeare,
and Milton.85
The 1868 catalogue noted that, inaddition to allof the other topics
included in the course of instruction, composition, declamations,
written debates, or orations were assigned throughout the four
years. It assured the public that professors "who have had the
advantages of enlarged experience in their respective departments"
were responsible for the instruction and that they used "both text
books and lectures, as they find most efficient, in developing the
minds of the pupils."
As the curriculum developed from 1832 to 1868, there is little
evidence inthe minutes of either the faculty or the board that itwas
the subject of extensive discussion or debate, or that the faculty was
much influenced by what was happening in other colleges. On
occasion, as in the case of the introduction of courses inthe English
language and literature, the board appears to have taken the
initiative in curricular revision, but there is no indication that it
intended to proceed without faculty cooperation and approval.
Between 1832 and 1861 the academic year consisted of two terms
or sessions. The first term, or winter session, began late in October
or early inNovember (the 1832 opening on November 7 was about a
week later than usual) and extended into April.After a vacation of
fiveor six weeks, the second term, or summer session, began inMay
and continued into September. Commencement occurred on the
third Thursday in September. In April 1861 the board adopted a
calendar of three thirteen-week terms, withvacations of six, three,
and four weeks between them. Classes then began during the last
week in September and commencement took place on the second
Thursday in August. The adjustment in this calendar which was
made in 1868 willbe discussed in the next chapter.
The admissions requirements changed little between 1832 and
1868. Inboth years a prospective student needed tobe able to pass
an examination to determine the extent of his knowledge of Latin,
Greek, English grammar, geography, and mathematics (in 1868
specifically arithmetic, algebra, and geometry). He also had to
produce "satisfactory testimonials of good moral character." Stu-
dents in the preparatory department could take the entrance
examination before they left on vacation. Others who were willing
85For a discussion of the early history of the Ockershausen professorship, also
established in 1865, see pp. 234-237.
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to make a special trip to Gettysburg could come at the same time.
More came at the beginning of the first term, anticipating that the
professors would approve of their preparation in some academy or
possibly inan early high school. A few appeared and qualified days,
even weeks, after classes began.
The entire faculty voted upon every candidate. Well-prepared
students were admitted unconditionally. Those whose command of
Latin, Greek, or some other subject was marginal and who were
admitted "on trial" were told that they had a term (orperhaps a year)
in which to remove the conditions imposed upon their entrance. It
was not unusual for applicants who fared well during their
examinations to be admitted as sophomores or even juniors. Only
rarely was anyone admitted as a senior. As early as 1838 the faculty
required that a student wishing to transfer bring written evidence
from the college which he last attended that he was ingood standing
in that institution and entitled to honorable dismissal. 86
Although the faculty considered a student actually enrolled in
College once he began to attend classes, the formal act of entry,
called matriculation, did not take place until later. The first
matriculation of students, for example, did not occur until Decem-
ber 15, 1832, when twenty-two young men signed their names to the
following solemn promise:
Isolemnly promise, on my truth and honor, to observe and obey
all the laws, rules and regulations of Pennsylvania College, and
that Iwillabstain from the profanation of the Lord's day, from the
use of profane language, from all kinds of gambling, from all
indecent, disorderly behavior, and from disrespectful conduct
towards my instructors and others. 87
Most students had three classes, or recitations, each day except
Wednesday and Saturday, when they had two. Wednesday after-
noons were reserved for meetings of student organizations, while
Saturday afternoons were free time. Classes lasted for an hour. In
1858-1859 they met at 8 A.M.,11A.M.,and 4 P.M. each day except
Wednesday (when the times were 8 A.M.and 11A.M.)and Saturday
(when they were 8 A.M.and 9 A.M.)To meet their convenience and
other obligations, at the beginning of a term members of the faculty
often adjusted the times when they expected to meet their classes.
86In July 1861 the faculty approved admitting students of Northern Illinois
University, a struggling Lutheran institution, ifits president, WilliamM.Reynolds,
provided them with certificates evaluating their academic qualifications.
87The 1838 catalogue announced that "no student is matriculated untilhe is fifteen
years of age and has been six weeks in the institution; until this he is merely a
probationer." Inaddition to entering theirown names, signers gave the name oftheir
parent or guardian and their home address. Members of both preparatory and
collegiate departments were required to sign the matriculation oath untilafter 1900.
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Page from the Matriculation Book, 1840-1841
During the course of an academic year there were a number of
days on which no classes were held. Twenty years before Abraham
Lincoln issued the first proclamation calling for a national thanks-
giving day (1863), the governor of Pennsylvania asked the residents
of the state to set aside a day on which to give thanks. The College
adjourned classes on this day and the days proclaimed by succeeding
governors. Sometimes the Christmas-New Year recess included only
those two days. Ifparents wanted to have their sons home for the
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holidays, they would have to send a written request to the faculty.
At other times the recess included Christmas day, but ended before
January 1. Occasionally it was long enough to allow students tobe
home on both holidays.
There were two February days without classes. One was George
Washington's birthday and the other, first observed in 1839,
occurred during the last week in the month. Itwas a day of prayer
for all of the colleges of the country. Religious services were held in
one of the churches in the town and students were expected to
attend. Good Friday sometimes occurred during one of the vacations.
If not, classes were suspended on that day and services were
conducted in the church. There were never classes on July 4. These
days without classes were not included in the published College
calendar. The faculty early made July 4 a permanent holiday, but the
students annually petitioned for some of the others. The one which
gave rise to the most dissension was the Christmas-New Year break,
which the students wanted to begin before December 25 and end
after January 1. For a long time the faculty insisted that the calendar
which the board had approved made impossible such a long
interruption in classes. They did not admit that a change might
easily be effected.
The faculty was greatly concerned about frequent evaluation of
student performance. One of their earliest acts was to devise a
"notation system" of grading and a "character bill,"which included
marks for both classroom work and general deportment. These
reports were sent to parents twice each term until 1851 and once
thereafter. According to custom, there were public examinations of
students. The faculty tried to publicize these occasions inorder to
insure a proper attendance. To 1868 and beyond, a number of
trustees (usually residents of Gettysburg) were delegated to partici-
pate inthe examination of seniors and joininrecommending them to
the board for their bachelor's degrees.
Both faculty and board resisted the temptation experienced by
most new colleges to graduate some students at the end of the first
year of operation. The first Gettysburg commencement was held on
September 18, 1834, when three students -Jacob B.Bacon, David G.
Barnitz, and WilliamH. Smith - were graduated. 88 Except for 1836,
88According to the list complied by Donald G. Tewksbury and published in 1932, as
measured by the date of its charter Gettysburg College was then the fifty-sixtholdest
functioning college or university in the United States. However, ifmeasured by the
date of its first baccalaureate degree, itwas the forty-seventh oldest. Some colleges
and universities didnot grant their firstdegrees untilten ormore years after they were
chartered. Inthe case ofLafayette, itwas ten years. Inthat of Mount St. Mary's, itwas
twenty-five years. Donald G. Tewksbury, The Founding of American Colleges and
Universities Before the CivilWar ... (New York, 1932; reprint cd., 1965), pp. 32-39.
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Student Grade Report, 1854
when there were no students qualified toreceive degrees, there has
been a commencement every year since. 89 As a means of advertising
the College, almost every annual catalogue issued up to and beyond
the year 1868 listed all of the alumni, with their addresses, giving
them a prominent place in the front of the book, immediately after
the lists of trustees and faculty. The 1869 catalogue, which listed the
graduates through 1868, included the names and addresses of 418
persons, 357 of whom were stillliving.The average size of the thirty
four classes which were graduated between 1834 and 1868 was
twelve.
Commencement week in Gettysburg each September (beginning
in 1862, each August) was a gala affair, with College and seminary
coordinating their end-of-the-year activities. Most of the events
89 On at least one occasion, in August 1863, one month after the battle of
Gettysburg, the College graduated students without formal exercises.
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were held in the College church. The week began with the
president's baccalaureate sermon on Sunday. During the week the
literary societies, the alumni association, and sometimes other
organizations held their exercises. Occasionally there were special
events, such as the dedication of Linnaean Hall in 1847 and the
laying of the cornerstone of Stevens Hall twenty years later. Usually
the College president gave a party, which was about the only formal
event of the week which did not include at least one address. Always
there was a meeting of the board of trustees.
Commencement exercises occurred on Thursday. Each senior was
expected to give an address, the allotted time for which decreased
from twentyminutes in1837 toeight minutes thirty years later. 90 These
talks were delivered in Latin, Greek, English, and sometimes also in
German, on subjects which the faculty assigned. In1853 ,forexample,
the topics ranged from Cardinal Wolsey and the Opium Trade to the
Shady Side of our Country and the Sunny Side of our Country.
Students could, and often did, ask to change the subjects which were
assigned to them. Allwere required to submit either the outline or the
full text of their orations to the president in advance of delivery.
Participation inthe commencement exercises was an obligation and
students wishing to be exempted had topetition the faculty. In1851 a
student was excused and handed his diploma because the "morbid
condition of his mind" required it. Three years later, a senior whose
case was described as "peculiar" was given permission to read his
speech instead of committing it to memory.
The College awarded the degree ofbachelor ofarts toall graduating
seniors. InMarch 1838 the faculty decided henceforth to recommend
each year to the board for the master of arts degree "those graduates
who after the expiration of three years give evidence of good moral
character and progress inintellectual attainment." Theboard agreed to
participate in this practice and in September 1838, withits approval,
the president conferred the master's degree on two members of the
class of 1834. Insucceeding years almost allgraduates of three years'
standing were recognized inthis way. These degrees were considered
to have been awarded in course.
Between 1835 and 1868 the College also awarded honorary
degrees of bachelor of arts (1), master of arts (41), doctor of divinity
or of sacred theology (33), doctor of laws (4), and doctor of
philosophy (1). Most of the recipients of these degrees were
Lutheran pastors who either had or would have some association
90The editor of the Sentinel wrote that the 1839 commencement lasted "forabove
four hours" and would have had his readers believe that the addresses were so
absorbing that "there was not the least evidence of weariness amongst the large and
attentive audience." Sentinel, September 18, 1839.
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GETTYSBURG, PA.
YOUare respectfully invited to attend the Sixteenth Annual Com-
mencement of Pennsylvania College, fv he hehl mi the 19/Aof Sep
tember, 1850,
J. F. BAUGHER,
J. F. CROCKER,
C. NITTERAUR,
J. WORLEY,
J. M. EIOHELBERGER, Committee
GRAOiUATES, AMID TMEOK SUBJECTSn
lya^n. Salutatory. —HenUV ReOk ; t)f Adams Co., Pa.
Greek Oration.
—
Milton Valentine, of Taneytown, Md.
Power ofExample.
—
Geo. W. Anderson, of Harrisonburg, Va
Man's Superiority.
—
Daniel J. Barrick, of Woodsboro' ;Md.
Empiric.—John Baugiier, of Frederick, Md.
Greek JDrama*-**WM» J. T. Carroll, of Smithfield, Va.
Power of the Pen. —Chas. John Ehrehart, of Adams Co., Pa.
fSpanish and Anglo-Saxon Civilization in America.-^- John M.EICH
elberger, of Winchester, Va.
Mind upon Mind.-—Daniel Garver, of Scotland, Franklin Co., Pa
The Human Voice.— William F. Greaver, of Middlebrook, Va.
California.
—
Robert G. Harper, Jr., of Gettysburg, Pa.
Claims of the World upon the Young Men ofAmerica.
—
Jacob Kel
ler Kast, of Mechanicsburg, Pa.
True Glory.—Samuel O. K^empffer, of Manchester, Md
Popular Delusions —Cornelius Nitterrauer, of Wadsworth, Ohio
Early Impressions. —David Stroh, of Mechanicsburg, Pa.
Claims of the Christian Ministry.—-Daniel Worley, of 'Harrisburg
Influence ofMissions on Literature. Samuel Yingling, of York, Pa
Valedictory. —James F. Crocker, of Smithfield, Va.
Announcement of the 1850 Commencement Exercises
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with the College, but the list also included the names of Thomas H.
Stockton, a Methodist pastor who was later chaplain of the United
States Senate; Herman Haupt; two principals of the Gettysburg
Female Academy; Oliver O. Howard, the Civil War generalr and
Edward McPherson (1848), then Clerk of the United States House of
Representatives. The names of honorary degree candidates might
originate with members of the board or with the faculty. In1838 the
trustees required that these names be submitted at a meeting
previous to the one in which they acted on the nominations, thereby
establishing apolicy to which they made few exceptions. In1859 the
board resolved not toconfer the divinity degree upon any who could
not give evidence "of extensive theological learning by his writings
or by his diligent studies." A candidate should be known "as a
scholar, sedulously pursuing theological science and rising above
his brethren around him in scholarly attainments." At the same
time, the board agreed to vote by ballot, rather than by a show of
hands, in choosing recipients of honorary degrees. 91
Library
The firstpublic announcement of the Gymnasium late in 1829 or
early in 1830 contained the information that a library was being
formed; inthe meantime, students interested intheology had access
to the seminary library, which then consisted of more than six
thousand volumes. Apparently, the managers of the Gymnasium
bought few books, since the trustees in April 1834 directed that
Charles P. Krauth, Samuel Simon Schmucker, and John G. Morris
purchase an "incipient College Library." These three men were
authorized to spend $500 for that purpose, and toborrow the money
if necessary. Their report, dated September 16, 1834, shows that
they were prompt in carrying out the task assigned to them.
Borrowing $500 from a Hanover bank, they traveled toPhiladelphia
and Baltimore, where they "selected the most important and
valuable works in all departments of Literature and Science,
suitable for a College library, to the amount of their means." 92 There
being no adequate space for the collection in the academy building,
9iNear the end of his lifeJohn G. Morris wrote that he opposed most nominations
for the doctorate of divinity, including his own. He gave three reasons: he didnot want
to cheapen the title; he found most candidates falling short of his standards for the
degree; and he didnot believe indiscriminating against many qualified persons who
were never nominated. Morris, Reminiscences, p. 290.
92Report of the Library Committee, GCA. They spent $471 and, after paying
interest on the note, had abalance of$21.62. They used some ofthe money received in
the first installment of the state grant of $18,000 to repay the note.
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the trustees rented one room inthe house ofMichael Jacobs, which
was located one block away, at the northwest corner of Washington
and Middle streets.
In June 1834 the faculty elected Michael Jacobs librarian and
adopted the first regulations governing use of the collection. Itwas
to be open for one hour in a week, from 11 A.M. to noon on
Saturday. Each student could borrow one large or two small books
for one week. There were fines for damaging a book or for returning
itlate. In1834 it was not unusual for a college library tobe operated
on such a limited schedule. Course requirements were then based so
heavily upon textbooks, lectures, and recitations that the need for
student use of the library was minimal. As times and expectations
changed, the hours of service were increased and the librarian was
given more authority to alter the rules. In1835 resident graduates
were given access to the collection.
When the new College building was occupied inthe fall of 1837,
the library was moved to the large room on the north side of the
center section of the third floor. Here it remained as the collection
increased and outgrew these cramped quarters. While the two
literary societies were attempting to erect their own building on
campus in the late 1850s, as the Linnaean Association had done a
decade earlier, the faculty proposed that itbe built to accommodate
the College library as well.Agents were sent out tocollect funds, but
the war dissipated these plans, and in1868 the library stilloccupied
the space allotted to it thirtyyears earlier. There was, however, now
a separate reading room where students could use newspapers and
journals. After Michael Jacobs, the following faculty members
served as librarians: Martin L. Stoever, to 1850; Frederick A.
Muhlenberg, from 1850 to 1866; and Luther H. Croll, beginning in
1866.
In1834 the trustees agreed to allocate $100 each year to be used
for augmenting the library collection. Two years later, they decided
to charge each student $1 per year and assign the proceeds for the
same purpose. In practice, neither of these resolves worked as
intended. The small beginnings of sustained support for the library
have already been described: the successful canvass of the alumni in
1852-1853 for a $1,000 endowment, the annual yield of which was
used for the purchase ofbooks. 93 Occasionally, outsiders contributed
money for the library. James Buchanan, who gave $50 in1853, is an
example. More often, friends of the College gave books which, if
they came from a personal collection, might be of limited use ina
93 8y 1868 the principal of the endowment fund amounted to $1,500, thanks to a
special bank dividend during the 1865-1866 year. The fund was then yielding about
$175 each year.
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college library. Among the chief early donors were William G.
Jones, of Baltimore; Hiester H.Muhlenberg, of Reading, a trustee
whose gifts over an extended period of time approximated one
thousand volumes; John G. Morris, whose interest inthe library also
extended over many years; and the heirs ofRev. John C.Baker, from
whom the College received some 550 volumes, inaddition to many
pamphlets, in 1859. Both faculty and board made it a practice to
thank these donors.
The estimated size of the library in 1840 was 1,050 volumes; in
1855, 2,500; and in1868, 6,000. Inthe latter year the catalogue noted
that the library holdings of the literary societies and other College
organizations increased the total campus library collection to 16,500
volumes. The trustees indicated their estimate of the importance of
these resources by having them separately insured, for $1,000, in
1857.
While the faculty may have spent little time in their weekly
meetings discussing the curriculum and its development, the
minutes show that they were greatly concerned about building a
representative library collection appropriate for a liberal arts
college. On many occasions they acted as a body to purchase
specific works, and the secretary dutifully recorded the titles which
they selected. 94 What follows is a sample of their orders, the date
given being the date when the purchase was authorized:
Reference Works
Statesman's Manual, 1846
Poole's Index to Periodical Literature, 1853
Encyclopedia Britannica, 1859
Newspapers
Gettysburg, Philadelphia, New York, and Baltimore papers
Periodicals and Magazines
Silliman's Journal, 1834 The treasurer regularly paid for this subscrip-
tion by sending money to the famous chemist and geologist, Benjamin
Silliman (1779-1864)
Annals of Education, 1834
Edinburgh Review, 1835
Westminster Review, 1835
Transactions, American Philosophical Society, 1844
Blackwood's Review, 1847
American Journal of Education, 1856
Proceedings, Academy of Natural Sciences, 1860
941n 1838 they decided to purchase a "due proportion" of German works.
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Government Documents
Complete or nearly complete set of United States government publica-
tions and publications from the states of Pennsylvania, New York,
Massachusetts, and Rhode Island. Thaddeus Stevens, Simon Cameron, and
other officeholders contributed many of these volumes.
Science
Edward Hitchcock, Geology, 1840
Charles Babbage, Ninth Bridgewater Treatise, 1841
Justus yon Liebig, Organic Chemistry, 1841
Dionysius Lardner and Charles V. Walker, Manual of Electricity,
Magnetism, and Meteorology, 1842
John Torrey and Asa Gray, FJora of North America, 1842
Isaac Newton, Principia Mathematic a, 1843
Natural History of New York, 1852
Hugh Miller,Popular Geology, 1859
Charles Lyell,Principles of Geology, 1863
Language and Literature
Thomas Macaulay, Essays and Reviews, 1841
Henry Hallam, Introduction to the Literature of Europe, 1841
John Dunlop, History of Prose Fiction, 1842
Comparative Philology, 1854
Blaise Pascal, Provincial Letters, 1855
Andrew Comstock, The Phonetic Reader, 1857
Government
James Kent, Commentaries on American Law, 1841
Henry Wheaton, Elements of International Law, 1846
John Purdon, A Digest of the Laws of Pennsylvania, 1855
Decisions of Chief Justice John Marshall, 1855
Francis Lieber, ManuaJ of Political Ethics, 1857
History
George Bancroft, History of the United States, 1839
Barthold Niebuhr, History of Rome, 1841
Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in America, 1841
WilliamH. Prescott, Conquest of Mexico, 1844
John Lingard, History of England, 1855
Works of John Quincy Adams, 1856
Thomas Macaulay, History of England, 1858
John Lothrop Motley, History of the United Netherlands, 1861
Thomas Carlyle, History of Frederick the Great, 1865
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Religion
Life and Works of John Wesley, 1843
John Calvin, Institutes of the Christian Religion, 1848
Robert Baird, Religion in America, 1856
William B. Sprague, Annals of the American Pulpit, 1856
Philosophy
Heinrich Ritter, History of Philosophy, 1841
WilliamWhewell, Philosophy of the Inductive Sciences, 1858
WilliamHamilton, Metaphysics, 1859
Not allof the books inthe College library were safe from the threat
or the reality of a censoring authority. InSeptember 1834, after the
committee named topurchase the "incipient library'1made its report
to the trustees, Thomas J. Cooper moved "to remove certain Novels
from the Library." During the ensuing debate, on the motion of
Thaddeus Stevens, the matter was wisely dealt with by being
postponed indefinitely. In 1843 the faculty transferred Walter
Scott's Waverley novels to the president's study; nine years later it
authorized the librarian to use his discretion in signing them out to
students. In 1855 certain volumes of Thomas Jefferson's works,
recently presented to the library and believed tocontain "objection-
able sentiments," were also consigned to the president's study.
Equipment
Along withinformation about student access tolibrary facilities, the
first public announcement of the Gymnasium contained the informa-
tion that "globes, an Electrical Machine, and an increasing Chymical
and Philosophical Apparatus" had been provided for use in the in-
structional program. While these pieces of apparatus, as they were
called, may have been sufficient fora Gymnasium, they were certainly
not fora college, and Michael Jacobs turned to the board for the funds
necessary toobtain more and better equipment. In April1834 the trus-
tees appropriated $300 for his use, and at the nextmeeting they decided
to spend $50 each year for "chemical and philosophical apparatus."
Unfortunately, financial considerations led them torescind this resolu-
tioninApril1836, when they repealed a similar authorization ofannual
support for the library. Beginning in 1840, the catalogue annually
assured the public that the "apparatus for chemical and philosophical
purposes is respectable, and increasing," but Jacobs never enjoyed the
regular, although small, endowment income which was available to
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the library after 1854. 95 In1835 the trustees authorized him to solicit
funds for the purchase of a telescope. He was not successful in raising
the money, and on several occasions during the 1840s the board post-
poned purchase of this piece of equipment because itdid not have the
funds. Finally, in1853, trustee Hiester H. Muhlenberg, already iden-
tified as the most generous patron of the library, gave the College a
telescope. About the same time Charles A. Hay contributed binoc-
ulars.
When Alfred M.Mayer (1835-1897) became the first Ockershausen
Professor of.Natural Science in1865 and Michael Jacobs was made
Professor of Astronomy, the trustees appropriated the unprecedented
sum of$2,500 for the purchase of additional equipment, exclusive of a
new telescope. The 1866 catalogue reported that during the preceding
year the efficiency of Professor Mayer's department
has been greatly increased by the additionof a complete collection of
Philosophical Apparatus ... specially constructed tobring before the
students allthe fundamentally important phenomena ofNatural Phil-
osophy and Chemistry, and thus cause Nature, as far as possible, to
take the place of instructor, and give her own teachings inher own
language. Allthe recent developments inreference to the correlation
ofthe physical forces are thus experimentally illustrated and indelibly
impressed upon the mind ofthe student.
The same catalogue announced the purchase ofa "superior Telescope,
"
made inGermany, withmagnifying powers to 460 times. However, this
acquisition was of no use to the students taking astronomy until an
observatory could be built,which did not happen until after 1868.
Apart from the chemical and philosophical apparatus, the College
from its early days had acollection ofmineral and other specimens .The
1837 catalogue described it as "arespectable and increasing cabinet of
minerals ...designed to connect withitcollections inNatural History
and Antiquities." In April1844 the trustees recognized the major con-
tributions of time, effort, and specimens being made by John G.Morris
tothis collection bynaming itthe Morris Cabinet and appropriating $50
todefray the costs incurred inputting itintoorder. After Linnaean Hall
was completed in1847, the cabinet was moved onto its second floor.
The1856 catalogue described the collection as consisting of "minerals,
shells, fossils, birds, quadrupeds, reptiles, insects, coins, paintings,
engravings, medals, etc." In1866 the College spent more than $2,500 to
951n 1882 Milton Valentine wrote that "in the hands of Prof. Jacobs,. . . who
possessed rare skill, as wellas industry, in utilizing and extemporizing instruments
for illustrative experiments," the apparatus
"
was made to do very efficient service."
1882 History, p. 47. Intheirregular reports to the board, the faculty often asked for
more support of Jacobs' work.
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purchase from E. Seymour, New York, a mineral collection which he
had built up over a period of thirty years and which was reputed tobe
one of the best of its kind in the country.**
The Medical Department
Although the main business of Gettysburg College in the years
before 1868 was tooffer instruction inthe customary liberal arts and
sciences, leading to the degree of bachelor of arts, there were a
number of occasions on which faculty and trustees demonstrated a
willingness to consider the possibility of entering into additional
educational ventures. InSeptember 1839, on a motion by Thaddeus
Stevens and David Gilbert, the trustees established a law depart-
ment and named Judge Daniel Durkee of York as its professor.
Stevens, Gilbert, and Samuel Simon Schmucker were delegated to
inform Durkee of his appointment and urge him to accept. The
professor-elect, who was president judge of the Nineteenth Judicial
District,which included York and Adams counties, politely declined
the invitation and thereby ended the law department before it was
fairly begun.
Twenty-five years later, inJanuary 1864, state Senator George W.
Householder of Bedford reminded President Baugher that the
MorrillAct of 1862 had awarded 810,000 acres of public land to the
state of Pennsylvania, specifying that the proceeds were to be used
for
the endowment, support, and maintenance of at least one college
where the leading object shall be, without excluding other
scientific and classical studies, and including military tactics, to
teach such branches of learning as are related to agriculture and
mechanic arts, ... in order to promote the liberal and practical
education of the industrial classes in the several pursuits and
professions in life.
Householder informed the president that Allegheny College had
applied for the income from one-third of this grant and urged
Baugher to consider making his request for a share of it."Gettys-
burg, being the spot upon which one of the greatest battles of
modern times was fought," the senator wrote, "would seem to
present inducements at this time, over other institutions for the
purposes named." 97
96See ibid., pp. 47-49 for a good summary of the College "cabinet" as it existed in
1882. By1840, the equipment of the College included blackboards, historical maps,
and musical instruments.
97 George W. Householder to Henry L. Baugher, Harrisburg, January 25, 1864,
GCA. A copy of the printed letter from the president of Allegheny College to the
members of the state legislature, dated January 4, 1864, is in the archives.
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During the 1864 session of the legislature, which began in January
and ended in April, Baugher joined other Pennsylvania college
presidents in Harrisburg, where they discussed ways in which a
number of institutions might share inthe proceeds from the federal
grant. Householder prepared a bill dividing the expected income
among a number of colleges. InAugust the board of trustees named
a committee to investigate the possibility of the College's being
endowed as a land-grant college and authorized it to convene a
special meeting ifthe prospects appeared favorable. InOctober the
Harrisburg endowment convention voted its approval of the idea
and named a committee to cooperate with the one appointed by the
trusteesJo lobby for the pending legislation. Nothing came of these
initiatives. In April1865 the board committee reported that no bill
acceptable to the College could be passed. As early as April1863,
the legislature had designated the Agricultural College of Pennsyl-
vania (renamed Pennsylvania State College in 1874) as the provi-
sional recipient of the benefits which the MorrillAct conferred upon
the state. As it turned out, no other Pennsylvania college was to
share in them.
In August 1867, as the construction on Stevens Hall was
beginning, the faculty recommended to the board of trustees that it
consider establishing a normal school for the training of teachers
and housing it in the new building. An act of May 20, 1857 had
divided the state into twelve districts, in each of which the
Superintendent of Common Schools was authorized to recognize
one privately owned normal school, which would then receive
certain benefits from the state and be required to meet certain
standards. By 1867 four such schools had been designated, but none
in the district which included Adams county. The faculty was
convinced that there were definite advantages for the College in
owning the state normal school inits district:
The effect of this arrangement willbe to bring the Teachers of
our Common schools into contact with a higher form of education
and awaken the desire for a more enlarged preparation for their
work. At the same time it willattract an additional number of
Students to the College, willmake the College more widelyknown,
willconstitute a desirable connection between the lower and higher
forms of instruction. Above all, it will tend to dissipate the
prejudice which exists against colleges amongst the masses of the
people.98
Report, August 1867, GCA. See Sack, Higher Education 2:528-539 for a
discussion of the normal schools. During the period covered by this chapter, most
Pennsylvania colleges, including Gettysburg, had no separate course of study
designed for training teachers. Faculty reports to the board of trustees sometimes
gave the numbers of students preparing for teaching who were taking advantage of
the lawrequiring that the College offer free tuition to as many as fifteen persons, "if
so many apply." The numbers in 1856 and 1857 were three.
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The board named a committee to investigate the feasibility of this
suggestion. Itnever reported, possibly because of the death of one of
its members, the president of the College, before the next meeting of
the trustees. InMay 1867 the faculty went on record as approving
the plan of the federal government to offer military instruction in
colleges and later expressed its willingness toaccept an army officer
as a colleague.
Neither the law department, agricultural college, normal school,
nor military courses became a reality before 1868, but for more than
twenty years before the Civil War Gettysburg College did have a
medical department, whose educational program was carried out in
Philadelphia.
InApril1837 Thaddeus Stevens reported to the board of trustees
that a number of Philadelphia physicians were beginning a new
medical college in that city and wanted to establish an affiliation
with the College at Gettysburg. The board named Samuel Simon
Schmucker, Thaddeus Stevens, and John B. McPherson to investi-
gate the character and standing of these men and to confer with
them. A year later the committee reported that plans for the school
had been suspended, at least for the moment. There matters stood
until September 1839, when four physicians presented the board
with a proposal, under the terms of which they could grant medical
degrees, by virtue of the authority of the charter of Gettysburg
College.
The leading figure among the petitioners was George McClellan
(1796-1847), a graduate of the University of Pennsylvania medical
school in 1819 and subsequently one of Philadelphia's most
successful physicians. When the supporters of his alma mater
blocked his attempts to found a second medical school inthe city,he
persuaded the trustees of Jefferson College in 1824 to establish a
medical department inPhiladelphia. McClellan became the leading
professor inJefferson Medical College when itopened the following
year, teaching anatomy and surgery as well as pioneering in
developing a clinic as part of the instructional program. An act of
April12, 1838 made the medical department a separate, indepen-
dent college. A year later, after internal troubles prompted the
trustees to dismiss the faculty, McClellan and three associates asked
the Gettysburg trustees to do for them what the Jefferson College
trustees had done on their behalf fifteen years earlier.
The same committee which had responded to the overture of 1837
was named to consider the proposal of 1839. Itrecommended that
the board of trustees establish a medical department; name its first
faculty of five men; authorize them to designate their successors,
offer their instruction in Philadelphia, and confer the degree of
doctor of medicine upon candidates who met certain specified
requirements; and, finally, require the faculty to make an annual
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Medical Department Building
This engraving of the medical department building on Ninth street in
Philadelphia appeared in the 1858 College catalogue.
report on the state of the department. The trustees accepted this
recommendation as itwas presented to them, at the same meeting at
which they established a law department.
The Medical Department of Pennsylvania College went into
operation in the fall of 1839. Inorder to remove any doubt about
their ability to grant degrees, McClellan and his associates per-
suaded the legislature to pass the act of March 6, 1840, which
specifically authorized the medical faculty to confer medical
degrees inthe name of Gettysburg College on candidates who met
the same requirements as those used by the University of Pennsyl-
vania medical school. At the same time, the legislators declared in
this act that "hereafter it shall not be lawful for any College
incorporated by the laws of this State, to establish any faculty for
the purpose of conferring degrees, either inmedicine or the arts, in
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any city or county of the commonwealth, other than that in which
said college is or may be located." Atfirst housed on Filbert street,
near Eleventh, the medical school moved in 1849 to even more
spacious quarters inanew building onNinth street, between Walnut
and Spruce. Inorder to make possible finance of the new quarters,
the legislature passed an act on March 29, 1849, incorporating "the
trustees of the medical department of Pennsylvania College, 1
'
and
authorizing them toraise up to $40,000 inorder topurchase a lot and
erect a suitable building.
Beginning in 1840, the College catalogue included information
about the medical department, listing its faculty (and for several
years its students) and stating the requirements forgraduation: three
years of study under a "respectable practicioner" of medicine; two
fullcourses of lectures, one of which had to be in the department;
and a thesis. As part of their clinical instruction, students observed
and helped to treat patients inPennsylvania Hospital and Blockley
Almshouse as well as in other city hospitals and at the medical
school itself. The adequacy of the physical facilities and the rigorof
the instructional program brought high praise from contemporaries.
Edgar Fahs Smith (1874), a graduate ofGettysburg College who later
became provost of the University of Pennsylvania, believed that by
1860 the Medical Department of Pennsylvania College "was con-
ceded tobe the best medical school inthe city.""During its lifetime,
it awarded more than eight hundred degrees.
Except for the requirements that itmake an annual report to the
parent institution and pay itone-half of the $5 matriculation fee, and
except for the fact that the president of Gettysburg College usually
appeared inPhiladelphia for its graduation exercises, the medical
department functioned most of the time as though it were an
independent entity. The act of 1849, which created a separate
corporation for holding the school's real estate, only added to the
anomaly of the entire arrangement. However, when dissensions
within the faculty became serious, as they too frequently did, the
Gettysburg trustees were called upon to assert their authority and
give what limited help they could. On one such occasion, in1843-
1844, the original faculty was dismissed and an entirely new one,
which included David Gilbert, was constituted. In1854, after twoof
the leading faculty members attempted to replace their colleagues
"Quoted in Harold J. Abrahams, Extinct Medical Schools of Nineteenth-Century
Philadelphia (Philadelphia, 1966), p. 560 n. Smith wrote this to Richard H. Shryock.
Abrahams discusses the Medical Department of Pennsylvania College on pp. 29-110
and 549-560. See also Sack, Higher Education 2:385-390. For information on the early
Jefferson Medical College, see Helen Turnbull Waite Coleman, Banners in the
Wilderness: Early Years of Washington and Jefferson College (Pittsburgh, 1956), pp.
83-84. Hereafter cited as Coleman, Banners in the Wilderness.
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and declared the school's independence, the Gettysburg board
dismissed the two rebels and authorized the remaining members to
fill the vacancies. A mass resignation occurred in April1859, at
which time the board appointed six men who had been faculty
members of the Philadelphia College of Medicine, which then
passed out of existence.
Another mass departure took place in July 1861. In a letter to
President Baugher, the faculty explained that they had resigned
because the outbreak of war robbed them of Southern students while
the depression which accompanied it promised to reduce the
number of Northern students attending in the fall.Atthis very time,
they claimed, the trustees of the medical school building were
insisting that the members of the faculty were personally respon-
sible for real estate taxes and other obligations then due and
payable. "In order to save ourselves from inevitable loss, which
none of us can afford," they wrote, "we have no course left us but to
resign our chairs." They did so regretfully and withappreciation for
the previous cooperation of the Gettysburg board of trustees. 100
In reconstituting the faculty on this occasion, the board reap-
pointed two former members and David Gilbert, instructing him to
attempt to secure a fullfaculty and open the school inthe fall. He
was not successful and the building was sold by the sheriff in the
summer of 1862. Nevertheless, Gilbert remained hopeful. "The
drain upon the ranks of the profession by the war," he told the
president of the board on October 9, 1862, "willbring out a large
number of medical students and another faculty can be sustained."
The former building would stillbe available and could be rented. 101
His hopes were not to be realized. On August 7, 1863 the treasurer of
the College wrote off as a bad debt the $1,478.50 from its
endowment fund which it had invested in the new medical
department building in the early 1850s.
Students
It is abundantly evident that the founders of Gettysburg College
were convinced that education in the liberal arts and sciences was
best carried on in a setting which resembled that of a well-regulated
family. Such a family customarily livedunder one roof, where itwas
thought both instruction and discipline could most easily occur.
Thus, itis not surprising that, as early as September 1832, the board
D. Harlow, lately Dean, to H. L.Baugher, Philadelphia, July 16, 1861,
GCA.
101D. Gilbert to M. McClean, Philadelphia, October 9, 1862, GCA.
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of trustees took the first steps toward acquiring a more adequate
building for accomplishing these purposes than the academy could
ever provide. Until such time as more suitable quarters were
available, however, there needed to be rules and regulations which
governed student conduct both inand out of class and which
adapted to the existing situation. Atits very first meeting, on July 4,
1832, the board directed the faculty to prepare a draft and submit it
for approval. Rules and regulations for the College were adopted in
September 1832 and for the preparatory department in April1833.
Once these were printed in 1834, the faculty sent copies to the
proprietor of every house in which students roomed and boarded,
and professors undertook to visit these places every two weeks.
InApril1837, as the College edifice was nearing completion, the
faculty reminded the trustees that ithad now become "a matter of
primary importance ... tomake such a disposition of the students of
the whole institution as willsecure for them the supervision and
care which are necessary for their moral welfare." Inthe opinion of
the faculty, "nothing willcontribute more to the prosperity of the
College than judicious arrangements for placing the students out of
the way of vice, and the preservation of their moral purity."102
Responding to this urgent initiative, the board appointed a committee
to draft a "system of rules and regulations for the supervision of the
students in the new edifice." In September, one month before the
move to the new campus, it adopted the "system" which Samuel
Simon Schmucker, Robert G. Harper, Thaddeus Stevens, and John
F. Macfarlane proposed.
The very first "chapter" of the new rules and regulations
requested the president of the College to reside in the building and
gave him "the entire superintendance" of the people who livedthere
as well as of the College property within it. There were detailed
provisions governing how the students were expected to conduct
themselves inthe building, on the campus, and beyond the campus.
From time to time, the faculty amended or added to these rules and
regulations. Every so often, with the concurrence of the board, they
republished them. 103
In September 1837 the trustees established the position of
steward. The incumbent was directed, not only to "furnish good and
sufficient boarding for all the students, and resident President or
Professor and tutors," but also to serve as janitor of the new
building. In the latter capacity, his duties were carefully defined.
102 Faculty Report, April1837, GCA.
103For example, in1846, 1855, and 1865. The quotes from the latterused in the text
are taken from Regulations of Pennsylvania College, Gettysburg, PA., . . .
(Gettysburg, 1865).
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For example, he was responsible for keeping all of the rooms clean,
maintaining the fires in all but student rooms, and "destroying
vermin by touching them with corrosive sublimate every 4 weeks."
He was enjoined, if at all possible, to engage "none but male
servants to sweep and attend to the rooms of the students."
The ideal arrangement for the well-regulated family may indeed
have been for all ofits younger members (except possibly those from
Gettysburg and its immediate vicinity]to eat, study, recite, and sleep
under one roof. Needless to say, however much itmight have been
cherished, the College never realized this ideal. Since total enroll-
ment in the two departments averaged about 150 between 1838 and
1868 and never dropped below 112, there were not enough dormitory
rooms in the College edifice to accommodate every student. The
catalogue and other publications often stated that all were required
to live on campus, but the level of student occupancy of dormitory
rooms was almost always sufficiently close to capacity that those
who wished to live off campus could get the necessary faculty
permission to do so. As it turned out, there was even less concern
about requiring all students to board in the building, although here
too faculty permission was required for those who wanted to eat
elsewhere. For a number of years after 1838, the catalogue advised
that pretheological students could take their meals at the seminary
for $1.50 per week (twenty-five cents cheaper than the College rate]
and intown at prices ranging from $1.50 to $2.50 per week. 104 Inthe
later 1840s, when meals at the College cost $1.62y2 each week, the
catalogue informed prospective students that food could be obtained
in a boarding house for much less and that, "if great self denial is
exercised," a student might board himself for about $.50 per week.
However, the faculty insisted that students were not permitted to
board themselves in the College edifice.
InSeptember 1837 the trustees engaged Peter Aughinbaugh (1778-
1857), former steward at the Adams county home, as the first
steward of the College. When he and his wife,Elizabeth (1780-1876),
moved into the building, they were a couple in their late fifties.
During their stay of more than a decade, they won the respect and
affection of most students. The testimony in the Lutheran Observer
for November 2, 1838 that Aughinbaugh was a man "of sober habits
and good character" who "gives his undivided attention to the
comfort and convenience of the College students who board in the
Refectory" appears to have been truthful. There is evidence that
104One of the rules declared that students could not board inany house permitting
"improper conduct, on the part of the Students."
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Elizabeth Aughinbaugh endeared herself to students byher washing,
mending, and general mothering. 105
Peter Aughinbaugh resigned in 1847, was replaced, returned in
1848, and resigned for the second and last time in1850. None of his
four successors stayed longer than a year or two; at least two were
discharged. The faculty warned one of them that he could not
conduct a public boardinghouse in the building and later forbade
him fromholding public sale on the property at a time when itwould
disrupt instruction. There was no steward inthe building in1854 and
1855. The trustees were unsuccessful in their efforts to open their
own boarding house in town, and in 1854 they were reduced to
permitting students to eat at the McClellan House (later Hotel
Gettysburg), a step which they took only because at the time its bar
was closed.
As early as 1853, members of the faculty had reached the
conclusion that the steward system was not working and should be
abandoned. In September they told the board that
incomparing the difficultiesand disadvantages connected withthe
stewardship in college and the character of the stewards whose
services we have been enabled to obtain with the evils almost
necessarily incident to it, the Faculty respectfully inquire of the
Board whether it would not be better to abolish the office. The
noise, the smell of the cookery, the evilof having girls about the
establishment, and the frequent folliesorvices of the steward seem
to overweigh all the advantages which we can find in the office.
Besides many of the rooms below may be rented to the students. 106
In spite of this advice, and of the inability to secure a steward in
1854 and 1855, the board insisted on continuing the system.
Conditions did not improve. Edward S. Breidenbaugh (1868)
remembered being told that students made "complaints and serious
violent protests against the system and against the quality of
food."107 In April1859 the faculty repeated their earlier recommenda-
tion and urged the trustees to build some inexpensive facilityon the
campus, "as a club house so that boarding may be reduced to the
minimum price for the benefit of the students of limited means."
After all, they wrote, "good plain, wholesome and sufficient food
105BothAughinbaughs recovered quickly fromaminor crisis at the time of the move
into the new building. The steward was not a paid employee ofthe College. He and his
familywere given rent-free quarters and were paid for meals served to the president's
household. He charged students for their meals and also for his janitorial services.
With the approval of the steward committee, Aughinbaugh set a price of$1.75 per
week for boarding and $.25 for cleaning rooms. Since $2.00 per week was more than
many of them had been paying in town, the students assembled and threatened not to
move into the new building unless the charge was reduced. According to the
catalogue, it was, to $1.75 per week.
106 Faculty Report, September 1853, GCA.
107 Quoted in the Spectrum (1913), p. 14.
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John Hopkins (1806-1868)
This photograph of the janitor, taken from the BeJtzhoover album, iden
tified him as a vice president of the College.
for students ought not to cost more than from $1 to $1.25 a week."
Taking the course of action which they favored would not only
"relieve the pressure of anxiety for the future which disturbs so
many," but also it would increase enrollment. 108
When the trustees took up this matter in September 1859, they
were more concerned about building a house for the president on the
campus than they were with relocating an eating establishment.
Consequently, they did no more than notify the steward that his
contract would not be renewed when it expired on April 1, 1860.
Gettysburg did not again maintain a dining hall for its College
students for three-quarters of a century. Although the faculty
""Faculty Report, April 1859, GCA.
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continued to oppose use of the College building for eating purposes,
Edward S. Breidenbaugh later wrote that, instead of going to
boarding houses or clubs, some students made their own meals and
that, for a time, "each morning the milkman and the baker came to
the college building and their two articles of supply with molasses,
in some instances, constituted the larger portionof the food supply.
Others added dried fruit and boiled potatoes to the bill of fare."
Fortunate indeed were those boarding students who livednear town
and whose parents sent them a weekly basket of delicious food. 109
In April1847, when Peter Aughinbaugh resigned as steward for
the first time, the trustees authorized the faculty to hire a janitor to
carry out some of his former duties. They promptly engaged John
Hopkins (1806-1868) at a salary of $15 per month. His duties were
gradually increased to include care of the grounds as well as the
building, and he moved onto the campus after the steward system
was abandoned in1860. The faculty were often displeased with the
way inwhich Hopkins performed his duties. He did not ring the bell
on time, his cleaning of the rooms did not suit them, and he
sometimes left classroom fires go out. On one occasion they
dismissed him;on another he resigned. But each time the differences
were patched up, and Jack the Janitor, as he was called for most of
his long tenure, died in office in 1868.
The conscientious student who lived in the College building
before 1868 and who was determined to obey the rules and
regulations which the faculty and board had adopted would follow
this schedule:
109Quoted in the Spectrum (1913), p. 14. Breidenbaugh wrote that some students
who boarded themselves "laidthe foundations of the dread dyspepsia to which some
fatally yielded while students."
110This schedule is derived from the rules and regulations as included in the
1843 catalogue.
Lights out110P.M.0:30
Prepare for bedP.M.0
Study and attend evening chapeP.M.-10
Engage in recreationP.M.-8
Study and attend classP.M.-5
Engage in recreationP.M.2-2
Study and attend classNoon-12
Engage in recreationA.M.-9
StudyA.M.-8
Go to morning chapelA.M.:00
Rise when the bell ringsA.M.:30
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During the hours of study, the obedient student always remained
either inhis own room or inthe recitation room. Not only would he
not go to any other place either on or off campus, but also he would
"abstain from allnoise during study hours, in the College edifice and
vicinity."He was free to leave the campus during the hours set aside
for recreation, but there were many temptations in town which, in
deference to the rules, he would studiously avoid. Smoking was not
permitted "inthe halls of the College, or inany of the public rooms,
or on the porches of the building."
On Sunday morning our student joined his College and seminary
colleagues in attending worship inChrist Lutheran church, unless
his parent or guardian had asked in writingthat he be permitted to
attend some other church. Itwas apparently taken for granted none
would ask that the young man be permitted to attend no Sunday
services. Our student might or might not return toCollege church for
evening worship, but he would surely attend the required Biblical
recitation conducted on the campus by one of the professors. During
the Sunday hours of recreation, he might walk on or near the
campus, but never in company with more than one other person.
Under no circumstances would he go to town on the Sabbath except
to attend worship, nor would he "engage in any sport, or noisy
exercise," or "ride either on horse back, or in any vehicle." On a
weekday evening he might attend a prayer meeting at the church,
but he would be sure to be inhis room within fifteen minutes after it
closed, suppressing any understandable urge he might have to visita
family in town, especially one with an attractive, eligible daughter.
Our conscientious student, desiring to go home during a term to
visit his family and friends, would first ask the president for the
necessary permission; if for some good reason he wished to be
absent from one class, he would first secure the professor's
approval. Over the years an increasing number of students asked for
and received permission to leave College several weeks before the
close of the term; inthe language of the time they would "anticipate"
their last assignments by completing them in advance. A fairly
steady stream of requests came from those who wished to depart
near the middle of the session to take a teaching position. The
faculty almost always granted these requests, although it sometimes
warned a student that, upon his return to the campus, he mighthave
to repeat the entire work of the current term.
Given the carefully prescribed rules and regulations which were
inforce, there were many ways inwhich a student might get himself
intotrouble. One of the promises which he made inhis matriculation
oath was to abstain "from disrespectful conduct towards my
instructors and others." The honor, ifsuch itbe, ofhaving been the
first recorded College discipline case belongs to Josiah V.Hoshour
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(1814-1896). On December 15, 1832 -the firstmatriculation day-he
was summoned toappear before a special faculty meeting toexplain
the "letter of an improper character" which he had sent to Henry L.
Baugher. The case was closed only after Hoshour explained the
reasons for his missive and made the required "satisfactory
acknowledgments." 111
Although there are other instances of alleged "disrespectful
conduct" toward faculty members, it was much more likely that a
student would find himself indifficulty for violation of some other
part of his matriculation oath, perhaps the promise to refrain from
what was termed, without further definition,"all indecent, disorder-
ly behavior." 112 He would step beyond the limits of acceptable
conduct by attending a ball, dancing or cotillion party, dancing
school, theatrical performance, circus, or billiard saloon. 113 Any
student was courting trouble by leaving "the institution and without
permission marching to the mountain under the real or feigned
expectation of a riot among the Irish on the railroad" (1837); by
going to the Mount St. Mary's commencement after being told not
to, because of the questionable behavior of students who had
attended in previous years (1838); by stealing, ifthat be the word for
it,some of Mother Aughinbaugh's pies (1841) 114;byhelping to burn
down one of the privies (1841, 1844, 1847) 115;by staying overnight at
a camp meeting -attending was acceptable, staying overnight was
not (1844); by keeping a pistol in his room (1852); by attending a
widely advertised Indian exhibition in town, "contrary to the
expressed requirement of the Faculty," which was that he return to
campus by 8:30 P.M. (1854); by being out of his room and in the
belfry at a late hour on Christmas eve (1855); by leaving his room,
after being denied permission to do so (1861); by being accused of
stealing a horse (1864); by "firing off torpedoes in the building"
(1865); and byplaying cards (1867). Those students were also remiss who
engaged in the activity which required the faculty to direct John Hopkins
"to remove at once the offensive writings that deface the walls of the
halls and some of the private rooms of the edifice." (1867)
mHoshour was never graduated. He returned to Yorkcounty, where he became a
leading citizen ofGlenRock: merchant, surveyor, teacher, industrialist, banker, and
churchman.
112For a brief discussion of the trouble experienced by John F. Wilken, the German
professor, see p. 281n.
113The rule against attending "any political celebration" continued in force.
114 For more on the pies, see Basil L. Crapster, "Rhetorick and Mince Pies,"
Gettysburg College Bulletin (October 1962), pp. 4-7.
115 The rules carefully specified that a student wouldhave to pay forany damage to
College property which he had caused or which occurred in his room. Allother
damage caused by unknown persons was charged "to the whole community of
Students."
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Cases involving the use of alcoholic beverages came up from time
to time and were always treated seriously. In1860 one student found
to be "under the influence of liquor" was required to "make an
acknowledgement forhis offense." Three years later seven students
were warned that they wouldbe dismissed ifthey visited a "drinking
saloon" one more time. Inthe fallof 1866 the secretary entered into
the minutes the names of seven students who entered a similar
establishment and recorded that the faculty viewed their conduct
"with disapprobation." In the mid-1850s the faculty was most
angered at tavernkeepers who violated the law by selling alcoholic
beverages to students. In1856 they urged the trustees to institute a
suit against such offenders and to seek additional state legislation on
the subject. The early rules and regulations did no more than forbid
students from unnecessarily visiting taverns. The version published
in 1865 was much more explicit: "no student shall be permitted to
use intoxicating liquor as a beverage; to frequent or unnecessarily
visit any tavern or place of resort, at which intoxicating liquors are
sold." The relatively few cases of immoral conduct which came
before the faculty were dealt within stern fashion. Withinone week
inApril1854 two students so charged were dismissed. One was told
that he could not return, and he never did.
Although there were certainly many things students did which
were inviolation of some existing rule, but which never came to the
attention of the faculty, the latter had ways of finding out what was
going on, beyond the obvious disappearance of pies and the burning
of privies. The College community was a small one and the
professors took turns visiting student rooms at times of their own
choosing. Equally important, they accepted as an indispensable part
of their duty overseeing student conduct. In1843, after reviewing
the regulations governing behavior in the College building, they
directed the president to read them to the students inchapel and to
"inform them of the determination of the Faculty to enforce them."
In1856 they passed a resolution "that those students who manifest
an unwillingness to be governed by the rules be requested to
withdraw from the institution."
Sometimes the violator, or violators, of the accepted standards of
behavior were so obvious that only the penalty remained to be
assessed. More often, either the president or some designated
faculty member would need to conduct an investigation, during the
course of which the accused could expect to be summoned to appear
before the faculty for a hearing. The judges inthese cases had a wide
range of penalties from which to choose. They could (and did)
affectionately admonish; privately admonish; publicly admonish in
a paternal manner; publicly admonish without qualification; and
require satisfactory acknowledgments. In1840 they promulgated a
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"We are heartily sorry for these, our offenses.
"
The students who in August 1854 did not leave the Indian exhibition in
town and return to campus at the agreed-upon time were suspended until
they appeared before the faculty and students inorder tomake the required
"satisfactory acknowledgments." The handwriting of the text of the state-
ment which they signed is that of President Baugher.
special set of punishments for what they considered lesser offenses.
A College student might be required to study with the preparatory
students; he might have to study inone of the professor's recitation
rooms; he might be forbidden to go into town at any time without
special permission; and, ifhis offense occurred inthe dining room,
he might have to take the seat to which the faculty directed him.
Students ingood standing were cautioned to avoid associating with
those who were being disciplined.
For more serious offenses, which the faculty minutes sometimes
called crimes, a student might be suspended for a week, a month, or
the rest of the session. He might be dismissed for an indefinite
period of time. Sometimes the order to depart resulted from an
accumulation of failings which exhausted faculty patience. Between
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1832 and 1868 many a parent or guardian was told simply to come
and take a young man away. The minutes record a spectrum of
reasons. He is incorrigible (1835). He is "unprofitable tohimself and
pernicious to others" (1835). He should leave, "as the Faculty has
lost confidence in him" (1841). He has lost "the privileges of this
institution" (1847). He is "sent home forrepeated acts of wickedness"
and the fact is tobe announced to the students (1848). His offense is
contumacy (1849, 1854, 1863). He "willbe dismissed for the first
violation of the rules," but his mother is told that "itwould be better
to remove John from the Institution" at once (1864). Two students
are "advised to leave on account of their habitual absence from
recitation and their rooms during hours of study" and the president
is directed to "write at once to their Parents requiring them to
remove them." (1865). His parent is "requested to remove him from
the Institution on account of his repeated profanity" (1866).
The faculty could be expected to react quickly and vehemently
whenever a group of students violated the rules and regulations. In
June 1853 nine or more sophomores refused to attend classes. They
were told that, if they did not return on the next day, they would be
dismissed. Atits next meeting, after they had gone back to class, the
faculty resolved that they "cannot treat with any student so long as
he is in rebellion against the authorities of the Institution" and,
furthermore, that they "regard any thing like conspiracy among the
students to defeat the discipline of the institution as one of the
greatest offenses, that can be committed by them." The footnote
came at the end of the term, when the faculty decided that notice
should "be taken in the character bills of those Sophomores who
participated inthe rebellion of the class." When the members of the
freshman class tried the same thing four years later, their actions
geiierated the same response, and the faculty decided that, "the best
scholars inthe Freshman class having participated inthe rebellion,"
there would be no awards to them from the recently established
prize fund for their class. 116
"eThere were three College prizes established by 1868. Between 1856 and 1861 a
donor identified in the records only as a friend of the institution gave $500, the
interest of which was awarded to the student who attained the highest rank in the
freshman class. Until1887 known simply as the Freshman Prize, in that year it was
renamed the Muhlenberg Freshman Prize and credited to Professor Frederick A.
Muhlenberg who, according to the contemporary records, was the intermediary in
passing the gift fromthe donor to the College. The second prize was made possible by
the 1866 giftof $250 by Major Charles W. Hassler, United States Navy. The interest
was used to purchase a goldmedal to be awarded to the most proficient student of the
Latin language in the junior class. The thirdprize was established by John E. Graeff in
1866 and was named for him. This award went to the senior student who wrote the
best essay on an assigned topic.
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In September 1861, five months after the CivilWar had begun,
thirteen of the twenty-two seniors refused to deliver the commence-
ment addresses which were required of them. Not only were they
not awarded their diplomas, but they had to wait until the next
session began for the first opportunity to make their amends. The
faculty devised a statement for each one of them to sign, acknowl-
edging his failings. Some members of the class of 1861 did not
receive their diplomas for more than a year after they expected
them. One did not comply with the faculty requirement until June
1871. The version of the matriculation oath which was published in
1865 included an additional provision, perhaps prompted by the
experience of 1861: the promise torefrain "fromall combinations to
resist" the authority of the faculty.
The death rate in mid-nineteenth century America was much
higher than it was inthe twentieth. This may help to explain why the
College publications usually referred to the parents or guardians of
students. By the time many of them reached College, one or both of
their parents had already died. The personal information which
students gave when they signed the matriculation oath testifies to
this fact. Students themselves were more likely not to survive their
college years than those of later generations. Perhaps as many as
twenty College and preparatory students died either at home or in
Gettysburg between 1832 and 1868. In 1854, when the Evergreen
cemetery in Gettysburg was organized, the College and seminary
joined to buy a lot on which tobury students whose bodies, for some
reason, were not to be sent home. Epidemics did not spare
campuses. In January 1847 the students petitioned the faculty to
suspend classes because there were numerous cases of typhoid fever
in the seminary building and because three College students who
were living there had already died. The faculty refused the request,
but they did permit any student who wished to return home. The
president issued a circular to the constituency, declaring that the
College building was "unusually healthy," and that local physicians
believed "there is no more healthy location in the United States"
than Gettysburg. Asimilar response greeted what the minutes of the
faculty called "the stampede of the students" which followed the
discovery of one case of varioloid, a mild form of smallpox, in the
College building in 1861.
Gettysburg students who attended two or more worship services
every day of the week while they were inCollege were nevertheless
not immune to the periodic religious revivals which swept many
parts of the country in the mid-nineteenth century. Whenever the
revival fever reached Adams county, members of the faculty
believed strongly that it was their duty to encourage students to
participate in the "religious" or "protracted" meetings which
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accompanied it.Sometimes these meetings were separate from the
regular worship services, but on other occasions the latter appear to
have been the forum in which the heightened religious feeling
occurred. From time to time the College church, College chapel, and
student rooms were all pressed into the service of the revivals.
There was no faculty meeting on February 1, 1837. The minute
book records that "religious meetings" had been held for several
days and were expected to continue. "The students especially
professors of religion have been deeply impressed. Our prayer is
that the Lord may continue to revive his work." InMarch 1840
"religious meetings" once more superseded the weekly faculty
gathering. Years later Joseph B. Bittinger (1844) attributed this
particular revival to the sudden death of a student, who "seemed a
voice from the grave calling to repentance." Bittinger remembered
the years 1842-1844 as "a revival season pretty wide-spread," during
the course of which there were no "scenes" or anxious bench and
everyone "maintained orderly deportment." 117 When Henry L.
Baugher entered the minutes of the faculty meeting of January 24,
1849, he stated that no business had been transacted on that day, but
then added: "the secy, avails himself of this occasion to record the
fact that God has blessed the institution with a precious revival of
religion by which both students and teachers have been greatly
refreshed and many souls profess to have experienced a change of
heart." The early months of 1854 were another period of "spiritual
refreshing."
In 1866 and again in 1868 the faculty indicated their continuing
support of revivals by excusing from class any students "under
religious impressions" or "exercised inreference to their personal
salvation during the religious meetings." Writing in 1882, Milton
Valentine believed that these "many special seasons of religious
awakening and numerous conversions" were worthy of both notice
and praise, "on account of the large number of students who became
Christians inconnection with them and through their influence." 118
Nevertheless, not every parent was pleased by these "special
seasons." InApril1868 an irate father fromReading wrote toHenry
L.Baugher about his son, Daniel, who had informed himthat during
the revival then in progress he had been converted, without
explaining "what he means by being converted." The father was
adamant: "Iperemptorily forbid him to joinany church without my
consent. Iintend that he shall, after he is a few years older, jointhe
Reformed church." IfDaniel was taking any steps to joinsome other
church, the father wanted Baugher to "put an immediate and
11?1882 History, pp. 440-441.
p. 64.
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effectual stop toit."The president died before he was able toanswer
this letter.^ 9
Student Organizations
Faculty members of early and mid-nineteenth century American
colleges promoted those student organizations which, ifthey could
be sustained over a period of time, might advance the goals of the
institution. Insome cases, these organizations supplemented some
particular curricular interest, such as science. Inother cases, they
were broader in purpose and scope. For example, many early and
mid-nineteenth century colleges had two literary societies, to one or
the other of which almost the entire student body belonged and
whose interests might actually be wider than those of the curriculum
itself. Dickinson had its Belles Lettres and Union Philosophical
societies; Jefferson its Philo and Franklin; Washington its Union
and Washington; Allegheny its Allegheny Literary and Philo-
Franklin; and Marshall its Diagnothian and Goethean societies.
At Gettysburg, two literary societies were formed in the Gym-
nasium, even before the College came into existence. On February
4, 1831 Michael Jacobs and John H. Marsden called thirty-five
students together in the academy building and explained the
purposes which they had in mind. Marsden then took half of the
students, those whose last names were at the beginning of the
alphabet, and organized the Phrenakosmian Society. Jacobs took the
other half, those who names were at the end of the alphabet, and
organized the Philomathaean Society. Both Phrena and Philo, as
they were called, were carried over into the College in 1832.
The first catalogue, issued in 1837, explained that these two
societies, "besides the regular duties of the College of a similar
character, furnish abundant opportunities to the Students for their
improvement incomposition and declamation." Itis evident that the
faculty intended that the programs of Phrena and Philo, carried on
both independently and in direct competition with each other,
should contribute ina major way to a student's education. Writing in
the 1882 history, Luther H. Croll, a member of Philo and vice
president of the College, argued that the goal of Jacobs and Marsden
in1831 was "to form literary societies whose generous rivalry would
stimulate the members to mutual intellectual and moral im-
nQDiary of Charles A.Hay, Adams County Historical Society. For a fuller treat-
ment of student life, see Anna Jane Moyer, The Way We Were: A History of Student
Life at Gettysburg College, 1832-1982 (Gettysburg, 1982).
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provement." Atleast as far as Philo was concerned, Croll thought,
by1882 more than 1,100 students had "received an important part of
their education in this society, a training in the knowledge of men,
and power to control them; inreading the thoughts of others, and so
presenting the truth as to become the moulders of sentiment." 120
Faculty members may have organized Phrena and Philo;they may
have had high aspirations for both of them; but students ran the liter-
ary societies, with only occasional guidance and direction from the
faculty and board. Students elected the members, both active and
honorary. In1835 the faculty ruled that preparatory students under
twelve years otage could not join;in1846 the age was increased to
fifteen. Over the years the initiation fee grew from 500 to $5, which
was fifteen percent of the annual tuition fee in the 1850s. Honorary
members included College and seminary faculty (only they were
eligible for election to both societies), local worthies, and such
national figures as John Marshall, Andrew Jackson, Henry Clay,
and Daniel Webster.
In1831 the two societies agreed to maintain a certain balance in
strength. When the membership of one was double that of the other,
its rolls were closed untilhalf of the difference was eliminated. Four
years later, when a case involving Philo and a student was brought
before the faculty, that body passed a series of resolutions applying
to both societies. One of these required that "all the public
performances of the students be submitted to the Faculty before they
are presented to the public." Another required Philo and Phrena to
exchange membership lists regularly and specified that when the
membership of one exceeded that of the other by one-third, its rolls
would be closed until full equality was reached. In 1836 the
faculty required Philo to drop a new member because this regulation
had not been obeyed. The society appealed invain to the trustees to
overrule the decision. In June 1857, giving as its reason the belief
that "the ground is already covered by the existing societies," the
faculty rejected a request for permission to form a third literary
society.
1201882 History, pp. 112, 121. The minute book of the Phrenakosmian Society
opens with the followingstatement: "The cultivation ofthe mind isnot only the duty
of every member of the community, but it is the desire also, of every one to improve
the mind, that he may be useful in the society in whichhe may be placed. Guided and
induced by a sense ofduty, and moved by a desire to improve the mind; the students of
the Gettysburg Gymnasium called a meeting on Friday evening -the 4thof February
1831, witha view to forma literary society. Aftera statement was given ofthe nature
and effects of such societies by Mr. M. Jacobs and Rev. J. Marsden (teachers in the
Gymnasium): Itwas resolved to form a literary society, the object of which is, to
improve the mind."
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When the College building was occupied in the fallof 1837, Philo
and Phrena moved into temporary quarters on the second floor.
After the interior was finished, the trustees assigned to Philo the
large room at the east end of the fourth floor and to Phrena a similar
room at the west end. Eventually frescoed, these were possibly the
most elegant quarters in the entire building.
In1840 the faculty set aside Wednesday afternoons as the time for
the literary societies to meet. By means of essays, debates, and
similar exercises, each member had ample opportunity to improve
his skills in "composition and declamation." Those who did not
perform their assigned tasks at these meetings were subject to fines.
Several other activities soon became established parts of the
program of Philo and Phrena. Each February from 1832 to 1849 they
held anniversary celebrations. From 1833 to 1849 there were debate,
essay, and other competitions. Both of these exercises ended when
the officials of Christ Lutheran church, in which they were held,
demanded compensation in advance for the out-of-pocket costs
incurred inthe use of their facilities. The students took their case to
the board, which decided that the church was justified inasking to
be paid, and inadvance. 121 As early as 1844, each society contributed
something to the events of commencement week, beginning in1857
in alternate years. Many of the seemingly endless succession of
speeches delivered on most of these occasions were published in
pamphlet form, and both societies issued several printed cat-
alogues, listing their members and giving other information about
their activities.
Philo and Phrena had their own library collections. In 1839 the
trustees granted each a library roomon the north side of the fourth
floor adjacent to their meeting halls. Later, as their holdings grew,
they were given additional space. In the 1860s, after the steward
system was abolished, each society was assigned a reading room on
the ground floor of the building. Here its holdings of newspapers
and periodicals were available for student use. In 1855 the College
catalogue listed for the first time the size of the Philo (2,850
volumes) and Phrena (2,950 volumes) libraries. In that year there
were but 3,000 volumes in the College library. In 1868 the figures
were 4,850 volumes for Philo, 5,353 for Phrena, and 6,000 for the
College library.
121 When the literary societies declined to resume their contests, the faculty in1850
established what came to be called the junior exhibition, in which allmembers ofthe
class were required to deliverpublic orations. The first of these exhibitions was held
inApril1851. Itis evident by the numbers of petitions from students to be excused
from this requirement that they would have preferred to see it abolished, but the
junior exhibition lasted for many years beyond 1868.
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Gettysburg, Feb. 18, 1848.
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ORDER OF EXERCISES:
Music—«<^a&uefia, Wafts,"— Strauss.
PRAYER by Rev. J. Few Smith.
ORATION—"Triumphs of Mind," by P. Borx, of Muftcy, Pa.
ORATION—"Confidence, the Mother of Great Deeds," W. D. Roedel, ofLebanon, Pa.
ORATION—"Napoleon at Waterlo*," *........*. A. W. Lilly,of Milton, Pa.
Music
—
UDJtfafiW* a&AfoaiV
—(Quartette,) arranged by G. Hews.
ORATION—"The Deepotism of Woman," D. W. Badham, of Edenton, N.C.
BENEBICTION by Dr. krauth.
IQ"Music by the "Haydn rfssociaiion,"
[star office.]
Program forPhilomathaean Celebration, 1848
Music— "31* g&nllkfou tJU <§X,"—J. Willis.
Music—"<*£«, SU&eu, %> '."—(Round,) G. H. Rodwell.
MUSIC "<3s««>fate 'v. tfy <SWFuwj,," CaLCOT*
Music— "<3laoee •SUU,"— M. Keller.
Music—"S&uy (Waft*,"—Strauss.
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In1854 Philo applied to the Adams county court for a charter of
incorporation, a move which prompted immediate and vigorous
action from both faculty and trustees, who insisted that no student
organization should enjoy corporate status. The trustees engaged
legal counsel and the petition for a charter was denied. This episode
appears not tohave soured appreciably the relationship between the
societies and the College authorities. In 1858 both faculty and
trustees endorsed the plans of Philo and Phrena to erect a campus
building to house their meeting rooms and libraries; as already
noted, the College proposed that the intended structure be large
enough to house its own library. The CivilWar intervened and no
such building was ever constructed. However, in 1868 the two
literary societies were still strong and thriving College organiza-
tions, which could count almost all students as members.
A third important early student organization was the Linnaean
Association, which was founded on June 8, 1844 by more than thirty
students of the College and seminary. John G. Morris was elected
president. The constitution which they adopted on that day
described their purpose as follows:
the advancement of Science inPennsylvania College, by fostering
among its members a spirit of investigation, and a love for the
works of God. For this purpose, Zoological Specimens shall be
collected, Minerals, Dried Plants, Fossils, Coins, Antiquities, and
such Curiosities ingeneral, as commonly constitute aMuseum, and
meetings, held for the deliveryof Lectures, the reading ofEssays,
and the transaction of such business as shall promote the interest of
the Association.
Named for the famed Swedish botanist Linnaeus (1707-1778), the
society began its existence with a burst of activity in several
directions. First, it secured from the faculty $ scheduled hour on the
calendar for its monthly meetings (Saturday at 10 A.M.), during
which there were lectures, essays, and discussions on "Scientific
and Philosophical Questions." Second, itused a small contribution
from the trustees to purchase cases for its developing "cabinet."
Third, itresolved to publish a monthly journal. Fourth, itnamed a
committee to determine the feasibility of building a hall for the
association's use. Fifth and finally, it resolved "to take under its
special care the improvement of the grounds around the College
edifice."
As with Philo and Phrena, there were two categories of member-
ship inthe Linnaean Association. College and seminary students were
the active members. They paid an initiation fee of fiftycents and
dues amounting to twenty-five cents per session. Most students then
in College joined in 1844. Honorary members included Louis
Agassiz, John James Audubon, George Bancroft, Lewis Cass, Vice
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President George M. Dallas, Herman Haupt, Francis Lieber,
Benjamin Silliman, and Daniel Webster, inaddition to trustees and
faculty, including those of the medical department inPhiladelphia.
The first decade or so of the Linnaean Association was its period
of greatest brilliance. Members assembled a commendable and
sizable collection of specimens for their cabinet. 122 Between
November 1844 and October 1848, when there were no longer
sufficient funds to carry on, they published the monthly Literary
Record and Journal of the Linnaean Association of Pennsylvania
College. This publication included articles on scientific subjects by
members of the College and medical school faculties. For example,
Michael Jacobs wrote on Indian summer and Washington L.Atlee
on the philosophy of storms. It also carried general College news,
book reviews, and occasional literary works. In1847, thanks in
large measure to the association's efforts, Linnaean Hall was dedica-
ted and put to use. As already noted, Linnaeans carried through with
their resolve to improve the campus. In addition to all of this,
between 1848 and 1860 they sponsored annual lectures, most of
which were delivered during commencement week. They also devel-
oped a small library.
Writingin1882, Milton Valentine concluded, quite correctly, that
the "first years" of the Linnaean Association "were marked by
enterprises which have left results of enduring benefit to the
Institution." Nevertheless, from a vantage point a third of a
century later he had to say that "the association has met with great
variations inits success." He noted that "at times great zeal and activ-
ity appeared among the membership," but that "at other times no
interest was taken." 123 The first revival of the society occurred when
Martin L. Stoever became president in 1851, succeeding Morris,
whose many other commitments left himlittle time to devote to the
Linnaeans. Soon after Stoever resigned in1862, the society ceased
functioning. Itsbrief resuscitation in the later 1870s willbe discussed
in the next chapter. 124
122 1n 1861 the first historians of the society wrote that "intheir delving amid rock,
digging among roots, poring over antiquities, chasing butterflies, hunting birds,
torturing bugs, inshort, declaring war against allthe inhabitants of air, earth and sea,
and confiscating everything within reach, it were indeed strange had nothing been
accomplished." Sketch of the Linnaean Association of Pennsylvania College, . ..
(Gettysburg, 1861), p. 4.
1231882 History, pp. 125-126.
124The feeble condition ofthe Linnaean Association may have been responsible for
the rule included in the 1865 regulations that "ifany society of students shall, at any
time, be dissolved, the books, apparatus and furniture shall become the property of
the College."
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Although no student organizations which appeared inGettysburg
before 1868 rivaled Philo, Phrena, and Linnaean in importance or
longevity, there were several others which deserve mention. A
German society formed in1836 dissolved fiveyears later, entrusting
its small library and treasury to the faculty. When Charles F.
Schaeffer became professor of German in 1856, he revived the
organization, but itlapsed again withhis departure for Philadelphia
in1864. Undaunted by this record, the faculty in1867 authorized the
students to try again.
In the fall of 1837 a few students organized the Athanaeum
Society of Pennsylvania College, for the purpose of purchasing
periodicals and other publications for student use. Having quickly
exhausted their treasury before meeting all of their commitments,
they turned in April 1838 to the board of trustees for help. "By
granting the donation solicited, you willnot only enable us to dis-
charge all our debts, and place the society on a firm basis," they
wrote, "but likewise enable us to sustain our association which we
think ought toexist in the institution under your direction, as wellas
every other literary and Scientific institution." 125 The board gave the
society $30, but warned that it "cannot continue such appropria-
tions." The society soon disappears from the records.
There are passing references to several early musical organiza-
tions, among them the Euterpean Society (1830s) and the Glee Club
(1859). Among the other shortlived organizations were an anti-
tobacco society (1830s); a temperance society (1840s); a Bible
society, in conjunction with seminary students (1850s); and a mis-
sionary society (1860s). The College branch of the Young Men's
Christian Association, organized in 1867, willbe discussed in the
next chapter.
Social fraternities began making their appearance in American
colleges in large numbers by the 1830s and 1840s. Unlike other
student organizations, these were secret societies which neither
trustees nor faculties had helped to organize or had in any way
sanctioned. Most college authorities could not see that these
organizations were serving any useful purposes. Consequently,
many of them tried to eliminate fraternities from their institutions.
Some required students to sign promises not to join secret societies.
Some required faculty members to pledge that they would not
participate in any way in their activities. 126 Nevertheless, the
fraternities continued to exist, indeed to thrive.
125 Petition of the Athanaeum Society, April17, 1838, GCA. Between 1824 and 1837
Jefferson College had an Athanaeum or Athenian Society with the same purpose. Its
holdings were incorporated into the college library. Coleman, Banners in the
Wilderness, p. 173.
126Rudolph, American College, pp. 144-150; Sack, Higher Education, pp. 713-715.
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By 1868, five fraternity chapters had been instituted at Gettysburg
College: Phi Kappa Psi (1855), Phi Gamma Delta (1858), Zeta Psi
(1861), Sigma Chi (1863), and Chi Phi (1867). Allof the five charter
members of Phi Kappa Psi were seniors who were graduated in
1856, when they firstmade known the existence of their organization.
Four of these members were twenty-six years of age or older. One
was valedictorian of his class; a second was chosen to deliver the
Latin salutatory; and a third, to deliver the Greek oration. Three
became pastors and two, lawyers.
The faculty and trustee minutes before 1868 contain few references
to the fraternities. In 1862 the faculty denied the request of a
member of Phi Kappa Psi to be absent for two or three days, on the
grounds that "the regulations of the Institution will not allow
absence for the reason assigned, viz., to attend a Convention of a
Secret Association." Two years later, when a student went to a
similar meeting without first getting leave to do so, he found himself
in serious trouble upon returning to the campus. In June 1864 the
faculty suspended him indefinitely for absenting "himself without
permission inobedience to a secret association, and in violation of
the rules of the College." On the next day the faculty relented, but
only after the student appeared before the body; "manifested
penitence;" agreed "not to commit a similar offense;" and consented,
"after a season of probation," to be rematriculated.
Two months later, in their report to the board of trustees, the
faculty recommended that the matriculation oath be amended to
include a promise by a student that he would not joina secret society
while enrolled in the College. They gave as the reason for this
request their belief that "these associations lead in various ways to
the violations of the rules of the Institution" and cited the recent
"case of conflict" involving one of them. 127 With a nice sense of the
established polity of the College, the trustees resolved "that the
matter ofsuppressing Secret Societies be left to the discretion of the
Faculty." Exercising that discretion, the latter decided, after all,not
to deal with the problem by changing the matriculation oath.
Instead, they included among the rules and regulations published in
1865 one calling for the immediate dismissal of any student "who
shall joinor countenance any combination, which has a tendency to
create opposition to the discipline of the Institution, either by
making promises of secrecy or otherwise."
127Faculty Report, August 11, 1864, GCA.
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Class of 1868
By the time this class was graduated, students had firmlyestablished the
tradition that graduating seniors should have their pictures tak-en by a local
photographer and that, in some form, they should appear together.
Alumni Association
The Alumni Association of Pennsylvania College was organized
on commencement day, September 16, 1835. There were eleven
initialmembers, the graduates of 1834 and 1835. Ezra Keller (1835)
was the first president. The constitution which was adopted in1838
defined the purposes of the association as follows: "the cultivation
of friendly and social feelings among itsmembers, the advancement
of the cause of education and literature, and the promotion of the
best interests of the AJma Mater.
"
Since most of the early presidents
served one-year terms, itwas left to twoother officers to provide the
continuity so needed if the organization were to survive. Martin L.
167
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Stoever was secretary from 1842 until his death in 1870, during
which time he went out of his way to keep inclose touch with the
growing body of alumni. No one knew as many of them as he did.
Henry J. Fahnestock (1844), ofGettysburg, was treasurer from 1850
until 1886. Beginning in1835, the alumni association met annually
during commencement week, in almost every year contributing one
more address to the speech-filled climax of the academic year.
The routine business of the annual meetings included receiving
into membership the most recent graduates, adopting resolutions
memorializing deceased alumni (many of whom died in their
twenties or thirties), ordering the publication of the current year's
alumni address, and electing next year's speaker (a complicated
procedure because the first choice frequently declined and ithad to
be left to a committee to find a replacement, sometimes at the last
minute). As early as 1844, the association began discussing the
financial needs of the College. It then adopted a lengthy report
calling upon all alumni to joinin purchasing a telescope, books for
the library, and specimens for the cabinet. Iturged them topledge an
amount payable over a period of five years and to encourage many
other friends of the College to do the same. Little came of this effort,
which was undertaken during the hard times of the 1840s. In1859,
when the College was engaged in an endowment campaign, the
association voted to raise $15,000 to establish an alumni professor-
ship. By 1868 it had secured more than $7,000 inpledges. Of this
amount, about $3,200 had actually been paid to the College
treasurer.
One of the major activities of the Alumni Association was trying
to keep track of what was happening to its members. On two
occasions, in1860 and 1870, committees published the comprehen-
sive reports which they had compiled and submitted to the annual
meeting. The later of these reports showed that of 455 graduates in
the classes of 1834-1870, 390 were stillalive. Of the larger number,
231 (about one-half) had entered the ministry, 57 were lawyers, and
33 were physicians. About three-fourths of the total number were or
had been residents of Pennsylvania (281) or Maryland (53). About
fourteen percent were or had been residents of New York (17),
Virginia (16), Illinois (15), or Ohio (15). The rest were scattered
among sixteen other states, the District of Columbia, Canada, India,
and Ireland.
By 1870, at least seven alumni were or had been college or
seminary presidents: David F. Bittle (1835), Roanoke; Ezra Keller
(1835), Wittenberg; Theophilus Stork (1835), Newberry; James A.
Brown (1842), Lutheran Theological Seminary, Gettysburg; Daniel
H.Bittle (1843), North Carolina; Josiah P. Smeltzer (1846), Newberry;
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and Milton Valentine (1850), Gettysburg. 128 Samuel Sprecher, who
had attended both Gymnasium and College but was not graduated,
succeeded Keller as president of Wittenberg College. Both Simeon
W. Harkey and Francis Springer, who were students in the Gym-
nasium but not the College, were presidents of Illinois State Univer-
sity, the predecessor of Carthage College. 129
Town and Gown
In the mid-nineteenth century there were built-in tensions between
the residents of college towns and the students who lived in college
buildings, even those described as being located a short distance
from the village. Most townspeople had only a minimal formal
education; they had to earn their living by using their wits and by
hard physical labor. Inan era of increasing political equality in the
United States and of decreasing deference to one's betters, many
townsmen were tempted to look upon college students as a highly
privileged, if not aristocratic, group. This was true even for those
young men who were preparing to enter the generally respected
professions of the ministry, law, and medicine. As the letters
written to the Gettysburg editors in1833 and 1834 eloquently testify,
some Adams countians regarded college students with a mixture of
envy and resentment. There is reason to believe that much of this
sentiment remained a third of a century later.
For their part, some students were exuberant young men only too
ready at times to burst out of what they considered to be the
stultifying confines of the well-regulated college family and play
their pranks. Theymight reserve for afterwards any careful thinking
about the consequences of their actions. Whether or not while they
were at home they took seriously the rights of others to enjoy their
property and their peace of mind, students sometimes forgot to
respect these rights while they were in college.
Probably it would be correct to say that, between 1832 and 1868,
the people of the borough of Gettysburg and the members of the
College within its limits got along about as well as could be
expected, it not better than could be expected, given the tensions
128North Carolina College was located at Mount Pleasant. Henry Ziegler (1841) was
theological professor of the Missionary Institute at Selinsgrove for many years, but
did not have the title of president.
129The material in the two preceding paragraphs has been taken fromDecennial
Report Made to the AJumni Association of Pennsylvania College, . .. (Gettysburg,
1871). Both 1860 and 1870 reports listed known alumni publications. In1862 the
faculty set aside an alcove in the library forsuch writings and issued an appeal forthe
authors to send in copies.
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which their respective positions generated. Neither board and
faculty minutes nor the three local newspapers yieldmuch evidence
of any serious or long-continuing differences between town and
gown. After all, Gettysburg had a long tradition of interest in
education, goingback to the school conducted by Alexander Dobbin
and the Gettysburg Academy. In1826 the community raised what
must be regarded as a large sum of money for that time to attract the
seminary to locate inits midst. The resident trustees who played so
important a role in the government of the College during this period
were influential townspeople who were at the same time among the
firmest and most consistent of its supporters.
When the board of trustees met in September 1854, its members
listened to a generally pessimistic report from the faculty. Ata time
when national wealth and population were increasing, the professors
wanted to know, why was the College making no progress at all,
either in increasing its endowment or its enrollment? Perhaps, they
thought, "another set ofmen" could "carry forward the operations of
the Institution with more vigor and success." As a closely related
matter, they urged the trustees "to discuss and settle" the "recently
agitated" question of whether the College should be moved to
another place where the prospects for its success might be greater. l3o
When the subject of relocation was brought before the trustees for
debate and action, John B. McPherson introduced the following
resolutions:
Resolved, That we consider it important that this question be
now definitely settled.
Resolved. That we can see no good reason for the removal, but
that itwouldbe a breach of faith and unjust to the people of Adams
county, who contributed largely of their means to procure the
location of the Theological and Literary Institutions here.
Resolved, That any want of success is not to be found in the
location of the College, but may be found elsewhere.
What the minutes describe as "a protracted discussion" now
followed. Aware that the question of moving the College was
coming before them, the resident trustees sent to Lancaster for
Thaddeus Stevens, who responded by attending his first board
meeting in six years and only the second since he had moved to
Lancaster in1842. Using his well-known and often feared talents for
invective and sarcasm, Stevens took the lead inclosely questioning,
indeed inbrowbeating, those who opposed McPherson's resolutions
130 Faculty Report, September 21, 1854, GCA.
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and in denouncing the proposal to move the College from Gettysburg. 131
In the voting that followed, the resident trustees (Samuel Fahnestock,
Samuel H. Buehler, Robert G. Harper, Moses McClean, Henry S.
Huber, John B. McPherson, and David A. Buehler) contributed
seven of the ten affirmative votes which the resolution received.
John G. Morris, Benjamin Keller, and Thaddeus Stevens cast the
other three. The four negative votes were those of Benjamin Kurtz,
Charles P. Krauth, Henry L.Baugher, and Samuel Simon Schmucker. 132
Townspeople were aware of the benefits of having a "literary and
scientific institution" intheir midst. There were few years without
local students in the preparatory department or the College. Itwas
sometimes possible for local residents to take a course offered by
Michael Jacobs or some other instructor. There were always a few
students who provided an income for townspeople offering room
and board. Faculty members not only lived in town, but also
contributed to its life in many ways. William M. Reynolds was
elected secretary of the Adams County Antislavery Society when it
was organized in 1836. Henry L.Baugher was one of the ardent
supporters of the local temperance movement. Several faculty and
trustees were directors of Evergreen cemetery when itwas founded
in 1853-1854. The weather observations of Michael Jacobs were
published inthe weekly newspaper. Having urged the community to
introduce gas for lighting, he was one of the incorporators of the
Gettysburg Gas Company and was elected president when it was
organized in1860. Frederick A.Muhlenberg was a fellow-incorpor-
ator and also one of the first managers of the company. Faculty
members were often called upon to give addresses in town.
Among other places, people from the town and campus met in the
drug stores of Samuel Buehler, his son Alexander, or Henry S.
131Inan obituary of Schmucker, George Diehl describes how Stevens questioned
Baugher, Schmucker, and Benjamin Kurtz on this occasion. Kurtz said that he had
always opposed Gettysburg as the location for the College and would support any
proposal to move itwhichhad a chance of success. According toDiehl, Kurtz met the
invective and sarcasm of Stevens with some of his own. When Stevens quoted
Juvenal, Kurtz quoted Horace. When Stevens quoted the Bible, so did Kurtz.
"Whatever weapon Stevens would try,"Diehl wrote, "Kurtz would seize the same,
and wield itwithan arm equally powerful and equally skillfulingiving and parrying
blows." The "keenest intellectual gladiature ever witnessed inPennsylvania College"
continued for more than an hour. G. Diehl, "Dr. S. S. Schmucker," Quarterly Review
4 (1874): 45-47.
1321n September 1854 the seminary trustees also rejected a proposal to relocate that
institution. According to a communication, from an unidentified source, which
appeared in the Lutheran Observer for September 22, 1854, the "principal ground
taken in favor of removal is want of easy access to Gettysburg-fourteen miles of
staging must be endured." This writer thought railroads might be necessary for
businessmen, but not for students.
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Huber, all of whom were trustees of the College. Many were the
occasions on which the faculty adjourned classes for part or all of
the day to enable both them and the students to join the community
in some event: memorial services for the Marquis de Lafayette
(1834), cornerstone laying for St. James Lutheran church (1848),
memorial services for Henry Clay (1852), formal opening of
Evergreen cemetery (1854), the arrival of the first train (1858),
dedication of Soldiers' National Cemetery (1863), and dedication of
Soldiers' Orphans' home (1866). Most of the churches in town
usually joined the College late inFebruary inholding services on the
annual day of prayer for colleges. In1853 the trustees purchased
$1,000 worth of stock in the Gettysburg railroad, and four years
later, as the track approached the town, dutifullyloaned the College
level to the engineer in charge of construction. 133
Despite generally good relations, the faculty were not without
their grievances against the community. As early as 1840 they
expressed the fear that the townspeople who were using the ball-
alley were going to damage it.More seriously, in reporting to the
board in1854 that several students had been dismissed for immoral
conduct, they argued that "much of the lewdness ...has grown out
of the visits of persons from Town to the college at unseasonable
hours over whom the Faculty have no control and against whom
they can bring no legal process." Four years later, they lamented to
the trustees that "there seems to be no adequate protection against
rude persons of both sexes who enter the campus and take away
whatever it pleases them to take." The best way to deal with the
problem, they concluded, was to enclose the campus "within a high
and strong fence." 134
One of the faculty's major grievances, already discussed, arose
from the practice of some tavernkeepers who sold alcoholic
beverages to students, most of whom had not yet reached their
majority. Another resulted from the persistent refusal of the
borough council to pay much attention to the condition of the walks
leading from the campus into town. On at least six occasions
between 1852 and 1867 the faculty requested the town fathers to do
133The interest of the College in the railroad was not entirely the result of public
spirit. As noted earlier, lack of railconnections was one reason given for wanting to
move both College and seminary in 1854. The 1859 College catalogue, printed only
months after railservice was begun, announced that Gettysburg was now in"direct
communication withPhiladelphia, Baltimore, Pittsburg and other prominent points."
Actually, the communication was much more indirect than this statement would lead
the uncritical reader to believe. Concerned about the high cost of firewood, the
faculty in the early spring of 1858 were hoping that the rail service to Gettysburg
would enable the College to convert to a cheaper fuel: coal.
134 Faculty Reports, April1854 and September 1858, GCA.
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what itsmembers considered tobe the borough's duty, but there was
littleresponse. InFebruary 1862 an unidentified correspondent told
the Sentinel that "if the Faculty and Students of Pennsylvania
College are found submerged, one of these days, in the mud
between" town and campus, "we do not suppose that either the
Town Council or the citizens would endeavor to extricate them: for
their skulls would make a better pavement than the present one."
Both property owners and council members would thus be saved the
trouble and expense "ofdoing their duty, and carrying out the laws."
Finally, in 1867, the town fathers took action to have a sidewalk
constructed from the railroad to the College grounds.
The College and the Lutheran Church
It is true that the College charter of 1832 made no reference
whatsoever to the Lutheran church, and that it contained the
statement forbidding discrimination on religious grounds which
could be found in almost every similar grant made by the state
legislature since 1783. Itis true that the board of trustees offered the
presidency of the College to a non-Lutheran in1833. It is also true
that, in November of that year, eight trustees, inan address to the
citizens ofAdams county, declared that while the seminary "belongs
to one religious denomination alone," the "College is the property of
all denominations." And yet, at the same time, it is equally true that
Samuel Simon Schmucker was an accurate prophet in1831 when he
told some of his fellow-townsmen that the College would be
"prevailinglyunder Lutheran influence and control."
The evidence for the latter statement is convincing. Most of the
trustees before 1868 were Lutheran. This is not surprising. The large
majority of the patrons who chose many of them were members of
that church. Infact, most of the resident trustees whom they named
after 1832, including Samuel Fahnestock, the Buehlers, David
Gilbert, and Henry S. Huber, were or became members of the
College church. After the board of trustees became a self-perpetuat-
ing body, its members usually filled vacancies with members of
their own faith. Both Charles P. Krauth and Henry L.Baugher were
Lutheran pastors; the first non-Lutheran chief executive was
elected only in 1956. Most faculty members before 1868 were not
only Lutheran pastors, but also churchmen who participated
actively in the affairs of congregations and synods. For example,
Henry L. Baugher was corresponding secretary of the Parent
Education Society of the General Synod for more than thirty years
(1835-1868). This organization was established to help poor young
men prepare for the Lutheran ministry. Michael Jacobs was
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secretary of the General Synod (1845-1848) as well as treasurer
(1846-1849, 1853-1856, 1859-1862) and president (1849-1852) of the
West Pennsylvania Synod. Martin L. Stoever, a layman, was
secretary of the General Synod (1857-1866), treasurer of the Parent
Education Society (1853-1870), and editor of the Evangelical Review
(1857-1870). More than three-fourths of the students enrolled in the
College before 1868 were from Lutheran families. While they were
on campus, virtually all students attended Sunday services in a
Lutheran church. At the same time, although the instruction in the
College had a decidedly religious cast, there is no reason to believe
that it waa anything other than unsectarian, as Schmucker promised
in 1831 it would be.135
Although, as was the case with most other American colleges
which were in operation during this period, Gettysburg trustees
were not chosen by any church body, the Lutheran synods from
whose territory most of her students came soon began to consider
her ina very real sense their college. 136 The minutes of their annual
meetings contain frequent references to "our institutions at Gettys-
burg," meaning both seminary and college. 137 The successive editors
of the Lutheran Observer consistently advanced the cause of both of
these institutions and urged their readers to support them. 138 Long
before 1868, many men who had attended first the College and then
the seminary had become pastors of congregations. Most of them
looked upon the College as an institution of the Lutheran church and
worthy of the consideration which that standing warranted.
135F0r a treatment of the church-college relationship as it affected Gettysburg
College, see Harold A. Dunkelberger, Gettysburg College and the Lutheran
Connection: An Open-Ended Story of a Proud Relationship (Gettysburg, 1975).
136 1n the 1850s the College sent catalogues to pastors in the following Lutheran
synods (the dates given are those of synodical organization): Pennsylvania (1748),
Maryland (1820), West Pennsylvania (1825), Virginia (1829), Allegheny or Alleghany
(1842), East Pennsylvania (1842), and Pittsburgh (1845). At the time these synods,
which brought together most Lutheran pastors and congregations in three states,
were the College's normal Lutheran constituency. By 1868 the founding of Roanoke
College at Roanoke (1853), Missionary Institute at Selinsgrove (1858), the Lutheran
Theological Seminary at Philadelphia (1864), and Muhlenberg College at Allen-
town(1867) had narrowed that constituency to central and western Pennsylvania and
Maryland. Incentral Pennsylvania it overlapped that of Missionary Institute.
137 Although the seminary and College were always recognized as separate and
distinct institutions by those who were familiarwith them, the relations between the
two during this period were very close. They shared some of the same trustees and
faculty. College students lived and ate in the seminary building. The schools
coordinated theirend-of-the-year activity. Anincreasing number of Lutheran pastors
were graduates of both.
138Benjamin Kurtz was editor of the Lutheran Observer from1833 to1858 and again
in 1861-1862. Frederick W. Conrad was editor from 1862 to 1898.
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Although the catalogue nowhere proclaimed the fact, itis evident
that most of the trustees, faculty, and alumni also considered the
College a Lutheran institution. At no time was this clearer than
during the hard years of the 1840s, when the College desperately
needed money. Less than a week after the board meeting in April
1844, David Gilbert wrote a letter which appeared inthe Lutheran
Observer for May 3 of that year. After reviewing the plans to
liquidate the College debt and increase the library as well as the
"philosophical and chemical apparatus," Gilbert explained that both
president and faculty were giving up their vacations inan effort to
raise the necessary money. Observing that the College had for more
than a decade relied on tuition income and state aid (the latter
recently withdrawn), he stated that now, for the first time, it was
turning to the church and the general community for assistance.
"Will not the Evangelical Lutheran church, especially, come
forward," he asked, "and do for her single - only, College" what
many other denominations have been doing for their colleges from
the time they were founded? Although "much might be said inregard
to the immense good which this College has accomplished for the
church, as well as what may be expected from it in time to come,"
Gilbert hoped that the announcement of the need would itself be
enough to call forth the desired response. 139
Five years later, inthe spring of 1849, when the financial situation
of the College was still precarious, the faculty tried its hand at
cultivating one of its key constituencies by means of a letter
addressed to many Lutheran ministers. "Pennsylvania College, at
Gettysburg, has grown out of the necessities of the Lutheran
Church," they argued:
Thus far it has been sustained chiefly by students from the
Lutheran Church. Its Faculty belong to the Lutheran Church, and
its Boards of Trustees and Patrons are controlled by the Ministers
and Members of the same Church. Itmay then withtruthbe said to
belong to that Church. Itmaybe added that itwillcontinue to exist
only so long as the Ministers and Members of the Church shall
defend it from the false aspersions of enemies and support itby
sending Students to its halls.
As might have been expected, these two letters in and of
themselves yielded few dollars and few students. Nevertheless, they
are important in illustrating the arguments which responsible
representatives of the College advanced inpresenting the claims of
139The committee which the Alumni Association appointed in August 1844 to
propose a plan to aid the College described it as "the first Literary Institution
sustained principally by Germans, that has survived an ephemeral existence, having
the support of the largest German Church in this country and situated in the heart of
Pennsylvania." Minutes of the Alumni Association, September 18, 1844, GCA.
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the institution to the Lutheran church. About this time they began
sending copies of the catalogue each year to the pastors in the
several synods which they considered to be part of the College
constituency.
In the 1850s two separate but related developments provided the
first legal ties between Gettysburg College and the Lutheran church.
The first of these followed from the act of April 19, 1850, which
resulted inthe organization of Franklin and Marshall College and in
the transfer of the Lutheran interest in Franklin College to
Gettysburg. The act vested in the Synod of Pennsylvania the power
to nominate candidates for the Franklin professorship after the first
incumbent had completed his tenure. A few years later, the College
entered into an agreement with the same synod, authorizing it to
nominate candidates for the German professorship which the synod
had endowed. Charles F. Schaeffer, the first German professor,
served until 1864. Frederick A. Muhlenberg, the first Franklin
professor, resigned from the faculty in1867. When the time came to
choose their successors, changed conditions in the Lutheran church
had created problems for the synod and the College which few
people would have predicted a decade and a half earlier. These will
be discussed in the next chapter.
For several decades after the seminary in Gettysburg was
established in 1826, Samuel Simon Schmucker was the most
influential Lutheran inthe United States. As a theological professor
and prolific author, he was able to influence a large number of
young men as they prepared themselves to devote the rest of their
lives to the Lutheran ministry. A leading pastor in the General
Synod and the West Pennsylvania Synod, he was able to convince
many of their pastoral and lay members that the numerous causes
which he advocated from time to time promoted the best interests of
their church and of Christianity ingeneral.
Itis clear that Schmucker was convinced that the Lutheran church
in this country should participate fully in the movements which
were occurring inAmerican Protestantism and not necessarily hold
topositions adopted insixteenth century Europe. Although prepared
to subscribe to the Unaltered Augsburg Confession as a "substan-
tiallycorrect" statement of Lutheran belief, Schmucker argued that
itcontained outmoded and even erroneous provisions which should
be repudiated. He was inclined to favor revivals and prayer
meetings; advocated strict Sabbath observance and temperance; and
opposed slavery. He was committed to the use of the English
language and essentially nonliturgical worship services. Schmucker
maintained that Lutherans should cooperate with members of other
denominations inpromoting Sunday schools, distribution of Bibles
and religious tracts, and home and foreign missions. In 1846 he
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Samuel Simon Schmucker
This picture appeared in the 1882 College history and shows the chief
founder of the College near the end ofhis life.
traveled to London to attend the organizational meeting of the World
Evangelical Alliance, whose purpose was to explore the possibility
of closer relations among the world's Protestants. Inthe fall of 1849
he stated his convictions in a series of articles published in the
Lutheran Observer under the title "American Lutheranism." These
were followed two years later by the first edition of The American
Lutheran Church, HistoricaJJy, DoctrinaJJy, and Practically Delin-
eated, . . . (Philadelphia, 1851].
Even during his years of greatest influence, Schmucker encoun-
tered opposition from other Lutherans who believed that he was
straying too far from a proper orthodox position. After about 1850
the dissenters became more numerous and vocal. Some of them,
including John G. Morris, Charles P. Krauth, and Michael Jacobs,
were men who had worked closely with him in founding and
supporting the seminary and College, but who now were beginning
177
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to affirm their commitment to the Augsburg Confession as it stood
and to champion those things which set the Lutheran church apart
from other denominations rather than those which itmight have in
common with them. These men found allies in the growing number
of Lutherans recently arrived in the United States from Germany
and Scandinavia.
In 1855, at the urging of several of his supporters, Schmucker
published hisDefinite [Synodical] Platform, Doctrinal and Disciplin-
arian, for Evangelical Lutheran District Synods. Each minister of
the General Synod received a copy of this anonymous pamphlet,
whose author was soon identified. In this work, Schmucker
reaffirmed his commitment to American Lutheranism. Stressing the
authority of the Bible rather than that of long and detailed creeds or
confessions, he identified errors inseveral of the Lutherans symbols
and proposed a simpler doctrinal statement for synods to adopt.
Within a short time, most synods either rejected or sidestepped his
proposal and almost all of his ministerial friends deserted him. One
of the few who did not was Benjamin Kurtz, who in 1857 led a
shortlived secession from the Maryland Synod and inthe following
year was instrumental in organizing the Missionary Institute of the
Evangelical Lutheran Church at Selinsgrove. Kurtz intended this
institution, which became Susquehanna University in 1895, as an
alternative to the College and seminary at Gettysburg rather than a
counter to them. Revivalist that he was, he wanted to found a school
inwhich older men, presumably also revivalists at heart, could be
prepared for the ministry, inless time than it took to complete the
courses in the College and seminary at Gettysburg. 140
After thirty-eight years as a seminary professor, Schmucker
retired in1864. His last years at Gettysburg were spent surrounded
by associates who had repudiated his position and who were
directing the seminary toward a definitely more conservative,
confessional Lutheran position. Despite this development, the
leaders of the large Synod of Pennsylvania had lost confidence in
both of the institutions at Gettysburg to such an extent that in1864
they organized their own seminary at Philadelphia. In that year
Charles F. Schaeffer resigned his position as German professor at
Gettysburg to jointhe faculty of the new seminary as professor and
chairman. In August 1865 a committee from the Synod of Pennsyl-
vania met with the Gettysburg trustees and proposed that the
140For a discussion ofSchmucker and American Lutheranism, see Wentz, Schmucker,
pp. 169-242. Kurtz's determination to have a separate theological seminary to train
older men for the ministry recalls one of the arguments advanced for the Gettysburg
Classical School. See p. 26.
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College be moved to Allentown. 141 After a long discussion the board
declared -as ithad eleven years earlier - that it"cannot perceive any
sufficient reasons for removing the College from Gettysburg." Inits
report to the synod later, the committee stated that the Gettysburg
trustees "acknowledged the necessity of a Lutheran College in the
eastern part of Pennsylvania" and "advised the committee to
proceed" withplans toestablish their own institution in Allentown,
extending "their best wishes for success." 142 After serving for
seventeen years as Franklin Professor at Gettysburg, Frederick A.
Muhlenberg resigned in 1867 to become the first president of
Muhlenberg College in Allentown. Inhis inaugural address, he gave
this explanation of why the German Lutherans of eastern Pennsyl-
vania needed a college of their own:
Our population is large, and rapidlybecoming anglicized, and the
distance to Gettysburg, the seat ofPennsylvania College, from the
centre of our population, as well as its difficultyof access, have
been feltby many ofus to be serious objections to itas a place of
education for our students. We had doubts of its appropriateness
from the very beginning, but our necessities urged us to assent to
the arrangement, withthe hope of itsultimate removal. That these
considerations had much to sustain them, we can readily believe,
from the present condition of things in Pennsylvania College.
Though the institution had a larger number on its catalogue this
year than it ever had, there are but twenty-five students receiving
instruction there from our territory; and during the previous stages
of its history the number has been stillless. Itis scarcely necessary
for me to remind you how inadequate a representation this is forour
great Synod of fiftythousand communicants. It allows us but one
college student for every two thousand communicants. Such a
small attendance of our young men willnever develop our church
inEastern Pennsylvania, as the necessities of the case require. 143
141Three members of the Pennsylvania Synod asked the Harrisburg endowment
convention in October 1864 to consider moving Gettysburg College to eastern
Pennsylvania, specifically to Allentown. The convention declined to discuss the
matter, deeming it "foreign to its purpose, hence its consideration inexpedient."
Lutheran Observer, October 28, 1864.
142Minutes of the Pennsylvania Synod (1867), p. 29.
143MuhJenberg College. A Quarter-Centennial Memorial Volume, ..., cd. S. E.
Ochsenford (Allentown, 1892), pp. 65-66. Henry Eyster Jacobs claimed that
Muhlenberg took withhimtoAllentown"probably thirty students as a nucleus forthe
classes at the new College." The actual number was probably much smaller. The total
Gettysburg enrollment forboth 1866-1867 and 1867-1868 was 195. Some students
fromeastern Pennsylvania remained inGettysburg and were graduated there. Jacobs,
Memoirs, p. 101.
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In the World of Higher Education
Although in1832 there were virtually no educational associations
or journals in existence to coordinate the efforts of separate institu-
tions and keep them informed of what was happening in American
higher education, the founders of Gettysburg College were aware
that theirs was but one in a growing company of colleges of the
liberal arts and sciences. They had a livelysense of the need to strive
to make theirs one of the very best inthat company. Writing in the
Lutheran Observer on May 1, 1832, less than one month after the
charter was granted, John G. Morris predicted that the new college
would "afford literary advantages equal to any similar institution in
the country." Its faculty and other resources would be superior in
quality. "We do not despair of success inour enterprize," he wrote,
"but expect ina very short time to see Gettysburg the Cambridge of
Pennsylvania, with its academic halls crowded with orderly and
diligent students." Beginning in the 1840s, when friends of the
College were looking for new sources of financial support, they
often used other colleges as models worthy of emulation. "Had not
the Alumni of Yale and Princeton at an early period united in their
power and influence, in sustaining those institutions," a committee
of the Alumni Association argued in1844, "itis highly probable they
would never have risen to their present eminence." The committee
was certain that "the sons of Pennsylvania College" would "not be
less grateful or less zealous than others inadvancing the interests of
their Mother." 144 Frederick W. Conrad used the columns of the
Lutheran Observer for August 25, 1865 toremind the friends of Get-
tysburg that Eliphalet Nott, Asa Packer, and Ezra Cornell had given
at least $500,000 to Union, Lehigh, and Cornell, respectively.
It is clear that the College curriculum of 1832 was a development
and expansion of the course of study in the classical school and
Gymnasium, rather than the result of consultation with faculty
members inolder colleges inPennsylvania or elsewhere. At a time
of general curricular stability in American higher education,
Michael Jacobs, Henry L.Baugher, and their associates drew upon
their own experiences inother colleges when they designed the first
Gettysburg courses, as they had when they organized two literary
societies in the Gymnasium in1831. Inlater years, members of the
faculty did sometimes confer with colleagues inother schools when
they were contemplating changes inor additions to their program.
Charles F. Schaeffer told the Synod of Pennsylvania in1856 that,
before assuming his duties as German professor, he had engaged in
144Minutes of the Alumni Association, September 18, 1844, GCA.
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"extended consultation with various experienced teachers" con-
cerning an appropriate course of instruction. 145 Ten years later,
while the preparatory department was being reorganized, the board
of trustees instructed Charles J. Ehrehart "to visit several of the best
schools of this class, inspect the arrangements, and furnish the [pre-
paratory department] Committee with such information as may thus
be acquired."
The faculty supported a number of early efforts to bring together
representatives from many colleges for mutual benefit. For exam-
ple, in1840 they asked Charles P. Krauth and WilliamM.Reynolds
to represent Gettysburg at "a general convention for education"
scheduled to meet in Washington during the spring. Nine years
later, Martin L.Stoever joinedHorace Mann and others in issuing a
call for a "national convention of the friends of common schools and
of universal education." As a result, the American Association for
the Advancement of Education was founded in Philadelphia in
December 1849. 146 In succeeding years, the faculty named its
delegate to attend the annual conventions of this organization and
instructed him to express in writing the College's support of its
objectives ifhe could not attend the sessions inperson. On several
occasions during the 1860s, the faculty supported similar efforts
undertaken on a statewide basis. In1860 they gave their blessing to
participation by Gettysburg students in the publication of a short-
lived national student magazine. 147
The Civil War
When the Civil War began in April 1861, following the Con-
federate firing upon Fort Sumter and President Abraham Lincoln's
call for volunteers to come to the defense of the Union, the winter
term of the 1860-1861 academic year at Gettysburg was ending.
After a six-weeks vacation, students came back to the campus for
the summer term late in May.
The town of Gettysburg to which they returned was located less
than ten miles north of the Mason-Dixon line, in a border region
where most residents yearned fora peaceful solution to the national
of the Pennsylvania Synod (1856), p. 25.
146 American Journal ofEducation and College Review l(1856):3-8. Among the early
presidents were Horace Mann, Eliphalet Nott, Joseph Henry, and Henry Barnard.
For further information, see A Cyclopedia of Education, cd. Paul Monroe
(Washington, 1911) 1:109. Hereafter cited as Monroe, Cyclopedia.
147The University Quarterly: Conducted by an Association of Collegiate and
Professional Students, in the United States and Europe was published in1860-1861.
Union List of Serials 5:4335.
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crisis. While some Adams countians had spoken out strongly
against slavery for many years, few ifany championed the use of
warfare to overthrow it. The leading industry in the town in1861
was the manufacture of carriages, most of which were sold in
markets to the south of Gettysburg. Nevertheless, once hostilities
began, even the Democratic Compiler, which had vehemently
opposed the election of Abraham Lincoln and the policies of his
administration, agreed on April22, 1861 that its duty "inthis terrible
emergency" was to "stand by the old flag."
During the excitement which followed the outbreak of hostilities,
the members of the College community reacted in much the same
way as other citizens did. Members of the faculty participated in
public meetings in the courthouse, churches, and elsewhere as
volunteers came forward, organized, and left for duty. Students
formed a military company in June 1861 and drilled regularly. On
June 29, inline with what was happening inhundreds of Northern
communities both large and small, the students placed a forty-foot
staff on the cupola of the College building and then, with approp-
riate ceremony, raised what the Adams Sentinel for July 10 called "a
magnificent streamer, red, white and blue, with the thirty-four stars
upon the Union." The significance of this particular flag was that it
had a star representing Kansas, which for some fiveyears Southern-
ers had steadfastly prevented from entering the Union as a free
state. Only after the Southern members withdrew from Congress did
that body have enough votes to admit Kansas on terms acceptable to
the North. On July 4, 1861 the College Guards and the literary
societies participated in the elaborate parade and celebration staged
to demonstrate Gettysburg's support for the Union cause. Frederick
A. Muhlenberg delivered the major address of the day.
The initial excitement soon wore off. As the hopes for a quick vic-
tory faded, along with the rest of the North the College community
had to face the grim realities ofa long civilwar. During the next four
years enrollment suffered. Some students enlisted in the Union
army, as did many young men who in quieter days might have
become students. Some parents refused to allow their sons to come
toGettysburg because of itsproximity to the Mason-Dixon line and
the resulting threat of Confederate invasion. In addition, the war
reduced the number of students from Lutheran families in
slaveholding states. 148 The average enrollment in the four College
148Except for Maryland, this number was small to begin with. For example, in the
1859-1860 year, of the 93 students in the four College classes, 14 came from
Maryland, 1from Virginia, and 1fromNorth Carolina. For a fuller treatment ofthe
College and the Civil War, see Robert Fortenbaugh's chapter in Samuel Gring
Hefelbower, The History of Gettysburg College, 1832-1932 (Gettysburg, 1932), pp.
178-229. Hereafter cited as 1932 History.
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classes for the years 1857-1861 was 90 students. There were 66 in
attendance in 1863-1864 and 61 in 1864-1865. Enrollment in both
departments dropped from 166 in 1860-1861 to 112 in1864-1865.
From the start of the war, there were occasional threats of Con-
federate incursions into Adams county. One such occurred in the
late summer of 1862, when the Union Army of the Potomac and the
Confederate Army of Northern Virginia clashed at Antietam. A
month later General J. E. B. Stuart's cavalry, in the course of a raid
on Chambersburg, penetrated into the western townships of Adams
county, less than ten miles from Gettysburg. There were rumors that
the College would not open for the fall term as scheduled. Robert G.
Harper used the columns of the Sentinel for September 16, 1862 to
insist that they were without foundation.
The actual invasion of the county occurred late inJune 1863, after
the Armyof Northern Virginiahad come up the Shenandoah valley,
entered Pennsylvania inFranklin county, and then halted to deter-
mine what its next move should be. General Robert E.Lee sent some
units up the Cumberland valley toprobe the defenses of Harrisburg,
while others moved through Adams county in the direction of the
Susquehanna river. These latter passed through Gettysburg on June
26, occupied York on June 28, and reached Wrightsville, only to find
the bridge across the river already burned.
On June 15, 1863 Governor Andrew G. Curtin issued a proclama-
tion calling upon able-bodied citizens of Pennsylvania to come to
the defense of the state against the threatened invasion by the Army
of Northern Virginia. Among the very first men to respond to this
call were members of a company inwhich there were fifty-fourstu-
dents of the College, more than half the enrollment In the four
classes. On June 16, the day following the governor's call, the
faculty decided that "we do not disapprove of those who are not
minors enlisting in the service of their country in the present
emergency, but in the case of minors we cannot give our sanction,
unless the permission of their parent or guardian is first secured."
Withor without such permission, the students went toHarrisburg to
be mustered in.Because, unlike some other volunteers, they did not
object to entering United States service for the duration of the
emergency, they were quickly organized as Company A,26th Regi-
ment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Militia.A week later this regiment
was sent back to Adams county, where the students performed
creditably, although they were no match for the seasoned Con-
federate troops who appeared in the county during the last week in
June. In the skirmishing which preceded the battle itself, some stu-
dents were captured, while others retreated with their regiment to
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Harrisburg, serving with ituntil they were discharged at the end of
July.149
Upon learning that the Army of the Potomac, now under a new
commander, General George B. Meade, was approaching his own
army from the south, General Lee recalled his units from near
Harrisburg and from York. The immediate purpose of these two
great armies was to do battle with each other. The encounter began
on July 1, 1863.
The summer term at Gettysburg College began inmid-May 1863
and was scheduled to end with commencement on August 13. When
the governor- issued his proclamation in mid-June, the faculty
decided to continue instruction for those students who remained on
the campus. The professors met for their regular weekly meeting on
June 30 and transacted several necessary items of business. They
decided there would be no classes on July 4, named a tutor for the
preparatory department to teach until the regular appointee
returned from service in Company A, and decided that the tem-
porary tutor should ring the College bell while the janitor was
absent. John Hopkins, a black, had probably decided his own safety
required that he leave Gettysburg for a time.
Classes began as usual at 8 A.M. on July 1. Soon the normal
routine of instruction was disturbed when Union signal officers
came into the building. Michael Jacobs accompanied one of these
officers to the cupola, where he called attention to the strategic
importance of the high ground south of town. A little later the
increasing confusion prompted President Baugher to tell his class:
"We willclose and see what is going on, for you know nothing about
the lesson anyhow." 150 The discipline of the well-regulated family
had broken down to such an extent that when one student suggested
tohis friend that they ought to get the customary permission before
leaving the campus to investigate what was happening, the latter
replied: "Let the faculty go to grass and you come on."1"
During the course of the day on July 1Union fortunes worsened.
Its army retreated southward across the campus, through the town,
and to the higher ground which itoccupied for the remainder of the
battle. In the late afternoon or early evening the Confederates took
possession of the College building. There was no question but that
they would use it for an immediate purpose. With the number of
wounded men increasing and soon to run into the thousands, every
large building withinreach was almost certainly going tobe pressed
into service as a hospital.
account ofEdmund W. Meisenhelder (1864), a member of Company A, is
reprinted in the 1882 History, pp. 420-426.
150Quoted in the Spectrum (1902), p. 182.
151Ibid., p. 179.
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The Confederates removed nearly all of the possessions of stu-
dents from their rooms and piled them into the president's office,
which was then locked and guarded. Student rooms, recitation
rooms, the halls of the literary societies, and the libraries were filled
with the wounded and dying. Most, but not all,of the patients were
Confederates. A building which under normal circumstances
housed about one hundred students was now accommodating
perhaps as many as seven hundred soldiers. During the course of the
battle the building was hit several times, but no serious damage
was inflicted.
Most, ifnot all,of the faculty spent their time during the battle in
whatever safety their houses might provide. In his memoir, Henry
Eyster Jacobs, son of Michael Jacobs, recounted how his family,
augmented by some relatives and friends, retreated to the basement
of their home at the corner of Washington and Middle streets. The
professor himself made frequent trips to the cupola of the house,
where he used the College telescope to observe the progress of the
battle. President Henry L.Baugher and his family remained intheir
residence on the campus, where they took insome eighteen wounded
Union soldiers and successfully hid a Union officer. Martin L.
Stoever, who lived withhis family in the southwest quadrant of the
square, also took care of wounded Union soldiers, including several
officers concealed inthe cellar. Charles F. Schaeffer told the Synod
of Pennsylvania that his dwelling on Chambersburg street, which
the synod owned, was damaged, "partly by a cannon ball,and partly
by violent measures on the part of the Rebels." 152
After the repulse of Pickett's charge on the afternoon of July 3,
General Lee decided not tocontinue the fight on the field at Gettys-
burg; he prepared to retreat. On the night of the third orearly morn-
ing of the fourth of July the Confederate military abandoned the
College building. Union troops promptly occupied it, taking charge
of the hospital and its patients. Writing years later, Michael Colver
(1863), a senior who had waited out the battle with several families
intown, gave his recollection of what he learned upon returning to
the campus on July 6:
On our arrival we found in and around the building, according to
the estimate given us, seven hundred wounded rebels. When I
came to my roomIsaw it afforded ample accommodation for three
152Jacobs, Memoirs, pp. 50-60; quoted in the Lutheran Observer, July 31, 1863;
dispatch of L.L. Crounse, New YorkTimes, July 9, 1863; Minutes ofthe Pennsylvania
Synod (1864), p. 20.
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one on the bed and two on the floor. Upon investigation Iascer-
tained that allmy books, trunks and other effects were gone. But
the information concerning their whereabouts was soon com-
municated that all the property of students which could be gained
possession of was, according to the instruction of a rebel officer,
placed inthe president's room and that during the time of the battle
a guard had been furnished by the officer to protect such property.
President Baugher's room was filledfromfloor to ceiling with stu-
dents' books and clothing. The rooms that were locked and into
which was no entrance by those who gathered up the effects were
subsequently broken into and robbed oftheir valuables. Allrooms,
halls and hallways were occupied withthe poor deluded sons of the
South. The moans, prayers and shrieks of the wounded and dying
were heard everywhere. Only a heart dispossessed of allfeeling of
humanity could refuse sympathy and help in such a time as that.
These unfortunates were of our then conquered foe. But had even
the tide of battle gone the other way stilla sense of a common
brotherhood would have impelled us to feed our enemies and our
conquerors. While these men of the rebellion were with us they
received the courtesies and attention due them. Students and
citizens combined to act the part of the good Samaritan. And from
all to whom we ministered we received a hearty thanks and from
many a "God bless y0u."153
One of the leading good Samaritans inGettysburg both during and
after the battle was Martin L.Stoever, who worked tirelessly with
the United States Christian Commission in bringing relief to the
wounded.
The faculty passed up its regular weekly meeting on July 7, but the
secretary dutifullymade the followingentry inthe minute book: "no
meeting, in consequence of the excitement connected with the
recent battles fought inGettysburg, July Ist, 2nd, and 3d." A week
later they decided to cancel classes for the remainder of the term and
to graduate the senior class without a formal commencement exer-
cise, "inconsequence of the College edifice and all the other public
buildings being occupied with the wounded and the dying."
When they met during what would have been commencement
week, the trustees formally commended the students "who rushed
so promptly to the defence of their country during the late Rebel
invasion" and expressed their gratitude that faculty members and
their families were "saved from injury, both inlife and limb," even
though they were much affected byboth "alarms and losses." The
board decided, "notwithstanding the recent interruption in the exer-
cises of the Institution,"to pay infull the salaries of the professors,
153Quoted in the Spectrum (1902), p. 180.
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tutor, and janitor. They also named a committee to assess the
damages to the College edifice and Linnaean Hall. Shortly thereaf-
ter, President Baugher presented to the Office of the Quartermaster
General a claim for the use of and damages to the two buildings. In
response, the Acting Quartermaster General replied that his office
was authorized to compensate only for the use of the College edifice
and Linnaean Hall and for returning them to the condition inwhich
they were on July 1. Any claim for damages to or loss of furniture
and similar movable items would have to be made to some other
office. The amount which he suggested as compensation was $625,
which the College accepted. 154
Another source of funds forrestoring College property came from
a joint appeal which the seminary and College issued to the "Chris-
tian public" in July 1863, even before the wounded were evacuated
from their buildings. Published inmany newspapers, the text of the
appeal described the "sad scene of devastation and ruin" in and
around the two campuses. It asked whether every donor would not
be proud to have "contributed to the prosperity of institutions of
literature and religion, located inthe place, hereafter ever memor-
able inour national history, as the seat of one of the greatest battles
and most glorious victories of the federal arms," and where stu-
dents, "in response to the call of the Governor . . ? formed the first
Volunteer Company, that reached the place ofrendezvous at Harris-
burg." On behalf of the College, the faculty and resident trustees
signed the appeal, which yielded about $4,200. The share of the
College was $1,864. 155
When one considers the losses suffered during the battle of Get-
tysburg, including some 6,000 killed and 50,000 wounded, it is
remarkable that the town recovered as rapidly as it did. Charles F.
Schaeffer told the Synod of Pennsylvania that "after the lapse of a
few weeks," the damage to his dwelling house was satisfactorily
repaired." 156 The College building was used for hospital purposes
from July 1to July 29. Then it was cleaned thoroughly and the fall
session of a new academic year opened on schedule on September
154The government moved quickly to compensate the College. The Assistant
Quartermaster General inGettysburg informedPresident Baugher on September 3 of
the government offer of$625. One month later the money was paid to the treasurer.
GCA.
155SentineJ, July 21, 1863. In keeping with their customary stance when
approaching the general public, the College authorities stated that their institution,
"whilst it is decidedly Christian and Protestant, is as entirely unsectarian as ...
Princeton or Yale."1932 History, p. 218.
158Minutes of the Pennsylvania Synod (1864), p. 20.
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24."7Two months later, on November 19, classes were suspended to
enable the students to participate in the dedication of Soldiers'
National Cemetery. President Baugher gave the benediction at the
close of the exercises. It was about half as long as the dedicatory
address of Abraham Lincoln.
Inthe fallof 1863 Michael Jacobs, a strong supporter of the Union
cause who had carefully observed as much of the battle as he could
from his house and who later spoke to many other eyewitnesses,
published one of the first of innumerable accounts that have been
written about the battle of Gettysburg. Though not free of errors, his
Notes on thellebel Invasion of Maryland and Pennsylvania and the
Battle of Gettysburg ... has the advantage of authorship by one who
was close to the events which itdescribes, who had long experience
as a disciplined observer, and who had often covered much of the
ground on which the battle was fought while conducting field trips
for his students. In January 1864 he published a second account,
entitled "Later Rambles Over the Field of Gettysburg," inthe newly
established United States Service Magazine. A third account
followed in April1864 in the Evangelical Review. Entitled simply
"The Battle of Gettysburg," it was intended to give the readers of
that Lutheran periodical "a condensed account of those great events
which transpired at Gettysburg on the first days of July 1863."
One of the most controversial claims in Jacobs' writings, first
made in the Notes on the Rebel Invasion and repeated in"Later Ram-
bles," was that on the last day of the battle Robert E. Lee used the
College building as an observation post. He stated the case in"Later
Rambles" as follows:
Inhis eagerness to gain a victory, and to make good the rebel boast,
repeated so frequently as to make it almost laughable, that "they
could not be beaten," he transcended the rules held sacred amongst
belligerents, whilst he ascended the College cupola, for the pur-
pose of gaining a nearer and a more perfect viewof our leftcentre,
although that building was at the time used by the enemy as a hos-
157The faculty included in the catalogue which they published in the summer of
1863 the information that "in consequence of the great and sanguinary battles,
fought, on the Ist, 2nd and 3d of July last, inand around the borough of Gettysburg,
between the invading Rebel army, under General Lee, and the Union army, under
General Meade, the College edifice was used, by Government, for four weeks, as a
hospital for the wounded after the defeat and repulse of the enemy." This prevented
holding "the ordinary public Exercises of the Commencement," but would not
prevent opening the fallsession at the regular time. Inconclusion, they noted that "it
is but due to the patriotism ofthe students of this Institution to state, as a matter of
history," that a company, most of whose members were College students, "were the
first to reach Jiarrisburg, June 17th, and to be mustered into the service for the
•Emergency.' "
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pital, and the usual flag designed to give information of that fact
was floating in the breeze by his side.158
Scholars have argued that using a hospital facility for observation
was out of character for Lee; that there would have been more
advantage for him to have used the seminary building, which was
also controlled by the Confederates, ifhe found itnecessary to vio-
late what may or may not have been a ground rule of war;or that the
account cannot be considered credible because itlacks independent
corroborating evidence. Writing inthe 1882 history of the College,
Milton Valentine noted that Lee's use of the cupola "is wellknown
to the citizens of Gettysburg, though attempts have been made to
call itinquestion." He claimed that the general's action was "abun-
dantly established by the positive testimony of a number of wit-
nesses, some of whom are still living.""« Unfortunately, Michael
Jacobs never claimed that he himself saw Robert E. Lee on the
cupola and Milton Valentine never presented any of the "positive
testimony" which might have removed, once and for all, the linger-
ing doubts.
When rumors that the Confederates were about to embark upon
yet another invasion of Pennsylvania reached Adams county in the
early summer of 1864, the students appealed to the faculty to sus-
pend classes. Their petition was turned down, but those whose
parents or guardians requested that they come home were permitted
to leave. Although the fears remained - the Confederates did burn
Chambersburg at the end of July -the faculty decided to go through
with commencement as scheduled on August 12. Only two seniors
appeared, but on this occasion, unlike that of 1861, all twelve can-
didates whom the board of trustees approved were awarded
their diplomas.
Inthe August 1865 report to the board, the faculty stated that, dur-
ing the "rebellion, now happily suppressed," twenty-seven under-
graduates and an equal number of former students (graduates and
nongraduates) had entered military service. These numbers did not
include the men of Company A who enlisted in June 1863. The
faculty knew of two Gettysburgians who had given their lives in
defense of the Union. One, who was killedduring the battle of Get-
tysburg, was buried in the College and seminary lot in Evergreen
cemetery. Some "students were severely wounded," the faculty told
158The other controversial claim which Jacobs made in "Later Rambles" was that
Robert E. Lee used the house of Mary Thompson on Seminary ridge as his
headquarters. M. Jacobs, "Later Rambles overthe Fieldof Gettysburg," UnitedStates
Service Magazine 1(1864):74.
1591882 History, p. 92.
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the board, "all acted nobly and some have merited high
honors, "^o
Changing the Guard
President Henry L.Baugher died in the president's residence on
April14, 1868. He had become a member of the Gymnasium faculty
in1831 and had served the College from its very beginning. Janitor
John Hopkins died inhis home on the campus on July 19, 1868. Jack
the Janitor began working for the College as its first custodian in
1847. Trustee Thaddeus Stevens died inWashington on August 11,
1868. Elected to the board in1834 and largely inactive since moving
to Lancaster, he had nevertheless retained his interest inthe College
and attended a trustee meeting as late as 1865.
These three deaths are representative of the departure from the
scene about this time of a dozen or more persons who had con-
tributed ina major way to the operation of the College during the
early years ofits existence. Between 1864 and 1870 four men left the
faculty: Charles F. Schaeffer joined the Philadelphia seminary
faculty in1864, Michael Jacobs was retired because of illhealth in
1866, Frederick A. Muhlenberg became president of Muhlenberg
College in 1867, and Martin L.Stoever died suddenly in1870. Dur-
ing roughly the same period of time, seven veteran trustees either
died or were dropped fornonattendance at meetings: Robert G. Har-
per (1864), David Gilbert (1865), Benjamin Kurtz (1865), Charles P.
Krauth (1867), Moses McClean (1870), Samuel Simon Schmucker
(1873), and Charles A. Morris (1873). During the 1870-1871 year,
following the death of Professor Stoever, the two senior faculty
members were men whose tenure had begun only four years earlier.
With the passing of Samuel Simon Schmucker in 1873, the only
remaining trustees from 1832 were John G.Morris and Augustus H.
Lochman, neither of whose tenure since that date had been
unbroken.
A new generation of trustees, faculty, and janitors was thus tak-
ing charge of Gettysburg College. In1868 they found an institution
firmly planted and withgood prospects for the future. Enrollment in
the College had exceeded one hundred students for the first time in
the fall of 1867. The long-sought building for the preparatory
department was available for use in the fall of 1868. At $110,000,
the endowment was triple what ithad been only a few years before.
Inlarge measure this was due to the efforts of loyal alumni, whose
record of performance was a good omen for the future.
160Faculty Report, August 1865, GCA.
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For some years after 1868, the catalogue and other College litera-
ture gave the impression that the ideal of the well-regulated family
as developed in the 1830s was stillcentral in the philosophy of the
institution. Clearly, the board and faculty continued to assume that
this was the case. Nevertheless, it was obvious that some things had
changed. The president had long since moved out of the College
building. Although he now lived on the campus, his family life was
not woven intothat of the students in the way which must have been
envisioned in1837. The steward was also gone, and the idea of a stu-
dent body eating together had been abandoned as unworkable. It
remained to be seen how long it would be before the rules and
regulations adopted in 1837 and still in force, with only minor
alterations, would undergo major revision. In writing the faculty
report to the board of trustees in August 1866, Henry L. Baugher
commented on the great and continuing difficulty experienced in
maintaining the level of discipline which he and others stillbelieved
was necessary for the proper education of young men. He had to
confess that "ifour standard of government is that of the family we
have thus far failed to reach it."161
161Ibid., August 1866, GCA.
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New Recitation Building
Completed in 1889, this structure provided the College with the wider
place for the greater work which President Milton Valentine envisioned.
Onlyin 1912 was itnamed GlatfelterHall. This picture appeared in the first
Spectrum, which was published in 1891.
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4.
A WIDER PLACE FOR A GREATER
WORK (1868-1904)
This chapter deals with the history of Gettysburg College be-
tween 1868 and 1904, during which years the United States became
the world's leading industrial power. Major developments in steel,
petroleum, milling, and meat packing were accompanied by
changes of similar magnitude in many other basic industries. In
steel, for example, the Bessemer and open hearth processes made it
possible for the first time inhistory to produce low-cost steel inlarge
quantities. The demand for this product appeared to be never-
ending. Production of raw steel increased from 30,000 tons in1868
to 15,205,000 tons in1904. For many years much of this basic metal
was used to construct the nation's railway network, which was a
major factor in creating our first truly national market. By 1904
many consumer products fashioned inone part of the country were
readily available inall other parts. Nationwide fame, as well as for-
tune, had come to such captains of industry as Andrew Carnegie,
John D. Rockefeller, Charles A. Pillsbury, and Philip D.
Armour.
Between the censuses of 1870 and 1900 American population
almost doubled, increasing from about 39,800,000 to 76,000,000.
Part of this growth resulted from a continuing high birth rate, but
much of it was contributed by the more than 11,000,000 immigrants
who came to this country during those thirty years. Until about
1890, most of the newcomers were from Great Britain, Germany,
and Scandinavia, from which most of the earlier immigrants had
come. After about 1890, most of the arrivals were from Italy,
Austria-Hungary, and Russia (including Poland). Urban population
inthe United States increased from about 25 percent of the total in
1870 to about 40 percent thirty years later. Some old cities, such as
New York and Philadelphia, doubled in population. Newer cities
experienced even greater growth. Pittsburgh was three times, and
Chicago five times, as large in 1900 as they had been in 1870.
The years from 1868 to 1904 were important ones for American
education at all levels. States improved their systems of elementary
instruction. For example, by the latter year most had laws requiring
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compulsory attendance and a considerably longer school term than
had been usual before the CivilWar. By 1904 public high schools,
few of which existed in1868, were becoming increasingly common,
although in the later year a public secondary school education was
stillthe exception, not the rule, for a teenager. Fewer than 7 percent
of the seventeen-year olds in1904 were high school graduates. The
number of colleges and universities increased from about 350 in
1868 to 450 in1904. During the same period their enrollment grew
from about 54,000 to 90,000 students. In1903-1904 about 13,000
persons, nearly 30 percent of whom were women, received the
degrees of bachelor of arts or bachelor of science. 1 Increases in the
numbers of institutions and students tell only part of the story in
higher education. There were important curricular changes, as new
courses were introduced which were deemed to be more necessary
for an increasingly complex industrial age than the time-honored
classics. The latter either had to share the stage with,or yield to, the
pure and applied sciences, the new social sciences, and other
subjects.
Probably the most significant educational development of all was
the appearance of the university as we know itinthe twentieth cen-
tury. While its founders continued to respect the body of knowledge
which was already available to them, their idea of an education was
not merely to master what was known, but rather toadvance beyond
it in order to investigate the unknown. As far as they were con-
cerned, the possibilities for new learning were almost, or altogether,
limitless. The cooperation of teacher and student in its quest was
uppermost. There was little or no place in this scheme of things for
the development of character or for administering the university "as
nearly as possible after the manner of a well regulated family." In
his inaugural address as president of the University of California at
Oakland in 1872, Daniel Coit Gilman attempted to define a univer-
sity. Itis "not a high school, nor a college, nor an academy of sci-
ences, nor an industrial school," he declared. Rather, a "university
is the most comprehensive term that can be employed to indicate a
foundation for the promotion and diffusion of knowledge -a group
of agencies organized to advance the arts and sciences of every sort,
and train young men as scholars for all the intellectual callings
of life."*
As existing colleges such as Harvard, Yale, and Columbia
transformed themselves into universities, and as new schools such
annual reports of the United States Commissioner of Education, which begin
in 1870, contain much valuable information about the development of American
higher education in this period.
2Quoted in Rudolph, American College, p. 333.
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as Cornell, The Johns Hopkins, and Chicago were created, these
institutions began to exercise an increasingly influential role in
American higher education. So impressed was Professor John W.
Burgess with the possibilities of the university that he wrote in
1884:
Iconfess that Iam unable to divine what is to be ultimately the
position ofColleges which cannot become Universities and which
willnot be Gymnasia. Icannot see what reason they willhave to
exist. It willbe largely a waste of capital to maintain them, and
largely a waste of time to attend them. It is so now.3
In the period between 1868 and 1904, Pennsylvania was one of the
leading industrial states. Until 1890, when Chicago surpassed it,
Philadelphia was the second largest city in the nation. The name
Pittsburgh was synonymous with steel. Pennsylvania produced
more bituminous and anthracite coal than any other state. Unlike its
neighboring counties of Dauphin and York, Adams did not share
directly in these developments. Itattracted almost no industry. Its
population, which was 30,315 in1870, was only 34,496 thirty years
later. The county seat, Gettysburg, grew from 3,074 inhabitants to
3,495. By1904, thanks to soil, topography, location, and a small
group of enterprising businessmen, the county was contributing to
increasing industrialization and urbanization by beginning to
develop one of the state's leading commercial cherry, peach, and
apple growing and processing industries. Longbefore 1904, the bat-
tlefield at Gettysburg was attracting visitors in large numbers from
far and wide. Also long before 1904, the college at Gettysburg,
although far removed from the oil refineries of Cleveland or the
packing houses of Chicago, had begun to respond inits own way to
the far-reaching changes occurring in American life.
Trustees
Under the terms of the original charter of Gettysburg College as
amended by the act of April19,1850, ultimate responsibility for the
institution was vested in a self-perpetuating board of thirty-six trus-
tees. Chosen for life terms, they could be dropped from membership
if they were absent from three successive meetings without an ac-
ceptable excuse. Between 1868 and 1904 the trustees made two
changes inthe method of replenishing their numbers, both of which
willbe discussed at some length later in the chapter. First, in1886
they agreed that a total of six trustees should be chosen from
nominees presented by the Alumni Association. Second, eight years
3Quoted in ibid., p. 330. For a detailed discussion of its subject, see Laurence R.
Veysey, The Emergence of the American University (Chicago, 1965).
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later they secured an amendment of the charter requiring that,
henceforth, three-fourths of the trustees must be members of the
Lutheran church. 4
During the period covered by this chapter, a few more than one
hundred men served as trustees of the College. More than a dozen
were dropped for failing tomeet the attendance requirement. A few
never answered the call of the roll. Several found the obligations
which they had assumed either excessively burdensome or distaste-
ful,orboth; they soon resigned. Alarge number died inoffice, some
of them well-advanced in years and unable toward the end to
attend meetings.
Many Of the one hundred trustees were Lutheran pastors, some of
whom had been elected to office long before 1868. Among those
deserving mention were Augustus H. Lochman of York, who served
from 1832 to 1851 and again from 1853 to 1889; John G. Morris, of
Baltimore, who served from 1832 to 1835 and again from 1844 to
1895; George Diehl (1814-1891), of Frederick, who served from 1856
to 1891; Augustus C. Wedekind (1824-1897), pastor in New York
City for twenty-five years, who served from 1856 to 1897; William
M. Baum (1825-1902), of York and then Philadelphia, who served
from 1861 to 1902; Frederick W. Conrad, long-time editor of the
Lutheran Observer, who served from 1844 to 1850 and again from
1862 to 1898; John G. Butler (1826-1909), pastor inWashington and
chaplain of both the United States Senate and the House of Rep-
resentatives, who served from 1862 to 1909; Reuben A. Fink (1824-
1895), of Johnstown, who served from 1868 to 1894; Luther E.
Albert (1828-1908), of Germantown, who served from 1870 to1908;
John G. Goettman (1840-1905), of Pittsburgh, who served from 1877
to1905; Henry Baker (1816-1894), of Altoona, who served from 1877
to1894; William H. Dunbar (1852-1920), of Lebanon and Baltimore,
who served from 1890 to 1920; and John Wagner (1852-1935), of
Hazleton, who served from 1893 to 1934. Ten of these thirteen men
were alumni. Lochman and Morris were the last surviving of the
first twenty-one trustees of 1832. Their tenures- fifty-five and fifty-
four years respectively -stand as records. Of the two, Morris was by
far the more active and influential trustee. With good cause his
colleagues observed in 1895 that "the death, at the advanced age of
4There were four changes in the charter between 1867 and 1904. First, an act of
March 22, 1867 repealed the $6,000 limit on annual gifts in the original charter and
clarified the College's borrowing capacity. Second, on February 20,1880 the Court of
Common Pleas of Adams county gave the College complete control of the Franklin
and German professorships. Third, on March 5, 1888 the same court, apparently
unaware ofthe act of March 22, 1867, increased the limit on annual gifts from$6,000
to $20,000. Fourth, a court order ofMay 21, 1894 amended the charter to require that,
henceforth, three-fourths of the trustees be Lutherans.
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George Ryneal (1835-1917) Charles A. Hay (1821-1893)
The combined tenure ofthese four trustees was 173 years. Butler and Hay
pictures courtesy Abdel Ross Wentz Library, Lutheran Theological
Seminary, Gettysburg.
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92 years, of Dr. Morris, the sole survivor of the founders and pa-
trons who participated inthe incorporation in1832 of Pennsylvania
College, is an event well calculated to arrest the attention of every
one bearing any relation to this institution."
As was the case during the early years, a considerable burden of
responsibility fellupon trustees who livedinGettysburg. They still
manned the committee named torepair and improve College property;
they were still the ones for the faculty to consult when something
required immediate attention. It was the resident trustees who
approved moving the day of commencement in1869 so that itwould
not conflict with the dedication of the large monument in Soldiers'
National Cemetery, who were charged in1888 withmaking the best
possible bargain inpurchasing land west of the campus which was
needed for a new building, who inthe same year approved placing a
battlefield monument on the campus of the preparatory department,
and who were authorized in1900 to secure on short notice a replace-
ment for an unpopular German professor who had been persuaded
to resign.
Atthe same time, itis evident that some trustees resented the spe-
cial role which their Gettysburg-based colleagues were called upon
to play. The latter were not unaware of this sentiment. In 1873,
when there was a vacancy in the Graeff professorship, Milton
Valentine informed John E. Graeff that his candidate for the posi-
tion had met with the faculty and the resident trustees, but that the
latter were reluctant to commit themselves to him or any other per-
son inadvance of a fullboard meeting. "Inview,... of the frequent
complaint made bynon-resident members against the resident mem-
bers of the Board," Valentine wrote,
for presuming to forestall, as they have said, the free action of the
Board itself, the brethren did not seem to be willingto do as you
intimated would be desirable, i.e., "practically settle the matter."
They thought itnot advisable for the so-called "Gettysburg Ring" to
give any formal expression on the subject. s
Among the most influential resident trustees were David A.
Buehler, attorney and editor, who served from 1852 to1887; Alexan-
der D. Buehler, book and drug store proprietor, who served from
1856 to 1889; Edward McPherson (1830-1895), attorney, editor,
author, and clerk of the United States House of Representatives,
who served from 1861 to 1895; Edward G. Fahnestock (1829-1907),
merchant, who served from 1872 to 1885; David Wills (1831-1894),
attorney, judge, and banker, who served from 1877 to1894; John M.
Krauth (1846-1890), attorney and postmaster, who served from 1879
to1890; John A. Swope (1827-1910), physician and banker, who served
sMilton Valentine to John E. Graeff, May 5, 1873, GCA.
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from 1882 to1907; Charles H. Buehler (1825-1896), coal dealer, who
served from 1888 to 1896; Samuel McCurdy Swope (1850-1931),
attorney and judge, who served from 1890 to1931; John B. McPher-
son (1863-1934), attorney and editor, who served from 1896 to 1932;
and Harry (or Henry) C. Picking (1859-1925), banker, who served
from 1898 to 1925. 6 In addition, during these years there were
always several resident trustees who were also members of the
seminary faculty, including Charles A. Hay (1821-1893), who served
from 1852 to 1893; James A. Brown (1821-1882), who served from
1856 to 1882; MiltonValentine (1825-1906), who served from 1868 to
1906; and Thomas C. Billheimer (1842-1923), who served from 1892
to 1923. All of these men, with the exception of Alexander D.
Buehler, were alumni of the College. The Buehler brothers; the
McPhersons, father and son; Fahnestock; and Krauth were all
second- and third-generation members of families influential inthe
governing of the institution since the 1830s. Except for the McPher-
sons, Wills, and Samuel McCurdy Swope, all were Lutherans.
In no small way, the success of the institution in a period of
increasingly rapid social change would depend upon its ability to
attract and keep the support of trustees willing to assume major
leadership in providing the financial resources necessary to carry
out whatever educational program the board and faculty determined
was most appropriate for Gettysburg College. While Lutheran
parish pastors and resident trustees (including the president of the
College) could be counted upon toparticipate in this crucial task, a
large part of the burden would almost certainly have to rest upon the
nonresident business and professional men who were members of
the board. Among them were Martin Buehler (1806-1880), a
Philadelphia hardware merchant, who served from 1856 to 1880;
Daniel Eppley (1817-1887), a Harrisburg merchant and banker, who
served from 1862 to 1887; John E. Graeff, a Philadelphia coal
merchant, who served from 1864 to 1898; George P. Ockershausen,
a New York sugar refiner, who served from 1865 to1897; Edward G.
Smyser (1820-1887), a York ironmerchant, who served from 1869 to
1880; John Loats (1814-1879), a Frederick industrialist, who served
from 1862 to 1876; John W.Rice, a Baltimore hardware dealer, who
served from1871 to 1893; George Ryneal (1835-1917), a Washington
paint dealer, who served from 1873 to 1917; Samuel D. Schmucker
(1844-1911), a Baltimore attorney and judge, who served from 1875
to1911; Jeremiah Carl (1829-1909), a Yorkbanker and businessman,
who served from 1879 to 1899; Benjamin S. Kunkle, a Philadelphia
businessman, who served from 1880 to 1905; Charles A. Schieren
6John A. Swope and John B. McPherson both moved from Gettysburg during
their tenure.
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John E. Graeff (1820-1898) David A. Buehler (1821-1887)
The combined tenure of these four trustees was 122 years. Buehler,
Graeff, and Glatfelter in turn presided over the board between 1870 and
1903. McPherson picture courtesy Adams County Historical Society.
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(1841-1915), a Brooklyn leather manufacturer, who served from
1885 to 1891; John F. Gwinner (1833-1916), an Easton banker, who
served from 1882 to1905; Philip H. Glatfelter (1837-1907), a Spring
Grove paper manufacturer, who served from 1888 to 1907; and
James McMillan (1822-1896), a Johnstown iron manufacturer and
banker, who served from 1889 to1896. Given the tradition and con-
tinuing commitment of the College, itis not surprising that most of
these trustees were Lutheran laymen. Inaddition to being active in
their own congregations, several served on synodical and national
church agencies and as delegates to regional or national conven-
tions. Anumber were elected to the board only after they had begun
giving money to the College.
Between 1862 and 1895 the board of trustees held one regular
meeting each year, convening for one or twodays inGettysburg dur-
ing commencement week. Then, for a period of four years (1896-
1899), they met twice annually: in January and June. In 1900 the
members decided to return to their former practice of holding one
regular meeting each year, in June. From time to time it became
necessary tocall special meetings, but the surprising thing is that so
few of these were deemed necessary.
Three men served as president of the board between 1870, when
Moses McClean died, and 1904. They were David A.Buehler (1870-
1887), John E. Graeff (1887-1898), and Philip H. Glatfelter (1900-
1904).^ When the board selected John E. Graeff in 1887, it had its
first nonresident president inalmost half a century. Inpart because
of this, it then created the position of vice president and chose John
A. Swope as the first incumbent. Alexander D. Buehler, who
became treasurer in 1856, remained in that office until he died in
1893. His successor, Harry C. Picking, continued the practice of
treasurers with long tenure, dying in office in 1925.
In1872 the board created a new standing committee. Consisting of
five elected members, the president of the board, and the president
of the College, the executive committee was instructed to consider
allproposals made by the faculty or by any board members and then
make a recommendation upon which action could be taken. In1874
this committee was authorized "tooriginate any new business they
may deem proper." The executive committee was used for its in-
tended purpose and quickly became one of the more influential
agencies in the College. The board was disposed to re-elect itsmem-
bers; several served terms of twenty years or more.
7ln1871 the trustees decided that theirpresident and secretary should be chosen for
three year terms, but they eventually forgot to enforce this rule. Glatfelterresigned as
president, effective at once, in September 1903, but his resignation was not accepted
until June 1904.
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During the period under consideration, the members of the board
of trustees continued to interest themselves inallphases of College
life,although there is less evidence of concern for some of the small
details than characterized the early years. Trustees stillplayed the
major role in the recruitment of faculty and sometimes suggested
new courses and programs. Inan effort tolimitexpenditures during
a time of financial stringency, in1880 and again in1881, the board
rearranged teaching assignments, redefining the duties of several
endowed professorships and switching work in specific subjects
from one faculty member to another. Writing years later, Henry
Eyster Jacobs said of the changes affecting him which were
made in1880:
Iwas not consulted concerning the arrangement either before or
when itwas made. Some days elapsed after the adjournment of the
Board before Ilearned of the action. Ihad to learn of it first from
Rev. Mr. Demarest, the Presbyterian pastor. B
On two occasions during the 1870s, the faculty challenged long-
standing board practices in a way which might have seriously
jeopardized the generally good relations which had long prevailed
between them. The first of these challenges dealt with honorary
degrees. Ever since the beginning of the College, both faculty and
board members had suggested candidates for these degrees, but the
latter made the actual selection. In1873, inresponse to a question
which someone raised, the trustees entered into their minutes a
statement of their belief that the role which the charter assigned to
the faculty inawarding degrees was discharged by its chairman, the
president of the College, "inpublicly conferring the degrees ordered
by the Board." The response of the faculty, inits annual report to the
board a year later, was to ask that no more honorary degrees be
awarded without the vote of both bodies, "unless an interpretation
of the language of the Charter by competent disinterested legal
authorities shall be adverse to that mode which the Faculty is
decidedly ofopinion that the Charter clearly defines." Obviously, in
the opinion of the faculty, the president of the College could not act
on its behalf in this matter unless it had so instructed him.9
After the board reaffirmed the action which it had taken in the
previous year, the faculty inJanuary 1875 sent letters to at least nine
attorneys, allof them alumni, asking for their opinions of the mean-
ing of the charter provisions concerning honorary degrees. The re-
sponses, most of which supported the faculty position, were
submitted inJune 1875 to the trustees, who referred the documents
to a committee consisting of three of their own members who were
BJacobs, Memoirs, p. 213.
9Faculty Report, June 23, 1874, GCA.
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also attorneys. One year later, the committee presented its report,
which regretted that, "notwithstanding the decided expression of
opinion of the Board on this subject, the Faculty has deemed ifpro-
per to place itself inantagonism to the Board, by seeking to revise
the long settled policy of the institution on this subject." While the
faculty-solicited opinions were "from respectable members of the
bar," they were all based "on abstract questions as to the interpreta-
tion of certain verbiage in the charter, and ignoring very important
factors in the case." Simply put, the "very important factors"
were these:
For more than forty years the policyand practice of this Institu-
tion in the matter of conferring degrees has been uniform,
unchallenged, and acquiesced inboth by the Board and the Faculty,
under every successive administration. The founders of the Institu-
tion, those who had largely to do with the framing of the charter
and its practical interpretation, both inthe Board and Faculty, may
be reasonably supposed to have understood what was intended to
be the scope of the powers of the Board over this subject. And, if
there be any ambiguity or uncertainty inthe phraseology ofSect. 9
of the Charter on this subject, the committee submit that itis too
late to undertake to reverse the interpretation thus acquiesced in
through a long series of years; nor are they able to conjecture why
the Faculty should seek to reverse it, if practicable.
The board had not retreated one inch from the position which ithad
taken in 1873. At this point, the faculty decided not to continue
the contest. lo
The second faculty challenge to the board of trustees, which
occurred simultaneously with the first, dealt with the length of time
required before a faculty resignation could become effective. The
departure of several professors on short notice and the difficulty
encountered inreplacing them led the board in1867 to demand six
months' notice of an intended termination of services and tospecify
that a copy of its resolution be given to each person subsequently
hired. Persistence of the problem, at least as far as the trustees per-
ceived it,led them in1875 to direct the officers to secure an amend-
ment which would incorporate their wishes into the charter of the
College. A petition was filed with the Adams county court in Feb-
10On its own initiative the board awarded an honorary doctorate of laws to one of
its members, John G. Morris, in1875. When a notation of this degree didnot appear
after Morris' name in the 1876 catalogue, the board formally censured the catalogue
committee for having committed "an improper act towards the eminent friend ofthe
College referred to" and directed that Morris' degree, "and any others resting on the
same authority, shall be inserted." When it met in the fall, the faculty, without
attempting to explain why the Morris degree had been omitted, unanimously
endorsed itand then asked that, in the future, the secretary of the board provide the
copy for the trustee page in the catalogue.
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ruary 1876, requesting the following addition to the charter:
That any Professor or Instructor may resign his position in the
College or Preparatory Department, on giving, inwriting, six months'
notice of such intention to the Board ofTrustees, or to either of its
officers; and the Board of Trustees may remove any Professor or
Instructor inthe College or Preparatory Department, at discretion,
to take effect in six months from the date of such action by
the Board.
When the text of this proposed amendment was advertised in the
local newspapers, as was required by law, the faculty asked the
officers of the board to withdraw it from further consideration until
they had the opportunity to present certain objections to the
published text. David A. Buehler reminded them that he was not
empowered to withdraw the application, but promised to secure
postponement of any final action until after the next board meeting.
This gave the faculty time to formulate and state their case. They
suggested a period of three months, exclusive of vacations, instead
of sixmonths inthe case ofresignation orremoval. Rather than per-
mitting the latter to occur simply "at discretion" of the board, the
faculty proposed that inallsuch cases formal charges should firstbe
preferred against a professor and voted upon, that he should have a
copy of the charges, and that the board should grant him a hearing if
he desired one. 11
At their meeting in June 1876, the trustees found the faculty sug-
gestions "inadmissable, as placing upon the necessary power of
removal, existing inthe Board, a limitation exceptional and undesir-
able." However, since they were "at present unwilling, for pru-
dence's sake, to have an unseemly wrangle over this question, either
in courts or elsewhere," they instructed their officers to seek a dis-
continuance of the efforts to amend the charter. Clearly, the trustees
were not disinclined to do this, because they were convinced that it
was "inthe power of the Board toaccomplish the object they chiefly
desire inordinary forms of procedure, at their discretion." The court
allowed the application to be withdrawn in August 1876. Insubse-
quent years, the trustees made acceptance of the principles
embodied in the proposed amendment one of the conditions of
11Fearful that the proposed charter change would work to the detriment of the Ger-
man professorship, in1876 the officers of the Synod of Pennsylvania prepared to
engage counsel to argue against itbefore the Adams county court. The College's
application for a charter change, with the record ofaction on it, is on filein the office
of the Adams County Prothonotary.
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faculty employment. In1884 they incorporated these principles into
a standing rule.12
These two brief confrontations did not impair the generally good
relations which had long existed between the trustees and the faculty.
Even while the differences were occurring, the two sides continued
to deal with each other incivilfashion. The annual faculty reports
were still the starting point of much of the business which the trus-
tees transacted. Sometimes the faculty declined to accept recom-
mendations which the board made. On at least two occasions they
informed the trustees that the teaching arrangements in the pre-
paratory department which the board had prescribed were impracti-
cal and hence had not been put into effect. In1887 they spurned the
trustee suggestion that the class day begin at 9 A.M. instead of
8 A.M.during the winter months. As before, the board was consis-
tent in its support of faculty disciplinary actions.
About 1890 the trustees proved that the determination which they
had exhibited inthe 1870s was stillvery much with them, when they
successfully resisted considerable pressure tochange the legal name
of the College. As early as March 1878, the editor of the
Pennsylvania College Monthly observed that there were at least five
educational institutions with Pennsylvania in their names: Penn-
sylvania College of Gettysburg, University of Pennsylvania, Wes-
tern University of Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania Female College, and
Pennsylvania State College.13 Confusion resulted. Sometimes mail
was delivered to the wrong place. The Gettysburg College exhibits
at the 1876 centennial exhibition inPhiladelphia were credited in
error to Pennsylvania State College.
InFebruary 1887 the editor of the College Monthly returned to the
subject of the name of the institution. "To avoid this confusion," he
asked, "would it not be well to change our name?" Iflegal reasons
made a change unwise, then more people should do what many had
been doing for years: simply call the school Gettysburg College.
Those who referred to the College of New Jersey as Princeton, he
noted, were setting a good example.
Alumni who read the College Monthly were quick to respond to
the editor's suggestion. "It would certainly be wise to adopt some
nomenclature," wrote J. Howard Wert (1861), "that willprevent the
12The standing rule also affirmed the right ofthe trustees "intheir discretion and to
meet emergencies, to modify the duties of ... President or Professor, or his
compensation."
13The Pennsylvania CoiJege Monthly was published fromFebruary 1877 to Decem-
ber 1893. Its editor was Professor Philip M.Bikle. For further information about it,
see pp. 343-345. Hereafter identified, with few exceptions, as College Monthly, with
the month and year of issue given.
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mortifying confusion that sometimes arises by which graduates of
our AlmaMater are supposed to represent the alleged institution of
learning inCentre county." William Gerhardt (1841) confessed that
he almost always answered the question of which college he atten-
ded by saying: Gettysburg. Entirely apart from the confusion, he
thought that the name should be changed because of the battle. 'The
signal Union victory achieved, and the significance of that victory
ingivingcourse and color to the future of our country," he argued,
"have not only made the name of Gettysburg familiar to every
household of our nation, but given it a worldwide notoriety. The
name has passed prominently intohistory, and carries with it a pres-
tige that cannot fail to give prominence to our institutions located
there." Rev. Philip C. Croll (1876) wrote that he was "interested in
the re-baptism of AJma Mater." He offered his services to the presi-
dent of the College and the editor of the College Monthly, urging
them to serve as godparents and to invite faculty, trustees, and
alumni to witness his performing the ceremony: "Gettysburg
College, Ibaptize thee in the name of propriety, custom, and
reason." 14
After 1887 the editor of the College Monthly continued the pres-
sure byincluding more comment and by identifying a sixth, and then
a seventh, school with Pennsylvania inits name. However, neither
he, the alumni, nor the president of the College could bring about the
desired change. That was the prerogative of the trustees, and of the
courts. Not until 1889 did the board name a committee "to consider
the propriety and expediency" of changing the name of the College
and its preparatory department to "Gettysburg College and Gram-
mar School." A year later, the committee recommended that the
change be made. Its report was deferred until the next annual meet-
ing, in1891. After what was described as an"earnest and interesting
discussion," the board voted to postpone the matter indefinitely.
President John E. Graeff performed his own rebaptism: "Let itcon-
tinue to be Pennsylvania College both now and forever."
The trustees had not spoken the final word on this subject. In1892
the students organized the Gettysburg College Press Association for
the purpose of providing "full and accurate reports of the daily
events" inthe institution. They resolved always tocall itGettysburg
College. The editor of the College Monthly, who came to regret not
calling the publication the Gettysburgian when it was begun in
1877, accepted a student suggestion and changed its name to the
Gettysburg College Monthly inJanuary 1893. More and more people
abandoned the old name, the impracticality of which became
14These letters were in the March and May 1887 issues of ibid.
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increasingly evident in the 1890s, witheach passing year of Gettys-
burg's participation inan intercollegiate athletic program. The trus-
tees were not convinced to accept the inevitable until 1921^
Finances
As noted in the preceding chapter, between 1832 and 1868 the
annual income and expenditures of the College averaged slightly
less than $6,000. The trend in both was upward. 15 By 1868-1869,
thanks in part to wartime inflation and inpart to the yield of the
College's first endowment fund, income had doubled. Unfortunately,
expenditures had more than matched this increase. The deficit for
that year of $2,200 may seem tinyand scarcely bothersome by con-
temporary standards, but it amounted to about 20 percent of total
income. In the following year, 1869-1870, the shortfall exceeded
$5,000. The construction of Stevens Hall and of a double house for
professors had been undertaken and completed in1867 and 1868
before all of the money needed to pay for them could be collected.
As a result, the College had an unwelcome debt of about
$20,000.
The deficits which began in1867-1868 continued unrelieved dur-
ing most of the 1870s, a decade which ranks with the 1840s as a
period of financial troubles for the College. 16 Time and again it
became evident that there was no room inthe budget to absorb even
moderate unexpected expenditures, such as payment of President
Baugher's salary for several months after his death or of paving
ordered by the borough council along the streets bordering the cam-
pus. On more than one occasion the repair committee noted that
maintenance of College buildings was needed, but complained that
there was no money for it.In1870 the trustees asked the faculty to
propose a commercial course for the College, but by the time the lat-
ter responded, the board decided that financially itwas "inexpedient
at this time to introduce such a course." Faculty and trustees often
reminded each other that both must work to "adjust expenditures to
15The report of the United States Commissioner ofEducation for1889-1890 con-
tains the followingstatement: "As is wellknown higher education is not and can not
be self-supporting and needs considerable aidfromoutside sources, either in the form
of endowment funds or annual gifts or appropriations for current expenses." Ifthis
section needs a text, here itis. Report ofthe Commissioner ofEducation forthe Year
1889-90 (Washington, 1893), 2:755. Hereafter cited as Report of the Commissioner
with the year ofissue. The College endowment fund in1868 was valued at $110,046.27,
of which $17,169.61 was designated for support of the Franklin professorship.
"College financial records for1868-1904 are less complete than those for1832-
1868. Itappears that the deficit continued through the 1877-1878 year.
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income." If the College could be said to have had a motto in the
1870s, this was it.
In an effort to keep things going, the trustees took from the
endowment principal and borrowed from other sources. During
their 1873 meeting six of them pledged $100 each "to meet the
current deficiency in the income of the institution, so as not to
require the curtailment of its work and hamper its efficiency." One
source of their difficulty was the bankruptcy of John R. Turner, the
contractor for Stevens Hall and the professors' houses. On the
advice of counsel, the College paid about $6,000 in liens filed
against Turner, an amount over and above the contract price for the
buildings. During the 1870s itattempted torecover this amount, first
by instituting action against Turner and then against his sureties.
The effort dragged on until 1879; the College recovered only part of
the $6,000.
Since more than half of what the College spent each year was used
to pay faculty salaries, the trustees were sorely tempted to revise
them downward intrying to adjust expenditures to income. The first
person to be threatened by the financial exigencies of the moment
was Michael Jacobs, to whom on the occasion of his retirement in
1866 the trustees had solemnly promised "an appropriation of$1000
per annum during the term of his natural life."Three years later, "in
view of the large deficiency inthe College treasury and our conse-
quent inability to carry on its operations without extreme
embarrassment," the trustees considered a resolution to reduce the
pension to $500, "untilour finances shallbe improved." When it was
learned how meager Jacobs' other sources of income were, the
resolution was withdrawn. Two years later, in 1871, since things
were worse, the trustees returned to this expenditure and, this time,
decided reluctantly to eliminate it altogether, without making any
promise of restoration at some future time. Michael Jacobs died on
July 22, 1871, without ever learning that his pension had been
withdrawn. 17
During the 1870s the trustees not only respected several faculty
pleas not to reduce the size of the teaching force, but also in1874
they created a new professorship in the sciences. While this step
was sound academically, it made the immediate financial situation
that much worse. In that very year the faculty informed the board
that "the Professors' salaries, small in themselves, are no longer
promptly paid," resulting in "serious inconvenience." They
17
"My father never learned ofthis action," wrote Henry Eyster Jacobs. "Mymother
and Idreaded the effect which its communication would have upon him. He asked
several times what the Board had done; but Imanaged to evade the answer." Jacobs,
Memoirs, p. 145.
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expressed "their sense of constant obligation to the Treasurer for
doing his best to relieve this condition of things." 18 Inresponse, the
trustees decreed that the treasurer should give faculty salaries top
priority inmaking payments, but obviously he could not disburse
money which he didnot have. In1878 the trustees voted that, unless
current expenditures matched current income, faculty salaries
would be reduced by$100, orabout 8 percent. They directed the sec-
retary to write a "courteous note" to the faculty, explaining that
During the 1887-1888 year, the treasurer made about 160 payments on
behalf of the College, most of which went for salaries. Faculty were paid
once a year; janitors, once a month.
18 Faculty Report, June 23, 1874, GCA.
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their "action was taken with reluctance and because of pressing
financial difficulties."
As early as 1870, the trustees began seeking new sources of
income for the College. Inthat year they appointed a financial agent
and appealed to the supporting synods to help raise at least $50,000.
Two years later, they asked the faculty torelieve the president ofhis
teaching duties for at least one month ineach of the three terms, so
that he could visit congregations insearch of students and monetary
contributions. The faculty cooperated, but a year later the president
reported to the board that he had secured less than $1,250, only $400
of which was in cash. Inexplaining the disappointing results, he
identified three obstacles to success. One was a faculty vacancy,
which required his presence on the campus most of the year. A
second was "the peculiar dulness [sic] of business and financial
stringency throughout the country, almost discouraging the expec-
tation of any success," which prevented some persons who expected
to give "liberally and largely" from doing so. A third obstacle was
the fact that in some quarters "the needs of the College are not
appreciated, nor the importance to all the interests of the Church of
at once relieving its wants and strengthening its power."19
Undaunted by the pessimism of this report, the trustees decided in
1873 to undertake an ambitious effort to add $125,000 to its endow-
ment fund and to rely upon its Lutheran constituency to contribute
most of that amount. They proposed to three synods (Maryland,
West Pennsylvania, and East Pennsylvania) that each cooperate in
raising $25,000 for an endowed professorship and to four other syn-
ods (Allegheny, Pittsburgh, Central Pennsylvania, and Sus-
quehanna) that they join together in attempting to raise a like sum
for a fourth professorship. The trustees encouraged the College
Alumni Association toprovide the remaining $25,000 by concluding
their efforts, begun more than a decade earlier but long stalled, also
to endow a professorship. 20
The board named a three-man endowment committee to work
with the president of the College incarrying out this ambitious cam-
paign. They were instructed to conduct an endowment convention
similar to the one held in Harrisburg in 1864 and to present the
College's requests to the synods during their annual fall meetings.
The endowment convention met in St. Paul's Lutheran church in
York on September 16, 1873. John G. Morris was its chairman.
Several representatives of the College presented their statements of
itsneeds and whyLutherans should take the leading role inmeeting
19Milton Valentine to the board of trustees, June 25, 1873, GCA.
20 For further information about these efforts among the synods and alumni, see pp.
374, 387-388.
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them. Since the purpose of this gathering was to provide informa-
tion, no attempt was made to secure public pledges, as was done in
1864. Most of the synods responded favorably to the request that
they participate in the endowment campaign. The response of the
West Pennsylvania Synod, only three days after the York conven-
tion, was typical. In a series of five resolutions, its members (1)
approved the action of the College board, (2) urged that the College
make "vigorous efforts" to raise $25,000 in its congregations, (3)
invited the president of the College and the endowment committee
into the congregations tomake these efforts, (4) asked each pastor to
present the "claims ofPennsylvania College" tohis members, urging
them to support it by sending both monetary contributions and
students, and (5) urged the College to carry the campaign "to a
speedy and successful consummation," so that it would not interfere
with the synod's regular benevolent program. 21
In the three-day interval between the endowment convention and
the West Pennsylvania Synod meeting, newspapers announced the
collapse of the well-known Philadelphia banking firm of Jay Cooke
and Company. This event marked the beginning of a severe nation-
wide depression which lasted until about 1878. Under these cir-
cumstances, the high hopes of the board of trustees had little or no
chance of being realized. In reporting on progress to date, the
endowment committee in 1876 presented this explanation, "res-
pectfully, but with much regret," to the board:
The business and monetary depression throughout the country
has been in the way of successful effort among those from whom
the money for this purpose must be, for the most part expected -
those who succeed in making money. To fail among this class
defeats a successful movement. They have been almost entirely
inaccessible during the past year. It seemed inadvisable to press
the matter. 22
The results obtained thus far, while welcome enough, were
nevertheless discouraging. From Harrisburg, Shippensburg, Eas-
ton, York,Frederick, Hagerstown, and other places, the endowment
committee had secured slightly less than $13,400 incash and notes.
Atthis point, it fades from the scene. In1877 and again in1878, at
the request of the board, two members of the faculty in succession
canvassed for funds. While they were thus engaged, colleagues
taught their courses, without extra compensation.
By the end of the 1870s it was evident that the depression had run
its course and that recovery was beginning. Atthe end of the 1878-
1879 year, there was a small surplus, $450 of which the trustees
decided to divide among the seven professors. Within a few years
21Minutes of the West Pennsylvania Synod (1873), pp. 17-18.
"Endowment committee to the board of trustees, June 1876, GCA.
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the salary cuts were revoked, some year-end surplus funds were
transferred to the endowment, and the College was at last out of
debt. Elimination of the latter burden was due in large part to the
$20,000 bequest of Charles A. Morris, veteran trustee, who died
in 1874.
Although the financial experieces of Gettysburg College in the
1870s were very much like those of most other institutions of higher
education, there were a few colleges and universities which were in
a much stronger fiscal position at the end of the decade. InNovem-
ber 1881 the College Monthly identified the fivewhich, according to
its information, had endowments in excess of $1,000, 000. 23 One
month later itobserved that "inthis country the growth and extent of
the custom of making gifts to educational institutions is really sur-
prising, and scarcely a day passes that there are not new donations
to chronicle." For the benefit of his readers, the editor listed large
contributions made byJohns Hopkins to The Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity, by John C.Green to Princeton College, by Ezra Cornell and
Henry W. Sage to Cornell University, by ArioPardee to Lafayette
College, by Samuel Williston to Amherst College, by William Buck-
nell to what was then the University at Lewisburg, and by many
others. 24
The main purpose of the College Monthly was to keep the alumni
informed of what was happening on the campus, among their own
numbers, and inthe world of American higher education. Beginning
in 1878, most issues contained at least one notice whose purpose
was either to inform the readers of specific pressing needs ofGettys-
burg College or of the success of sister institutions in attracting
gifts, both large and small. Clearly, those who were managing the
periodical hoped that among the readers so informed there would be
several motivated to respond. "Where are the generous men of
wealth who willcome to the relief of the college treasury? 5
'
they
asked inDecember 1883. "Few things are more evident than the
necessity ofan adequate endowment for an educational institution,"
they claimed three months later. "Location is next to nothing com-
pared with it.... Endowment is second in importance only to well
qualified instructors." When the board of trustees was engaged in
electing a new president in June 1884, the College Monthly insisted
that "notwithstanding the good work Pennsylvania College has been
231n the parlance ofthe time, what wecall endowments were usually referred to as
productive funds. The five institutions named were Columbia, Harvard, The Johns
Hopkins, Lehigh, and Cornell.
24Most of these gifts represented pre-Civil War money gained from dealings inlum-
ber, coal, canals, early railroads, shipping, the telegraph, domestic and foreign trade,
real estate, and investments.
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doing in all its years and its present fair condition of prosperity,
there must be a step forward, and a long one too, if itis to hold its
present relative rank among the better colleges of the land." Tfibse
colleges which were progressing "have made their advance by
improving their treasury, and we must do the same."
These sentiments were echoed in the June 1884 faculty report to
the board, which presented "the great importance and necessity of
at once inaugurating and carrying through some plan for the better
endowment of the institution and enlarging its work." The faculty
insisted that, "as the efforts for the increase of the endowment, for
the last eight years, have failed to bring in any considerable
amount," the immediate needs of the College "willnot allow any
further delay." They took "the liberty of pressing the matter upon
the best and most earnest attention of the Board." 25
In June 1879 the College Monthly reported that the recently
deceased Asa Packer had bequeathed an additional $2,000,000 to
Lehigh University and $30,000 to Muhlenberg College. "It has not
yet been announced how much he left toPennsylvania College," the
editor stated. "We are waiting for it." In November 1881 he
informed his readers that Edwin B. Morgan, the first president of
Wells Fargo and later associated with the American Express Com-
pany, had promised $200,000 to Wells College, Aurora, New York.
"Would that we could make a similar announcement as to
Pennsylvania College!" he exclaimed, "but the day may come." All
of which raises the serious question: how could Gettysburg College
have generated $200,000 in the 1880s, or indeed at any other time
during the third of a century dealt with in this chapter? What old
methods might have been tried again? What new methods gave any
realistic expectation of success? One thing was certain. Past
experience with efforts to raise large sums through the supporting
Lutheran synods suggested that these were not promising
sources.
As an alternative, the Lutheran pastors who were members of the
board of trustees could solicit contributions from wealthy
parishioners and other acquaintances, both Lutheran and non-
Lutheran. The trustees could maintain a contingent of New York,
Philadelphia, Baltimore, and western Pennsylvania business and
professional men within their ranks. The staff of the College Mon-
thly could portray Gettysburg as a well-established, strong institu-
tion which now needed large infusions of new money simply to
maintain its already enviable position. It was hoped that alumni
readers would contribute to the best of their ability, but even more
"Faculty Report, June 1884, GCA. The board repliedby calling upon the faculty to
present an endowment plan. See pp. 229-230.
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important that they would call the College to the attention of
wealthy friends and associates.
Not only could the foregoing steps be taken, but they were taken.
Regrettably, none of them yielded $200,000, either from one or
many donors. The several gifts that came from wealthy merchants,
coal operators, iron manufacturers, and investors did not equal
those which many sister institutions received. Sometimes Lutheran
pastors found iteasier to obtain contributions for the seminary than
for the College, a fact which irked the staff of the College Monthly.
Especially in the troubled 1870s, several trustees who might have
made substantial contributions appear to have lost interest in the
College. Some gave their money for other charitable and
educational purposes. For example, John Loats, the Frederick
industrialist who served on the board from 1862 to1876, bequeathed
a large sum of money to endow an orphans' school for girls. Charles
A. Schieren, the New York leather merchant who served from 1885
to 1891, made his major gift about twenty years later, to the
seminary in Philadelphia. Perhaps if the trustees had deliberately
recruited more business and professional members with non-
Lutheran backgrounds, they would have been more successful in
attracting funds for endowment and other purposes. However, itis
difficult to believe that, at the time, they ever considered this an
option which they should have used. Afterall, was itnot a Lutheran
college with a Lutheran constituency?
In November 1888 the College Monthly reported that, several
years before, a stranger visited the Bowdoin College campus and
asked to be shown the facilities. One of the professors gave him an
extended tour, at the end of which the visitor left his card. Within a
short time the college received a check for$40,000 and subsequently
the promise of a bequest of an additional $20,000. Undoubtedly,
there were at this time numerous contributions to colleges and
universities, the initiative for which came almost, or altogether,
entirely from the donor. Although a few of these were made toGet-
tysburg College, none approached $60,000.
Among the sources of endowment income which the College had
used before the CivilWar and which were stillavailable after 1868
were transient or permanent scholarships, bequests, and endowed
professorships. The faculty had not changed its mind about the
undesirability of the first of these sources. Inreporting to the board
in August 1867, the professors compared the yield of the capital
derived from this source with that represented by the loss of tuition
income brought about by the thirty- four scholarship users during the
previous year. "Itseems tobe the manifest interest of the College,"
they wrote, "to sell no more scholarships." In fact, they went
beyond that position to advise the board to encourage holders of
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existing ones to donate them to the College. 26 The board took no
action on this suggestion, and as late as 1871 the catalogue still
announced that "a permanent Scholarship in the Institution may be
obtained by the payment of five hundred dollars, which secures to
the holder perpetually the right of gratuitous instruction for one stu-
dent." Twoyears later, when itappeared that the College might be a
major beneficiary of a bequest made to the East Pennsylvania Synod,
the board offered to grant one perpetual scholarship for each thou-
sand dollars the College received. In1880 a committee of the faculty
made a detailed study of these scholarships. Itfound that only one
of the forty-three issued during the previous thirty years had been
sold since 1868. Only five had never been used. About thirty were
being presented annually in payment of tuition, several of which
belonged to persons who rented them out as sources of income. As
they had thirteen years before, the faculty in1880 suggested that the
board encourage people to turn in their certificates, either
immediately or by means of a bequest. As before, the board did not
act, and College records demonstrate that these scholarships con-
tinued to be used to the end of the period under study. The 1904
catalogue made known that "a number of permanent scholarships,
securing free tuition, have been endowed, and are under the control
of synods, congregations, or individuals."
For many American colleges and universities in the generation
after the Civil War, bequests were a major, perhaps the major,
source of long-term financial strength. The alumni editor of the
ColJege Monthly, writinginOctober 1890, urged potential donors to
Gettysburg College to give while they were living. "Be your own
executor in this matter
" he advised, and see that your wishes and
plans are literally and fully carried out." Colleges need aid
immediately, he stressed, for endowed professorships, new
departments, or other worthy purposes. However, for a variety of
reasons, many persons chose to retain control of their assets as long
as they were able to do so, just in case, and to use their wills to pro-
vide for the ultimate disposition, according to their instructions, of
whatever might be left. Testamentary gifts to the College in this
period, following the precedent set by Isaac Baugher, usually came
from Lutheran laymen who also made bequests to other Lutheran
institutions and agencies.
Henry Stroup, who died in Montour county in 1873, left his
wealth tobe divided by the East Pennsylvania Synod, at its discre-
tion, among a number of church agencies. Between 1874 and the
final liquidation of assets in 1887, the patient and painstaking trus-
tees whom the synod appointed distributed money as it came into
26Ibid., August 1867, GCA.
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their hands to ten agencies, including the seminary and what later
became Susquehanna University. Gettysburg College's share was
$3,712.92. Miss Theodosia E. Weiser (1803-1889), member of a
prominent and wealthy York family engaged in the dry goods busi-
ness and inbanking, left$5,000 each to the Home Missionary Society,
the Church Extension Society, the seminary, and the College. The
two last-named recipients were directed to use the interest from
their bequest to aid worthy candidates for the ministry. Inhis will,
dated January 10, 188&r Matthew Eichelberger (1807-1893), a local
resident who was associated for many years with the Gettysburg
Gas Company, left money to the seminary, College, and several
Lutheran church agencies. Later, when the board of directors of the
seminary were seriously considering moving the institution to a
city, such as Baltimore or Washington, he added a codicil leaving
the seminary $20,000, on condition that it remain "in Gettysburg,
where it is now located." Otherwise, it would forfeit the entire
bequest to the College. Partly inresponse to this will,the seminary
decided to remain inGettysburg. The College received $2,000 from
the Eichelberger estate. Trustee Charles A. Morris, the York
druggist, did not fitinto the characteristic pattern of testator. His
will,dated August 15, 1872, left $20,000 to the College, with the
expressed belief that "the interest of the Lutheran church would be
better promoted, by the endowment of its colleges, than by con-
tributions to its theological Seminary, or other benevolent
institutions." Inaddition to these four, there were other bequests, all
of them gratefully received and quickly put to use, but none of them
approaching in size that of Charles A. Morris.27
In1868 the College had four endowed professorships: the Frank-
lin(1853), German (1856), Graeff (1865), and Ockershausen (1865).
The principal for the first, which amounted to $17,169.61, was
invested ina separate account untilitwas placed inthe general fund
in 1880. The principal for the second was held by the Pennsylvania
Synod until 1879-1880, when it was transferred to the College. John
E. Graeff gave a $20,000 note, which he subsequently paid, incarry-
ing out the pledge he made at the Harrisburg endowment convention
in 1864.
The Ockershausen brothers set aside four hundred shares of
Staten Island Railroad stock as collateral for their pledge. For a
number of years the College included the estimated value of the
securities - $20,000 - as part of its endowment and the Ock-
27East Pennsylvania Synod minutes from1874 to1887 record the disposition of the
Stroup legacy. The Morris and Weiser willsare recorded inYork County WillBooks
Z, p. 69, and FF, p. 304. The Eichelberger willis recorded in Adams County Will
Book J, p. 570.
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ershausens annually paid the College $1,200. By 1878, thanks to the
depression, these securities were worthless. The finance committee
hoped that they would quickly be replaced by assets of equal value,
but the future worth of this endowment was sharply called into
question by the death of August Ockershausen. In May 1878 his
brother George informed the College that business reverses had for-
ced him toask that he be excused from any further responsibility for
payment ofinterest or principal on his half of the 1864 pledge. Also,
as executor of his brother's estate, he reported that counsel had
advised him that under New York law the $10,000 claim which the
College had filed against the estate was invalid. If it wished to
attempt to recover anything, the College would have to submit its
case to a referee and be represented bycounsel. When itmet in June,
the board of trustees decided to attempt to recover what it could.
One year later, after the referee had awarded the College $10,000
from the estate, the board released George P. Ockershausen fromhis
pledge to pay an equal amount. 28
The board of trustees created a fifth endowed professorship in
August 1868, only a few days after it was informed officially that
the recently probated willof Davis Pearson (1811-1868) left the
College four hundred shares of Honey Brook Coal Company stock,
with a par value of $20,000, to be used to found a professorship
bearing his name. Pearson was an early developer of the anthracite
coal trade in eastern Pennsylvania, an active member of St.
Matthew's Lutheran church in Philadelphia, and a supporter of
several charitable institutions in the city. Since the Honey Brook
stock yielded little or nothing individends, the finance committee
sold it for $12,000 in 1872 and invested the proceeds in railroad
bonds. In1887 Pearson's widow agreed to give the College $8,000,
the difference between what her husband intended to bequeath and
what his gift actually was worth. The last payment on her pledge
was made in1894.
Twenty years passed between the Pearson bequest of 1868 and the
creation of the sixth endowed professorship. The willof William
Bittinger (1820-1888) of Abbottstown, which was probated on
March 9, 1888, left the College a two hundred acre farm and mill
28According to a treasurer's record dated November 6, 1878, the College received
$10,738.89 from the Ockershausen estate. David Wills charged $500 forrepresenting
the College in these proceedings. The faculty was incensed. Bya unanimous vote of
all members, they resolved that, "inasmuch as the regular salaries of the Professors
have been made contingent, this year, on the sufficiency ofthe income of the College
to meet its expenses, and in viewof the fact that they are asked to do a large amount
of gratuitous labor in its straitened financial condition," they would ask the board to
"inquire into the propriety, equity, and legality ofthe charge of$500." Wills then con-
tributed half of the fee to the alumni professorship fund.
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property near Thurmont, Maryland, and also made it the residuary
legatee of his estate, ifit would in return establish a William Bit-
tinger professorship. The College was expected to keep the farm in
good repair and use part of the proceeds to maintain the donor's
widow during her lifetime. InJune 1888 the board of trustees accep-
ted the bequest and established the professorship. Bittinger had
been a successful merchant and farmer. He was a member of one of
the earliest German Lutheran families in Adams county.29 "This is
the largest contribution, by subscription or bequest," thought the
College Monthly inApril1888, "that the College has ever received."
For several years the value of the gift was placed conservatively at
$42,000. As the initial enthusiasm passed, and as the bills for keep-
ing the farm inrepair continued coming in, the estimates of itsworth
began dropping. In1899 the executor paid the College as residuary
legatee $14,800.23. Five years later, after the death of Eliza Bit-
tinger, the College sold the farm for $8,000.
The seventh endowed professorship resulted from a visit which
the president of the College made in1889 to Peter Graff (1808-1890),
Worthington, Armstrong county, a merchant whose financial
interests included iron and woolens, and who was an active
Lutheran. He was the father of three graduates of the College. One
of these, Charles H. Graff (1854-1889), was a successful physician in
Duluth, Minnesota, before his early death in the fall of 1889. His
father agreed to give $25,000 from the estate of his son, who was a
bachelor, to support the chair of physical culture and hygiene which
the board of trustees had established in January of that year. The
1890 catalogue identified it as the Dr. Charles H. Graff Pro-
fessorship of Physical Culture and Hygiene. The death of Peter
Graff in April1890, before his giftcould be completed, complicated
matters. However, his willdid call for the sale of his interest infifty-
seven acres of land inChicago and for the proceeds tobe given to the
College. In June 1902 the trustees acknowledged that they had
received "a full and satisfactory settlement and satisfaction" from
the Graff executors.
The eighth and last endowed professorship before 1904 was
established by the board of trustees in April1892. James Strong
(1842-1908), a Philadelphia lumber merchant and banker, agreed to
give the sum of$25,000 to found a chair inmemory of his first wife,
Amanda Rupert Strong, through whose influence he had become a
Lutheran. The donor was a member ofMessiah Lutheran church in
Philadelphia; at his urging, its pastor became the first incumbent of
291n the 1870 census Bittinger is called a retired merchant and in1880 a capitalist.
According to an article in the May 1890 CoJJege Monthly, President Harvey W.
McKnight tried to persuade Bittinger to contribute during his lifetime, but he pre-
ferred a bequest.
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the new chair. As had happened so often in the past, here was a
donor who gave the College a note for the amount of his pledge.
Until a year or two before his death, Strong regularly paid interest
on this obligation at the rate of 6 percent. Financial reverses and a
debilitating illness made it impossible for him to pay the
principal. 30
Although in a number of ways the constituency had been made
well aware of the need for an adequate endowment to maintain the
standing of the College, the results of the efforts to build that
endowment must have been disappointing to many of her most
ardent supporters, especially when compared with the greater suc-
cesses of many other institutions. Their unhappiness may have been
tempered by the generous support given during the major building
program whichbegan in1888 and was completed a decade later (and
which willbe discussed in a succeeding section), but it could not
have been dissipated entirely. 31 The facts are these: the endowment
of Gettysburg College in1868 was $110,046.27. In1904 itwas about
$200,000. Among nine Pennsylvania colleges founded before 1865,
Gettysburg's endowment ranked a poor ninth in 1904. Dickinson
had "productive funds" amounting to $390,000; Washington and Jef-
ferson (combined since 1865), $325,000; Allegheny, $430,000; Wes-
tern University (not yet the University of Pittsburgh), $498,000;
Lafayette, $464,000; Haverford, $1,000,000; Bucknell, $490,000;
and Franklin and Marshall, $235,000. Among newer Pennsylvania
institutions, Lehigh had $1,250,000; Swarthmore, $557,000; and
Ursinus, $185,000. Gettysburg had the largest endowment of the
four Lutheran colleges inPennsylvania. Muhlenberg had $170,000;
Thiel, $62,500; and Susquehanna, $40,000. 32
30Inher will, dated August 31, 1877, Adeline Sager left the College a sum of money
to endow a professorship. Since this money was not received until1922, her bequest
will be discussed in the following chapter. For a discussion of the Alumni Pro-
fessorship of Mathematics and Astronomy, see pp. 374-376.
31Inremarks made during the semicentennial and quoted in the College Monthly for
July 1882, Milton Valentine observed that "the story of AJma Mater's struggles in
doing its work with inadequate money, and her unwearied efforts through all the
weary years to get more, forms a pathetic chapter inher unwritten history." He could
have said much the same thing in 1904.
32Information on endowments was taken from the Report of the Commissioner
(1904), 2:1508-1525. Itwas derived from data submitted by the colleges and univer-
sities. The commissioner stated that Thiel College was reported to have closed. The
figure given above for Thiel is for1901-1902, the last previous year for which a report
was made. Among the most heavily endowed American colleges in1904 were those
in New England. Dartmouth had about $2,350,000; Amherst, $1,700,000; Wesleyan
and Williams, each about $1,400,000; and Bowdoin, $925,000. In New York,
Hamilton had $550,000; Hobart, $510,000; and Union, $550,000. Elsewhere in the
country Colorado College had $350,000; Wabash, $480,000; and Cornell College in
lowa, $710,000.
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A review of the current operating budget of Gettysburg College
during the entire period under study demonstrates clearly that it was
stillan era of small things. Inthe mid-1870s the treasurer paid about
110 vouchers each year, and a decade later about 160. Total expen-
ditures for 1867-1868 amounted to $13,220.02 and for 1906-1907 (the
year closest to1903-1904 for which a detailed financial statement is
available) to $31, 992.47.33 Faculty salaries consumed the largest
single portionof these amounts: inthe earlier year about 84 percent.
The salary level of $1,300 for professors, which was set in1865, con-
tinued unchanged until 1891, when it was increased to $1,400, a
figure which continued ineffect beyond 1903-1904. 34 The salary of
the president was increased from $1,400 in 1868 to $1,700 in 1873
and $2,000 in1891. Inaddition, he continued to enjoy, rent free, use
ofa house on the campus. In1867-1868 allnoninstructional expenses,
including the salary of the janitor, an appropriation for the library,
coal, and repairs, amounted to about $2,000.
By 1906-1907 salaries were consuming slightly less than 72 per-
cent of annual expenditures. As the number of buildings on campus
increased, so did the cost of maintaining the physical plant. The two
largest items of College expense after faculty salaries were other
employees' salaries (long gone were the days of one janitor) and
coal. Allother expenditures, which included advertising, canvass-
ing for students, commencement expenses, and printing the
catalogue, amounted to $4,454.49. In1906-1907 $972.81 was spent
for the chemistry laboratory, $381.91 for the biology department,
and $264.21 for the library.
Total College receipts in1867-1868 were $12,796.37, slightly less
than half of which came from endowment income. In 1906-1907
receipts were $33,401.58, about 70 percent of which represented tui-
tion and room rent and 30 percent endowment income. Tuition,
which was $39 per year in1867-1868, was increased to $50 in1871-
33The treasurer's report for1906-1907 is inThe President's Report for the Academic
Year 1907-8 (1908), pp. 15-16.
34Because ofthe continuing deficits, in1878 the trustees reduced annual salaries by
$100. This cut was not rescinded until1882, but the trustees didbegin dividing among
the faculty the small surpluses which began appearing in 1879. These amounted to
between $75 and $100 a year foreach professor. There were no deductions from these
salaries for federal, state, or local income taxes; for social security; or for a number
ofitems ina later day called fringebenefits. However, in1875 the board began remit-
ting tuition for sons of professors. In1889 this benefit was extended to the son of a
preparatory janitor and in1891 to daughters ofprofessors. "The salaries paid to pro-
fessors at American universities and colleges are very small when compared to the
general wealth of the country and the cost of living,"according to the February 1889
College Monthly. "The highest are those inColumbia, a few of which exceed $5 ,000 a
year. In Harvard, Yale, Johns Hopkins and Cornell they generally fall below
$4,000."
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1872 and remained at that level in 1903-1904. 3s3s Annual room rent
was $9 until the College edifice was remodeled and turned into a dor-
mitory in1890, at which time a schedule of charges was adopted. In
1903-1904 the least desirable rooms cost $12.50 per year, while the
most desirable ones rented for $62.50, assuming double occupancy
inboth cases. The 1868-1869 catalogue estimated the costs of a year
at Gettysburg College at $211.50, which did not include books, cloth-
ing, furniture, and travel. The 1903-1904 catalogue estimates for the
same charges ranged from $150 to $241.50, depending upon the
room chosen. At no time between 1868 and 1904 did the College
operate a dining hall for College students. The catalogue estimate
for charges in boarding houses or clubs ranged from about $2 to
$3.50 per week.
It is evident that, if the professors had been setting tuition
charges, they would undoubtedly have been higher than they
actually were. The increase which the trustees did vote in 1871
resulted from strong faculty urging. Their report of that year observed
that only twoPennsylvania colleges had lower tuition than Gettysburg,
and that such other schools as Harvard, Amherst, and Princeton had
recently approved increases ranging from 10 to 50 percent. From
time to time in later years the College Monthly ran brief articles
which demonstrated that annual expenses at Gettysburg were still
considerably less than at Williams, Union, Hamilton, Amherst,
Lafayette, and other colleges. In1904 the tuition at many of the
Pennsylvania colleges with programs similar to Gettysburg's was
between $75 and $200. Anoccasional article inthe College Monthly
argued that, whatever the student paid in tuition, either at Gettysburg
or elsewhere, it did not cover the actual cost of his education. He
could not intruth say that he had paid his wayand thereby discharge
any obligation he might have to his alma mater. Tuition income at
Harvard in a recent year, wrote the editor in October 1890, amounted
toonly one- fifthofuniversity expenditures. AtColumbia, itamounted
to about one- third.36
35Beginning in 1896, $30 of this figure was described as tuition and $20 as
"general expense."
36Faculty Report, June 28, 1871, GCA. The Report of the Superintendent ofPublic
Instruction of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, for the Year Ending June 4, 1906
(Harrisburg, 1906), p. 581, listed estimated expenses at fifteen Pennsylvania colleges
to at least twenty of whose graduates teaching certificates had been issued under the
act of 1893. Gettysburg was the least expensive of the fifteen to attend. Hereafter
cited as Report ofthe Superintendent with the year of issue. Between 1868 and 1904,
some Gettysburg students placed themselves even more indebt to the benevolence of
others by using a permanent scholarship or, ifthey were preministerial students, by
accepting substantial grants from synodical committees.
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Presidents and Faculty
When Henry Eyster Jacobs joined the faculty of the College on
September 1, 1870, he found that none of the professors under
whom he had studied as a member of the class of 1862 was there to
welcome himback as a colleague. Charles F. Schaeffer had left in
1864 to join the faculty of the new theological seminary in
Philadelphia. 11l health had forced his own father to retire in1866.
Frederick A. Muhlenberg became first president of Muhlenberg
College in1867. Henry L. Baugher died in1868. Martin L. Stoever
died suddenly inPhiladelphia in1870. Years later, Jacobs wrote that
he thought it was best for a college ifa new faculty is "constantly
growing up within the old, the older members maintaining the his-
toric continuity and representing the reasons for established rules
and precedents, and the younger members infusing their warm
blood and aggressive spirit into the work." 37 Whatever might have
been the advantages of such a mixing, the College was deprived of
them in the late 1860s.
The most immediate task of the board of trustees when it con-
vened inspecial session on May15, 1868 was to select a new presi-
dent. Henry Eyster Jacobs believed that MartinL.Stoever, who was
then forty-eight years old, was the "natural" candidate for the posi-
tion,a man qualifiedby ability and experience. Although he thought
Stoever really wanted the presidency, the latter presented the trustees
with a letter inwhich he declined tobe a candidate. Charles A.Hay,
then forty-seven, a trustee and a seminary professor, wrote in his
diary that some of his fellow-trustees had tried to prevail upon him
toallow his name tobe considered. "Disciplinary ability, such as is
needed there, Igreatly lack," Hay wrote. "General culture Iam defi-
cient in.Iknow my own weaknesses better than others can know
them." Inshort, he professed to have "an unconquerable aversion to
the duties chiefly required of the President of a College." 38
When the discussion ended and the ballots were counted, Milton
Valentine (1825-1906) had eighteen votes. One ballot was left blank.
The newly elected president asked for some time to determine upon
his answer, but agreed to carry out the duties of the position if the
trustees decided, as they didunanimously, that his serving as president
was "essential to the interests and prosperity of the Institution." At
the regular annual board meeting inAugust, Valentine stated that he
37Jacobs, Memoirs, p. 139. "Where are the fathers and prophets?" asked an 1858
graduate after a visit to the campus in1874. "Do they still live? Ah!not one ofthem is
left."Quoted in the Star and Sentinel, January 1, 1875.
38Jacobs, Memoirs, p. 140; Charles A. Hay diary, Adams County Historical
Society.
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preferred not to continue inoffice, but that if"the present exigencies
of the Institution" required it,and if the board would so declare by
re-electing him, he would accept. On this occasion he received the
affirmative vote of every member present.
The very reluctant new chief executive was born near Union-
town, Maryland. A member of the graduating class of 1850, he was
the first alumnus tobecome president of the College. After complet-
ing his work at the seminary, he served parishes in Winchester,
Virginia;Pittsburgh; Greensburg; and Reading. In1866 he returned
to the seminary as Professor of Biblical and Ecclesiastical History.
Charles A. Hay gave his assessment of the relative importance of
the seminary and College positions when he wrote that "some other
post should have been robbed that can be more easily supplied than
that occupied by Brother Valentine." 39
Milton Valentine (1825-1906)
Valentine was president of the College from 1868 to 1884.
39Hay and Valentine had been elected to the newly created third and fourth
positions on the seminary faculty in August 1865. Hay took up his duties in the
following month. Valentine began one year later.
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The inauguration of the third president occurred in Christ
Lutheran church on December 21, 1868. Taking as his theme the
"Present Necessities in Collegiate Education," Milton Valentine
reminded his audience that he had not sought the office upon which
he had recently entered; that he had, in fact, resisted it;and that it
was only a pronounced sense of duty which had finally persuaded
him to accept. Turning to the subject at hand, he distinguished bet-
ween the tasks of the college and those of the university. "The field
of the College is general science [knowledge]," he argued, "as dis-
tinct from and preparatory toprofessional training. Its work is men-
tal discipline and the awakening of the broad scientific spirit."
American colleges must reject "the gross utilitarianism that loses
sight of the man, in an excluding gaze upon professions and busi-
ness, and looks, in education, only towards capacity for making
money, winning honors, or reaching conditions of worldly ease and
comfort." After all,"immediate use must be accounted less than the
worth and excellence of intellectual culture and power."
Valentine called particular attention to two present necessities in
education. The first related to methods. Collegiate experience must
stimulate "the student to make his own achievements. The plan
must be, not to do the mental work for him,but tomove and aid him
to do ithimself." Instead of being "a passive recipient," the student
must become "a vigorous and active inquirer, urged along by the
quickening of an inner impulse." Since, inhis opinion, "the practical
tendencies ofAmerican lifedispose men tohasten over a large field,
and compass a large aggregate of results," scholarship was often
"crude, unsystematic and loose." His solution to this problem was to
raise entrance and graduation requirements, so that the entire
college course could be "thrown forward to an advanced grade
of scholarship."
A second necessity related to proper fields of study, a subject
which he believed was even more important than methods. Rejecting
the idea of abandoning Greek, Latin,philosophy, mathematics, and
German, he declared that "we are not ready to bury the Classics."
Instead, he urged that necessary new subjects be accommodated
within the existing time schedule. Itwas obvious to him that what
he called the natural sciences must be given a larger place in the
curriculum. "Investigation inthe Natural Sciences has been achiev-
inggrand conquests," he noted, "and opening such results as deeply
to engage the attention and interest of the age." He was pleased to
note that many institutions, including his own, had recently
established professorships inEnglish. Not only was this language
"the great instrument of advancing culture and science," but also
"the millions that constitute the ruling race of mankind, and march
at the head of the grand column of enterprise and progress, speak it
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as their native and only tongue." Finally, he urged that greater atten-
tion be given to the study of psychology.
Itshould not be surprising that a Lutheran pastor, upon assuming
the presidency of a Lutheran-related college in1868, would express
his conviction that the worldneeds an education that is "deeply and
vitally Christian." True education, he was convinced, "must have
Christ at its heart, and work to the high moral ends and aims of
redemption. "The student of science should encounter "the presence
of the Omnipotent, the token of the Almighty," as well as hear "the
ceaseless voices that speak of Himin the tones of Nature's thrilling
eloquence." The psychology which the College offers should be
"true, comprehensive, spiritual, and theistic Psychology." Since "if
there is anything that ought tobe regarded as ultimate ineducation,
itis soundness and purity of character," the College should promote
"the development of mental life inthe excellence and power ofright
moral life." In closing, Valentine insisted that "Pennsylvania
College must stand inits lot, among the other Colleges of our land,
in zealous promotion of the high interests of true learning and
religion."40
Although MiltonValentine was undoubtedly more comfortable as
a teacher than as an administrator, inpart at least because of a gentle
personality and strong scholarly interests, itis clear fromhis reports
and letters that he was not hesitant in taking positions which one
would expect the chief executive officer of a college to assume. The
annual reports to the board which he wrote on behalf of the faculty
are forceful documents. InMay 1873 he advised a synodical officer
to withdraw financial aid from a ministerial candidate who had
recently left College and to give him no further encouragement.
"This willbe the easiest way out of the matter," he argued. "It will
save the Synod of what Iam sure will end in an unpleasant
experience." The letters which he wrote to parents explaining why
their sons were being disciplined were models of charity but firm-
ness. He usually maintained his aplomb in responding to irate
fathers who refused to admit that their offspring could do any
wrong, but in July 1877, in effect, he suspended both generations
from the institution. "You could not do a worse thing for your son, in
matters of this sort," he admonished the father, "than to make out
his offenses to be of little or no account." Furthermore, he insisted,
"ifit is your habit to do so, instead of sustaining just and necessary
discipline for his right training, itexplains the reason of a good deal
of the trouble he has been causing all along by his disregard of the
of MiltonValentine, D.D., as President ofPennsylvania College,.
(Gettysburg, 1869). Hereafter cited as Valentine Inaugural.
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rules of the College.
"
In conclusion, Valentine hoped the second let-
ter would "disabuse your mind of the wrong views you have taken in
these things, and [that] you will see them in their right light."41
In the midst of the financial troubles which began in the late
1860s, the board of trustees turned to the president to lead the effort
to attract more money and students to the College. As already noted,
in1872 they asked the faculty torelease Valentine fromhis teaching
and other campus duties for at least one month each term. In the
following year, when they undertook their ambitious program to
raise $125,000, it was understood that the president would be asked
tobecome the busiest member of the endowment committee. At this
point, inJune 1873, Valentine announced his intention of resigning,
effective insix months. The reasons he gave were the extra burdens
placed upon him and a call from the seminary. At a special meeting
two months later, the board refused to accept the resignation and
increased his salary. Once again, as five years earlier, Valentine
agreed to stay, with the understanding that the board would make
"earnest efforts" to improve the financial position of the College and
take steps to relieve him "from some of the confinement and
drudgery hitherto attached to his office." InMarch 1884, after he
accepted a call to return to the seminary as successor of a recently
deceased faculty member, Valentine again presented his resignation
as president of the College and as a trustee. The first was accepted,
effective with the end of the academic year, but the second was
refused. Valentine continued as an active member of the board until
his death in1906, regularly attending its meetings and serving as a
leading member of the executive committee from 1884 to 1906. 42
After voting to accept the resignation ofMilton Valentine inJune
1884, the trustees unanimously elected Charles S. Albert (1847-
1912) to succeed him. Salutatorian of the class of 1867 and a
graduate of the seminary in Philadelphia, Albert had served
parishes in Lancaster and Carlisle before going to St. Mark's
Lutheran church inBaltimore in1882. Undoubtedly, the trustees left
Gettysburg in June believing that they had successfully performed
one of their most important duties. Three weeks later, however,
they were summoned back to a special meeting, during which the
secretary read a letter in which Albert explained whyhe was declin-
41Milton Valentine to P. Anstadt, May 15, 1873, and to Lewis Shindel, July 14,
1877, GCA. Inthe form in which these two letters are preserved, they are signs ofthe
times. They are in the letter copying press which the College bought in 1872. A
cyclostyle followedin1889 and a typewriter in1893. In1901 the College for the first
time hired a secretary for the president.
42 There is a perceptive sketch of Valentine's career in Abdel Ross Wentz, Gettys-
burg Lutheran TheoiogicaJ Seminary, 1:400-403. Itdiscusses his theological and
literary contributions to the Lutheran church.
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ing the appointment. Agreeing to accept his reasons and not to urge
himto reconsider, the trustees then unanimously elected Harvey W.
McKnight (1843-1914) to the presidency.
Born in what later became known as McKnightstown, Adams
county, where his father kept a tavern, McKnight entered the
College in the fallof1861. His undergraduate career was interrupted
by three separate enlistments inthe Union cause, one of which was
in the student company in June 1863. Upon graduation in 1865, he
entered the seminary and, after two years of study there, the
Lutheran ministry. His parishes were inNewville;Easton; Cincinnati,
Ohio; and Hagerstown, Maryland. During this time he maintained
close ties with the College, returning on several occasions to give
talks during commencement week and, as a member of the East
Pennsylvania Synod, serving as a trustee of the Stroup legacy. Elected
a trustee of the College in1878, he may have come to the special
meeting in July 1884 without any thought that he was about to be
elected to the presidency. Possibly because it had apparently
become part of the ritual of presidential selection, and possibly
because he had been serving his Hagerstown congregation for less
than sixmonths, McKnight at first declined the election. Before the
meeting adjourned, however, he changed his mind.
The new president assumed his duties at the end of September
1884, a few weeks after the fall term began. Formal inauguration
was delayed until September 3, 1885. McKnight's address on this
occasion covered much the same ground as that of his predecessor
seventeen years before. Colleges and universities, he proclaimed,
perform the special and distinct functions which they happen to
have. Education must be thorough and strive to prepare men to be
"strong, independent, alert, exact." College education "should be
soundly Christian, yielding nothing to those secularizing tendencies
which have never been stronger than now"; it must stress both
scholarship and character.
McKnight demonstrated a keen awareness of the seriousness of
the days through which the College was passing. "The very time in
which we live thrusts upon educators responsibilities unknown
before," he declared. "Ineducation, as inallelse, our age is one of
rapid and often radical change. The old and the new are facing each
other inan antagonism, out of which has grown controversies, earn-
est and often bitter, touching the essentials of educational work."
The central theme which he chose to develop in his address was
"what in the collegiate education of the present should be held in
sympathy with conservatism, arid... what should be conceded to the
demands of progress."
Convinced that contemporary education was being "moulded and
modified too much by the spirit of this age of steam and railroads
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manifest impatience with plodding and prolonged effort,"
McKnight would retain the core of the old curriculum. Greek, Latin,
and mathematics were studies "which are mainly disciplinary, and
have proved to be most conducive to robust and rounded mental
development." New studies should be added, but only as they
demonstrate their usefulness. McKnight was even willing to con-
sider the introduction of electives into the curriculum, but only in
the upper classes, whose members were presumably experienced
enough to make intelligent choices.
The new president was convinced that "the college of the present,
to be worthy of the present and meet its demands, must recognize
the new relations into which itis brought and, by wise and necessary
advances, adapt itself to the new requirements of the age." He
would have Gettysburg College proceed "in the spirit of praise-
worthy conservatism," resisting the temptation facing all colleges to
move from one extreme toanother. He would have what is valuable
Harvey W. McKnight (1843-1 914)
McKnight was president of the CoJJege from 1884 to 1904
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in the old "preserved and carried up into the new by a safe and
healthful evolution." 43
Harvey W. McKnight may not have understood it fully in1884,
but he had assumed a college presidency which was undergoing a
notable evolution of its own. Although each of his three pred-
ecessors had some responsibilities for fund raising, each considered
teaching and administering the discipline of the institution as the
tasks which would consume virtually all of his available time and
energy. The financial difficulties of the 1870s and an increasing
awareness of developments in higher education convinced both
faculty and trustees that the College had tobegin putting much more
effort, indeed the most effective effort, into the task of raising
funds. In June 1884 the College Monthly expressed the case as
follows:
Notwithstanding the good work Pennsylvania College has been
doing inall its years and its present fair condition of prosperity,
there must be a step forward, and a long one too, ifit is to holdits
present relative rank among the better colleges of the land. Others
are advancing, and we must not fallin the rear by standing still.
The others have made their advance by improving their treasury,
and we must do the same.... The man to collect this money should
be the President. He goes before the people supported by an offi-
cial relation to the institution which no other man has. A mere
Financial Secretary willnot do. Good as some of them have been, it
is clear that we can look for large results only through the efforts of
the President.
Before adjourning, following the election and acceptance of
McKnight, the board of trustees adopted a resolution presented by
his predecessor, MiltonValentine. This resolution restated the tasks
of the presidency of the College for the first time since the duties of
Charles P. Krauth were defined in1834. The board affirmed that the
president was still "the head of the Faculty of Education," whose
duties were "mainly those of scholarly instruction and the
immediate administration of the educational work of the institution."
However, these words were merely the preamble for what the trustees
really wanted to say. "In the present emergency calling for the
enlargement and better endowment of the College," they asked the
faculty to relieve the president
of both teaching and administrative duty [so] as to enable him to
devote as much time to seek endowment and the general interests
ofthe College abroad as he may findnecessary or best, inaccordance
with the action already taken or which may yet be taken by
the Board.
Further, even apart from the "present emergency," the board asked
the faculty to reassign duties inorder to lighten the president's work
43The address was reprinted in the College Monthly for October 1885.
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load, which it considered "very heavy and exhausting."
Since the members of the faculty had on more than one occasion
urged the trustees to embark upon a financial campaign, they could
scarcely do anything but honor the board's request. Immediately, in
the fall of 1884, they granted the relief which enabled McKnight to
enter upon a campaign to raise large sums of money. Probably few
people realized fullythe needs of the College at this juncture orhow
much it would take to meet them. Time and again during his tenure,
relief from campus duties was renewed for McKnight, either by
engaging a seminary faculty member to carry the teaching load orby
distributing his courses among his colleagues. The extent and suc-
cess of McKnight's fund raising efforts willbe discussed in the
next section.
On February 23,1903 Harvey W. McKnight sent to the president
of the board of trustees a letter of resignation, effective on September 1
of that year.44 Explaining that he had served the College for many
years and was no longer ingood health, he insisted that the time had
come for a younger man to assume his duties. The trustees accepted
the resignation and began looking for a new president. This proved
to be a much more formidable task than at any previous time inthe
history of the College. Since McKnighthad agreed to serve untilhis
successor was elected and ready to begin his duties, he continued to
function as president until September 1904.
Upon resigning the presidency, McKnight also attempted to
resign from the board of trustees. His request was refused and he
continued to serve until 1910, at which time he was elected president
emeritus of the College, becoming the first person to hold that title.
After an illness of about a year, McKnight died in Gettysburg in
May 1914. Active beyond the circles of Lutheran higher education,
he had been a founder of the Pennsylvania Chautauqua, a director of
the Gettysburg Battlefield Memorial Association until the federal
government took over the battlefield, and a director of the Western
Maryland Railroad. Proud of his other-than-German paternal
heritage, he belonged to the Scotch-Irish Society of Pennsylvania
and St. Andrew's Society of Philadelphia. He was a member of the
Loyal Legion of the Grand Army of the Republic.
InAugust 1868 the board of trustees established the office of vice
president of the College. 45 The sole stated requirement for the posi-
tion was that the incumbent liveon the campus. The sole stated duty
was that he "relieve the President in case of necessary absence or
44As willbecome evident in a later section, this was not McKnight's first letter
of resignation.
451n1848 and again in1859 the faculty called the attention ofthe board to the need
for a vice president. Their candidate in the latter year was Michael Jacobs.
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temporary disability." The first vice president was Edsall Ferrier of
the English department, who served from 1868 until 1872. His suc-
cessor, Luther S. Croll of the mathematics department, held the
office from 1873 until his death in 1889. In June of that year the
board changed the title of the position to Dean of the Faculty, dec-
reed that the duties were unchanged, and elected Philip M. Bikleof
the Latin department as Croll's successor. He served until 1925.
Ferrier, Croll, and Bikle were chosen from the faculty and con-
tinued to carry full teaching loads. They lived in one of the two
houses for professors built on campus in1868 and were paid $100
annually for their administrative work. In the period under study,
the offices of vice president and later of dean were not, in and of
themselves, very influential ones. The incumbents might share re-
sponsibility with the president for morning chapel or assign dor-
mitory rooms, but they did not have the responsibilties which later
deans were given. Neither in1884 nor in1903-1904 did the board of
trustees consider them as candidates for the presidency.
At the beginning of the 1868-1869 year there were eight faculty
professorships. Between then and 1903-1904 there were some
additions to, and subtractions from, the number, which stood at nine
in the latter year. In addition, there were several lectureships and
assistantships, which were filledby persons who did not have pro-
fessorial rank and whose duties, inmost cases, did not occupy allof
their working time.
The first professorship, that of Intellectual and Moral Science,
was the one traditionally reserved inAmerican colleges and univer-
sities for the president, whose special task was to offer courses for
the seniors. Between 1868 and 1904 Milton Valentine and Harvey
W. McKnight occupied this professorship, which beginning in1888
carried the name of William Bittinger.
The second professorship, that ofGreek Language and Literature,
became vacant upon the resignation of Frederick A. Muhlenberg in
1867. With the exception of three years, Henry Louis Baugher(lß4o-
1899) taught the Greek courses between 1869 and 1896. Son of the
second president, he was a graduate of the College and seminary.
Following further study at Andover, he became a pastor and was
called to the faculty from a parish inIndianapolis, Indiana. Between
the time Baugher resigned in1880 and then returned in1883, Henry
Eyster Jacobs taught the Greek courses. 46 Baugher's successor was
46Baugher usually referred to himself as H. Louis and willbe so identified inlater
references. He was elected to the faculty inAugust 1868 and assumed his duties in
January 1869. See pp. 392-403 for a discussion of the events which led to his depar-
ture from the faculty in 1896.
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Oscar G. Klinger (1860-1934). A graduate of the College and
seminary, and a student at Cincinnati and Cornell universities, he
had served as parish pastor and principal of the preparatory depart-
ment. His tenure ended in1912.
In1867 the trustees changed the Franklin professorship, which
Frederick A.Muhlenberg held, from Ancient Languages to Greek.
One year later they made it a chair of history. The professorship
which H. Louis Baugher occupied from 1869 until 1880 was the
newly established Pearson chair. During his second period of ser-
vice, as a result of board action in 1880 and 1881, he was Franklin
Professor of Greek, which title Klinger also held.
The third professorship, that of Latin Language and Literature,
was held by Martin L. Stoever, the last survivingmember of the old
faculty, until his death in1870. He was succeeded byHenry Eyster
Jacobs (1844-1932), who held the position until the board realign-
ment of faculty responsibilities in1881. After being graduated by
the College and seminary, and before joining the faculty, Henry
Eyster, the son of Michael Jacobs, was a home missionary and prin-
cipal of the school which later became Thiel College. He was the
Greek professor between 1881 and 1883, when he accepted a call to
the seminary inPhiladelphia, which he served as faculty member,
dean, and president before his retirement in1927. Jacobs' successor
was Philip M. Bikle (1844-1934). After being graduated by the
College in 1866, he taught mathematics and Latin at the York
County Academy, was Professor of Latin and Greek at North Car-
olina College, and was Professor of Latin at Lutherville Female
Seminary before becoming Professor of Physics at Gettysburg in
1874. Seven years later he exchanged that responsibility for the
Latin chair, which he occupied until 1925. 47 By board action, the
Latin chair was the Franklin professorship between 1870 and 1881
and the Pearson thereafter.
The fourth professorship in 1868-1869, that of mathematics and
astronomy, represented the field of study which Michael Jacobs
chose toretain when his work was divided in1865. Upon his retire-
ment a year later, the trustees elected Luther H.Croll(1834-1889) to
succeed him. A member of the graduating class of 1855, Croll
returned to the College after eleven years of experience as a teacher
and administrator in academies and colleges in Pennsylvania,
Illinois,and Indiana. Inaddition to his teaching duties, he was vice
president of the College from 1873 until his death in1889. 11l health
forced him from the classroom inNovember 1888, at which time the
47His last name is sometimes written withan accent: Bikle'. As already noted, he
was the first dean of the faculty, serving from 1889 until 1925.
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faculty engaged, Henry B. Nixon(1857-1916) to conduct his classes.
In 1889 the board formally elected him to the professorship, in
which he served until he died in1916. Nixon was a native of North
Carolina and an 1878 graduate of the university there. AtThe Johns
Hopkins University, which awarded him a Ph.D. degree in1886, he
was a member of the faculty while he engaged in graduate
work.
The fifthprofessorship, that ofGerman Language and Literature,
was supported withan endowment held by the Pennsylvania Synod,
which by agreement with the College had the right to nominate can-
didates for the board of trustees to consider and, ifitchose, to elect.
The resignation of the first German professor, Charles F. Schaeffer,
in1864 created a vacancy which lasted for two years, during which
time other members of the faculty, including a tutor in the pre-
paratory department, conducted the German courses. In 1866 the
board of trustees elected a nominee presented by the synod: John F.
Wilkin(1810-1876), who was then pastor of a congregation inTennessee.
Although in his first report to the synod he felt "called upon
gratefully to recognize" inhis unsought election "the hand of Pro-
vidence," by the summer of 1868 enough students had demonstrated
their dislike of him and his subject to persuade him to resign at the
end of the academic year. 48 As a one-year replacement, for 1868-
1869, the board elected Frederick William Augustus Notz (1841-
1921). Born in Germany and an ordained Lutheran pastor, he
received his Ph.D. degree from the University of Tuebingen in1863
and came to the United States three years later. After leaving Get-
tysburg, he was a member of the faculties of Muhlenberg College
and Northwestern College at Watertown, Wisconsin. 49
Notz was succeeded in1869 byAdam Martin (1835-1921), a native
of Germany and an 1858 graduate of Hamilton College. Ordained in
1861, he had a parish inNew York and was later (1865-1869) prin-
cipal, or president, ofNorthwestern College. 50 His tenure as German
professor continued after the Pennsylvania Synod turned over its
endowment to the College and yielded its right to nominate can-
didates for the professorship. Martin resigned in1898 and moved to
New Haven, Connecticut, where he spent the rest ofhis life instudy
and research. His three immediate successors each had two year
tenures: Charles F. Brede, Charles F. Woods (1868-1912), and
Samuel G. Hefelbower (1871-1950).
The sixth faculty position was the Graeff Professorship of English
48Quoted in Minutes of the Pennsylvania Synod (1867), p. 42.
49John Philipp Koehler, The History ofthe Wisconsin Synod, cd. Leigh D. Jordahl(St. Cloud, Minn., 1970), pp. 135-138.
50Ibid., pp. 121-123.
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Language and Literature which the board of trustees established in
April1865. At that meeting they elected Joseph B. Bittinger (1823-
1885) as the first incumbent and the 1865 catalogue identified himas
professor-elect. After he declined to accept and refused to recon-
sider, the board in April1866 chose Charles A. Stork (1838-1883),
who also declined. The trustees had more success with their third
election, inAugust 1866, when Edsall Ferrier (1831-1903) accepted
their offer. An1854 graduate of Lafayette College, Ferrier served as
pastor of several Presbyterian congregations before he became Pro-
fessor ofEnglish Language and Literature at Washington and Jeffer-
son College in 1865. He took up his duties as the first Graeff
professor in January 1867 and was elected to the newly created post
of vice president of the College inAugust 1868. Apparently tiringof
academic responsibilities, he resigned his administrative post in
July 1872, gave up his teaching duties several months later, and
returned to the parish. For the ten years prior to his death, he was a
member of the Lafayette College faculty, where he taught
Hebrew.
Fearing that the board of trustees would respond to the hard times
by not replacing Ferrier, the faculty warned that even a temporary
reduction in their numbers would be "fraught with great damage to
the work and reputation of the Institution." Attheir urging, the trustees
named John A.Himes (1848-1923) Acting Graeff Professor in June
1873 and made the appointment permanent one year later. An1870
graduate of the College and recipient of the Graeff prize, Himes
studied briefly at Yale University. He^held the title of Instructor in
Physics at Gettysburg in 1871-1872 and was a tutor in the pre-
paratory department in1871-1873. Before his retirement in1914, he
had become one of the country's better known authorities on
John Milton.
The seventh professorship of 1868-1869 resulted from the
Ockershausen endowment and the division of the work which
Michael Jacobs had performed for many years. When he chose to
retain the courses inmathematics and astronomy, the board of trustees
in 1865 established the Ockershausen Professorship of Natural
Science. At the same meeting, John G. Morris nominated AlfredM.
Mayer (1836-1897) for the position and he was unanimously elec-
ted.51 A native of Baltimore, Mayer was not a college graduate, but
had served on the faculties of the University of Maryland and
Westminster College, Fulton, Missouri. When he was elected at
Gettysburg, he was completing two years of study in physics,
51According to the Lutheran Observer for April28,1865, Joseph Henry, director of
the Smithsonian Institution, recommended Mayer to the College.
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These four faculty members, whose combined years of service exceeded
175, were well-established long before 1904 and provided continuity as the
College moved into a new century. These pictures appeared in the 1904
Spectrum.
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mathematics, and physiology at the University of Paris. Joining the
faculty in September 1865, he moved energetically and quickly to
improve the quality of instruction. Two years later he left for the
faculty of the recently organized Lehigh University, where correctly
he saw considerably greater opportunities to pursue his research
interests. After four years there, he transferred to Stevens Institute
of Technology, also newly organized, and where he remained until
his. death. Mayer, whose major interest was in physics, published
more than fiftypapers based on his research into sound, heat, light,
gravity, and electricity. 52
In August 1867 the board of trustees elected Victor L. Conrad
(1824-1900) to succeed Mayer. A graduate of the College and
seminary, Conrad did not enter the parish ministry. Instead, he
became a secondary school administrator and later a New York
businessman. Not only were his credentials far different from those
of his predecessor, but also his success as a teacher. In the spring of
1870, after three students had been suspended for their conduct in
his classroom, eighteen juniors petitioned the faculty, acknowledging
that ithad acted properly in taking the action which itdid, but asking
to be excused from attending any more of Conrad's classes, lest the
incident be repeated. By that time Conrad had presented his resignation
to the president of the board of trustees, effective at the end of the
term. He then joined his brother on the staff of the Lutheran Observer,
from which he retired in1899. 53
InAugust 1870 the board of trustees elected Samuel P. Sadtler
(1847-1923) to succeed Conrad. The new Ockershausen professor
was the son of Benjamin Sadtler, who was a member of the board,
and a grandson of Samuel Simon Schmucker. Afterbeing graduated
by the College in1867, he studied at Lehigh and Harvard Univer-
sities. He was not prepared to assume his new duties at Gettysburg
immediately, since he wished to complete his studies at the Univer-
sityof Goettingen, from which he received his Ph.D. degree in1871.
Sadtler's stay at Gettysburg was brief. After three years, in1874, he
became Professor of Chemistry at the University of Pennsylvania
and later joined the faculty of the Philadelphia College ofPharmacy.
While in Philadelphia, he was widely known as a consulting
chemist, especially incases of patent litigation. Inaddition, he was
author or coauthor of several chemistry textbooks. 54
Despite the poor financial condition of the College when Sadtler
"Dictionary of American Biography, 12 (1933): 448.
531n accepting Conrad's resignation, the trustees commended him for "the
enthusiasm with which he sought to develop the responsible department under his
care" and noted "his eminent capacity as a Teacher of Physical Science."
54Dictionary of American Biography, 16 (1935):285-286.
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left in 1874, the board of trustees decided to divide the work for
which he had been responsible between two professors. A major
reason for this step was the promise of Frederick W. Conrad to con-
tribute $700 ineach of three years toward the salary of one of them.
Accordingly, the board elected Philip M. Bikle Ockershausen Pro-
fessor ofPhysics and Astronomy and Edward S. Breidenbaugh Conrad
Professor of Chemistry and Mineralogy. The career of Bikle has
been discussed. Breidenbaugh (1849-1926) was an 1868 graduate of
the College who studied for a short time at the seminary before
transferring to Yale University, where he was briefly an instructor
inchemistry and from which he received a master's degree in1873.
Following one year as Professor of Physics and Natural Science at
Carthage College, he returned to Gettysburg in the fall of 1874.
Seven years later, as the financial troubles of the 1870s were ending
and after Frederick Conrad's pledge had been met in full,the trustees
in their wisdom abolished the Conrad professorship and made
Breidenbaugh Ockershausen Professor of Chemistry and the
Natural Sciences, a position which he held until his retirement
in 1924.
The eighth faculty position listed in the catalogue of 1903-1904
was the Dr. Charles H. Graff Professorship of Physical Culture and
Hygiene, which the board of trustees had established in January
1889. The first incumbent was George D. Stahley (1850-1939), an
1871 graduate of the College to whom the University of
Pennsylvania awarded an M.D. degree in1875. Between then and
1887 he was assistant physician inthe State Hospital for the Insane
in Harrisburg. In the latter year he returned to his native Easton,
where he engaged inprivate medical practice. In1882 Stahley was
elected alumni editor of the College Monthly and began contributing
many brief stories and articles stressing the importance of physical
exercise for promoting the good health and best performance of peo-
ple of all ages. His tenure inthe Graff professorship terminated with
his retirement in1920. 55
The ninth faculty position in the 1903-1904 catalogue was the
Amanda Rupert Strong Professorship of English Bible, which the
board of trustees established in April1892. The enabling legislation
55The eighth professorship in the 1868-1869 catalogue was the Franklin Pro-
fessorship of History, Ancient, Medieval, and Modern. The board of trustees
assigned these subjects to the Franklin chair in August 1868, but when it elected
Henry Eyster Jacobs to the faculty inJune 1870, he was called Franklin Professor of
the Latin Language, and of History. The last three words inhis titlesurvived until
1880, when the board transformed the Franklin chair into one of ancient languages,
which is what ithad been earlier. Beginning in1882, the principal of the preparatory
department also held the rank of professor.
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Adam Martin (1835-1921) Henry B. Nixon (1857-1916)
Except for Professor Nixon, these four facuJty members had completed
their service to the College before 1904.
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prescribed that the incumbent wouldalso be chaplain of the College.
As such, he would share with the president "supervision s>f the
moral and spiritual interests and welfare of the students" and have
charge of "all the religious instruction of the Institution." After
passing this legislation, the board proceeded to elect Eli Huber
(1834-1911) to the newly created position. The first Amanda Rupert
Strong Professor was an 1855 graduate of the College. After attend-
ing the seminary he became a Lutheran pastor. His fifthparish was
Messiah Lutheran inPhiladelphia, from which he came to Gettys-
burg in the fall of 1892. He retired at the close of the 1903-1904
academic year.56
Inaddition to the eight or nine professors, the College always had
several instructors of lesser rank, some of whom were full-time
employees while others gave only a few lectures each year.
Although his name appeared inthe catalogue as Lecturer on Natural
History only in 1868-1870 and 1871-1874, John G.Morris continued
functioning inthat capacity at least to the end of the decade. As late
as March 1879, a writer inthe College Monthly wondered when the
ever-popular old gentleman was going to deliver the series of eight
lectures which he had promised the students. Three alumni who
were physicians - John M. Radebaugh (1851-1920), J. Bion Scott
(1859-1904), and George D. Stahley- lectured on anatomy, physiol-
ogy, orhygiene during most of the decade before the chair of physi-
cal culture and hygiene was established in 1889. 57 After that
occurred, a succession of upperclass students with the titleof Physi-
cal Instructor assisted Stahley inhis work, most of them serving for
one year or two. Three alumni held the rank of Assistant inChemis-
try. They were George S. Eyster (1848-1937), from 1874 to 1877;
Franklin Menges (1859-1956), from 1886 to 1896; and Clyde B.
Stoever (1873-1948), from 1896 to 1910. Between 1886 and 1903
three attorneys -William McClean (1833-1915), John Stewart, and
Donald P. McPherson (1870-1937) - lectured on constitutional law
or jurisprudence.
In1903-1904, as the period under study was drawing to a close,
the College was not about to repeat what had happened a third of a
century before, when within a period of six years there was a com-
plete turnover of faculty. Three remarkable professors in 1903-
1904, who joined the faculty thirty years earlier and whose
combined service was to exceed 140 years, were men with teaching
56For a discussion of the result of the establishment of this professorship upon the
relations between the synods and the College, see pp. 392-403.
571n the May1888 College Monthly, Stahley reported on the twelve lectures which
he had recently given. His salary forthe first year was zero, he wrote, but itwas to be
doubled annually in the future.
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careers of ten or more years stillahead of them. They were John A.
Himes, Philip M. Bikle, and Edward S. Breidenbaugh. At the same
time, in Henry B. Nixon, George D. Stahley, and Oscar G. Klinger
the faculty had three somewhat younger men with less experience,
but they had already established themselves as professors and
would continue well into the new century.
By 1904 the contemporary pattern of preparation for college and
university teaching, which had scarcely existed in 1868, was
already well-established in the United States. After earning their
undergraduate degrees, candidates for the profession could enroll in
a university to engage ina program of study and research which, it
was hoped, would culminate in the awarding of a Ph.D. degree. In
1903-1904 thirty-six American universities conferred a total of 301
such degrees, two-thirds of which were granted by Harvard, Yale,
The Johns Hopkins, Chicago, Columbia, and Pennsylvania. 58
As indeed was the case at many other undergraduate colleges
throughout the country, the older methods of faculty selection long
continued to prevail at Gettysburg College. Of the twenty-two men
who held the nine professorships just discussed, fourteen were
alumni of the College and twelve were ordained Lutheran pastors.
One of the three or four non-Lutherans was an ordained Pres-
byterian minister. In 1874 Milton Valentine urged that the tem-
porary appointment of John A.Himes be made permanent because
he was "an alumnus, a Lutheran, actually and successfully in the
work."59 Sixteen years later, inMarch 1890, the alumni editor of the
College Monthly, Charles R. Trowbridge (1859-1937), himself a
Lutheran pastor, argued that
fitness and adaptability for demands in the teaching of any branch
of study ought to far outweigh any minor points of denominational
or other condition or connection. What is needed is competent
instructors, first of all, and the choice between two or more can-
didates for the same position ought to be made principally on
that ground.
Give the students the best, he insisted, "even if you do have to go
outside of the ranks of the graduates of the College to get it."
Itis obvious that the board of trustees tried to choose candidates
who had demonstrated outstanding academic promise as under-
graduates. Oscar G. Klinger was valedictorian of his class. Luther
H. Croll, Philip M.Bikle, and John A.Himes were salutatorians. In
fact, only five of the fourteen alumni faculty had not received some
senior class honor. Among the nonalumni faculty, Edsall Ferrier
was salutatorian of his class. Edward S. Breidenbaugh and John A.
58Report of the Commissioner (1904), 2:1425.
59Milton Valentine to Frederick W. Conrad, March 12, 1874, GCA.
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Himes had some university experience, but itwas brief and did not
result in their receiving an earned Ph.D. degree. Those members of
the faculty who were concerned about keeping abreast of their fields
inorder tooffer a strong instructional program had to engage intheir
own routine of study, without whatever benefit formal training
beyond their undergraduate days might confer upon them.
Four of the twenty-two faculty members between 1868 and 1904
had an earned Ph.D. degree when they came toGettysburg. The first
of these, William Notz, the German professor during 1868-1869,
brought his from the University of Tuebingen. The second was
Samuel P. Sadtler, one of the five alumni faculty members who did
not receive a senior class honor. After study at Lehigh and Harvard,
he earned his Ph.D. from the University of Goettingen. Both Henry
B. Nixon and Charles F. Woods received their degrees from The
Johns Hopkins University. Only one of these four men - Nixon-
remained at Gettysburg for any length of time.
Infive cases the College recognized its own faculty members by
awarding them honorary degrees. In1866 itconferred a Ph.D. degree
on Alfred M. Mayer. In 1880, after he resigned his professorship,
the trustees gave H. Louis Baugher a D.D. degree. Seven years later,
they granted Sc.D. degrees to Luther H. Croll and Edward S.
Breidenbaugh, and a D.D. degree to Adam Martin. In1884 Roanoke
College conferred an honorary Ph. D. degree upon Philip M.Bikle.
Thirteen years later the Dickinson College chapter of Phi Beta
Kappa elected him to honorary membership. 60
After 1868 the Gettysburg College faculty continued its earlier
practice of meeting at least once each week during the academic
year. The president presided or, inhis absence, the vice president or
dean. Minutes were kept by a secretary who was expected to stay in
office for a long time: H. Louis Baugher (1870-1877); Philip M.Bikle
(1877-1889); Huber G. Buehler, principal of the preparatory depart-
ment (1889-1891); and George D. Stahley (1891-1911). In the
meetings, there was considerably more discussion of curricular matters
than was true before 1868. Here faculty agreed upon the frequent
readjustments of teaching schedules made necessary by the pre-
sident's absences, a vacancy, or an illness. Here they arranged for
admitting students into the College and for examining those already
there. Nevertheless, the striking thing about the minutes is the
evidence they give of continuing preoccupation withthe many rules
and regulations of the College, determining who had violated them,
disciplining the offenders, granting permission for students to leave
town, and excusing absences from courses or other obligations.
60The Hamilton College chapter ofPhi Beta Kappa elected Adam Martinto alumni
membership in 1890. Inthe same year, the Lafayette College chapter similarly hon-
ored Edsall Ferrier, long after he resigned his Gettysburg position.
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The Campus
In1868, the College campus consisted of about twenty-one acres
ofland. The older part, on which the College edifice, Linnaean Hall,
and the president's house stood, extended west from North
Washington street about 520 feet, with its northern limitabout fifty
feet south of West Lincoln avenue and its southern limit stopping
short of the Tiber. In preparation for building Stevens Hall, the
College purchased four small tracts of land within the square bounded
by Carlisle, Lincoln, North Washington, and Stevens streets. In
1868 it owned all of this square but the southwestern corner, on
which Christ Chapel now stands. 61
Not surprisingly, the College acquired no more land during the
financially troubled 1870s. Only when in the mid-1880s they were
about to undertake serious planning for a large new building did the
trustees begin expanding the campus again bypurchasing three lots
to the west and one to the south (1885-1888). In1892 they bought the
property on which Christ Chapel was later built. About this time a
local insurance agent, Martin Winter (1854-1918), began acquiring
and developing land north of the campus. The first four houses
which he built, located at 59-71 West Lincoln avenue, were con-
structed in1892. Two years later Winter opened a new street to the
north, which he called College avenue but was soon renamed
Broadway. 62
The response of the College to this development was to purchase
(1892-1894) all of the lots which it did not already ownon the south
side of West Lincoln avenue, on one of which a house had recently
been built. In1894 Winter and the College exchanged a number of
small parcels of land, so that the former's holdings would hence-
forth be north and the latter's south of West Lincoln avenue. Inthe
same year the two parties joined in asking the Gettysburg borough
council to abandon that section of the old Gettysburg- Black's tavern
turnpike which ran in a northwesterly direction through the campus
and also to extend Washington street north to West Lincoln
avenue. 63
61For further information on the campus, see Gregory J. Landrey, "AHistory of the
Gettysburg Campus," (Gettysburg College paper, 1977), pp. 25-34.
62The borough council ordained the present Lincoln avenue in 1869. Itwas first
called Stevens street.
63One can try to followthe course of the old turnpike by attempting to walk north
on the present Mummasburg street and then continue in a straight line through the
campus, across the properties fronting on West Lincoln avenue and West Broadway,
and onto the Mummasburg road. In1897 the borough council passed an ordinance
vacating the old turnpike road through the present campus.
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The transactions just described brought to an end the expansion of
the College campus untilafter 1904. Byexpending about $7,800, the
trustees had doubled its 1868 size from about twenty-one to forty-
three acres. In 1904 the campus extended west from North
Washington street to near the present Constitution avenue, with its
northern limit the south side of West Lincoln avenue and its south-
ern limit,except for one small property on Washington street, along
Constitution avenue. The campus now also included the entire
square enclosed by Carlisle, West Lincoln,North Washington, and
Stevens streets. InJune 1900, when someone sought tobuy from the
College a building lot on Carlisle street, north of Stevens Hall, the
trustees wisely declared that they deemed "itinexpedient to alienate
any of the Corporation's property."
In 1868 there were six buildings on the campus, all of which
remained in use in1904. They were the College edifice, Linnaean
Hall, the president's house, the janitor's house, Stevens Hall, and
the double frame house occupied by two professors and their
families.
The College edifice continued to dominate the campus until the
construction of what is now Glatfelter Hall in 1888-1889. Milton
Valentine was correct when he declared in 1882 that, "in view of
forty-three years' use, by so many renters and renters of all classes,
The campus as itappeared between 1868 and the buildingprogram of the
late 1880s.
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tormented by day and by night by the laborious investigations of
enterprising young men into the possibilities of things," the building
was indeed "in a good state of preservation." 64 But he was correct
only because the College tried as best it could to meet the almost
constant need for repairs. In 1870-1871, for example, a tin roof
replaced the original shingle roof. New steps were built to the main
entrance, and the cupola was painted. Every so often a coat of
whitewash was applied to the building.
In an address to the Philadelphia alumni in 1884, Valentine
expressed hfs concern for the safety of a building "with fifty-four
fires going day and night, and an almost equal number of lamps." It
was "a hazard too great to be thought of with quiet nerves." 65
Students were no longer permitted to use wood for their fires; the
coal bins were located inside the building intwo basement rooms. In
March 1882 the College Monthly warned students not to use
kerosene, or coal oil, inkindling their fires and called attention to
the almost daily accounts of serious accidents in other places,
resulting from this practice. Several fires were started in the old
building, but they were all quickly extinguished. Although gas was
available for lighting, many students continued to use kerosene for
that purpose.
In 1861, when the CivilWar began, a flagpole was placed on the
building and a flag ceremoniously raised. There is insufficient
evidence to establish whether the flag was flown regularly either
during or after the war, but the pole remained until inOctober 1878
a heavy storm brought it down. The students were pleased when it
was replaced, but were disappointed that it was not regularly used
for its intended purpose. After Secretary of War Robert Lincoln pre-
sented the seminary students with a flag, which they began to dis-
play, the College Monthly for March 1883 asked: "Cannot webe as
patriotic and procure a flag for our cupola?" They did, and after it
had worn out, students and faculty in 1894 contributed enough
money to buy two new ones. However, no one assumed the thank-
less responsibility of raising and lowering the flag each day, which
prompted the following lament in the College Mercury for June
1895:
We cannot understand why the flagis not allowed to float every
day, especially in a town of such military interest as Gettysburg.
The only reason we can think of is the trouble which would
necessarily be involved. But this should have been thought of
before the students were asked to buy the flags.
64Quoted in the College Monthly (July 1882), p. 176.
85Quoted in ibid. (March 1884), p. 42.
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When the idea was first mentioned, all were in favor of it, and
now since we have the flags we think they should be used as they
were first intended.
Inspite of this appeal, flying the flagover the building every day, let
alone day and night, had not become the custom by 1904.
Into the 1880s one called the structure erected in1836-1837 either
the College edifice, the building, or the main building. In the College
Monthly for December 1886, the editor argued that it
should be called Pennsylvania Hall. Itcertainly should have some
specific name, and we know of no other more appropriate than the
one we suggest. The College bears the name of our State, and as
most of the money for erecting the main building was contributed
by the State, there is special propriety inhaving itbear the name of
the State. We have a Linnaean Hall, Stevens Hall,McCreary Hall
or Gymnasium; let there be also a Pennsylvania Hall, and let the
building erected chiefly with the State's money bear that name.
Especially after the present Glatfelter Hall was built and the old
structure was used as a dormitory, many agreed that some more fitting
designation was inorder. Until1898, the catalogue referred to it as
Dormitory Hall; then for the first time it was called Pennsylvania
Hall. Faculty minutes in the same year (McKnight Hall was now in
use as a dormitory) refer to it for the first time as the old dormitory.
The next step was to call it simply Old Dorm. 66
During the first twenty years of its existence, Linnaean Hall
housed the collections of the Linnaean Association on the main
floor and the classrooms of the preparatory department inthe base-
ment. With the construction of Stevens Hall in 1867-1868, the
vacated space was used briefly as a gymnasium and then for instruction
in the sciences, especially chemistry. Although the Linnaean
Association was revived inthe 1870s, it did not thrive. However, the
collections which it had inaugurated grew considerably during the
period under study and were housed in the building until 1890.
Between 1868 and 1904 one janitor and three professors (one of
them the president) lived on the campus. The houses of all four
families were less than ten years old in 1868 and needed no major
repairs for some time after that date. In asking the board to build
residential facilities on campus, the faculty argued that such a step
would improve discipline by enabling more of the professors to
assemble on short notice when immediate action was required. 67
66Subsequent references call this building Pennsylvania Hall. To most students
before extensive changes were made in 1969-1970, it was Old Dorm.
67Faculty Report, August 8, 1867, GCA.
68For a discussion of Stevens Hall, see pp. 113-115. The first major renovation of
the president's house occurred in 1898. Friends of the College contributed $1,800,
which paid the bills.
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Whether this alleged benefit ever resulted is hard to say, but it is
apparent that for many years two faculty families enjoyed livingon
the edge of the campus. Among the tenants were Edsall Ferrier and
Luther H. Croll, while they were vice presidents of the College;
Samuel P. Sadtler; Philip M. Bikle, whose occupancy began many
years before he became dean; and Henry B. Nixon. The Bikle and
Nixon families were the tenants in 1904. 68
During the twenty years between 1868 and 1888, only a few,
relatively inexpensive, facilities were added to the campus: a skating
pond in 1869-1870, a gymnasium in 1872, an observatory in 1874,
and tennis grounds in1885. 69 The first of these improvements was
initiated when in October 1869 the faculty named a committee to
bring in a plan to furnish "the students with increased facilities for
skating." The resulting pond was located inthe northwest quadrant
of the square bounded by Carlisle, West Lincoln, North
Washington, and Stevens streets. Students helped to build, maintain,
and repair it.As late as 1881, the College Monthly reported that the
pond was still being heavily used.
Interest ina gymnasium for Gettysburg College reflected a nation-
wide revival of interest inphysical exercise and education which
began about the time of the CivilWar. By 1880 few Pennsylvania
colleges and universities lacked such a facility or some sort of pro-
gram to encourage students to remain physically fit.70 In August
1865 the board of trustees commissioned the faculty to prepare "a
detailed and specific plan of buildings etc. for gymnastic exercises"
and to submit it at their next meeting. The report presented one year
later consisted primarily of letters from twoof the country's leading
authorities on physical education and fitness. Dio (or Dioclesian)
Lewis (1823-1886) was the author of the well-known book, New
Gymnastics (1862), and founder of the Boston Normal Institute of
Physical Education. Edward Hitchcock (1828-1911), Professor of
Hygiene and Physical Education at Amherst College since 1861,
held the first such position in an American college. The faculty
believed that the statements by these two men contained "all that is
needed on the subject," the importance of which, they argued, "can-
not wellbe overstated." 71Nevertheless, since the trustees were then
busily engaged inplanning for a new preparatory building, they did
not take final action on the report. Twoyears later, in1868, after the
students had petitioned the faculty for a gymnasium and begun to
raise funds for its construction and after the faculty added itsbless-
69 A diagram of the campus prepared in1876 identified a ball ground located north
of Pennsylvania Hall and south of the present Lincoln avenue.
70Rudolph, American College, pp. 151-153; Sack, Higher Education, 2:634-638.
71Faculty Report, August 1866, GCA.
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ing to the effort, the trustees named a committee of their own mem-
bers to propose a workable plan. In June 1869 this committee
reported that no suitable structure could be built for less than $650
(this must rank as one of the major understatements of the year),
whereupon the trustees named another committee to procure the
necessary funds.
Obviously, the financial condition of both College and country at
this time afforded little promise of early success. No definitive
action was taken until the trustees appointed still another committee
in 1871. On November 9 of that year its members met with the
faculty and students. The latter agreed to try to collect the money
required and in a few vacation months they succeeded in raising
about $500. This prompted the committee to enter into a contract
witha local carpenter, George Cashman, directing him to begin con-
struction and proceed until the available funds were exhausted.
Work began in the spring of 1872. InJune, just before the trustees
met, John B. McCreary of Philadelphia, president of the Honey
Brook Coal Company, sent the president of the board a letter,
enclosing $1,000 and promising $500 more at the end of the year, if
the completed structure were named for him. At their next meeting
the board members promptly thanked McCreary, accepted his con-
dition, and directed the committee to complete the task.
McCreary Gymnasium
Completed in 1872, this building was converted into a chemistry
laboratory in 1890 and was used for that purpose until it was removed
in 1927.
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The John B. McCreary Gymnasium was dedicated on October 17,
1872. Located between Pennsylvania Hall and Washington street
and just north of the former, it was a frame building of about ninety
feet by fiftyfeet. Ithad an earthen floor with a ten-pin alley "of the
latest pattern" on either side. Eventually, the equipment included
swings, climbing ropes, and suspended circles. The cost was about
$2,200.72 Although the prime mover of the gymnasium was trustee
Charles A. Hay, who introduced the firstmotion in1865 and served
on each of the many committees subsequently appointed to bring
about its construction, the honors on the day of dedication went to
two elderly gentlemen of great experience, but not in gymnastics,
who were called upon to break in the new facility. A writer in the
Lutheran Observer for October 25 recounted its initiation as
follows:
The winding up of the affairwas the funniest of all.Itwas deter-
mined that tworeverend divinities should rollthe first balls. To the
professor emeritus [Samuel Simon Schmucker] was accorded the
honor of opening the game, but itwas evident that he could lecture
on dogmatics better than play nine-pins, for infour rollshe didnot
bring down a pin. His competitor [John G. Morris], who stripped
for the occasion, did not do much better, but it was no wonder, for
the "boys" crowded round the alley so densely and kept up such an
unearthly yellingat the failure of the combatants, that the latter
was rendered nervous, and somehow the balls would not run
straight. 73
In the generation before the Civil War, there was considerable
improvement inthe means available for careful astronomical obser-
vation, and many observatories were built, especially in the North
and West. Not all of these were connected with educational
institutions. During the 1865-1866 academic year, John E. Graeff
purchased a German-made telescope for Gettysburg College, which
paid for it from unused Graeff professorship funds that year. The
instrument had been used for some time in an observatory near
Philadelphia. The 1866 catalogue claimed that it "has already done
good work in astronomical science, and has been pronounced, by
the first astronomers in the country, to be a perfect instrument." It
predicted that the telescope would "soon be mounted and ready for
720n October 17, 1872 the gymnasium committee reported to the trustees that the
cost of the facility was about $2,180, a figure which did not include several small
unfinished items.
73"Could one have prophesied that the venerable Dr. S. S. Schmucker, a puritan of
puritans inhis theories, wouldever have raised his hand to rollaball?" asked Henry
Eyster Jacobs. When he told Schmucker's son what had happened, the latter was
incredulous. "Who would have thought that my father could ever have been per-
suaded to handle a ten-pin ball?" Jacobs confirms that the score in the Schmucker-
Morris game was 0-0. Jacobs, Memoirs, pp. 155-156.
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the use of the students in Astronomy." Eight years were to elapse
before this prediction came true.
The College's first task was to bring the telescope to Gettysburg.
As late as January 1868 it was stillin Philadelphia, where Martin L.
Stoever inspected it. Upon his return he told his colleagues that the
instrument was not properly protected and needed immediate atten-
tion. Moreover, the person in whose custody it was placed wanted
to be relieved of his responsibility as soon as possible. One year
later, Graeff loaned the instrument to naval authorities to be used in
observing the solar eclipse of August 7, 1869. 74 For that purpose it
was taken to lowa. Not until 1872 did the federal government finally
agree to pay for the damage incurred during the trip out and back.
Although the College was at this time short of funds needed to meet
already existing obligations, at the request of the trustees Milton
Valentine had begun raising money specifically for an observatory
building. InJune 1872 he told them that he had raised about $3,000
and hoped to secure the remainder soon. The College then engaged a
Observatory
Completed in 1874, after a period of littleor no use this building was
removed in 1925.
74For an account of this eclipse, the first total eclipse of the sun visible in the
United States since 1834, and of the part to be played by the College telescope' in
observing it, see the Star and Sentinel for August 6 and 13, 1869.
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Baltimore architect, William F. Weber, who visited several existing
observatories and what were described as "some of the most eminent
astronomers of the country." He then prepared a set of plans for
Gettysburg College. In July 1874 a contract was entered into with
Elias Roth of New Oxford, and by the end of the year, or shortly
thereafter, he had completed his work.75
Located directly east of Washington street, on ground now
occupied by the southern part of Hanson Hall, the Observatory con-
sisted of a central section sixteen feet square, witha western and an
eastern wing^ each twelve by sixteen feet. The dome on the central
section rested upon iron balls, which revolved in an iron groove and
made rotation possible either by hand or by a wheel, so that "the
whole visible hemisphere of the sky may be laidunder contribution
at any time." The telescope and several other pieces of equipment
were mounted on masonry piers resting on solid rock. The frame of
the building itself was covered by corrugated and galvanized iron.
The reported cost was $3,406. 76
The distinctive appearance of the Observatory gave rise to
expressions of College humor. Said a prep student on seeing the
building for the first time: "Chum, what fur house is that over there
with a balloon on it?" Some visitors to the campus apparently had
trouble deciding the purpose of the building and concluded that,
because it had a ball on top, it must be a gymnasium. 77
InMay 1885 the faculty granted permission to an alumnus, John
B. McPherson (1883), and several other local persons to use the area
to the rear of the Observatory for playing tennis. In the next issue of
the College Monthly, one writer noted that the grounds were being
laid out for this purpose, but concluded that they would be equally
suitable for star gazing and for moon-struck lovers.
Even before the College recovered fullyfrom the hard times of the
1870s, members of the faculty began urging the trustees to prepare
for the construction of a new College building. Although some of
them seemed tobelieve otherwise, increasing enrollment could scar-
cely have been much of a factor in their thinking. The number of
students in the early 1880s was only then returning to the levels
reached, and accommodated, in the late 1860s. Not until 1887 did
enrollment in the College proper exceed the number of students in
75The Franklin and Marshall College observatory was dedicated in 1886.
76Starand Sentinel, July 28, 1874. The 1875 catalogue, noting the completion of the
observatory, stated that "ina few months" itwould be "furnished witha fullequip-
ment ofAstro and Meteoro instruments. The Equatorial Telescope has been mounted,
the Transit Instrument has been purchased, and efforts are now being made to add an
Astronomical Clock and Chronograph."
77Quoted in the College Monthly for March 1879, p. 64, and February 1880, p. 31.
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1871. The faculty were stillactively looking for students tomaintain
existing enrollment. The major reason for advocating a new building
was the conviction that the times required more adequate facilities
than the existing campus buildings could provide for larger
classrooms, better-equipped libraries, and a more appropriately
appointed chapel. Morever, these facilities should be more fire
proof than Pennsylvania Hallcould ever be, at least as long as those
fifty-four fires were kept burning. The old building would still be
highlyuseful, but as a dormitory for students. We can trace the cam-
paign for a new building ina number of sources. Evidence appears
in the columns of the College Monthly as early as 1880. InOctober
1881 it described the proposed new structure as "an imperative
necessity."
Some persons hoped that the trustees would use the occasion of
the College semicentennial in1882 to begin raising money. No one
was quite sure how much was needed, but the early estimate was an
unrealistically low$20,000. The semicentennial came and went. As
we shall see, it was a gala affair in which many participated and
enjoyed themselves, but it did not produce a major financial cam-
paign. Trustees remembered the minimal success of past efforts to
raise money, especially those which followed the construction of
Stevens Hall. They were reluctant to embark upon yet another
attempt until there was a good prospect of its success.
The faculty were determined not to allow the matter of a new
building tobe forgotten. InDecember 1883 the editor of the College
Monthly declared: "we again press our appeal." In February 1884
Milton Valentine told the Philadelphia alumni that "the wonderful
enlargement of the universities and colleges in the last few years,
should be a stirring and effective appeal to us." Inresponse to the
demands resulting from "the progress of science and the practical
industries," many of them had already added new departments,
increased their "apparatus and appliances," and built "themselves
up in grand proportions and into great strength." He told the
Philadelphians that "college work is advancing all along the line,
and AJma Mater must advance." The most pressing immediate needs
of Gettysburg were two new professorships, a large increase in
endowment, and "at once ... a new hall- as a fire-proof library,
withrecitation rooms. 78 The faculty report to the board several mon-
ths later restated these needs ineven stronger language than the pre-
sident's and referred them to "the best and most earnest attention of
the Board."
While Milton Valentine fully shared in the faculty sentiment, he
was undoubtedly relieved when presented with the opportunity to
78Quoted in ibid. [March 1884), pp. 39-41.
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return to the more agreeable task of seminary teaching and entrust
the responsibility of College leadership at this particular time to
someone else. As already noted, it was widelybelieved that while
trustees, faculty, and financial agents were necessary for successful
fund raising, the main burden would have to be borne by the presi-
dent of the College. That understanding was clearly in the minds of
the trustees when they elected Harvey W.McKnight inJuly 1884. At
that time, however, they were obviously not ready to commit them-
selves definitively to a building program. In1885 they didbegin buying
for future use land west of the campus. But during their annual
meetings in that year and again in1886, they did nothing more than
commend McKnight for his fund-raising efforts and promise their
cooperation inadvancing them. Meanwhile, national developments
demonstrated once again how vulnerable the College was to
economic conditions. Another in the long line of recessions which
began in the early 1880s dropped enrollment of degree candidates
from 110 in1881-1882 to 94 in 1885-1886.
Soon after taking office, Harvey W.McKnightbegan visiting and
soliciting potential donors to the College. It is evident that he con-
fined his attention largely toLutheran circles and that this was what
was expected of him. He came to doors which were closed, some of
them because of the recession. He found others open, but not tohis
immediate purposes. William Bittinger, for example, was ready to
give money to the College, but only after his death and for an
endowed professorship. The first real breakthrough came when he
called on Philip H. Glatfelter, the Spring Grove paper manufacturer
and not yet a trustee of the College. He promised to give $10,000
toward the construction of a building, but attached certain
unspecified conditions to his gift.79 Nevertheless, at last McKnight
had a promise which he might use to challenge other donors. The
faculty continued to press. Their 1887 report referred once more to
"the imperative need of a new building and better facilities."
When the board of trustees met on June 29, 1887, its members
were finally ready to act. They established a committee to select a
site and erect a new building, proceeding with construction,
however, only so long as funds were available. The newly elected
board president, John E. Graeff, named the following trustees to the
committee: Harvey W. McKnight, Edward McPherson, Frederick
W. Conrad, Milton Valentine, and the board officers. By the end of
the meeting, members of the board had increased the total pledged to
about $25,000. Most of the amount beyond Glatfelter's gift came
79Philip M.Bikle, "Recent College Improvements," ibid. (May 1890), p. 17. Philip
H. Glatfelter later removed the conditions.
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from five trustees: John E. Graeff, John A. Swope, Charles A.
Schieren, Benjamin S. Kunkle, and George Ryneal. The building
committee was authorized to call special meetings of the- board
whenever it deemed appropriate. One such meeting occurred in
1887 and three in 1889.
The building committee promptly engaged the services of John A.
Dempwolf (1848-1926) to present plans for the new building. Born in
Germany, Dempwolf came to York in1867 and learned the carpentry
trade. Becoming interested in the work of an architect, he took a
course at the Cooper Union Institute inNew York, from which he
was graduated in1873. After working inBoston and Philadelphia,
he opened his York office and began a fifty-year practice in1876.
Dempwolf was an active member of Christ Lutheran church, whose
retired pastor, Augustus H. Lochman, was still a trustee of the
College. 80 The plans which he prepared were presented to a special
meeting of the board inSeptember 1887. They were approved, with
the understanding that changes would be made as the work pro-
gressed. The president was now relieved of all of his campus duties
so that he could devote his entire time to raising money.
The plans which the board sanctioned called for the construction
of a building162 feet long and 69 feet indepth, except for a 52-foot
central extension to the west, which was tobe used for a chapel. The
tower above the main entrance would be 143 feet high. The new
structure was to be located on a site between the president's house
and Linnaean Hall, apparently chosen as early as 1885, when the
land on which itstands was purchased. Itwas to be constructed with
an estimated 1,200,000 bricks, with Hummelstown brownstone
trim. An article in the Star and Sentinel for October 4, 1887 des-
cribed the style of architecture as "the classic Romanesque, a style
greatly admired and adapting itself readily to a modern structure of
this character- its forms suggesting dignity and strength." Five con-
tractors submitted bids ranging from $77,457 to $91,318, all of them
far cries from the estimates being made only a few years before.
These bids did not include the chapel, already being regarded as too
much of an added expense. The building committee selected the
lowest bid and inDecember 1887 awarded the contract to William A.
Slagle, who had completed buildings in Hanover (where he lived),
Frederick, and Baltimore. At the groundbreaking ceremonies on
March 1, 1888, Philip M.Bikle threw the first shovel of ground and
80Christ Lutheran Messenger, January 1927, pp. 5-6, has a summary of Dempwolfs
career. He designed several hundred structures inYork and numerous other places,
including more than a dozen inGettysburg (1883-1900). For the data ofbuildings erec-
ted by Dempwolf, see File 11022, Historical Society of York County, York.
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the construction began. Ithad not proceeded far before the College's
plans were dramatically changed. 81
On April10, 1888 Lieutenant Colonel John P. Brua (1813-1888), a
retired army paymaster and brother-in-law of Simon Cameron, hap-
pened to meet William M. Baum in Philadelphia. He told this
veteran College trustee of his desire to erect a monument to his
parents somewhere in Gettysburg, and preferably on the College
campus. Baum immediately referred the colonel to another veteran
trustee, Charles A. Hay, who had once been pastor ofZionLutheran
church in Harrisburg, of which Peter (1771-1842) and Catharine
(1777-1833) Brua had been long and faithful members. Hay responded
immediately to this initiative, suggesting that Brua might best
memorialize his parents by providing the funds for a combination
chapel and auditorium. "This would be a most conspicuous object,
right on the theatre of the first day's battle," he wrote, "and would
forever associate your name, and that of your deceased parents,
with the great event that turned the tide of war and secured the per-
petuity of the Union." On May1the colonel replied, pledging $15,000
for Brua Memorial Chapel, asking only that "a slab of Italian marble"
be erected with a simple inscription, the text of which he furnished.
On May26, quite unexpectedly, Brua died, but not before giving the
College his note for $15, 000. 82
The cornerstone of the New Recitation Building(itdid not become
Glatfelter Halluntil 1912) was laid, on schedule, during commence-
ment week, on June 27, 1888. John G. Morris, one of the two surviving
original trustees of the College, was the main speaker. Former
President Valentine made brief remarks and formally laid the cor-
nerstone. He referred to the original building of the College which
since 1837 had "furnished place and convenience for its prosperous
and enlarging work of Christian education." Now, half a century
later, the College was responding to the Lord's "summons to arise
and build again, because the old place is too narrow for the greater
work now given to the institution." 83 Once the ceremonies were con-
cluded, the workmen returned to their tasks. By fall they had
reached the top of the third story windows and by December the roof
was in place. The work on the interior remained to be done.
81For further information about this building, see Norman O. Forness, "Glatfelter
Hall: Gilded Age Building Reflects a Past Era in Academic History," Gettysburg
BuJJetin (October 1972), pp. 3-7.
82There are several accounts of this sequence of events. The one used here,
believed to be the most credible, comes fromCharles A. Hay's statement on Septem-
ber 7, 1890, when Brua Memorial Chapel was dedicated. Quoted inCollege Monthly(October 1890), pp. 222-225.
83 Quoted in ibid. (June 1888), pp. 186-187. Philip H. Glatfelter was elected to the
board of trustees at its annual meeting in June 1888.
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Laying the cornerstone for the New Recitation Building, June 27, 1888
By the end of the year 1888 the buildingcommittee had committed
all of its available funds and needed about $25,000 to complete the
structure. Its clear mandate was tohalt at this point and return to the
trustees for further instructions. What these would be was uncer-
tain. Manybelieved that President McKnight and others had already
approached almost every likely prospect for pledges. While it would
undoubtedly be unsettling to halt construction, going intodebt pro-
mised to be even more disturbing. "The experience with the Pre-
paratory Hall," commented the College Monthly for December 1888,
"is warning enough for a century." Its editor advised that a second
approach be made to those who had already given.
The board of trustees, withfifteen members present, convened on
January 22, 1889 to hear McKnight's progress report. Their
deliberations and actions concerned not only the hall under con-
struction, but also four other campus buildings whose uses would be
affected in some way by its completion. After considering the alter-
natives before them, the trustees directed the building committee
to (1) complete the hall "at once," (2) borrow the funds required, and
(3) make those alterations in the old College building which were
necessary to fitit for use as a dormitory. Further, they authorized
the committee to (1) change Linnaean Hall into a gymnasium, (2)
change McCreary Gymnasium into a chemistry building, and (3)
construct a heating plant to serve all campus buildings. The trustees
gratefully acknowledged the gift of $5,000 made a few days before
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their meeting by James McMillan and directed McKnight to canvass
the constituency once more in the search for additional money. Well
might the College Monthly for February 1889 conclude that "never
was there a more important meeting of our College Board, or one
characterized by a better spirit." At its annual meeting in June, the
board confirmed all of the decisions made five months earlier. By
then, work on the interior of the new hall was nearing
completion. 84
The NewRecitation Building was dedicated, on schedule, on Sep-
tember 11,1889.The ceremonies had to compete with those marking
the dedication of about eighty Pennsylvania monuments recently
erected on the battlefield, but the College authorities minimized the
competition by securing the services of Governor James A. Beaver,
who was in town for the other events, as master of ceremonies. A
heavy rain forced the exercises into one of the large rooms on the
third floor of the new building. To John E. Graeff fell the difficult
task of trying to raise $20,000 on the spot. This was the sum needed
topay what was stilldue on the building and topurchase needed fur-
nishings. When he asked who would contribute the first $5,000,
Philip H. Glatfelter stated that he would, if the entire sum could be
raised. When no one responded to Graeff s call for a second $5,000
quickly enough to suit him, he announced that he himself would
give it. Within less than half an hour, more than twenty pledges,
ranging from $2,500 to $50, had raised the entire amount asked for.
The main address of the day, which lasted almost one hour, was
givenby Attorney General William S. Kirkpatrick of Pennsylvania.
Milton Valentine then formally dedicated the building and turned
over the keys to Harvey W. McKnight. "Who willbe the man to
name the new building?" asked the CoJJege Monthly in December
1889. "Where ishe? Let him show his face that we may all see him."
The new hallmight have been named for Graeff, an old and frequent
benefactor of the College. Glatfelter urged that it be named for
McKnight. But everyone would have to wait until 1912 for the
answer to the College Monthly's question.
The New Recitation Building had three floors and a basement. At
first, the latter was used for instruction inphysics, but later, mostly
for storage. There were nine classrooms, four on the first, four on
the second, and one on the third floor. As early as 1889, the large
room at the north end of the second floor, which was set aside for
examinations, was named the "sweat box." On the first floor, there
was an office for the president to the left of the main entrance and a
84James McMillanand Luther R. Keefer, the latter the nephew and executor of John
P. Brua, were elected to the board at this time.
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reception room to the right. Space for the library was also on this
floor. The museum collections which had been inLinnaean Hallfor
many years were placed in the center section of the third_floor,
where there was also space which could be used for an infirmary, if
needed. The literary societies had their meeting rooms on this floor;
Philo had the north and Phrena the south wings. Neither the library
nor the literary society rooms were ready for use until the spring of
1890, but the formal opening exercises for the 1889-1890 year were
held in the sweat box, which also served as the chapel for that
year. 85
The decision made in 1887 to construct a new College hall vir-
tually determined that substantial alterations would have tobe made
inthe old College building ifits space were tobe used effectively. In
January 1889 the board of trustees directed the building committee
to proceed with the changes. John A. Dempwolf drew up a set of
plans, but the committee was so staggered by the estimates received
that it decided not to enter into a contract with anyone. Instead, the
employees of William A. Slagle did the work under the general
direction of the architect. In an effort to give SJagle's workmen the
maximum amount of time to do what needed tobe done, the faculty
held commencement three weeks earlier than usual inJune 1889 and
scheduled the opening date of the fall term two weeks later than
usual in September. Although the remodeling began as soon as the
students left the building, when they returned three months later it
was not ready to receive them. Fortunately, temporary accom-
modations were found in town for what was a record enrollment.
"Too much cannot be said in praise of the students," noted the
College Monthly in October 1889, "for the philosophical way in
which they took in the situation and adapted themselves to present
circumstances." The first to occupy the building did not move in
until mid-October; it was not fully in use until November. The
workmen did not complete all of their tasks until May 1890. The
building committee hoped tokeep costs to$10,000 or less, but it was
not successful.
The thoroughly renovated Pennsylvania Hallcontained eighty-six
rooms for student occupancy, some of which were arranged so that
two students could use one of them for study and one for sleeping.
The building committee quickly abandoned the plan to add a large
extension to the north center of the building, but it did install new
85 In1892, at a cost of $1,200, the College purchased a clock and bell for the tower.
The old bellwhich had been moved from Pennsylvania Hallbut was soon found to be
unsatisfactory in its new location was then retired from service. The cost of these
improvements was met by contributions from Mrs. John Wiseman and William
L. Glatfelter.
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windows, doors, floors, concrete hallways, and iron and brick stair-
ways. Itplaced an extension to the east and west ends of the build-
ing, each of which became a stairwell. Cast iron steps with brick
cheek walls topped by cast stone replaced the old wooden steps of the
portico.
Prompted by an act which the state legislature passed on June 3,
1885, one to which the trustees had for several years avoided res-
ponding, the building committee installed fire escapes. Penn-
sylvania Hallwas now divided into three distinct divisions or parts,,
which the catalogue described prosaically as east, middle, and west.
With a more highlydeveloped sense of style, the CoJJege Monthly in
November 1889 suggested naming them Gentlemen's Retreat,
Devil's Den, and Fools' Gallery. Some young men returning in the
fall of 1889 may have thought for a moment that the devil was
indeed making a fool of them. Gone were the days of the $9 annual
room rent. Inits place there was a scale ranging from $21.75 for the
least desirable and usually avoided basement rooms to $48 for the
best quarters. Twostudents using a room could divide the cost between
them. Except for the old chapel, which was now turned over to the
Young Men's Christian Association for its use, and for the reading
rooms of the literary societies, the entire building was devoted to
dormitory purposes.
The groundbreaking ceremonies for Brua Memorial Chapel
occurred on June 27, 1888, a few minutes after the conclusion of
those during which the cornerstone of the New Recitation Building
was laid. Trustee William M. Baum spoke about the generosity of
John P. Brua. The daughters of Presidents Valentine and McKnight
broke the first ground. However, construction did not begin
immediately. Notuntil December did the trustees actually enter into
a contract withWilliamA. Slagle, who agreed, for the sum of $15,400,
to erect and complete the structure. Work began in the early spring
of 1889 and was far enough advanced to permit formal laying of the
cornerstone on May 16 of that year. The speaker on this occasion
was Charles Emory Smith, editor of the Philadelphia Press. Unex-
pected and extended delays in securing the special roofing tiles ren-
dered impossible the expected completion date of September 1889
and forced the faculty to conduct chapel service during the 1889-
1890 year in the sweat box. Commencement exercises were held in
the new structure in June 1890 and it was used for opening College
exercises and for daily chapel services for the first time in the
following September. It was dedicated on September 7, 1890.
Charles A. Hay preached the sermon and Harvey W. McKnight
dedicated the building "foruses, religious and literary, inthe cause
of Christian education."
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Brua Chapel
Completed in1890. This picture appeared inthe first Spectrum, published
in 1891.
According to an account in the College Monthly for December
1888, the site of Brua Chapel (as it willnow be called) was selected
because it was "close to the principal entrance to the college
grounds, within full view of the Gettysburg and Harrisburg
Railroad." It was placed so that "the northern entrance, which will
be most ordinarily used, willbe in a direct line from the main
entrance to the dormitory building." The article described the
architectural style as "the later Romanesque," similar to that of the
New Recitation Building. "Local common brick" and Hummelstown
brownstone were used to achieve the desired effect. A seventy-foot
tower stood at the southeast corner. The estimated seating capacity
was 750, of which one-third would be accommodated in what was
described as the morning chapel. Located at the north end of the
building, the morning chapel could easily be separated from the rest
of the auditorium by movable partitions. In addition, there were
three vestibules, a small sacristy, and a gallery along the east
wall.
While the faculty and trustees were considering the best use of the
space which would be available once the New Recitation Building
was completed, Edward S. Breidenbaugh proposed that the
functions of Linnaean Hall and McCreary Gymnasium be reversed,
at least in part. Move the chemistry laboratory into the existing
gymnasium building and the latter into Lirfhaean, he advised^ and
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move the mineralogical collection into the new building. 86 In
January 1889 the board of trustees accepted his plan. In spite of the
fact that expenditures forbuilding and renovations were running far
ahead of projections, the trustees, during a special meeting in
December, directed the building committee toproceed at once. Con-
sequently, inJanuary 1890 the College entered into a contract with
Calvin Gilbert and Joseph J. Smith, members of a local firm, to
execute the plans which John A.Dempwolf had prepared. The value
of the contract, which was $7,359.70, included alterations to the
existing gymnasium and preparation of a room in the new building
toreceive the mineralogial collection. Supervised byBreidenbaugh,
the work was completed in the spring of 1890 and the new facility
was ready for full use in the fall.
Abandoning an early proposal to move the old gymnasium to
some other part of the campus and renovate it there, the building
committee, in the words of Breidenbaugh, raised "the frame shell ...
about two feet from the ground and entirely remodeled [it],only the
old frame work remaining." 87 When completed, itincluded several
laboratories, with space for more than ninety students; a large class
room; balance room; assay room; and several supply rooms. Writing
in the College Monthly for March 1890, Breidenbaugh stated that
"the building is very convenient and comfortable in arrangement -
and is a very great improvement over the contracted space and
inconveniences of the present quarters."
On February 1, 1890 the College entered into a contract with
Gilbert and Smith to carry out the plans which Dempwolf had pre-
pared for remodeling Linnaean Hall. The amount of the contract
was $7,140. Except for a few items, the work, supervised by George
D. Stahley, was completed by the end of December 1890. During the
fall term students used one of the large rooms inthe new building for
their calisthenics. Writing in the College Monthly for February
1891, Stahley described Linnaean Hall as "enlarged and entirely
reconstructed." A twenty- four foot extension was added to the north
end and the portico on the south side was considerably altered. On
the first floor, there were some 270 lockers, a wash room, dressing
room, two bowling alleys, and toilet facilities. 88 The second floor
86 As early as December 1887, President McKnight asked John A. Dempwolf to
determine whether McCreary had the "capacity for the apparatus of a first class gym-
nasium." A few months later he announced that he had found someone who would
contribute part ofthe $3,600 needed for its renovation. College Monthly for Decem-
ber 1887 and March 1888.
87 Quoted in the Spectrum (1893), p. 45.
88 The College Monthly described the toilets as "a water closet 24 feet by 18 feet con-
structed according to the 'Smead dry closet system.' "
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contained the main gymnasium, office space, a gallery with a felt
and canvas track, and an observation gallery. "The alumni and
friends of the College can rest assured," Stahley wrote, "that this is a
strictly first-class gymnasium in all its appointments and
appliances."
Advocates of enlarged College facilities had urged the trustees to
reduce the danger of fire on campus by constructing one facility
which would heat all of the buildings. In January 1889 the board
committed itself to this end. "The heating of all the buildings on the
campus, from one central point, is the one thing in all our im-
provements that promises to pay its own way and possibly more,"
argued the College Monthly inApril."To failinthis, or postpone it,
willbe a disappointment to all and detract largely from the impor-
tant changes now going on." There was to be no retreat from the
decision to proceed. InSeptember the trustees accepted the bid of
$2,839 made by Gilbert and Smith to construct the boiler house and
that of$16,000 made byKelly,Jones, and Company of Pittsburgh to
install the steam-heat system. Work began promptly enough, but it
took more time than anticipated to complete the necessary digging,
lay the pipes, make the connections, and get the system working
properly. Students complained that the radiators at first did not
radiate anything. They seemed to function best, it was reported,
when used for cracking nuts. Early inDecember the faculty decided
that "inview of the uncomfortable condition of many of the college
rooms and recitation rooms, due to the delay in completing the
steam-heating apparatus," classes would end a week before
scheduled, "unless the weather prove too unfavorable, in which
case we willclose earlier." The heat was not turned on for the first
time until mid-December. In March 1890 the College Monthly
reported that steam heat had now been introduced into all of the
buildings but the stilluncompleted gymnasium and that, except for
a few rooms on the fourth floor of Pennsylvania Hall, where larger
radiators were necessary, itwas workingreasonably well. "The con-
venience and comfort of the heating," wrote Edward S. Breiden-
baugh in 1892, "is only understood by those who had experience
with the old system of stoves." 89
In conjunction with the heating plant, the building committee
drilled a deep well near the boiler house and used some of its water
for campus use. InPennsylvania Hall, water was available on the
first floor only. The 1891 catalogue described the "water works" of
the College as a well two hundred feet deep, "from which the water
is pumped by a wind milland hot air engine, as occasion requires,
89Spectrum (1893), p. 46.
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into a large tank inthe tower of the Recitation Hall,whence itis dis-
tributed to the various buildings on the campus." 90
To recapitulate, between June 1887 and December 1890 the build-
ing committee had supervised the planning and construction of
three new buildings (New Recitation Building, Brua Chapel, and the
heating plant) and the extensive renovation of three others
(Pennsylvania Hall, McCreary Gymnasium, and Linnaean Hall).
Compared to all of the previous efforts of the College to provide
facilities for carrying out its educational program, this was by far
the most imposing. The costs incurred were even more imposing.
According tothe report which the building committee submitted to
the board of trustees at the conclusion of its work, the total
attributed to each of the buildings was as follows: New Recitation
Building, $92,850.11; Brua Memorial Chapel, $19,025.34;
Pennsylvania Hall, $17,631.07; heating plant, $20,558.19;
chemistry building, $9,761.25; and Linnaean Hall, $10,676.75. The
sum total of these six items was $170,502.75.
When one recalls the reluctance of the board of trustees toembark
upon this building and renovation program in the first place, it is
remarkable that, once having committed themselves, they were so
determined to carry it through to completion. Time and again, noted
the College Monthly for December 1889, "our Trustees have shown
their purpose to take nobackward step nor even halt in carrying out
the liberal things they devised about a year ago." The editor
attributed this to the fact that "there are men in the Board who will
not rest tillwe have what every first-class college ought tohave." He
was pleased that "they are men, too, who not only help to pass
resolutions but help also most liberally in furnishing the
wherewithal to carry them out." What he did not note was that a
number of these trustees were newcomers to the board.
The College could accurately say that it was able to dedicate the
New Recitation Building free of debt. The amounts which President
McKnight collected for that purpose and which were subscribed on
the day of its dedication did cover its costs. Inaddition, the contribu-
tion of John P. Brua paid for about 80 percent of the cost of the
chapel. In order to meet the remaining financial obligations, the
board of trustees borrowed $25,000 from local banks and $30,000
(on June 27, 1889) from the Spring Garden Insurance Company
of Philadelphia. 91
90The College installed its own water system because no satisfactory arrangements
could be made at this time withthe Gettysburg Water Company, which feared that the
College might use more water than it could supply.
91This latter obligation, payable in five years, was secured by a mortgage on the
real estate of the College. The interest rate was 472 percent. Adams County Mortgage
Book J, pp. 254-258.
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In the absence of any large gifts to erase this indebtedness, the
trustees asked President McKnight to resume his travels. Although
he diligently covered many miles and secured some contributions,
the results were disappointing. There were at least three reasons for
his scanty success. First, the depression which began in1893, while
not as long as the one twenty years earlier, was nevertheless severe.
Second, there appears to have been an unwritten understanding,
once the seminary decided to remain in Gettysburg and begin a
building program, that it would have priority in approaching con-
gregations in supporting synods for contributions. 92 Third, a dispute
between the trustees and Professor H. Louis Baugher, which lasted
from 1892 to 1896, alienated some congregations and potential
donors. InJune 1898 the board named a committee to appeal to the
state legislature for financial help, but nothing came of this effort.
When McKnight left office in1904, the notes had been paid, but the
$30,000 mortgage remained. It was not satisfied until March 28,
1913. 93
After no discernible upward trend in student enrollment during
the first eighteen years of the period under study (1868-1886), a
rather dramatic change began in1887. Enrollment ineach of the two
preceding years was about average for the period: 94 students. In
1887 it was 166; in1889, 136; and in 1892, 175. Assuming that this
trend was going to continue, President McKnight told the
Philadelphia alumni in January 1892 that the College needed an
additional dormitory. Soon the College Monthly began echoing his
call. InMayitclaimed that "the students want to room inthe college
buildings, their parents prefer to have them do so, and itis the desire
of the College authorities to have them together instead of scattered
through the town." The depression which began in tire following
year not only made itmore difficult toraise money for building pur-
poses, but italso reduced enrollment from 175 in1893 to 134 in1896.
With the return ofprosperity inthe followingyear, the board of trus-
tees named a committee tocall the attention of the church to the con-
tinuingneed foradditional dormitory facilities. Astory to that effect
appeared in the Lutheran Observer for January 29, 1897.
In June 1897 the board of trustees named President McKnight,
921n 1902 McKnight informed the Superintendent of Public Instruction that "our
Theological Seminary has had the field for the last eight years ina canvass for funds
to pay for its new buildings, and, according to an unwritten law, we have kept out as
much as possible." Report of the Superintendent (1902), p. 921.
93The mortgage was assumed on February 10, 1897 by William W. Hafer of
Abbottstown, whose estate transferred itto Farmers and Merchants Trust Company
of Chambersburg on April 20, 1910. Adams County Deed Book XX, pp. 592, and
Adams County Miscellaneous Books B, pp. 524-525, and C, p. 386.
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James Strong, Philip H. Glatfelter, Charles M. Stock, and J. Emory
Bair members of a building committee and charged them with con-
structing two or more dormitories. Using the plans which John A.
Dempwolf prepared, they advertised for bids. In July 1897 they
entered into a contract, amounting to $14,782, with a local builder,
MervilleE. Stallsmith, to construct the first of what was intended to
be a series of three new dormitories. By September the walls were
going up. The students first occupied South College, as it was called
(it was not named KcKnight Hall until 1916), when they returned to
the campus early in January 1898. The total cost of the building
was $19,242.
Constructed of brick, with Indiana brownstone trim, South
College was eighty-five by thirty-four feet. Rooms located on its
three floors could accommodate about fiftystudents, some in single
and others in double rooms. There was hot and cold water on each
floor and lavatories in what were described as convenient places. 94
"The erection of this dormitory has proved very advantageous to the
College," wrote a proud President McKnight inhis report to the
board of trustees in January 1898. "Ithas already secured for us four
South College
First occupied as a dormitory inJanuary 1898, this building was renamed
McKnight Hail in 1916.
94 When McKnight Hall was connected to the heating system, Stevens Hallwas dis-
connected and given its own system.
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students, who otherwise would probably have gone to Yale or
Harvard."
The days when the College could get along with one janitor ended
about the time John Hopkins died in 1868, the same year in which
Stevens Hallwas first occupied bystudents. The trustees now found
itnecessary to employ two janitors, one for the College proper and a
second for the preparatory department. In the mid-1880s it hired a
night watchman. In the fall of 1889 John B. Hamilton (1849-1933)
began a career of forty-four years with the College, most of them as
superintendent of buildings and grounds, withspecial responsibility
for maintaining the heating plant.
Between 1868 and 1904 a number of janitors and watchmen came
and went. Except for surviving treasurer's vouchers, most of them
are not remembered. The man who was the true successor of John
Hopkins in the life of the College was Adam Foutz or Pfoutz (1841-
1911), whose tenure began in1876 and ended with his retirement, on
a pension of $5 per month, thirty years later. Ina sense, his position
was demoted from the rank enjoyed byhis predecessor. While Hopkins
was known as the Vice President, Pfoutz had to be content with the
title of Governor, or Guv, or even plain Jan. Adam was a good-
natured and long-suffering man. Ifwe are tobelieve the writerof his
obituary inthe Gettysburg Compiler, "when he pretended tobe cross
at some pranks of the boys it was always with a twinkle inhis eye
and a smile on his lips." Patiently, we are led to believe, he would
clean out the keyholes of some class or dormitory rooms which
students had plugged tightly with something which hardened like
cement. 9s Without complaining, he brought students down from the
cupola which was off limits to them because the faculty believed
they could be up to no good when they were on top of it.Guv was
also confident ofhis own ability tohandle general College affairs. In
June 1891 the College Monthly gave his reported response to a
townsman who asked him how things were going at a time when
most of the faculty were out of town: "Allright -better than when
they are all here."
While it was the assigned duty of the janitor to trim the trees,
repair the fences, and keep the paths covered with tanbark and
ashes, long after 1868 students continued helping to take care of the
campus. Each spring, in Aprilor May, classes were dismissed on
one day for the freshmen, on another for the sophomores, and on
still another for the juniors. Those who chose not to work were
95Benjamin V. D. Fisher, of the class of 1881, recalled one such incident. Irate
students prevented Jan and a particularly obnoxious group of visitors fromleaving
the cupola by filling the keyhole of the locked door with melted lead. Ittook two
hours to release them. Spectrum (1902), p. 188.
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Adam Foutz (1841-1911)
Janitor from 1876 to 1906. While his predecessor was called vice presi
dent, Adam had to be content with the title of governor.
expected to attend classes as usual. One wonders whether any ever
appeared to recite. During these campus days, as they were called,
students worked under the direction of the janitor to clear away the
debris left by the winter and prepare the grounds for another grow-
ing season. It is evident that for many young men that day was a
spring holiday, but, nevertheless, enough work was accomplished
to justify the faculty's continuing the practice into the 1880s.
George P. Ockershausen bought the College its first lawnmower
in1871, but the machine soon fell into disuse and was forgotten. It
was the custom to allow the grass to grow until the janitor decided
that the time had come to cut it, with a scythe. The resulting hay
crop was his to use for his own benefit. It was also the custom for
the students to spend most of one night making a crop of their own
before leaving the campus. They fed theirs to no horse or cow, but
packed it tightly into some classroom or the chapel. One item in the
College Monthly for July 1883 was news of the breaking of this cus-
tom. "Jan harvested his hay this year without its going through the
usual process of chapel packing."
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According to the College Monthly for June 1885, Jan was com-
plaining that littleboys were beginning to pay attention to the "no
trespassing on these grounds" signs at the College entrances, but
cows were not. They wandered in from the farm to the north and
from the outlots to the west. 96 There is little evidence of fences along
these entrances to the campus, but there was a four- foot fence along
Washington street. In1887 it was replaced by an elaborate iron
fence extending about nine hundred feet from the old gymnasium to
the southeast corner of the campus.
In 1886 trustees David Wills and John G. Butler secured for the
College the services of William Saunders (1822-1900), the famous
horticulturist and landscape gardener for the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture, who in 1863 designed Soldiers' National
Cemetery in Gettysburg. Saunders concluded that the campus was
much too cluttered with trees. He recommended removal of the
arbors which had graced it foryears, as well as ofmany ailantus and
silver poplar trees. Over the objections of those who opposed any
such changes as destructive of the beauty which they saw in the old
campus appearance, the College took his advice. Citizens of Gettys-
burg contributed about $500 to help pay for the new arrangement.
"Workmen have been busy from day to day pulling down trees, cut-
ting them into cord wood and logs, clearing away rubbish, fillingup
and leveling off the grounds, and making new drives," reported the
College Monthly for December 1886. Allof the ailantus and silver
poplars were going, "leaving the center of the campus quite bare and
giving a much better viewof ... Pennsylvania Hall,...There is no
question but that the shade was too dense both for health and the
growth of grass." The editor advised his readers "to wait tillthe
drives and walks are finished and the grass has had time to grow
before saying whether you like the changes or not." He judged it
necessary to repeat this advice inthe spring of1887, when the grass
was sown and when Norway spruce trees and hedges were planted.
As an integral part of these changes, the College now purchased one
large and one small lawnmower, retiring the janitor's scythe. 97
Eleven years later, in1897, the board of trustees authorized the
president "to employ a landscape gardener to make a plan of the
grounds, indicating drives, walks, clusters of trees, building sites,
98In1874 the faculty instructed the janitors to pen up allstray cattle found on cam-
pus and threatened to prosecute their owners for trespassing.
971n 1897-1898, with the approval pf faculty and trustees, students raised an
estimated $1,200 inan unsuccessful effort to erect a life-size bronze statue of Samuel
Simon Schmucker midway between Pennsylvania Hall and Brua Chapel. In1902-
1903, trustees listened sympathetically to the plans of the Young Men's Christian
Association to build its own building on campus. Although they gave the proposal
their blessing, almost twenty years elapsed before the building became a reality.
Panoramic view of the
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etc." In1901 Edward H. Bissell of Philadelphia proposed turning the
northern and western parts of the campus into a park area. Incarrying
out his plan, the College constructed new driveways and planted
more than four hundred new trees and shrubs.
As was the case during the period discussed in the previous chapter,
so between 1868 and 1904 Christ Lutheran church, at 30
Chambersburg street, should be regarded as a functioning part of the
College campus. Through the 1888-1889 academic year,
baccalaureate and commencement exercises were held in the
sanctuary. Well into the 1889-1890 year, many other College
functions occurred in the church. For long after 1904 students were
required to worship there each Sunday, unless they had written per-
mission from their parents to worship elsewhere. Some students
became members of the congregation. In 1904, all nine professors
were also members.
Nevertheless, the relationship between the congregation and the
College was not always a smooth one. For one thing, the faculty had
long wanted a more satisfactory place in which to hold commence-
ment exercises. The two alternatives which they considered briefly
in the early 1870s were Agricultural Hall on the fair grounds in
Gettysburg and McCreary Gymnasium which was completed in
1872. Lack of funds made itimpossible to construct the latter so that
itcould serve both purposes. The faculty did not achieve their goal
of an auditorium on campus until Brua Chapel was ready for its first
use in the late spring of 1890.
Another faculty dissatisfaction with Christ church stemmed from
the fact that it had no full-time pastor. Clerical members of the
seminary and College faculties were stillexpected to provide it with
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preaching and other pastoral services. Albeit with some occasional
grumbling, members of the College faculty fulfilled these duties during
the early years, for some sixteen of which Henry L. Baugher
functioned as stated pastor of the congregation. Ifnothing else, he
was first among equals in this capacity.
Baugher resigned his position in1866, and the congregation chose
Charles A.Hay of the seminary faculty to succeed him. Within two
years all of the old clerical professors were gone from the College
faculty, and their successors were much younger men who were less
tolerant of the existing arrangement. Years later, Henry Eyster
Jacobs wrote that what had once been voluntary "had grown into a
rule which was executed as though by written statute. The freedom
and joy of preaching were in measure lost."98 In 1876, during the
course of a dispute with the church council, most of the clerical
members of the faculty announced their intention of withdrawing
from the pulpit. This caused immediate consternation in the board
of trustees, whose members believed that the College had a respon-
sibility toprovide preaching for worship services which the students
were required to attend, in June 1876 the executive committee
appealed to "the uniform custom for the last forty years, which
thereby became the unwritten law of the institution," in asking the
faculty pastors to reverse their decision. After what was described
as a "protracted discussion" of the case, the fullboard declared that,
"in view of the paramount importance of properly caring for the
spiritual interests of the students committed to their care," it was
requesting all of the clerical members of the faculty "to take their
9BJacobs, Memoirs, p. 144.
campus taken in 1897.
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turn in preaching in the College church, trusting that, by mutual
efforts, under the blessing of the Prince of peace, the harmony be-
tween them may be restored." At the same time, the board made it
clear that it was not expressing any opinion regarding the merits of
the differences between the faculty and the church council."
Inresponse to this appeal, the concerned members of the faculty
agreed to fulfill their preaching assignments during the academic
year and to discuss with their seminary counterparts filling the
pulpit during the summer months. A year later they reported to the
board that, "without recognizing any right of the institution inherent
in their position as Professors to require them to preach in Christ's
Church, Gettysburg," nevertheless since the history of the College
demonstrated that such preaching "was a voluntary and gratuitous
service," which they rendered "feeling a responsibility, under their
general call as Christians and ministers," they had "unanimously
and cheerfully" agreed to the request of the board, and they had
worked out mutually satisfactory preaching arrangements for the
entire year.
The finalresolution of this matter had been delayed, not effected.
InJune 1888, as Hayprepared to resign his position inthe congrega-
tion, the College Monthly declared that "the present state of affairs
is abnormal, and the sooner it is changed the better," In the months
that followed, the journal urged the congregation to call a full-time
pastor. In October the members voted to do just that, but then re-
elected Hay when the pledges made toward a pastoral salary fell far
short of what was required. Arenewed effort in1891 was more suc-
cessful, and Hay resigned again in the following year. Because
students were still being required to attend worship services, the
board of trustees now agreed to contribute $300 annually toward a
pastor's salary. Inthe spring of 1893 Luther S. Black, a member of
the class of 1888, became the first full-time pastor of Christ
Lutheran church. In 1895 he married a daughter of President and
Mrs. McKnight.
Preparatory Department
In 1868 few people doubted the necessity of the preparatory
department -what the faculty on one occasion called their training
"Inhis diary, Charles A. Hay touches upon some of the reasons which led to the
dispute between the faculty and the church council. Hay was able to see both sides in
the dispute. He recorded the observation of a seminary colleague who took a dim
view of the "rich men who can give parties that cost them over $100 and set up
Christmas trees that cost over $50," but who want their preaching "foralmost noth-
ing." For Henry Eyster Jacobs' explanation ofthe reasons for the dispute, see Jacobs,
Memoirs, pp. 181-183.
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school -in assuring the continued success of the College. At a time
when public high schools were still the exception rather than the
rule, at least two-thirds of the students entering Gettysburg College
had first spent two or three years inits prep. Wellmight the editors
of Our Olio, the junior class publication of 1874, feature the pre-
paratory department with a statement whose inspiration was taken
from a well-known CivilWar song: "We are coming Father Valentine,
Some sixty strong or more."
The trustees had demonstrated their concern for prep byresolving
in1865 to seek its "immediate resuscitation and improvement." To
that end they asked the faculty to revise the course of study, revived
the office ofprincipal and named Charles }.Ehrehart to the position,
and built Stevens Hall. Under Ehrehart's vigorous leadership,
enrollment more than doubled, increasing from a low of 40 in1862
and 1863 to 94 in 1868, when Stevens Hall, although still uncom-
pleted, was first occupied. But the high hopes that these measures
would introduce a new and sustained era of prosperity for the pre-
paratory department were not to be realized.
In April1870 Ehrehart resigned his position, effective at the end
of the academic year. In a long letter to the board of trustees, he
recited the troubles which he had encountered ever since the new
building was first used and which had now become unbearable. He
placed much of the blame on the fact that the hall was not large
enough to accommodate all of the students and, particularly, on the
fact that there were no facilities to accommodate himself and his
family. "Apreparatory school for boys can never be a success," he
wrote, "unless the Principal and his family occupy the same building,
or one immediately adjoining." In addition, Stevens Hall had too
much large dormitory space; students ,he argued, should have their
own separate rooms for study and sleeping. By the terms of his
agreement with the College, Ehrehart had furnished the rooms in
Stevens Hall at a cost of more than $2,100 to himself and was res-
ponsible for providing the students with such essential services as
board and fuel. Now he found that collecting the money from them
on his own account "weakens his influence, and interferes with the
discipline of the Institution." Inconcluding, he expressed the hope
that the department could be strengthened, "for upon its success
depends in a great measure the success of Pennsylvania
College."100
Ehrehart's successor was Solomon Sentman (1807-1871), a
veteran trustee who gave up his parish tobecome superintendent of
100C. J. Ehrehart to the board of trustees, April19, 1870, GCA. Ehrehart's wifedied
in1867, leaving him withseveral small children. Inillhealth himself forsome years,
he died in November 1870, a few months after leaving office.
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the preparatory department. Presumably he was given that title
because he was not expected to teach. The trustees quickly
recognized the validity of one of Ehrehart's complaints by building
partitions in the large dormitory space in Stevens Hall to create
separate rooms for study and sleeping. The boarding arrangements
which Ehrehart had inaugurated proved to be no more successful
than the earlier College efforts had been. Responding to student
complaints, the faculty in 1871 made boarding voluntary. A few
years later, itabandoned the service entirely.101 Sentman moved his
family into Stevens Hall, where their residence was terminated by
his unexpected death in December 1871.
The faculty then named a recent graduate and tutor in the depart-
ment, Hart Gilbert (1845-1898), as acting principal. Between 1873
and 1877 Philip L. Harrison (1829-1897) served as superintendent
and livedinthe building. He resigned tobecome a fund raiser for the
College. His tenure coincided with the worst times of the 1870s.
Prep enrollment dropped, as did that inthe College proper. When he
resigned in1877, the board of trustees revived the title of principal
and named Philip M. Bikle to the position. In the interests of
economy, itasked that most of the faculty do some teaching in the
department and that Bikle continue to perform his previous duties.
Although the members of the faculty accepted their added respon-
sibilities, they did not hesitate either to tell the trustees that some of
their proposals were unwise or unworkable or, in a few cases, to
decline to carry them out. "The lower the grade of the pupil," they
advised the board in April1879, "the more needful it is that the
teaching and discipline be concentrated in the hands of the
smallest number."
As better times eventually returned, the trustees elected John B.
Focht (1851-1924) principal and made him a member of the faculty
with the rank of professor. He served from 1882 to 1887. His suc-
cessor, Huber G. Buehler (1864-1924), the son of David A.Buehler,
was principal from 1887 until he resigned in the summer of 1892 to
join the faculty of the new Hotchkiss School, Lakeville, Connec-
ticut, of which he eventually became headmaster. Oscar G. Klinger
was principal from 1892 until he was chosen Franklin Professor of
Greek four years later. The board then elected Charles H. Huber
(1871-1951), son of EliHuber, who remained incharge of the pre-
paratory department (later the Gettysburg Academy) until it closed
in 1935.
Between 1868 and 1904 annual catalogue statements of the pur-
poses of the preparatory department changed, but three basic
101 Apparently meals were never served inStevens Hall itself, but inahouse located
to the north of it which the College had purchased before the hall was built.
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themes were present in all of them. First, prep continued to provide
instruction in what were called "all the branches of a thorough
English education." These included reading, grammar, composi-
tion, penmanship, arithmetic, history, and geography. Second, it
prepared young men (and later women) for entrance into college,
especially into the college of which it was a part. As the 1887
catalogue explained it, "the primary design of the course of study is
to prepare students of either sex for the Freshman Class of
Pennsylvania College." This explains the presence in the
curriculum of such subjects as mathematics, philosophy, Latin, and
Greek. Third, the department claimed to prepare students for entry
into careers as accountants, engineers, and teachers. One looks in
vain for more than a few courses apparently designed to serve this
third purpose. There was one inbookkeeping and the catalogues did
state that prep students could choose certain College courses for
which they might be qualified. Inlater years, the catalogue asserted
Charles H. Huber (1871-1951)
His professional career with the College began when he became principal
of the preparatory department in1896. It ended when he retired as director
of the women's division in1941.
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that the quality of work expected of all students in the department
was enhanced because it was supervised by a college faculty in a
college atmosphere and also because preparatory students had
access to a college library. As before, the fullcourse of study was
expected to take most students three years.
On more than one occasion after the legislature provided for a sys-
tem of normal schools to train public school teachers, the College
considered establishing such an agency as part of the preparatory
department. For example, in January 1872 the county superinten-
dent of schools proposed that the College do this. Twomonths later,
without rejecting the idea, the faculty decided that it was "inex-
pedient at this time to organize such a Department." Probably the
recent death of the principal and the current hard times were the
major reasons for the decision. Some twenty years later, in1893, the
board of trustees approved a special course of study for prospective
teachers to be organized within the preparatory department. In1898
itauthorized the faculty to give it fullrecognition, and the catalogue
which appeared later that year announced that the College was now
offering a teachers' course during the spring term. According to the
statement, the course recognized both "the existence of a science
and an art of education which imposes the duty of preparation on
those who would teach" and "the paramount importance of the
thorough knowledge of the subject-matter to be taught." That being
the case, the prospective teacher was offered instruction inboth the
theory and practice of teaching and in "all the 'common school'
branches." Experienced teachers supplemented the work of the
regular prep faculty. In 1903-1904 about twelve students were
enrolled in the teacher's course, at the conclusion of which they
hoped tobe able topass the teacher's examination which the county
superintendent administered.
Except for the brief period in the 1870s when the College faculty
did most of the teaching, the instructional staff of the preparatory
department usually consisted of the principal and from one to three
tutors, depending on enrollment. Most of the tutors were recent
College graduates who remained for one or two years before
actively pursuing their intended careers. By the 1890s, this long-
established pattern was beginning tochange. Abraham B. Bunn Van
Ormer (1869-1941), a nongraduate hired as tutor in1894, remained
until 1901 and conducted courses in the program for teachers. For
the last two years of his tenure he was styled Instructor in
Pedagogy. 102
102 Van Ormer, who held a Pd.D. degree awarded by New YorkUniversity, earned
college and seminary degrees at Gettysburg and entered the parish ministry in1901.
Later he was a member of the faculties of Ursinus, Irving, and Juniata Colleges.
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In the early days enrollment in the preparatory department often
exceeded that inthe four College classes. The last year in which this
occurred was 1865-1866. Between 1868 and 1888 the average pre-
paratory enrollment was 52, while that in the College was 98. Between
1888 and 1904 the respective figures were 73 and 170. Many of the
prep students continued to come from Gettysburg and the rest of
Adams county. InJune 1883, acting with the permission of the board
of trustees, the faculty decided that it was "expedient" to admit
women to the department. Nine enrolled for the fall term. 103 The
catalogue made very clear that women were day students who were
not eligible for dormitory accommodations. However, out-of-town
parents were assured that lodging and board were easily found with
reputable Gettysburg families. The 1897 catalogue stated that there
was now a separate study hall for women students, who were "not
obliged to mingle with the general classes except at regular recita-
tion periods." In addition, while on campus they were "under the
care of a lady superintendent." This was Emily B. Homer (1870-
1942), who upon her graduation by the College in1901 was chosen
Instructor inHistory for the preparatory department. She was the
first woman to be listed among the College's instructional staff.
After Principal Charles H. Huber reported in1902 that more than a
quarter of the students in prep were now women and that there
needed to be some formal recognition of their place in the school,
the board of trustees authorized the listing of a preceptress in the
faculty section of the catalogue. The name of Rosa E. Plank (1879-
1980), a 1903 graduate, appeared in the 1903-1904 issue.
In1898 the faculty informed the board of trustees that major work
needed to be done on the exterior and interior of Stevens Hall. They
asked the board to consider as one of its options abolishing the pre-
paratory department. In their January meeting, the trustees rejected
this option and directed the building committee which had just com-
pleted South College to bring inrecommendations for Stevens Hall.
In June the committee presented figures for constructing a new pre-
paratory building on a different site, for extensive remodeling of the
old building, and for moderately repairing it.Not having yet found
all of the money topay for South College, the trustees authorized the
expenditure of up to $3,500 to repair and refurnish Stevens Hall.
103For a discussion of women in the College, see pp. 302-304. The firstnine women
were Maggie M.Blackwelder, Henrietta L.Forney, Anna R. Miller,Rosa B. Pitzer,
Laura M. Spangler, Beulah M. Tipton, Esther A. Valentine, Mary R. Wolf, and
Bertha L. Ziegler. Blackwelder was from Arendtsville and Miller from Keysville,
Maryland. The other seven were from Gettysburg. Miss Tipton's father was W. H.
Tipton, well-known Gettysburg photographer. Miss Valentine's father was president
of the College.
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The committee was directed toborrow temporarily from the endow-
ment in order to pay the bills.
The Curriculum
The 1868 catalogue of Gettysburg College used less than three
pages to describe the curriculum which the faculty offered. As
already noted, of 122 topics or combinations of topics listed under
"the studies of the several classes," 43 dealt with Greek and Latin
language, literature, and culture, while 13 dealt with mathematics.
Aglance at these and other subjects, including philosophy, chemistry,
arid surveying, shows that there had been little curricular develop-
ment since 1832. Most of that which had occurred was in German
and inEnglish language and literature. Most of the "studies" listed
were required of all candidates for the bachelor's degree. Although
there was optional work which a student could take, there were no
elective studies, at least not in the sense in which that term was
later used.
The inaugural address which Milton Valentine gave inDecember
1868 shows clearly that he was well aware of major changes which
were then occurring in American life, and especially in higher
education, which those persons responsible fora college curriculum
could not ignore. In some way they would have torespond to these
far-reaching developments, either by re-endorsing all of their old
positions, by rejecting the traditional and adopting the new, or by
attempting to select from the old and the new what they believed
was best for their students. Virtually every major pronouncement
which Valentine and his successors made during the next thirty-six
years gave evidence that those persons charged with administering
Gettysburg College were fashioning responses which they thought
were most appropriate for the institution which they wanted the
College to become.
Every alert college needed to determine to what extent it should
adopt the approach of the developing university tohigher learning.
The belief that neither traditional Christianity nor classical learning
was the sufficient source of truth and the conviction that higher
education should stress the acquisition of new knowledge convinced
some that, whatever might have been true in the past, study in a
liberal arts college was now largely a waste of time. The supporters
of Gettysburg rejected this view. Inhis inaugural, MiltonValentine
proclaimed that both colleges and universities had their place in
American higher education. In a letter which appeared in the
College Monthly inApril1879, John G. Morris expressed a similar
view. He asked this question: Doundergraduates get a better educa-
tion at The Johns Hopkins University than at Gettysburg? "Ianswer
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decidedly, No!" was his response. "Anystudious young man will
come out from Gettysburg as good or a better educated man than
from the Hopkins, and Icould give good reasons for it too!" The
university was the place for those desiring tocontinue their studies,
because ithad "the men, the apparatus, the libraries, and alljpther
instrumentalities." From time to time the College Monthly noted the
precipitous decline in the percentage of university graduates preparing
for the ministry. Gettysburg never discriminated against students
intent upon other professions or occupations, but neither did she
apologize for the fact that until after 1904 it was not unusual for at
least half of her graduating class to enter the seminary. A good
college course such as the faculty believed itwas offering appeared
to be the best preparation for the Lutheran ministry as well as for
other careers. "Pennsylvania College, ... is not a University,"
declared the 1892 catalogue, "and is content to do good collegiate
work, preparing men for the learned professions and for whatever
post-graduate studies or activities they may wish to engage
in# "104
Every alert college also needed to determine how itwould respond
to the action of Harvard University in eliminating course
requirements and introducing the elective system. Between 1872
and 1897 the university, prodded by President Charles W. Eliot,
abolished allrequired work for seniors, juniors, and sophomores in
the undergraduate college; freshmen were left with a required
course in rhetoric. 105 InJune 1873, when Eliot's changes were just
beginning, the Gettysburg faculty proposed to the board of trustees
that the study of Latin and Greek terminate at the end of the junior
year and that "an Elective System" be introduced, in which seniors
would devote the time thus released to physiology, political science,
and history. 106 The board took no action on this request, and as Harvard
104This catalogue statement did not deter the alumni editor of the Mercury from
asserting in the October 1893 issue that the Lutheran church ought to have "at least
one powerful university." Gettysburg was the logical place for it. In the November
1896 issue he congratulated Princeton on its becoming a university as itcelebrated its
sesquicentennial and expressed the hope that "long before Pennsylvania College has
reached her sesqui-centennial Princeton will have the pleasure of returning con-
gratulation to Gettysburg University."
105Rudolph, American College, p. 294. The College Monthly for April1885, pp. 84-
86, included a history of the elective system at Harvard up to that time. Eliotargued
that giving the student the right to choose his subjects was necessary to obtain his
interest, initiative, and best work. Ultimately, only complete freedom of choice
would yield the opportunity to achieve the depth required for a thorough
undergraduate education. The elective system, he believed, was much better than one
which produced a jack-of-all-trades and master of none.
106Faculty Report, June 25, 1873, GCA.
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continued with its changes, voices at Gettysburg were raised against
a wide-ranging elective system.
"There is no doubt that electives may be introduced withprofit,"
wrote the editor of the College Monthly inMarch 1885, "but ifdone
too early or too extensively the whole course may become so emas-
culated as to utterly defeat the true ends of a collegiate education."
Enough Harvard freshmen had abandoned Latin, Greek, and
mathematics for what were called the "easy studies," he believed, to
prove the contention that "youth still in their teens, as most
Freshmen are, are not qualified to select the studies best adapted for
their education - not even Harvard Freshmen." A month later, the
samepubliGation reported a famous debate on the elective system
which took place before the Nineteenth Century Club in New York
inFebruary 1885, between Charles W. Eliot and James McCosh,
president of Princeton. The latter defended required courses. The
editor was pleased that a number of university presidents who were
interviewed after the debate disagreed "with the extreme views of
President Eliot"and that "the general drift is against electives before
the Junior Year."
An elective system came to Gettysburg, with little preliminary
fanfare, in 1891. One year earlier, the board had named a joint
trustee-faculty committee to recommend whether or not to arrange
"our College Curriculum as toprovide for elective courses of study."
InMay 1891, just before the committee reported, the editor of the
College Monthly observed that "we are prepared for some electives
now, but prudence calls for caution inmaking changes under pres-
ent conditions." Obviously, he was aware of one of the major
requirements of a successful elective system. "The more the matter
is considered," he wrote, "the more evident becomes the necessity
for an increase of the number of professors and an enlargement of
facilities in all directions." 107
While lacking the funds to support expansion inthese two crucial
areas, in June 1891 the board of trustees adopted the plan of the joint
committee and it went into effect in September. During a total of
sixteen periods of work each week, sophomores could take one elec-
tive, juniors three, and seniors six. The two rules announced in the
1892 catalogue, and repeated in the one for 1904, were simply
stated. No student could choose as an elective a study for which the
instructor did not believe him qualified. Electives had to be picked
107The Report of the Commissioner (1889-1890), 2:756-757, made the same point
and praised those schools which were "strong by the zeal and capacity of their
teachers, and while not attempting to teach everything, teach the subjects which they
do undertake with increasing thoroughness."
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at the beginning of the year and then pursued until completed. For
many years after these changes were introduced, College
periodicals routinely listed all the electives which individual
students had chosen. 108 There is little evidence that the students who
enrolled at Gettysburg inthe 1890s and early 1900s were dissatisfied
with this limited elective system.
Every alert college also had to decide how it would react toEliot's
proposal in 1890 to shorten the undergraduate course of study to
three years. In justifying this further departure from long-accepted
ways, Eliot explained that the liberal arts college was being
threatened by the longer time now required for graduate and pro-
fessional studies. Making itpossible for students to complete their
course in three years by coming to college better prepared and by
taking more than the standard course load while enrolled would
increase the college's chances for survival. Inthe long run, it would
also force an improvement in the quality of secondary education,
which was another of Eliot's objectives. The alumni editor of the
College Monthly was quick to react to what he described as "this
radical intention." Writing inthe October 1890 issue, he maintained
that a three-year course would offer "an opening for superficial
work" and put "apremium on the undue haste and foolish scramble
that are becoming so much, and too much a part of our American
life." Iftime is to be saved, it should be accomplished somewhere
else. "This thing of searching for more liberty, wider range of
freedom inthought and action," he insisted, "approaches perilously
near something like misrule." Returning to the same topic in the
April1891 issue, he insisted that "there is a great deal of silent but
powerful influence exercised by such colleges as our own, that
wisely adhere to the time honored and always useful curriculum
which is largely classical in character, to the maintenance of a
natural and sensible average of age inits student constituency, -an
influence of good, always." Itsoon became evident that Eliot's pro-
posal was not about toalter the traditional four-year college course,
either at Gettysburg or elsewhere.
One of the major goals of the university was to make learning an
active exercise for students. Few, ifany, of the Gettysburg faculty
ever took issue with this goal. Both MiltonValentine and Harvey W.
McKnight embraced itin their inaugurals. College publications sub-
scribed to it.Aneditorial inthe April1893 issue of the College Monthly
declared that "the great need of the college student of to-day is that
108The 1893 catalogue listed allof the available elective courses. Itcould be argued
that the bachelor of science program which the College introduced earlier provided
an elective for students.
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he be trained along a line which willlead up to original investiga-
tion." Students "must reason out the problem for themselves and not
allow other brains to do their thinking" for them. They must "not be
mere reflectors but radiators." In its issue of January 17, 1900, the
student weekly, the Gettysburgian, urged students to engage in
"original work", by which it meant "investigation as opposed to
mere receptivity, . ..construction as opposed toreproduction." One
may ask to what degree Gettysburg College students in1904 were
personally committed to investigation and construction. Given the
size and availabilityof the libraryand the extent of the laboratories,
how far could those who were so committed proceed?
During th&semicentennial exercises of the College in June 1882,
Harvey W. McKnight was assigned the task of describing and
evaluating the incumbent Valentine administration. Incarrying out
this duty, he identified what he believed was the Gettysburg style of
responding to the educational needs of the post-Civil War era. The
changes which had been made since 1868, he explained, were not
"inany sense antagonistic to the old order of things but rather the
results of a healthful development .... New branches have been
engrafted on the parent tree, but the old ones have not been lopped
off or pruned even to make room for them." The old and the new
"have grown side by side"; they exist together. McKnight was proud
that "Pennsylvania College has not, in obedience to the modern
demand for a so-called practical education, committed the unpar-
donable mistake of neglecting her classical course orentrusting it to
Tutors or Adjuncts." There have indeed been changes in the
curriculum, he concluded, "but they have been improvements, made
byenlargement, not by revolution." Twoyears later, McKnight suc-
ceeded to the presidency, and inhis inaugural announced that this
approach would be continued: "the old shall not be removed by
revolution, but preserved and carried up into the new by a safe and
healthful evolution." 109 Itremained to be seen whether the result of
that evolution would be a proper curriculum for students in an
increasingly rapidly changing America or a bloated mixture of the
old and new which lacked the strengths of either.
The1872 catalogue was the first to list departments of instruction.
Seven of these were enumerated: Intellectual and Moral Science,
Physical and Natural Sciences, Mathematics and Astronomy, Latin
Language, Greek Language, English Language and Literature, and
109Quoted in the College Monthly for July 1882, pp. 206-207, and October 1885, p.
229. Inthe July 1877 issue of this journal, a writer who signed himself H. E. I.(was he
Henry Eyster Jacobs?) decried the current emphasis on change for change's sake and
argued against "heedless tampering" withan existing curriculum which had proved
itself in preparing men for "a broad culture or... one of the learned professions."
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German Language. One or more paragraphs described the purposes
and procedures of each. 110 There were frequent changes in
statements about the curriculum in succeeding catalogues. By 1904
the list included twelve departments: Philosophy; Mathematics and
Astronomy; Greek; Latin; English; French and German; History,
Political Science, and Law; Chemistry; Geology and Mineralogy;
Biology; Physical Culture and Hygiene; and Biblical. It is evident
that these divisions had more reality on paper than they did in fact.
They existed for the purpose of explaining the curriculum to the
interested public by means of the annual catalogue. They bore little
or no resemblance to the organized departments of instruction of
later days. Course descriptions appeared for the first time in the
1895 catalogue. They included the name of the course; a descrip-
tion; whether it was required and, if so, inwhat year; the number of
times per week it met; and the name of the instructor. The 1904
catalogue listed eighty-two courses, forty-seven of which were
required for the bachelor of arts degree.
Through and beyond 1903-1904 candidates for the arts degree
were required to take both Latin and Greek language and literature:
four years ofeach until the elective system was introduced and three
years thereafter. Students accepted these stipulations as two of the
givens at Gettysburg. There is virtually no evidence from faculty
minutes or College publications of individual or group opposition to
either of them. The same cannot be said of the requirement of four
(later reduced to three) years of German study. Time and again the
faculty disciplined one or more students for their conduct inthe German
classroom, occasionally involving use of what the minutes call
explosives or torpedoes. Often the punishment was an apology and
then return to the scene of the discontent. There was somewhat less
of this during the later years of Adam Martin's tenure, possibly
because more students exercised their option of securing a parental
letter asking that they be excused altogether from the require-
ment. 111 There was a penalty attached to this option in 1870;
110The Department of Physical Science was the only one listed in the 1866-1871
catalogues, undoubtedly because of the improvements made inscience instruction at
that time.
mßetweenm Between 1868 and 1904 not a year went by without at least one of these requests,
which were routinely granted. Student dissatisfaction, which ineach case had some
justification, led to the departure of two German professors: John F. Wilken and
Charles F. Brede. In May 1900 the faculty disciplined a student for throwing an
"explosive" in Brede's classroom, then for refusing to leave when asked, and finally
for throwing a second explosive at Brede when the latter forced him out. A few days
later, some twenty- five students were disciplined for burning an effigyofBrede near
his house. When the board of trustees met a year later, itnamed a committee ofthree
to visit the professor "and as delicately as possible secure his with-drawal."
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COURSES OF INSTRUCTION.
The whole course of instruction occupies four years. The classes attend
three recitations or lectures a day, except on Wednesday and Saturday,
when they have but two.
The following schedule presents a general view of the studies of the
various classes. Equivalents for the books mentioned are used by the
various Professors at their discretion.
CLASSICAL COURSE.
FRESHMAN YEAR.
FIRST TERM.
Mathematics: Algebra (Wentworth);
Geometry (Wentworth).
Greek: Historians— Selections (Boise
and Freeman); Syntax (Boise).
Latin: Livy; Prose Composition
(Arnold).
History: English (Montgomery).
French: Keetels' Oral Method.
Science: Lectures on Practical Hygiene.
SECOND TERM.
Mathematics: Algebra (Wentworth);
Geometry of Planes (Wentworth).
Greek: Historians— Selections (Boise
and Freeman); Syntax (Boise).
Latin: Odes of Horace; Prose Com-
position (Arnold).
English: History of English Literature
(Shaw).
French: Grammar (KeetelsJ; Reader
(KeetelsJ.
THIRD TERM.
Mathematics: Algebra (Wentworth);
Geometry of Solids (Wentworth).
Greek: Historians— Selections (Boise
and Freeman); Syntax (Boise).
Latin: Cicero de Amicitia, or de
Senectute; Prose Composition
(Arnold).
English: History of English Literature
(Shaw); Bacon's Essays.
German: Grammar (Sawyer; Colloquial
Exercises and Reader (Deutsch).
English Composition and Declamation
throughout the year.
SOPHOMORE YEAR.
FIRST TERM.
Mathematics: Plane Trigonometry and
Mensuration (Wentworth).
Greek: Lysias.
Latin: Satires and Ars Poetica ofHorace;
Prose Composition (Arnold).
English: Anglo-Saxon (Sweet).
German: Grammar (Sawyer); Reader
(Deutsch).
SECOND TERM.
Mathematics: Surveying and Navigation
(Wentworth); Analytical Geometry
(Loomis).
Greek: Homer; History of Greece
(Smith).
Latin: Cicero's Tusculan Disputations;
Prose Composition (Arnold).
English: Rhetoric (A.S. Hill).
German: Grammar (Brandt); Schiller's
Maid of Orleans.
THIRD TERM.
Mathematics: Analytical Geometry
(Loomis); Spherical Trigonometry
(Wentworth).
Greek: Plato; History of Greece (Smith).
Latin: Plautus.
English: Chaucer's Canterbury Tales.
German: Schiller's Ballads.
Science: Physiology (Martin); Botany
(Gray's School and Field).
English Composition and Declamation
throughout the year.
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The curriculum as described in the 1887 catalogue.
JUNIOR YEAR.
FIRST TERM.
Mathematics: Differential Calculus
(Loomis).
Greek: AEschylus.
Latin: Quintilian; Composition.
English: Dramatic Art—Shakespeare.
German: Goethe's Iphigenia of Taurus;
Composition.
Science: Lectures on Inorganic
Chemistry.
PhiJosophy: Intellectual Science (Porter).
SECOND TERM.
Mathematics: Integral Calculus
(Loomis).
Greek: Sophocles.
Latin: Tacitus; Composition.
English: Logic (Jevons).
German: Goethe's Faust; Composition.
Science: Lectures on Inorganic Chem-
istry; Physics (Daniell).
Physiology: Intellectual Science (Porter).
THIRD TERM.
Mathematics: Integral Calculus
(Loomis).
Greek: Euripides.
Latin: Juvenal; Composition.
EngJish: Epic Art—Milton.
German: Goethe's Hermann and
Dorothea; Composition.
Science: Physics (Daniell); Cry-
stallography; Lectures and Practical
Exercises.
PhiJosophy: Intellectual Science (Porter).
English Composition and Written
Debates throughout the year.
SENIOR YEAR.
FIRST TERM.
Latin: Terence; Composition.
German: Lessing's Minna Yon Barn-
helm; Original Composition.
Science: Astronomy (Newcomb and
Holden); Mineralogy: Descriptive
(Dana's Text Book) and Determinative
(Laboratory Work); Lectures on Lith-
ology with practical work; Lectures
on Organic Chemistry.
PhiJosophy: Natural Theology (Valen-
tine); Evidences of Christianity
(Paley).
History: History of Civilization
(Guizot).
Political Science: Political Economy
(F.A. Walker).
SECOND TERM.
Greek: Demosthenes on the Crown.
Latin: Tertullian.
German: Lessing's Nathan der Weise.
Original Composition.
Science: Astronomy (Newcomb and
Holden); Lectures on Applied
Chemistry: Geology (Le Conte).
PhiJosophy: Moral Science (Haven).
PoJiticaJ Science: International Law
(Woolsey); Constitution of the United
States and of Pennsylvania.
THIRD TERM.
Greek: Demosthenes on the Crown.
Latin: Tertullian.
German: Lessing's Nathan der Weise.
Science: Astronomy (Newcomb and
Holden); Geology (Le Conte).
Philosophy: Moral Science (Haven).
PoJiticaJ Science: International Law
(Woolsey).
English Original Orations
throughout the year.
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students not completing the German requirement lost their
eligibility for honors. In1868 the faculty permitted a student, again
withparental permission, to substitute French for German, but here
too there was a penalty: payment of an extra fee for the instruction.
The German professor taught the French course, which was con-
sidered tobe over and above his regular teaching load. Few students
availed themselves of this opportunity. Then, in1880, French also
became a required course of study for bachelor of arts candidates,
and Instructor in French was added to the title of the German pro-
fessor. In 1904 the French requirement was one year of work.
Allstudents took some studies inEnglish during each of their four
years in College. In1904 this included writing essays, elocution,
rhetoric, as well as English and American literature. Since the
Graeff professor taught most of these courses himself, and also
several in other fields, he had little time in which to offer
elective courses.
For many years it was the responsibility of college presidents to
offer courses for seniors, or for juniors and seniors, in what was
usually called moral and intellectural science or philosophy. Pre-
sumably the ranking officer in the institution was ina better posi-
tion than any of his colleagues to lead students through the last
stages of the institutions' s efforts to form their character along desir-
able lines. 112 In1904, as in 1868, the Gettysburg faculty assigned a
very high priorityto the careful discharge of this responsibility. The
task fell almost entirely to Milton Valentine and Harvey W.
McKnight, both of whom bore the titles of President and Professor
of Intellectual and Moral Science. The topics which the former
announced as the themes of his department were Mental
Philosophy, Moral Science, and Evidences ofChristianity, to which
he soon added Natural Theology. It is probable that the instruction
which he began in1868 was very similar to that he had received as
an undergraduate twenty years earlier. Shortly after McKnight
became president, he entered in the catalogue (first in 1887) the
statement that the studies of his department were "deemed of great
importance, not only because of their educational value for the
mind, but for their direct and practical bearing on the character and
life of the student." He claimed that recent discussion had indicated
great interest in these subjects and "rendered imperative such a dis-
criminating examination of the various theories and systems as will
lead to the discovery and rejection of those which are false and
dangerous," enabling the student to "settle for himself the great
questions of being and duty by the application of the principles of a
sound philosophy."
112Rudolph, American College, pp. 140-141.
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McKnight's increasing personal involvement in fund raising,
which did not end in 1890, required the trustees to release him at
times from some or allof his teaching duties and to entrust them to
others. For some, this must have raised questions about how long
the old teaching arrangement could survive. The establishment of
the Strong professorship in1892 also forced the trustees and faculty
to consider how teaching assignments in the fields of philosophy
and religion should be divided. The question was not settled by
1904, but it should be noted that, when the faculty first listed course
descriptions in 1895, they abandoned the traditional heading of
Intellectual and Moral Science in favor of Philosophy. Of the five
courses listed under that rubric, McKnight taught but two (Psychology
and Ethics, required of juniors); John A. Himes taught one (Logic,
also required of juniors), H. Louis Baugher taught one (Rational
Theism, required of seniors), and EliHuber taught one (Christian
Evidence, also required of seniors.) By 1904, only one change had
been made in these assignments; Oscar Klinger now taught
Rational Theism. 113
When the trustees accepted James Strong's endowment of a chair
of English Bible and the chaplaincy of the College in April1892,
they chose to define the teaching and other duties of the incumbent
in more detail than was used in establishing any other pro-
fessorship, before or since. The resolution which President
McKnight introduced and which was adopted specified that
"English Bible" become a required course of study, that the original
languages inwhich the Bible was written become electives, and that
the "teaching in the department shall be positively Christian,
according to the accepted standards of Evangelical Christendom,
but inno sense denominational." 114 At their next meeting, the trus-
tees transferred the Christian Evidence course from the president to
the Strong professor. In the first listing of course descriptions in
1895, three of the five courses listed in the Biblical Department,
including one inHebrew, were electives. The two required courses
were inOld Testament History, one inthe freshman and the other in
the sophomore year.
113 Itis instructive to read the description of the Christian Evidence course which
first appeared in the 1898 catalogue: "While opposing theories are duly considered,
the argument for Christianity from Miracles is accepted and defended. This argument
is supported by others derived from various sources such as the fulfillmentof Pro-
phecy, the adaptedness ofChristianity to the needs of human nature, the superiority
of Christian Doctrine, and the benevolent fruits ofthe religion ofChrist." This course, it
should be recalled, was required for all seniors.
114For a discussion ofthe reaction ofthe several synods to this resolution, see pp.
394-395.
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For reasons best known to themselves, the trustees in 1868
transferred the then- vacant Franklin professorship from the ancient
languages to history. The new chair remained vacant until 1870,
when Henry Eyster Jacobs was elected. The board then assigned
Jacobs the title of Franklin Professor of the Latin Language, and of
History, but itcould not grant himenough time to do justice to both
subjects. Infact, believing that Latinhad the priority,he taught no
history. In desperation, he asked the trustees in 1872 either to
reduce his teaching responsibilities in Latin or to change his title.
They responded by directing the faculty to arrange Jacobs' schedule
so that he could offer work inhistory to the members of the senior
class,
.This he did, during two of their three terms.
In 1880, when the trustees undertook a major rearrangement of
the professorships, they transferred history from Jacobs to John A.
Himes, the English professor. History was not listed in the
catalogue among the departments of instruction after 1875,
although some work in the subject was offered in the Greek, Latin,
German, and English departments. Inpresenting the various needs
of the College in the 1880s, spokesmen called for two new pro-
fessorships, one of which was inhistory. "Athorough, accurate and
ready acquaintance with History," declared Milton Valentine in
1884, was never "more necessary than inthe present reconstructions
of social ideas and political systems." 115 Necessary or not, no pro-
fessorship was forthcoming at this time. In1895, when course des-
criptions first appeared inthe catalogue, the faculty created a paper
department ofhistory, political science, and law. Of the seven courses
listed under it, two were in history. Modern European History,
required of freshmen, was taught by the German professor.
American Political History, required of sophomores, was taught by
the English professor. These assignments, first made some years
before 1895, were still ineffect in1904.
Defenders of the traditional liberal arts in the post-Civil War era
considered mathematics on a par with the classics as a fundamental
study in the curriculum. In 1885 Harvey W. McKnight said it was
one of those subjects "which are mainly disciplinary, and have proved
tobe most conducive torobust and rounded mental development." 116
As it had been ever since 1832, mathematics at Gettysburg was a
required subject in 1904. Students took algebra, geometry,
trigonometry, and surveying in their freshman and sophomore
years, as well as astronomy in their senior years. For the latter sub-
ject, they used the College Observatory. Henry B. Nixon, who
taught all of the courses inmathematics and astronomy, was the
115Quoted in College Monthly (March 1884), p. 41.
116Quoted in ibid. (October 1885), p. 235.
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only one of the nine professors in 1904 who had an earned
Ph.D. degree.
There were science courses at Gettysburg College from the time it
opened for instruction in1832. Michael Jacobs distinguished him-
self as a teacher of chemistry and related subjects, while-John G.
Morris upheld the tradition of natural history by coming from
Baltimore to deliver his occasional lectures. In1868 all degree can-
didates were required to take as many as fifteen "studies'* inscience
during their junior and senior years. These included physics,
chemistry, anatomy, physiology, zoology, botany, and geology.
In the period after the Civil War, no fields of study were men-
tioned more frequently than the sciences by those who were describ-
ing the changes that were then taking place inAmerican education.
The emphasis which the developing universities placed on research
and on the possible vast new learning applied especially to the
sciences. Presidents Valentine and McKnight both used the occa-
sion of their inaugurals to contend that increased attention to these
subjects should not be limited to the universities alone. "The impor-
tance of giving them a larger space in the Collegiate course,"
declared Valentine in1868, "is, every year, more and more felt and
acknowledged." 117 Itis evident that the trustees were in agreement.
In1865 they assigned the Ockershausen endowment to the sciences.
Then, in1874, when they were experiencing one deficit year after
another, they established a second science professorship, which
they continued for seven years. In the 1880s, when College spokes-
men were outlining their pressing needs, they included a second
science professorship among them.
Without a doubt, chemistry was the strongest of the sciences at
Gettysburg College during the period under study. There were a
number of reasons why this was true. The tradition of Michael
Jacobs was still a force to be reckoned with. Soon after the Ockers-
hausen professorship was established, the trustees appropriated
what was for them the large sum of several thousand dollars to
replace most, ifnot all,of Jacobs' old equipment. During his brief
tenure as professor, Samuel P. Sadtler reorganized the instruction in
chemistry, his major scientific interest. Finally, Edward S. Breiden-
baugh was forceful enough over a longperiod of time to secure from
the trustees what must have been close to the maximum available
financial support for the chemistry program. From 1874 to1877 and
after 1886 he had the services of a full-time assistant; he was the
117 Itshould be noted that Valentine was interested inpromoting what he called true
science, not the false science which leads to atheistic materialism. True sciences
"provide useful knowledge, but they also lead us to a fuller understanding of God and
His works." Quoted in Valentine Inaugural, pp. 39-42.
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only professor who did. In1904 these men were offering courses in
inorganic and organic chemistry as well as inqualitative and quant-
itative analysis. For many years the catalogue proclaimed that the
College's chemistry instruction "gives the student a general acquain-
tance with the science as established by recent investigation, and
shows the value of its applications and conclusions to the arts and
economy of life."
Instruction in physics was much less developed than that in
chemistry. Certainly this would not have been the case ifAlfred M.
Mayer, who was a physicist, had remained as Ockershausen pro-
fessor. During his brief tenure at Gettysburg, and at his urging,
much hew equipment was purchased, some ofit withhis own funds.
After his departure, physics eventually became the responsibility of
Edward S. Breidenbaugh, who in1904 offered one course inthe sub-
ject. When the catalogue began listing needs of the College in1891,
the first one named was a department of physics. Seven years later
the New York alumni club resolved to raise money for this purpose,
but by 1904 it had not succeeded in gathering enough to make it
a reality.
In1868 there were required courses in the Gettysburg curriculum
which, in a later day, one might find in a department of biology.
These included botany, zoology, anatomy, and physiology. Usually,
they were taught by the science professor, but in 1878 the College
lightened his load slightly by reviving the part-time position of Lec-
turer in Anatomy and Hygiene which had been allowed to lapse
more than a decade before. In1886 George D. Stahley was appointed
to this position, and itmay have been at his urging that the board of
trustees three years later created the Professorship of Physical Cul-
ture and Hygiene, at the same time naming him its first
incumbent.
Writing in the College Monthly for February 1890, Stahley pre-
sented a statement of the purpose and scope of his new position.
"This feature of educational work has only of recent years been
made an integral part ofcollegiate training," he explained, "and has
not yet become familiar by general adoption." Assuming that
"sound bodies conduce to sound minds," Stahley argued that a
department of health should be operated "on a broad scientific and
thoroughly educational basis" and "with the same diligence and
regularity as the other branches in the college course." It should
draw for its development upon the experience ofalready established
departments, such as those at Amherst, Cornell, Harvard, The Johns
Hopkins, and Yale. For Gettysburg students Stahley proposed
several thorough physical examinations, prescription of approp-
riate required exercise during the entire College course (at least two
hours a week, he hoped), and required course work in physiology
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and personal hygiene. He assured his readers that the trustees
"desire that the department shall have primarily in view the
physiological good health of the students, rather than that it should
become a training school for professional athletes." That is why
they had entrusted it"to the medical control of a physician." 118
The transformation of Linnaean Hall into a gymnasium gave
Stahley the facility which he needed to carry out his program. In
1890 Anatomy, Physiology, and Personal Hygiene became a
required freshman course. At the same time, physical culture or
gymnastic exercises became a requirement extending over the entire
four years. To help carry the considerable teaching load which this
program entailed, the College provided Stahley with an assistant,
who was usually an upperclass student and whose title was Physical
Instructor.
A proposal made by several Philadelphia medical schools in the
spring of 1895 resulted in a significant change inStahley's course
offerings. These schools had recently increased the length of their
program to four years. Now they announced that they would admit
college graduates who had completed acceptable courses in
anatomy, physiology, chemistry, and physics into their second-year
curriculum without further examination. As a physician who had
formany years spoken and written infavor of more and better training
for doctors, George D. Stahley moved promptly to secure the
approval of the board of trustees for adding the courses necessary to
qualify Gettysburg graduates for the three-year program. 119 Having
secured itin June 1896, by fallhe was ready tooffer what he called a
two-year junior and senior course inbiology, designed "to comply
with the requirements of certain of ourhigh-grade medical schools."
It included zoology, mammalian anatomy, general biology, human
anatomy, physiology, histology, and embryology. "The course aims
to be modern inits methods and rigidly practical," he wrote for the
1897 catalogue. "A biological laboratory has been fitted up, the
equipment of which is being greatly added to by interested alumni
118The February 1890 issue of the College Monthly also carried an extract from a
paper whichProfessor Edward Hitchcock of Amherst had read at the famous Boston
Conference, held inNovember 1889. Itdealt withessential principles to be followed
in directing departments of physical education and hygiene.
119 Inan article entitled "College Degrees and Medical Doctors" which appeared in
the April 1884 number of the College Monthly, Stahley called medical education
reform "a crying necessity" which could be achieved only by requiring a bachelor's
degree or its equivalent for medical study. He used Charles W. Eliot, the American
Medical Association, and the American Academy of Medicine to bolster his argu-
ment. The latter, two of whose founders (Robert L.Sibbet and Edward H. M. Sell)
were alumni of the College, was organized in 1876 to improve the quality of
medical education.
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and friends of the college." By 1904 the seven topics mentioned
above had evolved into six separate courses (human anatomy and
physiology were combined), each withits own description. Perhaps
more important, Stahley now announced them as courses aimed "to
teach fundamental principles" and "calculated to interest and profit
any student of nature, whatever his future calling is expected to
be."
To recapitulate, in 1904 Edward S. Breidenbaugh and George D.
Stahley and their two assistants were responsible for eighteen
science courses. Four of these were required ofallcandidates for the
bachelor of arts degree: Botany of sophomores, Elementary
Inorganic Chemistry of juniors, Physics of juniors, and Geology of
seniors. The required course inanatomy, physiology, and personal
hygiene was dropped in1899. The four-year requirement inphysical
culture remained.
In1868 the fields of study which are now often called the social
sciences were only beginning to emerge as separate and distinct dis-
ciplines in the college curriculum. Economics, political science,
psychology, sociology, and anthropology had been in existence fora
long time, but it took the impact of Darwinism and the example of
the sciences just described to move them much beyond the stage of
development which they had reached inthe eighteenth century, and
to give them clear identities of their own.
The Gettysburg curriculum of 1868 included only two studies
which fall into the category of political science: the Science of
Government and the Constitution of the United States. The Latin
professor, MartinL.Stoever, taught both. After his death they were
assigned to the English professor, in whose custody the field
remained in1904. The description of the English department in the
1874 catalogue included the statement that "the Senior year is
devoted to the subjects of Political and Social Science." Eight years
later, the statement was more informative: "Inresponse to the pop-
ular demand for instruction of College students inmatters of public
interest and duties of citizenship, two hours a week during the
whole of the Senior year are given to the study of Political Economy
[the old name for Economics] and the Science of Government." In
1887 Himes's title was changed to Graeff Professor of English
Literature and Political Science, and the trustees began to supple-
ment his work by engaging a lecturer tooffer a course inthe fields of
law and government., All three of the men who served in this
capacity by 1904 were attorneys, two from Gettysburg and one
from Chambersburg.
The titles of the courses which Himes offered were changed
slightly from time to time. Those which he listed in1904 under the
heading History, Political Science, and Law were Political
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Economy, Lectures on Money and Banking, International Law, and
Science of Government. The first three listed were required of
seniors. There were no courses in sociology or anthropology, at
least none bearing those names. The only one inpsychology was the
junior required course which was listed under Philosophy in the
catalogue and which President McKnight taught. 120
Three new programs were added to the curriculum between 1868
and 1904. The first, which instituted what was called the scientific
course, was begun quite informally in1874, when Samuel P. Sadtler
asked the faculty to approve the degree of bachelor of science in
course for Edgar Fahs Smith, a senior, and George S. Eyster, a mem-
ber of the class of 1868. Upon the recommendation of the faculty,
the board awarded this degree to both men. The 1875 and subse-
quent catalogues contained the announcement that "the degree . ..
of Bachelor of Science is conferred upon students who, with ade-
quate previous attainments, pursue a special scientific course and
sustain an examination for the degree." However, there was as yet
no established course ofstudy for this degree. Beginning in1877, the
faculty recommended such a course to the board, but the latter
routinely postponed action on the subject until the next year,
possibly because the recommendation included a warning that
additional staff would be required.
Finally, in1884 the board authorized preparation ofa diploma for
the degree of bachelor ofscience. One year later, the announcement
of the scientific course appeared for the first time in the catalogue.
Soon this course was being described as one "arranged toprovide for
those who wish to give less time to the classics" and as one "par-
ticularly adapted to those who intend entering the profession of
Medicine or Pharmacy or engaging inindustrial or manufacturing
pursuits." While the work was "principally of a practical nature,"
the student in the course was "required to understand the principles
of the Sciences studied and the methods of their application." Thus
the design was, according to the catalogue, "not only the obtaining
of information, but also substantial mental discipline." The reader
was informed that "no fact that can possibly be treated is allowed to
pass unchallenged. Thus the student is taught to think and judge for
himself." 121 Entrance requirements for the scientific course differed
from those for the classical course inonlyone respect: no Greek was
120There were no courses inmusic or art inthe 1904 curriculum. Noting the absence
of the former, in the section dealing with the preparatory department the catalogue
stated that arrangements for music instruction could be made in town.
121The early catalogues describing the course stated that "inorder to promote scien-
tific reading and study" a number of periodicals were available to students in the
chemistry quarters. Included were the American Journal of Chemistry, Chemical
News, Scientific American, and Popular Science Monthly.
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required. Course requirements were the same in both programs,
except that science candidates took no Greek and only two years of
Latin. Eleven of the twelve studies required inplace of the classical
languages were in chemistry. The twelfth was inphysics.
Between 1874 and 1904 the College awarded eighty-three degrees
of bachelor of science. There were two in1874, then none until
1882, one in1884, one in1885, and three in1886. Between 1900 and
1904 the average number of all graduates was forty and of bachelor
of science recipients, six. Allbut three of the eighty-three science
degrees were granted to undergraduates. 122
The second new program, for special students, was announced in
the 1887 catalogue. It was designed for persons, especially those in
chemistry, "whose time is limited, to prepare for the study of
Medicine or Pharmacy, or for manufacturing pursuits." These special
students were not candidates for a degree. They had to qualify for
the courses inwhich they wished to enroll and were required to take
about three-fourths of the normal course load. Their numbers
remained small.
A third new program, one offering graduate study, began infor-
mally inthe spring of1876, when Abram R. Home, a graduate of the
class of 1858 who was then principal of the normal school at
Kutztown, asked to be admitted to candidacy in a course of study
leading to the degree of doctor of philosophy. While granting his
request, the faculty decided that, since the step was "something
beyond the custom of this College," they would ask the trustees
about the "propriety of providing a scheme by which degrees may be
obtained on examination by persons not on the rollof students on
the ground." The board members quickly referred the matter back to
the faculty, asking them to return ina year with "some general plan,
in harmony with the usages of our American colleges, whereby
postgraduate degrees can be conferred upon applicants having the
attainments requisite for such degrees." InJune 1877 the professors
reported that they could "find no definite or prescribed courses
which show any uniformity of plan or custom prevailing among the
Colleges of our land." 123 That being the case, they then exercised
their own judgment in proposing that postgraduate study be
established in twelve specified fields. Tobe considered, candidates
for an advanced degree would have to present an acceptable thesis
and pass an examination to the satisfaction of the faculty. The board
122The exceptions were George S. Eyster (1868] in 1874; Sterling G. Valentine
(1880) in1882, and Murray G. Motter(lBB6) in 1887. Valentine's degree was granted
upon completion of two years of work beyond the arts degree and an
examination.
123 Faculty Report, June 26, 1877, GCA.
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of trustees gave its approval to this new venture.
Beginning in 1878, the catalogue announced that "provision is
made for post-graduate degrees upon completing a prescribed
course of study, according to the degree for which the student is a
candidate." In1884 an examination fee of $25 was introduced. Five
years later this was changed to include a registration fee of $25, plus
a $50 examination fee at the end of the course. From time to time,
the fields of study in which one might pursue graduate work were
redefined. In 1900 these were the twelve major fields open (a can-
didate also needed two minor fields): Moral Science, Greek, Latin,
German, French, English Literature, History, Political and Social
Science, Mathematics, Chemistry, Geology, and Physics and
Astronomy. The 1900 catalogue listed these degree requirements:
possession of a bachelors's degree "equivalent to those given inthis
College"; three years of work under faculty direction, two of which
must be inresidence in the case of nongraduates and one in the case
of graduates; such examinations as the faculty might prescribe; and
"a satisfactory thesis showing evidence of original investigation."
Students not inresidence who failed to report progress for twoyears
would be dropped from the list of approved candidates which began
appearing in the catalogue in 1892.
Between 1876 and 1904 about forty persons were admitted to
candidacy for the degree of doctor of philosophy. The usual pro-
cedure for establishing candidacy was to apply to the faculty, choosing
major and minor fields. Ifaccepted, the candidate was assigned one
or more faculty advisers. Nine persons entered during the first ten
years; all of the remainder, after 1888. The 1893, 1894, and 1895
catalogues listed sixteen current graduate students. Until 1890
almost all of the candidates were alumni. After that, at least eight
qualified from southern Lutheran colleges: six from Roanoke, one
from Newberry, and one from North Carolina. Two were women,
both recent Roanoke graduates. Many were Lutheran pastors; at
least three were missionaries or teachers inJapan or India. The first
few graduate students chose science as their major field. After1888,
almost all of the rest elected others topics, psychology and moral
science being the favorites.
Between 1882 and 1900 the College actually awarded fifteen
Ph.D. degrees in course. The recipients were George S. Eyster
(1882), Sterling G. Valentine (1886), Daniel Fleisher (1888), Franklin
Menges(lßßß), Gottlieb C. H. Hasskarl(lß9o), Junius B.Fox (1890),
Martin L. Young (1892), William H. Klose (1893), Michael M.
Kinard (1894), Rufus B. Peery (1895), Henderson N. Miller(1896),
Milton H. Stine (1896), James A. B. Scherer (1897), Julia Painter
(1897), and William P. Swartz (1900). Eight of these persons were
alumni. The average length of time between establishment of can-
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didacy and awarding of the degree was slightly less than three years.
Eyster and Valentine had distinguished careers as chemists. Menges
was a well-known science teacher, author, and member of the
United States House of Representatives. Peery, Miller,and Scherer
were college presidents. Fox and Klose were college pro-
fessors. 124
This graduate program was begun and continued at a time when
the financial situation of the College was given as the reason why
the board of trustees could not hire enough faculty to staff ade-
quately the undergraduate courses of instruction. As graduate training
in the universities increased and improved, the Gettysburg faculty
began to question whether, given their extremely limited resources,
they were not engaged in an activity which they could scarcely
expect to perform to their own satisfaction. In 1897 they ceased
registering candidates for the advanced degree while they proposed
to the board of trustees that postgraduate study be abolished or, if
that were not the wish of the board, that at least it be made more
rigorous. The trustees responded by taking the second course of
action; it was at this time that they introduced minimum time and
residence requirements. However, inspite of trustee optimism, the
graduate program was on its wayout. The last doctorate was awar-
ded in1900. The last announcement of graduate work appeared in
the 1904-1905 catalogue. 125
There were at least three other programs which the trustees and
faculty considered between 1868 and 1904, but did not adopt. The
first was what the former called a commercial course, initially pro-
posed in1870 but never approved. The second would have added a
military instructor to the faculty. InJune 1880 Congressman Frank
E. Beltzhoover, an 1862 graduate of the College, informed President
Valentine that a recent revision of federal law allotted three military
instructors to Pennsylvania colleges, of whom only two were
already assigned. He believed that Gettysburg should apply for the
third. With the approval of the faculty and board, Valentine did
make a formal request of the War Department, and for a brief period
it was believed that an officer was coming. Then it was announced
that there were no vacancies inPennsylvania after all, and the matter
124
"Ph. D., Gettysburg," Gettysburg College Bulletin (May 1962), pp. 14-15.
125 See Sellers, Dickinson College, p. 290, foran account of the Dickinson graduate
program, which was apparently urged byPresident George E. Reed. According to the
Report of the Commissioner (1890-1891), 2:1408, there were eight universities and
colleges in Pennsylvania withgraduates departments in1890. The number for 1903-
1904 was fifteen, and included Allegheny, Dickinson, Haverford, Lafayette, Lehigh,
and Swarthmore. The average number of graduate students enrolled in each institu-
tion, excluding the University ofPennsylvania, was six. Report ofthe Commissioner
(1904), 2:1485.
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was dropped. 126 In1889, when the possibility of a military instructor
redeveloped, the board of trustees named a committee to apply
again on behalf of the College, with no better results than the first
time. Three years later, the editor of the College Monthly called
attention to a billbefore Congress providing for one hundred more
military instructors. If the bill passes, he thought, the College
should try again. "Much can be said infavor of militarydrilland dis-
cipline among college students," he wrote, "and we hope the day is
near at hand when we can announce that an army officer has been
detailed for our institution." It was not.127
A thirdproposal made from time to time, and one which also pro-
duced no results, would have added a formal teachers' training pro-
gram to the College curriculum. Neither trustees nor faculty could
forget the responsibilties which the College assumed in the 1830s for
the training of teachers. Some of this responsibility might have been
removed when the state set up a system ofnormal schools, but it was
not eliminated. Before 1868 the College briefly entertained the idea
of establishing a normal school in the district of which Adams
county was a part, but it was Shippensburg which occupied that
ground in 1871. For the most part, Gettysburg was then content to
use the pages of its catalogue from time to time to remind school
boards that it was in a position to recommend qualified teaching
candidates. The introduction of a teachers' course into the pre-
paratory department in the 1890s has already been discussed. A
report in 1906 showed that during the preceding thirteen years 41
Gettysburg graduates had received permanent teaching certificates.
The number for Bucknell was 88; for Franklin and Marshall, 83; for
Allegheny, 76; for Dickinson, 43; and for Washington and Jefferson,
38.128
Itis evident that there was considerable curricular development at
Gettysburg College during the years between 1868 and 1904. The
126 1n approving the application, the trustees asserted their right to terminate any
arrangements made withthe government, decreed that a professor ofmilitary science
and tactics would not be considered "a fullmember of the Faculty in the general
working of the Institution," specified that any military instruction should be in addi-
tion to existing work, insisted that there should be no "considerable expense" to the
College, and decreed that any such program would have to be voluntary. For Dickin-
son's experience with a military instructor in 1879-1881, see Sellers, Dickinson
College, p. 273. Franklin and Marshall had a department ofmilitary science and tac-
tics from 1894 to 1901.
127The numbers of professors ofmilitary science and tactics inAmerican colleges,
universities, and other schools had increased from 28 in 1882 to 79 in 1893.
Pennsylvania Military Academy and Allegheny College had one in both years.
Pennsylvania State College and Girard College had one in1893. Reports of the Sec-
retary of War (1882), 1:183-184 and (1893), 1:161-165.
128Report of the Superintendent (1906), p. 581.
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faculty were aware, from several sources, of what was happening in
other institutions and used that information indeveloping their own
programs. The descriptions which they wrote for the annual
catalogue made the claim that they were committed to recent
scholarship and methods of research. For many years, as already
noted, the chemistry professor asserted that his purpose was "to
give the students a practical acquaintance with the science as
established by the most recent investigations." Inthe 1890s John A.
Himes was announcing that in his economics class textbook
theories were put "to the test of the student's personal observation"
and that "problems for investigation are assigned to the members of
the class, withdirections to inquire into actual industrial and social
conditions and operations."
It is also evident that, long before 1904, the Gettysburg faculty
realized that, however much they may have altered their curriculum
to suit the style to which they were accustomed and which they
wished to preserve, it still had serious shortcomings. During the
building program of 1888-1890, the editor of the CoJJege Monthly
expressed the hope that, once the physical plant had been enlarged
and improved, the board of trustees would launch a campaign to
increase the endowment, enlarge the faculty, and meet other equally
pressing instructional needs. "The college that no longer has any
needs," he wrote in June 1890, "is ready to close its doors." In1891
the faculty introduced a new section into the catalogue. Called
"Needs of the College," itlisted five so-called departments in which
additional "teaching force and apparatus" were required: Physics,
Biology, Applied Mathematics, Philosophy and History, and
Rhetoric and Elocution. Inaddition, it called for an increase inthe
library fund and the general endowment. Itis a stark commentary on
the fate of the College during the next thirteen years to observe that
the very same notice, with only a word changed here or there,
appeared in the 1904 catalogue.
Itis difficult to determine how well the Gettysburg faculty carried
out the curriculum which they offered to their students between
1868 and 1904. Given the wide range of topics which most of them
were called upon to teach, the brevity of their own formal study
beyond the undergraduate level, the financial restraints under
which everyone in the College worked, and indeed the capacities
and interests of the students who were attracted to Gettysburg, one
may wonder about the quality of the academic work expected and
offered. In attempting to reach some answer to the question, one
must take into consideration the evidence that most of the faculty
were able and conscientious men who were confident of their ability
toperform their duties well and who attempted tokeep up-to-date in
ways similar to some of those which faculty before and since
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have employed. 129
From Admission to Commencement
Beginning in 1861 the academic year consisted of three tgrms or
sessions. In1868 the board of trustees determined that these terms
should be fifteen, twelve, and twelve weeks in length, with
vacations of nine, three, and one weeks between them. Under this
arrangement, classes began inlate August or early September and
commencement occurred on the last Thursday in June. With minor
adjustments, this was the calendar in effect in1904. One of those
adjustments was made in1902 ,after the faculty told the trustees that
"the great majorityof institutions of our class" have academic years
of thirty-six weeks and that, in any event, "the first week inSeptember
is rather early to begin work on account of the continuance of the
summer heat." The first term of the 1903-1904 year began on
Thursday, September 10. Commencement exercises took place on
Wednesday, June 15.
The academic year was punctuated by days on which no classes
were held. One such was Thanksgiving day. Christmas and New
Year no longer presented the problem which they did during the
early period, since the vacation between the first and second terms
included both of these days. Once it was switched to a Sunday, the
annual day of prayer for colleges ceased being a holiday. There was
an abortive attempt to make Lincoln's birthday a day without
classes. Washington's birthday fared much better; itwas as depend-
able a day off in1904 as ithad been in1868. 13° When Easter did not
129Tw0 burlesques, one of which appeared in1892 (The Bloody Lutheran) and the
other in1897 [The Gettysburg Kindergarten), were unsparing in their characterization
of almost every faculty member, but one cannot accept their criticisms as credible
without subjecting them in turn to criticism.
130Through 1886 February 22 was a day for the literary societies to take turns in
holding public exercises. In1879, ifnot earlier, a new feature was introduced for this
day. According to the Compiler for February 27, 1879, "the 22d- Saturday -brought
out the flag, the drums corps, and an unannounced fantastical parade of more than
ordinary point and wit."This custom lapsed in the mid-1890s, was revived in1896 by
a student mass meeting, and was still alive in1904. The College Monthly for March
1884 described the parade in that year as follows:"As customary on the 22nd ofFeb.
the students, about 65 or 70 in number, clad in fantastic garb, formed a procession
and marched through town. The procession headed by a drum corps, which per-
formed its part admirably under the efficient leadership of the drum major, left
College about 10 o'clock A. M., and proceeded directly to the 'diamond,' where the
entire party was photographed by W. H. Tipton. From here they marched back and
forth through the principal streets oftown, creating everywhere much amusement for
the crowds ofspectators that could be seen everywhere. The characters and imper-
sonations were very creditable indeed, and many of them worthyof special notice, if
space would permit. But suffice itto say, the whole affair was a grand success, and
was highly appreciated by the citizens as well as the entire body of students."
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occur during the vacation between the second and third terms, Good
Friday offered students a relief from classes. They complained
when they did not have at least half a day off on Ascension day.
Memorial day became an American holiday after 1868. It would
have been most unusual had a battlefield town such as Gettysburg
failed to make special efforts to observe it properly. With few
exceptions, the faculty cancelled classes on May30 for at least half
a day. Since the academic year now closed in June rather than
August, there was no need to decide to call off classes on July 4.
Inaddition to these holidays, which occurred every year, there
were others which the faculty decreed from time to time for what it
took to be good reasons. Hundreds of battlefield monuments were
dedicated with imposing ceremonies, many of them about twenty-
fiveyears after the July days of1863. The faculty could be expected
to suspend classes on Ohio day (1887), when the monuments of that
state were dedicated, as well as on the day when the high water
mark monument (1892) and the Hancock and Meade equestrian
statues (1896) were formally set aside. For very different reasons
there were other days without classes: the funeral of President
James A.Garf ield(1881), the four hundredth anniversary of the birth
of Martin Luther (1883), the centennial of the inauguration of
George Washington (1889), the four hundredth anniversary of the
landing of Christopher Columbus (1892), the parade in Gettysburg
by the Order of United American Mechanics (1896), and the birthday
of Abraham Lincoln, decreed specifically for this year only
(1904).
Between 1868 and 1904 there was considerable change inthe long-
established patterns of admission to American colleges. As the num-
bers of academies and high schools increased, it became more
difficult for colleges to influence the preparation of their entering
freshmen than it was at a time when most beginning students were
veterans of preparatory departments under their complete control.
Although the number of college-bound students was increasing
more rapidly than the number of institutions offering undergraduate
instruction, some of the newer schools had large endowments and
offered superior programs which were attractive to able and
ambitious students.
During this period Gettysburg College experienced the same sort
of competition faced by any other pre-1868 institution. Three new
Lutheran colleges appeared on territory on which it was once
unchallenged. Muhlenberg awarded its firstbaccalaureate degree in
1868, Thielin1874, and Susquehanna in1896. Some of the students
who might not have considered another college in years past might
now weigh the advantages of attending Lehigh or The Johns Hopkins
University. In responding to the changed conditions, Gettysburg
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increased its advertising in Lutheran and other newspapers, jour-
nals, and reports. Iturged pastors and other friends of the College to
influence prospective students to come to Gettysburg. Ina number
of ways, itencouraged its own students to sell their alma mater to
their younger friends, especially during hard times. "A word from a
student infavor of the institution he is attending has more influence,
perhaps," according to the College Monthly for July 1884, 'than that
of anyone else inleading a young man to decide upon what college
he willenter, and we ask the students tobear this inmind." On occa-
sion, the College engaged recruiters (sometimes faculty) tobring in
the students needed to pay the bills.
In 1904, as in 1868, the catalogue announced that entrance
examinations were held on several days before commencement and
at the beginning of the fall term. There could be examinations at
other times, but obviously the faculty expected prospective students
to present themselves on these preferred occasions. There was,
nevertheless, a major difference between the two catalogue
statements. The later one reported that those graduates of the
College's preparatory department who were recommended by the
principal were now admitted without examination. In addition,
students recommended by "approved Academies and High
Schools" were admitted without examination, "on an extended
trial."
One can trace the history of these admissions changes at least to
1876, when the faculty proposed to the board of trustees the
appointment of a joint committee. Its purpose was to determine
whether it was feasible for the College to establish a "closer co-
operative relation" with existing academies "inthe matter of preparing
students for its classes" and also whether additional academies
might be established which would "stand in some recognized and
efficient relation to this institution as preparing schools." Theboard
could scarcely reject this proposal out of hand. Itdutifully named
three influential trustees to the joint committee, which did not make
its report until 1880. Then itreferred the matter back to the faculty,
with the suggestion that the professors consider modifying or omit-
ting entrance examinations for students from certain cooperating
preparatory schools. In 1884, after several years of study, the
faculty adopted a statement of policy on the subject. The College
would admit students without examination on the certificate of
principals of academies which would "adjust their course and grade
of studies to our entrance requirements." This privilege was extended
first toits own preparatory department and inlater years to the Mis-
sionary Institute at Selinsgrove (before it became Susquehanna
University), Baltimore City College, Mercersburg Academy,
McEwensville Academy, Lock Haven High School, as well as to
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other similar institutions. The arrangement did not always work
smoothly, but itwas continued. 131
The admissions requirements of 1868 included a stated level of
mastery ofLatin (grammar, Caesar, and Virgil),Greek (grammar and
the reader), mathematics (arithmetic, elementary algebra, and one
book of geometry), English grammar, and geography (ancient and
modern). Aware of the increasing expectations of what itcalled "the
better-class colleges," the faculty and board in1884, 1897, and 1898
raised the entrance requirements. The statement in the 1904
catalogue as it applied to the bachelor of arts candidates read as
follows: Latin (grammar, three books of Caesar, three books of
Virgil; and three orations of Cicero), Greek (grammar, prose com-
position, and three books of Xenophon), mathematics (arithmetic,
elementary algebra, three books of George A. Wentworth's widely
used geometry text), English (grammar, rhetoric, and mastery of
specified books by Addison, Goldsmith, Coleridge, Tennyson,
Lowell, Eliot, and Milton, as recommended by the Assocation of
Colleges and Preparatory Schools of the Middle States and
Maryland), geography, and history (Greek, Roman, and
American). 132 One of the pressing questions facing the faculty after
1904 was whether the entrance requirements needed to be raised
again.
As had been the case from 1832, so through and beyond 1904 all
students were required to sign their names inthe matriculation book
and give certain personal information. The oath which most signed
during the period under study differed slightly from the earlier ver-
sion. It read as follows:
Isolemnly promise, on my truth and honor, to observe and obey
all the laws, rules and regulations of Pennsylvania College, and
especially that Iwillabstain from the profanation of the Lord's
day, from the use ofprofane language, fromall kinds of gambling,
from disorderly behavior, from disrespectful conduct towards my
instructors, and from all combinations to resist their authority.
Between 1868 and 1904 enrollment in the College doubled. The
average for the first decade of this period was 91; for the second,
104; for the third,162; and for the years 1898-1904, 182. 133 There is
not enough evidence to state with confidence how selective the
131In1887-1888, forexample, there was a vigorous disagreement between Jonathan
R. Dimm of Missionary Institute and the Gettysburg faculty over whether graduates
of Selinsgrove were prepared for admission to the upper classes at Gettysburg.
132 Bachelor of science candidates, not needing Greek, could choose to be examined
in physical geography, botany, physics, or English or French history.
133 1n the late 1880s, the College Monthly noted on at least three occasions and with
some pride that the size of the Gettysburg freshman class exceeded those of Dickin-
son, Franklin and Marshall, Bucknell, Allegheny, and Muhlenberg.
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MATRICULATIONBOOK OF PENNSYLVANIA COLLEGE.
md r. College, and especially that Iwilt absui
from the profanation of tlieLord's day, it
Page from the matriculation book, 1883-1884.
faculty was in admitting students, but inOctober 1878 the editor of
the College Monthly thought that the faculty was evidencing high
standards when it accepted only thirty-seven of the forty to fifty
young men who applied for the freshman class. 134 The large majority
of students continued to come from Pennsylvania: 28 of the 34
freshmen entering in1868; 26 of the 35 in1886; and 43 of the 49 in
1904. 135 In those three years the number of Marylanders was 2, 6,
and 4 respectively. Eighty-one percent of the students who signed
the matriculation book between 1875 and 1904 identified themselves
as being Lutheran. Most of the rest were Presbyterian, Reformed,
and Methodist, in that order. It would appear that the Lutherans
possessed the greater staying power, since 22 of the 26 juniors in
1891 confessed to being Lutherans, as did 40 of the 42 seniors in
134The faculty minutes continued to record refusals to admit transfer students who
could not present a statement of honorable dismissal from a previously attended
school. Whether they made any unrecorded exceptions is unknown.
135Twenty-seven of the forty-nine freshmen of1904, anunusually large proportion,
gave their place of residence as Gettysburg. InApril1890 the College Monthly noted
that there were seven students enrolled from Pine Grove, Schuylkill county. For
forty-five years Elias S. Henry (1849) occupied the Lutheran pulpit in that town and
continued an existing tradition of sending young men to Gettysburg College.
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1904. The first Roman Catholic student was probably Robert
Nicholas Heltzel, who entered in1901 and was awarded a degree in
1905. Both he and the three other Catholic students who were
enrolled before 1904 were from the Gettysburg area. 136
Women students first entered Gettysburg College in the 1880s. A
decade earlier, in1873, the trustees briefly considered a resolution
to open the preparatory department to both sexes. There was no
request for such action in the faculty report for that year, and the
name of the trustee who introduced the resolution is not given inthe
minutes. Perhaps at a time when enrollment was down, someone
saw admitting women as a way tobring itup. Inany event, the trus-
tees referredJhe resolution to the executive committee for advice,
which was not offered until 1875. Instructed by the board to con-
sider the desirability of having women students ineither prep or the
College proper, the committee reported against them. The trustees
accepted this advice.
Writing in the College Monthly for May 1877, John G. Morris
brought the subject to the attention of the College constituency for
the first time. He favored what he called coeducation and suggested
that the place to begin was withthe preparatory department. J. Clinton
Hill,an 1864 graduate and a Williamsport attorney, told an alumni
group early in 1880 (as reported in the College Monthly for Feb-
ruary) that women deserved to have better educational opportunities
than were available to them. An article inthe Lutheran Observer for
February 18, 1881 lamented that there were no Pennsylvania
colleges open toLutheran daughters. Women are doing much more
in society, according to the author, they willbe doing even more in
the future, and they deserve to have access to a college education.
The writer proposed adding substantially to the endowment of the
three Lutheran colleges inthe state (he did not say how this could or
would be done) and opening their doors to women.
In June 1883 veteran trustee William M. Baum introduced a
resolution opening the preparatory department to women students
"untilotherwise ordered." After discussing the proposal, the trus-
tees referred the matter to the faculty withpower to act. The faculty
chose to admit women and, as already noted, the first ones entered
inthe fallof1883. When the board met inJune 1884, Charles A. Hay
136The matriculation book which was used before 1875 is not in the College
Archives. Ifit were available, one could state definitely whether there were Catholic
students earlier. In 1902 the faculty excused the three Catholic students from the
English Bible course, in spite of the fact that it was supposed to be taught as an
undenominational exercise. A year later, it excused the fourth student from a
required history course and advised her to make the substitution which her
priest recommended.
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proposed that qualified women be admitted to College classes; his
colleagues defeated the motion. In the same month, the College
Monthly observed that "co-education seems tobe meeting withmore
and more favor." More than one hundred colleges had already adop-
ted itand it was the progressive thing to do. A year later, the faculty
advised the board of trustees that there were women in the pre-
paratory department who were qualified to become College
students. What should be done if any applied? Hay presented his
motion again; John W. Rice offered the time-honored substitute
motion todelay by appointing a committee to seek more information
"from all accessible sources"; and then a majority of trustees
decided that the time had come to act. Hay's motion prevailed.
The first woman student in the College proper, Beulah M.Tipton,
was not enrolled until the fall of 1888. She was not the first to com-
plete the course. That honor was shared by Cora E. Hartman and
Margaret R. Himes, both of whom were graduated inJune 1894. By
June 1904 some sixty-seven women had been enrolled and seventeen
of these had received bachelor's degrees. More than half of the
women students who entered before 1900 dropped out after one or
Most of the seventeen women students enrolled for the 1902-1903 year
posed for this picture.
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twoyears. Of the 179 students listed in the 1904 catalogue, 27 were
women and 15 of these were freshman. 137
"Itlooks as though all willadopt co-education sooner or later,"
declared the College Monthly in July 1885, "and we might as well
take the step now as to wait a few years longer." Buthad Gettysburg
adopted coeducation or a variant thereof? It was true that in 1894
Miss Hartman won the Graef fprize and Miss Himes first honor; that
in1895 Edna Loomis was an associate editor of the Mercury; and
that in1904 Bess M.Drais, Carrie E. Inglebert, and Mary C. Adams
were all second honor graduates; yet it was equally true that the
catalogue clearly stated women were "day scholars" and that
references to the students of the College consistently called them
young men, not young men and women. The hope which the CoJJege
Monthly expressed in June 1883 that women would have their own
department and dormitory was not realized for more than half a cen-
tury. An excellent indication of their status, or lack of it, came in
April1904, when the women asked the faculty for a tennis court.
"We cannot accede to the request," the minutes explained, "as the
ladies are only 'day students,' and there is no proper place on the
campus to assign them for the purpose asked."
The student's class schedule consisted of sixteen exercises each
week, three on Monday through Friday and one on Saturday. The
catalogue described these exercises as recitations or lectures - last-
ing sixtyminutes- or laboratory periods- lasting150 minutes. Until
1891, classes met at 8 A.M., 11A.M., and 3 P.M., except on Satur-
day, when they met at 8 A.M. and 9 A.M.Beginning in1891, there
were classes on the hour, except at noon, from 8 A.M. through
3 P.M., except on Saturday, when the old schedule stillprevailed.
Until1899 there was no such thing as an absence system. Students
were expected to attend every class. If they planned to be absent, at
any time, their proper course of action was first to secure permis-
sion to leave the community and then make up the work inadvance,
if at all possible. Failing that, the disciplinary procedures would
begin operating and the case would come before the faculty, an inor-
dinate amount of whose time was consumed, both inand out of ses-
sion, administering this cumbersome system. As early as March
1893, a committee was appointed "to ascertain the method of other
colleges in reference to allowing a certain percentage of absences
from recitations and other college duties." Not until January 1899
did the trustees revise the rules and regulations topermit from one to
1370f the twenty-seven Pennsylvania colleges listed in the 1889-1890 report ofthe
Commissioner of Education, twelve reported women students in their college classes.
These latter included Allegheny, Bucknell, Dickinson, and Swarthmore, as well as
Gettysburg. Report of the Commissioner (1889-1890), 2:1595.
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three absences in each course in each term. Subsequently students
were warned that "unexcused absences fromrecitations are counted
as zeros upon the grades."
Toward the close of the period under study, the catalogue announced
that "a careful record of the attendance, scholarship and conduct of
each student is kept" and that "a general statement of which record
is transmitted to parents orguardians at the close of each term." Truly,
such an announcement could have been included in the very first
College publications, since it was in total accord with the policies
determined in 1832. One way for the faculty to compile the careful
record was to enter a grade for performance during every class ses-
sion and to give what were called topical examinations. Another
was to schedule more extensive and formal evaluations at the close
of each term. Sometimes these examinations were oral and some-
times, written. 138 If the former, and the students were seniors, the
examiners included both faculty and trustees. As if to add insult to
injury, these sessions were thrown open to the general public, which
was exhorted to attend by newspaper notices. Final examinations
for juniors, sophomores, and freshmen, as classes, were conducted
by one ormore designated faculty members, mercifully in private.
Finally, when all of the reckoning, based on attendance,
scholarship, and conduct, was completed, the faculty entered its
notations, or grades, on the appropriate form and sent them off to
waiting parents or guardians. The grades were given in
numbers.
Between 1868 and 1904 much of thisprocedure changed. First, the
public examination of seniors and involvement of the trustees
ended; the last mention of trustee participation was in1885.Second,
upon recommendation of the faculty, the board in1890 adopted a
new system of"notations." Henceforth, grades would be reported in
letters rather than numbers: A(excellent); B (very good); C (good); D
(passed); and E (deficient). 139 Third, in1891 the professors decided to
discontinue what they called "regular faculty examinations" and to
authorize each of them to determine the examination he wished to
give in his courses. 140
138The first reference to the College's supplying paper foruse in these examinations
was in 1884.
139This legislation established numerical equivalents for letter grades: A,97-100; B,
92-97; C, 80-92; D, 65-80; and E, everything below 65. Unfortunately, it did not state
whether 80 was a C or a D, or whether 97 was an A. In1896, the Brange was set at 90
through 96. Grades continued to be recorded by instructors innumbers, even though
reported in letters.
140InMay 1892 the CoJJege Monthly reported that during the preceding six years
some 389 Prussian university students had committed suicide, most ofthem because
offailure inexaminations. "American students," the reader was informed, "take such
misfortunes more philosophically."
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Student Grade Report, 1885.
Commencement week inGettysburg continued tobe a gala affair,
with College and seminary often, but not always, coordinating their
end-of-the-year activities. 141 From 1834 through 1861 these fes-
tivities had occurred in September; from 1862 through 1868 they
were inAugust. Beginning in 1869 they took place in June. In1869
commencement was on June 30 and in1904 on June 15. The board of
trustees insisted that every senior must participate in the graduation
exercises unless excused for a good reason by the faculty. They also
believed that all other students should remain in Gettysburg to be
present on these occasions. In1898 they instructed the faculty to
refuse requests for permission to leave before commencement and
to "provide for keeping the students occupied until that time." In
spite of the directive to take "extreme action" against those absent
without excuse, about twenty-five students disobeyed this explicit
order. The faculty carefully explained to the board how difficult it
was to carry out their wishes. At their next meeting, the trustees
gave up the effort.
141Although the seminary had such activities for many years, itheld its first formal
baccalaureate service only in 1891and conferred its first bachelor ofdivinity degrees
only in 1899.
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Commencement week began on Sunday morning with the bac-
calaureate service, at which the president usually, but not always,
preached the sermon. That evening, there was a lecture sponsored
by the Young Men's Christian Association. Two commencement
events of longstanding disappeared during these years. The4ectures
sponsored in turn by Philo and Phrena were last given in1886, and
the junior exhibition was abandoned two years later. 142
As early as the 1870s the seniors sometimes had class day exer-
cises. After having been neglected for some years, these activities
were revived in1891. 143 Twoyears later, the seniors firstplanted ivy
on campus as part of their class day program. 144
The Alumni Association held its annual meeting during
commencement week, until 1896 preceded by an address delivered
by one of itsmembers who was cajoled into returning to campus for
that purpose. Sometimes the association held a social gathering, at
which food might be served. During the 1870s the board of trustees
also sponsored "social reunions," some of which were held in the
fashionable Springs Hotel, just west of town. For many years the
College president gave a reception for people attending commence-
ment. This was in addition to the always well-attended dinner which
he gave for the members of the senior class. Sometimes the social
fraternities and alumni classes also held reunions. To provide an
alternative to or relief from the many speeches and receptions, ten-
nis tournaments and field days were held, beginning in the
1890s.
142Beginning in1851, all juniors were required to give orations during the junior
exhibition. This task was distasteful to many of them. Some of their requests that it
be abandoned resulted in an occasional one-year cessation, usually followedby a
trustee request that the custom be fullyreinstated. Finally, in1888, by which time the
commencement week schedule obviously needed some relief, the junior exhibition
was moved into the second term. In1891 itwas changed into a junior oratorical con-
test sponsored by the literary societies and not requiring participation by every mem-
ber of the class. By 1893 the junior oratorical contest was being squeezed into the
commencement week program.
143They were held on Tuesday evening in front of Pennsylvania Hall. There were
lanterns, lamps, streamers, and music. The program included the inevitable oration,
class history, class poem, class prophecy, and the final call of the roll.Spectrum
(1893), pp. 275-276. In1897, when it was learned that a "faculty roast" was being
planned as part of the forthcoming program, the professors registered a vigorous pro-
test and warned the students that theirplans were directly counter to specific board
action against such performances.
144The ivyreportedly came from the Abbotsford home of Sir Walter Scott and was
planted along the northern wall of the chapel. CoJJege Monthly (June 1893), p. 195,
and Mercury (June 1893), p. 90. Aprophetic student in the Gettysburgian for October
19, 1898 argued that ivywas not a good class memorial. Years later, he wrote, alumni
would return to campus and find nothing to remind them of their gift.
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Through 1889 commencement exercises were held in Christ
Lutheran church; beginning in 1890 they were in Brua Chapel. 145
Although the trustees and faculty had for some years considered
following the practice of an increasing number ofother institutions
by requiring the use of caps and gowns at the exercises, it was the
senior class of 1895 which set the precedent by deciding to wear
them for the first time. According to the Mercury for July 1895, "it
was a novel feature of commencement to see the class clad in
Program forthe 1886 commencement, when every graduate stilldelivered
an oration.
145 1n 1878 the faculty declared that the forthcoming commencement was the forty-
sixth, "reckoning from the year in which the College was chartered rather than, as
heretofore, from the number of graduating classes." The 1878 commencement pro-
gram explained that "the former method of reckoning commencements according to
the number of classes graduated has been abandoned, and the custom elsewhere
prevalent of reckoning according to the number of years the College has been in
operation, has been adopted."
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uniform costume, which certainly added dignity to the
occasion." 146
It was the long-established custom to have every graduating
senior give an oration, on a topic assigned by the faculty but subject
to later negotiation. In1872 the faculty decreed that any senior who
did not follow the approved text of his oration but introduced new
material jeopardized his graduation. By1888 the senior class had
become sufficiently large (four times in the decade it exceeded
twenty) that, even with abbreviated orations, trustees and faculty
agreed something had to be done to prevent the program from run-
ning tounbearable lengths. The first solution, to schedule half of the
orations on one day, with the other half and the actual awarding of
degrees on the next, was tried in1889, 1890, and 1891. Few, ifany,
liked this awkward arrangement, and beginning in1892, with trus-
tee approval, and after receiving a petition from the seniors, the
faculty chose ten of the highest ranking students inthe class to give
orations. The debate was not over. Both sides now argued the ques-
tion of whether Gettysburg should adopt the procedure of an
increasing number of institutions, which retired the student orators
altogether infavor of an outside commencement speaker. This issue
had not been resolved by 1904.
Music was always an important feature of the graduating exer-
cises. Bands or orchestras from York or Baltimore were sometimes
engaged to play, at considerable cost. In1874, when it was having
great difficulty inpaying its faculty members an annual salary of
$1,300, the board authorized the expenditure of $200 for commence-
ment music, simply because the faculty assured it that a suitable
musical group could not be secured for much less than that amount.
In an effort to promote what it believed to be good order during
commencement, the faculty resolved that, beginning in1887, family
and friends could no longer interrupt the exercises by placing
flowers or other expressions of approval upon the stage during or
after a senior's oration.
Between 1868 and 1904 most honors and prizes for students were
awarded during commencement. The honors of valedictorian and
146The Mercury for January 1894 stated that seniors at Amherst, Dartmouth, Har-
vard, Lafayette, Princeton, Williams, and Yale had' recently agreed to wear academic
costume. In1889 the Gettysburg board of trustees considered a motion to purchase
enough caps and gowns to supply both juniors and seniors, fora rental fee. No action
was taken on this motion, but later in the same year most of the students participating
in the junior exhibition wore academic costume, after the faculty told them they
could wear whatever thdy pleased, "provided itbe proper for the occasion." The class
of1894 elected not to wear this garb. Once the decision to conform todeveloping cus-
tom was made, seniors began wearing their caps and gowns as soon as they were
available. For example, in1896 the seniors wore theirs for the first time inFebruary,
to church. The faculty were stillnot wearing academic costume in1904.
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STUDENTS IN COLLEGE AND DEGREES GRANTED,
1868-1904
Sources: College catalogues and Alumni Directory of Pennsylvania
College ofGettysburg, 1832-1918 (Gettysburg, 1918). The number ofdegrees
granted includes only the bachelors' degrees inthe arts and in science, but
not three awarded to students who completed their workbefore 1868 whose
degrees were withheld for disciplinary reasons. In a few in-
stances graduates of 1869-1904 are listed with their original classes, even
though for one reason or another their degrees were actually awarded a year
or more later. There were about 609 students who were enrolled in the
College between the fall of 1868 and 1904 but who were not graduated.
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salutatorian could be traced to1834. Until1903, the latter delivered
his oration inLatin. Occasional Greek and German orations and an
English salutatory were also treated as honors. Beginning in 1862,
the faculty chose from among the seniors of highest rank one or
more persons to be designated first, second, third, or fourth honor
men. In1870, for example, four qualified; in 1883, eight; and in
1891, seven. Beginning in1892, the number of honors available was
reduced to two.
In1868 there were three College prizes: the Freshman Prize (it
became the Muhlenberg Freshman Prize in1887), the Hassler Latin
Prize; and the Graef fEnglish Prize. Candidates for the latter wrote a
senior essay on an assigned topic. A committee of outside persons
evaluated the work submitted and selected the winner who, through
1880, read his essay at a public meeting. Thereafter, the essays were
published in the College Monthly and, later, inthe Mercury. Three
additional prizes were added by 1904. First, in1892 Charles J. Red-
dig established a Reddig Oratorical Prize for the junior who placed
first inpublic competition. Second, in1893 Charles Baum, an 1874
graduate and a Philadelphia physician, contributed money for an
award to the sophomore showing the greatest proficiency in
mathematics. Third, in1898 William J. Gies, an 1893 graduate and
an instructor at Yale, established three prizes to encourage superior
work in English composition. 147
Most of the degrees awarded at commencement were bachelors of
arts or of science. Until 1896 allmembers of the faculty signed the
diplomas. After that the signatures of the president of the College
and the secretary of the board made them official. In1871 the rules
for awarding master's degrees incourse to graduates of three years'
standing were changed significantly. No longer were they granted
routinely to most of those who met the time requirement. Hence-
forth, those eligible and desiring the degree had to apply for it and
furnish evidence of their qualifications by virtue of their "pro-
fessional or literary pursuits." Many responded to these new
regulations and the practice continued. 148 Except inrare instances,
recipients of these master's degrees did not appear at commence-
ment. An attempt made in the 1870s to have one of their number
deliver an oration at the exercises soon ended in failure. Diplomas
were first made available to these recipients in1876 and then were
147The 1903-1904 catalogue listed a Pen and Sword Society Prize, which disap-
peared after being listed in the 1904-1905 edition. See the Spectrum (1899), pp. 130-
133, for a history of each of the first six prizes.
148In aneffort to counter misunderstandings which had arisen because of these new
procedures, the College Monthly for June 1878 explained the reason for them and
noted that some colleges required an examination of candidates for the master's
degree.
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given only to those who asked for them and paid a $5 fee.
Between 1868 and 1904 the College awarded 176 honorary
degrees: 75 doctors of divinity, 58 masters of arts (separate from
those granted incourse), 2 bachelors of arts, 18 doctors of laws, 11
doctors of philosophy, 9 doctors of science, 2 doctors of literature,
and 1master of science. Most of the D.D. recipients were Lutheran
pastors and alumni. Many of those awarded the M.A. were
educators, some were pastors, and a few were physicians. Among
those awarded the doctorate of laws were Jeremiah S. Black, Attor-
ney General during the Buchanan administration; AlfredStille, pro-
fessor, of medicine at the University of Pennsylvania; John G.
Morris; Samuel P. Sadtler; and John S. Stahr, president of Franklin
and Marshall College. Recipients were not present to receive these
degrees; the president simply announced that they had been con-
ferred. Only in 1902 did the trustees direct the dean to secure
diplomas to be given to those who had accepted their honorary
degree. 149
In1866, only a few years after Yale University awarded the first
Ph. D. degree in the United States, Gettysburg College began to use
this form of recognition by conferring itas an honorary degree upon
one of its own faculty members, Alfred M. Mayer. Between 1869
and 1880 it awarded the degree to eleven other people. Six of these
were alumni. Hezekiah R. Geiger(lB46), Samuel Aughey (1856), S.
Carson Wells (1849), and William Carroll (1850) were college pro-
fessors. Victor L. Conrad (1848), who succeeded Mayer as Ockers-
hausen professor, was later associate editor of the Lutheran
Observer. James Macfarlane (1837) was an attorney, author, and
businessman in Towanda. Among the nonalumni recipients of the
degree were Theodore G. Wormley, professor of chemistry and tox-
icology in the medical department of the University of Penn-
sylvania; Thomas J. Turner, medical inspector, United States Navy;
and George W. Ruby, long-time principal of the York County
Academy.
As the doctorate in philosophy was becoming the highest and
most respected earned degree and as an increasing number of
colleges and universities were awarding it honoris causa, the
American Association for the Advancement of Science and the
American Philological Association in1881 both passed resolutions
strongly urging that, henceforth, the degree be awarded only to
149The rules of the board, which were suspended from time to time, called for
names of candidates to be submitted at one meeting and then voted upon at a subse-
quent meeting. Voting was by ballot and, beginning in1901, a two-thirds vote was
required. In1898 a nominating committee was established to make a preliminary
judgment on candidates.
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those who had earned itincourse. To give some effect to this action,
these associations, which were then the two leading learned
societies inthe country, named a jointcommittee which sent a letter
to 430 colleges and universities, asking them to honor their wishes
in this matter. The letter reached Gettysburg in time for the faculty
to present it at the board meeting in June 1882. The trustees dis-
cussed the recommendation at some length, decided to postpone
action for a year, and in June 1883 passed a simple motion "that the
conferring of the degree of Ph.D. honoris causa be abolished."
Three years later, when members of the senior class petitioned the
board to award the degree to Edward S. Breidenbaugh, the trustees
politely reminded them that the existing rules made granting their
request impossible. However, they didinstitute the degree of doctor
of science in 1887 and award it to three persons, one of whom
was Breidenbaugh. 150
Library
In1868 the College library was located on the north side, center
section, third floor of Pennsylvania Hall. A separate reading room
held newspapers and periodicals. The College book collection con-
sisted of about 6,000 volumes; the literary societies and other
organizations had about 10,500 more. The annual funds for library
growth amounted to about $175, which was the interest on an
endowment fund established in the 1850s. The yield enabled the
faculty to purchase about 150 new volumes each year. Gifts from
the federal government, several state governments, and individuals
contributed significantly to the annual growth. The hours ofservice,
under the direction of Librarian Luther H. Croll, were limited to one
each day.
Despite slow growth of the collection and its limited use by
students, the faculty believed that the library needed more adequate
and safer quarters. "Aseparate, fire-proof building should be pro-
vided, " they advised the trustees in June 1874, "but as there is no
immediate prospect for the erection of such a building," they asked
for an appropriation to enlarge the existing quarters. The trustees
granted this request and also increased the insurance on the lib-
rary.151 A decade later, when Milton Valentine was explaining the
150 Between 1873 and 1889 about twenty-nine honorary Ph.D. degrees were awarded
each year by about twenty colleges. In1904 the Commissioner ofEducation observed
withobvious pleasure that during the preceding academic year the number of these
degrees had dropped to five and the number of institutions awarding them to three.
Report of the Commissioner (1889-1890), 2:759 and (1904), 2:1425.
151Faculty Report, June 23, 1874, GCA.
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needs of the College to various groups, he told the Philadelphia
alumni that it should have a new building, arguing that
a continuation of the libraries, now numbering together some 20,000
volumes, the accumulation of over fifty-one years, many of the
works of much value and difficult of replacement, in the main
building, with fifty-four fires going day and night, and an almost
equal number of lamps, involves a hazard too great to be thought of
with quiet nerves. 152
Not until the fallof 1889, when the library was moved to the first
floor of the New Recitation Building, were Valentine's desires
realized.
This picture in the 1898 Spectrum is labeled "General View of College
Libraries.
"
John A. Himes succeeded Croll as librarian in 1888, about a year
before the move into the new building occurred. In1890 Sarah P.,or
Sallie, Krauth (1850-1924) began a career as assistant librarian
which extended to 1922. The daughter of the first president of the
College, Sallie replaced the proctors who for about a decade had
assisted the librarian in addition to trying to keep order in the old
building. Her starting annual salary was $200. By now the library
was open to the students for twenty-two hours each week: from
9 A.M. to 11 A.M.and 1P.M. to 3 P.M. Monday through Friday,
152Quoted in College Monthly (March 1884), p. 42.
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and from 10 A.M. to noon on Saturday.
The 1904 catalogue stated that the library now contained 14,105
volumes, which means that ithad more than doubled in the preced-
ing thirty-six years. The growth inthe societies' libraries was much
smaller. Philo's nowhad 6,473 and Phrena's had 5,624 volumes. The
three collections totaled 26,202 volumes, not including several thou-
sand unbound pamphlets. Among Pennsylvania colleges in 1904,
Gettysburg's library holdings ranked with those of Lafayette (23,600),
Bucknell (25,000), Swarthmore (22,375), and Pennsylvania State
College (21,300). They were behind those of Dickinson (36,000),
Franklin and Marshall (39,400), and Haverford (43,000). 153
In the 1890s, writers for College publications and others
demonstrated repeatedly that they were satisfied with neither the
library nor student use of it. "Now of course Gettysburg is not a
university," said the Gettysburgian on February 8, 1899, "but it
should make claims, tobe nothing less than a first-class college." To
validate those claims, it needed a library of 40,000 to 50,000
volumes, which would require a much larger annual expenditure
than the accustomed one. Several months earlier, on October 19,
1898, in the same publication, a writer wondered whether a larger
and better library collection would indeed be used. "A somewhat
continued observation," he wrote, "has led us to estimate that not
more than twenty-five per cent of the men are making anything like
a proper use of the advantages the libraries afford. This condition is
so far from being right that itis entirely wrong." Ina day of "broad
reading and close research," with the library at hand, and with the
time available, "failure to make proper use of the books becomes
almost a crime." Ifthe upperclassmen refuse to set a good example
for the freshmen, the writer argued, then the latter should set it for
everyone else.
Equipment
The first part of the instructional program to be given separate
mention in the catalogue was what was ambitiously called the
Department of Physical Science. Announcement was made in1867
that "during the past scholastic year the efficiency of this depart-
ment of the College has been greatly increased, by the addition of a
complete collection of Philosophical Apparatus" and also that "a su-
perior Telescope has recently come into possession of the College,
and willsoon be mounted and ready for the use of the students in
153Report of the Commissioner (1904), 2:1520-1522. In1900 the College library was
receiving about fifty newspapers and periodicals.
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Astronomy." Strongly urged by Alfred M. Mayer, the trustees had
appropriated $2,500 for new equipment. Years later, Henry Eyster
Jacobs wrote that, when he returned to Gettysburg to jointhe faculty
in1870, "the apparatus had been completely renewed, and facilities
afforded, we as students never enjoyed." 154
Improvements continued to be made. The basement floor of Lin-
naean Hall was turned over to the sciences in1869. Trustee Samuel
Appold provided $1,000 for an analytical chemistry laboratory in
1871. The observatory was completed in1874. Appold contributed
money for meteorological instruments in 1877. Nine years later
Edward S. Breidenbaugh persuaded the trustees toallow him, under
their general supervision, to use the laboratory fees which students
This picture of the biology laboratory in the 1898 Spectrum accompanied
Professor Stanley's description of the recently established course in
biology.
!54 Jacobs, Memoirs, p. 143. Ina strongly worded letter, dated April10, 1866, after
the trustees had appropriated $1,000 for the sciences, Mayer complained that
although he had given the College $300 worth of equipment and was using $2,000
worth of his own, his usefulness was "very much diminished by the paltry means at
my command to carry on my work." He stillneeded $2,000 to do his job properly. If
the trustees would appropriate $1,500, he would raise the remainder from the pro-
ceeds of his own lecturing. This act, he argued, "will thus do mere justice to the
students and Iwillnot feel that they are wasting their time by studying inan Institu-
tion which affords them, in my department, advantages hardly equal to those of a
first class preparatory school." Alfred M. Mayer to the board of trustees, April10,
1866, GCA. The trustees voted the money requested.
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paid to purchase chemical supplies and compensate an assistant.
This assured him a dependable source of necessary funds without
having tomake annual appeals to the board. The changes made dur-
ing the building program of 1888-1890 resulted inmuch improved
facilities for the instructional activities of both Breidenbaugh and
George D. Stahley. In1890 the latter secured from England a set of
eleven anatomical diagrams, seven feet by four feet in dimension.
Seven of these were life-size representations, while four were
drawings of organs and tissues. After Stahley reported this acquisi-
tion in the May 1890 issue of the College Monthly and asked for
someone to make a contribution which would pay for these
diagrams, a donor who chose toremain anonymous rose to the occa-
sion. In1895 Stahley added to his equipment by purchasing from the
famous Ward's Natural Science Establishment in Rochester, New
York, a mannequin, human skeleton, and human skull.
In1868 the college had a well-developed museum which included
minerals, natural history specimens (such as fossils, shells, birds,
reptiles, and other animals], as well as curiosities and relics. Inthe
late 1860s and early 1870s much time and effort were spent in a
major reorganization of this collection. Most of it was relabeled,
catalogued, and placed innew cases. The collection itself continued
to grow. Among the donors were Elizabeth C. Morris of German-
town, who gave her botanical specimens, and John G. Morris, who
willed the College his large and varied collection of shells, herbs,
and insects. The faculty actively encouraged such gifts in a number
of ways. They used the pages of the catalogue and the College Monthly
both to solicit and toacknowledge contributions: quartz fromNorth
Carolina, gold ore from Maryland, silver ore from Colorado, iron
ore from Adams county, petrified wood from Arizona, a stuffed
mountain lion,Indian implements, an ancient Asian Indian vase, an
African canoe, Confederate money, and a piece of wood claimed to
be from Abraham Lincoln's birthplace. About 1890 a chemical
museum was begun. Itspurpose as described inthe catalogue of that
year was "tocontain specimens of raw and manufactured articles in
chemical industries." From time to time the College claimed that its
museum was one of the largest and most representative to be found
in any college. Beginning in 1891, soon after the museum was
moved to the third floor of the New Recitation Building, the
catalogue stated that there were more than 6,000 items in the
mineral, 6,000 in the botanical, and 3,000 in the rock collection.
The faculty consistently maintained that the museum was not
intended to be a campus curiosity, but rather a valuable instruc-
tional aid. Professor Breidenbaugh, who acquired the title of
Curator of Linnaean Hall in 1874 and kept it and its successor,
Curator of Museum, through 1904, explained in the catalogue that
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This picture of the museum after itwas moved to Glatfelter HaJIappeared
in the 1904 Spectrum.
the senior mineralogy course was taught "by having the students
make a personal examination of the specimens" in the collection.
Until the novelty wore off and it ceased being the thing to do, the
seniors also went on what were described as mineralogical excur-
sions: to Lancaster county nickel mines in 1878; to Lehigh and
Northampton county steel mills and zinc mines in 1880; to Luray
Caverns in 1882; and to Watkins Glen, Niagara Falls, and the
Pennsylvania oil region in 1883. Presumably the students learned
something from the trips. Itis evident from the accounts which they
left that they thoroughly enjoyed themselves on these excursions.
Students
The ideal of operating a college after the manner of a well-
regulated family, in which instruction and discipline were seen as
equally important and necessary functions, was one shared by vir-
tually every American college before the CivilWar. Longafter 1865 ,
many of these institutions continued to cling to this ideal, insisting
that the development of character in young college men was as
important as any other purpose which they undertook to serve. Yet
no alert college faculty after the Civil War could fail somehow to
reckon with the increasingly evident policy of the developing
universities to concentrate their attention, including that of their
318
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undergraduate colleges, on scholarship and research. While univer-
sity leaders might regard the development of good character as
indispensable to the well-being of society, they did not believe that
its cultivation was their business, at least not to any con-
siderable extent.
Itis evident that the postwar trustees and faculty of Gettysburg
College were alert to what was happening in American higher
education. Not surprisingly, they refused to accept many of the
current trends. In1904, as in1868, they remained firmly convinced
that character development was a responsibility which they could
not and would not shirk. The long-used catalogue statement on this
subject was changed only when that document underwent a general
revision in 1887, but the new pronouncement certainly meant no
weakening of the old purpose: "Parents and friends can feel assured
that all judicious efforts willbe made to secure the highest mental
culture and to develop true Christian character among the young
men enrolled as students in this institution." 155 Trustees and faculty
continued to take a keen interest in the published rules and
regulations of the College, which were revised and reissued every
few years. 156 The fact that secretaries of the board of trustees some-
times copied the entire text of revised versions longhand into the
minute book is one indication of the seriousness which was attached
to good conduct, as College officers related it to good character.
Another indication is the regularity and detail with which the
faculty discussed discipline ineach annual report which they made
to the board of trustees.
One could also find student voices accepting the change that was
inthe air and yet reaffirming certain of the old verities. "The idea is
slowly dying a natural death that four years of Latin, Greek, and
Mathematics willfit a man to deal with all the problems of life,"
wrote one student inthe Mercury for June 1893. "The world calls for
more than that, itcalls for men .... Character is a prime necessity
fora man, and here is the place to develop it,for the college is a little
world with duties as real as those of the throbbing world about
us."
While the Gettysburg trustees and faculty may have clung
155 The comparable statement in the 1904 catalogue made its appearance in1895:
"The College aims to secure the cooperation of each individual student in the preser-
vation of good order and the attainment ofa high standard of scholarship and manly
conduct." This section of the chapter deals withfaculty efforts to keep order and pro-
mote good conduct, which to the professors were only part of their attempt to develop
character.
156There were editions in 1872, 1876, 1883, 1885, 1889, 1893, 1899, and perhaps at
other times as well.
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tenaciously to the ideals of 1868, they were nevertheless prepared to
seek to realize them with a spirit increasingly different from that of,
say, Henry L.Baugher. "College government should be secured, as
far as possible, through the students' own manly self-government,"
declared MiltonValentine in his- inaugural address in1868. "Whilst
young men are sent to College not to govern, but to be taught, they
are, nevertheless, to be trained up in the sentiments and practices of
ruling themselves, with the principles and laws of virtue and order
written on their hearts." 157 To demonstrate that these were not idle
words, Valentine discontinued the regular evening visitation of stu-
dent rooms. This threw "the students on their honor for the obser-
vance .of the rules and a frank reporting of any deviation by
themselves," he told the trustees in 1869, "and according to them a
generous confidence in their fidelity to their pledged word."158
Baugher may have moved slightly in his grave ifhe learned what
Valentine told the Philadelphia alumni in 1884: "Over against
reports of troublesome irregularities in other institutions, Imust be
allowed to say for the students of Pennsylvania College, that a
better-ordered and manlier set of young men could hardly be
found anywhere." 159
In September 1884 Luther H. Croll delivered the traditional
faculty lecture at the opening of the College year. Taking as his topic
"InLoco Parentis," the vice president of the College insisted that
Gettysburg does "advocate the idea of the possibility and the advan-
tage of the adoption of a disciplinary force orinfluence called paren-
tal." He was severely critical of those who assumed that "parental
modes are puerile and babyish" and that "college officials are offen-
sively pryinginto trunks and wardrobes, and constantly chiding and
inflicting petty punishments." In the course of his address, Croll
answered a series of objections to "parental government" by con-
tending that campus problems often attributed toitresulted instead
from youthful exuberance, the failures of biological parents, or the
shortcomings of society at large. These problems, he believed, were
more pronounced on those campuses where "all interest and
influence over the student is abandoned out of the class-room." It
was especially unfortunate that so many young men come to college
157 Vaientine Inaugural, p. 36. "Ifthere is anything that ought to be regarded as
ultimate ineducation, itis soundness and purity ofcharacter," Valentine maintained.
"Itis the development of mental life in the excellence and power of right moral life.
Good principles are greater than intellectual ability."
158Faculty Report, June 1869, GCA.
159Quoted in CoJJege Monthly (March 1884), p. 40. Henry Eyster Jacobs thought
that under Valentine "the excessive severity ofDr. Baugher gave place to the reliance
upon the honor of the students to an extent that allowed many gross irregularities."
Jacobs, Memoirs, p. 141.
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"anticipating a system of vigilant espionage and rigorous discipline,
and fully prepared from the first to regard the faculty as their
enemies." Actually, Croll insisted, the only college officers who
should be employed and retained are those who "ever find their own
happiness inrendering their pupils intelligent, virtuous and happy."
He urged his listeners, the student body of 1884-1885, "to uphold
and fortify,by every means in your power, the dignity and authority
of those to whom are entrusted your dearest interests, rather than
reap the bitter fruits of your own imprudence and follyinresisting
an influence because some have caviled at its name." 160
Inkeeping with the main theme of his inaugural address in1885,
Harvey W. McKnight criticized both the "rigid and exacting dis-
cipline" of former years and the current practice, which he traced in
part to European universities, which "treats the student as a man,
amenable only to himself." Gettysburg should avoid both extremes,
blending the "care of the earlier method" with "the liberty of the
later.
"
The student who enters as aboy and leaves as a man needs "at
first a guardianship which should relax more and more into freedom
as his age advances, his principles gain strength, his sense of res-
ponsiblity is developed." External restraint should yield to an inter-
nal self-control which "recognizes the inherent excellence of right
action, puts a curb on passion, and gives fitness for the duties and
responsibilities of independent life."161
It is both necessary and instructive to turn from the pronounce-
ments of presidents and faculty on formal occasions to the actual
rules and regulations governing conduct which were in force be-
tween 1868 and 1904 and which,obviously, students were expected
to obey. The oath which all matriculants had to both "pronounce
and sign" was revised in1899 to read as follows:
I, ofmy own free will,promise to observe and obey all the laws,
rules and regulations of Pennsylvania College, and, while a mem-
ber of this Institution, faithfully to fulfillmy duties as a student
and conduct myself as a gentleman. Ifnotifiedby the Faculty that
in their judgment Ihave failed in either respect, and should
therefore cease to be a student inthe Institution, Iwillsubmit to the
160Quoted in College Monthly (October 1884), pp. 214-224. Anaddress by a faculty
member inaugurating an academic year was the practice from1849 through 1886. An
editorial in the Mercury for February 1896 denied that a student's college years are his
most formative ones and argued instead that "the habits which shape his college life
have been formed long before." The greater responsibility rests upon parents and
the home.
161Quoted in ibid. (October 1885), pp. 235-236.
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discipline of the Institutionor at once withdraw, ifpermitted by the
Faculty to do so. 162
In1904, all students were still required to live in a dormitory,
either Pennsylvania Hall or South College, unless they had permis-
sion to reside elsewhere or unless their parents lived intown. A stu-
dent permitted to live elsewhere whose parents were not
townspeople nevertheless had to pay room rent to the College,
unless the dormitories were filled. The president, dean, and faculty
could visit a room at any time, but regular nightly visitation, once
abandoned, was not reintroduced. The faculty reserved the right to
approve places where students boarded and to withdraw their sanc-
tion at nny time. Itwas next to impossible to secure permission to
board at a hotel where alcoholic beverages were served. 163
In1904 the College stillprescribed hours for recreation (6:45 to
7:45 A.M., noon to1P.M., and 5 to 8 P.M. -8:30 P.M. in the third
term), during which time students were free to leave campus, but
they were expected to be in their rooms or in classes at all other
times. At10 P.M. the janitor locked the doors and turned loose the
watchdog. Under any and all circumstances, permission of the
faculty was required before leaving town.164 The class attendance
regulations adopted in 1899 and incorporated into the rules and
regulations have already been discussed. They permitted absences
without special faculty permission for the first time inthe history of
the College. 165
In1904 allstudents, except those living at home, were required to
attend daily chapel; all students, except those with written permis-
sion from their parents or guardians, were required to attend weekly
Sunday morning worship services at Christ Lutheran church; and all
students were required to attend a Biblical exercise every Sunday
morning. It was extremely difficult to secure an exemption from
these requirements.
In1904 the rules and regulations contained a list offive categories
of what were called misdemeanors: (1) profaning the Sabbath, using
profane language, gambling, disorderly conduct, disrespect for pro-
162 The editions of the rules and regulations used in this discussion are those of
1865, 1885, and 1899. By1885 the rules and regulations no longer contained the state-
ment that the College "shall be administered as nearly as possible after the manner of
a wellregulated family."
163The Oho, published in 1874, listed seven boardinghouses accommodating
ninety-four students. The rest, we are told, ate with their mothers. The Spectrum for
1904 listed fourteen boardinghouses.
164 1n the 1885 version ofthe rules, students leaving the building without permission
except during recreation hours lost eligibility for honor standing for a term.
165 1tis clear from the 1896 faculty minutes that students were expected to wait five
minutes for a professor absent at the beginning of a class before leaving.
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fessors, and forming "combinations" to resist faculty authority;
(2) unnecessary noise in and near College buildings; (3) smoking,
except inone's room; (4) using intoxicating liquor as a beverage or
unnecessarily visiting a place were it was sold; and (5) playing ball
inside College buildings or throwing anything which could damage
College property.l66
The rules and regulations had long contained the statement
that
an accurate account of the delinquencies, conduct, and attendance
of every student, and of the degree ofhis attainment in scholarship,
shall be kept in a book prepared for the purpose; in it shall be
entered his merit and demerit, so as to present his standing. Acopy
of this account shall be transmitted to every parent or
guardian.
In1872 the faculty further systematized this phase of its work by
assigning each student a conduct grade of one hundred at the begin-
ning of a term and then deducting points assessed for "disorderly
conduct and misdemeanors." Demerits, as they were called, ranged
from one for a "single misdemeanor orcase of disorderly behavior or
violation of the rules" to ten for an unexcused absence from church.
The faculty were empowered to levy appropriate penalties for all
those offenses not specified in the rules. 167 Incorporating a number
of changes made during the intervening thirty years, this system
remained ineffect in1904. Students with twenty-fivedemerits were
warned and parents were notified. Those with fifty were subject
to suspension.
Inall good faith, Luther H. Crollmight tell the students of 1884
that the faculty had no higher wish than to make them happy. He
might counsel them "against the wicked spirit which would free
itself from all wholesome control." But he was speaking more
realistically when he admitted that teachers are "commonly regar-
ded as petty tyrants, as the abridgers of youthful pleasures, as
unfeeling, little-minded, arbitrary pedants, who delight inimposing
unreasonable burdens, and ininflictingundeserved punishment." 168
166 A glance at the 1865 regulations shows that a number of earlier prohibitions had
now disappeared, including riding on a horse or in a vehicle on Sunday, attending a
politicalcelebration, and going to aballor theatrical exhibition. Most versions of the
regulations gave the faculty authority to deal withmatters of conduct not otherwise
provided for.
167The proposed faculty rule in June 1872 called for the automatic suspension of
any student whose conduct grade fellbelow fifty.Possibly inpart because of the hard
times and the low enrollment, the trustees decided that such a course of action
"would not be prudent," and it was abandoned.
168CoJIege Monthly (October 1884), pp. 223-224. The Spectrum (1901], p. 212, iden-
tified the officers of the Gettysburg Secret Service Department: OldSleuth McKnight
was chief, Hawkeye Phil Bikle was trailer, and Sure Shot Traub, the proctor, was
informer. The rest of the faculty were dubbed assistants.
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As each College term wore on, itbecame clear anew that boys will
be boys. The crescendo of their youthful activity was often reached
at term's end, especially in the spring. The last burst of energy had to
be released before they parted and went their separate ways for the
summer. The faculty after 1868 proved as determined as were their
predecessors to respond to the boys by enforcing the rules, as best
they could.
The number of discipline cases which the faculty considered be-
tween 1868 and 1904 ran into the hundreds. Among the violations
arising from residence in the dormitories were these: rolling stones
or bowling balls through the halls (1870 and later); blowing horns,
especially afnight (1872 and later); stealing coal (1875 and later);
"misusing the lower story of the building" (1876); stealing the key to
the belfry (1880); dropping a heavy block from a fourth story win-
dow (1888); throwing water on passersby (1890 and later); fighting
(1891); destroying a water closet (we have now progressed beyond
the privy) (1896); and not having the required slop pail (1897). 169
A fairly continuous procession of students sought permission to
leave town, and they offered a wide variety of reasons to support
their request. It was easy to get approval to go home to vote, to
attend the 1876 centennial exhibition, to attend a presidential
inauguration, to participate in a YoungMen's Christian Association
meeting, or to joina Sunday school convention. Itwas much more
difficult to go to a fair or circus withthe proper blessing. Sometimes
the faculty approved going hunting, but at other times they did not.
For years the professors flatlyrefused their leave to anyone suspec-
ted of wanting to participate in an off-campus fraternity gathering.
They found it difficult to countenance anyone's attending an inter-
collegiate athletic contest other than the team members themselves.
Some students left town either without having sought the required
permission or after their request had been denied. A few seemed to
delight ingetting approval to go to one place, then actually going to
another, and finally,upon their return, lying about where they had
been. The trustees demonstrated how important they thought the
permission rule was by specifically instructing the faculty as late as
January 1896 to enforce it "by such punishment as willprevent
its violation."170
1690ne of the passersby was a telegraph boy (1890). The student who threw the
water on him was fined and the boy got the money.
170 By the 1890s a few students were securing blanket permission to go home every
weekend, for reasons acceptable to the faculty. One cannot help having some sym-
pathy for the four young men charged inNovember 1894 withgoing hunting without
permission, shooting only a chicken, and then getting drunk.
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Among offenses involving students' academic obligations which
came to the attention of the faculty were these: including unap-
proved material in a public address (1873 and later); cheating,
including plagiarism (1880 and later); setting off what were called
explosives or torpedoes in the classroom (1880 and later) ;~breaking
into the president's office when everyone should have been in
church (1880); not charging library books (1880 and later); plugging
classroom keyholes (1882 and later); surreptitiously tampering with
College records (1885); breaking into the library (1886); hissing in
class (1890); and humming in class (1898) 171
Although most students professed to be Lutheran, this did not
mean that they welcomed the religious obligations imposed upon
them or that they intended to fulfillthem conscientiously or without
complaint. Readers of the College Monthly learned that by the mid-
18808 Harvard no longer placed any such obligations on its students
and that incertain other institutions there was agitation for similar
concessions. From time to time the publication chided Gettysburg
students for their inattention and occasional disruptive actions in
church. In January 1896 the Mercury complained about the conduct
of some students in Brua Chapel. If they had no respect for the
chaplain, it argued, at least they should for the message that he was
giving.The writerhad two suggestions tobe considered: require the
faculty to attend chapel or make student attendance voluntary. 172
Neither suggestion was adopted, and the old arrangements con-
171 As already noted, during this entire period, from Wilken to Brede, there were
more disturbances in the German classroom than inany others. However, the explo-
sion of1880 occurred inJohn A. Himes' classroom. Years ago, an uncle of this writer,
a 1904 graduate, commented on the behavior of his fellow-students in a number of
their classes. Few ifany Gettysburg instructors in the 1980s would tolerate such con-
duct. Some students used ponies, which they also called bicycles. Most of a Graeff
essay of1882 was found to have been plagiarized. InMay 1890 the College Monthly
reported that "an enterprising New York City concern is sending circulars to college
seniors all over the country offering to furnish, for a consideration, orations, essays
or theses on any subject required and at short notice."
172 1n February 1882, for example, it complained of inattention, whispering, read-
ing of books, and snapping of watch lidsby those seated in the rear pews. Students
attending Christ Lutheran church on Sunday sat inpews along the west side of the
building. Under the honor system, they were expected to report their presence or
absence to College authorities on Monday. The Centennial Olio(1876) accused some
students of sticking their heads inside the church door at 11:30 Sunday morning, so
that they could report the next day that they had been in attendance. In1885 the
faculty assigned each class certain rows of seats and proctors determined who was
present. During this entire period a few students had permission to attend other
churches in town. Most ofthem went to St. James Lutheran, where they taught a Sun-
day school class or were choir members. Until Brua was available for use, the roll
was called in daily chapel. After 1890 each student was assigned his own seat and
proctors took attendance, marking as absent all who came late.
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tinued in effect. Especially after 1890, some students accrued so
many demerits forabsences from chapel and church that, according
to the rules, their continuance in College was in jeopardy. In an
effort to close loopholes, the faculty announced that neither the call
ofnature nor carrying breakfast to a sick friend would any longer be
accepted as validreasons for missing chapel. The faculty considered
ita violation of the rules to hiss inchapel (1892), attempt to place a
cow in the Brua vestibule (1892), steal one's nameplate from his
chapel seat (1900), and throw hymnals (1904).
Especially high on the list of violations which the faculty took
most seriously was the use of alcoholic beverages. They continued
toadvocate legal action against local hotels which sold such drinks
to students who were minors, and they protested when there was the
prospect of a new hotel on Washington street, near the College.
They were much annoyed by the fact that many students who left
town, both with and without permission, returned to the campus
inebriated. After 1868, the use of alcoholic beverages brought con-
siderably more students, both singly and in groups, before the
faculty than was the case inthe earlier period; however, this did not
result in the professors' deciding finally to accept what apparently
they could not change. In1900, when dealing with six students
found guilty of drinking, the faculty declared that their desire was
not topunish anyone, but rather "tocrush out the evil ofusing intox-
icants." 173 There were also a number of cases of immoral conduct
during this period. One which came to the attention of the faculty in
1901 was a precedent in that it involved a male and a female
College student.
Another type of violation of the rules which the faculty took very
seriously was one which involved, or appeared to involve, a group
of students challenging the dignity of the institution or its authority
tomanage its affairs according to the best judgment of its faculty. In
1867, 1868, and 1869, for example, members of the sophomore class
published what was known as a burlesque and distributed it during
commencement week. Called the Revelator in1867 and the Banner
of Honor in 1869, these publications mercilessly ridiculed the
faculty in general and most of its members in particular. "Every
college in the country has its peculiar characters," insisted the
173 8y the 1890s it was becoming the custom for classes to have banquets. The
faculty usually granted the necessary permission, but always with the stern admoni-
tion that no alcohol was tobe served. How wellthe student heard this admonition and
obeyed it is another matter. There is an undated statement in the College Archives
signed by about fiftystudents who promised not touse intoxicating beverages and to
report any student "certainly known to us as using them." The document dates from
about 1902.
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ible effort on the part of DR. MORRIS. One of the
Tyrants has been made to fancy touches which the Trus-
Salutatory
In presenting The Latest suppress this document. tees of Pennsylvania College
Out to the public, we are Threats and intimidations have added to their list of
actuated by the desire to yin- have been freely used, and instructors, is a lecturer on
dicate the cause oftruth. That even our secret conclave dis- Natural History. This posi-
gross misrepresentations of turbed by certain members of tion is held by one, Dr.
this Institution and those con- the Faculty, and by him to Morris, who comes here once
nected withit have wide cir- whom all students must pay or twice a year, and with
culation, we are aware; and "due homage and bow in insufferable pomposity, tells
we desire to correct at least a reverence." But "Truth crushed a few musty jokes, which
few of those falsehoods. The to earth willrise again," and, would be often more appro-
world knows how conceit, in spite of all opposition, the priate in a barroom than in a
love of money and lack of work lies before you, embrac- lecture-hall. He then pro-
brains largely prevail here; ing some of the facts which ceeds to enlighten his hearers
hence it needs no further come under our notice.... on the nature of "bugs," (a
mention. Lately an effort has PROFESSOR HENRY JA- few decayed specimens of
been made to place this COBS. Henry has cultivated which he usually brings along
would-be College on a footing his voice until he has attained with him). From his close
with the first institutions of the most sanctified tone and affinity to, and connection
the country, but, oh, ye gods, manner imaginable. Any with, bugs, we take great
how signal has been the Methodist minister in the pleasure in conferring upon
failure attending those ef- land would give half his him the honorary degree of
forts. We caution the world salary
-
which is generally H.B.
- (Humbug.)....
against believing the contents meagre enough - for such a PROFESSOR HENRY
of the Catalogue. It is an blessed tone. Professor, if BAUGHER. Henry is sorely
advertising concern and does you knew what abore it is to afflicted with the same
not adhere closely to the hear you "drawl out" a well- malady that has taken posses-
truth. The facts herein men- written sermon, -as you do- sion of a majority of his
tioned fall under our daily withno more animation than pupils, namely, self-conceit,
notice and are the truth. a "scare- crow ina cornfield," He has a severe attack.... Not-
Fearing too much light you would stop preaching withstanding all, Henry is not
might be thrown on some of until you had improved as big a fool as you would
the dark points, every poss- your delivery.... judge by his appearance.
These excerpts from The Latest Out, dated June 27, 1872, furnish an
example of one of the milder student burlesques. Spelling and punctuation
in the original have been preserved.
ReveJator, "but we readily assert that ours willbear off the palm in
every comparison .... inallrespects our faculty is like his satanic
majesty among the fallen angels, the worst, and yet the greatest." In
language which might lead the reader toask what purpose libellaws
were intended to serve and when they should be invoked, the Banner
of Honor called MiltonValentine "half devil and halfman," Martin
L. Stoever a "dreadful ogre," William Notz an "arrant swindler,
petty thief," Victor L. Conrad one in whom "are blended inperfect
harmony and unison all the characteristics of the ass," and Charles
J. Ehrehart "the Pine-town Hog."174
174N0 copies ofthe 1868 burlesque survive in the College archives, nor do any of
one published in1877. The Bloody Lutheran (1892) and the Gettysburg Kindergarten
(1897) were also burlesques. Charles J. Ehrehart gave the harmful effects of the early
burlesques on the College constituency as one reason for his resignation in 1870.
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The faculty continued to have a wide range ofpenalties to impose
upon students found guilty of violating College rules and
regulations. Including unauthorized material in a public address,
breaking into the library, or rolling stones through the hallways
could bring twenty demerits. Fighting or loud hornblowing could
bring twenty-five. The mysterious misuse of the lower story of
Pennsylvania Hall in1876 yielded fifty.Unspecified misconduct on
the part of two students cost them seventy-five demerits and the
added penalty of being in the building at 7 P.M. every evening for
the remainder of the term. Among the offenses which could result in
suspension, for varying lengths of time, were "combined and
aggravated offenses committed against the law and order of the
College" in 1870, "persistent contumacy" in 1878, setting off
explosives, cheating, immoral conduct, and use of alcoholic
beverages. In1869 the faculty quickly identified four students re-
sponsible for publishing the Banner of Honor. The professors sus-
pended them and announced their intention to recommend
expulsion to the board of trustees, but before that could happen the
guilty parties persuaded the faculty that they were truly penitent
and should be received back into the fold. Between 1868 and 1904
the trustees did expel at least six students: two for larceny (1879),
one for persistent neglect of academic and financial obligations
(1896), one for unauthorized night painting of Philip M. Bikle's
house (1899), and two for stealing books from the College
library (1901). 175
InJune 1886, after a year or more of discussion and following the
example set by Amherst College, the faculty proposed to the student
body the adoption of what was then called cooperative college
government. If constituted at Gettysburg, it would have been
administered by a board of three seniors, two juniors, one
sophomore, and one freshman, elected by their respective classes.
With the president of the College as its presiding officer, the board
would have met at least once a month. Either the president or a stu-
dent could refer cases of "college order and discipline" to the board,
whose decisions, if approved by the faculty, would be final.
Although the alumni editor of the College Monthly, in June 1886,
urged his readers that since "we cannot be the first" to adopt the sys-
1751n1871 the board of trustees adopted a sense motion that the faculty's recognized
power to suspend students should not extend beyond the end ofthe academic year or
the next business meeting of the board. At the same time, they delegated to the
faculty their own power to expel students from the institution in cases of offenses
"sufficiently grave to merit [immediate] final dismissal or expulsion," requiring a full
report from the president in the event the faculty concluded that itwas necessary to
take such action. Inpractice, the faculty limited their penalties to suspension, and
recommended expulsion to the board where they believed it was warranted.
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tem, "let's not be the last," the junior class turned it down several
months later. Opponents charged that it would turn seven students
into proctors and, in the end, be no improvement over the existing
system, as far as students were concerned. Two years later, in
November 1888, a writer inthe College Monthly noted that coopera-
tive government did not seem to be working at either Amherst or
Princeton. "Perhaps itis just as well,"he concluded, "that the effort
to introduce it here was a failure."
Seven years later, ina lead editorial inDecember 1895, the Mercury
brought up the matter again and urged the students to use its
columns to discuss the question of self-government. "We are not
willing to believe that compulsion is necessary in order to have
students observe" the requirements, the editor wrote. "Those who
are naturally well-disposed grow restless at being compelled to do
what they would most gladly do of their own free will,"he thought,
"while those who have no inherent regard for right or propriety will
generally do as they please despite the rules and prohibitions." In
terms reminiscent of the arguments of Luther H. Croll more than a
decade earlier, the editor claimed that the existing system pitted
faculty and students against each other, to the detriment oflearning.
Although he believed that unfriendliness was declining in the
College, he was convinced that "if the students were given a part in
their own government, it would disappear entirely." Moreover, he
believed, student participation would improve College discipline.
No person was then "willingto incur the unpopularity attached to
one who gives evidence against his fellow student." Under the pro-
posed arrangement, students "would take a greater interest inpre-
serving the reputation of the college, and cases which would come
before them would be almost sure tobe decided justly and impartially."
The small response to this challenge demonstrated that the students
of Gettysburg College were not then willing to exchange a system
whose workings they had mastered to their own satisfaction for one
with so many unknowns.
In1884 Vice President Croll was prepared to accept that "the
college man is a mirth-loving creature, of an age enjoying the
privileges, without being burdened by the responsibilities of
manhood, absent from home, associated with many scores like him-
self, and eager to find avenues for the release of a surplus vital
energy." 176 He and his faculty colleagues were prepared to accept,
albeit reluctantly at times, students growing moustaches; wearing
their distinctive hats, whatever happened to be in fashion at the
time; guying passersby; scribbling graffiti; riding bicycles (as early
176CoJIege Monthly (October 1884], p. 218.
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as 1882 the fever had reached Gettysburg}; wearing college pins;
putting Limburger cheese on chapel and classroom radiators; and
showing up in the dormitory withgrapes that were obviously neither
purchased nor sent from home. They were prepared to listen as
students sang "Grandfather's Clock" in the late 1870s and "Just Tell
Them That You Saw Me"in the 1890s. Usually, but not always, they
gave permission for students to celebrate their release from a long,
hard term by publicly and ceremonially cremating one of their text-
books (perhaps Livy,Olney's algebra, or Wentworth's geometry).
They accepted that every year the students would fillthe old chapel
with hay. They made no attempt to halt the lively class rivalry,
unless ittook the form of hazing. They expressed themselves clearly
enough on that subject when in1883 they voiced "unqualified disap-
proval of any attempt on the part of students to subject to personal
discomfort any fellow-student." 177
In welcoming the freshman class inOctober 1893, a writerin the
Mercury advised its members that "youmay be offended at times by
The editors of the 1904 Spectrum described the above as "a typical
college room."
177 The College Monthly included many notices of hazing on other campuses,
always condemned the practice, and believed it was declining. See the issues for
December 1881, November 1887, and June 1891.
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the strictness ofyour instructors, by the rigidness ofyour discipline,
and think the Mater has received the wrong appellation." Counsel-
ing patience and understanding, he predicted that "what seems
strictness now" willin future years "appear the truest kindness,
while words of rebuke willbe treasured up as incentives to better
endeavors." Insome cases, his prediction was an accurate one. At
least some alumni who in later years wrote about their College
experiences recalled the discipline of the institution as something of
a game in which the players on both sides, faculty and students
alike, acted out the roles which under the circumstances they were
expected to perform. In retrospect, they would not have wanted
it otherwise. 178
Student Organizations
Almost allstudent organizations before 1868 were ones which the
faculty had actively promoted in the belief that they would con-
tribute in a positive way to the program of instruction and dis-
cipline. Even though the literary societies gained considerable
independence from faculty control, they were still an integral part
of the establishment. Each successive edition of the rules and
regulations specified the time of their weekly meetings and pre-
scribed alternate exercises for those who were not members. One
explanation offered for the increasing popularity of social frater-
nities on many campuses is that these were organizations which
students could form and govern by themselves. Ifsecrecy was the
price for independence from faculty control, they were prepared to
pay it.
Between 1868 and 1904 the number of student organizations on
the Gettysburg campus increased. As the old ideal of the well-
regulated family disappeared from the published statements and
faded inactual practice, these organizations took on more of a lifeof
their own. And yet, the old ways were far from gone. The 1899 edi-
tion of the rules and regulations stillprescribed the weekly meeting
date for the literary societies and special exercises for nonmembers.
In fact, the rules in that year placed fences around all student
organizations: the faculty could determine their time and place of
meeting; they could attend allmeetings; they reserved the right to
pass upon all speakers the students invited to address them; they
could restrict, even dissolve, any organization which interfered
178See, for example, the recollections of George E. M. Herbst in the Spectrum
(1902), p. 183. For a fuller treatment of student life in this period, see Anna Jane
Moyer, The Way We Were: A History of Student Life at Gettysburg College, 1832-
1982 (Gettysburg, 1982).
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"with the good order of the College, by shielding its members from
discipline or furnishing facilities for the violation of law";and they
would take the assets of any dissolved organization.
The Phrenakosmian and Philomathaean literary societies con-
tinued to flourish after 1868, claiming the membership of almost
every student. The 1899 Spectrum stated that of 1,068 graduates,
562 had belonged to Philo, 479 to Phrena, and only 27 to neither.
Every graduating member of the class of 1904 was affiliated with
one or the other of these societies. Philo voted to admit women in
1892; itelected its first female members inthe following year. When
they gave up their elegant, ifsmall, quarters in Pennsylvania Hall,
the societies moved in1890 into truly ornate rooms on the third floor
of the New Recitation Building. The lot had determined that Philo
should have the north room and Phrena the south. While society li-
braries grew less rapidly than did the College collection, together
they had more than 12,000 volumes in 1904. 179
The 1904 catalogue described Philo and Phrena in terms which
must have been familiar to the oldest livingalumni. They "exert a
favorable influence in the intellectual and social culture of their
members," readers were told. "The exercises consist of music,
essays, orations, and debates. The practical acquaintance with
parliamentary law here formed makes these societies the best
schools for free citizenship." If these claims conveyed the impres-
sion that nothing had happened to the standing of the societies since
the early years of the College, they were false, indeed. Time and
time again the College Monthly, Mercury, and Gettysburgian felt it
necessary to run articles written by faculty, alumni, and others,
explaining why interest inboth societies seemed to be flagging. 180
"Must we believe that our literary societies, that have such a credit-
able history and have been so beneficial," asked the College Monthly
inMarch 1885, "are in their death struggle?" Some attributed what
appeared to be happening to the general drift of the times, to an
increasing fascination with athletics, or to the competition offered
bysocial fraternities. Two signs of the times, whose meanings might
nevertheless be susceptible of different interpretations, were the
abandonment in the 1880s of the February anniversary exercises
which the societies had conducted since the 1830s and also of their
sponsorship of an event during commencement week. College
publications consistently supported Philo and Phrena, urging new
179The libraries were moved to the New Recitation Building in 1889, but their
separate reading rooms remained in Pennsylvania Hall. In1899 these rooms were
combined and placed under College control.
180These and other articles made it evident that declining interest in literary
societies troubled people on other campuses as well.
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students to be prompt in joining one or the other. Allgraduates
"need the parliamentary training, the celerity and clearness of
thought, the grace of speech and the aptness at debate, which you
can only acquire within the walls of the properly conducted literary
society," advised George D. Stahley in the College Monthly for
November 1885. "The class-room willnot furnish you these accom-
plishments; the place is too constrained, -the freedom, the inspira-
tion, the mutual incentives of social contact in the society hall,
are wanting."
In November 1876, after a decade of growth in the sciences at
Gettysburg, the faculty decided it was "expedient" for them to
reorganize the Linnaean Society, which had lapsed in 1862. They
called a meeting of the students for December 9, at wljich time the
revival was accomplished. Edward S. Breidenbaugh was elected
president and a Monday afternoon hour was set aside in the class
schedule for its biweekly meetings. Dutifully and at length the
College Monthly reported on each of these sessions. It is obvious
that Breidenbaugh and others were trying to make them both attrac-
tive and substantive, but itis equally clear that student interest was
minimal. Because oflack of attendance, the faculty soon took away
the hour reserved inthe daily schedule. Later, inthe hope of rekind-
ling interest, it was restored, but in November 1881 the College
Monthly pronounced the Linnaean Association dead. 181
In1867 a new student organization, one which was to exercise a
major influence on campus life for many years, made its first
appearance on the College scene. On March 16 of that year, the
Young Men's Christian Association of Pennsylvania College was
founded. According toHenry Eyster Jacobs, who was then a tutor in
the preparatory department, President Baugher named him chair-
man of a student committee to draw up a constitution for an
organization through which students could learn about and support
missions. Jacobs selected the name for the new society, which hap-
pened to be that of an organization founded inEngland in1844 and
introduced into the United States in 1851. 182 The Gettysburg
V.M.C.A. quickly took root. By 1868 ithad forty members and had
already gained a place in the commencement week exercises by
sponsoring the first ina long series of Sunday evening addresses.
181InNovember 1888 Edward S. Breidenbaugh and Franklin Menges organized the
Priestly Society and became president and vice president respectively. Designed to
"foster a deeper interest inand love for the study ofthe Physical Sciences," itpromptly
expired.
182Jacobs, Memoirs, p. 90. Jacobs may have recalled the Young Men's Christian
Association which was formed inGettysburg inNovember 1857 and which disbanded
in March 1860 because of lack of interest. Minute Book, Adams County
Historical Society.
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Before long most of the students became members at some point dur-
ing their undergraduate careers. There were eighty- nine so affiliated
in 1904.
While questions were being asked about the vitality of the literary
societies and while the Linnaeans were approaching their second
and final demise, the College V.M.C.A. thrived. Meeting at first
monthly, it soon moved to weekly sessions. To a large degree, this
organization contained and channeled the impulses which in an
earlier day had produced that long series of intense campus revivals.
Its program included prayer meetings, Bible study, lectures, and
musical entertainment. 183 Members conducted services at the
poorhouse, as itwas called inthose days, and gave financial support
to several foreign missionaries, one of whom was John Aberly
(1888). Toward the end of the 1880s they offered to administer the
gymnasium on behalf of the College, but the appointment of George
D. Stahley to the chair of physical culture and hygiene resulted in
other arrangements being made for the use of that facility. In1895
they issued the first in a continuing series of annual College
handbooks intended for the orientation of new students. An
enthusiastic writer in the College Monthly for October 1893 stated
that "the V.M.C.A. of Gettysburg College is, inallprobability, the
most active and useful organization which adorns the insti-
tution."
The Gettysburg V.M.C.A. was one of the earliest to be established
on an American college campus. Itmay have been the first in a
Pennsylvania college. The years from 1868 to 1904 were ones of
tremendous growth for the V.M.C.A. among American students. By
1900 there were almost five hundred associations on college and
university campuses. The State YoungMen's Christian Association
ofPennsylvania was organized in1869; a few years later the College
group established an affiliation with it.In1877 the national conven-
tion of the V.M.C.A. voted to name a secretary to coordinate and
promote student work incolleges and universities. Inthe years that
followed, the Gettysburg association placed itself within the pur-
view of his efforts. Its members attended many of the famous sum-
mer Bible study conferences held at Northfield, Massachusetts,
beginning in1886, under the leadership of Dwight L. Moody. They
also participated inthe even more famous Student Volunteer Move-
ment for Foreign Missions, an ambitious undertaking begun in1888
whose goal was "the evangelization of the world inthis generation."
Robert Weidensall (1836-1922), of the class of 1860, provided a close
linkbetween the Gettysburg and national V.M.C.A.'s. His appoint-
183The Y.M.C. A. sponsored some ofthe first recitals by off-campus artists. See the
Gettysburgian, March 2, 1904.
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ment in1868 as the first national field secretary marked the begin-
ning of a half-century career with the national organization. 184
In1889, about the time many other V.M.C.A.'s were beginning to
build structures of their own toaccommodate their many activities,
the Gettysburg association acquired use of the former College
chapel in Pennsylvania Hall. That these quarters were not long con-
sidered either adequate or appropriate is evident from the following
statement in the College Monthly for June 1891:
Last year the two literary societies were handsomely furnished,
this year two [fraternity] chapter houses have been erected, and no
doubt in the coming year two more willfollow. The V.M.C. A.
seems to have been left to the last, and yet it is by far the most
important-institution at College .... It is an acknowledged fact
that the greater part and most effectual spiritual work among the
students must be done by the Christian young men incollege. The
Faculty and Alumni must support the work, but the non-Christian
students can, for the most part, only be reached by their fellow-
students. Now, the V.M.C.A.must have a building to keep intouch
with the other advancing societies that make up College.
A building fund was inaugurated and inApril1893 the College
Monthly expressed the hope that some wealthy friend would make a
large enough contribution to the fund to create the momentum
necessary for its ultimate success. Although the friend declined to
step forward, the board of trustees in June 1902 authorized the
V.M.C.A. to begin a fund raising campaign and promised a site on
the campus when itwas prepared tobuild. The 1904 and 1905 Spec-
trums published the proposed floor plans for the two-story building.
Although about $4,000 had been pledged by 1904, it was not until
after World War Ithat a V.M.C.A. building became a reality.
In1868 there were five social fraternities to which Gettysburg
students could belong: Phi Kappa Psi (1855), Phi Gamma Delta
(1858), Zeta Psi (1861), Sigma Chi(1863), and ChiPhi (1867). Accord-
ing to the Ragout, a student publication which appeared inMarch of
that year, these five "secret societies" enrolled a total of thirty-seven
members, a few more than one-third of the student body. Because
they were secret organizations which did not seek faculty sanction
or support, and because they were suspected of being subversive of
good order in the College, the professors opposed them. As already
noted, when the trustees declined to accept their recommendation
that the matriculation oath be amended to include a promise that a
184C. Howard Hopkins, History of the V.M.C.A. in North America (New York,
1951), pp. 271-308 and 120-122. Three other College graduates spent all or parts of
their careers inV.M.C.A. work: James McConaughy (1857-1934), David McConaughy
(1860-1946), and Samuel G. McConaughy (1863- ). John E. Graeff was an active
V.M.C.A. supporter and, together withJohn Wanamaker, attended the international
V.M.C.A. jubilee in London in 1894.
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student would not joina.secret society while enrolled inthe College,
the faculty revised the rules and regulations in1865 to include as
grounds for dismissal joining or countenancing any combination
"which has a tendency to create opposition to the discipline of
the Institution."
In the years after 1868, faculty opposition to the fraternities sof-
tened. The fact that Professors Baugher, Bikle, Breidenbaugh,
Jacobs, McKnight, Sadtler, and Stahley were all fraternity men
helps explain why this occurred. Whatever may have been the
danger which fraternities presented to the order and authority of the
institution in the 1850s and 1860s, College officials, perhaps draw-
ingupon their own undergraduate experience, came to believe that
they now saw little or none. They were prepared to grant that
students had the right to form such organizations, even secret ones,
and to maintain them so long as they did not violate the existing
rules and regulations. 185
In1877, the first year of itspublication, the editor of the College
Monthly opened its columns for several months between July and
December to an extended discussion of fraternities. This gave both
friends and foes the opportunity to deal with the major issues being
argued at the time: their secrecy, alleged insubordination, reported
domination of campus politics, and claimed social and other
benefits for both undergraduates and alumni. Clearly, the fraternity
case was the one more strongly presented. Ten years later, in
October 1887, the same journal ran excerpts from a recent Forum
article by former President Andrew D. White of Cornell University.
Using arguments which probably reflected the sentiments of most of
the Gettysburg faculty, White answered many of the charges direc-
ted against the fraternities. For example, he thought "their secrecy
is rather nominal than real" and that few concerned college officials
lacked "a fair knowledge" of their "interior organization." White
refused to lay more than a modest share of the blame for the decline
of literary societies on the social fraternities. Even that could be
removed if"half the lung power expended by college officers in
declaiming against the fraternities" were directed to supporting the
literary societies. Fraternity involvement in college politics, he
argued, is "simply one form of an evil which, insome form, is, as
things go at present, inevitable." Wipe out the fraternities and some
185 InJune 1885 the faculty lectured the members ofPhi Kappa Psi and Phi Gamma
Delta, followingan incident in which the grades of certain seniors were lowered by
other students who gained access to the records. Itis not clear who the guilty parties
were, but the faculty reminded the two fraternities that, "inall institutions of civi-
lized government,. .. administration of justice rests upon the power to obtain inevery
case the best and fullest testimony." It called upon all students to cooperate in
the investigation.
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other "cliques, clubs, parties, and intrigues" willtake their place; "it
seems a result of our American atmosphere." Itwas White's conten-
tion that fraternities "reduce certain inevitable evils incollege life to
a minimum, that they produce good in many ways, and that, when
college authorities deal with them in a large-minded spirit, they can
be made to do still more good."
Ifmost of the Gettysburg faculty were in substantial agreement
with White, they were nevertheless reluctant to accord the frater-
nities that same degree of recognition and acceptance which Philo,
Phrena, and the V.M.C.A. enjoyed. For example, they long refused
permission to students who wanted to attend regional or national
fraternity conventions. Only in 1889 did they amend their explicit
rule on this subject, passed eleven years earlier, to permit a frater-
nityto send one or two students each year. Even in1904 the faculty
RATWNITD.
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The editors ofthe 1899 Spectrum used this theme to introduce the section
on fraternities.
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were stillnot listing fraternities inthe catalogue, something which
an alumnus had suggested be done as early as 1882. That publication
contained only a passing reference inthe section on buildings to the
chapter houses which the "Greek Letter Societies" had erected
on campus. 186
There were six fraternities at Gettysburg College in1904. Three
had been organized before 1868: Phi Kappa Psi, Phi Gamma Delta,
and Sigma Chi. Phi Delta Theta dated from 1875. Alpha Tau Omega
was chartered in1882. Sigma Alpha Epsilon was organized in1883,
lapsed in 1885, was reorganized in 1893, lapsed again, and was
reorganized again in1899. 187 Active membership inthese six frater-
nities ranged from eight inthe case of Phi Kappa Psi to sixteen for
Phi Gamma Delta. Total membership was 67 in a student body of
179. The 1899 Spectrum estimated that 417 of the 1,068 men
graduated up to that time had been fraternity members.
In the early days, fraternities held their meetings indifferent stu-
dent rooms at the College or seminary; the exact location at any one
time was one of their secrets. Later, they rented quarters somewhere
in town, sometimes a room on the floor above a business place. In
June 1881 the board of trustees granted permission to Phi Kappa Psi
to erect a lodge, or chapter house, on a campus site to be approved
by the executive committee and under such control as would pre-
vent violations of the rules and regulations of the College. The
cornerstone for this lodge was laid during the semicentennial exer-
cises in June 1882. William E. Parson, valedictorian of the class of
1867 and then a Lutheran pastor in Washington, gave the principal
address, praising the board of trustees for their broadmindedness in
permitting the construction to take place. "Certainly we are not
seeking tobuild anything within the bounds of the college domain,"
he told his listeners, "that would be subversive ofgood order, or det-
rimental to the best interests of our Alma Mater." Fraternities
belong to the days ofa person's youth, he said. Since St. Paul did not
think or act like a man until he became one, Parson was certain that
186 The pages ofthe Spectrum, the student yearbook, firstpublished in1891, always
gave generous coverage to the fraternities in both pictures and text.
187 Zeta Psi and Chi Phi had disappeared by the early 1870s, as had a shortlived
chapter ofUpsilon Beta. InNovember 1897 the faculty learned ofan attempt by about
twenty students to organize a chapter of Theta Nu Epsilon, a fraternity with a
national reputation for disreputable conduct. The faculty warned that any students
joining such an organization would be expelled. InJanuary 1898 the trustees granted
the faculty request for authority to deal withany similar situation by authorizing the
president to spend whatever was "needed to crush out the said society." Baird's
Manual ofAmerican College Fraternities, 19th cd., edited by John Robson (Menasha,
Wis., 1977), pp. 801-802. See 1932 History, pp. 365-386, for more information about
the six fraternities of 1904. A sorority, lota Lambda Delta, was formed in
November 1903.
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Phi Kappa Psi chapter house dedicated on the campus in 1884.
if"he had been a college boy in these days, he would have been a
member of one of our Greek Letter Societies." Believing that this
address was "the first public defense of college fraternities in our
midst," the editor of the College Monthly published it in fullin the
July 1882 issue. MillerHall,named after its major donor, Daniel R.
Miller (1856), was dedicated on June 24, 1884.
Three other fraternity chapter houses were built on the campus
before the end of the century. On June 16, 1891 Phi Gamma Delta
dedicated Delta Hall on the site of its present house. On the same
day Sigma Chi dedicated William L. Glatfelter Hall. Phi Delta Theta
dedicated its house, which was located south of the Phi Gamma
Delta hall, on June 14, 1899. Each of these four chapter houses con-
sisted of two or three rooms, which were used for meetings and
other related purposes. None contained rooming or boarding
facilities. On June 3, 1903 Alpha Tau Omega laid the cornerstone for
its chapter house on North Washington street, off campus.
Inaddition to the ones already mentioned, there were many other
student organizations which existed in the College at one time or
another between 1868 and 1904. Some of them, for example, the
College and seminary Bible society, had a fairlycontinuous existence.
The lives of others, such as the Priestly Society (1888), must be
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measured in terms of months. Several organizations, including the
Temperance Constitutional Amendment Club (1888) and the Pro-
hibition Club (1893], were campus manifestations of ongoing
national crusades. A few, such as the Pennypacker and Pattison
Clubs (1902), reflected student interest in state and national politics.
Others, including the Epicurean Club (1860s) and the Lazy Club
(1870s), catered to impulses which may well have existed during the
firstperiod of the College's life,but which would then scarcely have
found expression inan organization. The third attempt tomaintain a
German literary society, made under faculty auspices in1867, proved
WilliamL. GJatfeJter Hall
Sigma Chi chapter house dedicated on the campus in 1891.
no more successful than the first two had been. However, in the
early 1870s students of German and Swiss origin formed an
organization of their own, one whose purpose appears tohave been
to encourage the spoken Pennsylvania German orDutch dialect, and
to promote a good time. Known as the Rauch-Gesellschaft,
Deutsche Gesellschaft, or Deitch Gesellschaft, this club had an
intermittent existence which carried itbeyond 1904, in which year it
had thirteen members.
The musical organizations of the years between 1868 and 1904
illustrate one of the signal characteristics of student activity outside
the classroom at this time. There was a glee club in1868 and one in
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1904, but the pages of College publications show clearly that the
continuity from one year to the next in this organization was
minimal. It was almost literally necessary to reorganize the club
every fall. Some years there was no one to take this step and to con-
duct the rehearsals necessary for creditable performances.
Occasionally there was enough student interest to sustain more than
one glee club. In1893 the College was able to secure the services of
an experienced director for the group. From time to time there was a
band, an orchestra, and a chapel choir. There were banjo, mandolin,
and guitar clubs, sometimes working together and sometimes
separately. These organizations gave concerts on the campus and in
town. As early as 1891 their members were granted a stated number
of excused class absences, which enabled them to go on tour to
nearby towns and cities. Before long their performances were
looked upon as good public relations for the College. Occasionally,
some of these organizations performed jointly withmusicians from
other colleges.
In the 1890s Philo and Phrena each organized clubs which spon-
sored intersociety debates. Later, there were also interclass debates.
Similar opportunities to engage indebating and oratory were avail-
able by participating in the activities of the Pennsylvania Inter-
collegiate Oratorical Union, which was organized in the 1890s by
six or seven central and eastern Pennsylvania colleges, including
College Musical Clubs
The glee club and (he mandolin and guitar clubposed together for this pic-
ture during the 1902-1903 season.
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Gettysburg. The first reference toa dramatic association dates from
1895, when the Philo Dramatic Club was formed. Renamed the Rois-
ter Doister Club in 1898, it welcomed members of both literary
societies. 188 Its successor, the Mask and Wig Society, presented its
first play in June 1904. 189
From the beginning of its existence, the College had recognized
superior academic achievement by its system of commencement
honors. Over the years a number of donors established prizes which
made it possible to regard classroom achievement in additional
ways. On September 4, 1897 a group of students under the
leadership of William }.Gies (1893) organized a society whose pur-
pose was to honor broader-based attainments. Five of the thirteen
charter members of the Pen and Sword Society were graduates.
Writing inthe 1899 Spectrum, Oscar G. Klinger described the new
organization as
a body which is unique in our Lutheran college world and is
designed to exert a masterful influence in the future. It exists for
the sole purpose ofpromoting the interests of the college inany and
every possible way.It is an attempt to bridge the chasm whichhas
too longseparated the undergraduate body from the Faculty on the
one hand and the alumni on the other. To its membership any man
is eligible whose loyalty to the institution is expressed in some
practical work for her.
The student body elected members to the Pen and Sword Society,
subject to confirmation by its undergraduate members. By 1904
about one hundred persons had been so honored.
College Publications
Since 1877 the College has had a regular monthly or weekly publi-
cation to keep its several constituencies informed of campus hap-
penings and of the issues before the institution for debate and
resolution. The first of these publications was the Pennsylvania
CoJJege Monthly. Aware that other colleges were already issuing
journals, in October 1876 the faculty appointed a committee to draw
up a plan for such a publication at Gettysburg. A month later they
adopted the committee report and committed themselves, ifat least
250 subscribers could be secured, to a publication "in which articles
of value on general subjects may be published and preserved,
188InFebruary 1898 the faculty passed a sense motion declaring that "itis proper to
give dramatic entertainment in Brua Chapel."
189The organization fordramatics is a good example ofa student activity withlittle
continuity. The Roister Doister Club disappeared in1900; later in the year a Minstrel
and Dramatic Troupe was formed; in 1903 the literary societies were staging plays;
and in January 1904 the Gettysburg Dramatic Club appears.
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college interests discussed, matters of college history chronicled."
The faculty would retain general management of the journal and
elect the editor. Each of the literary societies and the Alumni
Association were entitled to choose an associate editor. The
required number of subscriptions having been secured, the faculty
in January named Philip M.Bikle editor and the first number of the
College Monthly appeared inFebruary 1877. 190 Within a few months
circulation reached 450 copies, equal to the number of the Cornell
Review and half that of the Yale Courant.
The format which the new publication soon took and which it
retained was as follows: news about what was happening or should
be happening in the College (literary societies, V.M.C.A., frater-
nities, and athletics); articles, essays, and poems of general interest;
information about individual alumni; reviews of books dealing with
higher education; news about colleges and universities elsewhere in
the country, gleaned largely from the exchange copies which other
institutions sent; notes about events occurring inthe town of Gettys-
burg, taken mostly fromlocal newspapers; and brief notices ofcam-
pus happenings, many of them humorous and lighthearted, some of
them apochryphal.
In the first issue, the editor wrote that "the Professors, Students
and Alumni willhave inthe Monthly something of common interest,
and this may prove a bond of more intimate union among them." To
what extent the bond was ever formed is debatable, but certainly
there was much information in every issue which was of interest to
all three constituencies. From the alumni columns the faculty
learned what their former students were doing. Because of the man-
ner in which they were presented, the notices of campus hap-
penings, in which present students might be most interested, gave
them more chuckles than solid campus news. Of the three groups,
the alumni stood to gain the most from a careful reading of the
College Monthly. Along with the generous number ofpages devoted
to alumni personals, the editors presented what they believed were
the strengths of the College; itsneeds ifit were to retain itsposition
ina changing educational world; and much information about what
was happening in other colleges and universities, especially about
the gifts which generous donors were bestowing upon them. The
Alumni Association chose a succession of interested and able
associate editors who regularly contributed articles which may have
had more influence among alumni than anything a faculty or board
member might have written. "Next to the letters, Ialways open the
190The title of the journal was Pennsylvania College Monthly until1893, when it
became the Gettysburg College Monthly. In this text, with a few exceptions, it is
called the College Monthly.
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College Monthly first," wrote John Aberly(1888) fromIndia in1892.
"It comes to me as a letter from AJma Mater and is so appre-
ciated."
Although the College Monthly had two student associate editors,
the guiding force in directing it was always Philip M.Bikle. Inthe
winter of 1892-1893 six or seven students asked him to yieldcontrol
of the journal to the literary societies. They explained that students
were now responsible forsimilar publications inan increasing num-
ber of other colleges (and they were accurate insaying this). Giving
them control of the College Monthly, they maintained, would be
advantageous for everyone concerned. When Bikle refused this
request, the students asked the faculty for permission to publish
their own monthly journal. The professors responded by giving the
College Monthly a vote of confidence. It"was established by the
Faculty in the interests of the College," they said, "and has suc-
cessfully represented these interests for sixteen years." They could
not now encourage another journal, but neither could they object to
one. With this statement as their license, the students published the
first issue of the College Mercury in March 1893. 191 "It willbe the
object of this magazine to give the news of the college and alumni,"
they announced, "and to discuss the questions relating to the
welfare of the institution." They were now joining more than two
hundred similar publications, they said, which were entirely in stu-
dent hands. As far as form and arrangement were concerned, their
stated model was the Swarthmore Phoenix, but the content of the
first issue was very similar to that of the College Monthly.
In the March issue of his journal, Bikle did not resist the tempta-
tion tobelittle the new publication. "Whether the new paper lives or
not," he declared, "the College Monthly willcontinue, and, as here-
tofore, willstrive to promote the highest welfare of the College ....
Ithad its struggles inits earlier years, and may have again, but all in
all ithas been well sustained, and we believe can rely on the friends
of the College as faithful and loyal patrons." Nevertheless, by the
end of the year Editor Bikle, always the professor and now also
dean, changed his mind. The last issue of the College Monthly was
published in December 1893.
The announced purpose of the founders of the Mercury to turn it
over to the control of the literary societies was quickly realized.
Each of the latter severed its connection with the College Monthly
191Their response to the students contained the followingstandard provision: "If
the publication is made, the board of editors shall be held personally responsible to
the Faculty forallmatters published." The Aprilissue of the newMercury reprinted a
letter signed by allmembers of the faculty except Bikle, denying the charge that its
supporters were guilty of insubordination and that the faculty disapproved of
their effort.
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and assumed its share of responsibility for the new magazine. In
June 1893, without breaking its ties with the older publication, the
Alumni Association named an associate editor for the Mercury.
Although the latter continued to include the same variety of College
news as had itspredecessor, it soon became obvious that the student
voice, usually a responsible and mature one, was in firm control.
The Mercury called the attention of College authorities to the need
for improved facilities. Itgoaded the students intomaking better use
of the library and improving their understanding of what a superior
college education entailed. At the same time, itwas a faithful boos-
ter of Gettysburg College: of school spirit, intramural and inter-
collegiate athletics, dramatics, musical organizations, debating, the
literary societies, and the campus beautiful. In January 1897 it
revealed its close kinship with the former College Monthly by
declaring that "this publication is maintained chiefly inthe interest
of the Alumni."
OnMarch 9, 1897 the Mercury was confronted by a repeat of the
coup which had resulted inits own birth four years before. On that
day the first issue of the Gettysburgian appeared. Ours "is a
newspaper," its founders proclaimed, and "hence it is to be issued
weekly, for items that are not timely fail to be news." Their stated
Gettysburgian
Entered at the Pojt Officeat Gettysburg. Pa., atMcondcla!
Vol.I. No. i. GETTYSBURG. PA,MARCH9. 1897. Five Cents
ANNOUNCEMENT.
Progress is the watch-word of the day. And in
harmony with this spirit The Gettysbckgian greets
you, the alumni, the friends and the students of
these Institutions.
With the highest interests of these Institutions
ever before us we shall direct our efforts : to keep
the alumni ever in touch with their Alma Mater;
to arouse a more active interest among our friends;
to keep burning brightly the fires of student pa-
triotism and to place the name Gettysburg second
tono other. But the achievement of these ends
depends very largely on your encouragement and
assistance, —Alumnus, Friend and Student, for "in
union there is strength."
First page of the first issue of the Gettysburgian, March 9, 1897.
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purpose closely resembled that of the Mercury: "tokeep the Alumni
ever in touch with their Alma Mater, to keep burning brightly the
fires of student patriotism, and toplace the name Gettysburg second
to no other." Their coverage of news equally closely resembled that
of the older publication. The editors of the Mercury were much less
graceful in greeting competition than Philip M. Bikle had been in
1893. Itwas "a self appointed triumvirate" which had initiated the
new venture, one which they considered "an antagonistic upstart."
The Gettysburgian was "a distinctly private enterprise" whose
avowed purpose was the "personal aggrandizement and gain of the
aforesaid triumvirate." The editors questioned how an institution of
two hundred students could maintain two journals and called upon
all subscribers and advertisers to support the Mercury as long "as it
continues to be the representative and official organ of the
institution."
As itturned out, the Gettysburgian did survive. By 1899, the Mer-
cury became a literary magazine, while its competitor carried on the
tradition begun by the College Monthly. The Mercury is "published
monthly in term time under the control of the Literary Societies,"
the 1904 catalogue stated, and "is a literary journal sustained by the
contributions of students and alumni." At the same time, the Gettys-
burgian, "under private control of students, is published weekly and
makes a specialty of college and town news." 192
On four occasions between 1868 and 1882, one of the classes
published a booklet with information about the College, its
students, and their organizations and activities. The Ragout
appeared in1868, Our Olio in1874, Our Centennial Olio in 1876,
and Arcana in1882. According to its editors, Our Centennial Olio
was issued in the hope that it would "prove a pleasant reminder of
the duties and sports of the 'merry days of College' to those who are
now battling with sterner realities," while for present under-
graduates it was intended tobe "a welcome visitor" which might be
cherished in later years. An effort to bring out another Arcana in
1885 ended in failure. Then, inFebruary 1891, the College Monthly
announced that the junior class had decided to issue what it hoped
would become an annual publication, tobe called the Spectrum. The
first number appeared inMay. This class had set a precedent. The
Spectrum continued tocome out each spring, with one exception. In
the depression year of 1895, the number of advance orders and the
amount of advertising were so disappointingly low that the junior
class decided not to publish. The first Spectrum bears the year 1892,
192 A faculty committee on College publications told the trustees in 1899 that the
Mercury had 268 subscriptions in that year and the Gettysburgian had 500.
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but itappeared inthe spring of 1891 and featured the senior class of
that year. This method of dating the volume continued to be used
until 1952. The early years of the Spectrum were marred by
intraclass squabbles and financial troubles. Largely because of the
latter, the board of trustees inJune 1898 named a faculty committee
to exercise general supervision over all College publications. Each
succeeding issue of the Spectrum quickly became an invaluable
photographic and narrative record of one year in the life of the
College.
Athletic Activity
From the beginning, the Gettysburg faculty recognized the impor-
tance ofphysical activity inpromoting the welfare of their students.
The earliest rules and regulations included "hours of recreation" in
the detailed daily schedule and set aside a lot "for the purpose of
exercise and play." Playing ballinornear the building might get one
into serious trouble, but we should attribute this rule to the desire to
avoid property damage rather than a hostility to playing games.
There are references to several kinds ofball inthe 1840s and 1850s,
tobaseball as early as the 1860s, and to football as early as 1877. The
Ragout published inMarch 1868 listed three baseball clubs, named
College, Manito, and Star. About the same time a skating rink was
constructed for the use of the students. 193
The McCreary Gymnasium which was dedicated inOctober 1872,
after an effort extending over seven years, was the first major
facility on campus designed to encourage students to engage in
regular exercise. When the gymnasium was first being discussed,
the faculty wanted to require students to use it, under the direction
of a qualified faculty member. This being an unrealistic goal for the
depressed 1870s, the faculty opted instead for the frequently used
method of getting the students to take the responsibility for a
College undertaking. On the day before the dedication, the
McCreary Gymnasium Association of Pennsylvania College was
organized "to receive for use, from the Faculty the 'John B.
McCreary Gymnasium' and assume its control." The agreement
entered into carefully specified the responsibilities of each of the
parties. The faculty agreed to furnish "proper apparatus for gym-
nastic exercise" and the students to make "ordinary repairs to the
building, replacing worn out apparatus, procuring additional
apparatus, and furnishing light, etc., etc." Most of the students
193F0r a more detailed account than is presented here, see Robert L.Bloom, Inter-
collegiate Athletics at Gettysburg College, 1879-1919 (Gettysburg, 1976).
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promptly joined the association, which tried heroically to operate
the facility. Itproved to be an overwhelming task. Citing "want of
interest" and the refusal of the students topay the charge of twenty-
five cents per term which it tried to levy upon them, the association
voted inJune 1875 to turn the gymnasium back to the faculty. 194 The
professors were able to add, first seventy-five cents and then one
dollar per year, to the cost of attending College, and to use the pro-
ceeds from this charge to maintain the facility. At times many
students took advantage of the opportunities which it afforded.
"The gymnasium is being used almost constantly," reported the
College Monthly in April1882, "and the few moments spent there
bring an ample reward." There was considerable vandalism and
eventually the faculty placed wire screens over the windows to
make it more difficult for town and campus boys to break them.
The construction and early use of the McCreary Gymnasium coin-
cided with the development of intercollegiate athletics inthe United
States: baseball in1859, football in1869, followed by other sports.
InSeptember 1869 the Gettysburg students petitioned the faculty for
permission to go to Emmitsburg after Saturday morning classes "to
play a social game of Base Ball"withMount St. Mary's students. To
make their request more attractive, they asked for a tutor to accom-
pany them. Six years later, the "College 'Base Ball Nine'
"
asked
leave to travel to Hanover to play a game, but not with a College
team. InMay 1876 fourteen members of the "Penna. College Base
Ball Club" sought permission to travel to Chambersburg on one day
and return the next, "toplay a friendly game of Base Ball with the
club of that city," promising that, "if we are favored in this, our
humble entreaty, you can rest assured, Gentlemen, that we will
rigidly regard all the rules of gentility."195 InOctober 1879, after a
Dickinson College team played on the campus, students asked the
faculty to allow their football team to play a return game in
Carlisle.
These four requests, over a ten-year period, ran counter to the
spirit, ifnot the letter, of the long-established rules and regulations
of the College. Inthe decade between 1869 and 1879, the professors
saw no valid reason toregard intercollegiate or out-of-town athletic
contests as creating a new situation which justified their changing
those rules. Nevertheless, after a short time they proved willing to
bend, if only slightly.
The 1869 request was denied. The faculty did allow the College
Nine to go to Hanover, but its members were required to leave
194The book containing the agreement, the constitution, and the minutes of the
association is in the GCA.
195These three student petitions are preserved in the GCA.
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following afternoon classes, return before the evening bell rang, and
include no one but College students in their party. The first vote on
the Chambersburg request ended ina tie. A second tally resulted in
permission to go, but only for those who had parental consent. 196
When the faculty first voted on the proposal to allow the football
team to visitCarlisle- making a decision viewed by them as one set-
ting no precedent - the result was another tie vote. Summoned to a
special meeting the next day, they debated and then passed three
resolutions. The first declared that their earlier decision was "inac-
cordance with a fixed principle that such excursions are not in ac-
cordance with the objects of College communities and are
subversive of the best discipline." The second then granted the
students' request, but only because a football game with Dickinson
had already been played inGettysburg and itwould be embarrassing
not to permit the return match which most assumed would follow.
The third resolution was designed to put an end to these requests,
once and for all, forever:
Resolved, That we now enact a standing rule, that, hereafter, no
proposition looking to the making or accepting a challenge to play
any game or engage inany athletic exercise, away fromthe College
grounds, be entertained at all by the Faculty.
These resolutions were read at all11 A.M.classes and published in
the CoJJege Monthly. 197
In an article entitled "The Status of Athletics in American
Colleges," which appeared in the Atlantic Monthly in July 1890,
Albert Bushnell Hart, of the Harvard history faculty, traced the
interest inintercollegiate activity which had grown markedly in the
previous decade or two, concluding that "no votes of the Faculty or
other governing boards can permanently put an end to inter-
collegiate athletic contests at the present day, because nine tenths of
the students and at least seven tenths of the graduates consider them
desirable." In Hart's opinion, "athletic sports and competitions and
intercollegiate contests are an established part of the life of
American colleges." That being the case, he counseled faculties to
use their time and energies to best advantage by trying to correct the
admitted evils which had arisen. They could do this by "judicious
legislation, founded on a fewreasonable principles, and by givingto
students full freedom within these limitations." 198
196After learning that the faculty was displeased because they did not return from
Chambersburg by the time agreed upon, the members of the team expressed their for-
mal regret that they had left Chambersburg "after what has been deemed a proper
hour, thus necessitating the use ofthe some of the hours of the Sabbath for our return
and also unfitting some of us from the discharge of some of our duties."
197The games with Dickinson on September 27 and October 18, 1879 are taken to
mark the beginning of intercollegiate football for Gettysburg College.
198Atlantic Monthly (July 1890), pp. 63-71.
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Most people would agree on what at least some of these evils
were. Several of the sports, especially football, were still games
without widely accepted rules. Each year play resulted in many
injuries and several deaths. InApril1877 the College Monthly re-
ported that two persons out of twenty-three participants had
emerged unhurt from a recent campus football game. The rest had
cracked shins and bad bruises. InOctober 1879 the same publication
observed that "several new victims have recently been added to the
long list, who seem determined to sacrifice their heads, as well as
their shins intheir devotion to the game." ADickinson student died
during a football contest in1886. Another evil,in many minds, was
the professionalizing of college sports. Officials of many schools
quickly realized that strong and winning teams could bring their
institutions much more favorable publicity than any musical
organization, debating team, or outstanding faculty member.
Newspapers set up sports pages which attracted greater public
interest incolleges, or at least in college teams, than ever before in
the history of the country. The temptation to purchase strong and
winning teams was too great for some administrators to resist.
These team members might have little or no interest in a college
curriculum or an academic degree. Also,it was widelybelieved that
many people who attended games had toomuch interest ingambling
and drinkingwhile they were there. Finally, intercollegiate athletics
were costly. Howmany colleges could afford to compete and hope
to win enough contests to preserve, if not advance, their
reputation?
As a leading faculty member, the editor of the CoJJege Monthly
could be counted on to defend the position which a majority of his
colleagues took on the subject of intercollegiate athletics at Gettys-
burg College. InDecember 1884 Philip M.Bikleargued that students
should exercise for their own health and pleasure, not to fit them-
selves to contest with students inother colleges. At the same time,
he was critical of those newspapers which made disparaging
remarks about intercollegiate sports even while they gave ever-
increasing publicity to them. Three months later he commended
Princeton, Harvard, and other schools for beginning to exercise
some control over the games, which the public had come tobelieve
"were the main features of the college courses and the studies
merely incidental matters."
But it remained for George D. Stahley, who became the alumni
editor of the CoJJege MonthJy in June 1882, to develop the most
coherent statement of the College position on physical activity and
intercollegiate athletics. Speaking to the alumni in June 1887, he
proposed "the union in holy wedlock, of mind and body, of brain
and brawn, of thought and nerve tissue." Later, he argued that "as
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all our worldly activities are manifested through these human
bodies which we possess, it follows that the more perfect these
bodies are in their development and functions, the greater willbe
their efficiency in service." Every college should have a medical
director to determine the physical condition of each student and pre-
scribe the best exercise for him. None of this would prevent a
physically fit student from engaging in those outdoor sports which
he enjoys and which benefit him,but colleges should not operate "a
system of training forproducing professional athletes." InMay1885
Stahley had advocated eliminating "the inter-collegiate baseball,
foot-ball and rowing nuisances." A year later, upon learning that a
Dickinson student had died during a game, he again condemned
football, which was once "interesting and healthful," but was now
"brutalizing and dangerous." It should be abolished. 199
While Bikle and Stahley were stating their cases for sound minds
in sound bodies, Gettysburg students were bringing intercollegiate
athletics to the campus. In 1881 baseball teams began competing
with other schools intwo or three games each year, at first withDic-
kinson and Western Maryland Colleges. 200 InMarch 1886 the faculty
allowed two students who were "regularly attending to their duties"
to meet with representatives of other colleges inHarrisburg. Out of
their deliberations came the Pennsylvania State Intercollegiate
Baseball Association. Gettysburg students joined others from Buck-
nell, Dickinson, and Franklin and Marshall in agreeing to a set of
rules governing how they would compete with each other. By the
end of the 1880s intercollegiate baseball games each Mayand June
were an established fact. Comparable football rivalry began in the
fall of 1890, when games were played with Millersville Normal
School inOctober and Franklin and Marshall College inNovember.
As happened at other schools, football quickly attracted much more
attention than any other sport. After several unsuccessful tries, in
1896 Gettysburg sent its first track team to the recently established
relay races at the University of Pennsylvania. 201 As early as 1897 the
Mercury began to encourage students to organize a team to play the
newly devised game of basketball, but not until February 1901 did
intercollegiate competition in this sport begin.
Untillong after 1904, the board of trustees provided little staff or
financial support for the athletic program, which was considered to
be the primary responsibility of the students. In the spring of 1885
199Stahley's views were expressed inarticles which appeared in the College Monthly
for May 1885, December 1886, June 1887, and October 1888.
200The game with Dickinson played in Gettysburg in October or November 1881 is
taken to mark the beginning of intercollegiate baseball for Gettysburg College.
201One student represented Gettysburg in fieldsports competition at Swarthmore in
May 1893.
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the latter organized an athletic association, adopted the inevitable
constitution, and announced that they were interested in encourag-
ing all sports. 2o2 Early in1886 they reorganized, elected Philip M.
Bikle as their president, decided tomeet once a month, and declared
that they were going to make McCreary Gymnasium a much more
useful campus facility. Their main object, as announced inthe Feb-
ruary 1886 issue of the College Monthly, was "general physical cul-
ture and not, as is the case in so many colleges, the playing of
intercollegiate games of football, base-ball, etc." It was this
organization which helped to found the intercollegiate baseball
association and which was given the proceeds from the gymnasium
fee which the College collected to maintain that facility, but within
a very short time its most immediate concern was its ownsurvival.203
For the next four years there are almost no references to it in the
College Monthly. The ongoing intercollegiate baseball program was
operated by a separate baseball club. In October 1887 the faculty
delegated the task of maintaining the gymnasium to the
V.M.C.A.20*
The Athletic Association which was revived inthe spring of 1890,
when there was a definite quickening ofinterest in sports generally,
had a continuous existence through and beyond 1904. For about a
decade it administered the intercollegiate athletic program.205 This
meant electing team managers, hiring coaches, arranging schedules,
trying to maintain student interest, and raising money to pay for the
program. Sources of income were initiation fees (until they were
dropped in1900); dues; gate receipts at home games (admission was
twenty-five cents); appeals to alumni; and proceeds of fund raising
events, such as dramatic productions and "phonographic entertain-
ments." One of the first achievements of the association, in April
1890, was persuading the faculty to change the long-established
time of the afternoon class from 4 P.M. to 3 P.M., which gave an
extra hour of practice time.
202 A baseball association was organized in May 1882.
2031n the spring of1886 the association repaired the bowling alley in the gymnasium
and purchased new pins and balls.
204The question of who should care for the gymnasium was settled once and for all
when the College relocated the facilityin1890 and began to require work inphysical
education and hygiene. Perhaps preoccupation with the building program of1888-
1890 may have had something to do with the lack of interest in the athletic
association.
205Before that, the faculty always reserved the right to intervene. For example, in
1895 itdecreed that no off-campus games could be played without itspermission. The
members of the Athletic Association wisely created the three-man alumni advisory
committee, which beginning in1891 consisted ofGeorge D. Stahley, Charles S. Dun-
can, and John B. McPherson, all local men.
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The students supporting athletics were also successful inpersuad-
ing the board of trustees and faculty to help them in obtaining a
proper place for playing their games. The field west of Washington
street and south of Lincoln avenue which they were using had
several disadvantages. Itwas not large enough; it lacked the high
fence which made practical charging admission to the games; and,
since it was never intended as an intercollegiate field, some teams
the students wanted to play at home refused to come to Gettysburg.
In1890 the Athletic Association asked the trustee repair committee
for a different site on which to construct a modern field. The latter
referred the question to the faculty, which in April1891 granted the
students use of a plot 500 feet by 350 feet west and north of the New
Recitation Building. The students were required to raise the money
to prepare and maintain the field, which they could use until such
time as it might be needed for building purposes. In a financial
appeal to the alumni which appeared in the College Monthly in
November 1892, the association explained what it understood a
good athletic field to be:
We mean a desirable tract of ground, nicely leveled and enclosed
by a high board fence; large enough to enable us to fitup a good
base ball and foot ballground; commodious enough to permit us to
lay out a sufficient number of lawn tennis courts; capacious
enough to make it possible to construct a suitable and creditable
running and bicycle track; of sufficient size to allowthe erection of
a "grand stand" should it be desired.
Nixon Field was completed in1895 and first used for an intercollegiate
contest in the spring of1896.
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Unfortunately, this appeal produced only a small fraction of what
was needed tocomplete the project. Inthe summer of1893 a student
sent outby the Athletic Association tried his hand at raising money;
he met with only limited success. At the end of 1894, which was a
depression year, the students were stillunable to proceed with their
plans, but by this time an important change in location had been
agreed upon. The field would be constructed at the old site: more
than four acres of land north of Pennsylvania Hall. Only when the
board of trustees loaned the association $1,000 could work on the
project finally begin, early in1895. By Mayof that year the area had
been graded, by October grass seed was sown, and by December an
eight-and-one-half-foot high board fence was being placed.
Although the new field was ready forintramural games inthe fall of
1895, it was first used for an intercollegiate contest when Gettys-
burg entertained the Washington and Jefferson College baseball
team on April17, 1896. InMarch 1897 the Mercury reported that the
students had named the field inhonor of Henry B. Nixon who, with
his students, furnished the necessary professional direction for its
completion. 206 In1903 the Athletic Association built a large grand-
stand along the south side of the field to supplement the movable
bleachers inuse since 1896.
Ifrigorously enforced, the standing rule which the faculty adop-
ted in 1879, prohibiting off-campus games outside of Gettysburg,
would have prevented the College from participating fullyin inter-
collegiate athletics as they were developing. Although it was
perhaps not evident in1879, strict enforcement of the rule would
certainly have led to constant and serious bickering between
students and faculty, and perhaps as some feared to an eventual loss
in enrollment. As early as 1885, the faculty began changing its
policy when it adopted an amendment to the standing rule which
allowed members of the football and baseball teams one one-day
absence each year to play a return game. Permitting the baseball
team to enter the intercollegiate baseball association a year later
meant eventually granting that team enough absences to play a
return game on the campus of each of the other members. In1891
the faculty began granting fifteen periods each year to the musical
organizations for making off-campus trips and, as an afterthought,
itextended this privilege to the baseball and football teams.
These gradual changes inpolicy, however, did not deal with one
of the strongest desires of the athletic program's supporters, who
believed that it was vital for success that students accompany the
teams off campus and cheer them on. InNovember 1891, after
refusing one such request and granting another, the faculty named
2060n1y in 1922 did the board of trustees officiallyname Nixon Field.
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Henry B.Nixonand George D. Stahley a committee "todraft a set of
rules for the future regulation of athletics." 207 A month later they
adopted its report, most of which applied to team members: each
was required to present written permission from parent or guardian
in order to participate in intercollegiate games; only games "with
student teams from regular schools or colleges" could be played;
captains had to report to Stahley even the most trivial accidents
occurring during practice; and team members had to report to him
for examination after every contest game. The last item adopted was
a rule that only "those who may be necessary as substitutes" could
accompany teams playing away games. When the faculty revised
these rules in1895, they increased the physical requirements and
established minimum academic averages for participating in inter-
collegiate games, but they did not repeal the prohibition against
students following the teams off campus. 208 Later in the same year,
the students asked the faculty to make an exception by permitting
them to accompany the football team to Harrisburg to participate in
a game with Bucknell. Their request was denied. "As a result," the
Mercury for November 1895 explained, "the team was deprived of
the enthusiastic presence of its loyal followers and the game was
lost to Bucknell." The faculty began to retreat from its well-
established position inNovember 1901, when itpermitted students
with permission from parents and who would sign a pledge of good
conduct to accompany the football team to the Thanksgiving game
in Lancaster. The minutes attribute this decision to the earnest
entreaties of the coach and the faculty's confidence inhim. Be that
as itmay, when the request was repeated in1902 and 1903 it was
given the same positive response.
During the very years in which the faculty were trying to develop
and refine what was intheir opiniona sensible athletic policy for the
College, the West Pennsylvania Synod of the Lutheran church
embarked upon an unsuccessful attempt to influence it to reverse
the direction inwhich itwas moving. InOctober 1893 the synodical
committee on the state of the College reported that it was
sorry to learn that the authorities of the College permit the students
to engage in athletic contests with the students of other
institutions, traveling about the country expending time and
money. We fear that these contests are not only serious interrup-
tions of study, but also the occasions of great moral evils and will
inthe end injure the students and the efficiency and good name of
the College.
207 As one would expect, the faculty in June 1888 denied permission for the Bicycle
Club to attend a week-long convention in Baltimore.
208The required academic averages wereeliminated in1898 because they "were not
producing the results anticipated at their adoption."
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One year later, the same committee, but with different members,
repeated its opposition to intercollegiate athletics "on the ground of
economy, faithful prosecution of study, and a high standard of
morality," while denying any desire to interfere with the "scholastic
management" of the College or to oppose athletic activity. Later in
its sessions the synod passed a resolution denying its financial aid to
any student (he would be one studying for the ministry) engaging in
intercollegiate contests and directing its education committee to
enforce the rule. "The extremes to which some of the synods have
gone," remarked the Mercury inNovember 1894, "drives us to won-
dering what sort of men they would have their ministers be."
In October 1895 the synodical committee on the state of the
College, with its membership changed again, expressed its regret
that the "well-meant suggestion of last year" did not appear "to have
met with the approval of the management." Nevertheless, it
repeated the request, urging the College to bring itself "into har-
mony with the sober verdict of many of the larger colleges of our
land.. ? and placing itina position to merit and receive solid honor
and ever-increasing patronage." Once more the Mercury rose to the
occasion. Inthe November 1895 issue, itclaimed that intercollegiate
athletic contests were "the best way at present to keep our college in
touch with our neighboring institutions" and "the only interesting
diversion for our students." The writer admitted that "members of
the teams have not always acted in a manner consistent with the
standard of morality set up by the clergy," but argued that if the
students "understand that the future of our athletics is conditioned
on the suppression of these evils, they willtake steps to suppress
them." When the board of trustees met inJanuary 1896, as we shall
see, they had more pressing matters to deal with than the
synod's request. 2o9
By the later 1890s, College authorities may have had no intention
of curtailing or eliminating the intercollegiate athletic program, but
they had decided to alter the way inwhich it was being operated. In
June 1897 the trustees named Edward S. Breidenbaugh, Henry B.
Nixon, and George D. Stahley to a committee charged withreview-
2091n an article in the Lutheran Observer for January 20, 1893, George D. Stahley
tried to reassure the church that a college such as Gettysburg would "always keep its
enthusiasm and its physical prowess considerably beneath the athletic grade of a
university." Brutal, immoral, and sensual were words which didnot apply to sports at
Gettysburg, he insisted, where the sporting constituency, institutional rivalry, pool
of athletic skill, and part-time students simply did not exist. By this time Stahley was
defending football as less brutal than many people had thought. In1890 and again in
1899, the Maryland Synod committee on the College expressed its approval of
"athletic contests" as part of the College "stimulus to the student to discover himself,
as well as to awaken the powers of self mastery and fraternal contest on the
field and platform."
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ing proposed athletic expenditures and approving playing commit-
ments. After these three professors presented a lengthy report
eighteen months later, the board entrusted its disposition to a com-
mittee of its own members. What emerged by June 1899 was an
Athletic Council (or Committee) of twelve members: three faculty,
two alumni, one seminarian alumnus, the president of the Athletic
Association, and one student from each of the four classes and the
preparatory department. The board of trustees appointed the faculty
and alumni members; the classes elected the student members. This
council was authorized to administer the athletic program incon-
junction with the Athletic Association. 210 Stahley became ex officio
chairman of the council. Inannouncing this new arrangement, the
Gettysburgian for June 7, 1899 declared that "itis the method of con-
trol in vogue at every institution of prominence." It was, in fact,
very similar to that which Albert Bushnell Hart reported Harvard
had adopted in 1888. 211
The 1904 College catalogue informed the public that at
Gettysburg
athletic sports are encouraged, but under such regulations as, itis
believed, prevent them frombecoming a source of demoralization
to the students, or interfering with the legitimate work of the
Institution. A student who has not first secured the permission of
his parents is not allowed to engage in any public contest.
Of the intercollegiate teams in 1904, the football varsity was the
most newsworthy. Inthe first years of the new century it was play-
ing an average of ten games per season. Usual rivals were Baltimore
Medical College, the Carlisle Indian School, Lebanon Valley, Wes-
tern Maryland, and Franklin and Marshall. 212 A Thanksgiving day
game with the latter school in 1900 set the precedent for a practice
which continued for more than forty years. The baseball team
played an average of sixteen games each season, in most years
including Bucknell, Carlisle Indian School, Franklin and Marshall,
210The regulations promulgated by the trustee committee were published as Rules
Governing Athletic Sports, Pennsylvania College, 1899.
211The Gettysburgian for March 15, 1899 saw the Athletic Council as a method of
control placing "some responsibility upon the alumni and faculty as well as
undergraduates," and not as an unwelcome intrusion upon student rights. The coun-
cilcould mean "better management, better coaching, better finances, teams, and at
this period of college life, better athletics willmean a larger Gettysburg."
212 Athleticrelations between Gettysburg and Dickinson students during this period
were strained, to say the least. Each thought the other guiltyof unfair practices. They
did not meet each other in footballcompetition in1895-1897 or in baseball in1896-
1898. A formal three-year agreement between the two athletic associations in
November 1898 reinaugurated play, but between 1901 and 1904 there were only four
games played between them in the three intercollegiate sports. The text of the agree-
ment is included in the lead article of the Gettysburgian for December 7, 1898.
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and Pennsylvania State College. During a southern trip in the spring
of 1903, the team took on the Universities of North Carolina,
Virginia,and Maryland, defeating the latter. The basketball team,
which had its first season in1901, was playing an average of seven
games each year, usually including Bucknell, Dickinson, Franklin
and Marshall, and the Steelton V.M.C.A. After participating in the
Perm relays for the first time in 1896, the College was not able
thereafter to fjeld a track team every year; interest in this sport
waxed and waned. There was a track meet with Dickinson in1899,
but this did not set a precedent. The College sports program in1904
was not limited to intercollegiate activities. The fifteenth annual
tennis tournament was held in the spring of that year. The Sons of
Hercules carried on a tradition ingymnastics begun in the new gym-
nasium in 1891. Finally, there was a considerable amount of
intramural activity.
The Sons of HercuJes posed for this picture in the gymnasium during the
1900-1901 year.
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By 1904 there were unmistakable signs that the College athletic
program as described above had gained wide acceptance and sup-
port. What was being reported inminor items on the last pages of the
College Monthly inthe 1880s and early 1890s now flourished inlead
stories which actually dominated some issues of the Gettysburgian.
The annual issues of the Spectrum gave fullcoverage to athletics,
including photographs of team members, statistics, summaries of
the year's activities, and occasional historical accounts. Writers for
the Mercury and Gettysburgian repeatedly claimed that a strong
athletic program was essential in attracting more and better students
to Gettysburg. "Ithas become the almost universal custom among
students to measure a college's reputation by its athletics," argued
the Mercury inNovember 1895, "and no matter whether this is the
correct standard or not, we must submit to it,and pay attention to
our athletics ifwe wish to keep inline withother colleges." Asmall
but telling sign of the times was the faculty decision in1892 toper-
mit the football team of that year to board at, of allplaces, a local
hotel, although Professor Stahley was made responsible for the
members' diet and conduct. To meet the objections of other teams,
the Athletic Association declared in 1896 that town boys could no
longer play on College teams. Whether this prohibition was always
honored is another question. In 1900 the Athletic Association
devised a system of varsity letters and established the requirements
for wearing the soon-coveted G.213 In1903 the Gettysburgian urged
someone in authority to find a place to keep the trophies which
College teams were beginning to win.
In 1904 there was evidence that Gettysburg had so far avoided
many of the abuses which had been predicted for allintercollegiate
athletic programs and which actually existed in some. Itwould be
incorrect to say that sports at Gettysburg had become pro-
fessionalized or that they were significantly influenced by outside
control. With meager funds, the Athletic Association paid the
coaches, who came and went with great frequency. The students
lost no opportunity to praise their teams if they had a fair season
without the services of a coach. By the mid 1890s, however, there
was an increasing chorus of calls for a permanent coach who would
work throughout the year with all of the teams. Only such a person
could insure that team members would engage in the regular and
systematic training necessary to turn the all-too-frequent losing
seasons into winning ones. 214 Itwas evident that a continuing effort
213 The varsity letter was a G, not a P.
214 Writing in the Gettysburgian for February 22, 1899, William Arch McClean, a
member of the advisory committee, argued that, since winning teams were "the best
advertisement that can be had for the outlay ofmoney," the board of trustees should
appropriate whatever was needed for a permanent coach.
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was stillneeded to insure that enough students would volunteer for
all of the teams, that those who offered themselves would practice
the amount of time required for success, and that a sufficient num-
ber of students would support them from the sidelines. 22'5 Some of
the publicity in College publications was intended primarily to
cultivate student interest in the athletic program. That this state of
affairs was not limited toGettysburg is indicated by the fact that it
was not uncommon for a competing team to call off a scheduled
game because not enough young men were available to play it.
Gymnasium
Interior view of the former Linnaean Hail, which served as the College
gymnasium from 1890 until 1927.
College Spirit
There are evidences from the earliest years of the College of a
sentiment among students resulting from their association with each
other in an educational community. It took the form of pride in the
class of which they were members, in organizations to which they
2150n April19, 1899 the Gettysburgian wondered how thirty or more men could be
picked for the track team from fifteen applicants.
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belonged, and in the College which sheltered them. This pride con-
tinued beyond graduation and helps to explain the vigorous alumni
association which maintained a continuous existence from 1835.
After 1868 what came tobe called college spirit took new forms in
most American colleges. Gettysburg was no exception. In the 1870s
classes adopted special hats and their own identifying colors. 216 Ran-
dom publications such as the Ragout and the Olios helped inpromot-
ing spirit, but not nearly as much as the College Monthly and its
successors. As early as March 1880, the Monthly began urging
students to "get up some college songs" tobe used on moonlight eve-
nings. When the editors learned early in1882 that plans were under
way to publish a book of songs drawn from many American
colleges, they urged the students torouse themselves and make their
contribution to its pages. The American College Song Book: a
Collection of the Songs of FiftyRepresentative American Colleges
(Chicago, 1882), which was published about six months later, con-
tained four Gettysburg contributions: "Commencement Day," "Ban-
quet Song," "Adoratio," and "Song and Work." Some fiftycopies of
the new book were sold on campus. "Anew impetus has been given
to singing among the students," declared the College Monthly in
June 1882, and "every man inCollege seems to want a copy." In the
same issue, the editors reported that the students had chosen scarlet
and deep canary as the College colors. A pennant of these colors
flew along with the American flag from the staff atop Pennsylvania
Hall during the semicentennial exercises in June 1882.
The choice of the College colors was made by an agency which
was itself a manifestation of the spirit of the post-1868 period: what
was often described as a mass meeting of students. Undoubtedly,
there were such gatherings before 1868, but the faculty were
inclined to regard them as subversive of good order and discipline.
Gradually, and probably somewhat reluctantly, they now accepted
these meetings as part of the evolving polity of the College. The
students used them on many occasions and for many different
purposes.
The development of intercollegiate athletics greatly intensified
the spirit on most college campuses. While songs might still be
needed for moonlight nights, they now became indispensable at
football and other games. These were also times for showing one's
colors. Nor could any self-respecting college be without its distinc-
tive yells. Writinginthe December 1888 issue of the College Monthly,
George D. Stahley observed that "the 'Rah, Rah, Rah' feature of
216 According to the College Monthly for June 1881, the seniors wore high white
hats for commencement. A year later, the same journal reported that allclasses had
adopted class hats.
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college life seems to be on the increase, and is becoming more and
more complicated and luxuriant." As for the yell, "we have learnt it
at base-ball and foot-ball contests, in the political parade, at cane
rushes, informal jubilations, etc.," he observed, "and we cannot but
believe that there is a deep under-lying principle, aesthetic,
philosophic or scientific, which asserts its necessary existence in
this manner." While he could not clearly see the relationship be-
tween the yells and higher education, Stahley was not prepared to
say that it did not exist. "Harmony of purpose, unity of action,
intense earnestness and a great display of enthusiasm," all elements
of success in life, characterize the yells, which also "exercise the
vocal and respiratory muscles, empty the lungs most completely of
carbon di-oxide, and send the pure arterial blood to the remotest
tissue of the body." Stahley could now report proudly to his fellow-
alumni that their alma mater was no longer without its very own
yell: "Rah, Rah, Rah, Rah, Rah, Rah; Penn-syl-van-yah!!" And,
within a few months, a student mass meeting adopted a new set of
College colors: orange and navy blue. At its request, the faculty
ratified the choice, on April4, 1889. 217
The choice of orange and blue as the College colors proved tobe a
popular one; though not without criticism, they have remained to
the time of this writing. It was much more difficult for students to
find acceptable yells and songs. In October 1892 the recently
revived Athletic Association named a committee of fifteen to select
a number of yells from which a mass meeting of students could then
choose one or more. Inthis instance direct democracy appeared not
to work. Immediate dissatisfaction with the choice made led more
than one hundred students to petition for another mass meeting,
which repealed the now-despised yelland ordered the committee to
submit more candidates. A thirdmass meeting in April1893 adopted
two yells. The first was "Rah! Rah! Rah! Rah! Rah! Rah! Rah! Get-
tysburg." The second was "Hoo-rah, Hoo-rah, Hoo-rah, Get-tys-
burg-i-a." A third yell was accepted in 1896-1897:
Brackey Corax, Corix, Coree,
Brackey Corax, Corix, Coree,
Heigh Oh! Umpty Ah!
Hulla Belloo, Bellee, Bellah
Gettysburg, Gettysburg, Gettysburg!
217 Writing for the 1932 College history, Charles H. Huber(lB92) explained that the
colors were changed because the students were told that it was either difficult or
impossible to buy scarlet and deep canary caps, while orange and blue caps were
readily available. 1932 History, pp. 438-439. The College Monthlypublished the yells
of thirty schools in November 1888 and the colors of some forty in October
1892.
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Rah, Rah-Rah, Rah-Rah, Rah, Rah!
Bing, Bang! S— s, Boom-Boom!
Gettysburg, Gettysburg, Gettysburg! 218
In March 1895 the Mercury told the students that the College
sorely needed a recognized and popular song of its own. Not only
would singing it help the baseball teams, but also it would be much
more mannerly "than guying and hooting at our opponents." Two
years later, in June 1897, the same publication had to confess that
"the fact still stares us inthe face, ... we have no college song." The
writer urged one or more students to put forth the effort needed to
compose a good song and bring Gettysburg abreast of many of her
sister colleges. Before such a production could be written and selec-
ted, the Gettysburgian proclaimed that, since many other colleges
now had their own song books, Gettysburg students should have one
too. Early in1899 an alumnus, through the Pen and Sword Society,
offered a small prize for the best college song written by an
undergraduate. Inthis case, a committee of three, rather than a mass
meeting, would conduct the contest and select the winner. The rules
were simple: contestants had to be Gettysburg undergraduates, the
lyrics had tobe "adapted to some appropriate air," the identity of the
author could not be known to the judges, and all songs submitted
became eligible for inclusion in the proposed College song book.
After getting off to a disappointingly slow start, the contest closed
inMay. The winningentry, "The Orange and the Blue," was written
by Louis S. Weaver (1899) and set to the tune of "Annie Laurie."
Honorable mention went to Joseph B. Baker (1901) for "Heigh Oh!
Heigh Oh!" which incorporated the College yell into its lyrics. The
June 7, 1899 issue of the Gettysburgian reprinted what may have
been another entry inthe contest. Itwas "Our Alma Mater," written
by Joseph N. K.Hickman (1899) and sung to the tune of "America."
For some years this last song appears tohave served as an unofficial
alma mater for the College. 219
218The students who returned from the V.M.C.A. conference in Northfield,
Massachusetts, in the summer of1903 told their fellows that Bracky corax was the
only original Gettysburg yell. The others then inuse on the campus were allborrowed
from some other college or university. Gettysburgian, October 14, 1903.
219The rules for the song contest appeared in the Gettysburgian forMarch 8, 1899.
The song book was never published, but these three and several other selections were
included in the Spectrum (1901). Some sixty years later, when these songs were
played and sung for three members of the class of1904 (Hamsher, Wentz, and Wolf),
they insisted that they did not recognize them at all.
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{%Grange anb %
Tune: "Annie Laurie"
(US
WN the far famed field of battle,
Where her sons fought, tried and true,
Stand walls of Alma Mater,
Hail! The Orange and the Blue.
Hail! The Orange and the Blue.
Hail! The Orange and the Blue.
While there's life and strength within us,
We will cheer the colors true.
Whether Fresh, or Soph, or Junior,
Seniors, Grad. with a degree,
We shall strive to keep the colors,
Ever crowned with victory.
Ever crowned with victory.
Ever crowned with victory.
While there's life and strength within us,
They'll be crowned with victory.
Words: Louis S. Weaver (1899)
Ifwe've won renown in learning,
Ifwe've worn the much sought "G,
Ifwe've gained the college honor
By a scarcely passing "D,"
Yet it's all together boys,
For the Orange and the Blue,
While there's life and strength within us,
We willcheer the colors true.
When we've faced the great life struggle,
Tried to win success and fame,
Oft' we'll think inrecollection
Of dear Gettysburg's fair name.
For it's all together boys,
For the Orange and the Blue,
While there's life and strength within us,
We willcheer the colors true.
'Till our life's thread here is severed,
'Till we rest beneath the dew,
We willstand by Alma Mater,
And the Orange and the Blue.
For it's all together boys,
For the Orange and the Blue,
While there's life and strength within us,
We willcheer the colors true.
That College spirit was more than colors, yells, and songs was
something which the Gettysburgian tried to establish inits issue for
April19, 1899:
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College spirit is a feeling of love and devotion to AJma Mater
which finds its expression only in words and acts of practical
beneficence, a feeling that is born of happy associations and a
recognition of favors received. College spirit considers the best
interests of Alma Mater first, last and always. It is not sour and
pessimistic, but bright and hopeful. It encourages every laudable
student enterprise, and frowns down all forms of negativism.
(§m jHatcr,
Tune: "America'
WUR Alma Mater, dear,
Thy name we love to hear
O\ Gettysburg
Bright scenes of happy days,
Vividand dear, always,
Our hearts are joined in praise
To Gettysburg
The brightest years of life,
So free from anxious strife
Are spent with thee
Where friendships true arise,
And bind our hearts with ties
Of love that sanctifies
Our loyalty
Words: Joseph N.K. Hickman (1899)
To God, and Nation, true
We pledge the Orange and Blue
Our love sincere.
When doubt and care arise
To dim thy cloudless skies, —
O, then, thy name inspires
Our hearts with cheer
And when life's race is o'er,
We near that unknown shore
Dear Gettysburg
Still shall each heart be thine,
Bound by love's cords divine
—
Apure and sacred shrine
For Gettysburg.
Alumni
In 1868 the Alumni Association was one of the strongest
institutions within the constituencies of Gettysburg College. Since
its founding in1835, it had met each year during commencement
week, except for 1863, when there were no graduation exercises.
MartinL.Stoever, the secretary since 1842, used his interest in for-
mer students and his position as faculty member to keep in close
touch with many, ifnot most, of the growing body of alumni. The
active members of the association demonstrated a commendable
interest insupporting their alma mater, perhaps the most potentially
valuable instance of which was their commitment made in1859 to
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raise enough money to establish an endowed professorship.
The Alumni Association continued meeting without fail during
every commencement week between 1868 and 1904. Edward
McPherson, first elected president in1862, was reelected each year
and died in office in December 1895. Not only was he a political
figure ofnational importance, but also he was a longtime member of
the College board of trustees (1861-1895) and of its executive com-
mittee (1872-1895). After his death, Charles S. Duncan (1882), a
local attorney, served as president from 1896 to1902, and Harry M.
Clabaugh (1877), a District of Columbia jurist, served from 1902
until 1906. Stoever's successors as secretary were also faculty mem-
bers; Luther S. Croll (187.1-1889) and John A. Himes (1889-1902).
Harry C. Picking (1879) became treasurer in 1886 and remained in
office until 1917. Duringmost of this period he was also treasurer of
the College.
The alumni activities of commencement week were varied. Until
1896 the old tradition of having an alumnus give a public address
was observed. Each year several classes held their own reunions,
sometimes as few as one or two, at other times as many as six or
more. In1871 and 1872 the returning graduates held abanquet at the
Springs Hotel. While this did not immediately become an
established annual event, it was revived from time to time, and by
1904 the alumni banquet was an accepted feature of commencement
week. Finally, there always had to be a business meeting of the
Alumni Association, to admit the graduating class tomembership; if
possible, collect an initiation fee of one dollar from new members
and a signature inthe minute book; note the death of fellow-alumni;
elect officers; and dispose of any other matters which those present
wished to consider and act upon. Six such matters warrant discus-
sion: the right of the Alumni Association to nominate certain mem-
bers of the board of trustees; alumni representation on the editorial
staff of College publications; the encouragement of district alumni
associations; responsibility for proper celebration of the fiftieth
anniversary of the College; endowment of a professorship; and
keeping track of the alumni.
Although by 1873 seventeen of the thirty-six trustees had been
students of the College (most had finished the course and received
degrees), the newly formed executive committee of the board (of
which Edward McPherson was a member) recommended inJune of
that year amending the charter of the College in order to establish
more formal ties between the institution and its Alumni Associa-
tion. They proposed making trustee terms six years in length and
permitting the Alumni Association to fillone of the six vacancies
that would be occurring annually. The executive committee
repeated this recommendation in 1874 and 1875; the Alumni
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Association endorsed itinthe former year; but a majority of the trus-
tees were not prepared at that time to institute any such change in
the polity of the College. After taking no action in1873 and rejecting
the proposal inthe followingyear, they told the Alumni Association
in1875 that "having given the subject, inall its bearings, a patient
and respectful consideration, we reply that we deem it inexpedient
at present to make the desired change in the Charter of the
College."
Ten years later, a group of influential Philadelphia alumni echoed
others who had urged earlier that the matter of alumni representa-
tionbe reopened. Inresponse, the executive committee of the board
of trustees renewed its1875 recommendation, which the full board
now accepted, apparently with little or no opposition. Itnamed a
committee of three, all of them alumni, to meet with a committee
named by the Alumni Association, to draw up a plan. In June 1886
the trustees approved the committee's proposal, which made pos-
sible formal alumni representation on the board, without requiring a
change inthe charter or instituting terms of specific length. As each
alternate vacancy in the board occurred, the trustees agreed, they
would call upon the Alumni Association to nominate a candidate
until such time as they had elected sixmembers inthis fashion, after
which the number of alumni-designated trustees would be main-
tained at six. No alumnus of fewer than ten years was eligible to
serve nor was one who was a faculty member inany college. Mem-
bers present at an annual meeting of the Alumni Association were
eligible to vote for nominees. The first alumnus trustee was elected
in 1887; the full complement of six was first reached in1893. 220
When the faculty established the College Monthly in1876-1877, it
accorded the Alumni Association the opportunity to name an
alumni editor. Recognizing the importance of this publication to
anyone deeply interested in the College and its future, the associa-
tion took this responsibility seriously. Between 1877 and 1893 it
named five persons to serve in this capacity. Italso designated an
alumni editor for the Mercury, who served from 1893 until the posi-
tion was abolished six years later. The two outstanding alumni
editors for the College Monthly were George D. Stahley (1882-1889)
and Charles R. Trowbridge (1890-1893), the latter a Lutheran pastor
220The first eight alumni trustees were John E. Smith (1887-1889), George D.
Stahley (1887-1890), Daniel R. Miller(1888-1897), Samuel M. Swope (1890-1931),
William H. Dunbar (1890-1920), J. Hay Brown (1892-1899), Thomas C. Billheimer
(1892-1923), and John Wagner (1893-1934). With Wagner's election, there were six
alumni trustees for the first time. Writingin the May1890 issue ofthe CoJJege Monthly,
the alumni editor urged members of the association to attend the annual meetings and
elect as trustees strong men who wouldattend board meetings and "give oftheir time,
interest, influence and means in support of the institution."
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and grandson of John G. Morris. Both men regularly contributed
articles and editorials on subjects of current interest. Some of
Stahley's writings have already been discussed. In his three year
tenure, Trowbridge expressed his views on many topics. People in a
college town, he thought, had an obligation to support their
educational institution. The College needed an experienced, full-
time chaplain. Alumni and friends of Gettysburg should do more to
attract Lutheran students to the Lutheran schools which they should
attend. Faculty members should be chosen because they were
qualified teachers, not because they were Lutheran or alumni.
Princeton should be praised for its efforts to eliminate hazing. Har-
vard's president Eliot should be criticized for wanting to shorten the
college course to three years. Donors should not make their gifts
burdens by attaching conditions to them. Most young men who go to
college are looking for a sound education in a progressive environ-
ment, and not primarily for instruction inachieving athletic prow-
ess. Through it all, Trowbridge was proud of Gettysburg. "It is the
peer of any college of equal age - the superior of very many with
greater pretensions." His advice to alumni who do not have a good
word to say about their College was to keep quiet. 221
Writing in one of the earliest numbers of the College Monthly, in
May 1877, Philip M. Bikle commended the alumni for the support
which they were giving the new magazine and urged them to
evidence their interest inthe College inan additional way:by form-
ing district alumni associations. He claimed that these would serve
two useful purposes. They would create social occasions for alumni
and give them the opportunity to "awaken and maintain a deeper
interest" inthe prosperity of the College. At the annual meeting of
the Alumni Association a month later, Biklereported that the first
district association was about to be established. On July 25, 1877,
during a major national railroad strike, the Reunion of Alumni and
Students of Pennsylvania College, Resident in Maryland and other
Southern States was organized inFrederick. Urged on by periodic
reminders inthe College Monthly, during the next five years alumni
established four more district associations: Japan Branch (1877),
Central Pennsylvania (1879), Alma Mater District (1879), and
Philadelphia (1882). These associations met once or twice a year.
Usually some member read a paper on a serious topic related to
education and discussion followed. Although the extensive reports
of their meetings carried in the College Monthly easily gave the
impression that these associations were taking root and thriving,by
221 As alumni editor for the Mercury, David F. Garland (1888) functioned in the
Stahley- Trowbridge tradition.
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1885 only the one in Philadelphia remained. Its leaders included
several of the most useful College trustees (John E. Graeff, William
M. Baum, and Frederick W. Conrad) as well as other alumni
(Samuel P. Sadtler and George S. Eyster). MiltonValentine and later
Harvey W. McKnight, usually in company with a faculty member,
regularly attended the annual banquet meetings and reported on the
state of the College. The last of these gatherings occurred in
1894.
About the time when the Philadelphia association was becoming
inactive, alumni in other parts of the College constituency were
beginning to think again about the desirability of district
organizations. Within two years three new ones were formed:
Harrisburg (1894), Pittsburgh (1895), and Yale (1896). 222 The mor-
tality rate for these ventures remained high. Only the Yale club sur-
vived into1897. The editors of the Mercury and Gettysburgian were
as much infavor ofdistrict associations as Philip M.Biklehad been.
They echoed him instating the advantages accruing to both alumni
and the College from a system of vigorous clubs. In1898 the Alumni
Association named a five-man committee "to devise a scheme for
the establishment of district alumni associations." While it is not
clear whether itsmembers ever produced the desired scheme, within
the next several years six clubs were formed: New York (1898),
Harrisburg (1899), York (1899), Maryland (1900), Philadelphia
(1901), and Pittsburgh (1903). The five active clubs in 1904 were
Yale, New York, Harrisburg, Philadelphia, and Pittsburgh. 223
In June 1878 Edward S. Breidenbaugh proposed to the annual
Alumni Association meeting that a committee be named to draw up
a feasible plan for the proper celebration of the fiftieth anniversary,
222 According to the Mercury for November 1896, there were eleven Gettysburgians
at Yale in that year. The prime mover in organizing the club was William J. Gies
(1872-1956), of the class of1893. While an undergraduate, he was a member of the
baseball team and the Athletic Association, editor of the 1893 Spectrum, an editor of
the College Monthly, an organizer of the Philo Debating Club, and one of those urging
changing the name of the College to Gettysburg. Entering Yale in the fallof1893, he
studied physiological chemistry and was awarded the Ph.D. degree in 1897. Inthe
following year he began a long career on the chemistry faculty of Columbia Univer-
sity. His interest inhis alma mater was demonstrated in many ways, including help-
ing found the Pen and Sword Society, providing the money forprizes inboth English
composition and debating, and being the prime mover foralumni clubs inNew Haven
and New York.The Spectrum (1906), pp. 125-148, contains a detailed summary of his
career up to that time.
223Memories are indeed short. When the Philadelphia club was reorganized in
1901, some of its members didnot know that anearlier club had existed less than ten
years before. Those who called the meeting, however, did remember and specifically
called it a reorganization.
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or semicentennial, of the College in1882. 224 Not surprisingly, he was
named chairman of the seven persons to whom this task was
delegated. A year later, the association accepted their i *ort, and
the committee, increased in size to nine members, began .o perfect
its plans. Believing that the alumni would finditmore convenient if
all of the semicentennial exercises were held at one time, they
decided to schedule them during commencement week. While they
wanted to avoid appealing for money during these exercises, the
committee felt obligated to use the anniversary occasion in some
way for a major fund raising effort. Finally, they wanted to produce
a permanent reminder of the event which would be available to
every person who wanted it.In1880, at Breidenbaugh's request, the
trustees named five of their own members to work in an advisory
capacity withhis committee. Meanwhile, the College Monthly ran
many stories about the forthcoming celebration in an effort to keep
it in the minds of the alumni.
The semicentennial exercises occurred on June 27-29, 1882,
interspersed with the usual events of commencement week. They
began with a reception in the College church on Tuesday evening,
featuring several addresses and replies, as well as a poem composed
for the occasion. On Wednesday morning, on the campus, four
speakers discussed the beginnings of the College, the Krauth presi-
dency, the Baugher presidency, and the fourteen years of the Valen-
tine administration. A heavy rainstorm forced the social gathering
of the Alumni Association, which was scheduled for that evening,
from out of doors into the College church. On Thursday morning,
again on the campus, five speakers discussed the influence of Get-
tysburg College upon theology, education, literature, medicine, and
science. Atnoon, upon the conclusion of the annual meeting of the
Alumni Association, some five hundred of its members shared a
collation prepared by the ladies ofGettysburg and served in front of
McCreary Gymnasium. The celebration concluded on Thursday
evening with a promenade concert on the campus, attended by an
estimated two or three thousand people. According to the College
Monthly, "hundreds of vari-colored lanterns, the torches, and heaps
of blazing fire, made the prospect far and near a brilliant one." Com-
mencement exercises, which began at 8:30 the next morning, must
have been an anticlimax. The College buildings were decorated with
224The College participated in the United States centennial celebration in1876 by
sending an extensive exhibit to the exposition in Philadelphia, as requested by the
State Superintendent of Public Instruction. They also praised the exposition com-
missioners for deciding not to open the exposition on Sunday; "our interests as a
Christian nation are greatly imperilled by the proposed opening of the Centennial
Exhibition on the Lord's day."
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wreaths and banners for the week-long occasion. Campus and other
groups presented music at all of the events. The College Monthly
estimated hat almost half of the livingalumni attended at least part
of the prugram and concluded that "everybody seemed pleased all
the week. We think the Semi-centennial, ifvoted on, would be elec-
ted a fine success." 225
On February 15, 1882 the semicentennial committee, including
the advisory trustee members, addressed their financial appeal to
the College constituency. Reminding the readers that no attempt to
raise money wouldbe made during the June exercises, they declared
that "itwould nevertheless be improper and unworthy of us all to
permit the occasion to pass by without doing something for the
enlargement and greater prosperity of the institution, which will
form a fittingmemorial of this half-century of itshistory." Since the
most pressing need of the College was increased endowment, the
committee had secured the consent of the board of trustees and the
Alumni Association touse money raised to endow the professorship
which the president occupied and to strengthen science instruction,
inan unspecified way. The goal which they set was at least $50,000.
The committee appealed to every alumnus, every nongraduate, and
every pastor to make his own contribution and to appeal toothers to
do likewise. "Let no one fail to give because he cannot give much,"
they advised, " and no one give less than the most liberal gifthe can
present." Unfortunately, this general appeal to the constituency was
woefully inadequate to produce the desired results, and there was
no one available to undertake the intense personal solicitation
almost certainly required to yield $50,000.
The committee early decided that their permanent reminder of the
semicentennial would be what they called a memorial volume.
Breidenbaugh agreed to edit what was published in 1882 as The
Pennsylvania College Book, 1832-1882. Within its 475 pages he
included Milton Valentine's history of the College; Beale M.
Schmucker's account of its beginnings; sketches of the literary
societies, Linnaean Association, Alumni Association, and frater-
nities; biographical sketches of twenty faculty members of the Gym-
nasium and College; accounts of eight institutions described as
daughters of the College; biographical sketches of former students
both graduates and nongraduates; a list of trustees; human interest
stories; as wellas other information. From beginning to end the text
was well-written and historically accurate. Acentury later the work
remained a reliable source well-worth consulting. Not the least of
the assets of the book were the many excellent photographs by
225The College Monthly for July 1882 contains an excellent account of the exer-
cises. Attempts to celebrate the sixtieth anniversary were unsuccessful.
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William H. Tipton, the Gettysburg photographer, some of which
have been reproduced in this book. 226
As earlier noted, during the abortive endowment campaign of
1859 the Alumni Association voted to raise $15,000 to establish an
alumni professorship. By 1868 it had secured more than $7,000 in
pledges and about $3,200 of this amount had actually been paid to
the College treasurer. Few further efforts were made to complete
this undertaking until the board of trustees, during the hard times of
the 1870s, attempted torelieve their continuing financial distress by
persuading several synods to endow a number ofprofessorships. At
the annual meeting in June 1873, the Alumni Association agreed to
participate inthis campaign by reviving its lapsed efforts. On July 1
its committee on the professorship addressed a letter to all alumni
and toother friends of the College, announcing a new goal of $25,000
and asking recipients to contribute at least $100 each, payable at
once or by means of interest-bearing notes due in from one to five
years. The committee secured an agent for each graduating class to
solicit and receive commitments. The 1874 College catalogue
devoted twopages to describing the alumni endowment campaign,
listed the names and addresses of allthe class agents, and expressed
the hope that enough money would be secured toconclude the drive
by the next commencement. When one considers the depressed
times in which this appeal was made, it is remarkable that there
were about one hundred donors and that the committee could
announce to the Alumni Association in June 1876 a total of $15,475
inpledges and cash thus far secured. However, this was an amount
still far short of the goal and the campaign had obviously run its
course. Few more gifts came in. The Alumni Association moved on
toother things and the endowed professorship was allbut forgotten.
In1882 the association made another effort, just described, to com-
plete the undertaking (itnow raised the goal to $30,000) and assign
the endowment to the professorship which the president held. Itwas
an effort which failed utterly.
After a hiatus of sixteen years, broken by only one reference to
the professorship in the minutes, the Alumni Association voted in
1898 to ask a committee to report on the status of the fund and the
feasibility of bringing it to completion. The committee brought in
the depressing report next year that an "examination of the records
of this Association, of the books of the College Treasurer and of
226The eight institutions described as daughters of the College were Wittenberg,
Roanoke, Newberry, North Carolina College, Illinois State University, Muhlenberg,
Thiel, and Carthage Colleges. The effort to gather biographical information about all
former students began in 1879. Much of it was obtained from the alumni
themselves.
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records of the Board give no information as to the amounts sub-
scribed or paid on account of this fund." Another committee repor-
ted in 1900 that it was unable to learn anything more than had
its predecessor.
The last chapter inthis long and somewhat ludicrous story began
when the Alumni Association inJune 1902 named stillanother com-
mittee and directed it to take its case to the board of trustees. The
chairman, Frank G. Turner (1893), a young Baltimore attorney, and
his two colleagues lost little time inpresenting the president of the
board with five questions to which the association desired an
answer. Philip H. Glatfelter consulted President McKnight and
Treasurer Picking. By early 1903 some startling replies began to
emerge. Allof the moneys contributed to the alumni professorship
were deposited in the general endowment fund; there never was a
separate alumni professorship account. Sometimes Treasurer
Buehler would identify the source of these contributions, but on
other occasions he would not. A careful examination of the books
which Picking and Turner made showed 122 entries, between 1865
and 1887, recording gifts to the fund amounting to $12,490.
Obviously there had been more contributions, but no one could be
sure how many more. "IfMr.Buehler the former treasurer had been
living," Picking told Glatfelter, "the question [which the alumni
committee asked] could have been properly answered." But Alexan-
der D. Buehler had been dead for ten years.
The resolutions which the Alumni Association passed in 1859,
when it inaugurated its endowment campaign, specified that all
sums contributed should be paid to the College treasurer. He was to
invest them and add the interest each year to the principal until the
goal was reached and the professorship established. In1903 the Tur-
ner committee reckoned that the Alumni Association was now
entitled to a total of$58,350. 79, principal and interest, farmore than
it had ever promised the College. 227
The Alumni Association brought the entire matter to the attention
of the fullboard of trustees inAugust 1903 and asked for some equit-
able settlement. The issues were sufficiently confusing that the
board referred them to a committee, of which one member was pres-
ident and another treasurer of the Alumni Association. InJune 1904
this committee made a lengthy report, inwhich itcarefully presen-
ted and evaluated the available records of the alumni professorship
227The report of the Turner committee, with supporting documents, was copied
into the minute book of the Alumni Association, which is in the GCA. The Adams
County Independent, published in Littlestown, in its issues for June 6 and 20, 1903,
gave extensive coverage to the Turner committee's investigation. The editor claimed
that College authorities were preventing local newspapers, including the Gettys-
burgian, from giving the matter proper attention.
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effort. The committee concluded that $14,267 had actually been
paid into the College treasury from this source. It could find no
evidence whatsoever that Buehler, a man of great probity who had
never attended College and hence was not a member of the Alumni
Association, was ever informed that interest was to be added to the
moneys which itentrusted to him. Surely, he could not be held re-
sponsible for failing to do something of which he had no knowledge.
Taking everything into consideration and wishing at long last to
resolve the matter, the committee recommended that the board of
trustees establish an Alumni Professorship Fund, allocate to it
$25,000, use the proceeds for paying the salary of the Alumni Pro-
fessor of -Mathematics and Astronomy (in 1904 $25,000 yielded a
professor's annual salary), and disclaim any further responsibility
for money received from the Alumni Association since 1859. The
trustees unanimously adopted these recommendations in June 1904
and thus brought to a successful conclusion a genuine effort to help
the College which had begun almost half a century earlier.
As late as 1904, the Alumni Association stillmaintained its earlier
interest inallof the graduates and former students of the College. At
each annual meeting, the obituary committee read biographical
sketches of the graduates known to have died during the preceding
year. As already noted, in1860 and 1870 the association published
comprehensive reports on the alumni. The one originally projected
for1880 actually appeared as part of the Pennsylvania College Book
in1882. By the next decade, publication of a report similar to those
of 1860 and 1870 was more than the Alumni Association wished to
undertake. The next such compilation, the Alumni Directory of
Pennsylvania College of Gettysburg, 1832-1918 (Gettysburg, 1918),
was a project of the College.
Until 1891 (except for five years in the 1870s), the faculty con-
tinued its earlier practice of including in each annual catalogue the
names and known addresses of all graduates. This was considered a
useful form of advertisement, and when it was dropped the faculty
promised that "iffound desirable, such list,withadditional informa-
tion, may be published every third or fifthyear." Obviously it was
found desirable, since names and addresses reappeared in the 1895,
1900, and 1905 catalogues. The Spectrum was another College
publication which usually devoted considerable attention to
graduates. Not only did itlist the alumni clubs, as they were now
called, but also itnamed their officers and members. Several Spec-
trums also listed all the graduates.
Taking as their text the statement that "a tree is known by its
fruits," the editors of the 1904 Spectrum undertook the large task of
classifying the alumni since 1834 by occupation or profession. "For
the college to live and keep abreast with the times itneeds both the
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concrete and abstract service of its friends," they wrote, "and we
know ofno better way of stimulating such a spirit of loyalty than by
keeping before their minds the record of usefulness of the men who
have gone out from the institution." Of 1264 graduates included in
their report, 616 were classified as ministers, 177 as lawyers, 136 as
teachers and administrators in public school systems, 128 as
businessmen, 113 as college and seminary professors and pre-
sidents, 100 as doctors, and the rest in more than a dozen other
categories. "Although but few of her sons have risen to great politi-
cal prominence," the editors noted, "yet the great good they have
been doing in the educational and religious world makes up for any
apparent deficiency along other lines of activity."228
By 1904 there were at least twelve names to add to the list of
alumni who had been college or seminary presidents and who were
named in the preceding chapter: J. P. Benjamin Sadtler (1842),
Muhlenberg; John A. Kunkelman (1855), Carthage; Louis A. Bikle
(1857), North Carolina; Jonathan R. Dimm (1857), Susquehanna;
David L. Tressler (1860), Carthage; Henry W. Roth (1861), Thiel;
Theodore L. Seip (1864), Muhlenberg; Harvey W.McKnight (1865),
Gettysburg; Edward F. Bartholomew (1871), Carthage; John S. Det-
weiler (1871), Carthage; Holmes Dysinger (1878), Carthage; and
Charles W. Heisler (1880), Susquehanna. 229
Town and Gown
The built-in tensions between persons in the Gettysburg com-
munity and those inthe College which existed inthe first period of
the latter's history continued in the years between 1868 and 1904.
There were many possibilities for misunderstanding between
townspeople who sometimes resented the privileges which
collegians enjoyed and students who sometimes believed that
townspeople had little respect for either them or their rights.
Nevertheless, having said that, one must reiterate that relations be-
tween the town and the College were usually good, probably better
than those inmany other college towns. Such resident trustees as
David A.Buehler, Edward McPherson, John M.Krauth, and Harry
C. Picking were influential and respected persons inthe community,
228The report identified but one governor (Conrad Baker, Indiana, 1867-1873), nine
members ofCongress, and thirtystate legislators. Several of these werenongraduates
whom the editors nevertheless chose to include. Some persons were listed inseveral
categories in the report.
229Other alumni headed educational institutions whichwere not recognized as four-
year colleges during this time. For example, John Jacob Scherer (1852) was associated
with Marion College in Virginia for more than forty years.
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View ofGettysburg from the GJatfelter Hall tower, about 1890. Courtesy
Adams County Historical Society.
and excellent in interpreting each side to the other.
Both the town of Gettysburg and the rest of Adams county con-
tinued to contribute a good proportion of the College's student body.
For example, more than one-fourth of the freshman class and one-
half of the preparatory department in the fall of 1900 were Adams
countians. Young women of the town of Gettysburg continued to
fascinate students. Every College publication to which students
contributed gives testimony to this fact. The "College Locals" sec-
tion ofeach recounted, undoubtedly often with tongue incheek, the
endless trials and tribulations of students who were in love, or who
thought they were in love, with a towngirl. An article in the College
Monthly for April1883 listed twenty-eight collegians who since the
beginning of 1877 had actually married Gettysburg women. The
College Monthly, Mercury, and Gettysburgian all had sections on
happenings in town for the obvious benefit of alumni readers. The
"fantastical" parades on Washington's birthday eventually became
community rather than merely student affairs.
Town disasters brought out the collegians, to assist and not
merely to look on. The burgess in 1880 thanked seminary and
College students for helping to fight a blaze which destroyed several
buildings, including the old Gettys family house, in the alley to the
north of the first block of York street. Five years later, when they
turned out again to help battle a major blaze in the first block of
378
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Chambersburg street, one old citizen exclaimed, according to the
December 1885 issue of the College Monthly, "Ihaven't much use
for them students, but they're mighty good fellows at a fire." When
the Spanish- American War began in April1898, some 150 students
marched through the town behind an American and a Cuban flag,
and then listened to patriotic speeches by representatives of town
and gown. Several students enlisted and entered the service. 230
The faculty contribution to the life of the community persisted.
Henry Eyster Jacobs succeeded his father as president of the Gettys-
burg Gas Company, and, when he moved toPhiladelphia, passed the
mantle along to Edward S. Breidenbaugh, whose "standard ther-
mometer" replaced that ofMichael Jacobs in town. Luther H. Croll
surveyed some of the newly established streets and served as presi-
dent of the Gettysburg school board. PhilipM.Bikle was one of two
local pastors who in1887 agreed for one year to conduct services for
the A.M.E. Zion congregation, inan effort to help itpay a building
debt by relieving it of the necessity of supporting a pastor during
that period of time. Untilthe battlefield was turned over to the War
Department in1895 ,Harvey W. McKnight was a director of the Get-
tysburg Battlefield Memorial Association, which had maintained it
for many years.
The battlefield inand around the town ofGettysburg affected the
College inmany ways. "On Saturdays the students used to go out
with hatchets to cut bullets from trees," George D. Stahley (1871)
remembered many years later. "Ihave some of those bullets yet.
Others took spades and dug for bones - several rooms were
decorated withcross bones and skulls." WilliamM.Baum, Jr. (1877)
recalled that inhis day "the popular walk for students and townsfolk
alike was up Baltimore street to the National Cemetery and then
back again." Manyof these promenades occurred on Saturday even-
ing. "As the classes paraded along this way," he wrote, "itcertainly
made the sensation that was intended." 231
As the twenty- fifthanniversary of the famous battle approached,
the number of visitors toGettysburg increased. The general revision
of the College catalogue in1887 took cognizance of this fact and
attempted to turn it to the advantage of the institution:
The great battle, of the civilwar, fought here July 1-3, 1863, has
made Gettysburg historically famous. The preservation of the lines
of battle, and the many commemorative monuments erected under
the auspices of the Gettysburg Battlefield Memorial Association,
bring annually thousands of visitors, and constantly instilllessons
230Star and Sentinel, April26 and May 10, 1898.
231Gettysburg College Bulletin (March 1934), p. 7; Spectrum (1902), p. 184.
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of patriotism. Consequently, there is no better location for a
National Institution.232
Trustees and faculty were fully aware of the public relations
possibilities which were created as many of the visitors to Gettys-
burg came to the campus. Frequently the editors of the College Mon-
thlyurged that the grounds be better kept and instructed the students
on the proper reception to be accorded all guests. They were told to
refrain from their usual practices of guying visitors and throwing
water (or worse) upon them from the windows of Pennsylvania
Hall.
The campus was extensively used during the twenty-fifth
anniversary celebration in June-July 1888, which coincided with
commencement, the cornerstone laying for the new Recitation
Building, and groundbreaking for Brua Chapel. By 1890 more than
three hundred monuments had been erected on the battlefield. The
faculty sometimes suspended classes to permit students to attend
the inevitable dedication exercises. In1888 the trustees gave per-
mission to the State of Ohio to erect a monument to Battery X,First
Ohio Light Artillery, at the corner of Carlisle street and West Lin-
coln avenue. Four years later, a monument was erected at the west
end of Chambersburg street toCompany A, Twenty-sixth Regiment,
Pennsylvania Volunteer Militia.The main speakers on the occasion
of its dedication, September 1, 1892, were Judge Samuel W. Penny-
packer, later governor of Pennsylvania, and Harvey W. McKnight,
president of the College. 233
On October 15, 1890 the Count of Paris, who had fought with the
Army of the Potomac during the CivilWar, had written a history of
the struggle, and was now visiting the battlefield, was given a recep-
tionby townspeople and students who filledBrua Chapel to capacity.
Among those present to honor the pretender to the French throne
were Generals Daniel E. Sickles, Henry W. Slocum, Oliver O.
Howard, Daniel Butterfield, John Newton, David M. Gregg, and
John P.S. Gobin. David Wills presided. The College Monthly for
November 1890 claimed that this occasion brought together more
232This paragraph appears ina new introductory section of the catalogue, headed
Location. The section stillretained some of the flavor of the earliest days of the
College. "The moral tone of the community [ofGettysburg] is unusually good. There
are fewer temptations than inmost towns of its size and the direct influence on the
young men is excellent." This and subsequent catalogues informed the public that
direct rail connections between Gettysburg and Harrisburg (1884) and between Get-
tysburg and Hagerstown (1889) had now been established.
233 According to the Gettysburgian for October 6, 1897, John A. Himes proposed to
assign juniors to interview Adams countians, asking them to give their recollections
of the CivilWar. In this way he could put on record some of "those things which
ordinarily do not appear in history." Itis regrettable that this oral history, ifitwas
ever gathered, has not survived.
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Monument dedicated in 1892 to Company A, Twenty-sixth Regiment,
Pennsylvania Volunteer Militia.
corps commanders from the battle of Gettysburg than at any time
since the end of the war. The students gave the count a royal sendof f
with a yell composed especially for the occasion: "Comte de Paris,
Rah! Rah! Rah! Rah! Siss, boom, tiger, Penn-syl-va-ni-yah." 234
There was another side to the relationship between College and
community. Faculty and students had a number of persistent com-
plaints against the government and people of Gettysburg. The
faculty stillbelieved that the borough council was derelict in per-
forming its duty toprovide sidewalks and street lights near the cam-
pus. This became less and less a concern as the area east and
southeast of the College property was developed. Both students and
faculty were annoyed by town boys who used College facilities,
especially McCreary Gymnasium, and sometimes left behind
234The Count of Paris was but one of a number of visiting lecturers. Among the
others were J.H. Wilburn Stuckenberg (1892 and later), Henry Watterson (1895), and
Confederate General John B. Gordon (1896).
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damaged equipment and broken windows. "Is the Gymnasium for
the benefit of the College or the townboys?" asked the College Monthly
for November 1878. Someone writing in a later issue urged the
students to take this matter into their own hands, arguing that it was
their tuition money which was being used to keep the gymnasium in
repair. After no-trespassing signs were placed on campus, the
College Monthly for December 1885 explained that they did not
mean the College no longer welcomed visitors. The warnings were
intended only "toprevent ball-playing on the grounds infront of the
buildings and the free and careless use of the gym by which both the
building and apparatus had been greatly damaged." The culprits
weFe identified as being "troops of boys, not connected with the
College." The faculty remained bitter at those keepers of taverns
and hotels who violated the law by selling intoxicating beverages to
students who were minors. In January 1886 they asked the county
court toreduce the number of liquor licenses granted inthe borough.
Three years later, as the prohibition movement was reviving in
many parts of the country, college and seminary professors and
students announced themselves in favor of a state constitutional
amendment prohibiting the sales of such beverages.
Occasionally, both faculty and students reacted strongly to what
they took to be unfair treatment by townsmen. For example, in1877
the faculty protested at being assessed at a higher rate than any
other occupation or profession in the borough and asked the board
of trustees to come to their relief.235 Perhaps the feeling which dur-
ing these years was most pervasive was one of not being
appreciated. In commenting on a report that the students and
faculty at Cornell University spent annually inIthaca the equivalent
of an investment of $6,000,000, the College Monthly wondered in
February 1881 "whether there are any citizens of Ithaca so blind, as
there are here in Gettysburg, as to think that a few machine shops
could pay better than a College."236
The community sometimes had its ownreasons for feelings ofbit-
terness and of not being appreciated. Some countians undoubtedly
resented the regular suggestions emanating from the College that
those closest geographically to the institution had a special respon-
sibility for supporting it financially. They may have questioned at
times whether its removal to some other place would be such a great
loss, after all.InJune 1887, as the College was about toembark upon
its ambitious building program, the board of trustees passed a sense
motion that countians should be expected tocontribute at least $10,000
235 F0r similar incidents, see the Mercury for November 1894 and May 1896.
2381n November 1889 the College Monthly estimated that the annual College con-
tribution to the local economy amounted to $60,000.
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to the project and named a committee consisting ofresident trustees
to raise the money. In its issue of February 21, 1888, the Star and
Sentinel went to great pains "to correct some erroneous impressions
that are current in our community and county" by explaining the
College's immediate and continuing needs and the role the com-
munity should play in meeting them. Ifwe can believe the account
in the College Monthly for November 1889, the county's financial
contribution to the building program was a small one. 237
The College and the Lutheran Church
Inthe summer of 1873 MiltonValentine wrote the article describ-
ing Gettysburg College which was scheduled to appear in the
forthcoming Johnson's New Universal Cyclopaedia. "Itisunder the
special auspices of the Lutheran Church," he explained, "but as in
other American Colleges in such general denominational connec-
tion, its management and instruction are carefully guarded from
being made sectarian." Then, assuming that one more sentence of
explication was needed, he added :"Itsdesign, in this respect, is to
give a thoroughly Christian culture." These words, which might
have been written by Charles P. Krauth forty years earlier,
demonstrate that, as far as its president was concerned, Gettysburg
College had not changed its basic relationship to the church with
which it was identified since the very beginning. The large majority
of trustees, faculty, and students continued to be Lutheran.
Whenever itapproached the church for money, the College stressed
the close spiritual ties binding the two institutions together.
Nevertheless, Gettysburg shared withmost other American colleges
of the time a highly valued freedom from outside control. 238
The Lutheran church withwhich the College was identified inthis
period was that part which remained in the General Synod after the
secession in 1863 of what eventually became the United Synod in
the South and after the withdrawal in1867 of several district synods
which then formed the General Council. 239 The leading force inthe
237 According to a citypaper, many observed "howlittleof the $90,000" cost ofthe
new building "came from Gettysburg."
238 See also Harold A. Dunkelberger, Gettysburg College and the Lutheran Connec-
tion:.. . (Gettysburg, 1975).
239The southern districtsynods in1863 formed the General Synod of the Evangelical
Lutheran Church in the Confederate States of America. After the war they changed
their name several times. Between 1886 and 1918 it was the United Synod of the
Evangelical Lutheran Church in the South. The synods which withdrew from the
General Synod in 1867, together withseveral other bodies, formed the General Coun-
cil of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in North America.
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latter was the Synod of Pennsylvania, which helped to organize the
General Synod in1820, withdrew from that body three years later,
and then returned to the fold in 1853. The conservative eastern
Pennsylvania churchmen soon began to question the wisdom of
their reaf filiation,largely because of the continued unwillingness of
the General Synod to commit itself to the Unaltered Augsburg Con-
fession strongly enough to satisfy them. In1864, three years before
the General Council was formed, these conservative Lutherans
established their own theological seminary in Philadelphia and
called Charles F. Schaeffer, Professor of German Language and
Literature at Gettysburg, to join its faculty. Three years later they
organized their own college at Allentown and called Frederick A.
Muhlenberg, Franklin Professor of Ancient Languages at Gettys-
burg, to be its president. Both Schaeffer and Muhlenberg had been
the first incumbents of their respective chairs at Gettysburg.
According to the agreement between the Pennsylvania Synod and
Gettysburg College, the former controlled the endowment from
which Schaeffer's salary had been paid and had the right to
nominate his successors as German professor. According to the act
of April19, 1850, Gettysburg College held the endowment for the
Franklin professorship which Muhlenberg occupied, but the synod
had the right to nominate his successors. No sooner had Schaeffer
resigned and departed for Philadelphia than it became evident that
these arrangements, negotiated in the 1850s when the relations be-
tween the Pennsylvania Synod and the General Synod were improv-
ing, were not going to work as smoothly as intended. 240
InApril1865 the Gettysburg trustees, after accepting Schaeffer's
resignation and asking the Pennsylvania Synod to nominate his suc-
cessor, approved a motion offered by Thaddeus Stevens, who was
making one of his rare appearances at a board meeting, that they
endeavor to gain control of the German professorship endowment,
using whatever "ulterior measures might be necessary." Not sur-
prisingly, the synod promptly rejected this proposal and nominated
its candidate to succeed Schaeffer. After the trustees voted to defer
any action on the nomination until his relationship to the seminary
faculty could be clarified (Schaeffer, it should be recalled, taught in
both institutions; the synod wanted his successor to devote full time
to the College), the candidate withdrew his name from further con-
240There was illfeeling inGettysburg over Schaeffer's hasty departure, for which
he himself was not responsible. As late as August 10, 1864 he wrote to the College
trustees that he did not expect to be called upon to leave his position for months,
possibly for several years. Seventeen days later the president of the Synod of
Pennsylvania informed the College that Schaeffer was being asked to assume his new
duties in Philadelphia in a matter of days, which he did. The letters are in the
GCA.
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sideration. The synod then nominated John F. Wilken, whom the
trustees, sorely in need of a German professor, elected in August
1866. Atthe same time, the College proposed to the synod referring
the question of custodianship of the endowment to the decision of a
third party. Not only did the synod reject this overture, but also it
now suggested that part of the German endowment should be used
to help support a professor at the Philadelphia seminary and that the
number of its members in the College board should be increased.
The disputes were far from over. In May 1867 Muhlenberg
resigned and the board dutifully asked the synod to nominate his
successor. On the grounds that he "would not prove an efficient
instructor, and would not meet the demands of this Institution," the
board in August 1867 resoundingly rejected the synod's candidate
for the Franklin professorship. Atthe same meeting, itauthorized an
immediate lawsuit to secure control of the German professorship
funds. In1868 the board rejected a second candidate for the Franklin
professorship. Meanwhile the students were making life so miser-
able for Wilken that, during the summer, he resigned. The synod
officers then nominated William Notz to serve inhis place for one
year. The trustees, again sorely needing a German professor, promptly
elected him.
"The relations between the Synod and the Board of Trustees of the
college," wrote the synod president in his report for the May 1869
meeting, "instead ofbeing, as the Synod meant them tobe, relations
of intelligent co-operation and sympathy in a good and noble work,
are simply relations of conflict, and that a very unequal conflict." If
only because it was the synod which had secured the entire endow-
ment of the German professorship and had used its influence to
direct the endowment of the Franklin professorship to Gettysburg,
he thought, its nominees for faculty positions were entitled to the
"respectful consideration" which they were not receiving. "Ifwe
are to judge of the future from the past," he concluded, "there is
much reason to fear, that the nominees who, in the deliberate opin-
ion of the Synod, are, by their manners, their talents, their
acquirements, fullyqualified for the positions, willbe exposed to
the pain of a mortifying rejection by the Trustees." 24l
2411n a letter written in1868, the president of the synod stated its case succinctly.
The synod had collected the funds for the German professorship withthe understand-
ing that itwould always retain the principal "as a sacred trust which we are not at
liberty, even were we so disposed, to alienate fromour Synod." Itwas committed to
using the interest to support the education ofyoung men who will"enter the Lutheran
Ministry prepared and qualified to preach in the German language and forno other
purpose." The synod was bound "to defend the Fund in the name of the Con-
gregations and in the name of God." A. T. Geissenhainer to Benjamin Sadtler,
Bethlehem, May 10, 1868, GCA.
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The season of mortification had not yet run its course, since there
were now two vacancies at Gettysburg for which the synod was
entitled tonominate candidates. InMay 1869 itoffered the names of
Henry Eyster Jacobs for the Franklin and Adam Martin for the Ger-
man professorships. Three months later the trustees almost
unanimously rejected Jacobs and unanimously accepted Martin.
When the synod met in1870, itadopted a report expressing the judg-
ment that the College trustees had "exceeded their just and lawful
powers in the rejection, without assigning any reasonable cause, of
the nominee of this Synod to the Franklin professorship." Accord-
ingly, the synod presented again the name of Henry Eyster Jacobs,
whom the trustees accepted in June 1870. 242
The election of Martin and Jacobs to the Gettysburg faculty and
their continued service therein brought to an end fiveyears of harm-
fulbickering over nominees and endowments, during the course of
which the trustees either declined to act upon or rejected candidates
five times. Still unanswered was the question of the long-term
relationship between the two antagonists. What would happen
when the next vacancy occurred? At one time or another both
College and synod had sought legal advice as how best to protect
what they believed were their rights. The College had named several
committees to seek an end to their differences "upon such terms as
may be deemed equitable and mutually satisfactory," as the minutes
of August 1867 phrased it.Unfortunately, neither side had found
acceptable the solutions offered by the other. Occasional efforts at
agreement undertaken during the early 1870s got nowhere.
Itwas only in1878 that serious negotiations leading toa final set-
tlement at last seemed possible. Committees representing both sides
met and reached an agreement by which the synod turned over the
German professorship endowment to the College and gave up its
right to nominate candidates for the two faculty positions. Appar-
ently believing that the contest was stilla very unequal one, as well
as one not worth being continued, the synod was now willing to
accept the College position in return for a release from any liability
arising under either professorship. Both the Pennsylvania Synod
and the College trustees approved the agreements inJune 1879. With
the fullcooperation of the synod, on February 20, 1880 the College
secured the amendment to its charter which was necessary to per-
fect these arrangements. 243
242 The synod was unhappy that the board had changed the Franklin professorship
to Greek in1867 and history in 1868 without first consulting them. Henry Eyster
Jacobs attributed his rejection in1869 to the fact that he was now a General Council
pastor. Jacobs, Memoirs, p. 130.
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Without a doubt, the actions of the Pennsylvania Synod inhelping
to secure the Franklin professorship for Gettysburg and inendowing
the German professorship had been of great value to the College. For
more than a quarter of a century the income from these two endow-
ments had paid the salaries of a sizable fraction of the faculty, thus
offering major relief to the slender College treasury. Nevertheless,
by the time the second incumbents of these chairs were tobe chosen,
the trustees clearly resented any arrangement which limited their
choice of faculty to persons nominated by some other agency. Once
free of the agreements with the Pennsylvania Synod, they were care-
ful not to enter into any similar ones. 244
The election of Adam Martin in1869 and of Henry Eyster Jacobs
in1870 occurred at the beginning of the financially troubled decade
of the 1870s. Plagued by the debt incurred inbuilding Stevens Hall
and by recurring annual deficits, the trustees turned for help, as they
had in the 1840s, to the Lutheran church. A circular sent to the syn-
ods in 1870 put the need at $50,000 and asked them to urge con-
gregations to respond generously to the appeals of a newly
appointed financial agent. At the board's request, Milton Valentine
attended four synod meetings in the fallof 1872 inorder topresent
the College's case inperson. Then, in 1873, the trustees asked the
Maryland, West Pennsylvania, and East Pennsylvania Synods each
to raise $25,000 for an endowed professorship, and the Allegheny,
Pittsburgh, Central Pennsylvania, and Susquehanna Synods to-
gether to raise a like amount for a fourth professorship. 245 At their
fall meetings, most of these synods, after expressing their con-
fidence in and support of the College, agreed willinglyenough to
243This was the first amendment to the College charter which was approved by the
Court ofCommon Pleas ofAdams county. Before the Constitution of1874 went into
effect, anact of the legislature was required to change the organic law ofthe College.
Adams County Deed Book NN, pp. 325-329. The agreement ratified in June 1879
resulted in the synod's transferring mortgages onPhiladelphia property amounting to
$10,000; title to the house in Gettysburg occupied by the German professor; titleto a
house and lot inBethlehem; and a $3,000 claim, with thirteen years' unpaid interest,
against Illinois State University. The latter claim proved to be worthless. College
Monthly (June 1879), p. 178. With complete control of the Franklin professorship in
hand, the trustees in June 1880 transferred its endowment to the general
endowment fund.
244 0ne can follow this lengthy controversy by reading the minutes of the trustees
and of the annual meetings ofthe synod. By1880 there were no longer General Coun-
cil men on the board of trustees.
245These seven synods constituted the College's normal Lutheran constituency be-
tween 1868 and 1904. The Central Pennsylvania Synod dated from 1855 and the Sus-
quehanna Synod from 1867. The College had its closest ties with the Maryland, West
Pennsylvania, East Pennsylvania, and Allegheny Synods.
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accept their assigned share, but in the only possible way then avail-
able to them. 246 Since synodical treasuries had annual incomes of
only several thousand dollars, allthese bodies could do was ask their
pastors topreach about the needs of the College and to invite its rep-
resentatives into their parishes to supplement these sermons and to
make personal solicitations for contributions.
Late in1873 the endowment committee of the board of trustees, in
an effort to arouse interest in the financial campaign, published a
sixteen-page pamphlet entitled Pennsylvania College and the
Lutheran Church. Colleges, they claimed, "form one of the grandest
agencies in the work of the Church and the successes of Chris-
tianity."Finding the beginning of the church's educational interest
inthe three years' experience of the disciples withJesus, the authors
traced that interest over more than eighteen hundred years. In
America, they argued,
the Church's efforts through its Colleges have, without doubt, been
among the most successful and fruitfulof all its work for Christ's
kingdom.... Though these Colleges are unsectarian, Christianity,
initessential doctrines, is fullyand constantly taught. Its truths are
made to pervade and mould all the teaching.
Since these colleges exist, "not to make money, but to do good,"
they should be within the reach of "almost every earnest young
man" who wishes to attend them. Hence the need for an endow-
ment; "no College of high order can be established or carried on
without one."
The authors of this pamphlet then discussed the many ways in
which since 1832 Gettysburg College had assisted the Lutheran
church. "Has any other instrumentality served the Church better?"
they asked. Does the Church owe more to any other? Has the money
givenby it inany other direction, inequal amount, been more fruit-
ful?" In its present hour of need, Gettysburg was calling upon its
church to do no more than other churches were already doing for
their colleges. "The time has come," they concluded, "when the
Lutheran Church, if she means to do her work and maintain her
honor, must wake up to the necessity upon her."
Unfortunately, both this fervent appeal for help, the most exten-
sive which the College had yet issued, and the energetic efforts of
Milton Valentine and others came during the time of a severe de-
pression. Nevertheless, the college kept trying. As late as 1879 it
revised and reissued the pamphlet, which was then sent to a number
of potential donors. Asnoted earlier inthis chapter, the results were
246Neither the Pittsburgh nor the Susquehanna Synod took any action. The Central
Pennsylvania Synod had agreed in 1872 to invite representatives of the College into
its congregations, but took no action in 1873.
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disappointing. Not enough money was ever raised within the
territory of any synod to endow even one professorship, let
alone four.
Ever since the 1830s the faculty had adjourned classes inlate Feb-
ruary each year to permit the campus to joinina nationwide obser-
vance of a day of prayer for colleges. In1875 the General Synod
recommended that the date be changed to the last Thursday in
January and six years later, in the hope that more congregations
would observe it, that itbe moved to the last Sunday in January. In
June 1886, when the College treasury again experienced a deficit,
the board of trustees asked the president to expand his recently
begun efforts to persuade congregations to take a special collection
on the day of prayer, the proceeds tobe used to meet the College's
incidental expenses. McKnight decided to work through both pas-
tors and synods. In1886 and 1887 he visited seven synod meetings,
asking each to recommend that its congregations receive offerings
for a specific purpose: to improve College buildings and grounds.
He argued that an increasing number ofpeople were visitingGettys-
burg. Itwould enhance the reputations of both the College and the
church if the campus always looked presentable. The synods re-
sponded favorably, and the first of many such offerings was
received in January 1887. Apparently deciding that this practice was
fast becoming an established one, the faculty included a paragraph
on what it called the contingent fund in the 1887 catalogue, which
reported that about $1,600 had already been contributed. Gifts
reported during the next three years brought the total to $4,300. For
many years, the synods annually commended this practice to their
congregations, and as late as 1904 the catalogue still contained a
paragraph describing the contingent fund.
During the 1870s and 1880s the relations between the College and
the supporting synods, following the pattern established before the
Civil War, were warm and friendly. Both presidents made it their
practice to attend many annual synod meetings, meet the delegates,
and address them on behalf of the College. Usually the synod presi-
dent annually named a committee to examine the latest College
catalogue and make a report on its findings. The East Pennsylvania
Synod had a regular standing committee on the College. Because at
least one of the members of these committees could be expected to
be an alumnus of the College, the report often went beyond what
was on the printed page of the catalogue. Almost without exception,
it called attention to the pressing need for increased endowment,
either by bequest or immediate gift; praised the quality of the
educational program; insisted that the church needed the College;
and, noting the small number of students enrolled, lamented the fact
that some Lutheran parents were sending their sons to other
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colleges. In1888, the Central Pennsylvania Synod declared that it
"is the duty of allLutherans topatronize our Lutheran institutions of
learning .... they can do no better anywhere inthe United States
than to education their sons at Pennsylvania College."
The facts that about half of the Gettysburg graduates since 1834
had entered the Lutheran ministry and that they valued the training
which they had received help explain the close relations between
the synods and the College. "Nearly all the clerical members of this
Synod have breathed the invigorating atmosphere created by this
institution," declared the Maryland Synod committee in1882, "and
have felt its social, intellectual, moral, and ecclesiastical vitalizing
power." By the end of the 1880s it was clear that the synods had
developed a high regard for the leadership of Harvey W. McKnight.
"What a work this man has done for our college," declared the West
Pennsylvania Synod in1889. "We owe him more than a mere vote of
thanks. We owe him an abiding interest inthe continued support of
the Institution by sending our sons and the sons of our people to her
halls for education, and by pecuniary help for the college over
which he presides." 247
Another tie binding the College and the church together was pro-
vided by the many trustees and faculty who were active participants
in the affairs of district synods and of the General Synod. Between
1868 and 1904 fivetrustees served two-year terms as president of the
latter body. In addition, Harvey W. McKnight was its executive
officer in 1889-1891 and H. Louis Baugher in 1895-1897. Still
another tie was provided by the close relationship between the two
Lutheran institutions in Gettysburg. During the entire period from
1868 to 1904 there were pastors and laymen who served as trustees
ofboth College and seminary. Faculty members of each served from
time to time on the staff of the other. Allbut one of the seven men
who joined the seminary faculty during this period were alumni of
the College. Eight of the twelve students who entered the seminary
in the fall of 1886 and fourteen of the eighteen who entered in the
fall of 1904 were Gettysburg College graduates. Although the
relations between the two schools were almost always cordial, there
were occasions when those who were more concerned with the
College looked with some jealousy upon the seminary's better for-
tune in attracting gifts. From time to time inthe 1880s the College
Monthlydeclared that the school which itrepresented obviously had
the greater need at the moment and urged potential donors to re-
spond accordingly. 248 Inan attempt to coordinate efforts, the trus-
2471n 1889 the trustees voted to charge sons of Lutheran ministers half tuition, a
concession which the West Pennsylvania Synod had asked for some years earlier.
248See the College Monthly for July and October 1884.
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This picture of the seminary faculty and students, which appeared in the
1905 Spectrum, illustrates the continuation of the close relationship be-
tween that institution and the College.
tees named a committee in1899 to confer with seminary officials in
an effort "to devise a plan for the raising of money for both
Institutions at the beginning of the Twentieth century."
Almost entirely absent from written statements between 1832 and
the later 1880s was any complaint on the part of the supporting synods
about the lack of formal legal ties between the College and the
church. Synodical committees called Gettysburg our college or the
oldest Lutheran college, apparently without ever questioning
whether the absence of the word Lutheran from the original College
charter weakened the force of their claim. 249
The first indication that opinions on this subject might be chang-
ing came in 1889, when the Allegheny Synod, after approving a
report filled with high praise for the College, passed the
following resolution:
Believing that a closer relation should exist between
Pennsylvania College and the Synods inher territory, we urge a
proportionate representation of these Synods inthe Board of Trus-
tees of said institution. We are of the opinion that as vacancies
occur, except those which the alumni are entitled to fill,the Synods
249The word Lutheran does appear in the 1850 amendment to the charter, butnot to
describe an ongoing legal relationship between College and church.
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should be permitted to nominate candidates for election to mem-
bership in the Board, and that the Trustees representing each
Synod should present annually written reports of the work, needs
and claims of the college.
Afew weeks later, the Central Pennsylvania Synod passed a similar
resolution, expressing its further belief that College trustees should
be elected for a term of years rather than for indefinite terms. 250
Obviously, both of these bodies were calling upon the board to grant
to the supporting synods the same privilege which ithkd extended in
1886 to the Alumni Association. The trustees did not act upon these
expressions of synodical opinion.
The incident which initiated a major controversy between the
College and the synods occurred in April1892, when the board of
trustees established the Amanda Rupert Strong Professorship of
English Bible and chaplaincy of the College. As already noted, the
trustees went into more detail indescribing the duties of this posi-
tion and its place in the College than they did with any other
endowed professorship. Inaddition to making the English Bible a
required study; offering as electives Hebrew, Septuagint Greek, and
New Testament Greek; and assigning exclusive responsibility for
chapel services and supervision of the "moral and spiritual interests
and welfare" of the students to the chaplain and president, the trus-
tees declared that
the Teaching in the department shall be positively Christian,
according to the accepted standards ofEvangelical Christendom,
but inno sense denominational.
As instructed, the secretary of the board gave every faculty member
written notice of this action and impressed upon him that any viola-
tion of its terms, by his engaging in denominational instruction in
the classroom, would be sufficient grounds for dismissal.
The minutes of the meeting at which this action was taken do not
reveal why the trustees felt itnecessary, inaccepting the new pro-
fessorship, to define its position in the College ina way certain to be
easily misunderstood and highly controversial. Within several
weeks of the meeting, a letter purportedly written by a student to a
trustee appeared in print, givingone possible answer to the ques-
tion. The unidentified student, ifsuch he was, charged that Harvey
W. McKnight, whom he described as a very shrewd man, had a per-
sonal dislike of the Greek professor, H. Louis Baugher; disagreed
withhimon issues inthe Lutheran church; and was trying to secure
the dismissal of the man the writer called one of the two best
teachers inthe College. Afew months earlier, Baugher had agreed to
2501n 1887 the Allegheny Synod had recommended that trustees be elected for a
term of years. The above and similar quotes in this section can be found in the
published minutes of the synods.
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EliHuber
(1834-1911)
H. Louis Baugher
(1840-1899J
First Amanda Rupert Strong pro- His differences with President
fessor and first College chaplain. McKnight and other College of-
ficials helped precipitate the crisis
of the 1890s.
instruct several College and seminary students in Luther's
Catechism, a task traditionally performed by the pastor of Christ
Lutheran church. McKnight opposed this venture, the student
wrote, and did everything he could to stop it,but without success.
The new rule would enable the president to take stronger measures
against his foe. "Dr.McKnight hates Dr.Baugher, " the student con-
cluded, "and is trying to weave a net around him from reasons
in the church." 251
251The "reasons in the church" relate to liturgy. In1885 a joint committee from the
General Synod, General Council, and United Synod of the South began workingon a
liturgy which congregations in all three Lutheran bodies could use. In1889 the
General Synod approved the Common Service which this committee had prepared
and directed that it be included, together with the existing General Synod liturgy, in
future editions of the Book of Worship. The College church voted inJuly 1889 not to
use the Common Service, a decision which stood until 1923. Robert Fortenbaugh, A
History of Christ's fCoilegel Evangelical Lutheran Congregation of Gettysburg,
Pennsylvania (1836-1936) (Gettysburg, 1936), pp. 44, 60. Harvey W. McKnight,
MiltonValentine (even though he was a member of the committee which prepared it),
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When the trustees held their regular meeting in June 1892, they
granted Baugher' s request to appear before them and received two
communications from Lutheran conferences whose members were
disturbed by the news of their action two months earlier. By a vote
of 20 to 3 the trustees added several sentences of clarification to
their Aprilaction, so that the pertinent sections now read:
The teaching in the required work of the department [of English
Bible] and ofthe College shall be positivelyChristian according to
the accepted standards ofEvangelical Christendom but inno sense
denominational. This not to interfere with the voluntary religious
and denominational work inwhich students may engage under the
Chaplain, who shall be in charge of all the religious instruction in
it,* subject to the approval of the President, nor to disturb the basis
on which the College has, in this respect, always been adminis-
tered by the Board, in compliance with the provisions of its
charter.
Trustees also met with each faculty member individually, requiring
each to declare that he could accept the directive "as a guide of his
action and loyally carry it out." They named John E. Graeff, Milton
Valentine, and Harvey W. McKnight to prepare a statement of the
Lutheran status of the College which had suddenly been called into
question. Finally, they designated certain of their number to appear
before synods of which they were members toexplain their action to
date. 252
When the supporting synods held their annual meetings inthe fall
of 1892, they had their first opportunity to respond formally to the
developments of the previous six months. A spectrum of opinion
resulted. The East Pennsylvania Synod, of which McKnight and Eli
Huber, the new Amanda Rupert Strong professor, were members,
passed resolutions praising the new arrangements and expressing its
confidence in the College. The Pittsburgh Synod, whose meeting
McKnight attended, voted to "assure him of our unabating con-
fidence and support." The West Pennsylvania Synod, of which
Baugher was a member and on whose territory the College was
located, expressed the hope that the trustees "in their wisdom will
set forth its Lutheran character in such a way as to remove all
and Charles A. Hay all opposed using the Common Service. H. Louis Baugher
strongly favored itas an expression of historic Lutheranism and a step toward even-
tual union of the several Lutheran bodies inthe United States. Acopy of the "student"
letter, dated May 10, 1892, is in the GCA.
2521n June 1892 another in the long series of College burlesques appeared. Entitled
The Bloody Lutheran: Gory but inno sense undenominational, itwas attributed by its
authors to the V.M.C.A. Itwas critical of every person and arrangement of the
College which it discussed. "Although the Board has tried to apply the 'gag rule' to
some of the Professors," itdeclared, somewhat beside the point, "we scarcely deem
Lutheranism in so tottering a state that it willnot bear the test of discussion." As it
was, "we have a strictly non-sectarian and anti-common service college."
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possibility of misunderstanding" and requested synodical represen-
tation, but then specified that "this action of the Synod isinno sense
meant to alienate the sympathy and support of the church from the
institution, but on the contrary we ask for it the continued con-
fidence and patronage of our people." The members of the Maryland
Synod were appreciative of the June efforts of the board^'to allay the
uneasiness wrought by the action taken in April,"but thought that
further steps were necessary "to fullyrestore the confidence of allof
our people in the institution as a part of the Church's educational
machinery." One such step wouldbe synodical representation inthe
board of trustees. The Central Pennsylvania Synod readopted its
earlier motions infavor of such representation and then, after listen-
ing to McKnight's "encouraging remarks on the progress of
Pennsylvania College," pronounced itself "not satisfied with the
recent action of the Board of Trustees." The Allegheny Synod was
the least charitable of all. After considering, but finally voting
down, four critical resolutions, one of which threatened to send its
preministerial candidates elsewhere if the board did not reverse
itself, this synod passed a fifth motion which declared that "the
instruction imparted in Pennsylvania College should be inharmony
with the doctrine of the Lutheran Church as held by the General
Synod." 2"
The report on the Lutheran status of the College which the board
commissioned Graeff, Valentine, and McKnight to prepare was
published in the College Monthly in October 1892 and issued in
pamphlet form about the same time. The authors chose to develop
five points which they considered essential to a proper understand-
ing of the issues at hand.
First, they insisted that the College always had, and would con-
tinue to have, a "positive and well-secured 'Lutheran status.'" Itwas
founded byLutherans, although with the active help of members of
other faiths, in order to promote the interests of the Lutheran
church. Thirty-two of the thirty-six trustees in1892 were Lutheran;
the four who were not were alumni of the institution fullycommit-
ted to its traditions. Allof the faculty were Lutheran. "In the sense
in which American colleges take denominational names," they
insisted, "Pennsylvania College is a Lutheran college .... Itbelongs
to the Lutheran church, and is consecrated peculiarly to its interests
and prosperity." Calling Abraham Lincoln to their aid, they pro-
claimed that "itis of the church, by the church and for the Church."
Only "a total, immoral, and incredible breach of trust" could change
this long-established relationship.
253 The Susquehanna Synod which met in June ignored the developing
controversy.
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Second, the requirement that teaching in courses within the
curriculum be Christian, but not denominational, the authors con-
tended, was merely reaffirmation of a policy established in1832 and
inforce ever since. The objection being raised in1892, it should be
remembered, was not to the Christian part of this policy, but to the
prohibition of denominational instruction. To establish the sound-
ness of the board position in this regard, the authors first quoted
from Schmucker's famous 1831 statement, then referred to the 1873
pamphlet on The College and the Lutheran Church, and finally
turned to the 1882 history. They also called attention to the language
of the charter, which defined the purpose of the College: to educate
"youth,inthe learned languages, the arts, sciences, and useful litera-
ture." This, they contended, did not include "Lutheran or
denominational theology." But entirely apart from these historical
references to justify the board's action, the authors insisted that any
college "necessarily surrenders its best chance ofstrength and prom-
inence as an educational center by cutting itself off,by sectarian
teaching, from the patronage of the great general public, and draw-
ingonly from a particular denomination ora section of its territory."
Thebest way for Lutheran colleges to serve the Lutheran church and
the Christian cause was for them to "offer, as they are doing under
the wise rule adopted, diplomas that count for as broad and liberal a
culture as the best Colleges of the land afford." Statements solicited
from such sister institutions as Wittenberg, Carthage, Roanoke,
Dickinson, Bucknell, Franklin and Marshall, Lafayette, Allegheny,
and Princeton were introduced at this point to illustrate that the
position of Gettysburg was fullyconsistent with that of many other
church-related colleges.
Third, the authors responded to the charge that "distinctive
Lutheran teaching" was being eliminated under the new rules by
claiming that actually the reverse was the case. In addition to the
opportunities for Lutheran studies which had always existed out-
side the curriculum, there would now be even more, made possible
by an additional faculty member who was also chaplain of the
College. Thus, there was clear "provision for distinctive Lutheran
teaching in its true and proper place." To claim otherwise was a
"grotesque absurdity and an intolerable misrepresentation."
Fourth, Graeff, Valentine, and McKnight replied to the charge
that the new professor and chaplain would have no independence in
carrying on his work because he would be answerable to the presi-
dent. They observed that, by action of the trustees in1834, the presi-
dent was the "head of the whole administration." Historically he
had a special responsibility for the religious life of the College. Now
he and the chaplain would share that responsibility. Itwould be "an
utter perversion" of the meaning of the trustee action to imply that it
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was intended to emasculate the chaplain.
The fifthpoint was a crucial one. What was the real intention of
the board of trustees in entirely excluding the rest of the faculty
from givingreligious instruction inthe College and in warning them
that violation of this rule would be sufficient reason for dismissal?
The answer which the three authors gave was simple and direct:
"necessary unity and good order" required it. Every professor is
chosen because he is qualified to serve a particular department, and
"not for work that belongs to another department or because he may
have assumed ministerial obligations." To allow any faculty mem-
ber free rein in this matter would surely open the College to "all the
partisan strifes whose waves of unhappy agitation afflict the
church." The several professors simply could not, "at personal
impulse or suggestion of others, be at full liberty to take up
'denominational teaching,' whether from the mere fact of ordination
vows or because of dissatisfaction, perhaps, with the explanations
of the department to which itis assigned." The board was fullyjus-
tified in insisting upon "strict compliance" with the order it had
adopted. 254
Having developed these five points, Graeff, Valentine, and
McKnight rested their case, confident itshowed that "there has been
no just ground for the opposition that has been raised against" the
board and that "the Lutheran interests inPennsylvania College have
been conscientiously and faithfullycared for, and that the Board has
a right to look for the fullest confidence, support and cooperation of
the Church." 255
As could be expected, this argumentative document, directed
largely against one faculty member and his supporters, did not bring
the controversy to an end. When the board met inJune 1893, ithad to
deal with the stillunanswered question of synodical representation
in its membership. Itbegan doing so by referring the matter to a
committee and directing its members to report at the next meeting.
Before that occurred, the several synods held their fall 1893
2541n his memoirs, Henry Eyster Jacobs, who was Baugher's faculty colleague for
more than a decade, wrote that "he was repeatedly warned not to wander in the Class
Room beyond the branches pertaining to his own particular field."He was told to
teach Greek, not theology. "This -as one called to the position as a part ofhis minis-
try- he declined to accept." Jacobs, Memoirs, p. 385. Certainly, innaming Baugherto
the faculty in1869 and again in1883, the board of trustees believed that itwas choos-
ing a qualified college teacher who was incidentally anordained Lutheran minister. It
was engaging a professor, not calling a pastor.
255 The Lutheran Status of Pennsylvania College (1892) was a fifteen-page
pamphlet. The 1893 catalogue, the first to incorporate information about the new
professorship, declared that "whilst instruction in the required work is not strictly
sectarian, abundant opportunity is given through catechetical and other classes for
thorough training in the teachings and customs of the Lutheran church."
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sessions. Those which had expressed their dissatisfactions a year
before were not mollified by the explanation contained in The
Lutheran Status of Pennsylvania College. For example, the West
Pennsylvania Synod was grieved that the College "had passed to so
large a degree out of the control of the Lutheran church and her min-
istry" and expressed the conviction that "it would serve the best
interests of the College to expunge or modify the prohibition of
Lutheran denominational doctrine." This synod repeated its earlier
request for synodical representation under conditions similar to
those already accorded the Alumni Association.
A special meeting of the board of trustees convened inDecember
1893 tohear the report ofits committee. Early inthe meeting the sec-
retary read a letter from Harvey W. McKnight, submitting his
resignation as president and giving two reasons for his action. The
first was the "serious and irreconcilable differences between Pro-
fessor H. L.Baugher D.D. and myself on the questions of policy and
management, which through his appeals to the church, have
awakened unnecessary and unjustifiable opposition to the college
and ill-willtowards me personally." The second was the embarrass-
ment caused by the unpaid debt incurred during the building and
renovation program, a debt which the controversy had made it
nearly impossible to reduce. Allinall,McKnight wrote, the burden
of his office had become "heavier than Iought to bear." 256 The sec-
retary then read a second document, which was a statement adopted
by eighty-five students at a mass meeting held two weeks earlier.
"Having confidence in his administration and being in sympathy
with his policy," the students asked that the trustees refuse
McKnight's resignation and "remove all obstacles to his con-
tinuance" as president.
Several hours of persuasion and negotiation followed from these
developments. Six trustees pledged a total of$1,600 for debt reduc-
tion. A committee visited Baugher and once again secured his prom-
ise to abide by the regulations of the board. After twice refusing to
reconsider his resignation, McKnight took these pledges of support
into consideration and finally agreed to remain as president.
Meanwhile, the members of the board were also dealing with the
question of synodical representation. After prolonged discussion,
they passed resolutions which deplored the fact that many had inter-
preted their action inestablishing the Strong professorship as alter-
ing the Lutheran status of the College and which unequivocally
reaffirmed the prohibition of denominational teaching in degree
work. Inan effort to respond in some positive manner to the synods,
2560n the advice of his physician, McKnight had taken a trip toEurope in the spring
of 1893.
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the trustees then declared that, while they could not see their "way
clear to grant the request of the Synods ... in the precise form in
which it is made," they were willingto seek an amendment to the
College charter which would require that, henceforth, at least three-
fourths of the trustees be members of the Lutheran church. Further-
more, they agreed to fillvacancies inthe board, as far as possible, in
a way which would give those synods according the College their
"undivided support" a form of representation which they did not
then enjoy. The committee had urged the trustees to adopt their
report "as a full and final settlement of the whole question" and, in
an effort "to take away all cause for distrust and agitation," to
request the faculty to promise in writing that they would support it
"in the College and outside of the College." Allof the professors
agreed to do so.
The Court of Common Pleas of Adams county approved the pro-
posed charter change on May 21, 1894. 257 The amendment was an
accomplished fact by the time the synods met inthe fallof that year.
Although the Central Pennsylvania and West Pennsylvania Synods
reiterated their earlier requests for more direct representation, it is
apparent that allbodies which took any action at this time were pre-
pared to consider the matter closed. "The action of the Board,"
declared the Allegheny Synod, should be accepted "as a final settle-
ment of the question as to the religious status of the College," which
was then commended "to the patronage of the Synod."
Even before these synods met, events inGettysburg had taken an
unexpected turn. At the June 1894 meeting of the trustees, President
McKnight reported that a member of the faculty -it was H. Louis
Baugher- was stating repeatedly that the academic standards of the
College were being lowered, a charge which the president claimed
was hurting the institution. 258 He demanded an investigation. The
matter was referred to the executive committee, whose resident
members conducted their inquiry inSeptember. After interviewing
Baugher and several other faculty members, and after examining
some of the records, the members concluded that Baugher had not
established the validity of his charges. They noted that he had com-
plained about "the changes and development of the curriculum,
under the sanction of the Board, inorder to meet the educational
257 Adams County Deed Book UU, p. 359.
2581n June 1894 the faculty voted reluctantly to recommend for the bachelor of arts
degree two candidates who had not taken the additional examination inGreek which
they had been directed to take. The faculty believed there were extenuating cir-
cumstances. Baugher saw this action as a lowering of standards. He believed that
admitting students to College on the strength of a preparatory school principal's cer-
tificate was also a lowering of standards. Itis evident that he associated an increasing
student body with a decline in quality of instruction and student performance.
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demands of our times, especially in the increased stress laid upon
the natural sciences." He was also critical of the lack of college pre-
paratory schools which offered adequate traininginGreek and Latin
in those areas from which Gettysburg drew many of its students.
The fullboard adopted this report at its next meeting, in June 1895.
At the same time, it passed a rule requiring faculty to respect the
departments of their colleagues and refrain from criticizing them in
the presence of students.
The last acts in this unfortunate drama were yet to occur. Having
decided to increase the number of meetings from one a year to two,
the trustees assembled for their first winter session in January 1896,
only to hear the secretary read yet another letter of resignation from
the president. "Owing to the trouble which has existed in the
College during the last seven years, growing out of the partisanship
in the General Synod," and which continues, preventing "the
further and full success of my work through a lack of harmonious
cooperation," McKnight informed the trustees that he was leaving
office in September. 259 According to the minutes, "this letter was
regretfully heard by the Board and its reading was followed by con-
siderable discussion." The members then decided to refer the
resignation to a committee which was asked to report no later than
the June meeting. They also passed a resolution binding themselves
torefrain from commenting to others about their deliberations. Ata
special meeting inFebruary, the committee proposed that the board
give McKnight a vote of confidence, ask him to withhold his
resignation, and make certain changes inthe administration which
were designed to lighten hisburdens. When he refused to change his
mind about resigning, the board asked the committee to "investigate
the troubles and difficulties that apparently prevent harmony and
efficiency in the successful working of the College" and torecom-
mend whatever action was deemed necessary to remove them.
The members of the committee presented their lengthy report to
the June 1896 meeting of the board. As a result of their investigation,
they had reached the conclusion that the president had been subjec-
ted "to annoyances which embittered his life,and made it imposs-
ible for him to labor withany degree of hopefulness." Most of these
annoyances began with the prohibition of denominational teaching
in1892 and came from H. Louis Baugher. After the board "com-
pelled silence" on that issue, the Greek professor had turned his
attention toother College policies, charging publicly that academic
standards were being lowered and that discipline was "culpably lax."
After interviewing several faculty and examining College records,
259Note that inhis letter McKnight traced the trouble in the College to the year in
which the General Synod approved the Common Service.
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the committee concluded that it could not substantiate Baugher's
charges. For example, the members believed that discipline, "ifnot
perfect, compares favorably with the order under other adminis-
trations." The committee stated that Baugher had denied the
accuracy of most of McKnight's complaints about- him, "even
though it involved a question of veracity between himself and
others." Whatever the truth of the matter might be, itwas clear that
McKnight would not continue in office under the existing
circumstances.
The committee found that both men had many friends. McKnight's
pointed to his undeniable major achievements on behalf of the
College during the preceding twelve years. They were giving "no
uncertain sound" in insisting that, ifhe could not be retained, then
Baugher would also have to be dismissed or their support of the
College, financially and otherwise, would be withdrawn. Baugher's
friends pointed to his distinguished service to the institution and to
the Lutheran church over a period of many years. He had long been
active in the General Synod and in 1896 was its president. They
insisted that, ifhe were dismissed, it would infact be as a result of
"personal enmity" and opposition to his religious opinions.
Having been asked by the board to recommend steps to end the
dispute, the committee found itself facing what it called a "most
painful" dilemma, but it did perform the task assigned. Concluding
that Baugher's "injudicious conduct" had brought about McKnight's
resignation, which now involved the College in "serious dif-
ficulties," and that the latter's remaining inoffice was "indispens-
able toits continued success," the committee recommended that the
resignation be refused. Further, since Baugher could not be retained
"with any degree of comfort to the Board of Trustees or to the har-
monious working of the Administration of the College," it recom-
mended that his services be terminated according to the conditions
of his contract "without bringing any direct specific charges"
against him. The board adopted the first recommendation by a vote
of 20 to 2 and the second by a vote of 21 to 3. McKnight remained.
Baugher left.260
2601n June 1896 the trustees also terminated the services ofFranklin Menges, Assis-
tant inChemistry, who shared Baugher's views and supported him. With one excep-
tion, the two local newspapers and the Littlestown Adams County Independent
reported only briefly and without comment on the five months crisis. The exception
was the Star and Sentinel treatment (January 28, 1896) of McKnight's resignation.
Without mentioning Baugher by name, the story defended the president and stated
that he had become weary of the constant annoyances he had to face. Allthree papers
reprinted without comment (June 30 and July 4, 1896) the long letter which Baugher
wrote to the trustees after his services were terminated. Itit, he tenaciously defended
all of his positions. "Whether the position of the late 'Franklin Professor' or that of
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Itis evident that, intaking each step during the long controversy,
the trustees had acted deliberately and withnear unanimity indeter-
mining their course of action. Whatever Baugher's fellow-pro-
fessors may have thought about his differences with the president,
there is no evidence from either the faculty or trustee minutes that
they wanted to go on record with an expression of their own sen-
timents. Perhaps, in choosing between two colleagues, they too
faced a most painful dilemma. 261 Although the students had acted
with near unanimity in 1893 to support McKnight, it is clear that
they toopreferred peace to war. Now "everything is amicably adjus-
ted," the Mercury declared inMarch 1894, surely inhope but scarcely
inrealism, "and the Faculty as a Unit is united with the administra-
tion. We are now ready for a new campaign of prosperity." During
the 1896 phase of the crisis, the Mercury confined itself largely to
observing that, although there was a lot of speculation, few people
knew very much about what was happening. "For one who is not
very familiar with the inner workings of the matter itis by no means
easy to see the good which is being done by this division of
opinions," wrote the editor in May 1896, "and even less easy to
decide who is in the right." One thing seemed certain to him: much
harm would come to the College if it were not soon ended. "Our
institution is not ina condition at the present toremain uninjured by
a conflict which is so fundamental." 262
The only major results which the events of 1896 produced inthe
church came from the Maryland Synod in October. Baugher
the board and administration is the better for the welfare of the public, the church or
the college," he wrote, "we may safely allow intelligent people to decide." Not all
intelligent people think alike, but the preponderance of opinion over the years on the
issues which the controversy raised is clear. Under the headline, "War in the
College," the Baltimore American for June 29, 1896 presented a decidedly slanted
view of the controversy and also reprinted Baugher's letter.
261Inthe November 1893 issue of the CoJJege Monthly, which was the next-to-the-
last one, Philip M. Bikle wrote that the controversy was "a subject we have
studiously avoided ourselves, and earnestly desire that no discussion of it shall
appear in our pages." Itis probable that ifBaugher's colleagues had seen the board
actions from 1892 on as an infringement upon their duties and rights, they would
have protested. Edward S. Breidenbaugh wrote an appreciative obituary of Baugher
which appeared in the March 1899 Mercury.
2621n March 1895 the Mercury published an account of the beginnings of the
College which Samuel Simon Schmucker had written in 1863 and which had only
recently been found inthe seminary library. The editor wrote that the account was "a
thorough vindication ofthe much criticised action" ofthe board of trustees regarding
denominational instruction. "Whatever uncertainty or doubt the friends of the
College may have entertained on this question withinrecent years, itis very evident
that no like doubt or uncertainty existed at the time of the founding of the College."
The 1892 action, "instead ofbeing a departure fromthe original intent of the founders
was in strictest accord with it."
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appeared before that body and presented his case indetail. Speaking
for the College trustees who were inattendance, WilliamH. Dunbar
explained that, while he and his colleagues were prepared then and
there "to go into the fulldetails of the case," itwould be preferable
for the synod to ask the board itself "for an authoritative statement
in explanation of its action." The synod took this advice, and a
delegation presented its request to the January 1897 meeting. Inre-
ply, the trustees explained that Baugher had not been summarily
dismissed; his contract was terminated in a regular way when the
College gave him sixmonths' notice that his services were no longer
required. This action was made necessary because of the "want of
harmony" within the College, which had nothing to do with
Baugher's personal religious convictions. Inconclusion, the trustees
gave the synod a brief lecture on how a college must be run. The
detailed administration of such an institution "must be confided to
the discretion of its trustees and ... all that can reasonably be expec-
ted or required of them is that they should act insuch administration
ingood faith and according to their best judgment, which is what the
Board has done in the present case." What more could be said? 283
Although scars and memories of the bitter contest remained for a
long time, the minutes of the supporting synods after 1897 once
again conveyed sentiments of fullsupport for the College and praise
for those who were managing its affairs.
After the board's decision inJune 1896, Harvey W.McKnight con-
tinued as president of the College for eight more years. H. Louis
Baugher, stunned by the action of the board interminating his ser-
vices, declined a call to a Baltimore parish. From his Gettysburg
home he edited the Lutheran World, a weekly periodical published
inYork, from December 1896 untilFebruary 1898. By then in failing
health, he sought relief in a Philadelphia sanitarium, where he died
of what was called nervous prostration in February 1899. 264
263The same response was sent to the Synod ofNew Yorkand New Jersey, which
had also questioned the board's decision. InOctober 1897 the Maryland Synod lis-
tened to the report of the committee which had visited Gettysburg and then voted, 62
to 39, to lay iton the table. InOctober 1896 the West Pennsylvania Synod met at St.
James Lutheran church, Gettysburg, whose council stated its unwillingness to allow
the church to be used for discussing the issues between Baugher and the College. The
synod declined to forbid such discussion, but didask any who might engage in itto
proceed with"moderation, toleration and charity," confining themselves "strictly to
the principles and facts in the case." There is a copy inthe College Archives ofa printed,
address supposedly delivered by Baugher before the synod on October 19. Inithe/
again strongly defends his position. The minutes of the synod do not contain any
notation that this address was in fact delivered. ;
284Henry Eyster Jacobs visited Baugher during his last illness in Philadelphia and
ministered to him there. The two men had grown up together in Gettysburg, knew
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In The World Of Higher Education
There is abundant evidence from the years between 1868 and 1904
that the trustees, faculty, students, alumni, and friends of Gettys-
burg College were quite aware that this institution was part of a
world of American higher education, which included a growing
number of colleges and universities, as well as students. Although
they learned about this world from a number of different sources,
after 1877 there was one which all of them could share incommon.
No one carefully read the College Monthly, Mercury, or Gettys-
biirgiarrwithout being informed (certainly not always accurately or
sufficiently) about major developments occurring in other insti-
tutions inall parts of the United States. Many members of the con-
stituency, inadvocating a course ofaction for the College to follow,
used the experiences of some of these other institutions as examples
of what Gettysburg should or should not do. The common refrain
was that Gettysburg must be abreast of the better or best colleges in
the land. For a number of reasons, rooted in its history, there was
almost no call for it to be in the forefront of curricular or other
educational developments. Perhaps most agreed with the alumni
editor of the College Monthly, who in1886 took forgranted that Get-
tysburg would not be the first college to institute student govern-
ment, but who did not want it to be the last.
Both trustees and faculty were interested in more and better
advertising of the College, inpart because of their desire to attract
more students, but also simply because they believed that it needed
tobe better and more widely known than ithad ever been inthe past.
They took great pains to prepare and send an exhibit to the Centen-
nial Exhibition in 1876. During that financially troubled dec-
ade,they allocated what funds they could for advertisements in
church and other newspapers and periodicals. Unlike many other
college officials, they regularly completed and submitted question-
naires, the information from which was then published in the
annual reports of the Pennsylvania Superintendent of Public
Instruction (beginning in 1875} and of the United States Com-
missioner ofEducation (beginning in1870). Especially after the mid-
18808, they were careful to identify the location of the College with
each other intimately, and were lifelong friends. Inhis memoirs, Jacobs wrote that
Baugher's "entire caste of mind and temperament put him generally in the minority.
He was criticalby nature, and outspoken." Jacobs considered him"a born agitator .. .
not satisfied with protesting, but. . . always determined to force a conflict. His sar-
casm was burning; his treatment of opponents brusque and irritating." According to
Jacobs, Baugher's assets were "hisunquestioned ability as a teacher, and his gifts as a
preacher." Jacobs, Memoirs, p. 385.
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that of a momentous CivilWar battle and an increasingly heavily
visited battlefield.
In no feature of the College's life was the awareness of the world
of higher education more pronounced than inthe post-1868 develop-
ment of the curriculum. Clearly, trustees and faculty wanted tohave
the best educational program which their always scanty financial
resources permitted, one which was nevertheless consistent with
the purposes of the institution and their estimate of the needs of the
students who came to them. They were willingto seek advice. Thus,
inthe late 1860s the faculty sent to Amherst for information on what
to include in a good gymnasium. The architect who designed the
College observatory in the 1870s first visited both existing
installations and "eminent astronomers." Before taking up his
duties in 1889, the new Professor of Physical Culture and Hygiene
drew upon the experience ofHarvard University witha similar posi-
tion. College authorities were also willing to respond to outside
initiatives which they deemed worthwhile. Thus, in the early 1880s
the trustees acceded promptly to the request of the American
Philological Association and the American Association for the
Advancement of Science that the honorary doctorate inphilosophy
be abandoned. About fifteen years later the trustees and faculty re-
sponded with equal promptness to changes then occurring inmedi-
cal education by establishing a program in biology.
By 1904 there were a number of professional societies in exis-
tence, to which faculty members could belong. These included the
American Chemical Society (1876), the Modern Language Associa-
tion (1883), and the American Historical Association (1884). There
were still no influential national educational associations, such as
the American Council on Education, but there were already four
regional agencies inexistence: inNew England (1885), the Middle
States (1887), the South (1895), and the North Central States (1895).
None had yet assumed the accrediting function for which they even-
tually became best known. Their main original purpose was to es-
tablish closer relations between colleges and universities, on the one
hand, and the growing number of high schools and academies, on
the other, inan effort to reach agreement on proper standards and
procedures for admission to institutions of higher education.
Largely as a result of the efforts ofPresident Edward Hicks Magill
of Swarthmore, the College Association of Pennsylvania (which
eventually became the Middle States Association of Colleges and
Schools) was organized in1887. Harvey W. McKnight and Edward
S. Breidenbaugh attended several of the initialmeetings. 265 In1893
265McKnight and Breidenbaugh attended the meeting held in Harrisburg onMarch
1, 1887 and McKnight the one held inLancaster on July 5 and6,1887. Minutes of the
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the association adopted guidelines for uniform college entrance
examinations in English language and literature. Four years later
the Gettysburg faculty and trustees agreed to increase their entrance
requirements in accordance with these guidelines.
Inan effort tobring Pennsylvania colleges and universities under
some measure of public control, the legislature on June 26, 1895
enacted a law which laid down specific requirements for all new
institutions of higher learning seeking authority to confer degrees.
The act also set the minimum amount of assets needed for existing
colleges ($100,000) and universities ($500,000) wishing to continue
conferring degrees. Administration of this measure was vested in a
College and University Council, whose certification that all of the
requirements had been met was needed before a county court could
grant a charter of incorporation to any college or university. 266
Among the first twelve members of the council were presidents of
three liberal arts colleges: Muhlenberg, Dickinson, and Washington
and Jefferson. In1903 Harvey W. McKnight succeeded the presi-
dent of Dickinson as the central Pennsylvania representative on the
College and University Council.
Toll No More The Bell
In September 1900, at the beginning of the first complete
academic year ina new century, the faculty ended a practice which
had been introduced during the very earliest days of the College's
existence. They decreed that "the ringing of the college bell at noon
and evening, shall hereafter be dispensed with." While this silenc-
ing of so familiar a sound does not signal any sharp break with the
institution's past which occurred about this time, it is a convenient
reminder that by 1900 many of the main features of Gettysburg
College and of the issues which wouldconfront itinthe new century
were already clearly in evidence. Because of its long record of
limited success inraising money, ithad a smaller endowment than
most of the colleges with which it was accustomed to comparing
itself. Atthe same time, trustees and faculty were aware of the need
tocontinue adjusting both curriculum and standards ifthey hoped to
remain competitive with these other institutions.
Obviously, by 1900 there had been a retreat from the old notions
of order and discipline in the College, enough toaccommodate both
social fraternities and intercollegiate athletics. Equally obviously,
College Association of Pennsylvania, Middle States Association of Colleges and
Schools, Commission on Higher Education, Philadelphia.
266Sack, Higher Education, pp. 300-303. In1921 the College and University Council
became the State Council of Education.
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the retreat was far from total; many of the old rules and regulations
stillremained on the books and were being enforced, with the usual
vigor and the usual results. What must be regarded as the most suc-
cessful financial effort thus far in the history of the College had
yielded three new and three renovated buildings. These structures
provided the wider place for the greater work which fulfilled the
aspirations of many in the 1880s.
Without a doubt, the most valuable assets which Gettysburg
College had in1900, and in1904, were not its buildings, but a host of
devoted trustees, faculty, students, alumni, and friends. Working
together, they had it within their power to determine whether this
already venerable institution would exercise an even more salutary
influence in advancing the cause of liberal education in the twen-
tieth century than it had in the nineteenth.
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Preface
Itis only for the years treated inthis volume that there are persons
living at the time of its writingwho experienced Gettysburg College
as students and then later as alumni. Iam grateful for all of those
men and women who responded tomyquestions by sharing withme
their recollections of Gettysburg half a century and more ago. Most
of them are identified in footnotes on the following pages. Inaddi-
tion to the ones mentioned Iwant to express my appreciation to Dr.
Donald R. Heiges, who always listened patiently to my detailed
inquiries and then replied with the same forthrightness whichIfirst
encountered as an entering student in his freshman orientation
course.
Charles H. Glatfelter
Gettysburg, Pennsylvania
February 17, 1987
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Greater Gettysburg
As one step toward realizing the goal ofa greater Gettysburg, in the spring
of 1914 Architect George C. Baum presented the College with what Presi-
dent Granville called "a comprehensive and harmonious scheme for utiliz-
ing all the land now owned by the College. ..for future building sites and
campus purposes." In addition to the "harmonious scheme," Baum present-
ed preliminary drawings for the exteriors of a new preparatory department
building and for a science hall. Photograph by P. Ross Ramer.
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5.
TOWARD AGREATER GETTYSBURG
(1904-1945)
This chapter deals with the history of Gettysburg College between
1904 and 1945, the year inwhich World War IIcame to an end. Dur-
ing these forty-one years the United States remained the world's
leading industrial power. Among the older established industries,
production of raw steel increased from 15,205,000 tons in1904 to a
world-record 89,642,000 tons in1944, the last full calendar year of
the war.1 By the beginning of the twentieth century, mass produc-
tion of goods for consumers was fast becoming an important feature
of the American economy. Some 8,000 automobiles were already
registered in 1900, more than 8,100,000 in 1920, and 26,000,000 $n
1945. Especially in the 19205, urged on by advertising and the easy
availability of consumer credit, many families purchased their first
electric refrigerator, toaster, iron, washing machine, radio or some
other household appliance. Between 1900 and 1929 the actual level
of livingof most Americans increased markedly. Inthe 1920s some
economists and politicians optimistically asserted that what they
called a new era had arrived, one inwhich Americans had outgrown
the propensity to depression which had characterized and bedeviled
their past. For a time inthe 1920s the most popular folkhero was an
automobile manufacturer, Henry Ford. His successor, Charles A.
Lindbergh, owed his fame to another device which was all but
unknown in1900: the airplane. Between the censuses of 1900 and
1940 American population increased from almost 76,000,000 to
131,700,000. Thanks to a declining birth rate and a precipitous de-
crease in the number of immigrants after 1914, the percentage
increase during these forty years was significantly lower than that
during any earlier period of similar length since the first census of
1790. Urban population, as defined by the census bureau, exceeded
50 percent of the total for the first time only in1920; it stood at 57
percent in1940. Even more important than the changes which these
data reflected were those occurring in beliefs and behavior as
American society with each passing decade became more
thoroughly industrial. Especially affected by these changes were the
statuses of women and youth, both of which groups figured more
IMost ofthe quantitative data in this section has been taken fromHistorical Statis
tics of the United States: CoJonial Times to 1970, 2 vols. (Washington, 1975).
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prominently in American life in1940, certainly in 1945, than they
had in 1900.
The years from 1904 to 1945 were also important ones in the his-
tory of American education. Already by 1904 Americans had accept-
ed the idea that every child should have an elementary education,
and in the forty years that followed they came close to making it a
reality. Especially after World War I,they began committing them-
selves to the goal of universal secondary education and made com-
mendable progress toward reaching it. Whereas fewer than 7
percent of the seventeen-year olds in 1904 were high school
graduates, about 49 percent of those in 1940 had earned their
diplomas. There are varying estimates of undergraduate college and
university enrollment in 1904, but certainly there were about 760,000
arts and sciences students in 1941-1942, the academic year during
which the United States entered World War 11. There were 185,346
baccalaureate and first-professional degrees conferred in the latter
year, about 44 percent of which were awarded to women. 2
Itwas already evident by 1904 that, in spite of the dire predictions
of John W. Burgess and others, the liberal arts college had surprising
vitality and ability in responding to the needs of an increasingly
complex industrial society. College authorities participated in
developing national standards for admission, which assumed a
higher level of secondary school performance than many of them
had accepted in the past. In an effort to improve faculty perform-
ance, colleges began requiring possession of an earned doctorate for
holding the rank of professor. In every field,but especially in the
sciences, social sciences, education, and business administration,
they continued developing their curricula. Both colleges and univer-
sities participated with others in formulating criteria which could be
used in measuring their capacity to perform creditably. The
Association of American Universities, The Carnegie Foundation for
the Advancement of Teaching, the General Education Board, the
Regents of the State of New York, and the United States Bureau of
Education had all begun such efforts before the Association of
Colleges and Preparatory Schools of the Middle States and
Maryland adopted its initial set of standards for colleges of liberal
arts and sciences in 1919 and published its first list of accredited
institutions in 1921. 3
By 1904 the United States had become a world power, with over-
seas possessions and a respectable navy. Although it did not ally
2Federal Security Agency, U.S. Office of Education, Biennial Surveys ofEducation
in the United States, 1938-40 and 1940-42, Vol. 2, Statistics of Higher Education,
1939-40 and 1941-42 (Washington, 1947), pp. 14-17.
3The organization is now the Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools
and willhereafter be referred to as the Middle States Association.
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itself with either Triple Alliance orTriple Entente, itentered World
WarIon the Allied side in 1917. After the war, the United States
refused to join the League of Nations, but it was not able to isolate
itself from the great depression which hit most of the world at the
end of the twenties and which continued far into the next decade. In
spite of the strong preponderance of public opinion up toDecember
7, 1941, America was no more successful in staying out of World
War IIthan she had been in remaining neutral a generation earlier.
These three dramatic events - two wars and a major depression -had
a marked impact on most American colleges and universities. All
three threatened torob these institutions of their male students, of a
major part of their income, and - so it seemed at the time - of their
ability to survive. Colleges had been confronted by wars and de-
pressions before, but for many those in the twentieth century
appeared to be even more menacing than any in the past.
Between 1904 and 1945 Adams county continued to be a small,
rural, agricultural county. Its population grew,but only from 34,496
in1900 to 39,425 in1940. The nearest thing to a city within its limits
continued to be the borough of Gettysburg, with a 1940 population
of 5,916. The battlefield still attracted a host of visitors, many of
whom now came by automobiles, eventually over paved and state-
maintained roads. The fiftieth anniversary of the battle was cele-
brated in 1913. The last reunion of the Blue and Gray occurred
during the seventy-fifth anniversary in 1938. The College figured
prominently in the local arrangements for both of these
occasions.
In one way or another, Gettysburg College participated in vir-
tuallyall of the developments inAmerican lifementioned in the pre-
ceding paragraphs. Enrollment increased to such an extent that by
the early 19205, for the first time inher history, those responsible for
the College's future concerned themselves with setting upper limits
on the size of the student body. Less than a decade later, during the
Great Depression, some of these same people were trying hard to
find enough students to keep the institution going. Inhis report to
the trustees in December 1930, President Henry W. A. Hanson
attributed part of the College's difficulty to the severely depressed
conditions intwobasic industries, coal and steel, inareas whichhad
contributed a "substantial proportion" of the student body. 4 After
4The three presidents during the years 1904-1945 willbe discussed in a later sec-
tion. Between 1907 and 1923 their annual reports to the board of trustees were
published, at first separately but beginning in 1911 as numbers of the Pennsylvania
(later Gettysburg) College Bulletin. Hereafter cited as GCB. Beginning withDecember
1923, presidential reports to each board meeting are available in typescript (and are
sometimes incorporated into trustee minutes) in GCA. In the following text, these
reports willbe identified by date without footnote reference.
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1904 men were added to the faculty who possessed the Ph.D. degree
and who imparted an increasingly heterogeneous character to that
body. Once again, as in the 1880s and 1890s, much needed new
facilities were added to the campus: fivebuildings between 1916 and
1929. Gettysburg was included on the first list of accredited colleges
which the Middle States Association published in 1921.
Soon after a new president assumed office in 1904, he and others
began to urge that the College take prompt and effective steps to
bring it into line with the educational developments of the day. As
early as 1907 they began using the term Greater Gettysburg to de-
scribe the institution for which they were striving. As some of their
original goals were reached, as others were discarded, and as new
goals were adopted, the constituencies of two succeeding adminis-
trations frequently avowed their own commitment tobringing about
a Greater Gettysburg. Not until the Great Depression and then
World War IIforced them to think in terms which sometimes bor-
dered on survival was the slogan pushed aside. Nevertheless, efforts
to realize a Greater Gettysburg constituted a major theme running
through the first two-thirds of the period covered by this chapter,
and in1944 the president returned to it in expressing his hopes for
the College in the postwar world.
Trustees
In the fall of 1904 ultimate responsibility for the College rested
upon thirty-one trustees, of whom thirteen were Lutheran pastors
and eighteen were business or professional men. 5 Their average age
was fifty-eight years. Five members were in their seventies (the
oldest was seventy-nine); six were in their forties (the youngest was
forty-one). 6 Seven trustees had been in office for more than a quarter
century (the senior member was a veteran of forty-two years), while
almost half (fifteen, to be exact) had been elected during the preced-
ing ten years. Twenty had attended Gettysburg College; seventeen
had been graduated. Of these thirty-one trustees of 1904, eighteen
eventually died in office, the last one in 1938, having reached the
age of eighty-three and being inhis thirty-seventh year of service.
On the other hand, the membership of five of these trustees lapsed
sFor many years before and after 1904 the board chose not to maintain its mem-
bership at the level which the charter prescribed (36). For example, there were
twenty-nine trustees in 1909-1910 and thirty in 1929-1930. On several occasions
while the charter membership was still thirty-six itwas reported by the College as
being thirty.
6The youngest trustee of1904, John B. McPherson, was thirty-three when he was
chosen in1896 to succeed his late father, Edward McPherson. With the exception of
the years 1859-1860, three generations of this family served on the board insucces-
sion between 1832 and 1932.
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through their failure to attend meetings with the prescribed
regularity.
During the forty-one year period covered by this chapter, a total of
ninety men (including the thirty-one of 1904) were College trustees. 7
Atleast four others were elected to the board, but never served; their
names do not appear in any catalogue. Although deaths, res-
ignations, and lapses inmembership usually led to the election of at
least one trustee each year, during nine of the twelve years between
1924 and 1935 no new members were added to the board. Three-
fourths of the ninety men were former students of the College; all
but a few of these were also graduates. Since 1894 the charter
required that at least three-fourths of the board be Lutheran. Inre-
cruiting new members the trustees always took this provision
seriously. In all probability, both tradition and preference would
have assured a large majority of Lutheran members, even in the
absence of this charter requirement.
Almost a quarter of these ninety trustees were Lutheran pastors.
Among those not already named and deserving special mention
were
Charles M.Stock (1855-1913), pastor inHanover, who served from
1894 to 1913;
WilliamA.Shipman (1852-1934), pastor inJohnstown, who served
from 1897 to 1934;
Henry H. Weber (1860-1936), a longtime general secretary of the
Lutheran Board ofHome Missions and Church Extension and later
of the Board of American Missions, who served from 1899 to
1932;
Frederick H. Knubel (1870-1945), pastor in New York City and
later first president of the United Lutheran Church in America,
who served from 1914 to 1945;
Jeremiah Zimmerman (1848-1937), retired pastor living in
Syracuse, New York, who served from 1917 to 1937;
Joseph B. Baker (1877-1946), pastor in Gettysburg, Indiana, and
York, who served from 1921 to 1946;
Harry H. Beidleman (1889-1973), pastor inHanover, who served
from 1932 to 1955;
William J. Miller(1879-1961), pastor in Philadelphia, who served
from 1939 to 1961; and
Stewart W. Herman (1878-1947), pastor inHarrisburg, who served
from 1939 to 1947.
7Someone suggested to the executive committee in 1942 that there should be a
woman on the board. Although the committee thought the suggestion a good one, the
first woman was not elected until after1945. A few men elected after 1904 attended
no meetings and were soon dropped.
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One of the most obvious changes in the composition of the board
between 1904 and 1945 was the decline from about 42 to 22 in the
percentage of Lutheran pastors. Of the eleven ordained men elected
during the entire forty-one years, two were presidents of the
College, one was a seminary professor, and one was a benefactor
who had retired from the pulpit. Only seven were parish pastors at
the time of their election. 8
Another obvious change in the composition of the board during
this period was the decline in the number of Gettysburg residents in
its ranks, from six in 1904 to two (including the president of the
College) in 1945. R. William Bream (1850-1938), local farmer and
banker, served from 1907 to 1938. Jacob A. Clutz (1848-1925),
seminary professor, served from 1908 to 1925. From the time of the
latter's election, twenty-four years elapsed before another resident
trustee was chosen. J. McCrea Dickson (1889-1939), physician and
surgeon, served from 1932 to 1939. John S. Rice was elected in the
latter year but, since most of his tenure occurred after 1945, he will
be discussed in the next chapter. Clearly, the members of the board
had come to believe that the several valuable services which resi-
dent trustees had performed for the College ever since 1832 now
could and should be secured in some other way.
More than half of the recruits to the board of trustees between
1904 and 1945 were nonresident business and professional men,
who presumably were willing and especially able to provide the
College with sound general direction and also with leadership in
attracting the financial resources necessary for its steady improve-
ment as an educational institution. Among these trustees were
WilliamJ. Gies, Columbia University professor, who served from
1908 to 1920;
WilliamL. Glatfelter (1865-1930), Spring Grove paper manufac-
turer, who served from 1908 to 1930;
BSamuel G. Hefelbower, himself anordained Lutheran pastor and president of the
College from1904 to1910, told his successor in1920 that "a board half preacher and
half laymen... would be a preacher dominated board." He was obviously proud that,
during his presidency, only four of the fourteen new trustees were clergymen. S. G.
Hefelbower to William A. Granville, Carthage, Illinois, November 30, 1920, inGCA.
In1923 the AlumniAssociation presented the board withthree possible candidates to
fillan alumni vacancy. The trustees chose the one layman on the list. Star and Sen-
tinel, June 18, 1923.
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Samuel McC. Swope (1850-1931)
Charles M. A. Stine (1882-1954)
John F. Dapp (1868-1935)
Martin H. Buehler (1861-1934)
John B. McAlister (1864-1948J Amos E. Taylor (1893-1972)
Six long-time trustees. The combined tenure ofDapp, Buehler, Me Alister,
and Stine as chairmen ofthe board was forty years. Swope photograph cour-
tesy of Mrs. Donald M. Swope.
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Frank E. Colvin (1862-1945), Bedford attorney, who served from
1908 to 1945;
John F. Dapp (1868-1935), Harrisburg insurance executive, who
served from 1908 to 1935;
George B. Kunkle (1868-1942), Harrisburg physician and surgeon,
who served from 1908 to 1942;
Charles J. Fite (1876-1938), Pittsburgh grocer, who served from
1910 to 1938;
Burton F. Blough (1873-1928), Harrisburg clothing manufacturer,
who served from 1910 to 1928;
Percy D. Hoover (1882-1940), Waynesboro physician, who served
from 1914 to 1940;
Harvey C. Miller (1862-1936), Philadelphia shipping executive,
who served from 1915 to 1936;
John B. McAlister (1864-1948), Harrisburg physician, who served
from 1916 to 1948;
Louis S. Weaver (1877-1939), York physician and surgeon, who
served from 1918 to 1939;
Charles T. Lark (1876-1946), New York City attorney, who served
from 1922 to 1946;
George H.Hummel (1890-1961), Yorkprinting executive, who served
from 1923 to 1949;
Paul B. S. Rice (1890-1950), Harrisburg insurance executive, who
served from 1929 to 1950;
Charles M.A.Stine (1882-1954), DvPont Company executive, who
served from 1929 to 1953;
Amos E. Taylor (1893-1972), economist with the United States
Department of Commerce, who served from 1932 to 1959; and
C. WilliamDuncan (1897-1968), Philadelphia sports writer, who
served from 1935 to 1965.
Several men recruited after 1936 who fall into this category, but
most of whose tenure occurred after 1945, willbe discussed in the
next chapter.
One regular meeting each year, held inGettysburg at commence-
ment time, was enough to satisfy the trustees until 1910, when they
instructed their officers to convene a second such meeting, in
December. These midwinter sessions, as they were called, were held
inHarrisburg, at first inZion Lutheran church and later inthe Perm-
Harris hotel. During World War IIthe board held several of its
meetings in Philadelphia.
When the trustees met inJune 1904, one of their first items ofbusi-
ness was to act upon the resignation which their president, PhilipH.
Glatfelter, had submitted in the previous September, to become
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effective immediately. While reluctantly accepting his resignation,
his colleagues deferred choosing a successor until June 1905, when
they elected Samuel D. Schmucker. Ayear later the trustees learned
of his decision not to serve. Finally, after a vacancy of more than
three years, in June 1907 they secured a president in the person of
Edmund D. Graff (1846-1912), a Worthington woolen blanket
manufacturer and brother of Charles D. Graff. After he died in
office five years later, the trustees elected William L. Glatfelter, but
he declined to serve. In June 1913 they persuaded John F. Dapp to
accept the presidency. Poor health prompted him on five occasions
to try to give up the office, but only in June 1931 did his colleagues
finallyaccept his resignation. MartinH. Buehler served as president
from 1931 until his death in 1934, and John B. McAlister from that
date until he resigned in 1941. The trustees then elected Charles
Members ofthe board of trustees who attended the December 1923 meet-
ing in Harrisburg posed for this picture.
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M.A. Stine, whose tenure continued beyond 1945. Harry C. Pick-
ing, who became treasurer of the College in 1893, died in office in
1925. The trustees then selected The Gettysburg National Bank to
succeed him.9
Three long-established standing committees of the board were in
existence in the fall of 1904: executive, finance, and honorary
degrees. Inanticipation of a new building program and of a College
health service, the trustees in 1913 added two more to the list: a
building and an infirmary committee. When the board adopted its
first by-laws in 1940, these were the five committees named and
whose duties were defined. A religious work committee was
authorized in 1941.
Mindfulof the charge contained inthe charter, the members of the
board continued to concern themselves with all phases of college
life.10 Sometimes presidents, faculty, or students brought matters to
their attention. On other occasions one or more of the trustees them-
selves placed items on the agenda. The members were closely
involved in the two major curriculum changes which were made
during this period. Although they delegated to the president more
and more responsibility for the actual hiring and dismissal of faculty
and staff, as well as for determining their salaries, in1945 the board
stillretained all of its former authority in this area, and itsmembers
wanted to be informed of what was being done. Between 1904 and
9lnaddition to being treasurer of the College, Picking was secretary of the board
from 1913 untilhis death in 1925. His successor kept poor minutes which often failed
to record important actions taken. For example, he failed to enter in the January 1927
minutes any notice that the trustees had approved a pension plan and a system of sab-
batical leaves for professors. These omissions were dealt with only in December
1931, after former President Hefelbower, who was then writing a history of the
College, called attention to them.
10A work published in 1929 and surveying higher education under Lutheran aus-
pices had this to say about the proper role of trustees, administrators, and faculty in
the governance ofAmerican colleges: "The theory underlying the operation of higher
educational institutions in the United States is that control shall be vested in non-
salaried laymen and the operation in a salaried staff. The laymen are selected from
the groups who have active interest in the institution under consideration and who
form a body designated as the board of trustees or by a similar title. This board in
turn employs professionally educated individuals for the actual operation of the
institution." R. J. Leonard, E. G. Evenden, and F. B. O'Rear, Survey ofHigher Educa-
tion for The United Lutheran Church in America, 3 vols. (New York, 1929), 1:81.
Hereafter cited as U.L.C.A. Survey. The 1924 U.L.C.A. convention authorized "a
scientific survey of the educational situation in the United Lutheran Church," to be
conducted by "impartial experts outside of the Lutheran Church." Two years later
Teachers College, Columbia University, agreed to do the work. Most of the eighteen
institutions included were visited and data were gathered during the 1926-1927
academic year. Three volumes of findings, resulting from an investigation as exten-
sive, intensive, and rigorous as one would expect from that of a regional accrediting
agency, were published in 1929.
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1945 there were many important questions which needed to be
answered. What is the best size for the student body? Should women
continue to be admitted? To what extent should the College permit
hazing? Should students be allowed to live and eat in fraternity
houses? How should the College athletic policies be determined and
who should be responsible for its athletic program? To what extent
should the faculty be directed to supervise or censor student
publications? The board of trustees participated actively in fashion-
ing answers to these and other questions. As before, they were not
averse to saying no at times or to taking positions which were
unpopular with part or all of the campus constituencies. On occa-
sion, their intervention inthe operations of the academic program,
while not necessarily contrary to the letter or spirit of the charter,
was nevertheless unwise. 11
Some of the items on the agenda of the trustees related to the ade-
quacy of the charter inmeeting the needs of the College as itmoved
into a new century. These items were before the board formore than
a decade, during which time itproceeded very slowly in dealing with
them. There was much recourse to such devices as deferring action
for a year, referring back to committee, and tabling. The major mat-
ters at issue were the tenure ofboard members, the size of the board,
alumni and synodical representation, and the name of the
College.
In June 1909 the Alumni Association asked the trustees to con-
sider limiting their terms of office to a fixed number of years. When
nothing came of this request, the association returned to the topic
four years later, at which time five of the six alumni trustees agreed
that one of them would resign each year (they hoped that the sixth
would do the same thing), so that alumni trustees could then be elect-
ed for what would clearly be understood to be six-year terms, with
the term of one expiring each year. Again, the Alumni Association
commended the idea of specific terms for the entire board.
Inresponse, the trustees inDecember 1913 authorized a commit-
tee to consider the alumni proposal, as well as "anyother changes in
the Charter of the College that may be found desirable." Reporting in
June 1915, this committee recommended that the charter be altered
toprovide for the gradual introduction of six-year terms as new trus-
tees were elected and that final action on this proposal be taken at
the next annual meeting. The committee also dealt with the Alumni
nlnnIn the 1920s the trustees rejected faculty recommendations that the R.O.T.C. pro-
gram be dropped and that swimming be made a graduation requirement. Inthe same
decade they began closing the College to women students, a decision whose wisdom
must certainly be questioned. Since the board met infrequently, sometimes years
passed before an issue was finally resolved.
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Association proposal, made in1914, that the name of the College be
changed. 12 It concluded that, since altering the corporate name
"might involve some nice legal questions as to titles to property, the
taking of legacies, etc.," the board should not proceed until a com-
mittee of lawyer-members had completed the task of determining
the long-term implications of a change of name. Theboard accepted
the first recommendation, dealing with the terms of office, and
decided, "after due consideration," that it was "inadvisable to
change the name of the College."13
Although the trustees had adopted a sense motion in1914 favor-
ing terms of office and although they had accepted the charter com-
mittee recommendation on the same subject a year later, when the
time came to act in June 1916 they lost their resolve. The minutes
explain what happened in these words: "A prolonged discussion
followed and finally a motion prevailed that itbe laid on the table."
They then named a new committee "to secure additional informa-
tion, givingthe experience of the Institutions of the Country on this
question, and also to secure as far as possible the sentiment of the
whole alumni body."
Undaunted by the enormity of this task, the three members of this
new committee gathered what information they could and presented
their findings in June 1917. The majority members reported that
neither the Rockefeller Foundation, the Carnegie Foundation, nor
the United States Bureau of Education was able to provide them
with adequate information on which to make a sound judgment.
Nevertheless, it was evident to them from what help they did get
from these agencies and from their own inquiries into the practices
of many individual institutions that Gettysburg College should pur-
sue to completion the proposed charter change and, further, in the
interests of greater effectiveness, that it should include in the
change gradual reduction inthe number of trustees from thirty-six to
eighteen. Accordingly, the majority strongly recommended that the
motion of 1916 be removed from the table and adopted. This the
board declined to do. "Ihad very great difficulty in restraining my
impulse to 'take the first train out,'
"
explained William J. Gies, who
had gathered most of the material for the majority report, "and aban-
12This committee also considered the faculty request that the 1894 charter amend-
ment be repealed. See pp. 448-449 for a discussion of why the request was made and
how it was handled.
13Itshould be noted that the president and faculty decided in 1916 itwas advisable
to change the name of the College in the annual catalogue to Pennsylvania
College of Gettysburg.
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don all of the possible further opportunities to serve the
College."14
The June 1917 meeting of the board occurred a few months after
the United States entered World War Iand at a time when College
energies were increasingly being concentrated on the problems
which wartime created for the institution. Three years passed before
the charter again claimed the attention of the trustees. InJune 1920
the Active Service Men's Club, which at the time was making a
number of suggestions designed to improve the College, repeated
the request that itsname be changed. Also, William J. Gies present-
ed his resignation as alumni trustee to this meeting. After accepting
it, the board designated a committee to draw up new procedures for
choosing alumni trustees.
Inhis report to the board inJune 1921, President WilliamA.Gran-
ville strongly advocated swift action to accomplish the suggestions
of the year before. "There are many practical reasons why the cor-
porate name of our college should be changed," he argued, "the
sooner the better." At a time when the institution was embarked on
its largest fund-raising effort to date, he believed that continuing to
the use the "lengthy, cumbrous, and awkward legal name" would
"incur financial risks which we as guardians of the material
interests of the College have no right to assume." What he meant
was that at any time the trustees might have to go to court in order to
collect a gift orbequest which was contested on the grounds that the
donor did not use the correct legal name of the College at Gettys-
burg. The president repeated all of the reasons advanced a quarter
century earlier for changing the name, adding numerous up-to-date
examples. "That the name of our institution will sometime be
changed toGettysburg College is tomy mind absolutely certain," he
concluded. "That being the case, why wait? In the words of a well-
known advertisement 'Eventually, why not now?' "15"15 The trustees
responded quickly to this challenge by instructing their officers
14William J. Gies to William A. Granville, New York, June 19, 1917, inGCA. The
three committee members were Frederick H. Knubel, Gies, and John B. McPherson.
The latter attended no committee meetings (his wifewas seriously ill),but submitted
a minority report, which was entered into the trustee minutes. He concluded that the
board was of optimum size, well-distributed geographically, and well-apportioned
among the constituency. He was, he said, not one "tofavor a new departure when itis
not shown that the old system has failed to produce results, simply because other
Institutions of whose conditions and surroundings we know nothing are making
experiments."
15The president doubted that "half a dozen people in the whole world," not exclud-
ing board or faculty members, knew the correct corporate name of the College.
"Whatever reasons there may have been warranting itat the time the institution was
founded, there are now no reasons whatever justifying its use in the future." For a
discussion of the other 1921 amendment to the charter, see p. 709n.
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(June 7, 1921) topetition the Adams county court toamend the char-
ter, changing the corporate name from The Trustees of Penn-
sylvania College of Gettysburg, in the County of Adams, to
Gettysburg College. Ifany negative votes were cast, no record of
them was made. On November 14, 1921 the court handed down
its decree. 16
At long last, the battle had been won. When the trustees met a few
weeks later, as their first item of business they directed that the
College seal be altered, but in one respect only, by substituting
Sigillum Collegii Gettysburgensis for the old SigilJum Collegii
PennsyJvaniensis. Had they decided to conduct some historical
research before taking action, they would presumably have found
what every succeeding investigator has found: no evidence that
their predecessors had ever formally adopted a seal. The charter of
April7, 1832 directed the first trustees to "cause tobe made for their
use, one common seal, with such devices and inscriptions thereon,
as they shall think proper, and by and with which all deeds,
diplomas, certificates and acts of the said trustees, shall pass and be
authenticated." The trustees had indeed caused such a seal to be
made, but the only evidences of that fact are the impressions made
when it was used in the years before 1921.
Inhis June report, President Granville expressed his conviction
that the number of alumni trustees should be increased from six to
twelve. "There is practically a unanimous sentiment among our
alumni infavor of an increase," he wrote, "and that large benefits to
the college would result from it cannot be doubted." He also
expressed his hope that the committee named a year earlier to
recommend procedures for choosing them would soon present "a
plan which willgive every alumnus a voice" in selecting these trus-
tees, "and not only those who happen toattend an annual meeting of
the Alumni Association." Clearly, his proposals were quite different
from those which the committee was then formulating. When the
board met inDecember 1921, the latter asked that stillanother group
be formed to consider, not only the president's recommendations,
but also several recent suggestions from the Alumni Association. By
this time, requests to change College polity were also coming from
another source. Several Lutheran synods were asking for formal
representation on the board of trustees. 17
18Adams County Miscellaneous Book F, p. 347. Inthe Compiler for June 11, 1921,
W. Arch McClean of the class of 1882 wrote that, on becoming editor of the
newspaper in 1902, he determined "that no other name should be used in the Com-
piler but Gettysburg College."
17 For a discussion of the reasons for the synods' request at this particular time, see
pp. 710-711.
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InJune 1922 the new committee recommended that the number of
alumni trustees be increased from six to eight and that each of four
synods (Maryland, West Pennsylvania, East Pennsylvania, and
Allegheny) be permitted to have two trustees. The Alumni Associa-
tion and the synods would determine how to nominate their can-
didates for these positions; in all cases, the board would do the
electing. If the alumni and the synods accepted the proposal, it
would become effective as vacancies in the board occurred. As in
the case of the action which made alumni trustees possible begin-
ning in1886, these changes would result from agreement with the
bodies concerned, and not from charter amendment. After consider-
ing this proposal, the trustees moved to table it for one year, during
which time they expressed their approval inprinciple and College
officials discussed it with representatives of the synods. Formal
adoption came inDecember 1923, but only after the trustees amend-
ed the resolution to require concurrence of the president of the
College and the chairman of their executive committee in all synodi-
cal nominations. Since some synods declined to accept this latter
stipulation, and since the trustees required the concurrence of all
concerned bodies before any part of the proposal became effective,
nothing came of this effort. In June 1927 the trustees repealed the
resolution in its entirety.
One more attempt toalter the College charter was made during the
years covered by this chapter. 18 InMay 1932 the board, apparently
acting now on its own initiative and with no recorded opposition,
authorized a committee "to investigate the tenure of office of its
members." This committee made the first of its several reports in
December 1932. Following its guidance, during the next three years
the board gradually increased the scope of its intention torevise the
College's organic law. Finally, in June 1935 the trustees approved a
new draft of ten of the eleven sections of the 1832 charter. Only the
preamble and first section were left intact. While only a few words
were changed here and there in many of the other sections, in an
effort to clarify their meaning, the net effect of what the trustees
18The U.L.C.A. survey team made a number of recommendations concerning the
Gettysburg board. Since in their opinion its size was too large, they urged that its
numbers be reduced to no more than fifteen members. Believing that life tenure was
"not in accord with best practice," they recommended that service be limitedto no
more than ten years. Gettysburg was one of only three Lutheran colleges whose trus-
tees had lifetenure. Also, the trustees should meet more often than twice a year. They
should have by-laws, supplementing the regulations contained in the charter. The
president of the college should be an ex officiomember of the board, without a vote.
Since the College would profit ifboard actions were more fully explained to the
several constituencies, the authors recommended that the board issue regular reports,
preferably in printed form. U.L.C.A. Survey, 1:131, 165-166.
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were now contemplating was considerable indeed. First, the size of
the board would be reduced to a maximum of thirty members.
Second, six-year terms were proposed and were to be implemented
for all trustees, including incumbents, as soon as the intended char-
ter changes became effective. Third, the board would divide itself
into six classes, so that the terms of five members would expire each
year. Fourth, the names of the two chief officers of the board were
to be changed from president and vice president to chairman and
vice chairman. Fifth, unexcused nonattendance at three consecu-
tive regular meetings would forfeit membership.
The Adams county court approved the proposed "Articles of
Amendment" on December 9, 1935. 19 The regularly scheduled mid-
wintermeeting of the board of trustees occurred on the next day, at
which time the members began putting the new provisions into
effect. There was still no limiton the length of time a trustee could
serve, but at least once every six years there was the opportunity for
an incumbent whose term was about to expire, as well as for his
colleagues, to decide whether his continuing in office would serve
the best interests of the College. 20
Henry (Harry) C. Picking
(1859-1925)
College treasurer from 1893 to
1925. Trustee from 1898 to 1925.
Treasurer of the Alumni Associa-
tion from 1886 to 1917.
"Adams County Miscellaneous Book L,p. 33
20Included in the amended charter was a first-time reference to College by-laws, the
initialset of which the trustees adopted in December 1940. Inaccord with U.L.C.A.
policy, the amended charter reduced the required percentage of Lutheran members
from three-fourths to two-thirds. The amended charter decreed that the Franklin pro-
fessorship be one of German Language and Literature, but this provision was
ignored.
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Finances
From the perspective of a later time, College finance at the begin-
ning of the twentieth century was still very much a matter of small
change. Total income for the 1904-1905 fiscal year amounted to
$25,552, while expenditures were $26,919. As ithad been for more
than thirty years, annual tuition was $50. Rent for use of half a dor-
mitory room ranged from $12.50 to $62.50. Payments by students
from these and other sources were now yielding about 65 percent of
each year's general fund income. The College endowment of slightly
less than $200,000 was producing almost all of the remaining 35 per-
cent. On the expense side of the ledger, the treasurer was paying
each professor an annual salary of $1,400; this figure had not been
changed for fourteen years. In1904-1905 almost seventy-five cents
of every dollar which the College spent went for salaries and wages.
The next largest item of expenditures was coal. Finally, in the fall of
1904, as in1868, the College had a troublesome debt. Although it
amounted to only slightly in excess of$40,000, ithad stood for more
than a decade. Not only was the College unable toreduce it,but also
for some years ithad resorted to further borrowing inorder to meet
the annual interest charges. 21
In the years between 1904 and 1945, every part of the College's
educational program demanded increasing financial support. As
national agencies were created which began to pass judgment on
colleges and then widely publicize their findings, and as foun-
dations began to make sizable grants to those which they deemed
worthy of encouragement, many institutions responded by
strengthening old programs and introducing new ones. They
engaged more and university-trained faculty, strengthened li-
braries, increased equipment, added to physical plant, and raised
additional endowment. Thus it took more money each year for
colleges such as Gettysburg to maintain their relative positions in
the world of higher education; it took even more money for those
which wanted tomove up on the collegiate ladder. There were many
friends ofGettysburg during these years who wanted her tobe inthe
latter category. In 1941 one of her seasoned professors told an
alumni gathering what it would take for their alma mater to climb.
Do not try to "finance an A-Grade College on a C-Grade budget," he
warned. "Don't expect the President of the College or the Board of
21As indicated in the previous chapter, a complete financial statement for the 1904-
1905 year is not known toexist. The information inthis paragraph was taken fromthe
incomplete records which are available and was compared with the fuller financial
statement for 1906-1907. The 1904 debt was equal to College income for about eight-
een months.
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Trustees toaccomplish what you want without the stuff with which
it can be done." The stuff, of course, was money. 22
Majornational events continued to exert a strong influence on the
Gettysburg College budget. Although the years from 1904 to 1917
were generally prosperous ones, during which College enrollment
almost doubled and sizable sums of money were raised, these were
also years of risingprices. Inflation amounted to almost 40 percent,
a fact of which the families of all College employees became
increasingly aware. Soon after the United States entered World War
IinApril1917, some students and faculty enlisted or left to do other
war work. As the draft went into effect and enrollment declined
markedly in 1918, the president warned the trustees to expect
several deficit years. The government came to the rescue in the fall
by establishing a unit of the Students' ArmyTraining Corps on the
campus. This promised financial relief for the College, but within
less than two months the armistice was signed and the unit disband-
ed. Although the campus quickly returned to peacetime conditions,
some of the war's effects lingered on. For example, the price level in
1920 was almost 60 percent higher than ithad been only three years
earlier. 'The high cost of livinghas made obsolete allformer stan-
dards of teaching wages and other school costs," President Granville
told the trustees in June of that year. "A complete readjustment to
meet these new conditions is now going on inpractically allgrades
of schools and our own college is no exception to this general rule."
Few persons, if any, in 1920 could foresee that the decade just
beginning would be one of general prosperity without inflation;in
fact, the Consumer Price Index in1929 was 15 percent lower than it
had been in1920. Nor could many foresee that the 1920s would end
with the onset of a massive depression which resembled ifit did not
exceed inseverity those through which the College had passed inthe
1840s and 1870s. Enrollment, which began dropping in1930-1931,
did not turn upward again until 1935-1936, and then only because
the trustees readmitted women to the College. Male enrollment did
not again reach the level of 1929-1930 untilafter World War 11. Dur-
ing the 19305, for one of the few times in its history, financial
stringency was the reason why the College did not renew the annual
contract of several members of the faculty. The trustees invited
those who remained to take a voluntary cut in their salaries. Inaddi-
tion, several professors went out during the summer as recruiting
agents, trying to induce reluctant young men to enroll in the fall.
The College experienced seven deficit years in a row, during the
22The professor was Charles F. Sanders. Quoted in the GCB (June 1941), p.11. This
publication, the first alumni issue of which appeared inJanuary 1930, has had several
different titles.
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course of which some students ran out of money and left school,
while others were allowed to continue without paying their bills on
time, in violation of long-standing rules. Later, some student
accounts had to be written off as uncollectable.
Only a few years after itappeared that the worst of the depression
was over and that better times were ahead, the entry of the United
States into World War IIcreated yet another crisis inhigher educa-
tion. For Gettysburg, the financial effects were minor until early
1943, after the draft age was lowered to eighteen years and when
stepped-up offensive operations against the Axis powers greatly
increased military manpower requirements. The immediate pros-
pect was for a College enrollment far below the break-even point.
Once again, as in 1918, the government acted to use hundreds of
college and university campuses to train young people for different
branches of the armed forces. Between March 1943 and March 1945
there were military trainingunits inoperation on the campus. Com-
pensation for services rendered to them made it possible for the
College to balance its budget while assisting in the war effort. In
December 1943 President Hanson told the trustees that the govern-
ment program had "provided the only possible means of anything
like normal existence." The 1944-1945 academic year ended three
weeks after the surrender of Germany and eleven weeks before the
surrender of Japan.
General Fund Income and Expenditures
Selected Years, 1904-1945
23The figures for 1904-1905 are contained in the president's report for1906-1907.
Beginning withthe following year, a treasurer's report was included in the published
annual report ofthe president through 1922-1923. For a decade thereafter, treasurer's
and auditor's reports wereprepared in typescript and are available in the GCA. Begin-
ning with 1932-1933, the treasurer's report was printed, but distribution was so strict-
ly limited that when the Middle States Association in 1934 asked for a copy of the
latest issue, itwas told that it"was not the practice ofour institution" to comply with
such requests. One veteran faculty member, in the economics department, told this
writer in the early 1950s that he had never seen a copy of the treasurer's report up to
that time.
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Since payments by students constituted the largest single item in
the general fund budget in 1904, it is understandable that, in
attempting to increase overall income, College officials would pay
close attention to the charges they set. The catalogue which a stu-
dent entering in the fall of 1904 might have used as a guide stated
that the "necessary expenses of the collegiate year" ranged from a
minimum of $150.50 to a maximum of $241.50, "exclusive of books,
clothing, furniture and traveling expenses." Included in these totals
were estimated amounts for board ($7O to $111) and washing ($l2),
which did not come to the College, as well as for tuition ($5O), room
rent ($12.50 to $62.50), and the gymnasium fee ($6), all of which did
enter its treasury. Not included in the catalogue estimates were spe-
cial fees imposed upon students not rooming inthe dormitories ($3),
for students taking science courses ($1.50 to $10), and for
seniors ($5).24
On eleven occasions between 1904 and 1945 the trustees changed
tuition charges. Not surprisingly, in every instance they increased
them. Also not surprisingly, inapproaching the first change inover
thirty years they were more than a little reluctant to act and some-
what fearful of the consequences. According to the minutes, it was
only after "prolonged and thorough discussion" inJune 1906 that
they decided to raise annual tuition from $50 to $75. To soften the
blow, they abandoned the $6 gymnasium fee, so that the increase
was only $19. What some persons regarded as "an uncertain experi-
ment" in the spring became an unqualified success in the fall when,
instead of dropping, enrollment actually climbed. "So far as we
know," President Samuel G. Hefelbower boasted a year later (June
1907), "we lost no students because of the increase." He reminded
the trustees that Gettysburg fees were now "almost equal to those of
the least expensive institutions of our standing in the State."
Tuition levels reached $100 in 1915, $150 in 1921, $200 in 1924,
$250 in1927, and $300 in1929. There were then no further changes
until 1938, when an increase to $325 occurred. The charge of $350
set for 1939 prevailed through the 1944-1945 academic year. From
time to time someone spoke up to say that, even with what had come
tobe fairlyregular increases, Gettysburg tuition was stillnot what it
perhaps should be. "A student paying his college dues in full,"
declared the president ina 1912 brochure, "is only paying about one-
half the actual cost of his education. ...This means that every stu-
dent of Pennsylvania College has been or is a beneficiary of the
24The 1904-1905 catalogue declared that "tuition and other college dues for each
term must, inall cases, be paid inadvance." No student could "recite withhis class"
untilhe showed his professors either a receipt or a note showing that he had made
"some satisfactory arrangement" with the treasurer.
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College to an extent at least equal to the total amount of his college
dues." In reporting on a recently approved tuition increase eight
years later, the Gettysburgian for December 15, 1920 informed its
student readers that it would stillcost them more to attend Dickin-
son, Washington and Jefferson, Bucknell, Ursinus, Allegheny,
and Lafayette. 25
The 1942 College catalogue listed separately estimated annual
expenses for men and women students. These expenses were be-
tween three and four times greater than they had been in1904-1905.
For the men, estimated costs ranged from $681.50 to $759, and for
the women, from $700 to $745. In neither case were laboratory fees
or personal expenses included, but the charge for women did
include board. In1944, after the College opened its dining hall to
male students, the catalogue no longer distinguished between the
sexes inthis respect. Yearly expenses for both were estimated at be-
tween $745 and $800, stillaccompanied by the observation of earlier
days: "The expenses of a student depend largely on his training
and habits." 26
The second major source of general fund income in1904 was the
yield of the College's small and obviously inadequate endowment
fund. One of the most telling measures of Gettysburg's success (or
failure) in maintaining or improving its position as a strong
educational institution after that date would certainly be its record
of securing major additions to what many early in the century still
called its productive funds. Between 1904 and 1945 thousands of
people contributed inone wayor another to those funds. Many were
alumni. As had been true since the 1830s, many others were persons
whose only connection with the College was that they were
Lutherans. Most of the ninety trustees gave, some of them in small
251n addition to tuition, students continued to pay a number of fees. In1942 these
included charges for first-year registration (ss], athletics ($2O), health ($10), the Stu-
dent Chest ($10), electricity (believe it ornot, $10 forone eighty-watt bulb), as wellas
for laboratory courses ($8 to $20). The fee for electricity was listed first in the 1912
catalogue, when the charge was ten cents per week for each forty-watt tungsten bulb.
26Beginning in1912, the catalogue gave considerable information about ways, both
old and new, in which students could meet some of their expenses. They included
College scholarships of from $30 to $50, use of several oldperpetual scholarships,
and working at a variety oftasks either on campus or in town. According to the Get-
tysburgian, some students about this time earned considerable money during the sum-
mer selling aluminumware, which had recently entered the market. Endowed
scholarships for which the College actually received the principal, not just the prom-
ise, first appeared in the 1918 catalogue. By 1942 eight were listed, with principals
ranging from$500 to $19,960, obviously too few and too small to meet the needs. In
the 1930s the Alumni Association began offering a few loans to students. Inthe early
1940s the treasurer reported scholarships from College funds equal to about 10 per-
cent of tuition income. Athletic scholarships willbe discussed later.
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amounts regularly contributed over a long period of time. Several
pastor-trustees influenced members of their congregations to sup-
port the College bymeans of gifts orbequests. Those members of the
board who were not willing to contribute were likely to resign or
allow their membership to lapse simply by not attending
meetings. 27
Given Gettysburg's extremely poor record in attracting large gifts
from a few wealthy persons who might be solicited on an individual
basis or who might even come forward on their own initiative,one
would expect College officials at this time to rely heavily on fund-
raising efforts which would seek gifts from a larger host of donors.
Six such undertakings were begun during the forty-one years
covered by this chapter.
The first fund-raising effort was launched in June 1906, when the
board of trustees named five of its own members to conduct a cam-
paign to coincide with the seventy-fifth anniversary of the College
in 1907. The goal set for the Jubilee, or Anniversary, Fund was
$150,000. Although the committee sent out many letters and made
some personal solicitations, it soon became evident that, unless the
unexpected happened, the results were going to be disappointing.
While $25,000 had been pledged by June 1907, less than $4,000 of
that amount had actually been paid. "Perhaps," lamented President
Hefelbower inhis report to the board, "our expectations were too
high." A year later, itappeared for a brief heady moment that at last
the tide was turning. InJune 1908 Colonel John F.Firch of Oakland,
California, pledged $100,000 for a science building and was prompt-
ly elected to the board of trustees. At the same time, there were
rumors of several other large gifts impending. Unfortunately, none
of these promises ever materialized. Firch disappeared from the
records as abruptly as he entered them. The catalogue published
early in 1909 did not even list his name among the trustees. The
accounting which the College treasurer gave in June 1910 showed
that seventy-two persons and three churches had contributed a total
of$23,951.66 to the Jubilee Fund. Most of the money ($15,500) came
from six donors. Slightly more than $20,000 of the proceeds was
used to pay outstanding notes and interest (part of the debt from the
27A comparison of contributions made by Gettysburg and Dickinson trustees to
theirrespective annual fundcampaigns in1936 showed that the latter gave about four
times as much as the former, whose gifts ranged from $5 to $700. GCA.
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building and renovation of the late 1880s-1890s) and to equip the
recently established physics department. 28
The second fund-raising effort began inOctober 1910 when, dur-
ing a special meeting held in conjunction with the inauguration of
President Granville, the trustees named an endowment committee
of four members, including the new president. The committee
moved rapidly to define its objectives and devise effective ways to
accomplish them. First, it set a goal of $300,000, to be added to
endowment. Second, it pledged the resulting income to increasing
faculty salaries, adding new faculty, supporting the library,
purchasing equipment, and making repairs. Third, the committee
persuaded the board to engage a financial secretary to assist the pres-
ident, especially in fund raising. Fourth, on behalf of the College,
the committee asked the General Education Board for its help inthe
campaign. InMay 1911 this agency pledged $50,000, payable if the
College eliminated its $30,000 debt by July 10, 1913, received $150,000
in cash and subscriptions by July 31, 1913, and met a July 31, 1917
deadline for payment of subscriptions. 29
The challenge of the General Education Board was a powerful
boost, but inorder to meet it the College had tobring inmore money
than ithad ever been able to gather inthe past: $180,000 incash and
pledges within the space of two years. The endowment committee
now moved on several fronts. First, early in 1912 it published a
brochure which explained the pressing needs of the College and
28The treasurer's accounting is contained in the published president's report for
1909-1910, pp. 20-23. The Compiler for June 10, 1908 described Firch as a native of
Erie who went West and became wealthy as a result of his interests "inwestern oil
fields, in mines, and extensive tracts of irrigated lands in California and Arizona."
Although his home was then inOakland, he was reported to be spending much ofhis
time in New York and Spokane. Firch had never visited Gettysburg, but as "an
enthusiastic Lutheran" was supposedly well-disposed to helping the College there.
"When the subject ofthe needs of the college was brought to his attention," wrote the
editor, "he made the gift of$100,000 on his ownsuggestion and without any condition
and immediately put itin writing,"intimating that "he might be able toadd to itinthe
future." The Gettysburgian for June 10, 1908 carried a similar story. Atcommence-
ment time a year later (June 9, 1909], the Compiler noted that "the giftof Col.Firch,
announced last year was not mentioned or referred to in [the] remotest way."
29Founded in 1902 by John D. Rockefeller and incorporated in 1903 by an act of
Congress, the General Education Board spent $324,600,000 by the time it ceased
operations in 1964. During its early years most of the grants were made to support
Southern agriculture and education (especially black education], as wellas to aid
colleges and universities all over the country. By 1911 ithad made grants totaling
$6,624,000 to eighty-two ofthe latter. Among the six conditional grants announced in
May 1911 was one of $50,000 toFranklin and Marshall College, which agreed to raise
$225,000 inmatching funds. New YorkTimes, May26, 1911. See also General Educa-
tion 80ard...: Review and Final Report (New York, 1964],
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featured two pieces of good news: the conditional pledge of the
General Education Board and the fact that $60,000 had already been
raised. Second, it persuaded the board of trustees to enlarge the
committee to include "members from all the principal centers of
Gettysburg influence." Third, it turned, as the College had done so
often inthe past, to Lutheran synods (this time to six), asking them
to pass resolutions commending the campaign and inviting can-
vassers into their congregations. Fourth, it secured the services of at
least four members of the staff to assist the president inperforming
the crucial task of visiting hundreds of people and asking them
for money. 30
By June 1912 half of the $180,000 was given or pledged; by
December, $130,000; and by March 1913, $155,000. On March 28,
1913 the College met one of the conditions of the General Education
Board when it paid its last remaining debt from the building and
renovation program of the 1880s and 1890s: a $30,000 mortgage
dated June 27, 1889. A jubilant President Granville announced on
June 10, 1913 that, one month ahead of deadline, the College met a
second condition by obtaining $256,200 in acceptable cash and
pledges. "This means," he told the trustees, "that there has been
accumulated for Pennsylvania College during this movement a total
larger than has ever before been collected inthe Lutheran Church in
America in a single financial campaign for any purpose whatever."
Some eighteen hundred donors had participated. Excluding the
General Education Board pledge, the average subscription was
about $110. Satisfied that the College had in fact met all of the con-
ditions of its pledge (including the one that subscriptions must be
honored by July 31, 1917), the General Education Board paid the
College infullon February 9, 1918. "This completes the campaign
for payment of the $30,000 debt which rested on the College," the
president told the board a few months later, "and the addition of
$200,000 to our Endowment Fund."
Granville summoned the College to its third fund-raising effort in
June 1913, using for that purpose the same report to the trustees in
which he announced the successful completion of the second. "Let
no one suppose that because the task of raising over $250,000 has
been successfully accomplished that we may now rest content on
our oars," he proclaimed. "On the contrary, this is only the begin-
ning; still greater things remain to be done."
30The brochure, which had no title of itsown, was issued as Volume 2, Number 1of
the GCB. Its three parts described the campaign plans, gave facts about the College,
and explained the "fundamental importance of the Christian College to the Church
and the Nation." The four staff members who assisted in the campaign were Samuel
F. Snyder, Charles H. Huber, Charles F. Sanders, and Abdel Ross Wentz.
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InDecember 1913 the trustees responded to this callby approving
a campaign to raise $130,000 for a new science building ($75,000),
renovations to Stevens Hall ($40,000), relocating the engineering
shop ($10,000), and an infirmary ($5,000). They agreed to ask the
General Education Board to contribute one-fourth of the total
amount. Although the president, the financial secretary, and the
principal of the preparatory department spent most of their time for
nearly a year and a half in soliciting gifts, this third effort never
came close to its goal. The General Education Board quickly
informed the College that itmade no grants to support building pro-
grams. A business depression which began in 1913 persuaded the
solicitors to avoid the industrial centers and confine their efforts to
rural areas, which were believed tobe less affected by the economic
slump, but which would probably yield smaller returns. Within a
period of two years, the president and his coworkers addressed more
than 150 congregations, many of which had never previously been
visited by College representatives. In June 1917, two months after
the United States entered World War I, the president informed the
board that the building fund had accumulated $60,000 ingifts and
pledges, but also that since January he had "not been able to do
much in the way of soliciting for funds because of the unsettled con-
ditions due to the world war." Small amounts continued coming in,
but clearly the momentum had been lost. The campaign came to an
end with about eighteen hundred subscribers contributing a total
amounting to less than one-half of the goal. Much to the disappoint-
ment of some of the science professors, the trustees decided in1915
to use the available funds to construct a new building for the pre-
paratory department and to enlarge, rather than replace, the old
chemistry building.31
The fourth fund-raising effort began one year after the 1918
armistice. Meeting jointly, the executive and finance committees of
the board of trustees in November 1919 recommended that the
College embark on a campaign to raise $500,000, the proceeds to be
used for both endowment and buildings. When they assembled a
month later, the trustees established a financial campaign commit-
tee and vested it with the authority to seek at least the recommended
amount. In January 1920 this committee decided to raise the
College's sights to $1,000,000, of which $600,000 was earmarked for
31The treasurer reported in June 1917 that what was known as the New Building
Fund contained $60,500 incash and pledges, an amount almost exactly equal to the
costs of constructing the new building and enlarging the old one. Since more than half
of the $60,500 was in pledges, the College had to borrow to meet these obligations in
full.Not all of the pledges were ever paid. As late as June 1922 the College still owed
the bank $17,500 on this account.
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endowment and $400,000 for repairs and new construction. It
engaged a Chicago firm to conduct what was soon being called the
Endowment and Expansion Campaign, which began in January and
which, it was hoped, would be concluded in about four months.
However, inJune the treasurer told the board that "the returns have
been painfully slow in coming in to us." Thus far, he had received
about $250,000 in cash and subscriptions. By this time the College
had made its third approach to the General Education Board, which
made a preliminary promise inJuly 1920 of $150,000, if the College
would raise an additional $300,000, the total amount to become an
endowment whose income was to be used exclusively for
faculty salaries. 32
News of this challenge reached Gettysburg at a time when it
appeared that the current fund-raising effort, as so many inthe past,
had run its course and stopped far short of the goal. Meeting in
August 1920, the board of trustees decided to try tobreathe new life
into the flagging campaign by replacing the Chicago firm with a
local director. The man chosen was Joseph B.Baker (1901), pastor of
St. James Lutheran church inGettysburg. Declining an appointment
as vice president of the College, he secured instead a leave of
absence from his parish.
Entirely devoted to his alma mater, energetic, determined, and
given to uttering pithy statements, Baker announced that the
College was "too oldand dear a mother to wear a skirt that is short
and she shall not be compelled to do it." His use of the term Second
Mile Campaign gave the effort over which he nowpresided its own
identity. In January 1921 he began publishing the Gettysburg
Challenger, a paper whose news of the campaign was informative of
both its purpose and progress. There were separate editions for
several of the geographical areas in which the campaign was con-
centrated. Finally, Baker and a small group of dedicated lieutenants
appealed to Gettysburg's standard constituency for raising money.
They visited several hundred Lutheran congregations, asking for
cash contributions and subscriptions. In the issue of January 19,
1921, the editor of the Gettysburgian urged students to support the
32Reminded of what wartime and postwar inflation had done to the level of livingof
faculty members, whose prewar salaries were, in the opinion of many, disgracefully
low, John D. Rockefeller in December 1919 gave the General Education Board
$50,000,000, to be expended inan effort to alleviate the situation. Within five years
173 colleges had been awarded most ofthis giftin the form of conditional challenge
grants. Ibid., pp. 30-32. The papers necessary to bring Gettysburg's conditional
pledge into effect were not signed until the spring of1921. For each of three years,
until the board's grant was actually paid, itgave the College $7,500, which was con-
sidered interest on the principal amount of its conditional pledge.
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Second Mile Campaign by exhibiting a positive attitude to the
College and by corresponding behavior. Perhaps unwittingly, he
paid a high tribute to the new director by urging students, whenever
they were in their home communities, to pretend they were
Reverend Baker.
Joseph B.Baker [1877-1946)
Director of the Second Mile
Campaign, trustee for a quarter
century, and strong advocate of
retaining women students. Cour-
tesy Mrs. F. Stanley Hoffman.
When the Second Mile drive began, it was agreed to accept that
the first phase of the Endowment and Expansion Campaign had
raised $475,000, including the conditional pledge of the General
Education Board. At commencement 1921 Baker could report a new
total of $737,817.79 incash and subscriptions. "The hearth fires of
affection have been re-kindled," he told the trustees, expressing his
gratitude for having the opportunity to serve the College at this aus-
picious moment inits history. "Iremain with all the old boys," he
concluded, "Yours for the old White Mother." By March 1922 the
total had climbed to $915,550.74. At the alumni collation in June
1922 Baker reported the figure of $983,436. One of his associates
then raised itto $986,436, after which yet another associate announced
that nine trustees and six other men, members of a recently
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organized Thousand Dollar Club, had contributed enough to bring
the total in cash and subscriptions to $1,001, 436.33
Everyone who participated in either the first or the second mile of
the financial campaign of 1920-1922 had good reason to be jubilant,
since never inits history had the College raised such a large sum of
money. Even if they took into consideration the inflation of the
time, contemporaries were justified in calling the achievement an
unprecedented one. However, the final evaluation of the entire
effort would have to wait until it could be determined how many of
the subscriptions made inthe heat of a campaign eventually turned
into cold cash. As was tobe expected, not all of them ever did. Pres-
ident Granville estimated in1922 that the shortfall would be 10 per-
cent, or $100,000. Itturned out to be much greater. To begin with,
two large pledges remained unfulfilled. First, in April 1921 the
Philadelphia Conference of the East Pennsylvania Synod committed
itself to raise $101,000, to be used in constructing a dormitory on the
campus inhonor and memory of Lutherans from the Philadelphia
area who served in the late war. The amount actually contributed
was less than $20,000 and the dormitory was never built.34 Second,
veteran trustee Henry H. Weber announced in the spring of 1922
that his willprovided for a gift of $50,000 for an endowed pro-
fessorship. His board colleagues quickly decided that this amount
could properly be credited to the Second Mile Campaign. Unfor-
tunately, this well-intentioned promise by one of the most energetic
trustees never became a reality. 35 Inaddition, not all of the subscrip-
tions made by individuals and congregations were ever paid in full.
Nevertheless, by July 1924 the College had met all of the conditions
33Gettysburg Times, June 14, 1922. The total eventually reached $1,008,735. Inhis
final report to the trustees, Baker thanked two fellow-pastors, Henry Anstadt (1890)
and WilliamF. Sunday (1916), for the major assistance which they had given him. In
paying tribute to Baker, the trustees told him (July 1922) that "when the College con-
stituency was disappointed and discouraged, you most generously undertook what
seemed to many ofus a forlorn hope; and inspite ofgrowing business depression and
other difficulties carried the canvass through to a successful conclusion. You con-
sidered difficulties and discouragements merely difficulties to be overcome. Your
enthusiastic consecration to your purpose became contagious. Almost everywhere
old friends fellinline and new friends were found for the College. The work that you
have done is one ofthe greatest achievements, ifnot the greatest achievement in the
history of the College."
34Hopes that the memorial dormitory project might yet be realized persisted well
into the 19205. See the Gettysburgian forApril4,1923 for one explanation ofthe proj-
ect and why it failed.
35For information on Weber's gift,as amended, see pp. 522-523. See also the Com-
piler, June 17, 1922, and Adams County Independent, June 23, 1922.
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of its contract with the General Education Board and soon thereafter
received the last installment of the latter's $150,000 pledge. 36
The fifth fund-raising effort was intended to be part of the
College's celebration of its first one hundred years of existence. In
May 1928 plans were announced for raising $1,000,000 for the two
staple items: endowment and physical plant. At the request of the
College, several synods endorsed the proposed campaign. The
United Lutheran Church in America gave its encouragement, at
least indirectly, by urging all of its related institutions to conduct
fund-raising campaigns during 1930, the year in which the Gettys-
burg effort was to be pressed to completion. The committee in
charge engaged a New York firm to conduct the canvass, but the
onset of the Great Depression prompted the trustees in December
1930 to order what most at the time believed would be a temporary
delay. The fifth fund-raising effort was never resumed. Eventually,
College books showed that some $5,560 had been credited to the
Centennial Fund.
The sixth and final fund-raising effort of this period began in June
1939 after the trustees committed themselves to raising money for a
new chapel. Since here was a goal with strong appeal for many in
the College constituency, it did not seem necessary to organize this
campaign as thoroughly as some of the previous ones. As of June 30,
1945, the balance in the Chapel Fund was carried on the College
books at $140,965.10. Because of the war, construction of the build-
ing had to be postponed. 37
361n June 1922 President Granville told the trustees that only about $89,525 would
remain uncommitted when the campaign was completed. He arrived at this figureby
deducting from $1,000,000 amounts for estimated shortfall ($100,000), expenses of
the campaign ($55,000), endowed scholarships ($10,000), annuities ($31,000, the prin-
cipal of which would be available eventually), constructing a V.M.C.A.building and
the memorial dormitory ($176,000), repairs already completed ($25,700), endowment
($450,000), and other purposes ($62,775). A statement of the Endowment and Expan-
sion Fund for the period January 22, 1920-May 25, 1926 listed contributions actually
received from all sources at $669,937.05. Financial statement dated June 30, 1926
in GCA.
37What might be regarded as another campaign to raise funds for the College began
in June 1934, when the president reported to the board that, after "a careful survey of
funds received by Liberal Arts Colleges in America," he was "increasingly of the
opinion that the chief source of income has been through bequests payable at the
decease of the donor." This observation, whose essential correctness should have
been evident for a long time to every experienced student ofAmerican higher educa-
tion, resulted in the formation ofa bequest committee in June 1935. Although the lat-
ter began formulating long-range plans to encourage testamentary giving withina
wideconstituency, after 1937 other matters diverted the attention ofthe trustees from
this critical task. The committee did come up with a slogan: Let your willbe good
willfor Gettysburg College.
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Harvey McKnight might well have shaken his gray head in dis-
belief had he lived long enough toobserve the success of the College
in increasing its endowment during the quarter century after he left
the presidency in 1904. The first year after that date for which we
have a detailed financial statement is 1906-1907, when the fund
stood at $194,000. By 1913-1914, following the first campaign in
which the General Education Board participated, it had more than
doubled, reaching $398,000. Little further change took place until
the next major effort began; the total in1919-1920 was $415,000. 38
Largely as a result of the Endowment and Expansion Campaign, the
figure increased to $781,000 in 1922-1923 and reached $843,000 in
1929-1930, the year of the stock market crash.
As the depression gripped the nation, Gettysburg was faced witha
series of major financial problems, some of which it shared with
most other colleges, while others resulted from conditions peculiar
to it. The first problem actually preceded the depression. The
College had to borrow from some source topay for its new science
and gymnasium buildings, both begun in 1925. Second, a new li-
brary was completed in 1929, largely on the promise of Trustee
Henry H. Weber to change his testamentary gift of $50,000 for an
endowed professorship into a $75,000 giftinmemory of his wife and
for the library. By the time the new building was completed, ithad
become evident that the promised funds simply were not going tobe
available, either then or later. 39 Third, major renovations to Glat-
felter Hall were begun in1929, after Trustee WilliamL.Glatfelter
and his three sisters pledged $100,000 for the project. While there
was no question that this promise eventually would be honored, not
all of the funds were available when the work was finished and the
bills became payable in the fall of 1929. Fourth, each year from that
38In1918 a committee of representatives of leading national educational and pro-
fessional agencies which the United States Bureau of Education appointed suggested
a minimum productive endowment of $250,000 for a successful college of arts and
sciences, but quickly added that "with advancing standards and prices this amount
should be rapidly increased; probably twice as much willbe needed in the near future
to give an institution the assurance of stability." The goal, committee members
believed, was endowment income equal to at least half of the annual expenses. U.S.
Department of the Interior, Bureau of Education, Resources and Standards of
Colleges of Arts and Sciences..., Bulletin 30(Washington, 1918], pp. 15, 44. Hereafter
cited as Resources and Standards (1918). For more information on this committee, see
p. 715.
390n September 6,1928 Weber gave a judgment note for $75,000, payable five days
after his death. The College intended touse this note as collateral fora loan untilsuch
time as the proceeds became available. Without revealing the details, President Han-
son toldthe trustees inJune 1930 about "the verygreat disappointment whichcame to
the college in the financing ofthe library," by which he meant that the College had
learned the money would never be received. Weber lived until1936.
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time through the spring of 1936 produced a deficit in the general
fund.
Inorder tomeet their immediate financial obligations, the trustees
began borrowing from the endowment fund, first to pay their build-
ing debts and then to close the annual gaps between general fund
income and expenditures. At the time, it was assumed that this
action was temporary and that the loans would soon be paid back. In
his report for the 1929-1930 year, the auditor recommended that "all
endowment funds of the College be kept intact, the original endow-
ment preserved, and never disturbed for the purpose of meeting
other obligations." He had nothing to say about how those other
obligations should be met. By June 1929 borrowing from the endow-
ment had reached $135,000, by June 1935 $290,341, and by June
1941 $365,246.
Inactual practice, borrowing from the endowment meant convert-
ing some of its assets into cash, which could then be used to pay
current bills.40 Having to do this during the depression was
especially troublesome and costly, since the market value of many
of these assets had dropped precipitously, while that of others had
disappeared entirely. For example, the report of the auditor for
1931-1932 stated that, while the book value of the bonds in the
endowment fund at the end of that year was $414,935, their current
market value was only $178,362; no interest was being paid on
about $50,000 of these securities. The only optimistic thing he could
say was that their market value would probably recover as the de-
pression passed. 41 However, to benefit from any appreciation the
College would have to retain the bonds, not sell them in an attempt
to make current ends meet. Taken together, the sale of some
securities to meet building or general fund demands and the failure
of others to produce interest or dividends contributed toa significant
reduction inendowment income, at the very time when it was most
needed. The yield dropped frommore than $45,000 inthe mid-1920s
to an average of $20,000 between 1931 and 1938.
40In June 1929, exclusive of amounts already borrowed from it, the endowment
fund consisted of73 percent bonds, 14 percent judgments and mortgages, 12 percent
deeds of trust, and 1percent other instruments, including stocks. When the borrow-
ing occurred, no obligations to repay were signed and no arrangement for interest
payments to the endowment fund were made.
41In1932-1933 one thirdof the endowment, exclusive of amounts carried as inter-
fund borrowing, was in default. Although the situation did improve, at no time
through 1944-1945 did the market value of the bonds in the portfolio come as close to
the book value as ithad during the 19205. The book value of bonds held on June 30,
1945 was $159,111, while the market value was $136,911.
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At its meeting in December 1942, the board of trustees finally
decided to accept the fact that the large sums of money which had
been borrowed from the endowment during the preceding fifteen
years were not going to be repaid in the foreseeable future. By writ-
ing off at their direction $405,971.94 in what had for several years
been called interfund accounts, the treasurer at the end of the fiscal
year presented a much more accurate endowment fund figure:
$373,045.73. However realistic and necessary this decision was, it
must have given pause to any friend of the College who realized that
Gettysburg's actual endowment was now lower than it had been at
any time since 1912, lower in fact than its 1921 agreement with the
General Education Board required. 42 The old professor who had
talked about the impossibility of having a Grade A College with a
Grade C budget was now retired, but his pronouncement was still
wise enough to give further pause to any friend of Gettysburg who
happened to remember it. According to the printed report of the
treasurer, the endowment fund at the close of the 1944-1945 fiscal
year stood at $376, 618. 31.43
It is obvious from the preceding paragraphs that Gettysburg
College was no more successful during the period covered by this
chapter than she had been during earlier periods in securing the
large individual gifts which were necessary to enable her to meet
satisfactorily the many and continuing demands of a Grade-A-
college budget. Inaddition, too many grand promises, however sin-
cerely made, proved for one reason or another to be nothing more
than bitter disappointments. 44 At least as far as Gettysburg was con-
cerned, too many large gifts were dropping into the coffers of sister
42The January 26, 1921 pledge ofthe board, to which the College formally agreed,
stipulated that the sum of$450,000 to be raised inconnection with the pledge "shall
be invested and preserved inviolate for the permanent endowment of said
Pennsylvania College." Statement in GCA.
43As of June 30, 1945 the use of more than one-third of this amount was subject to
restrictions, as follows: $68,461 for scholarships, $28,000 for the library, $6,000 for
prizes, $3,100 for lectureships, $29,000 for annuities, and $21,312 for other specified
purposes. The first annuity gifts to the College, from which the donors received a
lifetime income, were made about 1909. During the 1930s there were sometimes as
many as twelve annuitants. The number had dropped to six in 1944-1945.
44Several of these have already been mentioned. InMay 1931 the College learned
(and promptly announced) that the will of Sophia E. Zimmerman, whose husband
Jeremiah was a trustee and generous benefactor, contained a bequest of $50,000 to
the institution, the income from which was to benefit the library, in which she and
her husband had been particularly interested. Itwas soon discovered that there were
not nearly enough assets to cover this and other provisions of the will. In1939 the
College accepted property in Syracuse, New York, in full settlement of its claim
against the estate. In1945 this asset was valued on its books at $15,000, a figure
which was subsequently reduced to $1.
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institutions. 45 Between 1904 and 1945 there were only two persons
or families whose actual contributions to Gettysburg College
reached or exceeded $50,000. Dr. John L. Rothrock (1863-1943), of
the class of 1885, a physician and university teacher whose pro-
fessional career was spent in St. Paul, Minnesota, contributed
$50,000 in 1941 for the proposed chapel. Trustees Philip H. and
William L. Glatfelter, father and son, together with several other
members of their immediate family, were regular givers whose con-
tributions over the forty-year period exceeded $225,000.
As already noted in the preceding chapter, among those of nine
Pennsylvania colleges founded before 1865, Gettysburg's endow-
ment ranked a poor ninth in 1904. The same situation prevailed in
1945, when Dickinson reported $1,718,000; Washington and Jeffer-
son, $1,812,000; Allegheny, $1,658,000; the University of
Pittsburgh, $3,433,000; Lafayette, $4,130,243; Haverford, $4,500,000;
Bucknell, $1,338,000; and Franklin and Marshall, $1,501,650.
Among Pennsylvania institutions founded after the Civil War,
Lehigh reported $8,000,000; Swarthmore, $8,364,000; and Ursinus,
$700,000. Among the four Lutheran colleges in Pennsylvania, Get-
tysburg had dropped from first place in1904 to third place in 1945,
ranking below Muhlenberg with $1,006,000 and Susquehanna with
$425,400, but ahead of Thiel with $170,700. At the same time, Get-
tysburg seminary reported an endowment of$999,100, twoand two-
thirds larger than that of the College. 46
45The Gettysburgian forMay 2, 1928 carried a story that the recently probated will
of the well-known automobile manufacturer, James W. Packard, left a sizable frac-
tion of his large estate to his alma mater, Lehigh University, which he had never
visited after his graduation in 1884. Shortly before he died, Packard gave Lehigh
$1,000,000 for an engineering laboratory, which was dedicated in1928. Between 1904
and 1945 Gettysburg had no one as generous as Franklin and Marshall's Benjamin F.
Fackenthal, Jr. An industrialist and president of its board of trustees from 1915 to
1941,he gave the college some $630,000 and made possible anendowed professorship
(1910), a science building (1929), a library (1938), and a swimming pool.
46 The New International Year Book: A Compendium ofthe World's Progress for the
Year 1945, cd. Charles Earle Funk (New York, 1946), pp. 645-646. The Haverford
endowment is taken fromp. 710 of the 1946 volume. See also the minutes of the 1946
U.L.C.A. convention, pp. 413, 417. The colleges and universities furnished the data
which appeared in these publications. Whether any of the endowment totals were
inflated has not been determined. The figure reported in the year book forGettysburg
for 1945 ($749,800) does not correspond with the one in the treasurer's report for that
year. Some ofthe New England colleges which in1904 were among the most heavily
endowed in the country continued to enjoy that position in1945. Dartmouth reported
$22,208,000; Amherst, $12,427,000; Wesleyan, $8,766,000; Williams, $11,735,000;
and Bowdoin, $8,320,000. InNew York, Hamilton had $3,934,000. Elsewhere in the
country Colorado College had $2,877,000; Wabash, $2,517,000; and Cornell in
lowa, $2,448,000.
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Between 1904 and 1945 there were several important sources of
College funds which helped to compensate for the inadequate
annual income which the endowment fund yielded. First, in 1907
the General Synod of the Lutheran Church added Gettysburg to the
list of colleges to which itmade annual appropriations. Between
then and 1945 the amount which this body and its successor con-
tributed was $68,300, almost all of which was received by the end of
the 1931-1932 year. Second, in 1911 a group of ardent female sup-
porters founded the Woman's League of Gettysburg College, which
gave more than $170,000 during the following thirty-four years.
Third,in1933 the Alumni Association initiated a program of annual
giving, called the Loyalty Fund, which by the end of the 1944-1945
academic year had added about $100,000 to the College treasury. A
fourth and final source of additional funds was the United States
government, which used College facilities during both world wars,
during the fiftieth (1913) and seventy-fifth (1938) anniversaries of
the battle of Gettysburg, and on at least two other occasions. Total
income from this source was about $100,000. 47
Between 1904 and 1945 four endowed professorships were added
to those described in the preceding chapter. The first of these, the
Alumni Professorship of Mathematics, has already been discussed.
Established in June 1904, itbecame effective in the following fall.
The second, the Burton F. Blough Professorship of CivilEngineer-
ing, was founded in December 1910, after the board of trustees
introduced an engineering program and after Blough, John F.Dapp,
and George B. Kunkle, all of whom were trustees living inHarris-
burg, pledged a total of $20,000 to endow the chair. When the
engineering program was discontinued in the spring of 1940, this
professorship lapsed.
The trustees established the third new chair, the Adeline Sager
Professorship of History, inDecember 1922. Miss Sager, a resident
of Philadelphia, a staunch member of St. Matthew's Lutheran
church, and a frequent contributor to charitable and educational
causes, including the College, died in 1877. She willed the latter
$20,000, "for the purpose of Endowing an old or forming a new Pro-
fessorship," but directed that the income from the bequest be paid to
47The General Synod, Woman's League, and AlumniAssociation willbe discussed
later in this chapter. The government paidmore than $5,000 after the fiftiethanniver-
sary celebration (1913), $3,163 for a marine school conducted on the campus (1913-
1917), $1,386 for an army officers' camp (1917-1919], $15,369 for the Students' Army
Training Corps (1918), $4,230 after the seventy-fifth anniversary celebration (1938),
and more than $65,000 during World War II(1943-1945).
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a young ward (a distant relative) during her lifetime.48 As it turned
out, the College had a very long wait. Only after the death of this
relative in January 1922 did the College receive $18,480.62, which
the trustees decided to use to establish a new named professorship,
in history.
The fourth and last new chair came into existence in December
1931, after former President Hefelbower, who was then writing a
history of the College, informed President Hanson that the institu-
tion had failed to keep a promise which it had made more than a
decade before. In1920 William K.T. Sahm (1850-1924), of the class
of 1872, who was for more than thirty years a medical examiner for
the Pennsylvania Railroad, based in Pittsburgh, gave the College
securities valued at $20,000. An annuity was established, from
which he received the income during his lifetime. In return for this
gift, made during the Endowment and Expansion Campaign, the
College promised toname a professorship inmemory of the donor's
parents, Rev. Peter (1809-1876) and Susan Sahm. Although not an
alumnus of the College, Peter Sahm had been one of the first
students in the Gymnasium, beginning in 1827. AtPresident Han-
son's request, the board of trustees inDecember 1931 established the
Sahm professorship and assigned it to the department of
physics. 49
Except during the prosperous years of the 1920s (when there was
an annual surplus of almost 10 percent) and during the worst depres-
sion years of the 1930s (when deficits were taken for granted), the
College usually spent almost every cent which came into the general
fund, littlemore and little less. In the mid-19205, when the trustees
adopted a new accounting system, the treasurer began assigning
expenditures to one of four major categories, to which a fifth was
added after women were readmitted in the fall of 1935. During the
seven years between the mid-1930s and the time when World War II
began to dominate the College budget, the percentage of general
fund expenditures (about $257,000 annually) represented by each of
the five categories was as follows: promotion, 1percent; women's
division, 9 percent; maintenance of grounds, buildings, and equip-
48Will 681 (1877), Register of Wills, Philadelphia county, and proceedings,
Orphans Court ofPhiladelphia county, October term 1878, No. 306. See also College
Monthly (October 1877), p. 233.
49Although the funds which were actually contributed for the endowed pro-
fessorships should have been placed inidentifiable accounts in the restricted endow-
ment, this appears from the available records never tohave been done. Afterthe death
of James Strong in 1908, the trustees tried without success to convert into cash the
$25,000 note which he had given when the Strong professorship was established. The
College carried this worthless paper among its assets in the endowment into the
19205, when it was at last written off.
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ment, 14 percent; general and administrative, 28 percent; and
instructional, 48 percent.
The largest single promotional item was the annual catalogue.
Expenditures for the women's division were for operating its dining
hall. The cost of wages for janitors and fireman, fuel, electricity,
water, supplies, and repairs was charged to maintenance of
grounds, buildings, and equipment. General and Administrative
was a category which included the salaries of the president, dean,
and secretaries; costs of student services; the expense of maintain-
ing an alumni office; telephone bills;and any expenditure which did
not seem to fit into other categories. No part of the budget had
grown as much as this one since 1904 when, for example, there was
no alumni office and student services were rendered largely by the
president and faculty without cost to the institution beyond the
salaries they were paid. Instructional expenses included, inaddition
to faculty salaries, the costs of operating a number of departments of
instruction. For example, between 1936 and 1943 chemistry
averaged $2,065 annually; biology, $1,100; physics, $270; and the
relatively new education department, $870. Atthis time, the College
was spending about $1,900 each year for books and related
materials for the library.
Although faculty salaries during most of this period no longer
consumed more than 70 percent of the general fund, as they did in
1904, they were still the largest single item of College expense. Be-
tween 1936 and 1943 about forty-three cents of every dollar spent
went to pay the teachers. The $1,400 annual salary for all but the
newest professors which the trustees set in1891 was stillineffect in
the fallof 1904. 50 As inflation began eroding their real income insuc-
ceeding years, itbecame increasingly apparent that the professors
themselves would have to take the initiative in securing any relief.
Accordingly, in June 1909 they petitioned the trustees for an
increase of at least $200 to compensate for what they called a 20 per-
cent increase in the cost of living during the "last few years." The
trustees were interested, but replied that they did not then have the
money to comply. A year later, the faculty repeated their request,
asking for an increase of "as much at least as the reported surplus in
the treasury willjustify." Again the trustees were sympathetic, but
this time they decided to wait until a new president was inoffice and
50According to the 1903-1904 report ofthe United States Commissioner of Educa-
tion, "the salaries paid college professors are not very large inany institution and are
very meager ina large number of them. These officials, however, by virtue of their
positions are required to maintain a certain standard of living; and in order to keep
abreast with what is going on in the world, and especially in their lines of work, con-
siderable sums must be expended annually inthe purchase ofbooks, magazines, etc."
Report of the Commissioner (1904), 2:1417.
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until an attempt could be made to secure new funds.
One of the announced goals of each financial campaign of this
period was to secure an endowment which would enable the trustees
to improve salaries. "In the firstplace, we must increase the present
pitifullysmall salaries of our instructors," wrote President Granville
in the 1912 campaign brochure. "Just think of paying a high class
university trained man $1400 a year after forty-eight years of faith-
fuland efficient service! And this in the face of the continually ris-
ing cost of living."
Even before this brochure appeared in print, the trustees raised
salaries to $1,500 for the fall of 1911 and to $1,600 for 1913-1914.
Four years later, after the United States had gone to war, the pro-
fessors once again petitioned the board, asking for a $200 raise
because of the "greatly increased cost of livingand of allnecessary
expenses." Reminding the trustees of their earlier promise to
increase maximum salaries to $1,800 by 1917, they announced their
willingness to "make some sacrifice for the good of the College in
any time of her imperative need." However, they insisted, "in the
last ten years livingexpenses have increased about 100% while in
the same time salaries of professors in this College have increased a
little less than 15%." According to their estimate, even with the
increases for which they were asking, their compensation for each
working day would be about $5.75. At its June 1918 meeting, the
board granted the faculty request and then asked the president to
appeal to the constituency for contributions in order to sustain it.
The end was not yet in sight. In December 1919 a three-man
faculty committee attended the trustee meeting, armed with seven
exhibits designed to more than justify their request for a $500
increase forprofessors in 1919-1920 and a $200 increase the follow-
ing year. The exhibits cited business and government data,
educational leaders, the experiences of former colleagues now in
other institutions (three of whom would soon be receiving $3,000 or
more), and the practice of other colleges "of our class on our
territory" to show that Gettysburg was falling further behind those
colleges with which itpreferred to compare itself. Salaries at Dick-
inson, Washington and Jefferson, and Franklin and Marshall, the
committee reported, were already beyond what the Gettysburg
faculty were requesting for the next year. "Itmatters not from what
angle the approach is made," they argued, "this one fact is evident,
namely, that our petition ismoderate, and itis inview of itsmodera-
tion, its fairness, its justice, and of dire necessity that we ask that
the increase" be granted, both in fulland immediately. "The need is
present and urgent." The professors were aware of the burden grant-
ing their request would impose on the budget, but they reminded the
trustees that "such is the case everywhere, and other institutions are
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inthe fieldmaking provision for meeting this contingency— they are
carrying the burden which the situation imposes. In the interest of
simple justice and educational efficiency," other institutions "are
relieving the professors from the worry imposed by a poverty
salary." After closely questioning the faculty committee to deter-
mine whether any persons or programs could be eliminated, the
trustees voted a $300 increase for the year in progress (1919-1920),
promised further increases as soon as possible, and then embarked
upon their campaign for a million dollars.
Clearly, the situation at Gettysburg was not merely a local one. As
the faculty were pressing the trustees into action, John D. Rock-
efeller gave the General Education Board $50,000,000 to help
improve college and university salaries nationwide. InMarch 1921
this board released the major findings of its study of salary levels in
259 institutions. Increases during wartime had fallen far behind
those inthe cost of living. Some 53 percent of the 8540 faculty mem-
bers included in the study were receiving less than $2,100. 51
The challenge grant of the General Education Board, the success
of the fund-raising campaign, the tuition increases, and the general
prosperity of the 1920s allhelped tomake itpossible for the trustees
to raise professorial salaries to $3,000 in 1920, $3,300 in 1925,
$3,500 in1926, and $3,700 in1928. 52 During the depression, begin-
ning inFebruary 1932, the faculty voluntarily took a 10 percent cut
in salary. At the end of the 1931-1932 fiscal year, the auditor was so
pessimistic about the immediate future of the College that he recom-
mended "a further general retrenchment . . . immediately, par-
ticularly inthe matter of salaries ... There should be a reduction in
individual salaries or in the number of employees." Conditions were
slow to improve. A few faculty were dropped, and there was an
additional 5 percent reduction in 1935-1936. Not until 1937-1938
were salaries restored to their predepression levels. In1943, when
wartime inflation was again a problem and when faculty members
were conducting a military as well as a civilian curriculum, the
salaries of professors were increased to $4,500. They remained at
51New York Times, April1, 1921. Some 39 percent were receiving between $2,100
and $4,199, while the salaries of the remaining 8 percent were above $4,200. The Get-
tysburgian for November 2, 1921 featured a report from the Institute for Public Serv-
ice which carried a similar message.
52Coming during a decade of price stability, the salary increases of the 1920s
resulted ina substantial boost in the actual level of living for the professors. After
1920, the initiative forincreases appears to have originated withthe president instead
of the faculty.
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that figure in 1944-1945. 53
When, upon reaching the age of seventy, Eli Huber retired as
Amanda Rupert Strong professor in 1904, the trustees passed the
customary resolutions expressing appreciation of his service to the
College, but they did nothing more. He neither became a professor
emeritus nor did he receive a pension. 54 In the spring of 1904, his
experience was similar to those of retiring faculty members inall
but a very few American colleges or universities. Within a year,
however, the situation began to change dramatically. On April 18,
1905 Andrew Carnegie transferred to what soon became the Car-
negie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching securities
valued at $10,000,000, the income from which was tobe used topro-
vide pensions for retired college and university professors in the
United States, Canada, and Newfoundland. "Ihave reached the con-
clusion that the least rewarded of all the professions is that of the
teacher inour higher educational institutions,"he wrote. "Ablemen
hesitate to adopt teaching as a career and many old professors
whose places should be occupied by younger men can not be
retired." Carnegie hoped that this gift would "do much for the cause
of higher education and ... remove a source of deep and constant
anxiety to the poorest paid and yet one of the highest of all
professions." 55
Within six weeks of Carnegie's gift, on May 25, 1905, the Gettys-
burg faculty "respectfully and earnestly" asked the trustees "to take
steps to secure for us participation in the benefits of the Carnegie
Pension Fund." Their reason was simple enough: "the smallness of
our salaries and their insufficiency for laying up a competance [sic]
53This discussion has been limited to salaries for professors. Most other faculty
ranks didnot exist untilsome time after 1904 and until the 1920s itwas the professors
who time and again took the initiative inseeking increases for themselves as wellas
for other College employees. There was no salary range for professors; in 1944-1945
only two were not receiving $4,500. The range for associate professors was from
$3,200 to $3,800, for assistant professors from $2,640 to $3,380, and for instructors
from$1,500 to $2,600. The salary of the president, which was $2,000 in 1904, had
reached $4,000 by 1915, $6,000 by 1924, $8,000 by 1927, and $10,000 by 1943. It
remained at this figure in 1944-1945. The salary of the dean was the same as that ofa
professor. Faculty members might increase their income, and many did,by teaching
in a summer session, either at Gettysburg or elsewhere.
54Huber was the first Gettysburg professor to retire at the age of seventy years.
Michael Jacobs was fifty-eight when illness led to his resignation in1866. AdamMar-
tinwas sixty-three when he retired in1898. Harvey McKnight was sixty-one whenhe
left office in1904. The trustees very generously voted Adam Foutz a lifetimepension
of $5 per month when he retired as janitor in 1906.
55The New York Times for April28, 1905 announced Carnegie's giftinits lead story,
which reprinted his letter and identified the twenty-five trustees he named to
begin administering the fund.
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for old age." Meeting a few weeks later, the board directed President
Hefelbower to make the necessary preliminary inquiries. He soon
learned what he must already have suspected, that one sentence in
Carnegie's letter meant exactly what it said, and thus effectively
eliminated Gettysburg from participating in the new pension pro-
gram: institutions which "are under control of a sect or require trus-
tees (ora majority thereof), officers, faculty, or students tobelong to
any specified sect or which impose any theological test are to be
excluded." Inits second annual report, published in 1907, the Car-
negie Foundation stated that 109 colleges and universities had some
such disqualifying regulation. In the case of Gettysburg, the report
noted, it was only the charter amendment of 1894, requiring that
three-fourths of the trustees be members of the Lutheran church,
that ran counter to Carnegie's dictum. The report declared that it
was clearly the duty ofall of the 109 institutions, "in justice to their
own teachers, to consider the question whether the substitution of a
relation of sympathy and tradition in the place of formal legal
relationship does not lie inthe direction of true progress." InMarch
1909 President Hefelbower was a member of a ten-person commit-
tee which met with representatives of the Carnegie Foundation in
New York to present the claims of the so-called denominational
colleges. They were not able to effect any immediate changes in
foundation policy.56
In June 1909 the faculty asked the board of trustees to seek
removal of the 1894 amendment from the College charter. A com-
mittee was appointed to bring in a recommendation, but possibly
because a change in administration was then occurring it did not
report. Then, inFebruary 1911, the faculty passed six resolutions
repeating their earlier request. They told the trustees that "the sym-
pathetic relation of the College with the Lutheran church for more
than 60 years before the amendment was fully as strong as it has
been since." The only important effect of the amendment was to
exclude the College from the benefits of the Carnegie program,
something "manifestly unfair to our teachers who have given their
faithful services for salaries acknowledged to be wholly inade-
quate." Itwas also unfair to the College, they argued, depriving itof
the "comparative rank with other colleges to which it is justly
56Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, Second Annual Report
(New York, 1907), pp. 42-43, 60; Gettysburgian, March 3, 1909. By 1907 the founda-
tion had placed fifty-five institutions on its accepted list, including five in
Pennsylvania. One of the latter was Dickinson, whose trustees declared that their
college was "never owned or controlled by any church body" and who directed the
president "in the future to report the college as non-sectarian." See ibid., pp. 7-11,
and Sellers, Dickinson College, p. 313.
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entitled" and placing it "at a marked disadvantage in securing well-
qualified new Professors." The trustees did not respond formally to
this faculty initiative until June 1915, when they adopted the report
of the committee charged with considering the wisdom of several
proposed alterations in the charter. The trustees agreed that the
College had always been "loyal to the Lutheran Church" and "would
probably have so remained without the amendment, and would no
doubt still so remain even if the amendment were now repealed."
They "would all be glad" if the faculty were eligible for Carnegie
pensions. Nevertheless, they concluded, "itwould be most unwise
to run the risk of disturbing the confidence of the Church in the
denominational standing or loyalty of the College bynow seeking a
repeal of said amendment."
The scene now shifted to the New York alumni club (the most
active of such organizations at the time), whose members in April
1916 called upon all alumni to join together in shouldering the re-
sponsibility for faculty pensions which the trustees were unable or
unwilling to assume. They were especially concerned because their
"beloved professor," John A.Himes, had been awarded no pension
when he retired in1914, after more than forty years of service, and
also because the same fate might await several other senior faculty
members (it is evident they were thinking of Bikle, Breidenbaugh,
and Stanley). The May 31, 1916 issue of the Gettysburgian was
devoted entirely to reprinting the detailed report of the New York
club, which proposed pensions for senior professors, funded
entirely by alumni contributions over a ten-year period, and
annuities for younger faculty members, funded by alumni and
faculty contributions. 57 Although both the board of trustees and the
Alumni Association approved the New Yorkers' plan inJune 1916, it
produced no results. Representatives of the Carnegie Foundation
told its proponents that, while alumni might well help to raise
money for faculty pensions, organizing and administering a pension
program were clear responsibilities which the College trustees and
administration should assume, the sooner the better. 58 The costs of a
pension program and wartime problems were enough to persuade
the trustees todelay any action they might have considered taking at
this time.
57The report contained many details, such as the current ages and salaries of faculty
members, rules for awarding pensions adapted from those of the Carnegie Founda-
tion, and projected income and outgo of a fund if1,200 alumni contributed $10 each
year for ten years. The New Yorkers assumed that faculty would retire at the age of
sixty-five. The report concluded by urging all to consider the principles involved and
not "confuse the main issues with any details herein proposed."
58See the article by Grad on pensioning College professors. Gettysburgian,
May 16, 1917.
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After 1905 the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching rapidly became a general educational agency whose
annual reports dealt in detail with many topics of current
educational concern, not only with faculty pensions. Its numerous
pronouncements and the standards which were applied inapprov-
inginstitutions for participation inits program made itsomething of
a national accrediting agency. There was a continuing need for such
an institution inAmerican higher education and, at the same time, a
need to find some long-term successor to Andrew Carnegie's effort
of 1905, which was most adapted to helping professors nearing
retirement or already retired. Clearly, something else was needed
for younger faculty. After several years of trying, the foundation
succeeded in 1918 in persuading the Carnegie Foundation of New
York to join it in chartering (and initially funding) the Teachers
Insurance and Annuity Association of America (TIAA),whose pur-
pose was to offer insurance and annuities for all employees of
colleges and universities in the United States, Canada, and New-
foundland. Since TIAAwas organized to operate as an insurance
company, to which premiums were paid on behalf of the insured,
denominational or other affiliation of colleges and universities was
considered to be no impediment in purchasing policies.
Instead of entering into an arrangement with TIAA,the Gettys-
burg trustees elected to handle benefits for retired faculty in their
own way, case by case, and payable from current funds. When
George D. Stahley resigned in 1920, they named him to the newly
created post of medical director, with an annual salary of $800, and
elected him a professor emeritus, specifically without salary "on
this account." A few months later, they belatedly awarded John A.
Himes a $500 pension. Compared with this action, they were
especially generous in 1924 with Philip M. Bikle and Edward S.
Breidenbaugh, granting each of them a lifetime annual pension of
$3,000. InJanuary 1927, at the president's urging, the board adopted
a plan which provided annual pensions of $1,200 to retiring pro-
fessors with between fifteen and twenty years of service and $1,500
to those with more than twenty years. Until a special endowment
fund could be created, these payments would also be made from
current funds. President Hanson praised the plan as one which the
College "could very economically carry," whereas one withTIAAor
some other insurance company "would involve a realburden for the
college." The plan included only professors, five of whom were
benefiting from it in 1944-1945. However, when Clyde B. Stover
retired in 1943, after forty-seven years as a teacher and adminis-
trator, during which time his highest rank was associate professor,
the trustees made an exception inhis case. They awarded him an
annual pension of $1,200. 59
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The Administration
Harvey W. McKnight's letter of resignation as president of the
College was dated February 23, 1903 and was tobecome effective on
the following September 1. Although the trustees would not be act-
ing upon the letter until their commencement meeting in June, the
fact of his impending retirement was announced immediately inthe
Gettysburgian and local newspapers. What happened during the
next fifteen months, before a successor was finally chosen, was far
different from the board's experience inelecting the first four pres-
idents of the College.
On May 5, 1903, members of the New York alumni club
unanimously adopted a series of resolutions calling upon the trus-
tees not to elect a new president until "sufficient opportunity has
been given for free expression in this connection of the sentiments
of the alumni." Further, they recommended appointment of a com-
mittee, "with representatives on itof as many Gettysburg Clubs as
possible, toconsider the qualifications of available men for the posi-
tion of President and to report their findings to the Board in due
time." The New Yorkers urged that this committee "be instructed to
solicit and consider the views and wishes of the students and
alumni." Finally, they decided to ask the other alumni clubs to take
similar action. Atthe New Yorkers' request, these resolutions were
published verbatim in the May 13 issue of the Gettysburgian. At
their spring meetings, at least three other alumni clubs adopted
similar resolutions. 80
Perhaps prompted by what the New Yorkers had done, the
students held a mass meeting on May19. Convinced that "the future
advancement and success of Gettysburg College upon broad and
liberal lines depends largely upon the selection ... of the right man
591n 1938 the trustees approved a group lifeinsurance plan for College employees.
Although nonprofit educational institutions were exempt from the new social
security system at this time, President Hanson was shaken by the prospect that they
might subsequently be included. "For the first time inhuman history the Government
willproceed to tax churches and institutions of learning to meet the requirements of
social service protection for their employees," he warned the trustees inJune 1940.
"Once the principle of taxation is recognized as a legal right ofthe Government the
limits to which that right may be extended willpresent a serious handicap to all inde-
pendent institutions." There is no evidence that the trustees disagreed withhis assess-
ment. In1944-1945 faculty members were eligible to participate if they wished in
group life insurance and medical insurance programs.
60John J. Young, vice president of the New York club, at whose home the May 5
meeting was held, was a trustee.
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for President" and believing that the trustees would not consider
them presumptuous in expressing their sentiments, the students
unanimously adopted three resolutions. The first declared that the
new president should be "thoroughly acquainted with modern
educational methods and experienced in their use; also . . .
possessed of executive ability and able to command the hearty sup-
port of all the alumni, students and friends of the College." The
second endorsed the resolutions of the New York club. The third
directed the meeting's leaders to send a copy of the action taken to
each trustee and each alumni club, as well as to arrange for it to be
published in the Gettysburgian. 61
When the board met on June 2, itaccepted McKnight's resignation
and established a committee of seven members, instructing it
to make a careful study of the situation and needs of our College
and the organization of other colleges - to consider available men
to do the work required - and to calla special meeting . .. when it
shall be prepared to make fullreport, with the suggestion of one or
more names for the place.
The declared purpose of the unprecedented procedure was to give
the board "an intelligent understanding of the situation." Board Pres-
ident Glatfelter then named five pastors and two laymen to the com-
mittee, including the three senior trustees.
On August 10 twenty-six trustees gathered for the special meeting
which the search committee (touse a term which came into wide use
only much later) had called. Itsmembers reported that they had held
one meeting, during which they had explored the several
possibilities believed open to them, and at the end of which they
could not agree on what to do next. In the words of their report, "the
committee has nothing to recommend and no names to present. It
asks tobe discharged." Probably with considerable dismay, the trus-
tees accepted this report and then, by a vote of fourteen to eleven,
decided not to proceed immediately to an election. Five of the seven
members of the search committee and the president of the board
voted with the minority.
After asking McKnight to remain as president during the 1903-
1904 year and establishing a second search committee, of five per-
sons, the trustees adjourned. A few days later (August 12), under the
headline "Board Meeting a Fizzle; Trustees of Pennsylvania College
Dally withits Business Interests," the Compiler claimed that Presi-
dent Glatfelter "was so disgusted with the tardiness of the board
from a business standpoint that he refused to appoint the [new]com-
May 20, 1903. Before scheduling the meeting, student leaders
asked McKnight for permission to hold iton campus. He replied that, while he did not
oppose their purpose, in the interests of strict neutrality he could not grant their
request. The meeting was held off campus.
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mittee" and that only "after many nominations had been made sim-
ply to be refused" were five men found who were willingto serve.
The editor reported that "some of the richest men inthe board, who
have helped the college before this, financially, are understood tobe
much disgusted and may withdraw their support." He attributed the
impasse to two factions in the Lutheran church. "Bitter things are
being said on both sides," he noted. "Where the division willend is
not known." Although the Gettysburgian for September 16
vehemently denied the accuracy of the Compiler's account, within
six weeks of the meeting Glatfelter resigned as president of the
board, effective at once. Two of his colleagues handed in their
resignations a few months later.
The second search committee consisted of three pastors and two
laymen, all of whom had been elected to the board since 1893 and
none of whom had served on the first committee. On January 7, 1904
they took the unprecedented step of sending a letter to all alumni,
asking them to state what they believed tobe "the chief needs ofour
Alma Mater" and how they could best be met, as well as to identify
their first, second, and third choices for president. "The Alumniand
patrons of the College are entitled to be heard," the writers argued,
"in matters of such vital importance as those now engaging the
attention of the committee named." The Gettysburgian reprinted
this letter in its issue of January 20 and urged any alumnus who had
not received a copy nevertheless to send inhis response to the ques-
tions which it posed.
On March 1 a second special meeting of the board convened in
Gettysburg. The search committee reported that it had met four
times and reviewed the alumni suggestions. The members were in
full agreement that the College needed a president "who combines
with Scholarship and Broad Culture, Executive, Administrative and
Business Ability,and ... who has the fullconfidence of the Church
and Alumni/ However, since they were not able "to agree, unitedly
upon such an one," they were making no recommendations and were
asking tobe discharged. Once again, their colleagues had little alter-
native to accepting their report as final,but this time they decided to
attempt without further delay to elect a president. On sixballots the
two leading candidates received either nine or ten votes, but never
the required majority. One of them, Charles M.Stock, 49, a member
of the class of 1874, was the longtime pastor of St. Mark's Lutheran
church in Hanover, a member of the board since 1894 and its sec-
retary since 1897, and the early choice of many persons (including a
majority of the first search committee). The second candidate,
William J. Gies, 32, a member of the class of 1893, possessed an
earned doctorate from Yale, was an adjunct professor of physiologi-
cal chemistry at Columbia University, and had a solid record as one
453
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of the most ardent supporters of the College. Both men received
votes from senior and junior members of the board as well as from
pastors and laymen. Three of the four members of the second search
committee who were present voted for Gies. After six ballots the
trustees, concluding that neither of these candidates could then be
elected, proceeded unanimously tochoose MiltonH.Valentine, 40,
of the class of 1882, son of the former president of the College. The
younger Valentine, who had received from one to three votes on the
first six ballots, was a pastor who served parishes in Bedford and
Philadelphia before becoming editor of the Lutheran Observer in
1899. 82 Both the Gettysburgian and local newspapers had the highest
praise for the board's choice, concluding that the newly elected pres-
ident was indeed the man "to do the work required." However, three
weeks after the election Valentine informed the board that, as he
had earlier told the search committee, he could not see his way
"clear to assume the position." The tone was decisive and
convincing.
Probably for a variety of reasons, only thirteen trustees attended
the regular commencement meeting of the board on June 14, 1904.
By comparison, there were about twice that many at the two special
meetings. Itwas obvious that the delay inchoosing a president was
reflecting unfavorably upon the College and preventing much-
needed forward movement. After dealing With the several kinds of
business arising during annual meetings, the trustees discussed the
presidency once again and then voted, in what must have been
something of an act of desperation, six to five in favor of Samuel G.
Hefelbower, Professor of German. After the presiding officer
declared him legally elected, those present agreed tomake the count
a unanimous one. "The election of Samuel Gring Hefelbower to the
Presidency of Pennsylvania College came yesterday afternoon with
a complete surprise," declared the Compiler (June 15), "and prob-
ably as much so to the gentleman himself as to all others."
Hefelbower later wrote that "Iwas elected, not having been con-
sulted, directly or indirectly," inregard to the matter. Only after at
least five influential trustees, as well as others, urged him to accept
6280th Stock and Gies took their candidacies quite seriously. The former entered in
the board minute book, "for the informationof any curious reader in after years," but
"not part of the officialrecord," the names and positions of the ten trustees who had
supported him. He also recorded that two friends, who presumably would also have
voted for him and given him the majority he needed, were kept away from the meet-
ing, one by business and the other by sickness. Gies included in his biographical
sketch which appeared for many years in Who's Who in America that he was the
alumni choice for president of Gettysburg College in 1904. Failure to be elected did
not lead either man to lessen his support of the College.
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did he agree to assume the presidency inSeptember. 63 Inthe issue of
June 24, the editor of the Lutheran Observer praised the man finally
chosen for the position which he himself had so resolutely refused to
accept. "He willbe able to give the expanding work of the College a
wise direction and supervision," Valentine wrote, "and to organize
it for the best educational efficiency."
Samuel G. Hefelbower (1904-1910)
A few months short of thirty-three years of age when he assumed
the College presidency, Samuel G. Hefelbower (1871-1950) was the
youngest man the trustees had yet elected to that position. 84 Anative
of Newville, Pennsylvania, he was graduated by the College in
1891, completed his work at the seminary and was ordained in1894,
and then spent more than a year ingraduate study at the University
of Leipzig (1895-1896). After serving two Pennsylvania and
Maryland parishes (1896-1901), he returned to Europe, where he
resumed his work intheology, philosophy, and history at Leipzig and
also studied at the University of Halle (1901-1902). While he was
back in the United States for what was intended to be a brief
interruption of his graduate work, he was prevailed upon in1902 to
join the College faculty as Professor of German. One of his students,
Joseph E. Rowe, of the class of 1904, who later became a college
professor and president, praised Hefelbower as "an excellent
teacher" who held "the attention of the class byhis knowledge of the
language" and impressed it by "his fluent use of idiomatic Ger-
man." 65 Hefelbower's first wife was Edna M.Loomis (1870-1899), of
the class of 1896. Their daughter was one of the first children born to
a union of Gettysburg College graduates.
When he moved into the White House in the fallof 1904, the new
president must have realized the magnitude of the problems con-
fronting him. Although his predecessor had accomplished much for
the College during his long term inoffice, there were few advances
made inhis last decade, at the very time when the pace of change in
American higher education was increasing. As a result, Gettysburg
83 Samuel G. Hefelbower to the Committee on Investigation, Gettysburg, October 8,
1909, in GCA.
64Some contemporary sources, including synod minutes, refer to him as S.
Gring Hefelbower.
651932 history, p. 281. Rowe recognized a fact when he wrote that "the traditional
conduct" of students in the German department "was one ofthe sore spots in the dis-
cipline of the college." Under Hefelbower, he claimed, "all this immediately
changed."
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Samuel G. HefeJbower (1871-1950)
President of the College from 1904 to 1910.
in 1904 was behind the times, both academically and financially. 611
Having been elected by an almost evenly divided board with little
more than a quorum present, after two previous efforts to find a
widely acceptable candidate had utterly failed, Hefelbower must
have wondered whether it would ever be possible for him to unite
the constituencies in a way almost certainly required to bring the
College up to date.
Rejecting a formal inauguration and the immediate opportunity
which it would provide publicly to chart a course for the future, the
new president spent his first year in office performing his campus
duties (which still included teaching responsibilities), attending
synod meetings, and visiting New England colleges in search of
BeWhile admitting the problems, Rowe insisted that "itmust not be assumed,... that
the College was ina deplorable state, so far as the work that was done was concerned.
In spite of limitations, good work was done at Gettysburg, as many of us who attend-
ed universities can attest." He insisted that, during Hefelbower's tenure, Gettysburg
had "a faculty of good teachers." Ibid., pp. 282-283.
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ideas. 67 One of his first important pronouncements came in an
address delivered when the Pen and Sword Society inducted him
into membership early in 1905. According to the Gettysburgian for
February 22, Hefelbower "warned the Society against the danger of
givingto other things a higher place than scholarship, which should
be supreme." The same issue of the paper reported his asserting on
another recent occasion that "we aim to make Gettysburg the
Williams, the Dartmouth of this section."
The catalogue published in1904, as had itspredecessors for more
than a decade, listed the "most pressing needs" of the College as
"additional teaching force and apparatus." At the end of his first
year, Hefelbower persuaded the trustees to begin meeting those
"pressing needs." By June 1908 they had created departments in
French, physics, and philosophy. They approved hiring a second
teacher inmathematics, English, and physics, and a thirdinchemis-
try. Even then, the president insisted that more teachers were
needed. Meanwhile, the faculty either established or increased
course offerings in such subjects as French, German, philosophy,
history, psychology, and aesthetics. Inhis 1908 report, the president
characterized the library as "perhaps the weakest point inthe equip-
ment of our college," and urged greatly increased appropriations to
add personnel and books. Fully convinced that new professors
should be persons who had completed substantial graduate work
and preferably earned their doctorate, between 1905 and 1907
Hefelbower attracted three Ph.D.'s to the faculty. 68 None was an
alumnus, a fact which did not inthe least trouble him; he considered
"harmful" the oldpolicy followed bymany institutions of recruiting
only their own graduates.
At Hefelbower's urging, the board in 1907 established a commit-
tee composed of trustees, faculty, and alumni to propose higher
requirements for admission as well as the more rigorous curriculum
which such changes would call for. In the same year, the trustees
were at last persuaded toabandon formally the course of study lead-
671n June 1905 the trustees urged the faculty to visit other institutions at least once
each three years "for the purpose ofobserving theirmethods ofwork"and asked the
president to "puthimself in touch withthe great educational movements of the day."
Itis evident that Hefelbower needed no such advice. Inhis last annual report, in
1910, he recalled that during his first year inoffice he had studied the College, "recent
educational progress and the demands of the age."
68 "The present policy of securing only thoroughly university trained men has vin-
dicated itself," Hefelbower told the board in June 1907. "Itis the policy of all pro-
gressive institutions and must be maintained by our College." Although he was not
always able to recruit men withdoctorates, he never retreated one inch fromhis posi-
tion. Later administrations sometimes claimed that they had instituted this policy at
Gettysburg, but the facts show otherwise.
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ing to the Ph.D. degree. Also in1907, in a further effort to keep the
constituencies informed of what was happening in the College, the
board authorized publication of the president's annual report. 69 The
young president brought recognition to himself and the institution
when, in the same year, he became one of the five Pennsylvania
college and university presidents chosen to administer the recently
established Rhodes Scholarship program in Pennsylvania. Further
recognition occurred when in June 1909 the Board of Regents of the
University of the State of New Yorkplaced Gettysburg on its list of
approved colleges and universities. 70
On the campus itself, Hefelbower encouraged students to plan
extending their formal education beyond the College and proudly
reported to the board in 1909 that "the number of our young
graduates doing post-graduate work (not counting those in our
Seminary inGettysburg) has almost doubled within five years." The
gradual relaxation or abandonment of some of the old rules and
regulations continued. For example, in1906 the faculty dropped the
compulsory early Sunday morning chapel service and in1908 adopt-
ed a somewhat more liberal attendance policy. Students revived an
earlier interest in self-government and began discussing an honor
system. For some years, the tone of the Gettysburgian suggests pro-
nounced campus enthusiasm for the president and optimism about
the future of the College. An editorial in the June 5, 1907 issue, for
example, praised "the plans and ideas of our worthy President" and
maintained that "itis to his ideal and his persisting zeal in striving
for its realization that we owe our present status and inspiring pros-
pect." Reporting on the opening exercises the following September,
the paper noted several "encouraging signs of a Greater
Gettysburg."
Although Hefelbower continued to insist that the College's
highest priority had tobe its educational program, the success of his
plans for a Greater Gettysburg depended upon his bringing more
698y 1911 this publication also included annual reports of the librarian, treasurer,
and athletic council.
70Reorganized in 1904, the Board of Regents, in exercising its authority to register
institutions of learning whose diplomas would be recognized inNew York state, was
soon widely accepted as an unofficial national accrediting agency. Allegheny, Dick-
inson, Franklin and Marshall, Lafayette, Lehigh, and Wilson were among the
institutions approved inOctober 1909. Journal ofa Meeting ofthe Board ofRegents of
the University of the State ofNew York (n. p., n.d.), June 17, 1909, p.128; October 28,
1909, p. 172.
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money into its treasury. 7l Increasing tuition, securing an annual
grant from the Board of Education of the General Synod, and
encouraging the women who withina few years were to organize the
Woman's League, were all steps in the right direction, but Gettys-
burg desperately needed gifts larger in size than any it had ever
received. Itmay have nettled the young president to read in April
1905, upon returning fromhis New England trip,about Andrew Car-
negie's gifts of $64,000 toDickinson College and $37,500 toFranklin
and Marshall, while Gettysburg remained empty-handed. 72
After the Jubilee Fund fell far short of its $150,000 goal,
Hefelbower complained to the trustees in June 1907 that "the con-
duct of the whole matter has been left inthe hands of the President,"
who simply could not carry on "an aggressive, persistent canvass
and cultivation of the field," while "acting at the same time as chief
administrator of the College." He told the board that "other
institutions are beginning to recognize the fact that a college presi-
dent can do only one man's work, and are providing financial
agents." Dickinson had one, while Franklin and Marshall had two.
He warned that Gettysburg could not expect to attract the required
large sums of outside money untilits traditional constituencies con-
tributed enough to pay its existing debts and underwrite the
improvements already made. 73 Unfortunately, although he tried,
undoubtedly to the best of his ability, Hefelbower was never suc-
cessful in persuading either old or new friends to come forward in
sufficient numbers with the needed sums of money. 74
71< 'Buildings and endowment and income are important," he told the trustees in
1909, "but only as means toan end. The all-important thing is the use that we make of
these means. Ifwe as a Board of Trustees are not spending the income of our endow-
ment and the hard-earned fees of our students for the best teachers that we can pro-
cure, we are not true to our trust."
72New York Times, April11 and 29, 1905.
73Hefelbower told the board in June 1909 that "those men who are doing so much
for college work in general are careful to select those institutions that have
demonstrated their worthiness of aid by their achievements. Concentrated and per-
sistent effort on our part are the surest guarantees of help from friends that are yet to
be made."
7*On September 1, 1928 former President Granville informedI.L.Taylor, president
of the Gettysburg National Bank, of his recollection that Hefelbower had twice for-
mally asked Andrew Carnegie for $100,000 for aphysics building. Inspite of two sug-
gestions from Carnegie's secretary that a general science building would be more
appropriate for a college the size of Gettysburg, Hefelbower persisted in his initial
request. According to Granville, there was no reply to Hefelbower's thirdletter. It
should be noted that this testimony was based, not on documents in his possession,
but on what he remembered of events which had occurred fifteen or more years
earlier. Granville toldTaylor that he had tried on two occasions to obtain grants from
Andrew Carnegie, but without success. Granville's letter is in GCA.
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By the time of the Firch fiasco and the failure to receive several
other expected large gifts, there is evidence that the administration
was either in or rapidly approaching serious trouble. In the 1908
commencement issue, the editor of the Compiler claimed (June 17)
that "the administration at one point in the meeting of the Board of
Trustees was outvoted by a majority of one, it was lambasted at the
class day exercises and was openly criticised at the meeting of the
Alumni Association." The situation did not improve. Writing in
veiled fashion in the issue of April21, 1909, the editor of the Gettys-
burgian insisted that "the institution has advanced markedly along
certain lines ... inspite of very unfavorable as well as unfortunate
and unnecessary obstacles. The College has labored along well
under buffeting from one side and another." While arguing that the
student newspaper "must refuse to take any stand in the con-
troversy that seems now to be nearing a climax," the editor called
upon "every man whose opinion bears weight, whose action may
mean even the slightest difference in the position his Alma Mater
willoccupy ina few years, to assert himself for the best."
Itwas Hefelbower himself who precipitated the climactic action
in June 1909, when he told the trustees that
inasmuch as the administration ofPennsylvania College has been
criticised and condemned in certain statements purporting to have
been issued in the interests of the College and circulated generally
among the alumni, students and friends of the College, and feeling
that this criticism is unfair to those towhom you have entrusted the
educational affairs ofthe College and cannot result otherwise than
ingreat harm to the Institution and its future growth,Ideem itmy
duty to request your Board to appoint a proper committee to fully
investigate existing conditions, and, ... to report ... any recom-
mendations ... tending to the betterment or correction of those
conditions.
The five-man committee which the board appointed met inGet-
tysburg over a three-day period inOctober. It listened to the presi-
dent, as wellas to several faculty and board members. The testimony
which Hefelbower gave was contained in a strongly worded and
unequivocal statement whose categories were followed in the com-
mittee's final report. 7s Under the heading of educational administra-
tion, the president charged that, when he took office in1904, admis-
sion requirements were "forty years behind the times" and the
curriculum was "not up to date." He took it to be his "first duty" to
correct these defects, and explained in detail both the substantial
accomplishments ofhis administration and what stillremained tobe
done. Under the heading of financial administration, Hefelbower
75Samuel G. Hefelbower to the Committee on Investigation, Gettysburg, October 8
1909, in GCA.
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noted the burden of debt and interest which he had inherited. His
first duty here, he believed, was to make a few necessary
improvements while reducing the debt as much as pos-
sible. Of equal importance was finding the money necessary topay
for the many changes being made in the educational program.
Although he was able topoint to an increase of about 50 percent in
annual income and some debt reduction since 1904, he had to con-
clude that the debt remained "a great incumbrance" and that it was
"a difficult task to collect money to cancel obligations that have
been long standing." He charged that what he called "our low
educational standards," the "denominational character of the
Institution," and "a divided constituency, which made itself felt
even in the Board of Trustees," all combined to make itextremely
difficult to obtain sorely needed support from "persons outside our
own constituency." Finally, under the heading of disciplinary
administration, Hefelbower accused unnamed members of the
faculty of failing to support "the proper administration of dis-
cipline" and of reporting confidential faculty discussions to
students. In addition, he charged that "outside parties" had inter-
fered, not only with discipline, but also with the operations of the
Gettysburgian. "There have been times," he insisted, when the task
of functioning in such a situation has been "all but unbearable."
Insummary, Hefelbower pointed to the divisions which had ham-
pered the College's "growth and progress for many years." The "dis-
turbed condition" which he found "was not auspicious for the
beginning of a new administration," and he was therefore not sur-
prised "that ithas been found impossible thus far to harmonize the
existing factions." He was especially critical of those faculty mem-
bers and others who undertook "toresist and to discredit" his efforts
to raise admission requirements, change the curriculum, and attract
university-trained men. He attributed this difficulty in part to the
wide age gap between the older and younger members of the faculty
and to the different "pedagogical methods and principles" to which
each group was accustomed. Furthermore, he charged, neither
board nor faculty appeared to realize that, in spite of changing
times, the administration of the College had developed but little
since 1832. He took the faculty to task for failing "to respond tocer-
tain requests looking to such divisions of labor as are in force at
other institutions, and which are suggested by the increased
demands on the President."
Itwas now the turn of the investigating committee, which made
its report to the trustees at their regular midwinter meeting in
December 1909. 7e The members praised the educational administra-
76The text of the report was included in the minutes of the meeting.
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tion of the College as "a decided success" deserving "the approval
and commendation of allpersons having the good of the College at
heart." The words used to characterize the financial administration
were much more restrained: it "has been fairly successful incertain
lines." Although there were definite gains to be noted, the fact
remained that "verymuch of the alleged dissatisfaction with the pres-
ent administration seems to have arisen because of the failure to get
money in large quantities, for all purposes." However, the inves-
tigating committee was not convinced that "the administration
should be censured and pronounced a failure for that reason." Its
members advanced some of Hefelbower's own reasons for the
limited success in raising money. They singled out "over-zealous
and not always judicious and discreet criticism of the administra-
tion" and the lack of "entire harmony among the friends of the
College." 77 At this point the report contained a startling statement
for any responsible college trustee committee to make: "Whether it
is the duty of the President of a College alone to provide for its finances
is an open question."
Finally, as for the disciplinary administration, the committee con-
cluded that it "is not all that we should desire ittobe." Although "the
general discipline of the College has been fairly administered, and
the order in the Institution is fairly good," the members were
unhappy because of the workings of the absence system, as they
understood them; of lax use of the penalties for allegedly increasing
drunkenness among the students; and of the lack of"harmony, unity
of purpose, and cordial feeling" among the faculty, which they
believed students sometimes exploited to their own advantage. 78
After the trustees considered the committee's report and adopted
it, with only minor changes, Hefelbower presented his resignation
as president, effective at the end of the academic year. "Being con-
vinced that those policies for which the present administration has
stood are thoroughly established," he toldhis colleagues, "and hav-
ing the same preference for work of a different character that Ihad
when, under pressure from members of the Board and friends of the
College, Iaccepted the Presidency in June, 1904," he was now pre-
pared to leave. "Whether or not the resignation of our President was
the best solution of the difficultywe cannot say," wrote the editor of
77The committee believed that this state of affairs was so serious that ithad limited
the growth in student enrollment.
78The Gettysburgian for January 12, 1910 stated that the trustees simply didnot un-
derstand the absence system as it functioned. Although neither Hefelbower nor the
committee referred to hazing as a problem, it is probable that it contributed to the
unpopularity ofthe administration among the constituencies beyond the campus. For
details of a hazing case see p. 672.
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the Gettysburgian on January 12, 1910, "but as a solution it com-
mends itself to all lovers of Gettysburg .... That Dr. Hefelbower,
believing that he saw ina personal sacrifice a bigger and better Get-
tysburg is a beautiful compliment to him as a son of old Gettys-
burg." 79 Inhis last report to the trustees in June 1910, the departing
president reminded them that they had approved all of his recom-
mendations, elected every professor he nominated, and "unreserv-
edly approved of the general educational policy." Itwas his parting
hope and prayer, he concluded, "that a better and a greater Gettys-
burg will soon appear."
After leaving the presidency of the College, Hefelbower studied at
Princeton and then at Harvard, which awarded him a Ph.D. degree
in 1914. He was a professor of philosophy at Washburn College,
Topeka, Kansas (1914-1920), Carthage College (1920-1936), and
Wagner College (1936-1947). He was the author of The Relation of
John Locke to English Deism (1918). Elected a trustee of Gettysburg
College in1906, he remained a member of the board untilresigning
in1923. Afterleaving the presidency, he continued to play an active
role in the board, to the more-than-occasional dismay of his suc-
cessor. After 1923 he continued to return to Gettysburg from time to
time to visit and confer with friends. It was he to whom the board
turned to write the centennial history of the College which was
published in1932. When he died inChautauqua, New York,in1950,
his body was returned to Gettysburg for burial.
William A. Granville (1910-1923)
When the board of trustees accepted President Hefelbower's
resignation in December 1909, it chose a committee of five of its
junior members, all of whom had been elected since 1905, to recom-
mend one or more candidates to succeed him. A few months later,
the newly organized Federation of Gettysburg Clubs asked the
several alumni clubs to provide the search committee with a state-
ment of the desirable qualifications ina new president and a list of
persons who, intheir opinion, best met them. 80 The first to respond
to this appeal was the Yale club, which at its annual meeting inApril
1910 declared that the next president should be a person who was
"well versed and trained in American educational methods,"
possessed of "that executive abilitywhich willmake the best practi-
cal use of the means at his command," and capable of "sufficient
79After a new president had been elected, the editor of the Gettysburgian lamented
(June 15,1910) the lack ofunityunder Hefelbower and the "harsh and unjust criticism
when earnest endeavor fell short of accomplishment."
80For more information on the Federation of Gettysburg Clubs, see pp. 688-691.
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influence among men to win and hold the interest and co-operation
of public spirited men and women of means." In addition, "byhis
publications or educational work" he should have "made his name
widely and favorably known and his ability felt as an educator."
Finally, he should be "a Lutheran - clerical or lay." The club
offered, as its first choice, William A. Granville (1864-1943), Pro-
fessor ofMathematics, Yale University; as its second choice, Luther
A. Weigle (1880-1976), of the class of1900, Professor of Philosophy,
Carleton College; and as its third choice, Luther P. Eisenhart (1876-
1965), of the class of 1896, Professor of Mathematics, Princeton
University. One week later, the New York club met and, after its
presiding officer (William J. Gies) stated firmly that he was not again
a candidate, adopted its own set of qualifications for the new
College president: he need not be an alumnus; since "a large
increase of funds was obviously necessary to carry forward" the
work of the College, he should be a "professional educator with
executive capacity" and the ability, "proved or probable," to secure
the support of people with"influence and means;" and he should be
a person who could be required to give "much of his time to the
financial administration of the college." The New York club then
seconded the three nominations already made. 81
When the trustees met on June 14, 1910, the search committee
reported that it had held four meetings and considered all of the
information presented to it.The members then offered as their can-
didate for the presidency William A. Granville, who was elected
unanimously on the first ballot. According to a later account
(October 26, 1910), in the Gettysburgian, the choice was made
within seven minutes after the board convened. The next order of
business was to send Granville a telegram inviting him to the cam-
pus. When he arrived the next morning, which was commencement
day, he was given the nearest thing to a royal welcome which the
College had ever extended to anyone. The secretary of the board
described it in his minutes:
On Wednesday morning, June 15th, 1910, at 10:50 of the clock, Dr.
Granville arrived at the Reading depot. When his distinguished
form appeared there was no doubt as to his welcome- the immense
crowd ofpeople there gathered sent up such a cheer as was heard to
the utmost bounds of the College grounds. Every person wore a
conspicuous badge bearing the words "Welcome, President Gran-
ville," the bands played "Hail to the Chief." Our Board committee
cordially and gracefully bade him welcome and conducted him to
the head of the automobile line there in waiting. The procession
quickly formed, brass bands infront, automobiles bearing the new
81See the Gettysburgian for April13 and 20, 1910 for accounts of the Yale and New
York meetings.
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President, the Board Committee, a number of our older Alumni,
and bringing up the rear the whole cheering student body in two
divisions marshalled by our younger Alumni.Bya route alittle cir-
cuitous [it included the main streets of town] the column moved to
the dear old College grounds .... Never was a man more cordially
welcomed to historic Gettysburg.
The new president, a man then inhis forty-seventh year, was born
to Swedish immigrant parents in White Rock, Goodhue county,
Minnesota. After attending Gustavus Adolphus College for two
years, he went to Lindsborg, Kansas, where, at the young Bethany
College, he taught mathematics and served as treasurer from 1886 to
1891. One of his students there later remembered him as a teacher
"whose powers to clarify the air of a recitation room might be
likened unto the fresh northerly winds of Minnesota, whence he
hailed." 82 Leaving Kansas, Granville then went to Yale University,
which awarded him the degree ofbachelor of philosophy in1893 and
of doctor of philosophy in1897. 83 He began a fifteen-year career on
the Yale mathematics faculty in1895, at the end of which the sec-
retary of the university declared that ''year after year the graduating
class of the Sheffield Scientific School has voted Dr.Granville to be
its best as well as its most popular teacher." 84 While at Yale he
published Elements of the Differential and Integral Calculus (1904),
Plane and Spherical Trigonometry (1908), Four-Place Tables of
Logarithms (1908), and (with Percy F. Smith) Elementary Analysis
(1910). All of these works went through several editions and
remained in print for many years. The calculus text was the most
successful of his publications. An active Lutheran, Granville was
the first layman and the first nonalumnus since 1850 elected to the
presidency. When he moved to Gettysburg in August 1910, his
annual salary dropped from $5,000 to $2,000, plus use of a
house. 85
The inauguration of the new president on October 20, 1910 was
unlike any ceremony the College had ever witnessed. Itwas held ina
large tent designed to seat two thousand persons and erected south
of Brua Chapel. The entire campus was elaborately decorated and
illuminated for the occasion. For the first time ever there was a for-
mal academic procession, inwhich more than six hundred persons
82Quoted in Emory Lindquist, Bethany in Kansas: The History of a College
(Lindsborg, 1975), p. 268.
83The first degree was awarded by the Sheffield Scientific School, which at the
time was one of the main divisions of Yale University.
84Quoted by Anson Phelps Stokes, Jr., in Ceremony of Induction of William
Anthony Granville, Ph.D. into the Office ofPresident of Pennsylvania College, Get-
tysburg, Pennsylvania, October Twentieth MCMX(Gettysburg, n. d.) fp. 25. Hereaf-
ter cited as Granville Inaugural.
85Charles M. Stock to George D. Stahley, Hanover, June 17, 1910, in GCA.
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Members of the faculty, assembled for the academic procession during
the 1910 inaugural ceremonies.
participated, including representatives of more than forty colleges,
universities, and academies, as well as many students and alumni.
Almost one hundred of these participants were dressed in academic
costume. Among those awarded honorary degrees on this occasion
were Martin G. Brumbaugh, superintendent of the Philadelphia
Public Schools; John Page Nicholson, chairman of the Gettysburg
National Park Commission; Ira Remsen, president of The Johns
Hopkins University; Allen J. Smith, of the class of 1883, Professor
of Comparative Pathology and Dean of the Medical School, Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania; and Anson Phelps Stokes, Jr., secretary of
Yale University.66
Inhis inaugural address, the new president began bycalling atten-
tion to the phenomenon of change in American society and to the
many problems which recent changes had created. Prescribing
learning as his remedy, he asked whether the nation's educational
development was "along lines that willhelp us tosatisfactorily solve
our present social and industrial problems and at the same time
86The inaugural committee consisted of eleven trustees, faculty, alumni, and
students. Its plans for what the Gettysburgian (October 19) called "a celebration
which willby far surpass anything of its kind in the history of the institution" were
wellunder way before Granville arrived on campus and joined itinAugust. Trustees,
College and seminary faculty, members of the senior class, and representatives of
other institutions all appeared in academic costume. Writing in the 1912 Spectrum,
Abdel Ross Wentz called the inauguration "withoutdoubt the most august ceremony
and the most distinguished assemblage of visitors that academic Gettysburg has
ever witnessed."
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blaze out a clear and unmistakable trail for the future." Turning to
the institution whose chief executive he had just become, Granville
inquired whether Gettysburg was "doing her part of this educational
work in the most efficient manner" and whether the time had not
come "when she should branch out innew fields of endeavor." Any
such extension of its current efforts, he acknowledged, must take
into account the fact that "the efficiency of a college, like the
efficiency of a man, depends, not on the number of things it tries to
do, but on the number of things it does well." After reviewing the
record of the College in preparing men for the ministry, law,
medicine, education, and business, he felt "justified inmaking the
statement that whatever work Pennsylvania College has undertaken
to do, she has done well." In words similar to those of Pres-
idents Valentine in1868 and McKnight in1885, Granville opted for
an "evolution rather than a revolution" infacing the future. "Let us
hold fast toall the old that has served us so welland withopen minds
examine and test that which is new." After all,he argued, "the foun-
dations here have been laidbroad and deep, and itis for us tobuild
on them wisely and well." Noting such recent developments as the
change inentrance requirements, the beginnings of student govern-
ment, and the financial support offered by several groups of
women, he was obviously convinced that the College was advancing
along sound lines.
Granville devoted most of his inaugural address to two topics
which he believed were of immediate and "fundamental impor-
tance" to the College: engineering education and church relationship.
Turning first to the former, he argued that while most people
recognize the need for the proper training of ministers, lawyers, and
doctors, most are confused when itcomes to preparing someone for
engineering. This was especially unfortunate because, while "years
have passed in which you never needed the services of a doctor and
perhaps tens of years when younever needed tocall on a lawyer, ...
there is scarcely one of us who is not daily exposed to dangers that
might arise from the ignorance or deficient training of some
engineer." Every day, he thought, "the number of men accidentally
killedand disabled is as large as the number of casualties insome of
the important battles of the Revolutionary War." Most of the disas-
ters which had occurred, he was certain, were the result of "some
bad engineering blunder." Granville outlined four possible plans for
sound engineering education, declared that "the question of
engineering courses is before Pennsylvania College now and . . .
requires a definite answer inthe near future," and urged alumni and
other friends to contribute their ideas before the faculty and board
attempted "a satisfactory solution."
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Turning to his second topic, Granville insisted that without the
Christian leaven "working inthe mass of our population only a short
time would elapse before moral decay would undermine our social
foundations and there would be no effective defense against those
forces ever present which tend to destroy character and turn a peo-
ple back to savagery." America, he proclaimed, was a Christian
nation; it could not survive as such without Christian leaders, vir-
tually all of whom come from what he called "denominational
colleges." Close them, he warned, and "we could see no ray of hope
for the future, by a single stroke our ambition would be crushed out,
all enemies of law and order would rejoice, and we would be rushing
on toour destruction." Inview of this truth, Granville found it"very
difficult to explain" why the Carnegie Foundation for the Advance-
ment of Teaching was excluding so-called denominational colleges
from the benefits of its pension plan, especially since all of the
colleges which it was then aiding were in fact exerting upon their
students "a certain Christian influence." Declining to question
Andrew Carnegie's good intentions, he expressed the hope that the
retired industrialist would soon change the provisions under which
the foundation was operating,
Granville ended his address with an appeal for unity among the
College constituencies. "Gettysburg needs your interest, your sym-
pathy, your prayers, and your money," he told its alumni and
friends, "and Iam certain you willnot failher." Allin all, itwas an
auspicious beginning for the new administration. "The co-operation
which has so long been urged as the theoretical remedy," wrote the
editor of the Gettysburgian, inthe October 26 issue, "has come to be
a reality." 87
Ifwe can believe the testimony of the Gettysburgian, the unityfor
which Granville called was already evident by the time of his
inauguration. "Our whole college atmosphere seems tobe pervaded
with a new life and vigor," wrote the editor in the September 28
issue. "The Renaissance has surely come forGettysburg, and no stu-
dent can help but feel that this lifeismaking his heart beat faster and
his hand more ready to give his best to this forward movement." At
87The inaugural address was published in the Gettysburgian for October 19, 1910.
See also Granville Inaugural, pp. 39-50. Granville defined a denominational college
in his day as one "more or less closely affiliated with some general church body to
whose constituency itlooks for its main financial support and from whichit draws a
large proportion of its students." Almost all such colleges, he said, are "non-
sectarian, that is, the students entering orgraduating, are not subject to any theologi-
cal test, nor does the college curriculum include sectarian doctrine as part of the
required work." Gettysburg, he affirmed, "represents the highest type of a
denominational college" and glories inits "close relationship to the greatest Protes-
tant Church in the world, the Church of Luther and the Reformation."
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William A. Granville (1864-1943)
President of the College from 1910 to 1923.
the same time, itis evident that no one saw the rebirth as an abrupt
break with the College's past. Enlarged and personalized, the motto
of the previous administration was put to the service of its suc-
cessor. In September the physical director and athletic coach
declared that the College war cry was now Granville and Greater
Gettysburg. The October issue of the Mercury ran this slogan on
every page. "From the 'White House' comes the call to arms," it
declaimed,
and in the north and south, and east and west is heard the tramp of
marching men -men zealous to fight the battles of a Greater Gettys-
burg. Before and above them floats "the Orange and the Blue," and
at every fresh assault stillhigher ascends the shout - "Granville
and Greater Gettysburg!" BB
The White House was only one of many places from which the
call to arms was sounded. The new president followed the lead of
his predecessors in addressing supporting synods whenever they
were insession. He spoke to an increasing number of congregations
and nonchurch gatherings, usually in an effort to raise money for
BBMercuiy (October 1910), p. 26. See also the Gettysburgian for October 26, 1910
and January 11, 1911, for expressions of the great optimism which pervaded the cam-
pus at the time. Inthe latter issue, the editor wrote that "the signs ofthe times already
indicate the advent of that period of millenialhappiness and prosperity which has
been the dream of all loyal Gettysburgians."
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the College. Frequently invited to deliver high school and academy
commencement addresses, he accepted, inpart at least, because his
effort might help in recruiting students. In addition, he spent con-
siderable time off campus attending meetings of church, edu-
cational, and state agencies. Inthe fall of 1913 his not being on the
road was campus news. "Dr. Granville is again at home for a little
while,"commented the Gettysburgian for October 22. "He spoke in
V.M.C.A. on Sunday." Inthat year the board of trustees finally and
formally recognized the changed responsibilities of the presidency
by removing from the office the professorship attached to it since
1832 and assigning it to the chair of philosophy. 89
Some of the early changes inthe Granville administration resulted
from initiatives started but not completed during the Hefelbower
years. Beginning in the fallof 1911, the entrance requirements were
brought into line with the recommendations of the College Entrance
Examination Board and the curriculum underwent a major
reorganization as the classical and scientific courses gave way to
what was called the group system. The latter was inturn replaced by
a system of majors, minors, and distribution requirements inthe fall
of 1922. Student government became a reality inthe fallof 1910 and
some of the students began operating under an honor system two
years later. Inresponse to Granville's request, the board of trustees
authorized new programs incivil and municipal engineering for the
fallof 1911 and inmechanical and electrical engineering for the fall
of 1913. Four other new departments were instituted during his pres-
idency: economics and political science (1914), military science and
tactics (1917), education (1921), and history (1923). The first summer
session was conducted in 1912. 90 In December 1910 Granville
informed the trustees that he would continue the policy of his pred-
ecessor by recommending to them for appointment to pro-
fessorships only university-trained persons and, further, that those
without previous teaching experience would be given a period of
time to prove themselves before qualifying for more permanent
appointment. Although he tried to secure for these positions persons
with the Ph.D. degree, he was not always successful. 91 While the
"Although undoubtedly the wives of the earlier presidents played important roles
as campus first ladies, Ida IrvinGranville (1869-1947) made the first recorded efforts
to substitute on occasion for her husband when he was away on College business.
President Hefelbower gave up teaching responsibilities after his first year in office.
According to the 1911 catalogue, Granvilleoffered a course of lectures on the history
of mathematics. Itwas not listed in 1912, but he did some teaching during the illness
and after the death ofProfessor Henry B. Nixon.
90There were classes during the summer under some earlier calendars. This sum-
mer session was separate from the regular academic year.
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three fund-raising drives of the Granville years did not yield
everything that was hoped for, they did eliminate the troublesome
debt and greatly increase the financial strength of the College. 92
When Granville left Gettysburg early in 1923, the endowment was
almost four times as great as it had been when he arrived in
1910.
Thanks in part to the efforts of its president, these years also
brought added regional and national recognition to Gettysburg
College. On two occasions the General Education Board examined
its credentials and determined that itqualified for challenge grants.
In a report published in 1918 by a committee established by the
United States Bureau of Education, Gettysburg was listed as one of
the institutions meeting the suggested requirements for a successful
college of arts and sciences. Three years later, it was one of twenty-
two Pennsylvania schools to appear on the first list of accredited
colleges and universities which the Middle States Association
issued. In 1922 the United Chapters of Phi Beta Kappa authorized
the establishment of a chapter on the Gettysburg campus. Further
recognition resulted from the ways in which Granville was called
upon to assist the cause of higher education and the church: serving
on the committee which administered the Rhodes scholarships in
the United States (1913); representing the General Synod in the
recently organized Federal Council of the Churches of Christ in
America (1913-1918); serving on the committee to organize the
Pennsylvania Industrial Welfare and Efficiency Conference (1913);
serving on the Pennsylvania Rhodes scholarship committee (1916);
representing the state at the National Conference on Immigration
and Americanization (1916); presiding over the National Lutheran
Educational Conference (1919); and becoming president of the
Insurance Economic Society of America (1921).
WilliamA.Granville was a tall,handsome man witha large frame
and a head of flowing white hair. He had a high-pitched, rather
weak voice which did not seem to fit the man and which definitely
limited his effectiveness as a public speaker. Years after he left Get-
91Inhis June 1912 annual report. Granville noted that April7, 1832, the date of its
charter, had always been given as the College's founding date, despite the "universal
practice of allhigher institutions of learning" to use for that purpose "their very first
beginnings even if they consisted of only a single teacher withbut a single pre-
paratory student." He noted that "Pennsylvania College grew out of Gettysburg
Academy, which in turn was the successor ofan earlier private school," all of which
could carry its beginnings back to Alexander Dobbin and the 17705. Granville wrote
that he was simply calling this matter to the board's attention and was making no
recommendation. The trustees listened and, most wisely, took no action.
92Granville "has accomplished withinthree years the seemingly impossible," John
B. McPherson told the editor of the Gettysbuigian. See the issue for January 28, 1914.
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tysburg, one alumnus recalled that his distinctive laugh always be-
trayed his presence at the motion picture show uptown. Granny was
remembered as a kindly man, whose consideration for others some-
times led him to care for illstudents in the White House. Another
alumnus echoed the student from Bethany College when he testified
that on a few occasions when Granville entered the classroom, to
replace a mathematics professor who was illor absent from the cam-
pus, he was a marvelous teacher who made calculus come alive. His
fondness for Hershey bars was well-known; one of them often con-
stituted his noon meal when he was traveling on College business.
Granny commanded the respect ofmost students, who saw inhim an
experienced scholar and good administrator, albeit a man of con-
siderable reserve and somewhat austere. 93
Granville experienced two times of troubles at Gettysburg, after
the second of which he sought and found another position. The first
of these occasions reached its peak during the war year of 1917-
1918. The main source of discontent appears to have been hazing,
especially of freshmen. Itis evident that many alumni and others off
campus opposed the practice; some threatened to cut off their finan-
cial support ifit were not stopped. Both the board and the faculty
having taken a strong stand against hazing, itbecame the president's
duty to enforce their stated policy among a student body the
majority of whose members firmly believed that some disciplining
of freshmen was necessary and were determined to have it inone
form or another. The worst of the trouble occurred inthe late spring
of 1918, when several hazing incidents proved too much for student
government to handle and provoked the faculty to intervene by sus-
pending more than a dozen students.
Caught inthe middle of all this, Granville attributed the unrest to
understandable student uncertainty about whether to remain in
College or enter the armed forces, observing that similar situations
prevailed on every other Pennsylvania campus. He accepted with at
least outward equanimity the opprobrium visited upon him, which
is evident inthe sharp edge of the fun which the Spectrum poked at
him and in an unfriendly nighttime serenade in front of the White
House. One alumnus remembered that for a time Granville stopped
attending chapel to avoid being booed. When the students returned
931am indebted to the following for sharing their recollections of Granville with
me: Spurgeon M. Keeny (1914); F. WilliamSunderman (1919); Dwight F. Putman
(1920); Owen D. Coble (1921); Fred G. Pfeffer (1921); C. AllenSloat (1923); Henry T.
Bream (1924); Ethel Grace Allison(1925), Kenneth S. Ehrhart (1925); MillardE. Glad-
felter(1925); and MillardL.Kroh (1925). Almost every one ofthese persons ,without
prompting from me, remembered the voice and the laugh. The nickname Granny
appeared early in the administration and remained in use until its end.
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to College in the fall of 1918, most of them were under military dis-
cipline and hazing, for the moment at least, was under strict control.
After the war ended, the unrest did not reappear, as some expected
it would, but students and faculty were not able to agree on a
mutually satisfactory method of freshman discipline until after
Granville left the presidency. 94
The second of Granville's times of troubles came to a climax inthe
spring of 1922, by which time the effects of the honeymoon of a
decade earlier had completely worn off.Early inthat year, he called
in two professors whose work he regarded as unsatisfactory and,
following the board rule adopted in 1884, gave them the required
six-months' notice that their services were no longer desired. Before
acting, he consulted with the executive committee of the board of
trustees and secured its approval of what he intended to do. After
receiving their notices, both professors protested that they were
being treated unfairly. They quickly succeeded inattracting to their
side a number of faculty colleagues as well as some students, all of
whom appealed to the board to overrule the president's action. Upon
receiving their petitions inJune 1922, the trustees appointed a com-
mittee to investigate the matter and make its report at an adjourned
meeting. The abundant testimony which Granville's opponents pre-
sented to this committee included a long catalogue of alleged
failings and mistakes on his part, some of them going back to the
early years of his presidency. One faculty member insisted that, as a
result of a series of blunders, the president had lost the confidence
of the faculty and should either resign or be dismissed. To each of
the charges Granville made a vigorous response.
By the time the trustees met inJuly, one of the two professors had
removed himself from the picture by resigning. The committee
recommended that the other one be continued, but that the can-
didate whom Granville had secured to replace him be appointed,
actually to do the work which the president claimed was not then
being done. The trustees accepted this recommendation, but
referred back to the committee another proposal which would have
involved "the Faculty or a properly constituted Committee thereof"
in all future hirings and dismissals, but ina way which would not
94The alumni in College in 1917-1918 who shared their recollections with me did
not make the connection between hazing and the student-faculty trouble which is
developed in this paragraph. The author made it, using faculty minutes, the Gettys-
burgian, and Granville's own testimony as contained in a July 5,1922 letter to the pres-
ident of the board, in GCA. At least two of the alumni interviewed believed in
retrospect that Granville deserved better treatment than he received from some
students at this time.
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diminish the final authority of the board in this respect. 9s
Granville accepted the results of the board's investigation, which
occurred just as the College was savoring the announced success of
the Endowment and Expansion Campaign. In the fall he visited a
meeting of the United Chapters of Phi Beta Kappa and argued suc-
cessfully for a chapter of that society for Gettysburg College. At the
same time, he could not have forgotten that the board of trustees,
with the active support of a sizable part of the faculty, had failed to
sustain himon an important personnel matter. Certainly, he became
receptive to a change of position. Whether or not he took the initia-
tive in securing a new post is unknown, but on November 25, 1922
Granville submitted his resignation to the president of the board of
trustees, effective March 1, 1923, so that he could begin to organize
and then conduct a bureau of insurance education inChicago. 96 His
letter explained the necessity of his beginning this new work before
the end of the academic year and also his belief that a change in
College administration could be made "with less confusion during
the month of March than at any other time during the calendar
year." The accounts of the resignation which then appeared in the
Gettysburgian and other local newspapers praised Granville for his
many accomplishments and contained no hint of his recent time of
troubles. The editor of the Gettysburgian stated in the issue of
November 29 that during the preceding twelve years the College had
"greatly improved in every department" and that it would "lose an
able executive in the departure of Pres. Granville." On the evening
of his last day inoffice, faculty and students gathered to honor him.
His last words were very similar to some of the first he had directed
to students more than twelve years earlier: the key to success is hard
work and optimism. "It was the best speech we ever heard 'Granny'
giveus," declared a Gettysburgian reporter (March 7, 1923). "It was
a man's talk to men."
InMarch 1923 the Granvilles moved to Chicago, where he spent
the remainder of his life as an insurance company executive. Atthe
time of his death in 1943 he was vice president of the Washington
National Insurance Company. He continued to be an active
95 For the charges and responses made during this controversy, see the letters of
Granville, Dapp, and Parsons preserved in GCA.
96According to the Gettysburg Times for November 27, 1922, the leading life,
casualty and accident insurance companies were organizing a bureau of insurance
education "tostudy all forms ofsocial insurance and to conduct research work along
such insurance lines." During the controversy, Granville informed Dapp in writing
(June 29, 1922) that "during the warIarrived at the firmconviction that inallfairness
to myself and family and for the best interests of the college Ishould resign the pres-
idency when Iarrived at the age of 60. This means that in June 1923 Iwillresign,
same to take effect July 1, 1924." GCA.
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Lutheran, serving as president of the American Federation of
Lutheran Brotherhoods from 1925 to 1929. Upon leaving Gettys-
burg, Granville did not resign his position as trustee of the College
(to which he was elected in1910) and protested when his name was
dropped from the catalogue list in1924. Itwas restored the follow-
ing year, but last appeared in 1928. 97 The Granville interest inGet-
tysburg College continued and was evidenced in several ways. He
honored the personal pledge which he made during the Endowment
and Expansion Campaign and which was stillunpaid inthe spring of
1923. On several occasions the Granvilles opened their Chicago
home to entertain groups of Gettysburg alumni living in the area.
Administrative Committee (1923)
When it accepted the resignation of President Granville, the board
of trustees named five ofitsmembers to search for his successor and
authorized the executive committee to make proper arrangements
for carrying on the work of the presidency from March 1, 1923 until
that successor was chosen and able to assume his duties. InJanuary
1923 the executive committee established an administrative com-
mittee and named two trustees and one faculty member to serve on
it: Jacob A. Clutz, Harry C. Picking, and Philip M. Bikle. Upon
assuming its duties, the new committee announced a division of
labor among its members. Dean Bikle would handle "all matters
relating to the internal administration of the institution not disposed
of by the Faculty." Its nonmember secretary, Samuel F. Snyder,
would be incharge of the president's office and refer matters which
he could not deal with to the committee or to one of its
members. 98
In the late winter and spring of 1923, as the search committee
began its work, there was no campaign similar to those in1904 and
1910, when alumni clubs formally offered their statements of
qualifications for presidential candidates and presented lists of per-
sons who, in their opinion, met them. As early as January 10,
without identifying its source, the Gettysburgian reported that at
least six names were being mentioned in various quarters. InMay,
the Gettysburg Times asked several interested persons to state the
qualities which a good college president should have. On May21 it
published the response of John F. Dapp, president of the board of
trustees. After listing numerous desirable qualities, Dapp observed
that "the ideal college president is a superman."
97The trustee minutes record no action formally dropping him from membership,
which he forfeited by nonattendance at meetings.
98 Undated announcement, in GCA.
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Although as the time for the commencement board meeting
approached, the administrative committee gave the distinct impres-
sion that the search for a new president was far from over, it was
evident by mid-May that the field had already been narrowed to one
candidate. On June 13, the search committee presented to the board
the name of Henry W. A.Hanson (1882-1962). Following a brief dis-
cussion, twenty-two trustees voted in favor of the candidate, one
was against, and two abstained. The vote was then made
unanimous. Within a week the president-elect announced that he
would accept the board's offer.
At the time of his election, Henry William Andrew Hanson was
forty-one years of age, having been born in Wilmington, North Car-
olina, toparents of Danish origin. Roanoke College awarded him the
degree of bachelor of arts in1901, when he was nineteen years old.
Afterbeing graduated by the Lutheran Theological Seminary at Get-
tysburg in1904, he spent two years traveling and studying inEurope
before being ordained and becoming pastor of St. Luke's Lutheran
church inPittsburgh. In1913 he was called to Messiah Lutheran
church inHarrisburg where, during his ten-year pastorate, the mem-
bership almost doubled and a new church was built. In1918 Gettys-
burg College awarded him the degree of doctor of divinity. Early in
1920 he appeared on campus as main speaker during the annual
week of prayer. When he was elected president of the College, Han-
son was also president of the East Pennsylvania Synod and of the
West Indies Mission Board of the United Lutheran Church in
America. Inaddition, he had a record ofactive involvement inmany
community affairs in Harrisburg. The new president took up his
duties inlate August and moved his family into the White House a
short time thereafter.
The inauguration on October 19, 1923 was obviously patterned on
the one during which Hanson's predecessor was formally inducted
into office. Ittoo was held ina large tent designed to seat more than
fifteen hundred persons and erected south of Brua Chapel. Once
again the campus was elaborately decorated for the occasion. Rep-
resentatives of almost sixty educational institutions marched in the
academic procession. "We are assembled at the beginning of a new
epoch in the administration of the College," declared William J.
Gies, the presiding officer, "when changes for better or for worse
may be impending, and when consequences of good or evil may
follow.'*This well-known alumnus was concerned "lest the College
fail tomeet its highest opportunities for educational service - lest it
be turned from the field of its greatest public usefulness into
Henry W. A. Hanson (1923-1952]
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Henry W. A. Hanson (1882-1962)
President of the College from 1923 to 1952.
Pictured here soon after taking office.
avenues of superficiality." He was "equally concerned lest mis-
taken views of the duties, and obligations, and opportunities, of this
College may give it a character we would not wish itto acquire - lest
unwise policies affecting the development of the College may per-
vert its influence or impair its quality." Gies hastened to add that
everyone could be "happily reassured by the record of the public
career, and by the general knowledge of the private character, of our
new leader." 99
The new president's inaugural address differed sharply from the
matter-of-fact speech of his predecessor and from the close analysis
of the contemporary educational scene delivered by Presidents
Valentine and McKnight. Calling tohis service the oracle of Delphi,
Aristotle, Thomas Carlyle, Rudyard Kipling,H. G. Wells, and Henri
Bergson, Hanson sought more than anything else to inspire his
audience by delivering a sermon, albeit one without a Biblical text.
Material advancements in the world, he declared, have not been
"Quoted inThe Induction into Office ofHenry W. A.Hanson D. D. as President of
Gettysburg Coliege (Gettysburg, 1924), pp. 9-10. Hereafter cited as Hanson
Inaugural. The twelve-member inaugural committee included trustees, faculty,
alumni, and students. This was the first inaugural captured by motion pictures.
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matched by advancement in the soul. A changing world calls for
changed men and women. Quoting a paragraph from Carlyle's
Heroes and Hero Worship, he concluded that "the one great task,
beside which all others fade into minor importance, is the develop-
ment ofleadership" to meet the needs of the age. The special role of
Gettysburg College in the 1920s was to build "a virile,rugged, red-
blooded manhood, which is passionately loyal to worthwhile
ideals" and which "transforms the vicious statement - The world
owes me a living,' into the nobler sentiment - 'Iowe the world a
life.
"
Echoing all of his predecessors, Hanson insisted that "an
education for leadership which is not Christian is for the needs of
our day no education at all... Religion is the root; ideals are the
blossoms; service is the fruit." There were for the world "indus-
trially, socially, nationally and internationally ...only two possible
alternatives - Christianity or Chaos."
Although Hanson offered no detailed program for the future of
the College, he hoped to see it send even more "virile,red-blooded,
prophetic souls" into the ministry than it had in the past. Since it
could not expect to compete with the extensive programs of many
large public institutions, he urged that Gettysburg "be developed
along the cultural rather than the technical lines," inharmony "with
the purpose of its founders, its traditions, and its largest present day
opportunities." He believed it "essential that we have the strongest
faculty which can be secured," consisting of "Christian gentlemen
who possess in their own personality the traits which we seek to
impress upon those entrusted to their care" and who are "thoroughly
at home in their own departments." Their salaries should not only
enable the College to secure the best men, but also to retain them
"when they arrive at the period of widest influence in their respec-
tive fields." In committing himself to his task, Hanson concluded,
Iwant to say that whenIhave completed my share inthis develop-
ing of our beloved Gettysburg Ishall measure the success of my
ownefforts by the degree to whichIhave assisted in sending from
this institution men through whose leadership the ideals of our
college shall be translated into the great avenues of world
success. 100
Thus began the longest administration thus far in the history of
Gettysburg College. Its twenty-nine years opened in the prosperity
of the 19205, continued during the depression of the 1930s and the
war times of 1941-1945, and concluded seven years beyond the end
of the period covered by this chapter.
Henry W. A.Hanson brought tohis new responsibilities a tremen-
dous amount of energy and such an intense devotion to the College
that it soon became difficult to accept the fact that he was not an
iooibid., pp. 38-49.
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alumnus of long standing. He also brought tohis new task a convic-
tion that people were more important than measures and that educa-
tion should focus upon the individual. His highly inspirational style
of speaking, ease in associating with people, and genial manner
favorably impressed hundreds ofconstituents of the College. 101Even
his ever-present cigar and penchant for golf served to convince peo-
ple that here was someone fully as warm and human as they took
themselves tobe. The relations which Hanson established and long
maintained with the several constituencies testify to his skill in
exercising the kind ofleadership which he thought was so important
for college men to display. They also testify to his skillinestablish-
ing a climate of optimism which made people feel good about Get-
tysburg College.
"The ten years of Dr.Hanson's administration have been marked
by a singular harmony of all the elements that make up the college
constituency," wrote Professor Milton H. Valentine in the 1933 G-
Book. 102 "The board of trustees, the faculty, and the student body
have worked withunanimityofpurpose and feeling and this first ten
years of his administration constitute a shining epoch in the history
of the institution." Time and again the trustees passed resolutions
commending Hanson for the way in which he was handling College
affairs; this action was unprecedented. 103 With few exceptions,
faculty members (especially professors) accepted the degree of
paternalism which characterized the administration and applauded
the numerous improvements which were being introduced, some of
101Hanson's reputation preceded him to the campus. In a story announcing his
impending visit to preach during the annual week of prayer, the Gettysburgian report-
ed (December 10, 1919) that he was known as the "Orator of Harrisburg" and that at
least one railway engineer to whom a trustee had spoken considered him "the biggest
man in Harrisburg."
102The G-Book was a handbook published annually as a guide for freshmen be-
tween 1895 and the early 19605. Itappeared under several titles, the firstof which was
Students' Handbook. Hereafter cited as G-Book.
103Continuing a practice which began with the very first administration, the board
elected Hanson to membership inDecember 1923. Mindful of the fact that former
President Hefelbower remained on the board during all of the Granville administra-
tion, and that now former President Granville was likely to continue formany years
into the Hanson administration, the board in June 1923 considered making future pres-
idents ex officio members only, before deciding tentatively that they should be
invited to attend meetings, as advisers but not as members. Six months later, they
determined finallyupon ex officiomembership. However, by the time Hanson retired
in1952 alltrustees were serving for six-year terms, and he was stillan elected trustee
when he died in 1962.
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which changed markedly for the better their conditions of
employment. 104
Year after year students used part of the daily chapel exercises to
honor President Hanson on March 12, his birthday. This too was
unprecedented; who ever remembered when Harvey McKnight was
born? In1929 students took the leadership in commissioning an oil
portrait of their president; it hung for many years in the library.
Most editors of the Gettysburgian were generous intheir praise: Pres-
ident Hanson was "a miracle worker" (October 13, 1926); his was a
"leadership that has metamorphosed" the College (October 3, 1928);
and he was "the greatest of ... [campus] teachers" whose door was
"ever open to a Gettysburg man" (September 19, 1930). At a time
when probably most students were unwilling to accept the merit of
compulsory chapel on any terms, the newspaper (February 11, 1932)
praised Hanson's Wednesday morning chapel talks as "fullof illus-
trated inspiration; they revive a man's faith in himself and his
fellows; they certainly call for introspective thought." Early in1943,
when many male students were called into service after president
Hanson had declared repeatedly and without qualification that they
would be able to complete the school year, the Gettysburgian (Feb-
ruary 25, 1943) defended him by explaining that he had acted
throughout in good faith and could not be held responsible for a
change innational manpower needs over which he had no control:
"You can be sure that Doc did his best to give us the straight dope
right along." Not to be outdone by its sister publication, the Spec-
trum early echoed the newspaper in its praise. "Gettysburg can
boast a president who is loved by every man on the campus,"
declared the editors of the 1929 volume. "A scholar, a courteous
gentleman, and a sincere leader, his influence has created a har-
mony, a spirit of co-operation that is invaluable." To add force to
this compliment they insisted that "these remarks are not super-
ficiallymade as a stranger might suspect from the accustomed com-
mendations of a year book." Rather, they are "the whole-hearted
expression of an appreciative student body."
Most alumni responded favorably to the Hanson style of leading
the College. The second issue of an alumni bulletin, published in
March 1930, predicted that the administration would be known "to
the future as a 'Golden' era." In 1939, at the end of his first year as
president of the Alumni Association, Clarence L.S. Raby wrote that
104 When the head of the physics department resigned in June 1926 in order to pur-
sue a career "along lines ofadvanced scientific research," he went out of his way to
praise both President and Mrs. Hanson "for the innumerable courtesies which you
have shown us on all occasions." Horace S. Uhler to Henry W. A. Hanson, Gettys-
burg, June 5, 1926, in GCA.
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"with each succeeding conference ithas been my privilege to have
had with President Hanson, Iam more and more impressed withhis
desire to listen sympathetically to any suggestion offered for the
purpose of improving college conditions ... we as alumni may feel
fortunate in having Doctor Hanson as our leader." 105 In 1944 the
Alumni Association took the unusual step of giving the Meritorious
Service Award to its "honorary alumnus" for his many con-
tributions to the College.
Possibly because as a successful city pastor he had been involved
in many community activities, from the very beginning of his
administration Hanson assigned a high priority to maintaining and
improving good relations with the town of Gettysburg. His attitude
"has always been one of broad, sympathetic understanding,"
declared the president of the Gettysburg National Bank in1928. "As
a result he numbers his friends here and elsewhere by legions." 10*
Many less influential people then and later fully agreed with
this assessment.
President Hanson had an able and gracious colaborer inhis wife,
Elizabeth Painter Hanson (1882-1956), whom he married in1904 and
who was the mother of his three sons, aged seven through fifteen
when they came to Gettysburg in 1923. Elizabeth Hanson was no
stranger to the College at that time. Long active in the Woman's
League, she was elected its president inNovember 1920 and served
in that capacity for three years. Her picture appeared with that of
her husband on the front page of the inauguration issue of the Get-
tysburgian and in the first Spectrum (that of 1924) published after
they moved into the White House. The editors of the latter publica-
tion dedicated the 1927 issue to her. "InMrs. Hanson," they stated,
"we have found a Christian example, a kindly friend, a loyal
classmate and a true Gettysburgian." This amount of attention to a
president's wife was without precedent inthe history of the College.
For many years "the campus mother," often wearing orchids, played
an active role in student life and sometimes substituted for her hus-
band when his duties took him out of town.
Even though there was much that was distinctive in the spirit of
the Hanson administration, the watchword of the College continued
tobe the one adopted as early as 1907. The author of a brief histori-
cal note included in the published proceedings of the inauguration
was certain that the principles which the several speakers on that
occasion had enunciated were those "emphasized as necessary to
the Greater Gettysburg. "™7 The staff of the 1927 yearbook chris-
™GCB (June-July 1939], p. 13
106Quoted in the Gettysburg Times, September 28, 1928.
107Hanson Inaugural, p. 70.
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Elizabeth Painter Hanson
(1882-1956)
Students dedicated the 1927
Spectrum from which this picture
was taken to "a Christian example,
a kindly friend, a loyal classmate
and a true Gettysburgian."
tened their publication the Greater Gettysburg Spectrum. Although
depression and then war forced the president and his associates to
concentrate their energies on survival rather than advance, the
vision of an ever-enlarging future was never entirely lost. As the
war was drawing to a close, the watchword surfaced again in
1944.
Under this president, at least until after the war, Greater Gettys-
burg did not mean much of an increase in the size of the student
body. The fall1942 enrollment was less than 10 percent larger than
it had been during the first Hanson year; almost all of the growth
between 1904 and 1943, which resulted inmore than tripling the size
of the student body, occurred during the Hefelbower and Granville
administrations. His aim, Hanson told a Gettysburg Times reporter
in 1928, was "a good college rather than a big college." 108 Nor was
there an increase in the size of the faculty; the numbers in the four
108Gettysburg Times, September 28, 1928. "As we face the second century of the
life of our beloved Institution," he told the board in May 1932, "Iam anxious above
allelse that we concentrate rather than expand; that we endeavor tomake Gettysburg
College a great college rather than a big college." Inthat depression year not becom-
ing big was much easier than becoming great.
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ranks in1923-1924 and 1942-1943 were almost the same. The presi-
dent continued the practice of requiring professors to have earned
doctorates, and he all but required senior faculty to make regular
visits to other institutions in search of new ideas. Athis urging, the
trustees instituted sabbatical leaves, introduced a pension plan for
professors, and began discussing a smiliar benefit for other College
personnel. The number of departments of instruction remained the
same; a physical education department was created in 1927, but
engineering disappeared from the curriculum at the end of the 1939-
1940 year. The trustees did establish departments of music and psy-
chology inMay 1945, but neither began to function until after the
period covered by this chapter. Ifthe numbers of students, faculty,
and departments remained stable during the first twenty years of the
Hanson administration, the number ofcampus buildings did not. By
the time of the stock-market crash inOctober 1929, the College had
a new gymnasium, science building, and library, as well as a com-
pletely remodeled classroom and office building. Obviously, these
facilities were needed and contributed much to the effectiveness of
the educational program.
Arguing that for many students the freshman year was the crucial
period in their college career, President Hanson urged the faculty to
increase and improve the ways in which it tried to help entering
students adjust to their undergraduate course. As a result, during his
first four years inoffice a more extensive advising system (1924), an
orientation course (1925), and a freshman orientation week (1927)
were inaugurated. Inaddition, beginning in1924 the faculty made a
concerted attempt to require a higher level of performance of all
students and to drop those who did not attain it.
Inits early years the Hanson administration expanded the annual
homecoming activities. In the fall of 1924 itheld the first ina long
series of father's days on campus and inthe spring of 1925 the first
mother's day. Trying to attract students during the depression, inthe
spring of 1936 itconducted the first subfreshman day, inthe course
of which prospective entrants were invited to the campus at a time
when they could experience a college actually in session.
President Hanson was as energetic as his immediate predecessors
in representing the College before synod meetings, congregations,
and other assemblies. He was also more visible on the campus,
where he often addressed student gatherings. Whether on or off
campus, toa greater extent than either Hefelbower or Granville, he
used his speaking talents inan effort to set the tone he thought best
for the College. Sometimes his announced goal was to make Gettys-
burg one of the finest of small colleges; on occasion, he aimed it for
the top position. Thebest way to judge the performance of a college,
he believed, was toevaluate the lives of its alumni. Inmaking this
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judgment, the most important single criterion tobe used was charac-
ter.109 He was fond of telling students that itwas not the prize which
they obtained in life which counts, but rather the race which they
run. Time and again he argued that the main objective ofGettysburg
College was to help produce Christian gentlemen. "When you
scratch the skin of a Gettysburg man" he said, "youfind underneath
a gentleman." 110 His method ofaccomplishing his end, he often said,
was to lead students rather than to drive them. He much preferred to
give those ofhis "boys" who needed ita good "talking to"rather than
resort to established disciplinary procedures. "It has always been
my contention that a good talking," he told a Gettysburg Times
reporter in 1928, "far surpasses a lambasting in the handling of
students." Many a young man experienced this aspect of the Hanson
style by being summoned into the presidential office or by being
stopped somewhere on the campus, onlyto be partially enfolded by
a strong presidential arm and to be reassured about his basic worth
as a person. "There is not one of us who has not known at some time
the aid of his helping hand," wrote a Gettysburgian reporter in the
issue of September 19, 1930. "His warm smile, the heavy clasp ofhis
hand, the understanding of his eyes are unforgettable."
In at least one famous respect, the Hanson style was apparently
much firmer. In1931 he told the board of trustees that his careful
review of student life had convinced him that most of its evils
stemmed from three sources. "Two years ago Iplaced before the
freshman class," he continued, "what Itermed the 'three noes' of a
Gettysburg College student;" he might have said, of a Gettysburg
gentleman. Every entering student was now required to pledge him-
self while in College to avoid cheating, drinking, and immorality.
The uniform penalty for disobedience, he told the trustees, was
expulsion. On this subject the College had adopted an "uncom-
promising attitude." The student pledge, he was happy to report,
109One of his four major objectives, he told the trustees inJune 1925, was to blend
"culture and character on our campus.... Every possible means is being used for the
development ofthe character of the boys." Inan address before the national conven-
tion ofthe Daughters ofthe American Revolution inApril1936, he asked whether we
are "livinginan age when ships of steel are commanded by men of wood."Departing
somewhat at least from Adam Smith, he insisted that "the wealth of a nation is not
measured by fertile fields, the roar of machinery, or the crowded highways, but by
the character of its citizens." Gettysburg Times, April24, 1936.
noSee, for example, the Gettysburgian for September 26, 1923.
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had already "become a part of the tradition of the College." 111
During the Hanson administration, additional recognition came to
Gettysburg from a number of outside agencies. In1926 for example,
the Association of American Universities added the College to its
prestigious list of approved institutions of higher learning. During
most of the years of his presidency, Hanson held influential
positions inthe Lutheran church. He continued serving as president
of the West Indies Mission Board until that agency became part of
the Board of American Missions in1926. For the next ten years he
was a member of that board, during which time he was chosen its
president. Between 1936 and 1944 he served on the executive board
of the United Lutheran Church inAmerica. During the depression
he was a member of several state and local agencies charged with
administering relief. In1935 Governor George H. Earle named him
to the commission established to plan for and carry out the celebra-
tion of the seventy-fifth anniversary of the Battle of Gettysburg.
During World War IIhe was chairman of the Selective Service
appeal board for one of the areas into which Pennsylvania was
divided.
While the Hanson leadership was obviously successful in foster-
ing and maintaining a strong feeling of unityand support within the
College constituencies, there was another side to this administra-
tion, one which cannot be ignored. Many remembered the president
as the builder of much needed new buildings; few knew to what
extent the endowment fund was decimated inorder topay for them.
The U.L.C.A. survey published in1929, while itranked Gettysburg
among the three strongest Lutheran colleges, was nevertheless criti-
cal of its management style. "The functions of administrative
officers are very inadequately defined," the survey concluded. "The
president, personally, assumes direction ofpractically all aspects of
administration. There is not sufficient delegation of responsibility
111 Since Hanson made many tpeeches, and since they were often reported in some
detail, we can find good examples of his style in the Gettysburgian, Gettysburg
Times, alumni bulletin, and publications of the Woman's League. For many years he
and other College spokesmen informed incoming students about the three noes, but
they were not usually discussed in the G-Book. The 1941 issue ofthis annual declared
that the College "expects of every student honesty, temperance, and clean personal
living," whichdrew a quick response fromthe Gettysburgian. Inthe October 16issue,
the editor praised the expression "of these moral principles" inpositive rather than
negative terms. By the 1920s enough students had access to automobiles to make
campus parking aproblem. There were efforts toregulate and minimizeit.Distressed
at the student ignoring of signs, the Gettysburgian of September 22, 1932 suggested a
fourth abstention for a Gettysburg gentleman: no parking.
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or authority." 112 To a considerable degree this situation persisted
long after 1929. For example, theU.L.C.A. report recommended the
appointment of a dean of the College with major responsibility for
the curriculum, as wellas ofa business manager and two assistants.
More than twenty years elapsed before such officers were
named. 113
Although the president himself on more than one occasion paid
tribute to those who preceded him in office, College spokesmen
sometimes gave the impression that progress at Gettysburg began in
the fall of 1923. For example, an article in the Gettysburgian for
April28, 1926, discussing the achievements of the year then coming
to a close, referred to the "timid conservatism" which had retarded
forward action in the past. Nomention was made of the fact that this
"timid conservatism," ifsuch it was, had yielded recognition of the
College by the New York State Board of Regents, the Middle States
Association, and Phi Beta Kappa, or that ithad succeeded intripling
the endowment. On at least one occasion, a close personal friend of
the president, Professor Frank H. Kramer, told one of his classes, in
which this writer was enrolled, that it was Hanson who abolished
the practice of placing on the faculty aging and presumably
unqualified Lutheran pastors and hiring instead university-trained
men. The evidence clearly establishes that few faculty members
ever fell into the former category and that it was Hefelbower, not
Hanson, who initiated the latter policy.
There were those who found fault withPresident Hanson on other
grounds. His tendency tomake no written record of conferences and
then to forget to carry out promises which he made during them
irked some faculty members and, infact, led one of the best of them
to resign and leave Gettysburg. His frequent use of superlatives
could not help but remind a careful listener that there can be only
one greatest person, problem, opportunity, or event. Whatever his
intentions, the clear impression which he gave of the extent to
which his boys observed the three noes of a Gettysburg gentleman
cast doubt upon his grasp of the realities of the College scene. 114
112U.L.C.A. Survey, 2:8.
113Ibid.Using a perfect score of one hundred for administrative organization, the
survey directors gave Gettysburg a thirty. Several other colleges also failed this test.
Ibid.,2:13. The survey directors, itshould be noted, did not identify the possible sources
of funds necessary to pay for the additional administrative personnel.
114Greek Professor Albert Billheimer, who left Gettysburg in 1930 to join the
faculty ofNew YorkUniversity, told John B. Zinn that Hanson's failure to carry out
promises made to him during their meetings was the main reason for his resignation.
Zinn's reply that not making notes and then forgetting was simply part of the Hanson
style didnot prevent Billheimer from leaving. Interview withBasil L. Crapster, July
1972, GCA.
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In1904 the College administration consisted of a president, dean,
treasurer, librarian, and chaplain. The president was also a part-
time teacher; the dean, librarian, and chaplain were full-time
teachers; and the treasurer was a businessman-trustee who spent
only part of his time performing College duties. Although President
Hefelbower complained to the board in1907 that he was being asked
to do the impossible -both managing the store and raising funds -
the trustees did nothing to ease the burden during the remainder of
his administration.
Change had to await the arrival of President Granville. During his
first year in office (1910-1911) two new positions were created:
financial secretary and registrar. The primary duty of the former,
who was soon given the title of assistant to the president, was to
help in fund raising, but he was also responsible for performing any
other duties which the president might assign tohim. For most of the
time between 1912 and 1928, when the position was eliminated,
Samuel F. Snyder (1881-1963), of the class of 1909, was the pres-
ident's assistant. The first College registrar, Herbert A. Rinard
(1878-1957), of the class of 1903, gave way in 1912 to Clyde B.
Stover, who served as custodian of student records and continued to
teach chemistry until 1943, when he retired. Charles R. Wolfe (1899-
1963), of the class of 1923, who succeeded him, was named registrar
and dean of admissions. In 1920, when George D. Stahley resigned
his Graff professorship, the board named him the College's first
medical director, a position which he held until his death in 1939. 115
Having reached the age of eighty years, Philip M.Bikle announced
his retirement as dean and professor at the end of the 1923-1924
year, but since his successor as Latinprofessor was not immediately
available, he agreed tocontinue performing both of his old duties for
an additional year. Although the new Latin professor took over in
the fallof 1925, no person was named toreplace Bikle as dean. Itis
115The 1928 catalogue was the first to list the administration separately from the
faculty; only the president, dean, and registrar were included. However, early
catalogues listed, either as "faculty and instructors" or as "additional officers and
employees," persons on the payroll who were not teachers, such as proctors, athletic
directors, superintendents of buildings and grounds, and watchmen. The library,
athletic, and nursing staffs willbe discussed later. The first secretary to be listed in
the catalogue was Rachel Granville (1891-1980), who served during her father's
tenure as president. In1914 the board named Professor AbdelRoss Wentz (1883-1976)
historian of the College, but this position lapsed when he left the faculty two years
later. In1915 the law firmof Swope and Swope succeeded Donald P. McPherson
(1870-1937) ofthe class of1889 as College attorney, an unpaid position which he had
resigned, after many years of service, upon being elected president judge of the
county courts. Inthe fallof1916 Treasurer Picking began devoting his fulltime to the
College, adding to his previous duties those ofpurchasing agent and superintendent
of buildings and grounds.
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Clyde B. Stover (1873-1948)
Member ofthe chemistry depart
Wilbur E. Tilberg (1884-1977)
Dean from 1927 to 1955. Active
merit (1896-1943) and College reg- in many community and church
istrar (1912-1943). After his re- affairs. The College awarded him
tirement, the faculty recommend- an honorary degree in 1966.
Ed that he be granted an honorary
degree in recognition of his long
and faithful service.
evident that he could have continued serving in that capacity,
perhaps indefinitely, had he not suffered a stroke in August 1925.
When it became apparent that he would not be able to resume his
administrative duties, which appear to have consisted mainly of
conducting chapel services, the board approved Jerome C. Jackson
(1896-1927), Assistant Professor of Education and Philosophy, to
succeed him, with the title dean of men. His tenure in office was
short; he served from September 1926 until he died during the
following March. In the fall of 1927 Wilbur E. Tilberg (1884-1977]
began his duties as dean of men. His title was soon shortened to
dean; beginning with the 1953 catalogue, it became dean of the
College. A native of lowa, Tilberg was a graduate of Bethany
College and the University of Kansas. After serving for twelve years
(1913-1925) as professor of history and dean at Midland College,
Fremont, Nebraska, he pursued graduate studies at the University
of Wisconsin, which awarded him a Ph.D. degree in 1927. After
twenty-eight years at Gettysburg, he retired at the end of the 1954-
1955 year.
As Wilbur Tilberg began his work at Gettysburg, the directors of
the U.L.C.A. survey were concluding that the dean of a college
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faculty "is an officer of such importance to the institution, and has
so great influence indetermining the institutional policies that a cer-
tain quality of 'bigness' is necessary to his success." Among the
areas ofresponsibility which they believed should be assigned to the
office of dean were studying and recommending improvements in
the curriculum and in instruction, administering the student
guidance program, studying the postcollegiate records of graduates,
recommending to the president appointments and dismissals of
faculty, adjusting faculty conflicts, promoting faculty research, and
assisting the president in publicizing the College. 116 This was cer-
tainly not an accurate job description for the position which Dean
Bikle had occupied for more than a third of a century. It is evident
that in the mid-1920s neither the Gettysburg president nor itsboard
was disposed to grant his successors the large responsibilities which
the survey outlined. After the team visited Gettysburg during the
1926-1927 year, they concluded that "no officer is definitely charged
with the duty of administering the instructional program as a
whole" and that "little is being done in an organized way to
examine, evaluate, and improve the instructional work in the
various classes of the college." They recommended that someone be
chosen "to be held responsible for the administration of instruc-
tion."117 Although during his long period of service Dean Tilberg
came to play an important role in the College's instructional pro-
gram, it is evident that his major responsibility dealt with the
curricular and extracurricular concerns of students, and that a more
accurate title for the position which he held for so long would have
been dean of men or dean of students. 118
When the old preparatory department, later the Gettysburg
Academy, ceased operations in1935, its campus was turned over to
women students. Charles H. Huber, the last principal of the
academy, became director of what was called the women's division
and served until he retired in1941. His successor was Elizabeth A.
Connelly, the first person to hold the title dean of women. Dorothy
G. Lee followed her in that position in 1942.
The 1945 catalogue, which listed twelve administrators,
demonstrated how limited the growth of this part of the College had
been during the previous forty-one years. The fivechief administra-
tive officers identified were President Hanson; Dean Tilberg; Regis-
trar and Dean ofAdmissions Wolfe; Dean Lee; and the treasurer, the
Gettysburg National Bank. The seven additional administrative
116U.L.C.A. Survey, 1:341-344.
117Ibid., 1:414.
118The dean himself made this clear inan interview withBasil L. Crapster and the
author, June 1971, in GCA.
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officers were the medical director, librarian, alumni secretary,
chaplain, assistant to the president, consulting engineer, and
superintendent of buildings and grounds. The last two named were
also full-time faculty members. 119
The Faculty
The catalogue published early in1905 listed a faculty of nine pro-
fessors (including the president and dean) and one assistant. Even
apart from the fact that enrollment was on the increase (it stood at
199 the previous fall),many then recognized the pressing need for
more teachers, ifthe College hoped to realize its own expectations
for itself in the twentieth century. The growth insize of the faculty
which occurred during the next forty years took place almost
entirely in the Hefelbower and Granville administrations. When
President Hanson took office in the fall of 1923 (enrollment was
then 628), there were forty persons who held faculty rank: eighteen
professors (still including the dean but no longer the president), four
assistant professors, and eighteen instructors. In the fall of 1942,
when the enrollment was 680, there were forty-one faculty mem-
bers: sixteen professors (now including neither president nor dean),
five associate professors, fifteen assistant professors, and five
instructors. 120
In1922 President Granville described in some detail the procedure
forrecruiting faculty developed byhispredecessor and continued by
him. "When a vacancy occurs or a new teaching position is to be
filled,"he explained to the president of the board, "Icanvass the
educational field at once for candidates using allavailable means at
my command." These included the placement bureaus "of all our
leading eastern universities;" heads of graduate departments in
these universities; and, if necessary, teachers' agencies. He then
used the information submitted by interested candidates, in con-
119The title of chaplain, attached to the Amanda Rupert Strong professorship in
1892, was allowed to lapse in the 19205; itlast appeared in the 1923 catalogue. The
board revived this title in1943. At the same meeting it also revived the title of assis-
tant to the president and assigned itto the latter's secretary, Robert B. Rau (1909-1979]
of the class of 1937. See p. 619 for a discussion of the reasons why the
chaplaincy was revived.
120The rank ofinstructor was first used in 1906-1907, that of assistant professor in
1914-1915, and that of associate professor in 1926-1927. Obviously, the rank of
instructor replaced that of assistant. Equally obvious, faculty growth between 1904
and 1943 occurred largely by adding persons to the two lower ranks. The average
faculty size during 1927-1931 was forty-five; itdropped by about 10 percent during
the depression years. In1942-1943 the rank of professor was limited to heads of
departments.
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sultation with the department head concerned, to select the most
promising prospect, who was invited to the campus for an inter-
view. If the meeting resulted in an unfavorable assessment, then
additional candidates would be invited untilone was found to whom
an appointment -one which would be accepted - could be offered.
Obviously, if a department head was being recruited, the full re-
sponsibility for carrying out this procedure rested with the president
himself. Granville noted that, although the board of trustees still
retained its traditional power to elect all faculty, a power which it
exercised at its June meeting, the president of the College had to be
able to assure a successful candidate months earlier that he would
indeed be elected. Otherwise, "by the time the Board meets all the
other possible teaching positions that he has been considering will
probably be filled and he willbe out of a place altogether." 121
When Samuel G. Hefelbower took office in1904, only one of the
ten faculty members -Henry B.Nixon-had an earned Ph.D. degree.
Of the remaining nine, most had completed little work beyond that
required for their baccalaureate degrees. Because of his own per-
sonal commitment to graduate study as a requirement for college
teaching, and, as he himself put it inhis 1908 board report, "incon-
formity with the practice of the best educational institutions of the
land," the new president began recruiting as replacements for retir-
ing or departing faculty men who had earned their doctorates. 122
Within three years he had secured three such persons. John O.Evjen
became Amanda Rupert Strong professor in 1905, Karl J. Grimm
German professor in 1906, and Louis A.Parsons physics professor
in1907. 123 When Evjen left to jointhe faculty of Augsburg Seminary
inMinneapolis, Hefelbower secured Abdel Ross Wentz as his suc-
cessor, but his title was acting professor until he secured his doc-
torate in1914.
The pattern thus established was reinforced when the committee
which the United States Bureau of Education organized in 1914-
121 William A. Granville to John F. Dapp, Gettysburg, June 17, 1922, in GCA.
Hereafter cited as Granville to Dapp, 1922. Granville stated that, for most colleges,
the recruiting season ran fromFebruary 1toMay 1. He reminded Dapp that the board
finance committee had long been authorized to make emergency decisions
necessitated by unexpected faculty resignations, or the like.
122F0r information on contemporary developments in other institutions, see
Rudolph, American College, pp. 394-396, and W. Bruce Leslie, "Between Piety and
Expertise: Professionalization of College Faculty in the 'Age of Univer-
sity,'
"
Pennsylvania History 46 (July 1979]:245-265. Leslie concentrates on develop-
ments at Bucknell, Franklin and Marshall, Princeton, and Swarthmore. One should
not conclude without careful review of the evidence that the transition from what
Leslie called piety to expertise was all gain and no loss.
123Hefelbower told the board in June 1908 that "the selection of professors made by
our Board during the last three years establishes the policy of this institution."
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1915 adopted the following statement expressing one of its thirteen
requirements for a successful college of arts and sciences:
Members of the faculty... should have pursued graduate study
in addition to the bachelor's degree. At least one-fourth of the
faculty should hold the degree of doctor of philosophy or degrees
representing equivalent scholarly attainments bestowed by repu-
table graduate schools. At least three-fourths of the faculty should
have secured the master's degree in course at a reputable
graduate school. 124
Both Presidents Granville and Hanson continued the policy which
Hefelbower began. Except for professorships in engineering and
physical education, the earned doctorate was now a requirement for
appointment or promotion to that rank. With only a few exceptions,
persons without the degree appointed as department heads were
titled acting professors and received smaller salaries than their
colleagues in that rank. W.Frederick Shaffer, for example, was act-
ing professor of Greek from 1931 until Princeton University award-
ed hima Ph.D. degree in1946. 125 There were nine Ph.D.'s among the
forty faculty members in the fall of 1923 and sixteen among the
forty-one in the fallof 1942. During the Hanson administration per-
sons with earned doctorates began appearing in ranks below
that of professor.
Although President Hanson was consistent in his support of
significant graduate training as a requirement for faculty members,
especially for professors and associate professors, he believed
strongly that such work needed to prepare these persons tobe good
teachers. "Aconfession whichIwant to make," he told the board in
December 1927,
is that there is no one phase of college life which Tequires more
patient and constant effort than that of securing and holding able
teachers. Inan Institution of the type ofGettysburg College, a man
124Resources and Standards (1918), pp. 16, 59. The standard dealing with this topic
adopted by the Middle States* Association in 1920 read as follows: "Members of the
teaching staff in regular charge ofclasses should have had not less than one year of
graduate study and a majority ofthem should have had training equivalent to that pre-
supposed by the degree of Doctor ofPhilosophy; inallcases efficiency in teaching as
well as the amount of research should be taken into account." From form in GCA.
125The firstpersons holding earned doctorates appeared in the several departments
as follows: mathematics, 1888; German, 1900 (if we except WilliamNotz in 1868-
1869); English Bible, 1905; physics, 1907; English, 1914; economics and political
science, 1914; Romance languages, 1916; Greek, 1917; engineering, 1918; education,
1920; biology, 1924; chemistry, 1924 (ifwe except Samuel P. Sadtler in 1871-1874);
philosophy, 1926; history, 1926; and Latin, 1932. MiltonH. Valentine, Strong pro-
fessor from 1916 to 1930, was one of several exceptions to the rule that persons
appointed to a professorship withoutan earned doctorate be given the titleacting pro-
fessor. This title was first used in 1898 for Adam Martin's successor in the
German department.
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who is given primarily to research cannot render the greatest serv-
ice. This is the type which our large universities, in the past
decade, have been producing inlarge numbers. The teaGher rather
than the research expert is needed by a cultural college. 126
Almost all of the faculty members appointed between 1832 and
1904 were Lutherans who subsequently became members of Christ
Lutheran church.There was such wide agreement this was the way
things should be that itwas not necessary to enunciate it anywhere
in writing as a policy. Once the College began toadopt new methods
to recruit a larger and larger faculty, non-Lutheran candidates
applied for positions and some were elected, especially after Gran-
ville became president. In May 1916 an admissions brochure, care-
fullydesigned tohelp recruit more students, included the following
statement of College policy regarding the religious concerns of its
faculty: "for a man tobe eligible for election on the teaching staff of
Gettysburg College an absolute requirement is that he shall be a
Christian gentleman of the highest type, the sort of man with whom
parents would like to have their sons come in the closest personal
and confidential relations." 127 During his early years inoffice, Presi-
dent Hanson frequently used reports to the trustees to state his
policy in this matter. For example, in December 1929 he assured
them that "one requirement inwhich the College has not swerved in
the smallest respect has been the insistence that every man who
occupies a position on the faculty must be a believer in the divinity
and the program of Jesus Christ." This he considered necessary if
the College was to "supply a young man withan attitude tolife and a
religious faith which becomes the finest mark of real culture." A
year later, he reiterated these convictions and reported that "every
member of the Faculty is a member of a Protestant Church." By
1942-1943 a majority of the forty-one faculty were stillLutheran and
members of Christ Lutheran church. There were also a few Pres-
byterians and Methodists, as well as several who, in spite of what
the president said about them, were not members of any church.
Eight of the ten faculty members of 1904 were alumni of the
College. That being a graduate was stillan asset inbeing considered
for a teaching position was evident in what Granville told the presi-
dent of the board as late as 1922: "FirstImake every effort to finda
Gettysburg graduate who is qualified and willingto accept; allother
126Hanson reiterated this position in 1929 and again in 1936.
127Note that the wordChristian, not Lutheran, isused. Hefelbower toldthe board in
June 1908 that the Christian college needed faculty "witha most thorough university
training, who are at the same time religious men."
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things being equal such men have always been given the preference." 128
Nevertheless, it is clear that, by the time Granville departed in the
following year, the preponderance of the Gettysburg contingent
among the faculty was no longer what it had been twenty years
earlier; there were now twenty-three alumni and seventeen non-
alumni. Among the professors, eleven of the eighteen were non-
graduates. The heaviest concentration of alumni (fourteen of eight-
een) was among the instructors, most of whom held temporary
appointments. In1942-1943 thirteen, or fewer than one- third, of the
forty-one faculty members were Gettysburg graduates. 129
The standing rule governing faculty tenure which the board of
trustees adopted in1884 remained in effect (with one amendment)
through the entire period covered by this chapter. No faculty mem-
ber could resign his position without giving the trustees at least six
months' notice of his intention; the trustees could not dismiss a
faculty member without giving him at least six months' notice of
their intention. Following this procedure, the trustees were free to
dismiss for any reason and made no promise to grant a hearing either
before or after making their decision. In June 1922 President Gran-
ville explained to the president of the board how this policy was
being carried out in practice. Each new faculty member was given a
one-year, probationary appointment, but with the understanding
that "as long as his services are needed and his work satisfactory he
willprobably be reappointed from year to year at the June meeting
of. . .[the] Board by the formal action ... in adopting the salary
budget containing his name for the next academic year." 130
Many of the faculty members recruited between 1904 and 1945
remained at Gettysburg for only a short time. Some of them soon
found more promising and lucrative positions, but a larger number
were recent College graduates, in some cases seminary students,
who welcomed the experience and income which a year or two of
service on the faculty provided. Some twenty- fiveof these persons
earned Gettysburg masters' degrees while they were members of its
128Granville toDapp, 1922. Inhis 1908 report, Hefelbower considered "harmful"
the policy of selecting only alumnias professors and described withobvious approval
the extent to which sister institutions had departed fromit, as wellas the fact that
Evjen, Grimm, and Parsons were not Gettysburg alumni.
129The U.L.C.A. survey directors called attention "to the dangers incident to the
process ofinbreeding, due to the tendency to appoint to the faculty toolarge a propor-
tionofLutherans and graduates ofLutheran colleges." U.L.C.A. Survey, 2:25, 26, 35.
They recommended that at least ten new faculty be added, that qualified women be
considered, and that more scholarly activity be encouraged. They found that Gettys-
burg had the highest percentage ofPh.D.'s and the highest median salaries of any
Lutheran college. Ibid., 1:293.
130Granville to Dapp, 1922.
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faculty. InJune 1928 President Hanson told the trustees that while
"we should secure the best possible men to serve as heads of
departments and encourage in every possible way long tenure of
office," it was College policy to hire as assistant professors and
instructors "promising young men who willserve the College from
two to five years and then move on inthe normal round of promotion
to other fields." Itis clear that, within a few years after stating this
policy, Hanson began to depart from it,as an increasing number of
faculty in the two lower ranks were retained on a permanent basis.
Not all persons who joined the faculty between 1904 and 1945
were permitted to become permanent members. In more than a
dozen instances the president of the College, acting in the name of
and usually in consultation with the board of trustees, gave the
required six months' notice of nonreappointment. President Gran-
ville had considerable difficulty in attracting professors of
economics and political science, as well as of Romance languages,
who performed tohis satisfaction. According tohis own testimony,
he did not renew the contracts of five such persons. On one occasion
President Hanson relieved a professor ofbiology whose administra-
tionof the department's program lacked the rigor which he was con-
vinced the times required.
Most faculty dismissals were not contested, but in1922 and 1925
three men to whom the president had given the required notice
sought tohave his decisions reversed. Early inthe former year Presi-
dent Granville notified twoprofessors that he was not pleased with
their work and that they would not be continued beyond the current
year. The sequel to this action has already been discussed. Inallprob-
ability, the incident influenced his decision to resign the presidency
a few months later. InDecember 1923 the trustees quietly gave the
required notice to the professor Granville had tried unsuccessfully
to dismiss the year before, as well as to two other professors who
were not making sufficient progress toward completing their ter-
minal degrees, as they had promised they would at the time of
their appointment.
A potentially serious incident began in December 1924 when, at
the request of the new president, the board of trustees notified the
professor of physics that his services would be terminated at the
close of the 1924-1925 year. The reason given in the board minutes
was that his lack of cooperation and discourteous conduct indealing
with administrators and fellow-faculty were preventing "that har-
mony of spirit which is essential in the obtaining of the best results
in the Institution." In June 1925 the trustees turned down the pro-
fessor's request for a hearing and proceeded to elect his
successor.
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William J. Gies (1872-1956J
Distinguished biological chem-
ist, who served his alma mater well
and in many ways.
Even before this occurred, members of the American Association
of University Professors (A.A.U.P.) and other national educational
agencies learned of what was happening at Gettysburg and began to
consider whether the case warranted an investigation. Professor
William J. Gies of Columbia University, whose concern for the
welfare of his alma mater had already been demonstrated on many
occasions, now undertook tomediate between the College and those
who believed that its policy of dismissal without "judicial inquiry"
was out of step with the times. In a letter to President Hanson on
June 1, 1925, Gies explained that he had worked out a way to avoid
"public exposure" of the College if the latter would promptly effect
"a drastic reform ... on the matter of appointments, dismissals and
tenureship." Inthis way, he argued, itwould be possible to turn the
misfortune of one professor "to the good account of the College and
all the teachers at Gettysburg, now and hereafter." Gies sent along a
copy of recently approved statements of academic freedom and
tenure, urging the board to use them as documents "now coming to
be widely acceptable as satisfactory bases for dignified and suitable
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relationships between boards of trustees and members of
faculties. "«i
Itis obvious that neither President Hanson nor the trustees were
willingto move as far or as fast as Gies believed they should, ifthey
were to avoid an outside investigation. In his later letters Gies
lamented the fact that the board had not acted at its first regular
opportunity, inDecember 1925, and that it did not appear willingto
adopt any document which contained a statement of up-to-date
tenure principles and procedures. "If my intervention was a
failure," he wrote on March 23, 1926, "Iwould wish to express
regret for the fact and ask tobe relieved of any further relation to the
situation." Finally, on June 8, 1926 the trustees designated their
executive committee "a special committee on hearing" to deal with
"any such matters of promotion and demotion as may from time to
time develop." Further, they accorded to any professor whose dis-
missal was being considered "the privilege of appearing before this
committee on hearing before final action on the part of the Board."
Assured in advance that this resolution was likely to be adopted,
Gies concluded (April 24, 1926) that, while it fell short of what he
had recommended, it "would eliminate all remaining doubt on the
matter." He told the president that "Ihave eliminated, Ibelieve, all
possibility of misunderstanding regarding the situation." This
action, which was surely no "drastic reform," was the only change
which the board of trustees made in its 1884 tenure rule until 1952. 132
The personnel problems of 1922-1925 probably help to explain
why an A.A.U.P. chapter was organized at Gettysburg College dur-
ing those years. The national organization was founded in1915 for
the purposes of enunciating and defending both principles and prac-
tices of academic freedom and tenure, at a time when some college
and university administrators and trustees were dismissing faculty
members whose political, economic, religious, or social views and
statements were different from their own. The first A.A.U.P.
faculty member at Gettysburg was the philosophy professor,
Charles F. Sanders (1920). Louis A.Parsons (1923), inphysics, was
the second, and Frank H.Clutz (1924), inengineering, was the third.
The A.A.U.P. constitution provided that seven members in an
institution could organize a local chapter. With twelve members, the
Gettysburg chapter came into existence inthe spring of 1924. Presi-
dent Hanson consulted with its president when repercussions from
131 The statements were approved at a meeting in January 1925 called by the
American Council on Education and attended by representatives of nine national
educational agencies. The text was reprinted in the A.A.U.P. Bulletin (February
1925], pp. 100-101.
132The correspondence between Gies and Hanson is in GCA
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Six faculty recruited between 1906 and 1919. Their average tenure was
twenty-seven years. From the 1922 Spectrum.
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the dismissal case were being dealt with. Between 1930 and 1945
more than half of the faculty, including almost allof the professors,
were members of A.A.U.P. and of the local chapter. 133
Between 1904 and 1945 some 221persons (including those inserv-
ice in the fall of 1904) held faculty rank at Gettysburg College. All
but five of these were men. Atleast eleven were engaged at one time
or another inmore than one department. The size of departments in
1942-1943 ranged from one person (Greek and Latin) to four
(English, philosophy, and physical education). Inall, or almost all,
departments a distinctly hierarchical order prevailed. Even though
by the 1930s a second or third member might possess a Ph.D. degree
and hold what amounted to a permanent appointment (chemistry,
economics and business administration, English, and Romance
languages are examples), the head of the department was still its
dominant figure. Ifhe wished, he could exercise all of its authority
without consulting his colleagues. 134
Thirty-three faculty members who began their service after 1904
continued in office for fifteen years or more and contributed in a
major way to the manner inwhich the College functioned during the
forty-one years covered by this chapter:
1906-1940 Karl J. Grimm (1871-1954), German
1906-1941 Charles F. Sanders (1869-1959), philosophy
1907-1925 Louis A.Parsons (1875-1957), physics
1912-1930 Albert Billheimer (1886-1971), Greek
1917-1937 C. Paul Cessna (1891-1958), physics, mathematics
1918-1940 Frank H.Clutz (1873-1945), engineering
1919-1953 George R. Miller(1895-1953), physics
1920-1956 Frank H. Kramer (1886-1963), education
1920-1963 Richard A. Arms (1893-1964), mathematics
1921-1942 C. Gilbert Reen (1898-1986), engineering, physics
1922-1947 Thomas L.Cline (1891-1954), English
1922-1964 Herbert G. Hamme (1897-1964), Romance languages
133F0r information about Gettysburg members and the growth of itschapter, see the
January issues of the bulletin of the A.A.U.P.The originalminute book ofthe Gettys-
burg chapter has disappeared. The author used this book when he was its secretary in
the late 1950s and, relying entirely upon his memory, believes that the chapter was
organized in May 1924.
134The first two women were appointed to the faculty in 1941. Dean Connelly was
also an assistant professor of education, whileMargaret K.McGurk was director of
physical education for women and instructor inhygiene. Dean Lee succeeded Con-
elly in1942, in which year Bertha Paulssen (1891-1973) became assistant professor of
philosophy. APh.D. from the University of Leipzig who fled NaziGermany in 1935,
Paulssen held a joint appointment with the seminary and taught courses insociology.
Margaret B. Zarfos succeeded McGurk in1944. The only department withmore than
one person in 1904 was chemistry. The fourthperson included inphilosophy in1942-
1943 was Donald R. Heiges, whose titleafter his first year was changed frominstruc-
tor in philosophy to instructor in orientation. There was no orientation
department.
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1923-1959 Robert Fortenbaugh (1892-1959), history
1923-1940 Bertram H. Saltzer (1901-1956), engineering
1924-1950 Rasmus S. Saby (1881-1950), economics, political
science
1924-1959 John B. Zinn (1888-1979), chemistry
1924-1954 G. Saylor Warthen (1900-1954), English
1925-1966 John G. Glenn (1896-1985), Latin
1925-1965 Francis C. Mason (1900-1971), English
1926-1969 Henry T. Bream, physical education
1927-1968 C. Allen Sloat, chemistry
1928-1953 Clayton E. Bilheimer (1887-1971), physical education
1928-1956 George R. Larkin (1890-1956), economics
1928-1959 William D. Hartshorne (1889-1983), Romance
languages
1929-1960 William C. Waltemyer (1889-1970), philosophy, Bible
1930-1971 Lester O. Johnson (1902-1973), education
1931-1963 Albert Bachman, Romance languages
1931-1962 W. Frederick Shaffer (1903-1962), Greek
1931-1949 Dunning Idle (1904-1980), history
1935-1968 Earl E. Ziegler (1898-1972), mathematics, physics
1937-1976 Parker B. Wagnild, Bible, music
1939-1965 Earl Bowen (1899-1965), biology
1939-1964 WilliamK. Sundermeyer (1894-1975), German135
Although as early as 1905 the board of trustees recommended that
the professors visit colleagues in other institutions at least every
three years to study "their methods of work," almost twenty years
passed before a serious attempt was made to implement such a
policy. At the very beginning of the Hanson administration, in
December 1923, the board asked all professors either "to spend a
week at some Institution conspicuously strong" intheir fields or "to
attend the annual convention of their respective general bodies." An
annual grant of $50 for these purposes encouraged compliance with
this request. The new president gave the program his wholehearted
support. The accounts of faculty visits to other schools and attend-
ance at professional meetings which appeared in the Gettysburgian
during the next ten years are testimony of the extent to which the
professors responded, as well as of the extent to which their re-
sponse was considered to be important campus news.
InJanuary 1927, upon the recommendation of President Hanson,
the board of trustees approved a sabbatical leave program for pro-
fessors, leaving to the president and faculty the task of working out
135 The 1904 faculty continued inoffice through the years indicated: Coover(l9os),
Dryden (1906), Hefelbower (1910), Klinger (1912), Himes (1914), Nixon (1916),
Stanley (1920), Breidenbaugh (1924), 8ik1e(1925), and Stover (1943). Ina fewinstances, the
tenure of the post-1904 faculty was interrupted for a year or two ofgraduate study.
The dates given are the years of first appointment with faculty rank, and not
necessarily the years of first College service, perhaps as a laboratory assistant.
Twenty- four of the thirty-three persons listed eventually held the rank of
professor.
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Six faculty recruited between 1925 and 1939. Their average tenure was
thirty-one years. From the 1943 Spectrum.
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some necessary details. By June the faculty had completed this task;
and inFebruary 1928 Professor Grimm began enjoying the first Get-
tysburg sabbatical leave by sailing for Europe. Inhis report to the
board inDecember 1930, President Hanson explained that, since "a
student body must be led by a Faculty whose contacts with life and
the world have been sufficiently broad to enable them to see beyond
the technique of the class-room," Gettysburg sabbaticals had to be
spent abroad. After eleven professors took their leaves, the program
fell victim to the depression in 1934. 136
For many years the College had no stated retirement age for
faculty members. Professor Himes was sixty-six years old when he
resigned. Stahley was seventy, but he then held the title of medical
director until he died at the age of eighty-nine. Professor Breiden-
baugh retired at the age of seventy-five and Bikle at the age of
eighty-one. Beloved though the last-two named were, it is evident
from the recollections of some of the students and associates of their
later years that they no longer possessed the vigor which they had
once displayed and which the College stillsorely needed. The pen-
sion plan adopted in 1927 was based upon years of service rather
than age. Only inDecember 1939 did the board executive committee
decide that, for a three-year trial period beginning in June 1941,
retirement would be optional at sixty-five and compulsory at
seventy. Their stated goal at this time was optional retirement at
sixty and compulsory at sixty-five.137
In the fall of 1904 the ten faculty members were still meeting at
least once a week during the school year. The president, or inhis
absence the dean, presided over the body, which stillspent much of
its time admitting individual students, granting or withholding per-
mission for class and campus absences, imposing sentences upon or
excusing the many students who exceeded the accepted number of
absences from church or chapel (or both), deciding whether certain
intercollegiate athletic contests could be held off campus and how
many students could participate in them, granting or withholding
permission for students asking to attend some church other than
Christ Lutheran, dealing with hazing, and dropping students
because of poor academic performance. 138
136The Hanson sabbatical proposal of1927 applied to professors only; they became
eligible by seniority; leaves were forone term at fullsalary; and they were to be spent
"inadvance study or foreign travel." After the sabbatical program went into effect,
several faculty members were granted leaves without pay to pursue graduate
study.
137The minutes of this meeting are bound with the trustee minutes. Professor
Grimm was sixty-nine when he retired in illhealth in1940 and Sanders was seventy-
two when he retired in 1941.
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As the faculty grew in size and as curricular matters demanded
more attention than in the past, its members began to entrust some
of their business to regular standing committees, seven of which
were included in the first catalogue list,published in 1911. In the
following year, the tasks of admitting and dropping students were
assigned to committees.
Much to the relief of its members, President Hanson proposed in
September 1923 that the faculty abandon the practice, begun in
1832, of meeting weekly, in favor of meeting on the first Thursday
of every month during the academic year. Although there were
many special meetings as the need arose, monthly sessions now
became the rule. The transition from weekly to monthly meetings
meant that the faculty would have torelyincreasingly upon commit-
tees in conducting its business. The most important of these were
curriculum (1922), which among other duties passed upon courses
departments wished toadd or drop; discipline (1915), which incon-
junction with the student government relieved the full faculty of a
task in which it had long spent far too much of its time; student
organizations (1916), to which was assigned the responsibility of
determining which campus groups should receive College recogni-
tion; and scholastic standing (1923), charged with evaluating the
academic records of students, some of whom received counsel while
others were dropped from College. 139
Between 1904 and 1945 the faculty decided upon two major
curricular changes and many minor ones. Itdefined and redefined
both entrance and graduation requirements. Itadopted many other
academic rules, some of which remained in effect half a century
later. Itdemonstrated a persistent concern for devising ways ofpre-
venting extracurricular activities from interfering with students'
academic work.Needless to say, the ways ithit upon proved largely
fruitless, which explains the persistence of the concern. Although
as time passed it dealt with the cases of fewer and fewer individual
students initsmonthly meetings, the faculty stillused these sessions
to act upon the continuing flow of cheating cases, the petitions of
138Beginning with the establishment of the office of registrar in 1911 and for many
years thereafter, the College registrar acted as secretary ofthe faculty. Anyone need-
ing to use the originalminutes or xerox copies thereof willbe grateful forthe fact that
Clyde Stover, unlike some of his predecessors, had a very legible hand.
139The 1945 catalogue listed nineteen faculty committees, not all of which were of
equal importance. The president appointed committee members for what amounted
to indefinite terms. For example, between 1926 and 1945 the curriculum committee
had but two chairmen. InApril1940 the faculty declared that the principle ofrotation
should apply here and urged the president to review committee membership at least
every five years.
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dismissed students to be readmitted to the College, and an
occasional charge of theft.
In1904, when the permanent faculty consisted of nine professors,
including the president and dean, it was clear to all who had the
power to vote in faculty meetings. Later, as numbers increased and
new ranks were added, the professors were reluctant to share the
franchise with anyone else. In June 1934 President Hanson ruled
that, on academic matters affecting the departments, each depart-
ment had one vote, while on all other matters each professor,
associate professor, and assistant professor had one vote. In
January 1942 the faculty gave the franchise to instructors after they
had served for three years, except in those instances in which the
one department-one vote rule still applied.
The Campus
In1904 the College campus consisted of forty-three acres of land,
on which were erected seventeen major structures: Old Dorm, Lin-
naean Hall, the president's house, the janitor's house, Stevens Hall,
a double frame house occupied by the families of twoprofessors, the
chemistry or chemical laboratory, the observatory, the New Recita-
tion Building, Brua Chapel, a steam plant, a frame house at the
southwest corner of North Washington street and West Lincoln
avenue, South College, and four fraternity chapter houses. Although
the catalogues after 1904 continued to call the president's
house by that name, more and more people knew itbest as the White
House. At special ceremonies during commencement week in June
1912, the New Recitation Building was renamed Glatfelter Hall.
Four years later, in December 1916, the trustees formally renamed
South College McKnight Hall.
Between 1904 and 1945 the College made six land purchases
which more than doubled the size of the campus. In1911 itbought a
small lot at the northwest corner of North Washington street and
Constitution avenue; the house on this property was rented until it
was removed in1943. In1926, when it wished to relocate the build-
ing in which its infirmary was then housed, the College acquired a
lot on the north side of the 200-block of West Lincoln avenue. In
1933 and 1938 it purchased two lots which included a small triangle
of land on the northeast corner and a larger parcel on the southeast
corner of North Washington and Stevens streets.
By far the largest acquisition of land thus far in its history
occurred in the depression year of 1935, when the College purchased
from the Martin Winter estate some forty-eight acres of land,
located north of Broadway, west of Route 34, and east of the
railroad. As early as December 1930 President Hanson reminded the
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Aerial viewof the 1934 campus (withinsolid line}and the 1935 Winter
purchase (within the broken line).
trustees that the College had long "been forced to realize the unfor-
tunate limitation to physical expansion caused by the city property
surrounding the campus" and that the Winter land offered "the only
available ground for expansion." Upon his recommendation, the
board authorized the purchase of about six acres owned by the
estate. There followed a long delay, and in December 1933 Hanson
repeated his request to the board, this time suggesting the purchase
of about fifteen acres. Admitting that the College did not then have
money for buying land, he nevertheless urged the trustees to act
before it was too late and the property was sold for residential pur-
poses. Again the trustees gave their approval, and once serious
negotiations began, the College quickly determined to purchase
everything the estate still owned north of the campus; itcompleted
the transaction in 1935. Each passing year confirmed that this was
altogether a wise and forward-looking decision. In1939 the College
completed its land acquisitions during this period by purchasing two
small lots on the north and south sides of West Lincoln avenue,
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adjoining the railroad. Ata total cost of $27,400 ithad increased the
size of the campus from forty-three to about ninety-three acres. 140
Amajor part of the physical plant of 1904 had been constructed or
renovated during the previous fifteen years and was still in a
reasonably good state of repair. Maintaining a college plant insuch
a state requires constant attention to changing needs and to the de-
gree of wear and tear associated with the activities of college youth.
A sign of the times was the disappearance in 1906 of a venerable
institution - the outdoor privy- when indoor toilet facilities were
installed inOld Dorm and Stevens Hall.(McKnight was built in1897
with indoor toilets.) In 1912 electricity replaced gas and kerosene
over much of the campus, and before long students were being
warned to stop stealing light bulbs and switches, smashing light
globes, and on their own initiative adding to the wiring in their
rooms. Inan effort to provide at least a minimum of fire protection,
the College placed a hydrant in the middle of the campus (1914),
purchased a small fire engine (1915), and provided ropes and ladders
as fire escapes. As new buildings were built and as traffic patterns
changed, many new walks and roads were constructed. Several
thousand dollars were spent draining and leveling swampy areas of
the campus north of Old Dorm. Major remodelings of this building
occurred in1925 (at which time the partitions dividing the building
into three sections were removed) and again in 1936. Similar
improvements in McKnight Hall were made in 1926 and 1936.
Sometime during the period covered by this chapter, and evident-
lynear itsmidpoint, the College began flying the American flagover
Old Dorm both night and day, inallkinds of weather. Soon thereaf-
ter, as a complement to this practice, and possibly with the assis-
tance of some College authorities, students developed and dutifully
passed along to their successors the story that Congress had
authorized what was being done inrecognition of the building's hav-
ing been used as a hospital in July 1863. Neither the fact that there
was no record of such legislation to be found nor the unlikelihood
that Congress would single out for special recognition one of
numerous buildings used for the wounded and dying in July 1863
impeded the development of a very durable tradition, one cherished
both on the campus and in the community.
140 For further information on the campus land, see Gregory J. Landrey, "AHistory
ofthe Gettysburg Campus," (Gettysburg College paper, 1977), pp. 34-40. The cost of
the Winter purchase was $21,000, which was met by a mortgage paid in fulland on
schedule on October 1, 1941. Adams County Mortgage Book RR, p. 63 and Mis-
cellaneous Book P, p. 64. Upon the death of LillieK. Aughinbaugh in 1942 the
College received the property at 143 Springs avenue which she bequeathed and which
in 1959 was sold to one of the fraternities.
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As noted in the previous chapter, student interest in having the
flag flown over Old Dorm predated 1904. Aneditorial inthe Gettys-
burgian for May 27, 1908 served to indicate the persistence of that
interest and define its character. Given the "thousands of visitors"
who "annually come to Gettysburg to honor the brave dead and to
view the battlefield which witnessed the deciding point of a great
struggle," and given the fact that each year many of these visitors
are shown "the beautiful campus that is ours todisplay," the editor
wrote, "the cupola of Pennsylvania Hallcould have no more crown-
ing glory than to have the Stars and Stripes floating from its
flagstaff." What, he asked, "do you suppose is the impression that a
stranger receives as he views our campus and its buildings to see no
vestige of that which means so much to the true American - his
flag?" Unfortunately, he reported, "our College possesses no flag
which is in condition to be displayed." While a week later it was
possible for the paper to report that a new banner had been secured
and was flying, it is clear from the testimony of the Gettysburgian
over the next ten or fifteen years, corroborated by the recollections
of a number of graduates of the same period, that the practice of
regular, let alone continuous, display of the flag, as well as the tradi-
tion to explain it,had not yet developed.
Although Janitor Joe Carver, when interviewed in1970, seemed to
recall one of his predecessors telling him, soon after he was
employed in1914, that he was supposed to fly the flag at all times,
the testimony of the Gettysburgian for September 29, 1915 that
"heretofore, only on special occasions was 'OldGlory' seen floating
above OldDorm," offers a credible corrective ofhis memory. 141 For a
number of years, beginning in1915, the newspaper reported that a
local merchant was regularly donating flags for use on the cupola,
but most photographs of the building which appeared in the Spec-
trums wellinto the 19205, some of which were repeated from year to
year, show a bare flagpole.
During his 1970 interview, Joe Carver also recalled that it was Pres-
ident Hanson, sometime after coming to Gettysburg in 1923, who
responded to his complaint that it was burdensome to have to climb
to the roof of the cupola twice a day, to raise and lower the flag, by
instructing him to keep it flyingand to maintain a supply on hand
from which to replace worn-out flags. From that point, all that
remained was for one ormore persons to transform this very practi-
cal instruction to the janitor into a formal act of the United States
Congress and inso doing, tonarrow the justification forsuch action
from stressing the importance of the entire fieldof battle, as did the
141Intervtews with Joe L. Carver, August 3, 4, and 24, 1970.
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students of 1908, to focusing upon Old Dorm alone. Also inter-
viewed in 1970, Dean Tilberg stated that both the practice of con-
tinuous flyingof the flagand the well-known explanation for itwere
in existence when he arrived in Gettysburg in the fall of 1927. 142
The United States Congress passed no legislation defining what is
to be considered proper and acceptable civilian display of the
American flag until 1942. On December 22 of that year President
Franklin D. Roosevelt approved a joint resolution containing a
statement of recommended flag use. Its provisions were based
almost entirely upon those of a code adopted by the National Flag
Conference which met in Washington inJune 1923. Called by Presi-
dent Warren G. Harding and organized by a committee of the
American Legion, this conference was attended by representatives
of almost seventy organizations.
As adopted in 1923 and enacted into law in 1942, the flag code
states that "itis the universal custom to display the flag only from
sunrise to sunset on buildings and on stationary flagstaffs in the
open" and, further, that "the flag should not be displayed on days
when the weather is inclement." At the same time, according to the
code, it is permissible to display the flag at night "upon special
occasions where it is desired to produce a patriotic effect." 143 The
interpretation of what constitutes "special occasions" or a "patriotic
effect" is left entirely to the judgment of those wishing todisplay the
flag. An increasing number of persons have construed these words
very liberally, in order to justify continuous display, a practice
which the framers of the code surely did not intend to sanction.
For some years the General Reference and Bibliography Division
of the Library of Congress maintained a list of places at which report-
edly the flag flew twenty-four hours a day, either by an act of Con-
gress, by presidential proclamation, or by custom. Old Dorm at
Gettysburg College was first included on this list as a result of cor-
142Interview with Dean Emeritus Wilbur E. Tilberg, August 29, 1970. None of the
G-Books issued between 1925 and 1942, all of which included much information
about the College and its customs, said anything about the continuous flyingof a flag
over OldDorm. For many years this flag was a current one, with forty-eight ormore
stars. In1961, after the thirty-four star flag was raised over the building during aCivil
War centennial celebration, the business manager, quietly and on his own initiative,
continued flying the flag which was current when the battle of Gettysburg occurred.
See the Gettysburgian for May 7, 1942 and September 1, 1943 for discussions of the
deviations from the established practice during World War 11.
143F0r the text of the law, see MiloM. Quaife, MelvinJ. Weig, and Roy E. Apple-
man, The History of the United States Flag From the Revolution to the Present,
Including a Guide to Its Use and Display (New York, 1961), pp. 160-166.
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As of 1985, the flag was still
there, day and night.
respondence with the president of the College which the Library of
Congress initiated in 1966. The College gave custom as the reason
for engaging in the practice. 144
During his brief tenure in office, from 1904 to 1910, President
Hefelbower devoted most of his energies to raising the standards for
admission, improving the curriculum and library, and increasing the
size of the faculty. Not surprisingly, and especially since he was
unable to eliminate the long-standing College debt, his reports to the
board contain no recommendations for alterations or additions to
the physical plant. 145
Things changed markedly with the advent of his successor. In
reporting to the board on the success of the fund-raising campaign
of 1910-1913, President Granville summoned the College to a new
financial effort to raise money for a science and engineering build-
ing. During the next few months he extended his list of needs. In
144 A 1977 work listed eight places at which the flag flies continuously by virtue of
an act of Congress orpresidential proclamation and eighteen at which the sanction is
custom. The author of this work sought explanatory statements from persons at each
of these places. Inthe course of his investigation he learned that the flag had never
flown continuously at a number ofplaces included inprevious lists. Ina fewinstances the
custom had been discontinued. Bedford O. Kaddy, Jr., Where and Why The American
Flag Flies Twenty-four Hours a Day (New York, 1977). As continuous display of the
flag becomes increasingly common, the Library of Congress has not kept its list
up to date.
145F0r a statement of what became of Hefelbower's appeal to Andrew Carnegie for
a physics building, see p. 459n.
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October 1913, he told the students assembled inchapel that, inaddi-
tion to a science hall, there should be a machine shop, a new build-
ing for the preparatory department, a library building, a V.M.C.A.
building, a gymnasium, and an additional dormitory.
In December 1913 the trustees authorized a campaign to raise
$130,000 for a science hall, a preparatory department building, a
machine shop, and an infirmary. Atthe same time, they established
a standing building committee and instructed it to choose an
architect, direct all constructions and alterations, and insure "that
the style of architecture of Pennsylvania Hallbe copied as far as is
practicable in any new college buildings, all to form part of a har-
monious and comprehensive plan for future expansion."
The building committee chose as its architect George C. Baum
(1872-1926), of the class of 1893. A resident of Philadelphia, Baum
was the son of one long-time trustee and brother of another. Holder
of a degree inarchitecture from the University of Pennsylvania, he
continued to serve the College until his unexpected death in 1926.
President Granville used the columns of the Gettysburgian for May
6, 1914 toannounce that Baum had prepared preliminary plans for a
science halland a preparatory building, as wellas "a comprehensive
and harmonious scheme for utilizing all the land now owned by the
College ... for future building sites and campus purposes.
"
The
Baum plan called for the science hall tobe constructed on the site of
the existing chemistry laboratory and the preparatory building on
the northeast corner of that department's campus. Dormitories,
fraternity houses, and other buildings, all to be constructed of "red
brick with white pillars, pilasters and trimming," were projected for
the area north of Old Dorm. Since that building "faces the new cam-
pus as well as the present one," wrote Granville, "a portico fronting
north similar to the one now facing south" willeventually be added.
Old Dorm "willbe the central feature of the completed plans," he
told his readers, "a prominence which it richly deserves both
because of its classic beauty and because of its historic
importance." 146
Unfortunately, since the campaign to raise $130,000 never came
close to its goal, the trustees had to decide which,ifany, of the four
projected improvements could be completed. In June 1915 they
instructed the building committee to erect a new hall for the use of
the preparatory department. Ground was broken in the following
fall and the structure was ready for use inSeptember 1916. Called
simply the Main Building, it contained facilities for all of the
operations of the preparatory department, including a dining room.
For the first time inmore than forty years the College could now pro-
14aGranville also discussed these plans in the Spectrum for 1915.
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Main BuiJding on the Academy Campus
Completed in 1916 and renamed Huber Hallin 1941.
vide meals for at least some of its students. Granville reported that
the cost of the building, furnished and equipped, was about
$50, 000.147 When Charles H. Huber retired inthe spring of1941, the
Main Building was named after him inrecognition of his more than
forty years of service to the College. Hereafter in this work itwillbe
called Huber Hall.
Although unable to raise most of the money which itsought in the
campaign begun inDecember 1913, the College was forced over the
next several years to make a number of changes in its plant, due
largely to the pressing needs of an increasing enrollment. First, in
December 1913 the board ordered Dean Bikle and Professor Nixon
to vacate the campus houses which they had occupied for many
years, so that these facilities could be converted to dormitory use.
The dean's appeal to the board to reverse itself was unsuccessful,
and by the fall of 1914 Cottage Hall had been transformed into a
thirty-room dormitory. Second, by September 1915 the College had
converted its house on the southwest corner of Washington street
and Lincoln avenue into a fourteen-room dormitory. Called the
Athletic Field House, it was described in the catalogue as a facility
"designed especially for the use of the members of the College
147 This figure did not include the cost of a central heating plant placed in the base-
ment of Stevens Hall to serve the buildings on the preparatory campus or for the
necessary connections to those buildings. InJune 1917 Granville told the board that the
total costs incurred were $54,400. A. R. Warner, Waynesboro, was the contractor for
trys and many future College building and renovation projects.
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athletic teams." 148 Third,inDecember 1915, when itbecame evident
that, without an unexpected windfall, funds would not soon be
available for a science building, the board authorized a major addi-
tion to the chemistry laboratory. Completed by the following fall,at
a cost of about $4,600, itincreased significantly the size of both lec-
ture room and laboratories. Fourth, once the new preparatory
department building was occupied in the fall of 1916, Stevens Hall
became a College office, classroom, and dormitory building. In1920
the second and third floors were completely remodeled and once
again housed students of the preparatory department. 149 Fifth,since
the room reserved inGlatfelter Hallfor an infirmary had never been
used for that purpose, and since the promised money for such a
facility did not become available, when itbecame necessary in the
fall of 1917 to segregate a number of students with contagious dis-
eases, the College began using its observatory as a temporary infir-
mary. In1923, following another outbreak ofcontagious diseases, it
converted the former Athletic Field House (rented to a family for
several years) into an infirmary for all illstudents and placed it in
charge of what the catalogue described as "an experienced resident
graduate nurse," under the general supervision of the medical
director. 150
In December 1914 Professor and Mrs. George D. Stahley, who
were childless, proposed to the board that they be permitted to erect
on the campus a house which would be the property of the College
and "a permanent residence for us to the end of our days." The board
formally accepted their proposal at its next meeting. A site at the
northwest corner of Carlisle and Stevens streets was chosen and the
house was built in1915-1916, at a cost of $8,000. The Stahleys lived
at 300 Carlisle street until his death in 1939; his widow continued
residing there until about six months before she died in 1951.
The next new structure on the campus was the V.M.C.A. hall,
which was completed in 1922. In the case of few, if any, other
College buildings had there been so long a period of time between
conception and fruition or so many frustrations between the time of
the actual decision tobuild and the day of dedication. As early as
1891, urged on by the College Monthly, the V.M.C.A. had
148The College had purchased the house in1894, when itacquired all of the properties
south of West Lincoln avenue. Itwas last used as a dormitory in 1920-1921.
149 When the use of thisbuilding was changed in1916, the catalogue began referring
to it as Thaddeus Stevens Hall, a name which persisted until the academy closed
in 1935.
150 Inthe spring of1926, after construction ofBreidenbaugh had begun, the infirmary
building was moved to a lotin the 200-block ofWest Lincolnavenue. The medical direc-
tor and nurse continued to operate it. Mrs. Margaret E. Miller was nurse from
1926 to 1940.
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inaugurated a building fund, which from time to time thereafter its
members tried to reactivate. The 1904 and 1905 Spectrums re-
produced proposed floor plans for the building. During the
Hefelbower administration both faculty and trustees gave their
blessing to the proposal, but the amount available in cash and
pledges remained far from what was required to complete it.
Inthe fallof 1913 President Granville included a "Christian Social
Hall" on the list of needed buildings which he announced to the
students in chapel. However, it was not one of the four proposed
structures which the trustees decided upon when they authorized a
new fund-raising campaign two months later. Granville found an
opportunity toadvance the priority ofa V.M.C.A.building when the
Woman's League asked him to recommend to them one major
College project on which they might work. 'This seems to be the
psychological moment for choosing some one large object on which
to concentrate your efforts," he told them ina letter dated Septem-
ber 1, 1915. Urging the women to raise the money needed for a
V.M.C.A. hall (his estimate of what it would take was about
$15,000), he predicted that "just your beginning a campaign for the
securing of such a building willhave a stimulating effect on our
College V.M.C.A. and produce an uplift in the moral tone of the
institution. "I"
At its annual convention in November, the Woman's League
accepted Granville's proposal and called upon students and alumni
to come to its aid. A month later the board of trustees approved the
project. The 1916 catalogue announced that the league had begun a
campaign to secure $30,000 (not $15,000) for a "College V.M.C.A.
Hall to serve as a religious and social center for the student body."
During their convention in November 1916, the women dedicated
the site chosen for the future building - just north of the chemistry
laboratory along Washington street -and placed a sign on the spot
as a reminder to allpassersby of their intentions.
Few at this time realized that within a matter of months the coun-
try would become an active participant inWorld War Iand that the
government would quickly discourage most building. The women
soon found that the war was making it difficult for them tocarry on
their usual ways of raising money. 152 Between 1916 and 1918 prices
increased about 40 percent. The war in general and an influenza
epidemic inparticular led tocancellation of the 1918 league conven-
tion. However, these difficulties only delayed the women. Itdidnot
weaken their resolve. In June 1919 they held a groundbreaking
151The letter appeared in the Gettysburgian for September 29, 1915.
152 Were it not for the war, Granville told the board in June 1918, the building
'would now be nearing completion."
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Weidensall Hall
Completed in 1922. Until about 1960 better known as the V.M.C.A. and
then the S.C.A. building. This picture shows the building as originally
constructed.
ceremony and the followingNovember, during their annual conven-
tion, they laid the cornerstone for the new building. They could not
proceed beyond this point, however, since the trustees had not yet
authorized actual construction. As late as June 1920, citing con-
tinued inflation and shortages of materials, the board urged further
delay. Finally, in December of that year, after the necessary details
had been completed, the trustees at last approved construction.
Work began in the early spring of 1921, with students helping to dig
the foundations. 153 Even then, there were delays in securing some
materials and it took a year to finish the outside work. The building
was dedicated on June 13, 1922, withEdgar Fahs Smith, of the class
of 1874, retired provost of the University of Pennsylvania, as the
main speaker. Five years earlier, in June 1917, the trustees had
decided that the name of the building when completed should be the
'""Atlast the new V.M.C.A. building is to be erected," declared the Gettysburgian
forMarch 18, 1921. "Ofcourse, many willsay that they are tired ofhearing the same
old story of the fact that the building is to be erected."
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Robert Weidensall V.M.C.A.154 The final report of the building com-
mittee gave the cost of the new structure, including furniture and
furnishings, as $80,293, a far cry from the $15,000 which Granville
had first suggested and the $30,000 which the Woman's League
believed would be its obligation when it adopted the project
in 1915.^5
Weidensall Hall (to use the name by which it has been known
since the early 19605) had a twenty-by-sixty-foot swimming pool,
with locker and shower rooms, on the ground floor; a large lobby
and various other rooms on the floor above; and a large meeting
room, several smaller rooms, and living quarters for the V.M.C.A.
secretary on the top floor.The College never had a facilityquite like
this; the U.L.C.A. survey team found nothing comparable on the
campus of any other Lutheran college. Once it was completed, it
took little time for the V.M.C.A., other student groups, and the
administration to find ways to make constant use of the building.
For more than two decades it was the favorite place for College
receptions. 156
Meeting the day on which Weidensall Hallwas dedicated (June 13,
1922), the board of trustees decided that the next new structure
on campus would be a chemistry halland directed itsbuilding com-
mittee to secure the necessary plans. On the following day it was
154Robert Weidensall (1836-1922), of the class of1860, began a lifelong career with
the V.M.C.A. in 1868, after several years as a teacher, construction worker, and
superintendent of the Union Pacific car shops in Omaha, Nebraska. Widely regarded
as the father of the student V.M.C.A.movement in the United States, he also worked
in several foreign countries. For half a century he was secretary of the Y.M.C.A.'s
international committee. From time to time he returned to campus, to give a talk
(1890, 1905, 1912, 1915), receive an honorary degree (1912), or be present at the
groundbreaking ofthe building named in hishonor (1919). Too illtoattend its dedica-
tion, he died in Omaha in September 1922. See C. Howard Hopkins, History of the
V.M.C.A. in North America (New York, 1951).
155 A detailed report of the cost of the building is included in the Woman's League
number of the GCB for December 1925, pp. 26-30. Construction costs amounted to
$75,653.24 and furniture and fixtures to $4,639.60. InNovember 1917 a secretary ofthe
V.M.C.A.international committee toldthe Woman's League convention that the com-
mittee wouldcontribute $25,000 to the cost ofthe building inrecognition of Weiden-
sall's fiftyyears of service to the organization. Unfortunately, only about 20 percent of
this pledge was ever paid. Weidensall 's bequest of $1,349 was added to the
building fund.
15e U.L.C.A. Survey, 2:292,335. To recognize donors the Woman's League placed
hundreds ofnames in the cornerstone and erected plaques throughout the building.
The east portico honored the board president and the west portico the College presi-
dent. Some of the rooms were also named. The Altoona subleague presented a paint-
ing, "The Vigil,"in 1930; itwas hung above the fireplace in the main lobby, where a
marble drinking fountain was placed two years later inmemory of a deceased league
president. Once Weidensall was available, some functions previously held in the
sweat box were transferred to it and in 1923 the latter was converted into a
classroom.
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announced that the Endowment and Expansion Campaign had
exceeded its goal of $1,000,000, giving reason for many tohope that
when all of the pledges were paid there would be sizable amounts
available for further construction. There was general agreement at
the time, not only that the old chemistry laboratory was woefully
inadequate, but also that the College badly needed a new and much
larger gymnasium as well as a library building. The Gettysburgian
for March 21, 1923 called the existing gymnasium a shame and
claimed that it ranked "among the poorest in the country." Three
months later the librarian told the board that "our Library rooms are
altogether too small. We are indeed in urgent need of a library
building."
Urgent as all of them were for the welfare of the College, these
three needs were not tobe met immediately. The departure of Presi-
dent Granville early in 1923 suggested that planning for further
building should be halted until his successor could be chosen and
had gained some experience inhis new office. The gradual realiza-
tion that the Endowment and Expansion Campaign was going to
yieldmuch less than $1,000,000 prompted a search for new sources
of money. Inaddition, it was soon evident, at least to some, that the
College should entrust major decisions in designing a chemistry
building to the successor ofProfessor Breidenbaugh, who was about
to retire after a half century of service.
Within a year after becoming president inthe fall of 1923, Henry
W.A.Hanson selected as the new head of the chemistry department
John B.Zinn,a 1909 alumnus, a Johns Hopkins Ph.D., and a veteran
of ten years of teaching at Amherst College and Worcester
Polytechnic Institute. While recruiting Zinn, Hanson informed him
that the next building on the campus would be a hall for two
departments -chemistry and physics -rather than for one, and also
that, if he returned to Gettysburg, he would have a free hand in
designing its interior as an up-to-date facility.157
By June 1925 the trustees were ready to act. After the president
reported the availability of $70,000 incash and $80,000 in what he
called gilt-edged pledges, they directed the building committee to
secure plans for and proceed to erect a science hall and a "general
assembly building which is also to serve as a Gymnasium." The
committee approved the proposals which architect Baum submitted
for two structures similar in exterior design to Huber and Weiden-
157Interview withJohn B. Zinn, July 1972, inGCA. Zinn had high praise forthe assis-
tance indesigning the building given him by Horace S. Uhler, professor ofphysics in
1925-1926. At the same time, he was critical ofthe president fornot having a professor
of physical education available when the gymnasium was being planned and a trained
librarian when the library was being designed.
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sail Halls. Groundbreaking ceremonies for both new buildings
occurred on October 3, 1925. Actual construction of both began a
few months later. 158
The new gymnasium was first used inlate April1927 for an inter-
fraternity ball, an Owl and Nightingale production, and a military
ball. The first basketball game did not occur there until January
1928. The cost of the building was $152, 995. 68.159
Soon after work on the gymnasium began, the Gettysburg com-
munity was saddened by the unexpected death of Edward S. Plank
(1875-1926). Born near Gettysburg, he began demonstrating his skill
inbaseball ina country school and on several town teams. Between
1899 and 1901, when he was already in his middle twenties, he
enrolled inthe preparatory department and sometimes played on the
College baseball team. In 1901 Connie Mack engaged him to play
with the Philadelphia Athletics. During thirteen years as a member
of that team, his southpaw pitching helped it win six American
League pennants and three world series. He left the Athletics in
1914 and played for three years with the St. Louis team, first in the
Federal and then in the American League. Returning to Gettysburg
in 1917, Plank operated a garage and sold automobiles until his
death inFebruary 1926. Within a month of that event, a local commit-
tee headed byPresident Hanson was arranging for a benefit game tobe
played inhis memory by the Athletics and Phillies inPhiladelphia,
with the proceeds to go to the College for the new gymnasium.
According to the Gettysburgian for March 24, 1926, the president
was hopeful that the yieldmight be sufficient to enable prompt con-
struction of a library building. Unfortunately, wet grounds forced
postponement of the game on the first scheduled date, inSeptember
1926. Itwas finally played in the rain inOctober 1927. Attendance
and proceeds were both disappointingly small. Long before this, in
158 Architect George C. Baum died while these buildings were being constructed. In
June 1928 a plaque inhismemory was placed in the main entrance to the gymnasium.
There is a similar plaque in Weidensall Hall.
is9pigures given for the construction of the gymnasium, science building, and li-
brary, and forthe remodeling of GlatfelterHall, are taken from the treasurer's report
submitted to the board on December 5, 1933.
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Eddie Plank Memorial Gymnasium
Completed in 1927.
June 1926, the board ot trustees had decided upon a name tor its new
building. The Eddie Plank Memorial Gymnasium was dedicated on
June 7, 1927, during commencement week. 160
As intended, Plank was a multipurpose building which, according
to the 1927 catalogue, fulfilled "the combined functions of a gym-
nasium, social center, armory, and auditorium." It housed the
offices of the medical director and the new physical education staff,
living quarters for the caretaker, and a rifle range. In return for a
$1,000 contribution, the Owl and Nightingale Club had a stage,
office space, dressing rooms, and other facilities at the north end of
the building. The main gymnasium floor could be used for dances
and other social activities. Last but not least, Plank was a gym-
nasium with what the catalogue described as "splendid facilities for
all indoor sports." 181
IDObee the obituary in the Compiler for February 27, 1926. and Joseph L.Reichler, cd.,
The Baseball Encyclopedia, 4th cd. rev. (New York, 1979), p. 1959. Although there isno
record that Plank was ever enrolled in the College, he was often assigned a place among
its nongraduating alumni, usually in the class of1904 or 1905. UntilWorld War 11, the
catalogue, in describing the gymnasium, referred to him as "one of the best known and
best loved men who ever enrolled at Gettysburg College." Plank was elected to the
Baseball Hall of Fame in 1946.
101Obviously, Plank now competed with Weidensall as a place for campus social
activities.
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Breidenbaugh Science Hall
Completed in 1927-1928.
Work on the new science building, begun during the winter of
1925-1926, did not quite keep pace with that on the gymnasium. The
classrooms and some of the laboratories were first used inthe fallof
1927; the remaining laboratories were completed and occupied dur-
ing the 1927-1928 academic year. Breidenbaugh Science Hall was
dedicated during commencement weekend, on June 12, 1929.
Charles M.A.Stine, of the class of 1901, gave the address. The cost
of the building was $160,458.16. Reflecting upon his more than
thirty years of teaching in Breidenbaugh, John B. Zinn in 1972
declared that the building had well served the purposes which he
had in mind when he helped design it.162
The chemistry laboratory immediately south of Weidensall Hall
was removed during the summer of 1927. During the College centen-
nial exercises, on May 28, 1932, members of the class of 1917
dedicated a sundial on the site where the old building had stood for
some fifty-fiveyears. 163
Few persons disagreed with the statement made by the librarian in
June 1923 that "we are indeed in urgent need of a library building."
Soon after becoming president, Henry W. A.Hanson began search-
ing for the funds required for such a facility. After an unsuccessful
'•"Interview with John B. Zinn, July 1972, in GCA. InJune 1923, inadding its voice to
many others calling fora new science building, the Alumni Association recommended
that itbe named for Professor Breidenbaugh.
163 Some person or persons who may have thought that they were engaging ingood
clean fun soon stole parts of the sundial, not all of which were ever recovered.
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The Library
Completed in 1929.
approach to the Carnegie Foundation, he announced to the trustees
in January 1927 that one of their colleagues, Henry H. Weber, was
changing his bequest of $50,000 for an endowed professorship,
announced in 1922, to one of $75,000 for a library to be named in
memory of his recently deceased wife,M. Emma Weber. How long
itmight take for this gift to become available no one then knew, but
about eighteen months later Weber sought to move things along by
offering the College a judgment note, payable upon his death, which
it could then use in securing a bank loan.
By the time the members of the board, polled individuallyin Sep-
tember 1928, approved this arrangement, some of them with
understandably serious misgivings, building plans were already
well-advanced. The site on which Cottage Hall then stood had
already been chosen for the new facility; the old structure was sold
at public auction and removed in the fall. A new College architect, J.
Alfred Hamme (1897-1965), of the class of 1918, drew up plans for a
building whose exterior harmonized with the Georgian design of all
four buildings erected during the previous decade. In October Paul
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Philippe Cret (1876-1945), a nationally known architect and pro-
fessor of design at the University of Pennsylvania, visited the cam-
pus and approved the Hamme plans. 164
Construction of the library began early in1929 and the new build-
ing was officially opened for use on November 17 of that year. The
cost was $108,976.77. The 1930 catalogue referred to the M.Emma
Weber Memorial Library Building. Since by that time it was becom-
ing evident that the Weber bequest was not going tobe realized, this
designation disappeared from later catalogues. Untilit was named
after the chief founder of the College in 1957, the building was
known simply as the library.
Members of the U.L.C.A. survey team who visited Gettysburg
during the 1926-1927 year were not favorably impressed by what
they saw inGlatfelter Hall. They called the center stairway and the
steam engine in the basement fire hazards and thought it odd that
only two of the twenty-six rooms in the building had the same
dimensions. This latter was described as the "most extreme case" of
poor utilization of space in any college visited. As a result, they
recommended that the building be razed as soon as possible and be
replaced by a more nearly fireproof structure in which more effect-
ive use would be made of the available space. 165 While recognizing
the inadequacy of the existing building, President Hanson rejected
this recommendation and opted instead for a less drastic solution. In
June 1928 he proposed to the board that, as soon as the library could
be moved into its new building, the administration be relocated in
the former gymnasium, and the interior of Glatfelter Hallbe exten-
sively remodeled. Shortly thereafter, Trustee William L.Glatfelter
pledged $25,000 for the remodeling, an amount which he and his
three sisters later increased to $100,000.
164J. AlfredHamme was employed in the York firm of his father, John B. Hamme(1862-1954), who after being graduated in architecture by Cornell University was
associated for some years withan earlier College architect, John A.Dempwolf.The
younger Hamme, whose degree in architecture was granted by the University of
Pennsylvania in1925, designed buildings forthe College for more than thirty years. For
a sketch of Cret's career, see the Dictionary of American Biography, Supplement 3
(1973): 199-200. He designed the Folger Shakespeare Library and the Federal Reserve
Board Building, both in Washington.
165U.L.C.A. Survey, 1:202,229, 250. Only minor changes had been made inGlatfelter
Hall since its completion in 1889. The number of classrooms and amount of space
devoted to the library were increased. See the Gettysburgian forApril29, 1925 and Sep-
tember 19, 1929.
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WilliamL. Glatfelter (1865-1930)
Longtime trustee, who with his
sisters made possible remodeling
of Glatfelter Hallin 1929.
The plans submitted by J. Alfred Hamme and approved by the
board called for the removal of the entire interior of the building and
its replacement by newly designed classrooms, offices, and
laboratories. Work began soon after commencement 1929. When it
became evident that it was not going to be completed by the begin-
ning of the next school year, President Hanson in a letter to all
students appealed forpatience upon their return to the campus. Dur-
ing the early fall the contractor worked three shifts around the clock
in an effort toready the building foroccupancy. Meanwhile, classes
were held in the gymnasium, chapel, science building, Weidensall,
and fraternity houses. Classes were first conducted in the renovated
hall on December 2, 1929, after the Thanksgiving recess. The new
administrative offices were occupied during the Christmas recess.
"Improvements have been made in every detail of the structure,"
declared the 1930 catalogue. "The building is fire resisting
throughout and marble, wrought iron, and terrazzo have been
skillfullyused in the construction of the corridors." For the first time
in the history of the College, each department head had an
office separate and apart from what was regarded as his classroom.
However, it was an office which he had to share with any assistants
he might have. The departments of German, mathematics, and
philosophy shared the first floor with the administration. Bible,
English, Greek, history, Latin, and Romance languages occupied the
second floor. The departments of economics and political
science, education, and engineering used the third floor. The base-
ment space was assigned to engineering and military science. The
biology department, which moved into Breidenbaugh Hall when the
renovation began, remained there until the engineering program
was discontinued in 1940, when itreturned to Glatfelter Hall. The
total reported cost of the renovations was $125,578.86.
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Only a few weeks before the new library was first occupied, the
stock market crash of October 1929 occurred. Within a matter of
months itbecame evident that the country was entering a period of
severe economic depression. Most plans for further building and
renovating activity had to be set aside. Normal maintenance was
reduced to a minimum. Between the fall of 1929 and 1945 one old
College building got a second portico, a bookstore was built,and the
old gymnasium disappeared from the campus.
Adding a north portico to Old Dorm was a project which architect
Baum had envisaged in his 1914 campus plan, long before either
Weidensall, Breidenbaugh, or Plank was built. As the area north of
the oldbuilding was developed, interest ina major entrance to what
had long been considered its back side increased. "This building is
the key of the campus," the president told the trustees inJune 1928,
"and itis my thought that from whatever entrance one may enter the
campus, the most conspicuous feature willbe the beautiful old
building around which the affections of the thousands of our alumni
willalways be centered." He hoped that a north portico could be
built in time for the College centennial celebration in 1932.
However, it was not until 1937 - the centennial of the first
occupancy of the old building - that his hope was finally realized.
Work was begun in the spring and the new portico was dedicated on
June 5, 1937, with Professor Emeritus Milton H. Valentine giving
the address. The portico was named in memory of Charles W.
Beachem, the first alumni secretary, who died after a brief illness in
the preceding January. The cost of the improvement, including
necessary changes to the interior of the building, was about $12,300;
it was met by contributions of the Alumni Association.
During the summer of 1939 the College built a bookstore on the
recently acquired southeastern corner of Washington and Stevens
streets. The contract price was $5,300. When the new facility
opened for business in the fall, the College converted the space in
Old Dorm which had long been used for selling books into dormitory
rooms. For many years students had operated the bookstore, provid-
ing a service for their colleagues while earning part of their College
expenses. Arguing that the responsibility had become too great for
students to handle, the College took over the facility in July 1938. 168
The desire to convert the abandoned gymnasiun into an adminis-
trative center, which persisted long after Glatfelter Hall was reoc-
cupied in the fallof 1929, was never realized. Even as town children
used it for various purposes, the condition of the building continued
to deteriorate. After a spirited student campaign to secure its
166The student-run bookstore appeared shortly after1900. Attimes OldDorm also
housed a lunch room and barber shop.
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removal was waged in the columns of the Gettysburgian, the trus-
tees in June 1942 directed the administration to tear down the build-
ing. The second oldest College structure, built with much student
labor, Linnaean Hall disappeared from the campus during the sum-
mer of 1942.
InDecember 1938 President Hanson told the trustees that the
College "has now reached the point where,Ithink we are ready fora
forward step." Itwas, inhis opinion, "decidedly important to the
College constituency to inaugurate a project, big enough and suf-
ficiently worthwhile, to challenge the united support of our entire
student body" and of the Woman's League. The forward step he had
inmind was the construction of "an adequate and attractive" chapel
to replace Brua, which admittedly had long "served the College and
served it well." He proposed that the new building be designed as
"the most attractive structure on the entire campus" and be placed
across Washington street from Weidensall, where it would be "in
the center of our campus activities" and would "afford a splendid
perspective to passers-by." In response to this appeal, the board
approved a financial campaign for the new chapel and called for the
support of all friends of the College. Although more than $100,000
incash was soon received for this project and although fond hopes
were expressed that construction would begin as early as the spring
of 1940, wartime and postwartime conditions delayed its completion
until the early 19505.
To recapitulate, between 1904 and 1945 there were many
improvements and additions to the College's physical plant. From
1914 on there was a comprehensive campus plan which the trustees
had approved, but they were of course always free to determine the
extent to which they wished touse it at any particular time. Seven of
the seventeen major buildings of 1904 had disappeared by 1945: the
observatory (1925), chemistry laboratory (1927), janitor's house
(1928), Cottage Hall(1928), Linnaean Hall (1942), and two fraternity
houses. 187 One 1904 building, the dwelling house at the southwest-
ern corner of Washington street and Lincoln avenue, had been
moved into the 200-block of West Lincoln and was stillbeing used as
the College infirmary. Nine of the seventeen buildings of 1904 were
still in use forty-one years later.
Between 1916 and 1939 ten new buildings were constructed on the
campus: Huber Hall (1916); the Stahley Home (1916); Weidensall
Hall (1922); Plank Gymnasium (1927); Breidenbaugh Hall (1927); a
167The observatory was removed during the summer of 1925 after some years of
neglect and brief use as an infirmary. The old janitor's house was the one located north
of Old Dorm. In1943 the College tore down the dwelling house at the corner of
Washington street and Constitution avenue which ithad purchased in 1911.
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Aeriaiviewof the campus, probably first such photograph, taken in1925.
new house for the janitor, located west of Glatfelter Hall (1928); the
library (1929); the bookstore (1939); and two fraternity houses. The
total cost to the College of this construction, plus the renovation of
Glatfelter Hall and the addition of the Old Dormportico, was about
$700,000. The treasurer's report for the year ending June 30, 1945
valued the College's land at $171,500, its buildings at $1,296,747,
and fixtures and equipment at $244,819. The total was
$1,713, 066. 168
Some of the campus improvements during these years were fund-
ed by gifts made by classes either at the time of graduation or later,
possibly on some anniversary occasion. Beginning with the 1914
catalogue the College recognized these gifts in a special section
entitled Class Memorials. Many classes provided for concrete walks
from building to building on the College or preparatory department
168 Although Christ Lutheran church was stillknown as the College church in 1945,
and although the College still made an annual contribution to its treasury, its
relationship with the institution had undergone major change since 1904. Students
were no longer required to attend Sunday services and baccalaureate exercises were
no longer held in its sanctuary. Annual contributions ended in 1953.
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campus. Carrying on an old tradition, students themselves some-
times did much of the work inlaying these walks. In1912 the class
of 1907 paid for wiringOldDorm and McKnight Hall forelectricity,
and the graduating class presented the lamp post between Old Dorm
and Brua Chapel. In1913 the class of1893 provided for the gateway
to the campus entrance across from Water street and the graduating
class for the lamp posts infront ofGlatfelter Hall. In1928, after the
old chemistry laboratory had been removed, the class of 1892 pre-
sented the gateway to the campus entrance across from Stevens
street. 169
The interest in improving the appearance of the campus which
faculty and students had displayed from the earliest days continued
well into the twentieth century, especially during the Hanson years.
On three or four occasions landscape architects who visited the
campus proposed extensive plantings, as well as removing some
buildings and relocating walks and roadways. As a result, literally
thousands of trees, shrubs, and flowering plants, some of them pre-
sented as gifts, were planted, most of which unfortunately soon fell
victim to drought and vandalism. The prediction of the Gettys-
burgian (April 27, 1927) that the recently purchased hundred
Japanese crabapple trees would live for three centuries and make
the College an effective competitor of the city of Washington in the
springtime was never realized. Inthe late 1920s an effort was made
to convert the area along the Tiber into a flower garden. Phi Gamma
Delta carried this project to completion in 1931 and called it the
Stahler Memorial Gardens. 170 For about five or six years, beginning
inthe fall of 1927, a Campus Beautiful Club under the sponsorship
ofFrank H. Kramer attracted student energies to supporting these
and similar projects.
Adam Foutz retired as a College janitor in1906. During his thirty-
year tenure he was not the only College janitor, but he was clearly
the one most students knew and respected. The man who eventually
took his place in the life of the institution did not appear on the
scene until the spring of 1914, when Joseph L.Carver (1888-1971)
moved with his family into the old janitor's house. Joe's association
with the College lasted until his death more than half a century later.
Even after he formally retired in 1959, he continued to be respon-
sible formaintaining the campus locks and keys. Joe was completely
169The class memorials section of the catalogue was a casualty of World War 11,
appearing last in 1942. It included class gifts for items other than campus
improvements, such as prizes, class reunion trophies, and display cases. The class of
1892 never reimbursed the College for the northern gateway and the obligation was
eventually written off as a bad debt.
170Harry L. Stahler (1860-1929) of the class of1882 was a devoted alumnus and an
ardent supporter of his fraternity.
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Janitor in the tradition ofHopkins and Foutz from 1914 to1959. However,
whilethe firstenjoyed the title ofvice president and the second ofgovernor,
Joe had to be content with that ofprofessor. The editors of the 1935 Spec-
trum declared that
"
'Professor Carver' is an influential factor in the campus
lifeof Gettysburg College, "whobecause ofhis manifold duties "is certainly
entitled to a chair in this institution."
devoted to Gettysburg College. He cared for the buildings with
which he was charged and mowed the lawns (for years with a push
mower) in the spirit of a true workman. Joe was so punctual in
unlocking classrooms in the morning and in ringing the Glatfelter
bell to announce the first class that when he overslept one April
morning in 1930 the fact was news to the Gettysburgian.
Though his formal education was about as limited as that of John
Hopkins or Adam Foutz, Carver was wise enough rarely to reveal to
students the degree to which their antics might have provoked him,
and consequently he was able to minimize the number of tricks they
played upon him. "Although not possessing an official degree,"
declared a writer for the 1935 Spectrum,
"
'Professor' Carver is cer-
tainly entitled to a chair in this institution." President Hanson
offered his own tribute some years later. "I couldn't imagine
attempting to operate Gettysburg College without the devoted serv-
ices of Joe," the Gettysburgian for December 10, 1942 reported him
529
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as saying. "Joe is one of the most indefatigable and loyal men I
know. His love for college boys has been a constant
inspiration."171
Preparatory Department 1904-1916
Gettysburg Academy 1916-1935
The announced purpose of the preparatory department in 1904
was one which any alumnus in that year could understand perfectly.
"The object of its foundation, which the school has steadily kept in
view," declared the catalogue, "was to present to the public an
Academy under the control of College authorities." This arrange-
ment was held to be doubly advantageous, because students prepar-
ing for college were instructed "under the eyes of their future
Professors and in the line of the college requirements," while
students wanting "only an English education, preparatory to busi-
ness, teaching, etc." were taught "under the supervision of college
Professors, in a college atmosphere, and with free access to the
college libraries." The catalogue advised prospective preparatory
students that they could be admitted without examination "at any
time to the grade for which they have been qualified by previous
study." Inthe fallof 1904 Charles H. Huber was beginning his ninth
year as principal of the department. He had twoassistants, both of
them recent College graduates and one of whom lived in Stevens
Hall. There were fifty-nine students in the two-year course. Thirty-
five were from Adams county; twenty were women. Tuition, room
rent, and other annual expenses were estimated at $82.85, excluding
board, which was available in private homes or clubs at from
$69 to $111. 172
Changes occurring in American education early in the twentieth
century began to challenge the status, even the continued existence,
of many college preparatory departments. For example, the rapid
increase in the number of public high schools made it possible for
college-bound students to prepare themselves while living at home,
without the payment of tuition,room, and board. Between 1904 and
1914 the number of high school graduates nationwide all but
171Believing that Carver's service began on April1,1913, President Hanson brought
faculty and students into his office on April1, 1943 and in their presence gave the
janitor thirty new five-dollarbills. Payroll records, the Gettysburgian, and catalogues
establish beyond any doubt that Carver's service began in April1914.
1721n June 1906 Huber informed the trustees that the teachers' course begun in 1898
had been discontinued because itwas not profitable and because itinterfered with the
other work of the department.
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doubled, an increase repeated between the latter year and 1923.
Another challenge came from those responsible for developing
nationally accepted standards by which to measure the quality of
higher educational institutions. Most of them insisted that, unless
preparatory departments were separate and distinct from the
colleges which owned them, instruction inthe latter was inconstant
danger of falling below an acceptable level. For example, the com-
mittee on college resources and standards, already referred to, con-
cluded in1918 that one of the requirements of a successful college of
arts and sciences which had an academy or preparatory department
was an organization of the latter which was "distinct in students,
faculty, and discipline." 173
These developments inAmerican education were soon felt on the
Gettysburg campus. Enrollment in the preparatory department,
which had averaged eighty- three during the fiveyears before the fall
of 1904, dropped to sixty-three during the next fiveyears. As early
as June 1906 Huber explained to the trustees what was happening.
Fewer town students were enrolling inprep because the Gettysburg
High School was now offering "a full preparatory course for
college." 174 In his report to the board a year later, President
Hefelbower was more sweeping inattributing the decrease inenroll-
ment to "the general development of high schools that is taking
place almost everywhere." Nothing which the College did in an
attempt toreverse this situation had any appreciable effect for more
than a decade. Although the course of study was increased to four
years in 1910 (qualified students could complete it in less time),
enrollment reached eighty only once until after World War I.The
annual average for the years 1904-1918 was sixty-five. Adams
county continued to contribute about forty percent of the student
body, which after 1905 was almost entirely male. The number of
females in prep dropped from twenty in the fall of 1904 to four a
year later. Once it became possible for young women to complete
their college-preparatory work at the Gettysburg High School,
almost allof those planning to attend the College took advantage of
the opportunity. From 1905 to 1918 the average enrollment of
women in prep was between five and six.
The trustees remained firmly committed to continuing the pre-
paratory department, iffor no other reason simply because each fall
it stillyielded a good number ofmale freshmen who otherwise might
attend some other college. As early as June 1906 they authorized a
second prep dormitory as soon as funds became available. Seven
years later, the trustees committed themselves to raising money for
and Standards (1918), pp. 16, 57.
1741n 1906 this was less than a four-year course.
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Huber Hall Dining Room
The first College dining Facility since 1860
four new structures, one of which was intended to replace Stevens
Hall,long considered to be unappealing as a dormitory and unlikely
to attract students to Gettysburg. Itis a tribute to the hold of the pre-
paratory department on the minds of the trustees as well as to the
influence which Huber had gained among them that, when only
about half of the needed funds were raised, the one building which
they chose to construct was Huber Hall.
The impending completion of a new building in the fall of 1916
prompted the College to revise the image of its preparatory depart-
ment which ithad long presented to the public. Although as early as
1911 the catalogue had begun referring to "Stevens Hall,Gettysburg
Academy, Preparatory Department of Pennsylvania College," five
years later only one of those terms - Gettysburg Academy -
remained in the College catalogue and now appeared in the first
issue of a separate annual academy catalogue. While both
documents stressed the many advantages Gettysburg Academy
students enjoyed because they were in "near association with a
college," both also argued forcefully that the Academy "is separate
and distinct from the College inthat ithas its own faculty, buildings
and grounds and the student body has its own distinctive school life
and interests." Principal Huber of the preparatory department was
now transformed into Headmaster Huber of the Gettysburg
Academy. The other faculty were no longer assistants; they were
now masters. Since the new Huber Hall had its ownkitchen and din-
ingroom, the academy could now be described as a boarding school.
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Since it had its own chapel, study hall, and living rooms, all main-
tained under the watchful eyes of the masters, the academy could
also be described as a "training school for boys" which tried "togive
every student a happy, healthful home life,'* one which attached
"the greatest importance to the culture of the heart and to the
development of those manly virtues that make the truly
Christian gentleman." 175
Once Huber Hall was completed and occupied, President Gran-
ville could tell the trustees, inJune 1917, that "for the first time in
our history we have a thoroughly up-to-date Academy that is
equipped to compete successfully with the popular preparatory
schools in our territory which have been drawing boys, who
naturally should enter our College, away from Gettysburg." How
competitive the new building and revised organization would make
the academy could be determined accurately only after the world
war had run its course. Actually, enrollment began increasing inthe
fall of 1918, even before the armistice. Itexceeded 100 inthe fall of
1921 and peaked at 158 in1927. The addition in1922 of a fifthyear
to the program, designed for younger students, contributed to the
growth. The average enrollment for the years 1918-1930 was 125,
almost double that of the early years of the century. About half of
the graduating classes of the mid-1920s entered the College.
After World War Ithe academy began drawing upon a con-
stituency significantly different from its traditional one. The num-
ber of students from Adams county and the number of women
students continued to decline. In the fall of 1929 there were only
eight of the former and one of the latter (she happened to be the
daughter of a College faculty member). Only slightly more than half
of the students in that year were from Pennsylvania (79). Six other
states were represented by 55 persons, while 13 young men came
from Mexico, Cuba, Colombia, Brazil, Venezuela, and the Canal
Zone. 176 Enrollment growth prompted the trustees to renovate
Stevens Hall in 1920 and use it again as a dormitory for precollege
students. Two years later, they leased a house at 339 Carlisle street
for the same purpose. Used for the youngest students, it was called
the junior dormitory. The charges for tuition,room, and board, set at
from $260 to $300 in 1916, depending upon the room chosen, had
risen to from $500 to $600 by 1929, and remained at that level until
the school closed.
175The literature which the academy published traced itsbeginnings to the classical
school begun in1827, thus making itolder than the College itself, which inone sense
it was, while in another, and more proper, sense, it certainly was not.
178There were some students from south of the border during each year of the
twenties.
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The academy opened in the fall of 1916 with a faculty of five,
including the headmaster. During the 1929-1931 years there were
ten instructors. Most of the masters were recent College graduates
who served for one or two years and then went into the ministry,
teaching, or medicine. There were several important exceptions.
Doyle R.Leathers (1891-1979), of the class of 1913, was senior mas-
ter from 1916 to 1928, as well as athletic director for both the
academy and College. Earl E. Ziegler was master from 1922 until the
academy closed in1935; he was senior master after 1928. Charles R.
Wolfe joined the academy faculty in 1923 and Leon C. Saunders in
1924; both served until it closed.
There were a number of ways inwhich, true to the catalogue prom-
ise, the academy provided its students with their own "distinctive
school lifeand interests," apart from those of the College. For exam-
ple, there were three literary societies (Red, White, and Blue), a
V.M.C.A., a ministerial association, a glee club, dances, an
academy senate, and a yearbook (the Osoga, which appeared with
several omissions between 1918 and 1935). The academy had a
thoroughly developed athletic program, with football, basketball,
baseball, and other sports. In the early 1920s the trustees made a
major effort to improve the academy playing fields, which were
located west ofHuber and Stevens Halls. Games were played with a
variety of other schools. In the mid-1920s the academy leased a
cabin at Laurel Lake and in1931 built its own structure, known as
Osoga Lodge, on state forest land leased from the Department of
Forests and Waters. Both of these facilities were used for weekend
trips by the football team and other academy groups. 177
The Gettysburg Academy had no more ardent defender and advo-
cate than Charles H. Huber. He jealously guarded the privilege
which the preparatory department and later the academy enjoyed of
recommending graduates who would then automatically be admit-
ted to the College. Whenever he believed that this privilege was in
danger of not being honored, he protested. Huber responded
vigorously and sharply when, inMay 1922, the editor of the Gettys-
burgian, claiming to echo the sentiments of many faculty, students,
and alumni, suggested that the academy be discontinued and Huber
Hallbe turned into a science building, which everyone admitted the
177Other evidences ofthe distinctness of the academy include the separate financial
statement which the trustees decreed, beginning with1922-1923, and the fact that the
academy section of the College catalogue appeared last in1925. Inthe early days of
College R.0.T.C., the academy was included in the unit. Early inthe century, there was
an academy social fraternity (Upsilon Gamma Sigma). When the students wished to
install a similar organization in 1917, the College faculty vetoed the proposal as
improper.
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Earl E. Ziegler (1898-1 972) Doyle R. Leathers (1891-1979)
Four academy facultymembers. Leathers leftin1928. When the academy
closed seven years later, the other three were given College positions.
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College badly needed. After pointing out the impracticality of the
suggestion, Huber observed, in the issue of May 31, that "for cool
effrontery this is the limit."
With several years of record enrollment behind him, the headmas-
ter argued in1928 for construction of a third academy dormitory on
campus and offered to do what he could to raise at least part of the
money forit.Inaddressing the trustees at any time during the 19205,
he could point to a profitable operation inwhich the annual income
was usually 10 percent over the expenditures. 178 In addressing the
public, he could observe that the Middle States Association had
accredited the academy in 1927. No one could question his own
commitment to the enterprise. He personally borrowed the money
needed to complete Osoga Lodge, hoping to be repaid when con-
tributions and other sources of money became available. Undoubt-
edly remembering what the College students had done for President
Hanson, inthe fallof 1929 the academy students commissioned the
same artist to paint a portrait of their headmaster, which was then
placed in the building which subsequently bore his name.
Academy enrollment reached itspeak inthe fallof 1927, and then
dropped to146 ineach of the next two years and to 133 in1930. The
tumble then began: 100 in 1931, 88 in 1932, 70 in 1933, and 64 in
1934. The largest drop was inthe four lower classes and the smallest
in the senior, or subfreshman, class, which always had the most
students. Red ink appeared in1931-1932; thereafter the deficits were
considerably greater than the surpluses of the 1920s had been.
After the depression hit the College, Huber was consistent in
arguing that the basic mission of the academy was as important to
the church and society as it had ever been. The depression was a
storm to be weathered, in the manner of dealing with previous
storms. "Withthe return of prosperity," he told the trustees inJune
1933, "Ihave every reason tobelieve that schools, which have main-
tained their standard and have honest values to offer, willhave a
quick return to the prosperity which they have enjoyed so many
years." Inan effort to insure that the academy survived the storm, he
cut salaries, reduced staff, and effected savings wherever else he
could. As members of the College faculty were then doing, the mas-
ters visited prospective students to entice them to enroll in the fall.
Convinced that the Gettysburg Academy was in a sounder condition
than many other similar schools, Huber told the trustees in June
1934 that "we... only wish a reasonable time to demonstrate that,
with the easing of the depression, we shall again come back to our
normal enrollment."
178 With the only campus dining facilities under his control, Huber could do his cause
no harm by providing meals for the trustees whenever they met on campus.
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President Hanson and the other trustees were willing to give the
academy some time in which to recover, but their patience had its
limits. When the board met inDecember 1934, the president told it
that "we are ... confronted with a very serious question as to
whether the property now being used for the Academy could not be
better used by the college proper." At his suggestion, the board
asked a small committee (the president of the College, the president
of the board, and the chairman of the executive committee) to study
the matter and make a prompt report. Insummoning the trustees to a
special meeting in Harrisburg on April 4, 1935, Hanson cautioned
them that "it is of the utmost importance that the Members of the
Board regard as confidential both the time and the nature of the
meeting in order that there may be no pressure from any
source," 179
The argument which the committee presented to the special board
meeting was simple enough and countered that which the headmas-
ter had been making for several years. For some time there had been
operating in almost every community a public high school which
could adequately prepare a young man for college. That being the
case, the committee concluded, there was no longer a need for the
traditional academies. The depression was merely forcing their pro-
prietors to deal with a situation which had been developing over a
period of many years. Some of these schools had a reputation which
would undoubtedly enable them to "weather the storm," but many,
especially those which were college-owned, would not.
After "a careful study" of the Gettysburg situation, the committee
concluded that it "would be a very serious mistake" for the College
tocontinue operating its academy. One possible and desirable use of
its facilities which the committee considered was to turn Huber and
Stevens Halls into dormitories for first-year men. However, there
was at the moment "one insuperable difficulty"with this proposal.
There were simply not enough available freshmen to fillthese two
halls without also requiring that many sophomores and upper-
classmen live in existing College dormitories. Such a move, the
board was told, would result in "completely crippling" the frater-
nities which depended upon regular rental income tomaintain their
houses. There was a second possible use for the academy campus.
Ata time when there were no women in the College student body
(the last were graduated in1933) and after a majority of the trustees
had long and vigorously insisted that Gettysburg had been and
should continue to be a men's college, the committee recommended
that the academy become a facility for women college students. Put-
ting the best possible face on the proposal, President Hanson argued
179President Hanson to the members of the board of trustees, March 22, 1935, GCA
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that it would
take care of the demand of the Church and our constituency - it
wouldprovide an asset instead of a liabilityinour annual budget; it
wouldenable Gettysburg College to present to the United Lutheran
Church the most attractive equipment to be found in any Lutheran
College on the eastern seaboard. 180
When the time came to vote, the trustees decided to discontinue
the academy at the close of the current year (in about two months),
to convert its plant into a women's division of the College, and to
resume admitting women students for the fall term. Inhis last com-
mencement address to the academy graduates in June 1935, Huber
blamed what had happened on the "relentless pressure of the past
four years," and not on "an unsympathetic attitude" on the part of
the trustees, six of whom he identified as academy alumni. In the
fall of 1935 he took up his new duties as director of the women's
division of the College. Most of the academy faculty found other
positions, but the two whom Huber had called his "main props,"
Earl E. Ziegler and Charles R. Wolfe, joined the College
faculty. 181
Curriculum
Inspite of many changes which had taken place inthe intervening
thirty-seven years, a student in the sesquicentennial year of 1982
could recognize the way inwhich the Gettysburg curriculum of1945
was organized. Most of the departments of the later year were
already inexistence at the time of World War 11. The titles of some
of the courses remained virtually the same, although the content of
many was quite different. In both years there were distribution
requirements to be met, major and minor fields of study tobe select-
ed (minors were optional in1982), and schedules to be prepared in
conjunction with advisers. The same could not be said incomparing
the curriculum of 1982 with that of 1904. The course of study which
180The report which President Hanson presented on behalf of the committee is in the
GCA. No attempt has been made here to determine the accuracy of the arguments
which the committee made, but one has to recognize that the academy was successful
during the 1920s in drawing students away from high schools located much closer to
their homes than it was. At the same time, it should be noted that the number of
academy graduates entering Gettysburg College dropped significantly after 1927-1928.
During the last three years the percentage was twenty or less. President Hanson
explained the closing of the academy to the alumni in the May 1935 issue of the GCB.
181 The term "main props" appears in Huber's report to President Hanson, dated
October 3, 1928, inGCA. The academy had so differentiated itself from the College
that, years later, some alumni believed that ithad sold its property to the College in
1935. The Franklin and Marshall academy survived until1943. For the demise of Dick-
inson's academy, Conway Hall, in 1917, see Sellers, Dickinson CoJJege, p. 329.
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most Gettysburg students of the twentieth century experienced was
a product of that century, and itcame into existence in response to
developments which were nationwide in scope and which affected
secondary, college, and university education.
Inan earlier day, when secondary education was almost entirely
inprivate hands, when virtually every college in the country was
local orpossibly regional incharacter, and when most had their own
preparatory departments, each college established its own stand-
ards for admission, which determined to a large extent the level of
instruction which it offered and the standards which it set for
awarding degrees. Members of its faculty examined individually
each candidate for admission, asking questions in fields of their own
choosing and exercising wide latitude indetermining the adequacy
of the answers. Whether he happened tobe from an academy inthe
neighborhood or the college's own preparatory department, its
teachers knew from experience how to rate the candidate before
them. There was no agency to encourage, let alone enforce, a
reasonable degree of uniformity. In an effort to attract and retain
students, many colleges offered courses which more resembled
those ofpreparatory schools than of the better collegiate institutions
in the country. There was general agreement that these schools
were, in fact, colleges in name only.
Toward the close of the nineteenth century, as already indicated,
the rapid growth of the public high school and the development of
the university forced institutions calling themselves colleges to
determine how they were going to fit themselves into the emerging
scheme of things. Many high schools soon began offering for their
college-bound students an academic program which compared
favorably with those of the better or best preparatory schools and
academies. At the same time, the universities established admission
requirements which could be met only by students whose
undergraduate programs were sound and demanding. Inmost cases,
the pressure which colleges felt first came from the high schools,
many of which now had the difficult task of preparing students for
consideration by several colleges, each with its own set of entrance
requirements and its own way of administering them. Leaders in
both levels of institutions saw the need toestablish closer relations
with each other, so that at least a minimum of uniformity could be
introduced into the procedures of college admissions. This was the
major reason why, beginning in 1885, colleges and secondary
schools inNew England, the Middle Atlantic states, and other parts
of the country joined in founding the organizations which even-
tually became the regional accrediting agencies. Itexplains why the
National Education Association and the Middle States Association
joined in1900 toestablish the College Entrance Examination Board.
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The need for some uniformity also became one of the major con-
cerns of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement ofTeaching,
almost immediately upon its creation in the spring of 1905.
One year later, the foundation undertook to define, in terms
which could be widely understood and easily applied, what it con-
sidered to be reasonable and proper secondary-school preparation
for admission to a bona-fide undergraduate institution. Accepting
that the four-year curriculum of the better high schools required par-
ticipation each year in four courses meeting five times a week, the
foundation described successful work in each such course as com-
pletion of one unit of preparation for possible further study. Thus,
most high school students accumulated sixteen units of credit in
earning their diplomas. The foundation announced that it would
recognize as a college (and, consequently, make eligible for itsmain
program: providing retirement benefits) only those institutions
which would require for admission fourteen Carnegie units, as they
came to be known. Obviously, it had no objection to those pres-
tigious institutions which were already requiring the equivalent of
fifteen oreven sixteen units, nor could itcriticize those schools, also
including some of the most prestigious, which continued to require
their own examinations of all candidates for admission. 182
While this step by the Carnegie Foundation did bring a greater
degree oforder and uniformity into the necessary relations between
secondary schools and colleges, it also imposed upon the latter the
pressing task of determining whether their own curricula were of
truly college level, not repeating work that their students had
already completed, and sufficient to prepare those students who
wished later to engage ingraduate study. Writing in1907, the presi-
dent of the foundation was convinced that the main factor in deter-
mining "the final efficiency or the dynamic force of a college" was
the "quality of requirements for admission." He reported that, after
a study of the catalogues of some 950 institutions of higher educa-
tion, the officers of the foundation had been "astonished at the lack
of any approach to uniformity" insuch requirements. Some colleges
which granted degrees appeared to have no entrance requirements,
while others demanded no more than the equivalent of one, three,
seven, or eight Carnegie units. Inthe opinion of the foundation, the
worst offenders were those colleges announcing requirements
which they did not then enforce. The "real institutions of higher
182The first annual report of the foundation, containing its definitionof a unit and
of a college, was published inOctober 1906. The foundation made clear that it had
borrowed the concept of the unit from several existing agencies.
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education" were declared to be those which "set forth high stand-
ards of entrance requirements, and enforce these standards with
care and judgment." 183
As early as 1884, after some eight years of study and consultation
with the board, the Gettysburg faculty adopted the policy of accept-
ingsome students on the strength of certification by those secondary
schools whose curricula they approved. By 1904 this privilege had
been extended to a number of such schools, beginning with the Get-
tysburg preparatory department. Most students, however, still
appeared in person and gained admission by passing an extrance
examination. On three occasions between 1884 and 1898 the faculty
raised the requirements inLatin, Greek, mathematics, and English.
Inso doing, they were following the recommendations of the Middle
States Association.
However far Gettysburg might have gone in responding to the
changing times, President Hefelbower was convinced it had not
gone nearly far enough. Inhis estimation, the work required in the
College's own preparatory department, whose graduates were
admitted without examination, amounted tono more than eight Car-
negie units. "In this respect," he declared, "we are behind every
other first-class college in the state." 184 InJune 1906, less than two
years after assuming office and a few months before the first annual
report of the Carnegie Foundation, he persuaded the board of trus-
tees to instruct one of its own committees and the faculty to "plan
for the raising of our conditions of entrance at the earliest possible
date." Both parties were slow to act. Inreporting to the board a year
later, the president noted that Gettysburg's requirements still fell
short of those being recommended by the Middle States Association
and were at least two-thirds of a year short of those recently laid
down by the Carnegie Foundation. Fully aware of the interrelated-
ness of the several parts of the situation facing the College, he
declared that "we must raise the conditions of entrance. We must
enlarge the Faculty. We must improve the curriculum."
InJune 1907 the board took its next step by directing a committee
of three of its members, three faculty already chosen by their
colleagues, and two "prominent educators" from among the alumni
to draft a set of entrance requirements "equal to that of the best
Colleges in the State" and to undertake such curricular revision "as
is necessary in their judgment, to make this a first-class College."
The board members of the committee included Hefelbower; Dr.
183The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, Second Annual
Report of the President and Treasurer (New York, 1907), pp. 66-75.
184These views were expressed in his June 1909 board report, but there is every
reason to believe that he had held them for some years.
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Charles Baum, a Philadelphia physician; and Luther P. Eisenhart,
then a Princeton mathematics professor. The faculty members were
the veteran triumvirate of Bikle,Breidenbaugh, and Himes. The two
prominent educators were Edgar Fahs Smith of the class of 1874,
then a University of Pennsylvania chemistry professor, and John
Marshall, a nongraduate of the class of 1879 and professor in the
University of Pennsylvania medical department.
There were those who hoped for prompt results from this bold
initiative,indeed that some would be evident ina matter of months,
but this did not happen. The committee met within a few weeks of
its appointment, deliberated, prepared a report for the next board
meeting, and expressed its hope for immediate action so that the
changes proposed could take effect inthe fall of 1909. According to
the rules then in force, the next board meeting would not be held
until June 1908, at which time the trustees decided to send every
member of the board a printed copy of the committee report
(together with the plea of the preparatory department principal that
no changes be made) and delay action for another year. President
Hefelbower must have been more than a little disappointed. "The
responsibility of the hour is tremendous," he had just told the trus-
tees inhis annual report. "On our meeting ...depends the future of
Pennsylvania College. There is a tide in the affairs of colleges, as
well as inthe affairs of men, that, taken at the flood leads on to for-
tune." As far as entrance requirements were concerned, he wrote,
Gettysburg ranks lower than "forty years ago, before this great
upward movement began in the educational world of America."
However, having added six persons to the faculty within the pre-
vious three years, he believed that "we are now ready to raise our
entrance requirements, and are ready for almost all of the advanced
courses of instruction that are planned."
At last, in June 1909, the board adopted the committee report,
including a proposed set of entrance requirements inLatin, Greek,
mathematics, English, and history which Hefelbower believed was
almost equal to fourteen Carnegie units. It also adopted the pro-
posed guidelines for curricular revision, which left the details to be
worked out by the faculty. The effective date for both changes was
the fall of 1911.
During the five years between Hefelbower's firstrecommendation
to the trustees and the time when the board action finally took
effect, there was ample opportunity for questioning its wisdom,
especially the effect which itmight have on College enrollment and
finances. For example, in June 1908 Principal Huber argued against
change "in view of the financial condition of the College." The
minutes of the June 1909 board meeting record that Professor Himes
objected to the increase in the Latin and Greek entrance
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requirements "on the grounds that the change is likely to occasion
financial embarrassment and is too sudden.*' 185 The year following
the board action coincided with the unpleasantness that led to the
president's resignation, which prompted the suggestion that the
trustees should permit their hard-won decision tobe reviewed byhis
successor. That is precisely what happened but, at the board meet-
ing which coincided withhis inauguration inOctober 1910, Presi-
dent Granville presented and recommended adoption of the final
version of the entrance requirements and course of study which the
majorityof the faculty had approved. The board quickly concurred,
thus removing the last roadblock to the changes' taking effect on
schedule. The faculty minutes make it abundantly clear that never
before inthe history of the College had that body spent so much time
and effort indeliberating upon the College curriculum. Dean Bikle
and Professor Himes came as close as anyone toopposing the final
version; both were recorded as not voting on the proposal.
"The raising of the entrance requirements is not going to have as
much effect as was feared inreducing the number entering," Gran-
ville told the board in June 1911, since in his opinion the revised
curriculum would actually attract students to Gettysburg. A year
later, he reported that the new policy was already justifying itself,
since the freshman class which entered in the fallof 1911 was 25
percent larger than its predecessor, and since the year just closing
had been one of record enrollment. "Allthis goes to prove," he
wrote, "that high scholarship standards attract the best class of
students." Enrollment records continued to be broken until the war
year of 1917-1918. Without a doubt, the best interests of the College
were served at this time by all of those who followed the forward-
looking leadership of two presidents and who rejected the timid
counsels of several of its veteran faculty and others, which ifheeded
would have severely damaged the College's reputation and soon
reduced its enrollment. 186
The special committee on entrance requirements and curriculum
had proposed in 1907 that the two existing classical and scientific
courses of study be retained, each with a heavy set of requirements,
and that what it called majors be established in twelve subjects. 187
When the faculty began seriously considering the details of a revised
185Inhis June 1910 board report, Hefelbower attributed the decision not to take
action two years before to "the business depression then prevailing" and the belief
that raising "entrance requirements wouldresult indecreased attendance, and conse-
quently a smaller income."
186Contrary to what one might have expected, several synods strongly supported
the efforts to raise standards, including imposing higher admission requirements.
187Greek, Latin, English, French, German, philosophy, history, politics,
mathematics, biology, chemistry, and physics.
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curriculum, some of its members proposed abandoning the classical
and scientific options in favor of a group system, similar to that then
inuse in some other colleges. This is what the faculty decided upon
and what the board approved in October 1910.
'The courses of study in the college are arranged in groups,"
declared the 1911 catalogue, which listed seven: Greek and Latin;
Latin and Modern Languages; Latin and Chemistry or Physics;
Modern Languages and Chemistry or Physics; Biology, Chemistry,
and Physics; Mathematics and Modern Languages; and Commerce
and Finance. Ineach case, the required and elective courses for the
four years were listed indetail. 188 Work inallbut the first twogroups
led to the degree of bachelor of science. After declaring that all
seven groups were "of equal value in the mental training of the stu-
dent,'* the catalogue averred that the purpose of the new curriculum
was topermit students not wishing to pursue "the older college courses
of study" to choose subjects "of special value inpreparation for subse-
quent professional study or business," while avoiding "the more dif-
fused and often aimless selection of studies ina too largely elective
system." Inclaiming that the new arrangement would promote "a
general training and broad culture" while at the same time permit-
ting the student "toconcentrate a fair portion of his time and energy
on one or tworelated subjects," the faculty acknowledged that ithad
tried to encompass what it thought was best in the old and the
new.
During the eleven years this system was in effect, the faculty
made a number of changes in it,dropping three groups and adding
six others. The ten groups in1921-1922 were Greek and Latin;Latin
and Modern Languages; History and Political Science; Chemistry
and Physics; Biology, Chemistry, and Physics; Commerce and
Finance; Civil Engineering; Sanitary Engineering; Mechanical
Engineering; and Electrical Engineering. From time to time the
faculty altered requirements for individual students or forparticular
groups, in the latter case sometimes after seeking approval by the
trustees. In 1916 the faculty introduced the semester hour as a
measurement of course value. 189
Under the group system some 56 percent of about 600 graduates
earned bachelor of arts degrees. Most of these students completed
the requirements of Group 1(Latin and Greek); many of them then
188Among the requirements were English Bible of allfreshmen, Evidences ofChris-
tianity of all juniors, writing and speaking of all four classes, and two specified
foreign languages for two or three years. Greek was required specifically only in
Group 1, which in College publicity was sometimes called the Classical course.
189Itreplaced the unit, sixty-four of which had been required for graduation.
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entered the seminary. 190 Of the 44 percent who earned bachelor of
science degrees, most chose one of the four groups which stressed
training in the sciences. About 8 percent were engineers. Between
1911 and 1922 there were several definite trends instudent choices.
Fewer and fewer were electing Group 1.More were electing Group 4
(Chemistry and Physics) and, especially after World War I,Group 6
(Commerce and Finance). 191
In the spring of 1920 the faculty began considering major
revisions of the curriculum which would provide more oppor-
tunities for students to concentrate than were possible under the
existing group system. InDecember the trustees responded to their
request for permission to proceed by asking for details of the pro-
posed new plan, as well as of additions to the faculty and "material
equipment" which itwould require. A committee of eight professors
and President Granville spent much of the year 1921 preparing a
detailed report which the faculty adopted in time to be able to pre-
sent it to the trustees at their December meeting. Possibly in part
because they were assured that, as presented, it would require no
additions to staff or equipment, the trustees promptly adopted the
report. The new curriculum went into effect in the fall of 1922.
Witha number ofimportant modifications, the curricular arrange-
ment adopted in1921 was stillin effect more than sixtyyears later.
A total of 136 semester hours of satisfactorily completed work was
required for graduation, except for some honor students, who
needed only 132 hours. The College now offered seven under-
graduate degrees: bacjielor of arts, bachelor of science, bachelor of
science inbusiness administration, and bachelor of science in four
phases of engineering: civil,electrical, industrial, and mechanical.
For the arts degree, which the catalogue described as given to those
who chose the Classical course, the candidate needed to complete
"prescribed work" or distribution requirements amounting to about
one-half of the 136 hours and including two years of Latin as wellas
a second foreign language. The candidate for one of the six science
degrees also had to take work intwo such languages, but neither had
to be Latin. The distribution requirements for the arts degree were
outlined as follows in the 1922 catalogue:
190Synod committees and others were highly pleased that Gettysburg continued to
offer the traditional Classical course and attract so many students, whileat the same
time making newer courses available for those who wanted them. Without offering
any convincing proof, the Gettysburgian for March 1, 1916 claimed that Gettysburg
had "the largest percentage of students of any college in the United States taking
the classical courses."
191Each issue of the catalogue listed the graduates of the previous year and the
names and group choices of current students.
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English, 10 semester hours
Foreign Language, including Latin, 24 semester hours
History, 4 semester hours
English Bible, 2 semester hours
Philosophy, 6 semester hours
Economics or Political Science, 6 semester hours
Mathematics, 6 semester hours
Biology, Chemistry, or Physics, 6-8 semester hours
Both 1922 and 1942 catalogues observed that most of a student's
electives were taken in the junior and senior years. 192 No later than
the spring of the sophomore year, each student was required to
choose from the following list a major field of study: biology,
chemistry, economics, education, English, French, German, Greek,
history, Latin, mathematics, philosophy, physics, and political
science. He also chose a minor field. A major consisted of at least
eighteen and a minor of at least twelve hours of what was termed
advanced work. There was a limit of thirty-six hours of courses at
all levels which a student could take in the major field.193
Although one can readily see the similarity in the catalogue
statements on the curriculum in 1922 and 1942, it is evident from
other sources that the faculty made many changes in the system dur-
ing those twenty years. The existence of a new College agency helps
to explain why. InFebruary 1922, some months before the new sys-
tem went into effect, the faculty established a standing curriculum
committee which, while it had no defined duties, at least none in
writing, assumed the responsibility for making periodic reviews of
the curriculum, learning about the current and proposed practices of
other institutions, and making recommendations to the faculty. At
no time since 1832 had either a committee or a dean performed these
tasks on a continuing basis. To the extent that they had been carried
out at all, the entire faculty had acted from time to time. The
curriculum committee met regularly and made many reports and
102For a discussion ofthe requirement in military science and physical education,
see pp. 555-556. The U.L.C.A. survey team found that the median amount of work
taken in Bible and religion courses by Gettysburg students (1.6 semester hours) was
far lest than that for all Lutheran colleges (7.6). U.L.C.A. Survey, 2:287.
1931n 1887 the College began admitting as special students persons who were not
candidates for a degree. For about a decade after 1915 the number ofspecial and par-
tial course students, most of whom were premedical candidates, usually exceeded
thirty. Tktteafter it declined.
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recommendations to the parent body. 194 Some of its proposals were
minor in character, such as recommending changing the number of
semester hours assigned to certain distribution requirements, the
number of hours required for a major fieldof study, or the maximum
number of semester hours of work a student could take ina term. In
1926 and 1930 the proposals were more substantive; in the latter
year the board of trustees was asked to register its approval before
the proposed changes went into effect. 195 Beginning with the class
entering inthe fallof 1926, the graduation requirement was reduced
from 136 to the more standard 120 semester hours, the number
which appeared in the 1942 catalogue. 196
By the end of the 1920s fewer and fewer students were qualifying
for the bachelor of arts degree. Each year more and more were elect-
ing to complete their course without taking the two years of Latin
which it required. In June 1930 more than 70 percent of the
graduates were awarded the B.S. degree. 197 Faculty members and
others were dismayed at the prospect for the future. "The Bachelor
of Science degree was in no sense a substitute to supplant the arts
degree," President Hanson told the board in December 1930, "but
rather a degree to supplement the arts degree." After hearing reports
that Perm, Princeton, and Yale were dropping Latin as a require-
ment for the latter degree, the faculty inDecember 1930 voted to do
likewise, and to limit the B.S. degree to programs in business
administration and engineering. After committees from the faculty
194The membership of the committee increased from three in 1922 to nine in1945.
There was littleturnover. John B. Zinn was chairman from1926 to1939 and Thomas
L.Cline from 1939 to 1947. Reminiscing years later, Zinn stated that during these
years he and Cline were the two leading figures in the faculty, championing different
ideas about the curriculum and teaching, but without ever losing respect for each
other. He praised President Hanson for minimally involving himself in faculty
debates and decisions on curricular matters. Interview withJohn B. Zinn, July 1972,
GCA. The curriculum committee gained the power to determine whatcourses should
be added to or removed from the list of offerings.
195 The report which the board approved inDecember 1921 recognized the right of
the faculty to add new majors "whenever they are warranted by the facilities at the
disposal ofthe college" and to make such other changes as would "notaffect the fun-
damental principles involved." The faculty chose to interpret this warrant conser-
vatively, if indeed they even remembered that it existed.
196Sometimes this requirement was expressed as 128 hours, in which case it
included eight hours credit for the required courses in military science or physical
education. In1929 the faculty adopted the quality point system and employed it to
compute grade point averages, which were used indetermining whether a student
should be allowed to continue inCollege and whether he couldbe graduated. In1940
itrefined these averages by assigning numerical values to pluses and minuses for the
top three grades.
197Those who conducted the U.L.C.A. survey found that Gettysburg was the only
Lutheran college conferring "a considerable number" ofB.S. degrees. U.L.C.A. Sur-
vey, 2:154.
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and board met together to discuss the proposal, the trustees in June
1931 gave their approval, reminding the faculty of its responsibility
"forbringing all the courses to Bachelor of Arts Standard." Begin-
ning with the class entering in the fall of 1931, the College offered
the arts degree to all candidates except those in engineering. 198
In1942, as in1922, the distribution requirements consumed about
half of a student's College work. Gone were the compulsory Latin
and mathematics. Intheir places the students now had to take two
languages and twosciences, although one could substitute what was
called "pure mathematics" foreither one language or one science. 199
In1925 a yearlong freshman orientation course was added to the dis-
tribution requirements. Six years later the faculty approved a
problems-of-life course for seniors, but itwas never offered and was
finally dropped in 1939. 20°
Seniors who were graduated between 1935 and 1942 were also
required to take comprehensive examinations. During that time
questions about these examinations and how they could be
administered fairly demanded considerable attention in faculty
meetings. One sore point was how to deal with students who failed
part or all ofan examination a few short weeks before they expected
tobe graduated. Plans to institute sophomore comprehensives never
came to fruition. The senior examinations became a casualty of war.
The 1942 distribution requirements were as follows:
Orientation, 4 semester hours
English Composition, 6 semester Hours
English Bible, 4 semester hours
Foreign Language, 12 semester hours in two
Philosophy, Political Science, Economics, and History, 12
semester hours in 2
Literature, 12 semester hours in two, at least half in a foreign
language
Biology, Chemistry, and Physics, 16 semester hours in two
Pure Mathematics, 6 semester hours may be substituted for one
language or one science.
198Following board approval, the 1933 catalogue announced that instead of four
engineering degrees, there would now be one: bachelor ofscience inengineering. The
proposal to continue the science degree in business administration was dropped.
1990ne of the professors who crafted this particular distribution requirement in
1936 told this writer years later that itresulted from the logrolling without which cer-
tain desired changes could not have been accomplished. From 1927 through 1931
mathematics was listed as an option in the category which included biology, chemis-
try, and physics. From 1932 to 1936 itwas listed as an option in the category which
included the languages.
2ooprofessor Sanders was largely responsible for the introduction ofboth of these
courses and until his impending retirement in 1940 also for teaching the orientation
course, which dealt with such topics as how to study, self-development, scientific-
mindedness, the heritage of social institutions, and public opinion. When Donald R.
Heiges took over the course in the fallof 1940 he changed it considerably.
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By 1942 several changes had occurred inthe system ofmajors and
minors introduced twenty years earlier. Spanish first appeared as a
major field in the 1928 catalogue; education was last listed in1939;
and the faculty approved Bible as a major field in 1941. In 1932,
following faculty and board approval, the catalogue began listing
the major and minor fields in three groups (roughly language and
literature, the social sciences, and the physical sciences), requiring
that each student choose what was called a related minor from the
group in which the major was placed and another, so-called
unrelated, minor inone of the other twogroups. The faculty had dif-
ficulty deciding how much work should be required in a major and
minor field of study, whether beginning courses should be included
inthe count, and whether a limitshould continue tobe placed on the
amount of work a student was permitted to take in the major field.
By 1942 ithad taken the following positions: a major fieldrequired
at least twenty-four hours of work; a minor required at least twelve
hours (in languages, in addition to elementary courses); and there
was no stated limiton the number of courses a student could take in
the major field.201
Between 1922 and 1945 the most widely chosen major fields (in
descending order) were economics and business administration,
chemistry, English, history, and biology. In the 1930s these five
accounted for about two-thirds of the student choices.
When Samuel G. Hefelbower became president inthe fall of 1904
there were eighty-two courses inthe Gettysburg curriculum, forty-
seven of which were required for a bachelor of arts degree. Close to
two-thirds of the courses offered were inGreek, Latin,mathematics
and astronomy, philosophy, and English. These were the backbone
of the curriculum of 1868 and, with the exception of English, of that
of 1832. In1904 there was one course inphysics, one inFrench, and
two each ineconomics, history, and political science. Aware of the
201InOctober 1933 the faculty appointed Professors Sanders, Kramer, Cline, Zinn,
and Saby to "formulate the objectives and purposes of Gettysburg College." If their
colleagues were expecting from this group profound statements or proposals for
some bold new ventures, they must have been dumfounded by the report which was
submitted four months later: "The committee appointed to formulate Gettysburg
College's philosophy of education has had several meetings inwhich the proposition
submitted to ithas been discussed fromevery angle the committee could thinkof, and
the committee has not found any way to express thisbetter ormore accurately for the
present than is done by the curriculum together withthe regulations provided forcon-
ducting it."Having received this report, the faculty discharged the committee, after
which perhaps everyone breathed a sigh of relief.
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shortcomings which existed in the curriculum, and which annually
were reflecting more unfavorably upon the College, the new presi-
dent moved as quickly as a nearly empty tillwould permit to secure
additional faculty who could offer new courses. By June 1908 he
could inform the trustees that, thanks to the addition of sixmen, the
College had "gone far toward closing the great gaps" of the recent
past. The College now offered four years of French and German,
advanced work inphysics, and courses in philosophy taught by a
professor who had some German university training in that field,
although he had not completed all the requirements for a doctorate.
Although the English Bible professor had "thorough German train-
inginhistory," he was unable to devote very much ofhis time to that
"all-important" subject which, witheconomics, required additional
staff as quickly as possible. "The faculty is still too small,"
Hefelbower wrote. "Certain new departments are greatly needed,
and others are overworked." Unfortunately, during the tworemain-
ing years ofhis administration the president was unable to continue
the progress already made, but when he left office in1910 the num-
ber of courses in the curriculum was 50 percent greater than when
he had entered it six years earlier.
During the thirteen years of the Granville administration
curricular growth continued. The number of courses increased by
about two-thirds, reaching 209 in 1923. Insome departments there
was littleor no change, reflecting either the continuation of person-
nel or the existence of curricula inwell-established fields where the
need for innovation appeared to be minimal. Five professors Gran-
ville inherited from Hefelbower (in chemistry, Latin, German,
philosophy, and physics) he bequeathed to his successor in 1923.
With the arrival of new faculty, course offerings in Bible,
mathematics, and Romance languages increased. There are six
curricular programs of the Granville administration which merit
special mention: engineering, commerce and finance, military
science, education, the summer session, and a new kind of
graduate work.
The firstnew program was inengineering, and the person respon-
sible for itwas the president himself. Given the amount of attention
which Granville devoted to the subject of engineering education in
his inaugural address and the speed with which the trustees respond-
ed to his assertion that the question of an engineering program "is
before Pennsylvania College now, and itrequires a definite answer
in the near future," one must assume that inhis discussions with the
search committee it was agreed that, ifhe accepted the presidency,
the trustees would support such a program. There was some opposi-
tion to the proposal, but it was smothered during the honeymoon
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which the new president enjoyed. 202 There is no evidence from their
minutes that the faculty ever specifically discussed whether or not
to add engineering to the course of study, but in adopting revised
entrance requirements and a new curriculum inOctober 1910 one of
the seven groups which they sanctioned was described as
"preparatory to engineering." The trustees approved the report two
months later.
The new program was first described inthe 1911 catalogue, which
announced four-, five-, and six-year courses inciviland municipal
(later called sanitary and stilllater industrial) engineering. Mechani-
cal and electrical curricula followed two years later. After 1911 all
references are to four-year programs. In1932 the trustees approved
dropping the industrial course, which had always attracted the
smallest number of students. From the beginning, the faculty
emphasized that the several programs were intended to stress both
mastery of scientific principles and experience gained from actual
practice. Inlater years, they acknowledged that no one branch of
the subject could be mastered infour years. That being the case, they
proposed to give "a good training" in the fundamentals. After
1922 engineering students had to fulfillvirtually all of the distribu-
tion requirements imposed upon the arts students. After meeting
these and their departmental requirements, they had little time left
for electives.
Space inthe basement and on the third floor of Glatfelter Hallwas
reserved for the use of the engineering faculty and students. Gran-
ville's hopes for a separate building to be used as a machine shop
perished when the fund-raising campaign begun in 1913 produced
only about half of its goal. Successive issues of the catalogue
assured prospective students that the engineering equipment was
"modern and adequate and is being augmented as necessity
demands." Annual treasurer's reports suggest that the demands of
necessity were relatively light; in only one year (1915-1916) did
expenditures charged to engineering exceed $1,000. One of the
major strengths of the several programs was the quality and perform-
ance of their faculty, most of whom (apart from the assistants) were
experienced engineers and several of whom contributed much to the
life of the College in ways quite removed from their specialty. 203
202See the Gettysburgian for December 10, 1913. An editorial on January 25, 1905
recommended against an engineering program as too costly and out of keeping with
Gettysburg's character as a "literary institution."
203Aneditorial inibid, for November 14, 1923, noting that the question of whether
to continue the engineering program at Gettysburg "consistently reasserts itself,"
gave as reasons for keeping it "close personal contact with the teaching staff" and
"the moral atmosphere" of a campus such as Gettysburg.
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In1932 seven engineering bodies formed the Engineers' Council
for Professional Development and assigned to it the task of visiting
those schools which invited them to examine their engineering pro-
grams and of placing on its approved list those which were deemed
worthy of accreditation. Four years later, inDecember 1936, Presi-
dent Hanson told the trustees that "the time has now come when we
must apply for recognition" of the only unaccredited Gettysburg
program. In that same month he asked the Engineers' Council to
send a team to the College. The visit took place in April 1937.
No one should have been surprised by the tone of the visiting
team's report. Even before it was formally submitted, President
Hanson told the trustees in June 1937 that he believed its con-
clusions would "bring us face to face with most serious questions
concerning our entire work in the field of engineering." The board
responded by naming a committee to join with the president in
studying the report and making a recommendation at the next meet-
ing. The conclusion of the visiting team was that none of the three
engineering programs could be accredited, largely because the
equipment to support them was plainly inadequate. 204 Consequent-
ly, the trustee committee recommended that no new students be
admitted to the engineering programs and that when all of the
students already enrolled had completed their work the programs be
discontinued. The resolution which they presented stated that "we
have arrived at the stage where modern demands make it impossible
to maintain an Engineering Department of the same level as that of
the other departments of our institution." Furthermore, the constant
aim of the College has been "not toattempt a task for which we are
not properly equipped and prepared." After what the minutes de-
scribe as full discussion, the trustees voted, in December 1937, to
discontinue the three remaining programs. 205 The College graduated
the last five engineering students in June 1940.
Between 1914 and 1940 there were about 215 students who
received engineering degrees, most of them in civiland electrical
engineering. The peak enrollment of between twenty-five and fifty
204President Hanson admitted as much when he told the board in December 1937
that all the College ever sought to accomplish in this fieldwas "togive the student an
idea of the fundamentals" in the various engineering fields. "Anysuch laboratory
equipment we possessed was of the simplest nature."
205 Ibid.forDecember 9, 1937 explained the decision in this fashion: "since Gettys-
burg is preeminently a liberal arts school and since the number of engineering
students does not justify the purchase of necessary and veryexpensive equipment, it
is better that all instruction in the field of engineering be discontinued."
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students occurred in the 1920s and early 19305. Attrition was high;
only about one-third of those who entered the programs as freshmen
remained and were graduated four years later. 206
The second new program of the Granville administration
developed from one of the seven groups of studies which became
effective in the fall of 1911. Called Commerce and Finance, accord-
ing to the catalogue it was designed "tomeet the needs of those who
do not wish topursue general scientific or literary studies but desire
to prepare themselves for commercial or financial pursuits." At
first, most preparation for these pursuits had to take the form of
general studies. There were only fivecourses (History ofCommerce,
Commercial Law, Statistics, Finance, and Investments) listed under
the heading of Commerce and Finance until 1915, when the newly
arrived M. Stewart Macdonald, whose title was Professor of
Economics and Political Science, changed the heading toEconomics
and added several courses, including Principles of Economics,
Money and Banking, Public Finance, Economic History of the
United States, Accounting, and Transportation. 207 Nevertheless,
until the class of 1920 fewer than 10 percent of the graduating class
in any one year were attracted to this group.
When the major-and-minor system was introduced in 1922, the
faculty designated economics as a major field of study, leading to
the arts degree, and adopted a program leading to the degree of
bachelor of science inbusiness administration. The catalogue de-
scribed the latter as intended for students interested in business,
law,orpublic service, and "generally to form the basis, and provide
the outlook, for a life of activity and leadership in community
affairs." By this time there were more new courses in the
curriculum, including Corporation Finance and Business Manage-
ment. After a decade of considerable turnover in the department -
four heads in ten years - stability came with the appointment of
Rasmus S. Saby as professor in 1924 and George R. Larkin as
associate professor in 1928. Both remained inthe department until
their deaths in the 19505. The bachelor of science program inbusi-
ness administration was dropped beginning in1931; the economics
major continued beyond 1945. Between 1922 and 1945 there were
208por a fullertreatment see WilliamC. Darrah, Engineering at Gettysburg College
(Gettysburg, 1974). The listofengineering graduates in the appendix is substantially,
but not entirely, accurate. A brief story in the GCB for March 1936 gave the
occupations of 170 of the 191 graduates up to that time.
2071t was Professor Sanders who actually inaugurated this group in the fall of 1913.
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more majors in economics and business than in any other field of
study; they accounted for about 17 percent of the total number
of graduates. 208
The third new program resulted from a highly controversial piece
of federal legislation and the Gettysburg students' response to it. In
his annual message toCongress inDecember 1915, President Wood-
row Wilson called for legislation which would make possible what
he termed reasonable national preparedness in a worldinwhich war
was spreading. Insisting that the United States should continue to
avoid direct involvement in the struggle, he nevertheless argued that
it should be prepared to defend its interests and its honor. Six months
later, on June 3, 1916, Wilson signed what has come tobe known as
the National Defense Act of 1916, the provisions of which represent-
ed a compromise between the opposing preparedness and anti-
preparedness forces. The measure increased the size of the Regular
Army and the National Guard, brought the latter under greater
federal control, and authorized programs to increase the number of
trained and available army officers. One of these programs created
the Reserve Officers' Training Corps (R.O.T.C), detachments of
which could be established on college and university campuses. 209
Even before Congress had passed the preparedness legislation, an
editorial inthe Gettysburgian for April12, 1916 urged the College to
secure a military training program as an alternative to its physical
training requirement, which at the time existed in scarcely more
than name only. Returning to the same theme six weeks later, on
May 24, the editor argued that "mental and physical development
must go hand in hand and each must be given its due attention."
Militarytraining willstrengthen national virility,which willbenefit
students and at the same time "keep our nation from war." The ink
was scarcely dry on the act before the vast majority of the students
signed a petition to the board of trustees asking for the opportunity
of military training at Gettysburg College. The faculty having given
its approval, the board in June 1916 authorized the president and the
finance committee to act on the petition. "Immediately on being
given the authority," the president reported a year later, "Iapplied
to the War Department for the establishment here of an infantry unit
of the Reserve Officers' Training Corps. As a result Pennsylvania
College was one of the first four institutions in the United States
208After the curricular revision of1931, the catalogue described the economics and
business courses as "ofa liberal, as distinguished froma vocational or professional,
type," which "aim to give a broad, general training in the field of business and
economics."
209The federal government had assigned military officers to campuses for many
years before 1916. See pp. 294-295 for an account of Gettysburg's unsuccessful
attempts to get one before 1904.
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granted this privilege by the Adjutant General, and the very first one
in the State of Pennsylvania." The first professor of military science
and tactics, Major Frank W. Graham, arrived inGettysburg early in
January 1917 and immediately went to work. According to Gran-
ville, when the course was organized 318 college, academy, and
seminary students enrolled. Weapons arrived inMay and uniforms
in January 1918. The faculty began granting credit for the course in
September 1917.
Except for the fall1918 term, when most students on the campus
were enrolled in the Students' ArmyTraining Corps, R.O.T.C. con-
tinued to operate during the time the United States was actively
involved in the European conflict. Once "the war to end all wars"
was over, the question facing about 250 colleges and universities
withR.O.T.C. units was whether, having been established as part of
reasonable preparedness for a conflict that had now been resolved,
they had outlived their usefulness and should be abandoned. 210 In
November 1920 the Gettysburg faculty gave its response to this
question by asking the board of trustees (the vote was eleven to
eight) toend the program at the close of the 1920-1921 year. The re-
sponse of the board, registered at its December meeting, took the
following form and decided the question, at least as far as Gettys-
burg was concerned:
Whereas we believe that itis the dutyofour institution to do itsfull
share in the preparing of young men for military as well as civil
leadership, men who shall be able to render the most efficient serv-
ice to our country in any future national emergency, and whereas,
we believe that the maintenance of an optional course inmilitary
training inPennsylvania College is in a very special sense her pa-
triotic duty situated as she is on the great BattlefieldofGettysburg
and because of the glorious records her sons have inthe past made
inthe armed conflicts inwhich our country has been engaged. Be it
therefore resolved, that the R.O.T.C. be continued and that we
heartily commend this course to the students of our college asking
them as well as the members of our college faculty to give it their
full and wholehearted support.
The 1919 catalogue was the first toannounce that students taking
military science were excused from the required work inphysical
training. When the major-and-minor system was introduced in1922,
one of the graduation requirements for all male students, except
those the medical director might excuse, was either military science
210The National Defense Act of June 4, 1920, widely regarded as one of the key
pieces of military legislation in American history, was an attempt to provide for the
long-term security of the United States inlight of experience gained in World War I
and of the country's changed position in the world power structure. Itassigned a
much larger role to the R.O.T.C. than did the act of 1916.
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or physical training during the freshman and sophomore years. 211
During the 1920s and 1930s R.O.T.C. enrollment ranged between
125 and something over 200 students; it included between one-third
and one-half of the males in the two lower classes. Inits catalogue
the College argued that participation inR.O.T.C. was a service both
to the nation, which has "in its wise policy selected this means of
preparing and securing its officers for a future emergency," as well
as to the students, for whom "the mental as well as the physical
benefits ...are obvious." Itcalled attention to the financial benefits
accruing to those who were admitted to the advanced course, suc-
cessful completion of which made one eligible for a reserve officer's
commission inone of several branches of the United States Army.212
During the 19305, a decade of strong antiwar sentiment on many
college campuses, there appears to be no evidence of a desire or
movement to eliminate the R.O.T.C. from the curriculum. There is
ample evidence of the continuing strong support which President
Hanson gave it.As World War IIapproached, interest in the pro-
gram increased. Some 300 of the 483 male students in the fall of
1941, including 80 percent of the freshmen and sophomores, were
registered for R.O.T.C. The wartime catalogues contained the state-
ment that 2,000 or more students had been enrolled in the basic
course since 1917 and that more than 400 of these had completed the
advanced course and received commissions. 213
The fourth new program of the Granville administration was the
College's response to state legislation intended to improve the train-
ing of future teachers inits elementary and secondary schools. Get-
tysburg's interest in public education was nothing new. As is
evident from preceding chapters, both its charter in1832 and the act
of 1834 appropriating money to build Pennsylvania Hallhad com-
mitted Gettysburg College to a role in training public school
teachers, and from time to time both faculty and trustees tried to
determine precisely what that role should be. The overriding reason
why they had never developed and maintained a teacher education
program was that there was little demand for one. Untilafter 1900 a
high school diploma, much less a college degree, was simply not
required for teaching in the common or elementary schools of
Pennsylvania. As late as the fall of 1905, only 6 of the 199 public
school teachers inAdams county were college graduates and only 49
211There was compulsory R.O.T.C. for academy students through the spring of 1920.
212Between 1921 and 1931 the financial benefits available to R.O.T.C. students
were the first listed under the catalogue heading of scholarships and aid.
213The R.O.T.C. offices and riflerange were inStevens Halluntil 1921, inLinnaean
Hall until1927, and thereafter in Plank Gymnasium. The low point inenrollment
occurred in the mid-19208, while there was no College requirement in military
science or physical education, rather than during the 19305.
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were normal school graduates. 214 For many years most teachers in
the state qualified by passing an examination which the county
superintendent administered, by attending a normal school (the first
of which was opened in1859), or insome cases simply bysatisfying
a school board that one could impart some knowledge while main-
taining a satisfactory level of discipline. Many county superinten-
dents or experienced teachers conducted regular summer institutes,
in which some additional training was possible.
The development of the high or secondary school and the deter-
mination of its proper place in the American educational system
required, among other things, more and better teacher training for
all levels in the public schools. The Pennsylvania response to this
changed situation was initiated by two major pieces of educational
legislation: the School Code of 1911 and the Edmonds Act of 1921.
The former, which replaced all existing laws on the subject,
authorized state purchase of thirteen normal schools (this was
accomplished between 1913 and 1920), increased their entrance
requirements, and upgraded their curricula. It also raised the stan-
dards for teacher certification. The Edmonds Actprovided that after
September 1, 1927 beginning elementary teachers would need to
have completed an approved normal school program or its
equivalent and beginning secondary teachers an approved college
program or its equivalent; that permanent teaching certificates
would require three years of experience as well as additional
college-level work; and that all certification of teachers would be
transferred from county and city superintendents to the state
Department of Public Instruction.
Although Gettysburg College did not develop a formal teacher
education program untilafter World War I,itdid begin torespond to
the changing situation a decade earlier. Professor Sanders
announced inthe 1911 catalogue, which was the first to describe the
new entrance requirements and group system, the introduction of
two new courses: History of Education and Pedagogy. For many
years the catalogue had reminded "School-boards and others desir-
ing teachers" that it was often "inthe power of the Faculty to recom-
mend suitable persons." Sanders now added the statement that "the
college course is arranged to meet the requirements of the School
Code of Pennsylvania, thus securing the State Certificate." Begin-
ning in 1912, he listed his education courses under their own
catalogue heading. By the fallof 1920 there were seven such courses
and Sanders had a newly hired assistant: Frank H.Kramer, of the
214 Adams County School Bulletin(October 1905), p.15. Inthe fall of1920, 13 of the
218 teachers were college and 40 were normal school graduates. Ibid.(October 1920),
pp. 18-25.
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class of 1914, who had six years of experience as a teacher in the
West Chester High School and a Ph.D. from the University of
Pennsylvania.
InDecember 1920 the trustees established a separate department
of education and named Kramer as its head, effective inSeptember
1921. Thoroughly committed todeveloping a creditable program for
secondary teachers, he made many changes inits curriculum as the
Department of Public Instruction revised and then revised again its
requirements for certification. In 1932 he announced that the
College had "made a considerable break with tradition" byreducing
the number of education courses it was offering and reorganizing
their content in an effort to deal with the topics which the depart-
ment required while avoiding duplication of work. Both Penn-
sylvania and New York gave their approval to his innovation; New
Jersey fell in line in 1939. One could major in education and earn
either an arts or science degree, but Kramer made it clear that these
avenues were intended only for prospective educational adminis-
trators. Allothers were urged to choose majors and minors in fields
in which they intended to teach. Fewer than thirty students ever
chose education as their major field and it was dropped from the list
in 1940.
Mindful of the small respect which many college teachers had for
education courses and those who offered them, Kramer tried to
arouse and maintain the interest and support of his faculty
colleagues. At his urging, in 1936 the faculty created a standing
committee on student teachers and authorized it to pass upon can-
didates who wished to complete the teacher education program by
engaging in student teaching (or, as it was then called, practice
teaching) inone of the county high schools. Thanks in part to the
close personal relations he enjoyed with President Hanson, Kramer
was long one of the most influential members of the faculty.
Between 1921 and 1945 hundreds of Gettysburg students entered
and completed the teacher education program. The 1936 report of
the Superintendent of Public Instruction showed that between 1921
and 1935 his department had issued provisional college certificates
to 697 Gettysburg graduates. During the same period 651 certificates
had been awarded to Dickinson, 530 to Franklin and Marshall, and
1374 to Bucknell graduates. 215
215Report of the Superintendent (1936), p. 83. The total number of provisional
college certificates issued during these fifteen years was 42,935. On several
occasions during the late 1920s and early 19305, President Hanson served on
statewide committees concerned withimproving teacher training and recommending
a practical division oflabor between the liberal arts colleges and the former normal
schools, which beginning in 1927 were called state teachers' colleges.
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When the education department began in 1921, Kramer set up a
teachers' agency, called the Bureau of Appointments, which pro-
vided a free service available to all students and alumni who were
seeking teaching positions. In1930 its name was changed to the
Teachers' Placement Bureau. For many years Professor C. Gilbert
Reen and, after him,Professor Lester O. Johnson served as directors.
The fifthnew program of the Granville administration, a summer
session, was closely related to the fourth. Neither can be understood
apart from the increasing requirements for teacher certification.
Although the summer session, as teacher education, did not become
a regular feature of the instructional program until after World War
I, the first efforts to establish it were made a decade earlier. The
prime mover was Professor Sanders, who at the time was the closest
thing to a universal man on the Gettysburg faculty. 216 He organized
and conducted six-week summer sessions in 1912 and 1913. The
imposing prospectus which he issued on both occasions made clear
that he intended them to be repeated. His main purpose was
obviously to offer courses for public school teachers who were seek-
ing one of a number of kinds of available certificates, although he
did try to entice younger students who needed to take summer work
in order to qualify for college entrance or to remain in College.
Unfortunately, enrollments of thirty-one in1912 and twenty in1913
led to the quick demise of this effort. 217
InSeptember 1921, only a few months after the Edmonds Actwas
passed, President Granville asked the faculty toconsider conducting
a summer session designed primarily to meet the needs of public
school teachers, whose demands for summer courses had heavily
taxed the facilities of the normal schools and colleges which had
offered them during the preceding summer. Anticipating continued
demand, the Department of Public Instruction was asking other
colleges tohelp inmeeting it.Professor Kramer, whose new depart-
ment had just begun to function, was named chairman of a commit-
tee to bring in a recommendation, which the faculty approved and
216Under the rubric of philosophy, Sanders also taught the College courses inpsy-
chology and sociology, as wellas those in education.
217Summer sessions for 1917 and 1919 were announced in the Gettysburgian, but
their stated purpose was to assist students already in College.
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submitted to the board inDecember 1921. After making two minor
changes, the trustees approved the proposal and the first regular
summer session was conducted in June and July 1922. 218
During the 1920s summer enrollments averaged about 175
students, many of whom were teachers. Sessions lasted for six
weeks, during which a student could earn six credit hours. Enroll-
ment dropped during the depression, inpart because many teachers
had already met the provisions of the Edmonds Act. During World
War IIthe College operated a twelve-to- fourteen week summer ses-
sion. The deferment of some students required that they continue
their education without interruption. 219
Because it was not part of the baccalaureate curriculum, the sixth
new program of the Granville administration, graduate work, is dis-
cussed out of chronological order. Before it was adopted and went
into effect, an earlier graduate program, having fallen into disuse,
was formally abandoned. The 1905 catalogue still announced that
the College offered a "graduate course of study leading to the degree
of Doctor of Philosophy," but the faculty had long since made this
provision a dead letter. Ithad ceased registering candidates for the
Ph.D. degree in1897 and had recommended none to the trustees for
the degree since 1900. In June 1905, at the end of President
Hefelbower's first year in office, the trustees entertained a motion to
"suspend" conferring the Ph.D. degree. Two years later, in June
1907, the motion was finally passed. The faculty then recommended
abandoning one of the oldest practices of the institution: awarding
the master's degree - held to be one in course, not honorary - to
graduates of three years' standing who formally applied for it and
who furnished evidence of their postbaccalaureate "professional or
literary pursuits." InDecember 1910 the trustees voted to discon-
tinue this long practice after the 1911 commencement. 220
Not content to stop with what they had eliminated from the
College program, and in spite of the fact that most or all of them
would have agreed that there was stillmuch needed for proper sup-
218 According to ibid, for October 5, 1921, there were eighty- five Adams county
teachers taking courses somewhere during the preceding summer. Surely the faculty
hoped that some of them would attend Gettysburg in 1922. Kramer, who knew his
College history and who provided the information for this story, recalled the charter
injunction that the College help train teachers.
219Control of the summer session was vested in the faculty who taught init and who
into the 1930s annually asked board permission to continue for another year. The
directors were Sanders (1922-1928), Billheimer (1928-1930), and Zinn (1930-1941).
From time to time during the 1920s and 1930s the faculty offered extension and eve-
ning courses, neither of which proved to be lasting.
220Actually, the faculty recommended and the board awarded a number of these
degrees after 1911, but only to those who paid a $25 fee, not previously
required.
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port of the undergraduate curriculum, inFebruary 1911 the faculty
approved, with no recorded negative votes, awarding an earned
master's degree. They acted in time to include the regulations inthe
new catalogue and to begin the program in the fall. Requirements
for the new degree included possession of a bachelor's degree award-
ed bya college "ofgood standing;" approval by a newly created com-
mittee on advanced degrees of a plan of study, including the
equivalent of twenty-four semester hours of work; a satisfactory
paper on an approved topic; and satisfactory completion of final
examinations. Candidates did not need tobe resident inGettysburg
while doing their work. Holders of an undergraduate arts degree
were eligible for an M.A. and those holding a science degree,
for an M.S.
Three persons, all of them graduates of the College, received the
first earned masters' degrees in June 1912. Untilafter World War I,
the number of registered graduate candidates in any one year
averaged nine. There was a dramatic increase beginning in1920 and
continuing into the depression years, during which time the can-
didates averaged thirty-six in number.
It is evident that by the 1920s faculty members were becoming
ambivalent about their graduate program. While they recognized its
value to the participants and to the College, they now questioned
whether, given the limited funds available to support the
undergraduate curriculum, graduate instruction was an activity in
which they should be engaged. In 1922 they decided that no more
nonresidents would bje admitted to candidacy for the master's
degree, which meant inpractice that the required academic work
would have to be taken at Gettysburg. Two years later Professor
Kramer announced that, because of his heavy work load, he would
henceforth give graduate instruction only in the summer session. In
1926 the faculty considered (and then tabled) a motion which would
have required full faculty approval of any further masters' can-
didates and which contained the following pronouncement:
In view of the fact that a separate graduate school cannot be
efficiently maintained, it is necessary for the reputation of the
college, that no course inwhich graduate credit is offered be given
ifthe instructor is carrying the standard teaching load inaddition to
this.
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InJune 1929 President Hanson asked the advanced degrees committee
to consider the advisability of discontinuing the graduate program. 221
The end of this program was not long in coming. Beginning in
1926 the faculty spent a considerable amount of time debating
whether to improve it or drop it.In1929 it recognized the right of
every department head not to offer graduate instruction. In June
1931, after "lengthy discussion," it decided to limitallmaster's work
to the summer school and to what were called graduate courses, as
well as to place a limit of four years on the time permitted to finish
the program. The 1931 catalogue used a page and a half to describe
graduate work and listed each candidate; the 1932 catalogue
devoted two sentences to graduate work and named no candidates.
Although as late as the fallof 1935 a majority of the faculty voted to
continue the program, the catalogue issued only a few months later
contained no mention of master's work and no mention of the advanced
degrees committee. Only six degrees were awarded after the 1935
commencement, the last in June 1940. 222
Between 1913 and 1940 the College awarded about two hundred
earned masters' degrees, allbut thirty of them between 1920 and
1935. Among the recipients were many public school teachers and
administrators, seminary graduates, and academy and College
teachers (and wives). InJanuary 1945, as World War IIwas drawing
to its close, President Hanson told the faculty that it might wish to
consider reintroducing master's work for the benefit of returning
veterans. Discussion of this suggestion revealed that the faculty was
divided on the subject. The matter was tabled and evidently
forgotten.
During the first twenty-two years of the Hanson administration
curricular growth continued, but at a slower rate than was true
221The U.L.C.A. survey team found that Gettysburg was one of five Lutheran
colleges conferring the master's degree. Registrars inall of them stated that the pro-
grams were being discontinued. "Most of these colleges are not equipped to confer
the M.A.degree," the team concluded, "since they are severely handicapped inmany
ways in offering a comprehensive program for the A. B. Degree." U.L.C.A. Survey,
2:158. "In the last two years," Hanson told the trustees inJune 1928, "we have. ..dis-
couraged the enrollment of students for post graduate work. This has been done
because of the fact that we do not have the equipment nor do we have a sufficiently
large staff to permit the type of work which must be required ifthe degree is to have
any academic value." Inspite of what the Gettysburg registrar told the survey team
and the president told the board, the graduate program was not immediately
abandoned.
222The trustees involved themselves indetermining some of the fine details of the
group and major-and-minor systems. They established and later discontinued an
engineering program. Their hand is conspicuously absent during the birth, life, and
death of the earned master's degree program.
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under Hefelbower and Granville. The number of courses increased
from 209 in 1923 to 236 in 1942-1943, but it should be noted that
about 40 courses were removed from the curriculum when engineer-
ing was dropped in June 1940. As new faculty arrived, in several
instances to be the first in their departments to have completed
graduate training and earned (or were about to earn) a Ph.D. degree,
major changes occurred, whether in the way old courses were now
being taught or as new courses were introduced. The recruitment of
G. Saylor Warthen and Francis C. Mason in1924 and 1925 made it
possible to enrich the offerings of the English department. When
John B. Zinn replaced Professor Breidenbaugh in 1924, the title of
chemistry courses changed less than did the content now being
offered by one of the latter' s former students who had the advantage
of twentieth- century graduate training and a decade of subsequent
teaching experience. Arriving in the same year, and gaining an
assistant in 1925, Rasmus S. Saby soon increased the number of
course offerings in economics and political science from fifteen to
twenty-six. In 1925 Latin Professor John G. Glenn, succeeding a
man who was more than fiftyyears his senior, kept the titles of most
of Dean Bikle's courses, but taught them from a quite different
perspective. There were three new curricular developments be-
tween 1923 and 1945 which deserve special mention: in history,
physical education, and the arts.
The first development began with the Hanson administration
itself, in the fall of 1923. When the College received the Adeline
Sager bequest, the trustees in December 1922 established the pro-
fessorship named inher memory as well as a department of history.
In June they named Robert Fortenbaugh acting professor, and then
in the fall the four existing history courses were transferred from
English Bible to the new department. 223 Twenty years later the his-
tory faculty had three members, who offered fifteen courses. In
December 1928 Fortenbaugh toldPresident Hanson that there were
62 majors in the department and that 252 students -about four of
every ten in the College -were taking its courses. By the 1940s his-
tory was firmly established as one of the four major fields of study
which students selected.
The second development of the Hanson administration began in
the fall of 1927, some months after Plank Gymnasium was first
occupied. Itwas inphysical education and came after almost forty
years of increasingly unsuccessful efforts to require work inhealth
and physical training as a prerequisite for graduation. Theman who
223 History became a major field of study when the major-and-minor system went
into effect in1922. Allfour courses were required. Fortenbaugh became a professor
when he received his Ph.D. in 1926.
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promoted and almost single-handedly carried out these efforts,
beginning in1890, was George D. Stahley. His purpose was stated
simply and directly inthe description ofhis Physical Culture course:
"to encourage the promotion of health and physical vigor as
necessary for successful mental application." He stressed that "this
end is sought under medical guidance in the Gymnasium." The
requirement as stated inthe catalogue diminished as College enroll-
ment increased, but not the staff to conduct it. A physical examina-
tion was still administered to all entering students, but the
"gymnastic work" which was once required of allmale students for
four years was by 1916 limited to freshmen, and then only from
December through mid-March. In 1920, one year after R.O.T.C.
students were exempted from gymnasium work, the physical train-
ing requirement was extended to include sophomores, so that now
both options available to students - military science or physical
education - took two years to complete.
When Stahley retired in 1920, he took up his new position as
College medical director and continued to be in charge of physical
training, including giving the series of health lectures which, at
faculty request, he had reintroduced in1917 as part of the require-
ment. Itis evident from comments in the Gettysburgian and from
Stahley's own catalogue statements that there was a considerable
difference between the printed description of this College require-
ment and the way it was working inpractice. 224 By the end of the
Granville administration, given Stahley's age and the size of the
task, some changes were obviously necessary. In June 1923 the
board accepted the faculty recommendation that "Physical Training
be discontinued in the College Curriculum until proper ar-
rangements shall have been made for the work." As a result, the
224Beginning in 1916 Stahley cautioned that "credits are given for attendance and
attention," a good hint that both were often lacking. The Gettysburgian for May 24,
1916, in arguing for military training, observed that physical exercises were being
"woefullyneglected." Ifthe aging of Stahley or the shortage of available assistants
was one reason for the woeful neglect, certainly another was the unsatisfactory
character of the available facilities, other than the great outdoors.
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military science or physical training requirement disappeared from
the catalogue and from the educational program. 225
The new president of the College was not prepared to offer the
trustees a substitute for what had been abandoned untilJune 1927.
"During the past four years," he then told the board, "ithas been an
inflexible purpose of your President to make the privileges of
physical development the possession of every student of Gettysburg
College," instead of the few who were "monopolizing all athletic
appropriations and equipment." The time had come, he continued,
for beginning a "fully-developed physical program." As a matter of
fact, the Gettysburgian for April6, 1927 had already announced that
several of the College staff, after visiting Dartmouth and observing
its program inoperation, had devised a plan for Gettysburg which
would go into operation in the fall. "A systematized plan of
regulated exercise for every student willbe in effect," the paper
claimed, "in such a manner that each student will have the
necessary physical training suited to his own particular need and
desire." Acting on Hanson's recommendation, the trustees in June
1927 established a department of physical education and elected
Clayton E. Bilheimer its acting professor. 226
Anticipating favorable board action, the catalogue which was
published early in1927 announced that the two-year requirement in
either military science or physical training had been reinstated.
Three courses were listed under the heading of physical education:
one used tomeet the general requirement and twodesigned for pros-
pective teachers of the subject inthe public schools. Although most
of the attention of the staff in this department was to be devoted to
intercollegiate athletics, efforts were made from time to time to
develop an intramural program which would directly involve a large
number of students. One such effort, begun in the fall of 1939 and
225 When itrecommended that physical training be dropped, the faculty defeated a
motion that military science be required of allmale students. Concluding that there
was one physical requirement for graduation which couldbe enforced with the exist-
ing staff, the faculty proposed in1925 that "the diploma be withheld"froma male stu-
dent until he demonstrated the ability to swim at least twice the length of the
Weidensall pool. The trustees professed their desire to make full use of existing
College facilities, but replied that they did not "deem it wise to make swimming a
requirement for graduation." A year later the request was renewed, this time for a
more ambitious standard, including demonstrated ability to rescue and resuscitate.
Although the trustees agreed that "these are manly accomplishments that every
departing graduate should desire to possess," they deferred action on the request.
Within a year there was once again a physical education requirement, but itwas not
inswimming or rescue work.
226The June 1927 board minutes do not state explicity that a new department was
established, but inhis report a year laterHanson stated, correctly, that ithad been.
Bilheimer became a professor in 1928.
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directed by Professor Lester Johnson, had about 275 participants
during its first year. When women students returned to the campus
in1935 Professor Earl Ziegler was placed in charge of their physical
education program, but in September 1941 Margaret K. McGurk
became director of physical education for women with a separate
catalogue listing and course descriptions. Physical education was
not a major field of study at this time. Eight of the twelve courses
which the department offered in 1942-1943 were used to meet the
general distribution requirement.
The third curricular development of the Hanson administration
was the appearance between 1928 and 1935 of courses in the fine,
musical, and dramatic arts, all of which resulted from the interests
and talents of three faculty members. Students played music and
performed plays on the campus long before 1904, and the arts were
studied, ifonly incidentally, in courses offered in the language and
literature departments. What was missing were courses dealing
directly and specifically with such subjects as painting, sculpture,
or music. When Professor Grimm joined the faculty in 1906, he
immediately introduced a course in aesthetics, described as an
"outline study of the leading periods and the general features of the
various fine arts, with discussion of the principal aesthetic prob-
lems" and "illustrated by photographs and other reproductions."
Although this proved to be a popular course, it disappeared when
the group system was introduced in 1911. For the next seventeen
years, none of the many new courses introduced quite took the place
of Grimm's offering. From time to time the Gettysburgfan, some
faculty member, or a president could be expected to lament the lack
of such opportunities inthe curriculum. For example, an editorial in
the Gettysburgian forNovember 17, 1920 presented the argument for
a music department and urged the students to agitate until one was
created. President Hanson told the trustees inDecember 1928 that "a
graduate of the liberal arts college should be given the opportunity
somewhere withinhis four years to receive a general introduction to
the history of art."
The first of the three initiatives in the arts was undertaken by
Engineering Professor Frank H. Clutz, in the fall of 1928, when he
began offering a course inarchitecture and sculpture and another in
painting. At one time or other he offered six such courses, two of
which (Architecture and Painting) survived into the 1944-1945
curriculum. The second initiative came in the fall of 1935, when
Greek Professor W. Frederick Shaffer first offered two music courses,
one in appreciation and the other in drama. The 1944-1945
curriculum included three of his music courses: Music Apprecia-
tion, Music Drama, and Symphony. The third initiative also began
in 1935, when Mathematics Professor Richard A. Arms taught a
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noncredit course in the theory of play production. A year later he
introduced three credit courses: Appreciation of the Theater,
Coaching of Amateur Plays, and Production of Amateur Plays, the
two former of which remained as part of the 1944-1945 curriculum.
The Gettysburgian for October 22, 1942 reported an enrollment of
ninety students in the theater appreciation course.
Itis clear from the evidence presented in this chapter that one of
the differences between the academic program in1904 and that in
1945 was the presence in the latter year of clearly defined and well-
established departments of instruction. Although a few courses
such as those in painting, music, and orientation existed outside
these structures, virtually all of the others were securely housed
within their limits. Aided by his junior colleagues, the professor in
charge carefully guarded his bailiwick.
Both trustees and faculty were inagreement that the quality of the
academic program should be enhanced by a regular schedule of lec-
tures, some delivered by faculty members themselves, but most by
outsiders invited to the campus either by the faculty or by some
student organization, such as the V.M.C.A. Under the heading of
Students' Interests, the 1911 catalogue announced that "a series of
public lectures willbe delivered each year by members of the
Faculty and others prominent in some field of general interest." The
next year's catalogue began listing the lecturers and their topics.
The 1923 call by a newly inaugurated President Hanson for many
more guest lectures was not something novel,but merely a summons
to strengthen a well-established tradition. Hanson considered the
contributions of these visitors so important to the academic program
that he often included a list of those delivered during the preceding
year in his annual report to the board of trustees.
Among the speakers who appeared on campus during this period
were John Wanamaker (1906), Charles Evans Hughes (1907), Jacob
Riis (1909), Gifford Pinchot (1919), Hamlin Garland (1923), Edwin
Markham (1925), Kenneth S. Latourette (1928), Lowell Thomas
(1928, 1930), Lawrence M. Gould (1931), Daniel A.Poling (1934),
Richard Niebuhr (1939), A. J. Muste (1940), and Hu Shih (1941).
By the early 1920s Gettysburg had two endowed lectureships.
MaryGingrich Stuckenberg instituted the first in1912 inmemory of
her late husband. J. H. Wilburn Stuckenberg (1835-1903) had been a
Lutheran pastor, professor at Wittenberg College, developer of
sociology as a separate fieldof study, and prolific author of books
and articles on that subject and philosophy. On several occasions in
the 1890s he lectured at Gettysburg and learned toknow some of its
faculty and trustees. Inhis will,made in1898, Stuckenberg left his
sizable library, map collection, paintings and other works of art,
and additional valuable items (including a Goethe album) to the
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College. He also bequeathed sums toendow a scholarship and a pro-
fessorship in sociology, or a lectureship if the funds proved inade-
quate for the latter purpose. "Ifavor a progessive Christianity based
on the living teachings of Christ and his Apostles," Stuckenberg
declared in his will. "Iam opposed to the stagnation created by
religious dogmatism and traditionalism, and wish none of my
possessions to be used inthe interest of this stagnation." Therefore,
he authorized his wife to transfer hisbequests to Marietta College in
Ohio, if, in her opinion, Gettysburg was "made to subserve
dogmatism and traditionalism instead of a progressive, livingChris-
tianity." Concluding that Gettysburg was meeting her husband's
expressed standard, soon after he died his widowbegan carrying out
the terms of the willby sending the books and other items toGettys-
burg. Since there was not nearly enough money available toendow a
professorship, she provided instead for the lectureship. The 1912
catalogue announced the general theme as "some phase of Sociol-
ogy from the viewpoint of Christian Ethics." The Gettysburgian for
October 30, 1912 phrased itslightly differently: the bearing of ethi-
cal and religious principles on the solution of human problems. The
first lecture was given inOctober 1912. Through 1925 the lecturers
were listed in the catalogue as members of the regular faculty. This
was misleading, to say the least, but itadded some nationally known
names to the list,including Henry C. King, Walter Rauschenbusch,
Edward A. Ross, Shailer Matthews, and Harry Elmer Barnes. 227
The second endowed lectureship was made possible by the gift of
Peter G.Bell (1835-1917), who attended the preparatory department
and College, but who completed his studies at Wittenberg. Bell served
as a parish pastor in Indiana, Illinois,and western Pennsylvania.
Although the trustees approved his detailed offer in 1913, the sup-
porting funds did not become available until after his death and the
first Bell lecture was not delivered until April1923. Through 1925
these lecturers were also listed in the faculty section of the
catalogue, the first one being J. Ross Stevenson, president of Prince-
ton Theological Seminary. 228
Of what value is a lecture, however well-prepared and delivered
byhowever able a person, ifnobody comes? Early inthe century the
227F0r more information on Stuckenberg, see John O. Evjen, The Life of J. H. W.
Stuckenberg: Theologian, Philosopher, Sociologist (Minneapolis, 1938]. Evjen was
professor and chaplain at Gettysburg from 1905 to 1909. Stuckenberg, who used
Wilburnas his firstname, spent much ofhis time inEurope. He established residence
inCambridge, Massachusetts, in1895, butdied in London. His remains were buried
in the Gettysburg National Cemetery; he was a CivilWar chaplain whose unit fought
in the battle of Gettysburg.
228Several persons who delivered occasional lectures on constitutional law were
also included in the catalogue during these years.
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faculty sometimes announced that attendance at a particular lecture
was required. Time and again the Gettysburgian lamented the poor
attendance at lectures which were not required and tried to shame
students into doing what the editors believed was their academic
duty. "IfGene Tunney and Jack Dempsey were to stage an exhibi-
tion inBrua Chapel, standing room would be at a premium," they
argued on December 7, 1927, "and if Colonel Lindbergh were to
appear some morning at chapel exercises, someone might get killed
in the rush for seats." Why then do "we turn our backs and hide
some place" when we have an opportunity to learn something from
a prominent lecturer? Why?
One of the most obvious changes which a reader of the College
catalogue for the years between 1904 and 1945 would notice is the
increasing attention given to the career interests of students. One
may argue that this attention always existed, but didnot need tobe
expressed in words during those years when half or more of those
enrolled were headed for seminary or law school. Be that as itmay,
the catalogue took on a quite different emphasis when itannounced
the group system in 1911, declaring that the arrangement enabled
"the student to select those subjects of study which are of special
value inpreparation forsubsequent professional study or business."
In the paragraph describing each of the seven groups there was a
sentence identifying the probable careers of those who might choose
it. For example, the first group, "largely based on the long
established classical curriculum," was recommended "for those
intending to enter the ministerial or legal professions." Another
group was designed for premedical students. Several were recom-
mended toprospective teachers and businessmen. Beginning in1912
there were two or more groups for budding engineers.
One of the reasons given for changing to the major-and-minor sys-
tem a decade later was that it offered students even more choices,
including career choices, than did the existing curriculum. Begin-
ning in1922 the faculty devoted eight or more pages to recommend-
ing, in greatly varying detail, courses of study for everyone from
ministerial students to those preparing for "technical positions"
requiring work in chemistry or physics. It is evident that the
curriculum committee and other faculty took these statements
seriously and wanted them to be framed so that they would
encourage students tomake the wisest possible choice of a course of
study, as well as of a subsequent career. In the later 1930s the
faculty used aptitude tests and formal instruction, especially in the
orientation course, to assist in the choice. Even the trustees became
concerned, naming a special committee on vocational guidance,
which reported in1940. While itrecommended that the time had not
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yet come to establish a vocational guidance department, it com-
mended the efforts already being made and urged that they be
expanded, 229
Thepremedical program is a good example of long and continuing
College concern about student career interests. With the blessing of
both his teaching colleagues and the trustees, in 1896 Professor
Stahley had devised a program inbiology, chemistry, and physics
which qualified its graduates to enter the second year of those medi-
cal schools which were then adopting four-year curricula. For the
next quarter century all, or virtually all, Gettysburg premedical
students worked closely with Bones Stahley. In the March 21, 1929
issue of the Gettysburgfan he recalled the names of about twenty
former students who were now successful physicians, most of
whom had completed their work at The Johns Hopkins University or
University of Pennsylvania Medical School. In the 19205, after
Stahley's retirement, the faculty spent much time discussing the
kind of premedical program which would be best for Gettysburg
students. Together with the trustees, they eventually decided that
they would no longer recommend anyone to a medical school after
only two years of undergraduate work. In1927 the catalogue stated
for the first time that premedical students might major inchemistry
as well as biology.
A major nationwide change in medical school admissions
occurred in the fall of 1930 when, after two years of study, the
Association of American Medical Colleges adopted an aptitude test
and most medical schools began requiring it of all candidates for
admission. The purpose was toreduce the troublesome dropout rate
of more than 20 percent by introducing what the association hoped
would become a generally reliable indicator of probable success in
medical school. This test, later widely known as the Medical
College Admission Test, was first administered on the campus in
February 1931.
Near the end of the 1930s a crisis in premedical education
developed at Gettysburg. InDecember 1938 President Hanson, who
much preferred to present the positive and bright side of things to
229The June 8, 1935 Gettysburgian reported that in the fallRobert B. Rau, a junior,
would teach typewriting and shorthand, in part because of the return of women
students. The 1941 catalogue announced for the first time two courses ineach subject,
both noncredit, which Rau, now the president's secretary, was offering. President
Hanson told the board inMay 1941 that representatives of such firms as Burroughs
Adding Machine; Procter and Gamble; Sears, Roebuck, and Company; and Goodyear
had visited the campus in search of employees, and predicted that the next decade
would "bring a demand for at least some courses having a definite relation to the
earning of a livelihood."In the meantime, he believed that a secretarial course and
social science work would be appropriate for women students.
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the trustees, bluntly told them that "for some time Ihave been
greatly concerned with the fact that in the field of medicine our
students have not measured up to our standards inother fields." He
reported that "almost half of our students who enter medical
colleges fail to graduate" and that, as a result, "the College must
exert great care or the reputation we enjoy in other fields willbe
over-shadowed in our medical colleges." Not surprisingly, the
minutes recorded that "this question was very fullydiscussed." 230
Over the next three years the president and faculty, supported by
the board, with its generous complement of physicians, took
decisive action toreverse the situation. In June 1939 Hanson toldthe
trustees that he was dismissing the head of the biology department
and seeking a replacement who was "more intimately acquainted
withboth the atmosphere and the requirements of our best Medical
Schools," and also that he intended to invite "three men of national
standing in the field of graduate training in Chemistry" to review
that department's program and make whatever recommendations
might be necessary tobring its work "inline with the best traditions
existing in this field of study." The 1940 catalogue contained a
greatly lengthened section addressed to the premedical students,
requiring those who wished a recommendation to register as such,
follow a detailed course of study (which was in effect a premedical
major), obtain a B average inscience courses, and pass a special pre-
medical senior comprehensive examination with distinction. A
newly formed premedical committee, consisting of the dean and the
three science professors, was charged withexamining the record of
candidates at the end of their sophomore year and deciding whether
they should be advised to continue in the course. Those given a
negative signal were told to change their major field or pursue their
premedical studies somewhere else. Late in 1941, after consulting
the deans of many medical schools, the curriculum committee
recommended a considerably revised premedical curriculum, which
the faculty passed only three days before the attack on Pearl
Harbor. 231
230The faculty curriculum committee believed that the situation had already scared
away some potentially good students. Minutes of October 10, 1939, Office of the
Dean of the College.
231 The 1942 catalogue contained two recommended courses ofstudies for premedi-
cal students, one for those majoring in biology and another for those majoring in
chemistry. Some of the requirements of two years earlier were either softened or
dropped entirely. This change reflects in part the rivalry which existed between the
biology and chemistry heads. Inconsidering the 1941 revisions, the curriculum com-
mittee invited each man to present his views in person, but at separate
meetings.
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In the period covered by this chapter, how well did faculty mem-
bers carry out the curriculum which they offered? Certainly, most of
them had considerably more postbaccalaureate training than allbut
a very few of their predecessors, although this alone did not insure
that they were therefore better teachers. By the end of the Granville
administration few faculty were offering courses in as many dif-
ferent fields as was fairly common before 1904. During these forty
years, as willbe seen, available library resources and equipment
were much enlarged. Throughout the period, presidents and faculty
shared an urge toundertake changes which would make Gettysburg,
to use their own phrase, one of the best colleges in its class. Pres-
idents Hefelbower and Hanson in particular regularly and in dif-
ferent ways urged the faculty to keep abreast of what other good
colleges were doing and to act constructively on what they learned.
Especially in the 19205, during the early years of the Hanson
administration, several innovations resulted from a concerted
attempt to insure that a greater percentage of students who were
willingto put forth the effort could and wouldcomplete their course
of study. Inone form or another, many graduates of these years tes-
tified to the value of the curriculum as the faculty administered itin
promoting their own development as persons and professionals. As
is to be expected, the evidence does not all point in the same direc-
tion. To balance the positive statement of such a distinguished
alumnus as Joseph E. Rowe of the class of 1904 or Spurgeon M.
Keeny of the class of 1914 is the accusation of an unidentified mem-
ber of the curriculum committee a quarter century later. Some of his
colleagues, he charged, based their teaching "on notes prepared
twenty-five years ago." 232
Library
Inthe fallof 1904 the College library occupied space on part of the
first floor of Glatfelter Hall. Professor John A. Himes held the title
of librarian, but he had more than a full teaching load and could not
give much time to his other duties. Sallie Krauth, his assistant, kept
the library open twenty-two hours each week. She closed the collec-
tion at 3 P.M. Monday through Friday and at noon on Saturdays.
There were no Sunday hours. The materials inthe Philo and Phrena
2321932 History, p. 281; Columbia University Oral History Interview, typed
transcript inGCA; minutes of the curriculum committee, October 10, 1939, Office of
the Dean of the College. The assumption is that the curriculum committee member
believed that, ipso facto, all teaching making use of twenty- five-year- old notes is
poor teaching.
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libraries, which were stillindependently operated, were available to—-
society members only. The 1904 catalogue stated that there were
14,105 volumes inthe College library, plus "several thousand partly
classified but unbound pamphlets." What the statement meant was
that 14,105 volumes had been recorded in the accession register.
What it did not convey was that the overall collection was largely
disorganized and housed in a most inadequate space. Fortunately,
orunfortunately, the prevailing pattern of instruction at Gettysburg
did not place heavy demands upon it.
Only after four years inoffice did President Hefelbower call the
trustees 5 attention to the condition of the library, whichhe described
in June 1908 as "perhaps the weakest point ... in the equipment of
our college." He must have startled them when he stated that his
recent reading of an American Library Association report had con-
vinced him that the College should spend at least $15,000 on new
books as soon as possible and then appropriate at least $1,000 a year
in order to keep the collection up to date. Since the total College
budget for the year just closing was but $36,000, the trustees were
scarcely ina position to give him what he claimed was needed, but
they did respond in two ways. First, they directed the librarian to
submit a detailed report of accessions and use of the collection by
students, faculty, and others. Second, apparently with Hefel-
bower's approval, they vested complete control of the operation of
the library ina committee consisting of Professors Himes and Evjen,
together with the president.
Construing the trustee action as a vote of no-confidence, which it
certainly was, inOctober 1908 Himes presented his resignation as
librarian to the faculty, which had elected him twenty years earlier,
having already announced that he would not serve on the new com-
mittee. Acting alone during the summer of 1908, Evjen and
Hefelbower had summoned the veteran chief of the catalogue divi-
sion of the Library of Congress, James C. M. Hanson, who after a
careful study recommended that the three College libraries be com-
bined and that "an entirely new and up-to-date" cataloguing system
be introduced. An annual expenditure of about $10,000, half for
salaries, including one for a trained librarian, would inhis opinion
"in the course of four years' time place your library on a sound work-
ingbasis. 233 Inhis June 1909 report to the board, made at a time when
it was considering stiffer entrance requirements and a more ad-
vanced curriculum, Hefelbower described the College's library
problem as one
growing out of the progress of the age. During recent years a great
change has taken place inthe colleges ofthe country in the manner
233The quotations are fromp. 10 of Hefelbower's 1909 report to the board.
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inwhich the library is used. In the larger institutions, and also in
the smaller colleges, wherever itispossible, the libraryhas become
more and more a great center of work, around which the various
departments are grouped.
The board now appropriated $3,000 for the library, but only if the
funds could "be raised by special contributions for this purpose,"
and it attempted to quiet the expressed fear of some faculty mem-
bers that itwas trying to take away their privilege of recommending
books to be purchased for the library. It is evident that the board's
previous action had split the faculty almost evenly, with the older
members opposing and the younger members, joined by Hefel-
bower, supporting what it had done.
The library committee which the trustees had established con-
tinued to function and was soon treated as a regular faculty commit-
tee. In June 1909 the board named Professor Grimm to succeed
Himes as one of its three members, but no replacement was named
after Evjen left the College in that year. Until 1928 the committee
consisted of Grimm and the president of the College. Although
Grimm began to function as librarian in1909, he was never formally
named to that position and did not begin using the title until 1911. 234
As is evident from the annual reports which he made to the board
untilhe resigned in1929, Grimm was energetic in executing his new
commission. Already in1909 he persuaded the College to join the
American Library Association. Like his predecessor, he was head of
a department and could devote full time to the collection only in the
summer. Sallie Krauth continued as assistant librarian until 1922.
Mary Hay Himes (1890-1977), daughter of the previous librarian,
also held the title of assistant librarian from 1916 to 1945. She had
taken a summer library course inpreparation for her new duties and
worked with Grimm in accessioning and cataloguing. Carrie
Musselman (1870-1959), who also had one summer library course,
succeeded Sallie Krauth in 1922. Student help completed the
staff.
Grimm told the trustees in June 1911 that he had spent the preced-
ing summer trying "to become thoroughly acquainted with the li-
brary and to bring some 3ort of order into a large mass of
unclassified and disarranged material." Each succeeding report
sought to convey some idea of the magnitude of the task, which in
1916 he lamented was "practically endless and beyond the power of
one man." During his tenure as librarian the number of volumes
accessioned almost doubled. Only part of this growth could be
attributed to support from the College budget, which never came
234Perhaps the trustees thought they were making him librarian in June 1910, when
they named him chairman of the committee, put him incharge of "rearrangement and
cataloguing of the library," and authorized additional compensation.
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close to what Hefelbower had called for, averaging only about $250
annually through 1915 and about $1,100 from then through 1929.
Usually many more books and related materials came in the form of
gifts than by purchase: some 700 books, most of them dealing with
economics, from Benjamin K. Miller, of the class of 1877, a
Milwaukee attorney; more than 2,000 volumes from the library of J.
H. Wilburn Stuckenberg; more than 2,000 from the library of Pro-
fessor EliHuber; and more than 6,000 from Reverend Jeremiah Zim-
merman, a trustee. In1919 the daughter of James Macfarlane, of the
class of 1837, gave the College $2,000, income from which was tobe
used to buy books on geology and related subjects. Unfortunately,
most of these volumes, while perhaps rare and valuable, did little or
nothing to support the College's instructional program. More useful
for that purpose were the Philo and Phrena libraries, which were
turned over when the societies disbanded in1924. Into the 1920s the
College continued to be a repository for United States and
Pennsylvania government documents. Librarian Grimm thought it
important to remind the trustees each year that the College still
received the publications of the nation's leading educational
organizations, including the Carnegie Foundation, the General
Education Board, and the Middle States Association.
During the Grimm years, the library became increasingly avail-
able for student and faculty use. He soon extended the number of
weekly service hours to thirty-eight and by the mid-1920s to fifty-
nine, with fifteen of these inthe evening. He was able to secure use
of an additional room here and there, including one on the second
floor for women students. In 1924 the former Philo hall was convert-
ed into a large reading room. In 1918 Grimm first mentioned the
availability of interlibrary loans and listed the Library of Congress,
the Pennsylvania State Library, and The Johns Hopkins University
Library among those cooperating. 22*5
As early as 1915 Grimm listed the lack ofspace as a major problem
for the library. At the time, he coveted the rooms which the literary
societies occupied, but even as he was securing one of those rooms
in 1924, he began calling for a separate library building. Not sur-
prisingly, the U.L.C.A. survey team which visited the campus in
1926-1927 found that "the library is veryinadequate for the needs of
the College." It referred to existing plans to construct a building
2351n April1914 the Y.M.C.A.'s prohibition committee asked the faculty to remove
from the library four books dealing withuse of alcohol which itconsidered objection*
able. Professor Sanders was asked to investigate and return witha recommendation.
Acting on his report, the faculty decided that the books should remain in the collec-
tion and that the librarian should purchase "several books of recent date presenting
the other side ofthe question." Wisely, the faculty thus reaffirmed aposition which it
had first taken three quarters of a century before. See p. 139.
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John H. Knickerbocker
(1895-1964)
The first professionally trained
and full-time College librarian.
Served from 1929 to 1959.
"devoted exclusively to library purposes." 236 Such a facility was
indeed one of President Hanson's highest priorities, but not until the
fall of 1929 did itbecome a reality. Although the president told the
trustees inDecember of that year that Gettysburg now had "the most
beautiful library building Ihave seen on any campus of a college of
our size," and although a nationally known architect had reviewed
itsplans in advance of construction, as an efficient library building
itwas flawed from the start. Inat least one Philadelphia-area library
school, this structure was later used as an example of how things
should not be done. A 1939 American Library Association publica-
tion dealing with college and university library buildings commen-
ted on poorly used and unused space in the Gettysburg facility and
concluded that "the general arrangement of this plan has been used
in very few colleges and is not generally approved by librarians." 237
Perhaps the Gettysburg library would have been better designed
had the College hired a professional librarian before the building
plans were finally approved. That did not happen, however, and the
first trained librarian, John H. Knickerbocker (1895-1964), did not
assume his duties until October 1, 1929, several weeks before the
new facility was opened. Agraduate of Columbia University with a
diploma from the New York Library School, he had held positions in
the New York Public Library and New York University Library
before coming to Gettysburg. In1945, as in1929, Misses Himes and
Musselman were his assistants. Their efforts were supplemented by
the services of a succession of students.
236U.L.C.A. Survey, 1:415, 605. The section of the report on Lutheran college li-
braries (1:603-623) demonstrates clearly that all of them were below what the survey
team considered a minimum level. They did have a number of good things to say
about the Gettysburg collection and found itas close to the minimum as any Lutheran
library for which they had data.
237Edna Ruth Hanley, College and University Library Buildings (Chicago, 1939), pp.
105-106. Gettysburg's was not the only library building to be criticized in this work.
On the other hand, the report commended the design of the Fackenthal Library at
Franklin and Marshall College, completed in the late 19305.
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However poorly the interior of the library might have been
designed, itdid provide the College for the first time inits existence
with a spacious repository for books and related materials. One of
the new librarian's first projects, in1930, was to convert from the
Dewey decimal to the Library of Congress system of classification.
According to his annual reports during the 19305, circulation of
books and the number of persons using the facility increased by 50
percent. The number ofbooks accessioned went from 33,650 in1930
to 55,650 in 1945. The amount of money annually budgeted and
spent for the library (exclusive of salaries), like that committed to
almost every other purpose, plummeted in the early 19305, from
about $2,600 in 1929-1931 to about $950 in1933-1936. 23*In 1933-
1934 only sixty-four books were bought with College funds. 239
A student organization founded in 1928, the Modern Book Club,
was devoted to encouraging general student reading, as well as
wider use of the library. This club spent its available funds for the
purchase of books of general interest which might otherwise not
have been added to the collection. To judge from editorials which
appeared in the Gettysburgian from time to time, the College could
have used several such clubs whose members were persuading their
fellow students tomake more use of the library. "Itwould be conser-
vative toestimate," complained the editor on October 25, 1934, "that
more than one half of the members of the student body do not
regularly use the library even for required reading." Reportedly, a
238Librarian Knickerbocker's annual reports to the president are inthe GCA. They
contain much useful information on library use and growth. The accession register,
also inGCA, shows that the number 55,650 was reached on June 30, 1945. According
to the survey of American education for 1939-1940, Allegheny then had 90,730
volumes in its library; Franklin and Marshall, 83,800; Bucknell, 78,281; Dickinson,
66,299; Washington and Jefferson, 58,475; and Muhlenberg, 57,290. College and
University Library Statistics, 1939-1940, pp. 52-55. This work is Volume 2, Chapter 6
ofFederal Security Agency, U.S. Office ofEducation, BienniaJ Surveys ofEducation
in the United States, 1938-1940 and 1940-1942 (Washington, 1947). Inhis December
1937 report to the president, Knickerbocker stated that "in comparison with other
Pennsylvania colleges ofsimilar faculty, student enrollment, and courses, Gettysburg
College Library does the least new-book purchasing, the least amount ofbookbind-
ing, and makes the least purchases ofperiodicals and serial publications." He noted
that Dickinson, Franklin and Marshall, and Wilson spent annually about 40 percent
more than Gettysburg for library purposes. Their spending was close to what the
American Library Association recommended for colleges of their size.
2301n October 1931 the Carnegie Corporation of New Yorkawarded the College a
grant of$10,000, payable over fiveyears, forthe purchase of books. According to the
accession register, this generous gift,coming at a time when the depression was most
severe, enabled the College to purchase 3,958 volumes, at an average cost of about
$2.50 per volume.
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*
Main Reading Room of the Library.
member of the class of 1934 "was able to boast an entirely clean
record of library attendance," never even getting once into the
vestibule. 24"
Despite reluctant collegians who succeeded in avoiding the place,
John Knickerbocker made the library a much more visible and
integral feature of the academic program than it had ever been.
Freshmen were given instruction inits use. Faculty cooperated by
ordering books and making assignments in materials placed on
reserve. Knickerbocker arranged for displays and exhibits; he also
tried to publicize the library by frequent news releases to the Gettys-
burgian. He was active in his profession, attending and participat-
ing inboth national and state library association meetings. On the
other hand, he never solved one of the problems which Grimm left
unsolved. In the later 1930s he was reporting to the president that,
while there were about 45,000 or 50,000 books accessioned, about
50,000 more stored in the basement still awaited processing. Some
progress was made, but the task was as overwhelming for him as it
240Professor Zinnrecalled being told that, when about 1960 the trustees were decid-
ing whether to build an addition to the library or spend the money on some other
facility, one alumnus trustee stated that he did not remember where the library was
located when he was a student or that he had ever used it. Interview of July
1972, GCA.
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had been for his predecessor. Both men must have had serious
doubts that most of the volumes would ever justify the effort which
it would take to process and put them on the shelves.
Attimes a serious problem for the College authorities was the per-
sonality of the librarian, which sometimes led to unproductive
clashes with both students and faculty, and which did effectively
counterbalance many of the positive things which he had accom-
plished since 1929. Inthe spring of 1944 President Hanson informed
the board that he intended to dismiss Knickerbocker and place the
library incharge of a faculty member untilhe could "secure a well-
trained librarian who willbe able tomixwith the students and create
more genuine interest inthe use of the library." He was persuaded to
give up this intention, and John H. Knickerbocker remained as li-
brarian until 1959.
Equipment
In the fall of 1904 the College had a long tradition of sound
instruction in science and had helped train a number of men who
were making their mark inthat field. Inpractice, the instruction was
limited almost completely to chemistry, largely because of the
interests and abilities of the faculty. Professor Breidenbaugh had
supervised the conversion of the old gymnasium into the chemistry
laboratory in1890 and, for a time, according to his testimony, this
building was reasonably adequate for serving its purpose.
Meanwhile, Professor Stahley had supervised the conversion of
Linnaean Hallinto a gymnasium, but when that occurred there were
no courses inbiology. As these were developed, first to serve pre-
medical students, laboratory facilities outside the gymnasium were
needed. After 1904, the College found tworooms on the second floor
of Glatfelter Hall for that purpose.
The first major expansion in equipment after 1904 began occur-
ring when the trustees established a physics department. In June
1909 President Hefelbower reported that more than one-third of the
Glatfelter Hallbasement was inuse as a physics laboratory. At a
cost of more than $6,000, most of which had been spent for equip-
ment, Gettysburg now had what he considered tobe "the nucleus of
a good physical laboratory for a small college." Within a few years,
a new president convinced the trustees to authorize several
engineering programs, for which additional equipment was
required. By 1914, the entire basement of Glatfelter Hallwas being
used for physics and engineering.
The 1911 catalogue, which announced inauguration of the group
system, was the first to describe the "material equipment" of the
College in any detail. The authors gave the distinct impression that
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the institution was well-equipped for science instruction. The two
biology laboratories had "all the appliances necessary" for the
department's work. The chemistry laboratories were "amply
equipped with all the conveniences and apparatus and supplies that
are desirable" forintroductory and advanced courses. The four main
physics rooms were "equipped with modern and carefully selected
apparatus forboth elementary and advanced work." Ayear later, as
the engineering programs began operating, the catalogue reader was
informed that their equipment was "modern and adequate and is
being augmented as necessity demands." What remained unwritten
at this time was an account of the inability of both presidents
Hefelbower and Granville to secure funds for a science building and
of the latter to obtain needed additional space for engineering. The
addition made to the chemistry building in 1916 was nothing more
than a measure for the short run. The average annual amount which
the College spent on equipment and supplies for these four
departments between 1910 and 1917 is yet another indicator of the
limits which the available financial resources continued to place
upon it: $130 for biology, $1,890 for chemistry, $600 for engineer-
ing, and $795 for physics.
Ina letter which appeared inthe Gettysburgian for June 14, 1922,
Professor Parsons complained about "the very inadequate, cramp-
ed, and unhealthful quarters the physics department has been com-
pelled to occupy." Whenever there was no steam heat the basement
of Glatfelter Hall was damp, and sometimes green mold formed on
the walls. Parsons attributed the rheumatism from which most ofhis
staff suffered to these conditions. He thought that the chemistry
department had "ridiculously inadequate" quarters and even greater
need for better ones than physics. The U.L.C.A. survey team tfrhich
visited the campus in1926-1927 used the words crowded and inade-
quate to describe the conditions of the science laboratories. 241 The
completion and equipping of Breidenbaugh Hallin1927-1928, like
the construction of the library soon thereafter, was an important
achievement in the history of the College. Chemistry and physics
professors were largely responsible for the interior design of the
first truly up-to-date science building which the College ever had.
From 1929 until 1940 Breidenbaugh also housed the biology depart-
ment. When engineering instruction ceased, the biologists moved to
new quarters on the third floor and in the basement of Glatfelter
Hall. Annual expenditures for supplies and equipment for the three
science departments from 1936 to 1943 averaged $1,100 for biology
(they tripled after 1939), $2,065 for chemistry, and $270 for
physics.
241U.L.C.A. Survey, 1:415.
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Byrelying on the College catalogue for information, one could get
a completely erroneous understanding of the condition of the
museum which had once been a valuable and valued part of the
material equipment of the institution. Every catalogue, including
the one published early in1926, featured a descriptive paragraph
identical with the one which appeared in 1904 and which claimed
that the collection was "freely used ininstruction." Every catalogue
identified Professor Breidenbaugh as its curator. Presumably the
only reason this misinformation disappeared from the 1927
catalogue was because Breidenbaugh died in 1926.
As early as 1911, the faculty attempted to deal with the increasing
neglect of the museum, which even then continued receiving a few
gifts, by entrusting its care to the recently inaugurated Student
Council. Three years later a student was named assistant curator
and instructed to maintain a schedule of hours. Inthe same year the
faculty converted part of the museum space into a classroom and
office for the philosophy department. When the assistant curator
was graduated in1917 no successor was appointed. Untended, the
collection went from bad to worse. The U.L.C.A. survey team
thought that the "discarded, moth-eaten wrecks ofanimals and birds
. . . cannot possibly be of any value and certainly should be burn-
ed." 242 In an editorial on October 10, 1928, the Gettysburgian called
the attention of the students to "several dirty rooms" on the third
floor of Glatfelter Hall which had an accumulation of six years of
dust hiding "the collections of a good museum," one about to
"become wholly worthless." It was "an opportunity for some hon-
orary organization seeking to do the college some good." Unfor-
tunately, no such organization stepped forward and, when
Glatfelter Hall was renovated in1929, most of what stillremained of
the museum collection was placed inthe attic of Breidenbaugh Hall,
where it gathered even more dust. In the 1930s some of the pieces
were placed inthe hobby room inWeidensall Hallwhile others were
auctioned off in 1942 to raise money for the Student Christian
Association. 243
From Admission to Commencement
The 1904-1905 academic year at Gettysburg began on Thursday,
September 15, 1904. It consisted of three terms, the first of which
ended before Christmas, the second at the end of March, and the
third early in June. Commencement was held on the morning of
2421bid., 1:204.
243Gettysburgian, October 18, 1934; March 11, 1937; and March 18, 1937.
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Wednesday, June 14, 1905. Having an academic year of about thirty-
five or thirty-six weeks was already standard practice for American
colleges, and the Gettysburg faculty accepted it as a given.244 The
1939 catalogue announced that "the college year of thirty-five
weeks . ..begins ... on a Thursday near the middle of September
and continues, ... to Commencement Day, the first Monday in
June." The later years of World War IIforced the College toalter this
routine temporarily and adopt virtual year-round operations. When
itbegan functioning under the group system in the fall of 1911, the
faculty abandoned the three-term calendar and divided the
academic year into two semesters, with the break between them
occurring inearly February (by 1925 it was late January).
As was the case inearlier years, there were times when the normal
routine was broken by either planned or unexpected occasions
which might yield a day or half-day holiday. George Washington's
birthday, first observed in1839, continued to cancel classes through
1934. Classroom activities were curtailed or suspended onMemorial
day. Early inthe century the tradition was established that the presi-
dent should declare a holiday "in the interests of athletics" some-
time in the fall. There were stillbattlefield and town activities deemed
important enough tocall off some or all classes for a day: dedication
of a monument on Culp's hill(1907), dedication of the Pennsylvania
monument (1910), dedication of the west portico of the old seminary
building (1914), dedication of the Virginiamonument (1917), Armis-
tice day (1919-1921), and farmer's day in Gettysburg (1920-1922).
Sometimes the College formally observed April 7, the date of its
charter, as founders' day. Inthe 1930s the occasion was used as an
academic honors day on which scholarship was given special
recognition.
Classroom work was suspended after the firstperiod on February
12, 1909, so that the College could commemorate properly the exact
day of the centennial of the birth of two famous persons who,
according to the Gettysburgian, had committed themselves to
achieving "the freedom of man from the shackles which so longhad
held him down." Inthe morning a botany professor from the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania spoke about the great work of Charles Darwin
"insetting free human thought from itsbonds and as the moulder of
intellectualism for all coming ages." Inthe afternoon, withmembers
of the Grand Army of the Republic sharing the stage inBrua, a former
2440ne of the suggested requirements for a successful college of arts and sciences
announced by the Bureau ofEducation committee in1918 was stated as follows:"Fif-
teen or sixteen credit hours a week foreach student for 36 weeks a year for four years
should be regarded as the normal program of work for students." Resources and Stan-
dards (1918), p. 16.
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Minnesota congressman paid tribute to Abraham Lincoln,also born
on February 12, 1809, as a man moved to action by his sustained
thinking about "the wrongfulness of human slavery and the benefit
of the union of the States." 245
Some events which became part of the calendar during this period
did not result inholidays for the students, but they were without a
doubt of great importance for the College in its relationships with
one of its valued constituencies: the parents of students. Following
a suggestion made by President Hanson, the first father's day was
held during a weekend inNovember 1924 and the firstmother's day
during one inMay 1925. The response was so great that itremoved
any doubt about the wisdom of continuing these special days. Hun-
dreds of parents had an opportunity to inspect the campus, many for
the first time. They attended classes, listened to concerts, watched
plays, cheered Gettysburg teams, and were well fed. Before leaving
for home they went to Brua Chapel to hear the president preach one
of his highly inspirational sermons. Only such catastrophes as the
depression (1932) and world war (1943) could cancel these days, and
then only temporarily. In the spring of 1944 the two were combined
into one observance.
Although as late as 1942 the catalogue stilldeclared that a student
could be admitted to College by passing an examination a few days
before the academic year began inSeptember (similar examinations
inthe spring were abandoned in1922), long before this date virtually
every applicant exercised the other option by "presenting a certifi-
cate from an approved secondary or high school." When the new
entrance requirements went into effect inthe fallof 1911, these cer-
tificates had to offer evidence that a student had earned fourteen
Carnegie units, six of which (three inEnglish, two inmathematics,
and one ingeography) were specifically required and the remaining
245Gettysburgian, February 17, 1909. One is struck by the absence in the many avail-
able sources for studying the history of this Lutheran-church-related college of
evidence that there was a confrontation, either before or after 1909, between
advocates and opponents of the theory of evolution. One possible explanation is that
the theory was ignored, but this is probably not the correct one. There is no hint what-
soever in the Gettysburgian account of this observance that Charles Darwin was not a
great man who, along withLincoln, deserved to be remembered and honored at Get-
tysburg College. Writing in the 1917 Spectrum about the history of education, Pro-
fessor Sanders claimed that Gettysburg had "incorporated the fieldof science" into
its curriculum, but had "not repudiated the Church." F. William Sunderman of the
class of1919 recalls that in his undergraduate days science was presented to him by
men who recognized no restrictions on theirright and duty to teach what their inves-
tigations convinced them should be taught. Anarticle by Schmucker Duncan of the
class of1891 in the College Monthly for November 1890, entitled "Evolution's Bear-
ing Upon the Christian Religion," argued that existing understandings ofboth evolu-
tion and theology were "merely man's statements of his own conception" and
capable of further refinement as new knowledge appears.
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eight of which could be inlanguage, history, or science. The faculty
went to considerable lengths to describe in the catalogue the level of
mastery which it expected inboth required and elective fields. By
1914 geography was no longer on the required list and the number of
units had been increased to fifteen. In1942 one stillneeded fifteen
units, including three inEnglish and two inmathematics, for admis-
sion. In1911 the faculty began entrusting individual admissions
decisions to its entrance committee, but not until 1943 was there a
dean or director of admissions to handle this work on its behalf.
Requiring fourteen or fifteen units was simply one step toward a
sound admissions program. The entrance (later admissions) commit-
tee had to take into consideration the quality of work which the can-
didate had done inearning those units and whether there were cases
where exceptions should be made. Following a long practice, for
some years itdid admit students whose records were lacking inone
way or other, imposing conditions which had to be removed by a
certain time if they wished to continue with their class. Once the
requirement of fifteen units was firmly established, the trend was
toward flexibilityin administering them. Inaccepting a report from
the entrance committee in 1926, the faculty advised that there
should be "more freedom .. .exercised in counting units and more
stress . . . put on the quality of work offered." 246
The U.L.C.A. survey team found that inthe mid-1920s Gettysburg
had the most consistently good record among nine Lutheran colleges
in retaining an entering freshman class and graduating its members
four years later. Of the seventy-eight freshmen inthe class of 1908,
60 percent were graduated four years later. 247 An additional 13 per-
cent received degrees from Gettysburg at some other time or from
some other institution. Comparable figures for the class of 1916 are
64 and 72 percent; for the class of 1925, 56 and 63 percent; for the
class of 1931, 55 and 61 percent; and for the class of1940, 55 and 59
percent. The record of B.A. candidates was much better than that of
students registered for the B.S. degree. For example, 81 percent of
the freshmen B.A.candidates in the class of 1908 and 85 percent of
those in the class of 1925 earned degrees four years later.
During the forty-one years covered by this chapter College enroll-
ment tripled. Most of this growth occurred during the first two
administrations. The number in the four College classes, which
stood at a record 197 in the fall of 1904, reached 545 during the first
2461n 1920 the MiddleStates Association declared that "in administering entrance
requirements, exceptions should be few and made only forreasons of great weight."
The questionnaire whichGranvillecompleted early in1921 admitted that Gettysburg
didadmit students on trial,but stated that they were candidates "conditioned in one
or two units ifother grades are high." GCA.
247U.L.C.A. Survey, 2:158-159.
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STUDENTS INCOLLEGE AND DEGREES GRANTED
1904-1945
Source: Officeof the Registrar. Candidates forthe earned master's degree are listed
with the special students. During this period, some 202 masters' degrees were award-
ed: in 1911-1920, 35; in 1921-1930, 107, and in 1931-1940, 60.
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year of the Hanson presidency. A new record enrollment of 622 in
1928-1929 immediately preceded the depression, during which the
number dropped to a low of 480 in1934-1935. Thanks to the return
of women students in the fall of 1935, an upswing began which by
the fall of 1942 had produced another record enrollment (668). As
demands for military manpower increased, enrollment fellback to
almost precisely the levels of World War I:289 in1943-1944 and 356
the following year.
During the first three quarters of a century of its existence, the
College annually faced the need to attract more students to make
financial ends meet. On the assumption that satisfied customers
were the best advertisement, itregularly urged current students to
encourage their friends to enroll. Itprepared attractive illustrated
booklets in an effort to entice. Inaddition, into the early 1920s it
annually designated younger staff members tomake the rounds can-
vassing for new students. Soon after the end of World War I,Presi-
dent Granville came to the conclusion that the board of trustees
needed to begin dealing with the new question of how much further
growth inenrollment, ifany, was desirable. "One ofour problems in
the past has been to secure enough students toenable us tomake the
most efficient and economical use of our teaching force and material
plant," he told them in June 1920. "It seems clear now that in the
future our chief problem willbe to adequately serve those who shall
come to us asking for admission."
Returning to the same theme two years later, Granville advised
that "educational authorities are pretty well agreed that from every
standpoint the efficient liberal arts and science college should have
only from 500 to 600 students." Even if"substantial additions to our
financial resources" became available, he stated, he was "per-
sonally of the opinion that the time has arrived when we should limit
our regular undergraduate college enrollment to 500." Any
additional funds should be used for improving plant and equipment,
and, "what is the most important of all, to increase our teaching
staff and raise it to stillhigher standards of scholarship and teaching
efficiency." After discussing this proposal, the board deferred any
action on it until its winter meeting, by which time Granville had
announced his resignation. Wisely the members decided topostpone
further consideration for a year, when a new president could be
expected to be in office. Finally, in December 1923, the trustees
adopted a sense motion that, "due to inadequate resources, the
crowded condition of the college buildings, and a purpose toexcel in
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the character of our college work rather than to strive for numerical
strength," further freshmen classes should be limited to two hun-
dred students. 248 It is understandable that there were those in the
College's constituency who had contributed, perhaps very
generously, to the recent Endowment and Expansion Campaign in
the belief that they were helping tomake possible a bigger as wellas
a better Gettysburg and who were now both perplexed and disap-
pointed by this action.
While before 1945 President Hanson never abandoned or
advocated abandoning the concept of a limited enrollment, he chose
to interpret the limitas circumstances appeared to warrant. InJune
1928 he toldthe trustees that total enrollment should be kept close to
six hundred, "as this number renders possible the best type of
academic work." During the depression the chief problem was once
again recruiting enough students. The canvassing reappeared as
faculty agreed to visitpotential freshmen during the summer, trying
to persuade them to enroll inthe fall.InMay1936 the College held
its first subfreshman day. There were several good reasons for invit-
ing prospective students to visit the campus on a spring day while
College was in session, but at the moment the chief one was to help
fillthe freshman class for the fall. As the depression eased, Hanson
began identifying a new target. "Itis our desire to secure 500 young
men and 150 young ladies as a maximum enrollment," he told the
board inDecember 1939. "Allof our buildings and equipment have
been provided with this thought inmind." Two years later he remind-
ed it that 650 students were needed in order to balance the
budget.
In the absence of records showing the number and preparation of
applicants for admission, it is impossible to be very precise about
how selective the College was at this time inrecruiting its student
body. At the time of the depression, the administration was stating
that there were about 300 applications each year for the 200 avail-
able places, but we do not know how many of these applicants were
qualified to do the work the faculty expected. In1934 there were
fewer than 150 applicants, of whom only 25 were rejected.
The question of whether to continue to admit women students,
which was before the College for more than a decade in the 1920s
and 19305, cannot be understood satisfactorily apart from the
2481n June and again in December 1923 the faculty strongly urged the trustees to
limitthe number of freshmen and new special students to 150 each year. Itis clear
that inacting the trustees rejected Granville's overalllimit of500 students and chose
instead to deal with the issue which he raised by using the faculty method, but
increasing the number ofnew students to be admitted each year to 200. The U.L.C.A.
survey team a few years later concluded that a student body of 600 was required for
an efficient and effective college. Ibid., 2:119.
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growth intotal enrollment and the eventual desire tolimitit,orapart
from the unsuccessful efforts by a number of synods to establish a
new Lutheran college for women. Although Gettysburg had opened
its doors to women as early as 1888, it always considered itself a
men's college. There were no dormitory or dining facilities for
women and the faculty usually responded negatively to their
requests for access to gymnasium, study, or other facilities. The
writer inthe Gettysburgian for December 5, 1923 was substantially
correct in saying that "at the present time Gettysburg is not a co-
educational institution. Girls are permitted to attend classes out of
mere courtesy. They have no special privileges as to tradition, stu-
dent government or campus activities. The faculty carries no re-
sponsibilities for them further than that relative to their class
room work."249
Between 1904 and 1917 there were usually about twenty women
enrolled as degree candidates in any one year, most of them from
Gettysburg and vicinity. In the early 19205, as more and more high
school graduates, both men and women, began seeking a college
education, the number tripled: the average for the years 1921-1924
was sixty-three women students. Clearly the potential was much
greater. The College had just completed its most successful fund-
raising campaign among Lutheran families, some of whom con-
tributed in the expectation that their daughters would have access to
an education at Gettysburg.
The concern which President Granville first voiced in 1920 over
the need tolimit the size of the student body led perhaps inevitably
to the question of the future of women students. Then in the fallof
1921 three synods closely related to the College (East Pennsylvania,
West Pennsylvania, and Maryland) passed almost identical
resolutions, which were introduced by pastors who were Gettysburg
alumni, calling for the establishment of a new women's college, one
which would be under synodical control. Soon ten synods east of
Ohio and north of Virginia, incooperation with the Board ofEduca-
tionof the United Lutheran Church inAmerica, began making plans
for such an institution.
Although at their December 1921 meeting the trustees decided
that, ifasked, they would participate inplanning fora new women's
college, they were not willingto postpone making their own enroll-
ment plans until itbecame a reality.InJune 1922, following another
Granville appeal for action, the trustees began considering two
249The 1914 through 1921 catalogues did state that "no distinctions are made as to
sex except that only male students are admitted to the college dormitories." InSep-
tember 1923 the faculty declined to act on a sorority request for permission to room
and board under its supervision, "inasmuch as the College has never assumed any
obligation in reference to the rooming and boarding of women students."
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resolutions, which it is clear they were determined to act on
together. One, already discussed, would limit total enrollment to
five hundred students. The other, prefaced by the statement that
"our educational equipment and financial resources are inadequate
tocare for all who apply for admittance," would refuse admission to
women as undergraduate degree candidates (but not as graduate or
summer school students) beginning inthe fallof 1923. After discuss-
ing these resolutions, the trustees postponed action until their
December 1922 meeting, at which they tabled both for one year.
When the motion concerning women students was removed from
the table inDecember 1923, its effective date having already passed,
the fall of 1926 was substituted and an annual limit of seventy-five
was placed on the number of women students to be permitted inthe
College until that time. After what was described as "warm debate, 11
the trustees decided on the very unusual procedure - for them -of
including in the minutes how every member had voted. Seventeen
votes were cast for the resolution and seven against. The eight pas-
tors who voted divided evenly. Frederick H. Knubel, the president of
the United Lutheran Church in America, voted affirmatively, but
asked that his reason be included in the minutes: "Because Gettys-
burg College is not in a position to provide fully for women
students." The four resident trustees who voted also divided evenly.
R. William Bream and Jacob A.Clutz, who voted against the resolu-
tion, were two of its most vigorous opponents.
As early as the summer of 1922, when itbecame generally known
that the College was considering closing its doors to women, there
was an immediate and strong reaction from several quarters. By the
time the trustees met in December, several synods had passed
resolutions asking that no action be taken until a Lutheran college
for women was inexistence and receiving students. Apetition with
signatures of local businessmen, College and seminary faculty, and
College and seminary trustees also asked for a delay. Another peti-
tion, said to have been signed by "all the co-eds," called for no
action at all. The faculty was not very helpful at this juncture.
Within the space of three weeks itconsidered a motion recommend-
ing that women students be limited to "young ladies of Gettysburg
and vicinity residing at home" who would "attend as day pupils";
took up a substitute motion calling on the board "to provide as soon
and as far as possible facilities for the women students equal to
those of the men"; and then, "after considerable discussion," tabled
the entire matter indefinitely.250
250The position of the Gettysburgian during this long episode changed as editorial
staffs came and went. More often than not, its staff favored keeping women. In1915
the faculty discussed and then defeated a motion to admit no more women
students.
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As was to be expected, the board action inDecember 1923 did not
end the discussion. On March 12, 1924 the Gettysfaurgian speculated
that "sufficient pressure from outside sources" may "force the
Board to reconsider their action." On April 30 the paper printed a
letter from Joseph B. Baker, then a Lutheran pastor in Indiana,
Pennsylvania, and one of the seven board members who had been
the minority several months earlier. Disappointment and sorrow
were words he used to describe his own feelings. "When we select
athletes we judge muscle, when we select singers we judge voices,
when we select students we ought to judge brains," he wrote. "To
use any other basis of selection is to display a pathetic misun-
derstanding of the very purpose of an educational institution."
There was some progress in creating a Lutheran college tor
women. With the help of the Board of Education nine cooperating
synods in1924 chose a board of directors, which decided to found a
new institution in a metropolitan area rather than attempt to gain
control of an existing college. In1926 they determined to locate near
Washington, D.C., whereupon the Maryland Synod agreed to
purchase and donate 179 acres ofland inSilver Spring, Montgomery
county, near the district line. Meanwhile, on the Gettysburg cam-
pus, there were few signs that the days of women students were
numbered. Their enrollment increased from 79 in1923-1924 to 84 in
1924-1925 and 80 in 1925-1926. Their Y.W.C.A. had existed since
1920. The faculty recognized a second sorority in1923, the year in
which a glee club and a society for women education students were
formed. The women organized and elected their own officers in
1924. Beginning in1925 they had their own rifle team. Insome pre-
vious years, either the valedictorian or salutatorian had been a
woman. In1926, for the first time inthe history of the College, both
of these honors went to women. Ifwe can believe the Gettysburgian,
they achieved the ultimate triumph inJanuary 1927, when their peti-
tion was granted and they won the right to attend chapel, although
they had to be content with seats in the gallery.
The resolution which the trustees passed in1923 was scheduled to
go into effect at the close of the 1925-1926 year. In its issue for
November 18, 1925, the Gettysburgian reported finding little sup-
port for the board's position and declared that "those who visualize a
'Greater Gettysburg' expect that the board willoverrule its action
and place co-education upon an improved basis." Believing that the
board might reconsider its stand, the opponents once again began
presenting their case. Petitions from some fifty past women
students, both graduates and nongraduates, as well as from about
one hundred current students of both sexes urged the board not only
to reverse itself, but also to secure adequate facilities for women.
The trustees chose to ignore the matter in December, but clearly
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they could not do so again in the following June. Meanwhile, the
pressure continued. In the April 15, 1926 issue of the Lutheran,
which reached Lutheran homes nationwide, Elsie Singmaster
Lewars, a noted local author and the first woman to receive an hon-
orary degree from the College (in 1916), argued forcefully that the
College needed women as much as they needed it. Women were,
after all, "the most diligent and desirable part of the student body."
Virtuallyall agreed that coeducation was a success wherever it was
tried. "Why in this age of equality and progress," she asked, "take
the awkward step ofabolishing it at Gettysburg?" Amonth later, the
Maryland Synod pointedly reminded the trustees that President
Hanson had "repeatedly assured this Synod and the Church that
every action" it had taken in "excluding women was conditioned
upon the opening of the Lutheran Women's College and that the
women of the church would not be excluded ...before such date."
Since the new college was still far from becoming a reality, the
synod asked the trustees to "continue for the present to admit
women" and, further, tobe allowed tohave a representative present
its case inperson at the June meeting. 251
The trustees listened to the synodical representatives; then heard
their executive committee recommend that they vote toreaffirm the
1923 resolution; and finally, by a vote of twelve toeleven, accepted
Joseph B. Baker's motion to continue to admit women through the
1929-1930 year, "in view of the delay inthe opening of the Women's
College." Possibly because of the evident determination of the trus-
tees not toreverse themselves (they stated emphatically that further
petitions were useless), the number of women students began drop-
ping, from 80 in 1925-1926 to 59 in1928-1929 and 61 in 1929-1930.
The directors planning for the projected new institution secured a
charter for the Lutheran College for Women in1927 and soon thereaf-
ter announced that they had secured $150,000 incash and pledges.
Nevertheless, as the next deadline, that of 1930, approached, it was
obvious that this new college was stillnot nearly ready to open. Not
surprisingly, another round of petitions from the usual sources
reached the Gettysburg trustees, inspite of their warning four years
earlier. "Iam heartily sick of this whole business," Board President
Dapp told President Hanson in February 1930, as he sent along
several fresh petitions, "and do not intend topay any attention to let-
ters of this character in the future." 252 In June, the board refused to
251Minutes of the Maryland Synod (1926), pp. 77-78. The East Pennsylvania and
Allegheny Synods also sent petitions. The West Pennsylvania Synod did not meet
until October.
252John F. Dapp to Henry W. A. Hanson, Harrisburg, February 25, 1930, GCA.
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reopen the question and, by a vote of sixteen to six, instructed
College officials torespond to all future inquiries by stating that the
board had exercised "the greatest possible care" inreaching its ini-
tial decision in1923 and deemed itunwise to change that decision
now. The last remaining women students were graduated in June
1933 and the College began the 1933-1934 year with an all-male stu-
dent body. 253
As the depression made itmore and more unlikely that a college
for women could begin functioning anytime soon, synodical
petitioners demonstrated that they too could be determined and per-
sistent. InMay1933 the West Pennsylvania synod adopted a resolu-
tion offered by the pastor of the College church, expressing the
synod's "increasing concern upon the refusal of Gettysburg College
to allow the girls of our congregations the privilege of attendance"
and noting "a growing disaffection among the constituency of the
Synod." The resolution asked the trustees to reconsider their action
"in the light of present conditions, which inour opinion warrant a
reversal of the existing policy." We gave the matter "prolonged and
careful consideration," the trustees replied after their June meeting;
we believe "very keenly that Gettysburg College should not enter
the field of Co-Education." 254
It was the depression which at last, quickly and effortlessly,
accomplished what synods, students, alumni, and townspeople
could not. During a special board meeting inApril1935, summoned
in great secrecy to avoid "pressure from any source," the trustees
decided, for reasons explained earlier in this chapter, to close the
academy. Then they went on to abandon the position which the
majority had so long and tenaciously held against all comers, and
which they had restated less than two years earlier, bytransforming
Gettysburg from being a college for men into being a truly
coeducational school. Although they did vote tolimit the number of
women in the student body to 150, they declared that "equal
privileges shall, as nearly as possible, be given to young ladies and
gentlemen attending our institution" and directed the administra-
tion to convert the academy buildings for use by women beginning
inSeptember 1935. Former synodical petitioners who happened to see
253According to one explanation, forcefully offered from time to time, the trustees
excluded women because one of theirnumber had in some way wronged a male stu-
dent whose father was an influential trustee. While such an incident may have hap-
pened, and whileitmay have had some effect, itshould be clear from the evidence
here presented that itis at best a totally inadequate explanation of trustee action on
the subject of women students.
2MMinutes of the West Pennsylvania Synod (1933), p. 73 and (1934), p.40. Joseph B.
Baker told the Compiler after this meeting that the opinion of the board was so strong
against coeducation that it was useless to fight it. Compiler, June 17, 1933.
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the account of this special meeting- itappeared inseveral synodical
minutes -may have been more than a little amused, or maybe even
embittered, by its last sentence: "Inmaking this important change,
Gettysburg College has sought to enlarge its field of service to our
beloved church." Inexplaining to the alumni what had happened, in
the alumni bulletin,President Hanson noted that, inorder to survive
and thrive over the years, an institution must adhere to "ideals and
worthy traditions" while"constantly adjusting its policy tochanging
conditions." 255
The College did deliver on its conditional promise to convert Get-
tysburg into a coeducational institution. 256 By September 1935 there
were two dormitories for women, a dining hall (which is more than
the men had), a director for what was called the women's division,
and access to student organizations and activities. For example, the
Young Men's Christian Association quickly became the Student
Christian Association. 257 Some 64 women were recruited on short
notice for the fallof1935. There were 131 for1936 and 142 for 1937.
As their numbers increased, the board authorized a total of 175
women, first for 1941-1942 and then again for the followingyear. In
May1944 itauthorized 250 women, but only for 1944-1945. Women
outnumbered men inthe student body inthe two war years of 1943-
1945. The class of 1944 was the first inthe history of the College in
which there were more women graduated than men. 258
In common with most colleges which were similar in size and
general orientation, Gettysburg during the period covered by this
chapter continued to draw most of her students from within about
one hundred miles of the town in which she was located, an area
255This account, which the board secretary initialed and which serves as the
minutes of the meeting, makes no reference to any votes cast against closing the
academy and readmitting women. See GCB (May 1935), p. 5.
256The board had onlypromised women equal privileges "as nearly as possible." As
G-Books beginning in1935 make clear, women were subject to much more stringent
regulation than men.
257An editorial in the Gettysburgian for September 19, 1935, noting the past
arguments that there were no facilities for women, observed that "matters have been
so revolutionized that one would think that the powers of Aladdin's Lamp had
been invoked."
258The Lutheran College for Women, legally renamed Grace College in1932, never
came into existence. A campaign to raise $1,600,000 foundered during the depression
after having reached only about 10 percent ofits goal. Once the real estate was soldin
1945, the remaining assets were turned over to the Board of Education with instruc-
tions that the income was to be used to support the education of young Lutheran
women. One can followthe vicissitudes of this unsuccessful effort in the published
annual minutes of any of the supporting synods. For an account of Irving College,
operated for women and with a Lutheran connection, see Sack, Higher Education,
2:574-575. Located at Mechanicsburg, itwas recognized by the state as a college from
1912 until it closed in1929.
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The editors dedicated the 1937 Spectrum to the women "who have this
year returned to us as an active part of the campus life, not as a separate
entity but as an associated group intent upon establishing cooperation and
comradeship in accordance with all of Gettysburg's traditions, ideals,
and aspirations."
within which,by no coincidence, many Lutheran families lived.259 In
the fall of 1904, 84 percent of the students were Pennsylvanians,
while about 9 percent were from Maryland. Both Presidents
Hefelbower and Hanson expressed their desire to see these percent-
ages lowered. Some progress inthis direction occurred, almost all of
it during the latter's administration, but as late as the fall of 1942
Pennsylvania still furnished about 68 percent of the student body.
New Jersey contributed about 10 percent, Maryland 9, and New
York 7.
About 75 percent of the more than six hundred students who
signed their names inthe matriculation book between 1904 and 1911
gave their religious affiliation as Lutheran. By the 1930s the number
of Lutherans whom the registrar counted each year had dropped to
about 55 percent of the enrollment; between 1940 and 1945 it stood
at about 52 percent. Each year the figure was higher for women
259Reasons most often given for choosing Gettysburg to the U.L.C.A. survey team
in the mid-1920s were academic standards, nearness, Lutheran connection, and cost.
President Hanson told the board inMay 1941 that a recent pollof freshmen revealed
that the two most important reasons why they chose Gettysburg were the influence of
an alumnus and its academic standards. In a paper read at an Association of
American Colleges conference in 1933, Dean Tilberg stated that the percentage of
Gettysburg students coming fromless than one hundred miles (62) was slightly lower
than that for one hundred other small colleges (65.5). U.L.C.A. Survey, 1:324-325; Get-
tysburgian, January 18, 1934.
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students than it was for men. Itwas also higher than the average for
all colleges affiliated with the United Lutheran Church in America,
sometimes higher than any of the others. 260 During the 1930s and
early 19405, Presbyterians, Methodists, and Evangelicals and
Reformed, usually inthat order, accounted for about one quarter of
the Gettysburg student body. About 5 percent were Catholic and
about 1percent Jewish. Very few students stated that they had no
religious affiliation.
Although the faculty had always been concerned about the
academic progress and general welfare of students (undoubtedly, in
the view of many who wished to hide, too much concerned), one of
the most important developments within the College during the
years 1904-1945 was the institutionalization of that concern ina for-
mal advising system. When the group system went into effect inthe
fall of 1911, the catalogue announced that the heads of departments
had "oversight inthe selection of electives and inthe general charac-
ter of the work" ofstudents inthe group for which they were respon-
sible. Eleven years later, when the major-and-minor system began,
each entering freshman was assigned an adviser, who continued to
serve in that capacity until the student selected a major field, at
which time the head of that department took over. Advisers were
empowered to approve, or disapprove, course schedules and were
available for consultation on other matters as well.
Soon after taking office, President Hanson began arguing that the
most important year for most college students was their first, when
they were making an often difficult transition from the expectations
of secondary school to those of college. And, he insisted, having
accepted a student, a college thereby assumed the responsibility of
helping to make the transition from high school a successful one. In
endeavoring to meet that responsibility, the College initiated a
senior sponsor system (1924); began a required yearlong freshman
orientation course (1925); began a freshman orientation week pro-
gram (1927); and turned Pennsylvania Hall into a freshman dor-
mitory, with juniors and seniors as resident counselors (1940). 281
260See the information in the minutes of the biennial U.L.C.A. conventions.
261The task of a senior sponsor was not strictly academic. The Gettysbuigian for
September 24, 1924 described itas teaching "the new students in three days as much
as possible of whatittook the Senior three years tolearn forhimself." The first orien-
tation week schedule, which ran for seven days before classes began, set the pattern
which lasted for many years: lectures, tests, meetings, receptions, and tours, allpre-
sided over by faculty and about a dozen seniors. Apparently acting on the assumption
that too much of a good thing was impossible, the dean announced in1939 that fresh-
man orientation was going to last an entire year.The administration viewed the fresh-
man dormitory system as a major innovation withgreat potential for the successful
introduction of freshmen to College life.
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Accompanying the special concern for freshmen especially evi-
dent inthe early Hanson administration was a determination toraise
the level of academic performance required of all students. Cer-
tainly this was not a new resolve; ever since 1832 the faculty had
spent much of its meeting time in warning some students, at any
time during a term, that their unsatisfactory classroom performance
could lead to dire consequences and inadvising, or requiring, the
fathers ofothers tocome and take their sons away. During the Gran-
ville administration there was what the minutes call a dropping
committee, whose function was obvious. In 1921 the faculty
authorized an instructor to place on probation any student who,
"because of indifference or disorderly conduct, is endangering his
scholastic standing." Being inthis category could lead to ineligibility
to represent the College "inany way"and a warning to parents. Two
years later the faculty established what soon became the scholastic
standing committee and charged it with the responsibility of han-
dling "the cases of all students whose scholarship is deficient,"
including counseling them frequently during a term and dropping
them at the end, ifnecessary. No student required to withdraw could
return until the opening of the next school year and then only by
vote of the fullfaculty. Although the Gettysburgian for September
24, 1924 described the purpose of the new committee as "firingup"
rather than "firing out," about 125 students were required to
withdraw during 1925-1926 and there was considerable concern
about the enrollment for the following year. The casualty lists were
substantially smaller insubsequent years, but even during the worst
of the depression about twenty students were dropped annually. Itis
evident that the major assignment of the first dean of men, hired in
1926, was toassume much of the work with individual students pre-
viously performed by members of the scholastic standing commit-
tee, and this continued to be the case withhis successor, even after
his title was changed to dean. 282 Through the latter, the faculty
began honoring students who were doing the best academic work by
establishing the Dean's Scholastic Honor List (later the Dean's
Honor List), the firstof which, for the fall1929 term, was announced
in March 1930.
262That President Hanson didnot retreat fromhis initialideas about student coun-
seling is clear fromhis June 1938 report tothe board. "The College has sought inevery
possible way to promote what might be called an Educational Clinic forits students,"
he wrote. "Insupplying allof our students withsupervision, counsel, and incentive,
we are rendering real service." He believed that some students "who willreflect
honor on this Alma Mater, and willmake a real contribution to their day and genera-
tion," do not have "any outstanding classroom ability,but should be nurtured along
with the others."
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In line with standards being recommended by national edu-
cational agencies, the normal load for Gettysburg students was fif-
teen or sixteen credit hours each week. The faculty usually required
degree candidates to take a minimum amount of work each term
(about eleven or twelve hours) and imposed a ceiling on the number
of hours (about twenty) which a student was permitted to take.
Throughout the period covered by this chapter there were detailed
class attendance regulations, administered after 1928 by a standing
faculty committee. Although these regulations became more liberal
over time, as late as 1942 a student withexcessive unexcused absences
could have hours added to his graduation requirements or be
dropped from the course with a failing grade. Soon after 1904,
examinations during and at the end of the term had taken on the
form familiar to so many later students. In1928 the faculty formally
recognized being snowbound as a legitimate excuse for missing an
examination, a status never awarded to oversleeping. Twelve years
later, it adopted the bluebook for use in midterm, final, and com-
prehensive examinations. 263 For reporting student progress, the
College had begun using letter grades in 1890. The 1912 catalogue
was the first to use an adjective to characterize each grade: A
(excellent), B (good), C (fair), D (poor, barely pass), E (failed, but
entitled to another examination), F (failed utterly and must repeat
with the next class), and Inc. (incomplete). The E grade was aban-
doned at the end of the 1938-1939 year. Untilafter 1945, according
to the catalogue, students were required to remove F grades from
their record in order to quality for graduation. 264
Cheating, involving one or more students, was an annoying and
persistent phenomenon at Gettysburg during the years from 1904 to
1945. Although student government and the discipline committee
were of some help indealing with it,most of the burden of the prob-
lem rested on the faculty body, whose rules, though often altered,
263The U.L.C.A. survey team was critical of the College for not using modern tests
and measurements. However, both before and especially after the visit, the faculty
didparticipate in the testing programs of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advance-
ment of Teaching and other similar agencies.
264The Gettysburgian for March 28, 1923 gave the followinggrade distribution for
the fall 1921 term: 11percent A, 32 percent B, 36 percent C, 15 percent D, and 6 per-
cent E and F. See also U.L.C.A. Survey, 1:505 for a similar report a few years later.
The average percentage of A grades for thirteen Lutheran colleges was 25. One
college gave 67 percent A's, another gave 58, and a third 44. Grade distribution
reports for Gettysburg during the 1930s were not available, but each term the dean
compiled a report of averages for all students, men and women, fraternity and non-
fraternity. The fallgrade point average for all students for1930-1939 was equivalent
to a C plus; the spring average was about midway between a C plus and a B minus.
Women always had higher averages than men (between 1935 and 1939 they were
usually close to half a grade higher), and fraternity men slightly higher than non-
fraternity men.
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usually required suspension for a least one term of those found
guilty of the offense. Administering the rules was never easy and
faculty members agonized intrying to find proper answers torecur-
ring questions. Were there ever extenuating circumstances which
should be taken into consideration? Was the seriousness ofcheating
in a brief quiz equal to that in a final examination? Is giving
unauthorized aid as great an offense as receiving it? Should the
names of the guiltybe published inthe Gettysburgian, announced in
chapel, posted on a College bulletin board, or not be publicized at
all? Three, four, and sometimes more faculty meetings each year
dealt with cheating cases. Eight students found guilty of the offense
were dropped in 1925-1926 and six in 1929-1930.
As early as the spring of 1906, the Gettysburgian began running a
series of articles informing students of a movement under way in
many other colleges to set up an academic honor system. "Itpro-
poses to do away with the system ofespionage now necessary and in
vogue in most colleges," declared the issue of April 18, "which
makes the professor a detective and assumes that the student is a
criminal inembryo." Now and later the advocates of an honor sys-
tem maintained that most students, when challenged to be honest,
would be and that the experiences of honesty incollege would help
students enhance the ideals which they should carry with them
beyond their course. "Ifthe students of Gettysburg want this sys-
tem, we feel sure that the trustees and the faculty, in their desire to
better the college, willgladly consent to it,"declared the editor in
the issue of March 10, 1909. "We believe that the adoption of this
system willmaterially improve both the college and the students,
and that itis one of the steps, which should be taken inthe very near
future ifour College is tokeep pace with the times and ifour dream
of a greater Gettysburg is to come true."
Itproved tobe much easier to identify and extol the values of an
honor system than to put one into effect. The initial steps in that
direction were not taken until the spring of 1912, when the faculty
gave its permission for the sophomore (1914) and freshman (1915)
classes to operate under the system. 265 Inthe following fall,itextend-
ed the privilege to the class of 1916.
2651n February 1912 the faculty suspended a senior forcheating. About fortyseniors
immediately asked the faculty to reconsider its decision, not because the senior was
innocent, but because the faculty had elected "to hold one man to a standard ofcon-
duct that is unobserved by others." A week later, more than fiftyseniors signed a
promise not to cheat, on pain of not being graduated, ifthe faculty would relent,
which itdid. There may wellhave been a connection between this incident and the
initiative of the class of 1914.
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Since it soon became evident that, even with this commendable
experiment in progress, there continued to be more cheating than
either students or faculty could tolerate, the Student Council drew
up a general plan for an honor system for the entire College. 268 The
faculty cooperated with its efforts by suspending classes for a mass
meeting at which the matter could be discussed. InMarch 1915 the
students approved the general plan, but twomonths later, at another
mass meeting, turned down the constitution which the Student
Council presented. In the fall the Pen and Sword Society, believing
that the existing class systems were inadequate, began the task of
gathering information about honor systems elsewhere and prepar-
ing its own version of a constitution which,by a six-to-one vote, the
students approved inFebruary 1916. After the faculty gave itsbless-
ing, the system went into immediate effect.
The honor system adopted in 1916 applied to allundergraduate
students and to all "examinations and tests written in class." Each
such piece of work had to include the statement: "Ihereby pledge
my word of honor that Ihave neither given nor received illegal aid
during this examination." The constitution imposed on each student
the responsibility for reporting immediately anyone observed either
givingorreceiving aid during an examination. Administration of the
system was vested in the Student Council, which had the power to
try persons accused of cheating and then reporting those found
guilty to the faculty, which reserved the right to suspend the latter
for whatever length of time it deemed appropriate. Beginning in
1918, the catalogue declared that each entering student's remaining
in College was dependent upon his signing a statement ''expressly
accepting this Honor System." 287
The unsettling campus conditions which preceded and accom-
panied World War Iwere not conducive to developing the spirit
needed to sustain an honor system at Gettysburg. How poor that
spirit was became evident soon after the armistice. As early as
December 3, 1919, the Gettysburgian reported that many students
looked upon the system (which they had formally promised to obey)
as a joke. The president of the Student Council, in a letter which
appeared inthe April27, 1921 issue of the newspaper, declared that
"the honor system inGettysburg College is certainly headed for the
266F0r a discussion of the Student Council, see pp. 615-616. In the minds of many
students, student government and an honor system went together.
287The constitution was included in the faculty minutes ofMarch 16, 1916. Clearly,
from the very beginning the most unpopular feature of the honor system was the
obligation which itimposed on every student to report others observed cheating. See
the Gettysburgian for March 1, 1916; December 3, 1919; and February 3, 1926.
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rocks unless everyone, . . . backs it up to their utmost ability."268
News that honor systems elsewhere were introuble and being aban-
doned did not help the cause, nor did the appearance on campus of
two alumni to argue that Gettysburg should not follow suit. Indes-
peration, the Gettysburgian on February 8, 1922 urged the use of "a
little blood and iron" to weed out or intimidate "the violators who
have almost wrecked" the system. It was too late. In April 1922,
after the students had voted, six to one, to abandon it, the Student
Council recommended that the honor system be suspended at once
and the faculty concurred.
"After several years, when the student body has become tired of
the old way," the Gettysburgian predicted on March 8, 1922, "the
Honor System willcome back," and probably inbetter form than the
one being abandoned. It took thirty-five years, by any count more
than several, for the return, but from time to time after 1922 the
columns of the College paper were used to urge that a revival be
attempted. An effort which proved abortive was made in1926. In
1940 and 1941 the faculty approved use of an honor system in
several sections of chemistry and English. A feature article which
appeared inthe Gettysburgian for May 3,1945 returned toone of the
arguments of almost forty years previously: "Ifwe intend to con-
tinue under our pronounced ideals, we must establish an active
honor system." Students should not be permitted to listen to "inspir-
ing and lofty"chapel speeches at 8:45 inthe morning and then cheat
in an examination less than an hour later. One or the other should
yield. Obviously, it should be the cheating.
Although there were many changes between 1904 and 1945 in
commencement week activities and the way in which they were
conducted, none lessened the character of the occasion as a gala
affair,both for the graduates, alumni who returned to the campus,
and townspeople who were often interested spectators. For one
thing, since the number of graduates increased from 35 in1905 to
120 in1925 and 114 in1943, with each passing year there were more
students and more alumni who were eligible to participate in the
week's events. In 1905 commencement week began with bac-
calaureate on Sunday morning and ended withgraduation exercises
on Wednesday morning. At the request of the Alumni Association,
the trustees revised this schedule so that in 1930 and thereafter
activities began on Friday afternoon or evening and ended following
268 Asked by the Student Council to express itself on the subject, the faculty inMay
1920 replied: "itis the judgment of the Faculty that the Honor System ought to be
retained, and that every effort be made to invigorate it, and to quicken among the
students a sense of personal responsibility for the workings of the system."
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commencement on Monday. As already noted, over the years the
actual graduation exercises were moved closer and closer to the
beginning of June.
By long-established tradition, commencement week belonged in
large part to the seniors. Although they had to share the spotlight
with others, it was they, after all,who were being graduated. From
1905 to 1945, with few exceptions, one of the week's highlights was
the class day exercises which the seniors conducted, somewhere on
the campus. A blend of the serious and jocose which varied con-
siderably from year to year, depending upon the participants and the
times, these exercises usually included most or all of the following:
calling the class roll;reading the class history, poem, prophecy, and
will;the class president's mantle oration and formal turning over of
the rights, privileges, and immunities of seniors to the junior class
president; and making humorous presentations to several members
of the class. Occasionally, when the committee incharge was a bit
more playful than usual, its members included such features as a
mock valedictory in 1905 or a burlesque in 1922. If the class had
decided topresent a gift to the College, such as a new walk or a lamp
post, this was the time formally to do it.Almost always, class day
exercises included music by the College orchestra or some other
group. According to contemporary accounts, many were well-
attended.
The seniors had first planted ivy on the campus as part of their
class day exercises in1893, but the practice thereafter was sporadic.
The class of1926 appears tohave been the one torevive it, following
years of disuse, byincluding an ivyoration inits class day program.
"This willbe the first year," declared the Gettysburgian for May 26,
1926, withsomething short of accuracy, "that the seniors willplant
ivy." The vine used by the class of 1931 came from Washington
Irving' s home at Tarrytown, New York. Two years later, the class of
1933 held an ivy week, inmid-May, during the course of which its
ivy was planted, withconsiderable ceremony, along the west wallof
the library. Later classes through 1945 continued the practice,
usually before commencement week and usually with limited
interest on the part of the class members or anyone else.
Commencement week also belonged to the alumni, who had
become a part of it as early as the 1830s. Itprovided a convenient
occasion for class reunions and for conducting the ongoing business
of the Alumni Association. The traditional Sunday evening
V.M.C.A. address inthe College church (it lasted through 1921); the
musical programs; the fraternity parties, dances, and banquets; and
the baseball games were all sponsored or carried out by student
organizations, but most people undoubtedly saw them as primarily
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benefiting the alumni who attended. For a number of reasons,
alumni involvement in the week's activities was heavier in 1945
than it had been forty years earlier. 269
Finally, commencement also belonged to the College, to that con-
tinuing corporate entity which was duly authorized to offer instruc-
tion and award degrees, and which could not be intelligently viewed
apart from the trustees, administrators, and faculty who did its
work. As they had done from the beginning, the trustees held their
annual meeting during commencement week. In addition to the
other business transacted, they approved every candidate for a
bachelor's or master's degree; in 1945, as in 1905, the minutes
include each graduate's name. Atsome convenient time near the end
of commencement week, the president of the College held a recep-
tion to which alumni, students, and all others were invited. In1905
the White House was used for this purpose, but as the attendance
increased it was moved to Weidensall Hall (1923) and later (1930) to
Plank Gymnasium. In later years, the reception was followed by
what was called an informal get-together. Sensing the possibilities
for improving College relations, President Hefelbower brought the
alumni banquet from one of the town hotels onto the campus in
1905, at the very beginning of his administration.
Through 1929, baccalaureate services were held in the College
church. Since its sanctuary was becoming too small to hold all of
those who wanted to attend, they were moved to the Majestic
Theater in the following year. This was stillthe place being used in
1945. 270 In the early years the president of the College had always
delivered the baccalaureate sermon, but Samuel G. Hefelbower,
although a pastor, chose to break the custom by inviting someone
else to preach. President Hanson chose not to return to the old ways.
Between 1924 and 1945 he invited some of the better-known Protes-
tant pastors inthe East to deliver the sermon, occasionally the father
of a member of the graduating class. Until1917 the seniors, attired
in caps and gowns and led by the president and dean, marched from
the campus to the church. In that year, apparently on their own
initiative and without an invitation from anyone, the faculty voted
to jointhe procession, also inacademic costume. Itwas only in1917
that reference toa College marshal appears inthe available sources.
None was needed before this. 271
269F0r a further discussion of the alumni during these years, see pp. 687-697.
2700n several occasions (1932, 1935, 1938, 1939) the services were scheduled for
Memorial Field, but were moved to the theater because of the weather.
271The marshal in 1917 was Professor Wing, in 1918-1920 Billheimer, and in 1921
Baxter. In1922 the president named Professor Kramer marshal, a position which he
held untilhe retired in1956.
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Nowhere were the changes in commencement week more striking
than in those which occurred in the graduation exercises them-
selves. In 1905 they were held in Brua Chapel on a Wednesday
morning and only the graduates wore caps and gowns. The speeches
of the day were given by ten seniors, supplemented by whatever
brief remarks the president chose to make. All,oralmost all,seniors
were present, since then (as indeed also in1945) one of the gradua-
tion requirements was participation in these exercises, unless
specifically excused by the faculty. Significant changes began tak-
ing place during the first Granville commencement in June 1911,
when, all for the first time, the faculty appeared inacademic cos-
tume, only two seniors spoke (the valedictorian and salutatorian),
and the main address was given by an outside person (the faculty
specified that he should be "a distinguished speaker from abroad").
Twenty years later, in1931, the valedictorian and salutatorian gave
their speeches for the last time.272 The first commencement speaker
was Frederick H. Knubel, of the class of 1893, who was then pastor
of a Lutheran church inNew York City. Although a number of sub-
sequent speakers were also alumni, most were not. Numbered
among the "distinguished speakers from abroad" were Superinten-
dent of Public Instruction Nathan C. Schaeffer (1914), former Presi-
dent William Howard Taft (1918), Governor William C. Sproul
(1919), Secretary of the NavyCurtis D. Wilbur (1927), Senator James
J. Davis (1931), Writer LloydC. Douglas (1935), radio commentator
Hans V. Kaltenborn (1938), and then Congressman James W.
Fulbright (1943). 2™2
Although music had been an important part of the graduation
exercises for many years, untilafter 1900 there is no evidence of an
opportunity for the audience to participate in singing a hymn or
other song. During the Hefelbower administration, the words of
Martin Luther's "A Mighty Fortress is Our God" appeared on the
program. The firsthymn sung at the Granville inaugural in1910 was
"Blessing and honor, and glory and power," which was either his
favorite when he came to Gettysburg or which shortly thereafter
became his favorite. As early as 1911 he began including it on the
commencement program. It soon became known as the College
hymn and was used each year, along with "A Mighty Fortress."
Beginning in1922, the newly written "Alma Mater" replaced the lat-
272The first College occasion on which there was an academic procession in which
the faculty was robed was the 1910 Granville inaugural. Later that year the faculty
suggested (and the trustees ruled) that in the future the professors should participate
incommencement exercises inacademic costume. In1913 this rule was extended to
include opening exercises in the fall.
273There were two special wartime commencements, one on January 25, and the
other on September 2, 1943. Neither was assigned a number in the series.
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ter. Through 1945 the College hymn and the alma mater were used at
every commencement. The College hymn was often sung during
opening exercises inthe fall.For much of the time between 1905 and
1945, the College orchestra furnished music for the graduation
exercises.
Through 1926 graduation exercises were held in Brua Chapel.
Since its auditorium was now too small to accommodate all of the
graduates, parents, friends, and others, the ceremonies were moved
in the following year to the recently completed Majestic Theater in
the firstblock of Carlisle street. Unless the weather prohibited, the
academic procession began at Glatfelter Hall,moved across cam-
pus, through the streets, and into the theater. The centennial year
graduation and several later ones were held on Memorial Field
(1932, 1935, 1938, 1939), while three were held immediately north of
the Beachem portico of Pennsylvania Hall (1940, 1942, 1944). The
theater was always held in readiness for use in the event of bad
weather.
In 1945, as in 1905, recipients of certain College honors were
announced in the commencement program. Included in the general
curricular revision which went into effect in the fall of 1911 were
three new honors (final, departmental final, and class) toreplace the
old first and second honors. Although the faculty did from time to
time make some changes in the rules governing these honors, they
remained ineffect in 1945. In what was claimed to be an effort to
encourage scholarship, the faculty decided in1935 to begin award-
ing degrees cum laude, magna cum laude, and summa cum laude to
students who met the requirements.
Of the six prizes being awarded in 1904, the four which were
endowed (Muhlenberg Freshman, Hassler Latin, Graeff English,
and Baum Mathematical) remained in1945. To these the following
had been added: Garver Greek (1918), Garver Latin (1918), Military
Memorial (1924), Zimmerman Senior (1927), Stine Chemistry (1928),
Nicholas Bible (1937), Chi Omega Alumnae (1938), Sceptical
Chymists (1942), and Class of 1916 (1944).^
Indeciding to whom to award its bachelor's degrees on commence-
ment day, the College had since 1832 a standard of good practice
derived from what were widely regarded as the better, even best,
colleges in the land. Indeed, long before 1905 the trustees and
faculty believed that, by itsperformance in this regard, Gettysburg
had demonstrated that it deserved to be ranked with those
274The dates given refer to the year in which the prize was first listed in the
catalogue. The winners ofthese prizes were named in the commencement program.
Between 1904 and 1945 there were anumber ofunendowed prizes whichwere discon-
tinued after a time; they are not included above.
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institutions. 275 In awarding master's degrees to graduates of three
years' standing, the College was following a well-established prac-
tice among sister institutions; as already noted, for good and suffi-
cient reasons it was abandoned after 1911. In awarding master's
degrees for actual graduate work done and evaluated, it was engag-
ing in a practice in which the standards were also well-known;
because of its awareness of these standards and its own difficulties
inmeeting them, by the 1930s the faculty had decided that Gettys-
burg should abandon this field to institutions better equipped to
occupy it. In awarding honorary degrees, the College was also
engaging in a well-established practice inAmerican higher educa-
tion,but here the available guidelines were less helpful. Here, even
for the best colleges in the land, it was most nearly every one for
itself. There was some guidance, though not much, inthe standards
for colleges recommended by the American Council on Education in
1921 for adoption by the regional accrediting agencies. One of the
characteristics determining the standing ofa college was declared to
be its "conservatism in granting honorary degrees." 276
Ever since the early days of the College, the trustees and faculty
had wrestled, sometimes with each other, over how to choose hon-
orary degree recipients. The trustees insisted that theirs was the
major responsibility, sanctified by long usage, but they were willing
to listen to faculty suggestions and on occasion toask for its advice.
They did try to make their procedure more deliberative byrequiring
that a name be introduced at a meeting prior to the one at which it
was tobe voted upon. In June 1923 the trustees passed a resolution
calling for a major change inthe procedure by vesting the power to
nominate candidates for honorary degrees in a committee of three
trustees and three faculty. John B.McPherson, of Boston, who pre-
sented the resolution, later explained that he was trying to "protect
the reputation" of Gettysburg by eliminating the "almost disgrace-
ful" practice of granting as many as six to eight honorary degrees
each year, especially to persons who "have done nothing in a
scholarly way to warrant so distinguished a title as D.D." Several
New England college presidents to whom he had spoken welcomed
the protection from "constant pressure" which similarly constituted
275From time to time, the faculty continued its earlier practice of recommending
that a bachelor's degree be granted as ofthe date when the recipient wouldhave been
graduated ifhe had completed his work withhis original class. This practice, whileit
sometimes confuses, is nevertheless defensible. Much less warranted was the con-
tinuation of the practice of allowinga few persons to participate in commencement
exercises who had not met allof the requirements but who, itwas hoped, wouldcom-
plete them during the summer. A faculty resolve in1913 tohalt this practice was not
always honored.
276Quoted inEducational Record, 3 (January 1922):63.
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committees in their institutions had afforded them. Several years
later, the findings and recommendations of the U.L.C.A. survey
team clearly echoed both the intent and provisions of the McPher-
son resolution, even to the point of stating that the faculty should
vote on all candidates forhonorary degrees. "The conferring of hon-
orary degrees is a privilege," they wrote," which should be ade-
quately safeguarded." 277
The committee which the McPherson resolution established was
never appointed and in December 1925 the resolution was
repealed. 278 The already existing degree committee, all of whose
members were trustees, continued to function without interruption.
To give its members a minimum of protection, their names disap-
pear from the 1928 and subsequent catalogues. Correspondence still
in the College archives testifies to the pressures which persisted as
individuals and congregations exercised their right to recommend
candidates they deemed worthy, especially of divinity degrees.
Between 1905 and 1945 the College awarded 338 honorary
degrees, an average of about eight annually. 279 Of these, 173 were
doctorates indivinity, 67 inlaws, 38 inscience, and 23 inliterature;
17 were masters in arts; and 20 were other degrees. Before 1910
recipients did not participate in the commencement exercises; few
were even present. The president simply announced that their
degrees had been awarded. Beginning with the Granville inaugural
in1910, a citation was prepared and read as the degree was present-
ed inperson. About two-thirds of the recipients, and almost all of
the D.D.'s, were alumni. Most of the M.A.'s were public school
officials. Between 1904 and 1945 several persons received honorary
degrees from the College on two separate occasions.
Gettysburg used the honorary degree to recognize the
achievements in higher education (arts and sciences, theology,
medicine) of some of its most distinguished alumni: John Aberly
(1905, 1936), Edgar Fahs Smith (1906), Rufus B. Weaver (1907), Allen
J. Smith (1910, 1921), William J. Gies (1914, 1924), Luther A.
277John B. McPherson to Percy D. Hoover, Boston, April2, 1926, GCA: U.L.C.A.
Survey, 2:22-24. The team found that, among twelve Lutheran colleges, only Witten-
berg had granted more honorary degrees than Gettysburg in 1922-1926. Its report is
especially helpful in understanding how a group of colleges handled honorary
degrees and what the team believed were the proper criteria for granting them.
2780ne possible reason for the failure of the McPherson resolution was that its
author was rarely present atboard meetings to defend it. He attended only one of the
five meetings between its passage and repeal.
2791tshould be noted that the U.L.C.Asurvey team was more criticalof the number
of honorary degrees than of the character of those receiving them. "While the total
number of honorary degrees awarded by the Lutheran colleges is excessive," they
concluded, "there appears to have been no actual abuse in other respects of this
privilege among the colleges." Ibid., 2:24.
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Weigle (1917, 1934), J. A. Singmaster (1920), Luther P. Eisenhart
(1921, 1926), Abdel Ross Wentz (1921, 1940), Samuel G. Hefelbower
(1925), Joseph E. Rowe (1930), Levering Tyson (1930), Jacob Diehl
(1931), Harold S. Diehl (1935), and MillardE. Gladfelter (1942).2e0
The trustees were reluctant to use the honorary degree to
recognize regionally or nationally known persons who were not
alumni. When they did so, itwas often as part of some special event.
During the Granville inaugural in1910, Ira Remsen, famous chemist
and president of The Johns Hopkins University, received an LL.D.
Seven years later, on the four hundredth anniversary of the Refor-
mation, Arthur C. McGiffert, church historian and president of
Union Theological Seminary, received the same degree. During its
centennial exercises in1932 the College awarded President Herbert
C. Hoover a doctorate of laws, inabsentia. Finally, in 1944, when
the annual national governors' conference was held inHershey, and
the governor of Virginia was the commencement speaker, the
College awarded honorary degrees to three state executives. On
three occasions it granted degrees to women. The first was Elsie
Singmaster Lewars, local author, in1916. The second was Margaret
Himes Seebach, one of the first twowomen graduates of the College
in 1894, editor of Lutheran Woman's Work for many years, who
received a doctor of literature degree in1943. The third was Sophia
Jepson, a pioneer Lutheran deaconess affiliated with the Baltimore
Motherhouse for some thirtyyears, who received a doctor of human
laws degree in 1945. There is little evidence that the board during
this period used the honorary degree as a device to raise money for
the College, although itmay have awarded some D.D.'s inthe hope
of encouraging congregations or some of their wealthy members to
respond with contributions. Afew years after the College awarded a
doctor of science degree to John L.Rothrock, of the class of 1885, he
gave $50,000 toward the new chapel. 281
By long tradition, commencement week at Gettysburg College
was a favorite time to make presentations, memorialize friends, and
dedicate new buildings. For example, the New Recitation Building
was renamed Glatfelter Hall in 1912, and walks and the south
gateway were presented in1913. Weidensall Hall was dedicated in
1922, Plank Gymnasium in1927, Breidenbaugh Hallin1929, and the
north or Beachem Portico of Pennsylvania Hall in 1937,
280On three occasions the College awarded honorary degrees to members of its
staff. In1914 Dean Bikle and Principal Huber received D.D.'s and in 1944, one year
after his retirement, the board granted an Sc.D. to Clyde B. Stover, longtime chemis-
try professor and registrar. The faculty recommended the latter.
281Between 1923 and 1942 commissions were awarded during the commencement
exercises to students who had completed the advanced R.O.T.C. course and qualified
for them.
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Students
Although by 1904 College spokesmen no longer talked about
operating the institution in the manner of a well-regulated family,
they had retreated scarcely an inch, if at all, from a conviction
which they shared with the founders of 1832. Gettysburg College
was a place for one to engage in sound learning, but it was at the
same time, and of equal or even greater importance, a place to
develop sound character. 282 Whatever retreat from that conviction
had occurred by 1945, at least as far as those who spoke with
authority on behalf of the College were concerned, also had to be
measured in inches. 283 Perhaps many who used the word character
were no clearer in their understanding of what it meant than were
the national educational agencies which were insisting that "good
moral character" should be the first requirement for admission to
any college. Lack of clarity on this point seems to have deterred no
one from affirming and reaffirming it.
However limited might have been the comprehension of what the
word character means, there are available examples from all sides to
illustrate the importance which, formally at least, was attached to
the twofold mission of the College. The 1905 catalogue summoned
students to attain "a high standard of scholarship and manly con-
duct." The revised statement inthe 1911 catalogue persisted withno
major changes through 1942. The purpose of the College as there
described was to "develop the greatest possible individuality and
highest manhood of the student." Prevailing campus influences
were said to tend "to lead young men to an active Christian life and
to a full realization of their personal responsibilities." With the
return of women in 1935, the statement was altered to read
"manhood and womanhood" and "young men and young
women."
Alumni,faculty, and successive Gettysburgian editors formulated
the ideal intheir own words, but itwas the president of the College
who was repeatedly called upon to speak for the institution. "It is
the proudest boast of Gettysburg College that she is a Christian
college," President Granville told the entering freshmen in 1920,
"and you willcertainly fail to receive the full benefits of your
282F0r a fuller treatment of student life in this period, see Anna Jane Mover, The
Way We Were: A History of Student Life at Gettysburg College, 1832-1982 (Gettys-
burg, 1982).
283An advertisement which the College was using about 1930 (for example, in the
November 1929 Mercury] described her spirit as liberaland progressive, her work as
thorough and sound, and her aim the promotion of - note the order - character
and scholarship.
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college course unless you strive for the ideals of a truly Christian
manhood." Further, he explained, "an education inwhich character
building is not the most important element .... cannot be a true
education at all,but only a very crudely executed counterfeit of the
real thing, an imitation which should deceive no one." 284 One of the
seemingly endless expressions of the ideal by President Hanson dur-
ing his long tenure simply echoed his predecessor. "An education
which does not regard as fundamental the development of charac-
ter," he told the trustees inDecember 1925, "is no education at all."
The 1905 catalogue summoned students, not only to attain "a high
standard of scholarship and manly conduct," but also to assist "in
the preservation of good order," without which, inthe firm opinion
of trustees and faculty alike, neither sound learning nor the building
of character could occur. Inthat year the current edition of College
rules and regulations, deemed necessary for good order in the
institution, was that adopted in 1899. It still specified hours for
study, recreation, and sleep; regulated when students were expected
to be in their rooms, or on campus; defined five types of what were
called misdemeanors; and described the demerit system. The next
edition of the rules did not appear until 1914, when the trustees
finally put their stamp of approval on a revision which the faculty
had initiated in 1907, but which a change in administration and
other important business had long delayed. The general tone of the
new document was quite different from that of its many pred-
ecessors. Gone were the "detailed references to any delinquencies"
which had remained as late as 1899, but the reader was now warned
that the faculty intended to "protect the moral integrity of the stu-
dent body bypunishing any infringement of good morals." Students
no longer actually signed the matriculation oath, now called a
pledge, but the text of the latter was unchanged from that of 1899
and each person was told that by enrolling inCollege he agreed to
"conform his conduct with its requirements." Compulsory chapel
and church attendance, as well as detailed regulations governing
absence from class, stillremained, as did the demerit system. In
addition, during most of the time between 1904 and 1942 the College
still required students from outside Gettysburg to room in dor-
2841920 G-Book, p. 5.
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mitories. Exceptions to this rule, many of which were later granted,
were considered privileges rather than rights, for which students
could be charged $7.50 each semester. 22*5
True to its promise, the faculty did try to protect the students'
"moral integrity" by continuing to punish what it took to be "any
infringement of good morals." Its efforts to deal with cheating have
already been discussed; those involving hazing willbe treated later
in this section. Among the other infringements were intoxication;
disorderly conduct in classroom, chapel, or dormitory; damaging or
destroying property; gambling; and theft. Early inthis period, itwas
the faculty as a body which dealt with these offenses, and the
minutes were filled,as they had been since 1832, with the details.
Once the Student Council began functioning in 1910, it assumed
some of the burdens, but the faculty retained the right toreview and
the power to overrule its decisions. A regular standing discipline
committee established in1914 further relieved the fullfaculty. After
1920 about the only items relating todiscipline which came before it
were policy matters and cheating cases.
As before, the faculty could penalize offenders by handing out
demerits, taking away remaining cuts, suspending students for the
period of time thought tobe commensurate with the offense (it was a
further and serious offense for a nonresident suspended student not
to leave the community), and dropping or expelling a student. As
before, the trustees supported the faculty in matters of discipline.
Forgetting that in 1871 they had delegated the power toexpel to the
faculty, the trustees delegated it again in1915. By arguing that the
evidence on which they were found guilty was faulty, that the pro-
cedures used in their case were irregular, or that they were truly
repentant, many students secured almost immediate repeal of their
sentences. "About a dozen fellows were suspended last week,"
according to the Gettysburgian for December 11, 1907. "They easily
got matters arranged so that they were permitted to remain in
college."
Although both faculty and trustees often concerned themselves
with standards of student conduct after 1914, the rules and
regulations adopted in that year were the last in the long series of
general legislation on the subject which had begun eighty years
earlier. From this point on, the action taken was peacemeal and,
although not all would agree, in the direction of fewer and simpler
regulations. For example, in1920 the faculty abandoned the demerit
285 Until1936, except briefly ina few cases, the College didnot furnish dormitory
rooms. The catalogue informed new students that no-longer-needed furniture was
usually sold to the next occupant of a room and that the College engaged an independ-
ent appraiser to assist, ifdesired, inmaking the sale. Aused furniture dealer near the
campus sold to many students.
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system which ithad used for half a century, undoubtedly with more
pain to the professors than to the students, who early learned how to
get around the numbers and who were thus often able to do almost
as they pleased. Under the new rules, suspension followed exceed-
ing the number of permitted absences from chapel, church, or
class. 286
In the fall of 1904 each student, unless a resident of Gettysburg
living at home, had three obligations similar to those ineffect since
the beginnings of the College and closely associated with its charac-
ter as a church-related institution. Early each Sunday morning he
had to attend what was called a Biblical recitation, an hour-long serv-
ice which the chaplain conducted on campus. Later that morning he
was required to be at worship services in the College church, unless
he had written parental permission to attend some other church. An
increasing number of students obtained such permission, but until
1920 they had to report every Monday morning to the proctor, assur-
ing him that they had been in church the day before. Finally, six
mornings a week each student had to attend exercises in Brua
Chapel. Longbefore 1945 the first two of these obligations had been
eliminated. The third continued in force wellbeyond that date.
Quite possibly prodded by President Hefelbower, who believed
that Gettysburg was requiring too many religious exercises of its
students and should encourage more voluntary effort on their part,
in the fallof 1905 the faculty halved the time allotted to the Biblical
exercise. With board authorization, a year later the faculty voted
(Professor Himes wanted his negative vote recorded) to eliminate
the requirement altogether. Students who still wished to attend an
early service could go to the one which the V.M.C.A.now conducted
in Pennsylvania Hall. The editor of the Gettysburgian, in the Sep-
tember 26, 1906 issue, saw this move as a step "to that order of
affairs when men shall know no compelling force save their per-
sonal responsibility to a Higher Power."
The next step in that worthwhile direction was long in coming.
Since some students knew how they might avoid the penalties for
excessive absences from church while others were willingto attend
without being attentive, there was no major, sustained student cam-
paign to eliminate the requirement. However, in the middle 1920s
the long sermons and seemingly longer prayers of an aging pastor
reopened the periodic campus discussion of the subject and convinced
286The faculty adopted the new rules inOctober 1919 and they became effective in
February 1920. The Gettysburgian forFebruary 4, 1920 believed the new system more
stringent than the one whichhad demerits as a buffer between offense and punish-
ment. However, itdidnot take into consideration students' capacity to modify almost
any system to their advantage.
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College officials that something needed to be done. In1927 they per-
suaded the congregation toadopt what was called the university sys-
tem, under which the pastor would continue performing his other
duties, but relinquish his pulpit during the academic year to outside
preachers who presumably would give sermons more attuned to the
needs of current College students. Ifthis arrangement was intended
to preserve the old requirement, neither it nor the coming of a new
and much younger pastor early in 1930 was able to overcome the
growing student resistance to the status quo.
At some point, about 1929, the administration simply stopped
enforcing the church rule. InDecember 1931 President Hanson told
the trustees what had been done and asked them to make itofficial.
Placing the best possible interpretation on the matter, he stated that
many students were going home over the weekends and that, inhis
opinion, the time spent with their families was "on the whole suf-
ficiently beneficial to outweigh other items which are lost by this
arrangement." More accurately, he toldthe trustees bluntly that "for
the last two years ithas been found impossible to enforce the rule."
The trustees accepted what they took to be inevitable and the 1932
catalogue enunciated the College belief that "regular church atten-
dance is an essential part of the life of any young man," especially
when he is "away from the incentives and restraints of the home."
Consequently, the College was now urging students to attend Sun-
day services and assured them that all of the churches ofGettysburg
would welcome them into their sanctuaries. One looks in vain to the
pages of the Gettysburgian for evidence that the church rule was not
being enforced in1929-1931 and that the trustees repealed itin the
latter year. This obligation, which was on the books for almost exact-
lya century, ended inan inaudible whimper rather than even a mod-
est bang. 287 Soon after College opened inSeptember 1931, the first in
a long series of annual communion services for students and faculty
was held in the College church. These were completely voluntary
events, and in the early years several hundred persons attended
them. For some time the College also conducted an Ash Wednesday
communion service in the church.
The third obligation of a religious character resting upon the stu-
dent in 1904 was the daily service in Brua Chapel. Penalties for
excessive absences changed over time. At first there were demerits,
followed by suspension. Beginning in1920, there was suspension
287See the Gettysburgian for October 6, 1926 and April27, 1927. Alumni disposed
to criticize what happens on the campus long after they have been graduated and
prone toargue that in the good old days rules were enforced and tolerably well obeyed
should ponder carefully how the administration yielded to the students and aban-
doned this ancient requirement.
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without any intermediate penalty. Beginning in1929, there was an
addition to the graduation requirement. In 1942, a student was
warned after incurring ten absences in a semester, had one hour
added to the graduation requirement after fifteen, and was referred
to the discipline committee after twenty. Early in the century the
entire faculty was constantly dealing with "religious delinquents/ 1
students whose demerits exceeded the point beyond which
sanctions were in order. After about 1920, chapel cuts became
increasingly an administrative concern.
Some students used up allof their chapel credit at the beginning of
the semester, while others saved theirs to be expended gloriously at
the end. Some students engaged others tooccupy their chapel seats,
in the hope that those who took attendance would not notice or
would not care. Others went to Brua dutifully enough, but used the
time for their own purposes, such as reading newspapers, carrying
on conversations, studying for a test, or sleeping. Some tried topre-
vent or disrupt the service, by spreading molasses on the seats,
removing name tags from the seats, throwing hymnals, or coming
late. There is some evidence that at least a few accepted the chapel
requirement, went out of conviction or ignorance, and could testify
to certain benefits from the experience.
While the church requirement produced only occasional com-
plaint in the pages of the Gettysburgian, the fact that students had to
attend chapel five or six times a week was the subject of perennial
comment. Should we have to go to chapel? That was the question
which the editor posed inthe issue of December 15, 1909. "The Get-
tysburgian dare not print the popular student answer to this ques-
tion,"he replied, "but surely itmay present the question and suggest
answers on both sides.' 1On the one hand, he concluded, "compul-
sion and true worship are poor partners." On the other, chapel was
the only way for the student body toknow "itself as a community, as
a family."ln the issue of April11, 1923, after Granville had left and
before Hanson came, another editor called for abolition of com-
pulsory chapel and replacing it with a voluntary morning gathering
directed by students. "The present chapel service does not include
any of the essentials of true religion," he maintained. "Itis hypo-
critical and lacking in reverence to the Almighty Spirit, who
demands and is entitled to the true worship of the true soul, and not
the artificial worship prevalent at our chapel services." Stillanother
editor on January 10, 1935 insisted that compulsory chapel had
"evolved into a humdrum affair" which no longer served the intend-
ed purpose of religious inspiration. While most students wanted it
eliminated, he believed they realized that the College's church con-
nection made any change unlikely in the near future. He warned
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that faculty and students needed to cooperate inyet another attempt
to improve the services, since "an unwholesome feeling of scorn and
ridicule is being engendered among students by chapel as it is."
While many saw the abolition of compulsory chapel as the only
satisfactory solution to the problem, others, concluding that this
was not about tohappen, suggested alterations designed to make the
requirement more palatable. Inan effort to please, the faculty was
not averse to experimenting with different times for holding the serv-
ices, which occurred as early as 7:40 A.M. and as late as noon. The
time in1942 was 8:35 A.M.In1930 Saturday chapel was eliminated
and the services went to five days a week. Few faculty ever attended
chapel. Their rare presence elicited comment. "What willhappen
next?" asked the Gettysburgian of December 8, 1909.
" Top'Nixon
was seen inchapel last week." Both trustees and students suggested
occasionally that the obligation would be more acceptable if the
faculty shared it.The latter demurred. 288 Many persons urged that
there should be separate and distinct worship services and
assemblies.
Early in his tenure, President Hanson responded to criticism of
chapel by using more outside speakers. He took the Wednesday
morning service which his predecessor had selected and used it for
the inspirational talk he was thoroughly accomplished at delivering.
By the later 1930s the S.C.A. was responsible for two of the weekly
programs and a third day was set aside for class meetings. On the
subject of eliminating required chapel Hanson remained adamant.
"Ifthe students willnot attend chapel, they cannot stay incollege,"
he told the U.L.C.A.survey team shortly after coming toGettysburg.
"About certain things the bars go down and the students know they
are down to stay." 289 The requirement remained in1945 and, bars or
no bars, so did the problem. "Chapel is not entirely worthless,"
wrote the Gettysburgian editor on February 10, 1944, "although the
attitude and actions ofmany inthe student body would make it seem
so." In the face of "inattendance, inattention, and a definite lack of
enthusiasm," the most imaginative suggestion the editor had was
still another change in time and more religion.
Near the end of the Hefelbower administration, and after previous
efforts to establish student government -except for the occasional
mass meeting - had failed, students and faculty began again to dis-
cuss the possibilities. The lead story in the Gettysburgian
288while an undergraduate, this author was firmly convinced that the faculty
should come to chapel regularly and be seated in the balcony, where all could see
them. Soon after joining the faculty, strangely enough, he changed his opinion.
289U.L.C.A. Survey, 2:438.
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Student CounciJ
Sitting soiemnJy for the 1922 Spectrum
for February 23, 1910 declared that "the college of to-day must cope
with the problems of citizenship, ifitis to hold its place in our coun-
try" and that the experience of other colleges with student govern-
ment "has been of such a nature, as to make imperative a trialof this
system, if we are to keep up with our rivals." With three faculty
members as advisers, an elected student committee drew up the
inevitable constitution which, with the sanction of students,
faculty, and trustees, went into effect inSeptember 1910. This docu-
ment provided for a Student Council of four seniors, three juniors,
twosophomores, and one freshman, chosen by their classes for one-
year terms. Several new constitutions were adopted in following
years, but there was no change in the size of this body until 1942. In
that year it was replaced by a Campus Senate of nineteen persons:
one representative chosen by each of eleven fraternities, two
sororities, the nonfraternity men, and the nonsorority women; and
four faculty members. When women students returned inthe fall of
1935, they formed their own student government association, with
its own council. 290
As stated in the 1910 constitution, the purpose of student govern-
ment was "to strive for the betterment of student conditions at Get-
tysburg and to provide in every possible way for the maintenance of
student morale." To achieve that end, the council was empowered to
"maintain a general surveillance over all student life" and was
accorded "the privilege of consultation with the Faculty in all mat-
290Atthe suggestion ofthe Student Council, the first president of the student body
was elected in1922. His duties included presiding at mass meetings and other general
student affairs.
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ters of student discipline." Itwas authorized to try suspected offend-
ers and to impose penalties not subject to review or appeal, except
where they were suspensions or expulsions.
Student government at Gettysburg got off to a most auspicious
start. The faculty included the names of the ten members of the Stu-
dent Council in the 1911 catalogue, a practice continued through
1942. Presidents and faculty praised the energy and good judgment
of the councilors, who began making suggestions for improving all
phases of dormitory, campus, and academic life. They urged the
faculty to take steps to insure lighter halls and cleaner lavatories in
the dormitories, as well as greater fire protection on the campus.
They offered to revive the museum and began an annual award to
the fraternity with the highest academic average. 291 Inits issue for
July 26, 1915 the Independent, a well-known national magazine,
praised the council for having "invented" Take-It-Back-Day, on
which allborrowed items were to be returned to their owners.
Writing in the 1911 G-Book, the first president of the Student
Council stressed the honor and responsibility of each member of the
community as major reasons for the existence of student govern-
ment. Not surprisingly, therefore, the council was the body respon-
sible for administering the honor system introduced in 1916. The
faculty's somewhat different priorities at this time are indicated by
the paragraph describing student government which they included
inthe 1911 and subsequent catalogues. According to them, the Stu-
dent Council was "a trial of self-government" designed to act as "a
medium of communication between the students and the Faculty."
That it "acts incertain matters of discipline" was the only specific
thing said about it.Reporting to the trustees in June 1911, President
Granville stated that, during its first year in operation, the Student
Council was so successful in handling these matters that "not a
single case of order or discipline in the college has been even con-
sidered by the faculty." Unfortunately, he could not continue mak-
ing such glowing reports. During the next few years the Student
Council faced the most serious crisis of its existence, one which
threatened to destroy the experiment begun so optimistically in the
fall of 1910. The causes of this crisis were rooted in the early
twentieth-century manifestations ofoldphenomena: class spirit and
rivalry.292
291That many of these suggestions had littleor no effect is not here the point.
292See p. 674.
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Student Organizations
In the fall of 1904 the College had two literary societies, a
V.M.C.A.,six social fraternities, several musical and debating clubs,
a fledgling dramatics society, and a few additional organizations,
most of which proved tobe ephemeral. Over the next forty years the
literary societies and the Pen and Sword Society disappeared; the
V.M.C.A. was transformed into a body which gave equal place to
women students; the social fraternities increased their standing
within the College; music, debating, and dramatics were expanded
considerably; and a host of new organizations made their
appearance.
The Philomathaean and Phrenakosmian literary societies were
the two oldest student organizations in 1904, in which year every
member of the graduating class belonged to one or the other. For
years faculty and alumni had proclaimed that their meetings, with
the debates, orations, and essays, contributed to a student's fund of
information, facility for oral and written expression, and readiness
to furnish leadership both in and after College. Well before 1904,
however, it was evident that the literary societies no longer
occupied the almost unchallenged position which was theirs during
the first half century of the College's existence. "Atpresent class
spirit, fraternity spirit, love formusic and for athletics, are the chief
centers" of student interest, President Hefelbower told the board in
June 1907, "and, unfortunately, the literary society life is at a low
ebb, when compared with that of twenty years ago." Then and later,
the pages of the Gettysburgian abound with information about the
current pulse of the societies (it went up and down), what was wrong
with them, and how they might be cured of their malady. President
Granville joined many others inrecommending that membership in
the societies be made compulsory, a certain sign that their condition
was indeed serious. A writerinthe May29, 1912 issue of the Gettys-
burgian criticized the societies themselves for their decline.
Although conditions have changed greatly, he argued, "our societies
have kept on using the same methods as were used inthe older days
with the result that they are dead, the inevitable end of any organiza-
tion which willnot change its methods to suit the conditions."
Alumni serve no useful purpose, he said, when they tellus what the
societies did for them years ago. Whether the societies could have
evolved sufficiently to survive and still remain literary societies is
uncertain. What is certain is that they did go from bad to worse. For
some time, the members complained of the competition from bas-
ketball on their Friday meeting night. A new specter was reported in
the Gettysburgian for February 5, 1919, when only "a handful of
men" chose to attend meetings of the literary societies; all the rest
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went uptown to see Douglas Fairbanks and Cleopatra on the screen.
Then and later, there were long periods of time when the societies
scarcely functioned.
The percentage of graduates belonging to either Philo or Phrena
dropped from 100 percent in 1904 to 61 in1915 and 42 in1920. The
end finally came inthe spring of 1924, when ina joint meeting mem-
bers of both societies formally dissolved their organizations. Their
little-used space in Glatfelter Hall, which the College had coveted
foryears, but which was long considered sacrosanct, was converted
into three classrooms (Phrena) and a library reading room (Philo).
The two sizable book collections, which the College library had
been trying for more than a decade to incorporate into its own
collection, now became part ofit.Itremained only for the trustees in
June 1924 to express their regret "that the old Literary Societies had
passed away," and to "record with appreciation the splendid spirit
of both societies in bequeathing their assets and possessions to
the college." 293
Unlike the literary societies, the V.M.C.A. in1904 was one of the
most successful, if not the most successful, of the student
organizations. Its programs were completely voluntary, a feature
which undoubtedly made them more attractive. In the years
immediately following 1904, between one-half and three- fourths of
the students were members, many of them young men headed for the
seminary. The V.M.C.A. sponsored numerous programs, some of
which took students off campus. Its activities included regular
meetings, worship services, Bible studies, lectures, concerts, sup-
port of missions, preparation of the G-Book, receptions for new
students, and an address which was part of the commencement pro-
gram (through 1921). One of the longest lasting of its activities was
the week ofprayer, which had begun before 1904 and which became
religion-in-life week in1940. These two events brought many well-
known preachers to the campus. The Gettysburg V.M.C.A. was
affiliated with several state and national organizations, whose
annual meetings students regularly attended, either as delegates or
officers. They also participated in the famous conferences at
Northfield, Massachusetts, and in the Student Volunteer Movement.
During much of the period covered by this chapter, the V.M.C.A.
had two distinct advantages over every other student organization:
after 1908 the services of a staff member and after 1922 a building as
a base of operations. These two advantages were closely related. As
President Hefelbower explained to the trustees in June 1910, he
293Literary societies continued to exist after 1924 at Dickinson, Franklin and
Marshall, and some Lutheran colleges. Ibid., 2:379-383.
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early became convinced of"the need of a practical religious worker
among the students," someone who could play "the part of the older
brother to the young men." It was his experience, he wrote, that
"frequently the young man who is in greatest need of counsel and
guidance cannot wellbe approached by a member of the Faculty."
He reminded the trustees that "progressive institutions are provid-
ing, so far as possible, for a wholesome and normal exercise of the
social instincts of students," something which can best occur "ina
separate building under the auspices of the Christian organizations
of the College, equipped with rooms provided for free and easy
social converse, games, reading, public addresses, etc." He had
found that many friends of the College believed "no field of oppor-
tunity for helping to mould the characters of young men who are
entrusted to us is more important than this." He was in fullagree-
ment: "the College needs a well equipped V.M.C.A. building."
In June 1908 the trustees approved for one year the president's
request that they establish the position of V.M.C.A. secretary, but
with the understanding that the incumbent's salary would not come
from College funds. A year later, the board decided to continue the
position, but made no commitment to alter the financial ar-
rangements. Hefelbower secured the needed funds in the first
instance from a group of women headed by Mrs. Mary Gingrich
Stuckenberg. In 1911 these women joined others to organize the
Woman's League, which into the 1930s paid part or all of the sec-
retary's salary. Between September 1908 and June 1943 a total of
sixteen men served in# this position. Nine were graduates of the
College who did the work while they were seminary students.
Several also held other College posts, such as canvasser for
students, registrar, football coach, or faculty member. About half
served for one year only. Nevertheless, their leadership and con-
tinuity contributed in a major wayto the success of the Y.M.C.A.In
1943 the office was dropped and its duties were incorporated into
those of the newly named chaplain of the College. 294
The building which President Heffelbower believed the College
needed didnot become a realityuntil 1922. When itfinallydid, there
were rooms for meetings of all kinds, study, and recreation; space
for receptions; as well as the College's first swimming pool. The
Woman's League not only raised the money to pay for the building;
294The V.M.C.A. and S.C.A. secretaries were George W. Nicely (1908-1909), Her-
bert A.Rinard (1909-1912), Earl J. Bowman (1912-1913), Harry H. Beidleman (1913-
1914), Jacob R. Nicholas (1914-1915), Robert J. Wolfe (1915-1916), Paul S. Wagner
(1916-1917), George W. Nicely (1918), Robert S. Miller(1919), Arthur S. Johnson
(1922-1924), WilliamW. Wood (1924-1927), Oliver A. Peterson (1927-1929), William
V.H.Davies (1929-1930), Arthur C. Decker (1930-1931), Paul R.Hoover (1931-1932),
Edward S. Frey (1932-1935), and Donald R. Heiges (1935-1943).
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they also contributed funds to support the programs which it
housed. After fiveyears of effort, and with the financial help of the
Woman's League, the V.M.C.A. in1933 completed work on a cabin
inthe mountains near Cashtown, where small meetings and retreats
could be held.295
Soon after the V.M.C.A. moved into Weidensall Hall,it dropped
membership dues and fora time regarded every student as a member
of the organization. In1937 it abandoned this policy in favor of
categories of active and associate membership. When women
returned to the campus in the fall of 1935, the V.M.C.A. promptly
became the Student Christian Association. This change coincided
with the return to campus of Donald R. Heiges of the class of 1931.
His tenure as secretary, extending from 1935 until the office was
superseded in1943, was far longer than that of any other person to
hold the position.
Under the guidance of the new secretary, the S.C.A. program was
expanded to include Sunday evening vespers, Thursday evening
candlelight services, a fireside hour during which many contem-
porary issues were presented and discussed, forum talks on topics of
current concern, the Beachem Athletic Award, and responsibility
for two chapel services each week. 298 Members of the S.C. A. had
opportunities to contribute both time and money to numerous
causes in which they were interested, both in Adams county and
elsewhere.
Inhis annual reports to the Woman's League, Heiges stressed that
it was his intention to strengthen as much as he could the Christian
emphasis of the organization and to offer sound guidance to
individual students who sought it.He praised the members for their
willingness to carry the program with a minimum of prodding on his
part. When the S.C. A. observed the seventy- fifthanniversary of its
founding in 1942, there were 236 active members. The first woman
president, Dorothy J. Keeney, was elected in 1944. 297
Inthe fallof 1904 there were sixnational social fraternities at Get-
tysburg College: Phi Kappa Psi, Phi Gamma Delta, Sigma Chi, Phi
Delta Theta, Alpha Tau Omega, and Sigma Alpha Epsilon. The
Druids was a local fraternity. Close to 40 percent of the student body
were members of these seven organizations. With College permis-
295050ga Lodge, which became available to College students in the fallof1935, was
so much more serviceable than the V.M.C.A. cabin that the latter was soon sold.
29flThese were of course not the first discussions of contemporary issues by the
V.M.C.A.Beginning in 1937, the Beachem Athletic Award was given to a male senior
in memory of the College's first alumni secretary and in recognition of Christian
character, scholarship, and athletic achievement.
297See W. KentGilbert111, cd., 75 Years ofChristian Growth; The Student Christian
Association of Gettysburg College, 1867-1942.
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sion, the first four named had already built chapter houses on the
campus, and Alpha Tau Omega was completing its house on North
Washington street, near the main entrance. Although the faculty
made only a passing reference to these fraternities in the annual
catalogues (strange as itmay seem, it did not list them by name until
1945), by 1904 they had won their battle for recognition and were
already establishing themselves as formidable centers of student
power and alumni loyalty.
Between 1904 and 1945 the number of national fraternities
increased from six to ten. Unlike the first six, all of the new ones
began as local clubs. The Druids, organized in 1897, became Phi
Sigma Kappa in 1925, Theta Phi, dating from 1909, became Kappa
Delta Rho in1928. Phi Sigma, formed in 1916, joined Theta Kappa
Nuin1924 (becoming the firstnew national fraternity at Gettysburg
in forty-one years) and then Lambda Chi Alpha in1939. Delta Sigma
Kappa, organized in1916 and then reorganized in 1920, after being
disrupted during World War I,became Tau Kappa Epsilon in1926.
The Criterion and Star Clubs, both of which gained faculty recogni-
tion as social organizations in1923, merged nine years later to form
Phi Kappa Rho, a local fraternity. In the issue of January 18, 1928,
the Gettysburgian editor argued that ten national fraternities had
brought the College to "the saturation point" and that no more were
needed. Two years later the secretary used the same term indescrib-
ing the sentiments of the faculty.298
There were three national sororities in1945, allof which began as
local organizations. Beta Lambda was formed in 1916 and Gamma
Phi in 1923. Both became inactive when the last women students
were graduated in 1933; both were promptly reactivated when
women students returned two years later. Gamma Phi joined Chi
Omega in1937 and Beta Lambda became a chapter of Delta Gamma
in 1939. A third local sorority, Phi Phi Phi, organized in 1942,
affiliated withPhiMvin1945. Chi Alpha Sigma, described as a non-
sorority organization, also began in1942. 299 By the late 19305, about
two-thirds of the students were members of fraternities and
sororities.
Between 1904 and 1945 two related developments greatly
increased the influence of fraternities in College life. The first of
these was their acquisition of houses - in the parlance of the time,
they were called fraternity dormitories -inwhich, with faculty and
298The Gettysburgian forMay 24, 1934 reported that Jewish students had organized
their own fraternity, Delta Sigma Chi.
299 A sorority, lota Lambda Delta, formed inNovember 1903, had a short life,disap-
pearing from the Spectrum after 1905.
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trustee permission, members ate, slept, and otherwise lived
together. The second development was the larger and larger role
which fraternities played in College social life.
In the fall of 1904, when students were still required to obtain
permission toroom anywhere other than inCollege dormitories, the
quarters which fraternities rented or owned were used for chapter
meetings and small social events, but for littleelse. The campaign to
change this situation, which required almost twenty years to com-
plete, began in December 1904, when the oldest fraternity, Phi
Kappa Psi, asked the faculty for permission to buy a house inwhich
itsmembers could roomand board. Claiming that ithad no authority
to act inthe matter, the faculty inJune 1905 presented the request to
the trustees, who by deferring action "for the present" indicated
clearly where they stood.
The second and more ambitious phase of the campaign began in
November 1911, when once again Phi Kappa Psi asked the trustees
for permission tobuild a house "to be used by the active chapter of
our fraternity for dormitory, and all other living purposes, the said
chapter toremain under the fullcontrol of the College authorities."
Three alumni joined four undergraduates in signing the petition,
which was presented first to the faculty for its review. Unlike six
years earlier, when it declined to.express itself on the question one
way or the other, the faculty now recommended that the trustees
grant the request, but only after the fund-raising campaign then in
progress was completed and after satisfactory understandings were
reached concerning fraternity house rules, as well as the financial
need to keep College dormitories fully occupied. In justifying its
positive recommendation, the faculty cited the strong demand from
both students and alumni; the attractiveness of fraternity dor-
mitories "inseveral colleges which are our strongest competitors," a
fact which student canvassers reported was already working to the
disadvantage ofGettysburg; the increasing number ofstudents from
"well-to-do-homes" wanting "the modern conveniences which
neither College dormitory could offer unless prohibitively expen-
sive renovations were made"; and the belief that increasing enroll-
ment would soon make it possible to fillboth College dormitories
and fraternity houses, presumably to everyone^s satisfactions
'
300The Gettysburgian gave equal time to both sides of the question. Inthe issue of
December 7, 1913 itreprinted the letter whichthe fraternity sent to every board mem-
ber, withsupporting documents, including the faculty recommendation. Inthe issue
ofJanuary 14, 1914, itreprinted the letter of John B. McPherson, opposing fraternity
dormitories. The registrar reported inDecember 1913 that, withonly two rooms unoc-
cupied, 203 students lived in the dormitories and 89 in town.
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Although the trustees received the Phi Kappa Psi request in
December 1911, they managed to delay acting on it until June 1914,
when a five-man committee unanimously recommended that it be
denied. Most of the more than fiftycollege and university presidents
whom the members had consulted were opposed to fraternity dor-
mitories. This testimony only confirmed the belief of the committee
members that fraternity dormitories for Gettysburg College were
unwise. Among other objections, they considered these houses
undemocratic and likely toadvance the social at the expense of the
academic. The committee report was so convincing that the trustees
unanimously adopted its recommendations.
The third and final phase of the campaign to institute fraternity
dormitories did not occur until after World War I.In the meantime,
both trustees and faculty approved the construction of several new
chapter houses on the campus (none was actually built)and permit-
ted two, and no more, students to live ina chapter house on or off
campus, but only if they were acting as caretakers. Then, in June
1922, the other Greek letter societies joined Phi Kappa Psi in yet
another petition for fraternity dormitories. This was precisely when
the trustees were beginning to consider resolutions to limitCollege
enrollment to five hundred students and to exclude women. Before
acting on this latest petition, according to custom, the trustees
sought the opinion of the faculty, which turned out to be much more
lukewarm to the proposal than had been the case eleven years
earlier. After considerable delay, inNovember the faculty took the
position that fraternity dormitories were really "not good policy,"
but that, until such time as the College dormitory situation was
clarified (there was stillsome hope that the proposed Philadelphia
Conference dormitory would be built), the trustees might permit
existing fraternity facilities tobe used to capacity, beginning inSep-
tember 1923. At their December meeting, the trustees accepted this
recommendation, but specified that only juniors and seniors could
live in fraternity houses. A year later, in December 1923, they
moved beyond this interim policy by declaring that, so long as
College dormitory rooms were occupied, all fraternity members
could live intheir respective houses. After trying to limit the cost of
new fraternity houses to $15,000 and then to $20,000, in June 1924
the trustees increased the limit to $25,000 and, at the same time,
excluded freshmen from rooming in them.
When College policy began to change in1922, there were seven
fraternities owning chapter houses, four of which were located on
campus. Between 1922 and 1925 eight fraternities either built dor-
mitoryhouses on campus (Phi Kappa Psi), took over and adapted for
dormitory use existing chapter houses on campus (Phi Sigma, Theta
Phi), or acquired properties by purchase or gift near the campus
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(Sigma Chi, Phi Delta Theta, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Delta Sigma
Kappa, Druids). Phi Gamma Delta replaced its chapter house on the
campus with a larger structure in 1926-1927.
By offering sophomore, junior, and senior members the oppor-
tunity to secure room and board in their houses, these fraternities
relieved the College of the need topress for new dormitories, none of
which,in fact, was built between the completion of McKnight Hall
in 1898 and those which came half a century later, after World
War 11. Instead, available funds were used to construct three urgently
needed academic buildings and to complete major renovation of a
fourth. Fraternity dining facilities offered severe competition for
the boarding houses, clubs, and restaurants which had flourished
near the campus since the College closed its dining hall in1860. At
the same time they relieved the College of the need to consider
whether, in the twentieth century, it had any responsibility to its
students to resume operating such a facility.301
Finally, the operation of the quasi-hotels of the fraternities
required for its success the managerial (as well as the diplomatic)
skills of many students and for its continuity the increasing involve-
ment of alumni infraternity affairs. Not only were the latter called
upon to participate inmaking chapter policy decisions, but also they
were expected tohelp inpaying for the house and its furnishings, as
well as keeping it in repair. In the 1890s President McKnight
explained that the College could not then approach the church for
money to help pay its building debts because it was the seminary's
turn. Thirty years later, President Hanson explained that the College
could not then approach the alumni with a general financial cam-
paign because so many of them were committed to helping their
fraternities pay building debts.
Early in this century the social life of students was centered in the
several campus organizations to which they belonged and in the
more informal personal relationships which they may have
established either on campus or in the community. Inspite of what
one might believe to the contrary, there was no dearth of oppor-
tunities for students to associate with others inways to their liking,
although the rules and regulations in force sometimes brought the
freer spirits before the faculty to answer for what they had just
thoroughly enjoyed doing. InJune 1899 that august body met in spe-
cial session to consider, in this case, something which was about to
happen, the propriety of which its members questioned. The pro-
301The dining room included inHuber Hall when itwas completed in1916 was used
foracademy students and, beginning in1935, by women. Majoradditions to its equip-
ment made to accommodate World War IIservicemen enabled the College to offer
board to summer session students in 1943 and to male students as wellas female,
beginning in the fall of 1944.
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fessors had learned that the fraternities, without asking for permis-
sion, were about tohold a reception, withdancing, inXavier Hall.302
They decided to forbid the event, at least until the matter of its pro-
priety could be determined by the trustees. Intheir annual meeting a
week later, the latter decreed that "public entertainments that
include dancing shall not be given by students." 303 As in so many
other instances when faculty, trustees, orboth attempted toregulate
student conduct, firmpronouncements were not enough to settle the
issue. It is evident that a major effort would have been required to
stop dancing. It is equally evident that no one ever put forth
such an effort.
In the fall of 1904 the Gettysburgian announced the start of a
dancing class and reported that a Halloween dance had taken place
inXavier Hall.The 1906-1907 social calendar which was included in
the 1908 Spectrum listed sixmajor College dances during that school
year. Not until 1910, however, was this form of entertainment
brought within the pale. In the fall of that year the newly formed
Student Council asked the faculty for its permission to hold all
social functions (understood by all to include dancing) on campus,
specifically in the Glatfelter Hall sweat box. Remembering the
existing, although unenforced, rule, the professors again turned to
the trustees, who were meeting during the Granville inauguration,
with the recommendation that they grant the student request, iffor
no other reason simply because dancing could then be more easily
regulated. Agreeing, the trustees granted the student petition. Five
years later, on February 10, 1915, the Gettysburgian observed that
"dancing is now becoming one of the most popular pastimes on
the campus."
What remained to be done, then, was to regulate what had now
become acceptable and popular. InJanuary 1914 the faculty created
the committee on supervision ofsocial functions and charged itwith
the task of approving in advance all such functions, including dances.
This entailed devising rules and sharing with the Student Council
responsibility for seeing that they were observed. In the case of dances,
either the committee or the entire faculty attempted tolimitthe num-
ber held ina term, to require that they be held on campus orintown,
and to urge students to exercise financial restraint in carrying out
their plans. Dance committees often hired well-known bands, only
to find themselves with a deficit of several hundred dollars on the
morning after. Inevitably, perhaps, there was occasional trouble
3O2St. Francis Xavier Roman Catholic church had recently completed Xavier Hall,
on West High street.
303Presumably the trustees said what they intended to say, which didnot include
prohibiting a student from dancing.
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The Fall 1933 Pan-Hellenic Dance and MilitaryBall
According to the 1935 Spectrum, "these dances fin November 1933] fur-
nished the nucleus for one of the most successful and enjoyable week-ends
that Gettysburg students have ever enjoyed."
when some infraction was detected. In1914 sixmembers of an inter-
fraternity dance committee were suspended for two weeks for per-
mitting "some of the modern dances." In1931 several students were
disciplined forconduct "unbecoming Gettysburg men." During most
of the period between 1904 and 1945 the major dances for which
fraternities were not directly responsible were the juniorprom, first
given by the juniors in 1907 in honor of departing seniors, and for
many years the major social event of the season; the military ball,
first held in 1921; the soph-frosh hop, initiated to replace the two
class banquets in1927; and the ivyball, beginning in1933. Faculty
members served as chaperones for these dances. Given the
imbalance between men and women students, female partners were
invited from home, the Gettysburg community, or neighboring
educational institutions.
The 1906-1907 social calendar listed five "inter-fraternity" dances
held in Xavier Hall, beginning with one on Halloween and climax-
ing with a "Pan-Hellenic" dance during the week before commence-
ment. Some years later, fraternity receptions and dances gained a
place on the published commencement program. In1923 the first in
a series of what were called migratory dances were held: par-
ticipants went from one fraternity house to another, either until the
night was over or until their energy was exhausted. Ten years later,
in an effort to preserve ifnot extend the time available for academic
pursuits, Dean Tilberg proposed that there be two big dance
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weekends each year instead of many smaller ones: the military ball
and interfraternity dances inthe fall,and the ivyballand more inter-
fraternity dances in the spring. To make the proposal attractive, he
promised that Saturday classes would be cancelled for each affair.
Fall and spring houseparty weekends soon became institutions.
Another social event of this era inwhich fraternities participated,
along with other organizations, was the smoker. The Gettysburgian
for April29, 1914 described one which the fraternities had recently
conducted in the sweat box. Students and faculty listened to music
of allkinds; patiently heard talks extolling the College; participated
in toasts; devoured chicken salad, pickles, and coffee; and smoked
cigars, cigarettes, and corn-cob pipes. Few respectable College
organizations failed to take advantage of this means ofbringing peo-
ple together and, if we are to believe one article in the Gettys-
burgian, success was measured by the difficultyguests had inseeing
each other through the haze. Probably not many ever read an article
which appeared inSchool and Society for November 4, 1916. Ask-
ing whether the college smoker was a "worthy social institution,"
the author concluded: "let us have more of the good fellowship -but
without the smoke." Into the 1930s the smoker continued to be a
widely used device to bring together students and faculty. The
V.M.C.A. smoker became the S.C.A. fireside hour in1935.
There were many reasons for rivalries among fraternities. There
were advantages for the chapter having the most members, having
the kinds of members the majority at any particular time wanted,
having the highest grade point average among chapters, or having a
commanding position incampus politics byvirtue ofholding certain
key offices. 304 At the same time, there were also reasons for inter-
fraternity cooperation, if only because rivalries could, and
occasionally did, reach the point of bitterness which would invite
faculty or board action. In an effort to create an agency through
which cooperation might be achieved, nine fraternities established
the Interfraternity Council (1.F.C.) in the fall of 1916. It became
inactive during the war, and was not reorganized until 1920.
Possessed of only limited powers, the council concerned itself with
a number of things, but the major problem facing it for many years
was agreeing upon and then enforcing rules for each chapter to
follow in securing new members.
Once fraternities assumed the responsibility for maintaining
houses inwhich room and board were available, itwas more impor-
tant than ever before for each of them to recruit at least as many new
304Beginning in 1924, the grade point averages for members of fraternities and
clubs were compiled and published each term.
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members each fallas had been graduated inthe preceding spring. As
early as the fall of 1923, when fraternity dormitories were first
occupied, the Gettysburgian began denouncing the prevailing
method of fraternity rushing, called the lead-pipe system, the effect
of which was to pledge a freshman very soon after College opened
and before he and his prospective brothers had much of an oppor-
tunity to learn toknow each other. The I.F.C. then began discussing
the advantages of deferring rushing for a month or two, but a mass
meeting of fraternity men rejected this idea in the spring of 1924.
Sorority members adopted the plan that fall.The I.F.C. did approve
a deferred rushing plan for the fall of 1925, but there was almost
constant tinkering with the details and, given the pressure to recruit,
it was difficult if not impossible to enforce.
The lead-pipe system returned in 1931. Innocently enough, the
Gettysburgian for February 5 of that year declared that the strength
of this system, inwhich there were ineffect no rules, "lies inits sim-
plicity." Although rules were reintroduced the next year and the
faculty urged the fraternities to adopt some system of rushing and
initiation which would interfere less with College work than the
existing one, it is evident that little progress was being made in
developing and adhering to a method of recruitment and initiation
which was satisfactory to both students and faculty.305 Sometimes
the G-Book advised the incoming freshmen to be cautious in their
response to rushing. For example, the editors of the 1941 issue
warned of "the fraternity assault" that would be made upon them
and urged them to remember that rushing "applies strictly to the
fraternities' side of the proposition." Freshmen should "watchfully
wait"until they were sure their decision to joinor not to joinwas the
correct one for them. They were reminded that the fraternity which
their father or some alumnus friend remembered might be very dif-
ferent in composition from the one which now bore its name.
In the fall of 1935 alumni representatives of the ten national
fraternities, including several leading faculty members, organized
the Interfraternity Alumni Conference. They began by telling the
undergraduates that "certain evils and weaknesses" existed in the
fraternity system at Gettysburg and that these were working against
the welfare of the fraternities and the best interests of the College.
An organization of alumni, they thought, might be useful indealing
with existing problems, including not only rushing, but also chapter
3051n February 1934 President Hanson addressed a letter to his "dear Boys" in five
fraternities, instructing them to halt immediately all "hell week" activities which
constituted hazing, and appealing to them to be as loyalin complying as he had been
in his dealings with every campus group. GCA.
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finances and fraternity politics. 306 Six years later, inMay 1941, inan
attempt to increase "recognition of the fraternities and endeavor to
create a closer tie-up between them and the college," the trustees
created a fraternity contact committee to work with the Interfrater-
nityAlumniConference, the Interfraternity Council, and the several
fraternities.
The 1941 G-Book accurately advised incoming freshmen of both
sexes that the "Gettysburg campus is definitely fraternity con-
scious." Even ifmade in1904, this would have been a factual state-
ment. It was certainly more accurate forty years later. Almost
without exception, the written College material produced during the
intervening years emphasized the advantages of the fraternity sys-
tem and echoed the sentiments ofan editorial (entitled "Why Frater-
nities?") which appeared in the Gettysburgian for October 5, 1933:
fraternities, which were founded at Gettysburg "to satisfy the
gregarious instinct in man," now serve many purposes of "vital
importance" to individuals and the College itself. Each person who
has joined a fraternity should take advantage ofall the opportunities
it offers "to become a full,well-rounded personality."
Although it was not included inthe curriculum, music was a well-
established tradition at Gettysburg in 1904. Itwas a valued part of
formal College occasions; visitingartists gave campus recitals from
time to time; and students had opportunities to perform in one or
more of the organized musical groups, which began making annual
spring tours in 1893. In the fall of 1904, there were three of these
groups in existence: a glee club, an orchestra, and a guitar and man-
dolin club. A fourth was formed in October 1910, when the newly
organized Student Council called a meeting to organize a College
band. Officers were quickly elected, music and instruments hastily
secured, and the band made its first public appearance less than a
month later, when it helped welcome the returning football team
after a victory over Bucknell. According to the Gettysburgian for
February 8, 1911, "the band stands for but one thing -Greater Get-
tysburg." In the fall of 1911 these four musical organizations had
about sixty members.
The responsibility for organizing these musical groups each fall
and sustaining them through an academic year rested almost
entirely withpersistent and able students. Insome years there was a
student manager for all four organizations and a separate director
for each. 307 Funds to support them came from such sources as stu-
3°6GCB (December 1935) p. 11.
307 Among the students who contributed greatly to the musical program before 1920
were Joseph Dale Diehl of the class of1913 and F. WilliamSunderman of the class of
1919, both of whom continued to be active musicians after graduation.
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Pennsylvania College Band
Pictured soon after its organization in 1910.
dent and alumni contributions, benefit performances, and borrow-
ing. The band played at home (and some away) football and
basketball games; if its members had time and inclination, which
was not always the case, they might give one or more spring con-
certs on campus. Soon after 1904, the orchestra and band took the
place of the outside groups which had traditionally provided music
for commencement exercises. Later, the combined musical groups
were given a place on the commencement week program. For a few
years before World War Iit appeared that a new College tradition
was developing: spring concerts on the portico of Pennsylvania
Hall, then called the forum.
Undoubtedly for many of the student musicians the high point of
their year was the annual spring tour of from one to two weeks,
which took them to places in Pennsylvania and adjacent states.
Time and again the Gettysburgian insisted that these organizations
on tour were some of the most effective advertising the College
could get. "Manya boy has decided," wrote the editor on October 7,
1914, "that the school they represent is the school for him."308
World War Idisrupted the musical organizatons. The guitar and
mandolin club was never revived. The other three were reorganized
in1919, after the armistice. The glee club and orchestra were able to
go on tour in the spring of 1919.
308The faculty did not always agree. The 1909 tour was cancelled because of "bad
conduct" the year before. Four years later, the clubs could not venture forth before
promising not to repeat a play given as part of their performance the previous year.
The Gettysburgian thought the play was a decided success, but some offcampus who
saw it found it objectionable.
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Bertram H. SaJtzer (1901-1956)
In addition to his work in the
engineering department, Saitzer
directed the band and orchestra
from 1925 to 1940.
Anew period in the history of music at Gettysburg began in 1925.
InMarch of that year the faculty vested "jurisdiction inall matters
connected with music of college organizations" in a committee of
three young, recently appointed faculty members: Robert Forten-
baugh, history; Jerome C. Jackson, education and philosophy; and
Bertram H. Saitzer, engineering. 309 In the issue of April1, 1925, the
Gettysburgian explained that their task was to establish "an all-
embracing and unified organization ...created and run by students,
but also enthusiastically and firmly supported by the faculty." Inthe
fall,Jackson began directing the glee club, while Saitzer took the
band and orchestra. Fortenbaugh was in charge of the finances. By
that time the "all-embracing and unified organization" had come
into existence: the Gettysburg College Musical Association, com-
plete with its own constitution. 310 The trustees assigned it a small
budget, and for a number of years appropriated additional sums
when deficits were incurred.
Bertram Saitzer directed the band and orchestra from 1925 until
the engineering program ended in 1940 and he left to pursue other
employment, Having been associated with the Pennsylvania State
University band and being blessed with energy and patience, he was
able to offer a degree and quality of sustained guidance which
College musical organizations had never previously enjoyed. In
1925 he composed the music for a song written by Professor Forten-
309Beginning in1916 or1917 there was a faculty committee of one person placed in
supervision of musical clubs, but not with the mandate this one received.
310The faculty committee established in1925 continued in existence beyond World
War 11. Following the death of Jackson, Kenneth L. Smoke (1927-1929) and E. E.
Schroeder (1929-1931) directed the glee club, which was disbanded in1935. A girls'
glee club, dating from 1923, came within the jurisdiction of the musical
association.
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baugh, 'The Spirit of Gettysburg," and also that for the "Gettysburg
Battle Song." Early in 1926 he composed a march which he
dedicated to the Gettysburg College Musical Association. 311
Another faculty member who contributed in a major way to
further appreciation of music during this period was W. Frederick
Shaffer, an accomplished pianist and careful student of the history
of music. InDecember 1932, littlemore than a year after becoming
acting Greek professor, he conducted the first in a long series of
weekly Sunday evening musicals. Held inWeidensall Hall, at first
beginning at 9 P.M., these programs featured musical performances
of various kinds by students, faculty and spouses, and persons from
the community. Sometimes Professor Mason of the English depart-
ment wouldread poetry. Shaffer insisted that these programs should
be informal affairs and resisted the temptation to organize them.
Largely because of their popularity, a Sunday evening musical and
alumni sing became part of the commencement program in 1934.
Professor Shaffer also participated in the activities of a music
appreciation group which the V.M.C.A. organized in1934, and was
instrumental in developing a concert series by visiting and local
artists. As noted earlier, he began offering credit courses inmusic
appreciation and symphony in 1935.
When the trustees voted in April1935 to readmit women and
accord them equal status as students with men, the faculty music
committee (which then consisted of Professors Shaffer, Saltzer, and
George R. Larkin) recommended that the College engage a director
to organize a choir which would be open to both men and women.
The person selected was Parker B. Wagnild, a 1930 graduate of St.
Olaf College and four-year veteran of its choir, directed by the well-
known F. Melius Christiansen; a 1934 recipient of the degree of
Master of Sacred Music from Union Theological Seminary; and
then a student at the Lutheran Theological Seminary inGettysburg.
The first choir members were chosen inOctober 1935. Inaccepting
the offer to join, they committed themselves to three one-hour
rehearsals each week, to sing a cappella, and tolimittheir repertoire
to sacred music. The choir made its firstpublic appearance during a
special Christmas program in December 1935. 312
The 1936 G-Book called the College band "the most popular of the
musical organizations on the Gettysburg campus." By1940 the same
source gave it second billing, behind the choir. InNovember 1936
311Saltzer wrote music forseveral other College songs. The orchestra didnot have a
continuous existence, being moribund during 1932-1933. Charles Rogers of the class
of1929 directed the band for several years after 1940.
312 Professor Waltemyer, faculty manager of the choir, gave a useful contemporary
account of its origin in the December 1937 issue of the GCB, pp. 11-18.
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College Choir
Shown soon after its organization in 1935.
the Woman's League voted a sum of money to buy the first gowns
and in the followingMarch the group took the first inits long series
of tours. When the seminary graduated Wagnild in1937 the College
offered him a position in the department of English Bible, thus
assuring his continuing as choir director. Both on and off campus
the quality of the choir's performance brought enjoyment to those
who heard itand much goodwill to the College. Anarticle inthe Get-
tysburg College Bulletin for April1939 praised the organization for
the "opportunity for musical expression, training and inspiration"
which it offered its members, for the "atmosphere of musical
interest and appreciation" which itprovided for the campus, and for
the "genuine publicity of the best kind" which it generated for the
College. During the war it continued to exist as an organization,
although there was no spring tour in 1943 or 1944. 3«
Faculty interest indebating and oratory was as old as the College
itself. Experience and facility in one or both ranked high on the list
of objectives which they hoped students would achieve outside the
classroom. One of the major reasons for their promoting the literary
societies was to provide forums in which these activities could
flourish. As the literary societies began to lose their strong position
in the scheme of things, both of them organized clubs which spon-
sored intersociety debates and both supported financially inter-
collegiate debating and oratory. During the first decade of the
twentieth century, William J. Gies annually gave the Pen and Sword
313 Professor Wagnild organized an S.C. A. vesper choir in1942. For more informa-
tion see Barbara L. Platt, "Every One Sang": A History of the Gettysburg College
Choir, 1935-1970 (Gettysburg, 1970), pp. 1-16.
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Society a sum of money tobe used as prizes in an effort topromote
interclass debates. Gettysburg was an early member of the long-
lasting Pennsylvania Intercollegiate Oratorical Union, which was
founded in 1893 and included six or seven colleges in the eastern
part of the state. The College took its turn hosting the spring
meetings and gained a fair share of the prizes that were offered. In
the decade or so before World War I,Gettysburg participated in at
least three intercollegiate debating leagues, all of which involved
fewer than six colleges and universities and none of which lasted
very long.
In1914 students organized a debating club, of which Professor
Sanders became adviser. Over the next several years both he and the
students began informing the College constituency that competitive
intercollegiate debating required regular and thorough training, as
well as greater financial support than the literary societies, assisted
by a few individuals, could hope to provide. Immediately after the
war, the students urged the trustees to enact an activity fee and to
hire either a part-time or full-time faculty member for proper sup-
port of debating, oratory, dramatics, and public speaking. The
board declined to honor these requests; College performance in
intercollegiate debating and oratory suffered. 314
An editorial in the January 15, 1919 Gettysburgian argued that
"voluntary, willingencouragement and assistance of our debates by
several of our able faculty members might revolutionize and com-
pletely reinstate Gettysburg in this important college activity." It
was in an attempt to secure such encouragement that President
Granville recruited Thomas L. Cline, who became Professor of
English and Argumentation in the fall of 1922. 315 Moving slowly,
Cline waited until the spring of1924 topersuade the existing club to
give way to the Debating Council, whose purpose was, in short, to
supervise the forensic arts at Gettysburg. The council was com-
posed of representatives of the different debating and oratorical
interests. As they did for the musical association, the trustees
included the council in the College budget and accepted the deficits
which sometimes developed.
The commitment and talent of Professor Cline and several of his
colleagues in the English department ushered in what might be de-
scribed as the golden age of debating and oratory for Gettysburg
3141n May1917 a chapter of Tau Kappa Alpha, the national debating and oratorical
fraternity founded in1908, was installed at Gettysburg. This was the College's first
national honorary fraternity. Members were chosen from among those who dis-
tinguished themselves in debate and public speaking and, once elected, they tried to
promote these activities on the campus.
315The latter part of the titlewas dropped after 1926.
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1929-1930 Varsity Debating Team
Inencounters with teams from nine other colleges in the spring of 1930,
Gettysburg debaters dealt withwhether the United States should withdraw
from the Kelloggpeace pact and also with whether the nations should dis-
arm completely, except for "such forces as are needed for police
purposes."
College. Active participation in the Pennsylvania Intercollegiate
Oratorical Union continued to the end of the 19205. Interclass
debates also continued. The varsity debating team performed on
campus; was affiliated with the Debating Association of Penn-
sylvania Colleges; and went on annual spring tours of from one to
two weeks which took jt as far west as Kansas and Nebraska, north
into New England, and south into Virginia.On three occasions be-
tween 1925 and 1928 it debated a team from Oxford University. The
varsity team's understudy, called the junior varsity and later the
freshman team, debated counterparts from other colleges and var-
sity high-school teams. Soon after women returned to the campus in
1935, varsity and freshman teams were organized for them. During
1938-1939 the men's varsity team engaged in 35 debates, the fresh-
man men's team in 18, and the women's teams in 25. 316 Debating,
though on a reduced scale, continued during World War 11.
Unlike music, debating, and oratory, dramatics was a very small
part of the Gettysburg tradition in 1904. Whatever hostility their
predecessors might have had to this form of expression was gone by
the time the faculty declared inFebruary 1898 that it was "proper to
give dramatic entertainment in Brua Chapel." Given the practice of
the day regarding student activity beyond the classroom, now it
316The news of debating during this time illustrates the limited sense of history of
many of the reporters, who ignored everything which had happened before 1922 and
attributed the beginning of debating at Gettysburg to Cline's arrival.
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remained for the students themselves either to bring drama to the
campus or to produce it for themselves. Between 1895 and 1904
several dramatic clubs came and went. Inthe fallof the latter year
there were two inexistence, both recently formed. The Cap and Kir-
tle, whose members were women students, disappeared after about
a year. The Mask and Wig lasted a short time longer, but by about
1910 campus drama consisted ofoccasional Shakespearean plays by
a troupe from New York and productions during the junior prom
weekend by members of successive sophomore classes, who called
themselves the Sophomore Players. 317 Proceeds from most of the
early productions went to support some specific cause, such as the
football team or the V.M.C.A. building fund.
In the fallof 1910 Franklin W. Moser (1886-1930), of the class of
1907, joined the faculty as an assistant inthe English department. It
was he who directed the Sophomore Players in their production of
Richard Sheridan's "The Rivals" in the following spring. Until he
left the faculty in1915 he directed most or all of the campus produc-
tions, either those by the Sophomore Players orby Y.M.C.A. volun-
teers. The editors of the Gettysburgian, convinced of the
character-building potential ofdramatics, believed that these efforts
were not enough. "We once boasted of a dramatic club but that
organization has ignominiously passed out of existence and is
merely a phantom of the past," they declared on November 19, 1913.
"Itis necessary to organize an active energetic club at once." Point-
ing their fingers at the literary societies, which had promoted drama
in the past, they urged Philo and Phrena to take the initiative
again.
There was a response to the call of the Gettysburgian, but it was
neither immediate nor from the suggested sources. In April1914
Moser and eleven members of the 1914 and 1915 Sophomore Players
organized a new dramatic club. The name they adopted, the Owls
and Nightingales, was promptly shortened from the plural to
singular. They presented their first play, Edmond Rostand's "The
Romancers," in the open air west of Brua Chapel during the 1914
commencement week. Allof the cast members were veterans of the
Sophomore Players. From these developments, it appeared that a
pattern might be developing. The Sophomore Players continued to
exist and presented their annual play inearly 1915. Meanwhile, Owl
and Nightingale announced its commencement week plans.
317The first sophomore play, "TheMagistrate," writtenby the English dramatist Sir
Arthur Wing Pinero, was given in February 1910. Harold S. Lewars, assistant in
English, directed it.
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Appearances, however, were deceiving. There was no play at com-
mencement time, which coincided with Moser's completion of his
duties as a faculty member.
The sophomores managed tocontinue with their tradition through
and beyond the war years, but Owl and Nightingale was not so for-
tunate. 318 Itsmembers came back tolifelong enough topose for1917
and 1918 Spectrum pictures, but they presented no plays. InMarch
1919, after the war had ended, the faculty placed control - this was
their word- ofall dramatic performances inthe hands of the head of
the English department, but this was a task not to his likingand he
did little with it.319 About a year later, in February 1920, a few
remaining members of Owl and Nightingale, urged to do so by the
last secretary-treasurer, reorganized the club and began making
plans for its future. Under its auspices there was a commencement
week play in1920 and 1921. 32° Atthat point the future of Owl and
Nightingale depended toa large extent upon whether itcould secure
the services of an able and energetic director, preferably one with a
long-term faculty appointment. 321
In the fallof 1920 Richard A. Arms began a career as head of the
mathematics department which ended only with his retirement
forty-three years later. Then twenty-seven years of age, Arms had
begun writing and directing plays when he was seven, an activity
which he pursued while incollege and during his brief tenure on the
Juniata College faculty. Inthe fallof 1921, by invitation rather than
by appointment of faculty or president, he began his long and suc-
cessful career as the able and energetic director which dramatics at
Gettysburg so greatly needed. 322 By the time he had directed the
sophomore and commencement plays in1922 (they were both farce
comedies), the Gettysburgian was much impressed. "Dr. Arms has
established a reputation for turning out plays which are charac-
terized more by professional acting than the usual run of amateur
productions." This was its verdict in the issue of June 14, 1922.
318The sophomore play directors succeeding Moser were Henry R. Shipherd, Pro-
fessor ofEnglish (1916); Donald F. Ikeler, Instructor inPublic Speaking and Debating
(1917); Chester S. Simonton, class of1916, seminary student (1918, 1919), and Grant
C. Knight, Instructor in English and Public Speaking (1920, 1921).
319At least this was the testimony of President Granville in his letter to John F.
Dapp, June 17, 1922. GCA.
320The 1920 director was Instructor Grant C. Knight and the 1921 was Percy S.
Eichelberger, a senior.
321The U.L.C.A. survey team believed that the strength of a dramatic club was
"almost whollydependent upon the strength of the dramatic coach or the sponsoring
professor." They made a similarcomment about the debating club. U.L.C.A. Survey,
2:377-378.
322professor Cline took over debating one year later. Jackson, Fortenbaugh, and
Saltzer assumed responsibility for music in 1925.
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Owl and Nightingale.
The set in Brua Chapel for George Bernard Shaw's Candida. Staged in
March 1926, it was described in the Gettysburgian as perhaps "the most
finished production ever presented by The Owl and Nightingale. "
Inaddition toperforming a multitude of other College duties, Pro-
fessor Arms moved on many fronts to advance the cause of
dramatics at Gettysburg. He reorganized Owl and Nightingale in
1924, transforming it into an organization whose members had
experience insome aspects ofplay production; encouraged students
to enter into competition for prizes their own one-act plays, some of
which he then produced; continued writinghis own plays and pro-
ducing them (by the late 1930s he had written at least eight and was
able to watch one of them being produced on Broadway); adminis-
tered a series of dramatic contests in county high schools; par-
ticipated actively in the Pennsylvania Association of College
Dramatic Clubs (the Owl and Nightingale won its first inter-
collegiate contest in1925); proposed exchange plays withDickinson
and Franklin and Marshall; secured larger and better facilities for
dramatics inPlank Gymnasium (President Hanson credited Owl and
Nightingale with contributing more than $3,500 for those facilities);
taught credit courses indramatic arts; and gained the praise of Presi-
dent Hanson in December 1933 for having "developed the rare
ability" among student activities by making dramatics self-
supporting.
The major activity, however, was always the production ofplays.
Literally hundreds of students had the opportunity to design
scenery, handle lighting, act, or support the productions in other
ways. The number of performances each year increased from the
two staged in 1921-1922 to the customary six twenty years later.
"Wings Over Europe," the one-hundredth performance, was given
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inNovember 1933 and featured the director's first appearance as an
actor. In June 1935 President Hanson proposed to the trustees that
Arms be made director ofdramatics and he was so listed insucceed-
ing catalogues. During World War 11, although on a reduced scale,
the dramatics program continued.
Not only were there major changes in the way in which music,
debating, oratory, and dramatics were organized and conducted in
the period after World War I,but also during the same time a host of
new organizations came into existence. Many reflected the increas-
ing strength and identity of the departments of instruction, while
others can be attributed to cultural developments which were
national in scope. Allwere called student organizations, and in a
few instances the initiative for their founding came from students.
More frequently, at least inthe case of those which were departmen-
tal innature, itwas the head of the department, wishing to extend its
program and influence among his students, who proposed the
organization inthe firstplace and whose direction kept itgoing from
year to year. An excess of faculty zeal could easily stifle student
interest and initiative;a dearth could easily deprive the organization
of its needed continuity and reduce it to inactivity. The wise adviser
tried to avoid both extremes, either of which would defeat his pur-
pose. Usually the club began as a local one, but within a few years
its members and adviser at least considered, and often established,
affiliation with a national body, one which inmost cases had come
into existence recently, inresponse to similar developments on other
campuses. Local clubs might open their doors to all who wanted to
join; in the case of chapters of national societies, membership was
usually by invitation to those whose academic record met certain
minimum grade requirements.
As early as February 1916 the faculty had established a regular
standing committee on student organizations and assigned to it the
task of approving most new groups (athletic, literary, and religious
were excepted) as well as of exercising general oversight of all of
them. It was this committee which represented the interest of the
general faculty in the activities of the organizations discussed
below.
Departmental Organizations
Biology
Although biology students were sufficiently cohesive to have
their pictures appear inmost Spectrums into the mid-19208, itwas
only in November 1926 that they established the Biological
Society, ostensibly to promote greater interest inpremedical study.
In 1928 this society joined Beta Beta Beta, a national honorary
(1922J.323
323The date in parenthesis here and later gives the year in which the national hon-
orary was formed.
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Chemistry
Although chemistry students managed to have their pictures
appear inmost Spectrums into the early 19205, and although they
didorganize the Chemistry Club in1917 and the Chemical Society
in1920, itwas only inFebruary 1930 that they achieved a society
which lasted. They named it the Sceptical Chymists.
Classics
Although the classics were among the oldest fields ofstudy inthe
curriculum, itwas not untilFebruary 1927 that they had their own
departmental organization. While the Philhellenic Society was
founded by a Greek professor and his students, it also promoted
interest inLatin. In1931 it joinedEta Sigma Phi, a national hon-
orary (1924).
Economics and Political Science
Within two weeks' time inFebruary and March 1928, Professor
Saby invited students into his home and helped found two societies
withinhis large department. For eight years thereafter they went
their separate ways. The first, the Pre-Legal Union, obviously
designed for prelaw students, became a chapter of Pi Lambda
Sigma, a national society, in1929. The second, Alpha Psi Epsilon,
for economics students, failedin several efforts either to found or
to join a national society. The two societies merged and took the
name Pi Lambda Sigma in1936. The Pre-Legal Union is a good
example of student initiativeinfounding a departmental organiza-
tion.InFebruary 1928 Professor Saby was giving further direction
to efforts already begun by Paul H. Rhoads, Albert M. Krug, and
John E. Baublitz.324
Education
Professor Kramer undertook an ambitious program of organizing
his students almost as soon as he joined the faculty in the fallof
1920. The first fruitof his effort, inNovember of that year, was the
Educational Society which in1922 became a chapter ofKappa Phi
Kappa, a national honorary (1922). The Schoolmans' Club for pro-
spective male teachers dated from 1921 and the Girls' Educational
Society from 1923. A college chapter of the Pennsylvania State
Education Association was organized in 1927. In 1939 Kramer
helped found a local chapter of Kappa Delta Epsilon, a national
education society (1933). Kappa Phi Kappa was assigned the
primary student responsibility for carrying out both father's and
mother's day programs.
Engineering
During much of the time the College had an engineering pro-
gram, there was a departmental organization of some kind. The
Engineering Society was begun inJanuary 1916. Alocal chapter of
the American Association ofEngineers replaced itin1923. After it
3241932 History, p. 354. A local chapter of a social science honorary, Phi Gamma
Mv(1924), was authorized by the faculty in 1926 but had a short life.
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had become inactive, the faculty and students in1936 organized Pi
Kappa Eta, which continued until the engineering program ended
in1940.
German
The Deutsche Gesellschaft which existed in1904 to promote the
spoken Pennsylvania German dialect, as wellas a good time for all
itsmembers, didnot longsurvive the coming ofProfessor Grimmin
the fall of 1906. He used the following year's catalogue to
announce that "opportunity formore extended German conversa-
tion and discussion referring to German life, literature and culture
is given to Juniors and Seniors in a voluntary Deutsche Verein."
After thriving for some years, this organization disappeared for
more than a decade. Revived in1927, itbecame a chapter of the
national honorary, Delta Phi Alpha (1929), in1942. Efforts to link
these organizations witha German society formed inthe 1830s are
unconvincing; there are simply too many gaps for there to have
been the required continuity.
History
About three months after becoming head of the new department
of history, Professor Fortenbaugh inDecember 1923 organized the
Historical Association ofGettysburg College. Within about three
years its members had raised enough money to purchase some 350
books for the College library. The association was transformed
intoKappa Epsilon Alpha in1938, a year before itbecame a chap-
ter of the national honorary, Phi Alpha Theta (1921).
MilitaryScience
The Cadet Officers' Club which was organized inOctober 1921
became a chapter of Scabbard and Blade, a national military
organization (1904), in the following year. For many years there
were also separate rifle clubs for men and women students.
Philosophy
In December 1907, soon after he joined the faculty, Professor
Sanders organized some College and seminary students into the
Gettysburg Philosophical Society. In the following year he
published the firstnumber ofwhat was intended to be a periodical;
it included four student papers. Both society and publication had
very short lives. Another effort to organize, inDecember 1929,
resulted in the formation of the Sages which, after an affiliation
beginning in 1931 with a national society, Alpha Kappa Alpha,
became moribund about 1937. It was reorganized as the Sages
in1938.
Romance Languages
The French Club which the faculty in this department organized
inOctober 1926 became a chapter of the national Phi Sigma lota
(1922) in1931. The first mention ofa Spanish clubcomes in1944. A
French club is mentioned about the same time.
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General Honor Societies
Gettysburg Honor Society
Responding to a suggestion by students, inJune 1934 the faculty
approved the idea of a new honor society. During the next
academic year the Gettysburg Honor Society came into existence;
the firstname suggested for it,Blue and Gray, was soon discarded.
As the 1936 G-Book explained it, the new organization "was
formed out ofrecognition of the need for an impartialhonorary ...
that wouldconsider both scholarship and extra-curricular achieve-
ment." Any senior who met the substantial curricular and
extracurricular requirements automatically became a member, as
did faculty upon completing ten years of service. Each spring the
dean published the names of those elected. Inrecognition of the
part which he played in forming the society, Charles W. Wolf of
the class of 1934 was named a charter member.
Pen and Sword
Founded in1897, Pen and Sword was the oldest campus honor
society. It elected both undergraduates and graduates who
qualified by virtue of their service to the College and promise of
further usefulness. The method of election changed from time to
time, but always involved members of the society and the student
body insome way. At times, Pen and Sword was more than anhon-
orary; itencouraged alumni giving to the College, drew up a con-
stitution for the honor system, and established a trophy room. By
the middle 19205, there were increasing signs of general dissatis-
faction withthe society, on the grounds that election had become a
popularity contest, withovertones of fraternity politics. While this
criticism might have been met by changing the method of election
or, as was suggested inthe late 19205, by its becoming a chapter of
Omicron Delta Kappa, a national student leadership and
scholarship society, neither occurred. A pollconducted in chapel
in1935 indicated that students then held election toPen and Sword
in lowregard as a College honor. In January 1943 the students elect-
ed five seniors and five juniors to membership. A month later the
president of the society announced that the incumbent officers
wouldcontinue for the duration and that, after the war, the society
would attempt to affiliate with a national honorary society. That
was the swan song of Pen and Sword.325
Phi Beta Kappa
Eight faculty and alumni presented the College's first application
for a chapter ofPhiBeta Kappa to the United Chapters ofthat body
in1907. Fifteen years passed before the request was granted, dur-
ing which timerepresentatives of the United Chapters raised pointed
questions about the College's standards and the adequacy of its
325 Another form of recognition for students was inclusion in Who's Who in
American Colleges and Universities, an annual published first in Alabama in1935.
Beginning in the fallof1937, the president, dean, orboth announced theirchoices of
about ten outstanding Gettysburg seniors. The announced criteria were character,
leadership, extracurricular activities, and potential. The names of those selected
were then published in the Gettysburgian and Spectrum.
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endowment. Finally, after responding satisfactorily to the
criticisms, the petitioners succeeded in 1922. lota chapter of
Pennsylvania was organized inJanuary 1923, taking its place with
those other Pennsylvania chapters already established at Dickin-
son (1887), Lehigh (1887), Lafayette (1890), University of Penn-
sylvania (1892), Swarthmore (1896), Haverford (1899), Allegheny
(1902), and Franklin and Marshall (1908). In addition to electing
undergraduate members in course each year, according to the
general guidelines of the United Chapters, and largely on the basis
of academic attainment, the faculty members of the chapter
followed the common practice among new chapters inelecting cer-
tain qualified alumni to membership. Through 1945 228 members
in course and 107 alumni members were chosen. For many years
alumni elected were initiated during a program which was a
recognized part of commencement week activities. The chapter
elected only two honorary members: President and Mrs.
Hanson (1923).
Other Organizations
Many other student organizations were formed between 1904
and 1945. A few generated enough interest to be lasting. More dis-
appeared after a few years. Several were revived at least once,
perhaps under a different name. The following is a repre-
sentative sample:
Press Club (1909), to gain greater publicity for the College,
especially in athletics;
College Prohibition Association (1914);
G-Club (1915), open to holders of the coveted G;
MinisterialAssociation (1915), later the Preministerial Associa-
tion, one of the longest lasting organizations on the list;
Chess Club (1916), revived several times;
Active Servicemen's Club (1919), during its short existence pro-
moted maturity on the campus in a number of ways;
Craft (1923), a student Masonic organization, later revived as
De Molay;
Radio Club (1925), to encourage further strong student interest in
broadcasting and receiving;
Progressive Club (1927), to promote cosmopolitanism on the
campus;
Modern Book Club (1928), developed itsown collection ofrecent
literature for the use of its members and then gave the books
to the library;
International Relations Club (1933);
Sacajawean Club (1936), a social organization open to women
students; and
Sketch Club (1944), to foster expression and appreciation in art.
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The increasing number and growing cost of student extra-
curricular activities after 1904 gave rise to twoproblems with which
the College tried to deal. First, were some students engaging in so
many different activities that they were jeopardizing their own
academic standing? Were a few students, because of their talents
and competitive spirit, coming close tomonopolizing the most desir-
able and influential campus positions? If so, should anything be
done to restrain them? Not everyone agreed there was a problem.
Not all of those who believed that one did exist were in favor of
doing anything about it.The faculty spent much time debating the
matter and even the Student Council eventually decided that some-
thing should be done. In the mid-1920s itbegan considering a point
system, which would assign a value to every important campus
activity and place a limiton the number of points any student could
have during a term. With the blessing of the faculty and students,
such a system went into effect in1927, but it soon became clear that
it was not working as intended. Later, it was used primarily to deter-
mine eligibility for awards in which activities were a criterion.
A second problem arising from the growth of extracurricular
activities was financial in nature. It was presaged by the experi-
ences of the Spectrum, Mercury, and Gettysburgian, all of which
demonstrated even before 1904 how difficult it was to balance
income and expenditures year after year. Lacking subsidies from the
College budget, student activities had to rely on subscriptions,
admission fees, fund-raising affairs, and even sometimes as-
sessments toraise the funds which they needed to publish the Spec-
trum, take a spring trip, or produce a play. The inflation which
accompanied and followed World War Icreated a crisis for several
most popular activities and prompted students toappeal to the board
of trustees to establish a fee, similar to that already charged for
athletics, for the particular activity in which they were interested.
The trustees declined, but in the 1920s they did make the annual
appropriations for musical and debating groups which were prob-
ably necessary for the success of the programs which they
carried on.
Convinced that there should be a better way than the one being
used to finance the major extracurricular activities, the Student
Council and a faculty committee employed the favorite device of
finding out what other colleges were doing. After about twoyears of
study, they presented a proposal to the board of trustees. Adopted in
December 1930, it went into effect inthe fallof 1931. Proceeds from
a $10 fee charged each student went into what was called the Stu-
dent Chest, from which a committee including both faculty and
students made allocations to qualified activities. Atfirst there were
nine of these: Gettysburgian, Mercury, G-Book, the four classes
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(counted here as one activity), Student Council, V.M.C.A., the musi-
cal association, debating, and Owl and Nightingale. Although the
total amount available for distribution in 1931 was only about
$5,000, the Student Chest was a decided improvement over previous
methods of financing these nine important activities.
College Publications
In the fall of 1904 College publications included the annual
catalogue, which the faculty issued during the early part of each
year; the weekly Gettysburgian, a newspaper which since its incep-
tion in1897 had been entirely controlled by the students who edited
itand managed its business affairs; the monthly Mercury, a literary
journal begun in 1893 and continued under the auspices of the
literary societies; the annual Spectrum, published each spring
beginning in 1891 by the junior class in honor of the departing
seniors; and the annual Students' Handbook (called in this chapter
the G-Book, its later name), issued each fall since 1895 by the
V.M.C.A. for the benefit of the incoming freshmen. The 1911
catalogue, which was the first to list and describe College
publications, explained simply that allof them "aim at enlarging the
means ofcommunication between the College and its graduates, for-
mer students, and friends/' 326
The Gettysburgian, Mercury, and Spectrum were expensive
publications whose bills their staffs were often unable to pay. The
recurring and serious financial problems of the latter prompted the
trustees in1898 toestablish a committee of three faculty members to
supervise the finances of all of these publications. Although some-
what reluctantly, this committee tried to do its thankless duty and
make the required annual reports, detailing for the trustees the
efforts of the students to pay past debts and avoid creating new
ones. Then in1908, responding to what they considered tobe inap-
propriate Gettysburgian comments about the developing College
difficulties, the trustees moved far beyond their earlier resolution
when they created a second committee, manned by faculty members
whom the board president appointed, and directed it to take *'charge
of all student publications, with a view to securing better literary
3268y the first decade of the century the College was also issuing occasional calen-
dars and viewbooks for use as promotional pieces. In1911 it took advantage of cer-
tain provisions in the postal regulations to inaugurate the Pennsylvania (later
Gettysburg) College Bulletin, which began as a quarterly publication. Volume 1,
Number 2, was the 1911 catalogue. Volume 1,Number 3, included the annual report
of the president and three other College officers.
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style and freedom from objectionable matter." Nothing was to be
published without the approval of this committee.
Neither students nor faculty were pleased with this board action,
which went into effect in the fall of 1908. The Gettysburgian "has
always been an exclusive student paper and we believe that ithas
been a decided success throughout its existence," the editor wrote in
the issue of February 17, 1909. Probably in allseriousness he added
that "no one with any love for his Alma Mater would publish any-
thing which would be detrimental to her welfare." As the time for
the annual board meeting approached, the newspaper on May 26,
1909 acknowledged that the faculty committee had treated the staff
of all three publications fairlyand courteously, but it reported that
all three editors were "one in strong condemnation of the existence
of any such committee." Inaddition to being very inconvenient, "it
takes the gilt edge off the work." The faculty had an opportunity to
express itself when the board met about two weeks later. "Anymuz-
zling of the public press," ittold the trustees, is "antiquated and un-
American." It was better, the professors thought, "for our
administration of the College occasionally to suffer unjust criticism
than autocratically torepress free utterance," especially since there
were existing ways to deal with abuses. With few exceptions, they
argued, both Gettysburgian and Mercury had been conducted "with
great dignity and laborious devotion to the welfare of the College."
It was "ungracious to add unnecessarily to the burden of their
management." As for grammar and style, the staffs should be left to
answer to their readers, not be protected from error by the faculty.
For these and other reasons, the professors asked the trustees to
abandon "the official censorship" of student publications.
In its separate report to the trustees, the committee chosen to
carry out their 1908 resolution explained that they had "assumed the
liberty to interpret the order of the Board according to its spirit
rather than the letter." Inconsulting with the three staffs concerned,
they had stressed their desire to function as advisers rather than as
censors and, infact, they had given the editors considerable latitude
indeciding what to submit, and what not to submit, for approval in
advance of publication. They recommended that the committee be
continued, but that its supervision be exercised "by way of sugges-
tion and counsel without requiring the materials of the respective
publications to pass through their hands" and, further, that student
editors should be required torefer to the committee only those "mat-
ters concerning which they feel indoubt." Rejecting the recommen-
dation of the full faculty, that the committee be abolished, the
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trustees instead voted to continue it,sanctioning its transformation
into an agency quite different from what they had definitely intended it
to be.327
Beginning in 1910, then, the two committees of faculty members
which the trustees had authorized reported to them each June on the
state of the three major student publications. However, all
immediately concerned appear to have reached the conclusion after
several years that this arrangement was unnecessarily burdensome
and that there were more important things for everybody to be
doing. The last recorded report of either committee appeared in the
1915 board minutes. By that time, there had been some major
developments affecting two of the three publications.
The first of these developments concerned the Mercury, which
because of the small number of subscriptions had been in financial
trouble almost from the time the Gettysburgian superseded it as the
campus news journal. As early as 1905, the older publications com-
mittee questioned whether it should be continued. Later, when the
same committee urged that the Mercury merge with the Gettys-
burgian, the editors of the latter properly rejected the idea, arguing
that the purposes of the two journals were quite different and could
not easily be accommodated in one good student publication. In
February 1912 the Mercury ceased publication.
The second development concerned the Gettysburgian. About the
time the Mercury disappeared, the campus newspaper passed from
what the catalogue called "the private control of students." Since
1897 its staff had been. self-perpetuating, without any regularized
College voice in the selection. In 1912 the retiring staff, claiming
that "the standard of the paper can be elevated if the students are
given a freer voice in the proceedings," asked the student body to
elect its successors. Ayear later, after consultations among the staff,
the Student Council, and the faculty, a constitution was adopted
which formally vested control of the newspaper inits student sub-
scribers. 328 A nominating committee which included two faculty
members presented two candidates for each staff position; the stu-
dent subscribers then made their choice. This arrangement con-
327 A1l of the six senior professors voted for the faculty report. The five juniorpro-
fessors, later joined by Hefelbower, voted against it. The negative votes were prob-
ably cast in the belief that the committee could be a useful, perhaps necessary,
advisory body withoutbecoming a board ofcensorship. In1915 the faculty voted to
bring the G-Book within the jurisdiction of the committee.
328The purpose of the Gettysburgian, as stated in its 1913 constitution, was as
follows:"to uphold every institution ofour college; to keep the Alumniever in touch
withtheir Alma Mater; to arouse a more active interest among our friends; to keep
burning brightly the fires of patriotism and to place Gettysburg second to no
other."
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tinued until 1920, when the staff decided that selections were being
made too often on the basis of popularity rather than merit. A new
constitution vested the power to choose the staff ina board of four
students and three faculty. 329
The liberal position which the faculty took in 1909 and the
withdrawal of the direct hand of the board from the affairs of stu-
dent publications some years later did not mean that the censor had
disappeared from the scene. After all, the faculty had said there
were existing ways of dealing with what might be considered abuses
of free speech. In1915 they began using these ways when they sum-
moned the editor of the 1916 Spectrum to explain why he had not
submitted his copy for review before publication. Apparently, the
professors were annoyed by what a later generation might regard as
good-natured kidding of the faculty, well within the bounds of pro-
priety. They were so incensed by what they termed the editor's "wil-
ful and repeated deception" that they placed him on probation for
the rest of his undergraduate career and decreed that he could not
represent the College inany way. Ayear later the faculty suspended
the editor of the Gettysburgian for a similar offense, but they soon
restored him after being assured that procedures satisfactory to
them would be followed in the future.
Inthe middle 1920s the U.L.C.A. survey team concluded that "no
student activity in the Lutheran colleges is so directly the
mouthpiece of the student body as the student publications," includ-
ing the newspaper. "Whatever the nature of the publication it is
generally representative of the thinking and activities of the
undergraduates." This is an accurate characterization of the Gettys-
burgian. The two supervisory committees which the board of trus-
tees had established continued inrevised form into the 19405, but
after about 1915 they existed as purely faculty agencies, which
reported to no other body. The newspaper and its sister publications
had faculty advisers. Itwas understood that they should review all
copy before it went to the printer. The Gettysburgian staff told the
U.L.C.A. survey team that their adviser did exactly that, but rarely
rejected anything. Once, they said, the staff refused to accept the
criticism which he offered. 330 Occasionally, the newspaper com-
plained about alumni criticism of what it was publishing. "Gettys-
burg has made no bigplace for itself inthe sun," wrote the editor on
May4, 1927, "but itwillnever find a bigger place so long as its sons
3291n a sense, the constitution of1920 marked a return to a self-perpetuating staff,
but now there was a faculty voice in the selection. Inannouncing a new constitution
in the issue ofDecember 4, 1930, the editor stated that previously "the paper had no
constitution orby-laws whatsoever" and had to rely "on the unwritten tradition of
the past." Obviously he was unaware of constitutions adopted in 1913, 1920, and
1923, as wellas of amendments approved on many other occasions.
330U.L.C.A. Survey, 2:383, 391.
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do nothing but chant its praises and condemn any one as disloyal
who happens to mention its very numerous faults."
Although an alumnus of the class of 1905 would scarcely
recognize the format of the Gettysburgian twenty years later -ithad
ceased looking like a little magazine and beginning in the fall of
1919 resembled a newspaper -he would certainly recognize the con-
tent of the journal. Itstill carried notices and accounts of meetings
of allkinds, concerts, plays, lectures, debates, and games. When the
president or dean released statements, the newspaper carried
them. 331 Even after the Alumni Association began issuing its own
publication in1930, the Gettysburgian continued to include news of
the alumni inits coverage. 332 Intercollegiate athletics no longer pro-
vided lead stories on the front page, but there was now a separate
sports section which was a major part of almost every issue. Begin-
ninginthe later 19205, student columnists, some of whom identified
themselves only when they retired, commented with varying
degrees of sophistication on the passing scene. 333 There are frequent
references to developments in the nation and the world. Especially
interesting are the differing reported reactions to the rise of Adolf
Hitler in 1933. Students who read the newspaper carefully also
found comments on such phenomena as Progressivism, the treaty of
Versailles, the jazz rage, communism, prohibition, and the New
Deal. 334
Continuing the tradition begun by the College Monthly in 1877,
successive editors of the paper attempted tobe the conscience of the
campus, exhorting students to stop guying visitors, not to start fires
indormitory halls, to be sure to vote, to avoid being grumblers, to
cheer the home team, to stay awake inclass, to use the library more
regularly, to quit loafing, to keep off the grass, and to elect able
rather than popular persons to campus offices. Editors urged
freshmen to remember that right and wrong at home were also right
and wrong in College, to be careful in selecting a fraternity, and to
331The newspaper was consistent in its sympathetic treatment of presidents and
deans. Even when itcriticized the administration during the last several Hefelbower
years, itdidnot blame him personally for what was going wrong. No president could
have wanted a more understanding and supporting press than Hanson enjoyed.
3321n the May 21, 1919 issue, the editor claimed that "the greatest means of com-
munication between the student body and Alumni is the Gettysburgian." About 40
percent of the 900 to 1,000 subscribers in 1924 were alumni.Five years later, with
about 1,400 subscribers, the paper claimed that two-thirds were alumni.
333These columns bore such titles as Sweepings, Ricochet, Marks and Remarks, and
Silently Flows the Tiber.
334The Gettysburgian often published the results ofstudent polls priorto presiden-
tial elections. In 1912 Wilson gained 111 votes, Roosevelt 80, and laft 5. In1924
Coolidge polled 265, Davis 93, and La Follette 28. During his four runs for the pres-
idency, Franklin D. Roosevelt garnered a total of409 votes and was overwhelmed by
his Republican opponents, who had 1,120.
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begin their College careers by working hard. They sometimes had
advice for the faculty: not togive unannounced quizzes after social
functions, to be prompt in returning student work, to think again
about lockingbuildings at night when itwas so easy to enter through
the windows, and to add certain new courses (for example,
geography) and departments (for example, music) to the curriculum.
Perhaps no advice was repeated so often and so fervently in every
decade, beginning with the first of the century, as that urging all
students to say hello to other students, as wellas to campus visitors.
Inpraising this custom, the editors on March 7, 1928 attributed it to
neither the faculty nor the Student Council, but rather to "the gentle
art of good breeding that seems to be part and parcel of collegiate
life at Gettysburg."
In 1919 Gettysburg was one of thirteen colleges in the Middle
Atlantic states which gathered at Swarthmore College to organize
the Intercollegiate Newspaper Association (1.N.A.). Meeting twice a
year, members of this organization shared information about
publishing college newspapers and recognized the work which the
best among them were doing. Inthe 1930s and early 1940s the Get-
tysburgian regularly won prizes, both fall and spring, in one of the
several existing categories. For example, in the fall1939 competi-
tion it was awarded the first-place cup in news and sports, and
second place in advertising. In addition, competing with several
hundred college newspapers, the Gettysburgian won the All-
American honor rating of the Associated Collegiate Press for
newspapers in its class (500-999 student enrollment) four out of
eight possible times during the 1939-1943 academic years. These
prizes were tributes to the efforts of many students who understood
the role which a weekly newspaper could and should play on a
college campus. Undoubtedly, in most instances the experience
which they gained working on the Gettysburgian was a significant
part of their education. 335 More than a few of the editorial and busi-
ness staffs became leaders inbusiness and education. Some of them
eventually became College trustees. The first woman editor,
Angeline E. Feeser, chosen in 1944, became a trustee in 1973.
The Spectrum, which through and beyond World War IIcontinued
to be published by the junior class and carry its date (the class of
1946, for example, published the 1946 Spectrum in1945), remained
an invaluable pictorial record of a year in the life of the
College. Because of wartime conditions, there were no Spectrums
for 1919 and 1945 (which wouldhave been published inthe spring of
335With what one might hope was some exaggeration, an editor of the Spectrum
told the U.L.C.A. survey team that his experience in that office was worthmore than
ten of his courses. U.L.C.A. Survey, 2:383.
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1918 and 1944). Indicative of the link which longpersisted between
the College and seminary, as late as 1922 the Spectrum stillincluded
pictures of the latter's faculty and student body; the seminary
faculty continued to be pictured through 1926. 336 Following the
return of women students, the 1938 Spectrum was the first to feature
photographs of campus queens, chosen to officiate at the May fes-
tival which was part of mother's weekend.
The V.M.C.A. and later the S.C.A. published the Students'
Handbook or G-Book through 1940, after which for several years it
became an independent publication under the auspices of the Stu-
dent Council. One of the issues referred to the book as the
freshman's Bible. Successive editors did include initmore and more
information immediately useful to a newcomer. Some material,
such as lists of faculty and histories of buildings, could be found in
the catalogue, but much could not. Only in the G-Book was there
practical advice on what to do, and what not to do, during the first
few days and weeks on campus: how to deal with customs and
fraternities, and how important it was tobegin immediately working
hard and intelligently.
A new campus publication, called the Blister, began to appear on
a bulletin board in Glatfelter HallinNovember 1921. Although one
may view this every-morning (actually, almost every morning)
effort as a successor of the nineteenth century burlesques, in its
critical, occasionally caustic, commentary on campus affairs it was
certainly not the libelous sheet which itspredecessors usually were.
Its fare, compressed onto one letter-size page, included an editorial,
a cartoon, a poem, a bit of humor, and brief news items. Its pro-
ducers promised toreveal their identities at the close of the year, by
means of a picture inthe Spectrum. By that time a new anonymous
staff had taken over. Early in 1922 the faculty met to consider the
case of this new "bulletin-board publication." Their decision was
refreshingly sound. They would recognize the Blister "as a
legitimate student enterprize and offer the cooperation indicated as
necessary for its successful operation." Given the heavy schedule of
publication which itadopted, the Blister had a surprisingly long life,
until early 1929. 337 The same cannot be said for its competitors, most
3381n 1934 a paper company chose the 1935 Spectrum from among five hundred
yearbooks as the model which it planned to use in its solicitations during the
next year.
337The U.L.C.A. survey team called the Blister a "scandal sheet." Gettysburg was
the only Lutheran college with such a publication. "Littleresentment is expressed
toward this publication by students or faculty," they noted. "Itgives a chance to bring
irritating questions before the college. These are commented upon and soon forgot-
ten. Unless the satire becomes too personal and ironical, such a publication is re-
freshing to a campus and conducive to original thinking." Ibid., 2:398.
OLD LADIES'
HOMEJOURNAL
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Cannon Bawl
In their /une 1926 issue, the
editors responded in this fashion to
the faculty warning that, because
of alleged profanity and sugges-
tiveness, their publication was in
danger of being discontinued.
AKSTHEISTIA,by J. B. Kbell MILLIE THE TENN<
MAID,by EHilcie Rinnma.ter RECIPES Etc.
of which lasted only a very short time: Hot Towel, Brass Tax, Jabber
wocky, Migraine, and several others.
In the mid-1920s a group of students decided that Gettysburg
should have a humor and art magazine, similar to those published in
many other colleges and universities. With the blessing of President
Hanson and the faculty, the first number of the Gannon Bawl was
issued in November 1924. Intended as a quarterly, it drew heavily
(with proper credit) upon its sister journals for brief poems, car-
toons, and examples of College humor, for the latter of which there
were often double meanings. The fifth issue, which came out early
in1926, aroused the displeasure of the faculty, which warned the
staff inMaythat, unless iteliminated "the profanity and the sugges-
tive which has brought the paper under severe criticism, it would be
discontinued." In the June issue, which was entitled the Old Ladies'
Home Journal, the editors thanked the faculty for its good counsel
and then continued on their way until publication ceased, after
fewer than a dozen issues, in 1928. A story in the March 7 issue of
the Gettysburgian cited a continuing deficit, lack of student support,
and alumni criticism as the reasons for the demise of the Cannon
Bawl. 336 Several attempts in the 1930s to initiate similar journals
were unsuccessful.
338The U.L.C.A. survey team pronounced the tone ofthe Cannon BawJ "higher than
that found in other publications of the other colleges." It declared the cartoons
"superior for amateurs" and the humor, although sometimes coarse, "above the
average college wit." On the other hand, it called the faculty action censorship
without "constructive criticism." Ibid., 2:397.
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Inthe fallof 1925 faculty and students in the English department
began planning to publish a literary journal which they hoped would
offer valuable experience for student writers and good publicity for
the College. Volume 1, Number 1, of a revived Mercury appeared in
February 1926. Unfortunately, its career during the next nineteen
years resembled that of its predecessor in a number of ways.
Although there was usually enough material togo to press, general
student interest in the publication was often minimal and financial
resources were usually very limited. During the depression years
between 1931 and 1934 only one or two issues were published
annually. The one which came out inMay 1934 was the last until
November 1938. The revival which began in the latter year was a
vigorous one, but this time itwas war which brought the Mercury to
a halt. There were no issues during the 1943-1945 academic
years.
InOctober 1923 four students formed an organization torecognize
quality service on the staffs of the Gettysburgian and Spectrum. The
founders chose a name which would not confuse them with any
existing campus organization: Blue Crocodiles. Later, students hav-
ing engaged in any College journalistic or literary endeavor became
eligible for membership. In1939 the Blue Crocodiles became a chap-
ter of Pi Delta Epsilon, a national journalism fraternity founded
in1909.
Athletic Activity
What appeared inthe 1904 catalogue, brief as itwas, can be taken
as a fair statement of the College sports policy at that time. "Athletic
sports are encouraged," itdeclared, "but under such regulations, as it
is believed, prevent them frombecoming a source of demoralization
to the students, or interfering with the legitimate work of the
institution." However, no student could "engage inany public con-
test" without first securing parental permission. By 1904 College
football, basketball, and baseball teams annually engaged in
intercollegiate competition; track teams also competed, but only
irregularly. On campus, intramural activity varied in extent from
year to year. The Sons of Hercules put on their customary exhibition
in the late winter of 1905 and there was the annual tennis tourna-
ment during most of the month of May. The gymnasium had been
renovated within the last fifteen years under the supervision of Pro-
fessor Stahley, who declared that he was proud of the result. Nixon
Field had been inuse for less than a decade and was clearly superior
to any playing ground the College ever had.
As athletics at Gettysburg were becoming more organized and
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developed, the faculty had followed its customary practice of turn-
ing over the management of such activity to the students, though not
without limiting their freedom of action by many rules and
regulations. Thus, during most of the 1890s it was the Athletic
Association, clearly a student organization, which directed inter-
collegiate athletics. One of the key tasks of the association was to
select coaches for the various teams. Always short of funds, unable
to offer anyone a secure College position, the students watched as
men they engaged came and went with great regularity, some of
them departing even before the season was completed. By the end of
the decade both faculty and trustees had decided that intercollegiate
sports had progressed to a point at which a more-encompassing
organization was needed to administer them. In 1899 the trustees
created the Athletic Council, consisting of twelve persons (three
faculty, three alumni, and six students) and authorized it to operate
the sports program in cooperation with the Athletic Association. 339
By the fall of 1904 the faculty had accepted the fact that inter-
collegiate athletics at Gettysburg had come to stay, at least for a very
long time. With little or no prospect of placing them in charge of a
College staff person who would do their bidding, the professors had
no intention of bringing these sports under their immediate, direct
control. However, they could not abdicate their responsibility for
maintaining the quality of the academic program, and consequently
they continued to insist upon obedience to certain rules which they
believed it their duty to impose and enforce, as best they could. For
example, they had granted musical organizations and athletic teams
fifteen absences each year for off-campus ventures and believed
that exceptions to this rule should be few and only for good cause.
Further, they held that only those persons demonstrably necessary
for playing away games should leave the campus. Also, they
believed that only regularly enrolled students taking a normal
course load should be allowed to play in intercollegiate teams.
Finally, they reserved the right to review and alter schedules
whenever they saw fitto do so. Even by 1904 the faculty was making
exceptions to these rules and one could ask how long some of them
were going to remain on the books.
Judging from the prominence given to intercollegiate athletics in
the Gettysburgian and Spectrum, it would appear that many, ifnot
most, students were its strong supporters. They had composed yells,
written songs and adopted colors primarily, though not exclusively,
339Many other colleges created similar organizations about this time, with rep-
resentatives from trustees, faculty, students, and alumni.
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to support the team. 34<> No matter what the faculty thought, many
students held that the team needed them as much off campus as it
did on Nixon Field; they were willingto push their point until they
had won it. When the boys returned from a game, in victory or
defeat, students waited for them, and their welcome could take one
of a number of unpredictable forms. Finally, there was wide agree-
ment among students that good teams, not necessarily teams that
almost always won, were necessary for the strong reputation of the
College and to insure its attractiveness to prospective students of the
kind Gettysburg wanted and needed. This belief was not meant to
detract from the effectiveness of the glee club or of any proud Get-
tysburg students inrecruiting, but, as the Gettysburgian for October
18, 1905 explained, "the youth of today demand an alma mater
which is a factor in the world of physical contest as well as the
intellectual realm." 341
The thoroughly altered catalogue which accompanied the
curricular revision of 1911 gave the faculty an opportunity toreview
and revise the interpretation of College athletic policy which had
appeared in this official publication for more than a decade. Not
surprisingly, they chose to make no fundamental changes in the
statement, only to strengthen it slightly. They now said that the
various sports were "recognized as an important part ofcollege life"
and that jvery student was encouraged "to regularly take part in
some outdoor exercise." However, there was one unmistakable
switch inemphasis: all students were now permitted to engage "in
any or all branches of athletics" unless parents or guardians had
notified the faculty to the contrary. While the catalogue statement
of 1942 was quite different in wording, the underlying ideas - that
athletics were "an integral part of college life"and that Gettysburg
tried to minimize their interference with "the primary work of the
institution" - remained the same. Apparently without doing
violence to these ideas, it was possible for the College in the years
between 1904 and 1945 to remove one after another of the earlier
restraints upon intercollegiate athletics and to expand the program
in numerous ways. While all three presidents participated in this
development, none was more deeply committed than Hanson to the
3408y the team one meant football which, the December 5, 1906 Gettysburgian
maintained, "enlists the energy and attention of the best men inAmerican colleges."
Itis "the greatest of college games," one which "meets a real need of the college
man." The editor admitted that there were "men of the highest courage who never
saw a football" and thought that "they deserve credit for overcoming the obstacles
strewn in their pathway."
341This same issue also complained that Gettysburg was not getting proper
publicity forits athletic accomplishments and declared that "itis the fault of the stu-
dent body that such is the case." For more than twenty years thereafter there were
intermittent student efforts to man a publicity bureau for the College.
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idea that intercollegiate and intramural athletics were a necessary
part of the program of a college in which character-building and
scholarship were the main purposes.
Between 1900 and 1942 football, basketball, and baseball were the
three main intercollegiate activities inwhich College men engaged.
Teams in these sports played more than fifteen hundred games and
won about 58 percent of them. Their most frequent competitors
were Bucknell, Dickinson, and Franklin and Marshall, but there
were times when they met teams from Cornell, Perm, Perm State,
and Pitt. Track, an intercollegiate sport in1904, could never muster
the sustained interest of the three listed above, but it did survive.
Intercollegiate activity in tennis began in 1906; in cross-country,
soccer, and swimming in 1929; in wrestling in1930; and ingolf in
1937. Beginning in the 1920s Gettysburg helped inaugurate or joined
bodies such as the Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference
(E.C.A.C.) infootball, the Middle Atlantic Conference inbasketball,
and the Central Pennsylvania Conference in track.
Inhis history of intercollegiate athletics at Gettysburg, Professor
Robert L.Bloom described the period after 1919 as the golden age for
these sports at the College. Although there were many outstanding
athletes before 1919 who distinguished themselves and brought
credit to the institution, and who then as alumni added greatly to
their previous accomplishments, it was the teams of the 19205,
19305, and early 1940s which piled up the victories. 342 Gettysburg
football teams won championship honors in the E.C.A.C. five times
between 1926 and 1941 and shared the titleon three other occasions.
The basketball teams won almost two of every three games which
they played between 1919 and 1942. The evidence is convincing that
this record was compiled with what most, though certainly not all,
observers would agree was minimal interference with "the primary
work of the institution." A careful scrutiny of the lists of students
who ran, kicked, jumped, or threw for the College during these years
willyield the names of many of its most distinguished alumni and
firm supporters. 343
Four additions to the College's physical plant between 1904 and
342The only two Gettysburg students to winRhodes Scholarships were graduated
before 1920. Both Spurgeon M.Keeny of the class of1914 and Ordean Rockey of the
class of1916 received their awards, based on academic attainments, success in out-
door sports, and "moral force of character," in 1916. President Hefelbower was a
member of the awarding committee for Pennsylvania for 1907-1908, soon after the
scholarships were established. President Granville was a member of the committee in
1913-1914.
343 Robert L.Bloom, Intercollegiate Athletics at Gettysburg College..., 2 vols. (Get-
tysburg, 1976-1977), vividlyrecounts fortunes and misfortunes in the several sports
and names many participants. This account draws heavily upon Bloom's work.
Hereafter cited as Bloom, Intercollegiate Athletics.
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1945 enhanced the facilities for intercollegiate and other athletic
activity.The first was the running track on Nixon Field which was
begun and completed in the spring of 1909. The funds for its con-
struction were contributed byBurton F.Blough, later a trustee, and
it was named in his honor. Unfortunately, the track was one-fifth
instead of the more common one-fourth mile in length. This could,
and sometimes did, act as a hindrance to track teams using it.The
second addition was Memorial Athletic Field, which was begun in
April 1924 and completed more than a year later, at a cost of
$23,616.29. Located west of Nixon Field, which it was intended to
replace for football games, it was dedicated on October 3, 1925,
alumni homecoming day, and named in memory of those Gettys-
burgians who died in World War I.The souvenir program for the
dedication ceremonies described the field as "another step forward
in the plans for greater Gettysburg." 344 Nixon Field continued to be
used for baseball and other sports.
The third addition to the plant during this period, Plank Gym-
nasium, replaced a facility whichbecame inadequate as soon as bas-
ketball became an intercollegiate sport and the student body began
its rapid increase after about 1900. The basketball court in the old
gymnasium was one of the smallest used by any college inGettys-
burg's league; there was little locker-room space; and the building
itself could not come close to accommodating all of those who wanted
to attend the games. Asnoted earlier inthis chapter, there was wide
agreement even before the arrival of President Hanson that the old
gymnasium needed to be replaced. The only question was when.
Ground was broken for Plank Gymnasium, to be located between
Nixon and Memorial Fields, on the same day the latter was
dedicated. The basketball team played the games of the 1925-1927
seasons in the newly completed Hotel Gettysburg annex; its first
game inPlank was in January 1928. The U.L.C.A. survey team was
enthusiastic about Plank Gymnasium, with its separate rooms for
handball, wrestling, squash, and the like. "This is a long step for-
ward for Gettysburg," they wrote, "for its program heretofore has
been top-heavy with intercollegiate athletics." 345 The fourth addi-
tion to the College plant which aided the athletic program consisted
344Plans for the fieldbegan at a meeting ofthirteen persons summoned byPresident
Hanson inearly December 1923, only a fewmonths after taking office. Once the trus-
tees approved and workbegan, students lent their hands to the project. According to
the Gettysburgian for April 30, 1924, blisters formed and eloquent French was
spoken. Rough grading was completed by falland there was a good sod by the fallof
1925. The construction was incharge of a special athletic field committee. The cost
figure was taken from the audited report of its treasurer, dated December 1,
1925. GCA.
345U.L.C.A. Survey, 2:458, 467.
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of numerous tennis courts and other small fields which were laid out
in the northern part of the campus at various times before
1945.346
The Athletic Council of twelve persons continued to function
until 1910, when it was brought to an abrupt end. The trustee
minutes for the annual meeting of that year (at which William A.
Granville was elected president) call the report which the council
made one "which for inaneness and wearisomeness it would be dif-
ficult to match." Since the trustees excused the secretary from
including the text of the report in the minutes, and since no copy is
known to have survived, we do not know why it was so annoying.
The minutes further record that, instead of dealing with "anyrecom-
mendations which may have been made throughout the dreary
stretches of the document," the trustees referred the future of the
council to their executive committee, with power to act.
At a special meeting in August, the executive committee dis-
missed the incumbent council members and replaced them with a
much smaller number. The new Athletic Council had three active
members (one faculty, one student, and one alumnus) and two
advisory members (the athletic coach and the graduate athletic
manager). Since some agency was needed to function almost
immediately, the executive committee then named persons to these
positions and endowed them with the powers necessary to conduct
an athletic program "on a fair, clean, and sportsmanlike basis,
insuring the greatest good to the greatest number." Inpractice, this
meant performing duties similar to those delegated to the former
Athletic Council, including selecting or approving coaches and cap-
tains, confirming schedules, purchasing and maintaining equip-
ment, and paying bills. The executive committee also carefully
defined the duties of the two new offices which it had created
(athletic coach and graduate athletic manager) and gave the presi-
dent of the College veto power over any action "that inhis judgment
does not harmonize with the interests of the institution." 347
348 As early as 1915, there were thirteen tennis courts. A decade later the U.L.C. A.
survey team concluded that Gettysburg was the only Lutheran college withthe num-
ber of tennis courts meeting the generally accepted standards. Ibid., 2:474. One
should perhaps argue that the athletic fieldhouse which flourished about the time of
World War Iand the Weidensall swimming pool were fifthand sixth additions to the
plant. In1924, thanks to the joint efforts of Pen and Sword, the class of 1922, the
V.M.C.A., and the Woman's League, trophy cases were placed in Weidensall Hall.
They were used to display balls, pictures, trophies, and other sports memorabilia.
The trophy room was relocated in Plank Gymnasium soon after the latter was
completed.
347The executive committee was careful to state that its action was for one year
only, but ina briefresolution at the close of its June 1911 meeting the board extended
it indefinitely.
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Itdid not take long to learn that an athletic council of three voting
members was too small. In1913 the numbers were increased to six
and three years later to nine, five of whom were now ex officio: the
president of the board, the president of the College, the athletic
director, the graduate athletic manager, and the president of the stu-
dent athletic association. From time to time further changes were
made. In 1942 the Athletic Council consisted of ten persons: two
faculty, two students, two alumni, one trustee, the president of the
board, the president of the College, and the athletic director. Inaddi-
tion, the Gettysburg National Bank was treasurer of the council. 348
One of the perennial complaints about the early athletic program
was that itsmanagers never had access to sufficient funds to engage
dependable coaches, buy proper equipment, and meet other
necessary expenses. In response to long student urging that an
athletic fee be added to the College bill,the board of trustees inJune
1906 named a committee of two trustees, two faculty, and two
students to study the matter and then take appropriate action. A
year later President Hefelbower reported to the board that this com-
mittee had established a $6 annual fee for all students, the proceeds
to be given to the Athletic Council. Payment of this fee gained
students admission toall home games for which a charge was made.
By the 1940s the annual athletic fee had risen to $20.
During the Granville administration an abstract of the audited
annual report of the treasurer of the Athletic Council was published
in the issue of the Gettysburg College Bulletin which contained the
reports of the president and other College officers. Annual receipts
and expenditures for the years 1910-1922 averaged about $6,700.
Without exception, the largest single items of income were football
receipts and student athletic fees. As revenue producers, basketball
and baseball were far behind. Most of the expenditures went for
coaches' salaries, athletic equipment, transportation of teams, train-
ing tables, and guarantees. The administrative committee which
operated the College between the Granville and Hanson adminis-
trations chose not to publish a treasurer's report for 1922-1923, and
the new president discontinued the practice of publishing any
348The Athletic Council was deemed important enough for its members to be
included in the catalogue, after the faculty listing, beginning in1914 and running
through 1942. The ex officio members provided much continuity. Several alumni
members also had long service: Arthur E. Rice (1913-1927), George W. Nicely (1917-
1926), and George H. Hummel (1926-1948). Beginning in1919, three faculty members
served for extended periods: MiltonH. Valentine (1919-1930), Richard A. Arms
(1926-1943), and Thomas L.Cline (1930-1947). On the other hand, almost no students
served for more than one year. Valentine was president from 1919 to1927 and Hum-
mel from1928 to1948. For many years the latter was one of the two or three most
influential figures in the entire College athletic program.
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annual reports. A few years later, when the U.L.C.A. survey team
asked for a financial statement from the Athletic Council, they were
told that accurate information was not available and that its
accounts were never audited. 349 A financial statement for the year
1926-1927 which has survived in the College archives shows
increased income ($18,600) as well as increased expenditures
($20,100); one could not conclude from this report that the activities
which the Athletic Council supervised were even remotely big
business. 350
One of the key goals of students, alumni, and others who urged
greater direction and continuity for the athletic program was to
secure full-time coaches who, if their services proved satisfactory,
would remain with the College for an extended period of time, sup-
plementing their income by holding some other position in the
College. Inits 1910 reorganization of the Athletic Council, the trus-
tee executive committee took a step toward making this possible by
establishing the College positions of coach and graduate athletic
manager. Although Fred C. Vail,the man itdesignated as coach (of
all sports), did not remain in that position. for very long, nor did his
immediate successor, in1913 the Athletic Council did recruit Ira D.
Plank (1882-1951) as the first regular baseball coach. Except for a
brief period during World War I,he continued tohold that position,
as well as operate a business in town, until he died in1951. In1916
the Council created the position of athletic director and named
Doyle R. Leathers to fillit.Having participated as a member of the
class of 1913 in varsity football, basketball, and track, as well as in
gymnastics, he was considered well-qualified to take charge of all
College athletic activities. During a tenure of eleven years Leathers
coached the basketball team for ten and the track team for nine; he
recruited William W. Wood, who was football coach from 1919 to
1927; and he was senior master inthe academy (and incharge of its
athletic activities) from 1916 to 1928.
The year 1927 is one of the most important in the history of
athletic activity at Gettysburg College. Plank Gymnasium was first
used; both Leathers and Wood presented their resignations; and at
their June meeting the trustees created the department of physical
education, naming Clayton E.Bilheimer tohead itas well as to serve
as athletic director. Henry T. Bream, of the class of 1924, succeeded
Wood as football coach, a position which he occupied until1951. He
also served as basketball coach from 1927 until 1955, and as track
3491bid., 2:493-495.
350Beginning about 1916 the Athletic Council regularly borrowed money to meet its
bills.Its indebtedness in June 1927 amounted to $23,500, most of whichresulted from
construction of Memorial Field. Although several hundred contributed to its con-
struction, their gifts amounted to less than one-fourth of the total cost.
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WilliamW. Wood (1894-1966)
Ira D. Plank (1882-1951J Romeo Capozzi (1901-1973)
Beginning withPlank in1913, these six men contributed in various ways
to the athletic program of the College.
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coach from 1932 until 1936. In the fallof 1927 Romeo Capozzi (1901-
1973) began a forty-four year association with the College as athletic
trainer.
Beginning in the 1920s the Athletic Council began accepting the
services of a number of faculty members as coaches: John G. Glenn,
Latin department, tennis; William D. Hartshorne, Romance
languages, soccer; William R. Mcßeynolds, military science, and
Ernest O. Yon Schwerdtner, German, wrestling; and George S.
Warthen, English, golf.
The character of the Gettysburg athletic program during this
period was to a significant degree determined by its coaches, who
were insympathy with the main purposes of the College and whose
actions reflected this fact. For example, while an undergraduate
Leathers was an active member of the V.M.C.A., an editor of the
Spectrum, and one of the Sophomore Players. Wood was an instruc-
tor in mathematics for three years. Hrs deep religious convictions
and concern for the welfare of students led President Hanson topre-
vail upon him to add to his coaching duties those of V.M.C.A. sec-
retary; he served in that office from 1924 to 1927. 351
Few schools such as Gettysburg could hope to schedule games
with teams they wanted to play, and then win what was for them a
satisfactory percentage of the contests, without an additional
inducement to some of the young men necessary to field the teams.
There were always a few students who were ready to play football -
the one sport where inducements were most frequently sought and
offered -simply because they liked the sport and wanted to con-
tribute to the school's reputation. However, as early as June 1905 (at
the end of Hefelbower's first year in office), it is evident that the
College had already begun to rely on something more tangible than
school spirit for its teams. The executive committee of the trustees
recommended that the practice "that has obtained of granting cer-
tain scholarships, known as athletic scholarships, be continued and
that the number be limited to twelve." The trustees accepted this
recommendation and decreed "that the same be exclusively in the
hands of the Athletic Council." However, none of the annual reports
of the treasurer of that body published between 1910 and 1922
includes an item of expenditure called scholarships. Although the
College was obviously reluctant to release information on the sub-
ject, itdid tell the U.L.C.A. survey team that in1925-1926 itgranted
3511n October 1922 sportswriter Cullen Cain visited Gettysburg, inspected the
athletic program, and then wrote a highly laudatory article which appeared in the
Philadelphia Public Ledger forOctober 22. The Gettysburgian reprinted itin fullthree
days later. "To my mind," Cullen wrote, "athletics approach very close to an ideal
state at Gettysburg College." He attributed this condition toLeathers and Wood, but
especially to the character and ability of the latter.
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forty scholarships "for which only men out for athletics" were
eligible. 352
Most of its competitors were as committed as was Gettysburg to
an athletic program which would bring good willand support to
their schools while not detracting more than tolerably from their
ability to achieve their primary mission. Aggressive recruiting of
athletic talent was expensive. Accepting a transfer student simply
because he was a star player and then putting him immediately on
the team was regarded as unfair competition. Treating a star player
as a special student or no student at all was demoralizing internally.
Giving alumni or other local businessmen, however well-meaning
they might be, a major voice inathletic policy or infinancing teams,
would jeopardize an institution's control over a program for which it
was ultimately responsible. Itwas to deal with such situations that
President Granville joined many other Pennsylvania college pres-
idents in January 1916 as they embarked upon a campaign to
"purify"college athletics. A committee, of which he was a member,
proposed that athletic scholarships be discontinued and that
transfer students be required to wait one year before becoming eli-
gible to play on an intercollegiate team. These proposals were
approved unanimously and the presidents returned home to per-
suade their colleagues to accept them. Withinless than two weeks,
the Gettysburg faculty adopted the recommended waiting periods
for transfer students. 353 However, the professors did not have the
power to determine the fate of athletic scholarships. Before the trus-
tees or the Athletic Council had time to consider what to do about
them, the energy appears tohave gone out of this particular crusade
and the attention of all was diverted to wartime concerns.
Another attempt to "purify" intercollegiate athletics within the
schools with which Gettysburg competed was initiated inFebruary
1926, when it joined Dickinson, Franklin and Marshall, Muhlen-
berg, and Ursinus in organizing what was ambitiously called the
Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference. The detailed rules which
the E.C.A.C. recommended to itsmembers for adoption placed strict
limits on the amounts and sources of financial aid permitted
athletes, as well as upon their eligibility to participate in inter-
collegiate competition.
While the other colleges were deciding how they would respond to
these proposals, Gettysburg began what itwas soon calling a "com-
plete reorganization" ofits athletic program. By the time itwas com-
352U.L.C.A. Survey, 2:507. The College did state that neither the alumni nor any
"organizations, philanthropic in nature, which are non-academic" granted such
scholarships or their equivalent to Gettysburg students.
353This was neither the firstnor the last time the faculty considered this proposal.
Resolutions on matters such as this had a way of being forgotten.
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pleted in the fall of 1927, the College had a department of physical
education whose head had faculty rank as a fullprofessor and who
also held the title of athletic director; ithad a two-year requirement
inphysical education for allmale students who did not elect military
science; and it had committed itself to eliminating athletic
scholarships. What this latter apparently meant was that the College
would offer no new scholarships open to athletes only, but that
henceforth financial aid would be awarded to all students on the
basis of scholarship, character, and financial need; athletes would
have tomeet these qualifications before their special abilities would
enter into consideration. There was no mention of a specific number
of scholarships reserved for students with special athletic ability.In
all of this, the College claimed that it was following the rules which
the E.C.A.C. had recommended. 354
Early in 1926. about the time the E.C.A.C. was being organized,
the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching under-
took a major study of college athletics in the United States, during
the course of which its representatives visited 112 colleges and
universities, including Gettysburg. The report which was published
in the fall of 1929 ran to more than three hundred pages and dealt
withvirtually all facets of college athletics. The director of the study
declared that its purpose was "to offer an unbiased treatment as full
and as accurate as circumstances permit" and to make whatever
suggestions for improving athletics "as may grow out of the
materials in hand." The tone of the report reflected the authors'
clear awareness that there was often a major difference between
what an institution said and what itdid, as well as their conviction
that it was better for an institution to face probing questions about
its athletic practice than to ignore them. 355
The Carnegie report had little specifically to say about Gettysburg
College. Itwas not included ina list of 28 of the 112 colleges visited
354See p. 565 for a discussion o(f these changes froma somewhat different perspec-
tive. About this time the College told the U.L.C.A. survey team that "the custom of
awarding athletic scholarships was being discontinued, that there would be less
emphasis on the need for winning, and that the general athletic situation was to be
improved." Itis evident that the College tried to carry out at least some ofthe survey
team's recommendations concerning itsathletic program. However, onApril22, 1931
the College treasurer gave President Hanson a report on what he frankly called
athletic scholarships for the five years from 1926 to 1931. According to this report,
theirannual value had increased from$7,126 in 1926 to $12,300 in1931. Inthe spring
1931 term more than 60 percent of all scholarship aid was going to athletes, none of
whom received more than full tuition. Ibid., 2:543-544. The treasurer's report is
in GCA.
355Howard J. Savage and others, American College Athletics (New York,1929), p. 5.
This publication was Bulletin 23 of the Carnegie Foundation forthe Advancement of
Teaching. Among the nineteen Pennsylvania schools visited were Bucknell, Dick-
inson, Franklin and Marshall, Lafayette, Muhlenberg, and Ursinus.
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at which "no evidence was found that athletics were subsidized by
any group or individual." For that matter, none of the nineteen
Pennsylvania institutions visited was included on that list. The
report did state that, at the time of the visit,Gettysburg was award-
ing thirty of what it called *'frankly and unequivocally ... athletic
scholarships 5' and, in addition, was one of a number of schools
which somewhat informally "cared for" an unspecified number of
athletes simply in order toremain competitive with the teams itcus-
tomarily played. Finally, almost inpassing, the authors mentioned
several ways inwhich Gettysburg staff members corresponded with
promising young men withathletic ability whom itwas interested in
attracting as students. 356
College reaction to the findings of the Carnegie report was
immediate. President Hanson issued a statement which appeared in
the Gettysburg Times (October 24) and the Gettysburgian (October
31) and which stated flatly that "the facts quoted relative to Gettys-
burg College no longer exist." He denied that the College had "slush
funds" or engaged in "cut-throat competition" in recruiting
students, insisting that it did not "cheapen educational standards to
accommodate athletic prospects." Allscholarships, he stated, are
awarded on the strength of "character, need, scholastic attainments
and athletic or other accomplishments." Ina statement to the local
newspaper, Professor Arms, a member of the Athletic Council, con-
firmed the accuracy of the president's statements. The Gettys-
burgian editor complained about the "ill-timedexplosive" which the
foundation had set off by releasing a report based upon evidence
which, he claimed, was some four years old and, "in newspaper
parlance, slightly stale." Fearlessly he issued a formal invitation to
investigate the current situation at Gettysburg, for "we are ninety-
nine and forty-four one hundredths per cent pure."
Perspective, usually a decided advantage to have, suggests that
Gettysburgians overreacted to the matter-of-fact Carnegie report,
responding to accusations which its authors had not really made.
While establishing that some schools had satisfactory athletic pro-
grams without apparent recruiting or subsidization of students, the
authors did not insist that, inorder to escape their critical comment,
all schools need emulate them. They did not say, even imply, that
Gettysburg had slush funds or engaged in cutthroat competition.
The report did remind its readers that many of the details of inter-
collegiate athletics were sensitive matters which few wanted to
explain at length and inpublic. The Gettysburg reaction reflects this
sensitivity. Surely few persons in the College constituency at this
time expected that Gettysburg would not make an effort to attract
students withmore-than-average athletic ability or that it would not
3581bid., pp. 241, 242, 256, 257, 232, 234.
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encourage them toremain by means ofgrants ofone kind oranother.
Whether its athletic program was administered in ways consistent
with the College's published statements depended largely upon the
good sense and integrity of presidents, faculty, and coaches. It
depended upon something else. This writer has found no evidence to
refute Professor Bloom's conclusion that, ifnothing else, peren-
nially limited funds prevented the College from engaging inabuses
which a more bulging purse from inside or outside the institution
would have made possible. 357
The approach of the Carnegie Foundation to intercollegiate
athletics was somewhat different from that of Gettysburg students,
whose newspaper almost always continued to argue that the
College's intercollegiate program enhanced its image while helping
its students. The Gettysburgian also insisted that, relatively speak-
ing at least, the program was what, over and over again, they called
clean. We want a winning team, according to the November 10, 1909
issue, but "a clean team, a team of legitimate students, free from any
taint or unfair tactics." Inannouncing the appointment of the first
athletic director, the issue of May 24, 1916 declared that "we want a
man who will throughout stand firm for clean athletics and dis-
courage any tendency which demands pay for college loyalty and
service in her honor." Accordingly, when the staff learned that a
good player who was not a regularly registered student had been
allowed to participate in a Bucknell game, they used the issue of
November 25, 1914 to declare that "such an affair should not have
arisen and we feel sure that it willnever come up again." 358
Early in the century students were already refining their
established ritual for supporting the football team. Inthe advance of
a game, the customary mass meeting took the form of a pep rally, at
which presidents, faculty, team members, student leaders, and
others might talk, and at which there would be songs, yells, and
excitement galore. Cheerleaders made their appearance as early as
1912, a response to poor Gettysburg spirit at a Perm game. Faculty
resistance to having students attend away games gradually dis-
sipated. Ifwe can believe the Gettysburgian for November 10, 1915,
almost the entire student body went with the team to Baltimore for
3578100m, Intercollegiate Athletics, 2:6. Writing in the American Mercury for
November 1936, John R. Tunis, a sports authority, listed three groups of institutions
(amateur, semi-professionals, and professionals) according to their football pro-
grams. He ranked Gettysburg along with thirty-two other schools in the amateur
category, incompany with Allegheny, Haverford, Wesleyan, Williams, and others.
"More Pay for College Football Stars," pp. 267-272.
358See the issue of April 6, 1927 for an editorial entitled "Too Much Football,"
which criticized the current student mores accommodating sports, dances, frater-
nities, automobiles, and parties, leaving room foronly "anoccasional class thrown in
between."
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the game with The Johns Hopkins. If the team won, or even ifitlost
gallantly trying (and italways tried gallantly), students welcomed it
home in style. This meant more speeches, parades, bonfires, and
sometimes trouble. A parade through the streets of town could
easily get out of hand, and the wood for the bonfire had to come
from somewhere. As early as 1909 the faculty suspended classes
after 9 A.M. to allow students to attend a game with Dickinson.
Later, the faculty sometimes declared a holiday on a playing day,
but more frequently after the game when the taste of victory was
still fresh. In1923 a new president assumed the prerogative of call-
ing off classes "in the interests of athletics." In the years that
followed, hundreds of students participated in the ritual of gather-
ingbefore the White House after a victory (announced to the world
withinhearing by ringing the Glatfelter Hall bell), imploring the pres-
ident to grant a football holiday. They usually got their wish.359
Undoubtedly, students were pleased when early in the century
College officials began responding to their frequent appeals to put
the athletic program on a sounder financial footing. Yet as they
watched the changes that were being made, clearly in the interests
of providing more experienced direction and greater continuity to
the program, a few of them registered a valid complaint. Littlebylit-
tle, the student initiative which had long characterized athletics, as
well as other campus activities, was being superseded by direction
and continuity in which faculty, trustees, and alumni had the domi-
nant voice. 360 There were once student managers with genuinely
independent and responsible powers and duties, and a coach whom
the Athletic Association hired. Now there was a graduate athletic
manager and a coach to whom the students were answerable. 361
Some of them complained that they had been reduced to the status of
errand boys. However, the die had been cast and the course was not
about to be reversed. One unmistakable sign of the times was the
quiet disappearance of the old student-run Athletic Association. Its
president last sat as an ex-officio member of the Athletic Council
during the 1921-1922 year.
The 1941-1942 season was still part of the golden age for inter-
collegiate athletics at Gettysburg. Among nine varsity teams, the
359The practice ofringing the bellbegan as early as 1892, soon after itwas installed
in the tower. Inan interview on September 10, 1984, Henry T. Bream said he remem-
bered its being rung after victories at home and away, occasionally ifthe team had
played wellbut lost, and occasionally off and on allnight.
360The Carnegie report lamented that "fromthe point ofviewof education, the most
regrettable aspect ofthe control ofcollege athletics in the United States to-day is the
meagreness of the responsibility that is entrusted to the undergraduates." It con-
cluded that "much of the genuine educational benefit that responsibility in the
administrative control ofcollege athletics might bring is reaped to-day bymen whose
formal education has ended." Savage, American College Athletics, pp. 102, 103.
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football, basketball, and baseball squads won twenty-one of their
thirty-four contests. Support from students, alumni, townspeople,
and others continued strong. During the course of the next year,
wartime demands began seriously to disrupt all intercollegiate
schedules. Inpart tomaintain morale, the Athletic Council decided
tocontinue withas many sports as possible, but on a greatly reduced
scale. There was no 1943, 1944, or 1945 football season and none in
1943 or 1944 for baseball. Basketball was the only varsity sport
which was not interrupted, but itdidnot have its normal number of
games. Several of the other varsity teams managed to play a few
times. The Athletic Council encouraged intramural teams, but
without much success.
The financial report of the Athletic Council for the 1941-1942 year
showed an income of about $24,500 and expenses of $29,000. This
body still received the proceeds from the athletic fee which the
College assessed and it still paid the coaches, whose only salary
received from the College came for their work as teachers in the
physical education department. InMay1941 Harry H. Beidelman, a
newly chosen trustee member of the Athletic Council, told his
colleagues that, since the reorganization of 1926-1927, the Athletic
Council had incurred a deficit of about $25,000. He was quick to
express "only the greatest praise" for those who had administered
and participated in the athletic program, as well as to say that he
knew "of no college where so much is accomplished with such a
limited amount of money." Nevertheless, Beidelman believed that
some changes in the athletic program were now in order. He sug-
gested that the College should carry a larger part of its financial bur-
den and that the trustees should review once again athletic
scholarships (which presumably had long since disappeared from
the scene). InDecember 1941 the trustees incorporated the Athletic
Council, and its indebtedness, into the College budget. A special
board committee named in the previous May to study scholarships
for athletes had yet to report four years later.
College Spirit and Discipline
College spirit was a phenomenon which could be found on almost
every campus. Its existence helps explain such things as alumni
interest; songs, colors, and yells; and intercollegiate athletics. There
was also class spirit, which manifested itself inhats and colors, as
well as in rivalries, especially between sophomores and freshmen.
381 InAugust 1910, when the trustees established these two positions, they assigned
extensive powers and duties to each. The post of graduate athletic manager disap-
peared in 1927.
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Students inallparts of the country insisted that itwas necessary for
the continued vitality of a college that freshmen be initiated into
campus lifebybeing placed, and for a time held, on the bottom rung
of the ladder. Full equality was too much for freshmen tohandle, it
was argued, until their proud and defiant spirit had been broken,
and until they recognized the superior status, withallitsperquisites,
to which the members of the other classes were entitled. Inmost
cases it was the sophomores, with the most recent experience of
being broken, who took the major responsibility for the proper care
of the freshmen. This often involved what came to be called hazing,
physical manhandling of neophytes in a fashion which often was
brutal and sometimes resulted in serious injury, occasionally in
death, for persons on both sides of the contest.
Although there was class rivalry at Gettysburg long before 1904, it
was scarcely a serious problem for the faculty. The few references
tohazing in early College journals describe and then condemn itas it
existed on other campuses. The faculty had itshands fullwith a host
of student irregularities, but hazing was not one of them. The
absence of reference to it in successive editions of the rules and
regulations is good evidence of that fact. Orienting the new Gettys-
burgians each year appears tohave taken the form of constant teas-
ing. The campus section of the College Monthly and its successors
was fullof two-or-three line examples, most or all apochryphal, of
how naive and
"
verdant" "freshies" were intheir dealings with pro-
fessors, fellow-students, townspeople, and women.
At the turn of the century, rivalry between freshmen and
sophomores could be seen in at least two annual events: the class
rush and the class banquets. As early as 1890, if not before, one
class would challenge the other to meet on the prep campus some
night early inthe fall to fight itout. Indescribing one such battle, the
College MonthJy for October 1891 stated that the students formed
themselves "into two triangular shaped bodies" and then "came
together like two well-trained armies." After eight rushes the
freshmen claimed the field. Mindful of the casualties which these
battles sometimes produced, and hoping to set a useful precedent,
class leaders in1897 substituted a game ofbaseball. However, they
were unable to prevent an unofficial rush inthat year, and this form
of rivalry, with occasional injuries, occurred sporadically for many
years thereafter, even while interclass games were being played. A
second annual event was the effort of freshmen and sophomores to
prevent the other class from conducting its banquet at a local hotel
without interruption. Members of one class might gather outside the
hotel determined to prevent the would-be banqueteers from enter-
ing. Occasionally, the latter would enter the hotel through an
unguarded entrance or disguised as women (1904). Occasionally,
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they would be kidnapped and left some miles away to return to town
on foot (1920, 1921). From time to time, there was what one College
spokesman called "unnecessary roughness," which brought borough
police or the faculty into the act. Despite attempts toend it,this form
of rivalry continued until the banquets passed out of fashion in the
later 19205.
Although there were scattered references before 1904 to specific
written rules which freshmen were expected to follow,itis only in
the Gettysburgian for February 28, 1906 that one finds firm evidence
such directions did exist and were to be taken seriously. 362 The
writer claimed that these rules had been inforce for one year, but it
is not clear whether he meant that they had begun inthe fallof 1904
orof 1905. "Itsuffices tosay," he concluded, "that the rules, insome
measure, have restrained those likely tobe carried awayby the first
liberty of college life until a more sober view of the surroundings
could form a basis for proper conduct." Itis evident that these rules
were adopted and announced to the freshmen with the least possible
notice to the faculty. When that body met on October 18, 1906, its
minutes record that the members had learned "that a joint meeting
of the Senior and Junior classes, a motion prevailed that the
Freshmen should be ordered to wear a special kind of cap." The
faculty directed that the presidents of these two classes were to be
informed "that such assumption of authority willnot be tolerated."
In spite of this strong faculty decree, freshmen customs at Gettys-
burg College had begun, and they continued in force long after
1945,363 Sometime in the spring, some appointed or self-appointed
committee would draw up a list of rules for the freshmen of the next
year to follow. The list was then published inthe G-Book and some-
times the Gettysburgian. The first item was always the earliest cus-
tom: that the freshmen wear the regulation cap or dink for that
year. 364 There was much variation in the length of the lists, some
362See the Mercury (October 1898], pp. 139-140. The Gettysburgian for October 24,
1906 printed the freshman rules then imposed at Bucknell and Dickinson.
363 With a fine disregard for the facts in the case, later students defending customs
often claimed that they had existed at Gettysburg for many years, even since 1832,
and that one reason for upholding them was to please the alumni. Ina letterpublished
in ibid, for April26, 1922, Trustee Charles Baum of the class of 1874 told President
Granville that existing customs were unchristian, un-American, and tyrannical prac-
tices which werediscouraging some prospective donors. "When Iwas a student," he
correctly observed, "no such 'traditions' were to be found."
364Dinks came indifferent designs, sizes, and colors. The firstones wereblack, with
a green button. From 1909 through 1912 they were green witha yellow button. From
1913 through 1923 the cap was blue and the button orange. From 1924 through 1937
the colors were red and green. The orange dink withits blue button appeared in the
fallof1938 and became standard thereafter. For a briefperiod in the 1920s a woolen
cap served as a winter dink.
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containing fewer than ten items and others more than twenty. The
length of time freshmen were required to endure customs changed
considerably over the years. In the beginning, some or all of them
ended on February 22, a holiday and the day of the fantastical
parade. Later, they often lasted into May.385
An editorial in the Gettysburgian for September 25, 1907 expand-
ed upon the developing customs with a student perspective that
helps explain both the fervor with which they were defended and
their remarkable staying power:
Every college ofnote has its established traditions. They give ita
distinction that is enjoyed by the graduate in after life.The Alumni
ofGettysburg have long felt the need of some traditions that may
create a greater spirit of loyalty and bind closer the ties of
friendship with their Alma Mater. In Harmony with the Greater
Gettysburg spirit, and at a time most opportune, the firstof a series
of rules were proposed and universally adopted whereby each
freshman shall wear throughout his first year in college, except
Sunday, a black cap with a green button. As a mark of honor for
victories in inter-class athletic contests or debates the cap, orbut-
ton, or both, may be discarded. The spirit in which the new men
entered the plan and the hearty cooperation of the other students
should be commended. This innovation, although seemingly small
at first, is bound to foster that true and progressive class spiritupon
which college spirit is founded.
It is clear that, while the upperclassmen had prescribed a set of
rules which they fullyexpected freshmen to follow,they had not set
up a means ofenforcing them. One should never have expected that,
in the absence of effective sanctions, the freshmen would oblige the
other classes by obeying. It didnot take long for these sanctions to
appear; not surprisingly, they came from outside the authority of
any College law. Late on the night ofMarch 4-5, 1908, three masked
men entered the rooms of three freshmen who were not following
the rules, including wearing the dink. They blindfolded and tied the
hands of the freshmen and took them out of town, where they
painted their faces with iodine, shaved the top of their heads, and
threatened to push them in front of a passing train.
An account of this incident was featured ina York newspaper a
few days later. The mother of one of the students wrote a long letter,
which the Star and Sentinel published on March 25, in which she
explained that she had instructed her son to wear different headgear
during the winter months because of his recurring physical ailment.
The father of the same student, Adam Stump, of the class of 1878, a
well-known Lutheran pastor inYork county, conferred withCollege
365Note the junior and senior initiative in establishing customs at Gettysburg.
Ostensibly because sophomores had overstepped what were supposedly theirbounds
in the community, the upperclassmen in 1909 imposed the first customs on them.
Sophomore customs continued into 1931.
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officials and then wrote an article for the Lutheran Observer of
April 3, entitled "The Growth of Anarchy in America," inwhich he
condemned the "barbarous indignity, perpetrated by a pack of
bullies upon those who had shown a superior manhood." The
faculty met, summoned three seniors (who stoutly maintained that
they had done nothing), decided they were guilty, and suspended
them. Upon further investigation, and after many other students
came to their defense, it withdrew the sentences. Now, as later, the
faculty was faced with the very formidable difficultyof identifying
and disciplining students who had thoroughly disguised themselves
and who operated late at night. The attitude of the Gettysburgian
toward the case was expressed in the issue of March 18: the three
neophytes were surely aware of the warning of what might happen
to those freshmen who were not obeying customs; after the incident,
withshaved heads and all, they "appeared tobe inas good condition
as ever"; and the attempt to set an example before all freshmen by
hazing several of their number "seemed to have had the desired
effect." Two of the three freshmen continued their course and were
graduated; young Stump withdrew at the end of the year.
Disturbed by this incident and not knowing what possible effects
it might have beyond the campus, in the fall of 1908 the faculty
directed the president to warn students not to engage inclass rushes
or hazing. 366 Inan effort to channel energies away from the former,
in the spring of 1909 student leaders devised two substitutes: an
annual tug-of-war on Nixon Field between ten freshmen and ten
sophomores, and a tie-up at the same place, in which allmembers of
the twoclasses could participate and inwhich the object was tobind
withshort ropes the hands and feet of as many members of the other
class as possible. There were detailed rules for staging both events. 367
Meanwhile, hazing continued, and the faculty attempted to discipline
all those whose masks slipped or were pulled off. Early in 1910 three
sophomores were saved from suspension when their classmates signed
an agreement to halt hazing for the rest of the term.
A new element was injected into this developing situation in the
366See p. 462 fora discussion ofthe discipline problem as one of the dissatisfactions
with the Hefelbower administration.
3671t was hoped that these two events wouldreplace all interclass contests except
debating, athletics, and poster nights. Inthe latter, each of the two classes put up
many posters withsentiments scarcely flattering to the other. The object was then to
remove the opponents' posters as quickly as possible. In1924 the tie-up gave way to
the pushball contest (students on each side trying to rolla pushball seven to eight feet
indiameter over their opponents' goal line)and the shoe scramble (each man finds his
shoes on the pile inthe center ofthe field,puts them on, and lines up on his end of the
field).In1931 the flag rush began, in which freshmen tried to subdue the sophomores
and secure the flag at the top of a greased pole.
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fall of 1910, when the Student Council began operating and was
assigned the unpleasant task of dealing with fellow-students
accused of hazing. One way inwhich it did so was to commission a
number of sophomores to haze freshmen in ways which would not
likely incur the wrath of the faculty. The names of the members of
the Sophomore Band, who functioned withmasks, were known only
to the Student Council. Although not all freshmen or impartial
observers would agree with the assessment, the Gettysburgian on
March 18, 1914 concluded that this body had done its work respon-
sibly and well.368
The faculty was always less interested infindingmutually accept-
able ways of enforcing freshmen customs than it was in stamping
out hazing inall of its forms. In October 1913 President Granville,
returning to a theme which he had developed before the students on
previous occasions, told a mass meeting that as many as twenty-five
prospective freshmen were refusing to come to Gettysburg and that
several men were refusing to pay their pledges to the endowment
fund until hazing was abandoned. By an almost unanimous vote the
students agreed torenounce the practice and abolish the Sophomore
Band. A week later, pronouncing this action "one of the greatest
steps forward ever taken at this institution," the faculty passed a
resolution "forbidding allforms of hazing inPennsylvania College."
Responding to a request for an explanation of what itmeant by haz-
ing,in December the faculty informed the members of the Student
Council that it adhered to a standard dictionary definition: "severe
practical jokinginvolvingphysical personal injuryand bodily harm,
or the performance of any humiliating action entailing surrender of
dignity and self respect under fear or threat of force." Later, it
clarified one point by declaring that requiring freshmen to wear a
prescribed cap was not hazing. Finally, the faculty included a new
sentence in the 1914 catalogue: "hazing in any form is forbidden."
In the spring of 1914 the Student Council proposed, and the
faculty approved, a Board of Surveillance to replace the Sophomore
Band. Its members were to be juniors; they were forbidden to use
corporal punishment; and they were to be masked, with identities
known only to the Student Council. Inits issue of May 20, the Get-
tysburgian professed to believe that, at long last, the problem had
been solved. What itcalled discipline would replace hazing. "Under
the old system," the reader was told, "the merciless Soph did the
work;under the new plan the brotherly Junior willguide the erring
Freshmen into the straight and narrow path."
As the events of1914-1915 were to demonstrate, the problem was
368 Members of the Sophomore Band were pictured in the Spectrum from 1912
through 1918.
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far from being solved. Itsoon became evident that the Board of Sur-
veillance was not working as intended. The inability of faculty and
Student Council to agree on penalties in numerous cases involving
hazing, cheating, and other offenses reached its climax after the for-
mer suspended eight sophomores suspected of hazing and then,
when appealed to, refused to reverse its decision. The Student
Council ceased to function after a majority of its members either
resigned or were recalled by their classes. A student mass meeting
considered, and then rejected, abolishing student government. In
April and May, after several meetings of student representatives
and faculty members, both sides agreed on a revised constitution for
the Student Council. Elections did not occur and the new body did
not begin to function until October 1915. The Board of Surveillance
was abandoned, and once again the students denounced hazing. In
return for this action, the faculty agreed to consult with the Student
Council before making or changing rules governing student life.All
in all, as President Granville later wrote, it had been "a somewhat
tense situation." 369
While nighttime hazing by masked men continued, the next crisis
did not occur until the 1917-1918 academic year, and then in spite of
the war and its effects on the campus. 37°InApril1918, at the request
of the Student Council, the faculty reissued its definition of hazing,
"pursuant to the imperative order of the Board of Trustees" and con-
vinced that "the principle of democracy and equal rights" for which
the nation was then fighting demanded that the practice be
eliminated. In its next issue, the Gettysburgian claimed that the
board and faculty position was "directly opposed to the willof the
Student Council, and, as opinion shows, to the will of a large
majority of the students." 371 If what followed was to be a test of
opposing wills,the students were about to learn that the faculty
members were now more determined than ever before to defend the
position which they had so often taken. During two weeks inearly
May the faculty met eight times and suspended thirteen students,
369 1n a letter to William J. Gies, June 29, 1917, GCA.
3701n June 1916 President Granville informed the Student Council that among the
dormitory rules to be posted in the following September would be one obligating a
person about to be hazed and anyone inhis company to protect themselves by calling
out and by trying to remove the mask of at least one of the attackers. Failure to per-
form this obligation was subject to punishment. "Itis obvious," Granville wrote,
"that except under most unusual circumstances, no one who does not consent to be
hazed, willbe hazed." With the Board of Surveillance out of business, and with the
Student Council unable to convince the faculty to cooperate in a system of daylight
discipline without masks, a vacuum now existed which an independent group called
the Woozies filled. They appeared in the Spectrum for1918, 1920, and 1921.
371Gettysburgian, April17 and 24, 1918.
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whose petitions for reinstatement were denied. The professors took
time out for a petition of their own, asking the trustees in June 1918
to discontinue student government, "as neither the student body nor
the Student Council seem to realize the purpose ofstudent participa-
tion incollege government." Everyone must have breathed a sigh of
relief when the term ended and the students went either home or into
the service. The trustees expressed the hope that student govern-
ment could continue, but referred the decision to a joint committee
which, when itmet, decided that it should go on, at least for the next
year. When College opened in September 1918, most male students
were under the command of army officers, who were most effective
inpreventing hazing. 372
At the beginning of the first postwar academic year yet another
attempt was made to deal with this annoying issue. InSeptember
1919 some 150 upperclassmen presented the faculty witha petition
which was also unanimously endorsed at a meeting of the freshman
class. The time having come, the petitioners stated, for a closer
relationship between students and faculty, they were pledging their
"support and influence toeliminate hazing in any form whatever, a
practice which has resulted only in harm to the institution." In
return, they hoped that the faculty would consider readmitting those
suspended students who had by now been "sufficiently punished"
for what they had done. The faculty lost no time in accepting the
petition and beginning the reinstatements. If the Gettysburgian for
October 8, 1919 accurately reflected student sentiment, things had
indeed changed since the hectic days of the previous year. Crediting
returning servicemen for their help inpromoting a different attitude,
the editor wrote that Gettysburg students had "been bound by the
shackles of an institution which the greater majority of colleges and
universities have abolished five to ten years ago. Hazing has had its
day and can now be only cast aside as useless since we have come to
a better understanding of student relationship."
Nevertheless, in spite of petitions and near-unanimous reso-
lutions, hazing persisted. Both Student Council and faculty con-
tinued to deal with it as best they could. At long last, its reduced
level permitted the introduction of a tolerable method of enforcing
freshman customs, the sentiment for which among most students
372The 1919 College catalogue added to the earlier sentence on hazing one which
defined the practice in words very similar to the faculty's dictionary definition.Inthe
spring of1919, upon the recommendation of the Student Council, the president hired
a localpolice officeras a night watchman, withinstructions to patrol the dormitories
at regular intervals between midnight and daylight. For a somewhat different treat-
ment ofthe events of1917-1918, see p. 472. For an account of hazing at Dickinson,
which also had its sophomore band, see Sellers, Dickinson College, p. 298.
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remained undiminished. In the spring of 1923 the Student Council
asked faculty approval of the Tribunal, which would be an agency of
the council in trying those students charged with violating customs
and in carrying out sentences imposed upon those found guilty,
during daylight hours and by persons without masks. The faculty
reacted gingerly to this request. Itaccepted the recommendation of
its discipline committee that the plan "be not forbidden" and that it
be initiated "on trial." The professors reserved the right "to discon-
tinue their acquiescence" upon due notice to the Student Council.
The Tribunal, consisting of two seniors, three juniors, and four
sophomores, began functioning inSeptember 1923. Its trials usually
occurred on Thursday evenings and the sentences were carried out
about noon on Friday on the south steps of Pennsylvania Hall.
Penalties ranged from having to wear a sign calling attention to
one's particular transgression to enduring a thoroughly un-
professional haircut. Few students protested this arrangement, in
part because few who opposed it and kept to themselves became
involved in it. Two letters appearing in the Gettysburgian in
November 1932 illustrate the degree to which ideas of a quarter cen-
tury earlier were still firmlyheld by the opponents and supporters of
freshman discipline. The first characterized most customs, and the
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The Tribunal in Action, 1936-1937
Tribunal, as childish, unchristian, and dishonest; obviously they
should be abolished. The second predicted that their demise "would
prove fatal to the true spirit of loyalty which our Alma Mater has a
right to demand of us." Such loyalty, its author claimed, could come
only "after we have learned to humble ourselves." 373
The vigorof the Tribunal depended, inlarge part, on the interest of
its members, and there were times when that interest was at a low
ebb. However, there was always enough zeal to propel the institu-
tion into the next year. Customs continued to exist, and to be defend-
ed, although considerably curtailed, during most of the war years.
The Tribunal established in 1923 excluded women students, who
had their own Tribunal both before 1933 and after 1935. Inthe later
373 Tw0 signs of the times were the disappearance from the 1927 catalogue of the
definition of hazing and from the 1928 catalogue of all reference to it. InDecember
1931, following adjournment of their meeting, many trustees engaged inan informal
discussion, observing that fraternities stillpracticed hazing of their initiates. The
board president then asked President Hanson to notify the fraternities that they had
no special privileges in the College and that the rule against hazing applied "with
equal force to every group on the campus." Hanson agreed to cooperate "inevery
possible way," but the effect on fraternity behavior was minimal.
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Customs for Freshmen Men, 1941-1942
(1) The regulation dink shall be wornat all times, except when out
of town, when inuniform, on Sundays, and when engaged inCollege
athletic activities.
(2) No dates shall be allowed freshmen during the first semester.
(3) Walking on the grass by freshmen is prohibited.
(4) Smoking willbe permitted the freshman only inhis room.
(5) Black socks and ties willhave to be worn. Black shoe strings
used for ties willnot be recognized.
(6) Entrance to the campus must be made through the driveway,
not through the pavement on either side of the gates.
(7) Hands must be kept out of the pockets.
(8) The center walk leading from Old Dorm to Brua Chapel may
not be used until after the Christmas vacation.
(9) It will be compulsory for all freshmen to attend all pep
meetings and athletic contests and to sit as a group. At home football
games they shall forma double lineat the gymnasium door to greet the
team when it comes on the field.
(10) At alltimes a good supply ofmatches for the accommodation
of upperclassmen must be carried.
(11) All freshmen must greet everyone on the campus with the
traditional Gettysburg "hello." The freshman willthen repeat his
name to the person to whomhe has spoken. For example: "Hello,my
name is Jim Jones."
(12) Allreasonable requests of upperclassmen must be obeyed.
(13) Freshmen may not enter or leave Glatfelter Hall by the main,
east entrance, but willuse the doors at the north and south ends
of the building.
(14) Upon entering any of the college buildings, the dink must
be removed.
(15) A coat or sweater with sleeves must be worn at all times.
(16) Allschool songs and cheers must be learned.
(17) There willbe no conversation by freshmen with co-eds.
(18) Cars may not be parked on the campus.
(19) A frosh must at all times carry his books slung over his
shoulder with a bookstrap.
(20) After the conclusion of the chapel exercises, freshmen will
remain seated until all others have passed out.
(21) Absolute quiet must be maintained while in chapel.
(22) Customs are suspended after every footballgame won fromthe
time of the victory until the following Tuesday morning at 7:45
o'clock.
Adopted by the Student Council and announced in the fall1941 G-Book.
The freshmen men were reminded that the Tribunal held its trials every
Thursday evening and that the "slaughter ofthe innocents" occurred on the
front steps of Old Dorm every Friday at 12:30 P.M.
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1930s and 19405, women's customs were briefer in duration than
men's and intended tobe more direct inorienting freshmen tolife at
Gettysburg College. 374
Areview of the Gettysburg experience during the years from 1904
to1945 willyield sufficient evidence to warrant the conclusion that,
overall, student discipline was not a major problem. There were, to
be sure, some positions both students and faculty took which the
other would not accept. The crisis resulting from the occasional con-
frontations over important issues produced few casualties and left a
minimum of ill-feeling. Inhis commentary for the 1911 Spectrum,
Professor Stahley wrote that measures taken to maintain discipline
during 1909-1910 had been "severe enough to impress, but not to
crush." He could have written the same thing about most, ifnot all,
other years. Few students were ever expelled withno hope of being
reinstated at some future time. Even when they were strongly resist-
ing each other, students and faculty usually demonstrated an
understanding of the other's position. Inthe matter of compulsory
church attendance, faculty and trustees finally and quietly yielded
to the students. In the matter of hazing, the faculty eventually and
reluctantly accepted a method of daylight freshman discipline
which did not fallwithin its definition of the forbidden practice, but
fraternity hazing continued. In the matter of cheating, which was
usually an individual's offense, both students and faculty co-
operated in what turned out to be inconclusive efforts to minimize
the practice. In the matter of compulsory chapel, the faculty and
trustees held their ground; the issue was far from resolved in1945.
Duringhis long presidency, Henry W. A.Hanson formulated old
convictions about student behavior in terms which differed from
those ofhis predecessors and which reflected his ownpersonality as
well as nearly two decades of experience as a parish pastor. There
was really nothing new inhis statement that cheating, drinking, and
immorality were three forbidden acts at Gettysburg. President
Krauth could have said the same thing, and probably did. What was
new was the high degree to which Hanson appealed to whatever
gentlemanly instincts students had and the extent to which he relied
upon moral suasion rather than sanctions inpersuading students to
conform to the traditional standards of behavior. In its issue of
October 2, 1930, the Gettysburgian reported that someone had
removed the names pasted on the chapel seats and used for verifying
374The U.L.C.A. survey team included intheir report a listoffreshman customs as
published in the student handbook of one Lutheran college and noted without com-
ment the following statement later on in the same publication: "Let them say what
they please, men are above kindergarten actions." Perhaps no comment was needed
to establish theirpoint, but it should be noted that they were using the Gettysburg G-
Book as their example. U.L.C.A. Survey, 2:366-367.
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attendance. The editor commended the president's "gentlemanly
treatment of the incident." He was "right innot wanting to know the
name of the man who didit."If found, the culprit, "no doubt, would
be laughed off the campus." The editor may have been much too
sanguine about the reaction of his fellow- students, but no one
should doubt either the president's sincerity during this and similar
incidents or the merits of such a strategy in a liberal arts college,
especially one with a church relationship. What one might doubt is
whether there were not serious limitations at times to a policy ofnot
wanting to know the identity of those responsible for what was hap-
pening on campus. Ifhe had been more fullyinformed, for example,
would the president stillhave assured the trustees inJune 1926 that
"drink has ceased to be a problem at Gettysburg College"?
College Spirit: Songs and Colors
College spirit could and did manifest itself inmany ways, several
of which have already been discussed in this chapter. It was also
evident in the numerous efforts byboth students and faculty to pro-
duce songs and colors which would accurately reflect College senti-
ment and demonstrate to sister institutions that Gettysburg was not
behind the times in cultivating loyalty.
Inthe fall of 1904 the students did have a song which they could
regard as officially their own: "The Orange and the Blue." 375 A
second song, "Our Alma Mater," served as an unofficial alma mater
for more than a decade; the Pen and Sword Society regularly used it
toclose its annual meetings at least through 1911. Meanwhile, "The
Orange and the Blue" was soon cast aside and forgotten.
Inthe fall of 1905 several members of the class of 1904 offered a
prize to the person who composed the best entry for adoption as the
"permanent college song" and set it to some well-known tune. The
offerings wqre sparse (they usually were on such occasions) and the
contest had to be extended. However, by the spring of 1906 the
judges were able to submit two entries to the decision of a student
mass meeting, which chose Bertram A. Strohmeier's "Sons of Get-
tysburg," sung to the tune "Men of Harlech," over "Gettysburg,"
sung to "Die Wacht am Rhein." While the contest was inprogress,
George R. Pretz wrote the words and WillD. Moyer the music for
the "Gettysburg March Song," which was published as sheet music
375There were at least two other entirely different College songs with this same title
which appeared in print during the first decade of the century. The College colors
figured prominently in the lyrics or titles of most of its songs.
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in the spring of 1906. Itwas the first College song to appear in this
form. Both the march song and the Strohmeier composition proved
to be popular and appeared in College publications for more than
thirty years.
Although the Gettysburgian for May 9, 1906 urged that "Sons of
Gettysburg" should "receive formal adoption by the student body as
the Gettysburg Song," no such action on its behalf was ever taken.
Six years later, in the issue of May 1, 1912, the newspaper com-
plained that, of the two College songs then inuse, one ("Sons ofGet-
tysburg") suffered because it was "set toa borrowed air," while the
other ("Gettysburg March Song") was faulted because itcontained
"the most prosaic poetry." Inthe interests of school spirit, the editor
argued that the College needed a new tune forone, new lyrics for the
other, more songs, and (to keep up with other schools) a College
song book. For a time, it appeared that the latter might become a
reality. Inthe fallof 1913 the Press Club sent out a call to alumni and
students to submit new compositions for a proposed publication.
Then, in the spring of 1914, the faculty entered the picture for the
first time when itnamed a committee toprepare a College songbook.
When the project's editor died unexpectedly, the committee in June
1915 published in its stead Songs and Hymns for Commencement.
Among the nineteen selections which it included were the College
hymn ("Blessing and Honor") and five other College songs, includ-
ing "Our Alma Mater," "Sons of Gettysburg," and "Gettysburg
March Song." In the foreword, the committee stated its purpose: to
"inspire to good fellowship and to enthusiasm for the Greater Get-
tysburg." It also announced ambitious plans (which never
materialized) toproduce another songbook, one withabout twohun-
dred selections.
At the customary V.M.C.A.reception in the fall of 1915, students
sang a new one- verse song whose opening lines were "We are here
to cheer for Gettysburg." About a month later, President Granville
wrote a second stanza and Trustee Jacob A.Clutz a third. Known
best as the "Student Song" or the "Gettysburg Student Song," itwas
immediately popular and appeared in G-Books into the 19505. 376
The prevailing campus mood during the first two decades of the
century explains why, especially on warm spring evenings, as their
year's College work was drawing toan end, students gathered on the
steps, or forum, of Pennsylvania Hall to sing College and other
376The Gettysburgian for October 24, 1917 gave the lyrics of three songs which
"every Gettysburg Man" should know: "Sons of Gettysburg," "Gettysburg March
Song," and "Gettysburg Student Song." Both then and later there were other College
compositions which are not discussed here. Inthe spring of1919 the annual concert
of the glee club and orchestra included F. William Sunderman's "On Gettysburg,"
dedicated to her students who were casualties of the recent war.
Paul S. Gilbert
George R. Pretz
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plater
Frederick E. Reinartz
(ZKs softly the evening shadows
Are veiling the campus towers,
We come, a band ofgood fellows,
To sing inthe twilighthours;
The silvery moonlight mantles
The worn walls of chapel anew;
The wind inthe trees sweetly echoes
Our praises of orange and blue.
Whenever thyloyalsons gather,
To waken fond memory,
Our thoughts shall be turned, Alma Mater,
Old Gettysburg, back to thee;
Forever am Ithy debtor,
And whatever else Imay do,
I'lllove, I'lldefend, and I'llhonor
The glorious orange and blue.
(iettjjgburg (JHardi Jbng
WillD. Mover
10 ale may sing about her spirit,
Harvard laud her noble men,
And you hear the songs of Princeton,
University of Perm;
And the yells of all the others
That upon the breezes surge,
But the one that thrills our hearts the most
Is the one of Gettysburg.
Chorus.
So then we'll cheer and yelland sing,
For Gettysburg, oldGettysburg,
We are the kind to dare and do;
We'll raise our glorious flag
Up to the sky, and there defy
An equal to our noble Orange and the Blue.
We're as jollya set of students
As you'llfindin any place,
No matter where the search goes,
Or upon what map you trace;
We do not go off inraptures,
Nor do we sport around or splurge,
But when you want the right kind,
Just come around to Gettysburg.
Now we'll raise our voices higher,
Louder giveour yellsand cheers,
Rally round our glorious banner
That has stood the test foryears;
Till the echoes, never ceasing,
As the songs fromus emerge,
Tell the honor and the glory
Of our dear old Gettysburg.
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dettgabiirg j&uhent j^ong
(i3Be are here to cheer for Gettysburg
Whose sons we're proud to be
We are here to fight for Gettysburg
To wina victory
On track, or fieldor rostrum
Our boys willfightit through
So again wecheer forGettysburg
For the Orange and the Blue.
We are here to cheer for Gettysburg
Our Alma Mater fair
We are here to sing for Gettysburg
Our praises to her bear
Wherever wemay wander
To her we willbe true
So again we cheer forGettysburg
For the Orange and the Blue.
We are here to cheer for Gettysburg,
To flingher banners wide;
We are here to work forGettysburg,
To swell the rising tide
Of men, and wealth, and power,
Of fame and learning too;
So again we cheer forGettysburg
For the Orange and the Blue.
jston* of (Settgslmrg
Bertram A. Strohmeier Harlech
of Gettysburg! Outspoken
Myriadvoices rise unbroken,
Swelling strong inmighty token,
'Rah for Gettysburg!
'Tie the chorus ofour sires,
Earthly and celestial choirs,
Lightinglove's undying fires
For old Gettysburg.
Chorus
Loyalsons assemble
Days ofoldresemble;
Let colors fly'midst shout and cry,
Tillevry voice shall tremble!
Hurrah! Hurrah! Swell the chorus.
See our banner streaming o'er us,
O, forever wave the glorious
Orange and the Blue.
Sunlight flashing on the tower,
See the grandeur, feel the power!
Thrillwith loveour latest hour
For oldGettysburg.
Raise the flag we rallyunder,
Let the craven stand and wonder,
While we shout in voice of thunder,
'Rah forGettysburg!
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songs. InJune 1912, as a new feature of commencement week, the
V.M.C.A. sponsored a song service on the forum in which students
and the College orchestra, as well as members of town churches and
their ministers, all participated. References in the Gettysburgian
over a period of more than twenty years make itabundantly clear
just how fragile a custom this always was and how difficultit was to
sustain it for more than one season at a time.
At the beginning of the 19205, despite two contests and prizes, as
well as numerous impromptu offerings, while the students of Get-
tysburg College had songs for which they obviously had affection,
they had none which everyone would recognize as their official
song. That lack was about to be remedied, and in a swift and
decisive manner. Astudent letter published inthe Gettysburgian for
November 2, 1921, noting the recent agitation for "new songs tobe
used at football games, other athletic contests, and mass meetings,"
asked why the College could not have a song, tobe called the alma
mater, which would be sung only on such occasions. Duringits sing-
ing"everyone would stand withheads bared and no one would move
from their places until the last note had been sung." As a clincher,
the unidentified student used the standard argument that "this is a
custom at one of our rival colleges and is one of the most beautiful
and impressive of all the customs there." A few days later, Paul S.
Gilbert, of the class of 1922, wrote two verses of a song which he
called simply "Alma Mater." He took them toFrederick E. Reinartz,
of the class of 1924 and his fraternity brother, who composed the
music. 377 "Inresponse to a general demand on the part of the student
body for an Alma Mater song," reported the Gettysburgian for
November 9,
an original production was offered for approval at the mass meet-
ing last Friday evening [before a football game with Villanova].
The glee club sang itfirst, and the student body joined inafter they
got an idea of the tune. The melody is rather pretty and the senti-
ment is not bad either.
Official action and frequent use quickly ratified the new song as
the alma mater. InMarch 1922 the Student Council accorded it that
status. During their annual spring tour the musical clubs used it as
the final number on their programs. In June it preceded the Doxol-
ogy during the dedication of Weidensall Hall. The senior class sang
it at the close of the commencement ceremonies. This was the first
time inthe history of the institution that a College song was so hon-
ored; it soon dethroned "AMighty Fortress is Our God" from the
position it had long occupied on the commencement program. In
377 1nan interview on October 3, 1982 with this author, Gilbert remembered writing
the second stanza and then the first,both in one sitting, and then making few ifany
changes in his first draft before presenting it as a finished work.
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September it was used during the opening exercises. 378 Clearly, by
the fall of 1922 the Gilbert-Reinartz song had become the College's
first widely recognized alma mater, and its use had been extended
far beyond athletic contests and mass meetings. 379
The immediate success of the new alma mater did not prevent the
Gettysburgian from calling periodically for more College songs or
erstwhile composers from offering them. Soon after joining the
faculty and assuming a major responsibility for the music program,
Professor Saltzer composed several marches, set lyrics written by
others to music, and wrote the "Loyalty Song'" (1929). 380 In 1933
Charles H.Kauffman, of the class of1929, wrote "The March of the
Bullets," which he dedicated to George H. Hummel, trustee and pres-
ident of the Athletic Council. Lester Loucks of the Spring Garden
Band, York, composed the music. In the same year Robert S. Nagle,
of the class of1935, wrote the "President's Marching Song." In1934
Trustee Charles T. Lark's "Anima Gettysburgiae," set to the well-
known old tune "Integer Vitae," was performed on campus for the
first time. The 1941 G-Book contained eleven College songs which
freshmen were enjoined to learn (most probably did not). 381
3781n his last report to the board inMay 1952, President Hanson declared that "my
first act as President was to make the Alma Mater the officialCollege song tobe used
at all gatherings of our Alumni throughout the world." No record of this action
appears to have been made in 1923.
379Paul S. Gilbert secured a copyright for "Alma Mater" in the spring of 1922.
Published as sheet music, it was dedicated to Dean Bikle. InAugust 1924 Reinartz,
whose name was not included in the copyright notice, gave the Woman's League the
remaining copies of the song and granted that organization the right to make reprints
from the original plates. For many years, sale of copies was a dependable, although
small, source of revenue for the women. The text ofthe assignment is quoted on page
36 of the published minutes of the 1924 Woman's League convention. Anundated let-
ter from Mrs. Jean F. Kridle, Supervisory Copyright Bibliographer, Copyright Office,
Library of Congress, to this author stated that there is no record of renewal of
copyright. Thus the alma mater passed into the public domain after twenty-eight
years.
380Saltzer wrote the band music for the alma mater. He set to music "The Spirit of
Gettysburg" and the "Gettysburg Battle Song," words writtenby Robert Fortenbaugh
(1925); "OldDorm inthe Moonlight," by Wellington R. Emmert (1926); and "Farewell
Song," by John W. Ostrom (1932).
381The eleven were the College hymn, the alma mater, "Sons of Gettysburg," "Stu-
dent Song," "Rah, Rah, Gettysburgia," which dated from about 1920, "OldDorm in
the Moonlight," "Loyalty Song," "Farewell Song," "March of the Bullets,"
"President's Marching Song," and "Anima Gettysburgiae." In addition, the 1941
G-Book included thirteen cheers, all of which had been developed since 1904.
Whether because of space limitations or the personal preference of the staffs, there
was considerable variation from year to year in the number of songs included in the
G-Book. The 1941 edition happened to contain a large number.
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Between 1904 and 1945 there was only one serious challenge to
the colors which the students had adopted in1889. InMay1932, as
the College was preparing to celebrate its centennial, Trustee
Charles T. Lark, of the class of 1898, ina letter to the editor of the
Gettysburgian (which as a student he had helped found) proposed
that the College should enter its second century with a new set of
colors. Since the orange and blue "seriously clash and fight each
other," there was good reason in his mind for substituting either
lightblue and dark blue or blue and gray. Ifthe College chose the lat-
ter combination, he argued, it would "perhaps be the only institution
in America having colors which really mean something." No one
gave serious consideration to this proposal during the celebration,
but over the next two years it was discussed on the campus and at
alumni meetings. In June 1934 a student mass meeting, which drew
only some thirty persons, voted decisively against the Lark proposal
and, on the same day, those attending the annual meeting of the
Alumni Association, after a lengthy discussion, voted to table it
indefinitely. Ina letter which both the Gettysburgian and the alumni
bulletin published inDecember 1934, Lark was especially pointed in
denouncing slavish adherence to "Grandfather Tradition," which he
said had frequently stymied "practically every forward movement"
at Gettysburg College. He repeated his earlier argument that the
College should "select colors which are not only artistically and
esthetically harmonious, making a very attractive and pleasing com-
bination, but which also now indicate the happy union between the
blue and the gray forces whose deeds made Gettysburg historic."
The College had been "out of step with the times and place entirely
too long." Itwas now high time to enter "a new deal and gratefully
accept our sacred heritage."
The editor of the alumni bulletin invited verbal and written com-
ments on the Lark proposal, and he got them. Three letters in the
March 1935 issue attacked Lark's main point. To "reorganize our
emotional attachments to our College around the memory of a bat-
tle," argued SpurgeonM. Keeny of the class of 1914, seemed todeny
"the most elementary educational principles for which Gettysburg
and every other real educational institution stands." Howard F.
Sheets of the class of 1925 stated that he wanted to remember the
College because of his experiences there "under the orange and
blue" and not because of a battle fought long before he was born.
Lewis C. Manges of the class of 1928 objected strenuously "tousing
our Alma Mater as a means of perpetuating probably the most
asinine disaster written inthe pages of our nation's history." Sheets
expressed the "fervent hope that the proposal dies a natural death,"
which it did. Orange and blue were among the survivors.
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Alumni
In1904 the Alumni Association was still following its customary
routine of convening annually inbusiness session during commence-
ment week. This enabled itto admit the graduating class into formal
membership, to note deaths which had occurred during the preced-
ing year, to elect officers (an annual task), and to transact such other
business as it chose to consider. In addition, there was an alumni
banquet somewhere in town and several classes held reunions.
Closely related to the Alumni Association were the five alumni
clubs -Yale, New York,Harrisburg, Philadelphia, and Pittsburgh -
all of which had been organized during the previous decade. As
already noted, in1903 and 1904 the New York club had taken the
leadership in encouraging active alumni participation in the choice
of a successor to President McKnight.
For a few years after 1904, nothing occurred to change substan-
tially the old routine. In1906 Charles S. Duncan returned to the pres-
idency of the Alumni Association and continued to occupy it for
more than a decade. In the previous year Clyde B. Stover was elect-
ed secretary, a position which he held until 1919. Harry C. Picking,
who had been elected treasurer for the first time in 1886, decided
that he had had enough of the responsibility only in1917. When the
Alumni Association met during commencement week, itsmembers
interrupted their reminiscing and merrymaking long enough to
approve recommendations intended to upgrade the College and lay
plans toraise money for itsuse. Longbefore the trustees were ready
to take such steps, the alumni recommended, on several occasions,
that the name of the College be changed and that the charter be
amended to prescribe trustee terms of a specified number of
years.
They also asked the trustees to publish regular summaries of their
deliberations. In 1908 the Alumni Association proposed to raise
$30,000 toendow a chair ofhistory, but itabandoned the project the
next year when it appeared tobe not feasible. About the same time
the association approved the 1908 plan of the Pen and Sword
Society to conduct a systematic annual campaign for funds, the pro-
ceeds to be used for the good of the College. 382 When the Athletic
Council secured a full-time coach, the Alumni Association under-
382The General AlumniFund, as it was called, was an obvious forerunner of the
Loyalty Fund. President Granville praised it as a way for former students of limited
means to support the College on a regular basis. Class agents were appointed and
eventually several thousand dollars were raised. None of the money was tobe used
until the total reached $5,000. As late as World War Ithere were efforts to revive the
fund, but they were unsuccessful.
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took to raise some of the money needed to pay his salary and meet
other expenses of the athletic program.
Recognizing the importance of alumni support in his efforts to
move the College into the twentieth century, President Hefelbower
brought the annual alumni banquet onto the campus and for many
years thereafter the College offered a free meal to all takers. The re-
sponse was gratifying. Held first in the gymnasium and then in the
sweat box, beginning in 1917 the alumni gathered for this event in
the dining room of Huber Hall.Itwas the final event of the program,
after the commencement exercises. The College was helped by the
increasing number of class reunions, which brought more and more
alumni to the campus. Commencement programs published about
the time of World WarIshow that by then the College was inviting
classes to meet every five years; many began doing just that.383 Early
inthe Granville administration a number of these classes presented
the College with valuable gifts, including cement walks, gateways,
and classroom furnishings. A few new alumni clubs were formed
after 1904, but it was as difficult as ever tokeep them alive for more
than a few years. The 1912 Spectrum, the first published during the
Granville administration, listed, inaddition to the fiveclubs of 1904,
ones inYork county and at The Johns Hopkins University, as wellas
one formed by the women graduates.
There were alumni, especially graduates of the previous ten to fif-
teen years, who actively supported the changes being proposed and
effected during the Hefelbower administration, and who in fact
wished to see the pace of change quickened. They chafed at the bit
as year after year they watched the majority of older men who attend-
ed the annual alumni meetings turn the occasion into a largely social
affair, during which it was difficult (although obviously not impos-
sible) to transact serious business. Finally, in1909, these dissatisfied
alumni, who were active members of clubs at whose meetings the
future of the College was carefully discussed, decided to establish a
second organization, which would also meet during commencement
383N0 class matched the feat ofthe 1904 graduates, who began publishing an infor-
mative annual bulletin in the year of their graduation and continued the practice
through 1964.
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week. 384 Called the Federation of Gettysburg Clubs, itwas tobe com-
prised of delegates chosen and presumably instructed by the various
clubs. Possibly because a new College president took office in the
fall of 1910 and because of the successful financial campaign which
quickly followed, the federation became inactive after its third
annual meeting in 1911. Five years later, as new problems confront-
ed the College, it was revived. In the April4, 1917 issue of the Get-
tysburgian, an alumnus identified only as Grad, whose understanding of
the situation sometimes exceeded his tact in describing it,gave this
forthright explanation of why the federation was needed:
Youknow an army isn't effective unless it is well organized and
adequately officered. Nor is a business concern successful unless it
is wellorganized and intelligentlymanaged. The German army is
effective and the Standard OilCompany is successful because of
their wonderful organization. Organization is the key to effective-
ness and success in these ultra modern days.
Ithink you willagree withme that our alumni are shamefully
disorganized. There ought to be some sort of a clearing house for
alumni ideas and some wellorganized central body through which
alumni might take effective action. The post-prandial meeting of
the alumni which followsthe commencement exercises is not the
sort of thing that works effectively. Very few people ever know
what is going tobe "pulledoff"there. Some one willget up, make a
flowery speech, deliver himself of a proposition that nobody has
had opportunity to think over,but it willbe carried by a unanimous
vote inthe spirit of "Sure Mike, we're allgood fellows." But there
is another consideration, too. The gathering of alumni at that meet-
ing isnot a representative gathering -and itis not a serious gather-
ing. There is too large an audience for such a small show. We go
there for fun and not forbusiness. There is nothing ofGerman army
effectiveness nor ofStandard Oilsuccess in the so-called business
deliberations ofthis meeting. And that isno reflectionon "Charlie"
Duncan either, because he runs the show inthe time-honored man-
ner established by precedent. He is a great dispenser of fun and
that's what we go there for.
But don't you think the business of the alumni should be done in
a strictly exclusive business meeting? The great educational
institutions of this country that spell success have come to their
3848y far the most active club during this period was the one inNew York, which at
times reported well over one hundred members. (In 1917 it had 240). Its two most
energetic workers at that time were WilliamJ. Gies, an alumni trustee from1908 to
1920, and George W. Kessler, of the class of1908, after 1911 a New York attorney.
Detailed reports of the club meetings which were often published in the Gettys-
burgian show the widerange of itsconcerns forthe College. Gies was chairman ofthe
committee which persuaded other clubs to join in organizing a second association,
called the federation. Kessler, who was secretary from1908 untilhe died during the
fluepidemic in the fall of1918, strongly supported the alumni fund, the federation,
and pensions for professors. There were, of course, other alumni who were equally
committed to improving the College. Among them were Louis S. Weaver of Yorkand
W. K. T. Sahm of Pittsburgh.
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present status largely by organized alumni thought and action.
Each has an alumni federation composed of delegates who repre-
sent alumni clubs the country over. Serious and vitalthings are dis-
cussed in the local club meetings. The local club elects its ablest
men to represent it inthe alumni federation where they meet with
able representatives of other local clubs and of the alumni
generally to exchange their views and decide upon some definite
course ofaction when occasion seems to require it.They take back
to their local clubs ideas and proposals that have been dignifiedby
the serious deliberations of able representative men of the alumni
from all parts. In the local club meetings these proposals are
weighed, and the alumni of each localityinstruct their representa-
tives what action shall be taken. Then concerted action is taken,
and that spells progress and success. That is effective or-
ganization. 3Bs
During the 1917 commencement weekend, when some scheduled
events had tobe cancelled because, due to the war, so many people
left the campus early, the unexpected happened. The Alumni
Association and the Federation of Gettysburg Clubs merged to form
the Alumni Federation of Pennsylvania College at Gettysburg,
whose business meetings were to be conducted by two or three
delegates chosen by each of the alumni clubs. Itwas agreed to com-
plete the reorganization by adopting a new constitution during the
1918 commencement weekend. After many years ofservice, Charles
Duncan and Harry Picking declined to accept office in this new
organization. InDecember 1917 the trustees recognized the federa-
tion as the official body of College graduates and former students,
authorizing it tonominate candidates for alumni trustees, so long as
the right to participate in its deliberations remained "open to the
alumni generally." Inthe absence of minutes of the federation and
of anything more than scattered College or town newspaper com-
ment on alumni activities, itis difficult toknow what happened dur-
ing the next several years. 386 Printed commencement programs
reserved time for business meetings of the "Alumni Association,"
but whether they were actually held in 1918 (a war year), 1919, or
1920 is not clear. What is certain is that the federation formed in
1917 soon disappears from the picture. The College catalogue never
385Between April4 and May23,1917 Grad contributed strongly worded articles on
alumni federation, limited trustee terms, the general alumni fund, and pensions for
professors. The editor apparently thought that Grad's columns would become a
regular feature, "a new departure from the old rut,"but none appeared after the end
of the school year.
3861n addition to recognizing the federation in December 1917, the board refused to
consider the question of limitedterms for its members or to accept the resignation
which Gies presented. Unfortunately, no minutes of the alumni association,
whatever its name at the moment, for the years 1903 to 1929 are known to have
survived.
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once acknowledged its existence, but continued to refer to the
alumni organization by its old name. 387
In the May25, 1921 issue of the Gettysburgian, Louis S. Weaver,
who according to the catalogue became secretary of the Alumni
Association in1919, issued a call for its annual meeting during the
forthcoming commencement week. He urged a good attendance
because there were two vacancies to be filled among the alumni
trustees. Recognizing that there might be some question whether
any general alumni body stillexisted, the board had begun as early
as June 1920 to review the procedures for choosing alumni mem-
bers. Most trustees wanted more persons than those attending an
annual alumni meeting to be able toparticipate inthe choice. Thus,
when it met in response to Weaver's call, the Alumni Association
adopted a list of qualifications for voters (for example, they must
have been graduated for at least two years) and provided for a mail
ballot to those who met them. InDecember 1921 the board elected
the first two alumni trustees nominated in this way.388
The association which was revived in1921 continued to represent
the alumni through the rest of the decade. During the annual ban-
quet which stillclosed commencement week, itsmembers managed
to interrupt their reminiscing long enough tochoose officers, no one
of whom had served before World War Ior remained in office for
more than three or four years. The number ofalumni clubs increased
during the 19205, but the battle to federate them into a rival
organization was over. Now the Alumni Association began urging
the College to follow the example of many other schools by appro-
priating funds for a full-time alumni secretary and a periodical. As
early as June 1923 the trustees authorized their finance committee to
grant the association's request. 3B9 However desirable, even neces-
sary, this step was for the future of the College, it took almost six
387 A copy ofa letter addressed to John B. McPherson and dated November 26, 1921
states that the AlumniFederation never completed its organization in 1918 and that
the AlumniAssociation was therefore never actually dissolved, but that for several
years it did not function. GCA.
368Five ofthe sixalumni trustees of1904 were a hardy lot, withan average tenure of
thirty-six years. Three survived intothe 19305. With the exception ofWilliamJ. Gies,
elected in 1908, the alumni nominated no trustees between 1900 and 1921, and only
one between then and 1932. Of about 1800 alumni who were sent ballots in 1923, 584
actually voted to choose a candidate to filla vacancy in that year.
369Ever since it began in 1897, and continuing in the tradition of the College
Monthly, the Gettysburgian tried to be a publication for the alumni as wellas for the
students. Its greatest difficultyinaccomplishing this purpose was always insecuring
enough information of interest to alumni: information about themselves. Neither
regular appeals forhelp, appointment ofan alumnieditor, nor special alumnieditions
in the mid-1920s yielded the desired results, but even into the 1930s the paper con-
tinued trying to include the alumni in its weekly reporting.
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years and considerable prodding before President Hanson and the
trustees decided that enough money was at last available to support
an additional staff member and a regular publication. 390 Finally, in
the spring of 1929, a joint committee of the trustees and the Alumni
Association announced the appointment of Charles W. Beachem
(1902-1937) of the class of 1925 as the College's first alumni
secretary.
Things began tohappen as soon as Beachem assumed his duties in
the summer of 1929. First, he took charge of the alumni homecoming
which had been held with considerable success on a big football
weekend each fall since 1920. Second, he began assisting classes in
organizing their commencement reunions. In1930 the alumni ban-
quet was moved from the very end of the program to Saturday noon
and renamed a collation; five years later a new event, an Alumni
Council dinner meeting, was scheduled for Friday evening. 391 Third,
Beachem began editing a quarterly, best known as the Alumni
Bulletin, the first number of which appeared in January 1930. Sent
without charge to every known former student, graduate and non-
graduate, this publication combined news of individuals with
reports of what was happening on campus. It afforded President
Hanson an excellent opportunity to establish a line of communica-
tion with the alumni similar to the one used byhis twopredecessors,
but abandoned in 1923. 392 Fourth, Beachem led the way to a major
reorganization of the Alumni Association, one which must have
pleased those who a generation earlier had tried and failed to
achieve a similar end. A revised constitution adopted in1930 vested
in an alumni council the "power to determine the policies and to
390The Alumni Association was the chief prodder. Urged to act by the New York
club, in June 1925 itauthorized a committee to investigate alumni organization and
activity in other colleges and to recommend a plan for Gettysburg. Under the chair-
manship of Levering Tyson ofthe class of1910, then on the staff ofColumbia Univer-
sity and one of the organizers of what became the American Alumni Council, the
committee prepared a long, detailed report which was published in the April28, 1926
issue of the Gettysburgian, together with a ballot for all alumni to indicate their
approval or disapproval of its findings. The report showed how farbehind its sister
institutions Gettysburg was inorganizing alumni work. Atitsnext meeting, the board
named a committee to find an alumni secretary.
391The parade of reuning classes began in 1932.
392The report of the special 1925-1926 committee stressed the great importance of
regular communication (and not only when money was needed) in bridging the gap
between alumni who remember the College as they experienced itas undergraduates
and the institution of a later day. The alumni are proud ofthe College as they believe
itwas in their day, the report argued, and often finditdifficult to see why itshould be
changed. At the same time, those involved as students, faculty, and administrators in
a later day sometimes take a dim view of much of what existed in the past. The com-
mittee urged "educating the alumni" by regular reports to every former student,
including an annual report by the president.
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regulate the activities of the Association." This body consisted of
representatives of classes and alumni clubs, as well as members-at-
large. 'The alumni council is the heart of the alumni association,"
declared a writer inthe March 1930 bulletin,"directing its activities
and bringing to fruition the potential possibilities of a loyal, concerted
constituency." A 1932 amendment to the constitution encouraged
new leadership by limiting Alumni Association officers, excepting
the secretary, to three successive one-year terms. 393 Fifth,Beachem
organized new alumni clubs, five during his first year inoffice. The
1930 catalogue listed five clubs; the 1935, thirteen; and the 1942,
twenty- five.
Although recognizing their close association with the College
administration, the leaders of the Alumni Association were deter-
mined to retain their own identity. 394 For example, they insisted on
keeping their old name when attempts were made to call them the
alumni department of the College. Also, when the Alumni Council
decided late in the depression year of 1932 to initiate an annual
loyalty fund drive, itmade clear that the idea was its own and also
that it would determine (to be sure, inconsultation withadministra-
tive officials) how the money was to be used each year. The first
loyalty fund drive was conducted in 1933. Inpart because it was
well-organized (each class had an agent who was committed to
solicit) and in part because Beachem and his associates had
significantly raised alumni spirits, itmust be regarded a decided suc-
cess. A total of 586 contributors gave $3,556. The thirteen drives
between 1933 and 1945 yielded some $104,000. Aquarter or more of
the graduates participated. The money was used for student loans
and scholarships, adding a north portico to Pennsylvania Hall,and
general operating expenses.
In1933 the Alumni Council adopted the first ina series of awards
to recognize superior service to the College and to society. The class
of 1925 agreed to sponsor the AlumniMeritorious Service Award as
its gift to the College. The first medal was presented in1935 to Pro-
fessor Stahley, then livinginretirement on the campus. Inthat year
393 Another amendment in1932 required future alumni trustees to resign after serv-
ing for six years, unless they happened to "be fillinga position ofvitalimportance on
the Board." Three years later, at long last, the trustees initiatedsix-year terms forall
members. In1941 the Alumni Council abandoned the practice of nominating alumni
trustees by mail ballot and began making the choice itself.
394The committee of1925-1926 declared that "from the alumni standpoint the most
effective alumni organization inthe long run is one that is entirely independent ofthe
institution." Itacknowledged that such an organization was "not only well-nigh
impossible at the outset but impracticable as well"for Gettysburg, and that therefore
"the administration and alumni officials should work hand in glove."
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C. Paul Cessna (1891-1958) Charles W. Beachem (1902-1937)
The first two alumni secretaries
the Alumni Association observed its centennial by dedicating a plaque
on the south portico of Pennsylvania Hall.395
While many persons contributed to the success which followed
the hiring of a full-time alumni secretary in1929, much of the credit
must go to Charles Beachem, whose energy, personality, and tact
won him many friends. His promising career was cut short by his
death in January 1937. The long-desired north portico of Penn-
sylvania Hall, which was being planned when he died, was named
in his memory. C. Paul Cessna of the class of 1915, who was then an
assistant professor in the mathematics department, succeeded
Beachem.
With the able assistance of Rosea Armor, who began a forty-seven
year career with the College some months before her graduation by
Gettysburg High School in1930, Beachem developed the first set of
systematic and continuing records of the 3,400 former students
whose whereabouts were known. This was obviously a necessary
first step in the reorganization of the alumni effort. However, as
already noted, the College had a long history of publishing periodic
395Relying upon the information contained in John Griffith Olmstead, Alumni
Achievement: An Evaluation of the Work of the Alumni Associations of American
Colleges and Universities (1931), p. 2, for many years Gettysburgians claimed that
theirs was the fiftholdest alumni association in the country. However, the informa-
tion inOlmstead was inaccurate. Forming alumni associations became fashionable in
the 1820s and 1830s. By 1835 there were such bodies at Williams, Brown (defunct in
1835), Columbia, Bowdoin, Princeton, Yale, Dickinson, Union, Rutgers, Jefferson,
and probably other places. Within two months after the Gettysburg association was
formed, Washington College inPennsylvania and the University ofPennsylvania fell
into line. What was distinctive about the Gettysburg association was that it was
formed so soon after the first class was graduated and that it continued without a
break (except possibly 1918-1920).
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lists of graduates, sometimes with addresses and occupations
included. Both the 1905 and 1910 catalogues contained lists of all
graduates since 1834, with additional information about each.
Efforts to publish a more extensive alumni directory in 1907 (the
seventy-fifth anniversary of the College) and again a decade later
came to naught. However, in 1912 and again in 1918 the College
itself did bring out as complete a list as possible of all former
students, graduates and nongraduates. Registrar Clyde B. Stover,
who was then also secretary of the Alumni Association, edited the
latter, which appeared as the Alumni Directory of Pennsylvania
College of Gettysburg, 1832-1918 (Gettysburg, 1918). At the time of
the centennial celebration in 1932, Stover and Alumni Secretary
Beachem edited the most complete alumni directory which the
College has ever published: The Alumni Record of Gettysburg
College, 1832-1932: Centennial Edition (Gettysburg, 1932).
Between 1905 and 1945 the College awarded bachelor's degrees to
3,445 persons, two and one-half times as many as had been
graduated between the first commencement in 1834 and 1904. No
graduating class numbered one hundred or more persons until 1925.
A peak of 141 recipients was reached in 1930 and again ten years
later. The number of graduates fellbelow one hundred in the depres-
sion years 1936 and 1938, as well as in the war years 1944 and 1945.
No twentieth-century class kept in closer touch than did the mem-
bers of 1904, who were graduated just before the beginning of the
period covered by this chapter. Fifteen years after their graduation,
their annual bulletin reported that half of the 65 members (41 of
whom received degrees) had entered the four professions of ministry
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(12), teaching (9), law (9), and medicine (3). About one-fourth were
inbusiness (15). Most of the rest were described as homemakers (9).
In June 1931 President Hanson toldthe trustees that, of128 graduat-
ing seniors that year, 49 intended to enter business, 40 teaching, 19
the ministry, 10 law, and 10 medicine.
Between 1905 and 1945 a stream of graduates continued to flow
into the ministry, largely though not exclusively Lutheran. 396 About
one-half of the ninety students who entered the local seminary inthe
falls of 1940, 1941, and 1942 were from Gettysburg College. A cen-
tury earlier, fully80 percent of its graduates had become ministers.
Those who moved to the school on the hillin1940-1942 constituted
fewer than 12 percent of their classes.
As before, some graduates entered the professions of medicine
and law. The College now had curricula in biology, economics,
political science, and history to help students prepare for these ca-
reers, but it did not have the tradition or reputation of training in
these fields to compare with its record of preparing men for the
theological seminary. While faculty, presidents, and trustees
always welcomed students intent on becoming lawyers or doctors
and sought to offer them sound programs, there is little or no
evidence that they wanted Gettysburg to be widely known as a pre-
law or premedical college.
Many of the students who entered Gettysburg after 1904 and
whose numbers year after year broke previous enrollment records
had no intention of becoming pastors, lawyers, or doctors. Instead,
they expected to secure employment somewhere else in a con-
tinually developing and increasingly industrial economy. There
were few careers within the broad field described as business which
did not have a contingent of Gettysburg graduates. Chemicals,
railroads, petroleum, engineering, telephone and telegraph,
insurance, banking, and sales far from exhaust the list.
When Pennsylvania began requiring a college degree for teaching
inits public schools, Gettysburg responded bycreating a department
of education. Beginning in the 1920s many students completed the
teacher education program and became public school teachers or
administrators. Others pursued graduate training and became
college and university professors. The 1932 alumni directory, for
398 Judging from what its representatives said to synodical conventions and the
Woman's League, the College must have continued to impress upon its students the
importance of the ministry as a career. "The claims to the ministry," President Han-
son told the women in1925, "are always presented to every last boy some time while
he is on the campus." Beginning in1912 and continuing into the 19405, the catalogue
announced (the policy itself predated 1912) that children of clergymen were entitled
to a scholarship amounting to one-half of tuition and general fees. Beginning in1926,
preministerial students were also entitled to a tuition credit.
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example, listed teaching as the work in which almost half of the
1926 graduates were then engaged.
By 1945 there were at least twenty names to add to the list of
alumni who had been college and seminary presidents and who were
named inpreceding chapters: Henry Eyster Jacobs (1862), Lutheran
Theological Seminary, Philadelphia; John A. Singmaster (1873),
Lutheran Theological Seminary, Gettysburg; John B. Focht (1874),
Susquehanna; Franklin P. Manhart(lB77), Susquehanna; MillardF.
Troxell (1880), Midland; Charles T. Aikens (1885), Susquehanna;
John Aberly (1888), Lutheran Theological Seminary, Gettysburg;
Frederick E. Metzger(lBBB), Maryland College for Women; Samuel
G. Hefelbower(lB9l), Gettysburg; Herman F. Swartz(lB9l), Pacific
School of Religion; Charles W. Leitzell(lB93), Hartwick; Moritz G.
L. Reitz (1895), Hartwick Seminary; James A. McAllister (1898),
Interdenominational Seminary, Puerto Rico; WilliamH. B. Carney
(1899), Hartwick Seminary; Harvey D.Hoover (nongraduate, 1899),
Carthage; Jacob Diehl (1903), Carthage; Joseph E. Rowe (1904),
Clarkson Memorial College of Technology; Abdel Ross Wentz
(1904), Lutheran Theological Seminary, Gettysburg; Levering
Tyson (1910), Muhlenberg; Earl S. Rudisill(l9l2), Thiel;N. J. Gould
Wickey (1912), Carthage; and Samuel Fausold(l9l2), Indiana State
Teachers College. In addition, two men to whom the College had
awarded Ph.D. degrees became college presidents: Rufus B. Peery
(1895), Midland; and James A. B. Scherer (1897), Newberry and
California Institute of Technology. 397
At the time of its centennial in1932, the College reported on the
careers of some 5,382 students enrolled during the first century,
3,837 of whom were graduates. Of these, some 1,507 had entered
some phase of business, 1,433 the ministry, 1,352 education (as
teachers and administrators at all levels), 489 medicine and dentis-
try, 376 law, 156 a category called science, and 69 the military. 398
397These persons were elected presidents sometime between 1904 and 1945.
398The compilation was included in the centennial program and reprinted
elsewhere. The compilers warned that there were some duplications and that they
had included some recent graduates stillengaged inprofessional study. InJune 1935
Alumni Secretary Beachem noted that "formany years the great majority of Gettys-
burg alumni went into vocations wherein monetary rewards were very meager." He
believed that while they "are by no means wealthy now, they do represent capital
enough to place our college among the best of the smaller ones." GCB (October 1935),
p. 10. His comments about the limited means of alumni echoed those of others
interested in the reorganized alumni effort.How many other colleges similar to Get-
tysburg could have presented the same argument, with equal justification?
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Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
(1849-1934)
Chief founder of the Woman's
League. Photograph by P. Ross
Ramer.
The Woman's League
Early in the Granville administration, some forty women met on
the campus to form an organization which quickly became a distinc-
tive feature of the College constituency and one of the institution's
most stalwart supporters. Its chief founder was Mary Gingrich Stuck-
enberg (1849-1934), whose interest inGettysburg paralleled that of
her late husband. 399 Several years after his death in 1903, when she
visited the College to help arrange the books and other items which
he had bequeathed to it, President Hefelbower discussed with her
some of the pressing needs of the institution and the inadequate
resources then available to meet them. As a result, Mrs. Stucken-
berg decided to act on its behalf and chose a specific project with
which to begin. With the president's fullapproval, in the spring of
1908 she met with small groups of women members of Lutheran
churches in York and Pittsburgh, proposing that they raise enough
money to pay the annual salary of a secretary (or director) for the
College V.M.C.A. The prompt and generous responses to her pleas
persuaded the trustees, at their June 1908 meeting, to establish the
position and appoint the first incumbent. Within a short time the
donors whose contributions enabled the College to begin and con-
tinue the office were calling themselves woman's leagues of Gettys-
burg College.
Quickly recognizing the worth of these efforts, in December 1910
President Granville convinced the trustees to adopt a motion com-
mending the women who were making them and endorsing "the
399See pp. 567-568.
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plans for the extension of their work for the benefit of Pennsylvania
College, and the organization of similar new Leagues in new
locations." Within a month, representatives of the existing leagues,
joined by several local women, met inGettysburg and made plans to
effect a general organization later inthe year. Inthe meantime, they
vowed to establish as many new leagues as possible.
On November 2 and 3, 1911 some forty women gathered inBrua
Chapel to organize what came tobe known as the Woman's League
of Gettysburg College. 400 The delegates represented the seven then-
existing subleagues (as they shall subsequently be called): York
(1908, reorganized 1911), Pittsburgh (1908), Harrisburg (1909), Get-
tysburg (1911), Philadelphia (1911), Chambersburg(l9ll), andShip-
pensburg (1911). 401 The reported membership of these seven
subleagues was 467. Mrs. Stuckenberg was elected president. One
of the first two vice presidents was Elizabeth Painter Hanson, of
Pittsburgh, whose husband became president of the College in1923.
Between 1911 and 1945 the history of this new organization falls
easily into four perioSs: 1911-1915, 1915-1922, 1922-1935, and 1935-
1945. 402
During the four years between 1911 and 1915, the number of sub-
leagues increased from seven to nine and the number of members
almost doubled, going from467 to885. The report of the second con-
vention which appeared inthe Gettysburgian for November 13, 1912
contained the first substantial statement of the purpose of the new
organization: to develop general interest ineducational work inall
Lutheran homes, to promote Lutheran parents' support of Gettys-
burg College by making financial contributions and by sending it
their children, toraise such annual sums for Gettysburg "as women
are able to give," and to help inkeeping "a high moral and cultural
spirit" in allLutheran educational institutions. Intrying to carry out
these purposes, each subleague undertook its own project. Several
continued to provide much of the salary of the V.M.C.A. secretary.
One committed itself to the ambitious task of raising an amount
400The name used in the charter which the Adams county court granted onJanuary
21, 1922 was the Woman's General League of Gettysburg College. Adams County
Miscellaneous Book F, p. 375. Some early accounts refer to the Women's
League.
401 The Gettysburg subleague was organized in February 1911 by members of the
College Ladies AidSociety of Gettysburg, whichfor several years had been preparing
and serving the meals which the College offered the AlumniAssociation during com-
mencement week.
402Beginning in 1913 the College each year devoted one issue of its published
bulletin to the minutes and reports of the annual league conventions. Inaddition to
these excellent sources, there were occasional special publications (for example, in
1922 and 1936) of value in following its activities.
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equal to the annual salary of the English Bible professor, once it
became clear that the principal sum which James Strong had prom-
ised for that purpose would not be fqrthcoming. The women also
presented small annual gifts to the library and occasional grants to
assist certain campus activities, such as debating and oratory. Their
total support at this time averaged about $1,200 each year.
From the very beginning of the league's existence, both the presi-
dent of the College and his wife were actively involved inits affairs,
especially during the annual conventions held each November. Dur-
ing these sessions the Y.M.C.Asecretary gave detailed reports of his
work. Students provided musical and other entertainment for the
campus guests and featured the league in each year's Spectrum.
Although Mrs. Stuckenberg maintained her interest in the organiza-
tion, she relinquished the presidency in 1912. 403 Itis a tribute to the
vitalityof the organization of which she was chief founder that then
and later there were many other qualified women who provided it
with inspired leadership. The first three presidents succeeding her
were from Philadelphia, Washington, and Altoona.
A new period in the life of the Woman's League began in 1915,
when its officers asked President Granville to recommend one pres-
sing College need which all of its subleagues, working together,
could attempt to satisfy. He was quick to suggest that they raise
money to pay for a V.M.C.A. building on the campus. At its next
annual convention, the league accepted this challenge. A month
later the College trustees added their blessing. Before the building
was finallyready fordedication and use inthe summer of1922, both
the women and the College experienced one disappointment after
another: the original building estimate of$30,000 proved to be much
too low; the promise of a $25 ,000 giftfrom the national Y.M.C.A.(in
honor of Robert Weidensall) yielded only 20 percent of that amount;
World War I, the shortage of building materials in the immediate
postwar era, and major inflation made construction either impos-
sible or unwise until the spring of 1921; and the amount for which
the Woman's League ultimately assumed responsibility was
about $80,000.
Thanks to the energy and devotion ofleague members, they had to
borrow only about $35,000 inorder to pay the last of the construc-
tion bills. Inan effort to attract contributors, as early as 1916 they
had begun projecting a series of ways in which to recognize donors
of amounts ranging from $1 to $1,000: placing names in the cor-
nerstone (there were eventually some 2,200), entering them into spe-
cial books, and preserving them on special plaques to be erected in
403She spent most of her long widowhood inWooster, Ohio, returning toGettysburg
from time to time and occasionally attending league conventions.
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the completed building. 404 The drive to enlarge their constituency
resulted in the increase in the numbers of subleagues from nine in
1915 to thirteen in1922 and inmembers from 885 inthe former year
to 2,323 in the latter. During some of this period the office of
V.M.C.A. secretary was vacant, and thus almost all that the
Woman's League raised (itaveraged more than $5,000 annually) was
placed in the building fund.
A thirdperiod inthe life of the Woman's League began inthe fall
of 1922, when Weidensall Hall was at last put into full use, a
Y.M.C.A. secretary was again on duty, and almost half of the cost of
the new building remained foritsmembers topay. Undaunted by the
discouragements of the preceding seven years, the women actually
increased their level of annual giving; it averaged $8,000 between
1922 and 1929. Their continuing success in raising funds during the
prosperous twenties enabled them to add to the appointments in
Weidensall, contribute annually an amount which paid most of the
salary of the V.M.C.A. secretary and helped support the program
which he administered, and retire their debt. 405 On October 3, 1928
they made the final payment on their note. Records of the gifts
which league members presented were entered into one of their
Golden Books, the first of which was purchased in 1921. By the end
of the decade, there were Golden Books of Honor, Memory, Sunday
School Honor, and Civil War Veterans and other Heroes. 406 After
formally burning their note during the 1928 convention, the women
moved quickly to set a new goal for themselves: raising an endow-
ment of$75,000, the income tobe used to support the V.M.C.A. sec-
retary and maintain Weidensall Hall.
Thanks to diligent efforts, membership in the Woman's League
broke allprevious records during the 19205, increasing from 2,323 in
1922 to 4,047 in1929. Meanwhile, the number of subleagues grew
from thirteen to seventeen. The depression whichbegan inthe latter
year had by 1935 reduced league membership more than one-third
(to 2,514) and the number of subleagues to fifteen. 407 During these
404The league used porticos, rooms, doorways, and windows, as wellas plaques, to
honor ormemorialize its supporters. In1925 the building committee reported that "all
places in the building that could be so marked have been taken." Nevertheless, wall
space remained and plaques were stillbeing erected as late as 1939. The minutes of
the annual conventions include subleague reports, showing the many and sometimes
ingenious devices members used to raise money for the College.
405The Weidensall appointments contributed through the 1930s included such items
as religious pictures, a water fountain, a cross on the eastern portico, a meditation
room, hymnals, and chairs.
406 A book of jewels, for children under ten, was begun in1933 and one of victory,
for World War IIservicemen, in 1942.
4071n 1931 the league president announced her motto for survival: lay low, go slow,
coddle membership. Two years later, in an effort to add to the ranks, the women
established several junior subleagues, which lasted about a decade.
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Woman's League Annual Convention
From the 1932 Spectrum.
difficult years league income averaged $4,000, half of what it had
been during most of the 19205. Nevertheless, in spite of the poor
times, by the fall of 1935 the V.M.C.A. endowment fund had
reached $20,290.
A fourth period in the lifeof the Woman's League began in 1935,
when the College, facing serious deficits, decided to close the
academy and turn Stevens and Huber Halls into dormitories for
women students. President Hanson appealed to the league for a
silver anniversary gift to the College of $10,000 to finance the con-
version. The fall league convention agreed to make it.For the first
time in its history, the activity of the Woman's League was being
extended significantly beyond the nurture of one campus organiza-
tion. In addition to supporting the S.C.A., which succeeded the
V.M.C.A. in the fallof1935, league members now embarked upon a
campaign which they called their Gifts for Girls or Gifts for
Girlhood. Eventually the women decided to go the second mile with
this project. By the time they made their last payment in1939, they
had given the College more than $20,600 for the women's division.
As early as 1936 the league began contributing to the newly formed
College choir (by providing funds for purchasing its first robes) and
in the following year urged the formation of a music department.
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Once again out ofdebt, in1939 itagreed toraise $25,000 for the pro-
posed new chapel, specifically to purchase an organ and a
window.408
Between 1935 and 1945 league membership failed to approach the
levels of the late 19205, growing only from 2,514 to 2,854 (the num-
ber of subleagues increased from fifteen to seventeen). 409 Nor did
annual income return to predepression levels, although it did
average about $5,800 during the decade and thus enable the women
to pay their chapel pledge infullby early 1945, long before ground
was broken for the new building.
Despite wars and depression, the financial contribution of the
Woman's League from the time of its founding in 1911 to 1945 is
most impressive: something in excess of $170,000. In addition,
members of this organization had encouraged many college-bound
students to come to Gettysburg, contributed in both direct and
indirect ways to the success of the several financial campaigns, and
created much good willfor the College. One might hope that during
these years several thousand women within the College con-
stituency derived a generous measure of personal satisfaction from
the conviction that they were committing themselves to a cause
which merited their time and effort.
Town and Gown
Between 1904 and 1945 there was no substantial change in the
generally good relations which had always existed between the
College, on the one hand, and the Gettysburg and Adams county
communities, on the other. This is not to say that everything
remained the same. Insharp contrast to the earlier years, there were
now very few resident trustees, although those who still sat on the
board, especially Harry C. Picking and R. William Bream, wielded
considerable power. As the student body increased from 197 inthe
fallof 1904 to 668 in the fallof 1942, the percentage represented by
the Adams county contingent declined significantly. Even before
the College readmitted women students in 1935 and offered them
dormitory accommodations for the first time, Adams county had
lost the virtualmonopoly which it once held providing females for
the student ranks.
408InMay 1945 President Hanson informed the trustees that the league executive
committee had agreed to his proposal that the women raise $50,000 to establish a
music department.
409 A1lbut four of the twenty-one subleagues formed before 1945 were stillin exis-
tence in that year, including allbut one of the first seven.
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As the College catalogue passed through a series ofrevisions after
1904, the faculty members responsible for keeping itup to date con-
sistently reminded its readers that Gettysburg was easy to reach by
major highways and by rail(the last year in which rail service was
mentioned was 1942). Italso stressed that Gettysburg was the site of
a heavily visited battlefield, of which the campus was an important
part. The 1912 catalogue was the first to remind its readers that
"here also is the National Cemetery where Lincoln made his ever to
be remembered dedication speech." From time to time the Gettys-
burgian encouraged students to take full advantage of the
educational opportunities which the battlefield offered. "With the
thousands of tourists and excursionists annually visiting the town,"
wrote the editor on October 17, 1906, "our students have the best
opportunity, during the hours of recreation, to mingle among men
and to learn the lessons taught by experience. Gettysburg is truly
a cosmopolitan town."
College and community still supported each other inmany ways.
Although there were times when the College tried to have its own
fire-fighting equipment, successive presidents, realizing that the
institution was heavily dependent upon the Gettysburg fire depart-
ment in the event of a major disaster, contributed money to its
treasury. Even before World War Ithere were two motion picture
theaters in town,both patronized by many students. In1926 the Get-
tysburg Times brought out the first in a long series of fall College
editions, each containing much information about the institution
and its program.
President Granville was deeply involved in the fiftieth anniver-
sary celebration in 1913 and, several years later, was incharge of
the county Liberty Loan drive. His successor always carefully
cultivated good community relationships, and most countians with
whom he came in contact responded favorably to his friendly ges-
tures. He helped organize the Gettysburg Chamber of Commerce in
1931 and became the new organization's firstpresident. Ayear later
he coordinated county relief efforts. One of the leading local figures
arranging for the celebration of the seventy-fifth anniversary of the
battle, in November 1938 Hanson helped organize the Lincoln
Fellowship of Pennsylvania and was chosen its first president. 410
Other College personnel also contributed to community life. For
example, Dean Tilberg was one of the leaders in the Boy Scout
movement inthe county. Inthe late 1930s and early 1940s Professor
Fortenbaugh was one of the organizers of the present Adams County
410The Lincoln Fellowship was organized to promote interest in the sixteenth presi-
dent by celebrating his birthday, observing the anniversary of the dedication of
Soldiers' National Cemetery, and calling attention to him in other ways.
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Historical Society, of which he was in fact ifnot inname executive
director. In the mid-1930s Librarian Knickerbocker and Professor
Sanders worked with others in the community in an attempt to
organize a county library.
The 1904 G-Book informed readers that "the people in general are
very courteous to the students." The wording strongly suggests that
there were some exceptions to this statement, and the evidence sup-
ports this interpretation. The near-inevitable tensions of earlier
days remained. "There seems tobe a disposition on the part of some
of the citizens of Gettysburg to regard the students as common
nuisances," declared the Gettysburgian for February 20, 1907. Three
years later, after the freshmen and sophomores used the town streets
for what the paper called a "fifteen minute tussle," the borough
council created a special riot police, "for the purpose of preventing
and suppressing unlawful demonstrations within the Borough on
the part of the student body or other persons." Inresponse, the Get-
tysburgian forMarch 23, 1910 concluded that "student disturbances
always have been comparatively few inGettysburg" and regretted
that local newspapers had goaded the borough council into hasty
and ill-advised action, the reasons for which would soon be
forgotten.
The Gettysburgian often reminded its readers, undoubtedly in the
hope townspeople would take due notice, just how much money,
along with many other benefits, the College brought into the com-
munity. The 1910 estimate was $75,000. By 1924 the figure had risen
to $300,000 and by 1932 to $330,000. During the Hanson years the
Gettysburgian could usually be counted upon to criticize students
whose carefree activities incurred the wrath of the townspeople.
"There is no excuse for such downright numb-skull tricks of witless
fervor as were pulled on Monday night," declared the issue of
November 16, 1933, after a football victory celebration had gotten
out of hand. "Dr.Hanson has worked long and hard to obtain a har-
monious relation between College and town, but in a few hours
some nit-wit,big-feeling he-men, who did nothing to win the Dick-
inson game, did more to wreck that feeling than Dr. Hanson can
repair in months."
The College and the Lutheran Church
Inthe fall of 1904 the College positions on its relationship to the
Lutheran church and on religion in general were both long-
established and recently reaffirmed. Professor Charles F. Sanders
expressed them succinctly inwriting the brief article describing the
College which appeared in the fourth volume of A Cyclopedia of
Education, published in1913. He called Gettysburg "anonsectarian
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institution, founded and fostered by the General Synod Lutheran
Church, chartered by the legislature of Pennsylvania in1832," add-
ing that "while the primary motive" in;ts founding "was to furnish
a thorough preparation for the men contemplating the seminary
course in theology, the general object of the founders was the
promotion of academic and scientific education under Christian
influences." 411
Those responsible for the direction and management of the
College in1904 could be expected to call ita Christian institution, in
the sense that the Christian view of the world and man informed the
conduct of its entire program. They would also call it a Lutheran
institution, in the sense that Lutherans were always predominant
among its trustees, faculty, and students. Moreover, the College had
consistently and deliberately limitedits search for financial support
almost entirely to Lutheran circles. At the same time, Gettysburg
treasured its traditional independence from church control. The
1894 charter revision had inno way altered its freedom of action in
this respect. The board of trustees was still entirely self-
perpetuating and could ifit chose reject even those candidates for
membership nominated by the Alumni Association. Itwas because
of freedom of choice rather than of outside pressure that more than
the required 75 percent of the 1904 trustees were Lutheran.
Finally, the directors and managers of 1904 could be expected to
call Gettysburg a nonsectarian (or unsectarian) institution, in the
sense, first, that its charter forbade religious tests for trustees,
faculty, and students, and, second, that the College had always
declared that instruction required of students was nonsectarian. The
forthright statement of the trustees on this subject when they
established the Strong professorship in1892 merely reaffirmed what
the College had been saying during the preceding sixty years. One
might question how nonsectarian an institution could be whose trus-
tees, faculty, and students were drawn so heavily from one
denomination. Perhaps an answer could be found inan investigation
of the sincerity of its statements and of the ease, or difficulty, with
which iteventually welcomed increasing numbers of non-Lutherans
into its midst. 412
When in desperation the trustees in 1904 chose Samuel G.
Hefelbower as fifthpresident of the College, they probably had little
idea that this thirty-three year old man, with only a few years of
411See also Harold A. Dunkelberger, Gettysburg College and the Lutheran Connec-
tion:... (Gettysburg, 1975).
41211 Although a Lutheran institution, the sectarian spirit has no place" at Gettys-
burg, wrote President Hefelbower in the 1907 Spectrum. "The college is engaged in a
general educational work, and offers to allcomers courses ofstudy severally adapted
to the needs of candidates for the different learned professions, as well as for those
who have in mind other vocations."
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experience as a parish pastor, graduate student, and college pro-
fessor, would move so quickly in attempting to raise admissions
standards, upgrade the curriculum, and recruit faculty with
graduate training. Hefelbower well knew that these changes
involved some risk and that they required significant amounts of
new money. Doubting that the Lutheran church could be counted on
to furnish this money, he counseled the trustees to begin looking
elsewhere for it.Distrusting the ability of his fellow-clergymen to
provide the leadership which the College then desperately needed,
he urged the trustees to recruit qualified laymen when replenishing
their ranks. Hefelbower was much more successful inthe latter than
in the former. As noted earlier in this chapter, between 1904 and
1945 there were only eleven ordained men among the fifty-nineper-
sons elected to the board, and of these only seven were parish pas-
tors. Unfortunately, the president was unable to develop the
alternative sources of income necessary for the College to liquidate
its debts and increase its endowment. On the eve of his resignation,
he attributed his failure in part to what he called "the inherited
divisions'* in the College constituency. While he did not describe
"the existing factions" which hindered advance, itis quite possible
that he was referring to the parties in the church which had sup-
ported or opposed President McKnight in the 18905. 413
During the brief Hefelbower administration the College began to
receive a small but welcome annual grant from the Lutheran church,
the first such subsidy initshistory. In1905 the board of education of
the General Synod, which for some years had been aiding four
institutions within its territory, decided to investigate the possibility
of extending its help to the remaining ones. In 1906 the Gettysburg
trustees accepted the board's offer of an annual grant of $3,000, ifin
return the College would abandon its regular appeal to con-
gregations for contributions to what it called its contingent fund.
The payments began arriving during the 1907-1908 year. Ata time
when annual College income was less than $40,000, they were a
most appreciated boon, even though they did not always arrive on
time and sometimes the promised amount could not be met in
full.*"
413 Writing to his successor in 1920, Hefelbower claimed that whilehe was presi-
dent "we freed ourselves" of "a preacher dominated board." S. G. Hefelbower to
WilliamA. Granville, Carthage, Illinois,November 30, 1920, inGCA. His comments
on factionalism in the constituency are contained inhis letter to the Committee on
Investigation, October 8, 1909, in GCA.
414 Minute8 of the board of education and College records show that the College
received $38,700 from this source between 1907 and 1918, when the General Synod
became part ofthe UnitedLutheran Church inAmerica. During the same period, Sus-
quehanna and Wittenberg, but not Muhlenberg and Thiel, also received board
grants.
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As already noted, William A.Granville was the first layman to
become president of the College. Anactive Lutheran before coming
to Gettysburg in 1910, beginning with his inaugural address he
championed the Christian characteristic of the College as vigorously
as any clergyman could have done. "One of the proudest boasts of
Gettysburg College is that she is a Christian College," he wrote ina
1916 admissions pamphlet, "for religion is the vital force and the
most important element in any education." In his opinion, "the
future development as well as the very existence of the Christian
civilization in which we live depends largely on our Christian
colleges." Continuing the practice of his predecessors, he presented
the College cause before countless congregations and annual synod
meetings. In addition, he represented the General Synod on the
executive committee of the recently organized Federal Council of
Churches and participated in the work of the National Lutheran
Educational Conference, of which he was chosen president in
1919. 415 Granville succeeded where his predecessor had failed in
attracting significant sums of money fromnew sources. However, in
order to qualify for the challenge grants of the General Education
Board, the College had to raise large additional amounts. Instinc-
tively, its trustees once more turned for help to their traditional
Lutheran constituency. For example, in June 1912 they asked six
synods to give their blessing to a "systematic canvass" of member
congregations in support of the endowment campaign. A similar
approach to the synods was made during the campaign which began
seven years later. 418
An important development in the relationship between the
College and the Lutheran church occurred in November 1918,
when after more than half a century of going their separate ways
the General Synod, General Council, and United Synod in the
South merged to form the United Lutheran Church in America
415Organized in June 1910, shortly before Granville came to Gettysburg, the
Lutheran Educational Conference (National was added nine years later) was formed
to promote higher education in allLutheran- related institutions. Philip M.Bikle was
its firstpresident. Henry W. A. Hanson was also an active member of the conference
and was elected its president in 1936. Gould Wickey, Lutheran Cooperation through
Lutheran Higher Education: A Documentary History of the National Lutheran
Educational Conference, 1910-1967 (Washington, 1967).
4161t was the desire of the trustees at this critical time, as they expressed it,not "to
run the risk ofdisturbing the confidence of the Church in the denominational stand-
ingorloyalty ofthe College" which led them inJune 1915 to reject the petitions of the
faculty that they seek repeal of the 1894 charter amendment, which was the only
thing preventing the College frombeing placed on the accepted listof the Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching and retiring faculty fromqualifying for
Carnegie pensions. See p. 449.
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Frederick H. Knubel {1870-1945}
Class of 1893. Trustee, 1914-
1945. President of the United
Lutheran Church in America,
1918-1944.
(U.L.C.A.).417 The first president of the new body was Frederick H.
Knubel, an 1893 graduate of the College and a trustee since 1914. He
served as president of the U.L.C.A. until 1944 and as trustee of the
College until he died a year later.
The constitution of the board of education in the new church
authorized it "to prepare general surveys of educational standards"
for member institutions and to determine which colleges and
seminaries "shall receive aid from its funds." The constitution
specified that, in order to qualify for such aid, an institution had to
"be organically connected with a Synod or Synods of the United
Lutheran Church; or ... be authorized by The United Lutheran
Church; or ... by charter provision perpetually have at least two-
thirds of its board of directors or trustees members of The United
Lutheran Church." 418
The board of education immediately accepted Gettysburg as a
U.L.C.A.-related institution; it more than met the third criterion.
The standards which the board announced in 1922 it intended to
follow in evaluating U.L.C.A. colleges were the very ones which the
American Council on Education and accrediting agencies had recent-
ly adopted and were beginning to apply. 419
417See E. Clifford Nelson, cd., The Lutherans in North America (Philadelphia,
1975), pp. 373-377, for a brief explanation of why and how this reunion occurred
when it did. More than one-fourth of the synod presidents in the new church were
Gettysburg graduates.
418Minutes of the U.L.C.A. (1920), p. 257. For additional qualifications which the
board wished to require of institutions seeking aid, see p. 260.
4190n May 16, 1921 the College secured an amendment of three words (those
italicized below) to its charter, so that now three- fourths of the trustees would have to
be members of The United Lutheran Church in America. Adams County Mis-
cellaneous Book D, p. 197. As already noted, when the trustees secured a major revi-
sion of the charter in1935, they reduced the required percentage of Lutheran trustees
from the three-fourths set in 1894 to the two-thirds minimum now specified by the
national church.
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Some trustees, including former President Hefelbower, were fear-
ful (and not without reason) that the mere mention of organic con-
nection between synods and colleges was evidence of a desire to
bring the latter under ultimate church control. Ina letter to his suc-
cessor inNovember 1920, he lamented "the widespread tendency on
the part of our present general organization, including its boards, to
put more and more authority in synodical and board organization,
and less and less in the individual congregations on the one hand,
and in the various enterprises of the church, for example,
educational institutions, on the other." 420
The election of Henry W. A.Hanson in1923 returned a Lutheran
parish pastor to the campus White House. Hanson had just com-
pleted his term as a synod president and was serving one of the
U.L.C.A boards in the same capacity. Fully in sympathy with the
tradition stressing the Christian over the Lutheran character of the
College, inhis hundreds of appearances before congregations, syn-
ods, and other gatherings he interpreted and developed that tradi-
tion in ways which favorably impressed thousands of men and
women, who responded to his charm and regarded his inspirational
messages as true expressions of the Gettysburg character. "The
greatest single problem confronting modern education is placing
behind culture of head, nobility of soul," he told the East
Pennsylvania Synod in 1926. "Gettysburg College seeks as its
greatest object, quickening a respect for, and loyalty to, the person
and program of Jesus Christ." If it fails in this regard, he said, "I
should regard my own connection with it as having failed in that
which is nearest my own heart." 421
When Hanson became president of the College in1923, the trus-
tees were already considering renewed requests from several synods
4205. G. Hefelbower to William A. Granville, Carthage, Illinois, November 30,
1920, in GCA. Meeting a few days after Hefelbower wrote this letter, the faculty,
withbut one dissenting vote (that ofDean Bikle), asked President Granville to express
its decided sentiments on the subject in the event the matter of synodical control was
raised in the forthcoming board meeting. "The history of educational development in
our country has been away from the ecclesiastical administration of general
academic education," it declared, "and we should regard the adoption of this sugges-
tion[that trustees be elected by synods] as tending towards a narrowing parochialism
out of allharmony with the democratic spirit of our American institutions."
421Probably without realizing allof the implications of what he was saying, Hanson
also told the synod that "in its desire to reach the highest levels of academic
scholarship," Gettysburg had not "ina single case departed fromits announced pur-
pose of having on its staff of teachers only men of Christian convictions." In the
admissions brochure of 1016, Granville said substantially the same thing. Was this
not imposing the kind of religious test which the 1832 charter forbade?
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that they be given formal representation on the board. 422 Synodical
spokesmen argued that such representation would be consistent
with the minimal organic relationship which the U.L.C.A. believed
should exist between the church and its colleges. They also ob-
served that representation would serve as a recognition of the major
assistance which Lutherans had rendered during the recent financial
campaign as well as an assurance of a favorable reception during
the inevitable ones which were yet to come. After several years of
discussion and delay, inDecember 1923 the trustees finallyagreed
to permit the Maryland, West Pennsylvania, East Pennsylvania,
and Allegheny Synods each tonominate two trustees, but, since not
allof these bodies accepted the conditions which the board included
in this proposed arrangement, it did not go into effect for any of
them and was formally withdrawn in1927. During these same years,
while the trustees were debating whether to close the College to
women students, the synods annually voiced their decided opposi-
tion to the proposal. Once the decision was made, they asked either
that it be reversed or, at least, not implemented until a Lutheran
women's college was in full operation. Female students and pro-
spective students found among the College constituency no stronger
champions than these synods.
The failure to secure representation on the board of trustees or to
persuade that body to repeal its decision concerning women
students neither deterred the synods from repeating their annual
petitions nor reduced the civility with which they and the College
conducted their relations with each other. Untilthe board suddenly
reversed itself in1935 and readmitted women, about all the trustees
could say to the synods was that they had been careful inreaching
the decision inthe firstplace and saw no sufficient reason to change
their minds. On the subject of synodical representation, the board
usually ventured the opinion that existing practice already assured a
strong synodical voice in its deliberations and that changing the
rules would, in fact, accomplish little.
422From 1905 on, the reports which committees submitted to the annual synodical
conventions, and whichwere routinely approved, highly commended the College on
the many academic improvements it was making, urging support in its drives for
church funds and its search for qualified students. The recurring theme in these
documents, many of which were prepared by pastors who were alumni, is that the
synods want Gettysburg to become the strongest possible academic institution,
obviously one with a Christian orientation. Itwas only in 1921 that synods again
asked for synodicai representation on the board. The East Pennsylvania Synod
resolution gave as one reason for its request the fact that the U.L.C.A. had "declared
a policy that looks toward synodical representation or control of all institutions of
higher education looking to the constituency of the United Lutheran Church for sup-
port." Henry W. A. Hanson was one of the most prominent members of that
synod.
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At each annual synodical convention, committees reported on the
state of the College, sometimes simply repeating information which
President Hanson had provided for them. One learns from these
reports about improvements in academic program and physical
plant in the 1920s and weathering the depression in the 19305. One
reads about the many-faceted concern for the individual student to
which the president was genuinely committed. Like Granville inhis
earlier reports to church bodies, Hanson usually commented on the
large number of men (sometimes he claimed as many as one-sixth of
the student body) who were preparing for the ministry.
A major change in Lutheran synodical organization in Penn-
sylvania occurred in1938, when the Allegheny, East Pennsylvania,
Susquehanna, and West Pennsylvania Synods merged to form the
Central Pennsylvania Synod, with 624 congregations and some
179,000 confirmed members. This development prompted President
Hanson in June 1939 to observe to the trustees that the College had
"maintained the happiest relations with our constituent synods" for
many years and tourge them now to consider taking the initiative in
inviting the Central Pennsylvania and Maryland Synods each to
nominate one clergyman and one layman forelection as trustees. He
reminded the board that families in these two synods were then
sending the College "a very large percentage" of its student body,
including "practically their entire list"of preministerial students. In
addition, they were contributing heavilyto its income inother ways.
"Itis most important," he argued, "that there should not develop any
line of cleavage or separation between our cooperating synods and
Gettysburg College." The board did not act on Hanson's suggestion,
but during World War IIthe synods renewed their petition for rep-
resentation. For the moment at least, the trustees agreed only to
study the matter.
While President Hanson continued tohold influential positions in
the national Lutheran church (between 1926 and 1944 he served suc-
cessively on its board of American missions and executive board),
he chose tomaintain a good-arm's length between itand the College.
This policy was easier to follow as the amount of money which the
board of education allocated to Gettysburg gradually declined dur-
ing the 1920s and after 1932, with but a few minor trickles, ceased
altogether. 423 Gettysburg did cooperate in the comprehensive survey
423Between 1918 and 1944 the U.L.C.A. board of education appropriated some
$29,600 to the College. After Gettysburg forwent half of its 1931-1932 appropriation
in favor ofseveral Canadian institutions, there were only four additionalsmall grants
through 1944. From 1918 on, board appropriations to Muhlenberg and Wittenberg
closely followed the Gettysburg pattern. Most national church money after 1930
went to Susquehanna, Thiel, and southern and western colleges. Professor Rasmus
S. Saby was a member of the board of education from 1926 to 1936.
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of Lutheran colleges which the board authorized in1924. The study
demonstrated clearly that academically it was one of the two or
three strongest Lutheran colleges, but also that itwas the one having
the least tangible ties witheither supporting synods or the national
church. In subsequent years President Hanson did not always fur-
nish all of the information, especially that concerning income and
expenditures, which the board asked for and intended to publish as
part of its biennial report to the church.
Between 1904 and 1945 the relations between the College and the
seminary continued to be close and cordial. There were a few men
who served as trustees of both for long periods of time. The best
examples are Harry C. Picking and R. William Bream, both Gettys-
burg bankers, who together served on the College board for fifty-
eight years and on the seminary board for fifty-four. Nine of the
twelve faculty whom the seminary recruited during this period were
College graduates, as were all three of its presidents. Three of the
four professors of English Bible in the College were seminary
graduates, as were most of the other teachers in that department.
Several of the V.M.C.A. secretaries were seminary students who
found time to pursue both tasks.
In The World of Higher Education
Between 1904 and 1945 those responsible for the management and
direction of the College, as well as others interested inits welfare,
were, if anything, even more aware than their predecessors had
been that Gettysburg College was an inescapable part of a world of
American higher education. Beginning in the early days of the
Hefelbower administration, those committed to the goal of a Greater
Gettysburg were determined to raise its relative position among
liberal arts colleges, no matter how difficult the task might be. More
often than in earlier periods, College spokesmen declared their
intent to make Gettysburg one of the very best such institutions in
the state or the best college in its class. 424 "Gettysburg College has
equal rank with the very best colleges in the country," wrote Presi-
dent Granville inthe 1916 admissions brochure, "irrespective ofage,
number of students, wealth, or apparent reputation."
One of the most important developments in American higher
education after 1904 was the initiation of regional and national
efforts to formulate and apply criteria for evaluating the quality of
424These spokesmen did not explain what they meant by its class or identify the
other institutions which were in it.
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colleges and universities. 425 Virtually nothing like this was attempt-
ed before 1900. State departments of education and the United
States Bureau of Education did regularly solicit information from
these schools and then publish it in their annual reports. However,
compliance was voluntary, and little or no attempt was made to pass
judgment on what was submitted. Those aware of the difficulty in
determining the worth of individual baccalaureate degrees often
described the existing situation as one of chaos and confusion. The
four regional agencies founded between 1885 and 1895 came into
being, not to accredit colleges and universities, but to permit second-
ary schools and undergraduate institutions toreach agreement inan
orderly fashion on proper standards and procedures by means of
which students could pass from one to the other. 428
Considerable impetus to the development of standards for
colleges and universities followed creation of the Association of
American Universities (1900), the General Education Board (1902),
and the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching
(1905). Fourteen leading universities founded the first-named
organization, inpart as a response to the dilemma which both they
and their European counterparts faced when they tried to evaluate
the American college degrees held by students applying for admis-
sion. Obviously, the dilemma was similar to that which first con-
fronted undergraduate institutions a decade or two earlier, as the
increasing number and varying quality of public secondary schools
made the long-established methods of admission politically imprac-
tical, at least for most colleges. Managers of the General Education
Board and the Carnegie Foundation were determined to make their
attractive grants only to those colleges and universities which were
already strong and which gave promise of long-term improvement in
their position. Allthree of these agencies attempted, as best they
could, to pass judgment on those institutions with which they had
some dealings, but theirs was less than the needed effort. Following
passage of a 1904 law which gave it wide power over the entire
educational system of the state, the Board of Regents of the State of
New York was more successful than they were ingaining a national
reputation as an accrediting agency. After it began approving
undergraduate, graduate, and professional schools all over the
country, whose diplomas were then accepted at face value in New
York, authorities in other states used the board's findings as their
guide. "The Board of Regents of the State of New York," President
425The words accredit, classify, and standardize were used to describe these
efforts.
428There are now six such agencies. The North West Association dates from 1917
and the Western from 1924.
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Granville told the trustees inJune 1922, "was really the first agency
which succeeded in a large measure in establishing a rating of
colleges which was generally recognized."
In 1915, after the Association of American Universities twice
failed inits efforts to get the United States Bureau of Education on
its own authority to publish a classified list of colleges, the bureau
agreed to appoint a committee, whose eleven members represented
the four regional agencies, the Association of American Univer-
sities, the American Medical Association, the Bureau of Education,
and several other bodies. The bureau instructed the committee to
determine whether it was advisable to establish a national
classification of colleges and universities and, ifso, to suggest ways
to proceed inaccomplishing that end. In1918, after reviewing ques-
tionnaires returned by some 250 institutions (including Gettysburg
College), this committee (known as the Committee on Higher
Educational Statistics) published a list of thirteen suggested
requirements for what it called a successful college of arts and
sciences. Included were a minimum annual income of at least
$40,000; a minimum productive endowment of $250,000; at least fif-
teen full-time faculty, one-fourth or more with the Ph.D. or
equivalent degree; a maximum teaching load of fifteen hours per
week; and minimum annual expenditures of $1,000 each for books
and periodicals, and for laboratory equipment. One could take these
suggested requirements, apply them to the data submitted by the
colleges, and do one's own accrediting. 427
A year following the publication of this report, the Middle States
Association began entering the field of accrediting by adopting its
own set of eleven requirements for an acceptable institution of
higher learning and establishing a commission to apply them to
schools within its geographical area. 428 Two years later, inNovem-
ber 1921, but only after encountering vigorous opposition from
several quarters, the Commission on Institutions of Higher Educa-
tion issued its first list of fifty-nine accredited institutions in the
Middle States. Selection was made, not following visits by evalua-
427Resources and Standards (1918), pp. 15-17.
428Tw0 of the twelve members of the first commission were Gettysburg alumni.
Augustus S. Downing (1856-1936) of the class of1874 was deputy commissioner of
education of New York and Luther P. Eisenhart of the class of 1896 was a
Princeton professor.
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tion teams to the schools, but by analyzing information furnished by
the Bureau of Education, the New York regents, and in some cases
by the institutions themselves. 429
Gettysburg College participated in these developments from the
very beginning. As noted in the previous chapter, she was a found-
ingmember of the Middle States Association in1887 and later adopt-
ed its recommendations for strengthening entrance requirements.
Sometime during the later years of the McKnight administration
membership was allowed to lapse and was not renewed until 1909.
During the Granville years someone from the College usually attend-
ed the annual Middle States meetings. President Hefelbower pre-
sented the Gettysburg case to the New York regents, who approved
its B.A.and B.S. programs in June 1909. Beginning in1915 and con-
tinuing beyond 1945, the annual catalogue usually included the
Board of Regents' blessing inits recital of the College's credentials.
In1911 Gettysburg met the requirements of the General Education
Board when it applied for a major grant.
Following publication of the report of the Committee on Higher
Educational Statistics, President Granville proudly told the trustees
inJune 1918 that "our College has been rated as of the highest grade
by the United States Bureau of Education." In the interests of
accuracy, he should have told them simply that the data which he
had submitted demonstrated that Gettysburg met or exceeded most
of the committee's thirteen criteria for a successful college of arts
and sciences. Only in two areas was itlacking. The average salary
for professors was about 70 percent of the recommended level, and
faculty teaching load was sixteen hours instead of the recommended
fifteen.
The next hurdle was Middle States accreditation. Concerned that
Gettysburg might not be included inthe first list that was being pre-
pared, President Granville wrote to the commission on February 5,
1921, noting that, as a result of the financial campaign then inprog-
ress, faculty salaries had been increased, additional faculty were
429L10yd E. Blauch, cd., Accreditation in Higher Education (Washington, 1959) and
WilliamK. Selden, Accreditation: AStruggle over Standards in Higher Education
(New York, 1960) are two useful and informative studies. Both deal with the reasons
for accreditation, the opposition toit, and the transition fromreliance on quantitative
and minimal standards to an emphasis on the procedure as a way to strengthen
institutions. Both stress that accreditation in the United States developed as a volun-
tary self-discipline by colleges and universities, as an alternative to governmental
supervision. Ewald B.Nyquist, "LifeBegins atForty: ABrief History of the Commis-
sion," (Middle States Association, 1961) is a wittyyet serious study ofMiddle States
evaluation up to1961. The North Central was the first regional association to publish
a list of accredited schools, in 1913. The Southern Association published its first list
in 1920.
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being hired, and the endowment was significantly higher than ever
before. He offered to provide any additional information that might
be needed. Three days later, the chairman replied that the commis-
sion had placed Gettysburg on the "accepted list... at its first meet-
ing," since ithad "fulland satisfactory information obtained from
the records of the New York State Education Department." 430
Gettysburg was one of the twenty-two Pennsylvania colleges and
universities, already approved by the Pennsylvania Department of
Public Instruction to grant degrees, which were included on the first
Middle States list announced in November 1921. Twenty-five
institutions with similar state approval were not accredited. Of
these, six were identified as almost, but not quite, meeting the stan-
dards. In June 1922 President Granville told the trustees that
accreditation does not mean "that itis safe forGettysburg College to
rest contented with what she is," since the standards which the com-
mission used were "only a minimum, the least that for practical
reasons could be used to start with." We should "make every pos-
sible effort to strengthen and increase our faculty and to augment
our financial resources," he argued, not simply inorder to obtain a
"first grade" rating by all educational agencies, but "also because
we shall never leave a stone unturned to make Gettysburg College
one of the very best among the first grade colleges." 431
Within a year of the announcement of the first Middle States list,
the United Chapters of Phi Beta Kappa authorized chartering a
chapter of that society on the Gettysburg campus. Since this action
followed careful investigation of the College and its practices,
acquiring a chapter of Phi Beta Kappa can be regarded as a form of
accreditation. The Gettysburg chapter was the ninth in Penn-
sylvania.
When Henry W. A. Hanson became president in 1923, the only
widely recognized accrediting agency whose approval the College
had not yet secured was the Association of American Universities,
which had issued its first list of approved institutions in 1914. The
coveted blessing of that agency came in the fall of 1926, after the
required application, withsupporting data, was submitted. Accord-
ing to the Gettysburgian for November 24 of that year, President
Hanson told his chapel audience that this latest recognition of the
College would "not cause as much demonstration as a football vie-
430The letters exchanged between Granville and Arthur Leroy Jones are in the GCA.
Inhis letter, Jones enclosed a copy of the commission's questionnaire to institutions,
which Granville chose to complete and return.
4311n 1934 the Middle States Association reaffirmed the College's accreditation
following receipt of a completed questionnaire. Regular ten-year reaccreditation
visits did not become customary until after 1945. The academy was accredited in 1927.
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Tory,n nor would it mean a holiday for the students, but it was
nevertheless an achievement that would be "appreciated more and
more with the passing of years." The paper considered this accom-
plishment another step toward "the ultimate goal of a 'Greater
Gettysburg.'" 432
Two national educational associations which made no attempt at
accrediting colleges and universities were formed about the time of
World War I.Many liberal arts colleges banded together to form the
Association of American Colleges (A.A.C.) in 1915. Three years
later, fourteen organizations founded the American Council on
Education (A.C.E.), which rapidly became the major national coor-
dinating agency in higher education. President Granville attended
an A.A.C. meeting as early as May1917, but the College did not join
that agency until1924. Although the faculty inOctober 1919 recom-
mended that Gettysburg join the A.C.E., this did not happen until
many years later. With some regularity beginning in the 19205,
administrators or faculty attended the annual meetings of both or-
ganizations. 433
As early as the beginning of the Hefelbower administration, the
board of trustees urged the faculty to acquaint themselves with the
practice of other colleges. This was in fact gratuitous advice, since
they had been doing this from time to time ever since 1832.
Nevertheless, President Hefelbower had set his colleagues a good
current example by beginning his administration with visits to
several New England schools. Before 1904 few faculty belonged to
the national professional organizations in their field which began
appearing in the 1870s. With the coming of a new administration,
things began to change. Professor Grimm, for example, who joined
the faculty in1906, was amember of the Modern Language Associa-
tion, American Oriental Society, and the Society of Biblical Litera-
ture and Exegesis. Professor Evjen joined the American Historical
Association during his first year on the faculty. Beginning in1923,
President Hanson all but required professors to visit other
43ZDuring the May1944 board meeting a trustee urged the College to seek approval
of the American Association of University Women. President Hanson replied that
efforts in that direction were being made, but a decade passed before they were
successful.
433 Although the A.C.E. didnot accredit educational institutions, itdidpromote the
development of uniform criteria to be used by other agencies for that purpose. Inits
journal, the Educational Record (1920), pp. 71-80, itpublished for the convenience of
all a listof colleges and universities whichhad passed the test ofone ormore of four
recognized accrediting agencies. Gettysburg was one of twenty Pennsylvania
institutions on the list.
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institutions in search of ideas and attend annual professional
meetings, by making money available for those specific purposes.
The College continued to place its claims before the public by
means of advertising. Beginning early inthe century, ittried to keep
an up-to-date viewbook in print. In 1916 President Granville pre-
pared an admissions brochure which presented the claims of Chris-
tian colleges in general and of Gettysburg inparticular. The first
radio station inYork started tobroadcast in1932. A year later, some
twenty administrators and faculty began traveling to that city each
school year in order to present fifteen minute programs on some
topic of general interest. Reporting to the Alumni Council in 1937,
President Hanson included these faculty radio talks as a form of
publicity for the College, along with visits to synods, addresses to
high schools, and many events bringing high school students,
teachers, and coaches to the campus. College officials continued
toproclaim that some of the most effective advertisements on behalf
of the College were those provided by the institution's students
and alumni.
Anniversaries, Wars, and Depressions
On at least seven occasions between 1904 and 1945 the normal
tenor of College life was altered, and sometimes disrupted, by
anniversaries, wars, and depressions. Ifnothing else, these events
were reminders of the world beyond the campus. Allof them left
their mark upon the institution.
The first occasion was the seventy-fifth anniversary of the
College in 1907, which the board of trustees and the Alumni
Association decided to celebrate in a major way. Accordingly, in
June 1906 the trustees named a committee of five of their leading
members and charged it with raising $150,000, a sum which would
take the College out of debt for the first time in more than fifteen
years and enable it tobegin paying for the academic improvements
which were being undertaken and planned. The Alumni Association
decided to publish an updated version of the 1882 history-alumni
directory and engaged its editor, Professor Breidenbaugh, to do the
job.Unfortunately, neither of these goals had been accomplished by
the time the Alumni Association observed the anniversary during
the 1907 commencement week. There was but one event, called the
seventy-fifth anniversary exercises. Three of the four addresses
delivered on that occasion emphasized the role of Gettysburg since
1832 indifferent career fields: science and education, medicine, and
the church. The financial campaign never came close to its goal.
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Professor Breidenbaugh began his editorial work, but no alumni
directory was published until 1918 and no history of the College
until 1932.
The second special occasion was the observance of the fiftieth
anniversary of the battle of Gettysburg in 1913. In the fall of 1910
local, state, and national committees or commissions met in Gettys-
burg to begin preparing for the first major reunion of the Blue and
Gray since the end of the Civil War. During the next thirty months
subsequent meetings were held in Washington, Philadelphia, and
again in Gettysburg. These committees succeeded in securing
enough public funds to carry out most of their plans.
Probably because President Hefelbower announced his resigna-
tioninDecember 1909, there was no representative of the College on
the original local anniversary committee. However, soon after tak-
ing office in the fall of 1910 President Granville became deeply
involved in the planning. Two years later he offered all of the
College facilities for use during the celebration, a decision which the
trustees confirmed at their December 1912 meeting. 434 The Gettys-
burgian also gave its approval. In the issue for January 15, 1913 the
editor declared that "this celebration willbe the greatest event of its
kind known to history, and willsurely reflect great honor on grand
old Pennsylvania College."
The anniversary celebration took place between July 1and 4,
1913. During its course the president of the United States, the vice
president, the speaker of the House of Representatives, the sec-
retary of war, and at least eleven governors gave addresses. Many
members of Congress were present, as were more than 53,000
veterans, whose average age was seventy-two years. Most of those
in attendance were accommodated in what was called the Great
Camp, located on the battlefield south of town. The programs took
place in the Great Tent, which was large enough to seat 15,000 per-
sons and was located near the Codori House.
The headquarters of the host Pennsylvania Commission were in
tents on the College campus, south of Pennsylvania Hall. Here the
governor, his staff, and members of the commission welcomed more
than five hundred special guests, who were then assigned rooms in
the College and seminary dormitories. Many of these guests took
their meals in a large tent located between Pennsylvania Hall and
4341n approving what Granville had done, the trustees also responded to the com-
plaints of some students, who objected to anyone's using their rooms during the sum-
mer months. Since they had to furnish these rooms, students who planned to return in
the fall customarily enjoyed yearlong use of them and left their belongings behind.
The trustees now decreed that a year's rent covered the period between one week
before College opened and one week after it closed.
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Headquarters of the governor and his staff during the fiftiethanniversary
of the Battle of Gettysburg, 1913. The lampposts are in front of
GiatfeJter Hall.
the gymnasium. The entire state police force was assigned to Gettys-
burg during the celebration; its members were quartered on Nixon
Field. Between July 1and 4 many of the College students worked in
various capacities assisting the hosts inmaking the affair a success.
Looking back upon the celebration in his June 1914 report to the
trustees, President Granville described it as "a most interesting
chapter inthe history of the College." Not only did it serve to make
"our institution more generally known," but also it was "of
pecuniary benefit to the College, over $5000 being received in
rental." 435
The third special occasion during this period of time, and the first
which actually disrupted College life,was World War I.Within a
month of America's entry into that conflict, in its issue of May 2,
1917, the student newspaper announced that
Gettysburg is now in the grip of a wave of patriotism. War
activities are the subjects ofdiscussion inevery room and inevery
435 There is a full account of the planning for and execution of the celebration,
including the fulltext ofmany of the addresses delivered, in theFiftieth Anniversary
of the Battle of Gettysburg. Report of the Pennsylvania Commission, December 31,
1913 (Harrisburg, 1914). A revised edition was published in 1915.
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nook and corner of the campus. Everyone has the spirit and would
be glad to'get out of the routine of school work and do something
that would count in the present need of the country.
Mindful of that spirit, President Woodrow Wilson and many others
(including the Gettysburgian staff) urged college students every-
where to continue with their studies until they were graduated or
until their services were called for.The facts that the Selective Serv-
ice Act of May 18, 1917 set the minimum draft age at twenty-one
years and that many Gettysburgians were preministerial students
meant that most of them could complete their studies and be
graduated. Nevertheless, the "wave of patriotism" was so strong
that students began leaving the campus to enlist even before the
spring 1917 term ended. So many departed that several commence-
ment week activities had tobe cancelled. Some of these students had
enrolled in the R.O.T.C. program when itbegan early in 1917 and
were able to earn commissions after a short period of additional
training. Inhis June report to the board, the president observed that
more than fiftystudents were already inan officer training program,
but much more of his statement was devoted to finances. How could
the College remain solvent as revenue from student fees dropped
while inflation increased the cost of everything itbought? The price
of coal for the fall of 1917, he told the trustees, would be double that
paid in 1916.
During the 1917-1918 year, with an enrollment reduced about 15
percent, the College tried to operate on a business-as-usual basis,
following the course of action which the presidents of Pennsylvania
colleges and universities had agreed upon and which President
Wilson strongly advocated. Gettysburg tried to maintain the cus-
tomary standards of academic performance and discipline, as well
as to continue with an athletic program. As might be expected,
almost all male students enrolled in R.O.T.C. Nevertheless, it was
not a normal year. Students conserved food and fuel. They helped to
sell Liberty Bonds in the county. The junior class decided not to
publish a Spectrum. Several organizations suspended operations. A
few faculty left to enter war work.Atthe urging of the Pennsylvania
presidents and also of the students, commencement was held a
month early and its activities were reduced to a minimum. Clearly,
one of the most troublesome features of the 1917-1918 year was the
great restlessness and tension generated by the hazing controver-
sy. 436 President Granville insisted that the root cause of the trouble
was actually the uncertainty which college students on almost every
campus faced during a war which a large majority of them support-
ed but in which they were not directly participating at the time.
436See pp. 674-675.
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As far as Gettysburg College and virtually all of its sister
institutions were concerned, the outlook for the 1918-1919 year
darkened ominously as Congress debated lowering the draft age to
eighteen years, something which the Selective Service Act of
August 31, 1918 made a reality. As President Granville explained in
his biennial report to the Board of Education a few months later, all
had realized that the war threatened "the very existence of our
college educational system in this country." The lowering of the
draft age made it "a foregone conclusion that unless some radical
measures were speedily adopted the colleges would practically be
emptied of male students" and would suffer "the same deplorable
fate" as institutions of higher education in the warring European
powers. The radical measure which was speedily adopted was the
Students' Army Training Corps (S.A.T.C.), under which some five
hundred institutions were operating when classes resumed in the
fall.The federal government offered to train eligible young men on
college and university campuses and, in return, to compensate the
institutions for the use of their facilities. These men would be induct-
ed into service and be given training designed to prepare them for
leadership and technical positions. In August 1918 the executive
committee of the Gettysburg board of trustees unanimously
approved the faculty's recommendation that the College accept the
government's offer, which entailed replacing R.O.T.C. with
S.A.T.C. for the duration.
Most of the students who returned to the Gettysburg campus in
late September 1918, together with several hundred newcomers,
joined the S.A.T.C. and were mustered into service a few days later.
"We're in the army now," proclaimed the October 2 issue of the
newspaper. "The doors of military Gettysburg have swung open."
Under the command of six army officers, the inductees began their
program ofmilitary instruction. Meanwhile, a much smaller number
of preministerial students, physically unqualified males, and
women students -about 15 percent of the entire enrollment - were
engaged inthe regular College program. This arrangement proved to
be of unexpectedly short duration. Less than seven weeks after the
term began the war ended, and the S.A.T.C. men were discharged in
mid-December. When classes resumed inJanuary, once again there
was but one student body, now determined to restore peacetime con-
ditions as quickly as possible. 437
437The roll of honor in the 1920 Spectrum included the names of fourteen Gettys-
burgians who gave their lives during the war, as wellas of 336 others who had served
their country in some recognized capacity. Additional names could be added to the
list, which was compiled early in 1919.
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The fourth special occasion, the Great Depression, began more
than a decade after the end of World War I,following upon the stock
market crash of October 1929. It is evident from the discussion
earlier in this chapter that the depression touched many phases of
College life,forcing trustees, administrators, faculty, and students
to curtail or abandon many of their plans for the immediate future.
Enrollment began dropping slightly in the fall of 1930; ithad fallen
about 25 percent by the time the low point was reached four years
later. During the same period the number ofstudents inthe academy
halved and it was only because the trustees closed that school in the
spring of 1935 in order to devote its plant to women students that
College enrollment began increasing that fall. With but two excep-
tions, that enrollment did not exceed the levels of the 1920s until the
fallof 1941. The depression forced some students todrop out, while
others remained only because they were permitted to delay paying
their bills. Beginning in1934, first under the CivilWorks Adminis-
tration and later the National Youth Administration, sixty or more
needy students each term could earn $15 per month assisting
janitors, working in the library, or performing some other tasks.
The College incurred a slight deficit inits current account in1929-
1930 and was unable to end the year in the black until seven years
later. Since not much could be done to increase income (readmitting
women was one way], every effort was made to reduce expen-
ditures. Salaries were cut, a few faculty positions were eliminated,
and sabbaticals were set aside. Years later, one faculty widow
recalled that those professors whose income continued, even on a
reduced scale, were able to weather the storm with a minimum of
discomfort, especially since the price level had dropped
significantly.
Even after the upturn began and was sustained, the memory of the
bleak depression days lingered on and influenced the ways in which
both administrators and faculty went about their work. The depres-
sion had made itimpossible for the College to bring in the money
needed to return to the endowment the large sums borrowed, cer-
tainly ingood faith, inorder to pay for the building program of the
19205. Consequently, after prosperity returned, the College was
denied most of the cushion which ithad the right to expect from the
income yielded by the endowment principal acquired during the
Granville administration.
The fifthspecial occasion tobe noted between 1904 and 1945 was
the centennial of the chartering and actual opening of the College in
Apriland November 1832. Plans for this celebration were initiated
well in advance of these dates. InDecember 1927 the trustees named
committees to arrange forproper observance of the occasion and for
publication of a new history of the College. During the next two
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years, the committee decided to incorporate the celebration into the
1932 commencement week and to reschedule the latter for May, a
time which would not interfere with similar exercises at other
institutions. It also decided to undertake a financial campaign in
1930 for $1,000,000, the proceeds to be used for debt reduction,
endowment, and further physical expansion. To conduct the cam-
paign, the College engaged a firm which had recently completed a
major fund drive for the U.L.C.A. Final payment on the pledges
was scheduled for the spring of 1932, so that the success of the cam-
paign could be announced during the anniversary exercises.
Inhis June 1930 report to the board, President Hanson remarked
that "the committee arranging for the centennial is planning tomake
it the outstanding experience of the century." Yet, even as he wrote
these words, he was aware of the depression that was beginning to
settle on the country and had participated inthe decision todelay the
financial campaign until there could be some better understanding
of how serious the economic downturn was likely to be. Later inthe
year, the board of trustees instructed the committee toproceed with
the campaign, which by that time was supposed to be nearly com-
pleted, at "such a time as their judgment renders the undertaking
most advantageous." Unfortunately, such a time never came.
Before long, the College was reduced to asking fordonations tohelp
pay for the centennial celebration.
The depression notwithstanding, the commemorative exercises
began on May26, 1932 and closed with commencement on May30.
The ceremonies opened with Professor Kramer's ringing of a small
bell believed to have been used by the College in1832 and closed
with students' ringing of the Glatfelter Hall tower bell101 times, to
signal the beginning of the College's second century. The main fea-
ture of the observance was a series offivesymposiums- formedical
men, clergymen, lawyers, scientists and industrialists, and teachers
-during which alumni and others discussed the achievements made
inthese fields during the previous century. Inaddition to the usual
commencement activities, there were special athletic, dramatic, and
musical events. Several organizations, including Pen and Sword
and Phi Beta Kappa, had their own anniversary meetings. President
Hanson led an "alumni walk-around," during the course of which
four distinguished graduates, standing on the steps of four College
buildings, discussed Gettysburg past (in the fields of science, Chris-
tian service, and the humanities) and future. What was called a his-
torical parade moved through the streets of town. The United States
government presented, and the College accepted and dedicated, a
plaque which was placed on the steps of Pennsylvania Hall,
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The Centennial Convocation, May 27, 1932
recognizing the use of the building during the battle.438 The centen-
nial convocation, held on Memorial Field on May 27, began with an
academic procession that included representatives from many other
institutions. It featured an address by Yale University President
James R. Angell; awarding of eight honorary degrees, including one,
inabsentia, toPresident Herbert C. Hoover; and formal presentation
of the new history of the College. 439
Samuel G. Hefelbower, the author of the 1932 history, was well-
qualified for his task. An1891 graduate of the College, between 1902
and 1923 he had served it successively as teacher, president, and
trustee. Citing distance and other reasons, he was reluctant toaccept
his assignment, consenting only in the spring of 1929 when illhealth
forced his first choice, Professor Valentine, to decline. Hefelbower's
first step was to return to Gettysburg and literally find the necessary
sources. There were no College archives. In some cases he had
to plead with people to turn over records which clearly belonged
to the College, not to them. From various places he eventually
brought together most of the major original pre-1932 records
438The inscription read: "U.S.A. This building served as a Union signal station June
30, July 1and July 4, 1863, and as a hospital for the care of both Union and Con-
federate wounded July 1 and for some weeks thereafter."
439There is a good account of the exercises in the GCB (October 1932), pp. 4-6. The
last event of the year, held on November 7 in Brua, marked the one hundredth
anniversary of the beginning of classes. Professor Valentine substituted as main
speaker when illness prevented the grandson of Samuel Simon Schmucker from
being present.
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of the College which are known to exist at the time of this writing.
The Hefelbower history contains much pertinent and accurate infor-
mation, based heavily on these original sources. It deals most
thoroughly with the years before 1904. From a later perspective, the
text is as remarkable for what itcould have included, but did not, as
it is for what is there. 440
If we can believe the editors of the alumni bulletin for October
1932, the centennial observance exceeded the "fondest of hopes."
The only exceptional thing about the weather was that low tem-
peratures chased the baccalaureate service indoors. Some twothou-
sand persons signed the guest book, and it was believed that an
equal number attended one ormore of the events without observing
that formality. The editors estimated that about 40 percent of allliv-
ing alumni had returned to the campus during the five-day celebra-
tion and that there were approximately 175 guests from other
institutions. Alltwenty-eight speakers appeared on schedule. They
included the United States Commissioner of Education, the
associate editor of the New York Times, the vice president of
General Motors, and the president of the U.L.C.A.
A sixth special occasion was the observance in July 1938 of the
seventy- fifthanniversary of the battle of Gettysburg. The three-day
program was the result of imaginative, yet practical, planning at
local, state, and federal levels, which began in December 1934,
when the president of the Gettysburg Chamber of Commerce named
a six-man anniversary committee, of which President Hanson was
chairman. Quickly recognizing that 1938 was going to be the final
opportunity for a Blue and Gray reunion, and that an appropriate
celebration would have to be a state and national event, the Cham-
ber of Commerce included as active orhonorary members ofits com-
mittee Pennsylvania's two United States senators, the district's
member of the House of Representatives, Adams county's two rep-
resentatives in the Pennsylvania legislature, and the incoming
governor of the Commonwealth.
The active members of the local committee lost no time inseeking
the necessary outside support. InApril1935 the legislature provided
for a state anniversary commission of nine members. Governor
George H. Earle named Senator John S. Rice, Gettysburg, of the
class of 1921,its chairman and Henry W. A.Hanson one of itsmem-
bers. Early in1936 several of these commissioners met with Presi-
440Professor Robert Fortenbaugh wrote the chapter on the CivilWar and edited the
one on fraternities. Joseph E. Rowe of the class of1904 wrote the chapter on the
Hefelbower administration. Inhis preface, Hefelbower explained that his account of
events since 1884 "is chiefly narrative" because his generation "is tooclose to recent
administrations to be able to view them in a historical perspective."
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Seventy-fifth Anniversary of the
Battle of Gettysburg Commission
Seated, from Jeft to right: President Henry W. A. Hanson, Governor
George H. EarJe, Chairman John S. Rice, and Congressman Harry L.
Haines.
dent Franklin D. Roosevelt in the White House and secured his
pledge of support, financial and otherwise. A few months later Con-
gress authorized a federal anniversary commission. Meanwhile, the
state commission promptly accepted President Hanson's offer of the
use of any or all College facilities during the celebration. The local
committee, having accomplished its purpose, ceased to function.
As the spring 1938 term closed, state and federal officials took
over the College property. On what President Hanson called the new
campus -he meant the land purchased a few years earlier from the
Winter estate - together with some additional leased acreage, the
government constructed a camp designed to accommodate more
than 6,800 persons, including the veterans, all of whom were at least
ninety years of age, as well as the many others necessary to make
their stay in Gettysburg safe and comfortable. Glatfelter Hall
became a sort of general headquarters; Pennsylvania Hall and its
environs were converted into a hospital and nurses' quarters;
McKnight and Weidensall Halls were readied to accommodate
newspapermen and broadcasters; and Huber Hall became head-
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Seventy-fifth Anniversary of the Battle of Gettysburg
A few of the many tents on the campus for the 1938 celebration. These
were Jocated west of Glatfelter Hall, part of which is visible in the lower
right. The house in the Jower Jeft was the residence of Joseph L.
Carver, the janitor.
quarters for the Pennsylvania Commission, a temporary office for
the governor, and an official reception center. Other buildings and
parts of the campus were also pressed into use.
The great celebration was held on July 1, 2, and 3, 1938. Estimates
of attendance ran to 500,000 persons, among them about 1,850
Union and Confederate veterans, far fewer than the number present
in 1913 but about a quarter of all those who still survived.
Thousands, perhaps millions, ofothers listened to the ceremonies on
radio or watched them on movie newsreels. Most of the events were
held on Memorial Field: the opening exercises on Friday, the
veterans' program on Saturday, a Roman Catholic mass (probably
the first such celebration ever held on College property) early Sun-
day morning, and a Protestant service a few hours later. The review-
ing stand for what President Hanson called the grand parade
through town on Saturday was also on Memorial Field. The presi-
dent participated in several of these events. Together with Mrs.
Earle and Mrs. Rice, Mrs. Hanson was one of the three official host-
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esses for the entire celebration. Several other members of the
College staff were also involved.
The climax of this seventy- fifthanniversary occurred in the early
evening of Sunday, July 3, when President Franklin D. Roosevelt
dedicated the Peace Memorial on Oak Ridge, north of the campus.
Lack of funds had prevented the planners in1913 from constructing
such a monument, and their successors a quarter century later made
achieving it one of their high priorities. President Hanson was a
member of the committee which selected Paul Philippe Cret, the
Philadelphia architect who had approved the plans for the College
library, to design the structure. When completed, what came to be
known as the Eternal Light Peace Memorial contained in its apex a
constant flame fueled by natural gas and, on its base, proclaimed
peace eternal in a nation united. A crowd estimated at several hun-
dred thousand witnessed the dedication ceremonies, while
thousands of others were trapped in the greatest traffic jam Adams
county has ever witnessed, at least to the time of this writing.
President Hanson was completely truthful when he told the trus-
tees in June 1938 that "Gettysburg College has entered wholeheart-
edly into the preparation for the final Reunion of the Blue and Gray"
and that it "has been able to occupy the key position of the celebra-
tion." Once the ceremonies were over and the visitors had all departed,
the state and federal governments made good on their promise to res-
tore College property to the condition in which they found it.441
The seventh and last special occasion between 1904 and 1945 tobe
noted here was World War 11, which for the United States began for-
mally with the attack on Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941. This
conflict proved to be even more disruptive to colleges and univer-
sities than its predecessor in1917 and 1918. Notonly diditlast more
than twice as long, but also itrequired a much greater commitment
(and eventual loss) of human and natural resources.
The immediate effect of the war upon the College was slight. The
Selective Service Act then in effect set the minimum draft age at
twenty-one years, which meant that virtually all students could
finish their course, if they so desired. A few did enlist, but not as
many as left in the spring of 1917. Responding to their departure,
both administrators and students tried invarious ways to keep Get-
tysburgians past and present who were in the service informed of
what was happening on the campus and also to remind them that
441There is a fullaccount of the planning for and execution of this celebration in
Paul L. Roy, comp., The Seventy-Fifth Anniversary of the Battle of Gettysburg.
Report of the Pennsylvania Commission (Gettysburg, 1939). As executive secretary of
the commission, Roy worked tirelessly and in many ways to insure the success
of the celebration.
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the College had not forgotten them. These efforts continued for the
duration. As in 1917, shortly after war began President Hanson
announced that the facilities of the College were at the disposal of
the government; once again, it was potentially a matter of survival
for the institution. At the same time, Presidents Roosevelt and Han-
son joined the Gettysburgian intelling students that itwas their pa-
triotic duty to work diligently at their studies until they might be
called into military service. Clearly, most took this advice. There
was a record high enrollment in the fall of 1942. 442
The immediate prospects for male college students everywhere
changed dramatically as offensive operations began in the Pacific
and Africa during the second half of 1942 and as military manpower
needs soared. InNovember the minimum draft age was reduced to
eighteen years, a move which the Gettysburgian on December 3
claimed would "seriously affect ifnot cause complete collapse of
the collegiate educational system as it stands today in the United
States." By this time, College officials were urging students to enlist
in one of the several available reserve programs, inwhich case they
would probably be permitted to complete the current academic year
before being called to active duty. When the government halted
enlistments inearly December, about 85 percent of the males inthe
student body had enrolled in an army, navy, or marine corps
reserve. Professor Bream, defense coordinator, believed that this
was one of the highest percentages in any liberal arts college in
the country.
Following repeated conversations with government officials, Pres-
ident Hanson assured and reassured the student body that the enlist-
ed reserves were "frozen" on the campus until the end of the spring
term and advised them to ignore all rumors to the contrary. In the
Gettysburgian for January 28, 1943, for example, he is quoted as
saying that the rumors then current that all enlisted reserves would
be called very soon do "not concern men on the campus." Then, on
February 8 and 11, 109 men in the army enlisted reserves were
ordered to active duty in ten days. This early "thaw" shocked the
campus, but the fact that Hanson had been told less than a week
before that there was no imminent change in the schedule for these
men carried no weight whatsoever against the subsequent War Man-
power Commission decision that their services were needed
442The Gettysburgian for January 8, 1942 featured an article on Gettysburg's
developing "war program." Itincluded air raid defense, blood donations, nurses' aid
and first aid training, and a three-year emergency course of study. This issue also
contained President Roosevelt's advice to students that itwas "their patriotic duty to
continue the normal course of their education, unless and until they are called." This
advice was contained ina telegram to the Association of American Colleges, whose
meeting President Hanson had just attended.
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immediately. For every, or virtually every, student incollege inFeb-
ruary 1943, the words "frozen" and "thawed" acquired additional
meanings, ones which they would never lose.
As early as December 1942, President Hanson intimated to the
students that withina short time the College would be asked to par-
ticipate more directly than before in the war effort. Early inFeb-
ruary he announced that Gettysburg was one of eleven Pennsylvania
colleges selected for a special military training program. Since some
550 cadets were expected to arrive by May 1, it was necessary to
begin immediately to prepare for them. Baccalaureate was
rescheduled for Easter Sunday, April25, and commencement for
the following day. The beginning date for the new program was
soon moved up to March 1, and by the time the class of 1943 was
graduated, both men and women students had been moved out of
three dormitories and the Phi Kappa Psi house had been taken over
as a military infirmary. Ifnot before, certainly during the spring
1943 term war hit the Gettysburg campus.
When the civilian students returned to the College in the fall of
1943, they found two colleges in operation, exactly as their pred-
ecessors had found twenty-five years before. Only this time the war
did not end inless than seven weeks. Instead, itcontinued on for
almost two years. The number of male students had now dropped
from about 500 in the previous year to 100, while the number of
women had increased slightly, to about 190. Instead of a student
body nearly 700 strong, there was now one of slightly less than 300.
Since the military students occupied three of the four dormitories,
the College took over the fraternity houses, assigned women to room
and board in some of them and men to occupy others. Since defer-
ment of the male students, most of whom were headed for the minis-
try or medicine, required it, the College now operated year round,
and permitted new students, some of whom had not completed four
years of high school, to enter at several different times during the
year. Some finished in January, while others completed their work
in the spring or inlate summer.
The women and men students on campus during the 1943-1945
years attempted as best they could to keep College institutions
going. There was a Gettysburgian, but it published every other
week, was reduced in size, and acquired its first woman editor in
1944. The Mercury was discontinued, there was no G-Book for the
fall of 1943, and no 1945 Spectrum was published. The S.C. A. con-
tinued to function; its first woman president was chosen in1944. In
spite of dire predictions to the contrary, the College choir also sur-
vived and was, infact, able to take a short tour inthe spring of1945.
There were abbreviated social and athletic programs. Students gave
blood, kept most automobiles at home, engaged in scrap drives, and
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donated money for war relief. Through the columns of the Gettys-
burgian, students engaged in a spirited debate over whether
freshmen customs should be continued in wartime. From this
exchange and other evidence, one gets the impression that most
students believed they should carry on as many of the usual prac-
tices as they possibly could, because that was what the men in serv-
ice really wanted them todo, and also because, after the war, people
returning to old Gettysburg should find it intact.
Between March 1943 and March 1945 there were two military
units on campus, in succession, and their personnel constituted the
second college. The first of these was the 55th College Training
Detachment (Aircrew) of the Army Air Forces, which between
March 1943 and May 1944 enrolled 1,659 young men. At any one
time there might be as many as 550 of them on campus, engaged ina
four-to-five-month program in preparation for preflight school.
Their military training was entrusted to R.O.T.C. officers; physical
training, to the physical education staff; flight training, to the Get-
tysburg School of Aeronautics; and academic training, to the
College faculty, who taught courses inEnglish, history, geography,
mathematics, physics, and medical aid. The task of coordinating all
four of these programs was entrusted toProfessor Arms. There were
regular Protestant, Catholic, and Jewish services on campus. The
S.C.A. and persons in the community provided a social life for the
trainees. The men were housed in Pennsylvania, McKnight, and
Huber Halls; they took their meals in Huber, where a new and
greatly expanded kitchen and cafeteria had tobe installed; and their
infirmary was located in the Phi Kappa Psi House. 443
Just as Professor Arms and his colleagues were finally mastering
constantly changing army regulations governing aircrew training
and had successfully adapted them to the Gettysburg situation, they
were informed that the program would be terminated at the end of
May 1944. To fillthe gap and help balance the College budget, the
3333dService Command Unit, Army Specialized Training Unit of
the ArmyAirForces, was activated on the campus inJune 1944. Its
members were seventeen-year olds, whose six-to-nine months pro-
gram included most of the subjects which the faculty had taught to
the aircrew students. Since there were only about 225 men in this
program when itbegan, the College was able to reclaim McKnight
and Huber (but not the latter's dining hall) inthe fallof 1944 and use
them for its civilianstudents. With the war reaching its final stages,
the government terminated this second program in March 1945.
443 John R. Floyd, "History ofthe 55th College Training Detachment (Aircrew),Get-
tysburg College, Gettysburg, Pennsylvania," (typescript, 1944), is a terse, factual
account prepared as the program was ending. There is a copy in GCA.
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A worried President Hanson, writingin the alumni bulletin for
February, ventured the opinion that "1945 willpresent the severest
test which institutions of higher education inthe United States have
ever been called upon to meet." He appealed to the alumni for con-
tributions to keep the College going. Later, inthe August issue of the
bulletin, with the war ending, he made a prediction which proved to
be far wide of the mark. "Withthe return of the veterans tocivilian
life," he wrote, "it is estimated that 1946 will bring college
enrollments back to normal."
In May 1946, at a special memorial service, Gettysburg College
honored sixty-two graduates and former students who gave their
lives during World War 11. The number who served in the military
was about fifteen hundred, of whom, according to early postwar
catalogues, some 75 percent held commissions. 444
And Still, A Greater Gettysburg
As Henry W. A.Hanson presided over the commencement exer-
cises inthe Majestic Theater on May 28, 1945, he and his audience
rejoiced that the war in Europe was now over. No one knew how
long the war inthe Pacific was going to last, but allwere confident
that the defeat of Japan was inevitable. If the president allowed his
mind to wander during the commencement address of Francis B.
Sayre, he might have reflected upon what had happened to Gettys-
burg College during the more than forty years since the fall of 1901
when, as a nineteen-year-old graduate of Roanoke College, he had
arrived in the Gettysburg community in order to enroll in the
seminary. Since those last days of the McKnight administration, the
College had changed inalmost every imaginable way. Even during
the low point of the recent war years, the student body was more
than half again as large as ithad been inthe fallof 1901. There were
now five new buildings on the campus, three of them constructed
during his own presidency. In1901, only two of the nine professors
had anything more than a very brief period offormal graduate train-
ing. Now it was taken for granted that full professors would have
completed such training and earned a doctorate. The changes inthe
curriculum since 1901 might be described as revolutionary, as the
College strove to take cognizance of new knowledge and to prepare
young people for an increasing number of careers. True to form,
444The Alumni Association Meritorious Service Award presented in 1946 in
memory of the former students who died inservice included sixty-two names, but as
additional information became available more names could have been added. The
bronze plaque placed in Christ Chapel in 1954 contained sixty-four names.
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Gettysburg had moved slowly in abandoning her traditions, but
clearly demonstrated that she was not immune to change. Com-
pulsory church was gone, but compulsory chapel remained. Hazing
of freshmen was gone, but freshman customs remained. On the
other hand, inthe 19405, as many times before, students tried topre-
serve the tradition of friendliness on campus and asked from time to
time why the custom of saying hello to everyone one met was not
universally observed.
Possibly most important of all, as far as its long-run health was
concerned, was the evidence that Gettysburg College had par-
ticipated, obviously in its own way, in the nationwide changes
which had taken place in American higher education since 1901.
She had met the minimum standards on the successive lists which,
acting together, colleges and universities had themselves developed.
At the same time, her trustees, administrators, and faculty were
aware that meeting minimum standards was not enough. One might
well ask whether they had done as much as they should and could
have done to move beyond those minimums, but perhaps it was best
on this ceremonial occasion not to pursue that topic.
Ifthe commencement speaker continued to ramble on, and some
further reflection seemed possible, President Hanson might have
been pained at recalling the price which Gettysburg had paid, both
before and since he became president, because of a succession of
failed pledges, and then because of depression and war. Loss of
endowment used to pay for needed buildings and even on occasion
to meet current expenses had left the College in a potentially pre-
carious financial position. The memory of the many deficit years
during the depression, and his determination not to repeat them,
may help toexplain Hanson's determined efforts tokeep the College
in the black, as well as his proud reporting of success whenever it
was achieved.
Clearly, this president was more comfortable in expressing his
hopes for the future than he was in reflecting closely upon the
ground which he and the College had already covered. As he
addressed the alumni through the "Our President Speaks" column of
the bulletin during the last year of the war, he shared withits readers
his vision of the days to come. He reminded Gettysburgians that he
was urging the faculty tobegin preparing for the future byreviewing
all course offerings and, repeating a longpractice, by then compar-
ing their conclusions about probable needs with faculty in other
schools. He was thoroughly convinced that, with the war over, the
United States was going tohave a greater need than ever before inits
history for graduates of liberal arts, church- related colleges such as
Gettysburg had always been. The terrible threat which the Germans
had visited upon the world came from a people advanced in"techni-
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1944 Commencement
The 1945 commencement was driven into the Majestic Theater by bad
weather. This picture shows the 1944 graduation exercises on the north side
of Old Dorm, seven years after the Beachem Portico was added to the
building.
cal education," he believed, but with "an educational system that
omitted all spiritual appreciations." Now that the war was ending,
he was certain that Gettysburg College stood "face to face with the
greatest opportunity which has ever confronted an educational
institution." It was the opportunity to train people of "conscience
and character" for "responsible living," so that they could par-
ticipate in "the building of young men and women who shall make
the dreams of today the reality of tomorrow."
On one occasion, in the summer of1944, President Hanson did try
to joinpast, present, and future together. In so doing, he expressed a
theme which had been sounded over and over again during the pre-
ceding four decades, casting it in words which perhaps only he
would craft: "Itis my sincere hope and belief that, in the days that
lie ahead, we shall together dedicate ourselves to the building of a
greater Gettysburg College that will carry within its heart every
noble and worthwhile ideal wehave learned in the 112 years that are
past."
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This map, which was included in the 1931 catalogue, shows the campus
(minus the former academy segment) as itexisted followingthe completion
of the new library in the fall of 1929. College buildings were identified as
follows: Breidenbaugh HaJJ (2), Brua ChapeJ (3J, Plank Gymnasium [5),
Glatfelter Hall(7), heating plant (8), infirmary(9), janitor's residence [10),
library [12), McKnight Hall [14), Old Dorm (15J, White House [19), and
WeidensalJ HaJi (20). Linnaean Hall, west ofOldDorm and no longer used,
was not given a number. The other buildings belonged to fraternities.
There were only three changes on the campus as shown here between
1929 and 1945: removal of the old Phi Delta Theta house (1) in1938, con-
struction ofa bookstore at the southeastern corner ofNorth Washington and
Stevens streets in 1939, and removal ofLinnaean Hallin 1942.
Musselman Library (1981)
"The library is the heart of any college." W. S. Paul, 1960
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IN CHANGING TIMES (1945-1985)
American historians who tried during the forty years which
followed the end of World War IIto furnish some perspective on the
times in which they were livingoften used superlatives to describe
the changes which were occurring in almost every aspect of
American life.They also pointed to the inaccuracy, at least in the
short run, of many of the assumptions solemnly made about the
future of this country during the dark days of the depression. For
example, instead of leveling off and then declining, as predicted,
population continued to increase, growing from 131,700,000 in1940
to 226,500,000 forty years later. Instead ofrelapsing into depression
once wartime stimuli were withdrawn, the American economy
entered upon its longest period of sustained prosperity in
American history.
Those who during the 1930s could not see any future investment
opportunities similar to those which had spurred economic growth
in the past had failed to reckon with the capacity of technology to
refine old and devise new goods and services for eager consumers to
purchase. After a decade and a half of depression's and then war's
privations, Americans were ready for new houses, second auto-
mobiles, television, home freezers, power lawnmowers, record
players, and much more. Thanks to wartime prosperity and bonuses
for overseas service, as soon as the war ended consumers had the
purchasing power to match many, ifnot all,of their desires. This
was just the beginning. There appeared to be no end of the new
generations of creature comforts which entered the market each
year and found willingbuyers. Introduced in 1950, the credit card
armed consumers with a form of extra purchasing power easier for
most of them to use than any previous forms of credit had been.
The hopes which many Americans had in1945 that the surrender
of the Axis powers would usher in a prolonged period of inter-
national peace, one in which the major world powers, led by their
own country, would cooperate to minimize tensions, were quickly
dashed when the United States and the Soviet Union embarked upon
radically different courses in world affairs. One may debate
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endlessly about the causes for what is known as the cold war, but it
is clear that the contention between these two great powers often
threatened the peace of the world. We may argue that American pro-
duction of an atomic bomb in 1945 and Russian production of one
four years later resulted in a balance of power which would insure
that neither side would ever use these weapons. We may also argue
that continuous development and refinement of nuclear arsenals,
not only in the United States and the Soviet Union, but also
elsewhere in the world, simply magnified an unprecedented threat
toall of humanity, one which somehow and sometime would have to
be ended. At no time during the forty-year period covered by this
chapter was that threat absent from any serious discussion of the
world and its future.
The deteriorating relations between the United States and the
Soviet Union led this country in1948 to embark upon programs of
economic and later of military aid designed tobolster the rest of the
so-called free world (which soon came to include both West Ger-
many and Japan, the recent enemies) as a balance to growing Soviet
power. The amounts of money which the United States committed
to these programs ran to tens of billions of dollars and dwarfed any
previous American undertaking, excepting only World War IIitself.
Since many of these funds were spent in this country to provide
goods and services for those receiving aid, they were long an impor-
tant factor in insuring continuing American prosperity. One of the
results of these programs was to expand greatly American involve-
ment inthe affairs of nations inall parts of the world and to create at
least the impression that the United States had come closer than any
previous state to being a universal imperial power. Growing
American dependence on others for certain vital raw materials, no
longer in abundant supply here, also had the effect of increasing
American involvement in the rest of the world.
One of the significant sequels to World War IIwas the breaking up
of a number of European and other empires, some of which had
existed for hundreds ofyears. Noperiod inhistoryhas come close to
matching the years between 1945 and 1985 in the formation of new
nation-states in almost every part of the world. Areas which long
counted but little in the international balance of power became forces
to be reckoned with, not only because of their valuable natural
resources, but also because of the danger topeace which their frequent
political instability could, and did, create.
In a work first published in 1979, William E. Leuchtenburg de-
scribed the American experience after 1945 as "a troubled feast."
As far as goods and services were concerned, Americans had never
been so welloff.As far as standing inthe world was concerned, they
had never been so powerful. Nevertheless, especially beginning in
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the mid-1950s there was much pain and anguish as some of them
began to insist upon fair and equal treatment ofblacks, women, and
other victims of improper discrimination, and as, beginning in the
mid-19605, the federal government sought to insure that the
affluence of goods and services would be more equally distributed
by declaring war on poverty. At the same time, many Americans,
especially the young, began to question and reject some of the most
widely and deeply held assumptions of their culture. Had the
unprecedented material wealth led Americans into living shallow
and crass lives? Was the conventional religion which had so
obviously flourished since 1945 in fact a sham? Had America in its
dealings withother countries gone farbeyond itsproper bounds as a
responsible great power? Was the goal of a self-fulfillinglife to be
achieved, not through reason, knowledge, and hard work, but rather
by recourse to intuition and, inmany cases, to the use of drugs? The
rejection reached such proportions that some observers referred to
the existence of a counterculture, created largely by young people
who denied that anyone over thirty could be trusted. The tensions
which all of these developments created were sufficiently strong
that when William L.O'Neill published (1971) what he called his
"informal history" of America in the 19605, he called it Coming
Apart. The end of the long and costly military effort to contain com-
munism inSoutheast Asia, which came in1973, removed one of the
major rending forces. The fever pitch of the later 1960s and early
1970s could scarcely have been sustained indefinitely, but once it
subsided things were substantially different from what they had
been in the early postwar years.
American education was no more immune from the rest of
American culture after 1945 than ithad been at any time inthe past.
An excellent example of this fact is provided by what happened
after the Soviet Union announced in the fallof 1957 that ithad sent
the world's first man-made satellite, called Sputnik, into orbit
around the earth. That the Russians could be the pioneers in this
endeavor led to an immediate search for scapegoats and the conclu-
sion that the American educational system was at fault. While
school systems throughout the country began to upgrade their
instruction in science, mathematics, and foreign languages, Con-
gress in 1958 passed the National Defense Education Act, which
provided federal assistance for instruction in these subjects at
all levels.
One of the most prominent features ofpostwar American life was
the strong reaffirmation of the long-held belief in the powers of
education in making possible useful and happy lives. This belief
manifested itself in the sustained public willingness to approve
bond issues, pay higher and higher taxes, and contribute time as well
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as talents to the fast-growing public and private educational
establishment at the elementary and secondary levels. According to
one report, expenditure per pupil in these schools, as measured in
constant (1970) dollars, increased fivefoldbetween 1945 and 1970.
Enrollments inpublic and private elementary and secondary schools
expanded from 25,300,000 in 1946 to 44,000,000 in 1980. The
percentage of seventeen-year olds receiving a high school diploma
rose from about 49 in 1940 to about 72 in 1980. *
Another prominent feature of postwar American life was the
commitment of an increasing number of families to the belief that
their sons and daughters were entitled to a college education. In
some cases, parents were determined that their children should have
more educational opportunities than they themselves had enjoyed
during the long years of depression and war. Four years of college
was a way for them toprepare their children to function as adults to
their own and society's best advantage. Eventually it became
fashionable to predict how many thousands of dollars more a
college graduate could expect to earn in a lifetime than someone
with only a high school diploma. Understandably, some parents
came to believe that they could not maintain their social standing if
they did not send their offspring to college.
Among the numerous benefits which the Servicemen's Readjust-
ment Act of 1944 (the GI Billof Rights) made available to veterans
was the opportunity to continue and complete their formal educa-
tion. By the time this particular measure expired in 1956, almost
8,000,000 veterans had taken advantage of their opportunity, many
of them by entering the nation's colleges and universities. In some
respects the GIBilland its successors were among the most impor-
tant pieces of legislation which an American Congress has ever
passed, since they made possible advanced learning for millions of
young men and women who otherwise would never have experienced
it.While one can never hope to measure precisely the advantages
which thus accrued to individuals and society, there can be no doubt
that they were considerable. Many of the postwar parents who were
determined to make a college education available to their children
had themselves benefited from the GI Bill.
Degree-credit enrollment in four-year colleges during 1941-1942
was about 1,400,000, about 8 percent of college-age youth. Enroll-
ment inmany of these institutions doubled soon after the war ended
and continued at a high level even after the veterans had departed.
«
IMoBtof the quantitative data in this section has been taken fromHistorical Statis-
tics of the United States: Colonial Times to1970,2 vols. (Washington, 1975); Statisti-
cal Abstract of the United States: 1981 (Washington, 1981); and Yearbook of Higher
Education, 1983-1984 (Chicago, 1983).
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By the later 1950s many were predicting that a "tidal wave" of
students would begin flooding the colleges in the early 19605, once
the first postwar babies began reaching eighteen and as a college
degree became as customary as a high school diploma already was.
Enrollment infour-year colleges, which stood at 3,130,000 in1960,
did reach 6,290,000 a decade later. Whether this amounted to a tidal
wave is debatable, but by 1970 several opposite trends in higher
education were discernible. Some young people were deciding that
there was little merit for them in the traditional undergraduate
curriculum. Either they did not come to college or, once there, they
soon dropped out. Older observers, noting the decline in the birth
rate which began in1958, started to warn that at some point in the
foreseeable future there would be fewer and fewer college-age
youths and, unless a larger and larger percentage than in the past
elected higher education, decreasing enrollments were inevitable.
Nevertheless, by the fall of 1980 there were about 7,570,000
enrollments in four-year colleges, more than five times as many as
there had been in the fall of 1941 and more than 30 percent of all
college-age young people. The increase in the number of bac-
calaureate and first-professional degrees was comparable: from
185,346 in1942 to 996,357 in1980, about 47 percent of which were
awarded to women.
What was written in the previous chapter to describe Adams
county in an earlier period can be repeated here. Between 1945 and
1985 it "continued tobe a small, rural, agricultural county." Its seat
of government, Gettysburg, whose population increased from 5,916
in1940 to 7,194 in1980, remained by far the largest borough within
its limits. Never even moderately industrial, Adams did not
experience anything to compare with the growth inmanufacturing
which characterized York and other counties after 1945. Thus itwas
scarcely affected by the movement of firms and people to the South
and West, to the so-called Sunbelt, which eventually crippled many
industrial economies in the North and East and which dramatically
altered the relative standing of states in the nation. The number of
seats allocated to Pennsylvania in the United States House of Rep-
resentatives dropped from 33 in1940 to 23 in1980. During the same
period California gained twenty-two seats and Texas, six.
After 1945 Adams usually ranked among the top twocounties in
the state in the production and processing of apples, cherries, and
peaches; these and related activities were a major source of income
for its residents. Especially during and after the CivilWar centennial
in the early 19605, tourism reached new heights and was another
major source of income for countians. Several sizable real estate
developments in the eastern and southern parts of the county
brought an influx of new people, which helps explain why Adams
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was one of the five fastest growing counties in the state. While the
population of Pennsylvania increased by only 20 percent in the forty
years after 1940, that ofAdams county grew from 39,435 in the latter
year to 68,292 in 1980, an increase of about 73 percent.
Contrary to what President Hanson had predicted, Gettysburg
College did not return toa normal enrollment once the war ended in
August 1945. Instead, during the fall and spring terms that followed,
recently discharged veterans allbut doubled the normal enrollment.
As they finished their courses and found employment, students who
had been too young for wartime military service applied to take their
places. Trustees, administrators, and faculty gradually came to
accept the fact that, barring some national disaster, enrollment
would never return to the 600-700 level, at least not in their
lifetimes. The task now was to determine whether and, ifso, when to
repeat the action of the 1920s by setting a new upper limit onenroll-
ment. By the early 1960s there was general agreement that the
College should seek to serve a student body about three times as
large as it had before the war.
With considerable justification, College spokesmen had argued
that the faculty and physical plant of the 1930s were reasonably ade-
quate for about 600 students, given the current generally accepted
standards for college performance. Obviously, doubling and finally
tripling the enrollment meant that more faculty, classrooms,
laboratories, libraries, dormitories, dining facilities, playing fields,
and the like were required. Inaddition, as the prevailing standards
forundergraduate learning were raised, the College needed tobe as
much concerned about improvements in quality as about those in
quantity. Since it was not possible to pay for everything that was
needed out of current income, College authorities with little
experience in successful fund raising either had to learn rapidly or
watch the institution deteriorate.
The addition of large numbers of new faculty and new students,
drawn increasingly from areas not part of the old constituency, and
occurring at a time of, if anything, more than the normal rate of
change in American society, effectively superseded the campus
community which had functioned as generations of students came
and went during the quarter century before the war. When some-
thing which might be called normal emerged in the 19505, Gettys-
burg was innumerous ways a different place from what ithad been
in any period since 1832. Many concerned with her welfare were
convinced that she would be in serious, if not mortal, danger as a
place of effective learning ifthis were not the case. Others, equally
concerned, believed that, inkeeping up with the times, and in new
hands, Gettysburg had surrendered too much of her soul.
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A proper review of the four periods into which this study is
divided must take into consideration what happened to the con-
sumer price level in the forty years after 1945 and how that change
related to those which occurred inprevious periods. With 1967 used
as the base year (100), the consumer price index in1832, the year in
which the College was founded, was 30. The index of 40 in 1868
reflects the continuing influence of CivilWar inflation. In1904 the
price level stood at 27, which was 10 percent below that of 1832. The
several fluctuations during the first half of the twentieth century,
some of which were discussed in the previous chapter, produced an
index reading in1945 of 54, which was double that of 1904 but still
less than the 60 recorded in 1920, shortly after World War Iended.
What happened after 1945 was without precedent in the history of
the College: readings of 90 in 1961, 110 in1969, and 289 in the ses-
quicentennial year, 1982. One must read all dollar amounts of
income and expenditure, all dollar charges to and by the College,
between 1945 and 1985 with the almost constant factor of inflation
in mind.
Trustees
The charter ineffect inthe fallof 1945 vested "the management,
direction, government and control" of Gettysburg College ina board
of trustees which was not to exceed thirty in number. There were
then twenty-eight incumbents, whose average age (sixty-two)
exceeded by four years the average of the 1904 board. The senior
member, aged eighty-three, had been elected in 1908, during the
Hefelbower administration. The fact that there were no limits on the
length of time one could serve explains why seven of the eight senior
members of 1945 died in office, the last (Henry W. A. Hanson) in
1962. Nevertheless, in terms of service it was a young board. More
than half of the members had been elected during the preceding ten
years, following a decade and a half of minimal recruiting of new
blood. Of the twenty-eight members of 1945, twenty-three were
graduates of the College, one had attended for a year, and one was
the president, leaving only three who could be regarded as outsiders
at the time of their election. Six of the twenty-eight were Lutheran
pastors, three of whom had joined the board since 1930. 2
2The 1935 charter clearly specified that the terms of five trustees should expire
each year. Since no one took the responsibility for seeing that this happened, the six
classes into which the trustees had divided themselves were soon unbalanced. In
1962-1963, after the size of the board was increased to thirty-six, the classes included
2, 8, 6, 11, 5, and 2 trustees respectively.
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Between 1945 and the spring of 1985 a total of 159 persons (includ-
ing the twenty-eight of 1945) served on the board of trustees. This
number, which was significantly larger than the ninety who served
between 1904 and 1945, included the alumni-nominated members
and, beginning in1958, those persons whom several Lutheran syn-
ods were authorized to elect to the board. 3 Since 1952 the president
of the College has been an ex officio member of the board. 4 In
December 1958 the trustees invited the Woman's League to
designate a representative to attend board meetings. The women
responded by sending their president. About three-fourths of the 159
post-1945 trustees were former students of the College; almost all
were also graduates. Of the thirty-seven trustees in office in 1984-
1985, thirty (81 percent) were alumni. 5
Between 1945 and 1985, apart from alumni and synodical trustees,
the board elected only one Lutheran parish pastor (Chester S.
Simonton) to membership. During the same period there were
usually at least two, but sometimes as many as three or four, mem-
bers who either lived or worked inGettysburg, and who carried on
the old tradition of the resident trustee. Among them were John S.
Rice, Clarence A. Wills, C. Harold Johnson, Herman G. Stuempfle,
and Charles W. Wolf, allof whom had at least twelve years of serv-
ice. Elected in 1947, at a time when the College was seeking
American Association of Women approval, Minerva Taughinbaugh
Baker of the class of 1917 became the first woman trustee. Wife of a
Lutheran pastor and active in the affairs of the national Lutheran
church, she was a secondary-school teacher and administrator inthe
Pittsburgh area whose tenure as trustee ended only in1966. By 1985
nine additional women trustees had qualified, five of whom were
chosen by the Alumni Association and one by the Central
Pennsylvania Synod.
3See pp. 963 and 978-980 for a discussion of alumni and synodical trustees.
4ln the spring of1952 the board asked three qualified outsiders to comment on the
wisdom of having a president continue his membership in that body after leaving
office, as five previous Gettysburg presidents had done. All three outsiders advised
strongly against the practice, not because they doubted the ability of President Han-
son, butbecause they considered itunfair to any president to have his predecessor on
the governing board. Since, like every other trustee, Hanson was then serving a six-
year term and was not disposed to resign, the trustees dealt with the issue by amend-
ing the by-laws inMay 1952 to establish that future presidents wouldbe ex officio
trustees. Unfortunately, everybody then proceeded to forget about this amendment. It
was not included in the by-laws published in1960. Believing that they were establish-
ing, rather than restating, a policy, the trustees in a 1964 charter amendment decreed
ex officioboard membership for presidents.
sThe percentage dropped from 81 to 71 for the 1985-1986 board.
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The following persons, not already mentioned in the previous
chapter, and not including presidents of the College, were trustees
for twelve or more years after 1945:
1937-1966 Clyde E. Gerberich (1893-1982)
Shoe manufacturer
1937-1958 Hiram H. Keller (1878-1959)
Attorney and judge
1939-1951 Roy C. Dougherty (1879-1963)
Cutlery manufacturer
1939-1951 Frederick B. Dapp (1894-1951)
Insurance executive
1939-1954 Edward W. Furst (1875-1959)
Chemical company executive
1939-1968
1969-1972 John S. Rice (1899-1985)
Fruit packing supplies manufacturer;
state and national public servant
1940-1958 WilliamH. Patrick, Jr. (1893-1966)
Merchandising executive
1941-1965 Richard C. Wetzel (1888-1968)
Textile machine manufacturer
1941-1958 Charles B. McCollough (1890-1970)
Petroleum refining executive
1946-1953
1955-1967 Horace G. Ports (1903-1983)
Attorney
1946-1964 Clarence A.Wills (1885-1971)
Banker
1947-1966 Minerva T. Baker (1896-1970)
Educator
1948-1964 William H. Sandlas (1894-1965)
Engineer
1948-1966 Chester S. Simonton (1894-1978)
Pastor
1949-1964 Paul R. Sieber (1886-1975)
Physician and surgeon
1952-1964
1965-1977 John A. Apple (1896-1983)
Baking executive
1952-1964 Lester Gingerich (1899-1964)
Railroad engineering executive
1953-1959
1960-1972 Paul H. Rhoads (1907-1984)
Attorney
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1966 Gordon D. Whitcraft (1912-1980)1954
Editor
1954 1966 Bertram Wilde (1898-1985)
Investment banker
1967 Donald K. Weiser1955
Insurance executive
1958
1966
1960
Howard J. McCarney
Pastor and synod executive
1970 George E. Allen (1896-1973)
Attorney
1958
1958 1971 MillardE. Gladfelter
Educator
1971 WilliamH.B. Stevens (1903-1985)
Insurance executive
1959
1962
1976
1974
Lavern H.Brenneman
Manufacturing executive
1962 1978 Bessie H. Kline (1885-1979)
Philanthropist
1963 1975 Howard Trexel
Educator
1964 1976 C. Harold Johnson (1909-1979)
Physician
1964 1976 Robert M. Wachob (1905-1984)
Telephone company executive
1965 1977 Charles W. Diehl, Jr.
Investment broker
1965 1977 Alfred L.Mathias
Food service executive
1965 1978 Joseph T. Simpson
Steel company executive
1977 Herman G. Stuempfle1965
Seminary professor
1966 1979 Raymond A. Taylor
Radiologist
1980 IrvinG. Zimmerman1966
Telephone company executive
1967 1979 Paul E. Clouser
Attorney
1979 William S. Eisenhart1967
Attorney
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1967-1979 John A. Hauser (1907-1983)
Fruit processing executive
1967-1979 F. William Sunderman
Physician and medical educator
1968-1980 John M.Musselman (1919-1980)
Attorney
1968-1983 Paul M. Orso
Synod executive
1969-1981 Harold Brayman
Public relations executive
1970-1982 Albert R. Burkhardt
Pastor
1970-1982 Charles W. Wolf
Attorney
1972-1984 Ralph W. Cox
Insurance executive
1973-1985 Charles H. Falkler
Banker
1973-1985 Paul F. Folkemer
Businessman
1973- Angeline F. Haines
Homemaker
1973-1985 Carroll W. Royston
Attorney
1973-1985 Samuel A. Schreckengaust, Jr.
Attorney
Elected chairman of the board in 1941, with no limiton the num-
ber of years he could serve inthat capacity, Charles M.A.Stine con-
tinued in office until illhealth forced his retirement in 1953. His
immediate successors were Hiram H. Keller (1953-1955), John S.
Rice (1955-1961), John A. Apple (1961-1964), Paul H. Rhoads (1964-
1972), and F. William Sunderman (1972-1974). Under a by-law
amendment in 1972, which limited chairmen to three successive
years, the following were elected: Ralph W. Cox (1974-1977),
Samuel A. Schreckengaust (1977-1980), Lavern H. Brenneman
(1980-1983), and Edwin T. Johnson (1983-1986). A 1983 by-law
amendment limited the tenure of future chairmen to five succes-
sive years.
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F. William Sunderman Ralph W. Cox
Samuel A. Lavern H. Brenneman Edwin T. /ohnson
Schreckengaust
These nine men served as chairmen of the board oftrustees between 1953
and 1986.
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The Gettysburg board of trustees in 1945 was not experienced in
dealing successfully withmany of the kinds of issues which it would
face during the next forty years. One might argue that this statement
applied with equal force to the boards of many, ifnot most, of the
institutions with which Gettysburg usually compared itself. The
task of private college and university trustees inany age is a difficult
one. Those who prepare and enact charters vest these persons with
broad powers to manage, direct, govern, and control, but assume
that they willnot be engaged full-time in exercising these respon-
sibilities. Infact, unless trustees delegate the most important of their
powers, they fail in their mission. The heart of a liberal arts college
is to be found inthe teaching and learning activities of faculty and
students, both of whom must have broad freedom inchoosing how
to do their work, if they are to do it well. Without disrupting a suc-
cessful educational enterprise, trustees cannot treat either faculty or
students as though they were employees ina business firm.Trustees
contribute most to the well-being of that enterprise when they pro-
vide it with the general guidance and the material resources
necessary for its good health, when they resolutely defend from
attack the freedom to teach and to learn, and when they do every-
thing in their power to create good willfor the institution.
At the same time, since trustees are ultimately responsible to
public authority for the entire performance of a college or univer-
sity, they must from time to time review and evaluate its operations,
weighing them against the stated purposes of the institution and the
generally accepted standards in the world of higher education. In
order to do this properly, they must become familiar enough with the
details ofhow the college functions so that the judgments they make
are soundly based. Inreaching their conclusions, responsible trus-
tees walk the fine line between uncritical acceptance of what they
are told and hasty substitution of their own opinions for those of the
administrators and faculty who have been placed in immediate
charge of the college.
Not surprisingly, the record of the Gettysburg board before 1945
inreviewing and evaluating College programs was not consistent.
At times, they became minutely involved inthose programs, while at
other times there is no record that they were at all concerned. In
general, trustees were undoubtedly more willing than they should
have been to defer to what successive presidents told them about
what was happening both inside and outside the classrooms. 6 Had
they conducted their own investigations and made their own com-
6The presidents during this period—Henry W.A. Hanson (to 1952), Walter C.
Langsam (1952-1955), WillardS.Paul (1956-1961), C. ArnoldHanson (1961-1977), and
Charles E. Glassick (from 1977)— wi1l be discussed in a later section.
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parisons with what many similar colleges were doing, instead of
advising faculty and presidents to do this, they would certainly have
been much more vigorous in finding new resources and directing
how they should be used to improve the educational program.
The standing board committees in existence before the 1930s
reveal the topics to which the trustees were accustomed to devoting
most of their time and energies: executive, finance, building, infir-
mary, and honorary degrees. Evidence ofa widening trustee interest
even before World War IIis furnished by the appearance of twonew
committees in1941: one on fraternities and the other on what was
called religious work. The 1949 revision of the by-laws made these
twoand a third,on physical education, regular standing committees.
The religious activities committee, as it was now called, was very
specifically enjoined to insure that religion courses were "properly
given," that required chapel was maintained, and "that there be a
Christian atmosphere at the College." The 1959 by-laws were the
first to regularize a planning committee; they directed it to "give
continuing consideration to the over-all planning and future
development of the College." An academic affairs committee, first
appointed in the early 19605, was given regular status inthe 1972 by-
laws and assigned responsibility for broad oversight in matters
affecting "the academic character of the College." 7
On four occasions between 1945 and 1985 the trustees secured
proper approval to alter the College charter. The first of these, on
October 9, 1954, brought law into conformity with practice by
assigning the Franklin chair to the professorship of Greek, with
which ithad been associated since 1882. The second, on July 7,1958,
for the first time in the history of the College, authorized three
Lutheran synods to elect a total of six trustees. The third, on Feb-
ruary 1, 1964, was made necessary after the United Lutheran Church
inAmerica merged (1962) with several other national bodies to form
the Lutheran Church in America. The realignment of synods and
colleges which followed paired the Central Pennsylvania and
Maryland Synods withGettysburg College, whose charter was now
amended accordingly. The maximum number of trustees was
increased to thirty-eight, of which number the two synods could
elect six. In addition, under the amendment the president of each
synod became an ex officio member of the board. 8
The fourth change in the charter was more sweeping than any
7ln1956 the board established a curriculum committee as a standing committee, but
neglected to amend the by-laws accordingly. The 1959 revision of the latter contains
no reference to such a committee.
BAdams County Miscellaneous Book AA,p.16. The 1935 charter revision assigned
the Franklinprofessorship to the German department, butno action was ever taken to
transfer it from Greek. The 1958 and 1964 charter revisions were never recorded.
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since the College came into existence; it was in fact a new organic
document. After a brief preamble which retained a few phrases from
the 1832 version, the new charter followed the form recommended
for nonprofit corporations. "The purpose of Gettysburg College," it
declared, "is to serve the cause of liberal education in changing
times, by providing a community of learning committed to the dis-
covery, exploration, and evaluation of the ideas and actions of man,
and to the creative extension of that developing heritage." The
College continued "under the management, direction, government
and control" of itsboard of trustees, whose number could not now
exceed thirty-nine, including three ex officio members: the pres-
idents of the College, the Central Pennsylvania Synod, and the
Maryland Synod. The new charter was less than half as long as the
one itreplaced. Obviously, itleft much to whatever guidance the by-
laws might provide. Under new Pennsylvania procedures which
This photograph ofthe trustees appeared inthe College editionof the Get-
tysburg Times on September 20, 1956. Front row, left to right: Rice, Paul,
Hanson, Beerits, Sandlas. Second row: Taylor, Wills, Apple, Duncan,
Gingerich, Van Doren. Thirdrow: Keller, FelJenbaum, Ports, Garman, Baker.
Fourth row: Patrick, McCoJlough, Sieber, Simonton, Gentzler, Gerberich.
Fifth tow: Weiser, Fisher, Whitcraft, Rhoads, Wilde, Hendley.
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eliminated the courts fromhaving topass upon charters of nonprofit
corporations, this document was submitted to the Secretary of
Education, who approved iton April1, 1974. The last step occurred
when he filed a copy with the Department of State a week later. 9
The College somehow managed to survive without by-laws for
more than a century, until the first set was adopted in December
1940. Thereafter, changes were made from time to time, some of
which were then promptly forgotten. 10 In 1962, at the urging of
Arnold Hanson, and for reasons that were obvious, the trustees
passed an amendment which was not forgotten. For the first time in
the history of the College, there was now a limit (one of twelve
years) on the length of time one could serve in succession on the
board. One year would have topass before a person would again be
eligible for election. 11
A major by-law revision occurred in1972, about the time a new
charter was being secured. The number of regular board meetings
was increased from two to five each year.12 Ina calculated effort to
involve more members inboard deliberations, several new commit-
tees were created and given specific duties to perform, while the
executive committee which had dominated, at times almost monopo-
lized, the proceedings for many years was stripped of virtually allbut
emergency powers. Itwas soon obvious that this by-law revision was
accomplishing its intended purpose. It also ushered in more than
a decade of very frequent by-law changes, as the trustees adjusted
their own operations and as the administrative structure of the
College changed.
For many years the trustees deliberated inprivate and relied upon
the president to convey whatever official information of their action
9These proceedings occurred under the provisions of the act of November 15,
1972.
10The by-laws were first published in booklet form in 1949. Subsequent editions
followed in 1960, 1974, 1978, and 1983.
"Inthe mid-19505, the trustees began awarding the emeritus title to some of their
colleagues when they retired. Itwas used more widely once the twelve-year rule went
intoeffect a decade later.Under the 1972 charter, the by-laws provided that the board
could elect "as an honorary life Trustee any individual who has served Gettysburg
College, the community or the nation withdistinction." Eight persons have been so
recognized: John S. Rice (1973), Paul H. Rhoads (1973), Ralph W. McCreary (1974),
WilliamH. B. Stevens (1976), John A. Apple (1977), John A.Hauser (1979), F. William
Sunderman (1979), and Ralph W. Cox (1985). In1982 the board decided to award trus-
tee emeritus status to all living former trustees having served fortwelve years ormore
and having attained the age of sixty years.
"Actually the board had been meeting on the average of four times a year since the
early 19605. A1980 by-law amendment reduced the number of regular meetings to
four. After holding at least one of its meetings each year in the Union League in
Philadelphia, starting in the 19405, the board began in1964 conducting almost allof
its sessions in Gettysburg.
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was released to the constituencies. Periodically faculty, students, or
alumni asked for a regular flow of information directly from the
board, but it proved difficult to sustain the promised releases for
more than a few years at a time. Formal contacts between the board
and the constituencies were few, but since most trustees were
graduates there were regular occasions for them to meet and con-
verse with other alumni, including faculty, some of whom were for-
mer classmates or professors. In 1952, as President Hanson was
leaving office, he transmitted to the board a faculty request for an
opportunity to discuss some of their pressing concerns, especially
salaries, directly with the trustees. The following fallthe new presi-
dent, to whom this request was referred for action, used an inter-
pretation of the College by-laws (one with which few faculty would
agree) in informing the faculty that this document made him the sole
medium of communication between the twobodies and asking for
patience as he tried to deal with their petition. When he left three
years later, some faculty asked that two of their number be permit-
ted toattend board meetings and that a joint trustee-faculty commit-
tee be created, with duties to be defined.
No jointcommittee was formed, but gradually some of the barriers
separating the board from the rest of the College were lowered.
Beginning in the later 1950s joint dinners gave trustees and faculty
opportunities to learn to know each other and begin to discuss com-
mon concerns. Board committees dealing with such subjects as
fraternities and religious activities could not function intelligently
without regular contacts with administrators and faculty members.
The faculty religious activities committee was established in 1956
in response to a board request. As the College in the 1960s began
devoting more attention to institutional planning, itmade sense to
involve committees consisting of trustees, administrators, and
faculty at important stages in the process. During the trying 1960s
and early 1970s the trustees wisely made concerted efforts to com-
municate directly withboth students and faculty. Aby-laws amend-
ment in1968 authorized the board toappoint nonmembers tocertain
of its committees, and to give them both voice and vote. By 1974
several trustees were wondering just how much of their business
was so confidential that board meetings needed to be closed at
all.
In1945 there were only a few books and articles dealing with the
actual and ideal roles of trustees in the operation of the nation's
colleges and universities. The available evidence indicates that for
years after 1945, in company with counterparts in many sister
institutions, Gettysburg trustees believed that they could perform
their duties creditably enough simply by drawing upon their
experiences as college-trained and as successful business or pro-
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fessional persons. Itwas only as the College began to experience the
complexities of the later sixties and seventies, and as itconfronted
new situations which demanded the direct involvement of the trus-
tees, that the president and board officers devised programs to orient
new members to what the College constituencies had the right to
expect of them. As the body of literature on effective trusteeship
grew, both president and board chairman from time to time recom-
mended that their colleagues become familiar withsome of the best
of it.In1975 Gettysburg joined the Association of Governing Boards
of Universities and Colleges, in order to begin taking advantage of
the several services which it offered, not the least of which was the
series of more than a dozen brief booklets dealing with the manifold
This photograph of the trustees was taken inMay 1986. Front row, left to
right:Bream, Weiser, Brenneman, Glassick, Hanson, Johnson, Kip.Second
row: Thomas, Kruse, ZeiJers, Shannon, Edmiston, Mathias, Berk, Curtis.
Thirdrow: Clark, BJack, Hosking, Rafferty fWoman's League], Zimmerman,
Haines, GraybiJJ, Goedeke. Fourth row: Zumbrun, Camalier, Settelmeyer,
Norris, Anderson, Jordan, Haas. Camalier, Goedeke, Hosking, and Set-
telmeyer were elected in 1985.
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responsibilities which the times had thrust upon trustees. 13
InMarch 1982 the Gettysburg board undertook the firstmajor sys-
tematic study of its operations ina century and a half of existence.
The committee designated to initiate the study sought "to discover
how the Board of Trustees can become most effective in dealing
with the challenges and opportunities that lie ahead for Gettysburg
College." The report which it presented to the board a year later
identified and explained eleven major responsibilities of college and
university boards and then proposed steps tobe taken inan effort to
meet them more fully.14
Among the conclusions which the committee reached were the
following: (1) fund raising must be a continuous board activity; (2)
every trustee must participate directly in initiating and carrying out
fund-raising efforts, either contributing personally or securing con-
tributions from others; (3) there should be considerable diversity in
the characteristics and experience of trustees (for example, no more
than three-fourths should be alumni, while a variety ofbusiness and
professional persons should be represented); (4) more attention
needs to be given to the recruitment of trustees and evaluation of
their performance once inoffice (the committee presented specific
criteria to be used in selecting candidates); (5) while deliberate
efforts must be made to insure that each trustee becomes as fully
acquainted as possible with all matters within the purview of the
board, members must concentrate on making and evaluating College
policy, leaving administration to others; (6) the important task of
coordinating board work should be assigned to the executive com-
mittee; and, (7) since sound and sustained leadership is crucial, the
limiton the chairman's tenure should be increased from three to five
successive years. After discussion and some modifications, the full
board adopted the committee report in June 1983 and authorized
those changes in the by-laws which were then required.
"Founded in 1921, the organization which developed into the Association of
Governing Boards began as an informalbody whose members met annually to share
experiences. A mission statement adopted in 1974 included among its purposes at
that time advancing "higher education by increasing the knowledge and strengthen-
ing the performance of its trustees" and facilitating "understanding of the problems
and responsibilities of higher education trusteeship." Linda E. Henderson, Director,
Trustee Information Center, Association of Governing Boards, to the author,
Washington, October 8, 1985. One of the most influential of the association's
publications was John WilliamNason, The Future of Trusteeship: The Role and Re-
sponsibilities ofCollege and University Boards (Washington, 1975), whichwas exten-
sively revised and reissued as The Nature ofTrusteeship: .... (Washington, 1982).
See also another association publication: Richard T. Ingram and associates,
Handbook of College and University Trusteeship (San Francisco, 1980).
"The eleven major responsibilities were drawn from John W. Nason, The Nature of
Trusteeship: The Role and Responsibilities of College and University Boards
(Washington, 1982), pp. 19-46.
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Finances
"It is with feelings of deepest gratitude," President Hanson told
the trustees inDecember 1945, that he could report that "we have
been able to survive the war years with no financial deficits."
Thanks in large measure to heavy enrollments of women and to
federal payments for services rendered, the income reported for fis-
cal 1944-1945 was $443,062; the expenditures amounted to
$442,126. The steady upward trend of the postwar price level,
relieved onlyby occasional periods when inflation was under con-
trol,insured that such figures would not be repeated in the ensuing
forty years. The College budget first exceeded one milliondollars in
1953-1954, two million in 1958-1959, five million in1968-1969, ten
million in 1977-1978, and twenty million in 1983-1984.
During most of the forty-year period between 1945 and 1985, tui-
tion and related fees (exclusive of room and board) yielded about
two-thirds of annual general fund income. The 1945-1946 tuition
was $350 (the athletic, student chest, and health fees came to an
additional $30). The trustees were stillreluctant to increase charges
for College services, but during the remaining Hanson years they did
raise tuition to $400 for 1947-1948 and to $450 for 1951-1952. With
the coming of a new president, Walter C. Langsam, tuition and
related charges were combined into a comprehensive academic fee,
which was set at $625 for 1953-1954. After remaining at that level
for three years, the fee increased to $725 for 1956-1958, $930 for
1958-1959, and $1,000 for 1959-1961.
For the first year of the Arnold Hanson administration (1961-
1962), the comprehensive fee was $1,100. Early inhis sixteen-year
tenure, he and the other trustees found itnecessary tobegin making
annual upward adjustments, ranging from $100 to $270. For his last
year inoffice (1976-1977), the comprehensive fee was $3,300, triple
what ithad been inthe fall of 1961. During the Hanson years many
repeatedly predicted that, if the pattern were not soon broken, the
College wouldprice itself out of its market. The customary response
from the president was that Gettysburg's charges were still under
those of the colleges with which it most often compared itself. For
what itmight have been worth, he could also have reminded allcon-
cerned that, year after year, the comprehensive fee was yielding
about the same proportion of general income.
Increases during the next seven years resulted inmore than dou-
bling the basic College charge, from $3,620 in1977-1978 to $7,740 in
1984-1985. The 1945 catalogue still reminded readers that "the
expenses of a student depend largely on his training and habits."
With this as an introduction, it estimated that tuition, fees, board,
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room, and books would cost a "moderate" student $730 for the
upcoming year and a "liberal" one $780. The 1984 catalogue ven-
tured an estimate of $10,560 for the same services, and no longer
made any distinction between moderate and liberal students. In
1984-1985 comprehensive fees comprised about 62 percent of
current fund income. 15
The College could not rely on its endowment fund to yield more
than a tiny fraction of needed current income. During most of the
period covered by this chapter, it yielded about twocents of every
dollar received. There was a steady, but painfully slow, growth in
the principal from the $376,618 recorded at the end of 1944-1945. It
exceeded half a million in1952-1953, one million dollars in1958-
1959, two millionin1966-1967, and stood at $4,321,786 at the close
of the Arnold Hanson administration in 1977, when the yield fur-
nished about 2V4 percent of total current income. Actually, these
figures were misleading, since during this administration reserves,
which actually served as an endowment even though not given that
name, were set aside within a category labeled General Restricted
Funds. When most of these moneys were actually transferred to it
during 1977-1978, reported endowment increased to $11,222,668. At
the close of the 1984-1985 year, the total was $17,074,369 and its
yield produced about 5 percent of general fund income.
As noted in preceding chapters, among those of nine Penn-
sylvania colleges and universities founded before 1865, Gettys-
burg's endowment ranked ninth in both 1904 and 1945. It had
climbed only one notch by the sesquicentennial year 1982-1983 (the
last for which comparable figures were available at the time of writ-
ing), when Dickinson reported $23,799,177; Washington and Jeffer-
son, $13,500,000; Allegheny, $19,916,486; the University of
Pittsburgh, $125,251,330; Lafayette, $96,768,393; Gettysburg,
$16,760,820; Haverford, $50,337,363; Bucknell, $52,734,000; and
Franklin and Marshall, $28,020,000. Among Pennsylvania in-
stitutions founded after the CivilWar, Lehigh reported $102,502,041;
Swarthmore, $158,204,000; and Ursinus, $20,129,374. Among the
four Lutheran colleges in Pennsylvania, Gettysburg had moved
from third place in1945 to firstplace in 1982-1983, when Muhlen-
15According to the annual treasurer's reports, scholarships increased fromabout 5
percent of tuition income in1946-1947 to10 percent in1960-1961 and 13-14 percent in
the early 1980s. Until1952 the president made the awards. Inthat year a faculty com-
mittee took over the task. Itin turn was superseded in1980 by the director offinancial
aid. Beginning in 1956 the catalogue announced that the College "uses the
scholarship services of the College Entrance Examination Board" and informed
parents ofvarious private tuitionplans available to them. About this time College and
government loans became a widely used form of financial aid.
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Between 1945 and 1985 Gettysburg College continued to benefit
from old sources ofrevenue, including gifts and bequests for general
and specific purposes, the annual Loyalty Fund, and the Woman's
League. 17 Atthe same time, itdeveloped valuable new income sources,
including annual synodical appropriations for operating expenses,
grants by businesses and foundations, grants or loans from federal
and state governments, and amounts generated by conferences and
related activities, especially during the summer months. By the
1960s annual givingfrom all sources was approaching $950,000. In
the early 1980s it averaged $2,600,000. 18
A report to the College constituency for the year 1964-1965,
halfway through the period covered by this chapter, indicated that
63.2 percent ofgeneral fund income came from tuition and fees, 21.6
percent from auxiliary enterprises, 8.4 percent from gifts, 1.9 per-
cent from endowment, and 4.9 percent from all other sources. The
four largest expense items in that year were instructional costs (33.2
16Council forFinancial Aid to Education, Voluntary Support of Education, 1982-
1983, (New York, 1984), pp. 13-31. The figures reported are market value of endow-
ment. Some New England colleges which as early as 1904 were among the most
heavily endowed in the country continued to enjoy that position in 1982-1983:
Dartmouth, with $354,606,520; Amherst, with $136,781,826; Wesleyan, with
$162,774,000; Williams, with$162,676,626; and Bowdoin, with$76,900,000. InNew
York, Hamilton College had $58,580,605. In other parts of the country, Colorado
College had $57,331,549; Wabash, $70,464,000, and Cornell in lowa, $22,703,801.
17Endowed scholarship funds increased from $68,460 in1945 to $3,274,505 forty
years later. Trustees and others, sometimes anonymously, made many generous con-
tributions for such varied purposes as funding anexpanded pension plan in1947 and
building a president's residence some twenty years later. Some of the many bequests
after1945 were added toendowment, while others wereused to help meet the goals of
capital-funds campaigns. For a discussion of the Loyalty Fund and the Woman's
League, see pp. 966-967 and 970-972.
18For a discussion ofsynodical support, see pp. 979-982. In1952 Gettysburg joined
thirty-seven other colleges and universities inorganizing the Foundation for Indepen-
dent Colleges, Inc., of Pennsylvania, through which they began one combined annual
appeal for funds to business and industry. Since that time Gettysburg presidents and
other administrators have devoted several days each year, with figurative tin cup in
hand, to making personal solicitations. By 1985 Gettysburg had received more than
$575,000 from this source. Also in the 1950s Gettysburg began to benefit from the
recently instituted practice by many business firms, often through their education
foundations, of making direct grants to educational institutions, sometimes to sup-
port specific projects, sometimes for general purposes, and sometimes to match
employee contributions to the College. By the early 1960s the Atomic Energy Com-
mission, the National Science Foundation, and similar agencies were supporting
scientific research or general improvement in science instruction. Beginning in 1963
the College annually devoted one issue of the GCB to a detailed report on College
finances, including annual giving.
berg reported $15,115,000; Thiel, $4,729,751; and Susquehanna,
$4,000,000."
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percent), auxiliary enterprises (19.9 percent), reserves for construc-
tion and debt reduction (14.7 percent), and general institutional
expense (9.3 percent).
While there may have been many things about the proper role of
college trustees which were unclear in 1945, one thing should not
have been in doubt: aided by the president and whatever staff he
might have, trustees were responsible for funding the institution
they served. This was not something which they could delegate to
anyone else, although if they were good stewards they were
obligated to seek help wherever they could find it.In their first
postwar meeting, inDecember 1945, at a time when they could not
be expected to see much beyond a temporary heavy influx of
veterans wanting to enter the College, the Gettysburg trustees
authorized a fund-raising firm to determine the feasibility of a finan-
cial campaign and make a recommendation. Although the firm
advised waiting, the trustees authorized it to organize a $500,000
campaign. The money was tobe used for a new chapel, a new infir-
mary, a fieldhouse (or remodeling Plank Gymnasium for use bymen
and a new gymnasium for women), and an additional dormitory for
women. Inspite of the fact that they called it the Expansion Fund
Campaign, itis evident that the trustees viewed this undertaking as a
resumption of the building program which the depression and the
war had interrupted, one designed to accommodate an enrollment
only slightly larger than that before the war.
President Hanson was being truthful in June 1946 when he
introduced the alumni to the forthcoming campaign by reminding
them that "no institution of learning has been more thoughtful in
avoiding any financial burden on its constituency than has our
own." The Gettysburg style, he reminded them, has been to avoid
"extravagance or luxury" and to seek instead "dignity and sim-
plicity." The College "has always been most conservative in finan-
cial expenditures," he wrote, and "has sought to serve its
constituency at a cost-level below that of our friendly rivals." In
keeping with that well-established tradition, the campaign about to
begin would be "a dignified and united approach" instead of a "high
pressure effort to secure funds."
The campaign - the alumni bulletin called itone fora Greater Get-
tysburg - began in February 1947, with simultaneous alumni
meetings inallparts of the country, and itcontinued with appeals in
Central Pennsylvania and Maryland Synod congregations on Refor-
mation Sunday, in October. Writing in the January 1948 alumni
bulletin,President Hanson proudly announced that pledges amount-
ing to some $700,000 had been secured, about half from the alumni
and half from the church. He assured his readers that, "incarrying
out the church phase of the campaign, only those churches which
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This summons to allalumni for the 1947 finan-
cialcampaign was inserted ina brochure entitled A
Greater Gettysburg.
were willingto cooperate were covered," since "itwas the desire of
the college that there be no embarrassment to anyone - the funds
subscribed should come from those who really desired toparticipate
in the campaign." As of October 1949 only about 50 percent of the
pledges had been paid, largely because the national church had
launched a money-gathering effort which the College agreed should
include completion ofits own. By the time the College closed out the
Expansion Fund account in June 1952, a total of $368,313 had been
credited to it.19
InOctober 1948 the biennial convention of the United Lutheran
Church in America, convinced that Lutheran-related institutions
"should be superior, with faculties of high standing, facilities ade-
quate for effective work, and curriculum sufficient to advance the
whole program of the whole church," approved 1950 as a Christian
Higher Education Year (C.H.E.Y.), during which it hoped to raise
$6,000,000 to help meet the building needs of its colleges and
seminaries. Prior to the convention, each institution had presented a
19Itis worthnoting that Hanson also toldthe alumniinJanuary 1948 that "thiswas
the first campaign for funds which has occurred withinmy 25 years as president of
Gettysburg College." The money raised for a new chapel before the war was in re-
sponse to letters he wrote to individual alumni and to his approach to the Woman's
League. In1947 the fund-raising firm systematically organized both alumni and pas-
tors in order to secure pledges.
ImfcU !¦!¦ 11MillU/l1Mm
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list of its needs, which understandably came to double the total
amount finally agreed upon as the goal. The quota assigned to each
synod was based upon an estimate of its ability tocontribute and the
allotment to each institution took into consideration fund-raising
efforts which it already had under way. The Central Pennsylvania,
Maryland, and West Virginia Synods were asked to give Gettysburg
College a total of $621,750. Amounts actually paid prior to the end of
1949 onpledges to the Expansion Fund Campaign could be counted
toward this total. The College accepted this arrangement. "It has
been deemed wise," President Hanson told the alumni in January
1949, "that our own church campaign merge with the general cam-
paign of the Church."
The C.H.E.Y. campaign was concentrated inthe firstseveral months
of 1950. President Hanson joined other members of the faculty and
staff in visiting many congregations to explain the effort and solicit
support. When the final receipts were tabulated, the national goal
was exceeded bymore than 10 percent. Several institutions, includ-
ing Muhlenberg and Wittenberg, eventually received considerably
more than their original allotments. In the case of Gettysburg, the
two smaller supporting synods, Maryland and West Virginia, over-
subscribed, but the large Central Pennsylvania Synod raised only
about 85 percent of its quota. According to U.L.C.A. records, the
total amount which Gettysburg received through June 30, 1956 from
its treasury was $395, 978. 20
In the fallof 1952, long before the last C.H.E.Y. contribution was
recorded, President Langsam arrived on the scene. He found that the
costs of a recently completed women's dormitory, a chapel then
being constructed, and a new heating plant had already used up all
of the available Expansion Fund and C.H.E.Y. moneys, leaving the
College with a debt of about $200,000 and a series of needs which
might well be described as desperate. At his urging, the board in
December 1953 created an office for development and embarked
upon a campaign to raise $1,000,000, $200,000 to eliminate the debt
and $800,000 to build a three-unit dormitory for male students,
almost half of whom were then being housed in temporary and
inadequate quarters. Clarence L.S. Raby resigned from the board of
trustees tobecome the first development officer in the history of the
College. Under his direction a campaign was organized designed to
reach alumni, businesses, and foundations. Itbegan with dinners at
many locations in late April 1954. The key word was GIVE, an
acronym meaning gifts insure vital education for Gettysburg
20The College certified that it had received an additional $126,402 directly from
individuals and congregations, making a C.H.E.Y. total of $522,380. However, the
College treasurer's reports gave the total as $348,909. See the minutes ofthe biennial
U.L.C.A. conventions from 1948 through 1960 for C.H.E.Y. items.
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College. Although the progress reports in subsequent issues of the
alumni bulletin were glowing and gave the impression that the goal
was being approached, when Raby resigned inDecember 1955 (he
never intended to remain any longer), he reported cash and pledges
of less than $250,000 and an inability to generate much interest
among either churches or foundations. Treasurer's reports through
1956-1957 credit this campaign with eventually securing $355,134.
Inthe month ofRaby's departure, the Ford Foundation announced
a record gift of$500,000,000 toaid some 4,150 colleges, universities,
medical schools, and hospitals. Grants totaling $210,000,000 and
intended tohelp raise teachers' salaries were awarded to regionally
accredited, privately supported colleges and universities of liberal
arts and sciences. "In the opinion of the foundation's trustees,"
Henry Ford IIdeclared, "private and corporate philanthropy can
make no better investment of its resources than in helping to
strengthen American education at its base - the quality of its teach-
ing"and, he added, "nowhere are the needs of the private colleges
more apparent than inthe matter of faculty salaries," which had not
kept pace with the postwar compensation of other professionals*
The amount awarded toeach of the 615 institutions was about equal
toits 1954-1955 instructional payroll. Gettysburg received $291,000,
which when added to its endowment increased the principal by
about 50 percent. 21
In June 1949 the board of trustees went on record as "wishing to
keep Gettysburg College free from subsidies and political en-
tanglements." As time passed, as it became obvious that en-
rollments would probably be increasing rather than decreasing, as it
became equally obvious that the College needed additional money
for literally every aspect of its program, and as the best-intentioned
fund-raising efforts failed to reach their several goals, the board
elected (December 1955) to run the risks of subsidies and political
entanglements by taking advantage of a program which the federal
government was then offering. In1956-1958 it secured three loans,
totaling $3,280,000, from the Housing and Home Finance Agency.
With interest rates of between 2% and 3 percent, these obligations
were payable over a period of forty years. The last payments were
due in 1996-1998. The proceeds from these loans were used to con-
struct five dormitories, a dining hall,and a college union building. It
21New York Times, December 13, 1955. The original announcement stated that the
Gettysburg allocation would be $263,900. Dickinson was one of 126 institutions
receiving an additional sum for having "ledthe wayin their regions in improving the
status and compensation of American college teachers." Institutions accepting Ford
grants promised to invest them, using the income for at least ten years for improving
teachers' salaries. A questionnaire returned to the foundation inAugust 1955 was
used to determine the initialamount of Gettysburg's grant.
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is difficult to see how these buildings could have been constructed
when they were, or even in the following decade, without these
federal funds. 22 Understandably, there was little or no incentive
to repay the loans ahead of schedule. 23
Federal money was available only for construction of income-
producing facilities, not for other buildings which the College also
sorely needed. Consequently, under a new president, Willard S.
Paul, the board of trustees decided upon stillanother campaign, its
fourth since the war. Guided once again by a fund-raising firm, the
P*
President Dwight D. Eisenhower addressing the 1959 convocation initiat-
ing yet another fund-raising campaign. Note the unfinished Student Union
Building in the background.
221n authorizing the first application for federal funds, the trustees did observe that
"we should look into the matter of 'Federal Pressure' ifany." Although the funds
received were in the form ofloans, the terms were so generous that one might regard
the effort as the most successful fund-raising campaign up to that time in the history
of the College.
231n May 1956, during the meeting at which they elected a new president and at a
time when they were looking for sources ofnew money, the trustees authorized for-
mation of a wholly College-owned corporation to construct and operate a shopping
center on part of their land, north of West Broadway. The corporation was formed,
but the Adams County Shopping Center, Inc. did not function as planned.
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College inaugurated this new effort in April1959, at a convocation
which President Dwight D. Eisenhower addressed on Memorial
Field. 24 The initial campaign goal was ambitious, indeed, farbeyond
anything the College had ever attempted inthe past: $5,175,000 over
seven or eight years, for anew library ($1,255,000), a life science
building ($1,250,000), a men's physical education building ($1,000,000),
reconstruction of Old Dorm ($350,000), a new infirmary ($150,000),
remodeling of McKnight Hall into a language building ($150,000),
and endowment ($1,000,000). As it quickly became apparent that
this sum was far beyond the College's reach, either then or in the
near future, the total was drastically scaled down, to $1,625,000,
which included the estimated costs of a men's physical education
building, renovation of Old Dorm, a new infirmary, and renovation
of McKnight Hall.25 When the books on this campaign were finally
closed in June 1965, several years after first intended, the yield was
recorded as $1,648,801. Wellover half of this amount was paid from
the treasuries of two synods: Central Pennsylvania ($700,000) and
Maryland ($210,743). 2°2°
By the beginning of the 19605, Gettysburg College had dem-
onstrated that it could still count on the loyalty of hundreds of its
alumni and of the Lutheran church when itundertook to supplement
its current income, but it had not yet succeeded in attracting the
major foundation grants or large bequests which were necessary ifit
hoped to have the resources adequate for the quality of work it
clearly wished to do. While there undoubtedly were several reasons
for this failure, it was evident that many who could provide the
College with such new sources of income would base their decision
to a large degree on the example set by the trustees themselves,
either by their own giving orby their success inpersuading others to
give. Increasingly, presidents and trustee leaders reminded their
"Eisenhower used the occasion to discuss the development of understanding as
one of the major purposes of education. Freedom in the world, he insisted, was
indivisible. Americans needed to understand that Southeast Asia, Japan, and Berlin
were all important inpreserving that freedom. For the text, see Public Papers of the
Presidents of the United States: Dwight D.Eisenhower, 1959 (Washington, 1960), pp.
309-317.
25Gone from the schedule was anything for endowment. During most ofthis period
presidents and trustees obviously favored increasing it, but time and time again they
assigned endowment a priority one or two notches below renovating an old building
or constructing a new one. In 1959 the business manager told the president he
believed the College had taken "a wrong turn back some years ago" in not insisting
that "a certain definite proportion of every unrestricted gift should go into endow-
ment." InJune 1961 the trustees solemnly committed themselves to securing $100,000
annually for endowment, a commitment which was not met.
28Note that this church money came from synodical treasuries and not from con-
gregational solicitations, as inthe past. The finalcampaign report, printed in the GCB
for January 1966, credited the trustees with having contributed $32,261 to this
effort.
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colleagues of this fact and exhorted them to begin doing something
about it.
Upon taking office in the fall of 1961, Arnold Hanson was faced
with a serious and immediate financial problem. To meet commit-
ments of $2,200,000 already made for various capital improve-
ments, only $700,000 from the fund-raising campaign had become
available. Some of the balance could not be expected for up to four
years. The College had borrowed large sums in the form of short-
term notes, which could be called at almost any time. One of Han-
son's first steps was to secure board approval of a $1,500,000 loan,
repayable over a ten-year period, from a major insurance company.
In1962 the College responded toan initiative from the Ford Founda-
tion bypreparing a detailed proposal for a major grant. The founda-
tion gave no reason forits rejection of the proposal inMay1963, but
one trustee told his colleagues a month later that the College had
neither been thinking nor acting big enough tomerit the confidence
of major foundations. 27
Obviously, since all of the projects, and more, included in the
original development pUn of 1959 could be considered necessary,
what one trustee called "a challenging intensive campaign" was
needed to make them possible. However, the president, many trus-
tees, and the professional fund raisers all doubted that, given its
record, the College could hope to succeed ina new campaign so soon
after the one begun in 1959 and for which the books were not yet
closed. Nevertheless, in1963 the board committed itself inprinciple
to a ten-year development program, which included constructing a
lifescience building and three dormitories, as well as renovating Old
Dorm. Mindful of the prospects for success, the trustees elected to
begin by conducting what they called a quiet campaign, one in
which, if there were failure, it would be less devastating.
The results obtained during 1964 were gratifying. In January the
Emma G. Musselman Foundation offered the College $250,000 for
construction of a stadium, to be used for College and community
events. Although this facility was not included in the current
development program, the trustees promptly accepted the gift.28 In
27The trustee was undoubtedly correct. In June 1963 the Ford Foundation an-
nounced grants averaging about $2,000,000 each to thirteen colleges, including
Lafayette. To qualify, these schools were required to raise an average $4,800,000
each. Well into 1964, President Hanson was trying topersuade the Ford Foundation to
reconsider Gettysburg's request. He did not succeed.
28Christian H. Musselman (1880-1944), a native ofLancaster county, together with
his father and brother, purchased a Biglerville cannery at a 1907 sheriff sale. Shortly
thereafter acquiring sole interest in the business, he built the C.H. Musselman Com-
pany into one of the nation's largest and most successful fruit processing firms.
Emma G.Musselman (1880-1966) actively workedalongside her husband in allof his
endeavors. During his lifetimeMusselman made generous gifts for educational and
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November the Longwood Foundation of Wilmington, Delaware,
made a $675,000 challenge grant, which the College was required to
match in about eighteen months, for the construction of a life
science building. The trustees formally resolved to meet the
challenge, and in June 1965 Trustee Ralph W. McCreary presented
the College witha gift then valued at $700,000 which the foundation
accepted as meeting the challenge. 29
During the next several years the College conducted a difficult
campaign to raise money for Old Dorm, whose renovation was
obviously going to cost far more than the first estimate of $350,000.
Only the most minor repairs had been made on the old building for
some years; it would soon have to be modernized or removed.
Efforts to secure the major foundation gift which the 1963 develop-
ment plan projected to cover the costs of renovation were unavail-
ing, although several large and many small gifts were received.
Finally, inSeptember 1968, withless than half the needed amount in
hand, the trustees authorized the work tobegin and borrowing from
reserves to help pay for it.
Thanks to the almost constant campaign efforts, by the early
1970s the College had built most of the new buildings and renovated
most of the existing ones which were included inthe 1959 campaign
statement. In September 1972 the board boldly committed itself to
yet another long-range plan, this one to culminate with the College
sesquicentennial in1982. The first draft of this plan called for a goal
of $18,500,000, but once again fund raisers and others had
immediate and serious doubts about its feasibility. Consequently,
the trustees decided in January 1973 to appeal for funds for a new
library, a new facility for the creative and performing arts, and
renovation of space vacated once these facilities were available.
Although their cost estimate for these plans was about $5,000,000,
they decided not even to announce that figure immediately. In fact,
pleading recession, dissatisfaction within the constituency, and
other reasons, on four occasions during the next several years the
other charitable purposes, both in Adams county and elsewhere. After his death,
chiefly through the Emma G. Musselman Foundation, his widow greatly expanded
the family's philanthropic activities, from whichGettysburg College benefited on fre-
quent occasions. Beginning in 1954, gifts from the Musselman Foundation and the
Emma G. Musselman Foundation supported scholarships, music, theater arts, visit-
ing scientists and business executives, as well as a new stadium, fieldhouse, and lib-
rary.Apart from synodical contributions, these two foundations contributed more to
the College between 1945 and 1985 than any other single source. See •'Fruits of Suc-
cess, The Musselman Legacy," GCB (August 1981), pp. 1-3.
29As an article in the July 1965 GCB made clear, the gift was in the formof 7,000
shares of McCreary Tire and Rubber Company preferred stock. Since one of its con-
ditions required the College to retain the stock to a date beyond the time of this writ-
ing, the ultimate actual value of the gift is not yet known.
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trustees turned down the recommendation of their development
committee that they make a public announcement and proceed.
The campaign for what was described as the new library and
learning resources center was finally launched, with considerable
fanfare, at a dinner meeting in January 1976. What happened over
the next thirty-three months once again illustrated the financial
strengths and weaknesses of Gettysburg College as they had
manifested themselves repeatedly inher past. As months came and
went, the pattern of giving as measured against the schedule which
fund raisers insisted was necessary for a successful campaign
showed that hundreds of people had joined to subscribe the smaller
amounts expected, but that the large gifts indispensable to success
were simply not forthcoming. 30
Leaders of the campaign within the board of trustees repeatedly
reminded their colleagues, not allof whom had made their pledges,
that the College could not expect foundations, with whom at least
some of the large gifts would almost certainly have to originate, to
come to its assistance unless its governing board was unanimous
and wholehearted in supporting the campaign. The Indians are
doing well, remarked one trustee, but it is the chiefs we must be
worried about. Ifwe do not succeed inthis effort,remarked another,
we may as well never try another campaign. Mindful of the
College's past record, a third stated that, after talking to trustees in
many other colleges, he was convinced that Gettysburg trustees sim-
ply had to put forth every possible effort and keep tryinguntil they
succeeded. Then they would have an undoubted achievement
behind them which could be used as a stepping stone for the
future.
When Arnold Hanson retired inthe summer of 1977, the achieve-
ment was stillinthe future. The campaign was stalled at about one-
third of its goal.31 It was only in1978, with the announcement of a
$200,000 challenge grant from the Dana Foundation, a similar one of
$100,000 from the Pew Memorial Trust, and a $1,250,000 gift from
the Emma G. Musselman Foundation, that the decision to proceed
with the library could finally be made. In September 1981 the
College recorded receipts of $4,179,473 from the campaign.
30The schedule called for one $1,000,000 gift, ten between $100,000 and $500,000,
and "many" below $1,000. For months the largest pledge was $75,000. The firstgift
above that amount came froma bequest which the College was able touse for the li-
brary instead of endowment.
31The fact that the library campaign was stalled far fromitsgoal must be considered
together with an equally incontrovertible fact: in the summer of 1977 the College's
current accounts were invery good condition and were being responsibly and pru-
dently administered. Reflecting upon his understanding of the College after a year in
office, President Glassick told the trustees inSeptember 1978 that "the College has a
fiscally sound base of operations."
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As early as September 1978, even before the library construction
was begun, and under President Charles E. Glassick, the board com-
mitted itself to yet another campaign, called One Hundred Fifty
Years and Beyond. In 1981 its members set a goal of $12,000,000,
divided among current needs, plant, and endowment, and scheduled
to be completed byJune 1985. Following recommended fund-raising
practice, they then undertook to secure much of this amount in a
quiet campaign. Late in 1982, after cash and pledges amounting to
almost half the goal had been secured, they made a public announce-
ment, in which the goal was increased to $14,000,000, to include
$2,000,000 for deferred gifts or what were called gifts of future
interest. "We don't seek to make Gettysburg much different," the
chairman of the board declared. "We do hope to make itmuch better
and stronger." Significantly, One Hundred Fifty Years and Beyond
proposed toaccomplish this purpose by givingmuch more attention
to the College's educational program than any of the other post-1945
campaigns, all of which concentrated so heavily on buildings that
some faculty accused their authors of being afflicted with an edifice
complex. When the campaign closed at the end of June 1985, the
recorded total ingifts and commitments was $20,167,000, of which
$12,700,147 in cash had actually been received. 32
Clearly, by the spring of 1985 the College had come a long way
over four decades indemonstrating the extent of its capacity to meet
pressing financial needs. The style which Henry W.A. Hanson so
eloquently expressed as late as 1946 was not suited to sustain, let
alone advance, the College inthe postwar world. Inkeeping withits
traditions, Gettysburg was slow to move to a different posture.
While establishing a development office in 1953, the president and
board did not then assign it the priority, and consequently did not
give it the resources, which the times demanded. It is evident that
the successive presidents and development officers, none of whom
had long tenure in the 19505, were aware of sources that needed to
be cultivated, as well as of the time and patient effort required for
that purpose. The conventional wisdom on the campus in the 1950s
and early 1960s was that itwould take years before the pioneer work
of the developers would bring results. Whether this was an accurate
assessment depended at least inpart upon the amount and quality of
pioneer work being done. President Paul offered a sobering com-
mentary on College priorities inDecember 1959 when he praised the
retiring director of alumni relations and development for the
32 Gift8 and commitments by category were as follows: for current operations,
$5,821,000; forphysical plant, $3,005,000; for endowment, $6,391,000; and for future
provisions, $4,950,000. Some of the future provisions were in the formof revocable
commitments and some were not expected to be realized for a decade or more. See
GCB (October 1984), p. 35.
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(since 1978)
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Robert E. Butler
[1969-1978]
Three development directors
excellent work he had done. "Unfortunately, he is only one person,"
the president told the trustees, "and has had to forego Founda-
tions solicitation."
Anumber of steps toward a more sophisticated development pro-
gram were taken in the 19605. For example, in February 1963 the
College began devoting either a large part orall of an alumni bulletin
toa rather detailed explanation of College income and expenditures,
naming many who had made contributions during the preceding
year, and identifying past accomplishments as well as present
needs. Then, in June 1965 the trustees established a board of
associates (nonalumni) and a year later a board of fellows (alumni).
The administration undertook regularly to inform these persons of
important developments, in the hope that they would then be
motivated to supplement trustee programs for raising funds. (The
Gettysburg College Associates superseded the board of associates in
1979.] In 1967 the president attempted to integrate a parents'
association, which had been formed in 1955 but had met only
irregularly thereafter, into the development program. Also in 1967,
the College revived an effort briefly begun and then abandoned in
the 1930s when itestablished a committee on deferred giving, con-
cerned with wills, bequests, and life-income arrangements. An
assistant director of development for estate planning began his
duties in 1971. His many articles inthe alumni bulletin and personal
visits to potential donors had their desired effect. By the end of the
decade the planned givingprogram was being credited withbringing
several million dollars to the College.
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Under a new president, beginning in 1978, the development
activities were reorganized and greatly expanded, inboth old and
new directions. An Orange and Blue Club founded in 1979 (and
replacing an earlier club) was designed both to recognize those who
had contributed toCollege athletic programs and to encourage them
tocontinue. ACupola Society formed in1979 used a prominent fea-
ture of the oldest College building as a symbol for an organization to
recognize and encourage major donors, both individual and
institutional. Inthe same year, students participated inthe first of a
series of phonathons to help raise money for the Loyalty (later
Annual) Fund, upon which the College relations (no longer develop-
ment) office was putting increasing emphasis as a means of inviting
sustained gifts from a widening circle of donors. In1980 the senior
class was persuaded to revive a custom long fallen into disuse, so
long infact that allassumed ithad never existed. Following a tradi-
tion established at the beginning of the century, seniors pledged to
the alma mater one or more parting gifts of their own choosing.
Presidents
Henry W.A. Hanson (1945-1952)
In the fall of 1945 Henry W.A. Hanson was in his sixty-fourth
year. His health was good and his devotion to Gettysburg College
undiminished. Pleased at being able to help provide opportunity for
returning veterans and others to get a college education, he presided
over a rapid doubling of the student body and faculty. Along with
others responsible for the College, he gradually accepted that, bar-
ring some new and dreadful crisis, enrollment would not soon, if
ever, return to prewar levels. Hanson actively supported curricular
studies and changes which resulted inseveral new departments and
required courses. He helped the College secure a pension plan which
provided coverage for all employees, not only department heads.
Through the pages of the alumni bulletin and inmany other ways,
President Hanson continued topreach his doctrine of optimism. The
great work of Gettysburg College, he assured his readers and lis-
teners, was inthe future and, because ithad successfully weathered
the trials of depression, war, and postwar confusion, the College
was ina stronger position than would otherwise have been the case
to face that future. Over and over again he insisted that the educa-
tion which he had long advocated for Gettysburg was, ifpossible,
even more valid than inthe past. "Iwant tobear witness toone deep
conviction," he wrote in the June 1952 bulletin. "There has never
been a period inthe world's history when the type of education Get-
tysburg College seeks to produce has been more sorely needed.
Character values, integrity, faith inGod and in His guidance are
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essential for individual happiness and for the highest type ofservice
to the land that we love."
It was also obvious from his repeated pronouncements that this
president was as determined as ever that the College remain in the
black. Since one could not really be certain of next year's enroll-
ment, he told the alumni, all faculty appointments were being made
on an annual basis. When the Korean War in1951 threatened to take
away many young men, he actually released several junior faculty.
Hanson participated vigorously intwo fund-raising campaigns but,
since the objectives of both were new or renovated buildings, they
yielded no funds for direct support of the educational programs.
Given the College's deliberate policy of charging less for tuition
than did its "friendly rivals," it had to use limits on wages and
salaries as the major way ofstaying inthe black. The salaries of pro-
fessors, which were increased to $4,400 in1946, and $5,000 in1948,
remained at the latter figure for 1952-1953. During the period from
1946 to 1952, the price level had increased by more than 35
percent. 33
As the time for their retirement approached, there was genuine
appreciation for what both President and Mrs.Hanson had done for
the College over more than a quarter century. Even those faculty
members who were growing increasingly restive, for one reason or
another, when they reflected carefully upon the entire Hanson
administration would have to agree that its accomplishments were
many and that to its conclusion ithad widespread and warm support
in all of the major College constituencies. On the occasion of his
twenty-fifth anniversary as president, the board established a major
scholarship inHanson's honor and decided toname the first postwar
campus building for him.
In the spring of 1952 there were numerous farewell dinners, gifts
(the Alumni Association presented the Hansons with a 1952
Cadillac sedan), and statements of appreciation. One of the most
revealing of the latter was the one which the faculty adopted
unanimously inMay 1952. It commended the retiring president for
the consistent style ofhis leadership of the faculty inacademic mat-
ters, especially for "his avoidance of expression of opinion during
debate on matters of Faculty prerogative." Further, it praised him
for his protection of academic freedom inthe classroom and, finally,
33Although there was increasing dissatisfaction over salaries, there was no direct
faculty approach to the trustees similar to those which followed World War Iand
whichresulted in substantial increases. The approach which was finally made in
1952 was indirect and had no immediate effect. Itshould be noted that the $4,500 paid
to professors in 1943-1945 included compensation for instruction of military and
civilian students.
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President and Mrs. Henry W. A. Hanson at the
time of their retirement in 1952.
forhis "uniform kindness and sympathy" indealing with individual
faculty members. 34
After presiding over his last commencement in June 1952, and
after having been elected president emeritus, Henry W.A. Hanson,
withhis wife,left the White House and moved into their new home
on Front street in Harrisburg, overlooking the Susquehanna river.
He honored the promise made at his last faculty meeting, to continue
working for a greater Gettysburg College, by returning to the cam-
pus for many special occasions. Untilhis death in1962, following an
illness of about six months, he was regular in attending board
meetings. After funeral services in Harrisburg and Gettysburg, he
was buried in Evergreen cemetery, as was his wife, who had
died in 1956.
341t was at this meeting, inMay 1952, that Hanson was asked, "as one of the last
services that you can perform for the Faculty before your retirement," to transmit to
the board of trustees requests for a salary increase "tomeet the increased cost of liv-
ing" and for a joint committee to consider "matters of general College policy." Allor
most of those responsible for these requests, which originated in the A.A.U.P. and
whose intentions were clear enough, wanted to present them ina way which would
be least embarrassing to the retiring president.
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Walter C. Langsam (1952-1955)
As early as June 1949 the board of trustees authorized appoint-
ment of a committee to select one or more candidates for it to con-
sider innaming a successor toPresident Hanson upon his retirement
three years later. Eventually consisting of fivepersons, this commit-
tee in the spring of 1951 asked MillardE. Gladfelter, of the class of
1925, who was then vice president and provost of Temple Univer-
sity, tobecome a candidate. They requested an answer as soon as he
had made up his mind, but certainly by the fall. Although Gladfelter
had always been active inGettysburg alumni affairs, inNovember
he told the committee that "the investment Ihave made in years and
in the development of programs of Temple University" had become
such "an intimate part" of his "lifeand spirit" that he was removing
his name from further consideration.
After determining that Gladfelter's decision was final, the com-
mittee interviewed several other possible candidates during the
December board meeting inPhiladelphia. Then, on January 14, 1952,
at a special board meeting held in the same place, the committee
presented the name of one of those persons, Walter C. Langsam
(1906-1985). After appearing before the trustees and answering a
battery of questions, he was elected unanimously and accepted
immediately.
A native of Vienna, Austria, Walter Consuelo Langsam was
brought toNew YorkCityinthe year of his birth. The CityCollege of
New York awarded him a bachelor's degree in 1925, when he was
nineteen. He earned a master's degree in1926 and his Ph.D. in1930,
both from Columbia University. Between 1927 and 1938 he was a
member of the Columbia history faculty, and from 1938 to 1945 was
professor of history at Union College, Schenectady, New York.Elected
president of Wagner College in1945, he was serving inthat position
when the Gettysburg trustees chose him seven years later. By that
time he had published The Napoleonic Wars and German
Nationalism in Austria (1930); a major textbook, The World Since
1914 (1933), the sixth edition of which was inprint by 1948; a book
of readings, Documents and Readings inthe History of Europe Since
1918 (1939), available in revised and enlarged form by 1951; and
Francis the Good: the Education ofan Emperor, 1768-1792 (1949). In
addition, from 1934 to 1950 he served as history editor for the J.P.
Lippincott Company.
Langsam was an active Lutheran layman (from 1948 to 1960 he
was a member of the board of publication of the United Lutheran
Church in America), as well as a participant in the affairs of the
Middle States Association and national educational organizations.
He had appeared on the Gettysburg campus in the spring of 1946 to
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address the Phi Beta Kappa banquet, and four years later returned to
accept an honorary degree. The Langsam family arrived in town
during the late summer and moved into the former Stahley house at
300 Carlisle street. The White House which had served as the pres-
ident's residence since 1860 was taken over by the new chaplain. 35
Walter C. Langsam was inaugurated eighth president of Gettys-
burg College on Memorial Field on October 25, 1952. There was the
now customary academic procession, with delegates of many
educational institutions marching. Representatives of the several
College constituencies brought greetings. Inwhat was by far the
briefest inaugural address yet to be delivered in the history of the
College, Langsam drew upon what his predecessors had said on
similar occasions, as well as upon other pertinent sources, to prove
that he was simply reaffirming the long-established principles of the
institution. "The principles of Christian higher education," he
declared, "obviously are timeless and immutable." Allhe needed to
do was restate them briefly and in his own way:
That higher education is right which emphasizes the dignityof the
individualas one whoiscreated inthe image of God; which teaches
the student that spiritual values are superior to and more lasting
than material values; which develops stable men and women who
can hold fast to basic values even intimes ofstress; whichmakes it
clear that giving, based on love, is far more rewarding than any
kindof taking; which teaches young people how men and women
throughout the ages have lived together, have made a living,and
have interpreted the universe about them; which, in short, helps
produce effective Christian citizens and leaders for tomorrow.36
One of the three outsiders whom the board asked in the spring of
1952 whether to retain a former president as a trustee advised
strongly against it,on the grounds that it would likelybe embarrass-
ing to both the new man and his predecessor. Ifthere were no con-
flicts between the old ways and the new, he argued, then probably
the new president should not have been selected in the firstplace. 37
When he conducted his first faculty meeting in September 1952,
Walter Langsam, a man young enough to have been his predecessor's
son and followingan administration that had lasted for twenty-nine
years, professed his "high respect for,"but not slavery to, tradition,
and then announced that he was proposing "no revolutionary
changes" for the College. Having said this, he went to work.
One of the firstplaces towhich the new president turned his atten-
35The Langsam family consisted of Walter C. and Julie E. (Stubblefield) Langsam,
who had been married in 1931, and two sons.
36The entire inaugural program as given was reprinted in the February 1953 issue of
GCB.
37Obviously this statement, whichreferred to the phenomenon of change over time,
was not intended by itsauthor to reflect unfavorably upon either Hanson or Langsam
as persons or to predict that they would consistently find themselves on opposing
sides of the issues. Itwas intended to affirm what its author believed was a fact.
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Walter C. Langsam (1906-1985J
President of the College from 1952 to 1955.
tion was the administration. He established a business office,
assigning to it financial and maintenance responsibilities which pre-
viously had been discharged in a number of places, including the
president's office, and which, in some cases, were performed only
irregularly. He began instituting a budget system, asking depart-
ments and offices for the first time to present requests for funds
needed during the next year. Langsam created the position of dean
of men (there had been a dean of women since 1941] and changed the
title of Wilbur Tilberg to dean of the College. While he probably
anticipated no change in the latter's actual duties during the few
short years before his retirement, the new title revealed the larger
role which he obviously had inmind for the position. The first full-
time chaplain, relieved of all teaching responsibilities, took over in
the fall of 1952. 38 Shortly after taking office, the new president
announced that he was meeting regularly with his chief adminis-
trators, one more of which was added to the list when the develop-
ment office was created in 1953.
36The following were chaplain-teachers: Parker B. Wagnild (1944-1946), Howard J.McCarney (1946-1950), and Edward K. Stipe (1950-1952). Full-time chaplains have
been Edwerth E. Korte (1952-1960), John W. Vannorsdall (1962-1976), and Karl J.
Mattson (from 1977). Beginning in 1969, there have also been assistant or
associate chaplains.
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A veteran college teacher and a productive scholar, Langsam
began toplay a considerably more active role than had his predeces-
sor in the development of the academic program. He considered
himself an active member of the curriculum committee, attended
meetings whenever he could, and was not reluctant to express his
views. Atan informal meeting of the committee inhis home inlate
October 1952, he made fourteen recommendations, including that
all1953 graduates be required to take the Graduate Record Examina-
tion (an outside and presumably impartial measure of the effective-
ness of instruction); that the introductory Bible course be required of
allfreshmen, as part of the foundation of their entire program; that a
cooperative engineering program be entered into withPennsylvania
State College; that a department of art be established; and that a
study of the entire curriculum be undertaken. At his first board
meeting after taking office, he persuaded the trustees to adopt the
1940 statement on academic freedom and tenure, as wellas to incor-
porate pertinent portions of the statement into the by-laws. Athis
suggestion, the trustees approved the College's first formal salary
schedule, or scale, although because of the lack of funds only small
increases inindividual salaries were possible during his administra-
tion. Inhis search fornew money, as early as 1952 he began explor-
ing the possibility of adding synodical trustees in exchange for
regular church grants. Three years later, he assured the trustees that
"much gain, and no disadvantage, would result from the early grant
of Board representation to the supporting Synods."
Beginning inSeptember 1952, the president arranged to have the
faculty minutes duplicated and distributed to each member. He
published the 1951-1952 balance sheet and statement of income and
expenditures in the alumni bulletin, and then made a copy of the
complete treasurer's report available to every faculty member who
wanted one. 39 In September 1952 he promised that there would be a
faculty handbook, the first edition of which,prepared by a faculty
committee, appeared one year later. 40
Carrying on an old Gettysburg tradition, Langsam entered into dis-
cussion and consultation with students. An ill-fated experiment
with voluntary chapel begun in the fall of 1952, much to their
delight, was abandoned the following year. Asecond experiment, in
the spring of 1953, was more successful. In an effort to attract
superior students, the College offered a small number of competitive
39Very brieffinancial statements began appearing in the bulletinas early as January
1948.
"Succeeding editions of the handbook, each a bit larger than the preceding one,
appeared in1960, 1964, and 1973. Langs am's initiatives followedat least twofaculty
requests for such a publication to help orient new faculty members as wellas inform
veteran ones interested in being reminded of existing rules and regulations.
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scholarships. The response was so gratifying that the program was
continued. The Gettysburgian editorial which appeared (March 24,
1955) following the announcement of the president's resignation
claimed that Langsam's "most important contribution toGettysburg
stems fromhis belief that the students should have a voice incollege
affairs. His efforts have brought a great increase in student 'say' on
administration-student relations."
By the fallof 1953 Langsam had completed the negotiations begun
by his predecessor to secure recognition of the College by the
American Association of University Women. The addition to the
faculty and staff of two women with Ph.D.'s helped convince that
organization that Gettysburg merited its approval. Inthe same year,
Langsam was elected to the Commission on Higher Education of the
Middle States Association. InMarch 1954, and possibly as a result
of his urging, the commission sent a team to Gettysburg to conduct
the Middle States' first accrediting visit to the College."
Walter Langsam was a hard worker who drove himself and hoped,
evin expected, that his colleagues would follow his example. No
one could question his intelligence or his knowledge of current
trends in American higher education. He soon discovered many
things about Gettysburg College which,he strongly believed, needed
tobe changed, forits own good. Notbeing a particularly patient per-
son, he wanted to act as rapidly as possible and move on to some-
thing else. Undoubtedly, he saw his proposed changes as far from
revolutionary, but not all of his powerful faculty associates agreed
with him. Unfortunately, unlike his predecessor, who was always
gentlemanly inhis conduct, Langsam inhis dealings withcolleagues
often did not hesitate before saying what he thought, ina direct and
sometimes cutting manner, and apparently without thinking of the
possibly harmful consequences upon his effectiveness as the leader
of the Gettysburg College community as itexisted inthe early 19505.
Itis evident that he sometimes had second thoughts about the wayin
which he had acted, but by that time the damage had been
done. 42
41Itwas only after World War IIthat the Commission on Higher Education decided
to review the accreditation of allmembers once every ten years and to accomplish
this by sending teams to spend several days on the campuses examining, at least
theoretically, allmajor parts of the institution. Ewald B. Nyquist, "LifeBegins at
Forty: A Brief History of the Commission," (Middle States Association, 1961), p. 26.
Subsequent accrediting visits occurred inMarch 1964, October 1973, and November
1983. Copies of the materials submitted to the Middle States before, and of the
accrediting team's report after, each visit are in the GCA. Subsequent references to
these sources are made in the text (for example, 1954 Middle States report) rather
than in footnotes.
42 As early as December 1952, in his board report, he credited his staff with
occasionally applying "effective brakes" on his "tendency sometimes to act too
quickly."
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An excellent example of the Langsam style is provided by an
exchange which occurred in the columns of the Gettysburgian
withina few weeks after College opened inthe fallof 1952. Amajor
editorial entitled 'The Thorn InThe Side" noted withpride the new
chapel then being erected and called its completion a truly major
achievement, but, having said that, the editor quickly drew the
reader's attention to the "pitifulcondition of the supposedly tem-
porary dormitories that now exist," in which many men students
spend much more time than they ever would in the new chapel. 43 To
strengthen his case, the editor pointed to what he considered
extravagance in several recently completed buildings, noting that
"extravagance is also shown in the $45,000 pipe organ to be
installed in the new chapel." His conclusion was that, while the
recent building program had yielded many undoubted benefits, its
directors erred innot assigning highest priorityto constructing satis-
factory dormitory facilities. The student could only hope that "in
the future a carefully planned program [might] be initiated so that
practicality will finally supplant idealistic extravagancies and
immediate needs . .. distant dreams." 44
Having dutifully read the editorial, the new president had several
options. He could ignore it, respond in a brief and noncommittal
way, or respond with what must have been foremost inhis mind as
he learned more and more about the College's slender financial
resources. Not surprisingly, Walter Langsam chose the latter course.
Ina letter to the editor, published a week later (October 2), he agreed
completely that improvement of old and construction of new men's
dormitory facilities were urgently needed, but observed that past
actions could not be undone. He went on to state bluntly that, even
"withthe best of intentions, Icannot promise an immediate or even
very early remedying of the situation." Three things stood in the
way.First, at least $150,000 would soon have to be borrowed to pay
for the chapel. Payments for interest and principal amounting to
several thousand dollars would have to be written into the annual
budget for some years to come. Second, an engineering firm had
advised the trustees that the College heating system was inimme-
diate need of complete overhauling, at a cost of at least $170,000.
"Unless someone ismoved to make a donation larger than any we
have ever received," Langsam wrote, this obligation must also be
met withborrowed funds, and the College would soon be paying out
for these two commitments alone "a sum greater than the total
return of our endowment." Third,he insisted that "simultaneously
43For the temporary dormitories, see p.
"Gettysburgian, September 25, 1952. Many faculty members wouldhave agreed
with this assessment, at least in assigning a considerably lower priority to a new
chapel at this time.
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we shall have to do something about our Faculty salary scale, for this
isfar too low." As a professor at Union College inthe early 19405, he
told his many readers, he received more than the Gettysburg pro-
fessors were being paid in the fall of 1952. Obviously, the money
required to pay debts and raise salaries would not be available to
build dormitories. Allhe could do was counsel patience, since the
goal of trustees, administrators, and faculty was "to give the students
first-rate Christian professors and an adequate physical plant."
Langsam's first two reports to the board of trustees, one consisting
of almost fiftypages and the other of about ninety, were filled with
detailed information and many specific recommendations. The trus-
tees were sufficiently impressed that they formally praised him on
twooccasions for the way inwhich he was educating them about the
workings of the institution. The new president's time of troubles
began, not with his colleagues on the board, but with those on the
faculty, whose complaints eventually focused on the activities of
Richard C. Debus, the young man Langsam had brought withhim
from Wagner College to become Gettysburg's first business
manager. 45 While most faculty were willing to admit that more
money was needed to improve every part of the College, they were
increasingly convinced that the business manager and his staff,
obviously with the president's support, were diverting excessive
portions of very limited funds to buildings, grounds, and business
operations. They spoke of extravagance and waste, pointing out
that, because of this, the rest of the budget was being seriously
shortchanged. 48 Several faculty members took their complaints to
Trustee Clarence A. Wills,member of the finance committee and
president of the Gettysburg National Bank, which had been the
College's treasurer since 1925.
Acting on these complaints, inJuly 1954 Wills asked the account-
ants who regularly audited the College books (those which the bank
kept) to determine whether exception could properly be taken to any
transactions which the business manager had recorded during the
previous year. In September, the firm replied, in a statement
specifically directed to the board of trustees, but sent to Wills. The
five-page report claimed that inmany instances the business office
had not followed good accounting procedures; italso questioned the
wisdom of certain of its business and financial procedures. This
report became a major topic of discussion when it was presented to
the December board meeting. The trustees decided toname a special
4580rn in1923, Debus was a graduate ofWagner College and had earned an M.B.A.
fromNew York University. He had about twoyears of experience as Wagner's bursar
and purchasing agent when he came to Gettysburg.
461n June 1954 the board of trustees directed its secretary "to write a letter of
appreciation to those responsible for the splendid condition of the College
grounds."
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committee "tomake a complete, exhaustive, and impartial examina-
tionof all operations, of the financial report, and of the practices of
the Business Manager's administration, including the operations of
the Superintendent ofBuildings and Grounds." The committee was
directed to present its report to the chairman, who would then
decide whether to call a special board meeting.
The five-man special committee began to function in January
1955. 47 Itengaged two outside consultants (one a vice president and
professor of economics at Swarthmore and the other controller of
George Washington University) to visit Gettysburg and conduct an
independent investigation. After receiving their ten-page, carefully
prepared, report, dated January 20, members of the special commit-
tee met twice inGettysburg and once inPhiladelphia, interviewing
as many persons as they could, including eight faculty members.
After these meetings, committee members consulted with each other
by telephone and letter. They quickly agreed the faculty testimony
had convinced them that the problem was much more serious than a
matter of business-office waste and extravagance, which pre-
sumably the trustees could deal withpromptly and easily. Whether
justified or not, a sizable number of influential faculty members
were bitterly opposed to the president because of what he was trying
to do and the wayinwhich he was trying to do it.48 Committee mem-
bers divided on whether the differences could be healed. Even those
members who believed they could be were not very optimistic. Con-
sequently, they all decided not to report immediately to the board
chairman inthe hope that the president would make the next move.
They did not have long to wait. On March 17, 1955 Langsam con-
sulted with the chairman and secretary of the board, after which he
informed the University of Cincinnati that he was accepting an offer
to become its president. On April14, 1955 the board met inspecial
session to accept his resignation and tohear the report of the special
committee, which it adopted.
Itis clear that the members of the special committee, using all of
the information which they could glean, came to the conclusion that
almost everyone involved in this unfortunate controversy shared
47Its members were W. Emerson Gentzler (chairman), Lester Gingerich, WilliamH.
Patrick, Amos E.Tkylor, and Bertram Wilde, all of whom were fullyqualified by ca-
reer experience for their task.
48Nowhere in the special committee's papers in the GCA are the eight faculty iden-
tified, but their statements are summarized in one of the chairman's letters to his
colleagues. Langsam was said tobe guilty of tryingto destroy Gettysburg's traditional
practices, of interfering with faculty responsibility for the academic program, of
impetuosity, and of self-aggrandizement. Those preferring some ofthe charges would
have had great difficulty, ifcalled upon, to prove them, by offering the quality of
evidence which should be expected in the classroom. One faculty member didsay he
agreed with Langsam' s academic objectives, many of the changes made were desir-
able, but the president had tried to do too much too quickly.
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some of the responsibility for what had happened. The accountants
had not bothered to consult with either the president of the College
or the chairman of the board before making their report; ifthey had,
they would have learned that some of the practices they questioned
predated 1952, some had already been corrected, and some resulted
from board rather than administrative action. Trustee Wills pro-
ceeded without consulting other members of the finance committee
and did not promptly present his board colleagues with a report
clearly addressed to all of them. While neither the consultants nor
the special committee found any evidence whatsoever of dishonesty
or intent to deceive on the part of the business manager, and while
they noted the magnitude of his task and his very limitedexperience
in preparation for it, they did criticize his judgment in handling
purchases, maintenance, record keeping, and supervision of staff
responsible to him. Members of the special committee continued to
cast their vote of confidence in Walter Langsam as a potentially
outstanding college president, but they also insisted that he was
finally responsible for the workings of the business office and
should have conducted his own investigation, making necessary
changes as soon as complaints began to reach him. The members of
the committee were certain that he should have been more sensitive
to the settled ways of the Gettysburg College community as itexisted in
the early 1950s and definitely more tactful in dealing with it.Finally,
they reserved a special indictment for the board of trustees of which
they were members, declaring that during the course of their inquiry
they were "impressed by the marked degree to which the Board and its
committees have kept themselves disassociated from many of the vital
functions of the College." Based on its past performance, they con-
cluded, "the Board has not fully lived up to its responsibilities inthe
field of administration and finance." Had they been doing their duty,
trustees would have participated actively in organizing the College's
firstbusiness office,including carefully defining its powers and duties.
They would also have insisted upon monitoring its operations, includ-
ing counseling the firstbusiness manager, at the very least during the
formative years of the new office.49
"Members of the special committee pled withtheircolleagues "toplace the opera-
tion of the College on a more businesslike basis." The 1954 Middle States team, the
two outside consultants, and finally the committee itself agreed that the first step to
that end was to elect an individual to the position ofCollege treasurer and to transfer
control offinancial record keeping fromthe bank to the business manager. The Mid-
dle States team believed that, however well the existing arrangements may have
worked ina simpler past, they simply precluded efficientoperation in1954. The two
outside consultants pronounced the existing arrangement one "new to our
experience" which posed "many questions of policy, procedure and relationship."
The trustees didelect Clarence A. Wills treasurer in 1955 but then, forreasons best
known to themselves, returned to the old arrangement two years later. InFebruary
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At the end of June 1955 Walter Langsam and his family left for
Cincinnati. Earlier that month, inhis last report to the board of trus-
tees, he thanked all of those "who so generously supported my
efforts further to enhance the standing and achievements of the
institution." Instead ofresting his case at that point, he then went on
to identify twenty-three "urgent items of unfinished business,"
favorable action on which was needed inorder for Gettysburg "to
stride forward in the American college field." Among these items
were improved faculty salaries; reintroduction of sabbatical leaves;
lowering the retirement age to sixty-five years; reducing teaching
loads; encouragement of faculty research; more women on the
faculty; improved preprofessional programs for medicine, law, and
teaching; increased facilities, especially for women students; and
efforts to alter student priorities which placed extracurricular
activities above scholarship and loyalty to fraternity above loyalty
to the College. "As would appear from the foregoing," he said in
conclusion, "Iam not one who believes that the words, 'as it was in
the beginning, is now, and ever shall be,' were intended toapply to
academic policies and procedures." 50
Walter Langsam served as president of the University of Cincin-
nati from 1955 untilhe retired, at the age of sixty-five, in 1971, at
which time he was elected president and professor emeritus. After
he left Gettysburg, nine institutions awarded him an honorary
degree. He was active in the community, inregional and national
educational affairs, and in the Lutheran church. Among the posts
whichhe held were chairman of the board of a branch of the Federal
Reserve Bank of Cleveland, civilian aide to the secretary of the
army, chairman of the history advisory committee of the department
of the army, officer of the North Central Association, and officer of
the board of theological education of the Lutheran Church in
America. He died in Cincinnati in 1985, one year after his wife.
Administrative Committee (1955-1956J
InJune 1955, when it became clear that there would be no new
president to take over in the fall,the board of trustees named four
persons to carry on the executive duties until Langsam's successor
had been chosen. The four members of what was called the adminis-
1958 financialrecord keeping was brought onto the campus, Jay P. Brown was named
bursar, and the operation was placed under the business manager.
50Langsam had already listed many ofthese needs, ina letter to the secretary ofthe
special committee, dated February 1, 1955. Apparently he was then trying to answer
somebody's preposterous charge that he had urged tuitionincreases in order tobuild
up bank balances. "We are stillso far behind the best colleges insalaries, services,
and equipment," he wrote, "thatImay soon have to propose a further increase in
fees." Unless itworks to meet its needs, he warned, "Gettysburg willstagnate as it
had begun to do, and willfallfarbehind in the highly competitive college business of
the 1950's and 19805." Original in GCA.
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Administrative Committee {1955-1956)
From left to right: Dunn, Fortenbaugh, Rice, Wolfe
trative committee were John S. Rice, newly elected chairman of the
board, chairman; Robert Fortenbaugh, veteran of more than thirty
years on the faculty, vice chairman; Seymour B. Dunn, who became
dean of the College and a member of the committee at the same time;
and Charles R. Wolfe, dean of admissions and registrar. 51
Itwas agreed that Professor Fortenbaugh would occupy the pres-
ident's office several hours each day and make routine decisions.
When more important matters arose, the entire committee met and
reacted. They recruited a new business manager and a new dean of
men, and they made the normal faculty replacements and additions.
Anunexpected increase in fall enrollment of more than 10 percent
enabled the trustees inDecember to increase faculty salaries for the
year in progress by amounts which inmany instances were a boost
of more than 10 percent and in almost every instance a great boon to
faculty morale."
"Many later believed that John S. Rice served as acting president ofthe College at
this time. The evidence shows that he did not.
52John Rice announced the retroactive salary increases at a trustee-faculty dinner in
Huber Hall,held followingthe December board meeting and, according tonewspaper
reports, attended by all but one trustee. Gettysburg Times, December 15, 1955. This
was one of the first of numerous such occasions, bringing together many centrally
responsible for the welfare of the College.
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The administrative committee functioned smoothly until a new
president was elected and assumed his duties on August 1, 1956. 53
Willard S. Paul (1956-1961)
When itmet in April1955 to accept the resignation of President
Langsam and consider the report of its special committee, the board
of trustees authorized appointment of a committee of five members,
under the chairmanship of John Rice, to identify and present one or
more candidates as his successor. InJune and again inDecember the
committee reported that it had met, considered persons whose
names were offered, but had no candidates to present.
Early on the morning of September 24, 1955, about ten days after
the beginning of fall classes at Gettysburg, President Dwight D.
Eisenhower suffered a heart attack in Denver, Colorado. After a
seven weeks' stay in the army hospital there, on November 14 he
came to his Gettysburg farm tocontinue his recovery and resume his
executive duties on a limited scale. The College offered him access
to itspresident's office, and inthe weeks that followed he used iton
occasion to address the nation and conduct meetings. 54 On Decem-
ber 9 the New York Times reported that in a television news inter-
view on the preceding day John Rice had stated that Eisenhower
could be elected president of Gettysburg College simply by express-
ing his interest in the position. The newspaper report observed that
Rice and his search committee had the same problem then facing the
Republican party. No one knew whether Eisenhower was interested
inrunning for anything. He removed all doubt only inlate February
1956, after his return to the White House, when he told a press con-
ference that he would accept renomination for the presidency of the
United States. About the same time, he gave the College search com-
mittee the name of one of his World War IIgenerals as a possible
candidate for the presidency of the College. 55 In a special trustee
meeting on May 5, 1956, the committee presented the name of that
man, Willard S. Paul (1894-1966). Elected by a vote of twenty-one to
five,he promptly accepted and assumed his duties on August 1, 1956.
Born in Worcester, Massachusetts, Willard Stewart Paul studied
53The trustees generously voted $500 to Fortenbaugh, Dunn, and Wolfe as compen-
sation for their services on the administrative committee.
"Gettysburg Times, November 18, 1955. The office whichEisenhower occupied in
the post-office building was not suitable for radio or television addresses. OnDecem-
ber 18 he delivered his Christmas message and litthe national Christmas tree from the
Glatfelter Hall office.
551n a conversation on October 11, 1978, John Rice told this writer that he remem-
bered no serious consideration ofEisenhower by the search committee, although they
might wellhave joked about it, but he didremember asking Eisenhower personally
for the names of possible candidates.
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at Clark University and Dartmouth College, but enlisted inthe army
in 1916 before earning a degree. He was commissioned a second
lieutenant in 1917. Choosing to make the army his career, he was
assigned to the various duties of a peacetime officer which were
usual at the time. The Johns Hopkins University awarded him a
bachelor of science degree in1924 and American University a mas-
ter of arts degree in1942. During World War IIhe organized the 75th
Infantry Division and later commanded the 26th Infantry Division,
under General George S. Patton, in the European Theater of
Operations. He retired from the army with the rank of lieutenant
general inDecember 1948. Then stillinhis mid-fifties,he accepted a
number of public-service appointments: consultant to the president
of the American Red Cross (1949-1950), membership on the Citizens
Committee for the Hoover Commission Report (1951-1952), consul-
tant to the assistant secretary of defense for manpower (1952-1953),
and assistant to the director of the office of defense mobilization
(1953-1956). Atsixty-two years of age, he was the oldest man ever to
have been elected president of Gettysburg College. He was reported
tohave said at the time that he wanted to render one more service to
his country.
Willard S. Paul was inaugurated ninth president of Gettysburg
College in Christ Chapel on October 19, 1956. 'This is truly a great
moment inmy life,"he told his audience. To be chosen to continue
his life of service "ina new field of endeavor, the Christian educa-
tionof our youth is really a crowning glory."Professing his "faith in
the future notwithstanding the critical times ahead," he was confi-
dent "that only a free society willtriumph." Such a society must try
"to bring the elements of character, moral values, human relations,
and personal adjustments inbalance with the advances of science,
communications and social complexities." This can be accom-
plished only by an education that is liberal, one which stresses "a
knowledge of the past," "an appreciation of the humanities," and
"spiritual values." He advocated a "militant and dynamic Chris-
tianity," and concluded by saying that "ethical behavior, moral con-
duct, and spiritual belief must be the fundamental goal of all
education." 58
A Presbyterian, WillardPaul was the first Gettysburg College pres-
ident who was not a Lutheran. Anticipating questions about this
fact, especially since the College was then actively seeking formal
ties with several Lutheran synods, John Rice did his homework and
was thus able to remind all who asked that the trustees had offered
the firstpresidency to a non-Lutheran in1834. This answer did not
satisfy everyone, and during the next several years representatives
56Excerpt8 from the address were printed in the January-February 1957 issue ofthe
GCB, p. 14. The full text appeared in the Gettysburg Times for October 20, 1956.
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WiJJard S. Paui {1894-1966)
President oi the College from 1956 to 1961.
ofthe College could expect to be presented withcomplaints from the
alumni and church constituencies. Meanwhile, the new president,
who had not sought the position in the first place, retained his
denominational loyalty while upholding the principles espoused by
his Lutheran predecessors.
To those who argued that Paul was neither an educator nor a suc-
cessful parish pastor, John Rice could not reply that the trustees had
once offered the presidency to a general from the War of 1812 or the
CivilWar. What he could and did say was that the trustees hoped the
new president, partly because of his many associations beyond the
traditional College constituency, would attract large new sums of
money to Gettysburg. Then, with a stronger financial base, inless
than a decade, the trustees would choose an educator to move the
College forward academically.
To almost all of those who worked with him, W.S. Paul, as he
usually wrote his name, was simply the General. That is what he
was called inthe minutes of the first meeting of the curriculum com-
mittee in the fall of 1956. Short of stature, self-confident, almost
cocky, and determined, Paul was a highly intelligent person with a
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generous fund of common sense. Although not experienced in the
ways of a college faculty, he knew how tomake a careful estimate of
almost any situation and also how to act, ifnecessary promptly and
decisively. Itis evident that he was often frustrated, as was his pred-
ecessor, with the slow pace of change, or with the unwillingness to
change, at Gettysburg College. On most (although not all) occasions
he repressed his feelings and virtually all who disagreed with him
still respected him. Even those students who once hanged him in
effigy probably shared that respect.
Inpreparing for his new task, the General read and mastered the
1954 Middle States report, the final recommendations of his pred-
ecessor, and other pertinent documents. His estimate of the situa-
tion as itapplied to the faculty led him to increase salaries, add forty
additional faculty members over five years, revive sabbatical leaves,
and support major revision of the faculty committee system. Atthe
same time, he urged increased student self-government, an honor
system, and steps to promote student loyalty to College first and
fraternity second.
When the General came to Gettysburg, the College still had
required chapel. He quickly made clear his wholehearted support of
the requirement and, even as student opposition increased, announced
firmly that it would not be changed while he remained inoffice. One
suspects that at times the General wished itwere possible forhim to
muster his young men and women somewhere on the campus and
personally lead them off to the chapel. Only after the recently
named faculty religious activities committee and its trustee counter-
part came to the conclusion that the requirement could no longer
achieve its purpose, except at an unacceptable cost, did he yield,
undoubtedly stillcompletely convinced that his view was the proper
one. 57
About the time the General came to Gettysburg, many educators
and others were urging colleges and universities to prepare for an
imminent inundation by the tidal wave of students born after World
War IIand approaching college age. Although public institutions
could be expected to create most of the additional facilities these
young people would require, the General was convinced that private
colleges had a responsibility toparticipate inmeeting the expanding
need. Concluding that Gettysburg could set an example for similar
institutions and, at the same time, establish a national reputation for
itself, he began toadvocate that itundertake year-round operations,
with a three-term calendar which would enable a student to earn a
degree in less than three years. Without a major increase in
57He didadmit to the board in December 1960 that "the change in our religious
worship program has eliminated a constant source of irritation. The morale is
good."
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facilities, the College could thus offer educational opportunities to
many more students, who would be able to enter the work force
more than a year sooner than those who attended institutions requir-
ing four years for a degree. As discussion occurred, the faculty
remained unconvinced that year-round operations were edu-
cationally sound or that Gettysburg could attract enough students to
make them financially successful. InFebruary 1961 itresoundingly
defeated the General's proposal. Understandably disappointed, he
told the dean of the College the next day that he might proceed with
year-round operations in spite of the faculty vote. This was not
merely a passing thought. "The calendar is a Board matter, not a
faculty one," he advised the trustees the following June. "Itis con-
ceivable that the Board willhave to declare itself and the faculty can
adjust the curriculum and themselves to whatever is determined."
By this time the General was within two months of retirement, and
dealing with the tidal wave of students was left to others.
One of Paul's most important contributions to Gettysburg College
was shaping its administrative organization, a task to which he
brought both ability and experience. He encouraged Dean of the
College Seymour B.Dunn tobegin todevelop his office into the kind
of responsible position which the U.L.C.A. survey team had
advocated a quarter century before and which President Langsam
advocated during his brief tenure. In 1957 the General created the
office of dean of students and assigned to it all student personnel
work, as well as coordination of on-campus activities. In the fall
John W. (Jack) Shainline became the first dean of students and
assumed responsibility for the dean of men, dean of women, director
ofguidance and placement, special counselor, and medical director.
There was no development officer during most of the year the
administrative committee was in charge. The General revived the
position, but he was unable to secure an incumbent who remained in
office for any length of time.
Paul was much more successful with the business manager whom
the administrative committee had recruited. F. Stanley Hoffman, of
the class of 1929, was experienced inbanking and construction. He
assumed his duties inJune 1956, as the College was embarking upon
a period of major building. 58 Paul and Hoffman soon developed a
close working relationship. InDecember 1957 the General told the
trustees of the high quality of Hoffman's work and sixmonths later
expressed concern that there was no one being prepared inthe event
that he would have to be replaced. InDecember 1958 he reminded
the trustees that the business manager had many and powerful
duties, all of which he still performed "without any express
SBProfeBBor Earl E. Ziegler of the class of 1921 was acting business manager in
1955-1956.
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authority from the Board of Trustees or the Charter or By-Laws." If
for no other reason than for the business manager's own protection,
Paul said, this situation should be changed.
InJune 1959, largely because of the General's urging, the board of
trustees enacted the first major revision of the College by-laws in a
decade. The administrative organization which it prescribed, with
four chief officers "and such other administrative officers as maybe
required for the effective administration of the College," remained
essentially unchanged for the next twenty years. Itwas, in effect,
the organization which the General had perfected since his arrival in
1956.
The officer first named in the by-laws, the dean of the College,
was given "primary responsibility," incooperation with the faculty,
"for the development of policies relating to the curriculum,
academic standards, instruction, and faculty personnel," as well as
direct responsibility "for the administration of the academic pro-
gram of the College." 59 The second-named officer, the dean of
students, was assigned responsibility for "student discipline, super-
vision of all counseling services, student employment and financial
aid, student health services, and the coordination of allcampus stu-
dent activities." 80
The third-named administrative officer, the business manager,
was given "general supervision of all financial affairs of the
College, including the budget, purchasing, the maintenance of the
physical plant and the operation of auxiliary enterprises." 61The last
of the four chief administrative officers, given the by-law title of
director of development and alumni relations, was assigned
"general supervision of alloff-campus activities including the rais-
ingof funds, relations withalumni and the public relations program." 62
59The first by-laws adopted in 1940 did give the dean "general supervision of
instruction and discipline," but this statement had littleorno effect upon the way the
office was administered at the time. Seymour B. Dunn was dean of the College from
1955 to 1960. He was followedby four deans drawn from the faculty and appointed
for five-year terms, but eligible forreappointment: Charles H. Glatfelter (1960-1966),
Basil L.Crapster (1966-1970), James D. Pickering (1970-1975), and Leonard I.Holder(1975-1979). The first in a series of assistant and associate deans was appointed in
1966. The 1959 by-laws stated that the chief administrative officers, who served "at
the pleasure ofthe President," were also responsible for "such special duties" as he
might assign. For a discussion of administrative officers after 1978, see p. 803.
60John W. Shainline was dean ofstudents from1957 to 1965. His successor, Frank
B. Williams, began his duties early in 1966.
61F. Stanley Hoffman was business manager from1956 until1976. Hoffman retired
as treasurer in 1977. John J. Schlegel succeeded him in both positions.
62The titleof this positionbecame director ofdevelopment in1960, although itcon-
tinued to have responsibility for the alumni office. The incumbents were Robert L.
Kunes (1957-1958); Harold A. Dunkelberger (1958-1960); Seymour B. Dunn
(1960-1962); Paul G. Peterson (1962-1969); and Robert E. Butler (1969-1978).
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The hopes that President Paul would attract large gifts from new
sources were unrealized. The government loans which the College
began to secure in 1956 greatly relieved the immediate financial
situation, but the trustees applied for the first of these inDecember
1955, months before the General was elected. The fund-raising cam-
paign begun in1959 eventually yielded about $1,650,000, but much
of this was not received until after he left office. The General spent
most of his time on campus, where there were many things which
needed his attention and which he enjoyed doing. During the sum-
mer of 1959 a heart condition which sent him to Walter Reed Hospi-
tal for diagnosis and treatment curtailed greatly the amount of time
and energy which he was able to devote to his duties. Because
excitement exacerbated his condition, doctors ordered him to spend
only brief periods of time in his office.63 In December 1960 he
informed the trustees that his health required him to resign the pres-
idency and yield up its duties as soon as possible, but no later than
September 1, 1961. His farewell message to the alumni, which
appeared inthe July 1961 alumni bulletin,began with an expression
of the "great reluctance and regret" with which he was obeying his
physician's orders to give up the presidency. He called attention to
much which remained to be done, including rebuilding Old Dorm,
acquiring a new stadium, constructing adequate facilities for what
he called the living sciences, providing for art and drama, and
developing a plan to guide the College through the 19605. Friends
honored him on the occasion of his retirement with the endowed
scholarship which he indicated would mean more to him than the
finest silver plate money could buy.
The General was a widower when he became president. His first
wife,Ruth Sieurin, to whom he was married in1919 and who was
the mother of his son, died in 1953. In 1958 he married Luella
Musselman Arnold (1910-1978), daughter of C.H. Musselman, a
member of the class of 1931, and an alumni trustee. Soon after their
marriage, General and Mrs. Paul took up residence inher home, a
few miles north of Gettysburg. He was living there when he died in
1966. After funeral services in Christ Chapel, he was buried in
Arlington National Cemetery.
631n July 1959, during a press conference, reporters asked President Eisenhower
about his plans after leaving office. One repeated the rumor that he had been offered
the presidency ofGettysburg College. "Now, this is the firstIhave ever heard about
the presidency of Gettysburg College," replied the chief executive. "As a matter of
fact, there is a man there now thatIrespect and who is younger than Iam, so Idon't
know why Ishould be thinking ofthat." Actually,Paul was less than three and one-
half years younger than Eisenhower. Public Papers of the Presidents of the United
States: Dwight D. Eisenhower, 1959 (Washington, I960), p. 553.
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C. Arnold Hanson [1961-1977)
When President Paul announced his resignation in December
1960, the board of trustees authorized appointment of a committee
to identify and present one or more candidates to succeed him. Less
than a month later, on January 9, 1961, the executive committee of
the faculty addressed a letter to the General, requesting him to
transmit it to the board. Referring to a growing practice among
colleges and universities, the letter expressed "the desire of the
faculty that itparticipate inan appropriate way inthe choice ofyour
successor" and suggested use of an elected committee, either exist-
ing or special, to accomplish that purpose. "We believe that such a
committee could be most useful," the faculty members observed, "in
passing judgment on the academic qualifications of candidates and
on their likelihood of offering the academic leadership which the
College must have if it is to move forward."
The search committee responded to this request by asking the
executive committee to suggest criteria which might be used inre-
cruiting a new president and by forwarding names of possible can-
didates. Within a few days the executive committee submitted
(February 22, 1961) fourmain qualifications which inits judgment a
new president should have: ability to administer, to represent the
College effectively in all situations, to provide "a high degree of
academic leadership," and to speak for the College inits changing
relationships with the Lutheran church ina way which would retain
its traditional ties as well as its traditional independence. Although
a list of names of possible candidates followed, it was the search
committee itself which located the person who eventually suc-
ceeded the General. InApriland again inMay this candidate visited
the campus to meet with faculty and administrators. After the
second visit,sixpersons who met withhimexpressed (May16, 1961)
their generally favorable reactions to the search committee, which
on June 2, 1961 presented to the board of trustees the name of C.
Arnold Hanson (1913-1983), who was unanimously elected tenth
president of Gettysburg College.
A native of Akron, Ohio, Carl Arnold Hanson (he wrote his name
C.A.Hanson and wanted tobe called Arnold) was of Swedish origin
and not related to Henry W.A. Hanson, whose forbears were
Danish. Because of the depression, it was not until 1939 that he
earned a bachelor of arts degree from the University of Akron.
While occupying an administrative position there and later at Cor-
nell University, between 1939 and 1942 he was also a graduate stu-
dent at the University of Chicago. Following service in the United
States Navy between 1942 and 1945, he returned to Cornell, which
awarded him a Ph.D. degree in1948. For the next thirteen years he
was professor inthe School of Industrial and Labor Relations at Cor-
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C. Arnold Hanson [1913-1983]
President of the College from 1961 to 1977. This pic-
ture, taken from the 1969 Spectrum, shows him
halfway through his presidency.
Nell,and from 1957 was also dean of the university's college of arts
and sciences. An active Lutheran layman, he was a member of the
executive committee of the National Lutheran Council's division of
college and university work. In 1946 he and Jean Landefeld (1917-
1970) were married. They and their two children moved to Gettys-
burg in the late summer of 1961 and took up residence in the newly
purchased College house inTwin Oaks. Hanson became president of
the College on September 1, 1961.
Inhis inaugural address, delivered in Christ Chapel on April28,
1962, the tenth president exhibited a certain self-effacement which
was to recur frequently during the next decade and a half. "These
proceedings," he began, "are institutional and only incidentally per-
sonal....a moment ina continuum" which began in1832 and "now
carries forward from this day." They make sense as they permit an
"examination of the past in order to arrive at an estimate of the
future." Paying tribute to Samuel Simon Schmucker, a man "as
remarkable in accomplishments as in name," he noted that few
institutions could claim "a purpose as simply phrased or as
delicately poised between ambition and honesty" as that of the
founder: to exert a salutary influence upon liberal education. That
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influence, Hanson believed, could stillbe exerted by "a liberal arts
college, purposely modest indimensions, inwhich the development
of the individual -both teacher and student - is of deliberate con-
cern." The College must encourage the student to become more re-
sponsible for his or her own learning; itmust bring all parts of the
institution to support this goal; and it must uphold the values
associated with scholarship.
Hanson brought with him to Gettysburg a keen interest in the
educational possibilities available beyond the classroom in a
residential college. Regretting that too little use had been made of
these possibilities and that campus environment may actually offer
a "resistance to learning," he made an inaugural pledge to work to
change "the values, the mores" at Gettysburg. This could be accom-
plished, he thought, ina way which would preserve most or all cam-
pus institutions, but would change their "balance or effect."
A significant portion of the inaugural address was devoted to a
discussion of the character of Gettysburg as a college related to the
Lutheran church. Speaking as the United Lutheran Church in
America was about to enter into a merger withLutheran bodies hav-
ing somewhat different pasts than its own, he described the Gettys-
burg heritage and concluded that,
stripped of all secondary adjectives, this is a Christian college in
the liberal tradition which seeks to provide an education the dis-
tinctive quality of which resides in common pursuit of academic
and religious insight.... We commit ourselves to the task..., convin-
ced that in the determination of that which is "salutary" we may
draw on the integrity which the tradition of scholarship provides
and on the faith which is ever a part of man's search for
ultimate understanding.
Having gained some understanding of the Gettysburg tradition and
made an estimate of its resources during eight months in office,
Hanson closed with the assurance that its assets "give ample prom-
ise of a future inwhich there is opportunity for service for all who
associate in this venture." 64
During his first meeting with the faculty, inSeptember 1961, the
new president stated that he expected to remain on campus as much
as possible, that he intended to make his administration a decen-
tralized one, and that he considered the heart of the College tobe the
faculty, which he intended to consult as discussions of the future of
the institution were undertaken. Early in the fallhe visited every
department of instruction, discussing with its members matters
affecting them and the College as a whole.
Whereas the General sometimes announced his decisions even
64A typescript of the inaugural address is in GCA. Whereas earlier inaugural pro-
grams included littlemore than the actual ceremony and a reception, this one also
featured a symposium on liberal learning. In1978 the program lasted a week.
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before a colleague had a chance to finish presenting an issue to him,
Arnold Hanson was much more deliberative and often delayed his
decision until he took all of the time he thought he needed to con-
vince himself that it was indeed the proper one under the cir-
cumstances. Needless to say, some of his close associates believed
that he often took too much time to reach a decision. Unlike his
predecessor, who usually chose to deal withhis chief administrative
officers individually, Hanson began meeting regularly with all of
them together and involving them in the decision-making process.
Arnold Hanson's genuine concern for persons and for the welfare
of the College could be hidden by the reserve which was an integral
part of his make-up. Undoubtedly, ithelps explain the paradox of a
man who was committed to proceeding by consensus, but who
nevertheless withsome frequency insisted on keeping his own coun-
sel. This reserve, which some called dignity, was a characteristic
which led some faculty, alumni, and others toconclude that Hanson
was uninterested in them and unappreciative of their contribution,
or intended contribution, to the College.
Although Arnold Hanson had definite ideas about the educational
program and how it should be organized - as already noted, he was
especially interested inmaking students more responsible for their
own learning and inhelping them develop a system of values consis-
tent with liberal learning -he allowed faculty, at times joined by
students, to make the studies, frame the proposals, and bring about
change. While the faculty was debating the first major curriculum
and calendar change inalmost half a century, most members knew
only that he was prepared to support any new system they might
propose, so long as it didnot inhis opinion jeopardize the future of
the College. Early inhis tenure he asked the executive committee to
develop Gettysburg's first written set ofpersonnel policies and pro-
cedures. He played an active role in bringing about term chair-
manships for departments and insetting a limitof twelve successive
years on trustee tenure. Inhis farewell message, President Paul had
declared that "planning, in which all constituencies of the College
are involved, is an essential first step" insolving the problems of the
19605. One of his successor's first acts, in the fall of 1961, was to
convene a faculty and administrative planning group, and during
most of his sixteen years inoffice trustees, faculty, administrators,
and students, either together or separately, were engaged incharting
a future course for the College.
Hanson established a five-year term for the dean of the College
and deliberately chose three men drawn from the faculty, rather
than from the outside, to serve in that position. He recruited two
directors of development and one dean of students. The only chief
administrative officer who continued throughout his tenure was the
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F. Stanley Hoffman John J. Schlegel
(1907-1 982)
Hoffman was business manager from 1956
until 1976 and SchJegel from 1976 until 1985.
Brown's service to the College began in 1947, in
the treasurer's office; he was named bursar in
1958. Maddox was superintendent of buildings
and grounds from 1956 through 1978.
Jay P. Brown
Rex Maddox
business manager. 65 Arnold Hanson found in Stanley Hoffman a
kindred spirit who shared his belief that the College had to husband
and use most prudently its still very limited financial resources.
Hanson promised continuing faculty salary increases, but to accom-
plish this objective he was most reluctant to continue increasing
faculty size. He was equally reluctant to accept outside funding to
help finance new programs, as was fashionable inthe 19605, when it
was understood that after a certain period the money for their con-
tinuance would have to come from the College treasury. Both Han-
son and Hoffman also believed that, especially since enrollment was
now apparently stabilized, any proposal for new building would
651n 1969 Hanson named Paul G. Peterson assistant to the president. This title had
been used before, but the duties were now different.
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have to fully justify itself.ee
Together with many other administrators and faculty on the cam-
pus, but especially incompany with the chaplain, President Hanson
attempted during the tryingdays of the late 1960s and early 1970s to
maintain contact withstudents, directing their unhappiness and dis-
tress into the most constructive channels possible at the time, where
those issues vital to them could be discussed and such action as was
practical could be taken. Over and over again he reminded the trus-
tees that there was no place for censorship or discipline without ade-
quate cause on the kind of campus Gettysburg wanted to be.
Although this course of action was distasteful to many alumni,
without question itenabled the College tohelp meet the immediate
needs of those students who happened tobe inresidence at the time,
and to do so ina manner consistent with its goals as a liberal arts,
church-related institution.
InDecember 1970, only a few years after she and her family had
moved into the new president's residence on West Broadway, Jean
Hanson died of cancer. Two years later President Hanson married
Mrs. Anne Keet McGlynn, of Gettysburg. Twice during 1974 he
underwent open-heart surgery. Although he recovered from the
operations and resumed his full duties, health was undoubtedly a
major factor inhis announcement to the trustees inSeptember 1976
that he wished to retire from the presidency as of August 31, 1977.
The board granted his request and subsequently named him presi-
dent emeritus.
On numerous occasions during his long tenure, the board of trus-
tees had commended Arnold Hanson for the quality of his work as
president of Gettysburg College. In June 1963 the minutes record "a
unanimous rising vote of confidence 11 for his "devoted and able
leadership." Eight years later the chairman of the board expressed
his appreciation of Hanson's "great service and oustanding accom-
plishment" during the preceding decade. Atits meeting in March
1977, the board of trustees formally commended both Hanson and
Stanley Hoffman, who also retired in1977, "forbuilding the finan-
cial strength of the Institution and operating it on a sound fiscal
basis through the past troublesome times." 67 The four deans of the
College who had served with him since 1961 prepared the faculty
tribute presented inMay 1977. Itpraised his "fairness and patience"
66After waiting patiently for two years, president and business manager inDecem-
ber 1963 persuaded the trustees to retire the bank as College treasurer and elect the
business manager to that position.
87Atits June 1977 meeting the board's finance committee praised Hoffman "forhis
wise, tireless, and invaluable counsel and dedicated service over twenty-one years to
Gettysburg College, the present security of which must be credited in very large
measure to his self-less service. " The entire board then concurred in this
judgment.
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in presiding over faculty meetings, his style of leadership in
deliberating and deciding upon matters involving the future of the
College, and his "patient restraint" during the late 1960s and early
19705. In conclusion, the deans recorded their conviction that
Arnold Hanson "had exercised a salutary influence upon this
College, laboring diligently to preserve it against the forces which
would weaken itand to advance itat a time when the tides appear to
be running against higher education." 68
Arnold and Anne Hanson retired to their home on West Lincoln
avenue, where he died in1983 after a debilitating illness of about
eight months. He was buried inEvergreen cemetery. B9
Charles E. Glassick (since 1977)
By the fall of 1976 many if not most colleges and universities,
while stillrecognizing that their boards of trustees were legally re-
sponsible for electing a president, were delegating important parts
of that task to what was widely known as a search committee, con-
sisting of representation from three or four of the institution's con-
stituencies. Unlike 1961, when the faculty asked tobe represented in
the choice of the General's successor, fifteen years later, upon the
announcement of the Hanson retirement, the Gettysburg trustees
took the initiative inestablishing a search committee and charging it
with identifying candidates for the presidency. When this commit-
tee reached its full complement, it consisted of ten trustees, four
faculty, two nontrustee alumni, and two students, all chosen by
agencies of their respective constituencies. Board chairman Cox
named a trustee and a faculty member cochairmen.
Atits firstmeeting, inmid-October, Cox described the task of the
search committee: "to identify one or more candidates from which
the Board may select a President." The committee began its work by
preparing statements of College needs and of desirable qual-
ifications for a successful candidate. Inan effort tobe fair to allcon-
cerned, italso adopted a detailed statement of procedures. Notices
innational publications and in other places eventually yielded the
names of 334 persons, almost half of whom nominated themselves.
What the board chairman later described as "unbelievable hours" of
68One of ArnoldHanson's favorite words was modest. His own modesty prompted
him to say littleor nothing about honors accorded him. He was reluctant todiscuss
the fact that in1967 the American Academy of Achievement had recognized him as
liberal-arts college president ofthe year. Those who read the localnewspaper in the
fall of 1976 were aware that the Gettysburg Chamber of Commerce gave him its
Adams County Outstanding Citizen Award and that the Pennsylvania Senate passed
a resolution commending him for his long service to higher education in the
state.
88Han8on spent his last years in the house once owned by a daughter of Samuel
Simon Schmucker, whom he had characterized inhis inaugural address as a man "as
remarkable in accomplishments as in name."
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work were necessary to reduce the number of candidates to seven,
all of whom were invited to the campus for a series of interviews in
late February and March 1977. The search committee then asked
two of the seven to return with their wives for a second interview,
and in early Aprilitrecommended the name of Charles E. Glassick.
At a special board meeting on April 15, 1977, the trustees
unanimously elected him eleventh president of Gettysburg College.
Born in Wrightsville, Pennsylvania, in1931, Charles Etzweiler
Glassick was graduated with honors by Franklin and Marshall
College in 1953. Four years later Princeton University awarded him
a Ph.D. degree. After serving as a research chemist inPhiladelphia
and instructor at Temple University from 1957 to 1962, he joined the
faculty of Adrian College in Michigan as professor of chemistry, a
position which he held until 1968. From 1967 to 1968 he was an
American Council on Education fellow in academic administration
at Fresno State College and in1968-1969 vice president of the Great
Charles E. Glassick
Became president of the College in 1977.
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Lakes College Association. After serving from 1969 to 1972 as
associate dean and vice president for academic affairs at Albion
College in Michigan, he became provost and vice president for
academic affairs of the University of Richmond, the position which
he was holding when he came to the attention of the search commit-
tee. Glassick was married in 1952 to Mary Williams, the mother of
their five children. He was a member of the Methodist church.
Arnold Hanson relinquished the presidency to his successor on
August 1, 1977.
The formal inauguration of Charles E. Glassick took place in the
College Union Building on April15, 1978. He began his address ina
way reminiscent of the opening theme of his predecessor sixteen
years before, by calling attention to the long "stream of history of
Gettysburg College" and then by affirming his commitment to its
"history and heritage." Observing that no two people view the
College in exactly the same way, he then proceeded to explain how
it appeared to him. It was one of many spots on the globe where
faculty and students come together "to shape the minds and values"
of the future leaders of society. It shares with many other
institutions serious problems, including increasing costs and a
declining student population. The solution of these problems "will
test our skills, test our commitment, and test our resourcefulness."
Gettysburg College had made "anhistoric commitment toeducation
inintellectual skills and intellectual processes" necessary to pre-
pare students "regardless of the problems, issues and questions
which they confront." As a college witha church connection, ithad
also made an historic commitment to "a continuing search for mean-
ingin life,"to a search for values. The existence of commitments to
these two goals at Gettysburg, he concluded, together with the
necessary resources to attain them, offered what Glassick saw, in
spite of problems, as opportunity. 70
Early in its deliberations the search committee had listed many
personal qualities which the new president should have. He (or she)
should be energetic, tactful, able to make decisions, outgoing, and
capable of expressing the needs and aspirations of the College. In
addition, he should find agreeable the task of making friends for
Gettysburg. Itbecame evident from the fallof 1977 that the new pres-
ident had these qualities and was able to use them to good
effect.
Charles Glassick took charge of a college which was ingenerally
good condition. After a year inoffice he announced hisbelief that it
was better than it thought it was. Convinced that no college should
be permitted to drift,he wanted to improve the performance of Get-
70Typescript of the inaugural in GCA.
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tysburg in the face of growing problems for institutions of higher
education everywhere, but especially for those in the Northeast.
Glassick believed that the alternative to drift was regular and care-
fulplanning, including periodic reexamination of institutional pur-
poses. Accordingly, he intensified the planning efforts of the
preceding administrations and urged both faculty and trustees to
join in supporting them.
The statement of qualifications which the search committee adopted
in1976 included the assertion that the new president must exercise
leadership inadvancing the academic program, allowing the faculty
to act whenever it was prepared to do so, but prodding where its
leadership was either lacking or timid. Glassick's goal for the
faculty was to encourage itinas many ways as possible to increase
the level ofexpectation inthe academic program. He proposed to do
this by the use of stricter standards for granting tenure, as well as by
offering faculty more opportunities, including released time and
financial assistance, to take steps designed to improve their own
level of performance as teachers and productive scholars. Faculty
must be learners, he insisted, ifstudents are to be. He urged faculty
members and departments to set goals, regularly test their progress
inmeeting them, and also regularly develop new goals. Significantly,
Glassick became the first Gettysburg president toask the dean of the
College to preside at faculty meetings, which permitted him to par-
ticipate more easily and actively in the discussions.
The search committee declared that *'Gettysburg students expect
a personal interest inthem on the part of the president." Inresponse,
Glassick repeated a familiar theme: students must be involved learn-
ers and the faculty should employ every reasonable way tomotivate
them to that end, including seminars and individual study. He also
stressed that the administration and faculty needed to do all they
could to make the College program outside the classroom a close
adjunct to the more formal learning inthe classroom. As did most of
his predecessors, he tried to learn to know and listen to many
students.
The search committee insisted that any successful candidate for
the presidency "must be committed unquestionably to the develop-
ment effort and be willingto devote considerable time and energy to
it."Indiscussions with all seven persons invited to the campus in
early 1977, this commitment was one of the most serious and time-
consuming topics. Most candidates agreed, at least at the moment,
that for an indefinite period, ifthey became president, they would
need to spend between 35 and 50 percent of their time raising money
for the College. Once inoffice, President Glassick considered honor-
ing this commitment one of his first orders of business. The results
of his efforts by the end of the 1984-1985 year can be traced in the
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preceding section on finances.
Indevising an administration which he thought would best meet
the current needs of the College and his own style of governing,
Glassick made the first major revisions in the organization
developed by President Paul twenty years before. 71First, in1978 he
changed the title of the director of development to vice president for
College relations and began to increase significantly the size of the
staff in that department. 72 Second, later in 1978 he announced his
intention to appoint a dean of the College without a stated term. The
reason given was that the increasing demands of off-campus
activity on the president's time required continuity in the office of
the next ranking administrative officer. Third, in1979 he began to
reorganize the office ofdean ofstudents. By 1981 its duties, together
with additional ones, were being carried out by two officers. The
dean of student life was responsible for discipline, counseling serv-
ices, health services, and coordination of on-campus student
activities. The dean of educational services was made responsible
for admissions, financial aid and student employment, institutional
research, administrative computing, freshman orientation and
advising, and intercollegiate athletics. 73
During the search in 1976-1977, both the board and the search
committee considered, ifonly briefly, the advisability of instituting
some regular evaluation of the performance of the president. Noth-
ing formal was devised at the time, but beginning in1980 the execu-
tive committee of the board began conducting an annual evaluation.
At Glassick's request, in 1983 the three former chairmen of the
board conducted a more thoroughgoing review, which resulted in
what the board minutes called an "extremely favorable" report.
The Administration
One of the most striking evidences of the changes which occurred
at Gettysburg in the forty years after 1945 was the growth of the
administration which successive presidents deemed necessary to do
the work for which they were ultimately responsible. The 1946
catalogue listed twelve such persons, and in the following order:
71The trustees made the necessary by-law changes to accommodate this
revision.
72As late as 1976-1977 there were only two persons in the development office
whose primary professional responsibility was development
73Richard P. Allenbecame vice president for College relations in1978; David B.
Potts became dean of the College in1979; Frank B. Williamsbecame dean of student
life and educational services in1979 and dean of educational services in1981; Ralph
W. Arend, Jr., was acting dean of student lifein 1981-1982; and Susan M.Brady
became dean of student lifein1982. John J. Schlegel leftthe post ofbusiness manager
and treasurer during the summer of 1985. Under his successor, Arnold Hanson's
administrative staff became the president's council.
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president, dean, registrar and dean of admissions, dean of women,
treasurer, medical director, librarian, alumni secretary, chaplain,
assistant to the president, consulting engineer, and superintendent
ofbuildings and grounds. Of these twelve persons, three were either
full-time or almost full-time faculty members (chaplain, consulting
engineer, and superintendent ofbuildings and grounds). One (assis-
tant to the president) was the president's secretary.
The last catalogue of the Paul administration, in 1961, named
thirty-two administrators, listed according to the general's re-
organization: office of the president, three; of the dean of the
College, ten; of the dean of students, nine; of the business manager,
five;and of the director of development, five. The admissions staff
had grown from one to three persons. Instead of one librarian with a
baccalaureate degree, there were now five.Inthe office of the dean
of students, there was a director of guidance and placement, a spe-
cial counselor, a clinical consultant, and a director of reading
services. 74
The administration for the 1984-1985 year was almost double in
size that of 1960-1961: sixty-three persons. Within the office of the
president there were now four persons; of the dean of the College,
fourteen; of the dean of educational services, twelve; of the dean of
student life,fifteen; of the treasurer and business manager, eight;
and of the vice president for College relations, ten. 75
The gradual, apparently inexorable, growth in the administration
did not escape the close attention of the faculty, many of whom took
a very dim view of what was happening. As early as January 1953,
President Langsam found itnecessary to explain to the curriculum
committee that the additions which he had made to the administra-
tive staff during the preceding four months were not excessively
costly to the College. Inthe years that followed,faculty voiced their
continuing dismay, more often to each other than to anyone else,
each time a new administrative position was announced and an
appointment made. Meanwhile, later presidents sometimes echoed
the sentiments of General Paul. We must increase the size of the
administrative staff, he told the board in June 1958, since "we are
trying to do toomuch with too few." Occasionally, these presidents
were even able to persuade faculty members to agree with them.
74Not included in these totals were emeriti administrators and the College counsel,
who was not listed in the 1946 catalogue.
75Not included in these totals are eleven members of the athletics staff, who
occupied positions which until early in the Glassick administration had faculty
status. Including them would increase the number of administrators to seventy-
four.
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Faculty
Inthe fallof 1945, about five weeks after the Japanese surrender,
some 35 faculty members gathered to begin the 114 th year of
instruction at the College. 76 As the year began, there were about 450
enrolled students, but Gettysburg, along with many other colleges,
permitted some returning veterans to enter during the term. ByFeb-
ruary there were about 650 students on campus and more entered at
midterm. The number swelled to an average of 1,100-1,125 by the
fall of 1946. A year later it exceeded 1,200 for the first time in the
history of the College and only twice afterward (1951-1953) dropped
below that level. The College had no alternative but to enter into
competition with almost every sister institution in the country to
secure additional faculty. Seminary students were pressed into serv-
ice, as were some recent graduates with little or no postbac-
calaureate training. Most of the nine persons who joined the faculty
inFebruary 1946 fell into those two categories. Only rarely was it
possible to secure a new person with a terminal degree. Before 1945,
itwas not unusual for several years topass withvirtually no change
in the size and composition of the faculty. In the forty years after
1945 this was definitely no longer the case and the adjustment insize
was almost always upward.
By 1952-1953, the first year of the Langsam administration, and a
year for which the retiring president had made the arrangements,
there were a record 62 faculty members. 77 Not surprisingly, almost
all of the increase had occurred inthe three lower ranks. For exam-
ple, the number of instructors had increased from six to eighteen.
The ranks of associate professors had more than doubled, from five
to twelve, due inlarge part to the promotion of four veteran teachers
who did not have their doctorate. Walter Langsam considered the
sixteen-to-one student-faculty ratio which he found at Gettysburg
one of the College's major problems. 78 Inspite of the financial con-
straints under which he operated, he was able to increase the size of
761n the last chapter the closing point ofreference was 1942-1943, the last war year
which began under near-normal conditions. In this chapter, the beginning year is
1945-1946. Incounting faculty, administrators who taught a course or two, military
science personnel withfaculty rank, and persons onother-than-sabbatical leave fora
year or more are not included.
77After 1945 the administration began using several new faculty categories for
short-term appointments, including assistant (1946), lecturer (1952), private instruc-
tor in applied music (1952), visiting professor (1955), and adjunct (1979). By-law
changes codified some, but not all, of these categories.
"The 1954 Middle States team thought the ratio was "among the highest of the
liberalarts colleges in the State." Lovejoy's College Guide (1953), which they used for
purposes of comparison, gave the Dickinson and Franklin and Marshall ratios as
twelve to one and thirteen to one respectively.
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Wilbur E. TiJberg
(until 1955J
Seymour B. Dunn Basil L. Crapster
(1966-1970J(1955-1960]
James D. Pickering Leonard I.Holder
(1975-1979)
David B. Potts
(1970-1975) (1979-1986)
Six of the men who served as dean of the College between 1945 and
1986.
the faculty by about 10 percent, as was the administrative commit-
tee during its year inoffice. However, enrollment was also moving
upward during these four years.
When General Paul assumed the presidency, there were 77 faculty
members and a student body of about 1,400 persons. Quickly deter-
mining that the student-faculty ratio had actually been increasing
during the preceding four years (he thought ithad reached seventeen
to one), he persuaded the trustees in December 1956, only three
months after taking office, to commit themselves to increasing the
size of the faculty by ten members each year for four years, begin-
ning in1957-1958. Even though the trustees later permitted him to
take a year or twolonger toadd forty new faculty, they declared that
in so doing they were not retreating from the goal. Probably the
General would have preferred toappoint some of the new persons to
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The Faculty, 1945-1985
Associate Assistant
Professor Professor Professor Instructor Total
1945-1946 15 5 9 6 35
During this period an increasing number ofpersons offering instruction
had ranks other than the four usual ones. Excluding R.O.T.C. personnel,
there were 13 such persons in1952, 15 in1956, 13 in1962, 40 in1977, and 54
in 1984.
each of the four ranks, but finances dictated that virtually all of the
recruits would be fresh from graduate school, withmasters' degrees,
and eligible only for the ranks of instructor and assistant professor.
During the General's tenure, in fact, only one new faculty member
was appointed to the rank of associate professor and one (other than
several visiting faculty) to the rank of professor. The latter replaced
the retiring head of the chemistry department in 1959. However,
with the board's continuing support, the General had markedly
reduced the faculty's teaching load from the heaviest it had ever
been in the history of the College.
The faculty over which ArnoldHanson began topreside inthe fall
of 1961 consisted of 119 persons, 42 more than when the General
took over five years earlier. Once the planning which Hanson
initiated led to the conclusion that the enrollment should be
stabilized indefinitely at an annual average of about 1,850 students,
he took the position that the size of the faculty should also be
stabilized at a level which would yield a student-faculty ratio of
about fourteen to one. Once again, the financial condition of the
College, as well as the desire tocontinue improving faculty compen-
sation, determined this ratio, rather than a lower one which most
faculty members would have preferred. Nevertheless, partly
because enrollment continued to creep upward and partly because
of shifts indepartmental loads, the faculty did increase by 20 mem-
bers during the sixteen Hanson years, reaching 139 in 1977-1978.
One of the chief concerns of the later Hanson administration and
ofits successor was the prospect that, at least for an extended period
of time, the number of college-age persons in the Northeast would
decline by as much as 30 or 40 percent. This consideration, added to
the ever-increasing costs ofrecruiting and retaining able faculty, led
President Glassick to be as greatly concerned as his predecessor
with maintaining a student-faculty ratio of about thirteen to one
(down from the earlier fourteen to one). The number of faculty for
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1984-1985 was 134.™
In the fallof 1945 about one-third of the Gettysburg faculty mem-
bers were alumni. In the years that followed, whether a candidate
was a graduate was more often than not a neutral factor inrecruit-
ment. Even as early as 1954, by which time the proportion had
dropped to one-fourth, the Middle States team could scarcely accuse
the College of inbreeding. Inthe fall of 1984, there were twenty-two
alumni faculty, one-sixth of the total, scattered through thirteen
departments. The heaviest concentration (five persons) was in
religion.
Inthe fallof 1945 the traditional, but from time to time differently
stated, policy that faculty members be Christians remained ineffect.
Although the policy must be regarded as one of the ancient Gettys-
burg givens, it was not clear whether itrequired one tobe a church
member (some faculty were not)or whether itpermitted the hiring of
Catholics, Unitarians, or agnostics. As the war ended, a majority of
teachers were still Lutherans and members of Christ Lutheran
church. Six years later, as President Hanson was about to retire, the
board of trustees elected to reaffirm the traditional policy, pre-
sumably for the guidance of a new administration, by recommend-
ing (but not requiring) "that only professing Christians shall be
employed as members of the Faculty and Staff of the College."
Although Walter Langsam and his successors did not always follow
this recommendation, as late as 1957 President Paul told the trustees
that "we bring inonlyChristian men and women on our faculty." 80
In1959 the faculty religious activities committee, inresponding to
the General's request that it study the College commitment to the
Christian religion and to the Lutheran church, offered him a pro-
posed statement for use inhiring new faculty. Itdeclared that the
College (1)expected the faculty to recognize her church relationship
as being "as much a part of her tradition and spirit as the goal of
academic excellence and the pursuit of truth," (2) assumed that all
teachers had a sincere religious affiliation which,itwas hoped, went
beyond nominal church membership, and (3) obligated faculty to
express their convictions, rather than be silent, inappropriate set-
tings. This statement, for which no precedent has been found inthe
history of the College, was an attempt by faculty members to pro-
79This number is misleading, since the Glassick administration made itpossible for
members of the department of health and physical education to become part of the
administration as coaches and enter an evaluation system different fromthat applied
to those in the four usual faculty ranks. In1984-1985 eleven persons were listed as
coaches (including the director of intercollegiate athletics) under the dean of
educational services. Thus the 1984-1985 figure fortotal faculty comparable withthat
for 1977-1978 was 145.
80The College reported to the U.L.C.A. that in 1960-1961 53 of 138 faculty were
Lutheran. 1962 minutes, pp. 689-691.
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pose a policy which would make the principal criteria inrecruitment
competence in teaching, "together with a sincere commitment to
some religious tradition." Ithad the advantage of being more honest
than past policy with regard to current and future faculty, more in
keeping with the 1832 charter of the College, and more in con-
sonance with its liberal-arts character. Ifonly because itcontained a
recommendation that compulsory chapel be eliminated, neither the
General nor the trustees were prepared to accept this report, and the
old policy remained in effect.
During the early years of the Hanson administration, the faculty
executive committee returned to the subject of religious expec-
tations when it was preparing a document prescribing procedure for
teacher recruitment. Hanson presented the 1959 statement to the
faculty for its reaction, and the executive committee's report early in
1962 contained a three-paragraph statement inspirit very similar to
the one presented three years earlier, but which went on to state that
one of the marks of Gettysburg as a church-related institution was
"a faculty that is predominantly Protestant, with a significant num-
ber of Lutherans." Subsequent revisions of the recruitment docu-
ment resulted in one which in 1985 described Gettysburg as "a
liberal arts college in the Christian tradition and.... related to the
Lutheran church, but....not church-controlled," but which said
nothing about expectations which that character placed upon
individual faculty members. In1985 a small minority of adminis-
trators and faculty were members of Christ or St. James Lutheran
church inGettysburg, or of some other Lutheran congregation. A
somewhat larger number belonged to one of the other churches,
Protestant or Catholic, in Gettysburg.
In the fall of 1945 four faculty members were women. One, not
included inthe count used in this chapter, was the dean of women
who also held the title of assistant professor ofeducation. Asecond,
an assistant professor of philosophy, taught sociology and also held
a seminary position. The remaining two were instructors, one in
hygiene and the other inEnglish. Walter Langsam found six women
faculty members, four of whom were instructors, when he arrived in
the fall of 1952. Recruitment of two women Ph.D.'s, one as dean of
women and the other as head of the new sociology department, prob-
ably tipped the scales in favor of American Association of Univer-
sity Women approval of the College a year later, but inhis farewell
message he warned that "ifGettysburg is to remain on the approved
list of the American Association of University Women, it willbe
necessary to increase the proportion of women on the Faculty." The
board responded to this admonition inDecember 1955 byurging that
"fullconsideration be given to the desirability of increasing the
number of women members of the faculty as the need for
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replacements or circumstances make it practical." 81 Most of the
forty or more persons the General recruited were men, but by 1961
there were twenty-one women faculty: one professor, two
associates, eight assistants, and ten instructors.
As the College moved from a student body with 23 percent women
in 1956 to 48 percent in 1977 and 49 percent in 1984, and as civil
rights legislation became effective, both justice and law suggested
that the recruitment of women be givenhigh priorityand that oppor-
tunities be created for more women to reach positions of leadership
in the College. In1984-1985 there were thirty-three women faculty
members. Five were professors and associates; twenty-eight were
assistants and instructors. Allfive inthe top tworanks were depart-
ment chairpersons (to use a phrase then current). 82
Long years of faculty service was a well-established tradition at
Gettysburg before 1945. One needs only recall the names of Jacobs,
Baugher, Bikle,Breidenbaugh, Stahley, as wellas many others. Seen
in this light,Henry W.A.Hanson's policy ofretaining junior faculty
for only two to five years was but a brief aberration on a long line;
indeed, he himself abandoned it soon after enunciating it.In1945
most of the thirty-five faculty members were veterans of from ten to
twenty-five years of service. Slightly more than half of them lived
on Broadway, Lincoln avenue, and Stratton street, only a few
minutes walking distance from the campus; only one had a rural free
delivery address. As the faculty grew by leaps and bounds after
1945, suitable accommodations were not available for all within the
borough limits.More and more began to rent or buy houses which
were not withineasy walking distance of the campus. By 1984-1985
only about 36 percent lived within the borough limits, and only
seven on Broadway, Lincoln avenue, and Stratton street. Although
many of the faculty recruited after 1945 remained for only a few
years, more sought to become long-term employees and were even-
tually accepted as such. Consequently, soon after the first rapid
growth during the last years of the Henry W.A.Hanson administra-
tion, the faculty began to redevelop into a body characterized by a
high degree of stability and continuity. Relatively few members
whom the College wished to retain moved on to more prestigious
positions. From time to time some faculty who were observing the
passing scene commented that the fact there were so few raids on
the Gettysburg faculty by other institutions probably indicated that
the College was not as good as it thought it was.
In the fall of 1945 seventeen of the thirty-five faculty members
81The 1954 Middle States report concluded that "itwould seem that the number of
women students would justify more women on the faculty."
82Of the sixty-three administrators listed in the 1984-1985 catalogue, twenty-seven
were women.
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photographs of faculty and staff in this chapter from the 1974
Spectrum.
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(fourteen professors, one associate, and two assistants) possessed
Ph.D. degrees Inspite of the hectic recruiting which followed dur-
ing the next few years, the proportion was slightly higher (54 per-
cent) at the time of the 1954 Middle States visit, which led the
visiting team to conclude that "the education of the faculty com-
pares favorably with the average college of comparable size, re-
sources, and objectives," although they did regret the scarcity of
Ph.D.'s below the rank of professor.
When the General became president in the fall of 1956 and the
trustees committed the College to forty additional faculty in four
years, as noted earlier, they were able to findonly enough money to
hire mostly people witha minimum of graduate training and littleor
no full-time teaching experience. There was then no established
College policy (some departments had their own)by which to inform
these recruits of what further graduate work was expected of them
as they approached the time when the College would decide upon
their permanent status. 83 Consequently, when the General resigned
years and forty-two additional faculty later, he left an institu-
tion in which the percentage of Ph.D.'s had fallen to 39.
Inthe early years of the Arnold Hanson administration there were
many young, able, and promising faculty whom the College wished
to retain and who had several years of work ahead of them if they
were to earn the terminal degree widely regarded in the world of
higher education as appropriate to their discipline. By using College
funds, Lutheran church grants, and leaves of absence, President
Hanson tried to encourage and assist many of them to resume and
complete their graduate work. For most, especially those withyoung
families, it was a trying assignment. For a variety of reasons, some
did not succeed in finishing it.Several who did not tryraised the old,
and obviously telling, argument that possession of an appropriate
terminal degree did not in and of itself insure good teaching.
Nevertheless, the administration persisted, as did many faculty, and
by 1977-1978 67 percent of the faculty, a record proportion,
possessed a Ph.D. degree.
Beginning in the later years of the Hanson administration, there
was a growing assumption that completion of graduate work and
possession of the appropriate terminal degree was inmost cases one
of the conditions of faculty employment. The College was now ina
much stronger position than ithad been during the Paul years to act
upon this assumption inrecruiting. In1984-1985 some 77 percent of
the faculty had a Ph.D. and a total of84 percent were deemed tohave
83During his brief tenure, Walter Langsam offered small sums to several faculty
completing theirgraduate work,but itcan be said that most faculty who earned their
terminal degree during the 1950s did so because they wanted to, and not because the
College was prodding them.
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the terminal degree appropriate to their discipline.
By 1945 Gettysburg had a well-established tradition of encourag-
ing faculty to continue study in their own discipline, to learn what
colleagues in other institutions were doing, and to participate in
their professional organizations. Early in his administration, the
first President Hanson made small travel grants available to pro-
fessors and in 1927 the board of trustees established sabbatical
leaves, which the depression ended seven years later. There were
many scholarly persons on the Gettysburg faculty before 1945, but
little of their activity resulted in the publication of articles or
books.
Himself a productive scholar, Walter Langsam told the board in
December 1952 -itwas an understatement -that faculty scholarship
was "not so voluminous as might be wished.*' Attributing this state
ofaffairs toheavy teaching loads and low salaries, he tried ina num-
ber of ways to improve it.First, he urged that sabbatical leaves be
reinstituted and that they be used for further study (reading and
research) rather than for travel only, as was presumably the rule in
the earlier program. The board restored sabbaticals, under the
General, in 1957 and they remained in effect in 1985. 84 Second,
Langsam's urging led the trustees to begin approving increasing
amounts for faculty toparticipate inprofessional meetings. Finally,
he secured money for faculty study. Beginning in1953, itwas called
the president's fund and amounted to an annual total of $1,000. In
1958 the Danforth Foundation awarded the College $10,000 to be
used for the same purpose over a three-year period. When that
money was spent, the College resumed its support, first through the
aid-to-faculty-study fund (1961) and later through faculty fel-
lowship grants (1962). Also, beginning in the early 19605, the
Lutheran church offered grants and loans which supported faculty
development in a number of ways. Especially in the sciences, pro-
fessors took the initiative in securing research grants, many of
which supported projects involvingboth faculty and students. Later
grants from the Ford Foundation (1968), the Andrew W. Mellon
Foundation (1975), and the Mellon and William and Flora Hewlett
Foundations (1980) greatly extended the ability of the College topro-
mote faculty development in the broadest sense of that term.85
84Under the 1957 action, not more than 5 percent of the faculty could be on leave,
for one term at full salary or one year at half salary, at any one time. On several
occasions after 1957, faculty committees urged improvements in the program, the
most obvious one being increasing the number who may be on leave ina term. Begin-
ning in1957, faculty applied for a leave to the executive committee, which made its
recommendation to the president, who made the decision. Leaves for administrators
became available in 1972.
BSThe $29,000 Ford grant was used for study projects in the humanities. The
$200,000 Mellon grant was tohelp faculty over four years improve themselves at a
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On every occasion when they made statements on the subject after
1945, both administrators and faculty declared that the first require-
ment for a Gettysburg teacher was the best possible instruction of
which he or she was capable. The appropriate apocalyptic state-
ment, implicit and rarely expressed, was teach or perish. However,
while first in importance, that was not the only requirement, and
increasingly after 1945, beginning especially withWalter Langsam,
College spokesmen argued that sustained scholarly activity was
necessary to support sustained good teaching. They argued further
that, more often than it had in the past, scholarly activity should
result inpublication. Walter Langsam and his successors were will-
ing to admit that heavy teaching loads had discouraged scholarly
activity, let alone publication, inthe past. However, as some faculty
noted, those determined to publish were usually able to arrange their
schedules so that they could do so, while others without that drive
were able to find excuses enough not to. Publication in some fields
was more difficult than inothers, and no College document touching
upon the subject ever advocated publication as an end in itself,
whatever its merit as a contribution to liberal learning.
Although the alumni bulletin made occasional references to
faculty publications in the 19505, it was in the next decade when
that publication began to record inalmost every issue an increasing
level of accomplishment, both inarticles and books. After the 1973
Middle States visiting team concluded that the Gettysburg record
was still less than it should be, the dean of the College told the
academic affairs committee of the board that about 40percent of the
faculty annually publish, read papers at scholarly meetings, per-
form, or exhibit. ''Certainly," he noted, "the emphasis is on teach-
ing, but not to the neglect of creative scholarship."
Itwas simple enough to deal with faculty careers at Gettysburg
College in a day when most candidates intended to be permanent
employees were hired as professors and when the six-months'
notice rule of 1884 was stillineffect. Even after Henry W.A.Hanson
decided to retain some junior faculty, he and the department head
concerned could decide between themselves whether and when to
promote them. Between 1945 and 1952, concerned that the next year
might bring a large drop in enrollment, Hanson made it clear on
several occasions that those recently hired had one-year con-
tracts.
time when growth inhigher education was expected to slow markedly and when stu-
dent curricular interests were expected to change. The money was used to support
158 projects. The Mellon and Hewlett foundations offered the College $150,000 ifit
would then raise $450,000, the total to be used to endow a presidential discretionary
fund, the income from which wouldbe used to support general institutional, includ-
ing faculty, self-renewal. At the end of1982 the College certified that ithad met
the challenge.
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Things began to change with the arrival of Walter Langsam. In
December 1952 he recommended that the board of trustees adopt the
1940 statement on principles of academic freedom and tenure
endorsed by the American Association ofUniversity Professors and
the Association of American Colleges, and as urged by the Middle
States Association. The trustees responded favorably, and in June
1953 they amended the by-laws to stipulate seven years of college
teaching before tenure could be granted, four years of which had to
be at Gettysburg for persons appointed as instructors or assistant
professors and one year for those appointed as associate professors
or professors. The amendment stated specifically that any appoint-
ment beyond the probationary period described above automatically
conferred tenure. B6
Since the trustee action of 1952-1953 provided no procedure for
awarding tenure inspecific cases, itwas left to the president, incon-
sultation with the department head if he chose, to decide how it
should be accomplished. President Paul chose to alter what hispred-
ecessor had done by naming an advisory committee in the fall of
1956 and using its four members when he was considering personnel
matters, reserving the right to make the final decision inall cases. 87
One of the first acts of Arnold Hanson in the fall of 1961 was to
ask the faculty executive committee to prepare a series of
documents dealing with what came to be called the faculty career
process. With little in the way of written College sources upon
which to draw, the committee, after frequent consultation with the
president, reported to him early in 1962 on department chair-
manships, tenure, promotion, recruitment, and sabbatical leaves.
The faculty had an opportunity to react to these documents in 1963
and the president then adopted them as administrative policy. Later
they were approved by the academic affairs committee of the board.
Allof these documents engaged faculty colleagues more intimately
in the career process than had previously been the case, without
denying the role of the president or board in making final
decisions. 88
86The amendment also stated that, with the concurrence of the president and the
board officers, initialappointments to the two highest ranks could be with tenure. No
such appointments were ever made, and in 1965 the board acted to require a pro-
bationary period of at least two years for allassociate professors and professors. Sub-
sequent by-law revisions left the details of tenure to trustee legislation, but the
by-laws in force during 1984-1985 affirmed that the College accepted the 1940 state-
ment on academic freedom and tenure. About 45percent of the faculty automatically
acquired tenure in 1953.
87See p. 831 for what happened following the 1957 faculty committee revision.
"Understandably, from time to time some faculty expressed their reluctance to
involve themselves indecisions ofthis type affecting a colleague's career. The rejoin-
der usually asked them to consider the alternative, granted that, somehow, the deci-
sion was going to be made.
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Although Hanson frequently stated his intention to refer the
documents to the fullboard for adoption as College policy, for some
reason he delayed doing so. The only career process document
which did gain both faculty and trustee sanction at this time was one
dealing with dismissal of tenured faculty for cause, which the
faculty approved in1965 and the board in 1966. Proposed revisions
of some of these documents didbegin to come before the faculty as
early as 1968. In each case they were given the closest scrutiny in a
number of faculty meetings before they were approved. In1984 and
1985 the faculty and board approved four extensively revised tenure
and promotion documents, which for the first time separated
policies (requiring future approval of faculty, president, and board)
and procedures (requiring future approval of faculty and president).
Manyof the forty faculty members recruited during the Paul years
became eligible for tenure as the College was just beginning toenun-
ciate more rigorous expectations for completion of graduate work
and engaging in scholarly activity, and as it was developing more
refined and announced procedures for reaching tenure decisions. In
the belief that it was in keeping with general College policy, those
responsible for making tenure decisions chose to introduce the new
policies and procedures gradually. Most of the persons the General
hired who sought tenure received it.Inthe following years, as some
sister institutions became concerned about their increasingly highly
tenured faculty, and began imposing upper limits,President Hanson
stated that there was no tenure quota at Gettysburg and that can-
didates would be judged on their qualifications as teachers and
scholars. He regarded this policy as fair to the candidates and
beneficial to the College, and he was not convinced that future
developments would actually result inan excessively high percent-
age of tenured faculty at Gettysburg. As the percentage, which had
been 44 in 1960, reached 76 in1976-1977 and peaked at 82 in1979-
1980, the inevitable debate began between those who argued that
there was no necessary relationship between a high percentage of
tenured faculty and institutional torpor and those who insisted that
steps should be taken before the College ability regularly to recruit
new faculty was further decreased.
In a reversal of his previous position, President Hanson in 1975
had begun offering two- and three-year appointments (often called
nontenure-track appointments) to some candidates, a move which
proved to be unpopular, as did the faculty personnel committee's
proposal for a decade-long tenure moratorium, whose effect would
last until some of the faculty the General recruited had begun to
retire. The faculty resoundingly defeated this proposal in1979. The
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tenure documents approved in1984 and 1985 finallyeliminated term
appointments, but recognized the president's authority to invoke
what were called institutional criteria in cases where it was deter-
mined that certain nontenured positions should be retained. In1979
the College began making it financially and otherwise possible for
faculty to obtain early retirement, and this helped bring the percent-
age of tenured faculty down to 69 for 1984-1985. 89
In the fall of 1945 there were three emeritus faculty members, all
of whom had attained that status by procedures based on custom
rather than on any formally promulgated rules. During the next ten
or twelve years the number of retirees remained small. In1957-1958
there were still only three, excluding President Hanson and Dean
Tilberg. The latter, at the time of his retirement in1955, explained
the meaning of his new title.E, he said, meant that you're out, while
meritus meant that you deserved it.
By the middle years of the second Hanson administration most
veteran faculty of the prewar years who had survived to the age of
seventy (at least eight had not) had retired. In 1968-1969 the
catalogue listed fourteen professors emeritus. Only Henry Bream,
Lester Johnson, and Parker Wagnild remained as active teachers to
tell people firsthand what it was like at Gettysburg College before
1945. By virtue of a career-process document which the trustees
adopted in 1968, faculty colleagues now shared formally with the
president and trustees in the granting of the customary retirement
honor. Beginning in 1968 all faculty, no matter what their rank at
retirement, who were given the title ofemeritus were also given the
rank ofprofessor. In1984-1985 the catalogue listed a record number
of thirty-six emeritus faculty and administrators. 90
As of the fall of 1945, Gettysburg College had no faculty salary
schedule. In fact, ithad never had one. Allof the professors, except
one who had not yet earned his Ph.D., were paid $3,700. With a few
exceptions, associates received $3,000 and assistants, $2,800. The
salaries paid the instructors, two of whom were part-time
employees, varied widely,but this fact did not reflect a schedule for
that rank. The trustees approved a 20 percent increase beginning
with1946-1947 and raised salaries beginning in1949-1950 to $5,000
for professors, $4,000 for associates, $3,500 for assistants, and
89In 1984-1985, in spite of faculty and board efforts as early as the Langsam
administration to reduce it, the officialretirement age was stillseventy years.
90InOctober 1966 the executive committee sent to the president a document pro-
posing procedure for determining who should receive the titleofemeritus. More than
a year later, after the committee approved the president's suggestion that allfaculty
whoqualify should retire as professor emeritus, the faculty was given an opportunity
to consider the document and the trustees approved it in 1968.
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$3,000 for instructors. Inthe two lower ranks, actual salaries varied
a few hundred dollars from these figures, largely inresponse to sup-
ply and demand, into which in a few cases possession of a Ph.D.
degree entered as a factor. Faculty could supplement their regular
income, and many did at this time, by summer-school teaching. In
addition, the College usually paid a year-end bonus, amounting to 5
to 10 percent of salary.
There were no further general increases during the remaining
Hanson years and thus, despite continuing inflation, the base salary
for 1952-1953, the firstLangsam year, was the same as that for 1949-
1950. Instead of announcing immediate increases, as many restive
faculty hoped he would, the new president stated that there would
be no more bonuses; administrators would no longer be paid extra
for the summer session, but their salaries would be increased to
reflect their yearlong duties; and the board of trustees had approved
the salary schedule which he proposed, but for the following year.
Beginning in 1953-1954, for example, professors might expect to
receive from $5,000 to $6,000 and assistant professors from $3,500
to $3,900. The maximum professorial salary for 1953-1954 was, in
fact, $5,500. None received as much as $6,000 until1955-1956, after
Langsam had left for Cincinnati.
For many years after 1945, concern with faculty salaries was so
great and continuing that itbecomes a significant item inthe history
of the College. Walter Langsam first expressed himself publicly on
the subject within six weeks ofbecoming president; he told the spe-
cial committee in February 1955 that "we must provide for still
higher (or at least less low) salaries"; and improvement in the
"salary scale" was the first item in the list ofunfinished business in
his farewell report to the board four months later. The 1954 Middle
States team warned that "there should be a deepseated belief in
salary increases and dissatisfaction with the current scales." Its
members disputed Langsam's belief that Gettysburg salaries would
permit him to recruit persons at least as able as the ones who would
be retiring within the next five to ten years.
In discussing 1956-1957 salaries, the General told the trustees at
his first board meeting that "you as business men know that you
can't keep inthat situation long and retain the people you want." Six
months later he proposed a five-year schedule of increases which,
he said, would raise salaries, but only to the "point of respect-
ability." Early in his administration Arnold Hanson, who quickly
learned the truth of what the 1954 Middle States team had con-
cluded, began regularly informing the board of the "keen competi-
tion for competent persons," which could onlybe met, infairness to
all concerned, by continuing salary increases. In 1967 he told the
board that it was becoming difficult to retain some faculty because
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of better salaries, lighter teaching loads, and greater opportunities
for research at other places. Early inhis administration he pledged
himself to work for an annual 5 percent increase. Insome years he
was able to accomplish considerably more than that, but between
1968 and 1977 inflation averaging between 9 and 10 percent
annually wiped out gains made nationwide by college faculty and
many in other occupations as well.
For most of the years between 1945 and 1985 the annual report of
college and university salaries compiled by the American Associa-
tion of University Professors offered a comparison between com-
pensation paid toGettysburg faculty and that received by colleagues
inmost sister institutions inall parts of the country. The first report
of the A.A.U.P. committee on the economic status of the profession
covered the year 1958-1959. Seven grades were assigned for an
institution's performance in each rank: AA and A through F.
Amounts needed toearn a particular grade inany one year depended
on the price level and other factors. For the first year the Gettysburg
chapter submitted salary information which the administration had
supplied but, along with that from such other Pennsylvania colleges
as Allegheny and Dickinson, itspublication was not authorized. For
1959-1960, when the restriction was lifted,withan average salary of
$5,951 for all ranks, Gettysburg earned scores of D,D, C, and B, the
latter for instructors. Salaries paid in 1961-1962, the last year for
which the General had responsibility, earned Gettysburg grades of
C, C, C, and B.The average salary for a full-time faculty member in
that year was $6,862.
Deciding eventually that its existing grading system no longer
served a useful purpose, inpart because most institutions were rais-
ing salaries and consequently getting high grades, especially for the
lower ranks, the A.A.U.P last used it in 1969-1970, by which time
Gettysburg was earning scores of B, B, A, and A, and the average
salary was $11,694. Beginning in 1970-1971, the A.A.U.P. divided
institutions into three categories and established ten ratings for
schools in each. As a four-year institution offering the bac-
calaureate degree, Gettysburg fell into the second category. During
the rest of the Hanson administration, with only twoexceptions, the
College earned the highest ratings of one ineach rank. The average
salary for a full-time faculty member in 1977-1978 was $18,651. 91
Surveying the state of the College and the apparently trying times
ahead for higher education in the Northeast, upon assuming office
in1977 President Glassick began reminding faculty and trustees of
"Annual reports of the committee on the economic status of the profession were
published in the A.A.U.P. Bulletin, usually in a summer issue. Determining whether
compensation paid by one school was fair and how it compared with that in other
institutions was a complicated task. The brief information given here offers only the
beginning of a careful, comprehensive study of the subject.
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the salary gains which had been made under his two predecessors
and expressing doubts that further increases much beyond the infla-
tion rate would be possible, unless the student-faculty ratio could be
increased or carefully determined priorities were reordered.
Nevertheless, the A.A.U.P. report for 1984-1985 not only placed
Gettysburg's average salaries for all four ranks inthe firstrating, but
also identified those for three of the ranks inthe 95th percentile or
above for institutions in its category. The average salary was
$31,000, which was slightly above that of Dickinson and below that
of Franklin and Marshall.
In1984-1985 fringe benefits amounted to about one-fourth of the
average faculty salary, which placed Gettysburg on a par withsuch
Pennsylvania schools as Allegheny, Lafayette, and Muhlenberg.
Forty years earlier the situation was quite different. Allfaculty were
eligible in 1945-1946 for a small amount of group-life and hos-
pitalization insurance. Although there had been discussions before
the war of extending the pension plan, only professors were
covered. During the next five years there were extensive im-
provements. In 1947 the board of trustees approved a pension sys-
tem for all faculty; by vote the latter chose the Equitable Life
Insurance Company of lowa plan over TIAA.92 Early in 1950 the
faculty agreed toparticipate inBlue Shield and later inthat year, by
a vote of 58 to 1, it elected to come under social security, with the
understanding that the pension plan would be amended to yield a
total retirement benefit based on both pension and social security.
During the Langsam administration the College entered a coopera-
tive exchange plan which permitted faculty children to attend other
member schools without having to pay tuition.
The General toldhis first faculty meeting inSeptember 1956 that
he regarded the existing pension system "a coiifused mess" and that
something should be done about it immediately. Given the option,
most younger faculty elected to joinTIAAin 1957; future faculty
were required to join as they became eligible. Also in 1959 the
College replaced Blue Cross and Blue Shield with a comprehensive
medical plan for all employees. Finally, in1960 the trustees offered
children of all regular College employees liberalized tuition
benefits.
Both before and after 1961 faculty, administrators, and trustees,
sometimes working separately and sometimes together, sought with
considerable regularity to improve fringe benefits as inflation ren-
92The chairman of the faculty committee on pensions told the trustees that those
attending a special meeting inAugust 1947 had voted unanimously for the lowa plan
as "more adaptable and favorable to the Faculty" and as less expensive inpurchasing
benefits for older employees. His letter was made a part of the December 1947
board minutes.
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Theodore C. DanieJs Richard B. Geyer C. Robert HeJd
(1919-1984]
John D. (Jack) Shand Robert D. Barnes Carey A. Moore
Seven of the Jong-term faculty employed
in 1954 and 1955.
M. Scott Moorhead
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dered existing ones inadequate. In one case, that of employee-
children tuition grants, escalating costs made itadvisable toplace an
upper limit on the benefit for those hired after 1978.
Inthe fallof 1945 the primacy, even virtual supremacy, of the one
professor in each department was still unchallenged. 93 Professors
held fourteen of the seventeen faculty Ph.D.'s; two of the remaining
three belonged topersons not considered permanent members of the
body. The professors were considered to be the scholars in the
College, and it was taken for granted that they would overshadow
their juniorcolleagues by the example they set in the classroom and
the manner in which they handled departmental business. One
might say that when decisions were to be made they could, if they
wished, in and of themselves constitute both a quorum and a
majority. Department heads, as they were called, were appointed for
indefinite terms. While presidents could, and sometimes did, dismiss
a head, the vast majority appointed to that position remained init
until they died or retired. There is evidence that this arrangement
worked to almost everyone's satisfaction well into the twentieth
century. Many alumni of the 1930s or 19405, for example, could
have testified, ifcalled upon, to strengths of both departments and
the entire College which were attributable to the contributions of
such men as Richard Arms, Robert Fortenbaugh, Frank Kramer,
WilliamWaltemyer, and John Zinn (to name five whose names were
drawn from different parts of the alphabet).
Walter Langsam was the firstpresident to urge that some changes
be made in this traditional hierarchical organization. At his first
board meeting he asked the trustees to adopt tenure and announced
his belief that it would improve faculty morale if there were more
than one professor in a department. Athis request, a year later the
board approved the promotion to professor of Francis Mason and
AllenSloat, the first persons who were not department heads to hold
that rank. Inhis 1955 farewell message Langsam noted the "need for
democratization in a number of the academic departments." He
would not have been inerror had he said inmost of them. The 1954
Middle States report made no comment on the departmental power
structure, but itdid question the soundness of a curriculum commit-
tee consisting of all of the department heads, one for which no other
faculty were ever eligible.
Within about a month of becoming president, the General pro-
93N0 new endowed professorships (it might be better to call them named pro-
fessorships because of the small amount of actual endowment they produced ) were
established until1985. 5ee p. 995. The General and Dean Dunn allowed a number of
the existing ones to lapse. Infact, the College's record ofkeeping them up to date in
this period was not a good one. At the end of1984-1985 all ten existing endowed or
named professorships were assigned.
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posed a revision of the faculty committee system which, when
achieved, did change markedly the exofficio standing of department
heads in the College. He added only one person who was not in
charge of a department to the list of professors, but did assign the
rank of visiting professor to some half dozen men and women given
annual appointments to fillshort-term needs. In the spring of 1960
he chuckled and then supported an incoming dean who inpreparing
the catalogue for that year changed the title of head, which he found
distasteful, to chairman, but who did not learn until later that many,
with good reason, believed these were not synonymous terms. The
change persisted, except that beginning with the 1982 catalogue the
word used was chairperson.
In the fall of 1961 Arnold Hanson asked the faculty executive
committee to study and report on department chairmanships as part
of the investigation of the faculty career process. 94 There were now
119 faculty members and the chairmen no longer had a majority of
the Ph.D.'s. In some departments there was now at least one person
with or about to have tenure who was qualified to exercise
leadership equal to or even better than that of the incumbent. Atthe
same time, there were stillmany departments in which there were
no regular staff meetings, in which issues could be discussed and
decisions reached in which all participated. 95
The executive committee, only one of whose members then
headed a department, began by assuming that chairmen should have
term appointments (an assumption with which the president was in
fullagreement) and that they should be enjoined to share the govern-
ment of the department with their colleagues. Atone point commit-
tee members considered recommending that the terms be three
years, with no immediate reappointment possible, but the report
which they sent to the president in February 1962 proposed four-
year terms, eligibility for reappointment, and the presumption that
rotation would be followed wherever practical. Given the oppor-
tunity to react, some chairmen, fearful that the vital position of
leadership within the departments was about tobe reduced to that of
a caretaker, almost a janitor, took issue with the committee pro-
posal. Others, fearful that the change was going tobe applied inthe
cases of current chairmen and enjoying whatever prestige the rem-
nants of headship still conferred, spoke of a breach of faith. After
all, they had been hired for indefinite terms.
94The 1949 by-laws were the first to describe the duties of what were then called
department heads: to "have charge of the instruction and discipline of his own
department" and "give advice on any subject connected withhis department, when
requested to do so by the President of the College."
95Atleast two chairmen explained to this writerin the early 1960s that they didnot
hold department meetings because of the inevitable bickering among the members.
Each said that, when necessary, he conferred individually withhis colleagues.
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Deciding not to tamper with existing appointments, inDecember
1962 President Hanson recommended to the board of trustees the
appointment of the first chairman for a specific term: five years,
rather than four. Allsubsequent appointments to the position were
for specific terms of from one to the normal five years. The last
chairman enjoying an indefinite term retired in 1982. The turnover
in leadership was not as great as might have been expected. Many
chairmen were reappointed for one or more additional terms, but
always there was the opportunity, indeed the necessity, fora review
of performance every five years.
It is difficult to imagine the postwar Gettysburg faculty continu-
ing under the traditional departmental arrangements without
increasing tensions which would have seriously impaired the effec-
tiveness of the educational program. The need for a strong and
intelligent leadership continued unabated in every department.
Given the changes insize and composition of the faculty, as wellas
in the willingness of college teachers ingeneral to defer to senior
colleagues, that leadership could best be exercised by a person able
and willing to draw freely upon the strengths of both tenured and
untenured colleagues. The 1964 faculty handbook contained the text
of a proposed amendment to the by-laws (actually adopted in June
1966) which described the manner in which President Hanson
hoped, indeed expected, chairmen would operate:
It is the responsibility of the chairman to provide the leadership
and direction necessary to maintain a high level of instruction in
the department, to represent the interests of the department before
the administration and the faculty, and to insure that the depart-
ment contributes to the academic program of the College. It is his
further duty to enlist the counsel and energies ofthe other members
of the department in the discharge of these responsibilities.
One of the most durable Gettysburg customs in the fall of 1984
was holding the regular monthly faculty meeting on the first
Thursday of the month, the day agreed upon in1923, when the new
President Henry W.A. Hanson proposed monthly instead of weekly
meetings. 96 Although increasingly after 1945 special meetings were
necessary to transact all of the business which came before the
faculty, the old regular meeting date remained intact.
Arecurring concern of the faculty as a body was who could attend
meetings and who could vote. InOctober 1952 the faculty decided to
extend the franchise to all full-time members, at which time some
younger instructors were angered to learn that for three years they
"Asifto guard against the secularizing tendencies of the age, the board of trustees
in1952 recommended that the faculty continue the Hanson practice ofopening each
meeting withprayer and closing withthe Lord's prayer. The opening prayer remained
in 1984-1985. The Lord's prayer gave way in time to a benediction, which was last
pronounced in May 1961.
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FACULTY MEMBERS WITH SERVICE BEGINNING INOR AFTER
1945 AND CONTINUING FOR FIFTEEN OR MORE YEARS
1945-1979
1946-1963
1946-1970
1946-1974
1946-1967
1947-1980
1947-
1947-1963
1947-1966
1948-1986
1948-
1949-1981
1949-
1949-
1949-1980
1950-1983
1950-1980
1950-1981
1950-1965
1951-1985
1951-1981
1952-1984
1953-1976
1953-1968
1953-
1953-1969
1954-
1954-1982
1954-1979
1954-1986
1954-
1954-1984
1955-
1955-1971
1955-
1955-1981
1956-
1956-
1956-1982
1956-1981
1956-
1956-1974
1957-
1957-1983
1957-1974
1957-1986
1957-1979
1957-1979
1957-
1957-1983
1957-1985
1957-1985
1958-
1958-
1958-
1958-
1958-
1958-
1959-
1959-
Norman E. Richardson, philosophy
Frederick C. Ahrens, German
Kenneth L. Smoke (1903-1970), psychology
Glenn S. Weiland (1906-1986), chemistry
Joseph K. Wolfinger (1905-1967), English
Harry F. Bolich, English, speech
Robert H. Fryling, mathematics
Harold M. Messer (1893-1972), biology
Katherine K. Taylor, English
Edwin D. Freed, Greek, Latin, religion
Grace C. Kenney, physical education
Robert L. Bloom, history
Basil L. Crapster, history
Charles H. Glatfelter, economics, history
Conway S. Williams, economics
Harold A. Dunkelberger, religion
Chester E. Jarvis, political science
W. Richard Schubart, philosophy
Milton L. Stokes (1895-1974), economics
Paul R. Baird, economics
Guillermo Barriga, Spanish
Ralph D. Lindeman (1925-1984), English
R. Henry Ackley, music
M. Esther Bloss (1903-1984), sociology
Richard T. Mara, physics
William L. Sanborn (1919-1969), French
Theodore C. Daniels, physics
Richard B. Geyer (1919-1984), English
Eugene M. Haas (1921-1984), physical education
C. Robert Held, English, classics
James D. Pickering, English
John D. (Jack) Shand, psychology
Robert D. Barnes, biology
Marie McLennand, English
Carey A. Moore, religion
M. Scott Moorhead, mathematics
Edward J. Baskerville, English
Louis J. Hammann, religion
Ingolf Qually, art
Russell S. Rosenberger, education
Robert H. Trone, religion
Waldemar Zagars, economics
A. Bruce Boenau, political science
Glendon F. Collier, Russian
William C. Darrah, biology
Lewis B.Frank, psychology
Robert T. Hulton, physical education
R. Eugene Hummel, physical education
Jack Locher, English
Charles E. Platt, psychology
Howard G. Shoemaker, physical education
Janis Hathorn Weaner, Spanish
Bruce W. Bugbee, history
Chan L. Coulter, philosophy
Robert M. Gemmill, economics
Rowland E. Logan, biology
Samuel A. Mudd, psychology
Alex T. Rowland, chemistry
Gareth V. Biser, physical education
J. Richard Haskins, physics
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1959-1984 Caroline Cameron Hendrickson, Spanish
1959-1987 John H. Loose (1927-1987), English, religion
1959-1979 Calvin E. Schildknecht, chemistry
1959-1984 Walter J. Scott, physics
1959- Mary Margaret Stewart, English
1960-1978 Norman L. Annis, art
1960- Neil W. Beach, biology
John T. Held, education
Thomas J. Hendrickson, physics
1960-
1960-
1961-1977 Helen H. Darrah, biology
1961- Edmund R. Hill,economiill, ics
1961- John Roger Stemen, history
1962-1983 Arthur L.Kurth, Romance languages
1962- Ray R. Reider, physical education
1962- Emile O. Schmidt, English, theatre arts
1962- Dexter N. Weikel, music
1963- Norman K. Nunamaker, music
1963- Ruth E. Pavlantos, classics
1963- John R. Winkelmann, biology
1964- Norman O. Forness, history
1964- Sherman S. Hendrix, biology
1964- Leonard I.Holder, mathematics
1964- William F. Railing, economics
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1964-1981 Henry Schneider 111, German
1964- James F. Slaybaugh, educatioJ s Slaybaugh, n
David J. Cowan, physics
Donald H. Fortnum, chemistry
F. Eugene Belt, music
A. Ralph Cavaliere, biology
John F. Clarke, English
Kenneth F. Mott, political science
Donald G. Tannenbaum, political science
1965-
1965-
1966-
1966-
1966-
1966-
1966-
1966-1984 Richard T. Wescott (1921-1985), physical education
1967- David L. Crowner, Germanr r,
George H. Fick, history
Wade F. Hook, sociology
L. Carl Leinbach, mathematics
Gertrude G. Gobbel, psychology
Donald W. Hinrichs, sociology
John M. Kellett, mathematics
James P. Myers, Jr., English
William E. Parker, chemistry
Michael L. Ritterson, German
Allen C. Schroeder, biology
Amie Godman Tannenbaum, French
Robert F. Zellner, music
1967-
1967-
1967-
1968-
1968-
1968-
1968-
1968-
1968-
1968-
1968-
1968-
1969-1982 *Lois J. Bowers, physical education
1969- Paul R. D'Acostino, psychology' gostino, psychology
Robert S. Frederickson, English
Arthur McCardle, German
Carol Daborn Small, art
Kermit H. Finstad, music
Branko A. Lenski, French
1969-
1969-
1969-
1970-
1970-
This list continues the one on pages 499 and 500. Itis limited topersons
holding the rank of instructor or above. The asterisk indicates that service to
the College was not continuous. Haas, Hulton, Hummel, and Bowers (who
was an instructor from 1952 to1955) entered the administrative department
of intercollegiate athletics and, except for Haas, were still employed at the
end of the 1984-1985 year. This list clearly shows the long-term effects of
President Paul's program to add forty additional persons to the faculty in
four years.
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had dutifully attended faculty meetings, completely unaware that,
officially at least, under 1942 legislation their votes were not counted.
The 1934 rule that on academic matters each department had one
vote seems tohave been forgotten. As the administration grew in the
19505, and without an enunciated policy to guide him, the General
awarded full faculty status to a number of its members. At the urg-
ing ofPresident Hanson, the faculty inlate 1961 adopted a statement
of policy, presented by the executive committee, which was
designed to include in faculty discussion many teachers who did not
hold one of the four major ranks as well as many administrators.
This legislation extended the right to vote on matters affecting the
academic curriculum to persons in the four ranks who had or were
eligible for tenure, and on other matters coming before the faculty
to a wider group, including some administrators. Amended on a
number of subsequent occasions, this statement of policy remained
essentially unchanged in 1984-1985. Responding to student requests,
in1971 the faculty granted a stated number of students the privilege
of attending faculty meetings, participating in the discussions, but
not voting. The number was increased in 1974. After more than a
decade of experience, earlier fears that the presence of students
would inhibit faculty discussion and alter voting patterns appeared
to be groundless.
On several occasions after the faculty exceeded one hundred in
number, someone proposed that its members consider transacting
their business by means ofa faculty senate much smaller insize than
the entire body. None of these proposals was adopted, even though
at times there was difficultyinenticing a quorum toattend meetings.
Except for a brief period in the early 19705, the quorum was 50 per-
cent plus one of those who could vote on all matters, although there
was a gradual refinement in the way the total of the latter was
calculated in any one term.97
In the early 19605, during a relatively quiet period as far as debate
and legislation were concerned, one administrator complained that
the faculty spent too much time inmeetings listening to announce-
ments and not nearly enough discussing and acting upon issues vital
to the College's future. He might have made a similar comment
about most of the 19505, when many changes in the College were
occurring, but most of them not as a result of faculty debate and
decision. Until1962 the entire faculty stillreserved the right to vote
on the petition of former students to be readmitted to the College,
something which was certainly not an efficient use of professorial
"Registrar Charles Wolfe was faculty secretary until1957 and Registrar Mildred
Hartzellfrom1957 to1960. Inthe latter year the faculty elected one ofits number sec-
retary for a three-year term, which was shortened toone year in 1969. Between 1960
and 1985 eighteen persons served as secretary.
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time. By the middle 1960s things were different, as the faculty began
to debate such matters as calendar and curriculum change,
admissions policy, whether to delegate responsibility for residential
life and student conduct, and the faculty career process. 98 One of the
most significant changes in the part which the faculty as a body
played inthe lifeof the College, beginning inthe Paul but especially
in the later Hanson administration, was its participation in discus-
sions related toplanning forGettysburg's future. There was scarcely
any precedent for this activity before the 19605. A significant
change infaculty meetings themselves was the increasing participa-
tion of younger members in the debates."
The 1945-1946 College catalogue listed nineteen faculty commit-
tees, all of which had appeared in the twentieth century. Once the
faculty began meeting monthly, these committees assumed a greater
role in conducting its business. In almost no instance were their
powers and duties defined or their numbers determined by legisla-
tion. Although on several occasions the faculty has asked the presi-
dent and dean to rotate committee membership, it appears that the
lists were usually prepared at the last minute, when the easiest thing
to do was to make as little change as possible. Walter Langsam
announced his intention of putting every faculty member on at least
one committee. During his first month in office, he expanded the
curriculum committee (beginning with the 1953 catalogue, the
curriculum and policy committee) to include all department heads,
thus increasing its size from ten to twenty-one, eventually to twenty-
five members.
As already noted, in 1956 the General prepared himself for his
new duties bymastering the contents and recommendations of the
1954 Middle States report. The evaluators believed that the
curriculum and policy committee was too large, even though ithad
many functioning subcommittees, and recommended "an elective
process inorder that all members of the faculty may be eligible for
96Whether allof the hours consumed in these debates represented an efficientuse
of professorial time was a subject for reflection.
"With but few exceptions, faculty and administrators during this period worked
together withconsiderable mutual respect, even whileexpressing theirdifferences of
opinion and defending their opposing positions, in a manner characteristic of a
healthy college. While there were minor confrontations, there was no major battle.
For reasons that are unclear, the A.A.U.P. chapter which flourished for many years
on campus, enrolling more than fiftymembers as late as 1960, had become inactive by
1984. Inthat year there werebut eight faculty members who belonged toA.A.U.P. In
the early 1970s President Hanson informed the trustees that faculties everywhere
were showing an increasing interest in unionization and declared that the College
should behave responsibly in the event the Gettysburg faculty exercised theirright to
join a union. In June 1973 he reported that it did not appear faculty were
interested in organizing.
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membership." At the General's suggestion, made at its first meeting
inthe fall of 1956, this committee moved torecommend to the faculty
the election of a committee on committees "to study the entire com-
mittee structure of the College and to make recommendations to the
faculty as a whole." Acting ina thoroughly democratic fashion, the
faculty approved the idea, nominated by ballot candidates for the
committee at its October meeting, and then by ballot elected eight
persons, including the dean of the College, the followingmonth.
The seven persons who chose to serve on the committee on com-
mittees included three veteran department heads, three young assis-
tant professors, and the dean. Quickly they agreed that the number
of committees should be reduced drastically, the formation of new
ones should be discouraged, the principle of rotation should be
affirmed as faculty policy, the duties and size of each committee
should be defined, two elected committees should be established,
and specific provision should be made for a formal review of the
proposed system. In May 1957 the faculty accepted the report.
The Rule Governing Committees of the Faculty of Gettysburg
College went into effect in the fall of 1957. A carefully drawn brief
preamble reminded members of their prescribed duty to "bear an
active part inthe immediate government of the college, share in the
general work of the institution, and discharge effectively the par-
ticular duties" of their position. Further, it enjoined the faculty to
use "a few keycommittees" to do much of its work, insuch a way as
to "provide an adequate measure of faculty participation" inoperat-
ing the College and yet "permit faculty members to find more time
for teaching and investigations." 100 The rule established nine stand-
ing committees, including two (academic policy and program, and
executive) whose six members were elected by the faculty. It com-
mitted the faculty "inso far as possible" to use these nine commit-
tees to exercise "such responsibilities as the faculty delegates."
Elected committee members were chosen for three-year terms and
could not be reelected immediately; the president, observing the
principle of rotation, appointed all others for one-year terms.101 The
rule carefully defined the duties of the nine committees and pre-
scribed procedures designed to insure their accountability to the
entire body. Finally, it mandated the election in three years of
100These were not mere idle words. They were the expression of men who knew
that most Gettysburg faculty members wanted to participate (indeed, had par-
ticipated) ina major way in making College policy and in carrying out its program,
but who wereoften puzzled by how todo this and stillhave the time needed forteach-
ing and scholarly activity.
101As though to stress that the selection of the two elected committees was a con-
cern of the whole faculty, until1966 elections were conducted in connection witha
faculty meeting.
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another committee on committees to review the working of the
new system.
Withlittle disagreement within the first committee on committees
and withno bloodshed on the floor of the faculty, a minor revolution
had been effected inthe latter's polity. For the first time since a com-
mittee on curriculum was established in1922, persons who were not
department heads were eligible to serve on it,while those who were
now had to compete with most of their colleagues for elected
positions on its successor and on the newly constituted executive
committee. The principle of rotation of membership was observed,
inpart at least due to an increasing involvement of the executive
committee in choosing members of appointed committees. While
many special committees were formed, most came into existence to
do work which properly belonged to a faculty. On six occasions
after 1957, and at five-year intervals after 1960, the faculty elected
new committees on committees to review the system and propose
changes, many of which were approved. Methods of election were
changed. Committees were added, changed tocommissions meeting
periodically, or eliminated. Nevertheless, the basic provisions of the
original rule remained intact in 1985.
One of the most important sections of the 1957 rule accorded
faculty sanction to an advisory committee which the General had
established on his own initiative in 1956. Consisting now of three
persons, it was charged with consulting the president on any College
matter on which he wanted advice. When he summoned them to
consult on matters of appointments, promotions, and dismissals,
the rule obligated him to choose one member from each of the two
elected committees to participate. The 1960 rule increased the num-
ber from each elected committee to two and entrusted to them the
choice of persons to become part of what was then called the
augmented advisory committee. Ten years later, in 1970, the mem-
bers of the fourth committee on committees persuaded a somewhat
reluctant President Hanson to agree to a fullyelected advisory (now
called faculty personnel) committee of sixpersons, plus the dean of
the College, who would elect their own chairman and who could
conduct their business without the president in attendance at all
times. The other tasks of the old advisory committee now fell to the
executive committee.
The Campus
In the fall of 1945 the Gettysburg campus consisted of about
ninety-three acres of land, on which were erected twenty major
buildings: Old Dorm, the White House, Stevens Hall Glatfelter
Hall,Brim Chapel, the steam plant, McKnightHall, Huber Hall, the
A SALUTARYINFLUENCE
Aerialviewof the campus made after the temporary barracks were placed
inearly 1947 and before work was begun onHanson Hallinmid-1949. Cour-
tesy Adams County Historical Society.
Stahley house, the S.C.A. building, the infirmary, Plank Gym-
nasium, Breidenbaugh Hall,the janitor's house, the library, the book
store, and four fraternity houses.
As College enrollment doubled and then tripled in the ensuing
years, and as no one was certain at what point the limit might be
reached, further enlargement of the campus acreage became highly
desirable, ifnot necessary. Limited expansion to the south was pos-
sible, but growth to the east and north would result in the purchase
and probable removal of buildings along Washington, Stevens, Car-
lisle,West Lincoln,and West Broadway. Entirely apart from the cost
involved as an undesirable factor insuch a course of action was the
illwill such a move would almost certainly generate in the com-
munity.102 Clearly the best prospects for extending the existing cam-
pus lay to the northwest and west, where there were twobusinesses,
two residences, and considerable unused land.
102InJune 1962 the board found itadvisable to record that "thepresent plans of the
College do not contemplate the purchase of any property east of North
Washington St."
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Between 1945 and 1985 the College made fourteen purchases of
property contiguous to the campus, which all but doubled its size.
During the first decade, with attention focused on many other
things, there was little activity. In 1948 the College bought a small
square of land west of Carlisle street and north of Broadway, which
had not been included in the Winter purchase of 1935. Three years
later it bought the unimproved lot at the northwest corner of West
Lincoln and College avenues. The cost of these two acquisitions was
less than $9,000. By 1956, when some of the directions of postwar
higher education were becoming clear, it was evident that the trus-
tees, including the General once he arrived on campus, had contracted
expansion fever. Embarking upon an ambitious building program,
they concluded that the immediate and probable future needs of the
College required that they purchase properties whenever what was
to them a reasonable opportunity presented itself. Inhis final report
to the trustees in June 1961, the General restated his "personal belief
that itis not only wise to purchase allland contiguous to the campus
whenever available, but essential to growth. "™3
Between 1957 and 1960 the purchase of four properties, at a cost
of $75,500, completed College ownership of all space on the north
side of the 200-block of West Lincoln avenue. The major
acquisitions, which had been actively sought since early 1956, even
before the General became president, were not completed until the
Arnold Hanson administration. Between 1961 and 1964 five
purchases, costing $491,500, brought into the College campus more
than sixty-seven acres lying to the northwest and west. Viewed as
one transaction, this was the largest as well as the most expensive
property acquisition up to that time in the history of the College. 104
In1965 the Clutz property at the corner of West Broadway and the
Mummasburg road was acquired. This had once been part of the
103Although he may long since have forgotten a phenomenon inAmerican history
known as manifest destiny, the General was certainly illustrating itwhen he advised
in this report that the trustees buy the seminary property in the event that institution
leftGettysburg. The campus couldbe used, he thought, toadd a junior college, to con-
vert Gettysburg into a university, or for strictly College purposes.
""Deciding upon the proper position to take on the first two of these purchases,
which cost $263,000, was only one of several difficultproblems which Arnold Han-
son faced in the fallof1961. Some faculty and others counseled strongly against buy-
ing any property at a time when there were so many other pressing and immediate
needs. On the other hand, the trustees had been trying to make these purchases for
about five years and were determined to act, in what they were certain were the
College's long-term interests, as soon as these properties came onto the market. Had
they been sold to others and used again for industrialpurposes, the trafficin the 200-
block of West Lincoln avenue wouldsurely have seriously interfered withdaily and
heavy College use of this part of the campus. An effort about this time to make a
purchase which wouldhave given the College direct access to Route 30 on Buford
avenue came to naught.
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Martin Winter tract. Two purchases totaling about sixteen acres,
along the southern and southwestern edges of the campus, one in
1967 and the other in 1974, completed its growth in the forty years
after 1945. At a total cost of $605,925, a far cry from the $27,400
which had brought in some fiftyacres between 1904 and 1945, the
College had added about eighty-seven acres to its main
campus. 105
The most immediate College need in the fallof 1945 was not acres
of land for campus development, but facilities to handle a record
enrollment. Many male students could and did find rooms in town,
but the College felt a responsibility to provide for more of them on
campus than the fewer than twohundred who could be packed into
Old Dorm and McKnight, the only twomen's dorms. By early 1947
there were seven barracks located along the south side of the 200-
block of West Lincoln avenue, capable of housing more than two
hundred students, including some with families. By the same time
there was also a second infirmary, attached to the existing facility
on West Lincoln avenue. The older building was used for women
and the one recently acquired, for men. When fire seriously
damaged the S.C.A. building inNovember 1946, the College secured
a recreational building and placed it between Glatfelter Hall and
Plank Gymnasium. Finally, late in1947 a one-story annex withfour
classrooms was attached to the west side of Glatfelter Hall. Allof
these structures were government-surplus property, made available
to the College at no cost. lo6 Unlike the men, women students were
not permitted toroom where they pleased. The catalogue prescribed
105For further information on the campus land, see Gregory J. Landrey, "AHistory
of the Gettysburg Campus," (Gettysburg College paper, 1977), pp. 40-51. During this
period the College acquired a number ofproperties which were not contiguous to the
main campus: the Bilheimer house at 109 West Broadway, purchased 1953 and sold
1955; the V.F.W. house at 249 Carlisle street, purchased 1954, sold 1958, and
repurchased 1975; the Kramer house at 140 West Broadway, bequeathed in 1966; the
Berkey house at138 West Broadway, purchased in1969; the properties at 400 and 412
Carlisle street, purchased in 1972; the property at 59 West Lincoln avenue, a giftin
1982 from Anne Keet Hanson and her husband, the president emeritus; and the prop-
erty at 63 West Lincoln avenue, purchased in 1982 fromHood College. In1959 the
College sold the house at 143 Springs avenue which Lillie K. Aughinbaugh
bequeathed toitin1942. Several of the above purchases were made to provide accom-
modations, ifonly temporarily, forwomen students. Others, such as the ones in1972
and 1975, were made inan effort to preserve the residential character of the campus
perimeter at a time when there was a specific threat ofcommercial development. Not
allof itsneighbors were pleased at the prospect ofstudent use ofnewly acquired off-
campus College residences, regarding it as a threat to the residential character of
the area.
106The barrack 8, which the catalogue cheerfully called "temporary dormitories,"
were not removed until1957. The recreational building, laterused as the air science
headquarters, survived until1967; the Glatfelter Hall annex until1969; and the old
infirmary, which was last used as a women's dormitory, until1970.
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Until other facilities were avail-
able, some students lived in Plank
Gymnasium in 1946-1947.
that, except for Gettysburg residents, women were "required to
room under dormitory supervision" and board in Huber Hall. To
handle the overflow from Stevens and Huber Halls, the College used
the Aughinbaugh house on Springs avenue and a rented house,
called Myrtle Terrace, on Carlisle street. Even so, the number of
women students dropped from 241 in 1944-1945 to 175 in1949-1950.
Atits meeting inMay1945, several months before the Pacific war
had ended, the board of trustees authorized appointment of a plan-
ning committee "to consider immediately a proposed new field
house," or modernization of the Plank Gymnasium, and "the
necessity of an infirmary." Apparently as something of an
afterthought, the committee was also asked to "consider further
post-war building and curriculum expansion." Untilthis committee
ceased to function several years later, from time to time itpresented
the board with lists of needed buildings, to each of which a priority
was assigned. For example, in December 1947 a new chapel was
rated first, a women's dormitory second, and the field house was
now third.107 At the same time, the committee counseled that there be
no building untilprices dropped and the results of the current finan-
cial campaign were known. Ayear later, inDecember 1948, the trus-
tees themselves arranged the priorities, placing the women's
dormitory first, the chapel second, and the field house third. By the
time Henry W.A. Hanson left office in 1952, one of these buildings
was already in use and the second was under construction.
107Indocuments of the time young men were often called boys and young women
girls. Itwas a girls' dormitory which was rated second. The author is convinced that
use of these words was not an attempt to be demeaning.
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Ground was broken on June 4,1949 for the firstnew campus build-
ing,except for the bookstore, intwenty years. 108 Designed to accom-
modate about one hundred women and include quarters for a head
resident and four sororities, it was ready for use in the fall of 1950
and was dedicated on November 3 of that year. On the occasion of
his twenty-fifth anniversary in the White House, in 1948, the trus-
tees had decided to name the first new building, other than the
chapel, in the president's honor, but the dormitory was finally
named the Elizabeth Painter and Henry W.A.Hanson Hall,inorder
to recognize the contributions of both members of the campus first
family. The cost, according to the finance committee's report in
December 1951, was $342,772, not including furnishings.
"Ithas long been a dream of my own," President Hanson told the
board in June 1951, "that Iwould live to see on our campus a House
of Worship which would serve as a challenge to every student." By
that date the dream was becoming a reality. A year earlier, the board
had selected the location, one intended to be the center of the cam-
pus, and had determined that the structure should be large enough to
seat twelve hundred persons. Ground was broken on May 13, 1951
and the cornerstone was laid on November 3. Construction extended
over a period of two years and the building was first used when
College opened in the fall of 1953. Christ Chapel was dedicated on
October 17, 1953, with President Emeritus Hanson delivering the
dedicatory sermon. The cost was $592, 871.109 In 1963 the bell once
used inOldDorm and then briefly in Glatfelter Hallwas brought out
of storage and installed in the chapel tower.
The planning for a new chapel forced the trustees to consider
what use, ifany, should be made of the old one. As early as Decem-
ber 1949 they approved converting Brua into the music and dramatic
center of the campus. Professors Wagnild and Arms met with the
108J. AlfredHamme continued to be the College architect until his death in 1965.
Many criticizedhis designs of postwar College buildings as unimaginative. Actually,
as he himself explained, he operated within general architectural and financial
guidelines which the trustees determined.
109The trustees chose the name Christ Chapel inJune 1951. President Hanson sug-
gested the theme for the mural placed above and behind the altar: Christ blessing a
graduating student shown leaving the chapel, withJohn 14:6 as the text. InDecember
1952 the trustees granted President Langsam's request that a curtain be installed
which couldbe drawn over the mural when the chapel was being used forother-than-
worship purposes. Later, when some expressed their opposition to what the mural
meant to them, the curtain remained drawn. Efforts to reopen the matter in the board
of trustees in the early 1970s led nowhere. The January 1954 issue of the GCB
included a list of memorials and designated gifts for the chapel. InMay 1954 the
AlumniAssociation dedicated abronze plaque in the narthex inmemory ofsixty-four
Gettysburg graduates killedin World War 11. The figures for construction during
1950-1962 are taken from the GCB forFebruary 1963. After that date they are taken
from a report prepared by the bursar.
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Christ Chapel
Completed in 1953.
architect to prepare plans, and the Woman's League offered to pay
most, if not all,of the cost. The cornerstone of an addition to the
south end of the oldbuilding, designed to provide facilities for music,
was laid during the annual league convention on November 3, 1950,
and dedication occurred during the next annual convention, on
November 1, 1951. Ayear later, the finance committee informed the
trustees that the cost of the addition was $91,297.
Since Brua had tobe used for chapel services until the fall of1953,
it was not feasible to alter any part of the original building until that
time. Although drawings were then prepared showing a two-story
brick addition to its west side for use by Owl and Nightingale, and
although the Woman's League continued to be cooperative, nothing
came of this or of several later initiatives to turn Brua into a hall of
the arts, not simply one of music. In 1958 the auditorium was par-
titioned into practice rooms, a band room, class rooms, and a mul-
tipurpose room seating 150 persons. Brua Hall,now no longer Brua
Chapel, was dedicated on November 6, 1958. The cost of the
alterations was $59,863."°
110Owland Nightingale used the Brua auditorium for its plays untilthe Student
Union Building became available to it in 1960.
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Although the completion of Christ Chapel in1953 left the College
uncomfortably in debt, its building and grounds committee con-
tinued to remind the trustees of the need for major repairs and
further construction, all within the context of what was being called
a developing master plan.111 As early as June 1952, this committee
gave estimated costs for needed alterations in the sixty-year old
heating plant, a field house, a dining hall, dormitories, and a
classroom and office building.The total was, for that time, a stagger-
ing $2,275,000. Scaling this list down to what he believed was a
practical size, President Langsam told the trustees inDecember 1953
that the single most urgent need was for three men's dormitories. As
he explained to the alumni inthe January 1954 bulletin,almost five
hundred male students "live either off-campus or in the crumbling
barracks. This is a bad situation." Agreeing, the trustees im-
mediately authorized a campaign to raise the necessary funds. Even
before its meager results were known, in December 1954 they
approved construction of the first unit, which it was agreed earlier
would be named inhonor of the recently retired (and now deceased)
chairman of the board, Charles M.A. Stine. Groundbreaking
ceremonies were held onFebruary 21, 1955 and Stine Hallwas ready
for use inFebruary 1956. Accommodating about 135 students, itwas
formally dedicated during commencement week, on June 2, 1956.
The cost was $274,886.
Contrary to what one might have expected, the board of trustees
did not delay discussion and action on needed campus development
during 1955-1956, the year without a president. Instead, it took the
steps necessary to secure the College's first federal loans to con-
struct income-producing facilities and authorized construction of
two new men's dormitories and a dining hall. Ground was broken for
the dormitories in August 1956 and they were ready for use in Sep-
tember 1957. The total cost of what were first called Dorms B and C,
each accommodating 135 students, was $599,882. Dorm B was for-
mally named John S. Rice Hall on April 8, 1961, during a dinner in
his honor as he was leaving to take up new duties as United States
ambassador to the Netherlands. Dorm C was formally dedicated as
Willard S. Paul Hall on June 2, 1962.
When the war ended in1945, President Hanson stillregarded the
College's feeding men students in the Huber Halldining room as a
temporary measure, one to be discontinued as soon as possible.
Postwar developments quickly convinced him and others that this
was not tobe the case. As early as December 1951, John Rice toldhis
lnThis committee replaced the building committee in 1949 and took over at least
some of the tasks of the former planning committee. Over the next thirdof a century it
proved to be one of the busiest and hardest-working committees the trustees
ever created.
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fellow-trustees that the College should use the recently acquired lot
at the corner of West Lincoln and College avenues to build a new
dining hall. Four years later, as its chairman, Rice presided when the
board authorized the administration to proceed with a facility
designed to serve up to 750 persons at a time. Construction began
late in1956 and the dining hall was firstused inFebruary 1958, at a
cost of $468,877.1"
The General's first report to the board of trustees in December
1956 was a clear summons for it to enter upon one of the most con-
centrated periods of building inthe College's history. "We are work-
ing now in a space situation built for about one-half of our
strength," he declared. Even while waiting for the completion of a
master plan, the College should move immediately to construct a
women's dormitory, faculty housing, an infirmary, a recreation
building, a fourth men's dormitory, and a new classroom building.
Now having access to several million dollars in federal funds for
income-producing facilities, an unprecedented largess, the trustees
responded with alacrity tohis call.113 Within the next two years they
authorized construction of fivebuildings: two women's dormitories,
one more men's dormitory, a student union building, and an
infirmary.
Construction of two women's dormitories, placed between Huber
and Hanson Halls, and each designed to house about 130 persons,
was begun in the early fall of 1957. They were ready for occupancy
in the fallof 1958, at a total cost of $1,002,516. Ground for the new
men's dormitory, located at the southeastern corner of West Lincoln
and Constitution avenues, was broken in June 1958. Dorm D, as it
was called, was first occupied by students inSeptember 1959. Con-
struction costs amounted to $350,313. One of the women's dor-
mitories was formally named the Emma G.Musselman HallinApril
1960, while the other, first called North Dormitory, was named
Patrick Hall, in memory of William H. Patrick, Jr., in June 1969.
Dorm D was formally christened Apple Hall, inhonor of John A.
Apple, in September 1967.
As late as June 1955, College infirmary facilities consisted of two
connected buildings on West Lincoln avenue, one of which was a
converted house moved to the spot almost thirty years before and
112The completion ofthe dining hall made possible conversion of the now unused
space inHuber Hall into rooms for women students. The cost was $94,395.
113The federal funds, itshould be remembered, were in the form of loans and, to
secure them, colleges and universities had to advance some of their own money for
each project. Inthe case of Gettysburg the advance amounted to about 10 percent.
Since the interest rate was 3 percent or less, since forty years were scheduled for
repayment, and since there were strict rules to be followed to insure that payments
were made on schedule, the arrangement was most advantageous for the institutions
which secured the loans.
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the other a government-surplus structure inuse for about a decade.
After the infirmary committee in that month reported on the press-
ingneed for a modern facility, the trustees authorized it to solicit the
medical alumni for funds, which were not available for this purpose
from the federal government. Since the results were most disap-
pointing, the committee then considered converting Buehler Hall
into an infirmary. 114 Its conclusion was that, while a new building
was definitely preferable, conversion of Buehler was a practical
expedient. Surprisingly, the board elected the former over the latter,
decided to locate the new structure on the south side of West Broad-
way, and authorized construction in June 1959. Work began during
the summer and the infirmary was placed in service in the fall of
1960. The cost was $161,300. On June 2, 1962 itwas dedicated as the
Sieber-Fisher Infirmary, inhonor ofone trustee (Paul R. Sieber) and
inmemory of another (Nelson E. Fisher). Their exertions had helped
in a major way to make it a reality.
Addressing the alumni in September 1956, less than six weeks
after assuming office, the General declared that the College was
changing "Hen Bream's Field House," which three years earlier had
lost its top-priority position on the list of intended new buildings,
into a "recreation center for the very simple reason that what we
want is a Recreation Center," with bowling alleys, handball and
squash courts, indoor track, gymnasium, swimming pool, and
similar facilities. Since federal funds were available for this pur-
pose, the board proceeded in June 1957 to choose a location, on the
south side of West Lincoln avenue, and a year later, on June 16, 1958,
ground was broken for a building whose design and purpose were
quite different from what the General had projected less than two
years earlier. The main auditorium of the Student Union Building
was sufficiently near completion, but only barely so, that itcould be
used for commencement in June 1959. The rest of the building was
opened for student use unofficially in November and officially on
December 1.115 Costing $1,158,322, it was by far the most expensive
building which the College had ever built. In1974, in part at least
because of the practice followed inother institutions, the name was
changed to the College Union.
The completion of seven new dormitories -from Hanson to Apple
- in the 1950s provided accommodations for about nine hundred
men and women students. As these buildings were occupied, the
114The house at 249 Carlisle street purchased in 1954 was promptly named in
memory of former Trustee and Board Chairman MartinH. Buehler.
115Anarticle titled"The Campus Hearthstone" appearing in the January 1960 GCB
described and pictured the facilities available in the new structure. "So at last we
have our home away from home," it concluded, "our center of communication
for all."
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Student (later College] Union Building.
Completed in 1959. Courtesy Lane Studio.
College was able to discontinue some of its marginal residential
facilities. The barracks were removed; three off-campus houses
were sold; and McKnight was withdrawn from use as a dormitory,
as was part of Old Dorm. However, all of this did not mean that the
problem of student housing was solved, at least as far as the
administration was concerned. In1960 the General urged the board
to buy the Huber property at the northeast corner of Carlisle street
and Lincoln avenue for use by women students and a year later
recommended the construction of still another men's dormitory.
Neither proposal brought a favorable response from trustees now
convinced that other projects should be given higher priorities. The
completion of the Student Union in 1959 brought the bookstore,
snack bar (Bullet Hole), and radio station into the new facility and
resulted in abandonment of the swimming pool in the S.C.A.
building." 6
In the fall of 1956 faculty inmore than half of the departments
were still housed in Glatfelter Hall. Classrooms, especially at the
popular hours, were at a premium. Offices meant for one or twoper-
sons were now crowded with two or three times that number. Unless
they happened to be alone at the time, faculty wishing to confer
privately witha student had to findan unused classroom or leave the
building. A limited amount of additional office space was created
u«The bookstore had been In the small building constructed for itsince 1939; the
snack bar was opened in what was later Room 108 in the S.C.A. building in 1953; and
the radio station operated from the third floor of Breidenbaugh since 1948.
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here and there in the building, but this did little to relieve the
problem.
Noticeable relief came only as faculty were able to locate
elsewhere. Already in1953 instructors inart, German, and sociology
occupied offices and conducted their classes inthe new chapel base-
ment. In1956 the General asked (ordered would be a better word) the
chaplain to vacate the White House by the end of the year; Romance
languages and political science moved in.In1960 allof the language
faculty were relocated in McKnight Hall and history, philosophy,
and sociology in the S.C.A. building, which now became known by
its formal name: Weidensall Hall.117 In 1961 the departments of
education and mathematics occupied the recently purchased Phi
Kappa Psi house, which was formally named the George Diehl
Stahley Hallon March 10, 1962. Although the removal of the Ger-
man and sociology departments in1960 left the art faculty withmost
of the chapel basement, trustees did begin to discuss the need for a
separate art building, but took no immediate action. They assigned a
higher priority to the needs of biology and psychology, two of the
fastest growing departments. 118
As their numbers increased, administrators as well as faculty
needed more space. In1952 the College purchased Glatfelter Lodge
from Sigma Chi and placed the business office there. Three years
later itleased the Alpha Tau Omega house at 157 North Washington
street and turned it over to the development and alumni staff. The
administration's move into the White House began with the dean of
the College in 1957 and was followed by the admissions and
guidance offices. The bursar came into the S.C.A. building in1958.
Beginning in1958, first the ground and later the second floors of Old
Dorm were used by administrative personnel.
By the end of the 1950s the trustees had to confront the fact that
their supply of readily available money was nearly exhausted. The
recently inaugurated fund-raising campaign was going well, but
most of its proceeds would not be available for several years, nor
could they secure federal loans for the facilities which they most
117In1959 the entire interior of McKnight Hall was removed and replaced with
rooms designed as offices and classrooms, at a cost of$154,416. The classics depart-
ment moved fromMcKnight to the former bookstore building in 1965. Major repairs
to convert Weidensall into a classroom and office building were not made until1965,
at a cost of $43,884.
118 A good college faculty is rarely unanimous on almost any subject. Some now
lamented the diaspora fromGlatfelter Hall and consequent loss of community which
existed in that overcrowded building, where with or withoutbenefit of daily coffee
stimulating discussion involving faculty from several departments regularly
occurred. Obviously, there were gains and losses as the administration began moving
toward providing an office for every faculty member, something which could never
have occurred inGlatfelterHallunless every classroom there had been converted into
office space. Few advocated that course of action.
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wanted to construct. Intheir last meeting of the decade (December
1959), recognizing that sizable loans would be necessary tocarry out
their action, the trustees authorized expenditures of more than
$1,000,000 for a new physics building, a major addition to the li-
brary, and a new physical education building.
Space and equipment needed to teach chemistry and physics as
the faculty wanted them taught were overtaxing the existing
facilities of Breidenbaugh Hall. At the board meeting inDecember
1959, the trustees learned, not only that it would not be feasible to
use third-floor space in that building, but also that implementation
of new state fire-exit regulations would actually reduce usable
space on the second floor. They also learned that some prompt
action was necessary. Instead of attempting to enlarge Breiden-
baugh by adding wings to the west, as was suggested at one point,
the trustees decided to construct a new building for the physics
department, keeping the cost as low as they could. A site south of
Plank Gymnasium was chosen, bids were opened inMay1960, and
the department moved into its new quarters in the spring of 1961.
The cost was $236,298. The building was dedicated inan informal
ceremony on April 6, 1962. On November 2, 1963 it was formally
renamed Fred G. Masters Hall.119 In1966, at a cost of $135,269, the
College completed an addition to the north side ofMasters Hallfor a
planetarium and related facilities. 120 Three years later, to house a
recently purchased telescope, the College built an observatory on
the northwest part of the campus.
InDecember 1956 the trustees accepted the General's recommen-
dation and authorized identification of the "present nameless li-
brary," as he called it,with the chief founder of the College. During
exercises inobservance of the 125th anniversary of the College, on
April14, 1957, it became the Samuel Simon Schmucker Library.
Giving it a name, however, did not hide the fact that growth inthe
library collection and inits use made the building more inadequate
with each passing year. In1958 the trustees agreed to give serious
attention to this need at an early date. A consultant engaged toassist
the architect advised the trustees to build a new library rather than
enlarge the old one, but the trustees decided that they could not
afford to accept his recommendation. In December 1960 they
approved a contract for constructing an addition to the west side of
n»Fred G. Masters (1880-1963) of the class of 1904 was a high school science
teacher and administrator, as wellas a bank director and president, insouthwestern
Pennsylvania. The building was named in recognition of his bequest, which even-
tually amounted to more than $220,000.
120 Hatter Planetarium was named in recognition of the gift of George G. Hatter
(1889-1976) of the class of1911. Hatter was an officialof the Pennsylvania Depart-
ment of Highways and later president of the Pennsylvania Motor List Company.
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the building which would practically double the available space.
Work began inthe spring of 1961 and was completed a year later, in
time for formal dedication exercises on June 1, 1962. The cost
was $494,685.
While a few of the hopes for the long-delayed field house might
have been realized by the completion of the Student Union Building
in 1959, clearly this was not the facility most people had in mind
when they used the term. Useful as itwas, the union building scarcely
eased the heavy burden on Plank Gymnasium, built for a student
body one-third the present size. Faced with the urgent demands for
more library space, a new physics building, and facilities for health
and physical education, the trustees decided not to choose among
them, but torespond toall three. Fourteen years after the fieldhouse
was assigned top priority, they decided tobuild what was now called
a physical education building, but one with only those facilities
which were thought to be most pressing: gymnasium, locker rooms,
training room, and wrestling space. Construction began early in
1961. The new building was first used on January 4, 1962, for a bas-
ketball game withBucknell (Gettysburg won). The cost was $802,011.
In June 1969, on the occasion of his retirement after forty-three
years of service to the College, it was named the Henry T. Bream
Physical Education Building.121
Outstanding financial obligations facing him in the fall of 1961
persuaded Arnold Hanson that he should take a stand against
further building unless a proposed project could more than justify
itself. He soon learned that there were several such projects and that
decisions concerning them could not be indefinitely delayed. Allof
them were expensive and, as it turned out, none was eligible for a
federal loan. During the sixteen years of the Hanson administration
sixnew structures were added to the campus, and at its close a finan-
cial campaign was being waged for a seventh. The new buildings are
discussed in the order of their completion.
As early as December 1957 the General told the trustees that the
stadium should be moved away from the center of the campus to a
place on the perimeter where adequate parking space would be
available. The vacated space, he thought, could then be used for
academic purposes. Since he was unable to effect this relocation
during his tenure inoffice, he used almost the same words to repeat
the recommendation in June 1961, shortly before he retired from
office. During 1963 the Emma G. Musselman Foundation, of which
Mrs. Paul was a director, informed President Hanson that it would
give the College $250,000, but only for the specific purpose of con-
structing a new stadium. The College accepted the offer and the gift
121Plank Gymnasium was turned over to women students in 1962.
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was announced on January 30, 1964. The trustees selected a site on
recently purchased land west of the railroad, where the General's
goal of ample parking could be realized. Work began inJuly and was
completed at a cost of $432,311. Musselman Stadium was dedicated
on September 25, 1965. Among the guests on this occasion were for-
mer President and Mrs. Dwight D. Eisenhower and Lieutenant
Governor Raymond P. Shafer. 122
When the Hansons came to Gettysburg in August 1961, thefr
moved into a house which the College purchased for their use and
located inTwin Oaks, adjacent to the borough. Convinced that this
was only a temporary arrangement (a judgment with which Arnold
Hanson thoroughly concurred), the trustees a year later authorized a
special committee to present plans for "aproper residence" for the
president and his family. Although this was an item of business
whichregularly came before the board during the next several years,
progress was painfully slow, inpart because the funds had not been
obtained and in part because Arnold Hanson was determined to
secure a design for the house which would insure its long-term
acceptability both as a College facility and a family residence.
Finally, inthe summer of 1966, after a site along the north side of the
200-block of West Broadway had been selected, construction began.
The Hanson family moved into what was called the President's
Residence inMay 1967. The College sold the Twin Oaks property a
few months later. Generous gifts by two trustees helped make the
new building, which cost $183,603, possible.
Late in1963 the trustees directed the administration to prepare for
a capital campaign which would include funds for construction of
two additional dormitories for men and one for women. It was
assumed that these new facilities would be used, not for an enroll-
ment increase, but to improve accommodations for the current num-
ber of students. Upon learning that federal loans for such facilities
were no longer available, the trustees decided inJune 1967 to build
an addition to Dorm D (soon to be named Apple Hall), using other
moneys, including increased room rents. Construction began in the
fall and, at a cost of $651,505, was completed for the beginning of
the 1968-1969 academic year. None of the other dormitories was
built.
InhisDecember 1957 report to the board, the General added a new
item tohis "needed badly" list: what he called a living science build-
122The necessity of dismantling the oldstadium and moving the maintenance shops
located under one of its stands prompted the College to renovate the large building
located west of the railroad and purchased in1961. Completed in 1967 at a cost of
$190,566, what was now known as the West Building housed maintenance, Army
R.O.T.C. (moved fromPlank Gymnasium), and AirR.O.T.C. (moved fromthe postwar
recreation building).
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ing, designed to provide facilities for biology, psychology, and so-
ciology (later also anthropology). The estimated cost of $1,250,000
which the buildings and grounds committee submitted a year later,
along with preliminary sketches, was sobering indeed, but the trus-
tees included the building as part of the goal of the financial cam-
paign they began in 1959. In his final report to the board, the
General, noting that the biology and psychology departments inpar-
ticular were attracting increasing numbers of students, urged that
what he still called the living science building be given high
priority.
While the departments concerned assisted inplanning for the use
ofspace ina new building, the trustees gave their attention to raising
the money tobuildit.Gifts from the Longwood and McCreary Foun-
dations assured construction. Groundbreaking ceremonies were
held on June 3, 1967 on a site west of Glatfelter Hall. Work inearnest
began in the fall.The biology and sociology departments occupied
their new quarters in the late spring of 1969 and the psychology
department in the early summer. Costing $1,335,766, McCreary Hall
was dedicated on November 1, 1969. It was named in memory of
Harry C. McCreary (1899-1964) and inhonor of Ralph W.McCreary,
both of whom had served the College as trustees. 123
The major work which eventually transformed the College's
oldest building took at least fifteen years toplan, finance, and com-
plete. Inhis last report to the board in June 1955, Walter Langsam
declared that "QldDorm should be remodeled internally just as soon
as possible." In response, the trustees began the obviously
necessary study and discussion which would have to precede sound
action. The first question tobe asked was whether this old building,
with its wood interior, soft brick walls, and possible major structural
weaknesses, should be allowed to stand or be torn down. Since
obviously most of the resident students were soon going tobe living
on another part of the campus, ifpreserved should Old Dorm be
abandoned as a dormitory and converted to one ormore ofa number
of other possible uses? To what extent should the decision be based
upon the fact that this was the original College edifice, used for the
wounded during the battle of Gettysburg, and undoubtedly the
closest thing to a symbol the College had? Finally, since either
rebuilding orrestoration was going tobe costly, and no federal funds
were likelytobe available, where could the College secure the money?
123Bowen Auditorium in McCreary Hall was named in memory of Earl Bowen,
veteran chairman of the biology department who urged the General to put the living
science building on his listof badly needed items. After the death ofKenneth Smoke,
veteran chairman of the psychology department, a laboratory suite was named inhis
memory. The construction of McCreary made necessary removal of the janitor's
house built in 1928 and made advisable removal of the postwar annex to
Glatfelter Hall.
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McCreary Hall
Completed in 1969.
General Paul began forming his answers to these questions as
soon as he arrived on the campus. "Iam most anxious to make Old
Dorm into a sort of shrine and museum for this College," he told the
trustees in December 1956. "It is historical; our first and oldest
building, and structurally sound." He thought that there were
"many combinations" for its use, but was not ready at that time to
decide which were preferable. Before long few advocated its con-
tinued use as a dormitory, and by 1959 the board had preliminary
plans for its conversion into a museum and administrative building,
at an estimated cost of$350,000. However, the trustees decided that
there were more immediate needs and postponed taking any action.
"OldDorm is approaching the point of being unsafe," the General
told them in his farewell message. "AsIhave repeatedly pointed
out, both the historic tradition and the beauty of this building
requires a complete restoration, for use as an administrative
center."
Much as he might have wished to avoid it,Arnold Hanson had to
resume the debate on Old Dorm at a point far from its resolution.
Since it was obvious that something major would soon have to be
done with the building, only the most necessary repairs were being
made. An occasional mother who brought her son to his dormitory
room in the fall took him along home again when she saw the
interior of the room assigned to him in the old building. Although
one architect or engineer after another who examined Old Dorm
advised the College to level itand start over, the trustees refused to
make that decision. Atone point in 1963 they agreed that it should
847
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become an academic building, for history, political science, and
related departments, including Civil War studies.
By the early fallof 1965 President Hanson and his colleagues had
returned to the earlier belief that Old Dorm should become an
administrative center. In October they called in G. Edwin Brum-
baugh (1890-1983), a nationally known restoration architect. Inhis
preliminary report he declared that "Gettysburg College is fortunate
in having preserved its original building, perhaps even more for-
tunate that this symbol ofits early days is a worthy piece of architec-
ture." He called Old Dorm "an unusually dignified and effective
example of the American Greek Revival," which, he wrote, "may
properly be described as our earliest national architecture." As it
stands, he argued, it "still reflects the essentials of basic
Americanism. Even ifit were in dilapidated condition, it would be
worth restoring, but fortunately, evidences of structural weakness
are not alarming or critical." He advised study by a qualified
engineer to determine the accuracy of his judgment and estimated
the cost of restoration at about $850,000. 124
After a consulting engineer reported finding no "insurmountable
problem," and after several sizable gifts were received, inSeptem-
ber 1966 the board of trustees committed itself torestoring the build-
ing for use as an administrative center and authorized the president
to enter into a contract with Brumbaugh and his partner, Albert
Ruthrauff. When sufficient funds to warrant proceeding were
received, work began inearly January 1969. The last students to live
in the building occupied it during the spring 1968 term.
Once renovation began, the entire interior was removed and
replaced by steel columns and girders to which the walls were fas-
tened and on which a new interior was constructed. Brumbaugh
designed a building intended to be functional, but added what he
called architectural treatment at the north-west ground-floor
entrance, the second-floor rotunda, and the Lyceum on the third
floor. The administrative offices began moving in during August
1970. The trustees now officially gave the building a name:
Pennsylvania Hall. It was dedicated, for the first time inits long
history, on October 24, 1970. The cost was neither $350,000 nor
$850,000, but $1,317,639.«5
Gifts offered by the Musselman Foundation and the Emma G.
Musselman Foundation in1971 made itpossible for the College to
124G. Edwin Brumbaugh, *'Report upon Historical and Practical Aspects, Restora-
tion of Pennsylvania Hall ('Old Dorm'), Gettysburg College, Gettysburg, Pennsyl-
vania," October, 1965, GCA.
125F0r further information, see Charles H. Glatfelter, Yonder Beautiful and Stately
College Edifice:AHistory ofPennsylvania Hall(Old'Dorm), Gettysburg College, Get-
tysburg, Pennsylvania (Gettysburg, 1970). Pennsylvania Hall was added to the
National Register of Historic Places on March 16, 1972.
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construct a building which, with the adjoining physical education
building, would provide the field house to which the trustees had
given top priority inMay 1945, more than a quarter century earlier.
Ground was broken on October 28, 1972 for what the trustees had
already named the John A.Hauser Field House. The building was
dedicated on November 3, 1973. Costing $408,395, it housed an
indoor track; tennis and basketball courts; cage areas for baseball
and golf; and practice areas for soccer, football, and lacrosse.
In June 1972 the board of trustees adopted the report of a long-
range planning and development committee which had been at work
for about three years, preparing the draft of a master plan for the
years 1972-1982. In adopting the report, the trustees committed
themselves first and foremost to "the maintenance and improve-
ment of the current program." The only three capital items in the
plan were, inthe order of their priority, a new library, a new facility
for the creative and performing arts, and renovation of space
vacated once these facilities were available. InJune 1973 the board
determined the general site of the library: on the west flank of
Pennsylvania Hall complementing Weidensall toits east. Two years
later the administration selected Hugh Newell Jacobsen, of
Washington, D.C., to design the structure. Awards by the American
Institute of Architects and the Architectural Record were among the
fifty recognizing his previous creations. Working with an already
existing committee of faculty and staff, Jacobsen designed a build-
ing whose exterior was intended to have an integrity of its own
without offending that of its twoimposing neighbors, Pennsylvania
Hall and Glatfelter Hall.
The large Emma G. Musselman gift which, together with several
others received about the same time, made the new library finally
possible contained the stipulation that no existing buildings or trees
could be removed in its construction. Since the site chosen in 1973
would have required the demolition of Stahley Hall and removal of
several trees, inaccepting the Musselman gift the trustees were now
faced with the task of relocating the library. In January 1979 they
chose a site south of Paul Hall,on part of the old Nixon Field, one
which the architect recommended, inpart at least because it would
not require more than minor changes in the exterior design of the
building. When faculty and students learned of the new site, a
spirited and sometimes emotional debate ensued. Students who
advocated alternate locations on the perimeters of the campus had
an opportunity to present their views to the chairman of the board
and then to the Aprilboard meeting. The trustees listened, carefully
considered the arguments pro and con, and then decided to reaffirm
their earlier decision in favor of a central campus location. Ground
was broken for the new building on June 21, 1979. Twenty-two
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Library moving day was April 22, 1981.
months later, on April22, 1981, more than one thousand students,
faculty, and others joined in a well-organized and successful
transfer ofbooks and other materials from the old library to the new.
Most of the task was completed inhalf a day. Musselman Library/
Learning Resources Center was dedicated on September 19, 1981.
Costing $4,567,558, it was by far the most expensive College build-
ing up to that time. 126
By the time the College began actual construction of its new li-
brary, the trustees had to take into consideration much that had hap-
pened since they had adopted the master plan of 1972, which
envisaged a new building for the creative and performing arts. Inthe
fall of that year, the property committee had suggested the area
south of McCreary Hall as its possible location. Seven years later,
for a number of reasons, the trustees were actively considering
remodeling the former library building for the use of art and music,
and Brua Hallfor theatre arts. When the Spillman Farmer Architects
of Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, advised that this was a feasible course
of action, they decided upon it.The renovation of Schmucker Hall
began during the summer of 1981; the departments of art and music
began using it for their instruction at the beginning of the spring
1982 term. Work on Brua began inOctober 1983 and was completed
during the summer of 1984. The firstperformance inthe new theater
126The Musselman gift,announced as $1,250,000, actually amounted to $1,371,700.
Andrea Oppenheimer Dean, "Sculptural Shapes That Sit Solidly on the Ground:
Hugh Newell (acobsen's Gettysburg, Pa., College Library, "MAJournal (Mid-May
1982): 176-183, is an interpretive description of the library which explains its
relationship to Glatfelter Hall, but not to Pennsylvania Hall.
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was in July, while the official opening occurred with a ribbon-
cutting ceremony on October 21, 1984. Renovation of Schmucker
cost $1,076,323 and of Brua, $1,237,335, with an additional $182,407
for air conditioning of both buildings. 127
Inthe fallof 1977, soon after the arrival of President Glassick, the
trustees committed themselves to a five-year plan of "maintenance
and improvement for all college facilities." Using plant reserve
funds and gifts, between then and the spring of 1985 they had com-
pleted one or more major projects for Huber Hall, Stevens Hall,
Glatf elter Hall, the DiningHall,Christ Chapel, Weidensall Hall,and
Plank Gymnasium, at a cost of more than $1,350,000. Renovation of
Breidenbaugh Hall costing about $2,650,000 was almost complete.
In addition about $2,450,000 was spent in installing new under-
ground steam, electrical, and communications lines; fire alarm sys-
tems; and parking lots.128
To recapitulate, in the years between 1945 and 1985 the trustees
had almost doubled the size of the campus, demonstrating the same
level of concern for the future of the College which their pred-
ecessors had displayed, as for example when they purchased the
Winter tract during the depression days of 1935. The trustees had
also provided many of the physical facilities necessary for a student
body more than three times the size of the prewar enrollment and for
whom an adequate educational experience required more refined
facilities than were available in the past. New dormitories accom-
modated more than one thousand students; the only prewar dorms in
use after 1968 were Stevens and Huber. There were either new or
greatly remodeled buildings for students taking courses in art, biol-
ogy, chemistry, military science, music, physics, psychology, sociol-
ogy and anthropology, and theatre arts. Teachers and students inall
other fields worked in surroundings renovated one or more times
since 1945.
A specially built dining hall replaced the one in Huber Hall
originally designed for fewer than one hundred academy students. A
specially built infirmary (by 1985 called a health center) replaced the
converted family dwelling moved to West Lincoln avenue in the
127The followingareas withinthe two buildings were named inrecognition of major
gifts: Luella Musselman Paul RecitalHallinSchmucker, by the Emma G. Musselman
Foundation; KlineTheatre inBrua, by the Josiah W. and Bessie H.KlineFoundation;
and Stevens Laboratory Theatre, by WilliamH. B. and Ida H. Stevens, both of the
class of 1926. The Green Room was named inmemory of the longtime director of
dramatics, Richard A. Arms.
12*InJune 1984 Stahley Hall was demolished and the ana which ithad occupied
was landscaped. The education department relocated in Weidensall. The
mathematics department returned to GlatfelterHall.The classics department moved
into Weidensall in 1982.
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Aerial view showing the campus from the south. From the 1978
Spectrum.
19205. If the College Union Building never became quite the home
away from home which some young dreamer in the early 1960s
believed it would, that facility nevertheless performed the same
kinds of services for the student body after 1960 that the S.C.A.
building offered itsmuch smaller predecessor during the forty years
before. Although they moved slowly, the trustees did eventually
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honor their promise to create adequate facilities for physical educa-
tion for men and women students; in so doing they also built a
new stadium.
Inor near the center of the campus in1985 there stood a preserved
Pennsylvania Hall, testifying to students that Gettysburg College
was proud of its long past in the history of American higher educa-
tion and, as part ofits reason for being, had demonstrated its care for
things of beauty. Directly to the north and still close to the center
there was a recent creation, Musselman Library, the College's very
visible testimony of the extent of its commitment to active teaching
and active learning, wherever they might occur on the campus.
Inmaking available to the student of the 1980s and beyond a cam-
pus which would serve more than 1800 persons and, if possible,
serve them better than the 600 prewar students were served, the trus-
tees incurred costs which surely would have appeared incredible to
almost every one of their predecessors before 1945. How would one
explain to Harvey W. McKnight that it cost $1,237,335 to convert
into a theatre arts center his Brua Chapel, which cost $19,000 to
build? How much easier would itbe to convince Henry W.A.Han-
son that the Breidenbaugh Hallwhich cost $160,458 tobuild would
consume $2,650,000 to remodel less than sixty years later?
It is clear that a desire to keep the campus presentable existed
from time to time, though not continuously, from 1837 on. As the
spirit moved them, students assumed the role of landscapers.
Janitors made their contribution. Occasionally, the College sum-
moned landscape architects to recommend trees, shrubs, roads, and
paths. Inpart because the effort was not sustained and not suffi-
ciently professional, trees and shrubs died and inmany places grass
did not thrive. Atthe end of an extended period of depression, war,
and rapid postwar expansion, Walter Langsam could truthfully say
inhis final report to the trustees in June 1955 that "in general, the
trees and shrubs have suffered long neglect. They need continuing
professional attention." The record in the succeeding thirty years
was the best in the history of the institution. Trustees assigned a
higher percentage of the budget for landscaping, especially as new
buildings were completed. They formally thanked a number of
alumni, acting as individuals or through their classes, for relieving
them of even larger appropriations by making generous con-
tributions for plantings. 129 Administrators engaged landscape
architects to recommend plans which interested faculty members
could supplement and the buildings and grounds staff could then
129F0r example, Luella Musselman Paul (1960), forthe area around the dining hall
and union building; Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Wolf (1971), for the area around
Pennsylvania Hall; and the class of 1926 (1972), for the area surrounding the lake,
west of the railroad tracks.
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carry out as part of its regular work. Although a few voices still
asked whether all of this activity was not waste and extravagance,
the College had established to its own satisfaction that a well-kept
campus was eloquent, ifsilent, testimony to a significant part of its
broad mission as a school of the liberal arts.
For many years parking was low on the priority list of needed
campus facilities, the assumption apparently being that ifstudents
had automobiles they also had the responsibility of finding a place to
park them, somewhere else. A campus map included in the 1948
catalogue showed but one small parking lot.Beginning with Walter
Langsam, presidents urged the trustees to appropriate money tocon-
struct parking lots on the perimeter of the campus. The General was
adamant in his opposition to any parking on campus roads, even
including brief stops infront of Clatfelter Hall to pickup one's mail.
Ifcaught, no one was safe from his reprimands. In1958, when the
trustees approved paving a lot south and west of the Phi Gamma
Delta house designed for one hundred automobiles, the General set
the need at five hundred spaces and urged that parking be included
inlong-range planning. By1985 more than six campus lots far more
than met the need which he had expressed.
The 1942 catalogue announced that Nixon Field afforded "room
and facilities for all kinds of outdoor sports" and that it was sup-
plemented by "more than a dozen tennis courts ... laid out for the
use of the students" north and east of the field. The College began
soon after 1945 to use part of the Winter tract north of West Broad-
way and eventually some of the land west of the railroad tracks to
provide the playing fields needed by a much larger student body for
such sports as baseball, football, hockey, and tennis. Abaseball dia-
mond completed northwest of the gymnasiun in1952 was named in
memory of the veteran coach, Ira Plank, who died the year before. In
1961, after most of Nixon Field had disappeared beneath several
men's dormitories, the trustees recommended that "this designation
be applied to the land immediately north of Broadway presently
used as a baseball diamond and football practice field." By 1985 the
General's prediction that the area vacated by the removal of the old
stadium would be needed for academic purposes had not come true.
Although a parking lot encroached on part ofit,much stillremained
as Memorial Field and was used for women's field hockey and
lacrosse.
During more than its first century of existence, Gettysburg was
served by a succession of three janitors whose individual activities
dominated the care of the campus and whose regular interaction
with the students was a noteworthy phenomenon of the College
educational program. Even before Joe Carver formally retired in
1959, he fell victim to the times. The need for increased janitorial
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services for more students and more faculty, spread over a larger
and larger campus, living ina world less and less resembling that
before 1945, insured that the janitors who joined and followed him
would play a significantly different role in the life of the College.
Even those who were most conscientious inthe performance of their
duties must be described interms of their own day, and not those of
John Hopkins or Adam Foutz.
Planning and Purposes
It is clear that those responsible for the management of Gettys-
burg College during more than a century before 1945 had engaged in
planning forits future, ifnot continuously, then at least at important
junctures inits history. In the 1830s its founders had labored with
enough vision and soundness so that the College was able to survive
those childhood ailments which brought either interruption orearly
death to so many similar ventures. Half a century later, aware of
new and expanded needs inhis day, Milton Valentine, and after him
Harvey McKnight, planned successfully for what the former called
a larger place. The new and remodeled facilities of the late 1880s
and early 1890s— the larger place— were intended to permit the
College to do what Valentine called a greater work, something which
could not be accomplished without more faculty, more courses, and
higher standards for admission and graduation. Unfortunately, this
second part of the planhad to await the coming ofa new century and
a new president, Samuel G. Hefelbower. The planning which he
undertook, which contemporaries described as the drive for a
Greater Gettysburg, and which continued (though not without
interruptions) into the Granville and Hanson administrations, soon
came to include, in addition to academic innovations, even more
new or improved facilities. Planning at Gettysburg always included,
not only the difficult task of raising money to pay for the desired
changes, but also constant attention to the place inAmerican higher
education which those responsible for the management of the
College wanted it to occupy.
Thus, Henry W. A.Hanson was acting in thoroughly traditional
Gettysburg fashion when, early in1945, several months before the
conflict in Europe ended, he began moving on several fronts to
initiate planning for the future. In February he asked the faculty
curriculum committee to undertake a comprehensive study of
course offerings, "with the postwar period in mind." In May he
urged each department toevaluate itsprogram "interms of postwar
developments and check its findings with at least two good
schools." Later inMay, at his urging, the trustees created a postwar
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planning committee "to chart a course for the college." The
additions to the physical plant which resulted from these initiatives
have already been discussed; the curricular changes which followed
willbe treated in the next section. During his three short years as
president, Walter Langsam was engaged ina form of planning as he
repeatedly made recommendations to the board and faculty. Had he
remained longer at Gettysburg, he might well have involved more
parts of the constituency inthe process. As itwas, he was the plan-
ner and much of what he proposed remained to be accomplished
when he left.
In his first report to the trustees in December 1956, which dealt
with much of the unfinished business identified byhis predecessor,
President Paul declared that "we have reached the point where it
would be proper to have a joint committee of Alumni,Faculty and
Trustees work up an integrated plan covering the next fifteen to
twenty- five years." With trustee approval, in February 1957 he
appointed such a committee, consisting of three trustees, three
faculty, three alumni, and four ex officio members (the president of
the College, the president of the board, the director of development,
and the administrative assistant to the president). This joint plan-
ning committee, as it was called, had the broadest possible mandate:
to study the College of 1957 and recommend plans to propel itas an
increasingly strong institution to its sesquicentennial year: 1982. 130
Convinced that the need for certain new facilities was already
fullyevident, the General persuaded the trustees inDecember 1956
to authorize immediate construction, as he put it,"without waiting
for the Master Plan." Since federal loans were available, this could
be, and was, easily done. Meanwhile, a subcommittee of the joint
committee, studying the educational program, began reviewing the
proposal that the College prepare for year-round operations in the
near future.
The initiative which the General took within a few months after
assuming office was the first major attempt to involve trustees,
faculty, administrators, and alumni in a comprehensive planning
effort on behalf of the College. 131 Unfortunately, itproduced no mas-
ter plan which, withor without updating, could be used to guide the
College into the early 1980s. Toward the end of the Paul administra-
tion what remained of planning activity was being exercised by
several board and faculty committees. There were several reasons
for the failure. First, from the very beginning there was wide agree-
130The faculty curriculum and policy committee also named a planning committee.
Its work was soon absorbed by the joint group.
131The firstsuch effort, on a somewhat less ambitious scale, occurred in1907, when
a committee of trustees, faculty, and alumni was chosen to recommend revised
admissions requirements and curriculum. See pp. 541-542.
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ment that, plan or no plan, the College needed all of the new
buildings which, year after year, were being begun and completed.
Much of the energy which might have gone into planning for the
future was therefore expended inachieving inthe present. Second,
the General's unpopular proposal for year-round operations pre-
vented him and the faculty from ever agreeing upon an educational
plan which both could wholeheartedly support and push to adop-
tion. Third, the General's illness which began in 1959 deprived the
entire undertaking of the level of leadership which it needed ifits
original purposes were to be realized. 132
About six weeks after taking office in the fall of 1961, Arnold
Hanson began the planning effort all over again by establishing
what he called the planning group (sometimes called the planning
committee}. Consisting of seven faculty members and the five chief
administrators, over the next two years its members investigated
virtually every aspect of the College as itexisted at the time and dis-
cussed the directions in which it should be moving during the next
decade. Before long, pages upon pages of information were assem-
bled. 133 While the planners were still in the midst of their
deliberations, the Ford Foundation invited the College to apply for
one of the major challenge grants available under its special pro-
gram ineducation. The eighty-four page application which the pres-
ident submitted to the foundation inNovember 1962 was a detailed
review of the College since 1953 and an equally detailed statement
of its intentions through 1973. Members of the planning group
helped prepare the application and the trustees gave it their bless-
ing. The president accurately described it as a planning document,
but it was never used as such. Infact, ithad to be constructed before
much of the pertinent evidence necessary for a finished piece was
presented and carefully weighed. By the time the Ford Foundation
informed the College inMay 1963 that it would not receive one of
the special-program grants, much of the interest incompleting the
work of the planning group had dissipated. No business meetings
were held after that date. Perhaps the most valuable service which
itsmembers performed was helping introduce a new president to the
opportunities and problems of Gettysburg College in the early
19605.
132There is something of the poignant in the General's explanation to the trustees in
December 1959 that, since the building program was nearing completion, it was now
time "to start on an intensive program of improving the academic side of the
College."
133The book for planners at this time to read was Sidney G. Tickton, Needed: A Ten
Year College Budget (New York, 1961). The president supplied each member of the
planning group with a copy.
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Inthe summer of 1964 Hanson assumed the responsibility forpre-
paring a planning document, using materials which the planning
group had assembled as well as other sources. Incorporated into a
statement which, with trustee approval, committed the College to a
ten-year plan, it was issued under the title "Gettysburg College: The
Direction of Its Future" in October 1964. This document gained
neither wide circulation nor wide acceptance, except as Hanson and
the trustees used it to embark upon a carefully crafted new building
program. By the later 1960s none of the three most recent efforts had
produced the comprehensive master plan which President Paul
called for in December 1956.
In the fall of 1968 Arnold Hanson once again directed the atten-
tion of the trustees to the need for reaching some conclusions about
the directions which the College should be taking during the 19705.
As he and the trustees began developing their plans, and as some of
the faculty began asking pointed questions about their adequacy, it
became clear that the success of any new effort depended in large
part upon the president's willingness to summon a broadly based
group and offer it vigorous personal support until it reached con-
clusions which could gain wide acceptance.
The president announced in the spring of 1969 that a long-range
planning and development committee would be created. He named
its members in the fall: four trustees, four faculty, four adminis-
trators, and four students, with himself, the chairman of the board,
and the assistant to the president as ex officiomembers. This com-
mittee held many meetings. Both board and faculty discussed the
progress reports which were issued and made numerous suggestions
for changes. After approving its work in principle on several
occasions, the trustees adopted the final version during a special
meeting in June 1972. It was released to faculty, administrators,
trustees, and some others three months later. An abbreviated ver-
sion, entitled Gettysburg College (1972-1982): A Projection for
Growth and Development, was published as an issue of the College
bulletin inMay 1973. The closest thing to a master plan which the
College had yet produced, the document contained authoritative
statements on purpose, program, personnel, admissions, and
development priorities. The latter included, in order of priority,
maintenance and improvement of the current program, a new li-
brary, a creative and performing arts center, and increased
endowment.
An issue of the College bulletin published inMay1977, as Arnold
Hanson was retiring, and entitled Gettysburg: State of the College,
described the extent to which the goals of the long-range plan had
been met during its first five years in operation. This report
introduced a topic entirely absent from previous planning docu-
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ments. With the expected nationwide decline in the number of high
school graduates, an outgoing tidal wave, it predicted that Gettys-
burg would face increasingly severe competition in recruiting the
kind of students for whose benefit its academic program was
designed. "The challenge of the years ahead," its authors pro-
claimed, "will be to increase the attractiveness of the College
through improved facilities,programs, and financial position so that
the College can continue to attract an able student body." 134
Charles Glassick came to the presidency with the firm conviction
that, along with many similar colleges, Gettysburg faced more than
a decade of potentially serious problems rooted in changing
demographic patterns over which ithad no control. He was equally
firmlyconvinced that Gettysburg could respond most successfully
to the situation in which it found itself only by engaging incareful
and continuing planning. During his first years inoffice he convened
a fiscal projections planning committee composed of trustees,
faculty, administrators, and students. Its charge was to meet
periodically and, to the best of its ability, maintain a five-year pro-
jection of the College's financial position. Inpart as a reaction to the
president's proposal that enrollment be reduced about 10 percent
over a period of several years, the faculty in the fall of 1980
authorized the establishment of a faculty institutional planning
committee, which during the next two and one-half years of inten-
sive effort attempted to cover much the same ground as the planning
group of twenty years earlier. While itproduced no comprehensive
report, the findings of its fifteen task forces became available to
standing committees and others for eventual disposition.
Inthe spring of1983 the president established a strategic planning
committee, consisting of three elected faculty members and two
administrators. Its initial mission was to advise the president on
matters relating to "the process of adjusting the College, including
its budget, programs and personnel to changed enrollment cir-
cumstances," by which was clearly meant enrollment decline. 135 In
January 1985 Glassick decided that conditions now warranted stat-
ing the task of the committee inmore positive terms: to recommend
"specific actions to be taken to advance the institution toward
134Decade of Achievement: Gettysburg College (1960-1970), a bulletin issue
published in May 1971, can be used together with the 1977 publication as a con-
venient summary of many aspects of the Arnold Hanson administration.
135 1n June 1981 the president named a committee consisting of two trustees, two
faculty, and two administrators to draw upon existing documents "to summarize the
present and short-term future goals of the institution" inorder to prepare an interim
planning guide to be used until such time as a more inclusive replacement for the
1972-1982 document could be devised. The statement of purpose which this commit-
tee drafted gained faculty and board approval later in the year. Reflecting upon the
earlier document in the mid-1980s, President Glassick concluded that ithad been a
sound and useful guide to him during the first five years of his presidency.
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becoming one of the most outstanding selective liberal arts colleges
in the nation."
Intelligent planning at any time requires some measure of agree-
ment concerning the purposes of the institution on whose behalf itis
being undertaken. During more than the first century of the
College's existence it did not seem necessary to express those pur-
poses in writing, at least not inone officially approved document to
which one could easily refer. In the early announcements of the
College it was deemed sufficient to say that it was a college. Cer-
tainly the founders assumed every interested person would know
what that meant. Intheir inaugural addresses, successive presidents
usually explained their understanding of the liberal arts and how
Gettysburg proposed to present them to its students. In occasional
major statements addressed to the church, officers of the College
discussed how itspurposes were closely related to itsLutheran con-
nection. At the same time, year after year one looks in vain to the
annual catalogue for something helpful. Even the greatly revised
issue of that publication which accompanied the major curricular
revision of 1911 offered nothing more illuminating than the quota-
tion from the charter that Gettysburg *'promises to exert a salutary
influence in advancing the cause of liberal education," and the
further reminder that the College has always endeavored "tomeet the
special educational needs of the time and of the community."
Probably someone who inquired about the specific objectives and
purposes of the College at almost any time before 1945 would have
received an answer similar to the one given by the committee which
the faculty commissioned in1933 to formulate a statement of objec-
tives and purposes: look at our curriculum and the regulations in
force to conduct it;then you willknow what we are. 136 Actually, this
answer was stillvery much inevidence forty years later. "We must
be aware that one characteristic of the style of Gettysburg College,
as manifested by many members of the faculty inrecent years," the
campus steering committee told the visiting Middle States team in
1973, "is a reluctance to develop detailed statements of purposes
and then secure adherence to them. The purposes are to be seen
rather from the way in which the institution in practice behaves."
Without fanfare, the committee preparing the 1945 catalogue
added a three-paragraph foreword to that publication inwhich they
declared that "mastery of ideas and discipline of the mind have been
and are the primary purposes of a college." They stressed the equal
importance of "a high standard of intellectual excellence" and
"ideals of conduct." As always, they concluded, Gettysburg
dedicates "allher resources to the high purposes of clear thinking
136See p. 549n.
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and noble living."This brief statement continued inuse until itwas
supplemented and finally supplanted by a two-page explanation of
the "educational objectives of Gettysburg College" which first
appeared in the 1949 catalogue. Inkeeping with a long Gettysburg
tradition, the statement asserted that "development of character,"
and it was clear that the authors meant Christian character,
"becomes the basic aim of our entire campus program." 137
This document had some sanction, having been adapted from a
brief statement of purposes, or philosophy of education, which the
curriculum committee approved in January 1949 and presented to
President Hanson, but apparently never submitted to the faculty for
debate and vote. With the arrival of a new president in the fall of
1952, a briefer but somewhat more detailed statement was entered
into the 1953 catalogue. Although Langsam pronounced the latter
the College's "official'educational objectives' "inhis 1954 report to
the Middle States Association, the new formulation didnot survive
his administration. The administrative committee which directed
the College for a year after his departure did not hesitate touse a still
briefer statement in the 1956 catalogue, listing four particular
College aims: emphasizing "the importance of the Christian faith as
an integrating force in life;"awakening interest in the humanities
and sciences in order to enrich student "appreciations" and help
develop "a worth-while philosophy of living;" enabling the student
"
to gain a solid and broad preparation" for a career and for taking
"a creative part" inthe world;and helping the student togive proper
attention to physical well-being, wise use of leisure time, and the
responsibility "to live in harmony" with self and others. In con-
siderably altered form, this statement appeared in the next three
catalogues. It disappeared from the issue published in 1960. 138
In the fall of 1958, the academic policy and program committee
began considering what might eventually have become the first
major revision in the calendar and curriculum since 1922. It soon
concluded that any of the changes being discussed would touch
upon so many aspects of campus life that they could not sensibly be
proposed untila careful statement of the College's purposes was for-
mulated and approved. Unable to find such a document at hand, the
committee constructed what it called "a general statement to serve
137Six things were listed as essential to an education at Gettysburg: the habit of
accurate observation, standards of judgment and self-measurement, comprehensive
grasp of modern problems, basic understanding of principles of vocational success,
ability to participate understandingly and creatively in community life,and sensitive
appreciation of values.
138Itis regrettable that there appears tobe nogood evidence to indicate whether any
of these statements of purposes, all of which appeared in official College
publications, wereever taken seriously. Apparently those responsible forsuccessive
catalogues believed they were free to change the statements as they wished.
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as a basis on which to work." Included ina report dated May 1959
and entitled "Gettysburg College: Its Future," it gained trustee
approval a month later. 139
While the committee's working paper might easily have been
developed into a widely approved statement of College purposes,
this didnot happen. When the committee finally presented a series
of major calendar and curricular proposals to the faculty in
December 1960, it stated that "its total educational philosophy
gradually emerged from working closely with the specifics of the
college curriculum." The members said they had proceeded in this
fashion because they early recognized "the difficulty of reaching
agreement on all basic objectives." 140
The first statement of College purposes which received the
approval of representatives of trustees, faculty, administrators, and
students was contained inAProjection for Growth and Development,
adopted in1972. Consisting ofbut three paragraphs, ithad the virtue
of brevity, but proved in that respect to be too righteous.
Consequently, after considerable debate and reworking, in
December 1977 the faculty adopted a statement presented by the
academic policy and program committee, entitled the "Academic
Purposes of Gettysburg College." Itappeared infullin the 1979 and
subsequent catalogues; concerted efforts were made to use it in
making curricular decisions. Although drawn up at different times
and by different persons, the statements of 1959 and 1977 are more
remarkable for their similarities than for their differences. 1"
139The calendar and curricular study which a subcommittee of the joint planning
committee began in 1957 was continued by the new faculty academic policy and pro-
gram committee when itbegan functioning in the fallofthat year. Professor Richard
T. Mara was chairman of the subcommittee and then, from 1957 to 1959, of the
faculty committee.
140The materials which the College submitted to the Middle States Association in
February 1964 contained the fulltext of the 1959 statement. The lengthy section on
College objectives in"Gettysburg College: The Direction ofIts Future," the develop-
ment brochure which the trustees approved in the fallof1964, drew inpart upon the
1959 statement and in part upon what the 1961 catalogue committee prepared.
141In submitting its version of the statement to the faculty inOctober 1977, the
academic policy and program committee observed quite correctly that something
"finallyadopted by the faculty willhave an officialstanding not held by statements
written by individuals and editors of College publications acting in the absence of a
stated faculty position."
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A Statement of Purpose
Chartered in 1832 for the express purpose of exerting "a salutary
influence inadvancing the cause of liberaleducation," Gettysburg College
is a community committed to the discovery, exploration and evaluation of
the ideas and actions of humanity and to the creative extension of that
heritage. Gettysburg College cherishes its place in history as the oldest
existing college affiliated withthe Lutheran Church inAmerica and intends
to continue that church relatedness. By intent also, Gettysburg College is
nonsectarian in its instruction and strives to serve students of all faiths.
To meet its commitment, Gettysburg College seeks foremost to establish
and maintain an environment of inquiry, integrity, and mutual respect. In
this setting, the College creates opportunities for students to learn specific
intellectual skills and to strive for breadth ofunderstanding. Arigorous pro-
gram ofundergraduate learning inthe arts and sciences is complemented by
student and religious lifeprograms designed to challenge and enrich the
academic experience.
Gettysburg College considers its purpose fulfilledifits students grow as
critically informed, humane, and creative individuals and continue to grow
in these qualities after they have left Gettysburg.
The Academic Program At the heart of Gettysburg College is the
academic program which stresses logical,critical thinking and clear writing
and speaking. Through a curriculum that derives its coherence from the
traditionofliberal education, faculty introduce students to the assumptions
and methods of a representative variety ofacademic disciplines inthe scien-
ces, the social sciences, and the humanities. Students are encouraged not
only to specialize but also to broaden their understanding of the past and
present intellectual, social, and cultural contexts within whichknowledge
lives. The academic program is designed to provide more than skills and
intellectual perspective; itplaces these ina context ofhumane values such
as openmindedness, personal responsibility, and mutual respect.
The Gettysburg faculty is dedicated to the goals of liberallearning; com-
mitted toprofessional development that serves and exemplifies those goals,
responsible forperiodic review of the curriculum, and eager to teach and
learn with students in an open and trusting exchange.
Gettysburg's academic program can reach its full potential only ifour
students continue to have the abilityand the inclination to profit from an
intense liberal arts experience. The academic environment is further
enriched when such students come from many socio-economic and
ethnic backgrounds.
With a coherent curriculum, an able and dedicated faculty, and students
committed to learning, the academic program seeks to free students from
narrowness and provincialism and to free them for the joys and benefits of
conscious intellectual strength and creativity.Gettysburg wants its students
to learn a wise skepticism and a sense of human fallibility,to acquire new
interests and orientations through liberating experiences of change and
growth, and to learn to use the skills, knowledge, and values of a liberal
education in an unending but satisfying search for wisdom and fullness
of life.
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The Student LifeProgram Students entering college are interested in
discovering who they are. Because students often face critical decisions
about personal values, occupational choices, and role identities during their
college years, the student life program seeks to provide opportunities for
resolution of these important matters. To assist students inweighing avail-
able options and making decisions, the student life program offers, for
example, psychological and career counseling and informal seminars on a
variety of topics. Personal contact with Gettysburg's faculty and adminis-
tration provides the attentive student with a wide range of role models to
contemplate. Gettysburg's annual lecture series further expands stu-
dents' horizons.
The College also reveals its commitment to the total development of its
students by encouraging them to play an important role inestablishing and
enforcing the conditions of campus life. Students supervise the academic
Honor Code; students participate on certain trustee, faculty, and College
planning and policy-making committees; and students fund and control
many student activities.
To supplement what students learn through livingon campus and par-
ticipating in student development programs, the College provides a fulland
varied extracurricular program. This program encourages students to
develop leadership skillsby workinginstudent government; to deepen their
appreciation for the arts by participating inconcerts, dramatic productions,
and other performances; to sharpen their writing and speaking skills by
contributing to College publications orbroadcasts; and to enjoy the mental
and physical self-discipline required by competition in intercollegiate,
intramural, and recreational athletics.
The Religious Life Program Gettysburg College has partnership
agreements with the Central Pennsylvania and Maryland Synods of the
Lutheran Church in America. These relationships and, more specifically,
the campus religious life program, nurture intellectual values and give
opportunities for the examination of spiritual and moral values and for
commitments by those who choose to make them.
The religious lifeprogram of the College is designed to meet the needs of
this religiously heterogeneous community to worship, to study, and to
serve. The Chaplains, although they are employed by the College and report
directly to the President, are called to this service by the synods of the
Church. They assume primary responsibility for corporate worship; they
counsel students and other campus personnel, help students and faculty
plan programs to explore theological issues and to reach out to those in
need, facilitate the work of local churches and denominational groups on
the campus, and speak prophetically to issues of human justice when
College values and College practice seem to diverge.
Gettysburg College best serves the Church through its performance as a
superior educational institution in which the Church's commitments and
practices may be tested.
Summary Through its academic program, its student lifeprogram, and
its religious lifeprogram, then, Gettysburg College provides for the develop-
ment of the young adult as a whole person— intellectually, socially,
emotionally, physically, and spiritually.
This 1981 statement was approved by faculty and trustees.
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Curriculum
Students entering Gettysburg College in the fall of 1945 found a
curriculum consisting of 224 courses of instruction, not allof which
ran for the same length of time (some were one- and some were two-
term courses) or carried the same amount of academic credit (it ran
from none inthe case of shorthand toeight inthe sciences). The dis-
tribution requirements which every degree candidate had to meet
amounted to 66 semester hours, slightly more than half of the 120
hours required for graduation. 142 All students took the yearlong
courses in English (six hours), orientation (four hours), and Bible
(four hours). Beyond these three there were no specific courses
which every student had to take. Each person chose one of the fif-
teen acceptable major fields of study, as well as two minor fields;
together these consumed at least 48 semester hours. The remaining
16 hours which most students were permitted to take without spe-
cial permission were available for electives. The normal load for
freshmen and sophomores was fifteen or sixteen semester hours
(five courses) each term. For juniors and seniors it was up toeighteen
semester hours (outside the sciences, up to six courses) each term.
Witha number ofimportant exceptions (for example, the addition of
a required orientation course and the elimination of engineering),
this was the curriculum which went into effect in the fall of 1922.
President Hanson's request to the curriculum committee inFeb-
ruary 1945 that it begin a study of course offerings "with the
postwar period inmind" led the members of that body to renew an
inquiry as old as the College itself: what are other schools doing?
Stillpinned to some of the 1945 committee minutes forty years later
were clippings of articles which were then appearing in the New
York Times and which provided an answer to the question. Con-
vinced that the times called for students to grapple with a common
core oflearning, some schools were now considering required courses
inwhat was called general education. 143 Actingin what was for Get-
tysburg unaccustomed haste, by the fall of 1945 the faculty, led by
the curriculum committee, was actively discussing existing pro-
grams at Amherst, Columbia, and Harvard. The administration
cooperated by making available copies of the famous General
Education ina Free Society: Report of the Harvard Committee (Cam-
bridge, 1945). Early in 1946 four members of the faculty visited
Columbia and one went to Princeton to study firsthand what these
142Exctaded from these totals is the required program in physical education or
military science. Requirements for a student who began a foreign language
totaled 74 hours.
14*See Rudolph, American College, pp. 455-456, for a brief treatment of an earlier
general education movement.
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schools were doing. Ininforming the alumni of what was occurring,
President Hanson inNovember 1945 assured them that Gettysburg
was acting in thoroughly traditional fashion. While adjusting ''our-
selves to any improvements or needed developments for effective
teaching in the world of tomorrow,' 1he wrote, weare going to retain
the best "gleaned from a hundred years' experience."
In the spring of 1946 the curriculum committee established, and
the faculty subsequently approved, three experimental two-term
courses to be offered during the 1946-1947 year. Two of the three
were given for the first time inthe fallof 1946: Introduction toCon-
temporary Civilization and Literary Foundations of Western Cul-
ture. The experiment went well enough so that inMarch 1947 the
faculty approved what was called the unified course for freshmen,
to begin in the fall: Introduction to Contemporary Civilization,
English Composition, the Bible course (Old Testament History and
the Life of Christ), and two other offerings (which might include a
language, a science, or some other course). A committee was
authorized tomake exceptions to the first three courses inhardship
cases, but it was assumed these would be few.144 When itapproved
the unified course for freshmen, the faculty decreed that, beginning
in the fall of 1948, Literary Foundations of Western Culture would
be required of all sophomores.
Although when it acted in1947 the faculty certainly considered
Contemporary Civilization,Literary Foundations, English Composi-
tion, and Bible, taken together, as the common core of what itnow
expected of all students, when most people used the term general
education, they were referring only to the first two of these courses.
Beginning with the 1948 catalogue, they were placed first inthe list-
ing of courses of instruction, set off under the heading of general
education from all of the rest, which were labeled departmental
courses. From 1948 through 1969 successive catalogues contained
the following explanation of why these courses were so integral a
part of the Gettysburg curriculum:
In view of the growing complexity of our civilization and our
increasing awareness of individual responsibility, it has become
apparent that premature specialization and the departmental isola-
tion of students and teachers are no longer either ethically defen-
sible or socially practicable. Aneducation valid forour worldmust
find itsbasis inan integrated understanding ofman inhis essential
roles: as livingcreature in the natural universe, as inheritor of a
rich and significant past, as participant inhuman institutions, and
as discoverer (and creator) ofpatterns and values which givemean-
144Credit for the Bible course was increased from four tosix hours at this time, and
the orientation course required forsome twenty years was dropped. During the next
twenty years many exceptions were made for freshmen whose program could not
easily accommodate the three required courses.
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Edward /. BaskervilJe Louis J. Hammann Ingolf Qually
Russell S. Rosenberger Robert H. Trone Waldemar Zagars
Six of the long-term faculty employed in 1956.
ing to human existence. Similarly, the wise choice of a vocation
and adequate training inits special techniques must be based upon
an inclusive knowledge of the chief fields ofhuman endeavor and
some appreciation of the special potentialities and obligations of
the various callings.
Contemporary Civilization (C.C.) and Literary Foundations (Lit.
Found.) were required of all Gettysburg students for a period of
twenty-two years, from 1947 through the spring of 1969. 145 The
catalogue described the C.C. course as an introduction "to the back-
145 A few transfer students were excused from the requirement. The thirdgeneral
education course established in 1946, one in the fundamentals of the physical sci-
ences, was never offered. From time to time a subcommittee reported some progress
inplanning such a course, but the fact remains that there was never enough support
among those expected to teach itto make itfeasible as a requirement forall students.
There were eventually other general education courses, including World Literature
since 1830 and Development of the Sciences of Man, but they were always
electives.
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grounds of contemporary social problems through the major con-
cepts, ideals, hopes, and motivations of western culture since the
Middle Ages." The same source presented Lit. Found, as "an
introduction to the ideas and forms of Western thought, presented
through reading and interpretation of selected classics: Homer
through St. Augustine and Dante through Goethe." With the support
of Henry W.A.Hanson and his successors, sections ofboth courses
averaged no more than twenty-five students. The 1950 catalogue
listed fourteen instructors teaching the freshman course and eleven
teaching the sophomore course. In 1965 the numbers listed were
seventeen and seventeen. Over the years most of the C.C. instructors
were drawn from the history, philosophy, and religion departments,
although many others were represented for varying periods of
time. 146 Most of the Lit. Found, instructors were members of the
language and literature departments. A few persons, beginning with
Richard Arms, at one time or another offered both courses. Almost
without exception, no one taught more than one section at a time.
The staffs met regularly to discuss matters of content and
method.
At first the texts in the freshman course were four volumes
published in1946 and 1948 and used ina similar course which had
been introduced at Columbia University in1919. As early as Novem-
ber 1946 Professor Norman E. Richardson, who served as chairman
of the C.C. course during the entire period it was required of all
students, expressed the hope that the Gettysburg instructors would
develop their own text, as the curriculum committee minutes
express it,"inline with our own needs and our own point of view."
This hope became a reality inthe fall of 1955, when students inthe
course began using two volumes whose contents were written by
C.C. instructors, two of whom served as editors, and which were
produced on the Gettysburg campus. 147 The texts used in the Lit.
Found, course were modern editions of classical writers fromHomer
through Goethe.
The success of a venture such as this depended largely upon the
ability and commitment of those who were called upon to teach init.
It is indicative of the state of mind of the Gettysburg faculty in the
early postwar years, when the student-faculty ratio was the highest
inthe history of the College, that the persons responsible for staffing
146The instructors listed in the 1955 catalogue represented nine departments: biol-
ogy, education, German, history, philosophy, physics, politicalscience, psychology,
and religion. Those listed in 1965 represented five: English, history, philosophy,
political science, and religion.
147An Introduction to Contemporary Western Civilization and Its Problems was
published in 1955 and 1956. A second edition, also of two volumes, Ideas and
Institutions of Western Man, was published in1958 and 1960. These materials were
used into the mid-19605.
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these two courses could secure enough able and committed persons
to make the experiment a decidedly successful one. The report of the
1954 Middle States team, which praised the general education pro-
gram, nevertheless declared that ''conversations with students
indicated that general education I[C.C.] is too difficult,"and con-
cluded that a look at the 1952-1953 grade distribution in the course
(5.9 percent A and 20.6 percent D and F) "may indicate that the
students' criticism has some validity."148 According to the team
report, "the students did not offer any objections to General Educa-
tion II,"whose grade distribution approached "the curve satisfac-
torily." However valid the criticism might have been, there is
evidence that, for many years after the unified course for freshmen
was introduced in 1947, C.C., English Composition, and Bible
offered a truly rigorous introduction to the Gettysburg curriculum,
one which relatively few freshmen may have looked upon kindly
while they were experiencing it,but which in later years they
remembered as a genuinely worthwhile learning experience.
Between 1945 and the early 1960s the introduction of general
education was not the only curricular development which occurred
at Gettysburg. Six deserve mention. First, the faculty approved
several amendments to the distribution requirements, the most
important of which,in1948, was the addition of four semester hours
inwhat were first called appreciation courses. Although other work
was sometimes accepted inmeeting this requirement, for allpracti-
cal purposes it was one in art and music. The distribution
requirements listed in the 1961 catalogue totaled about the same as
those of 1945. Second, six new major fields of study were
introduced: social science (1946), psychology (1946), physical
education (1948), music (1951), sociology (1953), and art (I960). 149
Third, in 1947 the faculty reintroduced senior comprehensive
examinations, beginning with the class entering that fall, and the
first postwar examinations occurred on schedule in the spring of
1951. The same gap between the ideal and the reality of these
examinations which had bedeviled the College before World War II
148Strangely enough, the team didnot comment upon the fact that the percentages
of A's and B's, as wellas of D's and F's, inC.C. and in English Composition were
almost the same. In1963-1964 the grade distributions inBible,C.C, and English Com-
position were almost exactly the same.
149 According to the 1947 catalogue, social science was an "inter-departmental com-
bination major" for "students preparing for social work."It was "not a terminal
vocational course," but one designed "for those intending to continue their prepara-
tion in graduate school." The 1949 catalogue extended the purposes to "those
students who wish general knowledge of the social sciences." Concluding that this
major was not providing a satisfactory degree ofconcentration, the faculty dropped it
in 1953, after more than one hundred students had chosen it.The followingbecame
minor fields at the time indicated: psychology (1940), music (1947), sociology (1949),
speech (1951), dramatics (1951), art (1954), and Russian (1961).
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was immediately evident again. As a result, comprehensives were
under almost constant review and alteration.
Afourth curricular development was the introduction ofbachelor
of science programs inhealth and physical education (1954) and in
music education (1955). Reporting to the board in June 1953, while
these programs were being developed, President Langsam explained
that they were limited to fields "inwhich the special needs ofcertain
professionally minded members of our constituency conflict with
the full liberal-arts character of the traditional A.B. degree." The
1954 Middle States report recommended that the faculty "consider
the possibility of a B.S. degree" in certain fields. The faculty closed
entry into the science program in health and physical education
beginning inJune 1962. That inmusic education remained in1985. 150
Fifth, in 1952 the College began entering into cooperative pro-
fessional and similar programs, inwhich the student usually spent
three years at Gettysburg and one or two years at the other institu-
tion, during the course of which a bachelor's and a master's degree
could be earned. The number of students participating in these pro-
grams was never large, but they offered advantages to those who
wished to study in a liberal-arts college and a professional
school. 151
Sixth, the College began devising ways for its students to engage
in approved off-campus study. The first of these, in 1957, with
American University, made it possible for Gettysburg students to
participate in the Washington Semester. The opportunity to spend
an approved junior year abroad was first listed in the 1959
catalogue. By the mid-1960s students were informed that "arrange-
ments can be made with one of the many regularly organized pro-
grams of study inEurope, Latin America, or elsewhere." Inthe early
1980s there were several off-campus programs, in which about
twenty-five students participated each year.152
The Middle States team which visited the College inMarch 1954
150Another reason for the B.S. inhealth and physical education was to permit a stu-
dent to seek both teacher certification and complete the R.O.T.C. program, in the
wake of the Korean War.
151Agreements were made with the School of Forestry ofDuke University (1952),
the School of Engineering of Pennsylvania State University (1952), the Lutheran
Deaconess Motherhouse School inBaltimore(1953), and the School ofEngineering of
New YorkUniversity (1962). The cooperative engineering programs were dropped in
1964, but several new ones were authorized in 1973.
152During the Langsam administration the faculty considered reintroducing mas-
ter's work during the summer session. InMarch 1954 itactually approved inprinciple
the graduate program which the curriculum and policy committee proposed. The
Middle States team was criticalof the plan, pointing to the lack ofadequate resources
and ofclearly defined purposes, and itwas soon dropped. Several later studies led to
the conclusion that the College should confine its attention to undergraduate
work.
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came to the conclusion that its curriculum was "too rigid,"by which
they clearly meant that, intheir opinion, both distribution and con-
centration requirements were excessive. They described the
language and literature requirements as "extraordinarily high," and
believed that the postwar addition of required courses in general
education and appreciation, however valuable for the student, had
only made things worse. "Astudent may have only one or two free
electives," they noted, "after the various requirements are met."
Team members were pleased to find in the curriculum and policy
committee minutes evidence that "the faculty is aware of many
problems and needs of curriculum revision." Probably few of them
were naive enough to believe that being aware of problems and
needs is the inevitable preliminary to doing something about them.
Inhis farewell message in June 1955 President Langsam also noted
that, inspite of some recent changes, the curriculum was still "too
rigid and inflexible tomeet the needs ofour current constituents." A
year and a half later, the General could findno better term than "too
rigid" to convey his impression of the existing curriculum.
The new president diverted whatever momentum there might
have been at this time for prompt response to the Middle States
recommendations into a study of how best tohandle the Gettysburg
contingent of the tidal wave of students. He favored dividing the
year from September through August into three terms, each
equivalent in length to a traditional semester, withbrief vacations
between each of the so-called trimesters. In this way the College
could accommodate some 2,250 students during a twelve-month
period without an increase infacilities. Faculty members on the joint
planning committee and later on the new academic policy and pro-
gram committee soon convinced the General to join with them in
turning their investigation from the trimester to the quarter system,
in which an entire year would be divided into four eleven-week
terms. The proposal which the latter committee presented for the
preliminary reaction of the trustees inDecember 1958 called for fall,
winter, and spring terms only, running from September to June. Its
members believed that this calendar arrangement had distinct
academic advantages entirely apart from the question of year-round
operations. They hoped that it could be approved and placed in
operation in1960-1961. The General lent his support to the commit-
tee proposal, arguing that, ifapproved, "the College willbe a leader
inits group and ready without toomuch confusion to adopt a fourth
quarter if and when demand justifies it."
Atthis point the academic policy and program committee decided
that it should not proceed with further development of the quarter-
system proposal until itcould devise and secure approval of a state-
ment of College purposes. Although a tentative statement was
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approved in June 1959, not until December 1960 did the committee
present to the faculty (and trustees) the series of motions necessary
to move the College from a two-semester to what was now being
called a three-term system. ls3 The General saw this proposal as
forward-looking and responsible, in the public interest. Many
faculty, unconvinced that year-round operations for Gettysburg
College were either necessary or desirable, and conservative (to say
the least) when itcame to curricular change, were reluctant to vote
for this proposal, especially since theybelieved that itmight soon be
used to introduce such operations. A secret ballot taken on the
calendar and curricular portions of the committee proposal in
February 1961 resulted in their decisive defeat, by a vote of 38 to 77.
Allthat was salvaged from this major effort to secure calendar and
curricular revision was a significant reduction of about fifteen hours
in the distribution requirements. Itwas approved inOctober 1961,
but only by the narrowest of margins: 50 to 48.154
Inhis first report to the board of trustees inDecember 1956, the
General stated that, while he did not "subscribe to the idea of adding
courses and electives and faculty just to make a showing," he did
believe that "as an up to date Liberal Arts College we should have a
wider variety of language and area studies, particularly of the
Asian-Africo block of nations. Inaddition, we should have a well
defined Department of Geography, courses in Geology, a Depart-
ment of Political Science, and courses in international relations."
Acting upon a suggestion which the Middle States team had made,
he established a separate department of political science a few
months later. 155
One of the curricular steps which the General wanted the faculty
to take began near the end of his administration. Under the chair-
manship of Professor Norman E. Richardson, in 1960 a committee
began exploring ways in which to introduce Non- Western studies
into the curriculum. Eventually six area colleges (Dickinson, Gettys-
153The motions as presented, if passed, would have committed the College to
"adopt a three term calendar covering the academic year from September to June;"
establish the normal student-course load at three each term; require thirty-five
courses, allof equal weight, forgraduation; and reduce the distribution requirements
to fifteen courses.
154The faculty reduced a six-hour requirement inhumanities and social science to
three hours in social science; eliminated a six-hour literature requirement, leaving
Lit.Found, torepresent that field;andeliminated the six-to-eight-hour requirement of
a second language, second science, ormathematics, which inone form oranother had
stood for a quarter century as evidence of the faculty's logrolling ability. See p. 548n.
155Departing from custom, the General established this department on his own
initiative and then informed the trustees of what he had done. He transferred the
political science courses, which already included several in international relations,
from the economics to the new department, as ofthe fallof1957. Political science had
been a major field of study since 1922.
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burg, Hood, Mount St.Mary's, St. Joseph's, and Western Maryland)
applied to the Ford Foundation for the necessary financial support.
Grants of $180,000 in 1962 and $40,000 in 1965, supplemented by
funds from the six colleges themselves, made itpossible for faculty
members from each school to engage inan intensive eighteen-month
period of reading, seminars, and graduate study or travel. Some of
the funds were used for the purchase of library materials. Among
the many results of this effort were several new courses onIndia and
China (the areas included in the program) which were still in the
curriculum a quarter century later. 156
As the time for the second decennial Middle States evaluation
approached, the executive secretary of the association informed the
College that, since its continued accreditation was not at stake, it
could dispense with the usual comprehensive review and instead
use the occasion to secure the help of a group of outsiders indealing
with some of the important issues then before the College. Accept-
ing this proposal, faculty and administrators drew up a list of twelve
questions for consideration during the visit, the most important of
which dealt with how to increase the level of expectation of
students, how to make them more responsible for their own learn-
ing, and how best to assist them indeveloping sound values for their
lives.157 The Middle States team visited the College inMarch 1964.
The concluding paragraph in its report summarized the advice
which its members had for the Gettysburg faculty:
We do not believe that the college can successfully attain more
independent study inthe general student body unless the student's
course-load is sharply diminished. This may be the point at which
the study ofthe curriculum should begin. Our report closes withthe
obvious admonition: Effective independent study begins with the
gamble of cutting the student free to accept or not to accept the
challenge of self-education.
In the fall of 1964 the academic policy and program committee
informed the faculty that it was resuming the curricular review
156Later grants from other sources made possible faculty study in other Non-
Western areas. The General's efforts to introduce a Portuguese language program,
suggested by the federal government, were not successful.
157These were not new questions. Aprominent feature of the curricular discussions
which began in 1957 was the desire to offer special opportunities for superior
students, more of whom the faculty hoped to attract in the future. Areport which the
academic policy and program committee issued in November 1959 stopped short of
advocating a formal honors program witha special honors degree, similar to those in
some other colleges, but itdidurge departments to increase opportunities for honors-
type work and faculty to study the feasibility ofa formal Collegewide program within
a decade. InApril1962 Professor Mara presented to the planning group a lengthy
"working paper," entitled "Ways ofChallenging Students," which urged the faculty
and administration to do many things to challenge all students, not only the best
ones.
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which had been dropped more than three years earlier. Between
then and the end of 1965 the committee visited the departments and
engaged in what ithoped would be "frank discussions" with their
members, inan effort to determine how much support, ifany, there
was for change, as well as the direction which any change might be
expected to take. Committee members found many colleagues at
least willing to consider reducing both the number of courses
students could take in any one term and the number of distribution
requirements. Beyond that, they were given littlehelpful guidance.
Although the faculty began discussing alternatives to the existing
calendar and curricular system early in1967, itwas not until the fall
that the academic policy and program committee, sensing that the
faculty might be about ready to act, proposed a timetable by which
its sentiments might be tested during the 1967-1968 year. In
numerous regular and informal meetings, the faculty responded
positively to most of the committee's initiatives. First, it narrowly
rejected the thirty-two course system which the committee firstpre-
sented; the vote was 54-55. Second, it overwhelmingly approved a
thirty-six course system, later deciding that a student must pass
thirty-five courses inorder tobe graduated. Third,itdetermined that
allcourses should be of equal credit value, excepting only a few in
health and physical education and music education. Fourth, it con-
sidered three calendars accommodating a thirty-six course system
and, by a wide margin, selected 4-1-4.158 Fifth,itredefined the major
field of study (eight to twelve courses) and eliminated the minor
field. Sixth, it adopted a set of distribution requirements which
accounted for about one-third of the student's total program, down
considerably from the one-half or more which had prevailed for
most of the time since 1922. Seventh and finally,as agreed upon at
the beginning of the debate, on April 25, 1968 by secret ballot the
faculty considered the question of reaffirming its previous actions.
The vote was 87 to 7.159
Obviously, for the first time since 1921-1922 the Gettysburg
faculty had firmly committed itself to major calendar and curricular
change, even to the point of actually voting decisively for it.In
reducing from forty-four to thirty-six the number of courses a stu-
dent could take, without at the same time greatly increasing the
rigidity of the curriculum, it was necessary to effect a significant
158The three calendars, all of which were already inuse in other institutions, were
4-1-4 (four courses in the fall, one in January, and four in the spring), 3-3-3 (three
courses during each of three ten- week terms), and 5-5-4-4 (five courses during the first
two years and four during the last two). The faculty began considering 4-1-4 as early
as the January 1967 meeting. During the 1967-1968 debate, the faculty changed its
preference from 4-1-4 to 4-4-1, but later reversed itself.
159Later, in the fall, the faculty voted to make senior comprehensives optional,
which was a long step toward making them a thing of the past.
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reduction in the distribution requirements. One evident place to
begin was with the unified course for freshmen, and with general
education. C.C., Lit. Found., and English Composition were
eliminated as requirements (they continued as electives), and the
Bible requirement was reduced from two courses to one. 160 In the
spring of 1968 the faculty created a general education committee
and charged it with developing and administering elective courses
offered under that rubric.161
The faculty spent part of the 1968-1969 year in preparing the
courses which would be offered when the new calendar and
curriculum went into effect inthe fallof 1969. Although much atten-
tion was riveted on the proposed January term offerings, the
departments were responsible for developing first new falland
spring term courses, each of which would occupy one-fourth of the
time of a conscientious full-time student. As far as the committee
which proposed itwas concerned, the new system was based on four
closely related, but often misunderstood, assumptions. First, all of
the new courses would be devised in an effort to encourage, even
require, students to assume a greater responsibility for their own
learning than in the past. Second, what took place during the
January term was expected inevery case to have the academic con-
tent necessary for it to qualify as one of the thirty-six courses a stu-
dent took. Third,during each January term there would be a variety
of academic experiences, some similar to and others different from
fall and spring term courses. Fourth, while the faculty classroom
teaching load was decreased under 4-1-4, this was intended toeffect
a rearrangement of the way in which a faculty member used his or
her working time and certainly not a decrease in the number of
hours which it consumed. Less time spent in class would probably
leofiy 1967-1968 much of the faculty enthusiasm which had long carried the
required general education courses was missing. This was especially true of the C.C.
course. Some younger faculty who were determined to advance their professional
careers, at a time when colleges were increasing their emphasis on scholarly activity,
were reluctant to spend their time teaching a nondepartmental, general education
course for freshmen. Strangely enough fora liberalarts college, a few faculty argued
that virtually no one was prepared to teach the C.C. course. Many faculty who
remained convinced that the two general education courses were fully justified as
requirements had to weigh that conviction against one which held that the best
interests of the College in the late 1960s required a reduction in the number of dif-
ferent courses a student was taking at one time as well as in the number of required
courses. By now the pendulum, at Gettysburg and elsewhere, had swung away from
the notion that there should be a core curriculum to the notion that no course should
be required of all students. Under the new curriculum none, not even the religion
course, was. The only possible exception was the course in health and physical
education, which was not listed as a distribution requirement.
161Beginning with the 1976 catalogue, courses previously listed under general
education were called interdisciplinary courses.
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be more than matched by time spent in working with students in
other ways and in increased scholarly activity.162
Inthe fallof 1969 Gettysburg joined some fiftyother colleges and
universities using the 4-1-4 system. Before long most students taking
four courses during the fall and spring terms found it difficult,for
one reason or another, to understand how their predecessors could
ever have handled five or six. January offered students a variety of
educational opportunities, inall of which they devoted their efforts
to one course only, presumably with fewer diversions than during
the rest of the year. There was concentrated study on campus, either
independently or in classes. There was off-campus study of many
different kinds, both in this country and abroad. 163 No one inves-
tigated how many managed to turn their January term into a winter
holiday of up to four weeks, but during most of the seventies there
was general agreement that enough students were making good use
of the distinctive educational features of the January term to justify
its continuance as an integral feature of the College calendar. The
admissions staff reported that it was a positive factor inrecruiting.
Calendar and curricular change at the end of the 1960s did not pre-
vent further adjustments inthe academic program during the 19705.
Pass-fail grading, first introduced in1967, continued, but apparently
it was not often used by those who wanted to venture forth into
areas of the curriculum inwhich they had littleprevious experience;
this was the strongest reason advanced for adopting it.In1969 the
faculty approved a special major, which the catalogue defined as
"interdisciplinary concentrations or sequences of courses to focus
on particular problems or possible areas of investigation, which,
though not adequately included within a single department or dis-
cipline are worthy of the effort." Freshman seminars were begun in
the fallof 1971 and for several years close to one hundred entering
students chose a one-term experience dealing ina small class witha
topic of interest to them. After several years fewer and fewer
freshmen registered for the seminars, and in 1979 they were
dropped. Possibly the waning interest was related to the declining
preparation of entering students, a decline which Gettysburg
experienced along with many other schools. This declining prepara-
tion of both men and women students prompted the faculty in1976
to institute an English proficiency requirement. 164 In the following
162 What was probably most distinctive about 4-1-4 at Gettysburg College was the
fact that the January term was required of all students and that the January course
was treated as the equivalent of every other course.
183In 1979 and 1980, for example, about 350 students were engaged in
individualized study, internships, off-campus courses, and exchange programs.
1648y the end of the 19605, after more than a decade of steadily increasing prepara-
tionof students to do high-grade College work, at least as measured by the commonly
used verbal and mathematical scores, so many students were being exempted from
English Composition that few opposed dropping it entirely as a requirement.
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year the English department established a writing center to assist
students in development of one of their most necessary skills.
A curricular innovation introduced in 1974 was directed to able
students nearing the end of their undergraduate careers. The Senior
Scholars' Seminar was designed to provide a small group of
students, selected from as many different disciplines as possible,
with the opportunity to spend a term together in intense study of an
important contemporary issue. Guided by two faculty members, and
assisted by a number of outside resource persons, up to twenty
students each year had an opportunity to evaluate a mass of infor-
mation on the chosen topic, contribute insights from their own
major discipline, and benefit from encounters with those offered
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from other disciplines. Topics covered during the first decade of the
seminar included genetic engineering, conflict resolution, com-
puters and human communication, aging and the aged, and dissent
and nonconformity.
There were important changes inthe R.O.T.C. program during the
19705, to understand which some background is necessary. In1947
Gettysburg became one of four Pennsylvania schools to be awarded
a unit ofAirR.O.T.C, to which women students were first admitted
in1952. After a 1964 act of Congress authorized two-year (junior and
senior) R.O.T.C. programs, the faculty voted to drop the basic, or
freshman and sophomore, course. Gettysburg proved to be one of
the few institutions with units to follow this course of action. Nine
years later, in1973, the faculty reinstated both four-year programs
(both now open to women), while still retaining the ones covering
the junior and senior years only. Because of low enrollment, and
after several vigorous efforts to retain it,the Department of Defense
disbanded the Gettysburg AirR.O.T.C. unit at the end of the 1976-
1977 year.
The steering committee chosen to prepare for the 1973 Middle
States visit to the College proposed, as an appropriate topic for con-
sideration at that time, an evaluation of the new calendar and
curriculum, after ithad been inoperation for four years. The team
report, based upon discussions with many faculty members and
students, stated that Gettysburg had "clearly profited from its new
calendar device," but expressed the opinion that "the energizing
quality" of the January term had "begun to run down with the
passage of time." Team members thought they had detected a "trend
toward traditionalizing." After talking with students, they doubted
"whether the new system was sufficiently stimulating students to
take greater responsibility for their own education or to take learn-
ing risks." Their recommendation was, not to abandon the existing
system, but rather to reform it.In their opinion, "Gettysburg was
again inlate 1973 at a fork inthe road." Would itrevert to "the more
conservative, traditional style of the past" or would it act to insure
"a continuing attention to change and experimentation?"
Although there was dissatisfaction with the existing system and
some agreement that, figuratively at least, the College stood at a fork
inthe road atrth^endof 1973, few seemed to be certain of the direc-
tion inwhich to move when the faculty began its postaccreditation
curricular review inthe spring of 1974. Debates on the honor system,
the faculty career process documents, and other matters preoc-
cupied the body for months. Curricular discussion, once resumed,
focused on several topics, including the possible reintroduction of
specific required courses and changes in the distribution
requirements. After several years of debating the advantages and
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disadvantages, in1980 the faculty abandoned the idea of introducing
four core courses. 165 Instead, beginning in 1983 it did require all
entering students to participate in a course called the Freshman
Colloquy, intended, in catalogue terms, to "strengthen reason,
writing, and speaking skills" by means of "intensive writing and
class discussion." In 1984, after having added three courses to the
distribution requirements since the 4-1-4 system was introduced, the
faculty eliminated several others, reducing the total once more to about
one-third of the number of courses required for graduation. 188
On several occasions after 1974, the faculty reaffirmed its com-
mitment to the 4-1-4 calendar. Enough doubts about its wisdom for
the future remained, however, to warrant the academic policy and
program committee's introducing a motion in the spring of 1984 to
return to the two-semester calendar, while retaining the requirement
of thirty-five courses for graduation. The issue at this time was not
nearly as clear-cut as the one before the faculty seventeen years
earlier, when the sentiment for change, for some promising change,
was nearly unanimous. In1984 the defenders of the 4-1-4 calendar
argued that educational opportunities which the January term (or
possible May term) offered students were one of the strongest and
most useful features of the Gettysburg program. Correct weaknesses
and add to strength, they argued, but do not abandon the system.
Opponents noted that many schools had already dropped the
January term and questioned whether there remained sufficient
faculty faith in its educational advantages for it tobe the quality pro-
gram which the College needed. InDecember, by a 60 to 42 vote, the
faculty decided to adopt a two-semester calendar, under which
students would normally take four courses during four terms and
five courses during the remaining four. The 4-1-4 calendar came to
an end at the close of the 1984-1985 year.
After 1945 faculty were, ifanything, more convinced than their
predecessors had been of the need to supplement formal instruction
by inviting many lecturers and performers to the campus. In 1953
President Langsam established a lecture and concert committee,
through whichCollege funds could be used more effectively for that
purpose. A revised faculty committee rule in 1965 divided the
increasingly large task between two committees: one on lectures
and the other on performing arts. The lecturers invited to the cam-
pus reflected the changing concerns of the times; Arnold J. Toynbee,
Ralph Nader, Shirley Chisholm, BillBradley, John Dean, and Ben-
165These courses would have been quite different from the C.C. and Lit. Found,
courses.
188The three added were the English proficiency requirement, the colloquy, and a
Non-WeB tern course which became effective in 1981. The faculty introduced an
optional minor field of study in 1980.
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jamin Spock are but a few examples. Increasingly, guests were
asked to spend more than one day on the campus and students joined
in the choice of persons to whom invitations were given. The
College chapter of Phi Beta Kappa participated inthe national Phi
Beta Kappa Visiting Scholar Program from the time of its inception
in1956. A one-month artist-in-residence program, in either theater
or music, began in 1967. The John B. Zinn seminars regularly
brought outstanding chemists to the campus.
Several gifts increased the number of endowed cultural activities
beyond the two funded lectureships (Stuckenberg and Bell) inexis-
tence in1945. The gift of Clyde E.Gerberich of the class of 1913, and
his wife, in 1966 assured continuance of the Robert Fortenbaugh
Memorial Lectures on the CivilWar. 167 Gerberich and Fortenbaugh
were College classmates. A 1976 gift from F. William Sunderman
was used to establish the Henry M. Scharf Lecture on Current
Affairs. Sunderman and Scharf were friends who served together as
trustees. In1977 the Musselman Foundation's giftmade possible the
Musselman VisitingScientist program. Finally, a 1983 gift from F.
William Sunderman was used to establish the Sunderman Chamber
Music Foundation, designed to promote chamber music at the
College.
The 1984-1985 Gettysburg curriculum included over five hundred
courses, more than twice as many as were listed in the catalogue
forty years earlier. Withbut few exceptions, all of them carried one
course credit. The distribution requirements applicable beginning in
1984-1985 (and now called College-course and distribution require-
ments) were as follows:
Proficiency in written English, one course;
Freshman colloquy, one course;
Foreign language, one to four courses;
Arts, one course;
History or philosophy, one course;
Literature, one course;
Natural science, two courses;
Religion, one course;
Social science, one course; and
Non-Western culture, one course. 188
Acting within guidelines established by the faculty, departments
could require between eight and twelve courses for a major field of
187See p. 995 for more information on this lecture.
168Students were also required to take three quarter courses inhealth and physical
education. Those whoentered withstrong preparation in a foreign language and who
could demonstrate English proficiency needed tocomplete only ten required courses.
The maximum number required was fourteen. While these figures represent a lower
percentage of the totalnumber of courses required for graduation than at any time
since 1922, itshould be noted that the Gettysburg faculty never subscribed to the view
current in the later 1960s and early 1970s that required work should be
eliminated.
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study, the number of which had increased from fifteen in 1945 to
twenty-three forty years later. The fifteen major fields of 1945 were
Bible (called religion beginning in 1969), biology, chemistry,
economics, English, French, German, Greek, history, Latin,
mathematics, philosophy, physics, political science, and Spanish.
Allfifteen remained in1985. Inaddition, students could now major
in psychology, health and physical education, music, sociology
(called sociology and anthropology beginning in 1963), business
administration (listed first as a separate field inthe 1954 catalogue),
art, classical studies (approved by the faculty in 1981), and music
education (listed first as a separate field in the 1982 catalogue). 189
Perhaps the most striking difference between the curriculums of
1945 and 1985 was that the faculty had incorporated into the latter
much of the vast amounts of new learning which had occurred in
almost every fieldduring the intervening forty years, New learning
was not a new phenomenon. The faculty had befeji dealing withit for
a century ormore. What was distinctive about the period after 1945
was the sheer quantity involved. Most 1985 courses required (or at
least expected) significant amounts of reading, written work, and
use of the library. Virtually every department offered individualized
study and seminars, especially for but not always limited to
seniors. 170 In some departments participation in a seminar was
required. In science and related fields, students could sometimes
engage in research working closely with a faculty member.
Although after 1945 Gettysburg continued to insist that her com-
mitment to the liberal arts was as strong as ever, this didnot mean
(clearly ithad never meant) that her faculty and students were unin-
terested in how an undergraduate curriculum was, or should be,
related to the graduate's subsequent career. To the extent that the
College from its earliest days was willing to train public school
teachers itwas, ina sense, presenting a professional along with an
undergraduate liberal-arts program. When it established a depart-
ment of education in1921, inresponse to state legislation regulating
teacher certification, and began offering a student after four years
both a bachelor of arts degree and eligibility toqualify for a teaching
certificate, it accorded first rank to its one program which was
clearly a professional one.
Several developments after 1945 illustrated the faculty's willing-
ness to extend its teacher education program, apparently in the
belief that the type of undergraduate training which itoffered gave
169The faculty approved a major inmanagement toreplace business administration
in 1985.
170Inan effort to introduce a greater degree of uniformity into one student-one
instructor opportunities for learning, the faculty in 1974 approved the designation
Individualized Study for tutorial, research, and internship arrangements, etch of
which was defined.
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promise of preparing superior teachers. Examples included the
bachelor of science programs inhealth and physical education and
in music education, both introduced in the mid-19505. After much
study and debate, an elementary education program was introduced
in 1963. Two years later the faculty approved what was called an
educational term, during which all of a student's efforts could be
devoted to teacher training. Atthe same time itestablished a teacher
education committee, its members drawn from many departments,
to oversee the program, in cooperation with the department of
education. One of its most important duties was to determine admis-
sion to the program. Changes in state regulations in the mid-1960s
increased the College role in issuing teaching certificates, once the
state department of public instruction passed favorably upon each
of its subject-area programs, the eighteenth and last of which was
approved inlate 1967. During the 1960s 825 students completed the
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College's secondary and 164 its elementary education programs.
The figures for the 1970s were 478 secondary and 298 elementary.
The annual average for the 1960s was about 100 students and for the
1970s about 77. The 1980 catalogue informed readers that the
College stillmaintained a teacher placement bureau and that all of
the 1979 graduates of its teacher education programs who sought
teaching positions had found them.
Although for many years after 1945 the catalogue referred to
"premedical majors" in biology and in chemistry, the fact remains
that the College did not have a prescribed major course of study for
either premedical or prelaw students. This was a deliberate policy,
and not the result ofdefault. The faculty had littledesire for Gettys-
burg to become known as a premedical college, but departments
offering courses which medical schools recommended or required
for admission maintained standards which, they believed, would
satisfy both graduate and professional schools which their students
might wish to enter. The premedical committee established in1939
continued to advise students who sought its help and also to make
all College recommendations for medical schools. Students were
free to ignore the committee and apply on their own. The few who
did were rarely successful. According to a 1974-1975 study, during
the quarter century between 1950 and 1974 some 230 graduates
entered a total of twenty-nine medical schools. Of these, about 60
percent enrolled at Jefferson, Temple, Hahnemann, and Pennsyl-
vania. 171
During much of the period between 1945 and 1985 departments
assumed full responsibility for advising and recommending their
majors who intended to become lawyers. The dean of the College
named a prelaw committee in 1955, but it became inactive after a
few years. A second committee, appointed in 1974, developed a
comprehensive program of providing students who sought its help
withboth information and advice, but left to its members and other
faculty the task of writing individual letters of recommendation.
Accurate data on Gettysburg graduates attending law schools during
most or allof the forty years after 1945 were not available, but a sur-
vey of graduates in the 1967-1971 classes reported 102 as having
entered law school. 172
171 See pp. 570-571 for a discussion of what amounted to a premedical major
introduced about 1940. The information covering the years 1950-1974 comes froman
untitled study in the GCA. Its authors were correct in declaring (p. 7) that "our
curriculum is inno way tailoredor specially administered to any group ofstudents."
The 1954 Middle States report commended the biology staff "formaintaining their
department as one of comparative biology and not merely a training center for pre-
medical students."
172Untitled survey in GCA. A study for the three years 1975-1977 reported 58
graduates in law school.
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As graduate schools expanded after World War IIto meet the
increasing demands of higher education, industry, and government
for highly trained persons, the faculty responded by encouraging
more promising students to consider graduate study. Especially
after the arrival of Seymour Dunn in 1955, the dean's office
assiduously informed both departments and students of available
opportunities, especially to secure scholarships and fellowships,
that might not otherwise come to their attention. Inaddition to direct
financial assistance from graduate schools, beginning with the class
of 1950 high-ranking Gettysburg students interested in college
teaching could compete for the Henry W.A. Hanson scholarship.
Later, national awards such as the Woodrow Wilson and Danforth
fellowships prompted students to prepare for college teaching. The
first Gettysburg recipient ofa Woodrow Wilson was selected in1960
and of a Danforth fellowship in1963. Subsequently, other students
were awarded Woodrow Wilsons, but the total number of such
awards remained small. The information which the College submit-
ted to the Ford Foundation in1962 estimated that the percentage of
graduates entering professional and graduate schools had increased
from about 23 to 35 during the preceding decade. Into the 1970s the
latter figure, representing about one-third of the graduating classes,
continued to apply.173
As the accompanying table demonstrates, during the forty-year
period between 1945 and 1985 more students chose economics or
business administration as their major fieldof study than any other.
Upon graduation, most of these students intended to enter some
field of business. Some were able to secure their first positions
entirely on their own initiatives, but many others looked to the
College for assistance. Even before World War 11, a number of well-
known national and regional business firms sent representatives to
the campus to recruit seniors, and the trustees were discussing the
need for what they called a vocational guidance department.
InMarch 1946, incooperation with the Veterans Administration,
the College established a campus guidance center, one of whose
many functions was to inform veterans of job opportunities. After
173 a study of the baccalaureate origins of persons awarded Ph.D. degrees in all
fields between 1920 and 1980 attributed 617 such degrees to Gettysburg graduates and
ranked the College 56th ina listof 867 private undergraduate institutions. The rank
was determined by taking into consideration their enrollment and the size of their
graduating classes. Another study, which didnot take into consideration enrollment
and graduating class size, placed Gettysburg 46th in the same list of867 schools. The
number ofPh.D. degrees credited toFranklin and Marshall was 896 and toDickinson,
497. Alfred A.Hall, "Starting at the Beginning: The Baccalaureate Origins of Doc-
torate Recipients, 1920-1980," Change (April 1984), pp. 40-43; Marcia Stanley
Frederick, cd., Baccalaureate Sources ofPh.D.s: Rankings According to Institution of
Origin (Lancaster, 1982), p. 3. The Frederick study was conducted by the Office of
Institutional Research, Franklin and Marshall College.
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Major Fields of Study of 1946-1985 Graduates
1946-49 1950-59 1960-69 1970-79 1980-85 1946-1985
17 54 28 99
547 697 226 1803
141 80 71 543
3 7 10
676 842 912 3594
339 378 209 1138
81 87 60 283
48 31 17 132
7 7 4 25
159 96 57 442
404 337 189 1314
26 8 3 55
229 198 79 701
117 310 149 619
112
67 69 54 252
46 29 75
889 2790 3901 4483 2765 14828
These totals do not include several students whose permanent records either do not
indicate a major orlistpremedical as the major. During the 1970s there were 634 busi-
ness administration and 208 economics majors. The number ofmusic majors includes
those in the B.A. and B.S. curriculums. The department of Biblicalliterature and
religion became the religion department in 1969. The 1963 catalogue began listing
what had been a sociology major as a sociology and anthropology major. Some
students had double majors and are here counted twice.
most of them had departed, the 1949 catalogue announced that the
College now had "a general placement service" for both students
and alumni, which not only maintained "a library on career
possibilities inbusiness and the professions," but also arranged "for
the employment personnel of many business and industrial
organizations to meet students for personal interviews." Many
students participated in these interviews and secured positions. By
the 1980s the career services office maintained the library, conduct-
ed vocational workshops, and arranged for interviews. 174
According to the 1949 catalogue, "the products of the college can
not be evaluated on Commencement Day when happy hands receive
174The officer incharge of this service has been called the student counselor, direc-
tor of guidance and placement (1956), director ofcareer counseling (1970), and direc-
tor of career services (1978).
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a diploma bearing the insignia of the institution." Rather, "the final
test of the value of an education is what becomes of its students
when they have been called upon to meet the long, hard grind of the
dusty highway." Ifthis be true, anyone wishing tomonitor the test
must decide where on the dusty highway to take up one's position,
which persons to draw to the side of the road, what questions toask,
and how to evaluate answers that might be given.
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In1948 Dean Tilberg asked numerous graduate and professional
schools about the performance of Gettysburg graduates who had
entered their institutions since the fallof 1946. Reports returned on
74 students rated 4 as superior, 35 excellent, 29 good, and 6poor. In
preparation for the 1954 Middle States visit, President Langsam
asked for a much more extended stop along the dusty highway: an
evaluation of the graduate and professional work accomplished by
Gettysburg alumni between 1942 and 1952. Responses indicated that
some 738 of 800 were considered tohave been adequately prepared.
As for the quality of performance (and here there were returns for
more than 900 students), 135 were rated excellent, 368 good, and 243
average. The remaining 163 had done poor work, were dropped,
or withdrew. 175
Twenty years later, after the chairman of the board of trustees
raised a number ofquestions about what he took tobe the deteriorat-
ing academic standing of the College, the academic affairs commit-
tee asked the dean of the College to conduct a thorough
investigation to determine the truth of the matter. The lengthy prog-
ress report which was issued in 1975 brought together much perti-
nent information for the period from 1959 to 1974, both for
Gettysburg and for several other Pennsylvania colleges which were
willing to share information. Unlike the survey of twenty years
earlier, which drew upon graduate school testimony, this report was
almost entirely concerned with the performance of Gettysburg
students from the time they applied until they were graduated. In
presenting this material to the trustees inMarch 1975, the academic
affairs committee declared that a study of the contents convinced it
that there had been "no change in the quality of student perform-
ance or of educational program, particularly relating to institutions
with whom we have been compared." 176
175The results ofthe 1942-1952 study were included in the College report to the Mid-
dle States Association. A man of high standards, Walter Langsam believed that this
study justified prompt remedial action by the board and faculty. Although only 9 of
the 128 graduates who attended medical school were reported to have been inade-
quately prepared, in his farewell report to the trustees the president stated that the
College's premedical program had "fallen to a position of lowesteem." There was
more and disturbing evidence for criticizing the preparation of candidates for law
school: of 132 graduates on whom reports were received, slightly more than half did
poor work, withdrew, or were dropped. In the College report to the visiting team,
Langsam explained that he hoped soon to create a separate politicalscience depart-
ment in order to improve the quality of prelaw work.
176The chairman of the board was particularly disturbed by the smallpercentage of
Gettysburg premedical students recently gaining admission to medical schools. By
the 1970s Gettysburg had clearly become the victim of its long and firmlyheld pre-
medical philosophy. Inthe early 1960s almost every candidate the premedical com-
mittee recommended to medical schools gained admission to one or more. Afterthat,
as the number ofapplicants nationwide increased markedly, the competition became
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Early in 1976 a group of trustees, faculty, and administrators met
on the campus to discuss the academic quality of the College and its
prospects. By that time the dean had assembled additional informa-
tion, included some pertaining to the performance of Gettysburg
seniors on certain national tests. The evidence presented convinced
the group that during the preceding fifteen or twenty years there had
been no important change inthe scores these students had earned on
the Graduate Record Examination, Medical College Admissions
Test, or the National Teachers' Examination. Since there was no
way to measure the large majority of Gettysburg alumni, who did
not pursue graduate or professional study, against some national
norm, the dean observed, "a systematic means of measuring the
influence of Gettysburg College is not available." 177
Each of the four Middle States teams since 1954 concluded, admit-
tedly on the basis of a brief visit to the campus, that the College was
a place where sound teaching and learning were occurring. "Gettys-
burg is a solid place," declared the 1973 team. "Itdoesn't take long
for a visitor tonote many strengths," There have been many faculty
since 1945 who have agreed that most of its instruction was of high
quality, but who nevertheless have insisted that itcould and should
have been better. Faculty meeting minutes and other sources testify
to their belief that the College was not sufficiently successful inpre-
serving through a year the enthusiasm which most freshmen
brought with them inthe fall and inmoderating or eliminating what
was often called the sophomore slump. They agreed that the
administration and faculty were somehow abdicating their respon-
sibility to render the fraternites at least a neutral factor in the
educational lifeof the College, if they could not be made into a posi-
tive one. They were certain that the faculty were not doing enough
to elicit the very best from the superior students. 178
Between 1945 and 1985 there were many alumni interested
enough in their alma mater to share with faculty members and with
much more severe. Many of the highest-ranking Gettysburg students indepartments
from whichmost premedical candidates usually came were now entering other fields.
The number ofseniors in the 1980-1985 classes seeking premedical committee recom-
mendations averaged seven.
177Leonard I.Holder, "'Academic Quality' Is Theme of College Colloquium," GCB
(July 1976), pp. 5-11. *'While records of acceptance of Gettysburg students at law
schools are not complete," the dean stated, "our record in recent years has been
excellent." Of 131 seniors in the 1978-1985 classes applying to law schools, 114
gained acceptance to at least one.
178 As the admission requirements and the academic program became more demand-
ing, some alumni accused the administration and faculty of turning Gettysburg into
another Haverford or Swarthmore. One of the questions which several trustees asked
ArnoldHanson soon after his arrivalwas whether this was his intention. While many
faculty regarded the College's being placed in a class with Haverford and
Swarthmore as a distinct compliment, they would have been content being charged
with turning the College into a better Gettysburg.
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administrators their estimate of the weaknesses as well as of the
strengths of the academic program which they had experienced as
undergraduates. This awareness on the part of both teachers and
learners that there is always need for improvement, coupled with an
understanding that effecting improvement is sometimes an ex-
tremely intricate undertaking, was surely a sign of strength and
vitality.
Material Equipment
The College began the 1945-1946 year with a library of some
55,650 volumes. The chemistry and physics laboratories were
located inBreidenbaugh Hall. The biology laboratories were on the
third floor and in the basement of Glatfelter Hall. Allof these
facilities were in relatively new quarters. The library building and
Breidenbaugh were less than twenty years old. Biology had moved
into renovated sections of Glatfelter Hallonly after the engineering
program was terminated in 1940.
The statement ofeducational purposes which firstappeared inthe
1949 catalogue made no specific mention of the role which libraries
and laboratories were expected to play in the life of the College,
although itdid state that "a student should be introduced to the great
characters and the great books which have contributed to the
worthwhile things of life"and did stress as essential to an education
"the habit of accurate observation." Clearly, however, since becom-
ing librarian in 1929 John Knickerbocker had worked tirelessly to
prepare the collection under his control for much greater use than at
any previous time in the history of the College. Also, all three
science heads tried, with varying degrees ofpersistence, to secure as
much up-to-date equipment as they could persuade the president to
purchase for them. By later standards, the amounts being spent for
what the catalogue then described as the material equipment of the
College were stillpitifullysmall. Inthe annual report for 1945-1946,
the treasurer stated that $3,027 had been disbursed for the library
and $2,876 for supplies and equipment for the three science
departments. 179 Increased enrollments required greater expenditures
in subsequent years, but during the remainder of the Hanson
administration library expenditures, exclusive of salaries, averaged
only $6,967, while those for the three science departments averaged
only $9,849.
A brief report which the librarian prepared at the end of 1944
indicated that the library was then open eighty-eight hours each
week, including four on Sunday afternoons. 180 Inaddition to the
179Including salaries, library expenses were $8,865. The librarianreported purchas-
ing875 volumes during the preceding year at an average cost of$2.60 each. Exclusive
of salaries, the biology department cost $1,800, chemistry $954, and physics $122.
180Afterthe war, library hours were reduced, to 72 per week during 1952-1953, but
by 1984-1985 they had been increased to 981/*.
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books, there was a periodicals collection. Some three hundred
"current magazines," he noted, were being received. The Modern
Book Club was still functioning, and Knickerbocker was consider-
ing organizing other persons interested in supporting the library.
Also, he was contemplating purchase of a microfilm reader, a
motion picture projector, and a record collection, none of which the
library then had.
A crucial step in the development of the library occurred in the
fall of 1950, when the first two professionally trained assistants
joined John Knickerbocker on the staff. Then, inpreparation for the
1954 Middle States visit, Walter Langsam more than doubled the
amount budgeted for books, periodicals, and binding. These two
steps help explain why the team was able to conclude that the li-
brary was "reasonably adequate in relation to the existing
undergraduate program of instruction." This latter comment was
intended to establish that the collection was not sufficient to support
the graduate work which was then being discussed, but itcould also
be interpreted to refer to the team's belief that, while the collection
was "reasonably effective in support of instructional objectives," it
could be made "more useful." What was needed was faculty support
for encouraging greater student use of the library. The team con-
cluded that much rested on the librarian's willingness "to exercise
initiative inhaving this building made more attractive and useful, in
improving the collection in size, content, and condition, and in
improving the quality and extent of service to more adequately meet
the needs of the students."
Less than a year after taking office, President Paul turned his
attention to the library. Inhis June 1957 report to the trustees, he
listed the work that needed to be done in the building and declared
that "as we grow itmust be accepted that the library is the center for
Our educational life." InJune 1959, as he and the other trustees were
reaching the conclusion that much additional space was needed for
the collection, either by a new building or a major addition to the
existing one, the General relieved John Knickerbocker of his duties
and named Lillian H. Smoke as his successor. 181
Under the direction of its new head, the library entered upon a
period of unprecedented growth and usefulness to the College. The
addition to Schmucker Library which was completed in 1962
doubled the space available for housing and managing the collec-
181Wife of the head of the psychology department, Mrs. Smoke served as acting li-
brarian for one year. After a one- term leave of absence, Knickerbocker became his-
torian and director of the new CivilWar Institute, which was housed in the former
bookstore building. He was serving in that capacity when he died in1964, after which
the institute was disbanded and its collection was returned to the library.
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tion. Steadily increased College funds, federal grants which were
available in the 1960s and early 19705, and several bequests enabled
the librarian to increase the size of the staff, allocate funds for pre-
serving books and periodicals, and in cooperation with the
departments extend the collection in all directions.
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Inher first report to the General in the fall of 1959, Mrs. Smoke
reminded him that "acquiring books inlarger numbers than there is
staff to administer them is always disastrous. 11 During her tenure
(she retired in 1974) the professionally trained staff increased from
three toeight; the amount spent on the library increased sixfold;and
the size of the book collection increased from 89,010 volumes to
204,575, or by about 7,000 volumes annually. 182 The number of
periodicals being received in 1974 was 1,398. Copying machines
made their first appearances in the 19605. Interlibrary loan service
had been available for many years, but was littleused. During 1945-
1946 there were only thirty-eight transactions. By the end of the
1960s the College participated in several cooperative programs
which brought the facilities of major libraries inPennsylvania and
other states withinprompt reach of a Gettysburg faculty member or
student. Allof these developments coincided with greatly enlarged
demands upon the library. As students were encouraged tobe more
responsible for their own learning, and as the College increased its
emphasis upon scholarly activity by the faculty, more persons used
the many different resources which the library had to offer.183
The long-range development plan of 1972 focused on a "library
learning center" as the College's "first priority capital project."
Since she was approaching her desired time of retirement and
believed that someone who would be directing the new library
should have a major part indesigning it,LillianSmoke resigned in
1974 and James H. Richards was appointed to succeed her. The
dream of 1972 became a reality when on April22, 1981 many volun-
teers moved the collection from the old building to the new. Four
years later, as of June 30, 1985, the librarian reported that itincluded
292,434 printed volumes, 7,000 pamphlets, 1,306 periodicals, 22,205
microforms (reels, fiche, and prints), 11,457 recordings, and 11,225
slides. Exclusive of salaries and wages, the College spent more than
$344,000 on its library during 1984-1985. 184
The Musselman Library was designed to include space for the
proper care of a number of valuable gifts which the College had
received over the years, including some presented after 1945.
182The accession registers from which these latter figures were taken were begun in
1834 and werelast used to record entries inSeptember 1974. The totals include books
removed from the collection.
183The April1975 issue of the alumni bulletin (pp. 4-16) contains a useful descrip-
tion of the library as it existed at that time, presented in the context of current
national developments in library management.
184 According to the Yearbook of Higher Education: ADirectory of Colleges and
Universities, 1984-1985, 16th cd. (Chicago, 1984), pp. 484-523, Allegheny reported
291,188 volumes inits library; Bucknell, 433,214; Dickinson, 365,729; Franklin and
Marshall, 203,000 books and periodicals; Gettysburg, 277,000 volumes; Muhlenberg,
175,000; and Washington and Jefferson, 189,390. See p. 577n.
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Included among many items in what was called the special collec-
tions section were the Arensberg library of books relating to the
American Civil War and other wars, donated by the Francis L.
Arensberg family (beginning in1949); books by and about Henry L.
Mencken, donated by Wilton C. Dinges (1965); rare books and
magazines, including many rare firsteditions, donated by Thomas Y.
Cooper (1965); and organ music, donated by Claire Coci (1979). In
addition, several alumni (among them Charles A Willoughby, Amos
E. Taylor, Stephen H. Warner, and Nancy Connor Springer) gave the
College valuable personal papers. The Gettysburg College Archives
(called GCA in footnotes in this work) became part of the special
collections as the College began, for the first time inits longhistory,
to bring together in one location original, primary, and secondary
sources relating to its past.
One of the College's major collections can be traced to a hobby of
Professor Frank Kramer. His interest inChinese art led him to begin
offering a course inOriental art in the fall of 1948, after the faculty
added what were called appreciation courses to the distribution
requirements. An article in the June 1948 alumni bulletin was the
first of a series of appeals which Kramer made for gifts of objects
which he could use inhis course. In1959 one of his friends, John H.
Hampshire of Baltimore, presented the first of several major gifts of
Chinese porcelains and other objects. Shortly thereafter, Professor
and Mrs. Kramer gave the College their entire art collection of more
than five hundred pieces, including jade and other stones, carved
ivory,porcelains, embroideries, tapestries, and wood carvings.
Inpart because one of itsmembers was a chemistry professor, the
1954 Middle States team devoted a considerable part of its final
report to the departments of biology, chemistry, and physics. The
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Main floorof Musselman Library.
team found in each of these fields qualified faculty and basically
sound programs, but it called attention to many things the College
needed to do, as rapidly as possible, ifit intended to measure up to
its stated undergraduate goals, let alone begin the master's work
which was then under consideration. Heavy teaching loads and, in
the case of biology, lack of space were major factors hindering both
the faculty and upper-class student research which the team mem-
bers believed indispensable for a quality undergraduate program in
the sciences. They regretted that the two senior chemistry pro-
fessors were forced to give up trying to do research. Their report
commended the members of the physics staff for recent efforts to
repair old and purchase new equipment. These efforts were effect-
ingmajor improvements inwhat the report termed that department's
previously "barely adequate instructional program in elementary
physics." 185
General Paul's obviously careful study of the Middle States report
included close attention to the pages dealing with the science
departments. Duringhis five years in office the faculty in these three
departments increased from eleven to eighteen, expenditures more
than doubled, and the College provided additional space for chemis-
try and physics, while beginning to plan to relieve biology. During
the 1960s construction of McCreary Hall, increased College appro-
priations, and outside grants further strengthened the science pro-
gram, both teaching and research.
185The amount which the College spent on the physics department during 1954-1956,
exclusive of salaries, was more than five times that spent during the previous
two years.
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Students in the computer center.
The addition ofmajor fields of study inpsychology, music, health
and physical education, and art, as well as the introduction of the
laboratory into instruction in the modern foreign languages,
required the purchase and maintenance of equipment for use of
these disciplines.
The most expensive piece of equipment which the College had
ever purchased was a refinement of an invention during World War
11. As early as March 1967, ArnoldHanson told the board of trustees
that the College needed to respond to "changing knowledge, includ-
ing the need for computer equipment for teaching and research."
With the help of a $185,600 grant from the National Science Founda-
tion, the College purchased an IBM 1130 computer, which was
installed in the basement of Glatfelter Hall in the fall of 1968. Its
purpose was to support the academic program, especially but not
exclusively in the sciences. "Gettysburg is among a very small (and
elite) group of colleges that has a computer which is used primarily
for the academic, as opposed to the administrative, aspect of provid-
ing education," wrote Richard K. Wood, director of computing
facilities, in the October 1972 alumni bulletin. Itisuseful "as a high
speed calculator, as an aid in teaching, and as the heart of a new dis-
cipline worthy of study inand of itself."By 1976 some eight hundred
persons were using the computer annually.
No longer adequate to serve College needs, the first computer was
replaced in 1977-1978 by a Burroughs 6700.1MThis new piece of
equipment could accommodate many more faculty and students,
18e A $480,734 educational grant from the Burroughs Corporation enabled the
College to purchase the 8700, which was priced at $868,342.
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those working inoffices and laboratories as wellas those in the Glat-
felter Hallbasement. Italso offered the prospect that many adminis-
trators could begin using the facility. By 1984-1985 there was a
computer studies curriculum of six courses, a computer studies
faculty with the standing of a department, separate administrations
for academic and administrative computing, and increased com-
puter facilities, both in Glatfelter Hall and over the campus.
From Admission to Commencement
The 1945-1946 academic year at Gettysburg College began on
Thursday, September 15, 1945, only thirteen days after the formal
surrender of Japan, and ended with commencement on Monday,
May 27, 1946. Since 1911 the College year was divided into two
terms, and for about twenty years the semester break had been com-
ing during the second half of January. The catalogue no longer
announced an academic year of thirty-five weeks, although this in
fact remained the standard. Formal opening exercises, following a
freshman orientation program which varied in length from time to
time, occurred on a Thursday inmid-September (often, though not
always, the third) and commencement took place on the first Mon-
day inJune. In1951 the College broke with a tradition as old as the
institution itself when it decided to begin holding baccalaureate and
commencement on the same day: the first Sunday in June. A major
calendar change occurred eighteen years later, when 4-1-4 went into
effect. The fall term then began inearly September and ended before
Christmas, eliminating the brief post-Christmas session which many
had long found unrewarding. After a four-week term inJanuary, the
spring session began in early February and ended in time for bac-
calaureate and commencement to be held on the first Sunday in
June.
For allpractical purposes, the College operated year round during
the war. Most of the veterans who entered after the fighting had
ended wanted to complete their education as quickly as possible,
and for several years after 1945 summer-session enrollments ranged
from four to sixhundred students. By the 1950s they had dropped
into the two hundreds and remained there for more than fifteen
years. Several efforts to attract more students proved tobe unavail-
ing and in1971, after enrollments had fallen below twohundred for
several years, the summer session was abandoned. The months of
June, July, and August were used instead for conferences, as well as
for necessary maintenance and improvements.
In the forty years after 1945 local and national events caused
fewer interruptions inthe announced schedule of classes than they
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had during any previous period in the College's history, although
classes were suspended following the assassination of John F.
Kennedy in1963 and during some of the turmoil in the decade that
followed. Eventually the traditional football holiday became a thing
of the past and, when Saturday classes became optional under
4-1-4, only a few professors chose to continue holding them. The
well-established practice of having a father's day in the fall and a
mother's day in the spring was continued. Walter Langsam con-
sidered observing these two special days one of his predecessor's
"greatest contributions" to the life of the College. Equally aware of
their value, Arnold Hanson gradually converted these occasions
into fall parents' and spring parents' weekends.
The admissions problem facing the College inthe fall of 1945 and
for several years thereafter was how to make an equitable selection
from the several thousand applications which itreceived annually.
Ifwe can believe the surviving data, the College rejected more than
5,000 applicants during 1946-1949. The administration and faculty
were equally determined, not only to give preference to veterans,
but also to be as fair and reasonable as possible intheir treatment of
former servicemen and servicewomen. The 1946 catalogue announ-
ced that, since Gettysburg was seeking veterans "functionally pre-
pared to do college work," whether or not they had the proper
credentials, it had "liberalized" requirements for their admission
and graduation. To avoid unnecessary delays, they were permitted to
enter at six different times during a year. A pamphlet entitled "Get-
tysburg College Plans to Meet the Needs of Returning Veterans"
went through several editions, as experience suggested that itspro-
visions be updated. Early in 1946 a Veterans Administration
Guidance Center, to serve a ten-county area, opened on the
campus.
During the 1946-1949 years about 57 percent of the students, who
then numbered about twelve hundred, were veterans. Fears that they
might find itdifficult toadjust to the demands of College lifeproved
tobe groundless. This was due inpart to the fact that the administra-
tion and faculty realized that they were dealing with two student
bodies, the larger of which consisted ofpersons who were adults and
deserved, even demanded, tobe treated as such. 187 The closing of the
guidance center and the expiration of the liberalized entrance
requirements in 1947 were signs that the bulk of the veterans had
1874'Perhaps the greatest surprise of the year," President Hanson toldthe board in
May 1947, "was in relation to our veteran students." Despite fears inallparts ofthe
country, at Gettysburg "the veterans were not only capable of adjusting themselves to
the routine life of the campus, but they entered wholeheartedly into all college
activities." The ages of students during the year just closed, he wrote, ranged from
seventeen to thirty-four.
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already entered the College. A report to the faculty in October 1952
indicated that the contingent of former servicemen in the student
body had dropped to 7 percent.
Once the task of admitting veterans had been completed, it
became necessary to fashion recruiting policies and procedures
appropriate for the changed conditions of higher education in the
postwar world. Although this was a task which many trustees,
administrators, and faculty performed together, no person was more
influential in developing and then carrying out Gettysburg's plans
than Charles R.Wolfe, whom President Hanson named registrar and
dean of admissions in 1943, and who served in the latter capacity
untilhis death twenty years later. Known tomost people as Hips,he
won the plaudits of many on and beyond the campus, including the
four presidents under whom he served. For example, General Paul,
who relieved himof the registrar's duties in1957, told the trustees in
December 1956 that "as Ihave met and talked with other college
Presidents Ifind that Gettysburg College is considered to have one
of the best admissions offices and systems."
The 1949 catalogue, the first to contain a statement of the
educational objectives of the College, also included an expanded
section on admissions (from two to five pages), one which declared
that, while Gettysburg had responded to the "needs of the larger
community" by increasing its enrollment "as much as it has con-
sidered wise inorder tomeet the demand," itnevertheless continued
tobelieve that "itwillbe of most service ifitmaintains its character
as a small church-related school." No one at that point could be cer-
tain of what the word "small" meant. The postwar admissions
criteria described in the 1949 catalogue, as well as inother places,
retained much from the past and, inmost instances, persisted into
the 1980s. First, the College continued to insist upon what itcalled
good character and acceptable social habits. "The basic requirement
of the College for admission," Hips Wolfe told high-school coun-
selors in1960, "is that a student be a well-adjusted person of sound
moral character." Second, the College regarded the evidence pro-
vided by a strong secondary school record as the best indicator of
ability to do college work. Third, in the language of the 1984
catalogue, it considered "superior facility in the use of the English
language and an understanding of fundamental mathematical proc-
esses as essential to a successful college experience." 188 Fourth, it
continued to give some preference to candidates who were Lutheran
or members of alumni families; this was always a policy much
easier to enunciate than to carry out. Finally, in June 1949 the trus-
188Catalogues through the 1963 issue listed good character as the first criterion for
admission. Its successor listed evidence of high academic attainment first.
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tees declared that "it has always been the policy of Gettysburg
College and we hereby re-affirm said policy that there shall be no
discrimination in the admission of students because of race, creed,
or color." The College continued to stress the importance of its
current students and its alumni inrecruiting qualified candidates for
future classes.
As going to college became more and more common among
secondary school graduates, the old reliance upon a certain number
ofCarnegie units, whose quality each institution had to interpret for
itself,became increasingly unsatisfactory. To supplement or replace
them, the College Entrance Examination Board (CEEB) offered tests
designed to furnish nationwide measures of scholastic aptitude and
secondary school achievement. It subsequently made available a
program in which students could participate if they wished to seek
either college placement orcredit for some of their secondary school
work.189
189Inan effort to ease the transition from secondary to undergraduate education,
twelve colleges, the Middle States Association, and the National Education Associa-
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The 1949 Gettysburg catalogue was the first to mention CEEB
tests. The College recommended that applicants in the lower 40 per-
cent of their classes take the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) early in
their senior year and announced that some marginal candidates
might be required to take it.In 1954 the catalogue began recom-
mending that all applicants take the SAT and a year later that all
take three achievement tests in subjects of their own choice, one of
which should be English. The next steps came when the College
required SAT's, beginning with those seeking admission in the fall
of 1957, and three achievement tests (including one in English),
beginning with the class entering in the fall of 1966. Reference to
Carnegie units appeared for the last time in the 1963 catalogue. Its
successor proclaimed that "a fixed number of secondary school
units" was no longer required for admission. 190 The College began
participating in the Advanced Placement program in 1959. Each
year after that, some entering students were able tooffer evidence of
attainment which yielded them advanced placement inor credit for
one or more College courses.
Inan article which appeared in the April1959 alumni bulletin,
Hips Wolfe described admissions procedure at Gettysburg (and at
most similar institutions) in the years immediately preceding World
War 11. "The principal problem then," he wrote, "was to filla quota
of 150 boys and 50 women." Most of the 250 to 300 persons who
applied, usually only after high-school graduation and after the
principal had submitted a copy of their scholastic record together
withhis recommendation, were admitted. Almost all of those who
were admitted showed up inSeptember. There were no application
fees, no entrance examinations, and no admissions staff or office.191
Except for those who might have attended a subfreshman day in the
later 19305, few ever visited the campus before they enrolled as
freshmen.
tion had organized the CEEB in 1900. It administered its first tests in 1901. The
famous Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) was first given in1926, but was widely used
only after 1945. The Educational Testing Service and College Scholarship Service are
related to the CEEB. As a large body of literature attests, the SAT is an imperfect
measure of aptitude.
190For many years and into the mid-1950s the College had used examinations pre-
pared by the American Council on Education to gain information, but these were
administered only after freshmen had enrolled. Presidents and deans used the infor-
mation which these tests yielded to compare Gettysburg freshmen with those in two
or three hundred other institutions which also used them. Achievement tests became
optional for applicants in1973. Itshould be noted that during the years 1943-1948 the
catalogue made no reference to Carnegie units.
191Actually, one could take anentrance examination as an alternative to submitting
one's record, but few chose to apply in this fashion.
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These simple and uncomplicated procedures changed markedly
during the war and they were not used again once it was over. For
several years most colleges were deluged with applications from
veterans and recent high school graduates. Then, for a brief time in
the late 1940s and early 19505, when some of the small number of
persons born during the worst of the depression were applying for
admission, it appeared that, as so often in the past, many colleges
would not be able to attract as many new students as they wanted to
begin the next academic year.192 By the mid-1950s educators were
predicting a tidal wave of students a decade hence, once youth born
after World War IIbegan applying to the nation's institutions of
higher learning. Their forecasts created a near-panic as college-
bound students subsequently began applying to many schools inthe
hope ofultimately getting into one. Untilcolleges realized what was
happening, some of them assumed they had more serious candidates
for admission than they really did.
The fragmentary information available indicates that during the
immediate postwar years Gettysburg annually rejected about 1,500
applications. Then, inwhat Hips Wolfe called "the lean years," the
early 19505, the total number received averaged only 1,100 each
year, of which the College accepted fewer than one-half inorder to
fillits freshman class. By the middle and later 1950s it was becoming
evident that Gettysburg was experiencing a tidal wave of sorts, as
the number of applications more than doubled, from about 1,300 in
1955 to 2,930 in 1962. This increase resulted in large part from
College efforts to establish regular and close contacts with an
increasing number of guidance counselors (who were largely
postwar phenomena), from faculty and staff attendance at an end-
less number of college nights at places where additional candidates
might be found, and from continuing recruiting efforts by current
students and alumni. 193
The increasing number of applications did not necessarily mean
that Gettysburg could be more selective in its choice of new
students. Actually, if anything, the competition was becoming
keener. In an article published in the July 1961 alumni bulletin,
1921nOctober 1949 President Hanson told the alumni that "there has been a marked
reduction in the size of student bodies throughout the country." As late as the fall of
1957 Dean Wolfe told the faculty that half ofthe colleges inPennsylvania had recent-
ly opened with a less-than-capacity student body.
193During the 19505, ifnot before, admissions became a year-round activity. Pro-
spective students were urged to visit the campus and many did.Beginning in1958 the
College recruited about one-third ofits freshmen class by offering early acceptance to
those who were committed to attending Gettysburg. Beginning in the fallof1960 the
admissions staff published and sent to high-school counselors an annual brochure,
called a profile, describing the most recent class recruited as wellas current develop-
ments in the College's educational program.
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Frank H. Bowles, president of the CEEB, explained that there were
then three categories of undergraduate institutions: the preferred,
the standard, and the easy. The 100 to 150 on his preferred list had
enough prestige so that they could easily recruit the top-ranking
high school seniors inthe entire country. The 700 to 800 on the stan-
dard list were selective and had prestige, but most of the students
who chose them ranked close to the middle of their high school
classes. The 800 so-called easy institutions accepted almost all
applicants with a secondary school diploma. In a commentary
accompanying the Bowles article, Hips Wolfe placed Gettysburg
"clearly not yet" on the preferred list,but at the very top of the stan-
dard colleges. As evidence, he pointed to an average of 2,500
applications and 970 acceptances inorder to obtain an entering class
of about 550 freshmen during each of the preceding three
years. 194
In the same article, Hips Wolfe pointed to another and especially
sensitive reason why an increasing number of applications did not
necessarily mean greater selectivity for Gettysburg College. He and
his staff consistently urged counselors and alumni to advise
applicants unlikely to succeed at Gettysburg not to apply. If they
persist, are accepted, and enter, he wrote, the "real harm" that
usually results falls upon the student who tries and fails, and whose
records "permanently show his dismissal." This effort met with
only limited success and encountered considerable alumni
opposition. 195
Itis not surprising that, beginning in the late 19505, the adminis-
tration decided that it was advisable to use the alumni bulletin for
regular reports to the constituency, reminding it of the College's
194 Wolfe had his own ranking of schools. At the top, he placed between fiftyand
one hundred Ivy League colleges and universities. Next there were "several hun-
dred" highly selective schools, including Gettysburg, whose students had SAT scores
about 100 points lower than those of Ivy League students. InDecember 1958 the
General told the board that the College had recently lost about two-thirds of its best
applicants to more prestigious institutions. This "is a situation we must face realis-
tically,"he argued, by trying to make Gettysburg more attractive to such candidates.
Clarence E. Lovejoy's Complete Guide to American Colleges and Universities, the
earliest editionof which appeared in1948, was one of the first ofmany books seeking
to inform college-bound students and their parents about hundreds of undergraduate
institutions. Not all of the information in these works was accurate or fairly
presented.
1951n lune 1959 the trustees adopted a statement of admissions policy which
declared that "the success of any college depends on a continuous enrollment of
superior students," and that Gettysburg wouldgive preferential treatment to children
of alumni, Lutherans, and others "related to the college" only when they "clearly
qualify foradmission." Itcalled upon allGettysburgians to cooperate inrecommend-
ing "known superior students" and in resisting efforts "to secure undeserved accep-
tance of inferior academic students."
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aspirations for a more rigorous academic program, of the justifica-
tion for such aspirations, of the increasingly intense competition as
an institution moved toward or into the Bowles preferred category,
and of the continuing need for the support of alumni and
others.
In the quarter century following 1960, the number of completed
applications for admission averaged slightly more than 2,400
annually and the number of acceptances necessary to fillthe fresh-
man class of approximately 560 averaged about 1,350. As time
passed, the competition for superior students intensified. During the
19605, for example, the College needed to accept only about 45 per-
cent of the applicants. By the 1970s the percentage had increased to
58 and in the early 1980s it was necessary to accept 65 percent in
order torecruit a class of about the same size as that of a quarter cen-
tury earlier. 196
The report submitted to the Middle States Association early in
1954 indicated the degree of selectivity which the College had been
able to achieve during the three preceding "lean years." Of 990
entering students, 34 percent were in the top fifth of their high
school classes, 23 percent in the second, 22 percent inthe third, and
about 20percent inthe fourth and fifth.President Langsam had been
so distressed by this record that he raised enough money to begin a
small competitive scholarship program to attract more highly
qualified students. On the other hand, Dean Wolfe explained to the
president inearly 1954 that, while "some 50 or 60 colleges are much
more fortunate than we," as far as selectivity was concerned, Get-
tysburg came "no lower than the second hundred of the 1800
educational institutions in America." 197 During the next decade,
there was steady improvement. By 1960 50 percent of the entering
students ranked in the top fifth of their classes. The peak was
reached in the fall of 1963, a few months before the death of Hips
Wolfe, when 69 percent of the freshmen ranked in the top fifth of
their classes and 93 percent inthe top two-fifths. Adecline followed
and by the early 1980s only about 50 percent of new students had
196Evidences of attempts to attract superior students were Get Acquainted Day,
begun in 1973; the Mentor program, begun in 1981; and the Key Alumni program,
begun in 1983.
197"1n common with all colleges," wrote the dean, "Gettysburg College faces the
serious problems of poor high school preparation, social immaturity, and the lack of
proper motivation on the part of our entering freshmen. Our freshmen have the
ability to do good college work,and most of them are conscientious students. There
is, however, a sizeablcgroup of freshmen who come to us withpoor study habits and
improper scholastic attitudes created by the background ofunrestricted use oftelevi-
sion and automobiles, the lack ofproper supervision in the homes, and the attitude of
'just get by1in the high schools. Itis difficultto challenge these students to put forth
theirbest efforts." The dean was Wilbur E. Tilberg. The date was April16, 1955. The
occasion was his annual report to the president.
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been in the top fifthof their classes, although about 80 percent had
been in the top two-fifths. 198
The question of admissions cannot be dealt with apart from con-
sideration of the desired size of the student body, as ultimately deter-
mined by the board of trustees. Itis clear from the preceding chapter
that for some twenty years before World War IIthe board had set the
figure at somewhere between 500 and 650 students. Except for the
disagreement over whether this total should include some women,
the decision gained wide acceptance. There is no evidence to sug-
gest that as World War IIdrew toa close either President Hanson or
other trustees doubted the continuing soundness of the existing
enrollment limits. They were prepared to take care of as many
veterans as they possibly could, but this civic duty was considered a
temporary exception to the rule. Accordingly, inDecember 1945, "in
view of the emergency occasioned by the returning boys from the
service," the board authorized Hanson to accommodate as many
students as he could, up to 625 men and 175 women. InMay1946 it
increased the number of women to 200, as soon as "proper facilities
are provided for their care." ByMarch 1947 the president was telling
the alumni that "we are trying, in every possible way, to hold our
enrollment down to 1,100." Two months later he explained to the
board that he had yielded topressure from veterans and recent high
school graduates and was therefore committed to an enrollment of
1,200 for 1947-1948.
As the influx of veterans peaked and began to recede, President
Hanson was obviously trying to determine inhis own mind what to
recommend to the trustees for the long run.199 By the spring of 1948
he had taken the first major step toward an eventual resolution of
198The median SAT scores of the class of 1961, the first required to take these
examinations, were 467 for the men and 509 for the women. By the time the peak was
reached in the mid-1960s the median had risen about 100 points. The peak for men
was 558, reached in 1965, and for women 624, reached in 1963 and 1964. The median
inthe early 1980s for all entering students (College profiles no longer ranked men and
women separately beginning in 1977) ranged from502 to 512. This decline reflected a
nationwide drop inmean SAT verbal scores from466 in 1967 to 425 in 1983. Inthe
early 1980s students with 512 verbal scores ranked about the 75th percentile. See
Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1985 (Washington, 1984), p. 147.
199Enrollment in most of the Pennsylvania colleges with which Gettysburg com-
pared itself didbegin to drop after the high point was reached sometime between 1948
and 1950. For example, Allegheny peaked in 1947-1948 at about 1,100 students and
averaged 960 during 1951-1954. Bucknell peaked in 1949-1950 at about 2,300 and
averaged 1,890 during 1951-1954. Dickinson peaked in 1948-1949 at about 1,020 and
averaged 885 during 1951-1954. Franklin and Marshall peaked in 1948-1950 at about
1,350 and averaged 1,025 during 1951-1954. The above figures for 1951-1954 repre-
sent between 10 and 60 percent above immediate prewar enrollment. Lafayette
peaked in 1949-1950 at about 2,020 students and averaged 2,000, double prewar
enrollment, in 1951-1954. The data were taken from the Encyclopedia Americana
yearbooks for the years in question.
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the issue. "Veryconservative thinking," he told the trustees inMay,
"would warrant the conclusion that we willnot return to pre-war
levels of enrollment." In the followingDecember he informed them
that the College's physical plant was designed for about 650
students, that he was coming to regard 800 as "the level for the
greatest good of the college," and that he did not believe Gettysburg
could recruit a sufficiently qualified student body of 1,000 for the
long run. What might be taken tohave been the last, and one might
argue the most crucial, step inthe development of Hanson's answer
occurred when he told the trustees in June 1951 he nowbelieved that
"the qualities which have endeared Gettysburg to generations of
graduates" could be maintained and nurtured ina student body of
1,200 persons. There is no record that the trustees acted formally
upon the president's conclusion, but there appears to have been a
consensus that an optimum number had been found.
However reached, the decision to set enrollment at about 1,200
students, which the board affirmed during the Langsam administra-
tion in December 1954, imposed a heavy burden upon the
admissions staff. Ata time when many other Pennsylvania colleges
had enrollments of 25 to 50 percent above their prewar levels, and
when freshman classes still consisted of depression-born young
people, Gettysburg had determined, not only to double in size, but
also at the same time to increase its selectivity. 200 In the fall of 1955
an unexpectedly large return of continuing students and high yield
of accepted freshmen boosted enrollment over 1,400 for the first
time and prompted the trustees inDecember to approve a ceiling of
200Of a list which includes Allegheny, Bucknell, Dickinson, Franklin and Marshall,
Gettysburg, Haverford, Lafayette, Lehigh, Muhlenberg, Swarthmore, and Ursinus,
Gettysburg was the only one whose 1954-1957 average enrollments were more than
double those of 1939-1942. Franklin and Marshall's were 20 percent larger and
Dickinson's were 65 percent larger. Ibid.
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STUDENTS INCOLLEGE AND DEGREES GRANTED, 1945-1985
Special Total GraduatesDegree
Candidates Students Students B.A. B.S. Total
1945-1946 491 9 500 91 91
1946-1947 1182 4 1186 169 169
1947-1948 1195 8 1203 270 270
1948-1949 1260 9 1269 350 350
1949-1950 1226 19 1245 345 345
1950-1951 1215 16 1231 296 296
1951-1952 1147 17 1164 259 259
1952-1953 1155 16 1171 258 258
1953-1954 1180 26 1206 241 241
1954-1955 1238 23 1261 233 1 234
1955-1956 1373 30 1403 255 10 265
1956-1957 1381 19 1400 279 5 284
1957-1958 1446 31 1477 273 23 296
1958-1959 1564 43 1607 310 23 333
1959-1960 1590 40 1630 292 21 313
1960-1961 1671 28 1699 330 21 351
1961-1962 1732 34 1766 305 18 323
1962-1963 1815 36 1851 348 19 367
1963-1964 1820 34 1854 394 14 408
1964-1965 1849 24 1873 432 9 441
1965-1966 1853 20 1873 407 7 414
1966-1967 1872 20 1892 399 10 409
1967-1968 1859 16 1875 434 12 446
1968-1969 1865 18 1883 420 10 430
1969-1970 1883 13 1896 409 14 423
1970-1971 1902 14 1916 385 9 394
1971-1972 1885 22 1907 430 5 435
1972-1973 1885 16 1901 443 9 452
1973-1974 1949 22 1971 384 14 398
1974-1975 1897 19 1916 404 12 416
1975-1976 1951 25 1976 434 10 444
1976-1977 1925 18 1943 413 8 421
1977-1978 1923 25 1948 369 11 380
1978-1979 1980 15 1995 460 7 467
1979-1980 1964 30 1994 432 6 438
1980-1981 1943 23 1966 430 12 442
1981-1982 1951 17 1968 406 11 417
1982-1983 1916 25 1941 428 7 435
1983-1984 1938 17 1955 402 3 405
1984-1985 1925 29 1954 409 3 412
14,028 344 14,372
Source: Office of the Registrar. The College awarded a total of 19,149
degrees between 1834 and 1985.
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about 1,500 students. Withhis eye on the expected tidal wave of the
19605, and convinced that adding a few more students each year
brought inmore revenue than the added expenditure it created, Pres-
ident Paul gave instructions which resulted in an increase from
1,400 students in the fall of 1956 to 1,766 in the fall of 1961. In
December 1959 the board gave its blessing to what was happening
by extending the upper limit to about 1,650 students.
One of the tasks of the planning group which Arnold Hanson
established in the fallof 1961 was toreview the enrollment question
and make a recommendation. The consensus which emerged from
its extended deliberations was incorporated into "Gettysburg
College: The Direction of ItsFuture." This 1964 document declared
that enrollment should be maintained "for the next several years" at
a level of about 1,800 students, a number which the board had
approved in December 1963. Then it would be increased in "a con-
trolled and orderly" manner to 2,250 by 1972-1973, but only if
additional staff and facilities were first available to support further
growth. Although fall enrollment continued to increase after 1961,
exceeding 1,800 for the first time in 1962 and 1,900 in 1970 (fall
enrollment did not drop below the latter figure through 1984-1985),
there was little desire anywhere within the College to advance
beyond the upper limit which the board had set in 1963. The 1972
long-range plan declared simply that "there are compelling reasons
to maintain the current size (1850) of the College." By the early
1980s the question was not whether to increase enrollment, but
rather whether to act in advance of the anticipated decrease in the
number of qualified students Gettysburg could expect to recruit by
reducing it by several hundred. 201
Once the trustees voted to readmit women students in1935, there
was never any doubt intheir minds that Gettysburg had become and
would remain a coeducational institution, something which it had
never previously been. In the context of the times, however, it is
easy to understand why they would limit the number of women to
those who could be accommodated inHuber and Stevens Halls and
to commuters. The College was grateful to its coeds for helping to
keep itinthe black during the war and demonstrated its gratitude by
adding a third dormitory for their use as the first postwar building.
Shortly after Hanson Hall was occupied in 1950, the board
reiterated its policy. The maximum number of women students
would be equal to the number the three dormitories could accom-
modate plus commuters.
201Both Hanson and Glassick administrations regarded the 1,850 figure as an
annual average, which meant that there had to be more than 1,900 students in the fall
to yield an 1,850 average for the year. By the mid-1980s the College was using a Dana
Foundation grant to devise ways to make itmore competitive.
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In the early 1950s the percentage of women in the student body
ranged from 20 to 24. Dean Wolfe was not pleased. In the spring of
1953 he complained to President Langsam about the "double stan-
dard" which the existing rule imposed. A year later he asked that
"serious thought" be given to securing additional women's dor-
mitories, urging a 900-400 ratio within five years and a 900-500 one
within ten. "The College willbe a better institution,"he wrote, "if
the Admissions Committee can administer the same standards of
admission to men and women." Given the existing ratio, the latter
always had higher academic qualifications than the men. The dean
reflected this when he told Langsam that "too many men are
cultivating an inferior complex or are simply talking about the
superiority of the girls as an excuse for poor work on their own." In
her last report to President Langsam inthe spring of 1955 the dean of
women repeated the recommendation and declared that both the
Middle States Association and the American Association of Univer-
sity Women were in favor of a "better balance in numbers."
The construction of two new dormitories for women during the
Paul administration, plus the use of several College-owned houses
near the campus, made itpossible to increase the number of women
from 328 in1956 to 622 in1961, and the percentage from 23 to 35. In
1963, when it set an enrollment limit ofabout 1,800, the trustees de-
creed that about one-third of that number should be women. As a
result, the College continued to have two differently selected stu-
dent bodies. 202
As it became apparent in the early 1970s that the existing ratio
was then forcing the College to accept an increasing number of men
who were academic risks in order to maintain a student body of
about 1,800 persons, its admissions committee proposed to the
faculty inDecember 1973 that the percentage of women admitted for
the following fallbe increased to 40 and that this ratio be continued
"unless experience dictates that a change in the sex ratio is
202 Although some faculty believed that the General increased the percentage of
women in the student body in spite of board policy on the subject, the trustees
obviously authorized all of the additional facilities provided for their residence be-
tween 1956 and 1961. About this time some educators believed that the future reputa-
tion of colleges such as Gettysburg woulddepend inlarge measure on the percentage
of their graduates sent to graduate and professional schools. Those faculty who tend-
ed to subscribe to this "feeder-college" theory also tended to doubt that Gettysburg
should recruit more women, since at the time a smaller percentage of them than of
men pursued graduate work. There are many evidences that men and women students
were differently selected. Inthe five classes which entered between 1961 and 1965, 50
percent of the men and 90 percent of the women ranked in the top fifthof their high-
school classes. Between 1960 and 1969 the fall-term grade-point averages for allmen
(ona four-point scale] was 2.38 and for allwomen was 2.8. Between 1963 and 1973 the
local chapter of Phi Beta Kappa elected 117 men and 214 women to
membership.
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necessary in order to maintain a highacademic qualityinthe student
body." InJanuary 1974 the faculty gave itsunanimous approval to
this recommendation, apparently with the tacit understanding that
its less-than-clear wording would permit the realization of the goal
which Hips Wolfe had expressed twenty years earlier: a student
body in which men and women had been selected by applying the
same criteria to allapplicants. The trustees promptly adopted a ver-
batim version of the faculty action, in their January meeting. By the
last years of the Hanson administration the percentage of women
students had risen to 44.5. During the first eight years of the Glassick
administration the male-female ratio was 51-49. 203
In the years between 1900 and 1940, the College could expect to
graduate between 55 and 60 percent of a class on schedule, four
years after it entered. An additional 5 to 10 percent would finish
their work at some other time or at some other place. After 1945,
with a few exceptions during the 19505, the rate of attrition
declined. Between 1960 and 1984 an average of 70 percent of those
who had entered four years earlier were graduated.
Although presidents from Hefelbower on sought to widen the
geographical area from which Gettysburg drew its students, as late
2031n 1968 the faculty adopted a statement ofadmissions policy which declared that
the College sought no permanently fixedratio between men and women students. The
1972 long-range plan stated that Gettysburg was "committed to a policy ofadmitting
an increased percentage of women students, as facilitiespermit." Although the 1973
admissions committee report observed that "there were some questions about the
legal consequences ofour admissions policy as related to civilrights legislation," itis
clear that the major reasons for proposing a change in the sex ratio were
internal ones.
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as 1941-1942 69 percent still came from Pennsylvania and an
additional 24 percent from Maryland (10), New Jersey (8), and New
York (6). The proportion ofPennsylvanians changed surprisingly lit-
tle while veterans constituted the bulk of the student body; it was 67
percent in 1949-1950. Only as the College began more systematic
and intense recruitment in the late 19405, and as some families in
Gettysburg's traditional constituency began considering other
colleges for their sons and daughters, were there signs of marked
change. By the time Hips Wolfe reminded the faculty in1955 of what
he called Gettysburg's changing clientele and extended sphere of
influence, the Pennsylvania contingent in the student body had
fallen to 55 percent. Itdropped below 50 in1960-1961, below 40 in
1966-1967, and below 30 percent in 1981-1982, when for the first
time inthe history of the College students from New Jersey outnum-
bered Pennsylvanians. In 1984-1985 Pennsylvania and New Jersey
both contributed 28.7 percent of the student body, New York 14.2
percent, and Maryland and Connecticut each 9 percent.
Ifonly because it was the accepted thing to do in Pennsylvania
colleges, the chief founder of Gettysburg had written into its charter
in1832 that no applicant was tobe denied admission because of "his
conscientious persuasion in matters of religion." For many years
thereafter it was custom rather than any deliberate policy which
produced a student body most, but never all, of whose members
were Lutherans. As the College expanded early inthe twentieth cen-
tury, more and more non-Lutherans enrolled, and during World War
IIthe Lutheran contingent averaged only slightly more than half:
about 52 percent. There is no evidence that trustees, administrators,
and faculty were concerned about the trend, beyond wanting to give
preference to Lutheran candidates, other things being equal. 204 As
the College began looking for students in new and less heavily
Lutheran areas, and as more and more Lutheran families sent their
sons and daughters to other institutions, the number of Lutherans in
the student body fellbelow 50 percent in 1947-1948, 40 percent in
1958-1959, 30 percent in1962-1963, and 20 percent in1970-1971. By
1984-1985 it stood at 16 percent. The number of Roman Catholic
students, who comprised 6 percent of the total in 1945-1946,
exceeded Lutherans for the first time in1973-1974 and constituted
36 percent of the student body in1984-1985. About 25 percent were
Presbyterians, Episcopalians, and Methodists in the latter year. 205
204pew were confident that one could ever determine that other things were
equal.
205 A1961 Pennsylvania lawwas designed to insure equal educational opportunities
for all of its citizens. Acting under the terms of the measure, Gettysburg identified
itselfas an institution related to the Lutheran church; one wishing to give preference,
other things being equal, to Lutheran applicants; and one intending to comply with
the spirit and letter of the law in every way. Accordingly, it eliminated from its
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The available records for the period before 1945 provide no
evidence that black youth applied for admission to the College or
that they were ever actually encouraged in any way to apply.
Indeed, there were few blacks inits traditional constituencies who
were likely to seek a college education. The reaffirmation of a non-
discrimination policy in December 1949 did not mean that the
College now intended to change its customary admissions policies in
this respect. The first known blacks to attend Gettysburg were two
brothers who were students at another college but who applied for
admission to the 1950 summer session. It is apparent that no one
knew their race until they began attending classes. Not until the fall
of 1952 did the first black enter as a degree candidate; he was
graduated four years later.
Along with many similar colleges, Gettysburg did eventually try
ina number of ways to recruit black students. Itsoon found itself in
severe competition for candidates whose credentials indicated that
they were prepared to do the quality work expected of Gettysburg
students at the time. Inthe 1968 recruiting season, for example, of 33
known blacks who applied (there were 2,099 applicants that year) 15
were accepted, but only 7 entered in the fall to join 5 returning black
students. In later years there were often even fewer blacks among
the applicants. In1976 President Hanson toldthe trustees that itwas
"not only a legal requirement but a Christian duty" for the College to
make increased efforts to secure more black students, adminis-
trators, and faculty. Under his successor there continued tobe such
efforts, carried on under conditions similar to those which produced
disappointing results inprevious years. 206
Although one would look in vain in the 1984-1985 College
catalogue for statements describing the College in quite the terms
commonly used during its first century of existence, itis clear that in
and beyond its sesquicentennial year of existence Gettysburg still
bore some of the identifying marks which its founders imposed upon
itin1832. One of the three categories ofevidence used inadmissions
application any information about the candidate's religious affiliationexcept to ask:
are you a Lutheran? Also, itremoved from the student's permanent record any infor-
mation about religious affiliation. The Fair Educational Opportunities Act of1961
prohibited discrimination on grounds of race, color, ancestry, or national origin, as
wellas religion. In the late 1960s and early 1970s the College experienced a new
phenomenon. For the first time inits history many ofits students indicated that they
had no religious preference or affiliation(itwas permissible under the 1961law to ask
for such information once an applicant was admitted and enrolled). Some 14 percent
responded in this way in 1970-1971 and 16 percent in 1971-1972.
206prom time to time students and faculty urged greatly increased efforts to attract
more foreign students to Gettysburg, but since no educational program designed to
meet their particular needs was developed, the number who came remained very
small.
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Staff members in the office of dean of students
and its successor.
W. Ramsay /ones
(1956-1975]
WilliamH. /ones
(since 1964/
Nancy Locher
(since 1968)
(since 1965 listed third in order instead of first, as previously) was
testimony to the applicant's "good moral character and social
habits." These characteristics, itwas believed, would enable the stu-
dent "to contribute to the success of the College community." The
student of the 1980s was told that the Gettysburg residential
environment promoted "the formation of a community" (was this
perhaps the late twentieth-century version of the much earlier
family?) and encouraged "the styles of life which are conducive to
the development of respect" for both the individual and society.
Although the College no longer issued periodic codifications ofrules
upon which both faculty and trustees had put their stamp of
approval, students inthe 1980s were stillbeing reminded that "every
community has certain regulations and traditions which each mem-
ber is expected to abide by and uphold," and that "a college campus
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community, even more than others, depends upon members who are
mature and have a sense of responsibility.
"
207
Withbut few exceptions, administrators and faculty inthe years
after 1945 assigned a high priority to finding and using ways to
insure that students who had passed the test of admissions, enrolled
in the College, and subsequently displayed a willingness to work,
had ready access to the help which they needed or wanted to finish
their course. The administration and faculty continued the freshman
orientation program begun in 1927. Rarely satisfied with its length
or content, they made frequent, if not annual, changes in both. If
there was a trend in the program's development, it was toreduce its
length and stress increasingly the faculty's academic expectations
of entering freshmen. 208 After many years during which the burden
of advising students was borne almost entirely by department chair-
men, in1961 the faculty established the principle that every teacher
should share in this task and, to stress its importance, decreed that
the name of the adviser should be carried on the student's permanent
record. As early as 1947, the College announced that, with the help
of members of the newly established psychology department, ithad
organized a counseling service to supplement the work of faculty
advisers. The service was prepared to "assist students with
educational, vocational, social, and personal problems." As the
numbers of students and their needs in these areas increased, the
College responded by adding additional staff, always recognizing
that, in the case of psychological counseling, there were limits
beyond which it was not appropriate for it to go.
Although there was always much in Willard Paul's demeanor to
remind faculty and students of his many years in the military, and
although when he believed the occasion required it he could issue
orders befitting the old soldier that he was, there is no reason to
doubt his utter sincerity when he told the trustees inDecember 1956,
only a few months after his arrival on campus, that "Iam trying to
get the students to take more responsibility for self-government and
toestablish an honor system to raise our ethical standards.' 1Both of
these steps, he believed, were "requisites toeducation, especially in
a church-related college." He hoped to report progress within six
months; he was not disappointed.
Inthe fall of1956 the General found a student senate composed of
elected representatives from each recognized fraternity and
207F0r some years beginning in1958 the dean ofstudents and faculty student affairs
committee published an annual summary of regulations in an effort to provide "all
members ofthe college community" with "the most important college regulations."
Later, the latter were published in the annual student handbook.
208The G-Book for freshmen continued to be published through 1962. After a five
year hiatus, it was replaced by an annual student handbook, which was stillbeing
published in 1984-1985.
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sorority, and from the men's nonfraternity and the women's non-
sorority groups, as well as of four faculty members. With varying
degrees of vigor and of success its members tried, then and later, to
carry on the many responsibilities assigned to and assumed by stu-
dent government, always aware that their agency could never be
completely independent of the faculty, administration, and trustees
of the College. Early in1957 the General assigned to the senate much
of the responsibility for student discipline, reserving to the faculty
and administration the power of reviewing the decisions of the body
to which the senate might from time to time entrust the task of trying
cases. In the years that followed, violations of student conduct were
handled inmany ways, but with few exceptions the principle that
major responsibility should rest with students themselves was
observed. 209
The preparations for reintroducing an honor system had begun
some time before the General arrived in Gettysburg. Responding to
the efforts of a small group of students, in the early spring of 1955
the senate named a committee to determine student receptivity to
the idea and attempt to develop the widespread interest and support
which were indispensable for a successful honor system. The first
vote, taken in the late spring, was not reassuring: 407 in favor, 321
against. Undeterred, and actively aided by a number of faculty, the
supporters continued their campaign. Following a second vote in
March 1957, in which 767 voted for and 355 against an honor sys-
tem, the faculty inMay,by a wide margin, approved both the system
and the constitution which the students had prepared. 210
"Gettysburg College willprovide a new wayof life for its students
with the Honor System," the 1957 G-Book advised the incoming
freshmen, "and you willhave the opportunity to be the first mem-
bers of the college family tolive under this code ofintegrity.
''
Itsoon
became evident that each fallnew students needed careful orienta-
209The 1984-1985 student senate consisted of twenty persons, all elected by the stu-
dent body. The student conduct committee of the faculty, which from 1952 also
included students, was discontinued when the rule governing faculty committees
became effective inSeptember 1957. Until 1971 there was a separate Women's Stu-
dent Government Association which, according to its constitution, existed "to enact
and enforce social regulations and to carry on general business concerning the
women students."
210The honor system was deliberately limited to academic work, with the
understanding that itmight later be extended to other aspects of campus life as con-
ditions warranted. Broad powers to administer the system were vested in the
students; there was serious question at the time whether faculty advisers, who were
to be present at the trials, would be continued after the first year or two. Students
were expected to report all violations which came to their attention; it was
understood that the responsibility for assuring academic honesty was not being aban-
doned, but was being transferred in large part to the students themselves. Severe
penalties were provided for those found guilty of violations, most of whom, it was
assumed at the time, would be required to leave College.
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The first honor commission,
which began functioning in the
faJJ of 1957, consisted of four
seniors, three juniors, and two
sophomores. There were also
two faculty advisers.
tion to the purposes and the procedures of the system, and that old
students needed tobe reminded regularly of the commitment which
was required of them ifit was to become or remain successful. With
considerable regularity after 1957 students, faculty, or both ques-
tioned whether the honor system was working wellenough to justify
itsbeing continued. Although students were informed that by enter-
ing the College they were agreeing to uphold and obey the honor
code, and although by their signing the honor pledge on each piece
of work they promised that they were supporting it,many declined
to honor the requirement that they report any fellow-students whom
they found cheating. This was the very reason why many other
honor systems, including the earlier one at Gettysburg, had failed.
Nevertheless, in spite of the continuing and perhaps inherent imper-
fections, the result of each serious questioning of the system was to
reaffirm it.The success of the academic honor system at Gettysburg
was a tribute to succeeding generations of her students, assisted by
many faculty and administrators, who worked tirelessly and in
many different ways to make it work.
The 1958 catalogue contained a detailed description of College
class-attendance policy and practices, some of whose roots could be
traced through faculty minutes back to 1832. The reader was
informed that, while "unnecessary absences are neither authorized
nor approved," a student was nevertheless permitted a stated num-
ber ofunexcused absences in each course during each term. Exceed-
ing the limit would result in having hours of work added to one's
graduation requirement and in possible dismissal from the course
witha failing grade. For a number of reasons, one of which was the
conclusion that it was incongruous to penalize absences from class
by requiring a student to take more courses, the faculty voted in
February 1959 to abandon its historic policy. The catalogue issued
twomonths later, ina much briefer section than had been devoted to
the subject, declared that "regular attendance at all classes for
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which he is registered is clearly the responsibility of the individual
student," who was to be "held accountable for all work missed
because of absences." There were stillpotential sanctions, however,
for all those neglecting their responsibilities. An instructor and the
dean of students could deal with excessive absences by warning a
student or, if that did not work, by dropping him from the course
with a failing grade. Reporting on the new class attendance policy in
his June 1959 report to the trustees, the General described it as
"another step in our program to develop maturity in the
students."
Conspicuously absent from the General's listof proposed changes
to increase student responsibility was the elimination of compulsory
chapel. In fact, as he made quite clear, this was high on his list of
College traditions to be preserved, at all costs. A requirement which
only a minority of students wholeheartedly approved even before
World War 11, compulsory chapel was more difficult than ever to
enforce after 1945. As long as the exercises were held in Brua
Chapel, only half of the student body could attend at one time. In
1946-1947 it was the freshmen and sophomores on Monday, Wed-
nesday, and Friday; and the juniors and seniors on Tuesday and
Thursday. Inthe fallof 1952 Walter Langsam decided to experiment
with voluntary chapel, but since only about one hundred students
attended he returned to the old system during the following spring
term. Even when the much larger Christ Chapel became available in
the fall of 1953, the requirement was reduced from its prewar level
to three appearances each week. 211 "The requirement of chapel
attendance has been fairly well accepted by the students," Langsam
told the trustees inDecember 1954, "although a group of dissidents -
whose fuss is out of proportion to their number - continues to grum-
ble and gripe."
Even as the administration tried once again, as ithad so often in
the past, to make the requirement more palatable by changing the
chapel period, revising the program, and exhorting the faculty to
attend, the grumbling and griping continued. "Our religious
activities have prospered but we still have the same chapel com-
plaints," the General told the trustees in June 1959. "Itis hoped that
an improved program willresult in better attitudes but anything
compulsory is anathema to this generation." A lengthy report which
the religious activities committee of the faculty submitted to the
trustees at this meeting, after describing practices at several other
institutions, concluded by declaring that "inregard to the require-
211In November 1954, after Langsam informed the faculty that he was going to
bring the question of compulsory chapel to the board for discussion and action, by a
straw vote 25 teachers expressed themselves in favor of the requirement, 31 were
against, and 7 declined to vote. Amonth later the board reaffirmed the requirement
and directed the administration to enforce it.
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ment of chapel attendance, the committee is in agreement that the
Christian purposes of the College can ultimately best be accom-
plished in an atmosphere of freedom from external compulsion."
The General scrawled on his copy of the report that "the Board does
not want any further distribution of this to anyone. They disagree
with several parts of it."
During the 1950s members of the board's religious program com-
mittee had met regularly on the campus withstudents, faculty, and
administrators. Beginning in 1956 they worked closely with the
faculty's religious activities committee. These trustees were aware
of what both students and faculty thought of compulsory chapel.
They also knew the significant costs tocampus morale incontinuing
it and had reached the conclusion that, in any case, compulsory
worship was unwise. Consequently, in June 1960 they recommended
to their board colleagues that instead of compulsory chapel there be
a voluntary service of worship "at a top-priority hour inthe week."
Inan effort to make their proposal sufficiently palatable tobe pass-
able, they asserted that "a student ought tobe required to attend con-
vocations dealing with general moral, ethical, and administrative
issues." After considerable debate, the board accepted their recom-
mendations, specifying that one compulsory convocation be held
each week. After more than a century and a quarter, compulsory
chapel came to an end in May 1960. 212
Whether they were aware of it or not, the board of trustees had
succeeded in transferring the grumbles and gripes from Christ
Chapel to the Student Union Building, inwhich the compulsory con-
vocations were held. On more than one occasion a nationally or
internationally renowned speaker was treated to a demonstration of
Gettysburg bad manners. InDecember 1963 the board suspended the
requirement for three years, inorder to give the administration "the
opportunity for experimentation in the convocation-lecture pro-
gram." At the end of that time, everyone concerned having saved
face, no one moved to interfere with the opportunity for indefinite
experimentation with a voluntary program.213
Although several major events long associated with commence-
ment weekend and stillbeing observed in1946 continued essentially
unaltered through 1985, changing preferences modified, and in some
cases eliminated, a number of others. One of the major changes
212An occasional piece sent to the alumni in October 1960, called News Flashes
fromGettysburg College, contained an article which explained that, inmoving froma
compulsory to a voluntary program, the College hoped to strengthen, not weaken, its
religious program.
213General Paul made no effort to secure repeal of the numerous and detailed rules
ineffect since 1935 which limited the freedom of women students to come and go as
they pleased. Only in the late 1960s and early 1970s were they able to share privileges
which men had enjoyed for many years.
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occurred in1951 when, for the convenience of parents, the program
was shortened by one day and both baccalaureate and commence-
ment were held on the first Sunday in June.
Commencement weekend stillbelonged in part to the seniors, but
by 1985 the use they were choosing to make of ithad changed con-
siderably from what was still the custom during the last prewar
years. The traditional class day exercises had actually disappeared
in the early 19305. Ivyday ceremonies ended in the early 1960s. 214
Although an alumnus and respectful of College traditions, the busi-
ness manager was pleased to see this custom abandoned. Since the
ivywhich did grow loosened mortar in the walls, Hoffman even-
tually removed itand what remained for future generations were the
ceremonial bricks marking the places where ithad once been planted.
Although the commencement weekend program might later include
a senior class party and dance, many of its members elected to cele-
brate their last days as undergraduates ininformal activities of their
own choosing.
As before, commencement weekend also belonged to the alumni,
who were more reluctant than the graduating seniors to change the
time-tested ways of observing the annual occasion. Among the
events which persisted through the period were the Friday evening
council dinner, the Saturday morning business meeting, the noon
collation (with the class parade, the presentation of awards, and the
president's annual report on the state of the College), and the Saturday
evening class reunions. Not everything remained the same. There
were a few concessions to the changing times: a Saturday evening
dinner for members of nonreuning classes, inaugurated in 1957, and
- of considerably greater proportions - moving the class reunions
for younger alumni to fall homecoming, inaugurated in 1973. In
addition, from time to time seminars, choir concerts, and similar
events were scheduled for the special benefit of alumni.
As it had since 1834, commencement also belonged to the cor-
porate entity long known as Gettysburg College. Without the power
to confer degrees which the Commonwealth bestowed when it
created that entity in 1832, commencement, as most persons
understood the word, wouldbe meaningless. Through 1983, the trus-
tees continued toconvene during the weekend. 215 Through June 1952
they approved each and every candidate for a bachelor's degree as
214The last ivy day ceremony during commencement weekend occurred in 1957.
Between 1958 and 1961 the ivy was planted and the seniors were inducted into the
Alumni Association during a ceremony held several weeks before commencement.
215 1n 1984 the trustees began holding their spring meeting a few weeks before com-
mencement. After 1952 the administration sometimes sought formal trustee
authorization to grant degrees to all students who met the requirements. Into the
1960s the president continued the practice ofholding a major commencement recep-
tion on behalf of the College.
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part of the business of this session. As the trustees began holding
more than two regular meetings each year, the agenda for the
traditional one during commencement became less crowded.
After a quarter century of being held in a place other than a
church, the baccalaureate service returned in 1954 to a sanctuary,
that of Christ Chapel. Itwas held there each year through 1985. 218
From 1946 through 1962 most of the preachers were Lutheran pas-
tors who were also alumni. In1963, for the first time inthe history of
the College, the chaplain delivered the sermon. Except on only five
subsequent occasions through 1985 the precedent thus set was
followed. As time passed, students and faculty began participating
in the prayers and readings of the service.
Commencement exercises held after 1945 presented several prob-
lems for those arranging them. Where was there space large enough
toaccommodate a graduating class which first exceeded 200 in1948,
300 in1949, and 400 in1964 (the record was 467 in1979), plus all of
the relatives and friends whose presence was as important, or
almost as important, as that of the seniors themselves? Howdid one
take into proper consideration the fact that on the afternoon of the
first Sunday in June the temperature might be ninety degrees, with
the only relief to be expected coming from the passage of a heavy
thunderstorm, most likely during the commencement exercises?
Finally, how did one arrange a program which somehow insured
satisfactory recognition of each graduate and yet did not become
unbearably long?
For some years, the College dealt with the space and temperature
problem by planning to hold commencement on Memorial Field,
weather permitting. Either rain or the threat of rain prompted the
use of the Majestic Theater in1946, Plank Gymnasium in1947-1949
and 1953, and Christ Chapel in 1956 and 1958. This left only six
occasions between 1946 and 1958 when Memorial Field was
actually used: 1950-1952, 1954-1955, and 1957.
Completion of the Student Union Building led commencement
planners to decide upon its large auditorium as the regular place for
holding the exercises. Without exception, the classes of 1959
through 1966 were graduated there. Among its advantages was the
fact that more than two thousand people could be seated. Also, the
College marshal was relieved of the stress involved in deciding
whether the gathering clouds in the western sky were likely to pro-
duce a soaking shower bylate afternoon. But there was a serious dis-
advantage to using the auditorium. Since there was no air
conditioning, and since the fans which were used inits stead seemed
to make more noise than difference in the temperature, many ifnot
216The Majestic Theater was used in 1946-1948, Plank Gymnasium in1949-1950
and 1952-1953, and Memorial Field in 1951.
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most people, even on cloudless days, were soaking wet by the time
the ceremonies were over.217
In1967 the commencement planners decided to venture outdoors
once again. In that year they scheduled commencement in the area
south of Pennsylvania Hall,on what they began to call the quad-
rangle. Here, on what was the original front yard of the College
when it moved to the present campus in 1837, there were lawns,
trees, and ample space. Threatening or bad weather forced a return
to the Student Union Building in 1968, 1971, 1974-1976, and 1979.
An approaching storm in1977 prompted a hurried conclusion to the
ceremonies on the quadrangle.
The commencement speakers between 1946 and 1985 were per-
sons with successful and distinguished careers in the military,
public service, higher education, business, and other fields. A rep-
resentative sample includes General Dwight D.Eisenhower (1946);
author and commentator William L.Shirer (1954); Professor Roland
H. Bainton (1958); Ambassador and alumnus John S. Rice (1963); Air
Force Secretary Harold Brown (1967); editor and author William F.
Buckley, Jr. (1971); New York State Senator Carol K.Bellamy (1973),
an alumnus and the first woman speaker; magazine editor, colum-
nist, and television newsperson Shana Alexander (1976);
Pennsylvania State University football coach Joseph V. Paterno
(1979); biochemist and author Isaac Asimov (1981); and actor, direc-
tor, and producer John Houseman (1985). From the 1960s on, the
seniors had a significant voice in the selection of the person to
address them on their graduating day.
By eliminating everything except what they considered to be
indispensable, and by securing speakers who emulated Abraham
Lincoln at Gettysburg rather than Edward Everett, those planning
the commencement programs were able tohave every senior present
be identified, walk across the stage, receive a diploma, and be
greeted by the president, allin a ceremony which lasted about ninety
minutes. 2lBBeginning inthe 1960s the College held a postcommence-
217 Appointed marshal in1922, Frank H. Kramer continued to serve in that capacity
until he retired in 1956. His successors were Kenneth L.Smoke (1957-1970], Harold
A. Dunkelberger (1971-1983), and A. Bruce Boenau (from 1983). In1948 Edward W.
Glatfelter, York, made a black walnut marshal's baton, patterned after one used by
Oxford University, which replaced an earlier one used since the Granville
administration.
218The national anthem became part of the commencement program in 1944; the
College hymn ("Blessing and honor, and glory and power") was dropped after1959;
the alma mater remained. R.O.T.C. commissioning exercises were separated from the
commencement exercises after 1942. Inthe early 1960s program planners discussed
and then rejected the suggestion that, in the interests of saving time, the practice of
having seniors participate personally in the exercises be discontinued. In1970 and
1971, for the first time in about forty years, student spokesmen again appeared
on the program.
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ment reception for those seniors and parents who wished to greet
faculty and staff members before returning home. 219
One feature of the printed commencement program which did not
change after 1946 was the listing of winners of prizes and awards.
The 1985 program included forty-nine of these, a large increase over
the thirteen named forty years earlier. Long before 1985 the College
had established the practice of announcing some winners of prizes
and awards in the fall and others in the spring, entirely apart from
commencement. Including any on the program was evidence of the
survival of part of an old tradition.
The concerns which the trustees had so often expressed about the
appropriate criteria to be used in awarding honorary degrees con-
tinued into the postwar years. InDecember 1946, for example, they
debated and then adopted a lengthy committee report which
declared that such degrees should be granted "onlyafter mature and
thorough deliberation; . . . only for outstanding merit," and
sparingly. Allcandidates, they decided, should be selected insuch a
way that inhonoring them the College honored itself. Although the
committee found that "the average number ofdegrees granted by the
better liberal arts institutions is three," it recommended, and the
board approved, a maximum of eight during an academic year, of
which no more than five could be divinity degrees. 220
In1954 the trustees approved awarding an "occasional" honorary
degree apart from the commencement exercises. Eight years later
they defined more specifically the categories of achievement which
the College sought torecognize and directed their committee on hon-
orary degrees to "carry on a continuing but discreet search" for
"appropriate candidates." 221 InApril1978, at the beginning of a new
administration, the trustees adopted a revised statement of pro-
cedures and guidelines. Itreaffirmed the normal annual maximum
ofeight degrees and also the existing goal of recognizing "persons of
true distinction who, upon being thus honored, bring honor and dis-
tinction to the College." The 1978 statement included "the Church at
large," scholarship, performing arts and applied sciences, business,
and public service as "categories of attainment for recognition" of
alumni and nonalumni.
Between 1946 and 1985 the College awarded 283 honorary
219 Until1983 the numbering of commencements followedthe faculty decision on
the subject, which was announced in the 1878 commencement program. Then,
without a similar decision and announcement, the 148 th commencement in 1983
followed the 150 th in 1982.
220The committee report stated that during 1942-1946 Gettysburg had awarded 52
honorary degrees, Franklin and Marshall 47, Dickinson 45, and Lafayette 40.
221The 1962 legislation declared that "toinsure uniformly high quality recommen-
dations, the trustee committee concerned must actively seek out the names ofpersons
for consideration." Beginning with the Paul administration, the faculty were
regularly asked to submit names for consideration.
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degrees, a number considerably reduced from the 338 granted during
the preceding forty years. Of these, 93 were doctorates indivinity
(down from 173 during 1905-1945), 77 were in laws, 44 inhumane
letters, and 24 in science. Nineteen were awarded to women.
Among figures of national prominence to be awarded honorary
degrees were Dwight D. Eisenhower (1946), John Gunther (1955),
Bruce Catton (1957), Allan Nevins (1959), Arnold J. Toynbee (1961),
General LymanL.Lemnitzer (1961), Hugh Scott (1970), Judge John J.
Sirica (1978), and Gerald R. Ford (1982). Among prominent alumni
were Keller E. Rockey (1947), F. William Sunderman (1952),
Spurgeon M.Keeny (1956), Donald R. Heiges (1956), John Z.Bowers
(1958), Howard J. McCarney (1963), Howard Rasmussen (1965),
Amos E. Taylor (1966), John S. Rice (1969), and Alexander W. Astin
(1980). The College continued to single out persons of attainment in
the church (for example, Joseph Sittler in 1962 and Robert J.
Marshall in 1965) and presidents of other colleges and universities
(forexample, Walter C. Langsam in1950 and Steven Mullerin1975).
The women to whom the College awarded honorary degrees had
successful careers in the Lutheran church (Mildred E. Winston in
1956 and Dorothy J. Marple in 1979), in broadcasting (Pauline
Frederick in 1960), and in public service (for example, Margaret
Chase Smith in1958, Ruth Grigg Horting in 1961, and Margaret E.
Kuhn in 1984).
Before 1945 the College often scheduled such major events as the
dedication of buildings or the formal presentation of gifts for com-
mencement week, when a large number ofalumni would be present.
Although this practice continued inthe postwar period, the adminis-
tration found many good reasons to depart from it. A Woman's
League convention, fall homecoming, or a day convenient for a
speaker or the College might serve the purpose intended equally as
well as commencement.
Student Organizations
Except for several fraternities, in the fall of 1945 the Student
Christian Association (S.C.A.), founded in1867, was the oldest stu-
dent organization on campus. Since 1908 an administrator, who was
now the College chaplain, had been assigned to work closely with its
members. Since 1922 the organization had its own building,
although ithad to be shared with the rest of the College. On the eve
of the war, about one-third of the student body were members. Pre-
ministerial students provided much of its leadership.
In1945 the S.C.A. resumed itsnormal program of worship, discus-
sion, and community service. For example, the 1950 G-Book, which
the S.C.A. published, listed among its activities Sunday night
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worship, Thursday night candlelight services, monthly discussion
meetings, regular services conducted at the county home, a weekly
program at the small A.M.E. Zion church in Gettysburg, and
religion-in-life week (which became religious emphasis week in
1955). In1953 the College opened a snack bar, called the Bullet Hole,
on the ground floor of the S.C.A. building. 222 Although the organiza-
tion continued during the 1950s to offer a quality program for per-
sons of many different interests, clearly it could no longer claim the
active support of one-third of the student body. "The S.C.A. is a
strong and vital,but a small part of the entire college," President
Paul told the trustees inJune 1957. Six months later he stated that,
even though it attracted fewer than three hundred students, "its
influence ismuch greater than this number indicates due to its well-
developed and well-operated program."
Whether the General knew itor not, even as he wrote these words
this old and respected organization was approaching a period of
crisis. One of the results of increasing student resistance to com-
pulsory chapel was declining support for the S.C.A. Then, comple-
tion of the Student Union Building in the fall of 1959 prompted the
College toclose the old swimming pool, move the Bullet Hole to the
new building, relocate the chaplain and the S.C.A. inChrist Chapel,
and convert Weidensall into a classroom and office building. InJune
1960 its religious program committee told the board of trustees that
the current campus image of the S.C.A. was one of "polite indif-
ference," that there was then "real concern" about the effectiveness
of its program, and that active membership had fallen to about 150
students. It was at this meeting that the trustees abandoned com-
pulsory chapel.
A new chaplain, John Vannorsdall, assumed his duties in1962. 223
He was fully aware of the changes which were occurring in
American society and, instead of attempting to restore a religious
program fitted for times that were past, he proposed toestablish one
designed for the 19605. "The strengthening of religious life on the
campus," he wrote in the January 1963 issue of the alumni
bulletin,
begins with the honest acknowledgment that the Church is a
minority movement at work in a changed culture. We cannot
depend upon past traditions, but are called to work toward a
222 1n May 1948 the chairman ofthe board's religious program committee reported
that "ithas been brought to our attention that a television set might be helpful in the
Christian Association building to attract students who might otherwise be tempted to
go toplaces where evilmay lurk."He failed tomake clear whether itwas the building
or the set which would deliver them from evil.
223 Between the departure ofChaplain Korte in 1960 and the arrival ofhis successor
two years later, members of the department of Biblical literature and religion per-
formed the duties of the office.
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Edwerth E. Korte
(1952-1960) John W. Vannorsdall Karl /. Mattson(since 1977)(1962-1976)
The three fuiJ-time chaplains
dynamic community, the lifeof which is nourished in worship and
the Word and which is prepared and willingto engage ineffective
dialogue with the academic community in which it lives.
Accordingly, in February 1963 Vannorsdall began conducting
regular Sunday morning worship services inChrist Chapel. Later in
the same year he formed the Chapel Council, which coordinated the
efforts of several student denominational groups and assumed
responsibility for religious emphasis week. 224 In 1965, two years
short of its centennial, the S.C.A. merged with the Chapel
Council.
The program which the chaplain and the Chapel Council now
administered included Sunday morning worship services; weekday
worship services; Bible study; lectures; religious emphasis week
{observed last in 1967); seminars (including one on love, sex, and
marriage as well as one for faculty on religious values); an annual
drive on behalf of World University Service (begun inthe late 1950s
to support students inother parts of the world); publication of the
Junto; a tutorial program in the local schools; operation of the In (a
coffeehouse later called the Gangplank and located in Plank Gym-
nasium); student-faculty exchanges with several other schools; and
a community-of-risk program (described as "an opportunity for
224Before 1963 no regular Sunday morning worship had ever been conducted on
campus. No congregation was organized, either in 1963 or later, but most students
and some faculty members who wanted to attend Sunday services now chose Christ
Chapel rather than one ofthe churches in town. Christ Lutheran church soon stopped
calling itself the College church. At the request of President Langsam, in 1952 the
trustees decreed that "for the sake ofgood order," the S.C.A. was tobe "the only stu-
dent religious group on the Campus of Gettysburg College." A decade later this dec-
ree was rescinded, and for a number of years thereafter denominational groups (there
were six in the fall of 1963) met on the campus or in local churches.
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students ... to explore more fully the meaning of human life,and
particularly one's own life).In1975 the trustees were told that the
Chapel Council was directing thirty-six different programs involv-
ing some five hundred students.
After a time, some of the features of this program were dropped or
transferred to sister campus agencies and others took their places.
Some features were more controversial than the S.C.A. program had
ever been, iffor no other reason simply because they were designed
to meet the particular needs of students at a later, and different,
time.
The chaplains were especially interested in providing oppor-
tunities for Catholic, Quaker, and Jewish students, as well as those
of other persuasions, to meet for worship and similar purposes.
Partly as a result of their concern, Quaker meetings were first held
on campus in1970. Regular masses on campus for Catholic students
began during the 1971-1972 year. At the end of the decade Jewish
students organized CHAI.
The religious program committee of the board of trustees
repeatedly commended Chaplain Vannorsdall for the work which he
and the Chapel Council were doing. In 1972 the president of the
Woman's League told the trustees that the women "never cease to
wonder at all that Chaplain Vannorsdall accomplishes and the
extensive outreach made by the students participating." After one
year in office and after the arrival of a new chaplain, President
Glassick told the trustees in September 1978 that the College's
religious program "is considered one of the models in higher
education."
In the fall of 1945 there were ten national and one local frater-
nities and three national and one local sororities, with which before
the war about two-thirds of the students had been affiliated. Once
the fraternity houses which the College had taken over during the
war were returned to their owners, they provided room for about
two hundred male students and board for more than five hundred.
Fraternities and sororities sponsored most of the campus's
organized social life, the high points of which continued to be the
fall and spring houseparties and I.F.C. weekend. During the fifties
and into the sixties fraternities competed with each other by
elaborately and imaginatively decorating their houses during fall-
houseparty weekends. Hundreds of people from the community and
elsewhere came to view their handiwork. In the mid-1950s the per-
centage of male students in fraternities was 69; during the 1960s and
1970s it averaged 65; and between 1980 and 1985 it was again 69.
The 1945 College catalogue was the first ever to list fraternities
and sororities byname and toattempt an assessment of their place in
the College. "Fraternal organizations are important in the College
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Members of Lambda Chi AJpha decorated their house for the 1958
Christmas houseparty weekend, /udges awarded them first pJace.
program of social development," the reader was now told. "It is
their aim to develop a pleasing personality amid a diversity of cir-
cumstances, to teach proper and kind manners for social functions,
to encourage social versatility, cooperation, and compatibility." 225
Each annual edition of the G-Book repeated these noble goals.
According to the 1953 issue, fraternities and sororities offer students
a "home away from home." They "stimulate the friendly
atmosphere and spirit of college life by creating warm ties of
friendship, devotion, and loyalty between . . . [their] members and
ultimately all of Gettysburg College." As a result of "their combined
efforts the standards and virtues of Gettysburg College reign among
the highest." As early as 1953 the National Interfraternity Con-
ference recognized Gettysburg's fraternity system as the best inits
class. The award was based upon evidence which the I.F.C. pre-
sented of service to the College and the community, as well as com-
mitment to fraternity ideals. During the next eleven years, the award
was returned to Gettysburg on five occasions. 226
However noble the ideals, and however long, hard, and sincerely
many young men may have worked torealize them, in the years after
1945 there were recurring criticisms of the fraternity system and
225 As late as 1942, the only catalogue reference to fraternities was a statement that
there were "three halls erected by Greek letter societies on campus."
226 Gettysburg competed with other institutions having between ten and nineteen
fraternities. The service took such forms as campus improvements, participation in
blood donor drives, efforts (only partly successful) to abolish Hell and replace itwith
Help Week, and fraternity cooperation.
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serious questionings of its compatibility with the kind of college
which Gettysburg was aspiring to become. "There has grown up in
some quarters the idea that fraternity loyalty properly should tran-
scend loyalty to the College," Walter Langsam declared inhis final
report to the board inJune 1955. This was a concept, he wrote, which
"should be corrected. 5
'
Inhis first report to the trustees a year and a
half later, President Paul declared that "the loyalty to fraternities
first and toGettysburg College second is a disturbing factor," which
could be corrected only by insuring "that the College and not the
fraternity meets the student's needs." 227 Many of the persons who
joined the faculty after 1945, even though some of them were frater-
nity members and advisers to one of Gettysburg's chapters, were
less kindlydisposed to fraternities than their predecessors had been.
They were especially critical of the extent to which fraternity
demands consistently interfered with the academic performance
of freshmen. 228
Responsibility for regulating fraternities, to the extent that the
College was able to regulate them at all,was shared by the trustees,
administrators, and faculty. Before acting, the trustees sometimes
consulted their counsel to determine what powers they had over
separately chartered organizations inpossession of their own real
estate and personal property. 229 Administrators and faculty assumed
that they were free to act in matters which they deemed closely
related to the educational program for which they were
responsible.
In1951 the faculty decreed that all fraternity and sorority dances
must be held on campus, unless an exception were granted in
advance. Two years later the trustees ruled that, by 1960, each
fraternity would have to employ a housemother; rejecting a succes-
sion of appeals, they refused to retreat from this position. The 1957
catalogue announced that freshmen were no longer permitted to
227The General declared that one way for the College to meet student needs was to
require all freshmen to eat in the College's dining halland liveinCollege dormitories.
Few people either then or later observed that the College was at least partly respon-
sible for creating whatever problems the fraternities posed by not always providing
room and board for virtually all of its students.
228F0r many years before World War IIfraternities could use as evidence of their
contribution to the academic lifeof the College the fact that the grade point average
oftheir members was consistently higher than that of nonfraternity men. Beginning
with the 1960-1961 year this evidence was no longer available. Between then and
1984-1985 there were only two years in which nonfraternity men didnot outrank
fraternity men, as far as grade point average was concerned.
2291n a letter dated November 13, 1952, the College counsel advised that "the right
and duty ofeducational institutions toprotect the moral and physical welfare oftheir
students is inherent and fundamental" and that "the right to exclude fraternities
altogether includes the right to reasonably regulate the methods of their
operation."
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have automobiles while on campus and that, beginning with
1958-1959, the prohibition would extend to sophomores. 230 With
board approval, President Paul announced in1957 that all freshmen
men would be required to eat in the new dining hall, once it was
completed and open for use. Since this step so directly affected
fraternity finances, he subsequently deemed itadvisable to make a
number of adjustments in the rule. In1961 the faculty ended the
quarter-century-long practice of suspending Saturday classes dur-
ingfalland spring houseparty weekends. As early as December 1956
the General had argued that one early step in reforming the frater-
nity system was delayed rushing. Many, including some trustees,
took up the refrain, but not until October 1966, and only after a year
of careful study and debate, was the faculty able to take that step. It
recommended to the president that rushing be moved from the fallto
the spring semester. The recommendation was accepted. 231
Two actions which the board took during the general unrest of the
late sixties and early seventies recognized the significant changes
which were then occurring in the behavior of fraternity members.
First, in1969 the trustees repealed the old College rule forbidding
possession or use of alcoholic beverages on the campus (including
fraternity houses) and replaced it withone inconformity with state
law, which set the minimum drinking age at twenty-one years. 232
Second, shortly thereafter, recognizing that the housemother system
was no longer working, the trustees yielded to fraternity requests
that itbe repealed. The incidence of inappropriate behavior result-
ing from drinking increased. Most fraternity houses became more
and more slovenly. Anew calendar in1969-1970 and student preoc-
cupation with other concerns help explain why, after more than a
third of a century, the fall and spring houseparties and I.F.C.
weekend were abandoned, beginning in that year.233
As these developments occurred, trustees, administrators, and
faculty directed an unprecedented level of criticism at fraternity
behavior. Several studies were undertaken, the most important of
which was made during the summer of 1979 by an administration-
faculty-student committee known as the Summer Study Group on
Fraternities. The report which it issued in the fall recognized the
importance of the social development of undergraduates and that
fraternities exist on the Gettysburg campus inorder to "provide a
230This rule was intended to promote scholarship and was not directed solely
at fraternities.
2311n 1965, following several years of consultation, the president informed the
fraternities and sororities that, beginning inSeptember 1966, each wouldbe respon-
sible for determining its own selection criteria, apart fromany national norms, and
that race or national origin could not be included among them.
232See also p. 1007.
233Activities similar to those of earlier years were resumed later in the 19705.
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focus for the social life of the member." However, itdeclared, this
focus must be consistent with the main purposes of the institution,
which cannot be the case when that life "seems to revolve around a
seemingly infinite number of parties inwhich the indiscriminate use
of alcohol is present." Sensing an "impending crisis" in which it
might be necessary to consider dismantling the system entirely, the
committee reiterated that fraternities exist as recognized organ-
izations within the College, not as a matter ofright, but rather as one
of privilege. Concluding that its assigned task was to recommend
ways of continuing, rather than abandoning, the fraternity system,
the committee proposed adopting a set of eleven minimal expec-
tations for fraternities, which in effect would render them neutral
forces in the educational program, and also a set of seven
aspirations which,ifrealized, would enable them tomake a positive
contribution to that program. 234
After the trustees and faculty had the opportunity to debate the
report and express an opinion,itwas finallyapproved and went into
effect in the spring of 1980. In addition to the good sense of the
fraternities themselves, the new policy relied for its enforcement
upon a strengthened program of chapter advising by faculty mem-
bers and upon regular review of each chapter's activities by the
Dean of Student Life and Educational Services (later the Dean of
Student Life). Once the new policy had been decided upon, there
was general recognition that the main part of the task remained tobe
done. In the closing words of the committee report,
only a concerted effortby significant numbers of students, faculty,
administrative personnel, and alumni can make the necessary
impact so that fraternities incoming years are perceived as "impor-
tant, integral parts of the College." The task is not impossible of
accomplishment but it is a formidable one indeed.
Although the activities of fraternities and sororities were closely
related, nevertheless their situations were sufficiently different that
they need to be treated separately. To begin with,sororities did not
own or rent houses inwhich their members roomed and boarded. 235
For many years after 1945, the College catalogue specified that all
women students, whether sorority members or not, and excepting
234Minimally, fraternities were directed not to interfere with their members' and
pledges' academic work; the honor system; or the College's alcohol, drug, visitation,
nondiscrimination, and hazing policies and procedures. Further, they were directed
to respect the rights of their neighbors, more than a few of whom had complained
about their behavior, and to "maintain theirpremises inareasonably presentable and
orderly condition at all times." The committee considered, but didnot recommend,
that an adult once more be required to reside inall fraternity houses.
235From time to time after 1945 sorority members expressed a desire to have their
own houses and the administration was generally favorable to the idea.Probably cost
was the main reason why no such houses were acquired. In1974 the board formally
accorded sorority women the same room and board provisions which men
enjoyed.
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What a difference thirty years can make! From the 1953 and
1983 Spectrums.
only those living at home, were required to room "under dormitory
supervision" and take their meals in the College dining hall. Since
before the war, sorority women had their Panhellenic Council,
which functioned in ways similar to those of the Interfraternity
Council. During the later 1950s and early 1960s about two-thirds of
the women students were sorority members. The proportion began
dropping in the mid-1960s and reached a low point of about one-
third in 1971-1974. Thereafter it increased again, and during the
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period 1980-1985 about one-half of the women were sorority
members. 236
On two occasions after 1945 the board of trustees undertook to
determine the number of national fraternities and sororities which
the College could recognize. In 1955 it set the fraternity limit at
twelve. Two years later it increased the permissible number to thir-
teen and set the number of national sororities at seven. The twelve
national fraternities of 1984-1985, including three organized after
1945, were Alpha Chi Rho (formed from Phi Epsilon Nu in 1958),
Alpha Tau Omega, Lambda Chi Alpha, Phi Delta Theta, Phi Gamma
Delta, Phi Kappa Psi, Phi Sigma Kappa, Sigma Alpha Epsilon,
Sigma Chi, Sigma Nu (formed from Phi Kappa Rho in 1954), Tau
Kappa Epsilon, and Theta Chi (formed from Alpha Theta Chi in
1952). 237 The seven national sororities of 1984-1985, five of which
dated from after 1945, were! Alpha Delta Pi (1961), Alpha XiDelta
(1949), Chi Omega, Delta Gamma, Gamma Phi Beta (1959), Sigma
Kappa (1956), and Sigma Sigma Sigma (1978). 238
In the forty years after 1945 the opportunities for Gettysburg
students to enjoy or study music, either by listening or performing,
were greatly enhanced by the existence of a regularly organized
department of instruction, which came into being in 1946. By that
time the College choir was already a well-established institution. Its
director was the head of the new department and had thirty years of
his professional career ahead ofhim. Parker Wagnild was successful
increating and maintaining a spirit which made participating inthe
choir an unforgettable and positive experience for almost everyone
who ever joined its ranks. Inaddition to the regular schedule of tours
and of appearances in the vicinity of Gettysburg, the choir per-
formed at Lutheran conventions inthis country and abroad, at Town
HallinNew York City, and in the White House. It toured Europe on
several occasions and made a world tour in 1967. When Wagnild
retired in 1976, Russell P. Getz succeeded him. InMay 1985 both
Wagnild and Getz directed the latest ina series of choir reunion con-
certs given over the years. This performance celebrated half a cen-
tury in the life of one of the most consistent agencies in creating
good willfor Gettysburg College. 239
236Through 1961-1962 the grade point average of sorority women was consistently
higher than that of nonsorority women. More often than not since that time the
reverse has been the case.
237Kappa Delta Rho disbanded in1975. Rho Beta, organized in1965 as a localfrater-
nity, disbanded in 1977-1978. Several attempts to organize independent men and
independent women produced no lasting results.
238Phi Mvdisbanded at the end of the 1967-1968 year.
239F0r more information see Barbara L.Platt, "Every One Sang": AHistory of the
Gettysburg College Choir, 1935-1970 (Gettysburg, 1970), pp. 16-55. Beginning before
1945, the choir made a number of phonograph records and albums.
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The 1975-1976 choir and its director. Wagnild retired at the close of
this year.
Russell Getz, Parker Wagnild, and members of the 1985 reunion choir
in rehearsal.
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While the choir was the best-known College musical organization
after 1945, it was not the only one. After a wartime hiatus, the band
was reformed in 1946. A chapel choir was organized soon after
Christ Chapel came into use in the fall of 1953. There were many
other musical groups, most but not allof them under the direction of
faculty members of the music department.
In the quarter century before World War 11, men's and women's
debating teams ably carried on a Gettysburg tradition begun by the
literary societies and nurtured by the faculty. InMay 1948 President
Hanson informed the trustees that, under the direction of the
English department, the College had now "resumed its rather exten-
sive work in the field of debating." During the year then ending,
College teams had participated ina total of thirty-seven debates, as
far north as the University of Vermont and as far south as the
University of Richmond, in addition to a tournament at Brooklyn
College in which thirteen schools participated. However, this
ambitious program did not mean that the level of prewar activity
was going to be sustained. President Paul toldthe trustees inDecem-
ber 1956 that, because of the many demands upon the English
department, intercollegiate debating had been abandoned. Although
the General considered skillin debating "valuable to all walks of
life"and hoped that the additions to the faculty which he was then
proposing would include someone able and willingtoguide the pro-
gram, debating did not resume its prewar standing in the College.
Even if such a person had been secured, there is no certainty that
student interest in intercollegiate debating could have been sus-
tained. There were sporadic revivals after 1956, one of which pro-
duced the Debate Union in the early 1980s. During most of the
period between 1947 and 1980, when he was a member of the
English department, Harry F. Bolich responded to demonstrated stu-
dent interest in debating by acting as adviser and director.
Along with the College choir and intercollegiate debating, Owl
and Nightingale was a firmly established Gettysburg institution at
the end of World War 11. Professor Arms resumed a fullschedule of
productions for 1945-1946. Although he retained the title of director
of dramatics which the trustees had given him until he retired in
1963, newly appointed members of the English department began to
relieve him of his duties as early as 1957. 24°Upon Arms's departure
from the faculty, after he had directed more than twohundred plays,
Emile O. Schmidt, who had joined the English department in 1962,
became director ofdramatics. Inaddition to introducing new theater
240These were Jerry Jackson (1957-1960) and Karl Harshbarger (1960-1962). In
announcing the latter's appointment in February 1960, the General stated that he
would be the drama coach, advise Owland Nightingale, and develop facilities for
putting on plays in the Student Union Building.
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courses into the curriculum, he gradually developed a broadened
program of dramatic activities, of which Owl and Nightingale
remained a significant part. By then the oldest student organization,
apart from the fraternities, Owl and Nightingale celebrated its
seventieth anniversary in October 1984, as a renovated Brua Hall,
with its Kline Theatre, was formally opened to the public. 241
Although from time to time after 1945 faculty and administrators
expressed the view that Gettysburg was one of the most organized of
campuses, indeed that it was overorganized, a more thoughtful
observation might have been that students and faculty had banded
together on so many occasions in order to further interests which
they considered desirable in themselves and fully compatible with
241 See A Celebration of 70 Years of Owl and Nightingale Theatre at Gettysburg
College (1984) for an informal history of the organization, including a warm tribute to
Professor Arms and an evaluation of the state of theater at Gettysburg College under
his successor.
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the goals of an undergraduate, liberal-arts education. The situation
was not unlike that in many similar colleges in all parts of the
country.
The list which follows includes most, ifnot all,of the departmen-
tal organizations in existence in 1984-1985. Dates of organization
are given for most of those which were not in existence in 1945:
Biology: Beta Beta Beta
Chemistry: Sceptical Chymists
Classics: Eta Sigma Phi
Dramatics: Alpha Psi Omega (1955)
Economics: Pi Lambda Sigma
French: Phi Sigma lota, French Club
German: Delta Phi Alpha
History: Phi Alpha Theta
Mathematics: Mathematics Club
Music: Phi Mv Alpha (1967)
Sigma Alpha lota (1967)
Political Science: Pi Sigma Alpha (1983)
Psychology: Psi Chi (1949)
Sociology and Anthropology: Alpha Kappa Delta (1980)
Spanish: Spanish Clvb242
Of the three general honor societies inexistence when World War
IIbegan, only Phi Beta Kappa remained forty years later. Pen and
Sword, which became inactive in 1943, was not revived, as its last
officers hoped it would be, after the war. The Gettysburg Honor
Society continued to function until the early 19605; it last appeared
inthe 1963 catalogue. lota Chapter of Pennsylvania of the Phi Beta
Kappa Society elected 1,012 members incourse and 14 alumni mem-
bers between 1946 and 1985. The last alumnus member was selected
in 1961. 243
The following list contains a sample of other student organ-
izations which flourished at some time between 1945 and 1985. A
few of them had a continuous existence. More did not:
Alpha Phi Omega (1950), national service fraternity
American Marketing Association
Black Student Union
Booster Club
Caucus Club
Fellowship of Christian Athletes
Intercollegiate Conference on Government
242The listdoes not include societies ina number of departments, some of which
were in existence before 1945 and some of which were formed after that date, but
none of which survived in1984-1985. The departments include education (Kappa Phi
Kappa, Kappa Delta Epsilon), military science (Scabbard and Blade, Arnold Air
Society), philosophy (Alpha Kappa Alpha), and physics (Sigma Pi Sigma, American
Institute of Physics). The College's oldest national honorary (TailKappa Alpha), in
debating, was listed last in the 1960 catalogue.
243 Selection of outstanding seniors for inclusion in Who's Who in American
Colleges and Universities was discontinued in 1960.
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International Relations Club
Model United Nations Team
Outing Club
Pi Delta Epsilon, national journalism fraternity
Preministerial Association
College Publications
The annual catalogue which the faculty published in February
1946 included inits list of College publications the Gettysburgian,
the G-Book (which it called the S.C.A. Hand-book), the Spectrum,
and the Mercury. Itexplained that "allthe periodicals aim at enlarg-
ing the means of communication between the College and its
graduates, former students, and friends." The authors of this
catalogue gave the reader no intimation that these very words of
description had been employed in every catalogue since 1911.
In the forty years after 1945 students continued to publish the
weekly Gettysburgian. Into the 1960s the paper closely resembled
what ithad been ever since its inception in1897. Its pages contain an
invaluable store of information about what was happening on cam-
pus, including what the president and dean were announcing; what
the different agencies of student government were doing; what pro-
grams campus organizations were scheduling; and how competitive
the teams were. Successive editors generally supported the adminis-
tration and faculty, offered strong support for an honor system, and
encouraged all other efforts to give the students greater freedom in
making decisions affecting their undergraduate careers. As was the
case before 1945, the Associated Collegiate Press recognized the
quality of the Gettysburgian by a series of awards.
As the campus began to share in the general unrest of the later
19605, the coverage and tone of the newspaper changed to reflect
what was happening. There were more stories about injustice and
war; more letters to the editor; more criticism of trustees, adminis-
trators, and faculty; and less thorough reporting on the activities of
many campus organizations. Elections of members-in-course to Phi
Beta Kappa, for example, no longer rated the major coverage charac-
teristic of former years. Meanwhile, undoubtedly unbeknown to the
student body, Arnold Hanson was informing the trustees, some of
whom were critical of the newspaper, that there was and would be
no censorship. More was to be gained than lost, he thought, by
allowing the widest possible expression of student opinion, iffor no
other reason simply because on the campus of a liberal arts college
that was the way things should be. Inthe early 19705, when the fever
subsided and a certain lassitude descended upon the campus, there
were several occasions when it seemed allbut impossible torecruit a
staff to carry on the burden. Onone of these occasions, inearly 1972,
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there was a five-week hiatus before a new staff took over and began
to publish again.
Like the Gettysburgian, the Spectrum for more than two decades
after World War IIclosely followed its traditional and rather formal
arrangement. The major change during these years came in 1952,
when the senior class decided to break a sixty-year practice and
publish its own annual. "Itis the custom at other colleges for seniors
to publish their own book," the editors wrote. "Any yearbook, for
the seniors and of the seniors, ought tobe by the seniors." Thus there
are two 1952 Spectrums, one published in1951 and the other a year
later. By the end of the 1960s it is obvious from the pages of this
publication that there was a decidedly changed mood on campus.
Photographs were now considerably more informal, recording new
styles of dress and hair for both men and women students. The 1969
annual was the last to feature a Spectrum queen and her court. The
administration and faculty which once had a near-monopoly on the
front pages now might appear anywhere in the book, and
occasionally not at all. After the campus mood changed again in the
middle seventies, the air of informality remained a distinctive fea-
ture of the Spectrum.
The freshman Bible, the G-Book, which like the Gettysburgian and
the Spectrum dated from the 1890s, was again taken over by the
S.C.A., which was responsible for its publication from 1948 to 1960.
The last issue, in the fall of 1962, was published by the senior class.
Since the need for an up-to-date guidebook for freshmen was as
strong as ever, the Dean of Students brought out a revised standard
version, called the Student Handbook, in1967. This annual publica-
tion continued through the 1984-1985 year.
The Mercury resumed publication inMay 1946. Between then and
the spring of 1985 ithad the longest uninterrupted run in its history.
During the 1950s there were usually three issues each year; later
there were two; and beginning in1972-1973 the number was reduced
to one (there was no issue in 1980). In 1962 the Student Senate re-
sponded to the initiative of several students by sponsoring a journal
WWGC in operation a few years
after its opening.
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which published meritorious student papers for the benefit of the
entire campus community. The Gettysburg Review ran from 1962 to
1975. The S.C.A. and then the Chapel Council published the Junto,
which between 1961 and 1976 afforded an opportunity for students
to comment critically on campus and world events, as well as to pre-
sent to the public their own poetry and prose.
A different form of student publication appeared in April1948,
when the campus radio station, WWGC, began broadcasting fromits
studios on the third floor ofBreidenbaugh Hall.On the air for about
three hours during each of six evenings a week, the station was
affiliated with the Intercollegiate Broadcasting System. After the
Student Union Building opened in 1959 the studios were moved
there. In 1976 WWGC became WZBT-FM, an educational FM
station. 244
Athletic Activity
The faculty committee responsible for preparing the 1946
catalogue incorporated into its pages the statement that "various
athletic sports . .. are recognized as an integral part of college life"
and are so administered "as to interfere as little as possible with the
primary work of the institution." Everyone was required to take two
years of physical education or military science; in addition, the
College encouraged every student "to participate in some organized
athletic sport." Unless parents or guardians gave notice to the con-
trary, students were "permitted to participate inany or all branches
of athletics." The information contained in this statement had first
entered the catalogue more than a third of a century before 1946. It
reflected an intercollegiate athletic tradition ofmore than half a cen-
tury. For a long time before the war, many ifnot most students firm-
lybelieved that a strong athletic program was necessary to maintain
school spirit and to attract able recruits for the future. For many
alumni the Gettysburg intercollegiate teams offered their most ready
identification with the College and vied with the fraternities in fos-
tering continuing loyalty to their alma mater. 245
244The campus radio station was the result of efforts begun in the fall of 1946 by
Leslie M. Hartman, of the class of 1950, and several other students who worked
closely withhim. Between 1945 and 1985 there were other student publications than
the ones mentioned here, none of whichlasted forvery long. InApril1961 the faculty
published a greatly revised catalogue, in which the material was presented in
significantly different fashion and in which, for the first time in a century and a quar-
ter, there were numerous illustrations.
245 A 1970 faculty committee report explained this phenomenon as follows: "The
athletic teams and sporting events provide one of the easiest means of identification
with the college for alumni. Identification through athletics is not dependent upon
returning to the campus nor even attending athletic events; the news media provide a
readily accessible and continual source ofinformation.... itis difficultfor an alum-
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Although the College had long since taken control of the athletic
program away from the students, in the fallof 1945 it was stillnot
vested exclusively inthe administration or faculty. Anew constitu-
tion which the trustees approved for the Athletic Council inthe pre-
ceding May assigned to that agency responsibility for the
"organization, promotion and administration of the entire inter-
collegiate and intramural athletic program for the students of Get-
tysburg College." The 1947 catalogue resumed the prewar practice
of listing the members of the Athletic Council by name: three
alumni, three faculty, three students, one trustee, and two ex-officio
(the president of the board and the president of the College). In1941
the trustees had taken the important steps of assuming its indebted-
ness and incorporating its receipts and expenditures into the annual
budget, but the council obviously retained a significant role indeter-
mining both policy and procedure.
The firstpostwar order ofbusiness for the Athletic Council was to
arrange schedules for resuming intercollegiate competition in as
many existing sports as possible. The second was to make recom-
mendations to the board of trustees for improving the entire athletic
program. InDecember 1945 itpresented a report which stressed the
importance of "a comprehensive intramural program" as a way of
fostering "leisure time interests" of postcollege years, which regis-
tered women's needs for program and physical facilities as well as
those of men, and which made the assumption that the postwar pro-
gram at Gettysburg should compare favorably with those "in the
better Liberal Arts coeducational institutions" which have teacher
education programs. The specific recommendations which the
council made, after reviewing information gleaned from a question-
naire returned by twenty-nine institutions, called for improvements
to existing and construction of new facilities, for further develop-
ment of intercollegiate and intramural programs, and for enlarge-
ment of staff.246 Taken together, these recommendations involved
much greater expenditures than the College could afford at the time,
but the trustees did begin to appropriate funds to make possible a
number of necessary improvements.
In 1952 the trustees approved a major change in the administra-
tion of the College's athletic program, the initiative for which came
from an unexpected source. At the last board meeting of the long
Hanson era, in May of that year, Clarence Raby, who was trustee
nus to identify with the college through the department in which he majored
newsworthy events emanating from academic departments willalways be infrequent
even under the best of circumstances."
246The report recommended either a women's gymnasium (as a separate building or
an addition to Huber Hall) or a fieldhouse for men, which would free Plank Gym-
nasium for use by women.
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representative on the Athletic Council and one of the staunchest
supporters of the athletic program, reported to his colleagues that
the American Council on Education had recently adopted a state-
ment on athletic policy which, he concluded, "poses a number of
questions even for Gettysburg." At his suggestion, the trustees
authorized appointment of a committee "toreview present practices
and policies of our athletic program as well as the agency which is
charged with the responsibility of administering it, to see if they
conform with the regulations set up by the Special Committee on
Athletic Policy of the American Council on Education."
Acting upon the numerous recommendations of their committee,
in December 1952 the trustees declared that, "as in all other
educational activities, the control of athletics shall be held
absolutely and completely by those directly responsible for the
administration and operation of the College." Accordingly, the trus-
tees abolished the Athletic Council and replaced it with an eleven-
person Advisory Committee on Athletics, consisting of trustees,
administrators, faculty, students, and alumni. Instark contrast with
those of the body being replaced, its duties were simply to consult
with the president and head of the physical education department
"in formulating and administering the athletic policies of Gettys-
burg College." The trustees made the physical education department
"directly responsible for the administration of the intercollegiate
and intramural program in athletics" and declared that henceforth
coaches would be full-fledged faculty members whose entire
salaries would "be a charge on the College instructional budget." 247
Inaddition, the trustees specified that the scholarships committee
of the faculty would award all financial aid "under the provisions
recommended by the Board of Trustees based upon need,
scholarship, and character," and that such aid could not be
withdrawn,except as a result of failure to meet the conditions under
which it was originally awarded. Continued participation in
athletics was not one of the conditions. Allindividuals and groups
wishing tosupport the athletic program were strongly encouraged to
make their contributions to the College and allow the money to be
spent according to its established rules and regulations. Finally, the
board expressed the hope that games might "be scheduled with
opponents whose policies and programs are similar toour own" and
that a league might be "founded upon these standards." 248
247The article in the February 1953 alumni bulletin describing this action gave the
impression that the new committee would be performing most of the same tasks as
the old council. Obviously, this was not the intention of the new president and the
other trustees, nor does it describe what happened.
248During this period the College was a member of the Middle Atlantic States
Collegiate Athletic Conference (usually called the Middle Atlantic Conference], the
Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference, and the National Collegiate Athletic
Association. As such it was pledged to obey their rules as well as its own.
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The report which the College submitted in advance of the 1954
Middle States evaluation included the full text of this major policy
statement. The visiting team was generally pleased with what they
saw and heard while on the campus. "The conduct of intercollegiate
athletics at Gettysburg is ingood hands," they wrote. There was no
"overemphasis," no indication of "undue student concern over
athletics," and no attempt on the part of the College "to play out of
its class of colleges." Their only reservation was with cost. The
College had reported that about 37 percent of all financial aid in the
form of scholarships was going to coach-recommended athletes.
"Clearly the President and the board of trustees," the visiting team
advised, "must watch the costs in terms of the other major needs of
the College."
The intercollegiate schedule for men which the Athletic Council
was able to arrange for the 1945-1946 year included soccer, basket-
ball,baseball, tennis, and track. By the following year the prewar
sports of football, cross country, wrestling, swimming, and golf
were restored to the schedule. The only new men's intercollegiate
sport between then and 1984-1985 was lacrosse, beginning in 1956.
At the end of the war, there were women's intercollegiate basketball
and field hockey teams, both only recently organized. Forty years
later, in 1984-1985, there were nine intercollegiate sports for
women: field hockey, volleyball, cross country, basketball, swim-
ming, lacrosse, softball, tennis, and track and field.249
During the forty years between 1945 and 1985, football, basket-
ball, and baseball, in that order, continued to be the major inter-
collegiate sports for men. These teams played a total of 1,995 games
and won about 51 percent of them, down significantly from the vic-
tory figure of 58 percent during the preceding forty years. The
College wrestling team won the Middle Atlantic Conference cham-
pionship seven times and tied for first place an eighth. Since most
sports received little or no financial-aid support, they had todepend
upon students who played simply because of the personal satisfac-
tion which itgave them. That was often not enough to produce win-
ning teams. Occasionally there were not enough willingstudents to
field a team every year. 250
249F0r more detailed information on the several sports as wellas on the athletic pro-
gram in general, see Bloom, Intercollegiate Athletics, 2: 21-43.
250F0r many years amounts equivalent to thirty-eight of the forty-eight tuition
scholarships reserved by trustee action for student athletes (allof whom had to meet
the standard need requirement) each year were assigned to football (30) and basket-
ball (8) players. During the entire period covered by this chapter, most team players
received no financial aid. Into the 1960s faculty members continued the prewar tradi-
tion of coaching such sports as soccer (Louis J. Hammann and Guillermo Barriga),
wrestling (John H.Loose), tennis (W. Richard Schubart), and lacrosse (James W. Alex-
ander). This listing of faculty coaches is not complete.
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Musselman Stadium
Completed in 1965. Photograph by Lane Studio.
The twenty intercollegiate teams of 1984-1985 engaged in 314
contests and won 66 percent of them. This was probably the best
record inalmost a century of intercollegiate competition. In1977 the
Advisory Committee on Athletics proposed and the trustees
approved establishment of a Hall of Athletic Honor to recognize
graduates who had demonstrated desirable traits of character and
outstanding athletic attainments. By the end of the 1984-1985 year
fifty-eight men and women had been elected to membership, some
of them posthumously. The Beachem Athletic Award, established in
1937, continued to be awarded through 1984-1985.
In1945 the trustees took seriously enough the Athletic Council's
recommendation that they build a field house and turn Plank Gym-
nasium over to the women. For a time it was their top-priority capi-
tal item but, unfortunately, there were too many other compelling
demands for far too few available dollars. Consequently, about all
the trustees succeeded in doing for the athletic program for more
than a decade after the war was to authorize funds for repairs and
improvements to existing facilities. Conditions improved markedly
only upon completion of the Bream Physical Education Building in
1962 (at which time Plank Gymnasium was turned over to women
students), Musselman Stadium in1965, and the Hauser Field House
in 1973. Inaddition, during the fifties and sixties the College added
substantially to the number of playing fields and courts.
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Bream Gymnasium and Hauser FieJd House
CompJeted in 1962 and 1973, respectively. Photograph by Lane Studio.
In the fall of 1945 the physical education department (as it was
then called) consisted of three persons: Clayton E. Bilheimer, pro-
fessor and director of athletics; Henry T. Bream, associate pro-
fessor; and Margaret B. Zarfos, director of physical education for
women and instructor in hygiene. The postwar increase in enroll-
ment and the introduction of a teacher education program in the late
1940s required a much larger staff, with at least one person whose
graduate training included a satisfactory preparation for conducting
the required teacher training courses. By the end of the 1950s there
were thirteen persons in the department, most of whom had both
teaching and coaching duties, allof whom were eligible for tenure (if
they did not already have it],and all of whom were subject to career-
process evaluations which inpractice had tobe different from those
used for most other faculty. The chief argument employed to sup-
port this arrangement was that itbound the athletic program and its
staff together with the rest of the educational program and its
staff.
In part because it eventually appeared that persons whose
primary duties were coaching rather than teaching could not be
evaluated, infairness toall concerned, by attempting touse the stan-
dards which applied to chemists, historians, or economists, and in
part because it was decided that there were other ways in which to
accomplish the equitable treatment of athletic personnel, Charles
Glassick offered members of the health and physical education
department the choice of continuing their established status as
faculty members or of entering a new department of intercollegiate
athletics, which would be considered part of the College administra-
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tion, responsible to the dean of educational services. In1984-1985
there were five persons who had elected to retain their faculty
positions and eleven who were listed in the catalogue as
coaches. 251
Although there was much turnover in the forty years after 1945,
the continuity in the health and physical education staff was the
more notable phenomenon. Between 1928 and 1975 only three per-
sons held the joint titles of professor and director of athletics:
Clayton E. Bilheimer (1928-1953), Henry T. Bream (1953-1969), and
Eugene M.Haas (1969-1975). 252 Grace C. Kenney began a career in
the department in1948; by 1985 she was the senior College faculty
member in years of service. Inthe latter year there were four men in
the department with more than a quarter century of service: Robert
T. Hulton, R. Eugene Hummel, Howard G. Shoemaker, and Gareth
V. Biser. Romeo Capozzi ended a forty-four year career as College
trainer when he retired in 1971.
Four major and closely related questions about the College's
athletic program arose during the 1960s and 1970s and demanded
answers. The queries were far-reaching enough to involve several
constituencies and controversial enough tohave potentially harmful
effects on the harmony which had long prevailed among them.
The first of the questions was raised soon after Arnold Hanson
became president in 1961 and, properly enough, began examining
almost every existing College program. Clearly, he wanted tobe cer-
tain that all of the moneys contributed for the support of individual
athletes and their programs were channeled through the College
treasury (in so doing, he was simply following the trustee action of
December 1952) and he wanted toreview critically the percentage of
total financial aid for which student athletes were eligible (some-
thing which the 1954 Middle States team had recommended that
presidents and trustees do). As the word of what was happening
spread, many concluded that the new president was about to
"deemphasize" the intercollegiate program, which they took to
mean cripple it.253
251The 1980-1981 catalogue was the first to list coaches with the administration.
The tenured faculty who elected to change status retained their tenure and faculty
rank. The status of persons hired after 1979-1980 was determined by the duties of
their position.
252 A member of the class of1924, Hen Bream began his coaching and teaching ca-
reer at Gettysburg two years later. Gene Haas, a 1943 graduate, joined the faculty in
1954. The chairmanship of the department and directorship of athletics were
separated in 1975.
2531n December 1962 Hanson told the trustees that it was not his purpose to
emphasize or deemphasize the athletic program, for which he said he had a real con-
cern. At the same time, he insisted that "itwas a legitimate question to explore the
cost of the athletic program in the whole area of college expenditures." This question
arose about the same time some were accusing the administration and faculty of try-
ing to turn Gettysburg into another Haverford or Swarthmore.
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Grace C. Kenney
Robert T. HuJton R. Eugene HummeJ Howard G. Shoemaker
Richard T. Wescott(1921-1985)Gareth V. Biser Ray R. Reider
Nine Jong-term members of the heaith and physical education staff be-
tween 1945 and 1985.
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Unfortunately, for one reason or another Hanson never succeeded
inhis relations with the health and physical education department
and with the alumni in convincing them of his true purpose. So
many alumni complained to individual trustees about what they had
heard that in1962 the board named a special committee to determine
the president's intentions relative to the level of funding for student
athletes. As might have been expected, its brief report a year later
did not settle the matter. 254 Asimilar committee, reporting inDecem-
ber 1969, indicated that ithad reviewed many aspects of the athletic
and physical education programs but didnot present its findings. It
did express the judgment that the intercollegiate athletic program
was "basically sound" and should be continued "under present
philosophy and emphasis."
The second question dealt specifically with whether the College
was spending an unduly high percentage of its limited funds on
intercollegiate athletics, particularly in the form of scholarship
grants, as opposed to loans or a combination of grants and loans.
This was a question which faculty members frequently raised. 255 In
February 1970 the faculty directed the dean of the College to appoint
a committee "to investigate the question of whether the practice of
awarding athletic grants continues to be of benefit to the College."
The lengthy and factual report which the committee submitted three
months later answered the question positively. The three members
(drawn from the departments of biology, English, and health and
physical education) agreed that the money being spent for athletic
grants was more than offset by the good willand resulting monetary
contributions which the program reportedly generated among
alumni and other friends of the College. Reducing it,they concluded,
would be taking too great a risk.256 Moreover, committee members
254The two-page report assured the trustees that Hanson had promised to continue
the existing level of funding for student athletes for three years. Italso urged them to
recognize and accept the Middle States Association criteria for an intercollegiate
athletic program, criteria to which it is evident the College was already committed.
This report and three which followed it (in 1969, 1970, and 1973) are in GCA.
255Writing on the subject of whether athletics represented an asset or a liability,in
the October 1960 alumni bulletin, Coach Robert Hulton observed that "to mention
scholarships and athletics in the same breath is, in the eyes ofsome people, compar-
able to waving a red flag before a bull." Faculty who were seeing red sometimes
argued that more attention should be paid to sports other than football and more to
intramural activity. Hulton argued that "atGettysburg intercollegiate and intramural
athletics serve to supplement one another."
256Tw0 members of the committee expressed the hope that, in the future, potential
contributors to the College would make its intercollegiate athletic prowess less a fac-
tor indetermining whether to give. The committee report noted that while the dollar
amount of grant money going to student athletes increased during the 19605, the per-
centage of total grant money for that purpose had declined significantly. However,
student athletes continued to receive all grant money, while most other students were
receiving a combination of grants and loans.
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found that student athletes receiving financial aid were quite similar
to all other students in SAT scores, high school class rank, grade
point averages, choice of major fields, and attrition rates. They
believed that about half of them would qualify for financial aid even
if they were not student athletes.
The third question asked whether Gettysburg was any longer
engaged in the proper intercollegiate competition. In1952 the trus-
tees had declared that "ifpossible games should be scheduled with
opponents whose policies and programs are similar to our own." In
the fall season of that year Gettysburg football teams defeated
Delaware, Western Maryland, Muhlenberg, Lebanon Valley, Dickin-
son, and Franklin and Marshall, while losing to Albright, Lehigh,
and Bucknell. Most of these were teams which the College had met
regularly since the resumption of play in1946. The fact that it had
won 34 games, lost 25, and tied 3 during the seven postwar years
suggested that Gettysburg was leagued with institutions having
similar policies and programs. Then, later in the decade, a
reorganization within the Middle Atlantic Conference resulted in
Gettysburg's agreeing to be placed in the university division (with
schools such as Bucknell, Delaware, Drexel, Lafayette, Lehigh,
Rutgers, St. Joseph's, and Temple) rather than the college division
(with schools such as Albright, Dickinson, Franklin and Marshall,
Haverford, Johns Hopkins, Muhlenberg, Swarthmore, and Western
Maryland). Gettysburg teams entered the university division over a
period of years, from 1954 for basketball to 1962 for baseball. Once
in the new division, they were required to play some, but not all,of
their games with other teams within its ranks.
From the beginning, university division teams, some of which
Gettysburg had been playing for a long time, offered stiff competi-
tion for the College, but the athletic director and his coaches argued
persuasively that these teams presented a welcome challenge and
that, ifGettysburg men played well, they had a fighting chance of
winning the game. That was all that they wanted. Many students
and alumni believed strongly that membership inthe university divi-
sion brought great prestige to the College and should be continued.
Allof these arguments were called into question as several of the
other institutions inthe division began increasing their total expen-
ditures for intercollegiate athletics by amounts which Gettysburg
could not be expected to match. The chances for its teams to score
occasional wins in contests within the division became increasingly
remote. In1969 and 1970 they won none of the eight games played
with Bucknell, Delaware, Lafayette, and Lehigh.
Students, alumni, and others continued tobe dissatisfied with the
athletic program. InMay 1972 the Board of Fellows discussed itand
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then adopted a series of recommendations to the trustees. Con-
vinced that no board action should be taken before a thoroughgoing
study could be made, two months later President Hanson named a
committee of four faculty and administrators to undertake such a
review. When they met inSeptember 1972, the trustees appointed a
joint committee on men's intercollegiate athletics. It consisted of
eleven trustees, fellows, faculty, administrators, and students (and
included the four persons the president had named earlier). The
report which the joint committee submitted in March 1973 relied
heavily upon information supplied inconfidence to the president's
committee by eight other institutions in the Middle Atlantic Con-
ference. It demonstrated more fully than any previous effort had
done just how much less money Gettysburg was spending on inter-
collegiate athletics than many, if not most, other schools in the
university division. The additional amounts required for itto match
its competition dollar for dollar (at one point in the report a figure of
several hundred thousand dollars annually was mentioned) were
obviously much greater than trustees, administrators, and faculty
could responsibly approve for Gettysburg. There was a sensible
alternative, which the committee recommended and the trustees
approved. The College should have an athletic program commen-
surate with its resources, they decided, and should begin taking
steps to insure that it competed with schools having resources
similar to its own.257
Even before the jointcommittee made its report to the trustees, the
director of athletics, in preparing future schedules, had begun to
eliminate some teams in the university division and add others
which had been dropped or which the College had never played.
Since the National Collegiate Athletic Association approved a
major reorganization inAugust 1973, one which affected all of the
regional conferences, it took some time before Gettysburg could
make its desired adjustment as a member of the N.C.A.A.'s Division
111, which the Middle Atlantic Conference voted to join.Infootball,
the last game with Temple was played in 1969, with Delaware in
1973, withLehigh in1977, and with Bucknell in1979. The first game
with Western Maryland since 1957 was played in 1975, the first
since 1958 with Franklin and Marshall in1976, the first since 1953
withDickinson and Lebanon Valley in1978, and the first since 1964
with Muhlenberg in 1981. 258
257Previous reports on athletics remained largely internal documents. The findings
of the joint committee, as approved by the board inMarch1973, were reported in the
April1973 alumni bulletin, p. 3.
2581n the October 1977 alumni bulletin, p. 17, Sports Information Director Robert
Kenworthy explained the several conference affiliations of the men's and women's
athletic teams. For football, Gettysburg eventually became a member of the independ-
ent Centennial Conference (formed 1981, named 1983, and ineffect 1984). Alleight
members were also members of the Middle Atlantic Conference.
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The fourth question, which asked whether Gettysburg was pro-
viding equal athletic facilities and opportunities for its women
students, became more pressing as the number of females in the stu-
dent body increased and as there was heightened concern that they
receive fair treatment inevery way.As early as 1945 the trustees had
agreed that "the needs for women in both program and physical
facilities seem tobe [note the phrase "seem to be"] of equal impor-
tance with those for men." At the same time, the Athletic Council
declared that "itdid not favor a highly competitive and formal pro-
gram of Intercollegiate competition for women.
''
Inthe decade and a
half that followed this pronouncement, there was little disposition
to change the policy. The 1960 catalogue listed but three inter-
collegiate sports for women: field hockey, basketball, and swim-
ming. Women had to share with men the increasingly inadequate
indoor space available inPlank Gymnasium. Only in1962, when the
men vacated the building and the women took possession, was there
any decided improvement. Although from the time of its opening in
1959 they had access to the swimming pool in the Student Union
Building, for many years women had none to the facilities inBream.
Itis clear that structure was conceived, planned, and constructed as
a men's physical education building, at a time when it was con-
sidered proper inphysical education tokeep the sexes as separate as
possible. During the many years when there was a specified number
of scholarships reserved for male athletes, there were none
designated for women.
Inthe decade between 1975 and 1985 the College took a number of
major steps designed to make equal (or certainly more nearly equal)
facilities and opportunities available to its women students.
Increased funds were appropriated for their programs. Since the
rules for Division 111 schools prohibited granting the traditional
athletic scholarships, both male and female students now competed
for financial aid on equal terms. The 1975 catalogue listed five
sports in the intercollegiate program for women: fieldhockey, bas-
ketball, swimming, tennis, and lacrosse. Ten years later, with the
addition of volleyball, cross country, softball, and track and field,
there were nine.
In a matter-of-fact way, the 1985 catalogue stated that "the
College has an extensive program of intercollegiate arid intramural
activities for men and women," one which made it "possible for all
students to participate in some supervised sport." Gone from its
pages, though not necessarily from the purposes of the institution,
was the 1946 declaration that sports were "recognized as an integral
part of college life"and that they were administered so "as to inter-
fere as little as possible with the primary work of the
institution."
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Although in response to changing times the intercollegiate pro-
gram was considerably different from what it had been forty years
earlier, the fact is that it had survived every questioning and
challenge in the interim. There were undoubtedly several reasons
for its survival. Almost all of the students who participated in the
program had met the College's academic requirements and been
graduated. Athletic directors and coaches made it a practice to
adhere closely to the rules of the several conferences to which the
College belonged and, even more importantly, to its own rules.
Albeit not without anguish and misunderstanding, the concerned
constituencies had demonstrated their capacity toexamine critically
and, where finallydeemed necessary, alter athletic policies and pro-
cedures. The record of intercollegiate teams in the 1980s created
good willfor the College and offered convincing evidence that, in
accordance with the hope of 1952, games were being "scheduled
with opponents whose policies and programs are similar to our
own."
Although the ambitious goals which were sometimes set for the
intramural program were rarely realized, the effort to maintain it
was a continuing one. In the mid-1980s there was vigorous
intramural activity. In1985 there remained an all-College require-
ment in health and physical education, no longer with military
science as an alternative. It consisted of one semester of work in
each of the following: health science, fitness, and recreational
skills. In addition, there was still a teacher education program in
health and physical education.
Through the four decades covered by this chapter, the freshman
handbook, Gettysburgian, and Spectrum continued to devote atten-
tion to the athletic program, but a comparison of the nature and
extent of the coverage in 1946 and 1985 suggests that student
interest became less intense with the passing years. Gone from the
freshman handbook were the cheers and songs which could stillbe
found in the 1962 G-Book. The highly developed rituals for sending
off the football teams and welcoming them home had been set aside.
Football holidays were a thing of the past. Allof this was not to say
that student interest in the athletic program no longer existed. Ithad
taken different forms, just as school spirit in general had been
transformed.
College Spirit
At least some students in attendance during World War II
attempted tocontinue as many College customs as they could, inthe
belief that former students then in the service should be able to
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return, and indeed wanted to return, to a Gettysburg which in spirit
would be as much as possible like the one they had left. While most
of the intercollegiate athletic schedule could not be continued dur-
ing wartime, it was stillpossible to sing the alma mater, cheer the
few teams which did play, listen to the choir,and subject the incom-
ing freshmen to customs. When the war ended in 1945, student
leaders promptly made a genuine effort to restore what might be
called the status quo ante belJum. 259
College spirit depended to a considerable degree, although cer-
tainly not entirely, upon the success of student leaders inintroduc-
ing the new freshmen to their particular vision of what campus life
should be like. Their first opportunity toreach each fall's neophytes
was still through the pages of the G-Book, mailed to their home
address during the summer. For many years after 1945 itcontained a
separate section on College traditions. Although each successive
staff determined the content and style of this publication, certain
themes appeared regularly enough to qualify as major elements of
the College tradition.
Because it was the thing to do at Gettysburg, students (and faculty
as well) said hello to each other and to all campus visitors. Students
were friendly, courteous, and thoughtful intheir dealings with each
other, faculty members, administrators, and visitors. Because the
campus was democratic, Gettysburgians were expected to say what
they thought, tactfully of course. Everyone wishing to avoid dis-
grace and unpopularity observed the three noes: cheating, drunken-
ness (not drinking], and immorality. 260 They not only learned but also
used the many College songs and cheers. The alma mater, which
everyone sang, always merited special attention. Used to end every
"official function," it caused men to remove their hats and brought
all to their feet. The 1945 G-Book declared that "high scholastic
attainment brings the respect of fellow students" and has more long-
run value to student and College than "extra curricular achieve-
ment." Finally, the importance of athletics as an ingredient of
College tradition was demonstrated by the emphasis placed on good
259 F0r a fuller treatment of student life in this period, see Anna Jane Moyer, The
Way We Were: A History of Student Life at Gettysburg College, 1832-1982 (Gettys-
burg, 1982). Beginning in the fall of 1945 a traditions committee, which later took
other names, engaged ina study designed to help make "Gettysburg College the best
small college in the country." Composed of faculty and students, and guided by Pro-
fessor Kramer, during the next several years and untilits energy was exhausted, this
committee ranged over virtually every aspect of College life, both traditional and
otherwise. One of its first undertakings was to encourage students to continue the
campus hello.
260The 1945 G-Book referred to honesty, temperance, and morality. The three noes
returned in 1946 and remained through 1959. The statement disappeared from the
1960 G-Book.
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sportsmanship, including participation in pep rallies, parades, bon-
fires, and cheering at the games. Gettysburg students did not boo
referee decisions or treat visiting teams discourteously. They sup-
ported the home team in defeat as well as in victory. After every
home football triumph they continued the old practice of ringing the
Glatfelter Hall bell.*"
Staff after staff emphasized that although one could not find these
and other College traditions written down in any one place or ever
formally promulgated, they were nevertheless real and compelling.
"Just as the BritishEmpire has her common law," declared the 1958
G-Book, "so Gettysburg College has her 126 years of deep traditions
which, although unwritten, are faithfully kept by her students."
Occasionally G-Book writers took the considerable risk involved in
advising the freshmen to learn about these "deep traditions" by
observing the actions of the upperclassmen. "Our traditions give a
uniqueness to life at Gettysburg which causes us, both as
undergraduates and later as alumni, to feel a special identification
with our Alma Mater," declared the 1960 edition. "These customs
bind us together and play an important part inhelping us to achieve
the goals of a liberal arts education."
Although the 1951 G-Book was the first to establish a direct con-
nection in writingbetween College tradition and freshmen customs,
students had been associating the two for many years before that
261The Gettysburgian for October 14, 1954 reported what it called an "almost
unbelievable legend" resulting from Dean Tilberg's recent accidental discovery of a
letter in his files and subsequent communication with his Muhlenberg counterpart.
According to the "legend," a farmer livingnear Allentown sent one ofhis sons to Get-
tysburg and another to Muhlenberg. Both made the football team. Fond of the game,
the father brought to the 1911 contest between the two schools (it was played at Get-
tysburg) an old tin cup, described as a valued family heirloom, intending to give itto
the son whose team won the game. During the first half, his Gettysburg son, then a
senior, kicked a field goal, which registered the only score ofthe day and gave Gettys-
burg a 3-0 victory. Unfortunately, he was injured during the second half and had to
leave the game. Upon graduation, he presented his tin cup to Gettysburg College with
the understanding that it would be used as a feature of friendly Gettysburg-
Muhlenberg rivalry, remaining with the team which had won the most recent game.
According to the legend, the tin cup was forgotten during 1914-1920, when there was
no rivalry, and in1921, when play was resumed, itwas not remembered. In1954 the
Gettysburg and Muhlenberg student newspapers mounted the tin cup, recently
"found" at the latter school, on an attractive base, ina successful effort to revive the
tradition, which remained ineffect thirty years later. Even a cursory examination of
the sources demonstrates that what the Gettysburgian printed in 1954, with the tacit
support of two deans, was a legend not based on fact and that the two student
newspapers were creating rather than reviving a tradition. There was a Gettysburg-
Muhlenberg game in October 1911 and Van Buren Dayhoff did kick the field goal
which gave Gettysburg a 3-0 victory. However, he was from Steelton; he had no
brother on the Muhlenberg team; he was not injured later in the game; he was a stu-
dent in1910-1912 and was never graduated; and the Gettysburgians of1912 and 1913
make no mention of any trophy passing between the teams.
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date. No customs, they had repeatedly declared, no spirit. After the
war, students sought to explain this idea to the freshmen in
increasingly positive terms. No longer were they told that their
proud spirits had to be broken inorder for them to become accept-
able members of the College community. Instead, they were
informed in1945 that customs were "a distinction reserved for all
those who have yet to become initiated into the spirit of Gettysburg
College," in 1946 that "they are as much a part of this campus as
apple pie is of the United States," in 1948 that "disregarding their
external appearances, [they] give to you many benefits," in1952 that
they emphasize "good sportsmanship and fun,"and, finally,in1962
that they are "designed to help the members of the new class to get
to know each other as well as to know the upperclassmen." 262
Wisely enough, student leaders decided in1945 to exempt incom-
ing veterans from customs. Until 1958 the rules for men and women
were separately formulated and administered. While the period of
freshmen purgatory had in years past sometimes lasted into the
spring semester, after 1945 its length decreased. By the end of the
1950s the tug-of-war, which the freshmen usually won, was releas-
ing them only about two weeks into the semester. Inthe fallof 1959
freshmen succeeded in throwing off customs after the third
day.263
Successive G-Books described the traditions student leaders
believed existed or should exist and strongly implied that the
announced freshmen customs had campuswide support and would
be vigorously enforced. Itis clear from the columns of the Gettys-
burgian that the actual state of affairs was somewhat different from
the published ideal. After 1945 the College was much larger than it
had been before the war and many of its students brought new
perspectives to the institution. Understandably, few parts of the old
and established system of freshmen initiation escaped criticism. On
October 9, 1947 an editorial admonished sophomores and upper-
classmen to "lead the way towards a better campus life instead of
instituting rules which they violate and then mock from the
sidelines." Two weeks later another editorial declared that the exist-
ing system was benefiting no one and "operating only under the
thinnest veil of tradition." The issue of October 18, 1951 announced
262The 1945 G-Book proclaimed that "there is nobetter wayfor learning about your
fellow men than to be placed in a mutually difficult position." Following rules
"develops respect for the institution and self respect by abiding by its laws and
traditions." Thus, customs were "fora purpose" and "fullcooperation" was expected
of all.
283 The shoe scramble and flag rush, both devised before the war, were early
postwar casualties. There were many other changes in the way in which customs
were handled after 1945. For example, sentences were no longer carried out on the
south steps of Pennsylvania Hall.
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Customs for Freshmen Men, 1955-1956
(1) The custom period willbegin on the opening day of school,
and willlast until after the firsthome footballgame. There willbe a
tug-of-war between the freshmen and sophomores immediately
following the football game at the Tiber.
(2) Posters are to be put up warning freshmen to wear their cus-
toms. Freshmen willobey these signs.
(3) The followingcustoms shall be worn at all times except
when out of town, dinner dates, and Sundays:
a. The regulation dink (except indoors).
b. Orange necktie.
c. Orange stockings with the trousers rolled to the knee.
d. A sign 6" by 12" containing the freshman's name, home
town, and state; and to be worn in front whenever possible.
c. Freshmen willwear orange shoe laces.
(4) Freshmen must greet everyone with the traditional Gettys-
burg "hello." Freshmen willalso tip their dinks by grasping the
button and raising the dink, whenever an upperclassman says
"Button frosh."
(5) Freshmen willnot walk on the grass at any time.
(6) Freshmen willcarry matches for all upperclassmen. They
shall smoke only in their respective dormitories.
(7) Freshmen willnot date or converse with coeds during the
custom period.
(8) Freshmen must not enter any building by the front entrance
(except Huber Hall).
(9) Freshmen willnot use profanity.
(10) Allfreshmen must attend home football games and form a
double line at the locker room to greet the team at the beginning
and at the half time of each game. Dinks must be worn at this
time.
(11) Freshmen must know the Alma Mater, College Hymn, and
the college cheers, and must carry their G-Books at all times.
(12) Freshmen willobserve quiet hours in their dorms.
(13) Freshmen willnot put their hands in their pockets at any
time except to withdraw such articles as pencils, matches, etc.
(14) Ifthe freshmen lose the tug-of-war followingthe firsthome
football game, customs willcontinue for another week, when
another tug-of-war willbe held.
(15) Freshmen willsit in the reserved section of the chapel con-
sisting of the first rows in the center section. Freshmen must wait
until upperclassmen have left chapel before leaving themselves.
Customs willofficiallyget under way as the freshmen leave
chapel on September 15. The men's tribunal and selected men from
each fraternity willform a line outside of chapel to welcome the
freshmen. At the beginning of chapel the freshmen willbe directed
to their seats at the front by members of the tribunal. The men's
tribunal willwear black armbands with a white *4T,
"
tobe provided
by the Student Senate.
There willbe trials offreshmen in front of the tribunal every four
(4) days to make sure the freshmen are adhering to customs.
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Customs for Freshmen Women, 1955-1956
(1) The dink is to be worn at all times except over weekends,
which starts at 6:00 p.m. Saturday and ends 7:00 a.m. Monday.
(2) Signs are to be worn at all times except after 6:00 o'clock
each evening until 7:00 o'clock the next morning and from 6:00
o'clock Saturday night until 7:00 o'clock Monday morning. They
are to be worn at mealtime. Signs are to measure 12 inches by 4
inches and are to be wornon the back. Name and home town are to
be printed on the sign inbold letters.
(3) No make-up, nail polish, or jewelry (except watches,
engagement rings, wedding rings, or fraternitypins) are to be worn
for the same times as those stated for the wearing of the sign.
(4) Fraternity pins, engagement or wedding rings, and watches
must be tied with a blue ribbon for the same time as that stated for
wearing the sign.
(5) Do not walk on the grass or any dirt path. Walk only on
the pavement.
(6) Know the Alma Mater, all stanzas of the College Hymn, and
all songs and cheers in the G-Book.
(7) Say "Hello" to everyone on campus.
(8) Do not attend Men's Tribunal and Roman Holiday[the occa-
sion when Tribunal sentences were carried out].
(9) Freshmen must carry matches for upperclassmen.
(10) Only one bobbypinor clip or comb maybe worn in the hair
to hold it in place.
(11) No smoking on campus.
(12) Enter and leave Glatfelter Hallby the side doors only.Enter
and leave Science Hallby the back door only.
(13) Show respect for upperclassmen by opening doors for them
and running errands.
(14) Freshmen must maintain complete quiet during all quiet
hours in the dorms.
(15) Freshmen must not use the walk that goes diagonally from
Glatfelter to the center light near the library and Brua Hall.
(16) Compulsory line-ups are held several times during the dura-
tion of customs. Any disobedience of these rules is then given
a penalty.
that customs had been called off after the preceding Saturday's
Lehigh game because of a general lack of interest and support.
Freshmen who were summoned did not appear, nor did other
students whose presence as an audience was equally necessary.
"Freshmen should be willing to submit themselves to Tribunal
actions," readers were told, "because they should realize that these
customs are just a part of the overall plan of orientation to better
acquaint them with the campus and its students." This advice ran
directly counter to that offered about the same time by local
graduate members of allfour sororities, who declared that most cus-
toms were "clownish activities" which hindered rather than helped
first-year students adjust to campus life. An unidentified under-
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"and after you get your dinks back
on, let's hear the first three verses of
the coJlege hymn." Caption from the
1961 Spectrum.
graduate writingin the April1959 alumni bulletin complained that
during the preceding fall "dinks were at times purposely forgot-
ten; . .. violations were often overlooked, even by Tribunal mem-
bers; ...punishments were frequently not carried through; and ...
freshmen, as well as upperclassmen, were hardly aware that 'cus-
toms' existed on the Gettysburg campus."
Despite criticisms and freshmen revolts, which became frequent
enough that they almost gained the status of a custom, the annual
ritual, as regularly amended, continued into the 19605. Of more than
eight hundred students who responded to a questionnaire in March
1959, 89 percent of the men and 98 percent of the women declared
themselves in favor of retaining customs. Whether this meant these
students were willingtogive them more than lip service was another
question. The Gettysburgian for February 26, 1959 declared that, as
then being practiced, customs were "a farce," and that unless
students were willingto "go back to the old way, and preserve an old
tradition," they would soon collapse of their own weight.264
The last G-Book, published in 1962, still contained sections on
College traditions and customs. After a hiatus of five years, during
which there was no comparable publication, it was replaced by the
Student Handbook in1967. The new freshman handbook contained
a reference to "the traditions and customs of the college as a whole,"
but the incoming students could not learn from its pages what these
264According to the Gettysburgian forOctober 4, 1963, the real losers as the result of
a recent riot were the freshmen themselves, who thereby forfeited "the greater part of
their chances forunity for the next four years." The 1959 editorial was reacting to the
first year's experience with the same customs for men and women.
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were. Instead, there was a section identifying the various friends
ready to welcome them to the campus. There were still seven cus-
toms for freshmen; these were now being prepared by the Booster
Club and approved by the Student Senate. The 1969 Student
Handbook was the last issue to refer to freshmen customs, five of
which were listed:
1. Allfreshmen are requested to wear their regulation class
dink on campus from Saturday until Wednesday evening, and dur-
ing the first home football game.
2. Each freshman shall wear with this dink an identification
card of the approved type, bearing his name and hometown. This
identification willfacilitate class acquaintance.
3. Allfreshmen shalllearn the G-burg AlmaMater found on the
inside cover of the handbook, and be acquainted with the
school's history.
4. Allfreshmen shall sit inthe freshmen cheering section at the
fallathletic games and shall form two lines to welcome the team at
the beginning of each game.
5. During the orientation period there shallbe one day set aside
as DinkDay. The activities ofthis day willbe explainedbyOrienta-
tion Leaders. 265
Thus, after almost three-quarters of a century, freshmen now had
somehow to be introduced to College life without the sanction of a
battery of customs administered by masked men operating at night,
by a tribunal meting out what was called daylight discipline, or by a
booster club which had always depended upon urging rather than
compulsion to accomplish its purposes. The 1970 and subsequent
handbooks contained a minimum of exhortation of any kind and a
maximum of factual information about College facilities and
regulations. 266
Inretrospect, itis evident that many of the major practices which
students had long identified as the sources of an indispensable
College spirit never had quite the same appeal after 1945 as they had
inan earlier and different day. Even before the turmoil of the 19605,
there were signs that they had altogether or almost run their course.
265The Booster Club was established in 1949 to promote school spirit by encourag-
ing students to participate in pep rallies, attend athletic contests, cheer the home
team, and advance the College inmany other ways. Inthe early 1960s itbegan to par-
ticipate indeveloping and administering freshmen customs. When the Tribunal faded
from the scene shortly thereafter (the last reference this writer found was to a
Tribunal of sophomores and cheerleaders in the fall of 1963), the Booster Club
assumed fullresponsibility for the program. Abrief announcement in the April1968
issue of the alumni bulletin declared that, due in large part to the lack of student
interest, the Booster Club had disbanded. The collapse of freshmen customs soon
followed.
266probably without any knowledge of what the wordhazing had meant on the Get-
tysburg campus inyears past, students after 1945 sometimes referred to the Tribunal
operations by that name. What hazing there was on the campus after1945 was carried
on by the fraternities.
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One need only read G-Books, Gettysburgians, and Spectrums to see
what was happening to the old traditions and customs. After the
mid-1950s the G-Book section on traditions consisted of littlemore
than a recital of major events occurring during the academic year,
beginning with opening convocation and ending with spring house-
parties. The Tribunal (after 1935, Tribunals], which had been a sta-
ple Spectrum item since the mid-19205, was last pictured in the 1956
edition. By the late 19505, while still concerned about school spirit,
the Gettysburgian gave less and less attention to coverage of
freshmen customs. Clearly, any such spirit which might exist in the
1970s and 1980s would have to rest to a considerable degree on dif-
ferent traditions and take different forms.
"We are one big family," declared the 1950 G-Book. "Itused tobe
a nice size: 600-650. The warhas changed that, but we can still be
one family." As the enrollment increased by more than 50 percent in
the decade after 1950, the traditional campus hello gradually
became the exception rather than the rule. Nevertheless, prospec-
tive students and numerous visitors continued to testify that Gettys-
burg remained a friendly and inviting campus.
There is no evidence to indicate that anyone ever tried to deter-
mine how many post-1945 students, of all classes, had actually hon-
ored the prescribed custom of learning and remembering the College
songs and cheers. As late as 1982, the Student Handbook stillprom-
inently featured the alma mater, but it was being used less fre-
quently than in years past and a smaller percentage of students
knew itby heart. The College hymn last received wide distribution
in the 1962 G-Book and thereafter was quickly forgotten by all
except a few whose memory was long. The early postwar G-Books
contained other songs, as well as ten or more cheers. The number of
the latter dropped to about five a decade later. Cheers appeared last
in the 1969 handbook. 267
Student support of intercollegiate athletics, especially football,
didnot continue to match that of earlier periods inintensity and near
267 1nDecember 1953 President Langsam asked the board of trustees to adopt offi-
cial College colors and an officialalma mater, ifit could be determined that such
action had not already been taken at some time in the past. Deeming itmost practical
to assume that their predecessors had never dealt with either of these matters, the
trustees proceeded to adopt orange and blue as the official College colors and the
Gilbert-Reinartz song as the officialalma mater. Twenty-one years later, in October
1974, they again- adopted the Gilbert-Reinartz song as the alma mater. Although a
1964-1965 contest with a $500 prize produced another College song, and although
Paul Gilbert eventually wrote a thirdstanza forhis composition (itwas published in
the May 1967 alumni bulletin), the alma mater which appeared in the 1985 com-
mencement program was almost exactly the same as the sheet-music version
published more than sixty years earlier. Several words were spelled differently;
"whenever thy loyal sons" had become "wherever thy loyal ones"; but the "band of
good fellows" remained intact.
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unanimity, but itremained a considerable factor in school spirit. A
1970 survey conducted by the faculty committee on athletic
scholarships resulted in the conclusion that 35 percent of the
students were attending athletic events on a regular basis and 55 per-
cent on an irregular basis. More than two-thirds favored continua-
tion of grants reserved for athletes and a majority wanted to see the
College remain inthe university division. One of the most important
developments after 1970 was a significant increase in the amount of
intramural as well as individual athletic activity. While itmight be
difficult to determine how much this activity contributed to school
spirit, it cannot be ignored.
In 1985, as in 1945, the College choir and other musical
organizations and, in their own ways, the fraternities continued to
nourish both tradition and spirit. None of these organizations
embraced the entire student body as did the academic honor system,
beginning inthe fall of 1957. Imperfect instrument though itproved
to be during the ensuing twenty-eight years, the honor system
nevertheless summoned both students and faculty to develop and
sustain a spirit centrally related to the main purposes of the
institution. 268
Alumni
The organized alumni effort which was inplace inthe fallof 1945
had been inexistence inthat form since 1929 and had been incharge
of C. Paul Cessna since 1937. By means of the quarterly alumni
bulletin and correspondence Cessna kept in touch with individual
alumni and tried to cultivate their interest as one of the key con-
stituencies of the College. Itwas his responsibility toencourage and
promote the activities of each of about twenty-five alumni clubs.
Working with Alumni Association leaders, he administered the
annual Loyalty Fund, which between the time of its inception in
1933 and the end of the 1944-1945 year had yielded slightly more
than $100,000. Finally, the alumni secretary coordinated the various
activities during fall homecoming and commencement weekend
which brought many former students back to the campus. The
alumni program was perforce curtailed during the war, but it was
not abandoned. Once hostilities ended, plans were made to resume
the usual schedule of events. The first postwar fallhomecoming, for
268Ninety-five members of the class of 1983 who responded to a senior survey
ranked the things about the College which they wanted to see preserved in this order:
fraternity life (although they thought social life should be less dependent on frater-
nities), relatively small size (the friendliness of students and faculty, they reported,
was an important consideration inbringing them to Gettysburg), the honor code, and
the beauty of the campus. Members of the class of 1982 who responded to a similar
survey reached similar conclusions.
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example, was held in November 1946.
Itsoon became evident that the task of the alumni office after 1945
was going to dwarf anything ithad previously experienced, ifonly
because of the rapid increase inthe number of persons tobe reached.
Between September 1834 and June 1985 the College awarded
degrees to some 19,149 students, fully 75 percent of whom were
graduated after 1945. Between 1946 and 1985 the College usually
awarded degrees to more students inone year than during the entire
period from 1834 to 1868. Slightly more than one-third of the
postwar graduates were women. At the end of the 1984-1985 year,
and including the most recent graduating class, there were some
17,921 names on the alumni rolls, of which 15,588, or 87 percent,
were those ofpost-1945 students. 269 One of the major concerns of the
Alumni Association and of College administrators during the entire
period of this chapter was how toestablish and maintain a mutually
advantageous relationship with this large and growingbody of men
and women. 270
The Alumni Association founded in 1835 continued to function
vigorously after 1945. 271 Its presidents were stillelected for three-
year terms and were ineligible for re-election. The first incumbent
from a postwar graduating class was chosen in1968. Over the years
association committees suggested numerous changes in the opera-
tion of the College, many of which were adopted, usually withgood
results. For example, in the early postwar years it was the alumni
who urged the College to publish more information about its annual
income and expenditures, investigate alumni performance in
graduate and professional schools, and establish a public
relations office.
269The October 1985 issue of the alumni bulletin, p. 43, was the source for the num-
ber of persons on the various class rolls (1912-1984), some of whom were non-
graduates. The registrar estimated that about 28,529 students entered the College
between 1832 and the fall of1984. During and immediately after the war, students
completed their requirements and left the campus at so many different times that the
identity of the class to which one properly belonged was almost impossible to deter-
mine to anyone's satisfaction. The alumni office eventually gave the graduates of
these years the opportunity to choose whatever class designation they wished.
270Writing in the July 1960 alumni bulletin, the director of alumnirelations lament-
ed that "two-thirds of our 10,000 alumni...never cast their ballot, never attend club
meetings, never return to campus for homecomings or reunions, and never give a
dollar to the loyalty fund."
271The 1953 constitution declared that every matriculated student who left the
College in good standing was a member of the Alumni Association, as were non-
alumni faculty, trustees, and honorary degree recipients. The 1984 constitution
limited membership to graduates; nongraduates who after their class was graduated
expressed a desire to belong; nonalumni faculty, trustees, and administrators; and
honorary degree recipients. The association constitution underwent major revision
on at least six occasions after 1945: 1953, 1960, 1964, 1975, 1979, and 1984.
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In1946 the Alumni Association returned to the practice of using a
mail ballot to all members in order to nominate one candidate
annually for election as alumni trustee. This practice prevailed until
1979, when it was replaced by one in which the candidate was
chosen by a nominating committee. Making its selection from
names submitted by various sources, including classes and clubs,
the committee then forwarded its choice for approval by the Alumni
Association's executive board (successor of the earlier alumni coun-
cil). As was the case ever since alumni were first given representa-
tion in 1886, it was the College board which actually elected all
alumni trustees. Eight of those chosen after 1945 had been presi-
dents of the Alumni Association. After their six-year term expired,
several of these persons were elected to regular membership and
provided some of the board's most effective leadership. Half of the
ten women elected to the board of trustees between 1947 and 1985
were nominated by the Alumni Association.
Paul Cessna continued to serve as alumni secretary until illhealth
led him to resign in1957. 272 His departure coincided with President
Paul's major reorganization of the College administration. Over the
objection of some alumni leaders, the General placed responsibility
for alumni affairs within the development office. In1958 he named
Harold A.Dunkelberger Director of Alumni Relations and Develop-
ment, a position which he held until he returned to full-time teach-
ing two years later. 273 Subsequent alumni secretaries have been
Howard B.Maxwell (1960-1962), Richard E. Walker (1963-1971), J.
Crist Hoffman (1971-1972), and Robert D.Smith (since 1972). ™In
1977 Rosea Armor concluded her forty-seven year career as assis-
tant and associate of seven alumni secretaries.
The 1946 catalogue listed twenty-six alumni clubs, located
(except for one inIndia) as far west as southern California and as far
south as Louisiana. The number had increased to twenty-eight by
the time President Langsam took charge six years later and to thirty-
seven as the Paul administration came to a close in1961. There were
thirty-nine clubs in existence in the spring of 1985, located as far
west as southern California and as far south as Florida. Allof the
272The General named Cessna assistant to the president, adviser of alumni affairs,
and College historian, effective July 1,1957. His health continued to failand he died
in October 1958.
273The General's 1957 reorganization placed responsibility for all oncampus
activities upon the dean ofstudents and for all offcampus activities upon the director
ofdevelopment. The latter's office included alumni relations and public relations (or
information), as well as development. The establishment of a public relations office
in 1952 was a victory for the Alumni Association, which had strongly urged
such a move.
274Maxwell's title was Director of AlumniRelations. Smith held the same title, by
virtue of which he was also executive secretary of the Alumni Association.
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Howard B. Maxwell Richard E. Walker(1963-1971) /. Crist Hoffman(1971-1972)(1960-1962)
Alumni secretaries
Robert D. Smith(since 1972)
presidents since 1945, many faculty members and administrators,
and many officers of the AlumniAssociation joined the successive
alumni secretaries inmaking regular visits to these clubs. Although
their vitality continued to depend upon the willingness of at least a
few volunteers to provide sustained leadership, their record of sur-
vival was definitely better than had been the case with the first dis-
trict organizations a century earlier. Nevertheless, more than
one-third of the clubs of 1984-1985 were listed as being, temporarily
at least, inactive. Revitalization of these important bodies was a
continuing concern of the Alumni Association.
Fall homecoming and commencement week activities were as
much a part of the College program in1984-1985 as they had been in
the years before World War 11. For example, commencement
weekend still included the Friday evening alumni dinner and the
Saturday collation. Successive presidents used the latter occasion to
deliver major reports on the state of the College. New features
included a dinner for members of nonreuning classes who returned
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for commencement activities; the firstof these was held in 1957. A
year later the alumni office scheduled the first of many special
events with academic content (called seminars, colloquies, or
colleges) designed to appeal to alumni of all ages. Although the
attendance was usually small, there was enough interest to warrant
continuing these efforts. In 1973, at their request, regular reunions
of classes having been graduated for twenty-five years or less were
moved from commencement weekend to fall homecoming.
Following World War 11, the Alumni Association continued to
recognize "notable and meritorious service" to the College by
graduates of fifteen or more years through its Alumni Meritorious
Service Awards, usually presented to two persons each year at the
collation. The 1946 recipients were allGettysburgians who lost their
lives in the service of their country during the war. After 1945 the
association created three additional ways of recognizing its mem-
bers. First, in1959 the Alumni Service Certificate was introduced to
honor those "whose service to Gettysburg College, through the
general Alumni Association" or through an alumni club, had been
"singular and significant." These awards were usually presented at
alumni club meetings. Second, in 1962 the first Distinguished
Alumni Certificates were awarded. No more than four of these
annually were authorized, to graduates of fifteen or more years
"who have done outstanding work for humanity or who have dis-
tinguished themselves professionally." The presentation was
usually part of the spring honors day convocation. Third,in1982 the
Alumni Association established its young Alumni Achievement
Award, for which graduates of fifteen years or less were eligible.
One award was made annually in recognition of "service to Gettys-
burg College" and a second of "professional or career develop-
ment." Recipients were honored during fall homecoming. 275
One of the most effective ways for the College to reach its alumni,
both before and after 1945, was through the pages of the quarterly
alumni bulletin. Although in the decade after the war this publica-
tion continued to include much useful information about campus
happenings, alumni clubs, and individual graduates, toward the end
of the 1950s the Alumni Association and the administration agreed
that a significant change in both format and content, the first in
almost thirty years, was in order. The initial number of a bulletin
which was described as wearing "the New Look" appeared in
January 1959. Itpromised an undergraduate page, a faculty page,
and letters to the editor. Writing in the July 1960 issue, the retiring
director of alumni relations asserted that the publication now con-
275The statements of criteria for these awards were taken from the 1984 by-laws.
There is a list ofrecipients ofthe meritorious service and distinguished alumni awards
in Gettysburg CoJJege: Alumni Directory, 1981 (White Plains, N.Y., 1981), pp. xi-xii.
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tamed "a much larger proportion of intellectual meat in keeping
with a college's true purpose." 276 In the years that followed, and
reflecting the ever changing interests of both oncampus and offcam-
pus constituencies, the alumni bulletin continued to evolve. There
was less reporting on the detailed workings of the Alumni Associa-
tion and its committees, but more on the scholarly and related
activities of faculty, students, and alumni. One prominent feature of
the earlier bulletin which survived intact was personal information
about alumni, arranged by classes. 277
In response to a suggestion that the College should issue a "sim-
ple, inexpensive newssheet" between quarterly bulletins, the first
number of News Flashes appeared in October 1960. During more
than a decade of existence, this publication had several different
names. Postwar alumni directories were published in 1956, 1975,
and 1981. Inaddition, beginning in1966 directories were sometimes
included in the alumni bulletin.
One of the major projects of the Alumni Association beginning in
1933 and continuing through World War IIwas managing the
Loyalty Fund. A recurring question after 1945 was whether the
annual drive should continue to be made while the College was
engaged in major fund-raising campaigns, which seemed almost
always to be the case. In the face of understandable reluctance to
approach potential givers with both hands extended at the same
time, College administrators argued that current needs demanded
such a plea, and thus only occasionally were loyalty and capital
campaigns merged. 278
The annual yields from the Loyalty Fund exceeded $25,000 for the
first time in 1951; $50,000 in 1957; and $100,000 in 1963. The
average for the remainder of the ArnoldHanson administration was
about $175,000. Thanks to renewed efforts, challenge grants, and
greater nonalumni contributions, the total reached $500,000 in1981
and exceeded $1,000,000 in 1985. The number of alumni con-
tributors increased from 625 in1948 (the first postwar campaign) to
more than 3,000 during the Hanson years and to 6,283 in 1985 (in
which year there were 7,895 contributors inall). The total amount
276Assisted by an editorial board, Dorothy S. Bloom was managing editor of the
bulletin from 1958 to 1964, after which the task fell to the director ofpublic relations.
The April 1958 issue contained a hint of impending changes: a thirty-two page
American AlumniCouncil report on contemporary American higher education. Inhis
introduction to the report, the General declared the alumni needed to know what was
happening inother colleges and universities. As was to be expected, the "New Look"
bulletin drew criticism from those who were satisfied with things as they were.
277 A frequent bulletinfeature, beginning in January 1975, was an "Out of the Past"
column which dealt with some aspect of College history.
278F0r some years after 1945 the Alumni Association stillplayed the major role in
conducting the Loyalty Fund and determining how its proceeds were to be used.
Gradually the College administration assumed these tasks.
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given during the forty years between 1945 and 1985 was in excess of
$7,800,000. The 1984 and 1985 drives achieved participation from
about 37 percent of the alumni. In recognition of the facts that for
many years nonalumni contributed heavily to this campaign and
that alumni could demonstrate their loyalty to the College in ways
other than by contributing money to it, in 1982 the name was
changed to the Annual Fund. 279
The College has always depended inmany ways upon its alumni,
sometimes acting through their association, but more often acting
individually. From criticism of their alma mater there often emerged
useful suggestions for improvement. In ways that changed as times
changed, the College relied heavily on alumni tohelp recruit promis-
ing students. During the years between 1945 and 1985 about three of
every four trustees, those persons who were finally responsible for
governing the College, were alumni. Itcame tobe taken for granted
that committees chosen to deal with major matters, such as the
choice of a president, would include one or more nontrustee
graduates. Inevery postwar drive to raise funds, the College called
upon its alumni for major contributions of their own and for their
help in attracting support from other sources.
During the first century of the College's existence, it was both
possible and practical for the faculty member who was serving as
Alumni Association secretary or, after 1929, for the alumni sec-
retary tomaintain a reasonably accurate summary of the numbers of
graduates who had entered each ofabout a dozen careers. On a num-
ber of occasions, including the 1932 centennial, the College proudly
published such a summary as an evidence of its accomplishment as
an institution of higher education. After World War 11, as the num-
bers of graduates and careers mushroomed, and as career mobility
increased, while it was stillpossible to summarize as before, it was
less and less practical to make the attempt. The 1982 sesquicenten-
nial passed without any statement similar to the one featured in so
many publications half a century before. One thing was certain:
while some graduates were still going into the ministry, law,
medicine, and teaching (at all levels), most of the post-1945 alumni
pursued careers in business, using that term in the broadest
sense.
By 1985 there were at least thirteen names to add to the list of
graduates who had been presidents of institutions of higher learning
and who were named in preceding chapters: Harry F. Baughman
279 N0t all College publications reported the same Loyalty Fund totals. Those used
here were taken from the July 1953 alumni bulletin, the report submitted to the Ford
Foundation in1962, and annual givingreports published in the alumni bulletinbegin-
ning in 1963. Inthe spring of1985 there were still a few alumni who had contributed
to every Loyalty Fund drive, beginning with 1933.
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(1910), Lutheran Theological Seminary, Gettysburg; F. Eppling
Reinartz (1924), Lutheran Theological Southern Seminary; Millard
E. Gladfelter (1925), Temple University; Stewart H. Smith (1927),
Marshall College; A.George David Wiles (1929), Newberry College;
Stewart W. Herman (1930), Lutheran School of Theology, Chicago;
Donald R. Heiges (1931), Lutheran Theological Seminaries at Get-
tysburg and Philadelphia; Richard H. Heindel (nongraduate, 1933),
Wagner College and Pratt Institute; William H.Kadel (1935), Florida
Presbyterian College; John C. Villaume (1938), International Corres-
pondence Schools; Frederick K. Wentz (1942), Hamma School of
Theology; Frank H.Bretz (1948), Thiel College and Tarkio College;
and Joseph A. Steger (1960), University of Cincinnati.
The Woman's League
As Woman's League members prepared toattend the thirty-fourth
annual convention on the campus in November 1945, they could
take pride in the fact that they belonged to an organization which
had repeatedly proved itself to be one of the most loyal of the
College's constituencies. Its 2,854 members and their predecessors
had contributed more than $170,000 since the general league was
organized in1911. Their chief monuments were Weidensall Halland
the S.C. A.program of which that building was the center, but begin-
ningin 1935 (and without complaining) the women had accepted the
College's challenge to assume what were for the time large new
responsibilities. They contributed heavily to the cost of readying
Stevens and Huber Halls for use by women students. In1939 they
agreed toraise $25,000 as their contribution toa new College chapel.
By February 1945, well in advance of its construction, they had
made the last payment on this pledge. While league membership
remained steady during the war, giving had actually increased. The
233 delegates who attended the first postwar convention were ready
for new and larger ventures. 280
In the postwar years, the pronounced spirit of helpfulness which
the Woman's League had consistently displayed ever since 1911
remained clearly in evidence. The 1944 convention resolved that
"after the raising of the balance on our chapel fund we take up any
280 Valuable sources for study of the league inand after 1945 are the minutes of the
annual conventions, which through 1966 were published as the Woman's League
number of the GCB. Beginning in 1967, they were issued as separate publications.
Direct quotations in this section are taken from these minutes. A second league
publication, Highlights, first appeared in1952. Usually issued twice a year, itoffered
information about the College and activities of the subleagues. On the occasion of
anniversaries, such as the fiftieth in 1961, the league sometimes published special
commemorative booklets.
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new project which our president under the direction of Dr.Hanson,
may suggest." Thirteen years later, after the dean greeted the 1957
convention, the league president responded by saying that her
organization "never tires of its goal to further the education of our
youth at Gettysburg College." Aman not readily given to flattery,
and one whose faculty service began when the league was but nine
years old, Professor Arms told the 1952 convention that
Ihave always considered the Woman's League as the truest and
most dependable friend of our College. IfIhad been one of the
three Presidents of Gettysburg College Ihave been privileged to
know, Iwould have been tremendously and deeply moved that,
come prosperity or depression, come fair weather or foul, there
was always one group to turn to for loyal,unquestioning help —
the Woman's League.
More than a quarter century later, in1978, the new vice president for
College relations, Richard P. Allen,told the league president that "in
my thirteen years of fund-raising experience I've never seen an
organization that operates as effectively to benefit an institution as
the Woman's League of Gettysburg College." While some alumni
and others were often critical of the College for its admissions
policies and procedures, for abandoning compulsory chapel, and for
the manner inwhich ithandled campus unrest, league conventions
accepted the changes that were taking place (perhaps often without
really approving them), expressed their confidence in the College
leadership, and moved on to reach new goals. 281
In1947 the trustees recognized the importance of the Woman's
League as a College constituency by electing its retiring president,
Minerva Taughinbaugh Baker, as their first woman member. Eleven
years later they invited the league to designate a representative to
participate inall board meetings. Since that time successive league
presidents have been regular in attendance and have served on
numerous board committees.
InMarch 1945, two months before the war inEurope ended, Presi-
dent Henry W.A.Hanson met with the league board of directors and
presented to them some of the immediate needs of the College. The
women listened and then decided unanimously to recommend two
new projects to the November convention: raising $50,000 for
establishing a music department (a step which the league had urged
as early as 1937) and $10,000 for refurnishing one hundred rooms in
281This is not to imply that the women lacked mettle. In a report to the fiftieth
anniversary convention in 1961, Mrs. Frederick J. Eckert, who had been president
from1950 to 1953, explained that on the occasion ofthe dedication of the new chapel
organ in November 1953 VirgilFox, who was scheduled to give a recital during the
ceremony, demanded that the curtain above the altar be drawn when he began play-
ing. "Itwillimprove the acoustics," he explained. Mrs.Eckert's immediate and firm
response ended the conversation: "That curtain gets pulled tonight over my dead
body."
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Groundbreaking exercises in 3950
for the addition to Brua.
Stevens and Huber Halls. By accepting the challenge, even before
the veterans appeared in full force on the campus, the league had
embarked on a postwar career which, without superseding its
original commitment to the religious program, quickly transformed
it into a general fund-raising agency for the College.
The followingis a summary of the developing league stewardship,
as reported to the conventions which met between November 1945
and November 1984:
1. Religious program (1945-1984). This was the first and most
persistent league concern. In1953 it gave the College for inclusion
inthe restricted endowment bonds witha book value of $19,935.59,
the income to be used for the chaplain's salary. This was the
remaining balance from the effort begun in 1928 to create an
endowment whose income wouldhelp pay the salary of the S. C. A.
secretary and maintain Weidensall Hall. Through 1962 small
annual grants were made to the S. C. A. Beginning in 1963 they
were used to support segments of the expanded religious program
as administered by the chaplain. In the postwar period these grants
amounted to less than 5 percent of league gifts. Total: $39,455.59.
2. Christ Chapel (1945-1979). After having met its $25,000
pledge for a window and the organ by February 1945, the league
was called upon to go a second mileand make further major gifts: a
supplemental organ pledge, a concert grand piano, and such other
things as choir robes and hymnals. Total: $34,890.65.
3. Refurnishing dormitories (1946-1948, 1974, 1984). Long after
raising money to help prepare the two women's dormitories for
civilianoccupancy after heavy use by wartime cadets, the league
was called upon in the 1970s and 1980s tohelp refurnish other cam-
pus dormitories. Total: $17,633.33.
4. Scholarships (1947, 1982-1984). In1947 the York subleague
raised $2,500 as an endowment inmemory of Rev. Dr. and Mrs.
Joseph B. Baker, both of whom had recently died. He was a long-
time College trustee and she had been league president. The income
was to be used for a student taking music courses. In 1981 the
league pledged to raise money for general scholarships.
Total: $15,833.34.
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5. Music department (1950-1973). After paying the $50,000
promised in1945, the league was subsequently asked for money to
buy instruments, choir robes, and the like. Total: $66,405.30.
6. Brua Hall (1954-1961, 1975, 1984). The league promise to
help turn Brua Chapel into a fine arts building(only the music part
ever materialized) resulted in a commitment approaching in scope
that of Weidensall Hall. Smaller contributions were made long
after the originalproject was completed. Total: $85,422.01.
7. Student Union Building (1959-1961, 1980-1981). Responding
to an appeal by President Paul, the league promised to raise $50,000
for chairs, curtains, and other furnishings forthis newbuilding,the
construction cost of which was met by a federal loan. Total:
$59,216,33.
8. Schmucker Library(1962-1965, 1971). The league decided to
use its golden anniversary appeal as the first installment on a
$45,000 pledge to pay for equipment and furnishings for the
enlarged and renovated library. Here too it went a second mile.
Total: $62,500.00.
9. Chapel Intern and Chaplain Ministry (1966-1984). In 1965
the league voted to support a project reminiscent of the V.M.C.A.
secretaryship withwhichithad begun its existence more than half
a century earlier. Beginning in1980 it was renamed the Chaplain
Ministry project. Total: $72,060.82.
10. Pennsylvania Hall (1967-1970). The league participated in
the major restoration of the College's first campus building.
Total: $25,000.00.
11. Glatfelter Hall(1971). This project yielded funds for recep-
tion, meeting, and staff rooms. Total: $5,000.00.
12. Dining Hall(1972). When the time came to redecorate the
dininghall, after more than a decade ofuse, the College calledupon
the league for assistance. Total: $7,500.00.
13. Infirmary (1973-1974, 1978). League funds were used to
purchase drapes, blankets, and other items. Total: $2,330.00.
14. Eisenhower House (1975). The league helped to make the
admissions office a more attractive place to meet prospective
students and their parents. Total: $2,500.00.
15. Funds for guest speakers and performers (1975). Total:
$1,300.00.
16. Conference House (1975). The league helped convert this
house on the Mummasburg road into a place for many College
groups to meet. Total: $1,700.00.
17. Musselman Library (1976-1981). The league participated in
the campaign for this facility,firstby a $25,000 pledge and then by
additional gifts for equipment and furnishings. Total: $42,202.61.
18. Schmucker Hall (1982-1983). When this building was being
converted into a center for music and art, the league provided funds
for preparation of the second-floor lobby. Total: $10,000.00.
19. Oversubscribed pledges (1969-1984). For some years the
league held the major project money itwas raising either until the
College needed some of it immediately or until the goal was
reached. During the later 1960s it began making quarterly
payments to the College of allmoneys contributed to its projects,
most of which were eventually oversubscribed. Later, the excess
was either distributed among the projects for which itwas intended
or used for closely related purposes. Total: $15,105.80.
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The total amount of these gifts is $566, 055. 78.282
As was the case before World War 11, by far most league money
was raised by a great number and variety of activities the subleagues
sponsored, many of which,as expected, yielded only small amounts.
From time to time the league also benefited from small, but
welcome, bequests. 283 Membership dues and the proceeds from the
entering of names in the Golden Books were dependable sources of
income. There were four of these books in 1945: Honor, Memory,
Jewels, and Victory (originally Civil War Veterans and other
Heroes). By 1984 four more had been added to the list: Students
(1947), Special Gifts (1951), Youth (1953), and Anniversaries (1957).
In1970 the Victorybook became the Service book. 284
Although its board of directors formulated the plans and made
many of the decisions, the general governing body of the league was
still the annual convention held on campus early in November,
beginning in 1973 on one day instead of the traditional two. The
inspirational theme chosen for each year, the hymns, prayers, talks,
and even the resolutions adopted imparted a decidedly religious
flavor to each convention. The president and other administrative
officers of the College who addressed the delegates always praised
the league, but they also gave detailed information both about what
was happening on campus and about the pressing needs for the
immediate future. Many students, most of whom represented the
S.C.A. and later the Chapel Council, gave reports of their
experiences. Toward the close of the sessions, the convention for-
mally acted upon specific projects for the next year, or longer, as
proposed by the directors in consultation with the president of
the College.
Between 1945 and 1961 attendance at the annual conventions
averaged 220 women. That figure dropped to 145 during the Arnold
Hanson years and to 102 between 1978 and 1984. The decrease
282The figures above were taken from the league treasurer's reports to the 1945-
1984 conventions. They are in current dollars and do not take into consideration the
fact that the value of a dollar in1984 was less than one-fourth of what ithad been in
1950. The figures do not include the very small amounts of money needed to operate
the league from year to year.
283The sum of$9,279.19 received from the Louisa Paulus estate in1971 went directly
to the College, which placed itin the endowment as the Woman's League for Endow-
ment Fund ofthe V.M.C.A. Building and marked itfor the maintenance ofthat build-
ing. Through the general league, in 1985 the York subleague presented to the College
$20,556.37, the proceeds of a bequest by Laura Hodgson. The money was used to
establish the Pearl Hodgson scholarship, named inmemory ofthe testator's daughter,
a York teacher through whose efforts the bequest was made. The Paulus and Hodgson
gifts are in addition to the sums reported above.
284The numbers of annual entries in these books and the amounts realized at ten-
year intervals are as follows: 1945, 268, $1,720; 1955, 327, $3,240; 1965, 178, $2,089;
1975, 191, $1,700; and 1984, 220, $2,745.
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reflected the postwar pattern of general league membership. From
2,854 in17 subleagues in1945 itreached a record high of 6,031 in 20
subleagues in 1960, at which point there began a steady decline.
Membership dropped below 5,000 in 1967, 4,000 in1973, and 3,000
in 1984, inwhich year the reported total of 2,884 was almost exactly
the same as that recorded in 1945.
League officers, who had always worked to attract more persons
into the organization, were especially concerned as some of the sub-
leagues disbanded (seven between 1967 and 1972) and as the rolls
thinned. The 1964 convention resolved that "each sub-league
emphasize increased memberships, regardless of church affiliation,
remembering especially the mothers of newly enrolled students." A
decade later, the general league itself began sending literature to
mothers of all entering students, asking them either to join a sub-
league near their home or tobecome a member-at-large. 285 Neverthe-
less, in spite of many vigorous efforts, only eight new subleagues
were organized after the war (seven of them between 1946 and 1953
and the eighth in 1965). By the fall of 1984 all of these postwar
additions had disbanded. The number of subleagues had dropped
form seventeen in1945 to ten, four of which (York,Harrisburg, Get-
tysburg, and Philadelphia) were among the seven charter members
of the general league when it was organized in1911. The remaining
six (Washington, Baltimore, Altoona, Hanover, Lancaster, and
Delaware county) were all founded between 1912 and 1936. 286
However noble their purposes and exemplary their records,
organizations such as the Woman's League do not have automatic
leases on life. There are many reasons, some apparently beyond
anyone's control, why their members may find it difficult,and at
times even impossible, to interest equally committed persons to con-
tinue their work into the next generation. There has always been a
strong Lutheran character to the Woman's League. Many of its
leaders have been active laywomen, including numerous pastors'
wives and mothers of students and alumni. In addition, over the
285The members-at-large category, established in 1964, included those who
belonged to no subleague. Atits peak in1975 itincluded 348 members, many of whom
were fathers and mothers of students. From 1964 through 1984 Mrs. Florence M.
Schroeder, Baltimore, held the title Chairman for Members-at-Large. By means of
hundreds of letters she kept inpersonal touch with these members each year. They
reached fromMaine to Florida and fromNew England to California, she reported in
1972, "and even fromGermany." Ten years later she declared that "Ihave yet to get a
letter of criticism about Gettysburg College."
286Twenty-nine subleagues were organized between 1908 and 1965. Of these, 19
were inPennsylvania, 6 inMaryland and the District of Columbia, 3 in New Jersey,
and 1in New York. Although an increasing percentage of students came fromNew
Jersey, except for the years 1965-1972 there was no subleague there after 1952.
Efforts to maintain subleagues in northern and southern New Jersey were
fruitless.
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years there have been many faithful league supporters whose only
other connection with the College was their membership in a
Lutheran congregation. They regarded league membership as a
valued part of their stewardship.
In the immediate postwar years, when Americans placed perhaps
record high values on the family, education, and organized religion,
it was possible for determined recruiters to push league membership
torecord high levels. However, especially after 1960, as these values
changed, the enthusiasm which long characterized so many league
members became more and more difficult to pass along to others.
Increasingly, students were attracted to the College from areas
where no subleagues existed and where the Lutheran tradition was
weak. Increasingly, women who at an earlier time might have
become devoted leaguers were setting different priorities for their
lives. Meanwhile, the College itself was competing with the league
bymaking its own direct appeals to parents and, in spite of annually
rising charges, with success. 287
Realistic awareness of what was happening to the Woman's
League as an organization during the quarter century after 1960 did
not deter those who continued to work on its behalf. Measured by
current dollars, record annual league gifts reached the College inthe
late 1970s and early 1980s: a total of about $125,000 between 1977
and 1984. Included among the resolutions adopted by the 1982-1984
conventions was one which demonstrated that the spirit which had
always characterized the league was stillvery much alive: "That we
continue to cooperate with the administration and the Faculty of
Gettysburg College so that our efforts may be inaccordance with the
direction of the total program of the College."
Town and Gown
There is a continuity in the pattern of relationships between the
College and the community extending from 1832 through 1985. The
built-in tensions identified in earlier chapters continued toexist, but
rarely reached the level at which they seriously impaired the
generally good feelings which usually prevailed. After 1945 there
were still a few resident trustees to carry on the old tradition and,
when necessary, interpret the campus and community to each other.
There was no longer any serious talk of moving the institution to
some other place, but there was some speculation about what the
College would do if,as rumored occasionally, the seminary campus
came on the market. From time to time College spokesmen reminded
the community of the amounts of money which the institution and
287Parents' contributions to the Annual Fund rose from$37,459 in 1980 to $126,448
in 1985.
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its many employees spent inAdams county; for several reasons, the
totals greatly exceeded the estimates of previous periods. For exam-
ple, as reported by the Gettysburg Times for December 30, 1982,
Business Manager John Schlegel estimated the amount at more than
$12,000,000 for the fiscal year then in progress.
One factor which altered the character of the town - and -gown
relationship after 1945 was the doubling and, eventually, more than
tripling of the number of College employees and students. Simply
put, there were now many more persons associated with the College
living for nine months or more each year inor near a town whose
population had not grown correspondingly. Not only in the
immediate postwar period, but also for many years thereafter,
townspeople made hundreds of rooms available to students. In the
1960s and 1970s many who had the choice of a College dormitory
room or lodgings in town chose the latter.
Every College president after 1945 tried, each inhis own way, to
improve relations with the community and urged fellow-adminis-
trators and faculty to follow his example. Inhis first report to the
trustees inDecember 1952, Walter Langsam reported that, as one of
the high priorities of his administration, "effort is being concen-
trated on continuing and making even stronger the fine community
relationships established byDr.Hanson." Ayear later, he instituted
an adult education program, most of whose students were expected
to come from the county. Since there was not enough interest to
warrant its continuance, the program was dropped in 1955. On a
number of later occasions, countians were again given the oppor-
tunity to enroll in College courses. The demand remained small.
More local residents attended campus athletic events, leqtures,
and concerts.
Beginning in the spring of 1945, the College and county school
administrators sponsored annual career conferences, which some-
times brought one thousand ormore county high school juniors and
seniors to the campus for information about many possible career
opportunities and how to qualify for them. Beginning in 1979 the
Gettysburg Area Chamber of Commerce and the College cooperated
in what was called a community night, an occasion which brought
town and campus together to view exhibits, engage in conversation,
and watch a basketball game.
In addition to pursuing appropriate ways in which to make
College facilities and programs available to the community, every
president also needed to pay attention to any development which
was likely at any time to create tension in the relationship. Just as
the College was concerned about possible undesirable changes in
the residential character of the area adjacent to the campus, there
were some persons in the community who considered College
purchase of properties in that area, for whatever reason, also
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undesirable. One could regard the nontaxable status of Gettysburg
College property as one more example of a historic American
policy, but one not favorably disposed to the institution could look
upon itas a status which imposed a heavy burden on every local tax-
payer who enjoyed no such exemptions. In setting wage and salary
scales for all employees other than faculty and administrators, the
president and business manager had to determine the extent to
which their levels (including fringe benefits) should be consistent
withsimilar scales inGettysburg and the rest of the county. Finally,
the president and dean of students (later dean of student life)had to
maintain an understanding with the local police department
concerning how to deal with student violations of local
ordinances. 288
Probably even without encouragement from anyone, faculty,
administrators, and their families after 1945 would have continued
the long tradition of service to the town and county. 2B9 They served
on school boards and town councils; participated in the work of
numerous social service agencies (including the Boy Scouts, Com-
munity Action Agency, and United Way); were members of service
clubs; supported the county historical society and several
organizations formed to commemorate the events of 1863; served
the local hospital and county library; were active members of
churches; participated inmusical organizations; delivered countless
talks on countless subjects; and in the person of the wife of a faculty
member contributed the first woman commissioner in the history of
Adams county. College personnel often provided significant
leadership to these many organizations, sometimes over a long
period of time. Some of them also offered a service, perhaps never
greatly appreciated but nevertheless in order: that of the construc-
tive critic of community ways.
As in every previous period in the history of the College, the
record of student interaction with the community after 1945 ran the
gamut from highly commendable to inexcusable. Working through
the S.C.A., the Chapel Council, fraternities, and sometimes on their
own, students engaged inprojects which reached people of all ages.
They tutored children and provided succor to the aged; assisted in
cancer society, muscular dystrophy, and Red Cross fund drives; and
participated innumerous clean-up expeditions. On other occasions,
288 For many years local police turned most violators over to College authorities for
disciplinary action. In the 1960s the administration began taking the position that
students should face the consequences of their actions off campus and, insome cases,
also be subject to subsequent appropriate disciplinary action by the College.
289This is not meant to imply that either before or after 1945 every College
employee was much interested in community service. Especially since so many of
these employees livedoutside the Gettysburg borough limits after 1945, the emphasis
must now be on the entire county.
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with no more respect than inthe past (and sometimes with less) for
the rights of townspeople, some students drew heavily upon the
College's balance of goodwill inthe community by engaging in acts
which,ifdirected against them, they would probably have hastened
to condemn.
The College and the Lutheran Church
The College trustees did not act immediately upon the proposal
which Henry W.A.Hanson made in1939 that they invite the Central
Pennsylvania and Maryland Synods each to choose two persons for
election to the board. The president did not repeat the request. Upon
learning in 1943 of some renewed synodical interest in representa-
tion, the trustees referred the matter to their executive committee
and a year later accepted its recommendation that the matter be
tabled. During the rest of the Hanson administration, the president
continued to address annual synodical conventions and to furnish
pertinent information about the College which was used inprepar-
ing the annual report to those bodies. The 1947 Central Pennsylvania
Synod delegates, for example, learned that, "at the present time, the
College is training 65 young men for the Ministryand a number of
young ladies who plan to do full-time Christian service." The 1951
report to the same body referred to the "high moral standards
required of both the faculty and the student body" and asserted that
every faculty member "must prove himself tobe a living witness for
Christ." In his last report to the trustees in May 1952, Hanson
declared that "one of the happiest relations which Ihave experi-
enced has been that connected with the Central Pennsylvania Synod
and the Maryland Synod," whose members had manifested "a
degree of cooperation and affectionate loyalty which have con-
tributed more to the success of the past twenty-nine years than could
possibly be evaluated." 290
Confronted immediately upon taking office inthe fallof 1952 with
the need toraise money to finish paying for the new chapel and meet
other pressing obligations, Walter Langsam decided that regular
synodical financial support of the College was the most practical
immediate source of funds. 291 Aware that this could not be achieved
290F0r an account by a faculty member who was centrally involved in College-
church relations during most of this period, see HaroldA. Dunkelberger, Gettysburg
College and the Lutheran Connection:... (Gettysburg, 1975). There is valuable infor-
mation on the subject in the convention minutes of the several national and synodical
church bodies. Quotations taken from these sources are indicated by references in the
text rather than by footnotes. See also Richard W. Solberg, Lutheran Higher Educa-
tion in North America (Minneapolis, 1985).
291The Central Pennsylvania Synod granted Susquehanna University $15,000 in
1950 and 1951, and $25,000 in 1952.
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without a change in College polity, he named a small faculty com-
mittee on synodical relations and, at his first board meeting in
December 1952, recommended that a special committee be named
"to study the possibility of according representation among its
membership to supporting Synods." The board quickly concurred,
but progress was slow. A year later the committee chairman re-
ported that the task was "verymuch uncharted" and would "involve
time, and consultation, and large quantities of careful and diligent
study." Although a show of hands at the June 1954 meeting
demonstrated what the minutes described as an "overwhelming
majority" in favor of synodical representation, the committee had
made no substantive report by the time of Langsam's departure a
year later. "Much gain, and no disadvantage," he insisted inhis final
report, "would result from the early grant ofBoard representation to
the supporting Synods."
Itwas not until June 1956 that the committee on synodical relations
formally recommended and the trustees accepted the principle that
three synods should be given the opportunity to be represented on the
board. With this vote behind it, the committee met with synodical
officers tobegin working on the details. InDecember the trustees allot-
ted a total of six proposed new seats: three to Central Pennsylvania,
two toMaryland, and one to West Virginia.Nevertheless, a year passed
before they formally authorized application for a charter amendment,
which increased the maximum number of trustees from thirty to thirty-
six, restated the requirement that at least two-thirds of the members
must also be U.L.C.A. members, and authorized the synods toelect (not
nominate, as in the case of the Alumni Association) three, two, and one
persons respectively. Although the Adams county court did not finally
approve the charter amendment untilJuly 7, 1958, all sixnew trustees
were chosen in time to appear at the commencement board meeting a
month earlier. Having completed its work, after five and one-half
years, the committee on synodical relations was now discharged. 292
292According to a December 1956 report, the trustee committee and the synod repre-
sentatives first agreed on fourteen new trustees (eight for Central Pennsylvania, four
forMaryland, and two for West Virginia) and later on six (twofor each synod). Taking
into consideration the relative size of the three synods, the trustees made the final
assignment of three, two, and one. Believing that ithad not been adequately consulted
before the final decision was made, a somewhat embittered West Virginia executive
board nevertheless recommended that the 1958 convention accept the offer of one
trustee, which it did. Believing it should have more than three trustees, Central
Pennsylvania voted in 1957 to ask that increased representation be considered "as
opportunity for such increase may develop." From the beginning, itwas agreed that
failure of any synod to participate wouldnot prevent the plan frombeing carried out
with the others; the requirement of unanimous agreement had scuttled the 1923 pro-
posal. See p. 423. The 1958 charter amendment documents were filedwith the Adams
county prothonotary; they were not recorded.
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At a time when, for one reason or another, many colleges were
loosening or severing their formal, legal ties witha church, the Get-
tysburg board of trustees had done the reverse. Their purpose in
moving against the tide was clear enough. Whether itwould produce
the intended results was quickly put to the test when the College,
needing large sums of money for facilities not covered by the federal
loan program, embarked upon a major fund-raising campaign in
April 1959. The goal was $1,625,000. At its meeting two months
later, the Central Pennsylvania Synod agreed to contribute
$700,000; the final payment which completed this pledge was made
in 1964. Instead of adopting a specific goal, the Maryland Synod
decided in 1960 to give the College the proceeds from a specified
part of its regular benevolence apportionment for 1961-1963. This
eventually yielded $210,743. When the books were finally closed on
this campaign in1965, it was found that these two synods had pro-
vided the College with 55 percent of its total proceeds. 293
The fund-raising campaign begun in 1959 was still in progress
when the United Lutheran Church inAmerica joined in June 1962
with three other national bodies (the American Evangelical
Lutheran, Augustana Evangelical Lutheran, and Finnish Evangeli-
cal Lutheran Churches) to form the Lutheran Church in America
(L.C.A.). The by-laws of the new church assigned to the synods
almost complete responsibility for relations with colleges and to a
board of college education and church vocations (8.C.E.C.V.) the
task ofperforming the limited,but significant, duties reserved to the
L.C.A. The West Virginia Synod now became part of a new Western
Pennsylvania-West Virginia Synod, to which Thiel College was
assigned. The Central Pennsylvania and Maryland Synods con-
tinued to be matched with Gettysburg; in addition, Central
Pennsylvania still had responsibility for Susquehanna. 294
The formation of the new church required a further change inthe
College charter, which the trustees requested on March 30, 1963, but
293The West Virginia Synod, whose total annual budget at this time was less than
$100,000, did not participate in the campaign. Central Pennsylvania delayed making
its payments until it had met the $500,000 Susquehanna University Centennial
Appeal, to which itwas already committed. Maryland conventions had budgeted for
the campaign a total of$239,201 over a three-year period, representing $1.50 for each
communing member per year, but actual receipts yielded less than that amount. The
figures used here were taken fromthe 1961-1965 convention minutes of the two syn-
ods. Inprevious campaigns, synods authorized the College to solicit member con-
gregations. This was the first time the synods participated directly and made
payments from their own treasuries.
294The 1962 L.C.A. by-laws stated that, except for several powers granted to the
8.C.E.C.V., "the relations of this church to colleges shall be sustained entirely
through the synods." The board triedunsuccessfully to establish the principle that no
synod should be related to more than one college. Its reports to biennial L.C.A. con-
ventions, which are valuable sources of information, were included in the published
convention minutes, as was the current version of the constitution and by-laws.
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which was delayed in the Adams county court until February 1,
1964. The maximum number of trustees was increased to thirty-
eight, of whom Central Pennsylvania was authorized to elect four
and Maryland two. In addition, the presidents of each synod now
became ex officio trustees. 29s
Although little was said on the subject - at least littlethat found its
way into the minutes of the College trustees or the synod conven-
tions - almost or altogether everyone understood that the College
was invitingsynodical representation on its board with the expecta-
tion of receiving in return annual synodical grants which could be
used for general operating expenses. College authorities and synodi-
cal leaders, although not necessarily all delegates to synodical con-
ventions, also understood that, after more than a century and a
quarter of existence, Gettysburg College had no intention of altering
its character as an independent institution, albeit one under definite
Lutheran influence. Accepting these understandings, even before
the campaign begun in 1959 was concluded, both synods began
including the College intheir annual budgets. Central Pennsylvania
contributed $20,000 in1959 and then, after concentrating on its cam-
paign pledge for three years, $100,000 in 1963. Its annual grants
gradually increased to $200,000 and remained at that level through
1969. Maryland made its first annual grant, of $6,000, in1959 and
then one of$10,000 in1960. After having completed its contribution
to the capital campaign, itbudgeted $30,000 for 1964. By 1969 and
1970 budgeted totals for the College were $68,000, and in four of
those seven years actual receipts enabled the synod to pay in
full.2^
The two synods began their unprecedented manner and level of
financial support of Gettysburg College as a number of major
changes were occurring inboth the College and the church, indeed
inall of American society. 297 As itwas inmost other L.C.A.colleges,
the Lutheran contingent among Gettysburg faculty and students was
295These charter amendment documents were also filed with the prothonotary and
were not subsequently recorded. The new charter which the College secured in1974
gave ex officio trustee membership to the two synod presidents and left all other
church-College relationships to be determined by the by-laws. The 1894 charter
requirement that a stated percentage of the trustees be members of a Lutheran con-
gregation was dropped, apparently on the assumption that synodical representation
on the board obviated the need for it. By-laws adopted in 1974 and still in effect in
1985 assigned four trustee seats to Central Pennsylvania and two to Maryland, in
addition to the two ex-officio seats.
296During the 1960s the B.C.E.C.V. urged all synods to increase their support of
colleges. In1963 itrecommended a goal of$3 per confirmed member per year. By the
end of the decade actual contributions came to slightly more than half that
amount.
297F0r a comment on the support which synodical trustees gave the College,
especially during the later sixties and early seventies, see p. 1014.
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decreasing, but now more rapidly than in the past. Those who tend-
ed to equate a compulsory chapel requirement with church related-
ness interpreted the elimination of that obligation in 1960 as a sign
that the College was now less committed to its church connection.
As with each passing year the Gettysburg contingent among the pas-
tors of the two synods decreased, the College lost more and more of
the sympathetic but not necessarily uncritical backing which ithad
long enjoyed from itsmany pastor-sons inthose bodies. 298 About the
time when social unrest, rejection, and protest began gripping the
country, the widespread popular support of organized religion
which had characterized the postwar period began toebb. For exam-
ple, the communicant membership of the Central Pennsylvania
Synod, which stood at 128,413 in1945, peaked at 174,584 in 1963,
and then shrank to 152,492 by 1978. In the Maryland Synod, com-
municant membership rose from 38,486 in 1945 to 59,339 in 1964,
and stood at 50,805 in1978. Increasingly inthe 1960s the pastors and
laymen attending the annual conventions and responsible for
approving synodical budgets began toraise pointed questions which
concerned Gettysburg and Susquehanna. Should higher prioritybe
assigned to projects which promised to serve large numbers of peo-
ple in obvious need and lower to the support of church colleges?
Should the synod provide a larger ministry to the many Lutheran
students attending other colleges on its territory? Iffunds continued
to be voted to related colleges, should they be granted for
specifically religious purposes only? In all of this, there was less
open hostility toGettysburg and Susquehanna than there was a con-
viction that other causes now had a greater claim upon the synod's
limited resources. 299
In1970 Central Pennsylvania's annual contribution to the College
began to drop. From a high of $200,000 in 1965-1969 it fell to half
that amount in1978. After some subsequent increase it was reduced
to $75,000 in 1984. The Maryland grant peaked at $65,000 in1968,
fell to $24,000 in 1978, but then also began to increase, reaching
$30,000 in1983 and 1984. As far as financial support to Gettysburg
298Thirty-seven of the sixty-six men who entered the Gettysburg seminary between
1945 and 1947 and who had the Lutheran ministry inmind were Gettysburg College
graduates. InMay 1985 there were seven of the latter ina student body of193 master-
of-divinity and master-of-arts-in-religion candidates. There were about 900 pastors
on the rolls of the two synods in1985. Of these, some 245 (27percent) were graduates
of Gettysburg College. Forty years earlier, 378 (56 percent) of about 670 Central
Pennsylvania and Maryland Synod pastors were its graduates.
299 Between 1965 and 1969 21.7 percent of the Central Pennsylvania Synod's expen-
ditures went in the form of direct operating grants to Gettysburg and Susquehanna
and 12.6 percent to the Gettysburg seminary. Grants to the two colleges were always
divided equally between them. The Maryland Synod contributions to the College and
seminary during the same period of time amounted to 27.4 percent of its budget.
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SYNODICAL GRANTS, 1959-1984
Central Pennsylvania Maryland
1959 $ 20,000 $ 6,000
1960 10,000
1961
Source: These amounts were taken from the synodical treas-
urer's annual reports in the published convention minutes. The
synodical fiscal year was the calendar year. The amounts do not
include contributions to the 1959-1965 capital campaign or
numerous special gifts to the College.
College was concerned, the overall record of these two synods was
most impressive. During the quarter century between 1959 and 1984,
they contributed a total of $3,987,028 in general operating
funds. 300
Beginning in1962 the B.C.E.C.V. supplemented synodical support
of the seventeen related colleges ina number of ways. Inthe case of
Gettysburg, these included loans for faculty study, with liberal can-
cellable provisions; participation with four other Lutheran colleges
in a Far Eastern study program; faculty seminars on religious
values; efforts tobring members of both constituencies together for
interaction, both on the campus and in the parish; an alcohol educa-
300The pattern of fluctuating synodical support existed in the rest of the L.C.A.
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tion program; and efforts to increase the number of minority
students on the campus.
When Walter Langsam firsturged the trustees to take the initiative
in allowing for synodical representation, he offered no written
explanation of why this was desirable (undoubtedly he thought none
was necessary) or of how the College and the synods might be af-
fected for good or illby this proposed major change in their long
mutual relationship. Ifbetween 1952 and 1957 the trustees seriously
discussed these matters, the secretary saw no reason to record the
fact. That not everyone was oblivious to the possible consequences
of synodical representation is evidenced by a motion which a
Maryland Synod pastor presented, and which the 1959 convention
passed, calling upon the leaders on both sides to take immediate
steps "to stimulate the congregations of Synod and the administra-
tion of the College in their appreciation of their responsibilities to
one another." A year after assuming the College presidency, and
after participating inone annual convention of each of the synods,
Arnold Hanson told the faculty inSeptember 1962, in the words of
the minutes, that "the considerable lack of knowledge on the part of
synod delegates as to the nature and function of the College
indicates the need for continued communication between the
College and these Church bodies, if the interests of the Church and
the College are to be served." 301
During his entire tenure as president, whether addressing synodi-
cal conventions, conferring with synodical committees, or meeting
church members in other situations, Arnold Hanson attempted to
communicate, within the limits which his natural reserve imposed
upon him. He described the College as a strong educational institu-
tion aspiring to greater strength, one with a voluntary religious pro-
gram emphasizing both worship and service, and one in which the
questions of young people, including religious ones, could be dis-
cussed, and perhaps answered, both freely and openly. On a number
of occasions he told the trustees that the College and synods must
provide services for each other and that, finally, their relationship
should not be dependent, as indeed for years ithad not been, upon
the College's continuing to secure annual financial support. 3o2 He
took the relationship seriously enough to tell the trustees, also on a
301Chester S. Simonton, chairman of the synodical relations committee between
1952 and 1957, may have been reflecting hisunderstanding of the deeper issues which
synodical representation involved whenhe said itwould take time, consultation, and
much study to achieve. See also the GCB for April1959, in whichthe two synod presi-
dents, a recent alumnus, and a faculty member discuss what church relatedness
should mean for Gettysburg.
302Several faculty and staff members were elected or appointed to a number of
national and synodical boards and other agencies.
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number of occasions, that ways should be sought to reach a fuller
and more satisfactory understanding of what being church related
meant, and should mean, inthe 1960s and 19705. He soon discovered
that there were others who were interested in the same quest.
Although the L.C.A. by-laws specified that the major respon-
sibility for church-college relations was with the synods, they did
authorize the B.G.E.C.V. to set standards ("both of academic
excellence and of church participation in their government and
life")for determining church relatedness and also to provide coun-
sel and assistance (including, as already mentioned, financial aid] to
institutions which met those standards. 303 The board soon began to
deal with some of the issues which greatly concerned ArnoldHan-
son. In the words of its report to the 1970 L.C.A. convention, itbegan
in1962 to engage ina struggle "tore-evaluate the meaning of church
related higher education in an age of revolution on the campus."
In1966 the B.C.E.C.V. asked President Edgar M.Carlson of Gus-
tavus Adolphus College to prepare a statement describing the
church's current work inhigher education and proposing a plan for
the future. Arnold Hanson was one of the seven members of Carl-
son's advisory committee; he was the only college president
included. The published result of this effort was Church Sponsored
Higher Education and the Lutheran Church in America: A Study
Document (New York, 1967), which the board approved as such in
1968. As intended, itelicited much discussion. Italso confirmed that
there were many differing views on the subject within the colleges
and synods. After Hartwick College severed its ties with the church
in order to qualify for financial aid from the state of New York,in
1968 the B.C.E.C.V. established the Council on the Mission of LCA
Colleges and Universities, which during the next year prepared a set
of standards for recognition of church-related institutions and de-
scribed a model relationship which should exist between synods and
colleges. Arnold Hanson was one of the council's thirty-two mem-
bers. The B.C.E.C.V. adopted its report in October 1969 and dis-
tributed it widely among the synods and colleges.
Inthe words of the board's executive secretary, "at the beginning
of a new decade and a new era inhigher education, after the campus
turmoil and revolution of the sixties," TheMission of LCA Colleges
and Universities (New York, 1970) was presented to the public as "a
3O3Six of the twenty-one persons elected to the board in 1962 were Gettysburg
graduates. Two were college or university presidents. The first president and sec-
retary of the board were alumni. In its report to the 1964 convention, the board
declared that ithad adopted five premises indetermining church-college connection,
the first of which was that "the primary responsibility of each LCA college is to
glorify God by providing higher education of outstanding quality for its student
body."
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definitive statement on the nature of the church-college partner-
ship." Itlisted fourbasic requirements for an L.C.A.church-related
college: "a commitment to Christian life and learning" inits state-
ment of goals, an affirmation in its charter or by-laws that a
relationship with the L.C.A. exists, regional accreditation, and
adherence toprinciples of academic freedom consistent with those
of the 1940 statement of the A.A.U.P. and other agencies. Inaddi-
tion, it identified several characteristics which the college should
exhibit, such as opportunities for Christian worship, a willingness
on the part of itspersonnel to serve as a resource for the church, and
a sense of social responsibility. It defined the duties of synods and
the national church inassisting the colleges inmany ways, including
financially. Finally, itlisted the items to be included in the "cove-
nant or agreement relationship" between each college and its sup-
porting synod or synods. 304
The preparation of covenants to which Gettysburg College was a
party began in 1971. Both the College trustees and the Maryland
Synod approved theirs in the same year. The trustees adopted the
Central Pennsylvania Synod covenant in 1972 and the synod
followed in1973. Inthe belief that the Church-college relationship
should be a continually evolving one, the B.C.E.C.V. and its suc-
cessor, the Division for Mission in North America (D.M.N.A.),
called for the development and promulgation of periodic restate-
ments. By the time the second Gettysburg documents were being
prepared, the name covenant had been superseded. 305 The trustees
and Central Pennsylvania agreed on a statement of partnership in
1981. A similar document withMaryland was approved in1983 and
amended two years later. 306
Not surprisingly, the first efforts at covenant crafting reflected
inexperience in drawing up such documents. As far as Gettysburg
was concerned, they were without precedent. The covenant with
304Teams visited the colleges after these standards were adopted to determine
whether they were being met. ArnoldHanson told the board inOctober 1971 that Get-
tysburg had passed the test.
305The 1969 B.C.E.C.V. statement may have been intended as "a definitive" one,
but in1976 the D.M.N.A.approved "AStatement of the Lutheran Church inAmerica:
The Basis for Partnership Between Church and College," the result of an expensive
two-year study by a committee, one of whose eight members was ArnoldHanson. It
was intended to provide additional information concerning "the purpose and the
potential in the relationship of the church and the college." Although the text con-
tinued to use the wordcovenants, and stated that "these agreements are meant to be
reviewed at regular intervals of not less than four or more than eight years," the term
"statements of partnership" soon took their place. The text of the 1976 statement is
given in the published minutes of the 1976 L.C.A. convention, pp. 460-466.
306The texts of these documents were included insynod minutes. Both the College
and synods made them available inprinted form.The 1981 and 1983 statements were
in effect in 1985.
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President Hanson with the three men who between the
time ofits founding in1938 and 1985 had served or were serv-
ing as presidents ofthe Central Pennsylvania Synod. Allwere
Gettysburg graduates. From left to right: Dwight F. Putman
(1948-1966J, M. Roy Hamsher (1938-1948J, and Howard /.
McCarney (since 1966 J.
Maryland actually consisted of two separate statements, one of
which bore Arnold Hanson's signature and the other those of the
five members of a special synodical committee. Since Hanson had
been a member of the committee which had drawn up the 1969 mis-
sion statement, he had an advantage which enabled him to describe
the many ways, some not so obvious, in which the College
demonstrated its church relatedness. He could then assert that "the
organized church and the enterprise of higher education have much
in common," including a search for truth, definition of value sys-
tems, finding solutions to society's problems, and stressing wise use
of knowledge. The second statement was presented in the form of a
report to the synod which described in detail the long relationship
between the two institutions and, almost apologetically, concluded
with three resolutions urging that itbe continued and improved. The
Central Pennsylvania covenant, which came later, was more
explicit in stating mutual expectations and promises.
The statements of partnership approved in the early 1980s, but
only after several years of discussion and debate, were obviously the
products of a college and two synods whose relationship was con-
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siderably more mature than at any time during the preceding quarter
century. Both sides confidently declared their need of each other.
Both recognized that Gettysburg would serve neither itself nor the
church unless it strove to become the best liberal-arts college it
could possibly be. "The College willmaintain the highest possible
academic standards inan atmosphere which promotes the free and
open exploration of ideas," the Central Pennsylvania statement
declared. "The Synod affirms these standards and recognizes that
the pursuit of this academic obligation involves criticism, as wellas
affirmation, of ideas and institutions."
Both statements could now boldly declare that, however closely
the mission of the College might have been directed inyears past by
Lutherans and to Lutherans, by the 1980s Gettysburg served the
causes of higher education and the Lutheran church inthe worldby
being broadly inclusive. Fortunately, its proclamations going back
to the charter of 1832 enabled it to do this without repudiating its
past. Significantly, in 1985 the Maryland Synod proposed and
achieved two amendments to its covenant by which the College
agreed explicitly "to increase its racial and ethnic diversity" and the
synod agreed to support itinits efforts "to grow as a community of
learning in which the rich diversity of its members becomes an
integral part of college education."
The election of Charles E. Glassick in 1977 brought to the presi-
dency of the College an active Methodist layman who was fullyin
sympathy with its church relationship and particularly with the
directions in which that relationship was evolving. In 1979 he ap-
pointed the College's first director of church relations, whose duties
were to represent the College inits many dealings with the support-
ing synods and the national church. In the same year the College
began a special financial aid program, consisting of grants and
loans, inan effort to attract more qualified and promising Lutheran
students. Soon thereafter, President Glassick began working with
other Lutheran college presidents in the lengthy and wide-ranging
discussions preceding an intended 1988 merger of the Lutheran
Church in America, American Lutheran Church, and the Associa-
tion of Evangelical Lutheran Churches.
Both Gettysburg College and the seminary which had preceded it
in1826 changed greatly after 1945. In the latter year, almost half of
the seminary faculty and student body held bachelor's degrees from
the College. Aslate as 1960, about one-third of the seminarians were
men who had moved from the College to the school on the hill.
Especially after the L.C.A. was formed in1962, the seminary began
to attract students from far beyond the limits of the synods which
supported it.By 1985 the 193 candidates for the master-of-divinity
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and master-of-arts-in-religion degrees came from twenty-nine
states; only seven of these students were Gettysburg graduates. In
that year only three of the eighteen faculty members had been Get-
tysburg undergraduates. The long succession of Gettysburg College
men as seminary presidents came to an end in 1976.
As the many old ties between the two institutions were gradually
broken, the mutual relationships after 1945 had to be constructed,
and were, in new ways. Faculty and staff in both institutions
cooperated in pursuing matters of common interest. Libraries of
both were available to students of the other. Into the seventies, there
were stilla few persons who were members simultaneously of both
boards. While professor and then briefly as president of the
seminary, Herman G. Stuempfle served for twelve years as a College
trustee. Arnold Hanson was elected to the seminary board in 1962
and completed his term in 1970. During that time the 1964 L.C.A.
convention urged the Gettysburg and Philadelphia seminaries and
their synods to "work toward unification ... ina university setting."
Hanson accepted the difficult task of serving as chairman of a com-
mittee representing both seminaries and charged with making
recommendations concerning the future of the two schools. The pro-
posals that the committee made in1970 - that the seminaries "con-
tinue to function with the closest kind of structural cooperation"
and "plan new, varied, and imaginative programs of theological
education" - were stillbeing followed fifteen years later.
In the World of Higher Education
By 1945 Gettysburg College had demonstrated frequently and in
many ways its awareness that it was an integral part of the world of
American higher education. Its administrators and faculty had a
long and consistent record of keeping in touch with national
educational trends, of cooperating fully in the movement which
resulted in the accrediting of colleges and universities, and of join-
ing state and national educational agencies. Clearly, although they
talked much about making Gettysburg a first-class or a first-rate
college, these administrators and faculty didnot seek to accomplish
this objective by pioneering incurricular innovation orby providing
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sustained leadership for educational organizations, either orboth of
which might have secured for them a national reputation.
The only approbation which the College desired and had not
received by the fallof 1945 was that of the American Association of
University Women (A.A.U.W.).307 More than a year before, in May
1944, a trustee had urged the College to seek its approval. Both the
AlumniCouncil in1946 and the Woman's League a year later echoed
his sentiments. InDecember 1946 the trustees authorized another
approach to the organization, the first having been unsuccessful.
Two and one-half years later, President Hanson informed the trus-
tees that "every effort to qualify for admission" had been made, but
with "quite disturbing results," since "each demand, when fulfilled,
has been followed by further demands on the part of the Association
officials."
The chairman of the A.A.U.W. committee on standards and
recognition informed the president on May 13, 1949 that it was not
scheduling a "visitof inspection" toGettysburg because ithad con-
cluded that the College "has not committed itself to providing real
opportunities for women inhigher education,
''
especially bymaking
"provision for women in the top professorial brackets." Itshould be
"immediately obvious to you that Ican not drop department heads
inorder to create vacancies," Hanson replied three days later, with
some asperity. "The department heads have been carefully chosen
and are all rendering exceptional service. If and when a vacancy
occurs inthe headship of a department, itmay wellbe possible that a
woman willbe chosen." 308
Despite the effort of several female friends of the College,
especially Mrs.Minerva T.Baker and Mrs. Luene Rice, the impasse
which existed in1949 was not broken until the arrival of a new pres-
ident in the fall of 1952. Determined to secure prompt A.A.U.W.
recognition, Walter Langsam began a sustained personal effort and
307 When the Association of Collegiate Alumnae and the Southern Association of
College Women joined in 1921 to form the American Association of University
Women, the merging bodies already had a list ofabout one hundred approved colleges
and universities whose graduates were eligible to join the new organization. Bryn
Mawr, Pennsylvania State College, Swarthmore, and the University of Pittsburgh
were the Pennsylvania schools on the list. They were joined by Dickinson in 1923.
Beginning in1933, approval of an institution by the Association of American Univer-
sities was a requirement for that of the A.A.U.W.
308Replying to Hanson's letter seven months later, after the committee had met, the
chairman made three points. First, was there no way to become a professor at Gettys-
burg withoutbecoming a department head? Second, women constitute 15 percent of
your student body, but only 10 percent of your faculty. Third, the A.A.U.W. believes
that every student should have an annual, rather than an occasional, physical
examination. She promised that Gettysburg's application would be reconsidered
when these three areas were strengthened. Anna L.Hawkes to Henry W.A. Hanson,
Oakland, California, December 15, 1949. GCA.
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finally, after appointing two women Ph.D.'a,. 'a, succeeded. The
coveted recognition came, following an inspection visit,in the fall
of 1953. The notice arrived intime for the following statement to be
included in the February 1954 catalogue: "The College is fully
accredited or approved by all the major agencies, including the
American Association of University Women." 309
Inaddition to securing A.A.U.W.approval for the College, Walter
Langsam participated actively in the affairs of several state and
national educational agencies. He committed time and energy to the
Foundation for Independent Colleges, Inc. of Pennsylvania, which
thirty-eight colleges and universities founded inJune 1952 to make a
united annual appeal to business and industry for funds to support
higher education. Shortly before leaving Gettysburg, he was elected
vice president of the foundation. Allof his successors through 1985
also participated in this effort. Langsam was active in the Middle
States Association; he served on several evaluating teams and from
1953 to 1955 was a member of its Commission on Higher Education.
InJanuary 1955 he was elected to a committee of the Association of
American Colleges.
President Paul attended some state and national meetings and
encouraged Dean Seymour Dunn inhis desire toparticipate actively
ina number of them. The General joined withneighboring schools in
promoting Non-Western studies. Going to yearlong operations, he
claimed, would establish Gettysburg as a national leader among
smaller liberal-arts colleges indealing with the expected tidal wave
of students. The General also hoped to be able to establish institutes
for the study of the Civil War and of peace, either of which, he
thought, would be worthwhile in themselves and also would focus
national attention on Gettysburg.
Arnold Hanson was deliberately selective in choosing the
organizations beyond the campus in which he was active. He con-
tinued institutional membership inthe American Council on Educa-
tion and the Association of American Colleges, but channeled most
of his personal time and energy into the L.C.A.'s activities inhigher
education and into the programs of two state agencies: the Founda-
tion for Independent Colleges (on whose executive committee he
served from 1967 to 1969) and the Pennsylvania Association of
Colleges and Universities (of which he was president in1970). Inthe
1960s he represented the Association of American Colleges on the
309The College learned on November 16, 1953 that it had been placed on the
A.A.U.W. approved list, whichby that time included about 350 institutions. President
Hanson told the trustees in June 1950 that the American Chemical Society was plac-
ing the Gettysburg chemistry department on its approved list. The society established
this listin1936 as a way to determine the category ofA.C.S. membership for which a
candidate was eligible. Subsequently, many took A.C.S. approval of a chemistry
department to be a form of accreditation, which was not its original purpose.
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advisory panel to the Secretary of the AirForce on R.O.T.C. affairs.
In 1969 he joined with the presidents of Dickinson, Franklin and
Marshall, and Wilson Colleges toorganize the Central Pennsylvania
Consortium of Colleges, whose main purpose was to improve the
entire educational program of all four members through a great
variety of cooperative undertakings.
Charles E. Glassick was considerably more interested than his
predecessor in actively participating in national educational
organizations. While still placing a high priority on attention to
agencies concerned with Lutheran and Pennsylvania higher educa-
tion, he read papers before meetings of the American Council on
Education in1981, 1982, and 1984. He also served on the board of
directors of the Council of Independent Colleges. 310
Between 1945 and 1985 most faculty members belonged to one or
more state, regional, and national professional organizations. Many
read papers or were commentators at their meetings. Some assumed
positions of leadership in the organizations. A number served on
accrediting teams of the Middle States Association or the
Pennsylvania Department of Public Instruction (later the Depart-
ment of Education). 311
In its issue of November 28, 1983, U.S. News & World Report
published the results of a survey of 662 presidents of four-year
colleges who responded to a request that they name the country's
best undergraduate programs ineither colleges or universities. The
institutions mentioned in the responses were divided into five
categories: national universities, national liberal-arts colleges,
comprehensive universities, smaller comprehensive universities,
and regional liberal-arts colleges. Gettysburg was ranked ninth
among fifteen leading smaller comprehensive universities (having a
liberal-arts and at least one professional program). While this
recognition was welcomed and appreciated, inreflecting upon itany
prudent student of American higher education would be aware of
the difficulty in selecting the criteria adequate to measure the
quality of education at any level and then inapplying those criteria
fairly to a particular institution of learning.
310Founded in 1956, the council was the first national independent college and
university association. The 1985 by-laws defined its general purpose as the "promo-
tion and advancement of small, independent private colleges of liberalarts and sci-
ences in their historic and vital contribution to ethical, moral, and spiritual
values."
311As before, the College placed its claims before the public bymeans of its several
publications and, after 1952, through a public relations office. Just as in the 1930s its
faculty and administrators used the relatively new medium of radio to bring the
College to the attention of the nearby public, in the 1950s and early 1960s their suc-
cessors presented educational programs on television in order to achieve the
same end.
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Some Consequential Events
On at least six occasions between 1945 and 1985 the usual routine
of College life was broken intoby events which were consequential
enough in its history to warrant special treatment here.
The Cold War
Within two years after the end of hostilities in the Pacific in
August 1945, the United States and the Soviet Union were engaged
in a cold war which threatened at any moment to bring these two
powers, their allies, and indeed the world toa dangerous confronta-
tion.Gettysburg students who had only recently shed their uniforms
to return to College, joined by others who had been too young to
fight,used the columns of the Gettysburgian to express their views
on the course which the nation should follow. There were editorials,
articles, and occasional letters on such subjects as the contest for
control of Germany, whether communism should be outlawed in the
United States, whether universal military training should be
instituted, and the need for a strong bipartisan foreign policy.
InMay 1947 the chairman of the board's religious work commit-
tee solemnly reported to his colleagues that, since the last meeting,
he had queried the chaplain on a sensitive subject. As far as he
knew, the chaplain replied, "there are no organizations with com-
munistic tendencies on this campus, nor are there any groups which
have set themselves up as being anti-religious." Three years later,
the americanization and citizenship committee of the Pennsylvania
society of the Sons of the American Revolution queried the Student
Senate on the same subject. "Ican say unqualifiedly that Ihave
neither heard of, nor suspect any communistic leanings in our
faculty or their teachings," replied the senate president. "Untilsuch
suspicions or facts reach myattention, Ican feel proud of, and can
boast of Gettysburg College's contribution to the American
scene." 312
The outbreak of the Korean War in June 1950 threatened the
College for the third time in a third of a century with a possible
struggle for survival. The war began at a time when the College had
notyet emerged from what Hips Wolfe called the lean years, when it
was not yet evident that Gettysburg could annually recruit a body of
1,200 acceptably qualified students. In the fall,President Hanson
estimated that most draft-age faculty and students would be permit-
312President Hanson incorporated a copy of the letter of Robert A. Bley, dated
March 5, 1950, into his report to the June meeting of the board.
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ted to complete the school year, but those in the reserves might be
called at any time. His December report to the trustees was more
pessimistic. Predicting that as many as three million young men
would be drafted soon after Congress convened in January, he
foresaw a Gettysburg enrollment of nomore than 850 students inthe
fallof 1951. The number ofmen, he thought, would be reduced from
1,050 to 600. "Allenrollments willbe seriously affected. Iam hope-
ful,however, that we willbe able tocomplete the year inthe black,"
he toldthe alumni inFebruary. "Itwillrequire many economies. The
real test willcome next year." Even as he wrote these words, the
faculty was reviving its wartime academic credit policy for serv-
icemen and preparing once more to use its summer session to help
students complete their work in three years. Stillfearing the worst,
Hanson notified several faculty members in the spring of 1951 that
their services would not be needed in the fall.
Although the fighting continued, the beginning of lengthy peace
talks at Panmunjom in July 1951 changed the outlook considerably.
Enrollment inthe fall totaled 1,164 students, down from 1,231 inthe
previous year, but largely because of a greatly reduced number of
women in the freshman class. Instead of 600 male students, there
were 902.
The 125th Anniversary
As the 125 th anniversary of the College approached, and during
the year in which an administrative committee was managing the
institution, the Alumni Association and the board of trustees
established a committee of sixpersons to carry out a proper celebra-
tion,recommending that it take the form ofspecial observances dur-
ing the already established events for the year 1957. There was a
student-sponsored weekend of activities in early April (during
which itrained); about ten days later the library was formally named
A
inmemory of the College's chief founder; Robert Fortenbaugh dis-
cussed the institution's beginnings after the alumni dinner in June;
the College hosted a banquet for some twohundred members of five
Gettysburg service clubs in September; and Franklin Clark Fry,
president of the U.L.C.A., preached the homecoming sermon in
November. There were other anniversary events, but the one which
attracted the greatest attention, both on and beyond the campus, and
whose consequences were much in evidence more than a quarter
century later, was a three-day conference on the CivilWar, which
was held on November 17-19, 1957.
The College invited Professor Allan Nevins of Columbia Univer-
sity to organize the conference program. He agreed, with the
understanding that its main theme would not be the military aspects
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Civil War Conference session, 1957.
of the war. Using as his topic "The Civil War: AnEmergent New
America," Nevins invited more than fifteen nationally known
scholars to joinhim in studying the four-year conflict of the 1860s,
which he believed marked "the conversion ofan unorganized nation
into an organized nation, withan irresistible impetus toward greater
and greater organization." With about four hundred registrants, the
conference was such a success that itwas repeated every November
through 1961. Each had a different director and was devoted toa dif-
ferent topic. 313 By November 1961 almost every major Civil-War-era
scholar had participated in one or more of these conferences. 314
Inhis usual blunt and direct way, the General told the trustees in
December 1957 that, although the first CivilWar conference was a
success which "added greatly" to College prestige, "Ideplore the
lack of student attendance." Four years later, his newly arrived suc-
cessor measured the continuing three-day event by the same
criterion: participation by Gettysburg students. 315 Accordingly,
313The Nevins quote was taken from his conference keynote address, a copy of
whichis inGCA. DavidDonald directed the 1958 conference (Why the North Won the
CivilWar: Economic Considerations); David M.Potter that of1959 (Lincoln and the
Civil War); Norman A. Graebner that of 1960 (Politics in a Dividing Nation); and
James W. Silver that of1961 (Problems of the Confederacy). Two sets ofpapers were
published: David Donald, cd., Why the North Won the CivilWar (Baton Rouge, 1960)
and Norman A. Graebner, cd., Politics and the Crisis of 1860 (Urbana, 1961).
314 1nhis December 1957 board report, President Paul paid tribute to "the originator
of the idea" of the first conference, Professor Basil L. Crapster. Robert Fortenbaugh
was in general charge of the first conference and Robert L. Bloom of the
remaining four.
315This is a clear commentary on the similar priorities of two successive Gettysburg
presidents, who differed in many other ways.
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since it had not increased sufficiently, as far as the president was
concerned, in1962 the conference was replaced by a lecture, named
inmemory of Professor Robert Fortenbaugh and beginning in 1966
endowed by his College classmate, Clyde E. Gerberich. Given on or
about November 19, by 1984 the twenty-three Fortenbaugh lectures
had returned a number of established CivilWar scholars to the cam-
pus and brought many members of a new generation to Gettysburg
for the first time. Between 1958 and 1962 Professor Robert L.Bloom
conducted a summer-study group which sometimes attracted more
than one hundred CivilWar buffs forabout fivedays of lectures, bat-
tlefield tours, and discussions.
As early as December 1957, the General shared with the trustees
his hope of expanding the November conference into a CivilWar
institute and of making the College a national center of CivilWar
studies. After all,he wrote, "it allows us to take advantage of the
one thing we have no other college has - location at Gettysburg." He
also believed he had the building for it: a renovated Old Dorm. In
1959 the General named longtime librarian John Knickerbocker
director of such an institute and turned over to him the small build-
ing which the bookstore had recently vacated. After Knickerbocker
died in 1964, Arnold Hanson decided to abandon the effort. The
books and museum articles were placed in (in many instances
returned to) Schmucker Library. Using endowment funds, federal
grants, and College appropriations, Professor Bloom and others
built the CivilWar era collection ofbooks and related materials into
one of the strongest segments of the library. 316
Gabor S. Boritt succeeded Professor Bloom when the latter retired
in1981. Two years later he conducted the first ina series of summer
study groups (now called CivilWar Institutes). InSeptember 1984 he
directed a three-day conference (Lincoln-175), whichbrought to Get-
tysburg many of the nation's leading Civil-War-era scholars to dis-
cuss the state of Lincoln scholarship on the 175 th anniversary ofhis
birth. Amajor gift from the estates of Mr.and Mrs. Robert C.Fluhrer
made it possible to establish in 1985 the Robert C. Fluhrer Dis-
tinguished Chair in Civil War Studies and also to support those
studies in a number of other ways. Fluhrer, of the class of 1912, was
a York attorney and College trustee from 1963 untilhis death in1970.
3i6professor Bloom*8 popular course on the Civil War and Reconstruction,
introduced in 1954, provided a continuing undergraduate demand for the library's
resources on the period.
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The Civil War Centennial
Inpreparation for the observance of the centennial of the battle of
Gettysburg and the dedication of Soldiers' National Cemetery, in
April1956 Governor George M. Leader signed a billauthorizing a
nine-member state commission to plan for an appropriate celebra-
tion. Eighteen months later the governor appointed President Paul,
John S. Rice, and Donald M.Swope (of the class of 1935 and a Get-
tysburg attorney), along with six others, to what came to be called
the Gettysburg Centennial Commission. 317
Plagued from the beginning by a shortage of funds, the members
had to abandon several of their most ambitious plans. Instead of a
reenactment of the entire battle, as some urged, the commission
agreed to sponsor a symbolic reenactment of Pickett's charge.
Instead of the major pageant which they initiallyplanned, they pro-
moted a series of vignettes staged at different places on the bat-
tlefield. Inevitably, there had to be a big parade. The ceremonies
occurred between June 30 and July 3, 1963. Although thousands
attended the several events, it is apparent that many more stayed
awaybecause of the predictions ofrecord crowds or that civil-rights
groups from outside the county were planning demonstrations at
some time during the festivities. Conspicuous by their absence, in
contrast with the 1913 and 1938 celebrations, were the Union and
Confederate veterans, none of whom were alive in 1963.
The College began its observance of the CivilWar centennial on
June 29, 1961, exactly one hundred years after its students, with
appropriate ceremony, raised a thirty-four star flag over the College
building. 318 There was music, participation by a local "living his-
tory" military unit, and an address by Professor Bloom. Insucceed-
ingmonths, trustees occasionally asked President Hanson about the
extent of College participation in the plans which the commission
was formulating. In reply to one question, he described it as
"limited."Responding toanother, he expressed his unwillingness to
joinin any plan with a battle reenactment, although he welcomed
the opportunity to engage in any program "which would honor the
occasion with dignity and good taste." The fact is that, unlike the
317 Paul resigned when he left the presidency and Rice when he became ambassador
to the Netherlands, both in 1961. The governor then named Henry M. Scharf (of the
class of1925 and a Gettysburg businessman) to replace Paul. Swope remained on the
commission until its work was completed. The final report ofthe commission, com-
piled and edited byLouis M. Simon, its executive secretary, was Gettysburg-1963: An
Account of the Centennial Commemoration (Harrisburg, 1964). Its120 pages include
the text of many of the addresses and also numerous illustrations.
318See p. 182.
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celebrations of 1913 and 1938, this one had limited need for access to
College facilities. 319
The one remaining task for the Gettysburg Centennial Commis-
sion was observance of the centennial of the dedication of Soldiers'
National Cemetery. For this event, which would coincide with the
1963 Fortenbaugh lecture, the commission cooperated closely with
the College. On the afternoon of November 17, Secretary of State
Dean Rusk joined the French and Italian ambassadors and the minis-
ter of the British embassy ina discussion of the international impact
of the Gettysburg Address. The main auditorium of the Student
Union Building was filled to capacity for the program. 320 That eve-
ning, Professor David Donald of The Johns Hopkins University, the
Fortenbaugh lecturer, discussed Abraham Lincoln and American
nationalism. On the following evening, again in the Student Union
Building, Alistair Cooke moderated as four panelists (Judge Ray-
mond P. Alexander, Professor Bloom, Poet Archibald MacLeish,
and lowa Congressman Fred D. Schwengel) discussed the Donald
lecture, as well as what Lincoln might be saying and doing were he
alive a century later. On November 19, Dwight D. Eisenhower for-
mally rededicated the national cemetery. 321
Eisenhower and the College
Although the association of Dwight D.Eisenhower with Gettys-
burg College was closest during the 19605, his contact with the com-
munity began long before that. In1915, as a West Point senior, he
and his class toured and studied the battlefield. Three years later, he
returned to Gettysburg withhis wife, inorder to command the tank
unit at Camp Colt, located on the battlefield. More than a quarter
3191n July, College dorms were used by the state police, band members, and other
parade participants. The address on the College and the CivilWar, which Professor
Bloom delivered on founders' day 1963, was reprinted in the July 1963 issue of
the GCB.
320French, Italian, and British diplomats were present on November 19, 1863, as
was Secretary of State William H. Seward.
321Conspicuous byhis absence from any of these ceremonies was President John F.
Kennedy. The commission invited him to deliver an address to the nation from Get-
tysburg on July 4, 1963. Not until late Aprildid he decline, on the grounds that a
planned trip toEurope and a crowded calendar immediately thereafter wouldhave to
take precedence inhis schedule. The commission then invitedhim to rededicate the
cemetery inNovember and use that occasion for a major address. Instead, he and his
advisers elected to schedule two trips into the South at this time, one of which took
him toDallas, Texas, on November 22. The finalcommission report (onp. 46) had this
observation: "Littledid anyone realize how the course ofour history might have been
changed had President Kennedy's decision been to come to Pennsylvania rather than
go to Texas during that week of November, 1963."
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Members of Kappa Delta
Rho honor Eisenhower as he
reaches seventy-five years of
age in October 1965.
century later, as soon as World War IIended, President Hanson
invited Eisenhower to deliver the address to the 1946 graduating
class and receive the first of many honorary degrees. In 1951 the
Eisenhowers purchased a farm in Cumberland township and soon
thereafter established their legal residence in Adams county. As
already noted, as president of the United States Eisenhower some-
times used the College president's office inGlatfelter Hall during his
recuperation from a 1955 heart attack. In the spring of 1956 he sug-
gested Willard S. Paul as a candidate to succeed Walter Langsam,
and three years later accepted the General's invitation to deliver the
main address during the convocation initiating a major fund-
raising campaign.
Since General Paul had vacated the president's residence at 300
Carlisle street soon after his marriage in the summer of 1958, the
trustees offered to lease the building to the General Services
Administration for use by Eisenhower as an office when he retired
from the presidency inJanuary 1961. Inthe following June they elected
him to the board of trustees. Eisenhower continued to use the office
and be a trustee until he died in March 1969. While occupying the
facilities at 300 Carlisle street, he wrote several books, periodically
issued statements which attracted national attention, and conferred
with American and world leaders. There was a tacit understanding
that persons associated with the College would respect his privacy
and not burden him withrequests, but this did not prevent them from
extending occasional invitations to make brief remarks at some stu-
dent gathering. There was also an understanding that Eisenhower
would not be expected to serve on trustee committees or attend all
board meetings, but this didnot prevent him from accepting the hon-
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Sculptor Norman L. Annis and Mamie D. Eisenhower with the
Eisenhower statue on the occasion of its dedication, 1970.
orary chairmanship of the board of associates when itwas organized
in 1965 or from participating in the dedication of Musselman
Stadium in the same year.
Since Eisenhower was obviously convinced of the necessity of
education in a democratic society, and was highly effective when
expressing his convictions on that subject, he performed his chosen
tasks on the Gettysburg campus togood effect. 322 While ArnoldHan-
son respected Eisenhower as a person and welcomed him as an
international figure and a genuine friend of the institution, he
believed strongly that Gettysburg should always maintain a strictly
nonpartisan character. Consequently, he tried to avoid anything
which would tend to identify the College as a Republican
institution.
When Eisenhower died in 1969 and the federal lease of 300 Car-
lisle street was terminated, the College relocated the admissions
office in the building. InOctober of that year the trustees named it
the Dwight David Eisenhower House and directed that a statue of
the former president "be commissioned and erected on land contig-
uous to the House." The sculptor for the statue was Professor Norman
L.Annis of the art department. Itwas dedicated on October 14, 1970. 323
322Many associated with the College hoped that the presence of Eisenhower on its
board would attract large sums of money. Itdid not.
323The statue was given by Trustee and Mrs. Joseph T. Simpson. After it was
severely damaged during a 1984 storm, Professor Annis created a second statue,
which was located slightly to the west of the original.
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In October 1969 several of the late president's friends organized
the Dwight D. Eisenhower Society, inorder "topromote knowledge
and understanding of the accomplishments of the 34th President of
the United States and General of the Army; the code by which he
lived;and the signal qualities that made himinhis time the world's
most trusted figure." Beginning in 1970, this society observed the
anniversary of Eisenhower's birth (October 14) by exercises at the
statue, followed by a convocation in the College Union Building.
Between 1970 and 1984 the convocation speakers included General
Lauris Norstad, General AlfredM.Gruenther, Governor WilliamW.
Scranton, Dr.Edward L.R.Elson, Governor Richard L. Thornburgh,
and President Gerald R. Ford. The society has always maintained a
close working relationship with the College. By 1985 ithad begun to
contribute to an Eisenhower endowment fund, part of the proceeds
of which were available for scholarships.
Coming Apart at Gettysburg
The social unrest which reached its peak in the late 1960s and
early 1970s followed almost twenty years in which the dominant,
but certainly never the only, themes were widespread acceptance of
the traditional ideals of family life,the worth of organized religion,
and the value of education at all levels. At the same time, as late as
1961, after a decade and a half ofcold war, an American president in
his inaugural address could still vow that "we shall pay any price,
bear any burden, meet any hardship, support any friend, oppose any
foe to assure the survival and the success of liberty."
It was perhaps inevitable that sooner or later many Americans
would begin to criticize what they insisted was an obsession with
material things and a continuing great gap between the ideal and the
reality inmany aspects of our life. They also questioned whether
American foreign policy, however well itmight have promoted the
nation's interests in the recent past, was now in need of major
review and redirection. Itwas equally inevitable that this criticism
and questioning would occur on every live college campus in the
country. These were concerns closely related to the future of every
young person, whether incollege or not. Those who were satisfied
with things as they were and who focused their attention on the
excesses, both inword and deed, which occurred on many campuses
were highly critical of what was taking place. They often threatened
to cut off their financial support of certain institutions, and some-
times did just that. Those faculty, administrators, and trustees who
were invarying degrees responsible for ongoing college and univer-
sity programs were often perplexed by the difficultyinturning cam-
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pus unrest and protest, which in themselves were largely negative,
into constructive channels. Caught between their critics both off and
on the campus, they had no practical alternative to making the
attempt.
Unrest and protest had not yet descended upon the Gettysburg
campus by 1964. The trustees were absorbed in developing a ten-
year plan and in raising money for a life science building. The
faculty were busily engaged in a review of the teacher education
programs, as well as in a Middle States evaluation which centered
on ways to make students more responsible for their own learning
and to assist them indeveloping value systems consistent with the
liberal arts. Ifthe Gettysburgian was an accurate barometer of cam-
pus opinion and behavior, most students still enjoyed the big social
weekends. There is evidence that many were pursuing the currently
popular goal of academic excellence, but editorials and letters some-
times complained about widespread student apathy. With compul-
sory chapel and compulsory convocation things of the past, there
was at the moment no major issue to divide students and administra-
tors. Nevertheless, letters from Peace Corps volunteers, discussion
of a possible exchange of students with a black college in the South,
as well as articles about segregation inthe community of Gettysburg
and whether the College (with one black student) was committed to
nothing more than token integration, all of these topics indicated
something of the extent to which students were reaching beyond the
campus. In his December report to the board, President Hanson
commented favorably upon the students' interest in the Johnson-
Goldwater campaign and concluded that their "behavior in general
displays a remarkable sense of responsibility." 324
It was in the year 1965, during which Congress approved many
major pieces of reform legislation (including medicare, an effective
votingrights bill,several education bills,and a sweeping liberaliza-
tion of immigration legislation), but also during which the adminis-
tration began introducing large numbers of American fighting men
into Vietnam, that the campus mood began tochange. By the spring
of that year, several students accompanied the chaplain to a
Washington discussion of the proposed voting rights bill;it was
sponsored by national Protestant, Catholic, and Jewish organiza-
tions. The student exchange withKnoxville College actually began
occurring. Faculty and students engaged in discussions of Vietnam
and the operation of the draft.
324Gettysburgian polls in1952 gave Eisenhower a 79-19 percent edge over Steven-
son, in 1960 Nixon an 82-18 edge over Kennedy, and in 1964 Johnson a 54-43 edge
over Goldwater. A total of1,311 students participated in the 1964 poll.
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President Hanson immediately took the position that these and
other concerns of students were legitimate and that itwas crucial for
administrators and faculty to establish and maintain effective lines
of communication, however difficult,trying, and wearisome that
might be. The In which the Senate and Chapel Council opened in
January 1965 was available for this purpose. Beginning inFebruary
1966 the president used a gathering (called the liaison) for regular
meetings with students. Later he began holding press conferences,
at which larger numbers could be reached. In 1966 the trustees
started to confer with students when they came to campus for their
regular meetings. Meanwhile, the students were establishing com-
munication with their colleagues on other campuses. Special
telephones made possible long-distance group discussions.
By 1967 student activism was expanding to include questioning of
many of the College's conduct and other regulations. Why does Get-
tysburg continue to say that ithas a dry campus, when infact it does
not and should not? Why are there restrictions on the freedom of
women students to come and go as they please, when similar restric-
tions on men were abandoned years ago? Why must some students,
but not all, eat in the dining hall? Why are there no more black
students at Gettysburg? Why are students not permitted to par-
ticipate in the tenure and promotion decisions involving faculty
members? In seeking answers to these and other questions, the
students soon came to the conclusion that, in order to effect the
changes in the College which they desired, they needed to know
much more than they did about how it was governed. It was
relatively easy for them to gain a fair understanding of the role of
Arnold Hanson, the several deans, and the faculty. Itwas far more
difficult for them tounderstand and then accept that the laws of the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania had vested ultimate authority for
the College, as well as ultimate responsibility for its welfare, ina
group of men and women who, as far as many of them could see,
were little more than poorly informed absentee landlords.
The years 1968-1970 witnessed student activism at Gettysburg at
its peak. College administrators and faculty tried from time to time
to put what was happening into proper perspective. "A point of
beginning is the awareness that a potent mark of contemporary cul-
ture is activism," Arnold Hanson told the alumni during the 1969
collation, "an activism which is displayed by persons of all ages and
varying circumstances throughout the world." It is putting
"traditional college structures and processes" to the test. On the
campus, he noted, activism takes many forms, ranging from "sup-
port of a proper goal" to "harassment or obstructive action." The
president believed that there were "very few, if any," students at
Gettysburg who were "violence prone." Rather, he insisted, "the
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vast majority of our students are motivated by a genuine desire for
good. These young people are idealists and for this all of us should
be thankful."
The president was accurate in his description of the activist.
Many were convinced that the polity of the College should be
altered to give students a much greater voice in its government.
Given such a voice, they claimed, they would use it to improve the
College as a place of learning, using that word inits broadest pos-
sible meaning. These students seemed to sense that the existing
mood of the campus and the country offered them a fighting chance
to accomplish their aims; ifnot seized upon, the opportunity would
quickly pass, perhaps never in their lifetime to return. "The means
of action" which the students were then using toachieve their goals,
Arnold Hanson told the alumni, "have been reasonable with signifi-
cant reliance on regular channels." In spite of their feeling of
urgency, Gettysburg students presented those who held the reins of
power with comparatively few lists of "nonnegotiable demands,"
similar to those faced by the governors of some other educational
institutions at this time. 325
Reacting to the times, as early as 1968 the faculty began adding
student members to several of its committees. When a new rule was
approved two years later, students were represented on six of the ten
regular standing committees. InJanuary 1969 the faculty voted to
permit ten designated students toattend their meetings and tomake
available to allstudents copies of the minutes, which up to that time
were to be regarded as confidential among faculty and adminis-
trators.
Consistently during this period ArnoldHanson declared that there
would be no censorship at Gettysburg College. As early as the fall of
1967 he took a position unpopular with many off campus when he
defended the rights of students and others to invite controversial
speakers to the campus. "There are risks involved here," he told the
3251t is instructive to compare Hanson's 1969 collation report (published in the July
1969 GCB) with the one he delivered four years later (and published in the July 1973
GCB), by which time the mood had changed. One of the characteristics of the times
was for college students to use provocative language, as well as exaggeration and
unreality, to describe the situation in which they found themselves and the remedies
which they sought. A student power program for1969, which bore no signature and
for whichno one therefore had to assume responsibility, called for additional faculty
chairs, faculty salary increases, more scholarships, and more courses, whileenjoin-
ing the trustees and administration to seek immediate ways to reduce tuition, room,
and board charges. Inthe same document, students who undoubtedly wanted to be
treated as adults and who expected to be taken seriously demanded creation of a
board composed of an equal number of students, administrators, faculty, trustees,
and alumni, which would be the "highest governing body of the school." Copy
in GCA.
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opening convocation, "but we cannot assume that a responsible
effort to probe a sensitive area or to present a person who thinks
otherwise represents a dangerous course of action." The limits to
which he was willingto go were tested a year later, when a publica-
tion called "Eatsit" began appearing. Called "a literary magazine,"
by its coarseness and vulgarity it more resembled those libelous
burlesques of the past. Members of its staff stated openly that the
purpose of their text and cartoons was deliberately to provoke the
trustees into pressuring Arnold Hanson to try to halt their publica-
tion. If successful, they believed, it would allow them to charge
abridgement of freedom of the press, draw many students to their
side, and finally provoke a major student revolt.
ArnoldHanson declined to take the bait.Ina letter to the trustees,
dated October 12, 1968, and shared with the faculty, he discussed the
difficultyinproving a case against the staff using existing conduct
procedures and the risks incircumventing them. "One of the crucial
tasks today on college campuses," he wrote, "is that ofdefining and
maintaining academic freedom in the face of efforts to test the limits
of that freedom or to exploit it." A college must take some risks
because limiting academic freedom "in one instance ...may
threaten other parts of or the whole of its academic freedom." He
was hopeful "that if we continue to behave responsibly and with
some measure of dignity the few who are offensive willdestroy
themselves." Ifaction should eventually be required, and he was not
certain that it would not be, "Iam hopeful that we will... [act] on
solid grounds and in ways which are appropriate to this kind of
institution." "Eatsit" soon ceased publication. 326
The first campus confrontation came inthe spring of 1969. Itcon-
cerned the rights of women students. Using somewhat milder
language than was customary in the past (the word required was
now gone), the 1967 catalogue declared that "allwomen inthe cam-
pus community are expected to liveina college residence hallunless
they have special permission from the Dean of Students" and that
"all women students, except those living at home, . . . take their
meals in the College Dining Hall." The 1967 student handbook
informed women students that they had to remain in their dor-
mitories between the evening closing hours (which varied by class
and day of the week from 10:30 P.M. to 2 A.M.)and 6 A.M.Males
could be entertained only indormitory livingrooms and then only
between 10 A.M. and closing hours. Women were permitted only in
the lobbies of men's dormitories or on the first floors of fraternity
3260n October 7 the Student Senate adopted a statement, titled "The Situation" and
signed by fifteen students, declaring the subscribers' commitment to change, avowing
their opposition to "Eatsit" and its purposes, and urging the president not to take the
bait which it offered.
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houses. The by-laws of the Women's Student Government Council
contained detailed procedures for obtaining exceptions to these
rules and prescribed penalties for disobeying them.
Late in 1968 the Women's Student Government proposed that all
but first-semester women be permitted to regulate their own hours.
On February 25, 1969 some 269 women signed a statement that "Get-
tysburg College discriminates against women" and affirming (not
demanding) that "we all want equal rights." Two weeks later the
student affairs committee recommended that the president grant the
request. 327 Instead, he offered the privilege of what were called self-
limiting hours only to those senior women whose parents gave their
approval. Thisprovoked some four hundred students to protest, dur-
ing the course of which it was agreed to suspend classes for twodays
to permit extended discussion of many issues, which by now went
far beyond hours for women. 328
What became known as the moratorium occurred on April15-16,
1969. Trustees, administrators, faculty, and most of the students dis-
cussed the latter's many concerns - it was they who determined the
agenda - and how best to deal with them. After the talking was over,
it was agreed that two things needed to be done immediately. The
first was the creation of a new agency to deal with student affairs.
The second was the establishment of a committee which would
study the host of matters discussed during the moratorium and then
327 1n January 1967 the faculty increased the size of its student affairs committee to
six faculty, six administrators, and six students.
328 President Hanson explained to the alumni inJune that early in the protest some
students decided to spend a night in the Student Union Building. "While some may
have hoped that they would be refused permission," he explained, "instead permis-
sion was granted."
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refer those deemed worthy of more extended consideration and
possible action to some existing College body.329
Between mid-Apriland mid-September 1969 the trustees in a spe-
cial meeting approved the president's delegating his charter and by-
laws authority in student affairs, and the faculty inseveral meetings
delegated their authority in the same area, to what was eventually
called the Residential Life Commission, consisting of six elected
faculty members, six appointed administrators, and six elected
students. The commission was assigned the "fullresponsibility for
student residential life and student conduct and for enacting legisla-
tion concerning these matters," subject toreview by the trustees in
such cases as the president deemed warranted. The commission
came into being in the fall of 1969 and immediately began to deal
with a large agenda of urgent items. 330
One of the first matters to which the commission directed its
attention was the College alcohol policy, which had been stated in
several different ways over a long period of time. In1955, when the
Interfraternity Council asked the board's committee on fraternities
to permit what it called "controlled drinking" in the houses during
the big weekends, the committee asked the fullboard to reaffirm
what itconsidered existing policy: "There willbe no storage or con-
sumption of alcoholic beverages on the Campus or in the Campus
buildings. This includes all the fraternities." Without recorded
debate, the board complied in June 1955. Thus Presidents Paul and
Hanson had recent trustee action as authority when they declared
that Gettysburg College was a dry campus. Even while making these
declarations, they well knew that there continued to be drinking on
the campus (as the trustees defined the latter term); that the policy
was notbeing rigorously enforced; that probably itwas not practical
to attempt rigorous enforcement; and that the only benefit from the
policy, apart from itspopularity inmany circles off campus, was the
329The study and referral committee included trustees, administrators, the members
of the faculty executive committee, and students. Its final report in late 1970 did not
propose adding either faculty or student members to the board of trustees, as hap-
pened in some other institutions. Itdid recommend establishing a gathering (later
called the forum), in which members of the several constituencies could regularly
meet and talk. Trustees, faculty, administrators, and students met several times a year
in this way through 1975-1976.
3301n May 1976 the commission adopted a statement of objectives and goals for
residential living, which expressed, certainly not a new vision for Gettysburg
College, but one cast inlanguage ofthe times. In1980 the Residential LifeCommis-
sion was replaced by the Student LifeCouncil (four students, four faculty, and four
administrators), which was charged withstudying residential life and recommending
action to the president. Obviously, by this change the faculty was taking back much
of the authority ithad delegated in 1969, the president was resuming a much larger
role, and the trustees were withdrawing from their active involvement, although the
president might still refer any pending proposal for their review.
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mild deterrent effect it might be having on student drinking. Some-
times the Gettysburgian ran an editorial urging students to honor the
prohibition; sometimes it simply called attention to the wide gap
between policy and practice.
Studies made in the later 1960s demonstrated that many students,
probably a majority, were accustomed tousing alcoholic beverages
before they came to Gettysburg; that only about half of the parents
questioned endorsed the existing policy; and that officers of other
institutions reported a trend away from restrictive policies on their
campuses. In December 1969 the board of trustees, after consider-
able debate and obviously with some misgivings, amended slightly
and then accepted the Residential LifeCommission's proposed revi-
sion of the long-existing and much-ignored policy. The College now
declared that it did not encourage student use of alcoholic
beverages; that it expected students to obey Pennsylvania's law,
which set the minimum drinking age at twenty-one years; that it
would neither enforce that law on behalf of the state nor impede the
state's enforcing it; that it would penalize inappropriate student
behavior which went beyond breaking the law; and that it would
provide strict guidelines for on-campus drinking. Subject to review
a year after adoption, this policy was made permanent in 1971. 3"
Another topic which came before the Residential Life Commis-
sion in the fall of 1969 was the issue which had produced the
moratorium in the first place. Why should there be any disparity be-
331The problems which student use of alcoholic beverages created for the College
did not disappear with the adoption of this policy. During the 1970s the Residential
Life Commission, the administration, and the trustees often had this matter on their
agendas, as laws were violated and inappropriate behavior increased. ArnoldHanson
and others constantly urged programs to educate students to the dangers in using
alcohol. The trustees adopted a revised and briefer statement of policy in1979 and the
Student Life Council subsequently restated the guidelines for using alcoholic
beverages on campus.
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tween the rights and privileges enjoyed by male and female
students? Gradually, by actions of the commission and the trustees,
the distinctions which were instituted when women students
returned to Gettysburg in the fall of 1935, which probably for many
years virtually all of their parents heartily supported, and which
probably most women students long accepted as a given when they
enrolled, were eliminated.
By 1972 all women who had parental permission were given self-
limiting hours; a year later such permission was no longer needed.
By 1973 junior and senior women having a dean's permission could
room off campus; by 1974 women were free to acquire sorority
houses; and beginning in1977 only freshmen, both men and women,
were required to live in College dormitories. By 1973 junior and
senior women could choose where they took their meals, a privilege
all juniors and seniors still enjoyed twelve years later. Reluctantly,
in1972 the trustees approved using Apple Hall for both men (in the
original part) and women (in the annex). Stillreluctant, in1977 they
nevertheless permitted men and women to room, on alternate floors,
in Patrick Hall.
The idea whose time the trustees were most unwilling to admit
had come was known as open visitation, which meant that a student
could entertain visitors inhis orher room at any time. Aware of their
ultimate responsibility for the welfare of the College, the trustees
properly weighed a number of considerations (including, but not
limited to, the strong desires of students already on the campus)
before sanctioning in 1982 open visitation as one of three options
available to students. 332
InMarch 1970, after months of planning, the students carried out
a three-day program of speeches, workshops, and discussions
devoted to many of the issues which people of all ages, not only
college students, were then facing. The main topic was student
involvement on the campus, in the community, and in the nation.
Many of the more than fiftyspeakers and discussion-group leaders
were nationally known. The trustees, some of whom were par-
ticipants, were sufficiently impressed by what was called Sym-
posium 70 that they formally commended the students who had
formulated and then carried out the idea. The Gettysburgian for
332Open visitation was a matter which the president referred to the trustees for
approval before itbecame effective. The 1970 handbook was the first to contain a
rationale for visitation: the College recognized "a natural desire" to entertain mem-
bers ofthe opposite sex insurroundings free "fromthe usual public distractions." At
the same time, ithad "a positive obligation to protect the right of the individual to
reasonable privacy because the learning process depends on extensive reading and
thinking in solitude. Residence halls are one of the appropriate places for this
activity." Hence there were visitation rules and options.
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March 16 accurately described itas "the most colorful, provocative
and exhausting Awareness Week this college has yet seen." 333
Six weeks after Symposium 70, when President Richard Nixon
ordered American troops to invade Cambodia, presumably in an
effort to force the North Vietnamese to agree to peace terms accept-
able to the Americans, students on campuses all over the country
erupted in revolt. The Ohio governor ordered the national guard to
restore order in the town of Kent and on the campus of Kent State
University. During the days which followed, four students were
killed and eleven were wounded. Many Gettysburg students joined
the nationwide protest by sending letters to Washington and per-
suading the faculty to suspend classes for two more days of wide-
ranging discussions. By a large majority, the faculty took the most
unusual step (in justifying it,one faculty member remarked that the
times were most unusual) of deploring the expansion of the war and
calling upon the president to withdraw all American troops from
Cambodia and Vietnam.
The crisis was sufficiently unnerving to some that the faculty gave
students several options for completing their semester's work, one
of which permitted delay into the fall semester. When they met in
June, the trustees commended Arnold Hanson and those who
worked with him "on their overall handling of the affairs of this
institution during the year just passed and particularly because of
their ability tomeet the situation of the college community and keep
333 Many students organized and directed Symposium 70, but the one most respon-
sible for itwas the senate president, Geoffrey Curtiss. Symposium 70 is a good exam-
ple of positive, constructive student activism, designed to bring together rather than
to tear apart.
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the institution on an even keel in the tumultuous times inwhich we
find ourselves." 334
The fever pitch at which the College and the country operated dur-
ing much of 1968, 1969, and 1970 could not be expected to continue
indefinitely. As early as January 1971 Arnold Hanson told the trus-
tees that the campus seemed quieter, that students seemed less con-
cerned "with issues of yesteryear" and more with the academic
program, but that there was "stilla wide array of strange clothing."
By June he was able to tell his fellow-trustees that "the College
climate this year is a generally calmer one than last year." In June
1972 he reported to them that "the College is a happier place than it
was a few years ago."
At the end of one of the several sessions during which Gettysburg
was sitting in what amounted to a committee of the whole, Arnold
Hanson abandoned his usual reserve to declare, with some fervor,
that Gettysburg would never be the same again. Inone sense he was
in error, since the power structure, with the long-established divi-
sion oflabor among its parts, survived the crisis years largely intact.
However, in another sense, at least during the succeeding decade,
his prediction was an accurate one. Certain designated students con-
tinued to attend faculty meetings. Students continued to participate
in the deliberation of more than half of the regular faculty commit-
tees. Their concerns now occupied a more prominent place than
ever before in trustee meetings. 335 Among the other legacies of this
period which remained in the mid-eighties were pass-fail grading,
the special major, and faculty-sponsored student evaluation of
teaching. Among the traditional usages of an earlier period which
had not returned by the same time were religious emphasis week, a
booster club, fall and spring houseparty weekends, Spectrum
queens and their courts, and freshmen customs.
334There were rumors of plans to protest and possibly disrupt during several of the
commencements ofthese years. Arnold Hanson replied incharacteristic fashion to a
question in the June 1970 board meeting by explaining that students knew "the
ground rules fordissent and dissenters" and that he would "adjourn activities should
circumstances develop which could be embarrassing to the institution or par-
ticipants." Some students stood insilent protest during the R.O.T.C. commissioning
exercises; some declined to wear caps and gowns; students spoke during the 1970 and
1971 exercises; and in 1971 one student tried to leave the stage after receiving his
diploma without shaking ArnoldHanson's hand (he failed). For reactions to the 1971
commencement, see the GCB for July and October of that year.
335Legislation in 1980 altered slightly the way in which students were chosen to
attend faculty meetings, but not the number entitled to attend. Although the College
by-laws were amended in 1968 topermit nonmembers to serve on board committees,
not until1979-1980 were students (and faculty) appointed to any. Once the Student
Life Council was established, the trustees were less involved inresidential lifemat-
ters than they had been for a decade.
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After more than four years of preparation by administrators,
faculty, and students, the trustees in 1974 adopted a statement
entitled "The Rights and Responsibilities of Students." Designed to
"provide guidelines for the insurance of the rights of Gettysburg
College students and for the exercise of their responsibilities as
members of this community foreducation," the statement dealt with
such topics as the academic freedom of students, proper use of their
official and other College records, their rights and responsibilities as
citizens inthe College community, and procedures forhandling their
grievances. Obviously this document invited close comparison with
the numerous editions of rules and regulations which the faculty
had prepared and the trustees had adopted during the first eighty
years or more of the College's existence.
However important itmay have been, College response to student
activism was not the only reason for change in the early seventies.
State and federal equal-rights legislation required the College to
move more rapidly than it otherwise might have to remove the last
remaining distinctions in its treatment of men and women
students. 336 The Family Education Rights and Privacy Act of 1974
resulted in some changes in the way in which student records and
letters of recommendation were handled. As state and federal courts
began setting aside the precedents which for many years had
allowed institutions of higher education virtual free rein indealing
with their students, the College changed course and increased the
role of the administration and faculty in its disciplinary pro-
cedures. 337
336 TitleIXof the federal higher education amendments of1972 stated that sex can-
not be used to exclude any person fromthe benefits of an educational program receiv-
ing federal assistance. In June 1973 the trustees declared that "itis the policy of
Gettysburg College not to discriminate improperly against any matriculated student,
employee or prospective employee on account of race, color, religion, ethnic or
national origin, orsex." The declaration dealt withstudents, employees, and affirma-
tive action. Writing in the January 1975 GCB, Assistant Business Manager Robert C.
Nordvall observed that during the preceding fifteen years the College had become
subject to at least fourteen state and federal laws pertaining to its personnel. Deter-
mining what these laws meant in practice and what they required of the College, he
wrote, was taking "an increasing portion of the time of college administrators."
337From the days of the General until 1972, violations of student rules and
regulations were triedby an all-student conduct board, each of whose decisions was
then reviewed by an administrative-faculty review board. The tacit understanding
was that, wherever possible, the conduct board decision would stand. In1972 this
arrangement gave way to a student conduct review board of nine students, six
faculty, and two deans, not all of whom had to be present at any trial.The board's
jurisdiction extended to individuals and campus groups; its decisions were binding,
but there was an appeal procedure. The student handbook declared that board pro-
cedures "donot include allthe rules in force inthe civilcourts What is required is
that all of the procedures followed preserve the substance of due process." By
1984-1985 the board consisted of twelve students, nine faculty, and two admin-
istrators.
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Atno time during the late sixties and early seventies did amajority
of Gettysburg students engage in what has here been referred to as
activism, although most of them did adopt their own version of the
hair and dress styles often associated with that phenomenon. 338
Some who were as disturbed as any by the war inVietnam and injus-
tice at home took the position that their highest immediate priority
should be making progress toward completing their College work.
Accordingly, they opposed any interruptions in their scheduled
classes.
One of the ideas current among college students at this time was
that the American economy had developed to the point at which,
almost automatically, it could produce enough for all. The problem
then was simply to assure that all got a share, which would permit as
many as wished to spend their time on more important things. This
may help to explain a switch in interest on many campuses from
economics and business administration to fields deemed to be more
(to use a much overused word of the time) relevant. At Gettysburg
these two subjects allbut held their own, including 17 percent of the
graduates between 1963 and 1967 and 15.6 percent between 1972
and 1976. Grade inflation was a national phenomenon at this time.
Undoubtedly for several reasons, the grade-point average for all
Gettysburg students increased from 2.61 during the first half of the
sixties to 2.71 during the second half, and then to 2.86 during the
first half of the seventies. In the fifties and sixties the College chap-
ter ofPhi Beta Kappa elected an average of6.5 percent of the seniors
to membership. For several years in the early seventies the number
chosen reached or slightly exceeded 10 percent. 339
The fact that the campus was a happier place in the early 1970s
did not mean that the problems of presidents and others were now
things of the past. Administrators continued to be concerned about
campus security. As early as 1968, Arnold Hanson began appealing
to the faculty and students for help inpreventing fires, theft, van-
dalism, and assaults on students. He tried to limitaccess to many
campus buildings after normal workinghours. In1971 he increased
the security force, hired its first professional chief, and announced
that the security budget had been tripled. In1972 he began telling the
trustees about the phenomenon known as the "stop out." While
more students were turning to economics and business administra-
338 P011s of presidential preferences give some indication of student sentiment. Of
875 responding in 1968, 62 percent favored Nixon, 22 Humphrey, 6 McCarthy, 4
Wallace, and 6 percent other candidates. Of 150 asked in 1972, 58 percent favored
Nixon, 37 McGovern, and 5percent other candidates. Four years later, Ford gained 69
percent of the vote and Carter 22.
339During the firsthalf of the eighties the grade-point average was 2.63 and about 6
percent of the seniors were being elected to Phi Beta Kappa.
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tion, others were deciding that the liberal arts, perhaps all of higher
education, were not for them. They left college, with no plans to
return. Voluntary withdrawals at Gettysburg, for all reasons, did
increase from an annual average of 4.8 percent during 1965-1971 to
6.7 percent during the succeeding decade. Of greater concern were
such matters as the energy crisis, the proper level ofmedical care for
which the College should be responsible, and the frequency of
alcohol and drug use on the campus. 340
Probably few persons were naive enough to believe that the
alcohol policy adopted in December 1969 would remove the issue
from the College agenda. If anything, the use (actually, what
administrators and others considered the abuse) of alcohol became
more of a problem as the activism of 1968-1970 passed. There were
few trustee meetings at which the subject was not discussed and
questions asked about what was being done about it.Inresponding
at the November 1975 meeting, Arnold Hanson reiterated his belief
that many students arrive with their drinking habits "already
ingrained" and stated that the administration was offering
educational programs and some therapy inan effort to modify those
habits. In March 1976 the Residential Life Commission resolved to
meet with representatives of all organizations sponsoring social
events, in order to discuss their concern "about the number ofsocial
events and the consumption ofalcoholic beverages." The main topic
which their motion prescribed for discussion was "the present
image of the College as a 'party school,' what effect that image has
upon the College's reputation and what effect the 'party school
image' has upon the academic and intellectual activities of the
College."
InJune 1971 Arnold Hanson told the trustees that "there exists a
drug problem" at Gettysburg "which is labyrinthian to deal with."341
He attributed it to the fact that "society ingeneral seeks allkinds of
releases from reality." Drugs are but one wayfor students toachieve
their release "from what seem to them tobe insuperable problems."
Ina fashion characteristic of the College, he advocated dealing with
drug use by trying "to bring older persons into a more meaningful
relationship withstudents inorder toreinforce the student's sense of
34OThe energy crisis began inlate 1973 and soon absorbed the attention of adminis-
trators, faculty, and students, as the cost of energy doubled by 1977-1978 and then
continued to increase. About the same time, the trustees were discussing possible
cooperative arrangements with the seminary and localhospital for providing only the
necessary minimum of health care.
3411n June 1966 he told them that a representative of the state had visited the cam-
pus to discuss drug use and that the College "is free of any known problems in this
area." Three years later, he had a different report. By May 1969 the use ofdrugs had
become "a matter of continuing and growing concern."
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security." Probably few ifany persons would have claimed tohave
mastered the labyrinth as itexisted on the Gettysburg campus, but it
remained a matter with which staff members continued to deal. 342
Any judicious review of the behavior of the several campus con-
stituencies during the later 1960s and early 1970s must reach the
conclusion that the vast majority of allof them acted with commend-
able wisdom and restraint in their efforts to keep the College from
coming apart. Arnold Hanson set the example. He would listen; he
would bend when he believed bending was an acceptable means toa
worthwhile end; he would not censor; he was prepared to act
decisively when he believed campus order required it;and he was
determined to stand firm as long as he believed bending was not
acceptable. 343 However much their patience and temper were tried,
virtually all other administrators and faculty endeavored to follow
his example, keeping the lines of communication open and the level
of discourse rational. 344 The trustees, many of whom were success-
ful business or professional men accustomed to giving orders and
expecting them tobe obeyed, proved willingto return to the campus
much more frequently than ever before; also to listen; to explain at
length why boards of trustees possessed, and should retain, the
powers and duties which charters assigned to them; and to agree to
altering orabandoning some rules and regulations inwhich they still
personally may have believed. 345 Finally, with perhaps fewer than a
dozen exceptions, the students of these years must be given credit
for the constructive way in which they expressed their sense of
social justice, as well as their opposition toan unpopular war which
their generation was called upon to fight.
In his address to the alumni in June 1969, Arnold Hanson
remarked that "the pace ofevents ... [and] the complexity of issues"
were plaguing the staff in their efforts to communicate with the off-
campus constituencies, including the alumni and church people.
The volume of his incoming mail increased. "It is not unusual to be
342The transcript of a WWGC interview with a student on the subject of campus
drug availability and use was reprinted in the October 27, 1972 Gettysburgian. The
newspaper warned that "the opinions of the student are not necessarily those of any-
one but him".
343He lost his temper inpublic only a very few times. Perhaps even he never fully
comprehended the consequences of the strain on his system.
344 Although many were especially active in this effort, none was more assiduous
than the chaplain in performing the role of honest broker.
345Those who counted on the synodical trustees to be the bulwarks of resistance to
change on the board were disappointed. Perhaps because the pastors among them
functioned withinvoluntary organizations where persuasion rather than command-
ing was required, and perhaps because their religious convictions led them to ask
some of the same questions the students were asking, the synodical trustees were
usually among Arnold Hanson's firmest board supporters.
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praised in one letter for an act for which you receive condemnation
in the next letter," he said. "It is not unusual to receive letters
which, though Iam sure are sincere, contain little by way of
understanding of the issues being examined." Many off-campus
supporters of the College were as perplexed and confused by the
times as were the students. Some appeared to believe that Gettys-
burg should be able to insulate itself from what was happening
elsewhere in the nation. They were disappointed when that did not
happen, as indeed itcould not have happened. Others, perhaps with
children or grandchildren of their own who were teenagers,
understood and were sympathetic. The level ofsupport from its off-
campus constituencies which the College enjoyed both during and
after the crisis was evidence that, on balance, their performance in
difficult times was also commendable.
The Sesquicentennial Celebration
In January 1978 the trustees authorized appointment of a commit-
tee to prepare for the observance of the 150 th anniversary of the
College in1982. 346 Amonth earlier, they had approved publication of
a new history of the College and an updated alumni directory. 347
The committee incharge decided tocelebrate the sesquicentennial
during the firstweek inApril,to coincide with the actual date of the
granting of the first charter in1832. On April1there was an interdis-
ciplinary symposium on the liberal arts in the recital hall of the
recently renovated Schmucker Hall. Panelists were Professor
Eugene P. Kennedy of the Harvard Medical School, Professor
Douglas K.Candland of Bucknell University, an*d Professor Luther
J. Binkley of Franklin and Marshall College. A sesquicentennial
dance inthe College Union Building on the following day attracted
enough people to consume in short order the large birthday cake,
once its 150 candles were extinguished and removed. Rain, which
had dampened the April event in 1957, cancelled the parade
scheduled for April 3, but did not prevent dedication of the plaque
346F0r an account of the College's part in the American bicentennial observance,
see GCB (January 1976), pp. 4-8.
347Begun in1970, the College History Series eventually consisted of the following
publications, dealing witha facet of the institution's past: Charles H.Glatfelter, Yon-
der Beautiful and Stately College Edifice: AHistory ofPennsylvania Hall(Old Dorm),
Gettysburg College, Gettysburg, Pennsylvania (1970); WilliamC. Darrah, Engineering
at Gettysburg College (1973, 1974); Harold A. Dunkelberger, Gettysburg College and
the Lutheran Connection: An Open-Ended Story of a Proud Relationship (1975);
Robert L.Bloom, IntercoJJegiate Athletics at Gettysburg CoJJege, 2 vols. (1976, 1977);
and Anna Jane Moyer, The Way We Were: A History of Student Life at Gettysburg
College, 1832-1982 (1982). The alumni directory was published in1981. This work is
the intended College history.
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In the rain, on April3, 1982, the College dedicated a plaque in
front of the building in which both it and the seminary began
instruction. Photograph by P. Ross Ramer.
erected in front of the Reuning house, in which the seminary began
instruction in 1826 and the College six years later. Congressman
William F. Goodling was the speaker. A concert by the College choir
completed the day's events.
On April 4, Palm Sunday, Bishop James R. Crumley of the
Lutheran Church in America preached in the chapel and several
College choirs joined to present Paul Fetler's cantata, "Hosanna,
The Hour Has Come," which was composed for the occasion. On the
evening of the fifth,the Waverly Consort performed. 348 On April 6
Dr.David Hartman, of the class of 1972, believed tobe the onlyblind
student to complete medical school up to that time in the twentieth
century, addressed a special Phi Beta Kappa convocation.
The charter day convocation was held inChrist Chapel on April7,
1982. Dr.Mark H. Curtis, president of the Association of American
348 Based inNew York, and directed by Michael Jaffee, this ensemble of ten singers
and players performed music of the twelfth through eighteenth centuries, using
instruments of the period.
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Dr. Mark H. Curtis addressed the charter day convocation, April 7,
1982. Photograph by P. Ross Ramer.
Colleges, delivered the main address. He spoke of signs ofa national
renewal forliberal learning and urged colleges such as Gettysburg to
display "the imagination, moral courage, and persistence" needed
to ask "criticalquestions about the nature of liberal learning and of
developing conceptual principles for undergirding and strengthen-
ing it." Both the president of the United States and the governor of
Pennsylvania sent greetings. President Glassick awarded four hon-
orary degrees, one of them to his predecessor. 349
The final event in the celebration was the dedication of a ses-
quicentennial sculpture. The creator, Martin Puryear, chose field
stone and concrete for the work, explaining that these materials
were meant to convey to the viewer a sense of the permanence of the
College in its Adams county setting. Placed west of Pennsylvania
Hall, it was dedicated on October 30, 1982.
349 Part of the senior class gift to the College was used to help pay for a new College
entrance, directly across from Stevens street.
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A Salutary Influence through Changing Times
The foregoing is an account of the efforts of Samuel Simon
Schmucker, his associates, and their many successors to manage an
institution of higher learning insuch a manner that itwould "exert a
salutary influence in advancing the cause of liberal education." In
large part because those who were responsible for its care over the
years recognized what was required of them "to serve the cause of
liberal education inchanging times," the College survived and pros-
pered. Itremains for some future historian - wehope one inthe far-
distant future - to describe how the undertaking begun in 1832
finally turned out.
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John Houseman addresses the members of the class of 1985.
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Appendix 1
Trustees, 1832-1985
When at fullcomplement, the board of trustees between 1832 and
1853 consisted of 21 persons, elected for three-year terms by the
board of patrons. Since the act of 1850, which became effective in
1853, the board has been self-perpetuating, except as noted below.
From 1853 to 1935 the fullcomplement of trustees was 36 persons,
elected for indefinite terms. Since that time, the terms have been six
years and the maximum number as follows: 1935-1958, 30; 1958-
1964, 36; 1964-1974, 38; and since 1974, 39. F refers to the Franklin
College trustees added under the act of 1850. A refers to alumni trus-
tees nominated by the Alumni Association and elected by the board.
S refers to trustees elected by supporting synods.
Luther E. Albert (1828-1908), 1870-1908.
George E. Allen (1896-1973), 1958-1970.
John W. Amatucci, 1967-1973, A.
Charles E. Anderson, 1984-.
Daniel J. Anderson, 1964-1973.
Frederick R. Anspach (1815-1876), 1856-1859.
James G. Apple, 1978-.
John A.Apple (1896-1983), 1952-1964; 1965-1977.
Samuel Appold (1814-1893), 1867-1870; 1872-1880.
Alexander W. Astin, 1983-.
J. Emory Bair (1845-1914), 1896-1909.
Frank D. Baker (1871-1949), 1938-1949.
George B. Baker (1895-1961), 1955-1961, A.
Henry Baker (1816-1894), 1877-1894.
John C. Baker (1792-1859), 1832-1838; 1853-1856, F.
Joseph B. Baker (1877-1946), 1921-1946, A.
Minerva T. Baker (1896-1970), 1947-1966.
David S. Bantley (1897-1969), 1958-1962, S.
Henry L.Baugher (1804-1868), 1851-1868.
Isaac Baugher (1787-1848), 1844-1848.
Charles Baum (1855-1938), 1902-1938.
John H. Baum (1917-1981), 1976-1981.
WilliamM.Baum (1825-1902), 1861-1902.
WilliamBeates, 1853-1856, F.
John H.Beerits (1878-1957), 1932-1955.
Harry H.Beidleman (1889-1972), 1932-1955.
Frank E. Beltzhoover (1841-1923), 1880-1894.
Frederick R. Benedict (d. 1890), 1856-1862; 1864-1872.
Kerry M.Berk, 1984-, A.
Thomas C. Billheimer (1842-1923), 1892-1923, A.
Clyde O. Black, 11, 1980-, A.
Margaret H. Blanchard (later Curtis), 1979-, A.
Fred H.Bloomhardt (1873-1929), 1907-1922.
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Burton F. Blough (1873-1928), 1910-1928.
Calvin Blythe (1790-1849), 1832-1844.
Peter Born (1829-1899), 1871-1878.
John Z. Bowers, 1977-1980.
Charles H. Boyer, 1912-1925.
Matthew G. Boyer (1839-1927), 1894-1912.
Harold Brayman, 1969-1981.
Henry T. Bream, 1972-1981, A.
R. WilliamBream (1850-1938), 1907-1938.
Lavern H.Brenneman, 1962-1974, A; 1976-.
Luther A.Brewer (1858-1933), 1913-1933.
James AllenBrown (1821-1882), 1856-1882.
J. Hay Brown (1849-1930), 1892-1899, A.
Alexander D.Buehler (1814-1893), 1856-1888.
Charles H. Buehler (1825-1896), 1888-1896.
David A. Buehler (1821-1887), 1851-1887.
Jacob Buehler (1825-1910), 1880-1904.
Martin Buehler (1806-1880), 1856-1880.
Martin H. Buehler (1861-1934), 1907-1934.
Samuel H. Buehler (1783-1856), 1838-1856.
Albert R. Burkhardt, 1970-1982, S.
J. Ilgen Burrell (1829-1877), 1874-1877.
John George Butler (1826-1909), 1862-1909.
Simon Cameron (1799-1889), 1857-1860.
Jeremiah Carl (1829-1909), 1879-1899.
Henry (Harry) Clabaugh (1856-1914), 1900-1907, A.
John W. Clark, 1983-, A.
Paul E. Clouser, 1967-1979, S.
Jacob A. Clutz (1848-1925), 1908-1925.
John J. Cochran, 1865-1872.
Frank E. Colvin (1862-1945), 1908-1945.
Frederick W. Conrad (1816-1898), 1844-1851; 1862-1898
Thomas J. Cooper (1797-1875), 1834-1844; 1848-1851.
Ralph W. Cox, 1972-1984.
Fred B. Dapp, 1963-1969, A.
Frederick B. Dapp (1894-1951), 1939-1951
John F. Dapp (1868-1935), 1908-1935.
Robert E. Davis, 1980-1983.
Charles R. Demme (d. 1863), 1853-1856, F.
Charles Dengler, 1876-1879.
J. McCrea Dickson (1889-1939), 1932-1939, A.
Charles W. Diehl, Jr., 1965-1977, A.
George Diehl (1814-1891), 1856-1891.
George F. Dixon, Jr., 1978-1984.
William Dock, 1856-1859.
Roy C. Dougherty (1879-1963), 1939-1951, A.
Jacob R. Drege, 1856-1862.
Paul B. Dunbar (1882-1968), 1938-1949, A.
WilliamH. Dunbar (1852-1920), 1890-1920, A.
C. WilliamDuncan (1897-1967), 1935-1965, A.
Guy S. Edmiston, 1977-, S.
Edward Ehlers (1876-1952), 1943-1952, A.
Lewis Eichelberger (1803-1859), 1848-1851.
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Luther P. Eisenhart (1876-1965), 1907-1916.
William S. Eisenhart, 1967-1979.
Dwight D.Eisenhower (1890-1969), 1961-1969.
Donald E. Enders, 1969-1975, A.
Daniel Eppley (1817-1887), 1862-1887.
WilliamErnst, 1833-1838.
Edward G. Fahnestock (1829-1907), 1872-1885.
James F. Fahnestock (1825-1901), 1861-1879.
Samuel Fahnestock (1796-1861), 1838-1860.
Charles H. Falkler, 1973-1985.
Edith D. Fellenbaum (1898-1985), 1950-1956, A
Edwin T. Ferren (1905-1971), 1959-1964.
J. Frank Fife (1900-1978), 1963-1968, S.
Reuben A. Fink (1824-1895), 1868-1894.
Nelson E. Fisher (1895-1959), 1954-1959.
Charles J. Fite (1876-1938), 1910-1938.
Robert C. Fluhrer (1891-1970), 1963-1970.
Paul L.Folkemer, 1973-1985, S.
Robert B. Fortenbaugh, 1970-1975, A.
Albert F. Fox, 1899-1904.
J. Harry Fritz (1834-1909), 1902-1907.
Edward W. Furst (1875-1959), 1939-1954.
Walter E. Garman (1896-1972), 1954-1960, A.
W. Emerson Gentzler, 1952-1958, A.
Clyde E. Gerberich (1893-1982), 1937-1966.
William J. Gies (1872-1956), 1908-1920, A.
David Gilbert (1803-1868), 1834-1865.
Hart Gilbert (1845-1898), 1895-1898.
W. Kent Gilbert, 111, 1966-1972, A.
Lester Gingerich (1899-1964), 1952-1964.
Millard E. Gladfelter, 1958-1971.
Charles E. Glassick, 1977-.
Philip H. Glatfelter (1837-1907), 1888-1907.
WilliamL. Glatfelter (1865-1930), 1908-1930.
J. Donald Glenn (1901-1973), 1964-1973.
John P.S. Gobin (1837-1910), 1900-1904.
John George Goettman (1840-1905), 1877-1905.
Bruce S. Gordon, 1983-.
Daniel Gottwald (1793-1843), 1834-1843.
Luther A. Gotwald (1833-1900), 1873-1886.
John E. Graeff (1820-1898), 1864-1898.
Christopher Graff, 1869-1872.
Edmund D. Graff (1846-1912), 1890-1912.
J. Francis Graff (1857-1918), 1916-1918.
John Graff (1822-1901), 1873-1877.
William A.Granville (1863-1943), 1910-1928.
Henry W. Graybill, Jr., 1977-, A.
Frank E. Grzelecki, 1983-.
John F. Gwinner (1833-1916), 1886-1905.
Donald A.Haas, 1984-, S.
Christopher Hager, 1853-1856, F.
Angeline F. Haines, 1973-.
C. Arnold Hanson (1913-1983), 1961-1977.
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Henry W.A. Hanson (1882-1962), 1923-1962.
Robert D. Hanson, 1974-.
Robert G. Harper (1799-1870), 1832-1864.
Herman Haupt (1817-1905), 1859-1873.
John A. Hauser (1907-1983), 1967-1979.
Charles A. Hay (1821-1893), 1851-1893.
Ernest L.Hazelius (1777-1853), 1832-1834.
John Heck (1809-1861), 1859-1861.
Samuel G. Hefelbower (1871-1950), 1906-1923.
Warren C. Heinly, 1958-1965, S.
Arthur Hendley, 1951-1957, A.
Stewart W. Herman (1878-1947), 1939-1947.
John Christian Frederick Heyer (1793-1873), 1832-1833;
1834-1837.
Julius G. Hlubb (1909-1977), 1958-1967, S
John A.Hoch, 1979-1981, S.
Harry C. Hoffman (1877-1942), 1921-1939, A.
John N.Hoffman, 1838-1844.
Percy D. Hoover (1882-1940), 1914-1940.
David Homer (1797-1858), 1844-1851.
Robert L.Hosking, 1976-1978, A.
Adam Hoy (1827-1887), 1884-1887.
Henry S. Huber (1814-1873), 1853-1873.
Eugene A. Hug, 1979-1983.
Albert Hummel (d. 1885), 1872-1874.
George H. Hummel (1890-1961), 1923-1949, A.
Charles W. Humrichouse, 1881-1899.
Edwin W. Hutter (1814-1873), 1859-1862; 1864-1870.
C. Harold Johnson (1909-1979), 1964-1976, A.
Edwin T. Johnson, 1977-.
Richard E. Jordan, 1983-.
Leslie M.Kauffman (1869-1931), 1915-1931
Luther R. Keefer, 1889-1899.
Adam Keller, 1853-1856, F.
Benjamin Keller (1794-1864), 1838-1844; 1848-1864.
Emanuel Keller (1801-1837), 1832-1837.
Hiram H. Keller (1878-1959), 1937-1958
Jeremiah N. Keller, 1897-1902.
LloydM. Keller (1894-1981), 1958-1964, S.
Judith W. Kip, 1974-, A.
Bessie H. Kline (1885-1979), 1962-1978.
Eugene R. Kline,1980-1984.
Josiah W. Kline (1882-1961), 1959-1961.
Marion J. Kline (1871-1934), 1916-IS2O.
Samuel W. Knisely (1926-1983), 1982-1983.
Frederick H.Knubel (1870-1945), 1914-1945.
Augustus Kountze, 1874-1877.
Charles Philip Krauth (1797-1867), 1832-1833; 1844-1867.
Charles Porterfield Krauth (1823-1883), 1851-1870.
John M.Krauth (1846-1890), 1879-1890.
George F. Krotel, 1856-1862
George Krug, 1853-1856, F.
Ernest J. Kruse, 1984-.
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Charles A. Kunkel (1847-1919), 1898-1907.
Benjamin S. Kunkle, 1880-1905.
George B. Kunkle (1868-1942), 1908-1942.
Benjamin Kurtz (1795-1865), 1832-1834; 1835-1844; 1848-
T. Newton Kurtz (1822-1881), 1870-1881.
1865
Daniel F. Lafean (1861-1922), 1899-1907.
Walter C. Langsam (1906-1985), 1952-1955.
Charles T. Lark (1876-1946), 1922-1946.
John Loats (1814-1879), 1862-1871; 1872-1876.
Augustus H. Lochman (1802-1891), 1832-1851; 1853-1889
John F. Long, 1853-1856, F.
F
John Lutz (1835-1914), 1873-1890.
John F. Macfarlane (1789-1851), 1832-1844.
EarlE. Manges, 1967-1973, S.
Lewis C. Manges, Jr., 1960-1966, A.
Alfred L.Mathias, 1965-1977.
George Mayer, 1853-1856, F.
John B. McAlister (1864-1948), 1916-1948.
Howard J. McCarney, 1958-1960; 1966-, S.
Moses McClean (1804-1870), 1844-1870.
William McClean (1833-1915), 1887-1888.
Harry C. McCreary (1899-1964), 1959-1964.
Ralph W. McCreary (1897-1977), 1964-1974.
Charles B. McCollough (1890-1970), 1941-1958.
Harvey W. McKnight (1843-1914), 1878-1910.
James McMillan (1822-1896), 1889-1896.
David L.McMorris, 1973-1979, A.
Edward McPherson (1830-1895), 1861-1895.
John B. McPherson (1789-1858), 1832-1858.
John B. McPherson (1863-1934), 1896-1932.
Jacob Medtart (d. 1859), 1832-1838.
Daniel R. Miller(1834-1902), 1888-1897, A.
E. Clarence Miller (1867-1944), 1919-1922.
G. Thomas Miller,1962-1967, S; 1975-1981.
Harvey C. Miller(1862-1936), 1915-1936.
Thomas C. Miller (1789-1860), 1832-1844; 1848-1851.
William J. Miller (d. 1908), 1899-1904.
William J. Miller(1879-1962), 1939-1961.
Charles A.Morris (1792-1874), 1844-1874.
John G. Morris (1803-1895), 1832-1835; 1844-1895.
John T. Morris (1827-1909), 1871-1875.
Frederick A. Muhlenberg (1795-1867), 1853-1865, F.
Hiester H. Muhlenberg (1812-1886), 1853-1870, F.
John M.Musselman (1919-1980), 1968-1980, A.
George Musser, 1853-1856, F.
Raymond C. Myers (1920-1970), 1964-1970, S.
Ramon R. Naus, 1975-, A.
George E. Neff (1860-1937), 1906-1916; 1929-1932.
Jack E. Nightingale, 1971-1973, A.
Patrick F. Noonan, 1978-, A
Thomas C. Norris, 1974-.
George P. Ockershausen (d. 1898), 1865-1897
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Paul M. Orso, 1968-1983, S.
Jonathan Oswald (1805-1892), 1838-1844.
William A.Passavant (1821-1894), 1859-1869
T. Blair Patton, 1894-1904.
WilliamH. Patrick, Jr. (1893-1966), 1940-1958, A.
Luella Musselman Arnold Paul (1910-1978), 1956-1962;
1966-1968, A.
Willard S. Paul (1894-1966), 1956-1961.
James A. Perrott, 1975-, A.
Henry (Harry) C. Picking (1859-1925), 1898-1925.
Winslow S. Pierce (1857-1938), 1912-1918.
Horace G. Ports (1903-1983), 1946-1953; 1955-1967, A.
A. S. Pratt, 1870-1873.
A. N. Pritzker, 1981-.
Dwight F. Putman, 1962-1966, S.
Clarence L.S. Raby (1887-1968), 1945-1954, A.
Howard Rasmussen, 1971-1977.
Abraham Reck (1790-1869), 1832-1838.
WilliamM.Reynolds (1812-1876), 1856-1859.
Paul H.Rhoads (1907-1984), 1953-1959, A; 1960-1972.
John S. Rice (1899-1985), 1939-1968; 1969-1972.
John W. Rice, 1871-1893.
Muriel L.Rice, 1979-1985.
Paul B.S. Rice (1890-1950), 1929-1950.
Rueil K.G. Rice (1899-1945), 1941-1945, A.
Luther W. Ritter, 1957-1963, A.
C.B. Rogers, Jr., 1979-1984.
Carroll W. Royston, 1973-1985.
Frederick Ruthrauff (1796-1859), 1851-1856.
Jonathan Ruthrauff (1801-1850), 1832-1848.
George Ryneal, Jr. (1835-1917), 1873-1917.
Benjamin Sadtler (1823-1901), 1862-1877.
WilliamH. Sandlas (1894-1965), 1948-1964.
Charles F. Schaeffer (1807-1879), 1838-1844; 1851-1864.
Charles W. Schaeffer (1813-1896), 1844-1851; 1855-1873.
David F. Schaeffer (1787-1837), 1832-1837.
Henry M. Scharf (1903-1975), 1969-1975.
Charles A. Schieren (d. 1915), 1885-1891.
John George Schmucker (1771-1854), 1832-1844; 1853-1854, F.
Samuel D. Schmucker (1844-1911), 1875-1911.
Samuel S. Schmucker (1799-1873), 1832-1873.
Samuel A. Schreckengaust, Jr., 1973-1985.
Solomon Sentman (1807-1871), 1856-1871.
Arline E. Shannon, 1981-, S.
Daniel Sheffer (1783-1880), 1832-1844.
William A. Shipman (1852-1934), 1897-1934, A.
George Shryock (1791-1861), 1856-1861.
Paul R. Sieber (1886-1975), 1949-1964.
Chester S. Simonton (1894-1978), 1948-1966
Joseph T. Simpson, 1965-1978.
Arthur S. Sipe, 1958-1964, A.
Frederick Smith, 1844-1848; 1851-1856.
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John E. Smith, 1876-1889, (1887-1889, A).
Joseph Few Smith [also Fewsmith] (1816-1888)
Stewart H. Smith (1904-1983), 1958-1962, S.
Walter S. Smith, 1969-1978, S.
1844-1848
Edward G. Smyser (1820-1887), 1869-1880.
Luther H. Snyder (1910-1966), 1961-1966, A.
George D. Stahley (1850-1939), 1887-1890, A.
Thaddeus Stevens (1792-1868), 1834-1868.
WilliamH.B. Stevens (1903-1985), 1959-1971, A
Charles F. Stiefel (1848-1927), 1899-1927.
Charles M.A. Stine (1882-1954), 1929-1953.
Charles M. Stock (1855-1913), 1894-1913.
Charles A. Stork, 1877-1883.
Theophilus Stork (1814-1874), 1851-1857.
Roscoe L.Strawn (1935-1983), 1982-1983, A.
James Strong (1842-1908), 1896-1908.
Herman G. Stuempfle, 1965-1977, S.
F. William Sunderman, 1967-1979.
Daniel H. Swope, 1844-1848.
Donald M. Swope (1913-1982), 1977-1982.
John A. Swope (1827-1910), 1882-1907.
Samuel McCurdy Swope (1850-1931), 1890-1931
L.Ralph Tabor (1907-1973), 1949-1955, A.
James I.Tarman, 1978-, A.
A
Amos E. Taylor (1893-1972), 1932-1959.
Raymond A.Tkylor, 1966-1979.
James R. Thomas, 1981-, A.
Alexander Thompson, 1832-1834.
Howard Trexel, 1963-1975, S.
Levering Tyson (1889-1966), 1935-1937, A.
John Ulrich (1808-1862), 1844-1851; 1853-1862.
Richard L. Unger, 1981-, S.
Milton Valentine (1825-1906), 1868-1906.
MiltonH. Valentine (1864-1947), 1905-1916.
LloydVan Doren (1889-1975), 1954-1960.
Robert M. Wachob (1905-1984), 1964-1976.
Alpheus E. Wagner (1856-1936), 1907-1933.
John Wagner (1852-1935), 1893-1934, A.
Louis S. Weaver (1877-1939), 1918-1939.
Henry H. Weber (1860-1936), 1899-1932.
Augustus C. Wedekind (1824-1897), 1856-1897.
Donald K. Weiser, 1955-1967.
Richard C. Wetzel (1888-1968), 1941-1965.
Gordon Whitcraft (1912-1980), 1954-1966.
Bertram Wilde (1898-1985), 1954-1966.
Henry B. Wile (1855-1899), 1894-1899.
Ira Williams, 1974-1978.
William Willis, 1891-1892.
Clarence A. Wills (1885-1971), 1946-1964.
David Wills (1831-1894), 1877-1894.
Charles W. Wolf, 1970-1982.
Christian Yeager, 1866-1869.
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John J. Young (1846-1914), 1897-1914.
Earl W. Zellers, 1979-, S.
Edgar D. Ziegler, 1961-1969, S.
IrvinG. Zimmerman, 1966-1980.
Jeremiah Zimmerman (1848-1937), 1917-1937.
Morris G. Zumbrun, 1982-, S.
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Appendix 2
Administrators and Faculty, 1832-1986
A.Presidents of the College
1834-1850 Charles Philip Krauth (1797-1867).
1850-1868 Henry Lewis Baugher (1804-1868).
1868-1884 Milton Valentine (1825-1906).
1884-1904 Harvey Washington McKnight (1843-1914).
1904-1910 Samuel Gring Hefelbower (1871-1950).
1910-1923 William Anthony Granville (1864-1943).
1923-1952 Henry WilliamAndrew Hanson (1882-1962).
1952-1955 Walter Consuelo Langsam (1906-1985).
1956-1961 Willard Stewart Paul (1894-1966).
1961-1977 Carl Arnold Hanson (1913-1983).
1977- Charles Etzweiler Glassick (1931-).
B. Other Administrators
The January 1928 College catalogue was the first to list the
administration separately from the faculty. Only the president,
dean, and registrar were set apart in that way, but then and later
other persons were named as "additional officers" and "assistants."
Only beginning in1953 were all administrators listed together under
one heading. With the exception of a few persons whose positions
were given catalogue standing for only brief periods of time (for
example, the College counsel) and the presidents (listed above), the
following is a list of all administrative personnel whose names
appeared in the catalogues between 1928 (for the 1927-1928 year)
and 1986 (for the 1985-1986 year). Insome cases, their service began
before 1927. Ina few cases, the College eventually recognized that it
began at the time of their initial employment insome staff capacity.
Only the beginning date is given after the names of persons holding
administrative office at the end of the 1985-1986 year.
Albertson, Colette, 1982-1984; coordinator of women's athletics
and head volleyball and tennis coach.
Allen, Richard Page, 1978-; vice president for College relations.
Allison, James H., 1955-1958; medical director.
Alsedek, Kelly Ann, 1981-1984; assistant director of public
relations.
Anderson, Donald L., 1982-; admissions counselor, head men's
basketball coach.
Anderson, Gary L., 1973-; bookstore manager, director of
auxiliary services.
Apgar, Esther W., 1954-1955; dining hall manager.
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Arend, Ralph W. Jr., 1975-1983; associate dean of students,
associate dean for student life, acting dean of student life,
associate dean for educational services.
Armor, Rosea 8., 1930-1977; secretary to the alumni secretary,
administrative assistant to the alumni secretary, administrative
assistant to the director of alumnirelations, administrative assis-
tant in the alumni office.
Arms, Richard A., 1952-1959; director of the summer session.
Baker, Joseph J., 1947-1955; medical director.
Beach-Viti, Ethel, 1980-1982; assistant dean of the College.
Beachem, Charles W., 1929-1937; alumni secretary.
Beatty, Murel, 1970-1971; admissions counselor.
Beckman, WilliamR., 1973-1977; assistant College physician.
Behler, Donna M., 1985-; health services director.
Bence, Nancy Nord, 1985-; assistant director of annual giving.
Biddle, Andrew S., 1968-1970; assistant technical services and
reference librarian.
Bigelow, Bruce, 1983-; director of major gifts and planned
giving.
Bock, George, 1953-1956; bookstore manager.
Books, Willard G., 1966-1979; director of public relations.
Bornheimer, Deane G., 1960-1965; admissions counselor, assistant
dean of admissions, assistant director of admissions.
Bowers, Lois J., 1982-; coach, coordinator of women's athletics,
field hockey and women's lacrosse head coach.
Brady, Susan M., 1982-; dean of student life.
Breaux, Darwin P., 1985-; head wrestling coach, assistant foot-
ball coach.
Breighner, KirnS., 1975-; computer operator.
Brown, Jay P., 1947-; office of the treasurer, bursar.
Bucklew, MaxwellD., 1952-1953; director ofpublic relations.
Buechler, Alan L., 1964-1967; admissions counselor.
Burdan, Harrie G., 1964-1966; director of public relations.
Burel, Mary G., 1970-1986; assistant acquisitions librarian,
acquisitions librarian, technical services librarian.
Butler, Robert E., 1969-1978; director of development.
Campbell, Sally M., 1983-1985; assistant director of career
services.
Campo, John W., 1985-; assistant football and baseball coach.
Carlson, Allan C, 1979-1981; assistant to the president.
Cato, Oliver W., 1971-1973; admissions counselor.
Cessna, C. Paul, 1937-1958; alumni secretary, assistant to the presi-
dent, historian.
Cessna, Esther C, 1938-1949; bookstore manager.
Chandler, Louise F., 1950-1952; assistant librarian.
Chen, Gina, 1967-1968; assistant technical services librarian,
Ciolino, Salvatore, 1971-;director of financial aid, associate dean
of educational services.
Closson, Harold 0., Jr., 1959-1968; director of the student
union.
Closson, Harold 0., Sr., 1963-1971; assistant College physician.
Coffman, John, 1971-1972; assistant director of the student
union.
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Coleman, John, 1979-1981; director of physical facilities.
Connelly, Elizabeth A., 1941-1942; dean of women.
Couchman, G.Ronald, 1967-; admissions counselor, assistant dean
of the College and registrar.
Cowan, David J., 1980-1981; A.C.E. fellow in academic admin-
istration.
Crabill, Martin L., 1985-; acting director of physical facilities,
director of physical facilities.
Crapster, Basil L., 1966-1970; dean of the College.
Crewell, Don A., 1978-1981; assistant director of financial aid,
coordinator ofminority affairs.
Crisman, Marjorie S., 1970-1971; assistant serials and docu-
ments librarian.
Crist, Chester G., 1932-1947; associate medical director, medical
director.
Cronlund, MartinH., 1957-1973; admissions counselor, associate
dean of admissions, director of admissions, associate dean of
the College.
Dahlgaard, Christian H., 1967-1968; resident advisor for men.
Darrah, William C, 1953-1955; director of adult education.
Davies, William V. H., 1929-1930; S.C.A. secretary.
Davis, Raymond S., 1957-1965; assistant to the director of develop-
ment, director of public information.
Davisson, Bernard J. 11, 1985-; assistant dean of student life.
Debus, Richard C, 1952-1955; business manager.
Decker, Arthur C, 1930-1931; S.C.A. secretary.
DePew, Robert H., 1968-1973; counseling psychologist.
DeVost, Brian J., 1985-; director of intramurals, recreation, and
fitness.
Dithlale, Markus, 1985-1986; assistant chaplain.
Dorich, Bernadine, 1979-1984; director of public relations.
Dotson, Karen J., 1982-1983; associate director of financial aid.
D'Ottavio, John, 1979-1982; coach.
Drexel, Doreen M., 1984-; women's volleyball, and tennis head
coach.
Duck, William 0., 1946-1958; guidance counselor, student coun-
selor, director of guidance and placement.
Dufendach, John, 1985-; medical director.
Dundon, Daniel A., 1972-; assistant director of admissions,
associate director of admissions.
Dunkelberger, Harold A., 1958-1960, 1979-1983; director of
development and alumni relations, director of church rela-
tions.
Dunlap, Steve C, 1959-1969; assistant business manager.
Dunn, Denise, 1985-1986; admissions counselor.
Dunn, Seymour 8., 1955-1962; administrative committee, dean of
the College, acting director of development.
Elder, William P., 1968-1969; bookstore manager.
Emerick, Richelle, 1981-1982; associate director of financial
aid.
Evans, Karen E., 1985-; assistant director of annual giving.
Flora, Jo-Ann, 1982-1983; A.C.E. fellow.
Forness, Norman 0., 1966-1968; assistant dean of the College,
director of the summer session.
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Forney, Deanna, 1978-; director of career services.
Fortenbaugh, Robert, 1955-1956; vice chairman, administrative
committee.
Frank, Lewis 8., 1957-1968; special counselor, counseling
psychologist.
Frazier, John H., 1965-1967; bookstore manager.
Free, MelvinL., 1946-1947; training officer, Veterans Administra-
tion Guidance Center.
Frey, Edward S., 1932-1935; S.C.A. secretary.
Frick, Janet (Jean) R., 1980-1985; admissions counselor, assistant
director of admissions.
Froelicher, Frederic S., 1968-1970; director of the student
union.
Fryling, Robert H., 1952-1956; dean of men.
Gelb, Lois, 1974-1975; associate in campus ministry.
Gettysburg National Bank, 1925-1955, 1957-1963; treasurer.
Gingrich, Denise Dwight, 1980-1983; assistant director of career
services.
Glatfelter, Charles H., 1959-1966; assistant director of the summer
session, dean of the College, director of the summer session.
Grimm, Anna D., 1955-1960; assistant in charge of library
stacks.
Grimm, Karl Josef, 1909-1929; librarian.
Groft, Nelson J., 1952-1955; superintendent of buildings and
grounds.
Groft, Ruth S., 1946-; secretary to registrar, secretary to dean of
admissions, recorder, part-time work for admissions, secretary
in alumni and development, recorder.
Groves, Thomas, 1975-1977; admissions counselor.
Gulden, Jean, 1945-1948; assistant librarian.
Gummel, Charles P., 1961-1964; bookstore manager.
Gustafson, Delwin X., 1967-; guidance counselor, admissions
counselor, director of admissions.
Gutting, Mary D., 1979-; assistant director of the College union,
assistant dean of student life, associate dean of student life.
Haas, Eugene M., 1979-1984; director of intercollegiate ath-
letics.
Hafer, Joyce P., 1984-1985; head nurse.
Halek, David C, 1979-1983; assistant dean of student life,
associate dean of student life.
Hamilton, John 8., 1889-1933; superintendent of buildings and
grounds, plant engineer.
Hammer, Donald P., 1948-1950; assistant librarian.
Hansen, Roland E., 1973-; assistant to the business manager.
Hartzell, MildredH., 1928-1971; secretary to the dean and presi-
dent, assistant to the dean of the College, registrar.
Haskell, David F., 1976-1977; acting assistant dean of the
College.
Haskell, Karen, 1972-1977; assistant dean of students.
Hedrick, David T., 1972-; circulation librarian, audio visual li-
brarian, special collections librarian.
Heffner, Margaret A., 1974-1976; news bureau director.
Heiges, Donald R., 1935-1944; S.C.A. secretary, chaplain.
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Henderson, Barbara J., 1978-1981; coordinator of administrative
computing.
Hepner, Gwen, 1978-1982; catalogue librarian.
Higgins, Katherine X., 1981-1984; coach.
Higgins, Kevin, 1982-1985; football and baseball assistant
coach.
Himes, Mary H., 1916-1945; assistant librarian.
Hinrichs, Donald W., 1982-1984, 1986; associate dean of the
College, acting dean of the College.
Hlubb, Julius G., 1968-1971; director of admissions
Hoffman, F. Stanley, 1956-1977; business manager, treasurer.
Hoffman, J. Crist, 1971-1972; alumni secretary.
Holder, Leonard 1., 1975-1979; dean of the College
Holland, Donald J., 1958-1959; admissions counselor.
Hook, Edward G., 1982-1986; coordinator of administrative
computing.
Hoover, Paul R., 1931-1932; S.C.A. secretary.
Hubbard, WillisM., 1983-; librarian.
Hubbell, Susan E., 1985-; program director of the College
union.
Huber, Charles H., 1935-1941; director of the women's division.
Hulton, Robert T., 1979-; coach, director of intercollegiate
athletics.
Hummel, R. Eugene, 1979-; coach, head baseball coach.
Hurst, Anne X., 1984-1986; head women's basketball and
softball coach.
Huseman, Dwight A.,1971-; serials and documents librarian, sys-
tems and serials librarian, director of church relations.
Hyman, James 8., 1969-1970; admissions counselor.
Jackson, Lawrence, 1970-1972; bookstore manager.
Jacobs, Bruce A., 1983-1985; assistant dean of student life.
Jensen, Blanche, 1974-1975; associate in campus ministry.
Johnson, MildredD., 1952-1953, 1956-1964, 1966-1979; acting dean
of women, administrative assistant to the president, administra-
tive assistant in the office of development.
Jones, Darryl W., 1985-; admissions counselor.
Jones, W. Ramsay, 1956-1975; dean of men, associate dean of
students.
Jones, WilliamH., 1964-; guidance officer, director of guidance
services, coordinator of counseling.
Kalbaugh, James A., 1967-1974; public information officer.
Kane, Ruth, 1964-1984; nurse, head nurse.
Kefalas, Carol, 1984-; director of public relations.
Keller, M. Dudley, 1981-1982; assistant director of develop-
ment.
Kemler, Doris M., 1959-1975; assistant librarian, audio visual li-
brarian, audio visual and reserve librarian.
Kennedy, George E., Jr., 1980-1985; swimming coach and bowl-
ing supervisor.
Kenworthy, Robert D., 1965-; sports information officer, associate
director of public relations.
Kiesel, Kevin R., 1984-1985; head wrestling coach and assistant
football coach.
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Kimmel, James L., 1966-1967; campus ministry intern.
Knickerbocker, John H., 1929-1964; librarian, historian, director of
CivilWar Institute.
Knoche, H. Gerald, Jr., 1969-1974; assistant chaplain, associate
chaplain.
Korte, Edwerth E., 1952-1960; chaplain.
Krablin, Ronald, 1976-1977; College physician.
Krafft, Jack S., 1970-1985; assistant director of safety and security,
director of safety and security.
Kunes, Robert L., 1957-1958; assistant to the president, director
of development.
Lagle, Linda, 1984-1986; associate director of public relations.
Langa, Miriam Carter, 1982-1985; program director of the
College union.
Larkin, George R., 1943-1952; superintendent of buildings and
grounds.
Lee, Dorothy G., 1942-1952; dean of women.
LeGros, Jean L.Kaminski, 1978-; admissions counselor, assistant
director of admissions, associate director of admissions.
Lehr, Robert E., 1980-1984; head basketball and cross country
coach.
Leser, Katherine E., 1976-1978; admissions counselor.
Linn, Timon X., 1985-; director of safety and security.
Locher, Nancy C, 1968-; dean of women, associate dean of
students, associate dean for educational services, dean of stu-
dent advisement.
Logan, John A., 1960-1961; College physician.
Long, David M., 1961-1966; director of guidance and placement,
placement and financial aid officer.
Lord, H. Patricia, 1979-1982; assistant dean of student life.
Lowe, Gary, 1978-; director of development, associate vice presi-
dent for College relations.
McArdle, M.Jacqueline, 1972-1976, 1983-1985; assistant College
physician, medical director, clinical consultant.
McCarney, Howard J., 1946-1950; chaplain.
McConnell, Margaret E., 1985-; assistant director of development
for special support programs.
McGrath, J. Michael, 1962-1985; clinical consultant, consulting
psychiatrist.
McGuire, Phillip E., 1952-1953; bookstore manager.
McKittrick, Ann, 1974-1979; assistant director of the College
union.
McManness, Edward F., 1970-; director of the College union.
Maddox, Rex, 1956-1978; superintendent of buildings and
grounds.
Malewicki, Michael, 1976-; assistant dean of students, director
of personnel.
Mangan, Paul D., 1976-1981; news bureau director.
Marari, Luka, 1984-1985; assistant chaplain.
Marsden, Jane, 1953-1954; head nurse.
Martin,Elizabeth 8., 1968-1971, 1972-1978; director of the January
term, assistant dean of the College.
Matthews, Harry 8., 1985-; associate dean of minority advance-
ment.
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Mattson, Karl J., 1977-; chaplain.
Maxwell, Howard 8., 1960-1962; director of alumni relations.
Meston, Jean P., 1974-1976; counseling psychologist.
Miller, George R., 1943-1952; consulting engineer.
Miller, Margaret, 1925-1940; head nurse.
Miller,Roy D., Jr., 1958-1960; assistant to director of development
and alumni relations.
Miller, Shelley, 1977-1979; assistant dean of students.
Miller, William T., 1979-1984; coach.
Moe, Tilden 1., 1958-1960; College physician.
Morrow, Kristin Ardell, 1985-; admissions counselor.
Mover, Anna Jane, 1961-; assistant readers' services librarian,
readers' services librarian.
Musselman, Carrie, 1922-1949; assistant librarian.
Neal, Joni Diane, 1982-1983; admissions counselor.
Neubauer, Beth Spitzner, 1981-1983; assistant chaplain.
Nordvall, Robert C, 1972-; assistant business manager, assistant
dean of the College, associate dean of the College.
Novgrod, Debra, 1979-1981; coach. i
Otterman, Helen, 1969-1970; resident advisor for women.
Parker, Frances, 1970-1972, 1980-; resident advisor for women,
assistant dean of students, psychological counselor, counsel-
ing psychologist.
Payne, Martha N., 1984-1986; catalog librarian.
Pelsis, Inta, 1966-1967; assistant technical services librarian.
Pennington, Elizabeth, 1952-1954; dining hall manager.
Pennington, Sally, 1972-1974; assistant director of the student
union.
Peterson, Oliver A., 1927-1929; S.C.A. secretary.
Peterson, Paul G., 1959-1960, 1962-1979; assistant in admissions,
director of development, administrative assistant to the presi-
dent, assistant to the president.
Phelps, Mabel A., 1941-1952; Huber Hallbusiness manager.
Phizacklea, Thomas, 1982-; assistant manager of the College store,
College store manager.
Pickel, Robert A., 1974-1982; assistant bookstore manager.
Pickering, Anne, 1954-1957; nurse, head nurse.
Pickering, James D., 1970-1975; dean of the College.
Plank, Allan 8., 1930-1931; superintendent of buildings and
grounds.
Platt, Barbara L., 1958-1964; acting director of guidance and place-
ment, assistant director of guidance and placement.
Playfoot, Frances H., 1970-; assistant technical services librarian,
assistant readers' services librarian, catalogue librarian, assis-
tant readers' services librarian.
Potts, David 8., 1979-1986; dean of the College.
Radsma, Douwe L., 1961-1985; College physician, medical
director.
Rahn, David P., 1979-1980; coach.
Ramsey, Julie L., 1981-; assistant to the president.
Rau, Robert 8., 1940-1952; secretary to the president, assistant to
the president.
Rawleigh, Michael X., 1985-; head swimming coach
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Rawlings, Elwyn, 1974-1975; visiting associate in minority
affairs.
Reynolds, Melvin, 1981-1982; acting director of physical
facilities.
Rice, John S., 1955-1956; chairman, administrative committee.
Richards, James H., 1974-1983; librarian.
Riddagh, Dorothy J., 1952-1965; assistant librarian, catalogue
librarian.
Riggs, ]' Edward, Jr., 1984- ; head track and cross country
coach.
Rost, William, 1979-1980; coach.
Rubel, Linda A., 1984-1985; assistant dean of the College.
Rubino, Michele, 1976-1978; counseling psychologist.
Russell, James, 1972-1974; acting bookstore manager, assistant
bookstore manager.
Samuelson, Stephen D., 1975-1980; assistant chaplain.
Sandier, Karen Wiley, 1985-; assistant dean of the College.
Sanford, Timothy R., 1971-1973; admissions counselor.
Scheible, Karen L., 1982-1985; assistant director of annual giving,
associate director of annual giving.
Schindeler, Nicholas P., 1968-1981; superintendent of engineering
and construction.
Schlegel, John J., 1976-1985; business manager, treasurer.
Schlie, Carolyn J., 1979-1982; coach, coordinator ofwomens' inter-
collegiate athletics.
Schuricht, Richard W., 1965-1967; admissions counselor.
Scott, Nancy C. Hodges, 1960-1985; assistant librarian, assistant
catalogue librarian, technical services librarian, catalogue librar-
ian, special collections librarian.
Seller, Jennifer, 1984-1986; admissions counselor.
Setzer, Robert L., 1980-1982; director of planned giving.
Shainline, John W., 1954-1965; assistant registrar, associate dean
of admissions, dean of students.
Sheely, Raymond F., 1955-1958; medical associate.
Sheldon, John, 1950-1957; assistant librarian.
Shryock, Robert L., 1949-1952; bookstore manager.
Shumway, Clare N., 1977-1985; medical director.
Shunk, Ronald L., 1983- ;associate director of financial aid, direc-
tor of financial aid.
Sisley, Rebecca, 1984-1986; career counselor.
Smith, Janet O. Rhoads, 1961-1980; admissions counselor.
Smith, Robert D., 1972-; alumni secretary, director of alumni
relations.
Smith, Jean V., 1967-1969; resident advisor for women.
Smoke, LillianH., 1959-1974; acting librarian, librarian.
Smyser, Lila May, 1965-1968; assistant technical services
librarian.
Snyder, Samuel F., 1912-1920, 1923-1928; assistant to the
president.
Spangler, Marjorie, 1969-1970; assistant acquisitions librarian.
Stahley, George D., 1920-1939; medical director.
Staub, Ronald D., 1958-1961; assistant to the director of public
information.
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Stewart, Mary Margaret, 1978-1980; assistant dean of the
College.
Stipe, Edward X., 1950-1952; chaplain.
Storek, Martha, 1953-1967; dean of women.
Stover, Clyde 8., 1912-1943; registrar.
Streeter, Barry H., 1979-; coach, head football coach.
Strohecker, Edwin C, 1949-1950; assistant librarian.
Strohm, Raymond, 1956-1961; bookstore manager.
Sweezey, Gail, 1983-; admissions counselor.
Tarman, James 1., 1953-1958; director ofpublic relations, director
of information, admissions counselor.
Tate, John, 1979-1981; administrative systems analyst.
Tenßrook, James, 1982-1985; director of physical facilities.
Terwilliger,Paul N., 1959-1963; director of reading services.
Thomas, Daniel D., 1966-1967; public information officer.
Thomson, David F., 1968-1976; resident advisor for men, assistant
dean of students.
Tilberg, Wilbur E., 1927-1955; dean of the College.
Treas, James A., 1971-1980; chief of security, director of safety
and security.
Tuckey, Ada, 1957-1971; head nurse.
VanArsdale, WilliamP., 1985-;treasurer, business manager.
Vannorsdall, John W., 1962-1976; chaplain.
VanZandt, Lynne M. Basler, 1980-1982, 1983-1984; admissions
counselor.
Wagnild, Parker 8., 1944-1946; chaplain.
Walker, Richard E., 1963-1980; alumni secretary, assistant director
of development for estate planning, director of planned
giving.
Warren, Susan G., 1985-; associate director of development.
Wasserman, Arthur G., 1983-1986; assistant director of develop-
ment for special support programs.
Westine, Sarah 8., 1957-1972; assistant librarian, readers' serv-
ices librarian.
Wiggers, T. Thorne, 1978-1980; counseling psychologist.
Wiley, Steven 8., 1973-1975; admissions counselor.
Williams, Frank 8., 1966-; dean of students, dean of student life
and educational services, dean of educational services.
Wills, Clarence A., 1955-1957; treasurer.
Wilson, John W., 1946-1947; chief of Veterans Administration
Guidance Center.
Wilson, WilliamP., 1976-1977; 1979-; acting director of computing
facilities, coordinator of academic computing.
Winegar, Gregory X., 1978-1979; administrative programmer.
Winkler, Preston H., 1973-1975; assistant dean of the College.
Wolf, H. Wayne, 1985-; audio visual services coordinator.
Wolfe, Charles R., 1943-1964; registrar and dean of admissions,
director of the Veterans Administration Guidance Center,
administrative committee, dean of admissions.
Wood, Homer A., 1966-1978; director of financial aid and place-
ment, director of career counseling.
Wood, Mary Elizabeth, 1971-1977; assistant College physician,
assistant medical director.
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Wood, Richard X.,1969-; director of computing facilities, director
of academic computing.
Wright, David W., 1986-; head soccer coach.
Wright, Michael E., 1982-1984; catalogue librarian.
Voder, Donald G., 1969-1972; assistant to the business manager.
Young, R. David, 1959-1962; clinical consultant.
Zamborsky, Joseph E., 1973-1980; admissions counselor, assistant
director of admissions.
Zarrella, James A. M., 1980-1982; admissions counselor.
Zelenz, Lawrence J., 1980-1985; head soccer coach and track
coach.
Zelenz, Marguerite Carroll, 1977-1985; admissions counselor,
assistant director of development, director of annual giving.
Ziegler, Earl E., 1955-1956; acting business manager.
C. Faculty
The list which follows includes information about more than 950
men and women to whom the College awarded the customary
faculty ranks of professor (first used in 1832), associate professor
(first used in 1926), assistant professor (first used in 1914), and
instructor (first used in1906). The sources of the information were
the College catalogues, as well as faculty and staff directories
published for 1963-1964, 1965-1966, 1967-1968, 1969-1970, and
1973-1974, years during which no annual catalogues were issued.
While the list is almost complete, undoubtedly there were a few per-
sons between 1832 and 1986 holding one of the four ranks whose
names for one reason or another did not get into the catalogue.
Over the years the College used a number of titles (including lec-
turer, assistant, and private instructor) for persons engaged inpart-
time or temporary work and whose names are not included inthis
listing. At one time or another, some of these persons did hold
faculty rank and are listed for those years. In1979 the College began
using the adjective adjunct to describe the position of persons
assigned one of the four usual faculty ranks, but who held term or
annual appointments and were not eligible for tenure. Most of the
adjunct faculty were not full-time teachers. The abbreviation adj. is
used to identify them.
The word economics is used to identify most persons in the
department of economics and political science, later of economics
and business administration, between 1915 and 1985, when a
separate department of management began to function. H.P.E.
refers to members of the department known as physical education
between 1927 and 1947, and as health and physical education after
that time. Religion refers to a department which began as English
Bible in 1892, was later Biblical literature and religion, and which
became religion only in1969. Theletters R.O.T.C. refer tounit mem-
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bers holding faculty rank since its establishment in1917; some were
inthe air force, while most were in the army detachment. Romance
languages refers to a department dating from 1911 and offering
instruction in French and Spanish (and occasionally other
languages) until a separation into twodepartments occurred in1981.
Sociology refers to a department established in 1953 and renamed
sociology and anthropology in 1961.
Abrams, George E., 1934-1939; R.O.T.C.
Ackley, R. Henry, 1953-1976; music.
Ackley, Sheldon C, 1946-1950; philosophy, psychology.
Agard, James, 1982-; art.
Aguirre, Angela, 1977-1979; Romance languages.
Ahrens, Frederick C, 1946-1963; German.
Akolekar, Prabhakar S., 1957-1960; economics.
Albig, John W., Jr., 1922-1923, 1960-1962; English,
social science.
Alderson, Henry F., 1923-1930; R.O.T.C.
Alexander, James W., 1957-1962; history
Alkhafaji, Abbass, 1985- ;management.
Allen, Chester, 1915-1918; engineering.
Altland, Paul D., 1937-1946; biology.
Alvarez-Silva, Victor M., 1953-1954; Romance languages.
Amspacher, Preston F., 1930-1935; mathematics, physics.
Anagnos, Costas, 1923-1924; Romance languages.
Anderson, Charles L., 1954-1956; R.O.T.C.
Anderson, Jerome F., 1969-1972; R.O.T.C.
Andrews, Richard T., 1953-1956; R.O.T.C.
Annis, Norman L., 1960-1978; art.
Arms, Richard A., 1920-1963; mathematics, dramatics.
Armster, Charlotte E.S., 1984-; German.
Armstrong, Robert 8., 1939-1941; economics.
Arnold, Elijah C, 1939-1942; R.O.T.C.
Ashworth, John H., 1915-1918; economics.
Aver, Charles H., 1959-1963; R.O.T.C.
August, Mary Kay, 1985-; psychology (adj.).
Bachman, Albert, 1931-1963; Romance languages.
Bachman, Joseph S., 1960-1962; history.
Baird, Paul R., 1951-1985; economics.
Balch, John W., 1985-1986; management (adj.).
Baldwin, Perry L., 1922-1923; R.O.T.C.
Baltzly, Alexander, 1958-1959; history.
Barclay, Patrick W., 1957-1961; art.
Barnes, Robert D., 1955-; biology.
Barney, Winfield S., 1916-1918; Romance languages.
Barrett, Carmyn F., 1966-1967; mathematics.
Barrick, Dorothea, 1985; art (adj.).
Barriga, Guillermo, 1951-1981; Romance languages.
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Barthle, Donna H., 1985-; R.O.T.C.
Bartholomew, Clarence, 1947-1959; H.P.E.
Baskerville, Edward J., 1956-; English.
Baskerville, Mary T., 1979-; interdepartmental studies, English
(adj.).
Basset, Gardner C, 1930-1943; philosophy.
Bastyr, George P.G., 1948-1949; economics.
Baugher, Henry L., 1832-1868; Greek, belles-lettres, intellectual
and moral science.
Baugher, H. Louis, 1869-1880, 1883-1896; Greek.
Bavier, Richard 8., 1973-1975; religion.
Baxter, Eugene M., 1919-1922; Romance languages.
Baxter, John F., 1942-1943; chemistry.
Beach, Neil W., 1960-; biology.
Beach-Viti, Ethel, 1978-1984; Romance languages.
Becker, Horace G., 1921-1922; economics.
Beckie, Donald W., 1965-1968; music.
Beechinor, Robert M., 1957-1960; R.O.T.C.
Beerthuis, Mark A., 1966-1970; R.O.T.C.
Beeson, Harold, 1936-1944; H.P.E.
Beirne, Daniel R., 1957-1960; R.O.T.C.
Bell, Morris E., 1951-1952; R.O.T.C.
Belt, F. Eugene, 1966-; music.
Benson, John E., 1961-1964; chemistry.
Berg, Temma F., 1985-; English.
Berlin, George H., 111, 1983-1984; mathematics.
Berlind, Robert E., 1963-1964; art.
Berterand, Michele, 1968-1973; Romance languages.
Bertram, Edward H., 1931-1936; R.O.T.C.
Bikle, Charles A., 1930-1931; biology.
Bikle, Henry C, 1930-1932; biology.
Bikle, Philip M., 1874-1925; physics, astronomy, Latin.
Bilheimer, Clayton E., 1927-1953; H.P.E.
Billheimer, Albert, 1912-1930; Greek.
Birkner, Michael, 1978-1979; history.
Birnbaum, Norman, 1982-1983; history (adj.).
Biser, Gareth V., 1959-; H.P.E.
Blake, Graham 0., 1964-1965; chemistry.
Bloom, Robert L., 1949-1981; history.
Bloomingdale, Leßoy, 1946-1948; H.P.E.
Bloss, M.Esther, 1953-1968; sociology.
Boenau, A. Bruce, 1957-; political science.
Bohm, Edwin H., 1917-1918; modern languages.
Bolich, Harry F., 1947-1980; English, speech.
Bookwalter, Edwin 8., 1970-1972; R.O.T.C.
Boritt, Gabor S., 1981-; history.
Borock, Donald M., 1974-; political science.
Boughton, Jesse S., 1928-1934; philosophy.
Bowen, Earl, 1939-1965; biology.
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Bowers, Lois J. Gore, 1952-1955, 1969-1982; H.P.E.
Bowers, Teresa, 1981-; music (adj.).
Bowser, Merle L., 1943-1944, 1946-1950; physics.
Brady, Kathleen, 1976-1977; psychology.
Brass, Maynard F., 1964-1967; history.
Bream, Elizabeth G., 1945-1948; English
Bream, Henry T., 1926-1969; H.P.E.
Brede, Charles E., 1898-1900; German.
Breidenbaugh, Edward S., 1874-1924; chemistry, mineralogy.
Brewster, Grace A., 1946-1947; H.P.E.
Broad, Yolanda S., 1984-1985; French (adj.).
Brower, Keith H., 1985-1986; Spanish.
Brownley, Edward R., 1965-1971; H.P.E.
Buck, Harry M., 1977-1978, 1979-1980; religion (adj.).
Budde, Marie, 1958-1972; music.
Bugbee, Bruce W., 1958-; history.
Burdick, Marcus L., 1917-1918; English, public speaking.
Burgess, Ronald D., 1980-; Spanish.
Butrick, Richard P., Jr., 1965-1967; philosophy.
Butterfield, Albert W., 1958-1972; mathematics.
Byers, Cecil W., 1942-1944; physics.
Cahill, Charles R., 1972-1974; H.P.E.
Camac, Mary X., 1984-1985; psychology.
Campbell, BlairH., 1965-1966; biology.
Campbell, Debra, 1983-1986; religion.
Campbell, WilliamA., 1967-1972; R.O.T.C.
Campbell, William H., 1985-; R.O.T.C.
Carpenter, John 8., 1958-1966; H.P.E.
Can, John X., 1951-1953; physics.
Carter, Henry C, 1949-1951; R.O.T.C.
Cavaliere, A. Ralph, 1966-; biology.
Cavalluzzo, Linda C, 1978-1979; economics.
Cerasa, Charlene M., 1979-1980; economics (adj.).
Cere, Ronald C, 1983-1985; Spanish.
Cessna, C. Paul, 1917-1920, 1923-1937; physics, mathematics
Charles, Norman, 1957-1959; English.
Chase, Patrick J., 1980-1981; political science.
Cheney, ElliottW., 1927-1934; physics.
Christenson, Robert L., 1971-1973; R.O.T.C.
Chronister, Charles W., 1967-1971; H.P.E.
Claiborne, Janet M., 1985-; H.P.E.
Clarke, John F., 1966-; English.
Clayton, William S., 1984-1985; biology.
Cline, Thomas L., 1922-1947; English, argumentation.
Cluck, Irmina, 1981-1982; mathematics.
Clutz, Frank A., 1929-1930; religion.
Clutz, Frank H., 1918-1940; engineering.
Cocks, Alan R., 1974-1977; R.O.T.C.
Cole, Clyde H., 1946-1951; H.P.E.
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Coleman, John L., 1949-1951; R.O.T.C.
Collier, Charles F., 1974-1978; economics.
Collier, Glendon F., 1957-1983; German, Russian.
Colunio, John W., 1972-1976; H.P.E.
Condie, WilliamM., 1962-1965; R.O.T.C.
Conrad, Victor L., 1867-1870; natural science.
Cook, James D., 1972-1975; R.O.T.C.
Coon, Betty R., 1974-1975; English.
Coover, Melanchthon, 1904-1905; religion.
Corsen, Chester R., 1946-1948; English.
Cotter, Robert J., 1974-1977; chemistry.
Coull, Curtis E., 1958-1965; H.P.E.
Coulter, Chan L., 1958-; philosophy.
Covington, WilliamR., 1956-1959; R.O.T.C.
Cowan, David J., 1965-; physics.
Coz, Sigrid Lehnberger, 1952-1956, 1959-1967; Romance
languages.
Crane, John H., 1967-1971; Romance languages.
Crapster, Basil L., 1949-; history.
Creager, Paul S., 1915-1918; physics, engineering.
Criswell, Vance A., 1946-1947; English.
Croll, Luther H., 1866-1889; mathematics, astronomy.
Crone, Douglas A., 1949-1952; R.O.T.C.
Cronlund, Martin H., 1929-1931; Romance languages.
Crook, Joan T., 1961-1967; Romance languages.
Crowner, David L., 1967-; German.
Culver, Roland A., 1974-1978; R.O.T.C.
D'Agostino, Paul R., 1969-; psychology
Danfelt, E. Douglas, 1955-1965; music.
Daniels, Theodore C, 1954-; physics.
Darrah, Helen H., 1961-1977; biology.
Darrah, William C, 1957-1974; biology.
Davies, Robert E., 1955-1957; H.P.E.
Davies, William V., 1929-1932; religion, orientation.
Davis, David H., 1982-1983; political science (adj.).
Davison, Richard A., 1958-1960; English.
Deaner, Doris M., 1979-1980; education (adj.).
Deardorff, Eugene, 1959-1960; chemistry.
Deßorde, John, Jr., 1951-1955; R.O.T.C.
DeLong, Leo R., 1926-1927; education.
DeLongchamps, Robert D., 1973-1976; R.O.T.C.
Denham, William 0., 1946-1948; R.O.T.C.
Denison, Barbara J., 1985-; sociology (adj.).
DeNys, Mary L., 1980-1981; English (adj.).
Depfer, John F., 1948-1950; chemistry.
deQuintero, Beatriz C, 1985-; Spanish (adj.).
deVegvar, Carol L.Neuman, 1981-1982; art.
Deveny, Thomas, 1980-1981; Romance languages (adj.).
Dewey, Donald L., 1969-1970; art.
Diaz, Jose AMAM 1978-1982; Spanish (adj.).
Dibble, Uel E., 1932-1938; biology.
Dickinson, Dennis W., 1970-1971; sociology.
Dickson, James A., 1914-1927; chemistry.
Diehl, Erie X., Jr., 1947-1948; chemistry.
DiPesa, Pamela, 1976-1978; English.
DiStasi, Lawrence W., 1967-1968; English.
Doherty, H. William, 1979-1981; economics (adj.).
Dombrowsky, Thomas S., 1985-; R.O.T.C.
Donolli, Joseph D., 1971-; H.P.E.
Douglas, Dorothy, 1957-1961; sociology.
Downing, Oscar M., 1946-1948; R.O.T.C.
Dracha, Richard, 1979-1981; sociology (adj.).
Drum, Alice, 1979-1980; English (adj.).
Dryden, Charles E., 1904-1908; German, French.
Dugger, Karen L., 1982-1984; sociology.
Dunkelberger, Harold A., 1937-1938, 1950-1983; religion.
Durding, W. Walter, 1938-1946; mathematics (absent on leave
1940-1946).
Dvorsky, Gerard A., 1950-1951; biology.
Earwood, John H., 1985-; R.O.T.C.
Eckhardt, Frederick PMP M 1951-1952; religion.
Eddins, Edgar L., 1951-1957; psychology.
Eddy, John H., 1960-1964; R.O.T.C.
Edwards, Preston H., 1926-1927; physics.
Egelund, Larry D., 1968-1969; sociology.
Eisenhart, WilliamE., 1950-1951; biology.
Eismann, James F., 1951-1954; R.O.T.C.
Emmons, Charles F., 1974-; sociology.
Entessar, Nader, 1980-1981; politicalscience.
Erwin, John T., 1915-1916; mathematics.
Evelan, R. Ray, 1951-1952; English.
Everman, Harold, 1953-1955; R.O.T.C.
Eves, Arthur L., 1948-1951; mathematics.
Evins, Donald E., 1953-1955; R.O.T.C.
Evjen, John 0., 1905-1909; religion.
Ewing, James R., 1918-1920; economics, political science.
Fager, Charles 8., 1948-1949; chemistry
Farley, George E., 1962-1965; chemistry
Feldman, Lawrence H., 1971-1972; sociology.
Fellenbaum, Edith D., 1963-1968; education.
Fender, Ann Harper, 1977-;economics.
Ferm, Deane, 1985-1986; religion (adj.).
Ferrier, Edsall, 1866-1872; English.
Fick, Barbara Willoughby-MacDonald, 1971-1972, 1973-1977;
Romance languages.
Fick, George H., 1967-; history.
Finstad, Barbara L., 1983-1984; music (adj.).
Finstad, Kermit HMH M 1970-; music.
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Fiscus, Robert, 1951-1954; R.O.T.C.
Fisher, Wallace E., 1947-1949; history.
Flaugher, Patricia A., 1967-1969; H.P.E.
Flesner, David E., 1971-; mathematics.
Flood, Ralph J., 1962-1965; English.
Flynn, Cheryl R.Z., 1967-1969; English.
Flynn, Helen S., 1980-1981; English (adj.).
Forness, Norman 0., 1964-; history.
Fortenbaugh, Robert, 1923-1959; history.
Fortnum, Donald H., 1965-;chemistry.
Foster, Thomas L.1975-1979; R.O.T.C.
Fox, Lloyd R., 1947-1949; R.O.T.C.
Fox, Robert W., 1965-1967; German.
Franco, Angel, 1946-1956; Spanish.
Frank, James C, 1927-1928; H.P.E.
Frank, Lewis 8., 1957-1986; psychology.
Frederickson, Robert S., 1969-; English.
Freed, Edwin D., 1948-1951, 1953-1986; Greek, Latin, religion.
Freeman, Walden S., 1963-1968; history.
Freymeyer, Robert H., 1981-1984; sociology.
Fryling, Robert H., 1947-1950, 1958-; mathematics.
Fuglister, Jayne, 1984-1985; economics.
Fulk, James W., 1964-1967; R.O.T.C.
Fulton, Charles E., 1951-1954; R.O.T.C.
Fundenburg, George 8., 1918-1919; Romance languages.
Gable, Bonnie, 1982-1983; English (adj.).
Gallion, Donald, 1950-1951; religion.
Galloway, Archibald, 1978-1981; R.O.T.C.
Gapp, Kenneth S., 1929-1931; Greek, Latin.
Garci-Gomez, Miguel, 1971-1973; Romance languages.
Gardner, Kenneth V., 1954-1956; biology.
Garman, Raymond P., 1945-1946; chemistry
Garnett, Robert R., 1981-; English.
Garrett, Robert 8., 1966-1968; H.P.E.
Garshak, Francis D., 1964-1967; R.O.T.C.
Gauger, Charles, 1925-1928; economics.
Gay, Judith, 1976-1979; psychology.
Geevarghese, P.K., 1964-1968; sociology.
Geiser, Patricia D., 1960-1962; chemistry.
Gemmill, Janet M.Powers, 1963-1965, 1979-; English,
interdepartmental studies (adj. 1979-).
Gemmill, Robert M.,1958-; economics.
Getz, Russell P., 1976-1986; music.
Geyer, Richard 8., 1954-1982; English.
Gilford, James H., 1956-1958; biology.
Gill,Sandra X.,1984-; sociology.
Gillespie, Robert T., 1961-1966; politicalscience.
Gimpel, Thomas G., 1954-1955; R.O.T.C.
Girard, Harry V., 1942-1943; R.O.T.C.
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Glad, Harold L., 1959-1965; H.P.E.
Gladys, John A., 1954-1955; R.O.T.C.
Glatfelter, Charles H., 1949-; economics, politicalscience,
history.
Gleason, Clyde W., 1925-1926; philosophy.
Glenn, James D., 1923-1924; chemistry.
Glenn, John G., 1925-1966; Latin, classics.
Gobbel, Gertrude G., 1968-; psychology.
Gobbel, H. Roger, 1949-1950; religion.
Godard, Elizabeth H., 1961-1962; English.
Goldberg, Leonard S., 1982-; English.
Gondwe, Derrick X., 1977-; economics.
Gotay, Carolyn C, 1977-1979; psychology.
Graham, Frank L., 1917-1918; R.O.T.C.
Grant, William C, 1953-1954; biology.
Granville, William A., 1910-1913; intellectual and moral
science.
Gray, Ernest D., 1963-1966; R.O.T.C.
Green, A.Wigfall, 1927-1928; English.
Green, WilliamF., 1950-1953; physics.
Greenfeld, Anne M., 1985-1986; French.
Greenholt, Homer R., 1925-1931; history.
Gregorio, Laurence A., 1983-; French.
Gridley, James M., 1955-1957; R.O.T.C.
Griffith, Winston H., 1978-; economics.
Grimm, Karl J., 1906-1940; German.
Grissinger, John M., 1948-1950; English.
Groff, Arthur 0., 1916-1917; modern languages.
Grube, George E., 1949-1954; biology.
Grzybowski, Joseph J., 1979-; chemistry.
Gubitz, Albert C, 1922-1923; economics.
Gutmann, George F., 1929-1944; German.
Haas, Eugene M., 1954-1979; H.P.E.
Hackmann, Augustus, 1936-1937; religion.
Hagen, Sivert N., 1916-1924; English.
Hair, J. David, 1981-1984; English.
Hair, Peggy H., 1982-1984; education (adj.).
Hall, Charles W., Jr., 1928-1929; chemistry.
Hall, Francis G., 1956-1958; R.O.T.C.
Hallas, Edward J., Jr., 1949-1951; R.O.T.C.
Haller, Margaret E., 1946-1947, 1949-1950; English, Spanish.
Hamell, Janvier L., 1961-1966; sociology.
Hamilton, Margaret McGurk, 1941-1944; H.P.E.
Hammann, Louis J., 1956-; religion.
Hamme, Elmer G., 1947-1948; chemistry.
Hamme, Herbert G., 1922-1923, 1924-1964; Romance languages
Hampton, Joseph 8., 1957-1959; politicalscience.
Hand, Jacqueline F., 1979-1983; H.P.E. (adj.).
Hankey, Ralph L., 1925-1927; Romance languages.
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Hanlon, Colleen M., 1980-1983; economics.
Hanna, Bertram, 1950-1951; biology.
Harbaugh, Marion, 1950-1952; Romance languages.
Hanson, Jerome 0., 1984-; English.
Harned, Louise, 1959-1962; political science.
Harner, Paul A., 1946-1952; music.
Harrison, WilliamH., 1845-1846; languages.
Harshbarger, Karl F., 1960-1962; English, dramatics.
Hartman, John, Jr., 1981-1982; R.O.T.C.
Hartman, Michael J., 1983-1986; R.O.T.C.
Hartshorne, WilliamD., Jr., 1928-1959; Romance languages.
Hartzell, Jean A., 1947-1949;- English, Spanish; and 1979-
English (adj.).
Harvey, Ann, 1979-1980; education (adj.)
Haskell, David F., 1970-1975; English.
Haskins, J. Richard, 1959-; physics.
Hathaway, Susan J., 1978-1982; chemistry.
Haupt, Herman, 1837-1839, 1845-1847; engineering,
architecture, mathematics.
Hauptman, Johannes, 1924-1927; German.
Hauser, Ludwig J., 1928-1930; education.
Hay, Charles A., 1844-1847; German.
Hays, Peggy Lou, 1983-; economics, management.
Hayward, John C, 1947-1951; psychology.
Hazelius, Ernest L., 1832-1834; Latin, German.
Hedeman, John L., 1946-1947; mathematics.
Hedge, George R., 1932-1934; R.O.T.C.
Hefelbower, Samuel G., 1902-1910; German, intellectualand moral
science.
Heiges, Donald R., 1934-1944; philosophy, orientation
Heincer, Clement J., 1979-1982; R.O.T.C.
Heininge, Patricia A., 1983-1984; French (adj.).
Heissenbuttel, Ernest G., 1926-1929; English.
Held, C. Robert, 1954-1955, 1956-1986; English, Latin, classics.
Held, John T., 1960-; education.
Helmrich, Oliver W., 1953-1956; psychology.
Hendrickson, Caroline M. Cameron, 1959-1984; Romance
languages.
Hendrickson, Thomas J., 1960-; physics.
Hendrix, Sherman S., 1964-; biology.
Hensley, Marvin M., 1951-1956; biology.
Henssler, Frederick W., 1956-1957; sociology.
Hermann, Otto W., 1950-1951; physics.
Hernandez, Jose A., 1981-1983; Spanish.
Hershey, Robert D., 1932-1935; religion.
Hertzbach, Janet Stavropoulos, 1978-; English.
Hesse, Grace R., 1960-1961; Romance languages.
Hesser, Harvey A., 1923-1924; German.
Heyman, Eugene F., Jr., 1977-1980; R.O.T.C.
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Hill,Edmund R., 1961-; economics.
Himes, John A., 1873-1914; English, political science.
Hinkeldey, Howard W., 1946-1948; religion.
Hinrichs, Donald W., 1968-; sociology.
Hirstel, Coco J., 1972-1975; H.P.E.
Hitchcock, Barry W., 1980-1981; R.O.T.C.
Ho, Edith June, 1969-1970; music.
Hogan, A.Patricia, 1979-1986; English, interdepartmental
studies (adj.).
Holder, Jean S., 1980-1981, 1982-; history (adj.).
Holder, Leonard 1., 1964- ; mathematics.
Holl, Karl, 1985; German, history.
Hollinger, John C, 1940-1942, 1945-1946; R.O.T.C.
Holmes, Franklin J., 1950-1951; music.
Homan, Donald, 1958-1960; physics.
Hook, Melverda, 1979-1984; music (adj.).
Hook, Wade F., 1967-; sociology.
Hornig, Vernon F., 1955-1958; R.O.T.C.
Howard, Charles H., 1923-1924; economics.
Howell, Esther V., 1955-1956; economics.
Hoyle, Jeffrey, 1984-1985; chemistry.
Hoyt, John P., 1928-1929; mathematics, physics.
Hubbard, Marilyn, 1983-; Spanish (adj.).
Huber, Eli, 1892-1904; religion.
Huffman, Virginia M., 1963-1967; H.P.E.
Hulton, Robert T., 1957-1979; H.P.E.
Hummel, R. Eugene, 1957-1979; H.P.E.
Humphries, Albert, 1948-1952; R.O.T.C.
Humphries, Harry L., 1980-1981; sociology.
Hurley, John J., 1956-1957; economics.
Hutton, Glenn X., 1967-1970; R.O.T.C.
Hyson, Edward W., 1927-1928; chemistry.
Idle, Dunning, 1931-1949; history.
Ikeler, Donald F., 1916-1917; public speaking, debating.
Ingraham, Vernon L., 1963-1965; English.
Jackson, Jerome C, 1923-1927; education, philosophy.
Jackson, Jerry L., 1957-1959; English.
Jackson, Mary-Garland, 1982-; Spanish.
Jackson, Robert, 1954-1955; R.O.T.C.
Jackson, Thomas 8., 1980-1983, R.O.T.C.
Jacobs, Henry Eyster, 1870-1883; Latin, Greek.
Jacobs, Michael, 1832-1866; mathematics, chemistry, natural
philosophy.
Jacobson, Carolyn M., 1983-; economics.
James, Sidney G., 1961-1963; English.
Jameson, Donald L., 1985-; chemistry.
Jarvinen, Dorothy C, 1979-1981; music (adj.).
Jarvis, Chester E., 1950-1980; political science.
Jenkins, Holman W., 1948-1950; economics, politicalscience
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Johnson, Elmer J., 1951-1955; R.O.T.C.
Johnson, Lester 0., 1930-1971; education.
Johnson, Philip, 1953-1957; political science.
Johnson, Steven L., 1985-1986; sociology.
Johnston, Arnold V., 1920-1924; economics, political science.
Johnston, Jack M., 1983-1984; English (adj.).
Jones, Eben R., 1954-1957; R.O.T.C.
Jones, Elaine L., 1979-1980, 1984-1985; English (adj.).
Joy, Mavourneen M.,1981-1982; religion.
Kadel, Byron R., 1928-1930; biology.
Kadel, Lois, 1955-1960; music.
Kaderly, Nathaniel L., 1948-1951; English.
Kalke, Christine M., 1980-1982; classics.
Karshner, Gary 8., 1985-; physics.
Karsteter, Robert 8., 1978-1982; R.O.T.C.
Katzman, Richard A., 1978-1984; economics (adj.).
Kearns, Daisy Morales, 1956-1957; Romance languages.
Keeny, Spurgeon M., 1915-1916; English.
Kefalas, Asterios G., 1985-1986; management.
Keil, Thomas J., 1971-1974; sociology.
Keiter, Herman S., 1927-1929; Latin.
Keller, Franklin L., 1947-1948; Greek.
Kellett, John M., 1968-; mathematics.
Kelly,Fred E., 1929-1932; education.
Kelly,John D., 1974-1975; music.
Kelly, Nancy J., 1958-1960; H.P.E.
Kenney, Grace C, 1948-; H.P.E.
Kepner, Charles D., 1963-1964; sociology.
Keppler, Kurt, 1946-1951; German.
Kerr, Frederick L., 1982-1985; economics (adj.).
Kilmer, Elizabeth 8., 1949-1951; Romance languages.
Kindig, Carl H., 1929-1930; engineering.
King, Karen E., 1981-1986; education (adj.).
King, Randall MMMM 1975-1979; mathematics.
Kirby,Richard S., 1911-1915; engineering.
Klein,Laura F., 1978-1979; sociology.
Klett,Guy S., 1921-1923; English, history.
Klinger, Oscar G., 1896-1912; Greek.
Kloetzli,Walter, 1946-1947; mathematics.
Knight, Grant C, 1919-1921; English, public speaking.
Knox,Robert S., 1959-1968; political science.
Kochenour, Eva M., 1949-1950; French.
Kogler, Henry C, 1946-1950; psychology.
Koomjohn, Charlotte A., 1965-1967; English.
Koran, David, 1977-1978; chemistry.
Kostopulos, Celeste, 1979-1983; Spanish.
Krall, Harry L., 1927-1928; mathematics, physics.
Kramer, Frank H., 1920-1956; education.
Kramp, Paul F., 1949-1950. religion.
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Kraus, Michael G., 1984; art (adj.).
Krauth, Charles P., 1833-1850; intellectual and moral science
Krebs, Richard L., 1984-1985; psychology (adj.).
Krissinger, Richard H., 1926-1928; Romance languages.
Kromhout, George A., 1941-1942; biology.
Krum, James R., 1959-1963; economics.
Kuklick, Henrika, 1973-1974; sociology.
Kurth, Arthur L., 1962-1983; Romance languages.
Kurtz, Robert, 1983-1984; mathematics.
Lacoste, Maria-Elena, 1967-1969; Romance languages.
Lakich, Joseph S., 1950-1951; R.O.T.C.
Lambert, Elizabeth R., 1984-; English.
Lamneck, Philip, 1982-1985; R.O.T.C.
Lamond, John X., 1916-1920; mathematics.
Lampert, Lester L., 1936-1940; R.O.T.C.
Landgren, Sara N., 1979-1981; music (adj.).
Landis, Joseph 8., 1974-1977; sociology.
Langa, Bheki F., 1983-1984; English (adj.).
Langerhans, Heinz, 1947-1957; German, sociology.
Langerhans, Use, 1958-1962; German.
Laning, Willard A., Jr., 1934-1938; engineering.
Lank, John, 1973-1974; political science.
Larkin, George R., 1928-1956; economics.
Lavelle, John F., 1963-1968; mathematics.
Lawyer, Kenneth E., 1948-1949; chemistry.
Learnard, Richard 8., 1930-1931; physics.
Leatherman, Paul X., 1926-1927; chemistry.
Lee, S. Rebecca, 1948-1949; Romance languages.
Leh, Robert G., 1963-1966; politicalscience.
Lehr, Robert E., 1971-1975; H.P.E.
Leiby, Robert W., 1982-1983; chemistry.
Leinbach, L. Carl, 1967-; mathematics, computer studies.
Lenski, Branko A., 1970-; Romance languages.
Lentz, James S., 1952-1957; H.P.E.
Leonard, Max T., 1951-1954; R.O.T.C.
Lewis, Ada G., 1977-; economics (adj. 1985-).
Lindeman, Lani, 1979-1986; interdepartmental studies (adj.).
Lindeman, Ralph D., 1952-1984; English.
Lipsey, WilliamM., 1952-1954; R.O.T.C.
Livingood, John N.8., 1938-1942; mathematics.
Locher, Jack S., 1957-; English.
Logan, Rowland E., 1958-; biology.
Long, Howard C, 1953-1959; physics.
Loose, John H., 1959-1987; English, religion.
Loveland, Franklin 0., 1972-; sociology.
Lovell, John R., 1921-1923; French.
Lowenthal, Lawrence D., 1966-1969; English.
Luckenbill, Faye E. (later Whitehead), 1955-1958; H.P.E.
Luebbe, Ruth, 1950-1952; music.
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Lunday, James E., 1980-1981; sociology (adj.).
Lutz, James P., 1953-1955; R.O.T.C.
Lyons, Vernon M., 1952-1953; R.O.T.C.
Macdonald, M. Stewart, 1914-1915; economics, political
science.
MacLean, Craig, 1976-1977; political science.
Maffett, Andrew L., 1946-1947, 1952-1954; mathematics.
Magness, Carolyn M., 1982-; mathematics.
Maguire, Marcia, 1947-1948; H.P.E.
Majd, Mohammad G., 1984-; economics.
Malachowski, MitchellR., 1983-1984; chemistry.
Malmberg, Constantine F., 1926-1928; philosophy.
Malmi, Carol L., 1973-1975; English.
Malone, Eubert H., 1924-1928; R.O.T.C.
Mara, Richard T., 1953-; physics.
Marconi, Katherine, 1976-1977; sociology
Marius, Richard C, 1962-1964; history.
Marks, Mollyanne, 1970-1972; English.
Marschall, Laurence A., 1971-; physics.
Marsden, Donald A., 1965-1968; English.
Marsden, John H., 1832-1835; mineralogy, botany.
Marsh, Marie T., 1947-1948; Romance languages.
Marsh, Robert P., 1924-1939; biology.
Martin, Adam, 1869-1898; German.
Martin, Elizabeth 8., 1968-1970; history.
Martin, Janet M., 1983-1986; political science.
Martin, Kenneth R., 1965-1968; history.
Mashburn, James, 1930-1937; R.O.T.C.
Mason, Francis C, 1925-1965; English.
Mathias, Charles W., 1951-1953; psychology.
Matsinko, Carol, 1980-1982; music (adj.).
Matsinko, Michael, 1976-; music.
Mauro, Nicholas A., 1980-1981; biology.
May, WilliamRobert, 1961-1965; religion.
Mayer, AlfredM., 1865-1867; natural science.
McAllister, Walter G., 1923-1925; psychology.
McCardle, Arthur, 1969-; German.
McCarney, Howard J., 1946-1950; religion.
McCaslin, Joseph G., 1953-1955; R.O.T.C.
McClymont, Trevor L., 1980-1983; economics.
McComb, John X., 1971-1981; English.
McEvoy, Noel J., 1972-1973; economics.
McKeand, Floyd H., Jr., 1951-1955; R.O.T.C.
McKechnie, Alexander J., 1945-1946; physics.
McKenney, Alfred E., 1946-1950; R.O.T.C.
McKeon, James, 1956-1957; psychology.
McKnight, Harvey W., 1884-1904; intellectual and moral
science.
McLaughlin, Virginia J., 1985; art (adj.).
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McLennand, Marie, 1955-1971; English.
McMahon, Marshall E., 1970-1972; economics.
McQueen, James E., 1944-1946; R.O.T.C.
Mcßeynolds, Wilbur R., 1928-1932; R.O.T.C.
Meals, L.Kenton, 1944-1945; mathematics.
Meckley, Herbert W., 1923-1925; economics.
Medcalf, Todd S., 1981-1982; music.
Meinecke, Bruno, 1956-1957; Latin.
Melko, John T., 1947-1948; R.O.T.C.
Mellerski, John J., 1980-1984; French (adj.).
Menkee, Ernest D., 1922-1923; engineering.
Merdler, Tessa 8., 1965-1966; English.
Merrick, Carol Ann, 1977-1980; Romance languages
Merryman, John E., 1964-1965; education.
Messer, Harold M., 1947-1963; biology.
Meyer, Werner F.G., 1963-1964; German.
Michelman, Fredric, 1973-; Romance languages.
Mikesell, Jan E., 1973-; biology.
Miller,George R., 1920-1953; physics.
Miller, John C, 1973-1979; Romance languages.
Miller,Lawrence L., 1974-1977; R.O.T.C.
Miller,Pamela Ann, 1965-1967; English.
Miller, William T., 1977-1979; H.P.E.
Mills,Fred C, 1922-1923; swimming.
Milone, Eugene F., 1966-1971; physics.
Mitchell, Alan L., 1948-1949; R.O.T.C.
Mitchell, Arlo W., 1941-1942; R.O.T.C.
Mitchell, H.Rees, 1937-1938; mathematics.
Mitchell, Nancy X., 1958-1963; H.P.E.
Moayedi, Roxanna, 1981-1982; sociology (adj.).
Moore, Carey A., 1955-1956, 1959-; religion.
Moore, Robert D., 1964-1967; R.O.T.C.
Moorhead, M. Scott, 1955-1981; mathematics.
Morden, Frederick, 1976-1977; music.
Morrill,John D., 1952-1955; R.O.T.C.
Morris, William S., 1926-1931; R.O.T.C.
Moser, Franklin W., 1914-1915; English.
Moss, Robert E., 1966-1968; R.O.T.C.
Mott, Kenneth F., 1966-; politicalscience.
Mower, A. Glenn, 1947-1948; economics.
Moyer, Robert F., 1947-1948; R.O.T.C.
Muchinsky, Paul M., 1983-1984; psychology (adj.).
Mudd, Samuel A., 1958-1964, 1965-; psychology.
Mueller, Otto, 1926-1931; Romance languages.
Muhlenberg, Frederick A., 1850-1867; Greek.
Muller, Hollis L., Jr., 1950-1953; R.O.T.C.
Muma, Harold E., 1954-1955; biology.
Mumford, Richard S., 1981-1982; music.
Munie, Marsha A., 1978-1979; art.
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Munshower, Carl W., 1924-1926; mathematics.
Musselman, Larry, 1981-1985; economics (adj.).
Myers, James P., Jr., 1968-; English.
Myers, Jeri A., 1978-1979; H.P.E.
Navickas, Anthony J., 1951-1955; R.O.T.C.
Nielsen, Arne H., 1961; Romance languages.
Niiro,Katsuyuki, 1972-; economics.
Niiro, Yukiko, 1982-; mathematics (adj. 1982-1986).
Nixon, Henry 8., 1888-1916; mathematics, astronomy.
Nixon, Major C, 1921-1924; R.O.T.C.
Noe, David M., 1981-1982; R.O.T.C.
Notz, Frederick William Augustus, 1868-1869; German.
Novak, Joseph D., 1929-1930; mathematics, physics.
Nunamaker, Norman X., 1963-; music.
Nyitray, Joseph P., 1974-1983; political science.
O'Day, Shirley A., 1960-1963; H.P.E.
O'Donnell, Geraldine, 1981-1982; politicalscience.
O'Leary, Harriet L., 1963-1968; Romance languages.
Olinger (Olinger-Rubira), Paula, 1979-; Romance languages.
Oliver, Edward J., 1942-1943; R.O.T.C.
Oliver, J.W., 1921-1923; R.O.T.C.
Olson, Bruce, 1978-1982; R.O.T.C.
Olson, Ralph W., 1983-1984; economics (adj.).
Orth, A.Park, 1945-1946; economics.
Ostrander, Edward R., 1957-1960; psychology.
Ostrom, John W., 1928-1936; English.
Outland, Roderick H., 1949-1950; biology.
Ozegovic, Jack A., 1964-1968; art.
Pacenza, Rosemarie R., 1983-1984; music (adj.).
Packard, Bruce L., 1971-; education.
Paparazo, Arnold L., 1960-1964; R.O.T.C.
Parker, WilliamE., 1967-; chemistry.
Parks, Howard C, 1966-1980; classics.
Parks, James A., 1948-1952; R.O.T.C.
Parsons, Barbara, 1963-1964; biology.
Parsons, Louis A., 1907-1925; physics.
Partchey, Kenneth C, 1973-1975; music.
Patnode, Gerald R., 1985-; management.
Patterson, Jeffrey L., 1976-1979; economics.
Paulson, Alan, 1978-; art.
Paulssen, Bertha, 1942-1947; philosophy.
Pavlantos, Clio, 1983-1985; H.P.E. (adj.).
Pavlantos, Ruth E., 1963-; classics.
Peddy, Thomas E., 1947-1951; R.O.T.C.
Pellak, George M., 1980-1983; economics.
Pensyl, Jon P., 1963-1966; R.O.T.C.
Percival, Allen C, 1948-1951; Romance languages.
Perry, Edward X., 1946-1947; German.
Peters, Martin F., 1957-1960; R.O.T.C.
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Peterson, Leonard 0., 1955-1959; R.O.T.C.
Peterson, Paul G., 1960-1962; music.
Peusch, Millard R., 1950-1951; R.O.T.C.
Pickering, James D., 1954-; English.
Pike, George 1., 1966-1969; sociology.
Pineno, Charles J., 1968-1978; economics.
Pittman, Nathan S., 1975-1977; R.O.T.C.
Pittman, Thane S., 1972-; psychology.
Plank, Wilbur L., 1932-1934; engineering.
Platt, Charles E., 1957-1983; psychology.
Playfoot, Maynard R., 1956-1968; Romance languages.
Plischke, Elmer, 1979-1984; political science (adj.).
Pontius, Paul R., 1918-1919; English, public speaking.
Poorman, Noreen J., 1981-1983; economics.
Porter, Frank W. 111, 1983-1986; American Indian Research
and Resource Institute.
Portmess, Lisa, 1979-; philosophy.
Ports, Earl G., 1923-1925; physics.
Powers, WilliamD., 1977-1983; music.
Pringle, Thomas H., 1985-; mathematics.
Proctor, Edward X., 1941-1944; economics.
Pukl, Frank J. 111, 1967-1969; philosophy.
Putzey, Deborah D., 1968-1970; sociology.
Qually, Ingolf, 1956-1982; art.
Quillian,WilliamF., Jr., 1941-1945; philosophy.
Quinn, R. David, 1969-1971; Romance languages
Rabinowitz, Sima, 1983-; Spanish.
Raessler, Kenneth R., 1963-1973; music.
Raffensperger, Charles H., 1979-1984; economics (adj.).
Rahn, David P., 1976-1979; H.P.E.
Railing, Jennifer M., 1979-; economics, management (adj.).
Railing, WilliamF., 1964-; economics.
Raines, Laura F., 1984; art (adj.).
Raith, Charles, 1950-1953; politicalscience.
Ramer, John C, 1964-1969; psychology.
Ramos, James G., 1985; art (adj.).
Ramsey, A.0., 1925-1926; biology.
Randolph, George N., 1921-1922; R.O.T.C.
Rasmussen, Holger, 1947-1948; chemistry.
Rechard, Ottis H., 1917-1918; mathematics.
Reen, Calvin G., 1921-1942; engineering, physics.
Reichert, MarilynE., 1951-1953; Romance languages.
Reid, Constance L., 1964-1969; German.
Reider, Ray R., 1962-; H.P.E.
Reidy, Richard F., Jr., 1973-1976; R.O.T.C
Reiter, Judith D., 1962-1963; English.
Revs, John F., 1948-1952; R.O.T.C.
Reynolds, WilliamM., 1834-1835, 1836-1850; Latin.
Rhoads, Robert W., 1942-1943; history.
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Richards, Joyce A., 1969-1973; Romance languages.
Richards, William F., 1950-1952; R.O.T.C.
Richardson, Elizabeth M., 1984-; French.
Richardson, Norman E., Jr., 1945-1979; philosophy.
Richardson, WilliamF. 111, 1960-1962; R.O.T.C.
Ridinger, John, 1956-1962; H.P.E.
Riechel, Donald C, 1961-1963; German.
Riggs, J. Edward, Jr., 1983-1984; H.P.E.
Riggs, Janet Morgan, 1981-; psychology.
Riley, Patrick E., 1982-1985; R.O.T.C.
Riley, Robert C, 1947-1951; economics.
Rion, Ira S., 1951-1954; R.O.T.C.
Ritterson, Michael L., 1968-; German.
Robert, Shelby A., 1980-1985; economics (adj.).
Roberts, Donald R., 1946-1947; chemistry.
Roberts, John R., 1946-1949; economics.
Robinson, Donald W., 1954-1956; art.
Robinson, Warren F., 1953-1954; art.
Robson, Kenneth J., 1979-1980; economics.
Rodeck, Herbert A.F., 1937-1939, 1940-1941; German.
Rodgers, Charles F., 1926-1928; biology.
Rogan, Richard G., 1981-1984; German.
Rogers, Leonard D., 1948-1949; R.O.T.C.
Rose, Nicole A., 1978-1980; Romance languages (adj.).
Rosenbach, WilliamE., 1984-; management.
Rosenberger, Noah 8., 1919-1920; mathematics.
Rosenberger, Russell S., 1956-1981; education.
Rosenstengel, Rudolph, 1918-1932; engineering.
Ross, Frederick U., 1923-1924; English.
Rost, William, 1974-1979; H.P.E.
Rost, WilliamJ., 1962-1963; music.
Roth, Catharine E., 1981-1983; English (adj.).
Rourke, Dennis M., 1985-; R.O.T.C.
Rowland, Alex T., 1958-; chemistry.
Rubel, Linda A., 1982-1984; English.
Russo, Rosemarie C, 1971-1972; chemistry.
Ruszczyk, Ronald J., 1985-1986; chemistry.
Sabol, Joseph G., 1975-1978; H.P.E.
Saby, Rasmus S., 1924-1950; economics, politicalscience.
Sachs, Martha, 1950-1952; English.
Sadtler, Samuel P., 1871-1874; natural sciences.
Saltzer, Bertram H., 1923-1940; engineering.
Saltzer, J. Blame, 1946-1951; economics.
Sanborn, WilliamL., 1953-1969; Romance languages.
Sand, Diane Z., 1983-1984; German (adj.).
Sanders, Charles F., 1906-1941; philosophy.
Sandnes, Gunnar C, 1957-1960; biology.
Sauve, James W., Jr., 1969-1977; H.P.E.
Sauve, Judith A., 1969-1972; H.P.E.
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Sawyer, Teresa A., 1984-; psychology.
Schaeffer, Charles F., 1856-1864; German.
Schaeffer, Klaus H., 1945-1946; German.
Scheer, Joseph R., 1967-1973; political science.
Schildknecht, Calvin E., 1959-1979; chemistry.
Schlack, Theodore C, 1950-1952; English.
Schlie, Caroline J., 1975-1979; H.P.E.
Schmersahl, Carmen 8., 1981; English (adj.).
Schmidt, Earl M., 1959-1963; R.O.T.C.
Schmidt, Emile 0., 1962-; English, theater.
Schmucker, Samuel Simon, 1832-1833; intellectual and moral
science.
Schneider, Henry 111, 1964-1981; German.
Schroeder, Allen C, 1967-; biology.
Schubart, W. Richard, 1950-1981; philosophy.
Schuh, Robert F., 1944-1945; R.O.T.C.
Schwartz, Judith A., 1979-1982; English (adj.).
Schwartz, Mary Lou, 1961-1963; music.
Scott, Walter J., 1959-1984; physics.
Seamens, Howard J., 1967-1971; R.O.T.C.
Sehrt, Edward H., 1922-1926; Romance languages.
Seidel, Ethan A., 1982-1983; economics (adj.).
Seils, Clemens A., 1947-1948; philosophy.
Senft, Cletus A., 1926-1927; religion.
Shaffer, W. Frederick, 1931-1962; Greek.
Shainline, John W., 1948-1954; H.P.E.
Shand, John D. (Jack), 1954-1984; psychology.
Shannon, Gerald, 1979-1980; history (adj.).
Shapelle, Benjamin F., 1911-1916; Romance languages.
Sharma, Chandradhar, 1963-1964; philosophy.
Sharpless, Frank E., 1943-1945; R.O.T.C.
Shaw, Clayton J., 1968-1969; art.
Shaw, Daniel, 1981-1986; philosophy.
Sheads, J. Melchior, 1946-1947; history.
Sheads, Richard D., 1946-1949; biology.
Sheaffer, Avery, 1957-1961; sociology.
Sheffer, John A., 1923-1934; chemistry.
Shelly, Kathleen E., 1981-1986; Spanish.
Sherbine, K.Bruce, 1968-1969; biology.
Sheridan, James J., 1968-1969; psychology.
Shilliday, C. Lee, 1920-1924; biology.
Shipherd, Henry R., 1914-1916; English.
Shoemaker, Howard G., 1957-1985; H.P.E.
Showalter, Anne X., 1981-1982, 1983-; English (adj.).
Shrager, Samuel A., 1978-1979; economics.
Siegel, Eva S., 1981-1984; sociology (adj.).
Siegel, Lee M., 1978-1986; economics.
Simon, Carl R., 1923-1925; Latin.
Simpson, Myron L., 1944-1948, 1958-1960; biology.
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Singer, James N., 1946-1948; religion.
Singh, Ashok X., 1981-1984; economics.
Skidmore, Charles L., 1962-1964; R.O.T.C.
Slaybaugh, James F., 1964-; education.
Slaybaugh, Nancy A., 1979-1982; education (adj.).
Slee, WilliamM., 1951-1952; religion.
Sloat, C. Allen, 1927-1968; chemistry.
Small, Alden C, 1968-1974; political science.
Small, Carol Daborn, 1969-; art.
Smith, Chester R., 1972-1975; R.O.T.C.
Smith, George W., 1924-1926; English.
Smith, Harry 8., 1927-1928; education.
Smith (Schmidt), Henry I,1838-1843; German.
Smith, Leßoy W., 1951-1955; English.
Smith, Lewis J., 1982-1985; R.O.T.C.
Smith, Paul H., 1936-1937; religion.
Smith, Robert D., 1965-1972; H.P.E.
Smith, Roger L., 1965-1970; English.
Smith, Roger W., 1943-1944; mathematics
Smith, Welda A., 1958-1962; R.O.T.C.
Smoke, Kenneth L., 1927-1929, 1946-1970; philosophy,
psychology.
Snively, Carolyn S., 1982-; classics.
Snodgrass, James G., 1975-1978; R.O.T.C.
Snow, George, 1979-1980; history (adj.).
Sobal, Jeffrey, 1977-1981; sociology.
Sorensen, Ralph A., 1977-; biology.
Speck, Frederick A., 1983-; music.
Speck, Pam, 1985-1986; H.P.E. (adj.).
Speicher, Douglas S., 1965-1968; Romance languages.
Spicer, Cyril 8., 1949-1952; R.O.T.C.
Squires, Paul C, 1922-1923; psychology.
Srebrnik, Patricia T., 1984-; English.
Stahley, George D., 1889-1920; hygiene, biology.
Stamm, Raymond T., 1922-1923; religion, history.
Starr, WilliamT., 1940-1945; Romance languages, German.
Stauber, Kathleen A., 1972-1973; psychology.
Steckel, George D., 1946-1950; physics.
Steele, Ruby J., 1963-1967; H.P.E.
Stemen, John R., 1961-; history.
Stephenson, Helen, 1982-1983; music (adj.).
Stewart, Mary Margaret, 1959-; English.
Stipe, Edward X., 1946-1952; religion.
Stockwell, Richard E., 1948-1949; mathematics.
Stoever, Martin L., 1843-1870; history, Latin.
Stokes, MiltonL., 1950-1965; economics, political science.
Stone, Elizabeth V., 1961-1962; English.
Storms, WilliamN., 1958-1962; R.O.T.C
Stover, Clyde 8., 1910-1943; chemistry.
Stover, Lynn, 1984-1985; music (adj.).
Straley, Luther S., 1927-1929; religion.
Strandburg, Robert J., 1983-1985; psychology.
Strassberg, Donald S., 1969-1972; psychology.
Stratton, Richard W., 1976-1978; economics.
Streeter, Barry H., 1975-1979; H.P.E.
Stright, I.Leonard, 1982-1985; mathematics (adj.).
Strohm, Raymond, 1937-1944, 1945-1946; R.O.T.C.
Strong, Philip L., 1960-1962; English.
Stuart, William A., 1948-1952; sociology.
Sullivan, Eugene J., 1944-1945; physics.
Sulouff, Nelson R., 1958-1968; religion.
Sundermeyer, William X., 1939-1964; German.
Swivel, Loren E., 1977-1978; H.P.E.
Sylvester, Christine M., 1981-; political science.
Sylvester, Horst, 1963-1970; economics.
Tannenbaum, Amie Godman, 1968-; Romance languages.
Tannenbaum, Donald G., 1966-; political science.
Tannenbaum, Theodore, 1969-1973; sociology.
Taylor, Dewey F., 1964-1967; R.O.T.C.
Taylor, Katherine Kressman (later Rood), 1947-1966; English
Terry, Kenneth, 1945-1946; mathematics.
Teufel, KarlC, 1955-1959; R.O.T.C.
Theobald, Erika E., 1961-1964; German.
Thompson, C. Kerr, 1985-; Spanish.
Thompson, Samuel C, 1922-1926; R.O.T.C.
Thornburg, Robert 8., 1946-1947; English.
Thornton, BillyG., 1982-1983; psychology.
Thurmond, James, 1979-1982; music (adj.).
Tomasson, Richard F., 1952-1953; sociology.
Townsend, Freda L., 1955-1959; English.
Townsend, Roswell G., 1977-1978, 1982-1985; economics
(adj. 1982-1985).
Trainor, Patrick, 1983-1984; H.P.E. (adj.).
Traska, Irena M., 1962-1967; German.
Trauger, Wilmer X., 1923-1925; English.
Trevelyan, Amelia M., 1985-; art.
Triano, Elise A., 1984-1985; biology.
Trivoli,George W., 1965-1966; economics.
Trone, Robert H., 1956-; religion.
Troxell, Fred G., 1914-1916; mathematics.
Turnbach, Edward P., 1935-1936; religion.
Tuthill, Tracey E., 1918-1919; R.O.T.C.
Tuttle, Shelby M.,1919-1921; R.O.T.C.
Uehling, Carl T., 1948-1949; religion.
Uhler, Horace S., 1925-1926; physics.
Unger, Guinn E., 1953-1955; R.O.T.C.
Valentine, Milton, 1868-1884; intellectual and moral science.
Valentine, MiltonH., 1916-1930; religion, history.
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Valerius, MillardR., 1962-1964; R.O.T.C.
Valiela, Isabel, 1985-1986; Spanish (adj.).
Vanlngen, John V., 1957-1959; economics.
Villaume, John C, 1941-1942; history.
Viti,Robert M., 1971-; Romance languages.
vonSchwerdtner, Ernst 0., 1927-1937; German.
Vossen, Francis, 1976-1978; R.O.T.C.
Wagner, John F., 1929-1930; physics.
Wagner, John H., 1923-1925; religion, history.
Wagnild, Parker 8., 1937-1976; religion, music.
Wallace, Elizabeth, 1979-1982; English (adj.).
Waltemyer, William C, 1929-1960; philosophy, religion.
Walters, Kerry S., 1985-; philosophy.
Ward, James E.H., 1973-1975; H.P.E.
Warger, Thomas, 1979-1980; Romance languages.
Warrington, Don J., 1954-1955; R.O.T.C.
Warthen, George Saylor, 1924-1954; English.
Washington, Lawrence M., 1951-1953; German.
Wastler, Franklin A., 1981-; music (adj.).
Watson, Sherman E., 1972-1975; R.O.T.C.
Watt, Richard A., 1967-1968; German.
Watts, John A., 1946-1947; R.O.T.C.
Weaner, David H., 1957-1959; physics.
Weaner, Janis Hathorn, 1957-1985; Romance languages.
Weeks, Lewis E., Jr., 1948-1951; English.
Weikel, Dexter N., 1962-; music.
Weiland, Glenn S., 1946-1947; 1949-1974; chemistry.
Weinfeld, Tim, 1980-1981; English (adj.).
Weinhold, Linda L., 1985-1986; psychology.
Weissman, Cheryl Ann, 1982-1984; English.
Wenk, Emily C, 1983-; computer studies (adj.).
Wentz, Abdel Ross, 1909-1916; religion, history.
Wescott, Richard T., 1966-1984; H.P.E.
Wetzel, Gerald H., 1968-1971; R.O.T.C.
White, Paul E., 1942-1944; R.O.T.C.
White, Thomas, 1979-1983; psychology.
Whitely, Paul L., 1962-1964; psychology.
Whiting, George W., 1916-1917; English.
Wickerham, Janet S., 1967-1969; H.P.E.
Wienhorst, Sue E., 1959-1960; English.
Wijesinha, Alexander L., 1984-; mathematics.
Wilken, John F., 1866-1868; German.
Wilkinson, B. Lane, 1967-1969; Romance languages.
Williams, Conway S., 1949-1980; economics.
Williams, Daniel A., 1982-1983, 1985-; Spanish (adj.).
Williams, Donald G., 1954-1957; R.O.T.C.
Williams, John C, 1951-1953; R.O.T.C.
Williams, Nina J., 1956-1957; biology.
Williams, Suzanne, 1984-1985; education (adj.).
Williams, WilliamL.G., 1918-1919; mathematics.
Wilson, Raymond H., Jr., 1937-1938; mathematics.
Wing, Stephen R., 1914-1918; engineering.
Winkelmann, Arnold H., 1971-1974; R.O.T.C.
Winkelmann, John R., 1963-; biology.
Witmer, PhilipR., 1983-; economics, management.
Wolfe, Charles R., 1935-1943; English.
Wolfinger, Joseph X., 1946-1967; English.
Wood, Esther Chase, 1957-1963; psychology.
Wood, William W., 1921-1924; mathematics.
Woods, Charles F., 1900-1902; German.
Woolson, Richard, 1950-1951; psychology.
Wright, Robert 8., 1967-1969; religion.
Yelinek, Edward, 1983-1984; psychology (adj.).
Young, Raymond W., 1948-1950; politicalscience
Yovicsin, John M., 1948-1957; H.P.E.
Yu, Kwang-Chung, 1965; English.
Yurick, George W., 1966-1968; R.O.T.C.
Zagars, Waldemar, 1956-1974; economics.
Zarfos, Margaret 8., 1944-1946; H.P.E.
Zartman, Monroe, 1955-1958; R.O.T.C.
Zellner, Robert F., 1968-; music.
Ziegler, Earl E., 1935-1968; physics, mathematics
Zinn, John B.f 1924-1959; chemistry.
The faculty which the trustees elected in 1832 consisted of five
men who were given the title of professor. Later, they began engag-
ing the services of persons to offer optional instruction ina modern
foreign language (they were called teachers) or to givea few lectures
a year on such subjects as anatomy, physiology, or zoology (they
were called lecturers). The first person chosen to help carry the bur-
den of the chemistry professor (a recent graduate who was ap-
pointed in1874) was called an assistant, and this titlewas used inthe
cases of almost all of the second or third teachers who were subse-
quently added to other departments, beginning in 1906. Some of
these persons were later advanced to the rank of instructor. During
the first twenty years of the Henry W. A. Hanson administration
(1923-1943), all of the teachers held one of the four usual faculty
ranks. The need toengage temporary and part-time personnel during
and immediately following World War IIled the president to resort
to such titles as special instructor and assistant.
The 1953 catalogue, the first published after Walter C. Langsam
became president, listed three categories of teachers beyond the
usual four ranks: lecturer, private instructor in applied music, and
assistant. During the next quarter century, lecturers were named for
part-time work inmany departments. Several of the private instruc-
tors inmusic, who played a key role inthe early years of that depart-
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ment, served for fifteen years or more. Almost all of the assistants
were biology laboratory instructors, some of whom also had long
periods of service. Several of the lecturers and private instructors
were eventually given faculty rank and became eligible for tenure.
For many years, noncommissioned men attached to the College
R. O. T.C. were given the rank of instructor; beginning with the
1955-1956 year they were designated assistant instructors, a title
also used by several other departments. With the introduction of
adjunct ranks in1979, further changes were made inthe designation
of part-time or temporary faculty.
Inthe Gettysburg College Archives there is a listof some 250 per-
sons who held the titles described above between 1832-1833 and
1985-1986.
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Bibliographical Note
The basic sources used in preparing this work were primary
materials relating to the College, most of which are housed in the
Gettysburg College Archives. Fortunately, the minutes of the board
of trustees and the faculty, beginning in the summer of 1832, have
survived, as have many reports which the president and faculty sub-
mitted to the board of trustees or to one or more of the institution's
constituencies. The Henry W. A.Hanson administration is the first
for which a sizable body of additional papers has survived. Presi-
dent Granville claimed that when he took office no such papers were
given to him. In turn, he left an incomplete file when he resigned in
1923. Minutes of College organizations, including the alumni
association, are quite incomplete. The present lack of minutes of the
latter for about a quarter century before 1930 makes it impossible to
gain a fullysatisfactory understanding of organized alumni activity
during those years.
The College catalogue (beginning in 1837), journal or newspaper
(beginning in 1877), student yearbook (beginning in 1891), and
alumni magazine (beginning in 1930) yielded invaluable informa-
tion, much of which would not otherwise be available. For many
years Gettysburg newspapers featured College news, as did the
Lutheran Observer, which began publication in 1831 and whose
editors were usually strong supporters of the two educational
institutions at Gettysburg.
The author's recollections, as well as those of a number of others
long associated with the College, have been used tocomplement and
supplement other sources of information.
As the footnotes testify, many sources, both primary and second-
ary, were employed to make comparisons between Gettysburg
College and its sister institutions in Pennsylvania and elsewhere.
Two works helpful inattempting toplace the College inits state and
national settings were Saul Sack, History of Higher Education in
Pennsylvania, 2 vols. (Harrisburg, 1963), and Frederick Rudolph,
The American College and University: A History (New York,
1962).
The two previously published histories of the College are E. S.
Breidenbaugh, cd., The Pennsylvania College Book, 1832-1882
(Philadelphia, 1882), and Samuel Gring Hefelbower, The History of
Gettysburg College, 1832-1932 (Gettysburg, 1932).
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Bachelor of science programs, 291-2,
547-8, 871.
Bachman, Albert, 502.
Bacon, Jacob 8., 131.
Bainton, Roland, 922.
Bair, J. Emory, 264.
Baird, Paul R., 816.
Baker, Henry, 196.
Baker, John C, 76, 137.
Baker, Joseph 8., 365, 413, 434-5,
590-2, 970.
Baker, Minerva laughinbaugh, 746-7,
753, 969, 989.
Baltimore, Md., 22, 55, 73, 78, 102,
110, 135, 172, 196, 199, 213, 216,
226, 234, 250, 253, 309, 357, 375,
403, 666, 895, 973.
Baltimore Cathedral, 59.
Baltimore City College, 299.
Baltimore Medical College, 359.
Baltimore Motherhouse, 607.
Bancroft, George, 163.
Band, College, 629-30, 935.
Bank ofGettysburg (later the Gettys-
burg National Bank), 27, 32-3, 41.
Bank of Pennsylvania building, 59.
Bank of the United States building,
59, 62.
Banner of Honor t 326-8.
Baptists, 15.
Barnard, Henry, 181.
Barnes, Harry Elmer, 568.
Barnes, Robert D., 822.
Barnitz, Charles A., 20.
Barnitz, David G., 131.
Barracks, 780, 834, 838, 841.
Barriga, Guillermo, 816, 943.
Bartholomew, Edward F., 377.
Baseball Hall of Fame, 520.
Baskerville, Edward 1., 868.
Battery X,First Ohio Light Infantry,
monument, 380.
Battlefield, Gettysburg, 195, 256,
298, 379, 405, 411, 555, 582, 704.
Battle of Gettysburg, 132, 183-7,
405, 846.
Battle of Gettysburg, anniversaries
(1888, 1913, 1938, 1963), 379-80,
411, 442, 485, 704, 720-1, 727-30,
996-7.
Baublitz, John E., 640.
Baugher, Isaac, 84, 215.
Baughman, Harry F., 967.
Baum, Charles, 311, 542, 670.
Baum, George C, 512, 518-9, 525.
Baum, William M.,196-7, 254, 258,
Beachem, Charles W., 525, 692-5,
697.
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Association of American Univer-
sities, 410, 485, 714-5, 717, 989.
Baker, Conrad, 377.
Baugher, H. Louis, 231-2, 241, 263,
337, 390, 392-403.
Baugher, Henry L.t 29, 82, 84, 90, 92,
96-9, 101, 103-4, 112, 118, 124,
141-2, 146, 153, 155, 158, 171, 173,
180, 184-5, 187-8, 190-1, 207, 222,
269, 319, 334, 372, 810.
302, 371.
Baum, WilliamM., Jr., 379.
Baum Mathematical Prize, 311, 605.
Baxter, Eugene M., 602.
Beach, Neil W., 888.
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Beachem Athletic Award, 620, 944.
Beachem Portico, Pennsylvania
Hall, 604, 607, 736.
Beaver, James A., 256.
Bedford, 141, 416, 454.
Beerits, John H., 753.
Beidleman, Harry H., 413, 619, 668.
Bell, secured 1847-1848, 107-8,
257, 836.
Bellamy, Carol X., 922.
Bell, Peter G., 568.
Bell lecture, 568.
Beltzhoover, Frank E., 72, 97, 100,
294.
Benedict, Frederick, 89, 109.
Bequests to the College, 84, 212,
215-6, 437, 442-3, 769, 995.
Bergson, Henri, 477.
Berk, Kerry M., 756.
Berkey house, 834.
Berks County, 7, 57.
Berlin, Germany, 766.
Beta Beta Beta, 639, 937.
Beta Lambda, 621.
Bethany College, 465, 472, 488.
Bethlehem, 387.
Bilheimer, Clayton E., 565, 660-1,
945-6.
Bilheimer house, 834.
Billheimer, Albert, 486, 499, 560, 602.
Billheimer, Thomas C, 199, 369.
Binkley, Luther J., 1015.
Biological Society, 639.
Biser, Gareth V., 946-7.
Bissell, Edward H., 268.
Bittinger, Eliza, 218.
Bittinger, Joseph 8., 119, 158, 234.
Bittinger, William, 217, 252.
Bittinger professorship, 218, 231, 470.
Bittle, Daniel H., 168.
Bittle, David F., 168.
Black, Clyde 0., 11, 756.
Black, Jeremiah S., 312.
Black, John, 22.
Black, Luther S., 270.
Black Student Union, 937.
Black students, 913, 1001-2.
Blackwelder, Maggie M., 275.
"Blessing and honor, and glory and
power", 603-4, 681, 685, 922, 960.
Bley, Robert A., 992.
Blister, 651.
Blockley Almshouse, 145.
Bloom, Dorothy S., 966.
Bloom, Robert L., 656, 666, 811,
994-7.
Bloomhardt, Fred H., 414.
Blough, Burton F., 416, 442, 657.
Blough professorship, 442.
Blue and Gray, 642.
Blue Crocodiles, 653.
Blue Cross and Blue Shield, 821.
Boarding students (see Dining
Hall).
Board of American Missions,
Lutheran Church, 413, 485, 712.
Board of Associates, 771, 999.
Board of College Education and
Church Vocations, Lutheran
Church, 979-80, 982, 984-5.
Board of Education, Lutheran
Church, 459, 588, 590, 593, 707,
712, 723.
Board of Fellows, 771, 949.
Board of Foreign Missions, Lu-
theran Church, 84.
Board of Home Missions and
Church Extension, Lutheran
Church, 413.
Board of Publication, Lutheran
Church, 775.
Board of Regents of the State of
New York, 410, 458, 486, 714-6.
Board of Surveillance, 673-4.
Board of Theological Education,
Lutheran Church, 784.
Board of trustees (see also alumni
trustees and synodical trustees),
38, 75-81, 195-207, 412-24, 745-57,
1002-15.
Board of trustees, members of (1832-
1985), 1021-28.
Bolich, Harry F., 811, 935.
Bookstore, 525, 527, 832, 836, 841,
892, 995.
Booster Club, 937, 959, 1010.
Boritt, Gabor S., 995.,
Boston, Mass., 253, 605.
Boston Normal Institute of Physical
Education, 246.
Bicycle Club, 357.
Bikle, Louis A., 377.
Bikle, Philip M., 205, 231-2, 235,
237, 240-1, 246, 253, 272, 328, 337,
344-5, 347, 351, 353-4, 370-1, 379,
402, 449-50, 475, 487, 489, 503,
513, 542-3, 563, 607, 685, 708,
710, 810.
Blythe, Calvin, 3, 4, 38, 42, 76, 78.
Blythe, Ezra, 44.
Boenau, A.Bruce, 873, 922.
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Bowdoin College, 214, 219, 441, 694,
760.
Bowen, Earl, 502, 846.
Bowen Auditorium, 846.
Bowers, John Z., 924.
Bowles, Frank H., 904-5.
Bowman, Earl J., 619.
906-7, 949-50, 1015.
Bucknell, William, 212.
Bucks County, 5, 55.
Buehler, Alexander D.,77-8, 80, 171
173, 198-9, 201, 375-6.
Buehler, Charles H., 199.
Buehler, David A., 80, 96, 171, 173
Boy Scout movement, 704, 976.
Bradford County, 12.
. 198-201, 204, 272, 377.
Buehler, Huber G., 241, 272.
Bradley, Bill,881.. Buehler, Martin, 199.
Brady, Susan M., 803, 911.
Brayman, Harold, 749.
Buehler, Martin H., 414-5, 417, 840
Buehler, Samuel H., 25, 78, 80
Brazil, 533. 171, 173.
Bream, Henry T., 472, 660-1, 667,
731, 756, 818, 840, 844, 945-7.
Buehler Hall, 840., .
Bugbee, Bruce W., 879.,
Bullet Hole, 841, 925.Bream, R. William, 414, 589, 703, 713.
Bream (Henry T.) Physical Educa-
.
Bureau of Appointments, 559.
Bureau of Education, U.S.A., 410
.
tion Building, 844, 944-5, 951.
Brede, Charles F., 233, 281, 325.
Breidenbaugh, Edward S., 109, 149,
420, 438, 471, 491, 714-6.
Burgess, John W., 195, 410.
Burkhardt, Albert R., 749.
gh, .
151, 235, 237, 240-1, 259-61, 287-8,
290, 313, 316-7, 334, 337, 358, 371, Burlesque, 297, 326-7, 394, 651, 1004
379, 402, 405, 449-50, 503, 518, Burroughs Adding Machine Com
542, 563, 579, 581, 719-20, 810. pany, 570.
-
Burroughs Corporation, 897.Breidenbaugh Science Hall, 517,
521, 524-6, 580-1, 607, 832, 841, Business Manager, 777, 781-3, 790-1
843, 851, 853, 891, 940. Business office, 777.
Brenneman, Lavern H., 748-50, 756.
Bretz, Frank H., 968.
Butler, John G., 196-7, 267.
Butler, Robert E., 771, 791.
Butterfield, Daniel, 380.Bristol College, 55, 60.
British Empire, 954.
Broadway, 638..
Brooklyn College, 935.
Brooklyn, N.Y., 201.
Brown, Harold, 922.
Brown, J. Hay, 369.
,
Cadet Officers' Club, 641.t i ' .
Cain, Cullen, 662.
Brown, James A., 168, 199.
Brown, Jay P., 784, 797.
Brown University, 694.
. Calendar, academic, 128, 297, 581-2
898..
California, 431, 743, 963, 973.
Brua, Catharine, 254. California Institute of Technology
697.Brua, John P., 254, 256, 258, 262. .
Brua, Peter, 254. Camalier, Charles A., Jr., 756.
Cambodia, 1009.Brua Chapel (later Brua Hall), 254, .
258-9, 262, 267-8, 325, 343, 380, Cambridge, Mass., 568.
465, 476, 506, 524, 526, 528, 569, Cameron, Simon, 254.
582-3, 603-4, 611-2, 635-6, 699, Camp Colt, 997.
831, 836-7, 850-1, 853, 918, 971. Campus, 104-19, 242-70, 412, 506-30
.
831-56.Brumbaugh, G. Edwin, 848. - .
Brumbaugh, Martin G., 466.
Bryn Mawr College, 989.
Buchanan, James, 136.
Buckley, William F., Jr., 922.
Campus Beautiful Club, 528.
Campus plan (1914), 408, 512, 526,526
Campus Senate (later Student Sen
ate), 615.. .
Canada, 168, 447, 450Bucknell University, 212, 219, 295, .
300, 304, 315, 353, 357, 359-60, Canal Zone, 533.
396, 429, 441, 491, 558, 577, 629, Candland, Douglas X., 1015.
656, 664, 666, 670, 759, 844, 894, Cannon Bawl, 652.
.
.
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Canonsburg, 21.
Cap and Kirtle, 636.
Capital University, 101.
Capozzi, Romeo, 662, 946.
Carl, Jeremiah, 199.
Carleton College, 464.
Carlisle, 6, 15, 20-1, 115, 226, 349-50.
Carlisle Indian School, 359.
Carnegie, Andrew, 41, 193, 446, 448,
450, 459, 468, 511.
Carnegie athletic report, 664-7.
Carnegie Foundation for the Ad-
Carnegie Foundation (Corporation)
of New York, 450, 522, 577.
Carnegie units, 540, 542, 583, 901-2.
Carney, WilliamH. 8., 697.
Carroll, Charles, 3, 6.
Carroll, William, 312.
Carter, Jimmy, 1012.
Carthage College, 237, 374, 377, 396,
463, 697.
Carver, Joseph L., 509, 528-30, 855.
Cashman, George, 247.
Cashtown, 620.
Cass, Lewis, 163.
Catton, Bruce, 924.
Caucus Club, 937.
Cemetery Hill,58.
Centennial Celebration (1932), 525,
724-6.
Centennial Conference (football),
950.
Centennial exhibition of 1876, 205,
372, 404.
Central Pennsylvania Conference,
656.
Central Pennsylvania Consortium of
Colleges, 991.
Central Pennsylvania Synod (1855-
1923), 210, 387-8, 390, 392, 395,
399.
Central Pennsylvania Synod (1938),
20, 712, 746, 752-3, 761, 763, 766,
977-81, 985-7.
Centre County, 206.
Cessna, C. Paul, 694, 961, 963.
CHAI, 927.
Chambersburg, 51, 63-4, 91, 110,
189, 291, 349-50.
Chapel (see also Brua Chapel and
Christ Chapel), 68, 253, 257-8, 336,
437
Chapel attendance, compulsory,
151, 322, 609, 612-4, 778, 789, 809,
918-9, 925, 969, 981.
Chapel Council, 926-7, 940, 972,
976, 1002.
Chaplain of the College, 239, 285,
325, 370, 392, 490, 619, 777, 798,
921, 924-5, 970-1, 992, 1014.
Charter of April 7, 1832 and
amendments, 34-6, 75-6, 195-6,
386-7, 399, 419-24, 448, 709, 752,
978-80.
Charter of April1, 1974, 752-4, 980.
Chautauqua, N.Y., 463.
Cheating, 325, 597-9, 610.
Cheers, College, 364-5, 685, 960.
Chemical News, 291.
Chemical Society, 640.
Chemistry Club, 640.
Chemistry laboratory (see McCreary
Gymnasium).
Chess Club, 643.
Chester County, 5.
Chi Alpha Sigma, 621.
Chi Omega, 621, 933.
Chi Omega Alumnae Prize, 604.
Chi Phi, 166, 336, 339.
Chicago, 111., 193, 195, 218, 474-5.
Chisholm, Shirley, 881.
Choir, Chapel, 935.
Choir, College, 632-3, 702, 732, 933-4,
961.
Christ Chapel, 119, 242, 526, 734,
787, 792, 794, 836-8, 842, 851, 918-9,
921, 925-6, 935, 963-70, 1016.
Chritzman, George and Henry,
112, 119.
Church attendance, compulsory,
117, 152, 322, 609, 611-2.
Church Extension Society, Lutheran
Church, 216.
Church Sponsored Higher Educa-
tion and the Lutheran Church in
America: A Study Document,
984.
Carlson, Edgar M., 984.
Carlyle, Thomas, 477-8.
vancement of Teaching, 410, 420,
447-50, 468, 540-1, 575, 597, 664,
708, 714.
Christ Lutheran Church, Gettys-
burg, 67, 116-8, 133, 152, 158, 161,
224, 268-70, 322, 325, 372, 393,
493, 503, 527, 592, 612, 808-9,
926.
Christian Higher Education Year
(C.H.E.Y.), 762-3.
Christiansen, F. Melius, 632.
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Cincinnati, 0., 227, 784, 819.
Citizens Committee for the Hoover
Commission Report, 787.
City College of New York, 775.
Civil War, 82, 89, 114, 163, 181-90,
Civil War centennial (1961-1963),
996-7.
Civil War conferences (1957-1961),
993-4.
CivilWar Institute, 892, 995.
CivilWorks Administration, 724.
Clabaugh, Harry M., 368.
Clapsaddle, Joseph, 111.
Clark, John W., 756.
Clark University, 787.
Clarkson, Michael C, 38.
Clarkson Memorial College of
Technology, 697.
Class attendance policies, 304-5,
597, 917-8.
Class day, 307, 601, 920.
Class memorials and other gifts,
527, 601, 688, 1017.
Class of 1904, 688, 695-6.
Class of 1916 Prize, 604.
Class of 1926, 853.
Classical school (see Gettysburg
Classical School).
Clay, Henry, 160, 172.
Cleopatra, 618.
Cleveland, 0., 195.
Cline, Thomas L., 501, 547, 549,
634-5, 637, 659.
Clouser, Paul E., 748.
Clutz, Frank H., 497-8, 566.
Clutz, Jacob A., 414, 475, 589, 681.
Coble, Owen D., 472.
Coci, Claire, 895.
Codori House, 720.
Cold War, 740, 992, 1000.
College and University Council,
Penna., 406.
College appropriation bill(1834), 41,
42, 44-55, 58.
College church (see Christ Lu-
theran Church).
College edifice (see Pennsylvania
Hall).
College Entrance Examination
Board, 470, 539, 759, 901-2, 904.
College financial contribution to the
community, estimates of, 382,
705, 975.
College Guards, 182.
College History Series, 1015.
College Ladies AidSociety ofGettys-
burg, 699.
College of Philadelphia, 5-6.
College Prohibition Association, 643.
College Scholarship Service, 902.
College Union Building, 765, 801,
837, 840-1, 844, 852, 919, 921-2,
925, 935, 940, 951, 971, 997,
1000, 1015.
Collier, Glendon F., 873.
Colombia, 533.
Colorado, 317.
Colorado College, 219, 441, 760.
Colors, College, 363, 960.
Columbia College (later University),
126, 194, 212, 220-1, 240, 371, 414,
453, 496, 576, 692, 694, 775, 866,
869, 993.
Columbus, Christopher, 298.
Colver, Michael, 185.
Colvin, Frank E., 416.
Coming Apart, 741.
Coming apart at Gettysburg, 1000-
1015.
Commencement week activities,
132-3, 306-12, 600-7, 961, 964.
Commencements, numbering of,
308, 923.
Commerce Department, U.S.A., 416.
Commission on Institutions of
Higher Education, Middle States
Association, 715, 779, 990.
Committee on Higher Educational
Statistics, 715-6.
Common Service, Lutheran Church,
393, 400.
Communism, 649, 741, 992.
Community Action Agency, 976.
Company A, 26th Regiment, Penn-
sylvania Volunteer Militia,183-4,
187, 189, 380-1.
Compiler, 43, 45, 47, 182, 265, 452-4,
460.
Comprehensive examinations, 548,
870-1, 876.
Computer equipment, 897-8.
Congregationalists, 15, 93.
Connecticut, 11, 912.
Connelly, Elizabeth A., 489, 499.
Conrad, Frederick W., 89-91, 99,
174, 180, 196, 237, 252, 371.
215, 244, 246, 248, 287, 318, 380,
389, 568, 720, 745, 788, 895, 990,
995.
Commissioner ofEducation, U.S.A.,
194, 207, 278, 294, 304, 313, 315,
404, 444, 727.
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Conrad, VictorL., 91, 236, 312, 327.
Conrad professorship, 237, 287.
Contemporary Civilization course
(see General Education courses).
Conway Hall, 538.
Cooke, Alistair, 997.
Cooke, Jay and Company, 211.
Coolidge, Calvin, 649.
Cooper, James, 111.
Cooper, Thomas J., 33, 36, 46, 63, 67,
80, 139.
Cooper, Thomas V., 895.
Cooper Union Institute, 253.
Cooperative programs, 778, 871.
Cornell, Ezra, 180, 212.
Cornell College, lowa, 219, 441, 760.
CorneJl Review, 344.
Cornell University, 180, 195, 212,
220, 232, 288, 337, 382, 523, 656,
793-4.
Cottage Hall (see Professors'
houses), 513.
Couchman, G. Ronald, 907.
Coulter, Chan L., 879.
Council of Independent Colleges,
991.
Council on the Mission of LCA
Colleges and Universities, 984.
Counseling service, 915.
Counterculture, 741.
Count of Paris, 390.
Covenants, withsupporting synods,
985.
Cox, Ralph W., 749-50, 754, 799.
Craft, 643.
Crapster, Basil L., 791, 806, 994.
Cret, Paul Philippe, 523, 730.
Criterion Club, 621.
Cronlund, Martin H., 901.
Crounse, L.L., 185.
Crumley, James R., 1016.Cuba, 533.
Cupola Society, 772.
Curriculum, 104, 122-34, 276-98,
538-72, 866-91.
Curtiss, Geoffrey, 1009.
Customs, freshmen, 670-8, 952-9,
1010.
Customs, sophomore, 671.
Cyclopedia of Education, A, 705.
Dallas, George M., 164.
Dana Foundation, 769, 909.
Dances, 625-7.
Danforth fellowships, 886.
Danforth Foundation, 813.
Daniels, Theodore C, 822.
Dapp, Frederick 8., 747.
Dapp, John F., 415-7, 442, 474-5
491, 591.
Darrah, William C, 873.
Dartmouth College, 219, 309, 441,
457, 565, 760, 787.
Darwin, Charles, 582-3.
Darwinism, 290.
Daughters of the American Revolu-
tion, 484.
Dauphin County, 195.
Davies, William V. H., 619.
Davis, James J., 603.
Davis, John W., 649.
Dayhoff, Van Buren, 954.
Day ofprayer for colleges, 172, 389.
Dean of educational services, 803.
Dean of men, 777.
Dean of student life, 803, 931.
Dean of students, 790-1, 803, 939.
Dean of the College (or faculty),
231-2, 777, 790-1, 803.
Dean of women, 489, 777
Dean's Honor List, 596.
Deaths of students, 157.
Debate Union, 935.
Debating and oratory, 161, 332, 342,
633-5, 645, 935.
Debating Association of Pennsyl-
vania Colleges, 635.
Debating Council, 634.
Debus, Richard C, 781-3.
Decade ofAchievement: Gettysburg
College (1960-1970), 860.
Decker, Arthur C, 619.
Declaration of Independence, 3, 6.
Degrees granted (1834-1985), 127,
310, 585, 908.
Delaware Breakwater, 59, 60
Delta Gamma, 621, 933.
Delta Hall, 340.
Delta Phi Alpha, 641, 937.
Croll,Luther H., 136, 159-60, 231-2,
238, 240-1, 246, 313, 320, 323, 329,
368, 379.
Croll, Philip C, 206.
Culp's hill,582.
Curtin, Andrew G., 183.
Curtis, Margaret Blanchard, 756.
Curtis, Mark H.f 1016-7.
Dayton, 0., 89.
Dean, John, 881.
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Delta Sigma Chi, 621.
Delta Sigma Kappa, 621, 624.
Demarest, John X., 202.
Democrats, 43-5.
DeMolay, 643.
Dempsey, Jack, 569
Dempwolf, John A., 253, 257, 260,
264, 523.
Denver, Col., 786.
Department ofDefense, U.S.A., 880.
Department of Education, Penna.,
991.
Department of Forests and Waters,
Penna., 534.
Department of Highways, Penna.,
843.
Department of Public Instruction,
Penna., 557-9, 717, 991.
Department of State, Penna., 754.
Departments, academic, 281, 499,
Depressions, 85, 207, 411-2, 426, 433,
436, 437-9, 478, 485, 543, 561, 583,
701, 712, 724-25, 735, 739, 793.
Detweiler, John S., 377.
Deutsche Gesellschaft, 641.
Deutsche Verein, 641.
Distinguished Alumni Certificates,
965.
Distribution requirements, 545-6,
548, 866, 882.
District of Columbia, 168, 973.
Division for Mission in North
America, Lutheran Church, 985.
Division of College and University
Work, National Lutheran Council,
794.
Dobbin, Alexander, 22-3, 170, 471.
Documents and Readings in the His-
Tory of Europe Since 1918, 775.
Doll,Mary, 84.
Donald, David, 994, 997.
Dougherty, Roy C, 747.
Douglas, Lloyd C, 603.
Downing, Augustus S., 715.
Drais, Bess M.(later Layman), 304.
Dramatics, 343, 635-9, 935-6.
Drexel University, 949.
Drug problem, 1013.
Dunbar, William H., 196, 369, 403.
Duncan, C. William, 416, 753.
Duncan, Charles S., 354, 368, 687,
Dickson, J. McCrea, 414.
Diehl, Charles W., Jr., 748.
Diehl, George, 121, 171, 196.
Diehl, Harold S., 607.
Diehl, Jacob, 607, 697.
Diehl, Joseph Dale, 629.
Dimm, Jonathan R., 300, 377.
Dinges, Wilton C, 895.
Dining facilities (see also Dining
Hall),147-50, 191, 272, 512-3, 532,
624, 733.
Dining Hall, 839, 851, 971, 1004.
Director of church relations, 987.
Directorof development, 763-4, 771,
Discipline of students, 154-7, 323-8,
610-1, 679-80, 916, 1011.
Earle, George H., 485, 727-8.
Earle, Mrs. George H., 729.
East Pennsylvania Synod, 174, 210
Eastern Collegiate Athletic Con-
ference (E.C.A.C.), 656, 663-4, 942.
Eckert, Mrs. Frederick J., 969.
Eclipse of 1869, 249.
Economics and business administra
tion, 553-4.
823-5.
Druids, 621, 624.
Duluth, Minn., 218.
Development office, 763. 689-90.
Dickinson, John, 7, 12. Duncan, Schmucker, 583.
Dickinson College, 7, 9, 12, 15, 20, Dunkards, 7.
22, 29, 32, 34, 36, 39, 41-2, 59, 69, Dunkelberger, Harold A., 791, 816,
74, 83, 88, 98, 103-4, 119, 159, 219, 922, 963.
241, 294-5, 300, 304, 315, 349-51, Dunn, Seymour 8., 785-6, 790-1,
353, 359-60, 396, 406, 429-30, 441, 806, 823, 886, 990.
445, 448, 458-9, 538, 558, 577, 618, DuPont Company, 416.
638, 643, 656, 663-4, 667, 670, 675, Durkee, Daniel, 141.
694, 759, 764, 805, 820-1, 874, 876, Dutch Reformed Church, 13-5.
894, 906-7, 923, 949-50, 989, 991. Dysinger, Holmes, 377.
790-1, 803.
215-6, 227, 387, 389, 394, 423, 477
588, 591, 710-1.
Easton, 21, 201, 211, 227, 237.
Eatsit, 1004.
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Edmiston, Guy S., 756.
Edmonds Act of 1921, 557, 559-60.
Educational Society, 640.
Educational Testing Service, 902.
Ehrehart, Charles J., 114, 116, 122,
Ehrhart, Kenneth S., 472.
Eichelberger, Matthew, 216.
Eichelberger, Percy S., 637.
Eisenhart, Luther P., 414, 464, 542,
607, 715.
Eisenhower (Dwight David) House,
971, 999.
Eisenhower (Dwight D.) Society,
1000.
Eisenhower statue, 999.
Elective studies, 276, 278-9.
Eliot, Charles W., 277-9, 289, 370.
Elson, Edward L.R., 1000.
Emmert, Wellington R., 685.
Emmitsburg, Md., 84, 349.
Endowed professorships, 86-7, 90-1,
216-9, 995.
Endowment fund, 86-92, 190, 219,
425, 429, 438, 759.
Energy crisis, 1013.
Engineering program, 467, 470,
550-3, 562, 579.
Engineering Society, 640.
Engineers' Council for Professional
Development, 552.
England, 317, 334.
English inPennsylvania, 5, 10, 13.
Enrollment (see Students inCollege).
Enrollment limits, 586-7, 906-7, 909.
Epicurean Club, 341.
Episcopalians, 15, 912.
Eppley, Daniel, 199.
Equipment, 139-41, 315-8, 579-81,
895-8.
Equitable Life Insurance Company
of lowa, 821.
Erie, 431.
Erie Canal, 42.
Eta Sigma Phi, 640, 937.
Eternal Light Peace Memorial, 730.
European Theater ofOperations, 787.
Euterpean Society, 165.
Evangelical Review, 174, 188.
Evangelicals and Reformed, 595.
Everett, Edward, 922.
Evergreen cemetery, Gettysburg,
157, 171-2, 189, 774, 799.
Evjen, John 0., 491, 494, 568, 573.
Evolution, 583.
Executive Board, Lutheran Church,
485.
Eyster, George S., 239, 291-4, 371.
Fackenthal, Benjamin F., Jr., 441.
Fackenthal Library, 576.
Faculty, discussed, 92-104, 230-41,
490-506, 805-31.
Faculty, lists of long-time members,
499-500, 826-7.
Faculty, members of (1832-1986),
1038-60.
Faculty career process documents,
815-8.
Faculty committees, 504, 829-31.
Faculty handbook, 778.
Fahnestock, Edward G., 198-9.
Fahnestock, Henry J., 168.
Fahnestock, Samuel, 33, 35, 46, 80,
171, 173.
Fair Educational Opportunities Act
of 1961, 913.
Fairbanks, Douglas, 618.
Falkler, Charles H., 749.
Family Education Rights and Pri-
vacy Act of 1974, 1011.
Fantastical parade, 297, 378, 671.
Far Eastern study program, 982.
•'Farewell Song", 685.
Farm, proposed purchase of (1846),
118.
Farmers and Merchants Trust Com-
pany of Chambersburg, 263.
Farmer's day, 582.
Father's day, 483, 583, 899.
Fausold, Samuel, 697.
Fayette County, 36.
Federal Council of the Churches of
Christ in America, 471, 708.
Federal League, 518.
Federal Reserve Bank of Cleve-
land, 784.
Federal Reserve Board building, 523.
Federalists, 43.
Federation ofGettysburg Clubs, 463,
689-90.
Feeder-college theory, 910.
Feeser, Angeline E. (see Haines).
181, 271-2, 327.
Eisenhart, William S., 748.
Eisenhower, Dwight D., 765-6, 786,
792, 845, 922, 924, 997-1001.
Eisenhower, Mamie D., 999.
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Fellenbaum, Edith D., 753.
Fellowship of Christian Athletes,
937.
Ferrier, Edsall, 126, 128, 231, 234,
240-1, 246.
Fetler, Paul, 1016.
Fifty-fifthCollege Training Detach-
ment (Aircrew) of the Army Air
Forces, 733.
Finances, 81-92, 207-21, 425-50,
758-72.
Fink, Reuben A., 196.
Finnish Evangelical Lutheran
Church, 979.
Firch, John F., 430-1, 460.
First Continental Congress, 4.
Fisher, Benjamin V. D., 265.
Fisher, Nelson E., 753, 840.
Fite, Charles J., 416.
Flag code, 510-11.
Flag flyingover Pennsylvania Hall,
182, 244-5, 508-10.
Fleisher, Daniel, 293.
Florida, 963, 973.
Florida Presbyterian College, 968.
Fluhrer, Robert C. and Blanche S.,
995.
Fluhrer, Robert C. Distinguished
Chair in CivilWar Studies, 995.
Focht, John 8., 272, 697.
Folger Shakespeare Library, 523.
Folkemer, Paul F., 749.
Ford, Gerald R., 924, 1000, 1012.
Ford, Henry, 409.
Ford, Henry 11, 764.
Ford Foundation, 764, 767, 813, 858,
875, 886, 967.
Forness, Norman 0., 893.
Forney, Henrietta L., 275.
Fort Sumter, 181.
Fortenbaugh Lectures (Robert For-
tenbaugh Memorial Lectures on
the Civil War), 882, 995.
Forum, 337.
Foundation for Independent Col-
leges, Inc., of Pennsylvania, 760,
990.
Founders' day, 582.
Four-one-four (4-1-4) calendar,
876-8, 881.
Foutz (or Pfoutz), Adam, 209, 265-7,
447, 528-9, 856.
Fox, Junius 8., 293-4.
Fox, Virgil,969.
Francis the Good: the Education of
an Emperor, 1768-1792, 775.
Frank, Lewis 8., 873.
Franklin, Benjamin, 5, 6, 8, 12.
Franklin and Marshall College, 75,
Franklin College, 12-15, 34, 41, 75,
87, 101, 176.
Franklin County, 36, 183.
Franklin House (later Hotel Gettys-
burg), 38.
Franklin professorship, 87-8, 92,
101, 176, 179, 196, 207, 216, 232,
237, 272, 286, 384-7, 401, 424, 752.
Fraternities, social, 165-6, 336-40,
620-9, 927-33, 961, 976.
Fraternity houses, 339-40, 506, 524,
526-7, 537, 621-4, 832, 929-30.
Frazer, John, 115-6.
Frederick, Md.,19, 84, 196, 199, 211,
214, 253, 370.
Frederick, Pauline, 924.
Freed, Edwin D., 811.
Freemasons, 43, 45.
French and Indian War, 8,
French Club, 641, 937.
Fresno State College, 800.
Frey, Edward S., 619.
Friederici, Ernst (Ernest), 92, 99,
120-1, 124.
Fringe benefits, 220, 451, 821.
Fry, Franklin Clark, 993.
Fryling, Robert H., 811.
Fulbright, James W., 603.
Fund-raising campaigns (see fi-
nances).
Furst, Edward W., 747.
Gamma Phi, 621.
Gamma Phi Beta, 933.
Gangplank, 926.
Garfield, James A., 298.Garland, David F., 370.
Garland, Hamlin, 567.
Gannan, Walter E., 753.
Fortenbaugh, Robert, 501, 563, 631,
637, 641, 685, 704, 727, 785-6, 823,
993-5.
86, 176, 219, 250, 295, 300, 312,
315, 353, 359-60, 396, 431, 441,
445, 458-9, 491, 538, 558, 576-7,
618, 638, 643, 656, 759, 800, 805,
821, 886, 894, 906-7, 923, 945-50,
991, 1015.
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Garver Greek Prize, 604.
Garver LatinPrize, 604.
G-Book (see Student handbook).
G-Club, 643.
Geiger, Hezekiah R., 312.
Gemmill, Robert M., 879.
General, the (see Willard Stewart
Paul).
General Alumni Fund, 687.
General Gouncil, Lutheran Church,
383-4, 386-7, 393, 708.
General Education Board, 410, 431-5,
440, 446, 471, 575, 708, 714.
General education courses, 866-70,
877.
General Education in a Free
Society: Report of the Harvard
Committee, 866.
General Motors, 727.
General Services Administration,
U.S.A., 998.
General Synod, Lutheran Church,
18-20, 26, 173-4, 176, 178, 383-4,
389-90, 393, 395, 400, 442, 459,
706-8, 716.
Gerberich, Clyde E., 747, 753, 882,
995.
Gerhardt, William, 206.
German army, 689.
German church inGettysburg (later
St. James Lutheran and Trinity
Reformed), 25, 38, 55, 116.
German Evangelical Lutheran
Ministerium inPennsylvania and
Adjacent States (see also Lutheran
Ministerium), 18.
German professorship, 35, 39, 44,
87-8, 125-6, 176, 180, 196, 216,
233, 384-7.
German society (student), 165, 341.
Germans inPennsylvania, 5, 7-9, 11,
13, 23, 34, 38-9, 53, 55, 57, 175.
Germantown, 196, 317.
Germany, 178, 193, 233, 253, 992.
Gettys, James, 22, 106.
Gettys, Samuel, 22, 106.
Gettysburg, 3, 20-3, 25, 27, 34, 41,
51, 55, 63, 65, 67, 73, 75-6, 78, 80,
91, 122, 169, 195, 198, 242, 253-4,
267, 275, 291, 298, 302, 377-83,
411, 413-4, 588-9, 743, 746.
"Gettysburg", 680.
Gettysburg: State of the College
(1977), 859.
Gettysburg Academy (institution
and building), 3, 21, 23-8, 33, 35,
39, 41, 55, 69, 75, 85, 97, 104, 106,
118-9, 147, 170, 1016.
Gettysburg Academy, 1916-1935
(see Preparatory department).
Gettysburg and Harrisburg Rail-
road, 259.
Gettysburg Battlefield Memorial
Association, 230, 379.
"Gettysburg Battle Song", 632, 685.
Gettysburg - Black's Tavern Turn-
pike, 242.
Gettysburg Centennial Commission,
996.
Gettysburg Challenger, 434.
Gettysburg Chamber of Commerce,
704, 727, 799, 975.
Gettysburg Classical School, 26-8,
32, 180.
Gettysburg CoJJege f1972-1982J: A
Projection for Growth and Devel-
opment, 859.
"Gettysburg College: Its Future"
(1959), 863.
"Gettysburg College: The Direction
of Its Future" (1964), 859, 909.
Gettysburg College Archives, 895.
Gettysburg College Associates, 771.
Gettysburg College Monthly (see
Pennsylvania College Monthly).
Gettysburg College Musical Asso-
ciation, 631-2.
"Gettysburg College Plans to Meet
the Needs ofReturning Veterans",
899.
Gettysburg College Press Associa-
tion, 206.
Gettysburg Dramatic Club, 343.
Gettysburg Female Academy, 92,
106.
Gettysburg Gas Company, 171,
216, 379.
Gettysburg Guards, 38.
Gettysburg Gymnasium, 29-32, 34,
36, 38, 41, 75, 82, 92, 95, 98, 101,
119, 124, 135, 139, 160, 169, 180,
190, 443.
Gettysburg High School, 531, 694.
Gentzler, W. Emerson, 753, 782.
Geographical distribution of stu-
dents, 301, 594, 911-2.
George Washington University, 782.
Gettysburg College Bulletin (G.C.8.),
633, 645, 659, 686, 692, 735, 792,
814, 838, 902-4, 925, 942, 948, 950,
958, 961-2, 965-8, 983, 997, 1003,
1011, 1015.
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Gettysburg Honor Society, 642, 937.
Gettysburgian, 346-7, 645-50, 938-9,
and passim.
"Gettysburg March Song", 680-2.
Gettysburg National Bank, 418, 459,
481, 489, 659, 781.
Gettysburg National Park Commis-
sion, 466.
Gettysburg Philosophical Society,
641.
Gettysburg Presbyterian Church,
3, 38.
Gettysburg Review, 940.
Gettysburg school board, 57, 379.
Gettysburg School of Aeronautics,
733.
Gettysburg Secret Service Depart-
ment, 323.
"Gettysburg Student Song", 681,
683, 685.
Gettysburg Times, 475, 482, 484,
665, 704, 975.
Gettysburg Water Company, 262.
855, 891, 897-8, 954, 971, 998.
Glatfelter Lodge (William L. Glat-
felter Hall), 340, 842.
Glee Glub, 165.
Glen Rock, 153.
Glenn, John G., 502, 563.
Gobin, John P. S., 380.
Goedeke, M. Thomas, 756
Goettman, John G., 196.
Golden Books, Woman's League,
701, 972.
Goldwater, Barry, 1001.
Goodling, WilliamF., 1016.
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Com-
pany, 570.
Gordon, John 8., 381.
Gordon, Thomas F., 23.
Gould, Lawrence M., 567.
Grace College (see Lutheran College
for Women).
Grading system, 131-2, 305-6, 597,
878, 1010, 1012.
Graduate programs, 292-4, 560-2.
Graduate Record Examination, 778,
Gilbert, Paul S., 684-5, 960. Graff, Charles H., 218, 417.
Graff, Edmund D., 417.
Graff, Peter, 218.
Gilman, Daniel Coit, 194.
Gingerich, Lester, 747, 753, 782.
Girard College, 295. Graff professorship, 218, 237.
Graham, Frank W., 555.
Grand Army of the Republic, 582.
Granville, Ida Irvin, 470.
Girls' Educational Society, 640.
Getz, Russell P., 933-4.
Geyer, Richard 8., 822. 890.
Gies, WilliamJ., 311, 343, 371, 414, Graebner, Norman A., 994.
420-1, 453-4, 464, 476, 496-7, 606, Graeff, John E., 89-90, 126, 156, 198-
633, 689-91. 201, 206, 216, 248-9, 252-3, 256,
Gilbert, Calvin, 260-1. 336, 371, 394-7.
Gilbert, David, 58-61, 63, 65, 67-8, Graeff English Prize, 156, 234, 304,
77, 80, 102, 141, 145-6, 173, 175, 311, 605.
190. Graeff professorship, 90-1, 99, 102,
Gilbert, Hart, 272. 126, 198, 216, 233-4, 248, 284, 290.
Gladfelter, MillardE., 472, 607, 748,
775, 968.
Glassick, Charles E., 751, 756, Granville, Rachel, 487.
769-70,799-803,807-8,820-1,851, Granville, William A., 414, 421-2,
860, 909, 927, 945, 987, 991, 426,431-2,436-7,445,459,463-75,
1017. 479, 482-3, 487, 490-5, 511-3, 515,
Glassick, Mary Williams, 801. 517-8, 533, 543, 545, 550-1, 553, 556,
Glatfelter, Charles H., 791. 560, 563-4, 572, 580, 584, 586, 588,
Glatfelter, Edward W., 922. 596, 603, 606-8, 613, 616-7, 625, 634,
Glatfelter, Philip H., 201, 252, 254, 637, 656, 658-9, 663, 673-4, 681,
256, 264, 375, 416, 441, 452-3. 687-8, 698, 700, 704, 708, 710, 712-3,
Glatfelter, William L.,257, 414, 417, 716-21, 724, 856, 922.
438, 441, 523-4. Graybill, Henry W., Jr., 756.
Glatfelter Hall,192, 245, 254-9, 262, Great Britain, 10, 193.
314, 317, 332,355, 380, 438, 506, Great Lakes College Association,
514, 523-9, 551, 572, 579-81, 604, 800-1.
607, 618, 651, 667, 725, 728-9, 786, Greater Gettysburg, 408, 412, 458,
831, 834, 836, 841-2, 846, 849-51, 463, 469, 481-2, 590, 598, 629, 657,
671, 681, 713, 718, 736, 761-2,
774, 856.
Greek revival architecture, 59-61,
848.
Green, John C, 212.
Greensburg, 223.
Gregg, David M., 380.
Grimm, Karl J., 491, 494, 498, 503,
566, 574-5, 578, 641, 718.
Group curricular system, 544-5, 562,
569, 582, 595.
Gruenther, Alfred M., 1000.
Gunther, John, 924.
Gustafson, Delwin X., 901.
Gustavus Adolphus College, 465,
984.
Gwinner, John F., 201.
Gymnasium (see Gettysburg Gym-
nasium, McCreary Gymnasium,
and Linnaean Hall).
Haas, Donald A., 756.
Haas, Eugene M., 946-7.
Hafer, William W., 263.
Hagerstown, Md., 16, 18-21, 110,
211, 227, 380.
Hahnemann University Medical
School, 885.
Haines, Angeline F., 650, 749, 756.
Haines, Harry L., 728.
Hake, Peter, 108.
Hall of Athletic Honor, 944.
Hamilton, John 8., 265.
Hamilton College, 104, 219, 233,
441, 760.
Hamma School of Theology, 968.
Hammann, Louis J., 868, 943.
Hamme, Herbert G., 505.
Hanover, 135, 253, 349, 413, 453.
Hanover Junction, Hanover, and
Gettysburg Railroad, 172.
988, 990, 994-6, 999, 1001-15, 1017.
Hanson, Jean Landefeld, 794, 798.
Hanson (Elizabeth Painter and
Henry W. A.) Hall, 250, 832, 836,
839, 909.
Hanson (Henry W. A.) scholar-
ship, 886.
Harding, Warren G., 510.
Harkey, Simeon W., 169.
Harper, Robert G., 33, 43-4, 46, 50,
57-8, 76, 80, 98, 106, 147, 171,
183, 190.
Harrison, Philip L., 272.
Harshbarger, Karl, 935.
Hart, Albert Bushnell, 350, 359.
Hartman, Cora E. (later Berkey),
303-4.
Hartman, David, 1016.
Hartman, Leslie M., 940.
Hartshorne, William D., 662.
Hartwick College, 697, 984.
Hartwick seminary, 15, 697.
Hartzell, Mildred H., 828, 907.
Harvard College (later University),
194, 212, 220-1, 236, 240-1, 265,
277-8, 288, 309, 325, 350-1, 359,
370, 405, 463, 866.
Harvard Medical School, 1015.
Haskins, J. Richard, 884.
Hasskarl, Gottlieb C. H., 293
Hassler, Charles W. f 156.
Hassler LatinPrize, 156, 311, 605.
Hatter, George G., 843.
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Hamme, J. Alfred, 522-4, 836.
Hamme, John 8., 523.
Hampshire, John H., 895.
Hamsher, M.Roy, 986.
Hanson, Anne Keet McGlynn, 798-9,
834.
Hanson, Carl Arnold, 751, 754,
758-9, 767, 769, 793-9, 803, 807,
809, 812, 815, 817, 819-20, 824,
828-9, 831, 833-4, 844-5, 847-8,
858-60, 890, 897, 899, 909, 913,
938, 946, 948, 950, 966, 972, 983-6,
Hanson, Elizabeth Painter, 481-2,
643, 699, 729, 773-4.
Hanson, Henry W. A., 411, 427, 443,
450-1, 476-90, 492-3, 495-6, 500,
503-4, 506-7, 509, 518, 521, 523-4,
526, 528-30, 536-8, 547, 552, 556,
558, 562-3, 565-7, 570-2, 576, 579,
583, 586-7, 591-2, 594-5, 602, 609,
612-4, 624, 628, 638-9, 643, 649,
652, 655, 657, 659, 662, 664, 667,
677, 685, 692, 696, 702, 704-5, 708-
13, 717-9, 725, 727-36, 744-6, 751,
753, 755, 758, 761, 763, 770, 772-4,
776, 793, 808, 810, 813-4, 818-9,
825, 835-6, 838, 853, 856, 862, 867,
869, 891, 900, 903, 906-7, 935, 940,
969, 975, 977, 989, 992-3, 998.
Hanson, James C. M., 573.
Hanson, Robert D., 756.
Harrisburg, 33, 36, 44-6, 51, 54-5, 63,
81, 89-91, 183-4, 199, 210-1, 216,
353, 357, 380, 405, 413, 416, 537,
774.
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Haupt, Herman, 102-3, 109, 111,
135, 164.
Hill,Edmund R., 888.
Hill,J. Clinton, 302.
Hay, Charles A., 89-90, 140, 159,
197, 199, 222-3, 248, 254, 258, 269-
70, 302-3, 394.
Hazing, 330, 419, 462, 472-3, 610,
628, 669-80, 722, 735, 959.
Hazleton, 196.
Heindel, Richard H., 968.
Heisler, Charles W., 377.
Held, C. Robert, 822.
Held, John T., 888.
Hello, campus, 650, 678, 735, 953,
960.
Helmuth, Henry, 11, 15.
Heltzel, Robert Nicholas, 302.
Hendel, William, 11, 12.
Hendley, Arthur, 753.
Hendrickson, Caroline Cameron,
884.
Hendrickson, Thomas J., 888.
Hendrix, Sherman S., 893.
Henry, Elias S., 301.
Henry, Joseph, 181, 234.
Herbst, George E. M., 331.
Herbst, John, 25-6.
Himes, Mary Hay, 574, 576.
Historian of the College, 487, 892,
963.
Historical Association of Gettys-
burg College, 641.
Hitchcock, Edward, 246, 289.
Hitler, Adolf, 649.
Hlubb, Julius G., 901
Hobart College, 219.
Hodgson, Laura, 972,
Hoffman, F. Stanley, 790-1, 797-8,
920.
Hoffman, J. Crist, 963-4.
Holder, Leonard 1., 791, 806.
Holidays (days without classes),
131, 297-8, 582, 898-9.
Home Missionary Society, 216.
Homecoming, 483, 961, 964.
Honey Brook Coal Company, 217,
247.
Honor system, 458, 598-600, 618,
642, 915-7, 938, 961.
Honorary degrees awarded, 133,
135, 202-3, 312-3, 605-7, 923-4.
Honors, College, 309, 311.
Hood College, 834, 875.
Hoover, Harvey D., 697.
Hoover, Herbert C, 607, 726.
Hoover, Paul R., 619.
Hoover, Percy D., 416.
Hopkins, John, 150-1, 153, 184, 190,
265, 529, 856.
Hopkins, Johns, 212.
Home, Abram R., 292.
Homer, David, 80.
Homer, Emily 8., 275.
Horting, Ruth Grigg, 924.
Hewlett (Williamand Flora) Foun-
dation, 813-4.
Heyer, Christian Frederick, 76.
Hickman, Joseph N. X., 365.
Highlightst Woman's League, 968.
Highschools, 530-1, 537, 539-40, 557.
Higher education, Gettysburg Col-
lege in the world of,180-1, 404-6,
713-9, 988-91.
Hoshour, Josiah V., 152-3.
Hosking, Robert L., 756.
Hotchkiss School, 272.
Hotel Gettysburg, 657.
Householder, George W., 141-2.
Houseman, John, 922, 1019.
Housemothers, fraternity, 929-30.
Houseparty weekends, 627, 927,
930, 1010.
Hauser, John A., 749, 754. Himes, John A., 234-5, 240, 285-6,
Hauser (John A.) Field House, 290, 296, 314, 325, 368, 380, 449-
849, 944. 50, 503, 542-3, 572-3, 611.
Haverford College, 219, 294, 315, 441, Himes, Margaret R. (later Seebach),
643, 666, 759, 890, 907, 946, 949. 303-4.
Hazelius, Ernest L., 35, 76, 92-3,
99, 124.
Heating plant, 255, 261-2, 506, 831.
Hefelbower, Samuel G., 233, 414,
418, 428, 430, 443, 448, 454-63,
471, 479, 482-3, 486, 490-4, 511,
515, 531, 541-3, 549-50, 560, 563,
572-5, 579-80, 594, 602-3, 607, 611,
614, 617-9, 647, 649, 656, 659, 662,
672, 688, 697-8, 706-7, 710, 713,
716, 718, 720, 726-7, 745, 856,
911.
Heiges, Donald R., 499, 548, 619-20,
924, 968.
"Hosanna, The Hour Has Come",
Herman, Stewart W., 413, 968. 1016.
Hershey, 607. Josiah
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Housing and Home Finance
Agency, 764.
Huber, Henry S., 80, 102, 171, 173.
Huber Hall, 512-4, 518, 526, 532-8,
Hughes, Charles Evans, 567.
Hulton, Robert T., 946-8.
Hummel, George H., 416, 659,
661, 685.
Hummel, R. Eugene, 946-7.
Humphrey, Hubert H., 1012.
Hunter, Samuel, 68.
Hymn, College, 603-4, 681, 685,
922, 960.
Ikeler, Donald F., 637.
Illinois, 168, 232, 568.
Illinois State University, 89, 101,
129, 169, 374, 387.
In, the, 926, 1002.
Independent, 616.
India, 168, 293, 345, 963.
Indiana, 232, 377, 568.
Indiana, Penna., 413, 590.
Indiana County, 86.
Indiana State Teachers College, 697.
Indianapolis, Ind., 231.
Infirmary, 107, 257, 433, 506, 514,
526, 832, 834, 839-40, 971.
Inglebert, Carrie E. (later Dougherty),
304.
Institute for Public Service, 446.
Insurance Economic Society of
America, 471.
Intercollegiate athletics, 349-63,
649, 653-68, 940-52.
Intercollegiate Broadcasting Sys-
tem, 940.
Intercollegiate Conference on
Government, 937.
Intercollegiate Newspaper Associa
tion, 650.
Interdenominational Seminary
Puerto Rico, 697.
Jackson, Andrew, 43, 160.
Jackson, Jerome C, 488, 631, 637.Jackson, Jerry, 935
Jacobs, David, 26, 29, 31, 98.
Jacobs, Michael, 29, 31, 82, 92, 96,
99-101, 103-4, 108, 112, 124, 136,
139-40, 159-60, 164, 171, 173-4,
177, 180, 184-5, 188-90, 208, 222,
230, 232, 234, 287, 379, 447, 810.
Jacobsen, Hugh Newell, 849.
Jaffee, Michael, 1016.
Janitors, 147, 265-6, 528-30, 855-6.
Janitor's house, 109, 243, 245, 506,
Jefferson, Thomas, 34, 139.
Jefferson College, 26, 29, 34, 36,
41-2, 44, 83, 86, 88, 99, 101, 103-4,
143, 159, 165, 694.
Jefferson Medical College, 99, 143,
145, 885.
Howard, Oliver 0., 135, 380.
Hubbard, WillisM., 895.
Huber, Charles H., 272-3, 275, 364,
432, 489, 513, 530-6, 542, 607.
Huber, Eli,121, 239, 272, 285, 393-4,
447, 575.
624, 688, 702, 728, 733, 785, 831,
834, 838-9, 851, 909, 941, 968, 970.
Hu Shih, 567.
Hutchins, Joseph, 12.
Hutter, Edwin W., 91.
Jacobs, Henry Eyster, 108, 121, 179,
185, 202, 208, 222, 231-2, 237-8,
248, 269-70, 280, 286, 316, 320,
334, 337, 379, 386-7, 397, 403-4,
697.
526-8, 729, 832, 846.
Japan, 293, 370, 734, 740, 766.
Jarvis, Chester E., 816.
Jeffersonians, 43.
Jepson, Sophia, 607.
Jews, 595, 927.
Johns Hopkins University, The, 195,
212, 220, 233, 240-1, 276-7, 288,
298, 466, 518, 570, 575, 607, 667,
787, 949, 997.
Johnson, Andrew, 115.
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Johnson, Arthur S., 619.
Johnson, C. Harold, 746, 748.
Johnson, Edwin T., 749-50, 756.
Johnson, Lester 0., 505, 559, 566,
818.
Johnson, Lyndon 8., 1001.
Johnson-Goldwater campaign, 1001.
Johnson's New Universal Cyclo-
paedia, 383.
Johnstown, 196, 201, 413.
Jones, W. Ramsay, 914.
Jones, William G., 137.
Jones, WilliamH., 914.
Jordan, Richard E., 756.
Juniata College, 274, 637.
Junior exhibition, 161, 307.
Junior year abroad, 871.
Junto, 940.
Kadel, William H., 968.
Kaltenborn, Hans V., 603.
Kansas, 182, 635.
Kappa Delta Epsilon, 640, 937.
Kappa Delta Rho, 621, 933, 998.
Kappa Epsilon Alpha, 641.
Kappa Phi Kappa, 640, 937.
Kauffman, Charles H., 685.
Keefer, Luther R., 256.
Keeney, Dorothy J. (later Peter-
man), 620.
Keeny, Spurgeon M., 472, 572, 656,
686, 924.
Keller, Benjamin, 78, 87, 102, 106,
171.
Keller, Emanuel, 76.
Keller, Ezra, 168-9.
Keller, Frederick A. M., 106.
Keller, Hiram H., 747, 749-50,
753.
Kelly, Jones, and Company, 261.
Kennedy, Eugene P., 1015.
Kennedy, John F., 899, 997, 1001
Kenney, Grace C, 946-7.
Kent State University, 1009.
Kenworthy, Robert, 950.
Kessler, George W., 689.
Keysville, Md., 275.
Kinard, Michael M., 293.
King, Henry C, 568.
Kip, Judith W., 756.
Kipling,Rudyard, 477.
Kirkpatrick, William S., 256.
Kline (Josiah W. and Bessie H.)
Foundation, 851.
Kline Theatre, 851, 936.
Klinger,Oscar G., 232, 240, 272, 285,
343.
Klose, William H., 293-4.
Knickerbocker, John H., 578-9, 705,
891-2, 995.
Knight, Grant C, 637.
Knoxville College, 1001.
Krauth, Charles Porterfield, 93.
Krauth, Harriet, 96.
Krauth, John M., 198-9, 377.
Krauth, Sarah P. (Sallie), 314,
572, 574.
Kroh, Millard L., 472.
Krug, Albert M., 640.
Kruse, Ernest J., 756.
Kuhn, Margaret E., 924.
Kunes, Robert L., 791.
Kunkelman, John A., 377
Kurtz, Benjamin, 19-20, 76, 78-9,
171, 174, 178, 190.
Kutztown normal school, 292.
Lafayette, Marquis de, 34, 172.
Lafayette College, 34-6, 44, 55, 69,
Lancaster County, 7, 36, 318.
Land-grant colleges, 141-2.
Langsam, Julie E., 776.
Langsam, Walter C, 751, 758, 763,Kline,Bessie H., 748.
Knubel, Frederick H., 413, 421, 589,
603, 709.
Korean War, 773, 871, 992.
Korte, Edwerth E., 777, 925-6.
Kramer, Frank H., 486, 501, 528,
549, 557-61, 602, 640, 725, 823,
895, 922, 953.
Kramer house, 834.
Krauth, Charles Philip, 19-20, 25,
59, 76, 82, 93-6, 103-4, 107, 135,
171, 173, 177, 181, 190, 229, 314,
372, 383, 679.
Kunkle, Benjamin S., 199, 253.
Kunkle, George 8., 416, 442.
Kurth, Arthur L., 888.
83, 88, 131, 212, 219, 234, 294, 309,
315, 396, 429, 441, 458, 643, 664,
759, 767, 821, 906-7, 923, 949.
LaFollette, Robert M., 649.
Lambda Chi Alpha, 621, 928, 933.
Lancaster, 11-12, 14, 21, 75, 78, 87,
226, 357, 405.
1080
775-84, 786, 790, 804-5, 808, 812-5,
818-9, 821, 823, 829, 836, 838, 846,
853, 855, 857, 862, 871-2, 881, 889,
892, 899, 905, 907, 910, 918, 924,
926, 929, 960, 963, 975, 977-8, 983,
989-90, 998.
Lark, Charles T., 416, 685-6.
Larkin, George R., 505, 553, 632.
Latest Out, 327.
Latourette, Kenneth S., 567.
Latrobe, Benjamin, 59-61.
Laurel Lake, 534.
Law department, 141.
Lazy Club, 341.
Leader, George M., 996.
Leathers, Doyle R., 534-5, 660, 662.
Lebanon, 11, 196.
Lebanon County, 7.
Lebanon Valley College, 359,
949-50.
Lee, Dorothy G., 489. 499.
Lee, Robert E., 183-5, 188-9.
Lefever, Jacob, 43, 46.
Lehigh County, 7, 36, 57, 318.
Lehigh University, 180, 212-3, 219,
Leitzell, Charles W., 697.
Lemnitzer, Lyman L., 924.
Leuchtenburg, WilliamE., 740.
Lewars, Elsie Singmaster, 591, 607.
Lewars, Harold S., 636.
Lewis, Dio (Dioclesian), 246.
Liaison, 1002.
Liberty Loan Drive, 704, 722.
Library (also Samuel Simon
Schmucker Library), 68, 135-9,
161, 168, 257, 313-5, 572-9, 618,
832, 843-4, 850, 891-5, 993, 995.
Library of Congress, 510-1, 573,
575, 577.
Lieber, Francis, 164.
Lincoln, Abraham, 130, 181-2, 188,
297-8, 317, 395, 583, 704, 922, 997.
Lincoln, Robert, 244.
Lincoln Fellowship of Pennsyl-
vania, 704.
Lincoln-175, 995.
Lindbergh, Charles A., 409, 569.
Lindeman, Ralph D., 816.
506, 523, 525-6, 556, 564, 579, 653,
657, 688.
Linnaeus, 163.
Lippincott Company, 775.
Literary Foundations course (see
General Education courses).
Literary Record and ]ournal of the
Linnaean Association of Pennsyl-
vania College, 164.
Literary societies (see Philoma-
thaean and Phrenakosmian So-
cieties), 159-63.
Loats, John, 199, 214.
Locher, Jack, 873.
Locher, Nancy, 914.
Lochman, Augustus H., 76, 78-9,
190, 196, 253.
Lock Haven High School, 299.
Logan, Rowland E., 879.
Longwood Foundation, 768, 846.
Loomis, Edna (later Hefelbower),
304, 455.
Loose, John H., 884, 943.
Loucks, Lester, 685.
Louisiana, 963
Lovejoy, Clarence E., 904.
LoyalLegion of the Grand Army of
the Republic, 230.
Loyalty (later Annual) Fund, 442,
687, 693, 760, 772, 961, 966-7.
"LoyaltySong", 685.
Luray Caverns, 318.
Luther, Martin, 298, 603.
Lutheran, 591.
Lutheran Church and the College,
173-9, 382-403, 705-13, 977-88.
Lutheran Church in America, 752,
979, 984-5, 987-8, 990, 1016.
Lutheran College for Women,
590-1, 593.
Lutheran liturgyof 1786, 8.
Lutheran Observer, 39, 55, 78, 89,
90-2, 148, 174-5, 177, 180, 196,
236, 248, 263, 302, 312, 454-5, 672.
Lutheran School of Theology,
Chicago, 968.
Lutheran Status of Pennsylvania
College, 395-8.
Lutheran Theological Seminary,
Gettysburg, 16, 20-1, 23, 25-9, 32-3,
39, 41, 46, 51, 59, 75, 88-9, 95-8,
101, 116, 148, 157, 168, 170, 173-4,
236, 241, 294, 298, 441, 458, 643,
759, 907, 949-50, 957.
Linnaean Association, 108-12, 136,
163-4, 245, 334-5, 373.
Linnaean Hall (later gymnasium),
85, 110-2, 114, 118, 121, 133, 140,
164, 187, 242-3, 245, 253, 255, 257,
259-60, 262, 289, 316-7, 360, 362,
Lutheran ministerium of 1748 (later
synod), 13-5, 18-9, 87, 101, 126,
174, 176, 178, 180, 185, 187,
204, 233, 384.
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176-8, 187, 214, 216, 223, 226-7,
231-2, 236, 239, 244, 252, 263, 274,
277, 306, 339, 378, 382, 390-1, 414,
455, 458, 476, 499, 582, 632-3, 651,
696-7, 833, 968, 981, 987-8, 1016.
Lutheran Theological Seminary,
Philadelphia, 101-2, 174, 178, 190,
214, 222, 226, 232, 384-5, 697,
968, 988.
Lutheran Theological Southern
Seminary, 968.
Lutheran Woman's Work, 607.
Lutheran World, 403.
Lutherans and Lutheran Church, 7-9,
12-4, 23, 41, 75, 78, 86, 103, 173,
196.
Lutherville Female Seminary, 232.
Lycoming County, 12.
McAlister, John 8., 415-7.
McAllister, James A., 697.
McCarney, Howard J., 748, 777,
924, 986.
McCarthy, Eugene, 1012.
McClean, Moses, 77-8, 80, 171,
190, 201.
McClean, William, 239.
McClean, William Arch, 361, 422.
McClellan, George, 143-4.
McClellan House (later Hotel Get-
tysburg), 149.
McCollough, Charles 8., 747, 753.
McConaughy, Rev. David, 25.
McConaughy, David, 336.
McConaughy, James, 336.
McConaughy, Samuel G., 336.
McCosh, James, 278.
McCreary, Harry C, 846.
McCreary, John 8., 247.
McCreary, Ralph W., 754, 768, 846.
McCreary Foundation, 846.
McCreary Gymnasium (later chem-
istry laboratory), 245-8, 255, 259-
60, 262, 268, 335, 348-9, 354, 372,
381, 506, 520, 526, 528, 578.
McCreary Gymnasium Association
of Pennsylvania College, 348-9.
McCreary Hall, 846-7, 850, 896.
McCreary Tire and Rubber Corn-
pany, 768.
Macdonald, M. Stewart, 553.
McEwensville Academy, 299.
Macfarlane, James, 575.
McGiffert, Arthur C, 607.
McGovern, George, 1012.
MacLeish, Archibald, 997.
McMillan, James, 201, 256.
McPherson, Donald P., 239, 487.
McPherson, Edward, 135, 199-200,
Mcßeynolds, William R., 662.
Mack, Connie, 519.
Madison College, 34, 42.
Magill,Edward Hicks, 405.
"Magistrate, The 11,636.
Main Building,preparatory campus
(see Huber Hall).
Maine, 973.
Majestic Theater, 602, 604, 734,
736, 921.
Major-and-minor system, 546, 562,
569, 595.
Manges, Lewis C, 686.
Manhart, Franklin P., 697.
Manheim, 11.
Map, campus, 737, 854, 1020.
Mara, Richard T., 816, 863, 875.
"March of the Bullets, The", 685.*
Marietta College, 568.
Marion College, 377.
Markham, Edwin, 567.
Marple, Dorothy J., 924.
Macfarlane, John F., 33, 46, 76, 80,
106, 147, 312.
McGurk, Margaret X., 499, 566.
McKean, Thomas, 11.
McKnight, Harvey W., 218, 227-31,
252, 255-6, 258, 262-4, 270, 279-80,
284-7, 291, 321, 337, 371, 375, 377,
379-80, 389-90, 392-403, 405-6,
438, 447, 451-2, 467, 477, 480, 624,
687, 707, 716, 734, 853, 856.
McKnight, John, 22.
McKnightHall, 245, 263-5, 275, 322,
506, 508, 528, 624, 728, 733, 766,
831, 834, 841-2.
McKnightstown, 227.
252, 368, 377, 412.
McPherson, John 8., (1789-1858),
33, 36, 46, 58-9, 63, 67, 76-8, 80,
106, 143, 170-1.
McPherson, John 8., (1863-1934),
199, 250, 354, 412, 421, 605-6,
622, 691.
McPherson, Robert, 22.
Maddox, Rex, 797.
Madison, James, 34.
Mann, Horace, 181.
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Marsden, John H., 92, 99, 124, 159-60.
Marsh Creek road, 22.
Marsh Creek settlement, 22.
Marshal, College, 602, 921.
Marshall, John, 160, 542.
Marshall, Robert J., 924.
Marshall College, Penna., 16, 75,
83, 159.
Marshall College, W. Va., 968.
Martin, Adam, 209, 233, 238, 241,
281, 386-7, 447, 492.
Martinsburg, W. Va., 19, 95.
Maryland, 7-8, 28, 86, 168, 182, 301,
317, 370, 594, 912, 973.
Maryland and VirginiaSynod, 18-20.
Maryland College for Women, 697.
Maryland Synod, 174, 178, 210,
Mask and Wig Society, 343, 636.
Mason, Francis C, 505, 563, 632,
823.
Mason-Dixon line, 181-2.
Massachusetts, 11.
Mass meetings, student, 363-4, 398.
Masters, Fred G., 843.
Master's degree programs, 133, 311-2,
560-2.
Masters (Fred G.) Hall, 843.
Mathematics Club, 937.
Mathias, Alfred L., 748, 756.
Matriculation and matriculation
oath, 129, 157, 166, 300-2, 321,
336, 609.
Matthews, Shailer, 568.
Mattson, Karl J., 777, 926.
Maxwell, Howard 8., 963-4.
Mayer, Alfred M., 140, 234, 241,
288, 312, 316.
Mayer, Lewis, 16, 26.
Meade, George G., 184.
Meadville, 21.
Medical College Admission Test,
570, 890.
Medical Department of Pennsyl-
vania College, 143-6, 164.
Medical Director, 450, 487, 503, 564.
Medtart, Jacob, 76.
Meisenhelder, Edmund W., 184.
Mellon (Andrew W.) Foundation,
813-4.
Melsheimer, Frederick, 12.
Memorial Athletic Field, 602, 604,
657, 660, 726, 729, 766, 776, 855,
921.
Memorial Day, 582.
Mencken, Henry L., 895.
Menges, Franklin, 239, 293-4,
334, 401.
Mennonites, 718.
Mercersburg, 15-6, 75.
Mercersburg Academy, 299
Mercury [College Mercury), 345-6,
645-7, 653, 939, and passim.
Messiah Lutheran Church, Harris-
burg, 476.
Methodists, 301, 493, 595, 801,
912, 987.
Metzger, Frederick E., 697.
Mexico, 533.
MiddleAtlantic Conference (Middle
Atlantic States Collegiate Athletic
Conference), 656, 942-3, 949-50.
Middlecoff, David, 46, 55.
Middle States accrediting visits and
reports, 779, 783, 789, 805, 808,
810, 812, 814, 819, 823, 829, 861-3,
870-2, 874-5, 880, 885, 889-90, 892,
895-6, 905, 943, 946, 948, 1001.
Middle States Association, 300,
405-6, 410, 412, 427, 471, 486, 492,
536, 539, 541, 575, 584, 715-7, 775,
815, 901, 910, 990-1.
Middleton, Robert W., 43, 45.
Middletown, 122.
Midland College, 488, 697.
Mifflin,Thomas, 11.
Militaryball, 519, 626.
Militaryinstruction or science, 143,
294-5, 565.
MilitaryMemorial Prize, 604.
Miller, Anna R., 275.
Miller, Benjamin X., 575.
Miller, Daniel R., 340, 369.
Miller, George R., 498.
Miller,Harvey C, 416.
Miller,Henderson N., 293-4.
Miller, Margaret E., 514.
Miller,Robert S., 619.
Miller,Thomas C, 33, 36, 38, 44, 46,
58, 63, 67, 76, 80.
Miller, William J., 413.
MillerHall, 340.
Millersville Normal School (later
State University), 353.
Milton, John, 234.
Milwaukee, Wis., 575.
Ministerial Association, 643.
Ministerium of the Evangelical
Lutheran Church of North
America, 18.
358, 387, 390, 395, 402-3, 423, 588,
590-1, 711-2, 752, 761, 763, 766,
977-81, 983, 985-7.
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Minstrel and Dramatic Troupe, 343.
Mission of LCA Colleges and Uni-
versities, The, 984.
Missionary Institute at Selinsgrove
(see Susquehanna University).
Model United Nations Team, 938.
Modern Book Club, 577, 643, 892.
Modern Language Association,
405, 718.
Montgomery County, 7.
Montour County, 215.
Moody, Dwight L., 335.
Moore, Carey A., 822.
Moorhead, M. Scott, 822.
Moratorium (1969), 1005-6.
Moravians, 7, 15.
Morgan, Edwin 8., 213.
Morgan, William, 43.
MorrillAct of 1862, 141-2.
Morris, Charles A., 78, 190, 212, 216.
Morris, Elizabeth C, 317.
Morris, John G., 76, 78-9, 92-3, 98,
102-3, 111, 135, 137, 140, 163-4,
171, 177, 180, 190, 196, 198, 203,
210, 234, 239, 248, 254, 276, 287,
302, 312, 317, 370.
Morris, Robert, 11.
Moser, Franklin W., 636-7.
Mother's day, 483, 583, 899.
Motter, Murray G., 292.
Mount St. Mary's College, 131, 153,
349, 875.
Moving the College from Gettys-
burg, proposals, 51, 170-1, 178-9.
Muhlenberg, Henry Melchior, 14.
Muhlenberg, Hiester H., 83, 137, 140.
Muhlenberg, Peter, 11.
Muhlenberg Freshman Prize, 156,
311, 605.
Muller, Steven, 924.
Museum, 110-2, 140-1, 257, 260,
317-8, 581, 616.
Music department, 969, 971.
Musical organizations, 165, 341-2,
629-33, 645, 654, 933-5.
Musselman, Carrie, 574, 576.
Musselman, Christian H., 767, 792.
Musselman, Emma G., 767.
Musselman, John M., 749.
Musselman (C. H.) Company, 767.
Musselman Foundation, 768, 848,
882.
Musselman (Emma G.) Foundation,
767, 769, 844, 848-51.
Musselman (Emma G.) Hall, 839.
Musselman Library/Learning Re-
sources Center, 738, 849-50, 853,
894-6, 971.
Musselman Stadium, 845, 944, 999.
Musselman Visiting Scientist pro-
gram, 882.
Muste, A. J., 567.
Myrtle Terrace, 835.
Nader, Ralph, 881.
Nagle, Robert S., 685.
Napoleonic Wars and German
Nationalism in Austria, The(1930), 775.
National Collegiate Athletic Asso-
ciation, 942, 950.
National Conference on Immigra-
tion and Americanization, 471.
National Defense Act of 1916,
554.
National Defense Act of 1920,
555.
National Defense Education Act,
741.
National Education Association,
539, 901.
National Flag Conference, 510.
National Interfraternity Con-
ference, 928.
National Lutheran Educational
Conference, 471, 708.
National Register of Historic
Places, 848.
National Science Foundation, 760,
897.
National Teachers' Examination,
890.
National Youth Administration, 724.
Nebraska, 635.
Nevins, Allan, 924, 993-4.
New Deal, 649.
New England, 90, 635, 973.
New Haven, Conn., 233.
Moyer, WillD., 680.
Mudd, Samuel A., 879.
Muhlenberg, Frederick A.,87, 101-2,
136, 156, 171, 176, 179, 182, 190,
222, 231-2, 384-5.
Muhlenberg, Henry, 11-2.
Muhlenberg College, 101, 174, 179,
190, 213, 219, 222, 233, 298, 300,
374, 377, 384, 406, 441, 577, 663-4,
697, 707, 712, 759-60, 763, 821,
894, 907, 949, 954.
New Jersey, 7-8, 558, 594, 912,
973.
New Market, Va., 18.
New Oxford, 250.
New Recitation Building (see Glat-
felter Hall).
New York (state), 8, 15, 42, 168, 233,
236, 558, 594, 714, 912, 973, 984.
New York and New Jersey Synod,
403.
New York City, 108, 193, 196, 199,
213-4, 288, 413, 416, 448-9, 451-2,
603, 689, 775.
New York Library School, 576.
New York Public Library, 576.
New York State Education Depart-
ment, 717.
New York Synod, 18-9.
New York Times, 727, 786, 866.
New York University, 274, 486,
576, 781.
Newberry College, 168, 293, 374,
697, 968.
Newfoundland, 447, 450.
News Flashes from Gettysburg
College, 919, 966.
Newton, John, 380.
Newville, 227, 455.
Newville road, 58.
Niagara Falls, 318.
Nicely, George W., 619, 659.
Nicholas, Jacob R., 619.
Nicholas Bible Prize, 604.
Nicholson, John Page, 466.Niebuhr, Richard, 567.
Nineteenth Century Club, 278.
Nixon, Henry 8., 233, 238, 240-1,
Nixon,Richard, 1001, 1009, 1012.
Nixon Field, 355-6, 653, 655, 657,
672, 721, 849, 855.
Noes, three, 484, 679, 953.
Non-Western studies program,
874-5, 990.
Nordvall, Robert C, 1011.
Normal schools, 142, 274, 295,
557.
Norris, Thomas C, 756.
Norstad, Lauris, 1000.
North Carolina, 182, 233, 317.
North Carolina College, 168-9, 232,
North Carolina Synod, 18-9.
North Central Association, 784.
Northampton County, 7, 318.
Northern Illinois University (see
IllinoisState University).
Northfield V.M.C.A. Conferences,
335, 365, 618.
Oakland, Cal., 430-1
Observatory, 246-50, 286, 405, 506,
514, 526, 843.
Ockershausen, Adolphus F., 90,
216-7.
Ockershausen, George P., 90, 199,
216-7, 266.
Ockershausen professorship, 91, 99,
102, 128, 140, 216-7, 234, 236-7,
287-8, 312.
Off-campus study, 871, 878
Office of Defense Mobilization,
U.S.A., 787.
Ohio, 588.
Ohio monument, 380.
Ohio Synod, 18.
Old Dorm (see Pennsylvania Hall).
"Old Dorm in the Moonlight",
685.
OJd Ladies' Home Journal, 652
Omaha, Neb., 517.
Omicron Delta Kappa, 642.
One hundred twenty-fifth anniver-
sary of the College (1957), 993-5.
O'Neill, WilliamL., 741.
"OnGettysburg", 681.
Open visitation, 1008.
Oracle of Delphi, 477.
Orange and Blue Club, 772.
"Orange and the Blue, The", 365-6,
680.
Oriental art collection, 895.
Orientation course for freshmen,
548, 595, 866-7.
Orientation program for freshmen,
483, 595, 898, 915.
Orso, Paul M., 749.
Osoga, 534.
Osoga Lodge, 534, 536, 620.
Ostrom, John W., 685.
"Our Alma Mater", 365, 367, 681.
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246, 286, 356-8, 470, 491, 513,
614.
293, 374, 377.
Northwestern College, 233.
Nott, Eliphalet, 180-1.
Notz, Frederick WilliamAugustus,
233, 241, 327, 385, 492.
Nunamaker, Norman X., 893.
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Our Centennial Olio, 347, 363.
Our Olio, 271, 347, 363.
Outing Club, 938.
Owl and Nightingale, 519-20, 636-8,
645, 837, 935.
Oxford University, 635.
Packard, James W., 441.
Pacific School of Religion, 697.
Packer, Asa, 180, 213.
Painter, Julia, 293.
Panhellenic ball, 626.
Panhellenic Council, 932.
Panmunjom, 993.
Pardee, Ario, 212.
Parent Education Society, Lutheran
Church, 84, 173-4.
Parents' Association, 771.
Parents' weekends, 899.
Parking, 485, 855.
Parson, WilliamE., 339.
Parsons, Louis A., 474, 491, 494,
497-8, 580.
Paterno, Joseph V., 922.
Patrick, William H., Jr., 747, 753,
782, 839.
Patrick Hall, 839, 1008.
Patrons ofPennsylvania College, 28,
35, 38, 46, 57, 75-6.
Patterson, James, 44-6, 51-3, 55,
57.
Pattison Club, 341.
Patton, George S., 787.
Paul, Luella Musselman Arnold,
792, 844, 853.
Paul (Luella Musselman) Recital
Hall, 851.
Paulssen, Bertha, 499.
Paulus, Louisa, 972.
Pavlantos, Ruth E., 893.
Paxton, William, 25, 38.
Peace Corps, 1001.
Pearl Harbor, 730.
Pearson, Davis, 217.
Pearson professorship, 217, 232.
Peery, Rufus 8., 293-4, 697.
Pen and Sword Society, 343, 365,
371, 457, 599, 617, 633, 642, 658,
680, 687, 725, 937.
Perm, William, 5.
Perm-Harris hotel, Harrisburg, 416.
Perm proprietors, 5.
Pennsylvania, 533, 558, 594, 743,
912, 973.
Pennsylvania Association of Col-
lege Dramatic Clubs, 638.
Pennsylvania Association of Col-
leges and Universities, 990.
Pennsylvania Chautauqua, 230.
Pennsylvania College and the Lu-
theran Church, 388, 398.
Pennsylvania College Base Ball
Club, 349.
Pennsylvania CoiJege Book, 1832-
1882, 372-3, 376.
Pennsylvania College Monthly, 343-5,
and passim.
Pennsylvania College ofGettysburg,
3, 34, 39, 54, 69, 73, 76.
Pennsylvania College ofGettysburg,
proposals to change the name,
205-7, 420-2, 687.
Pennsylvania Constitution of 1776,
5.
Pennsylvania Female College, 205.
Pennsylvania Gazette, 9.
Pennsylvania Hall, 58-70, 105-8,
120-1, 136, 147-8, 157, 161, 184-6,
242-6, 248, 251, 255, 257-8, 261-2,
267, 313, 322, 328, 332, 336, 356,
506, 508-12, 525, 527-8, 556, 595,
604, 611, 630, 676, 681, 693-4, 720,
725, 728, 733, 736, 766-8, 792, 831,
834, 836, 841-2, 846-50, 853, 922,
955, 971, 995, 1017,
Pennsylvania Hospital, 145.
Pennsylvania Industrial Welfare
and Efficiency Conference, 471.
Pennsylvania Intercollegiate Ora-
torical Union, 342, 634-5.
Pennsylvania Military Academy,
295.
Pennsylvania monument, 582.
Pennsylvania Motor List Com-
pany, 843.
Pennsylvania Railroad, 102, 443.
Paul, Ruth Sieurin, 792.
Paul, WillardStewart, 738, 751, 753,
765, 770, 786-93, 803-4, 807-8, 810,
812-3, 815, 817, 820-1, 823, 828-9,
831, 833, 839, 842-7, 855, 857-9,
872, 874, 892, 894, 896, 900, 904,
909-10, 915-6, 918-9, 923, 925,
929-30, 935, 963, 966, 971, 990,
994-6, 998, 1006, 1011.
Paul (Willard S.) Hall, 838, 840-1,
849.
Pennsylvania Senate, 799.
Pennsylvania State College (later
University), 142, 205-6, 295, 315,
360, 631, 656, 989.
Pennsylvania State Education Asso-
ciation, 640.
Pennsylvania State Intercollegiate
Baseball Association, 353.
Pennsylvania State Library, 575.
Pennsylvania Synod (see Lutheran
ministerium).
Pennypacker, Samuel W., 380.
Pennypacker Club, 341.
Pensions, 208, 447-50, 483, 503,
821.
Peterson, Oliver A., 619.
Peterson, Paul G., 771, 791, 797.
Pew Memorial Trust, 769.
Pfeffer, Fred G., 472.
Ph.D. programs (honorary and in
course), 292-4, 312-3, 457-8.
Phi Alpha Theta, 641, 937.
Phi Beta Kappa, 241, 471, 474, 486,
642-3, 717, 725, 776, 882, 910, 937-8,
1012, 1016.
Phi Beta Kappa Visiting Scholar
Program, 882.
Phi Delta Theta, 339-40, 620, 624,
933.
Phi Epsilon Nu, 933.
Phi Gamma Delta, 166, 336-7, 339-40,
528, 620, 624, 855, 932-3.
Phi Gamma Mv, 640.
Phi Kappa Psi, 166, 336-7, 339, 620,
622-3, 732-3, 933.
Phi Kappa Psi House, 842.
Phi Kappa Rho, 621, 933.
Phi Mv, 621, 933.
Phi Mv Alpha, 937.
Phi Phi Phi, 621.
Phi Sigma, 621, 623
Phi Sigma lota, 641, 937.
Phi Sigma Kappa, 621, 933.
Philadelphia, 4-7, 11, 21-2, 36, 42,
59-60, 73, 78, 86, 95, 108, 110, 115,
135, 143, 145, 172, 181, 193, 195-6,
199, 205, 211, 213, 222, 236, 239,
248-9, 251, 253, 263, 268, 289, 311,
319, 379, 384, 403, 413, 416, 436,
442, 454, 512, 542, 700, 720, 775,
782, 800.
Philadelphia Athletics, 519.
Philadelphia-Baltimore railroad, 61.
Philadelphia College of Medicine,
146.
Philadelphia College of Pharmacy,
236.
Philadelphia Conference, East
Pennsylvania Synod, Lutheran
Church, 436, 623.
Philadelphia County, 5.
Philadelphia Phillies, 519.
Philadelphia Press, 258.
Philadelphia Public Schools, 466.
Philadelphische Correspondenz, 9.
Philhellenic Society, 640.
Philo Dramatic Club, 343.
Philomathaean Hall, 107, 161, 257,
332-3, 618.
Physical training (or education)
requirement, 288-9, 563-5, 866,
952.
PiDelta Epsilon, 653, 938.
PiKappa Eta, 641.
PiLambda Sigma, 640, 937.
Pi Sigma Alpha, 937.
Pickering, James D., 791, 806.
Pickett's charge, 185, 996.
Picking, Harry (Henry) C, 199, 201,
Pillsbury, Charles A., 193.
Pinchot, Gifford, 567.
Pine Grove, 301.
Pittsburgh, 21, 42, 172, 193, 195-6,
223, 416, 443, 698-9, 746.
Pittsburgh Synod, 174, 210, 387-8,
394.
Pitzer, Rosa 8., 275.
Plank, Edward S., 519
Plank, Ira D., 660-1.
Plank, Rosa E., 275.
Plank Field, 855.
Plank (Eddie Plank Memorial) Gym-
nasium, 518-20, 524-6, 556, 563,
602, 607, 638, 657-8, 660, 761, 832,
834-5, 843-5, 851, 921, 926, 941,
944, 951.
Planning, 752, 755, 796, 802, 835,
849, 856-61.
Platt, Charles E., 873.
Playing fields, 119, 246, 250, 944.
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Philomathaean Society (Philo),
159-63, 257, 307, 313-4, 332-5, 338,
572-3, 575, 617-8, 636.
Phrenakosmian Hall, 107, 161, 257,
332-3, 618.
Phrenakosmian Society (Phrena),
159-63, 257, 307, 313-4, 332-5, 338,
572-3, 575, 617-8, 636.
368, 375, 377, 418, 424, 475, 487,
687, 690, 703, 713.
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Poland, 193.
Poling, Daniel A., 567.
Popular Science Monthly, 291.
Ports, Horace G., 747, 753.
Potter, David M., 994.
Potts, David 8., 803, 806.
Pratt Institute, 968.
Prelaw program, 885, 889.
Pre-Legal Union, 640.
Premedical program, 289, 290, 570-1,
885, 889-90.
Preministerial Association, 643, 938.
Preparatory department (later Get-
Presbyterians, 6-7, 9, 15, 22-3, 78,
301, 493, 595, 787, 912.
President emeritus, 230, 774, 798.
Presidential (U.S.) preferences of
students, 649, 1001, 1012.
Presidents, discussed, 92-104, 222-30,
451-90, 772-803.
President's house (see White
House).
"President's Marching Song", 685.
Presidents of the College, list of
(1832-1986), 1029.
President's residence, 845.
Press Club, 643, 681.
Pretz, George R., 680.
Price level, changes, 426, 745, 773.
Priestly Society, 334, 340.
Publications, College, 343-8, 645-53,
938-40.
Purposes of the College, 549, 861-5,
872.
Puryear, Martin, 1017.
Putman, Dwight F., 472, 986.
Quakers, 927.
Quality point system, 547.
Qually, Ingolf, 868.
Queens, campus, 651, 939, 1010.
Raby, Clarence L. S., 480, 763-4,
940.
Radebaugh, John M., 239.
Radio Club, 643.
Radio station, campus, 939-40.
Rafferty, Louise H., 756.
Ragout, 336, 347-8, 363.
"Rah, Rah, Gettysburgia", 685.
Railing, William F., 893.
Rasmussen, Howard, 924
Rauschenbusch, Walter, 568.
Reading, 11, 83, 158, 223.
Reck, Abraham, 76.
Recreational building, 834, 845.
Red Cross, 976.
Reddig, Charles J., 311.
Prizes and awards, 156, 309-10,
604, 923.
Reformed theological seminary, 15.
Regional educational agencies, 405,
539, 713-4, 716.Procter and Gamble Company, 570.
Professors' houses, built 1868, 116,
Religion-in-lifeweek (laterreligious
emphasis week), 618, 925, 1010.Prohibition Club, 341.
Psi Chi, 937. Religious preferences of students,
301-2, 594-5, 912.Public relations office, 962-3, 991.
Public schools (free or common) in
Pennsylvania, 35, 48, 55, 57-8.
Religious revivals, 157-8.
tysburg Academy), 41, 80, 82, 85,
95, 98, 101, 111-4, 119-22, 124,
171, 181, 184, 190, 198, 205, 232,
234, 241, 245, 265, 270-6, 299, 302,
433, 489, 530-8, 542, 568, 702,
724.
Rail, Robert 8., 490, 570.
i t , Reddig Oratorical Prize, 311.
Princeton College (later University), Reed, George E., 294.
180, 187, 205, 212, 277-8, 309, 329, Reen, C. Gilbert, 559.
351, 370, 396, 414, 463-4, 491-2, Reformed and Reformed Church, 7-9,
542, 547, 694, 715, 800, 866. 12-4, 23, 75, 301.
Princeton Theological Seminary, Reformed (German) coetus (later
16, 98, 101, 568. synod), 9, 13, 15-6, 20.
Reichenbach, William,12.
207, 231, 243, 245, 506, 513, 522, Reider, Ray R., 947.
526. Reinartz, Frederick Eppling, 684-5,
Progressive Club, 643. 968.
Progressivism, 649. Reitz, Moritz G. L., 697.
Prohibition, 649. li i i -life l t s
Remsen, Ira, 486, 607.
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Renshaw, James, 44.
Residential LifeCommission, 1006-7,
1013.
Resources and Standards of Colleges
of Arts and Sciences ... (1918),
438, 492, 531, 582, 715.
Reuning house, former Gettysburg
Academy building, 1016.
Revelator, 326.
Revett, Nicholas, 62.
Reynolds, WilliamM.,101, 108, 121,
129, 171, 181.
Rhodes Scholarship program, 458,
471, 656.
Rice, Arthur E., 659.
Rice, John S., 414, 727-8, 746-7,
749-50, 753-4, 785-7, 838-9, 922,
924, 996.
Rice, John W., 199, 303.
Rice, Luene, 729, 989.
Rice, Paul B. S., 416.
Rice (John S.) Hall, 838.
Richards, James H., 894-5.
Richardson, Norman E., 811, 869,
874.
"Rights and Responsibilities of
Students, The'1,1011.
Riis, Jacob, 567.
Rinard, Herbert A., 487, 619.
Ritner, Joseph, 43.
Roanoke College, 168, 174, 241, 293,
374, 396, 476, 734.
Robinson, Edward, 93-4, 103.
Rock Creek Presbyterian Church, 22.
Rockefeller, John D., 41, 193, 431,
434, 446.
Rockefeller Foundation, 420.
Rockey, Keller E., 924.
Rockey, Ordean, 656.
Rockingham County, Va., 18.
Rogers, Charles, 632.
Roister Doister Club, 343.
Roman Catholics, 7, 15, 302, 595,
912, 927.
"Romancers, The", 636.
Roosevelt, Franklin D., 510, 649,
728, 730-1.
Roosevelt, Theodore, 649.
Rosenberger, Russell S., 868.
Ross, Edward A., 568.
Roth, Elias, 250.
Roth, Henry W., 377.
Rothrock, John L., 441, 607.
Rowe, Joseph E., 455-6, 572, 607,
697, 727.
Rowland, Alex T., 879.
Royston, Carroll W., 749
Ruby, George W., 312.
Rudisill, Earl S., 697.
Rudolph, Frederick, 125.
Rules and regulations of the Col-
lege, 50, 73-4, 118, 147, 151, 319,
322-3, 331, 337, 356-7, 609-10, 624,
669, 914-5.
Rush, Benjamin, 6-7, 9-13, 22.
Rusk, Dean, 997.
Russia, 193.
Rutgers University, 694, 949.
Ruthrauff, Albert, 848.
Ruthrauff, Frederick, 19.
Ruthrauff, Jonathan, 76.
Ryneal, George, 197, 199, 253.
Sabbatical leaves, 483, 500-2, 813.
Saby, Rasmus S., 501, 549, 553, 563,
640, 712.
Sacajawean Club, 643.
Sadtler, Benjamin, 236, 377.
Sage, Henry W., 212.
Sager, Adeline, 219, 442.
Sager professorship, 442-3, 563.
Sages, 641.
Sahm, Peter and Susan, 443.
Sahm, WilliamK. T., 443, 689.
Sahm professorship, 443.
St. Andrew's Society of Philadel-
phia, 230.
St. Francis Xavier Roman Catholic
Church, Gettysburg, 625.
St. Joseph's College, 875.
St. Joseph's University, 949.
St. Louis, Mo., 519.
St. Luke's Lutheran Church, Pitts-
burgh, 476.
Reserve Officers Training Corps
(R.O.T.C), 419, 534, 554-6, 564-5,
607, 722-3, 733, 845, 871, 880, 922,
991, 1010.
Rho Beta, 933.
Rhoads, Paul H., 640, 747, 749-50,
753-4.
"Rivals, The", 636.
Sadtler, Samuel P., 236, 241, 246,
287, 291, 312, 337, 371, 492.
St. James Lutheran Church, Gettys-burg, 25, 87, 172, 325, 403, 434,
809.
St. Olaf College, 632.
St. Paul, Minn., 441.
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St. Paul's A.M.E. Zion Church, Get-
tysburg, 379, 925.
Salaries, facultyand administrative,
82, 220, 444-7, 819-23.
Saltzer, Bertram H., 631-2, 637,
685.
Sanders, Charles F., 426, 432, 497-8,
503, 548-9, 553, 556, 559-60, 575,
583, 634, 641, 705.
Sandlas, WilliamH., 747, 753.
Saunders, Leon C, 534.
Saunders, William, 267.
Sayre, Francis 8., 734.
Scabbard and Blade, 641, 937.
Scandinavia, 178, 193.
Sceptical Chymists, 640, 937.
Sceptical Chymists Prize, 604.
Schaeffer, David F., 29, 76.
Schaeffer, Nathan C, 603.
Scharf, Henry M., 882, 996.
Scharf Lecture (Henry M. Scharf
Lecture on Current Affairs), 882.
Scherer, James A.8., 293-4, 697.
Scherer, John Jacob, 377.
Schieren, Charles A., 199, 214,
253.
Schildknecht, Calvin E., 884.
Schlegel, John J., 791, 797, 803,
975.
Schmucker Library(see Libraryand
Schmucker Hall).
Schneider, Henry 111, 893.
Scholarships, 759, 778-9.
Scholarships, athletic, 662-8, 942-3,
948, 951.
Scholarships sold, to raise funds
(permanent and transient), 85-6,
214-5.
Scholastic Aptitude Tests, 902
904, 906.
School and Society, 627.
School Code of 1911, 557.
Schoolman's Club, 640.
Schreckengaust, Samuel A., Jr.,
749-50.
Schroeder, E. E., 631.
Schroeder, Florence M., 973.
Schubart, W. Richard, 816, 943.
Schwengel, Fred D., 997.
Scientific American, 291.
Scotch-Irish inPennsylvania, 4, 6-10,
13, 22-3.
Scotch-Irish Society of Pennsyl-
vania, 230.
Scott, Hugh, 924.
Scott, J. Bion, 239.
Scott, Walter, 139, 307.
Scott, Walter J., 884.
Scranton, William W., 1000.
Sculpture, sesquicentennial, 1017.
Seal, College, 422.
Sears, Roebuck, and Company,
570.
Second Continental Congress, 4, 6.
Second Presbyterian Church, Car-
lisle, 61.
Secretary of Education, Penna.,
754.
Secretary of the Air Force, U.S.A.,
991.
Seebach, Margaret Himes, 607.
Seip, Theodore L., 377.
Selective Service Acts, 722-3, 730.
Selective Service appeal board,
485.
Sell, Edward H.M., 289.
Semester hours, 544.
Semicentennial celebration (1882),
251, 280, 363, 371-4.
Seminars, 878-9, 883.
Sentinel (later Star and Sentinel), 33,
38-9, 43, 47, 68, 173, 182-3.
Sentman, Solomon, 271-2.
Servicemen's Readjustment Act of
1944 (GI Billof Rights), 742.
Settlemeyer, Frederick H., 756.
Seventy-fifth anniversary of the
College (1907), 430, 719-20.
Seventy-fifth Infantry Division,787.
Seward, WilliamH., 997.
Schaeffer, Charles F., 87-8, 100-1,
126, 165, 176, 178, 181, 185, 187-90,
222, 233, 384.
Schmidt, Emile 0., 935-6.
Schmucker, Beale M., 373.
Schmucker, John George, 16, 19-20,
25, 38, 66, 76, 78-9, 121.
Schmucker, Samuel D., 199, 417.
Schmucker, Samuel Simon, 16-20,
25-8, 30, 32-6, 42, 46, 51, 54, 59, 63,
75-6, 80, 92-3, 95, 98-9, 103-4, 106,
115, 124, 135, 141> 143, 147, 171,
173-4, 176-8, 190, 236, 248, 267,
396, 402, 726, 794, 799, 1018.
Schmucker Hall (former Library),
116, 518, 521-3, 527, 850-1, 971,
1015.
Sesquicentennial celebration (1982),
768, 967, 1015-7.
Seymour, E., 141.
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Shafer, Raymond P., 845.
Shand, John D. (Jack), 822.
Shannon, Arline E., 756.
Sheets, Howard F., 686.
Sheffer, Daniel, 42, 44, 46, 76.
Sheffield Scientific School, 465.
Shenandoah County, Va., 18.
Shenandoah valley, 183.
Shepherdstown, W. Va., 95.
Shipherd, Henry R., 637.
Shipman, William A., 413.
Shippensburg, 22, 78, 211, 295.
Shirer, WilliamL., 922.
Shoemaker, Howard G., 946-7.
Shryock, George, 58.
Shryock, Richard H., 145.
Sibbet, Robert L., 289.
Sickles, Daniel E., 380.
Sieber, Paul R., 747, 753, 840.
Sieber-Fisher Infirmary, 840, 851.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, 339, 620,
624, 933.
Sigma Alpha lota, 937.
Sigma Chi, 166, 336, 339-41, 620,
624, 933.
Sigma Kappa, 933.
Sigma Nu, 933.
Sigma Pi Sigma, 937.
Sigma Sigma Sigma, 933.
Silliman, Benjamin, 164.
Silver, James W., 994.
Silver Spring, Md., 590.
Simonton, Chester S., 637, 746-7,
753, 983.
Simpson, Joseph T., 748, 999.
Singmaster, John A., 607, 697.
Sirica, John J., 924.
Sittler, Joseph, 924.
Sketch Club, 643.
Slagle, William A., 253, 257-8.
Slaybaugh, James F., 893.
Sloat, C. Allen, 472, 505, 823.
Slocum, Henry W., 380.
Smeltzer, Josiah P., 168.
Smith, Allen J., 466, 606.
Smith, Charles Emory, 258.
Smith, Edgar Fahs, 145, 291, 516,
542, 606.
Smith, Henry 1., 126.
Smith, John E., 369.
Smith, Joseph J., 260-1.
Smith, Margaret Chase, 924.
Smith, Robert D., 963-4.
Smith, Stewart H., 968.
Smith, WilliamH., 131.
Smithsonian Institution, 234.
Smoke, Kenneth L., 631, 811, 846,
922.
Smoke, LillianH., 892, 894-5.
Smoke Laboratory Suite, 846.
Smokers, 627.
Smyser, Edward G., 199.
Snyder, Samuel F., 432, 475, 487.
Society of Biblical Literature and
Exegesis, 718.
Soldiers' National Cemetery, 172,
188, 198, 267, 568, 704, 996-7.
Soldiers' Orphans' home, 172.
Somerset County, 36.
Songs and Hymns for Commence-
ment, 681.
Songs, College, 365-7, 680-5, 960.
"Sons of Gettysburg", 680-1, 683,
685.
Sons of Hercules, 360, 653.
Sons of the American Revolution,
992.
Sophomore Band, 673, 676.
Sophomore Players, 636, 662.
Sororities, 339, 621, 927-33.
South College (see McKnight Hall).
Southeast Asia, 741, 766.
Soviet Union, 739-41, 992.
Spangler, Laura M., 275.
Spanish-American War, 379.
Spanish Club, 641, 937.
Special students program, 292, 546.
Spectrum, 347-8, 650-1, 939, and
passim.
Spirit, College, 362-7, 668-86, 952-61.
"Spirit of Gettysburg, The", 632,
685.
Spock, Benjamin, 881-2.
Sprecher, Samuel, 169.
Spring Garden Band, 685.
Spring Garden Insurance Company
of Philadelphia, 262.
Spring Grove, 201, 252, 414.
Springer, Francis, 169.
Springer, Nancy Connor, 895.
Springs Hotel, 307, 368.
Sproul, William C, 603.
Sputnik, 741.
Shaffer, W.Frederick, 492, 502, 566,
632.
Shainline, John W. (Jack), 790-1,
911.
Smith, Adam, 484.
Stahler, Harry L., 528.
Stahler Memorial Gardens, 528.
Stahley, George D., 235, 237, 239-41,
260, 288-90, 317, 334-5, 351, 353-4,
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357-9, 361, 363-4, 369, 379, 449-50,
487, 503, 514, 564, 570, 579, 653,
679, 693, 810.
Stahley (George Diehl) Hall, 842,
849, 851.
Stahley House, 514, 526, 776, 832,
998-9.
Stahr, John S., 312.
Stallsmith, Merville E., 264.
Stallsmith, William C, 116.
Standard Oil Company, 689.
Star and Banner, 36, 43-5, 47-8.
Star and Sentinel, 96, 253, 383,
671.
Star Club, 621.
State appropriations to the College,
41-2, 44-55, 58, 83-4.
State Council of Education, 406.
State Hospital for the Insane, 237.
Statements of partnership, with
supporting synods, 985.
Steelton, 954.
112, 121, 136, 184, 167-8, 174, 181,
185-6, 190, 222, 232, 249, 290,
327, 367.
Stokes, Anson Phelps, Jr., 466.
Storek, Martha, 914.
Stork, Charles A., 234
Stork, Theophilus, 168.
Stover, Clyde 8., 239, 450, 487-8,
504, 607, 667, 695.
Strickland, William, 59-62.
Strohmeier, Bertram A., 680.
Strong, Amanda Rupert, 218.
Strong, James, 218, 264, 285, 443,
700.
Strong professorship, 218, 237, 239,
285, 392, 394, 398, 447, 490-2,
706.
Stroup, Henry, 215, 227.
Stuart, J. E. 8., 183
Stuart, James, 62.
Stuart, Moses, 93.
Stuckenberg, J. H. Wilburn, 381,
567-8, 575, 698.
Stevens Laboratory Theatre, 851.
Stevenson, Adlai, 1001.
Stevenson, J. Ross, 568.Stewards, 147-51, 190.
Stewart, John, 239.
Stipe, Edward X., 777.
Stock, Charles M., 264, 413, 453-4.
Stockton, Thomas H., 135.
Student handbook, 479, 593, 616,
618, 628-9, 632, 642, 644-5, 647,
651, 670, 679, 681, 685, 705, 732,
915-6, 924, 928, 938-9, 952-5,
958-60.
Student Life Council, 1006-7, 1010.
Student organizations, 159-66,
331-43, 617-45, 924-38.
Student Senate, 915-6, 939, 959, 992,
1002, 1004.
"Student Song" (see "Gettysburg
Student Song").
Student UnionBuilding(see College
Union Building).
Student Volunteer Movement for
Foreign Missions, 335, 618.
Students 1 Army Training Corps
(1918), 426, 442, 555, 723.
Steelton V.M.C.A., 360. ,
Steger, Joseph A., 968. Stuckenberg, Mary Gingrich, 567,
Stemen, John Roger, 888. 619, 698-700.
Stevens, Thaddeus, 27, 43-6, 51-3, Stuckenberg lecture, 567-8.
55-9, 63, 70, 73, 78, 80-1, 85, 106-7, Student Chest, 644-5.
114-6, 139, 141, 143, 147, 170-1, Student Christian Association
190, 384. (S.C.A.), 581, 593, 614, 620, 627,
Stevens, William H. 8., 748, 754. 732-3, 924-5, 927, 939-40, 968, 970,
Stevens, William H. B. and Ida 972, 976.
H., 851. S.C.A. Building (see Weidensall
Stevens (brieflyThaddeus Stevens) Hall).
Hall, 107, 112-3, 115-6, 122, 133, Student Council, 581, 599-800, 610,
142, 207-8, 242-3, 245, 251, 255, 614-6, 625, 629, 644-5, 647, 650-1,
264-5, 271-2, 275-6, 387, 433, 506, 673-5, 684.
508, 513-4, 530, 532-4, 537, 556, Student government, 328-9, 458,
702, 831, 834, 851, 909, 968, 970. 467, 470.
Stevens Institute of Technology, ,
236. . . . , 644-5, 647,
Stewart, Mary Margaret, 884.
Stille, Alfred, 312.
Stine, Charles M. A., 415-7, 521,
749, 838.
Stine, MiltonH., 293.
Stine Chemistry Prize, 604.
Stine Hall, 838.
Stoever, Martin L.f 98, 100-1, 103-4,
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Students in College and degrees
granted (1832-1985), 127, 263, 300,
310, 585, 908.
Stuempfle, Herman G., 746, 748,
988.
Stump, Adam, 671.
Stump, Raymond, 671-2.
Summer session, 558-60, 898, 993.
Sun, Philadelphia, 48.
Sunbelt, 743.
Sunday, WilliamF., 436.
Sunderman, F. William, 472, 583,
629, 681, 749-50, 754, 882, 924.
Sunderman Chamber Music Foun-
dation, 882.
Sundermeyer, William X., 502.
Superintendent of Common
Schools, Penna., 142.
Superintendent of Public Instruc-
tion, Penna., 221, 263, 372, 404,
558.
Supreme Executive Council, Penna.,
7, 11-2, 34.
Susquehanna Synod, 210, 387-8,
395, 711.
Sweat box, 256-7, 625, 627, 688.
Swiss inPennsylvania, 5, 7.
Swope, Donald M., 996.
Swope, John A., 198, 201, 253.
Swope, Samuel McCurdy, 199,
369, 415.
Swope and Swope, 487.
Symposium 70, 1008-9.
Synodical grants to the College
(1959-1984), 980-2.
Taft, William Howard, 603, 649.
Ifepeworm (Gettysburg) railroad, 81,
Tkrkio College, 968.
Turytown, N.Y., 601.
Tau Kappa Alpha, 634, 937.
Tau Kappa Epsilon, 621, 933.
Taylor, Amos E., 415-6, 753, 782,
Taylor, Raymond A., 748.
Teacher-training (or education) pro-
gram, 556-9, 883-5, 945, 952.
Teacher-training schools, 142.
Teachers College, Columbia Univer-
sity, 418.
Teachers Insurance and Annuity
Association of America (TIAA),
450, 821.
Teachers' Placement Bureau, 559.
Telescope, College, 83, 140, 168,
185, 248-50, 315.
Temperance Constitutional Amend-
ment Club, 341.
Temple University, 775, 800, 949-50,
968.
Temple University, Medical
School, 885.
Tennessee, 233.
Tennessee Synod, 18.
Tenure, 203-5, 494-7.
Tewksbury, Donald G., 131.
Texas, 743.
Textbooks used, 125.
Thayer, M.Russell, 115.
Theological seminaries, 15, 25.
Theological Seminary of Virginia,
99.
Theta Chi, 933.
Theta Kappa Nu, 621.
Theta Nu Epsilon, 339.
Theta Phi, 621, 623.
Thiel College, 219, 232, 298, 374,
377, 441, 697, 707, 712, 760, 968,
979.
Thirty-three hundred thirty-third
Service Command Unit, Army
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